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TO OUR READEES.

Every oue must have had that temper-trying personage, a plain-spoken friend—one wlio is aptly

described as " always calling a spade a spade," and as aptly might it be added, " and always using

it as a spade " by digging with it^unmercifully. We have such a friend, and you, our Eeaders, know

her too ; but so many months had elapsed without her delving into us that we began to hope—we

think we did not hope that she was dead—but we began to hope that she had given us up as incor-

rigible. The cherished delusion is dissipated, for we have the note following

—

" Cackleion' Hall,

"Innocent6' Day, 1S6'J.

"Miss Penelope Pomeroy's compliments, and wishes to know what improvements the Editors

intend to make in their Journal. They were very prone to changes at one time, and had a change

of office, change of publishing day, and change of name ; but now when other journals are makiag

changes the Editors remain stagnant. Why don't they print the Journal on toned paper, or alter

its type, or add some such department as ' Pug Dog and Parrot Chronicle ' to its many titles ?

Miss P. P. knows both the Editors from their photographs, and begins to call them ker ' old Goose-

bemes ;' and by way of distinction she calls one her ' smooth old Gooseben-y,' and the other her

' haiiy old Gooseberry.'
"

We shall not gratify Miss P. P. by revealing whether oue of her ' old Gooseberries ' became

more red and the other more pale upon perusing that note. They have not even posted to her a

reply, but they here priut it.

" The Editors' compliments to Miss Penelope Pomeroy, and they do not purpose making any

change in the Journal, and for that most satisfactory of reasons—there is no occasion for it. Their

Keaders are satii^fied, their Correspondents are satisfied, and the Editors are satisfied ; and they are

quite contented to be called ' her Gooseberries,' because they hope it intimates her intention to

preserve them.
"

Our Eeaders wiU appreciate the concluding sentence ; and we have purposely omitted any

allusion to the senility of the Gooseberries, because we feel there is no occasion for it.





INDEX.

Aberdeen Pocltet Show, 581

Abie?!, Uouglasii, 227; Patloniana, 287

Abutilon megapotamicmu or vexil-

lariaDi, 341

Acer rufiQprve.var. albo-Umbatum, 247

Acorn iu water. 485
Affides ]apoDicum,S03
^schyiianthua grandiflonis, to
flower, 194

AgaricuB personatus, 404

A^ave amerioaua variegata culture,

404
Air purifjing, 14
Aliiborough and Boronghbridge
Poultry Show, 156

AUerton Poultry bhow, 134
Allotment gardens, 129
Alocuaia metaUica, compost for, 234
Alots — culture, 417: leaves undeve-
loped. 4b'2; Crnncheri, 504

Alpine flowers. 104
Amateur gardener, who is ? ISO
American, blight, 110, 866 ; fruits, de-
cline of, 439

AudroBcace pubescens. 50S
Ani'moues—planting. 3S5; storing, S9
'Animal Wurld," 333
Annuals, 250; for autumn sowing, 158

Anthuriura Scherzeriannm, potting,
366; temperature for. 406

Antirrhinums, seedling, 328
Ants destroying, 89. 174
Aphelandra acutifolia, 125
Aphides, on fruit trees, 14 ; destroy-

insr. 183,384
Apples—budding, 214; for cider, 500,

ftu7: dwarf, ()3 ; espalier, 424 ; falling

immatxire. 311; market. I(i3; in an
orchard house, S86; and Kabbits,
502; select tor a small garden, 52

;

for near Glasgow, 328 ; on soatii

wall, 444; sowing pips, 443, 485;
standard, 363: stocks for, 63, 16:^.

367; Annie Elizabeth, 438; Bun-
yard's Seedling. 228

Apricot—sowing stones, S49 ; in pots,
pruning, 462

Aquaria, marine, 374. 424
Aquatics for tmoky place, ""91

Arabis — BOwing, 110; propagating
Golden, 268; albida variegaiu cul-
ture, 432

Aralia Sieboldii culture, 52
Arauearia iinbricata losing its

brauches, 51
Arbor-Vitffi bare at base, 4?5
Arbulus—cutting-back, 132 ; berries
prolonging, 385

Ai-ctotis rtptaua, wintering, 268
Arithmetic, gardening, 153
Amoti's stove, 269
Artichokes, drying bottoms,256; Globe
and Jerusalem, 326

Arum, repotting, &J
Aroid. new gigantic. .196

Ashes—as noucunductors of heat. ISS

;

appljing, 214 ; or tan for plunging,
82y

Ashlord Poultry Show. 402
Aspai-agua—failing. 269 ; planting, 349

;

salting beds, 367, 885
Aucuba, berries, 132; pollen, 424;
pollen keeping, 435

August, plants flowering in, 207
Aui-iculas, management. 289
Australian seeds, 384
Autumn rambles. 317
Auiumnal leaves, decorations of, 355
Avocado Pear, S22
Aylesbury Poultry Show, 271
Aylesbury Ducks, showing barren, 420
Ayr Omithol('*!i'al Society's Show, 428
Azaleas—culture. 42; nol flowering.

311; losing thi ir leaves. 367,461;
for a cold frame, wintering m u
cold pit. 443

Haines, presentation to Me, 859
Bank, a sloping, 312 ; management of
a sloping, 46:: ; slope for mowing, 527

Bantams—Bro\vn Ked exhibiting, 36;
chickens, feeding, 238 ; eegs, 514 ;

Sebright brtcdmg, £06; Dorking,
329 : bluck-legged, 41'6

Barnes, Mr. W., 623
Barnstaple Poultry Show, 17

Barr & Sugden's grounds, 122
Baskets, plants lor, 131

Beans, Dwarf Kidney, 12

Beaumontia grandiflora culture, 235
Bedding plants, 1:^ : making cuttings

of, 212 ; supporting. 249 ; notes on
some, 381; white, 328; winter, 431,

475 ; with yellow I'iowers, 69
Beeches, and other trees injured by

cold, 41 ; scale on, 526
Beer turbid, 54

Beds, arrangement of a circular, S48

;

forming Dval, 328
Bee-keepi;rb' Convention, Canadian,

392
Bees—account of a stock, 853 ; bache-
lor keeping of, 470 ; bottle-feeding,

410 ; carbolic acid, its uses, 1g7 ; con-
vention of Canadian keepers ol,892 ;

dead in cells. 352 ; needless destruc-
tion of, 18 ; dislodging from a tree.

35,53: dividing stock, 158; driving.

158, 178, 45U; drones, limiting, 91

;

in November, 46S : dropsy in, 237 ;

farming in lyGLI, 449; feeding, 392;
hunting, 4y6 : Indian, 239, 274 ; keep-
ing, conflictmg opinions on, 371

;

commencing. 470; failures, 35, 54,

92 ; Laucafchire apiary, 469 ; ma-
nagement of 3lC; moths in a hive.
136; old slock in collateral, 891;
piping before the issue of a prime
swarm, 54; pollen in comb, 54; re-

moving in hot weather, 136, i7S

;

revolutionising a hive, 409; reei-

cide among. 333: shelter fur, 430:

sting, Bsap for, 255, remedy for,

514; not using supers, 158; swarm-
ing riTsus supering, 35, 54 ; swarms
returning to hive, 36; swarms and
stocks weak, 316; not swarming.
y2 ; tenantless hives, 276 ; weight of
cemb, 158; not working, 53; work-
ing in hive cover, 92; the present
year, 537. Foul-brood, 136; its pro-
duction and cure, 35, 217 ; and in-

fection. Dr. Preuss on, 494, 535.

Hives—improved bar frames, 72, 92,

391 ; bucket. 256 ; with comb. 136 :

curk, 514 ; Stewarton in winter, 470 ;

straw rcrxMs wooden. 371 ; improved
Woodbury frames, 31; experiences
of a beginner wiih, 354. Honey-
colour of. 256; consumed, IS; dark-
coloured. 410; exporting, 296; from
a foul-brooded hive, 354 ; as food lor
bees, 296; harvest in Northumber-
land, 333; keeping, 198; removing
partly filled bell-glass, 218 ; spurious,
315, 333, 352, 371, 391, 409, 430, 468.

Z.JI7»r(a!w—dwindling, 92; enthron-
ing queen, 71, 114; introduction and
propagation of, 71,113,177,469.518;
jn Jersey. 158; queen removing,
218; from America, 295; uniting, 34.

Queens—irom America, 295; cells in
autumn, 333; encasements. 429;
enthroning Ligurian, 71, Hi; intro-
ducing new, 469; introducing where
there is a fertile worker, 218; does
the old always head the first swann,
197: remo\-ing, 2iN; of second
Bwarm breeding, 5iri; young with
first bwarm, 1:74. Uitititi'j, iiij.bi, 178,

296; Litjuriaus, 34; a swarm and
stock, 218

Beet, Silver, culture, 385
Beetles, destroying, 69
Begonia Sedeiii, 125 ; weltoniensis,

182
Belladonna Lilies, potting. 367
Berberry hedges mildewed, 132
Bicton, 302
Bideford Poultry Show. 90
Biirnouia pmimrea, 304 ; radicans not
flowering, 3',i8

EillLergia iridilolia, 461
Eingley Poultry Show, '"16

Birds, attacking fruit, 51 ; scaring, 68,
152 ; a pleadmg for, 474

Birkenhead Poultry Show, 136
Birmingham Philoperibleroniiociety's
Show 108

Birmingham Poultry Show, 42€, 445,

463; age of bii'ds, and awarding
prizes at, 496; auction at, 313, 330,

350, 871, SS7 ; entries, 387 ; judges ex-
hibiting at, 330

Birmingham Rabbit and CanaryShow,
468

Birmingham Kose Show, 43
Bishop Auckland Poultry Show, 76
Blackberries—American. 455; culture,

607; Lawton and Dorchester, 228
Blackbird, food for, o6
Blackpool Poultry Show, 215
Black Spanish hen's crop distended,

54
Blandfordia aurea, 504; flammea cul-

ture, 194
Blechnum corcovadense culture, 357
Blossoming unseasonably, 221
Boilers. 436 ; Foster's patent, 9 ; Rid-

dell's slow-combustion, 194 ; setting
a saddle. 213, 411 ; on the surface,

368: heating several houses from
one, 233, 425, 526 ; and boiling, 455

:

healing them and by them, 500; by
dining-room tire, heating by, 486

Borders, concreting. 291
Borecoles, notes on, 480
Botanic (Koyal) Society's Show, 6, 124 ;

Report, 400
Bottom heat, its uses and abuse, 362
Bougainvillea lateritia treatment, 172
Bouquets, hand, 2
Bradford Poultry Show, 491
Brahma Pootras—characteristics, 296

;

feeding, 334; cock's tail, 92; sickle
feather, 178; Light, crossing with
Dorkings, prizes tor, 194 ; feathers,
256 ; exhibiting Dark, 372 : points in
Light, 392 ; plumage of Dark, 470

;

points of Dark, 496; legs inflamed,
514; of 1869, 528; vulture-hocked, 538

Briar cuttings, 507
Bridlington Poultry Show, 112
Bristol and Clifton Snow, 387
Broccoli, production in Cornwall, 137
Brutonansias not flowering, 132
Brunsvigia culture, 367
Enissels bprouts, pinching out hearts

of, 214
Bude Haven Poultry Show, 112
Bulbs—from Souih America. 268:
planting. 268. 329; in pots, 338,459 ;

after flowering, 366
Burnley Poultry Show, 196
Bui-ton-on-Trent Poultry Show, 272

1

Burtou-on-Trent Bird Show, 468

Cabbage — buttebflv, 211 ; grubs
ON, 266. 291; Red, 474 ; sowings of, 30

Cacti for window culture. 194
Caladiums, wlnteiing, 234
Calceolarias—cuttings of, 525; yellow,
375

Calochortus uniflorus, 433
Calystegia Soldanella, 64
Camellias—for cold frame, 443 ; for
conservatory wall, 367 ; culture, 527 ;

flower-buds falling, 404; grafting,
829; list of, Sll; planiing out of
doors. 173, 461

Campanulapyramidalis culture, 162
Canadian representative plant, 485
Canaries, 468; cleaning and feeding,
496; colouring, 274; consumptive,
334 ; hen singing, 514 ; mortality
among, 17; red mites on. 135; sand
for young, (2; Show at the Crystal
Palace, 535

Canary-love revived, 351
Canvas for protecting plants, 424
Cardoons, cooking, 450
Carnations, planting, 132; propaga-

tion, 124; seed sowing, S3; winter-
ing. 211

Cai-pet knights and la dame dcs
puules, 387

Carrots splitting, 234
Carrow House. 318
Carter's Crystal Palace Nursery, 263
CaBtle Eden Poultry Show, 136
Catalogues, misrepresentations of, 207
Cauliflowers, culture, 2, 364; club-root

in, 173 management, 458

Ccdair of Lebanon, transplanting, 404
Celery, 507 ; blanching, 171, 172; cul-

ture, 346 ; eartliing, 219; growing in
beds, 378, 399, 402, 415, 436; hoUow,
172; infested by the fly, 312; leaf
miner, 288, 289 ; running to seed, 171,
172 ; with solid stem, 462

Centaurea candidissima culture, 38;
propagating, 347, 444; for bouquets,
131; from seed, 257

Ceropegia Sandersoni, 247
Chalk bank for Vines, 132
Chalky soil. Conifers for. 89
Charcoal, burning among plants, 462,
485 ; for potting, 269

Cheilanthes elegans culture, 357
Chelmsford Poultry Show, 314, 33
Cherries — Bigarreau, casting fruit.

32; caterpillars on, 153; for south ot
Scotland, 527 ; in the United States,
397 ; sorts for standards, 424

Chester Poultry Show, 388; mistakes
at. 387, 388

Chickens—catarrh in, 238; dying, 114,
218 ; feeding, 218 ; not thriving, 316 ;

aclccting, 72
Chicory blanching, 367
Chinese flower seeds, 424
Chippenham Poultry Show, 449
Chrysanthemuma—conipost, 507; cul-

ture, 141; flowering imperfectly,
487 ; In a gi*eenhouse, 461 ; Guernsey,
451; Forsyth's and Temple, 379; at
Mr. Salter's, 399; specimen, 529

Chrysobactron Hookeri, 20, 51
Cinerarias, diseased, 328; removing
!rom a frame. 485; stopping, 367

Circle, to find its area, 153
Cleckheaton Poultry Show, 112
Clematis, Jackmanni, cutting back,
131; not flowering, 349 1 T. Moore,
504

Clerodcndron fallax from seed, 337
Climbers, for a greenhouse, 386; for
north-west aspect, 173; for a London
house, 251 ; for south and west wall,
367 ; hardy, for walls, &c.. 21, 133

Clinkers forming rapidly, 486
Clivia nobilis not growing, 461
Cloche superseded, 339
Coaks, J. B., residence, 453
Cochin-chinas—laving, 288: mouiting

tardily, 410; plumage of Buff, 430;
points in Partridge, 316

Cockchafer lai-va. 319, 377
Cockerel, breeding from, 334 ; not
amatory, 410

Cocoa-nut fibre refuse in stoves. 405
Coke fumes, their eiTect on plants,
425

Colchester Poultry Show, 36
Coleuses, cuttings, management, 829

;

new, 476; in a plant case, 269;
plants raised from leaves, 341 ; win-
tering, 172, 368

Colnmbarian Society, North British,
270; Show, 512

Combe Abbey. 126
Couimitteemen exhibiting. 445, 462,

488, 508, 529
Conifers, coning of in England, 52;
for a lawn, 269 ;-leaves of. 433

Conseivatory—aiTangement,89j heat-
ing, 312 ; heating from a kitchen
boiler. 269; plants for, 69; plants for
a wall, 131

Cordon training, 499; and rabbits, 502;
",vire for, 486

Cottage gardeners, hints to, 473
Cottingham Poultry Show, 157
Cotyledon Salzmanni. 304
Covent Garden ilarket, 12. 31,51,68,

88.110,131, 152, 193, 212,233,271,250,
267, 290, 311, 327, 347, 366, 385, 403, 423,

443, 460, 485, 506, .^26

Cows, Brittany, 18, S6; food for, re-

moving droppings, 299
Crevc-Ctturs' complaint, 529
Crockery, broken, for fowls. 450

Crocuses, auiumu, 280, 299, 395; grow-
ing in a pit, 214

Crook Poultry Show, 236
Crol'in picl'im eultiu'e, 404

Crowing puU'-t, 47''

Cuckoo, food for, 36



INDEX.

Cacnmbers — bpdft, 34«; bitter. 5fl;

cnlturc uml »tnicttircii, 4". W. 270

;

diseased, 172; tor early and main
crop, CO; for a lr^IUs.»6l : gumminp.
367; hou^e bciitinp. 2ol : in 1>.H».

W-, ii*}; jnrtpiDc.VT; leaves di»oasi^l,

3W; 00 nd;;es. 2* fi : under banil-

elaaaet^. '2fW; an'' intheopcncrounJ,
20H ; twin, K2 : uuftruitful, 52*

:

winter culture, SS6
Culver-ke>!','i3 ^. _„
CopreBBuw, toruloea propagation, ^1

,

Tant'-'attd, »5
Cnrrantfi—trees, pyramidal. 15, tor

veIIs. it-i

CyancpLj Uum magnificam treatment,

Cyclamen, cullurc, 234 ; seed sowing,

Cypnctg, fecdine, 114

Cyperup leaves browninp. £51

Cypripedmm Parisliii, 247

Cj-U9ti8, variationa of, 23

DiULIAS- FOE KXItlBITICK, 313;

flowering, C8: praftingt 400; loaves

performed, 52; selection of, 462;

for a tmall garrien, 433; utakuig.

211: sTorinz tubers, 867; impe-
rialie, 2S1. 390. 456 ; imperialie flower-

incrin pots, 419

Damp, to be avoided, 45S; tinder,

glass. M"'
Damson, the Palrjmple, 325

Dandepratt.198 - j *,,

Dari com, 3S4 : s<< yonlto" food, ?1

Darlington Oi nitliological Show, 390

Dftvenliani Goo.-eb'Try Show, 167

DeanePoallrySLnw, 175

Dear's (ianie Ch^^nu'ion Cur, S5i

Dendrobiom deiisiHomm albo-hiteum,

2G
Derby Poultry Show, 253

Deetoniainea srinoBa, planfcng, 1«S
;

om.imtDial,4H0
Pewsbur\- Poultry Show, 155

Dianfhus neplcctusand alpinas, SW
Digitalisl utea, 172

Dinner-tiiLledecoralions, 19

Dipladenia boliviensis, 27

Dogs, fonil for. 514

Dorking Poultry Show, 490

DorkingB— cockerel decUnin?, 3i4;
;

crossing with Brahmas, 194; cross,

ing, SriR: fatteninir, two nails on one
]

tni-. 372: net lajing. 354; at the
j

"Wbitwortb end Kochdalo Show, 195 :

with Pencilled Humburghs, 92 ;
yard

|

tor, 514
I

Dorstenia argentata. 947 i

Dover Fancy P. ibbit Show, 287
[

roves, 19S
I

Draca?na leaves browned, 14

Drainage, 412
Dnghlington and Adwalton Poultry

Show. 2iFi

DrfsophyJlmn Insitamcom, SOS

Dublin "Exhibition Palace Poultrj'

Sh-.w, 409

Dublin Socielt's Ponllry Show. 491

DacLs—cramped, 54: fattening, food

for. 470; for one drake, 514: head,

hce on, 496; iteeping, 114; weak-
legged. 92 ; while nionlting, 19S

:

Avlosburv, weight of, IS; eggs mi-

lert Ic. RP-* ; Black East Indian, at;

Call, weight of, 354 : White Mascovj-,
ISO: Wtite Music IS

Durham Poultry Show, 530

ESCHEVEEIA. Cm-TUEE, 74; aiETXL-

LICA crtTTEEfSSS
Echlnn %T:Isare, *"4

Edcin»s—for kitchen garden walks,

328 : of I'rick for w.-Uks. 379. 419

Edinburtzh Pf nltry Shuw, 113

Egtrs—linpr.-duciivf. IS; nc: hatch-

ing, 72: consumption M in United
States, y,ib; nest to prevent hens
eating, 427; destroyinir vitiiUty of,

372, 407: fowls for producing. 496;

preserving in lime, 514 ; preserving
for Bitting. 538

Elde rwine not fermentmg. S.2. S92

Electrical nlamm for gardeners, 477

Endive cnltnre, SG4

Entomological Society's Mectngs, 'i«>.

8a. 437, 456, 502
Eriavestita. 503

EucalTptiis glohulns and others, Sl2

Eucodnnijpsi3 ncpgelioi'i ei" culture. 74

EvergTPt-ns, cutting hack, 15, 18-2 : for

wall. 404; for shelier, 401; lor a
house front, 443

Exhibiting borrowed fowls, 813

Exhibition, feeding fowls (or, S92;

preparing fowls for. 92

Exhibition .where is the? 155

Exhibition e.inflacnce of on garden-

ing, 121

FAtETRS POUI-TUT Snow, 581

Famworth Ponltry Sb ow, 'jM

Feathers, preparing, 5-1; a bnneh of,

366; not escaping from their case,

872
Fem-cagc ventilation. 252

Fernery, and greenhouse, heatmg
from one boiler.lSSC; rockwork. put-

tmg soda on, 4bC

Fcrai—nritiah. 92 : climbinc. 523 :
ex

hihitinK, 52; ixhibiuug with tinr^

loliaged pUuitn. 26? ; for wimiow
ruse, Sll; inaected. 123; packing.
32H; to nrnamcnt n Bcrecn.4.:4; vifi-

piironn British. 516
Kemv CombeM of North Devon, 22H

FiK»*-burntint.'.4'>5; p*>l-cnlturf of, 93;

propaRulitin. 5ft7 : rcuiovinff. 251

;

trecH unfruitful, 359; varieties of.

31W: waterint:. 'JeH; Col di Signora
blanca panachce, 37

Findeme flowers, h% 125

Finsbury Park. ItS. 145

FlagginR in cuttiniis and plants, 12

Flax refuse as a manure, and for Or-

chid composts, 234
FlixtonHah, 30C
Floral criticism, prize for essay on,

419
Flowering, rotariing, 132
Flower sliowB, 302

Flower supports, 477

Flues, heatmir, 456, 4M, 486.487; pipes
for. 5IH ; cunstruction of 519

Flycatcher, lood for, 198

Food needed bv fowls, 316, 514

Foot-and-mouth disease andfowU,372
Forcing house, galvanised iron for,

174
Forcing, plants, 239, 301, S43, 136, 481,

498; vegetables, 812
Fonntaino'a new method of growmg

fruit, 323
Fowl-pie. old. 283
Fowls—catarrh, suffering from, 213:

crops swelled. r.l4: for confined

space, 238, 256, 430; snflerinc from
diarrhoea, 238 ; dj-ing. 372 ; killed hy
hedcehops. 892; egg-eating, 354;

feather-eating, 53, 54. 17fl ; leedmg
l'J5 : feeding to increase laying, •i^.S:

food for. 18, ISR. 155, 194. 198, 354. 4?6

;

not laying. 334 ; mutilation of, 53

:

scaliness of legs, 54 : suburban a cen-

tury and a half ago, 287 ; roosting
over an oven, 21«; trimming, 218;

curing vertigo, 238; waiting for

shipment, 450
Fox. death of Mr. J. J^ 369

French fowls, prizes for, 370, 5S8, 500

Frost, effects of, 365
Froth insect, 14 . „
" Fruit, The New Method of Growing,

I

Fruit—concreting borders for, 291:

1 growing at Mr. DancerS. 163 ; grow-
ing for profit. 260; crowing in Franre

and England. 412, 471 :
milueiues

over their keeping aualities ^"^:

I
in Kent. 64 ; mo^inc miniaturf .

SI" ;

I planting, 349, 507 :
prospects in Yo;k-

shire, 22. 6*; protecting, 405 ;
prun-

ing intiuenced by soil. &c., 97 ; pi un-

\ incbush andp}Tamid.l93;pjTamids.
I 290: removingjSGS: lessee removing,

I

retarding orchard house, 14S; se-

lection lor a garden, 462 ; stocks for.

162, 163. 16C ; wall trees protecting,

32
FnchsiaH — exhibitintr, 233; leaves

falling. 251 ; Mr. CanneU's. 290 ; not
flowering, 131, 234: raising from

! sped. 368 ; -wintering, 461

Fulford Ponltrv Show, 113

;

Fungi, edible and poisonous, as food,

FnnguB—the foul brood, 494; retro-

spect of season, 516

f -,- ' Tfrs not expanding, 15

;

. :tl9

.nt,136,2?6
i i*fler (nii'in J.KfS :

bott-

Uii ; i;r.. r:. : 6 ; for exliibi ion. 1*2.

£f.tf ; and l.lrap«' tart, in ;
LuDcafiihir--.

IS2; larg.- varieties, 251; pyramidal,

15; selftion and planting, £31;

wtigot of prize, 167
Goote-grass, H9

G.mrdH ^.^alnit walls, 4H7

Grafting —various modes, 119 : nonble,

138, 105; Dot to be hurried, 311;

causes of failure, 417

Gravel, laving, 4t*5

Grapes—colour of, 290: not colouring,

443: colouring without swelling.

l'.>3; cracking, 132; cLissifying, 453 :

ciiiiure out «'f doors. 41^; saving

from damp. >'(> ; decaying. 69 : e^Tect

on Muscat Hamburgh «'f grafting on

Syri.-.n, ir,9; forcing in pots, 472:

growmg fnr profit. 812; growing in

Scotland, 355 ; in the open air. 474

;

late, .319; red and acid, 4n5: ripen-

ing, 1S2 ; time of ripening, 507 ; rust

on, 161; rusted, 51: scalding. 9.:-;

best soil for, m, 145; for sandy soil,

52; spott.d. 51, 110, 460; specks on
"talk, 110; not stoning, 110: scalded,

173; swelling irrfffularly, 153;

shrinkinp. 251; Bpotting, 290; in-

fluence of stock, 258; small and
seedless. S(l>; sowing seed, 405:

thinning. 52; for c<ol vinery, 110;

protecting from wasps, 220; with-

out fire heat, 4.'6: kccpine Black
Hamburgh, S16; Clflrks%-ille. 119;

Frontignan shankinc. 269: Golden
Champion. 243. '29S. 8*7 ; Groe Gail-

laume, 349; Lady Down e's spotted,

153; Marchioness of Hastings, 212;

Muscat shanking. .'1 : Muscat Tro-

veren, 4%7; setting Eoval \meyard,
477 ; Thomson's White Lady
Downe's. 45.S. .SV'- alsi Vines.

Green-Uammerton PouUry Show. 196

Greenhouse—erecting. 173; erectmg
cheaplv, 504; heating. 173. 269:

heating a small. 31. 131. 194, 3b6;

heating with a 6tov,\ forcing pit,

and vinerv. 173 ; heating by a stove,

234: heating f*-om a grMte's fine, 444;

plants for back wall, S29 ; for basket.

93; vcLtilatinn. H9. 173; warm and
cool, decorative plants tor. 461

Grovillca propflgatJ.m,251
Griflinia dryades,12->

Gmos, 326 :destroyingCabbaj?e plants,

2y7, 307. 310
Guemsev. a hurricane in. 261

Guildford Poultry Show. 531

Guinea fowl^. 17^. 427; crossed with

Dr.rkinffs. 450; feeding young, 22 -J

Giimea Pi??s killed by hedgehogs, 392

Gunnera seabra culture, 52

GTninostach\-nmR, cul'.nr^. S3.% S58;

'Pearcei and Versch^.tTelti. 319. 858

G'vmnoKramma Lauchej\na. chryso-

phvlhi aurea, and pulcbella culture,

357

Game Fowls, 529; eyes swollen, 450:

points. 256; puUot, proline, 313;

Black-breabted Red, 133; prizes lor,

90; Indian. 15. 54; Piles' Icets, 450;

Silver Duckwinc, points of, 316

Gander, to distinguish, 016

Gapes in chickens. 114

Gardeners' examinations, results of,

10,208.311
, . , ^.

Gardeners' Eoyal Benevolent Inatitu-

Garden, cottage, arrangement oi, &2,

old neglected, 131

Gardenia llorida not flowerinir. 349

Gardening, advantages and difficulties

of [jraaJl. H73

Gas—heating by. 69,404

Gas tar, pit paint^-d inside with, 40a

Gasteria Croncheri, 504

Geese, broedinn aud management of,

198 ; weight of, 354 ; White Spanish,

18
Gentiana vcma culture. 52

Gconoma Ohietibrcchtiana, 27

German paste, 538
Gcsnera, loaves curled, 424 ; exoniensis
tulture, 452; zebrina compost, 507

GUdiolnses-to bloom in June, 291 ;

bulbs, taking up. 291 : cruentus, 504

;

culture, 297; flowers. 6-^: fnr small
gardens. 415; after flowering, 367;

names changed, 357: select, 251;

Souchet's. 199, 241; at South Ken-
siogton. 144

Glamia Castle. 414, 4T8, 519

Glasgow Pigeon Show. 5^^

aUss-^for frames, 587; house, a com-
posite. 329; protection for fruit

trees, 118 .,.*,
Olonoester Omithologioal Soaety s

Show, 428

HaKFA PROPiGiTIN-O. 251

Hamburg, gardens and gardenmg
round, 531 „ - .. .

Hamburg International Horticultural

Exhibition. 4!i. 10?, liS. 203. 226
Hambiirghs-Bl.iok, plumace of. 114:

cockerel's pvc. 514; comparative

hardiness of. 49(1; detecUve. 2.^6:

feeding' frr show. 430,450: G<>lden-

pencilird mi'nsgement. 511; Suver-

nencill'^d.410; i^ilve^-spa^uled dark-

combed. 17S; car-lobe, 470; lacing

of t'ock. 4in ; points in cock, 92

Hasiingdrn Ponltr;- Show. lU
Hawkins plants in pois.14

Hawthorn berries sowing. SI3

Heating—plant houses. 4fjS ; by gas,

HA: mod.s of, 421; froci a kit-

chen boiler, 425
Heckmondwike Poultry Show. :81

HeUeboras fcptidu-, 52R : culuire, 4,^
Hens—fever. 195: kiUmc old. 19«.

leg ulcerated. 273: consennences of

associating varieties, 426,463, 4.J6,

egg-eating. 427, 430

Herbaceous plants. 525: hardy. 43.

notes on fome native. tU: flow€nng
from August to .Tune. 104

nerbnria. Mestroying insects in. 1.4

Herb planning, 311

He-islc I'oii'trvShow. 91

Hexham Pnu try Show, 157

Hipperl.ohr.e Poultry Show. -,i

Holly berrips s winj:. 31S

Hollyhock improvempnt '^. IW; pro-

pagation and culture. 163. i72, 214;

staking, 211; siems' excrescences.

as5
Hooker.Dr. .T.D..400
HcmetB'no«'t.dcstTOriny.291
Horse Chestnut trees. &!ze M, t-I,*"

Horseradish, eradicaiing, 386

Horticnltural (Royal) ^^ocietr. ar-

rancoments for 1870,106; combined

exhibitions, 264 ; Committee^. Ac..

24. 105, 143. 206.22-2. 244. 2ffi. 283. 3^.

S98. 416, 502; Col. Scott's prize, 4fti:

country- niectin:--^. m: Exhibition

of Fubgi. 2P3; .Tanuarv.Show of

forced plants, 455; and King of the

HoRTicnLTcriiLSociKTv r .".v '•f.

Belglana. 43J ; Man<
49.58,78,80; v niton-

sort's t'inhday. lyo

.

265, 875. 4i7; prUen -i v^* - •

RobcShow. S. 21
Horticulture, national promotion of,

413
Horticultural (United) SocietT. 8*1

H.jlbed. dung for. 405

Hut-water. heatinR by, 824
Hi>ud.ans—co.'k at Birmingham, pric^

at. 496; giddy and paralysed, 89t;

pluckine each other, 54; plumage,
£t'J; prizes for, 330; spine injured,

4:tO: at Southampton, cup ^r. 813;

wing injured, 450; awordfoT,270
Hoya camosa flowem falling, 15

Humea elcgans, SWI
. - ^

llvacinths—to flower at Christmas,

i.11; compost for. Sll: culture in

the open ground. 35i6; in glasses,

367; in pots. .*1S8: list o'. 251: to

bloom in March. 3^: grow.ngin a

pit, 214; somethmtr about, 82*

Hybridisation, prospects of. 99
Hygrometers. 517

Hypocaust heating. 4SG

Ice-pit iiASAOEsrevr. 4S«

Indian Cum, cooking, 216; for fowls,

372
Imlianibber plant fruitmg, 32 ; cuttin;

dow-n.36S; shoots dvint;. 445

Industrial Emplo>-mfcnt Ass-JCiation,

S97
Insects, and popular prejudice. 171

deetroyinc jn herbaria, 174 ; checked
bv low night temperature, 38S

International Exhibitions, Annual,

107
Ipomxa seedling culture. 843

Ipswich Puulirv Show. 32

Iresine Htrbstii.SSO, S2l

Irises, in pot«, 291 : pavonia cuUare
867 ; nudicaulu, 438

Island, plants for an. 233

Isle of Wight reminiscences, 113

Iver*-'s Nursery. k2

Ivy, to cover a wall with, 173

jASiiisr;. PECNiso White, SiiJ; pacx-

UiCu 461
Jersev, hurricane at. 241

Jersev Ponltrv Show. 5:J2

Johnstone Poultry hhow, 449

.Tottinffs. wayside, 137. 323

Jii<ii:inc. more time for, 508

Julv. plants flowering in, IfiS

June, pliints flowerine in. 26

Justicia speciosa culture,^

Kales. AsPAiAors. 290; notes ok,

Ealmia latifolis not flowering. 173

Kalosanthes after flowering. 131

Keighley Poultry Show, 17a

Kent gardens, 245
Kettering Poultry Show, 33

Kilmarnock Poultry. Pigeon, and Ca-

nary Sh'iw. 467. 493

Kitchen garden. »ite and cropping oi,

29 ; sui'ply from. 125. 182

Knaresborough Poultry Show, i*o

Labels roB rariT trees, 2b4

Laburnum, The Scotch 107

Lachenalias in pots, 444
, ,«

Lady birds, 1:64: abundance of, 171:

exterminators of ap-udes, 3tB

,

rearing, 359

La Fleche cock lame. 410

Lake dwellings, lOS

Lancashire, fruits for. 233

Lancaster Poultry Show. 273

Lautana propaization. 132

Lapai?eria rosea shoots eaten, isi

Laurels, dyin^' back, 2S3 ; cutting

down old. 4S5
Lavender culture, 211

Lawns, destroying weeds on, isa.

dressing. Sll: expelUng worms
frum.:i91; weedy. 461

Leather jackets, destroyinc. 234

Leaves, rooting, 168 ; for hotbeds, 4W
Leeds PouUry Show, 466

Legs of fowls scftiy. 91. 334

Leicester Picton and Bird Show, 92

Leicestershire Agricultural bocietys

Poultrv Show. 214

Leich Poultry Show.2S6
Leptopteri:^ superba <^^^\^^^'^^,^„
Lettuces-large White Cos. ^: grow-

ing large. 51; for winter. 151

Leucojum vemum. sowing. !(•-

Libonm floribunda, 341 ; to flower n

winter. 291

Lice on poultry. IS. 136 .«„„
Lilmms-aiirAtum. culture. l'>3;f»rKe,

1C8, 144; after flowtniia.
-J3.

=ot

flowering, 435; lancifohum ?»»"»;
445: in pots. 329; poiung. 445.527,

repotting. 251
.

Lily of the Valley forcing, 49;?

Ume trees, crafting. 110

Limnantbes Douiflasu f^ spnng. 268

Lincoln Poultry Show. 113

Lincolnshire i
arsonagc, avjat to, iJa

Linnaea borealid, 117



Linnet feedinff, 33* ,»,,«.
Liverpool Pt-uHry Show and Sale, 428

Liqaid manure, 68
Lobelias, 32
Lomaria ffibba cuUnre, S57

London, pooltrv show wanted for, 23o

252, 276. 292, 330, 350, 3-^7, 407

Long Sut'.on Poultry Show, 177, 313

Longtown Poallry Sliow, 45*0

Looker's propapatins boxes. 124

Lowestoft Poultry Show, 156

Lycopodinms, terraced pots for, 421

Lysimacliias, 43

Mackata BEtia, 803

Magnolia, for west wall, 348; ^anoi-

flora. cutting-back, 485

Maize, cooking. 218 ; sowing, Sit)

Malay fowls, 509

Malt for fowls, 334

Manchester HorticuHoral Show, 49:

bouquets at. 207. 221. 243

Manchester Horticultural ConsTesB,

papers read at, %, llS, 127, 140, 106

Manchester Poultry Show. 5(«

Mandevilla suaveolens planting. 329

^Mangoes in London, 398

Manpold W'urtzjl variegated, 405

T'lanurp?. iinulicution oY, 221,342. it4s

377, 434, 501; influence of various,

416
Maories, 147
March Poultry Show. 272
Market Drayton Poultry Show, 236

Marvel of Pern in a iie'3, S4.s

Mastic L'Homme Lefort, 32

May-blooming plants for shows, 2S1

Mealy bug on Grapes, 110

Measurements lineal, square, and cu-

bic, i:i3

Meigle Poultry Show, 176

Melons — and Cucumbera together,

507: good kinds, 507; preservine,

507: on ridges, 500; sowing, 234:

red spider on, 52; thinning, 203;

thrips on. 3fi7 ; Be^chwood, large,

, 169, 210; Queen Anne's Pocket, cul-

ture of, 63
MelviUe, Mr. "W., 457

Menheniot Poultry Show, 457

Menensia maritima, M
Mesembryanthemums forwindow cul-

ture, 194

Mice, garden, S7 : destro>ing. 507

Middlesbrough Poultry Show, 216, 238

Middleton Poultry Show. 91. 252

Mildew, preventing and destroying,

167 ; soot as a remedy, 321, 358

Morsea bolbifera. 27

Morley Poultry' Show. 135

Murmodes Greenii, 438

Morpeth Poultry- Show, 236

Moths, effects of mild and severe,

winters on their nnmbera, 211

Mulberry, cultm-e, 28 : wine, 430

M-ilthing, 67.170,191; its advantages,

Mushrooms, in a cowhouse, 32; cul-

inie, 32, 191, 192, 193, 346, 416,458:

forcmg, 312; house, 191, 192; out of

doors, 193; in an outhouse, 416:

spawn, 192, 312, planting, 269,

making, 367, destroying in Vine
border, 132

Mutilation of fowls, 70
Myosotis palustris, sylvatica, 64

Myrcia amplexicaulis, 125

Myrtle not bushy, 485

NaTUEAL HISTOET, CURIOSITIES OF,

450
Nectarines, notes on, 161 ; in 1869 out

of doors, 396; Monstnieuse, 367

Nepenthes ctilture, 235
Nertera depressa, 303

Newlands, 245
New Zealand, notes on, 147

Nightingales, food for, 538

Northallerton Poultry Show. 294

Northampton Poultry Show, 32

North Ormesby Ornithological Asso-
ciation's Show. 350

Notes made during some rustic

rambles. 154
Notice to leave, 2^7
November, plants flowering in, 477

Nnnebam Park, 94
Nurserymen's hours. 194
Nut, the Atlas, 228,286

Oak lodge, 281
Oakham Poultry Show, 8?1. 448
Oats, ground for fowls. 276, 392
October, plants floweriuKin, 454

Ogle. H. C, widow of, 265

Okelord Fitzpaiuf. Koaes, Strawber-
ries, and Polatot'B at, 79

Oleanders, cutting down, 336; remov-
ing flower stems, 312

Oncidium Rogersii, 522
Onions—culture, 473 ; growing on
light land in a hot season, 139

;

report on those exhibited by Messrs.
Barr & Sugden, 285; storing, 191;

Nuneham Park. 305. 821, 341 ; Po-

tato not keeping, 348
Orange, scale, destroying, 153 ;

graft-

ing, 367
Orchard houses — constructing, 14

;

dressing trees, 507 ; crops, 876; fail-

Ckchaed uovsT.s—Cnntniued.
ores. 9, 74, 159, 181 ; Peaches caily

jn,S7; retarding irnit trees in, 148:

unheated. 116, 393 ; and vinery com-
bined, 419 ^,„ _

Orchids—notes on culture, 140; nax
refuse for, 234 ; for a greenhouse, 69 ;

management of cool house, 172;

stone blocks for, 77

Organisation of poultry shows, ^c,

Ormskirk and Sonthport Poultry

"Show. 157 .^ ^„„
Omithclogical monstrosity, 463

Oswestry Poultry Show, 293

Oundle Poultry Show, 53

Owl. food for youns, SG

Oxalis troDSoloides, 472; culture, 3Sb

Packikg trees for export, 386

Pampas Grass, 110 ; removing. 3-29, o57

Pansies, 250, 251 : cuttmgs. 263 ;
for

breeding, 343 ; twelve for showing,

Parakeet, treatment of Australian

Groun'J, 178 : teaching to talk, 450

Pamassia palustris. 64

Parrots, food for, 430; management
of, 114

Parsnips for cows, 372

Passiflora. culture, 214; quadrangu-
laris fruit, 444 .

Passion -Flower not flowering, vS,>;

for a greenhouse, 4j4

Patton. Lord Justice Clerk, 2S7
_

Peaches—aphis - infested, 313; lor a

house, 405 : cordons, management,
444 ; Delaware, 323 ; early, 37. 57,

79; failure, how we got over it, ^;
fruit dropping, 213: fruit mealy,

213; house cleaning. 346; ventilat-

ing unheattd, 32: leaves injured,

193. and shoots mildewed, 2ol; m
1869, 56, 396; notes on. 160; m or-

chard houses, 37 ; orchards of Ame-
rica 479- out of doors, 396: in pots,

459Vplaoinsoutof doors, 213 ; forc-

ingin.472: sowing stones, 349

Pearce, Mrs., her gardens, 22 , .

Pears—budding, 214 ; cordon training,

499: diseased. 234 ; not fruiting, 40o:

"athering late, 405; leaves, lungus

on, 233 ; double grafting, 487 ;
mar-

ket. 163; recently planted. 424;

pruning for espaliers, 424; <^nince

as a stock for, 162: select late, 50.

;

for a small garden, 51 ; for near

Glaso-sw, 328; for south wall, 4S1;

sowing pips, 485 : stocks for, 367

;

Beurre Hardy, 398; Citron des

Carmes,28; Dovennedu Comice,41i',

499- Fi^Tie d'Hiver, 311; Summer
Beurre d'Aremberg, 286: Williams's

Bon Chretien, gathering, 193 ; Wm-
ter Nelis unfruitful, 462

Peas—culture, 473: of Marrow, 183;

dwarf, 404; early, 424; estimate

of kinds. 87 ;
gathering. 12 : msects

attacking. 235; mildew on, liu;

Laxton's, 84, 264, 342
.

Pelargoniums— after flowering. 14;

bedding, 375 ; for conservatory, 36; ;

for covering walls, 397 ; double,

122 : flowers faUing, 65 ; not flower-

ing, 173; leaves yellow, 269; to

bloom in May, 367; name deri-

vation. 329 ; manuring> 486 ;
in-

fluence of manure on Zonal, 417

;

propagating in Looker's boxes, 252 ;

standard, 155; variation of, 23;

What are? 290: wintering, 194;

Bayard, 117. 161 ; Eicolor in a frame,

32 : Amv Hogg. 268 ; Lady Hawley,

18<*; Louisa Smith lor bedding, 181;

Prince Silverwinirs, 424: Stanstead
Rival, 183 ; Tricolor in a frame, 32;

grafting Tricolor, 287
" PeiarsoniumS, History of Ornamen-

tal-foliaged," S4
Pentstemon propagation. 269

Peueromia argj-rea treatment, 461

Pofry, Mr. William, 423

Pewits as vermin killers, 24; or Plo-

vers aB vermin- killers, 42

Phaleria laurifolia, 125

Pheasants, cramped, 18: rearing, liS

Phylloxera vastatrix, 45

Picotee—pipings, treatment of, 1*2;

planting. 132 ;
propagation, 124

;

wintering, 211

Pigtons-at Jiirmingham Philopene-

teron Show, 408 ; Barb, matches of,

lit National Philoperisteron Society,

390: cankered. 276, S72 ;
various

diseases in a loft. 238; young dis-

eased, 178 ; dung, 14; eggsunfertUe,

350: eyes diseased, 514: feeding for

exhibition, 430; FantaU, 534; with

double feathers in tails, 158; with

tail-feather encased, 410; Jacobm,
218: laving four eggs, 238,256; going

light, 294; will Lettuces kill-' 486;

lice on, 388. 514 ; lore, 17 : matchmg,
372 430- Owls, English, and foreign,

296; quarrelsome. 538; rouped, 514;

Satiuette, 372. 409; shooting, 430;

and fowls suburban a century and a

half ago, 237 ; Tumblers, 18, 92 : not

flying, 334; Short-faced, 70; Sky,

427, 470, 512; Turtle Dove white,

276; wing disease, 350, 450

Pine App'es, cnl^re. 4*57; house for,

213; leaves spotted, 4J4 ; scale on,

69
Pine. Weymouth, 486

Pinks, cut-ings and pipings, 30 ; win-
tering, 211

Pinus, austriaca. 405 ; for clay soil, 348

Pipes—for hot-water heatine. 323, 461

;

extent needed, 328; painting hot-

water, 348
Pit, divitling a, 425; of turf, 348; pro-

tecting plants in, 153

Plantain on lawn, 367
Plants, improvement of by selection,

Oic, 100 ; sending to a distance, 12

Plant protectors, 480; Rendle's, 116

Plant house a cheap, 435
Platycerium alcicome, 380

Pleroma elegans, prunin g, 406

Plumage influenced by climate, 429

Plumbago capensis, 362, 418; propa-
gating. 376: hardy, 396

Plums—budding. 214; in pots, 459;

leaves, fungus on, 193 ; market,
133 ; stones, sowing, 349 ; tree un-

' fruitful, 405 : Early Favoui-ite,

Hathen'sRedG-age.Yellow Magnum
Bouum, 228 ; Reine Claude de

Bavav, 418: Bryanston Gage, 286;

Transparent Gage, 253, 286

Plunging, ashes fur, 328
Pockiington Poultry Show, 175

Poinsettia pulcherrimd. leaves falling,

507
Polandg. Golden-spaneled. 238

Polyanthus seed not vegetating, 15

Pomological gleanings, 28, 22S

Pond, surface green, 89; plants and
waterfowl for, 213

Poppies, French, 516; opium in, 153

Potatoes—culture, 151; double crop-

ping, 264; produce in Cornwall,

137; disease, is it hereditary? 378;

early, 368; failures, 39, 74, 81, 137;

for heavy soil, 349; experiments
with grafting, 245; earthing up,

1(j9; propagating from eyes, 242;

sets, 328; supertuberating, 107:
report on, 222; Early Rose, 160, 190,

2J2; Prince of Wales, 455

Pot-culture, plants for, 263

Pottiug vavi-ms plants, 461
Poultry—during the sun's eclipse,

270 ; farm, 154, 392 ; feeding, 194, 195,

256: food for. 36; for profit, 18;

keeping extensively, 238 ; in the
United States, 195. 370; showing,
alS; shows, our, 330, 369, 406, 426;

yard annals, 509
Poulterers" Company, 90, 111

Primula, genus, 304; Pedemontana,
247

Prizes, lists of, 387
Productions, notes on northern, 160

Propagating house, henting, 444

Protecting, kitchen-garden crops, 401

;

plants, 325
Proverb, epicurean, 316
Pruning fruit trees, influenced by soil,

&c., 37

Pterodiscus luridus, 27
Pallet walking with difBculty, 514

Pvrethmm Golden Feather, 268 ; cul-

ture, 40; cuttmgs of, 311; propagat-

ing 444 : double, 424 ; wintering, 311

QrACEEEY AMONG GARDENERS, 243

Qudrcus Cerris, soil for, 212

Qamce stock, 242 : for Pears, 162

;

earth round, 367; Portugal and
Angers, 200

Rabbits- BEEEDiNG, 18; coNvaLsioxs
IN youNG, 157; ear gum, 494; and
their judges, 197, 216, 255, 278* 294,

315, 350; treatment at shows, 29o;

head scabbed, 430; and their va-

rieties, 391, ^494; Angora Belgian
Hare. 332; Chinese, 494; Dutch,

391; Himalayan, 335, 494.514: Lop-

eared, their points, 273 ;
Patagonian,

333
Radclyfl'e's, Rev. W. F., garden, 1

Kain water, 132

Ranunculuses, growing m pots, 290

Raspberries—digging between, 263;

planting, 4S7 ; transplanting, 132

Red Loijge, gardens at, 22

Red spider on Vines and Cucumbers,
131

Refuse of gardens, 524

Reineckia camea, 487

Rendle's Plant Protectors, kc, ^/Zl

Kliododendron—culture. 48, 76; stem
injured, 461 ; Mrs. J. Glutton, 247

Rhodotypus kerrioides, 438

Rhopala corcovadensis overlarge, 367

Rhubarb, bottling green, 36 ;
wine, 430

Rhus Cotinus branch broken, propa-
gating, 173

Rhvncbospermum culture, 214

Rice as food for poultry, 36

Rockery, forming, 153

Roofs of glass, double, 526

Roots, invading gardens, 288; storing,

376, 442
Roses, 1 ; amateur growing, 395

;

among the, 164, 432 ; aphides on, 14,

31 lor arches, 31 ; autumn bloom-

ing, 473 ; "A Book about," 305 ; Briar

cuttings, 507; not blooming well.

Roses— ConttTtuf J.
52; bndding, 182, 221, 251; daA
climbing, 68: dark Hybrid Per-

petual, 507; cuttings, 173, 268; at

Dalston. 89; compost for, 386; edg-
ing for a bed, 462 ; against a fence.

173; doltings on, 258; to flower in

Jauuarv, 31 ; after forcing, 14 ; gar-

den versus show, 122: under glass,

3U ;
graftmg, 100, 160; growing near

the city, 45 ; by amateurs, 395 ;

house for, 243; Hybrid Perpetual

dai% 507; improvement by selec-

tion, kc, 100; leaves spotted, 32:

list of, 461 ; near Manchester, 89 ;

Manetti stocks, 247, 273, 3M. 400, 461

;

mildew on, 52, 353 ; new. 3:i6. 474 ; at

the Roval Horticultural Society's

Show, 21 ; of the last two years. 268 ;

notes on, 116. 180, 201, 219, 258. 278,

499; at W. Paul's, 10; lor illars, 31,

89: planting, 485; in pots, 251, 445;
pruning. S2;<, 386; removing, 251 ; on
their o vn roots, 117 : seedling. 240,

318; wmtering seedling, 251; at,

Seend, 159 ; select. 14 ; for half-

standards, 62 ; for Northumber-
land. 328 ; for south wall, 291 ; for a
to\vn garden, 404; for Yoritsiiire, 89 ;

for a west wall. 405: shoots shorten-

ing, 132; standards, 336; stocks for,

247, 278, 336, 367, 406. 461, 479, 481, 485 ;

Tea-scented, S59, 445; Te^.scented
Noisettes. planting, 234; transplant-

ing. 263; varieties, estimate of, 164 ;

Blairii not blooaauug, 268; Cecile de
Chabrillant culturf, 349; Climbing
Devon iensis, 280. 291; Gloire de
Dijon, 29&; Devoniensis. abundant
flowerin*', 221; not flowering, 328;

Cherokee, SOS : Lord Raglan in Can-

terbury, New Zealand, 147 ; Madame
de Rothschild, 291 ; Madame- Rivers,

culture, 849: Madame v'ldot culture,

349; Maiechal Neil. 2rf7, culture, 94,

131. 139, 221 , budded on Gloire de

Dijon, 221,293, 305 ; on Celine, 339

Rosewinga, what are ? 198

Roup, 430 : curing, 198

Rubbish heaps, 23if, 308

Kubus arcticus culture, 117: leuco-

dermis, 125

Salaoing, growing, 50

Salt for Strawberries, 245

Salt-cat, 354
Sanse\iera cai-nca, 487

Sawdust, its garden uses, 309

Sa:dfraga sai-mentosa culture, 321

Scarlet Runner Beans, 326

Schizostylis coccinea culture, 291

Sciadopitys vertioillata, 462
Sea-kale forcing, 452. 484

Sedum cameum culture, 193

Seeds—adulteration bill, and evidence

on, 184. 222 ; covering, 103 ;
genuine

310; protecting from birds, 30;

using old, 527 ; versus cuttings, 257

Seend Roaery, a second visit to, 159

September, plants flowering in, 305

Sewage as a manure, 249

Shading, by painting the glass, 268

instead of watering, 87

Shaw. Mr. John, 86

Shelter for a garden, 311

Shrub seeds, sowing, 495

Sieve and half-sieve measures, 343

Silene pendula planting, 252

Silnworms, 158

BiphocampyluB Humboldtu ctUture,

Sitters and non-sitters, mixing, 334

Skimmia oblaia propagation, 312

Slough Nurseries, bedding plants at,

261
Slugs in a pit, 444

Smoke, its eflects on vegetable life,

142, 277 ; trees exposed to, -±6^

Snaith Poultry Show, 34

Snowberry, 527

Soils, improving, 266
.

Solanum capsicnstmm, sowing, »49 ,

culture, S79 ; racemigemm, 312

Sonchus macranthas, 368

Soot, applying to fruit trees, 461

Southampton Poultry and Pigeon.

Show, 3S9, 407 ;
pens at, 463

South aspect, plants for, 234

Southwark Park, 10

Spalding Poultry Show, 16
' Spanish—cock's comb and face. 92 :

cocker d's faco, 410 : cockerel's eomo
loppmg, 496; leedin?. yl4 ; exnioi:-

ing, 238
Specific names of planta, 311

Sphierogyne lafifolia leafless. 367

Spring gardening aspects, 6, 55, 91

;

plants for, 193

Stachys lanata propagating, 193

Stapelia speciosa fruiting. 251

Starlings, white. 91 ; food for, 54

Station planting, S27

Steam-heating, furnace for, 386

Steriphoma paradoxum. 125

Stocks and scions, influence of, 119;

260, 298 ; for fruit trees. -zOV, 224

Stocks. East Lothian. 39, 138 ; seed
Euplieh-saved, 300

Stockton Canary Show, 533

Stoke Newington ChryaanthemaH:
Show, 378



INDEX.

StokeBlej Canary Show, 40S
Slorm of September llth, t»
btt»vr, brick Amott'n fi»r a (frvcnboute,
i84: lifutiQ^; by, 4%: iroD, MCi

;

bIiouU bttvo clitmnoyB, 4C2
Stove (uniishinRiind tcmperaturo. 912
Strawberries—blind. 69 ; crop of 1809.

189: cuUurr, hints on, 73; culture
and wat«riDff, 115; difKrinRhctMcon.
269 ; earl^, St, 69, 69 ; furciiiK, 130,

409, 108; in an orchard Imusc!. 462

;

leaves removlnii, 4S6; for a litrht

floil, 57 : phintjiifi runnorH, G9 ;
plsnt-

inp. *.tW, H-jy. Ml: nmnprs. HO, lOS;

in pots, ^iO',. :.'2:. ; for flucci^BHion. IK)

;

in the iiiirlli, IKl ; Aliiiiie, dc- birdu
eat? iy.i. IM; Ht'lect. ir.3, 172; aiid

their I'ulturc. l"'.!; (iloi-do Porpotual
Pino, lOM, 341: Vicomtesae Uericurt
do Thury. iti. SS, 62. 161. 172

Subtropical plants at Battcrsca Park,
lis

Salphute of iron ns a manure, iGi
Sulphur, (IisH»lvinK> HO; aa a remedy
for mildew, 1H7 ; vapour's cfTccts on
plants, 424

Surface-s'irrintr, 170
Sussex chicken district, a few days

in, 292
Snttons' annual dinner, 410
Swiss lakes, among the, 75, 103, 14S
SyndaU Park. 819

Tacsonu cn-TuRr,. 214 ; Bccha-
NjiNi, 42 : culture, 406 ; Van-VoUemi
culture. it9 ; pruning, 2r>]

Tank, hcatine, bv, G9; bcalinR pita,

348; cemented. IfakiDK. 4'25

Tan, use of spent, 4'24

Tasmanian Foultrv Show, 8"2

Taunton Deane Horticultural Show,
118 ; Pine Apples and Melons at, 174

Tecoma jasminoides not flowering,
444

Temperature, sudden change of, 183,
Tendrils rooting, 168 1207
Texas, gardening in, 344
Thickthom House. 4M
Thompson, Mr. Robert, 20it

Thorne Poultry Show, SO
Thnps on Azaleas. 122

Tigndias in pots, 444
Tobacco. fumipation.SSl ; water, 110
Tomato jam. 276 ; salad, 838
Tomatoes, 2S3 ; to ripen artificially

405 ; in lUinois, mz ; unripe, 4GI
Tortoises in winter, 4S6
Town garden shmbs, itt
Transplanting, 394
Tree-pruner, 16S

Trfdegar Poultry Show. 493
Trees, Honnds of, .167; weatber-ln*
Jured, St

TrelliBes, cllmhem for, 819
Trirhinitim Manglcsii culturo, 867
Tri( yrtis birta flowerlcss, 348
TrlchtallH onropn-a, 43
Trimming fowls, 218
Tritonian in puts, 444
Trcipii-olumH, HpfoioBnni, 1C5 ; for
winter di'coration, 105,213; tricolo-
rnm culture, 213

TniBH'H pipes and joints, 213
Tubt-rosc culturo, 1S2

Tulips -late, 4'Jl ; planting, 291; !n
potH. 1138

Turf liiying.485
Turkeys. 73; eggs fertilising. RH

;

ben disordered. 198 ; legs failing,

334; rtaring, 3G; roupy, 114; ukins
turning yellow. 42S; weight of, 854;
with swollen heads, 873; weigltt of
younir. 410 ; j-ounir. and netUes. 159

Turnips, bowing, 109; small Teltow,
83

Tunwntinc v.ipour, its eCTecta on
plants, 424

Turves, cost of cutting ond valoe, 263
Twecdia cierulea culture, 829

Umrrella Pine, 462
Uttoxeter Poultry Show, 195

VaCCIXIUM P.EFI.ETtrM, 26
VaUotft purpurea potting, 329
Vanda Denisoniana, r,ol ^496
Variation in ci>l'>ur of pnuUrj', 487,
Viirietration. plants Insint: tlieir,203

Vegetable Marrow culture, ItfS

Vcitch, death of Mr., 230; memorial
to Mr.J..298, 318. 342. 860

Vell07ia elegans, 43S
Ver blanc, 319, 377
VerbeuaH—dusted with soot. 424: for

exliibition, 212 ; from seed. 257 ; list

of select, 258; seed, sowing, 68;
venosa propagation, 317

Vicias, 64
Vineries—ground, 14C; arrangement,
284; management, 234; manage-
ment of ground. 812. 448; heating,
405; and orchard house combined,
419; grorind, and other plant-pro-
tectors, 440; air, moisture in, 607;
roof. 487; planting, 487; moisture
of air in, 517; Grapes for, 526

Vincrj House, Allerton. 361.880
Vines—borders for. 348, 443; aspect,
fermenting, 269; dressing, bones
for, 443; flue-heated, 487; forming,

VimtB—ron/(nu rd.

183; mulchin/. 09; protecting. 461.
UYi : toi»-<tre.-tiing. 421: watering,
386: ftynnging and htoppinir. propa-
gating, 14; ThomHon's -Practical
Treatise '' on. 27 : liquid manure for
ontKloor, thinning btrriefl. planting
in an inside border, 32 ; manage-
racnt of nn-linrd house, 44; new
inscct-eneiny, 45 cinnpost lor, ma-
nagement in a ground vinery, mil-
dewed, 51: growing nne'iually.
leaves scorclicd, r>2 ; ]t:avett dis-
eased, rX} : two irrowtliH in a season,
W; Koil for, 124 : b*aves shrivelled,
cnlture out of doors, 132; nowly
KIanted,153: grafting Muscat Ham-
urgh on Syrian, 16^; tiyrininng

after setting, ventilation lor, 173 ;

not growing, 212; leaves dii<co-
lonred, breaking, pota for, 213

:

grafiing to promote hardiness, 219;
trained downwardn. 233 ; dc-Btroyin«
mealy bug on, replanting. 234; net'-

lected, 268: leaves spottid, fruiting
inpots,2C9; late fur n vinery. !ill;

treatment of young. Uolden V'hnui-

Sion 317, 857 ; Mrs. Pince's, leaves
lotched. 328; potted in a green-

house, for a co4»l Ju^u^e. 34H. S4't

;

pnining young, from <,-y<'8 without
glass, in con8ervator>-. grafting, 34;*;

grafting, pole-training. S5y
; pot ciil-

lure. 35y, S8C, 405 ; seedling, 362 : on
vinery back wall, leaves blotched.
866; culture in Ceylon, 377; prun-
ing in ground viiu-rv, 885; buddinc,
897 ; lor ftrc lianl house. 4i>4

; in
ground vinery. pruning, raising from
seed, phiiiting border for, 405 ; mil-
dewed, 406; in uuheated >-inery, 421

:

not productive, forcing, 448; bud-
ding, 454 : from eyes and cuttings,
507: shoots, 527. A'ccalso Grapfs.

Viola comuta, sowing, 110; Perfec-
tion, 242

Violets, culture, 812; forcing, 403
potting, 461

Virginian Stock for spring, 268

Wakefield Poultry Snow, 21.'. 238
Walks, asphalt, :i2y ; ordering, (is

\Vi*UB. liardv climbers and plants for, I

21, 18H; height and trellis for, 81 '

covering with Ivv, 173 '

Warner, C. B.. 108
Wasps, an ; different species, 3U I

Water, remarks and experiments on
its application to the ri>ots of plants

\

under glass, lOS ; pipes roots in, 233 ; i

Watbb—ConfinM/f/.
rendered chalybeate, 821, 456 : from
limestone, 46i; ornamental plaiita
for, 486

Watering. 50, 67. 170. 191. 192; time for,
Watford Poultry Show, 511 .211
Warning ponltrV notes, iiu
Wavsldf Jottings, 520
Waxbills. 514
Weedh made useful, 524
We.-k. work for. 11, 28. 49,66.86,108,
Us, V<\. ICli. IW. 210 'ai. 218. 26i,
2S7, yi^w, 325, H44. S6^^. 3X3. 401, 430,
441, 4.17. 1N2, r.n:,. ;,23 ; doings of last,
11.29, 5't.f.:.'-7. I'O. 12y, 151,170.191,
210, 2.'32, 24'J. :•:>'•. ^^>. ZiO, 326, H45,

I 364, 3M. 401. <JI. IIJ, 4.>. 4«. .V'5, 521
I Wcllmgtonia k'ik'ant<-a. 22<>. 300, 33»,
I 412, 503; fruiting. 'J.M : removing,

268; will it thrive hcrealter ? 168
I West ofEniiUnd Poultry Show. 511
Wethcrby P.-ultry Show, 315
Weymouth Fine. 4'v'.

Wh.at as fi"»d for poultry. 33
Whitby Poultry Show, 2J5; Canary
Show. 254

WhiUng. Mr. J. B., EC, 125
' Whitworth and Kochdale Poultry

Show, 174
' Wtio is to blame ? " 2fi7. 22.S 243, 263

I

Williams's Victoria Nursery, 340
j

Wdlow, Weeping, 4si

,
Windows, »>( engine house, 15; cvcr-

[

greens for. 312
Wine, nionofacture, 418; preBs.83
Winter dressing fruit trees, 444

;

evening doings. £15 ; food for fowls,
I 450
Wintering plants in a room, 251

Wistaria, flowering twice, 1«2 ; shoots
' dying, 69

;

Wonders of an amateur, 165
Woodcut engraving, 328
Woodlice in forcing pits. 443
Woodsome Poultry bhow, 177
Woodstock Poultry .Show. 272
Worcester Poultry Show, 176
Worms, expelling by lime water, 391

;

destroying. 302

York 0!nTnoLoaicAi.SociETT*s Suoi^.
389 ; Poultry Show. 490

Yorkshire fruit prospects, 22
Yuccas, and tneir flowering, ICI ;

planting. 401

Zebba Waxwinos, 872
Zinc, edge for flower beds on gra«8.
20: labels, ink for, 329, 527; roofs.

384

WOODCUTS.

PAGE.

Apples, carbonised 104

Bees, improved Woodbury fr&meB for d4

„ foul brood fangt « 495

., preventing their fasteDing bar-frames to the hive 93

„ transferring 73

„ travelling-box for 294

Boiler. Foster's Patent 9

Bottom-heat, applying 363

Chamber-Combe 229

Cacumber-pit and boaso 47

Edging, walk 328

Flower-garden Plana 8, 308, 882

Fliiton Hall, flower garden at 806

Hencoop, Snssex 293

PAor.

Hyacinths, sapporting glasses at a window 324

Label, fruit tree 2C4

Laying box 427

Oncidiura Kogersii 522

Orchard house and vinery combined 420

Pear, Doyenne dn Comice 440

Phylloxera vastatrix 4B

Plant Protectors. Rendle's 146, 147

Propagating Box, Looker's 1?4

Saw, ancient 10.1

Tree-pruner 168

Vinery, an ancient . . , , 28

„ improved groand 441

Wise-press and rollers ^
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HAND BOUQUETS.—Xo. 1.

Amaieuhs are seldom successful in making a good bouquet
for the band, as tbere is an amount of skill and patience re-

quired which few people are willing, if able, to bestow upon it.

The shape, according to the exidtini; law of custom, should
be circular, the centre slightly raised, with a gentle slope
eTenlj kept to the edges. Underneath, the stems must be
managed so as to be eafiily held in a lady's hand, and the
weight must be light. But to obtain this combination, it is

ecessary to put the flowers together in an artificial manner.
JBefore the work is began, care should be taken to hare ready

defy the assaults of Borea?. Although his soil is a vast im-
prorement on that of Kushton, yet there is a certain steeliness
about it which, in suoh a season as this has been, tends to
make it what farmers call sutly ; his knowledge of its cha-
racter and its wants is gradually altering this, but it must
take eume time before the neglect of former tenants can be
repaired. Then, although situated on the slope of the hill, it

is just on the brow, so that the winds have full play on it, and
I am not sure whether the wall which he has built may not
have aggravated the evil, for it affords a point of resistance to
the south-west gales, such as a hedge does not, and sends the
wind eddjing round through the garden. Some idea of the
force of the wind may be gathered from the fact that his first

wall, a y inch one, was blown completely down, and that in
protecting his fruit trees he is obliged to use stout canvas, and
to fasten it on to the iron rods with copper wire, tarred twine
being of no use whatever. The result of all this has been that
his Hoses have suffered a good deal ; the wind has bruised the
foliage, and so checked the circulation that a Rood deal of
orange fungus (a thing almost unknown in good Rose soils, I
believe), has made its appearance ; with this he has no mercy,
ke cuts out the affected part as soon as it appears, and encou-
rages thereby the growth of new shoots. That the wind is the
cause of this is proved from the simple fact that in one corner
of his garden which is sheltered the plants are iu vigorous and
robust health, without a sign of this fungus upon them. i

I have before mentioned that Mr. Badclyffe is very shy of
new sorts, and he is inclined to wait a couple of years before

i

he introduces them into his garden ; while no amount of his •

old favourites seems to satisfy him. Charles Lefebvre. for in-
[stance, meets you in all parts of the garden

;
grand blooms,

I

5 inches across. Duo de Cazes is another great favourite for
the brilhancy of its tints. John Hopper and Jules Margottin
also occupy a conspicuous place ; while there are some sorts
which we generally think highly of which he does not ; for '

example, he has discarded me from his garden, and is inclined
to send my daughter after me ; but ho has lost his heart to
Marie Baumann. He had some blooms of it out, aud each
time that he went round the garden he returned to these again
to take another fond gaze at them. It is without doubt a very
beautiful Rose. I should just add, before leaving the Hoses,
that they were all making vigorous new growth, and would in a
short time be full of fresh bloom.
The wall fruit trees were in wonderfully fine condition as

ar as appearances went, not a blistered leaf was to be seen,
not an aphis, I btlieve, from beginning to end, and their
general aspect was an evidence of how carefully they had been
tended, jtruit was, as everywhere this year, verj' scarce ; but
when we are told that even glazed walls and orchard houses
are no protection this season, it is not to be wondered at that
the Peaches and Nectarines are few and far between. Siiice
my last visit some standard Cherry trees have been added, and
from trees from Sawbridgeworth planted on the 1st of April
WB had some delicious Early Lyons for dinner.

The Strawberries were looking very Cuu, but, as everywhere,
late. I could hardly believe that the plants which I saw were
those which I had seen as runners last year, but it was so

;

Cockscomb, Dr. Hogg, and Lucas were especially fine. Rasp-
berries also had a heavy crop ; while Potatoes were lo.kiug
remarkably well. We had for dinner R lyal Ashleaf, which has
been in use since June 5th, and very excellent they were, far
better than those I used to grow at Deal ; so it must have a
trial at Westwell.

I found our good friend hearty and genial as ever, and Stevie
as original. My rosanan friends must congratulate me on my
ecclesiastical preferment to the dignity of '-Dean ;" my modesty
forbids my assuming the title, however ; for alas ! it only
extends to the gardens at OketorJ, where Stevie, hearing me
called " D.," had converted it into Dean.—D., Deal.

a plentiful supply of wet wool, or dried moss well soaked in
water, and two sorts of wire, one as fine as horsehair, and the
other rather thick and strong ; a bundle of pliable sticks should
also be provided. They may about C inches long, and the ttiiok-

ness of an ordinary Pelargonium stem. Yonng twigs from a
Thorn bush, dried, and left in water for twenty-four hours
before they are used, will answer the purpose very well. The
stems of all the flowers are to be cut off, leaving only 1) inch
to each head. This portion is bound round with a thin strip

of wet wool, or a little wet moss, to keep it moist, and to

prevent the wire bruising it, and an artificial stalk is then
added, placing it close under the calyx of the flower. If the
natural stem is soft, or full of sap, one of the prepared sticks

will be the best ; but if it is woody and tough, strong wire
must be used. To bind on the sticks, fine wire is twined
round and round from the bottom of the stick to the head of

the flower, and crossed back again, which will render the whole
stalk flexible. Wire stalks are twined round in the same man-
ner, from the place where the natural stem is joined on.

The easiest way of making up a bouquet is to begin in the
centre, and work round it in circles. This does not necessitate

a formal arrangement of the flowers, but will materially help in

keeping the shape perfect. To each circle and to each flower

must be added sufficient wool or moss (the moss is preferable),

to prevent the flowers crushing one another, and to enable them
to be spread out at the top, while the stalks underneath are

compressed into a small compass. Black thread is the best
material with which to bind ail the flowers together.

If fullblown flowers are used, they will generally require
wiring before they are mounted, to keep them from shedding
their petals, lioses, C^imellias, Oleanders, &a., are treated in
this way. A piece of fine wire is inserted through the calyx

of the flower on one side, and brought out through the calyx

on the other, onother thread of wire being crossed over in the
same manner ; the four ends are then twisted together round
the stem. For Pelargoniums aud open flowers, a drop of clear

gnm dropped in the centre tbe day before they are wanted,
will secure their petals, and will not spoil the look of the
flowers. A bouquet well managed ought to look fresh for a
week at least. Flowers will last longer if placed in water an
hour or two before they are used.—L., Laughton.

CAULIFLOWER CULTURE.
The earliest crop of the season is produced from seed sown

the previous autumn. The good old rule, " sow and plant

often," in order to keep up a regular supply in good condition,

does not apply to any vegetable with greater propriety than to

that now under consideration. It is well to start with a recog-

nition of this rule by sowing twice instead of once in autumn.
Tbe first sowing should be made about the middle of August,

and the second fourteen days later. In those localities where
the checking frosts of autumn set in early, these times may,
perhaps, be found late enough, while in other districts I have
found the last week of August quite early enough. It will

depend entirely on tbe chaiacter of the season which of these

two sowings may prove the most desirable from which to

choose the main stock of plants for wintering in the best con-

dition as to size and hardiness. Sume seasons the earUer

sowing may be found too large for wintering in frames, and in

such cases the propriety of a second sowing becomes apparent.

Choice should be made of an open airy situation on which
to sow the seed. Tbe soil should, if possible, be moderately

light, rich, and well pulverised. The seed should be sown
thinly, so that the crop of young plants may not become
crowded aud weakly. If thick, and the season prove wet, mil-

dew is very apt to destroy them. Should tbe weather and
ground be dry, the seed should be steeped in water for twelre

hours, and the ground well watered the night before it is sown.

This secures a quick and healthy germination without resortiriR

to the undesirable practice of watering the soil after the seed

is sown. Many objections might be urged against watering

seed beds in hot dry weather, with tbe view of promoting ger-

mination and healthy growth. The action and reaction caused

by such a practice in some cases des'.roys the seed altogether,

and the surface of the soil gets consolidated and caked over.

By soaking the seeds and bed before sowing, and then shading

it from the. hot sun, a healthy germination is promoted with

very Utile trouble.

As has already been remarked, the earliest Cauliflowers of

the next season are produced from these autumn sowings;

and as soon as they are ready to transplant, a border with a
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due south and sheltered exposure should be got ready for them.
As earhness i3 the chief object, the soil should not be heavy nor
damp. A good dressing of thoroughly-rotted manure should

be trenched or dug deeply into it, and every spadeful of the

Boil should be well pulverised. Hind-glassea should then be

placed on the soil thus prepared, at about 2 feet apart one way,

and 25 feet the other. The most stocky and healthy plants

that can be selected are planted five in each glass ; one in each

corner, and one in the centre. Although four or five plants are

the number to be brought to maturity in these glasses, no harm
results from putting a few more into each with the view of

transplanting them in spring. This, where framing is scarce,

is often practised. G ire, however, must be taken that they do
not get crowded, or injury to the whole will be the result, and
the transplanting of the superfluous stock should be done before

rapid growth commences. When planted and watered, the light

ehould be put over them, but not closely, and a slight shading
afforded for a few hours in the middle of the day if the weather
be hot.

After they take with the ground, it must be kept in mind
that the more exposed they are in autumn, while they con-

tinue to make growth, the better will be their condition to

stand the winter, should it be severe, and come away bold and
strong in spring; consec[uently, the tops of the lights should
be kept oS, except to throw off heavy rains. When the winters

are severe, they should be kept closely shut-up while the frost

continue, and should be screened from sudden bursts of sun-

shine. If severe frosts take place after the sun gains sufficient

power to thaw them quickly, they are more likely to suffer

from sudden alternations of temperature than from continued
severe frost. Generally this is all the shelter found necessary
for moderate-sized plants that have not been crowded, and
rendered tender thereby. In mild weather slugs are the prin-

cipal devourers that must be looked after and destroyed in the

Qsnal way. If the surface of the soil is covered with the sift-

ings of burned earth or charcoal, it is good for the plants, and
prevents slugs from harbouring so much. If more have been
wintered in the hand glasses than can be left to come to ma-
turity, they should be removed by the middle of March. If

the hand-glasses are of the largest sizes, one plant in each
corner and one in the middle may be left, as nice compact early

heads are required rather than large ones ; but if the glasses

are smaller, one in each corner is enough. The surface of the
soil should then be well stirred, all dead leaves removed, and a
slight earthing-up of a few inches of light rich soil applied.

On fine days a free exposure to air must be followed out. shut-
ting them up at night to prevent the soil from losing the heat
absorbed by day. They soon make rapid progress, and April
adds greatly to their size and strength, and they are generally
far a-head of spring-transplanted crops. The glasses should
be removed entirely as soon as the plants outgrow them. A
top-dressing of well-rotted manure should then be laid over
the surface of the ground among and around the plants, and
over all a covering of soil. This moulds up the plants and
keeps them steady. In performing this operation the corner
plants should be pressed away from the centre, to further pre-
vent them from becoming crowded. This moulding-up must
be efficiently and firmly done, so that the plants do not get
blown about and loosened at the neck by high winds, and a
basin should be left all round them to hold manure water.
When from dry weather it becomes necessary to help them on
with water, let it be a thorough soaking once a-week in pre-
ference to smaller quantities more frequently. A mulching
should be applied after the first watering, and nothing is better
lor this than old hotbed manure.

In very cold damp situations it is advisable to pot up in
October as many plants as are required for the desired number
of_ glasses, in case, in the event of severe weather, they get
crippled. In pots they can be wintered in a cold pit or frame,
and turned out into the glasses as established plants, either to
make up blanks or replnce the whole stock. These will come
away much earlier than transplanted plants, and in cold
localities it is always advisable to have a few plants in pots to
make up blanks under the glasses, if not for anything more im-
portant

; for if the blanks are made up by transplanting, the
plants so introduced do not keep pace with the established
plants, and eventually get smothered.

Returning to the stock of young plants in the seed beds, the
next consideration is to take steps to winter a stock of plants
for planting out in good condition in spring, to succeed those
under hand-glasses. The means to this end are to a great
extent regulated by the climate of different parts of the country. I

Some localities are so favoured with climate that the Canliflowws
can be planted out in quarters like Cabbages, and generally
stand the winter so managed. In others ess mild it is neces-
sary to prick them off under the shelter of a wall. In the
majority of cases it is wise not to trust them without some
more substantial means of protection, and it becomes neces-
sary to put a quantity into temporary pits, with some means
of covering them up in severe frosts, and still better are they
under glass in cold frames and pits. For this purpose the
latest sowing recommended generally supplies the most snit-
able plants, the earliest being generally too large, and not in
such a good condition to stand the winter, and more likely
to button in spring than less plants. The middle of October
is a good time to transplant them into frames, which should
stand dry and well exposed. Any moderately rich soil, such
as common light garden soil, answers very well. The most
healthy, stubby, and short-necked plants must be chosen, and
planted in rows 4 inches apart each way. They may stand
wider if space be plentiful ; certainly not closer if fine plants
are to be produced.
AU the autumn and winter they must be freely exposed to

light and air in mild weather, by pulling off the lights every
morning and tilting them well up at night. Rain must be
kept from them on all occasions, as a superabundance of mois-
ture makes them grow too much, and more liable to suffer from
frost. All decaying leaves must be removed when they appear,
the surface of the soil kept stirred, and if some charred soil is

strewn amongst them, it keeps the surface of the soil from be-
coming slimy and caked. In dull damp weather, when it

becomes necessary to cover them up from severe frosts, it mnst
be borne in mind that they are more likely to be killed by a
sudden thaw than by a smart bite of frost. Therefore they
should be kept covered up from light after the surface of the soil

and the plants have become frozen, and not uncovered till they
are completely thawed agiin ; and then the covering should be
removed, and light and air admitted by degrees. Mice and
slugs are the enemies that are to be guarded against, for if

allowed their own way they soon spoil a lot of plants—the
former by eating the hearts ont of them, and the latter by eat-
ing the stems below the leaves.

Looking at these Cauliflower plants that have been wintered
in frames in cold localilitjs, the next consideration is how to
manage them so that they shall succeed those in hand-glasses
in a south border. If transplanted into the open borders or
quarters in March they receive a considerable check, even when
lifted with balls and carefully planted, and are likely to get
checked severely by frosts and cutting winds before they take
hold of the ground, so that the earliest of them has little chance
of being ready by the time the latest under the glasses are cut.
To cain the object in view I know of no better plan than that
of potting them up out of the frames the first week in February,
and establishing them in pots in kindly quarters under glass,
for a time at least. In this way they receive a comparatively
slight check, and fine strong plants can be turned out with good
halls by the end of March. They are also better able to contend
with sun and wind, and are much earlier than those transpdanted
from the frames without being potted.

Four-inch pots are large enough for the strongest plants,
while the smallest may have a size less. The soil should be
rich, such as old Melon-bed loam and weU-rotted leaf mould in
equal propurtions, with a flight sprinkling of fine bone dust and
sand. A single crock in each pot is enough. They should be
potted firmly, and room left in the pot to hold plenty of water
when they require it. In lifting the plants from the frame, the
object should be more to get the roots as entire as possible than
to preserve a ball of earth to them. None of them should be
discarded on account of their being small, if healthy ; for the
greater the variety in size, the longer and more regular the
succession a given number of plants will afford. After being
potted and well watered, they should be returned to the pit or
frame and kept close for a time till they begin to take with the
pots. Then they must be inured to full exposure, but always
protected from frost, although in all other respects grown in a
hard manner. The end of March, or, should the weather be
cold, the beginning of April, is soon enough to plant them ont,
unless in more favoured localities. The ground intended for
them should be trenched and well manured with thoroughly
rotted dung. Some of the most forward plants should be
planted in a border with a south exposure, on a rather light
rich soil. Here they will succeed those in the glasses. The
rest may be planted in the open quarters, where the earliest of
them will follow up those in the early border. In peiformiog
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the operation of plantiog, oircmnstaDCcs mast determine the
|

exact vray in which it is best performed. On heavy cold soils,
\

upon which it is advisable to tread as little aa possible after it
j

is trenched, I have frequently left the trenching till the time of

planting, and put the plants out as the trenching proceeded,
j

Having a heap of light rich soil in readiness beforehand, a I

couple of spadefu'is of it were pat roand the ball of each plant to

give it a start. This may perhaps be considered a preferable
J

way of doing the work on such soils, to that of hrst trenching

the ground and then throwing oat pita for the light soil, inas-

much as all treading of the ground is avoided. In free fine I

soils there is nothing necessary beyond setting the line and
planting the plant-balU entire in the natural ground. They
should always be planted at such a depth that the soil reaches
up to the first leaves of the plants. Two feet by two will be plenty

of room for producing moderate-sized heads. If large ones for

the hall be an object, some of them may be planted wider ; but
for all practical purposes, 2 feet by 2 will be enough.

In heavy soils, slags are a great pest if the spring proves
wet, and a few plants should be kept in reserve to make ap
blanks. Cinder ashes, sand, and various other things which
slags do not relish, may be spread over the soil round each
plant to help to check their work ; but to catch them and kill

them is probably the best way of saving the plants.

Where the ground is exposed to the north and east, it is a

good plan to stick in a stiff sprig or two of evergreen on those
sides of each plant, to protect them from cutting winds, which
often prevail at that season. As they progress in growth they
must be attended to by drawing a little soil to them, to keep
them from becoming loose at the neck ; and, if dry. a good
watering should be given before they are moulded up.
To make sure of succession, I have frequently planted some

ol these potted plants on a north border, and found them come
in very handy, especially when the season proved hot and dry.

About the middle of February, a sowing should be made in

heat to succeed the autumn-sown plant.". The temperature
should be from 55' to 60° till they come up ; then they should
be removed to a dry cold pit or frame and placed near to the
glass, and when about 2 inches in height pricked off into rich

soil in a cold frame. Here they are completely protected from
4iny frost that may occur, but otherwise hardily reared. These
.make fine strong plants by May, ready to be planted out. They
should be lifted with good balls, and carefully planted and
attended to with water should the weather be dry, till they get

& good h )ld of the soil. For summer plantations a good, hold-

ing, well manured and worked, loamy soil s the best: and in

dry sandy soils it is most difBcultto prevent a great bulk of the
.crop from buttoning if the season prove dry.

To succeed this sowing made in heat, I have usually found
it desirable to make another under hand-glasses on a wall

border about the middle of March, and afterwards at intervals

of three weeks, up to the middle of .June. The plants should

always be pricked-out into beds of rich soil as soon as they can
be conveniently handled, and before they become drawn in the

seed bed. They suffer less from the transplanting when young
than if it be delayed till they form deeper tap-roots. From
the time they are pricked-out till they are established in the

garden quarters, they mast never be allowed to get a check from
want of water, for if once they become "blue," there is little

chance of their doing well afterwards. This frequent sowing,
and as frequent planting, is the only way to be sure of keeping
up a constant succession of nice heads, fit to present in the

dining room. It is not necessary to make large plantations,

except in the case of the last for the season, from which a

winter supply is expected at least np to Christmas. The last

should, therefore, be the largest of the plantings, as it comes
in at a cool season, when the heads stand long in good condi-

tion, aud can be stored away to keep in quantities.

The time for making the last sowing and planting will re-

qaire always to be determined by the climate of different

localities. Here the latest may be delayed till August, bnt in

most places in Scotland it will require to be planted somewhat
earlier. By the time the latest is consumed, it is succeeded by
that excellent variety of Broccoli, known by the name of

Snow's Winter Broccoli, easier known by name than by expe-
rience, although I always manage to obtain it true.

In light dry soils I have found it a good plan, to make sure of

rgood Cauliflower, in very dry seasons, to plant a few rows among
rows of Peas, kept rather wider apart than is common. The
Peas afford shade to the plants, and I have seen them do well

when they buttoned extensively in open quarters. The later,

and particularly the latest, should always be in well-exposed

sitnations. It is > practice in England to take two crops of

Caaliflowers from the same ground. When those planted in

April in an open quarter are cut, which is generally by the
1st of July. I have frequently trenched or dag the ground and
planted again, and had two good crops in the same place. The
latest planting has generally succeeded the earliest sowing of

Kidney Beans and second-early Potatoes.
In keeping up a constant supply of this vegetable, one of

the most necessary auxiliaries is a cool, dry, dark cellar, with
its floor, or part of it at least, covered li inches deep with moist
sand. When CauU flower comes in quicker than it can be used,

it should be cut—when scarcely so big as is desired for toble

—

with half a foot of the stem attached, the leaves cut off square
with the surface of the flower, and then stuck into the sand in

the cool dark place. In this way they keep crisp for weeks

;

and for saving the late crop when frost sets in, it is a plan much
preferable to that of hanging them up in sheds with the leaves

and stumps attached ; and late in the season particularly, it is

surprising how long they keep in good condition.

As to the best kinds of Cauliflower for different seasons, I

think, if I had to confine myself to one sort, I would choose
the Walcheren. For a summer variety probably the New Frog-
more is preferable, inasmuch as it stands longer without open-
ing or running than the Walcheren. These two. with the Early
London, are the varieties I confine myself to. About fifteen or

perhaps more years ago, there was a sort grown about London
as Myatt's Cauliflower, which to my mind was the best I ever

saw, but have not seen it trae for a good many years.—D.
Thomson {Tlir (iardencr.)

GjiJlDENERS' ROY.VL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

Thk twenty-sixth onniverBary dinner of this Institntion took place

at the London Tavern, BishopsEatc Street, on the 23rd of .lane. The
Dnke of Argyll. K.T., took the chair, and was supported by G. F.

Wilson, Esq., F.R.S. ; J. Bateman. Esq . F.R.S. ; Professor Owen,
A. Helps. Esq., K. Wrench. Esq., and .1. J. Mcchi, Esq. Among tho

company, which was more than usnally ntimerons. were Mr. .John Lee,
Mr. Charles Lee, Mr. Williams. Mr. Corraichael. of Sandringham
Oarilens, Mr. Eyies. Mr. EarU-y, Mr. Forsyth, Mr. Holmes, Mr. Jadd,
Mr. Marnock, and Mr. Taylor.
The Chairman, in proposing the hcaltli of Her Majesty, dwelt at

some length on the interest which she takes in plants, especially in

those which flonrish on alpino snmmits. where Nature, as if to com-
pensate for the fewness of her gifts, had given the flowers such exqoi-

site delicacy and beanty. And he related that only three weeks ago

Her Majesty had asked him if he remembered the name of a flower

which sho had brought home in one of her Highland excursions, and
he was sorry to sny he did not, but Her Majesty showed him the whole

collection of dried specimens of the plants of Braemar ; he examined
them, and he believed he was correct in stating that the plant was

Azalea procumbens. He mentioned this to show the interest Her
Majesty takes in botany.

After the other loyal and patriotic toasts, the Chairman, in pro-

posing the toast of the evening, " Prosperity and Success to the Gar-

deners' Koyal Benevolent Institution, said he well knew there were

present those who were better acquainted with its objects aud operation

than himself, hut the object was to provide retiring allowances or

pensions to gardeners, market gardeners, nurserymen, and their widows,

to make them comfortahle in their old ago. He rejoiced to say that it

was not one of tho conditions attached to the pension that the reci-

pients should live immured in buildings, hut they could live with their

friends, and in this way a comparatively small sum sufliced to make
them comfortable. The mle by which preference is given to those

who have subscribed for fifteen years so long as any such are candi-

dates for election, was commended as being very judicious. And then,

referring to the mode in which the funds are raised, it was remarked

that they are partly derived from gardeners themselves, but still more

largely from others : but if all the working gardeners in this country

were to subscribe, the funds would be more than sufficient. Nothing

had surprised the public more than the large sums of money which had

been subscribed by trades' societies throughout tho country, showing

what could be done l>v a long pull, a strom; pnll, and a pull all together.

Bnt Iricklaycrs. carfwnters, and other trades were chiefly gathered

together in "the great centres of industry, while gardeners have been

under great disadvantage? in this respect from shunning these centres,

and especially the chimnies. From being thus scattered in remote

dittricte, gardeners had some difllcnlty in providing for themselves

funds for their maintenance in sickness and old ago ; at the same time

he would earnestly recommend tho adoption of some more ample

system of organisation for the purpose. Iteferring then to the market

gardeners, he knew nothing more wonderful than how London 8

3.000,000 of population were provided with fruit and vecetables—a po-

pulation exceeding that of many of the roost powerful states of ancient

I history. One had only to walk ont on a hot summer's evening, and he
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woold see handreJa of waggons coining into that greatest of all gardens

in the world—Covent Garden; and even Penzance sent to it early

Broccoli and early Potatoes, and the tropics their fruits. No country

in the world was "supplied with such fine fruit as this, and he even

believed that the table of the Emperor of the French was supplied

with it from this country. So with flowers. He, the Chairman, had

had no wish so great as"to see the flowers in the tropics—he supposed

he never should, hut he was somewhat reconciled to that on reading

the remarks m ilr. Wallace's " Malay Archipelago." Individually

the flowers of the tropics were magnificent ; hut as regards colouring

the landscape, they were not so effective as the flowers of the temperate

regions—the Heather on our mountains, the Hyacinths of oar woods,

and the flowers of our pastures. Besides the flowers of our own tem-

perature, those of other regions had been brought together and culti-

vated successfulh . These were great triumphs of skiU, great triumphs

of industry, and the gardening of this country was one of the greatest

triumphs of civilisation. After referring to the refining influence of

flowers, the Chairman concluded by calling on his hearers to cultivate

th« gardener's art, and to show their interest in that class of men to

whom society owes so much.
Among the other toasts were " Physiological Science," coupled with

the name of Professor Owen ;
" The Chairman ;" " The Horticultural

and Botanical Societies," responded to by Mr. Bateman ;
" The Trea-

surer," responded to by Mr. Wrench; "The Secretary;" and "The
Nursery and Seed Trade," coupled with the names of Mr. Veitch and

Mr. Hurst, the latter of whom returned thanks.

As usual there was a tastefully arranged group of plants at the back

of the chair, aUo plants and cut flowers on the tables and in other

parts of the room. These were contributed by Messrs. Veitch, Lee,

Williams, and Turner ; while fruit for the dessert was sent from the

gardens of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, Baron Rothschild,

and Mrs. Dixon, of Stanatead Park.

The list of donations amounted to nearly £500.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Rose Show, ./ /nc 29''i.—More favoured by weather than its prede-

cessor at the Crystal Palace, this exhibition, with which is incorporated

the National Rose Show, was eminently successful in the number of

stands exhibited, the quality of the flowers, and in the numbers who
flocked to this the great levr-e of the queen of flowers. There were, as

there always are, a good many defective blooms ; there were, as there

always are, a good many stands which might have been set np to much
better advantage ; but on the whole there was an absence of coarseness,

a refinement of form, and a beauty and freshness of colour, which gave

it a peculiar charm. Larger blooms of many of the kinds have been

shown, and not a few had changed colour under the influence of the

h«t sun of the past week, but taken all in all this was the Rose show
of the season—a season hitherto in some respects as remarkable as

that of 1S6S.

In Class 1, seventy-two single trusses, Messrs. Paul & Son were first

with a splendid collection, in which we remarked iis fine—La Ville de

St. Denis, Esposition de Brie, Clotilde, Marrchal "V'aillant, Marie
Baumann, very large and fine, but showing the eye a little ; Pierre

Netting, Dr. Andry, Marguerite de St. Amand, Le Rhone, Comtcsse
de Chabrillant, Antoine Ducher. Baroness Rothschild, Charles Le-
febvre, Alfred Colomb, Victor Verdier, Camille Bemardin, Xavier
Olibo, Mdlle. Mai-ie Rady, Duchesse de Caylus. Pitord, Marechal Niel,

Senateur Vaisse, Leopold Premier, Madame Victor Verdier, Madame
Thercse Levet, Beauty of Waltham, Felix Genero, I)evienne Lamy,
new ; Trioraphe de Kennes. Maurice Bemardin. CentifoUa Rosea,
Francois Treyve, extremely brilliant; Thorin, Jean Cherpin, and
Madame Willermoz. Mr. Tamer came second, with a lot but little

inferior, containing beautiful examples of Souvenir de Monsieur Boll,

Horace A'ernet, Rubens, Felix Genero, Souvenir de Comte Cavour.
General Jacqueminot. Abel Grand, Napoleon III., darkly shaded

;

Marie Baumann, Prince Camille de Rohan, Rev. H. Dombrain,
Narcissfi, Madame Victor Verdier, Marguerite de St. Amand, John
Hopper, Gloire de Dijon, Maurice Bemardin, Duchesse de Caylus,
Madame Charles Wood, and Triomphe de Caen. Mr. Keynes, of

Salisbury, who was third, had fine blooms of Duchesse d'Aoste, bright
rose ; Marguerite de St. Amand, Victor Verdier, not large but beauti-
folly fresh ; Marie Baumann, Alba mutabilis. Souvenir de Mal-
maison, Madame Vidot, Coquette des Alpes, white ; Dr. Andry, Due
de Rohan, Lord Macaulay, Eiie Morel, Abel Grand, and good
examples of several others. The fourth prize went to Messrs. Francis,
of Hertford, for stands which included good trusses of several of the
varieties already named.

Class 2 was for three trusses of forty.eight varieties. In this the
first prize went to Messrs. Paul & Son tor magnificent specimens of
Leopold Hausbnrg, Duchesse de Caylus, Madame Clemence Joigneaux,
Dnke of Edinburgh, Madame Pillion, MarRuerite de St. Amand.
Souvenir d'Elise, Senateur A'aisse, MdUe. Thcrise Levet, Horace
Vernet, Xavier Olibo, Beauty of Waltham, Exposition de Brie, Mare-
chal Niel, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Antoine Ducher. Charles Lefebvre,
Camille Bemardin, Abel Grand, jPanl Verdier, Triomphe de Caen,
Maurice Bemardin, Marie Baumann, John Hopper. Alfred Colomb,
Madame Caillat, and Prince de Portia. To Mr. Kevnes the second
prize was awarded for stands containing fine trusses, among which the
following were conspicnons :—Louise de Savoie, iilarguerite de St.

Amand, Exposition de Brie, Madame Sertot. Duchesse d'Aoste,

Madame Vidot, Victor Verdier, Madame Canrobert, John Hopper,

Charles Lefebvre, and Paul Verdier.

The third prize went to Mr. C. Turner, who had fine examples of

Exposition de Brie, Charles Lefebvre, Beauty of Waltham, Souvenir

de Comte Cavour, Globe de Dijon, John Hopper, Madame Victor

Verdier, Marie Baumann, General .Tacqneminot. Alfred Colomb, Duke
of Wellington. Madame Clemence Joigneaux, Vicomte de Cazes, and
Manrice Bernardin. The fourth prize was taken by Messrs. Francis,

John Hopper, Charles Lefebvre, Gloire de Dijon. Jules Margottin,

Colonel de Rougemont, and Mdlle. Bonnaire, were the most conspicuous

in this collection.

The next class was for three trusses of twenty.four kinds, and though

not so effective, was everything that could be desired as regards quali^.

Messrs. Paul it Son were again successful in taHug the first position

with Marguerite de St. Amand. Baroness Rothschild, .John Hopper,

brilliant; Beauty of Waltham, Maurice Bernardin, splendid; Senateur

Vaisse, Madame Neman, Duke of Edinburgh, very fine, and rich in

colour ; Marie Baumann, Madame Rivers, Abel Grand, La France,

Lord Clyde, and Mdlle. Tht-rese Levet. Mr. Turner came second with

Madame C. Joigneaux, John Hopper, Leopold Hausbnrg, Victor

Verdier, Madame Victor Verdier, Paul Verdier, Imperatrice Eugenie,

Marguerite de St. Amand, Felix Genero, Marie Baumann, and Ex-

position de Brie, besides others likewise very good. The third prize

went to Mr. Keynes, who had very good examples of Victor Verdier,

Marie Baumann, Duchesse d'Aoste, Madame Vidot, Dr. Andry,

Madame Beauverger, Alfred Colomb, John Hopper, Madame Roths-

child. Marguerite de St. Amand, Beauty of Waltham. and Comtesse

de Chabrillant. Mr. Cranston, King's Acre, Hereford, was fourth with,

among others, very large trusses of Marguerite de St. Amand, FeUx

Genero, Jules Margottin, and Monsieur Noman. Mr. Fraser, of Lea
Bridge, sent Le Rhone, Exposition de Brie, John Hopper, and Leopold

Hausbnrg, very beautifal both in form and colour.

In the nurserymen's class for single trusses of twenty-four varieties,

Mr. Cant was first with splendid specimens of Marie Banmann, Ba-

ronesse de Rothschild, Madame Willermoz, Marechal Niel, Marechal

Vaillant, Celine Forestier, Madame Bravy, Duchesse de Caylus,

Souvenir d'un Ami, Xavier Olibo, and Marguerite de St. Amand. Mr.

Keynes was second with Viceroy, a new purplish kind with a brighter

centre, Felix Genero, Abel Grand, John Hopper, and several others

equally good. Mr. Turner was third with a very good stand, and Mr.

Cranston fourth.

In the amateurs' class for forty-eight varieties there were several

excellent exhibitions, particularly that from Mr. Chard, gardener to

Sir F. Bathurst, Bart., Clarendon Park, Salisbury, who gained the

first prize. In this were excellent trasses of Marie Baumann, Mdlle.

Bonnaire, Marechal Niel. Madame Boutin, Madame Moreau, Due de

Rohan, Fisher Holmes, Duchesse de Caylus, John Hopper, Marechal

Vaillant, Pierre Notting. Exposition de Brie, Maurice Bemardin, Sou-

venir d'un Ami, and Celine Forestier. The second prize went to Mr.

A. Moffat, gardener to the Earl of Rosslyn, Eastou Lodge, Dunmow,
who had fine specimens of Maurice Bernardin, Marechal Niel, John

Hopper, Madame V. Verdier, Fran.;ois Lacharme, Moiret, and Rmbens.

Mr. Ingle, gardener to Mrs. Round, Birch Hall, Colchester, was third

with fine trui^ses of Exposition de Brie, Rubens, Madame Caillat, Jules

Margottin, Marechal Niel, Marechal Vaillant, La Brillante, Senateur

Vaisse, La France, and Jules Margottin. Mr. Exell, gardener to J.

HoUingworth, Esq., Maidstone, was fourth, who, as well as Mr. Laxton,

of Stamford, had in his stands excellent blooms of Marechal Niel,

Alfred Colomb, Madame Victor Verdier, Marie Baumann, Senateur

Vaisse, Victor Verdier, and La France. Mr. Johnson, of Uxbridge,

would have been second if he had not had two blooms under the name

of La Brillante. Of his others several were very bright-coloured and

fine, especially Madame Victor Verdier, Senateur Vaisse, Madame
Caillat. MdUe. Thercse Levet, Narcisse, Victor Verdier, and Due de

Rohan.

In Class 6, for thirty-six varieties, there were several very fine exhi-

bitions. The first honours went to Mr. Chard, who had admii-able

blooms of Olivier Delhomme, Thorin, Duchesse de Caylus, Dr. Andry,

Xavier Olibo, Manrice Bemardin, Narcisse, Marechal VaiUant, Lord

Macaulay, Madame Knorr. Comtesse de Chabrillant, Madame Boutin,

John Hopper, Madame Charles Crapelet, Rubens, and Marechal

Vaillant. Mr. Ingle, gardener to Mrs. Round, was second with Charles

Lefebvre, Charles Lawson, Madame Domage, Jules Margottin, Lord

Raglan, Marechal Niel, Sec. ; and Mr. Stoddart, gardener to J. G.

Rebow, Esq., M.P., Wivenhoe Park, third; Mr. A. Moffat being

fourth, and an extra prize was awarded to Dr. Cooper, of Slough.
_

The class for twentv-four single trusses brought very good exhibitions

from Mr. Cant, Mylaud Lodge, Colchester, and Mr. Stoddard, who
were first and second. Among the kinds shown were excellent trasses

of Fisher Holmes, Marie Baumann, Merechal Niel, Comtesse de Cha-

brillant, Dr. Andry, La Ville de St. Denis, Souvenir de Charles Mon-

tault, Marechal Vaillant. John Hopper, Victor Verdier, MdUe. Bon-

naire, Jules Margottin, and Charles Margottin. In Mr. Cant's collec-

tion every bloom was good. Mr. Exell was third ;
Mr. Stretton,

Manningford, fourth ; and an extra prize was awarded to Mr. Soder,

gardener to 0. Hanburv, Esq.
For twelve trasses Mr. Cant was again first with fine examples of

Pauline Lansezeur, John Hopper, La Ville de St. Denis, Cloth of

1 Gold, Marie Baumann, Marechal Niel, George Prince, Charles Le-
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febrre, «n4 Madame Clemence Joipieanx. Mr. Soder was second,

Mr. Marsh and Mr. Qniunoll third, and Mr. Strotton fourth.

For I'ightcen new Roses of 1SG7 or 1BC8, which will be reported on

by " O., Deal" the rrizcs went to Messrs. I'anl & Son, Mr. Keynes,

Mr. Cant, and Mr. Tnrncr, in the order named. Mr. Cant, of Col-

chester, was first for twelve trusses of auy now Uose of 1867 with La

France, Mr. Keynes second with Klie Morel. The first prize for the

best six trasses of any now Koso of l.SOS was awarded to Messrs. Paol

and Son for Dnke of Edinhnr^h, the beauty and brilliancy of which

wore noticed last week in connection with the Crystal Palace Show.

Yellow Koses, however charming in themselves, when nnmixed with

other hriphtcr-colonrcd varieties exhibit a great amount of sameness.

The first place for the best twelve was taken by Mr. Cant with Vicom-

tesse de Cazes, Gloiro de Dijon, Trionipho de flennes, Marichal Niel,

Climbing Devouiensis, and Celine Forestier, all of which were in fine

condition. Mr. Stoddart came second with Marechal Niel and Tri-

omphe de Rennes, both finely coloured, Solfatcrre, Gloiro de Dijon,

and Madame Falcot ; Mr. Keynes being third, and Mr. Chard fourth.

In tho class for the best exhibition of yellow Roses of ouo or more

varieties, Mr. Cant was fir.st with a splendid group of Marechal Niel,

Celine Forestier, very fine, Triomphe de Rennes, Madame Falcot, and

Safrano. Mr. Stoddart was second, and Mr. Chard third.

The classes for twelve Tea-scented and Noisette Roses drew together

several very pretty collections. Mr. Cant took the lead among nnr-

Berymen with beautiful examples of Madame Bravy, Marechal Niel,

Niphetos, Souvenir dun Ami, Rubens, Gloire de Dijon, Madame

Willermoz, Celine Forestier. Triomphe de Rennes, and Marquise de

Foncanlt. Messrs. I'anl k Son were second with excellent specimens

of several of the above, Reine da Portugal, new, and Lamarque.

Mr. Keynes, who was third, had Madame Scrtot, very large and

fine, Mo'irot, Sombrieul, and others already named. In tho amateur's

class Mr. Ingle, who was first, had fine trusses of Madame Bravy,

Gloire de Bordeaux, Marechal Niel, Madame Margottin, Gloire de

Dijon, Devonicnsis, Rubens, Bougere, Souvenir dun Ami, and

Souvenir d'Klise. Mr. W. Cant, of Myland Lodge, Colchester, who

was second, had, besides fine examples of Marechal Niel and Adam,

very good ones of Souvenir d'un Ami, Paulino Labonte, Devoniensis,

Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de Rennes, Madame Bravy, Celine

Forestier, and Cloth of Gold. Mr. Stoddard was an excellent third.

In the open class for single blooms of twelve varieties, the first prize

went to Mr. Cant, nurserymen, Colchester, for a remarkably tine stand

containing Souvenir d'un Ami, Colonel de Rongemont, Marie Baumann,

Marechal Niel, beautifoUy coloured ; Dao de Wellington, Marguerite

de St. Amand, La Ville de St. Denis, Madame Bravy, Le Rhone, and

Gloire do Vitry. Mr. J. Keynes, who was second, had Sonvcnir dun

Ami, Monsienr Noman, Souvenir de Malmaison, Pitord, Elie Morel,

Victor Verdier, Marie Baumann, very bright and beautiful ;
Louise de

Savoie, Marguerite de St. Amand, and Devoniensis. The third-prize

lot came from Mr. Turner, and contained Caroline Hole, a seedling

with, as shown, a salmon-rose centre and pui-plish pink towards the

outside ; Antoine Ducher, Rubens, Monsieur Noman, Gloire de Dijon,

and others less noteworthy. Mr. J. Cranston, who was fourth, had

Marquise de Mortemart, pretty pale rose.

Prizes were offered for vases or baskets of Roses, but brought no

novelty in design. Mr. Soder was first with a March stand with Ferns

and Roses at the base, Japanese Honeysuckle twining up the stem,

and Roses, Pteris, and Maidenhair Fern in the top dish. Mr. Chard

was second with a similar stand, having Cissus discolor twined up the

stem, and ornamental grasses freely introduced.

Prizes were also offered for six bouquets of distinct kinds, five

trasses of each. Mr. Cant, nurseryman, of Colchester, was first with

beautiful examples of Le Rhone, Celine Forestier, Marie Banmann,

Souvenir d'Elise, Charles Lefehvre, and Marguerite do St. Amand.

These were set up in Etruscan terra-cotta vases, and surrounded with

bonqnet paper. Messrs. Paul & Son were second with John Hopper,

Dr. Andry, Marguerite de St. Amand. Senateur Vaisse, Celine Forestier,

and Charles Lefebvre. set up in Hyacinth-glasses. Mr. Chard was third.

Of Moss Roses only two stands were shown, the exhibitors beinR

Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. Cranston. There were in these trusses

of Baronne de Wassenaer, the Common, which still maintains its

place as one of the best, Angeliqne Quetier, Celina, Laneii, &c.

Of Roses in 8-ineh pots, the admirably-grown plants from Messrs.

Paul & Son were first. The following were especially remarkable for

the profusion of bloom—viz., Dnchesse de Caylns, Souvenir de Mal-

maison, Charles I.efebvre, Dr. Andry, Louise Margottin, Lord Clyde,

Senateur Vaisse, General Jacqueminot, Triomphe de Soissons, Leopold

Hanshurg, and Louise Odier. Mr. Turner, who was second, had also

most excellent plants, Maurice Bernardin, John Keynes. Marechal

Vaillant, Duchesse de Caylus, and Madame Alfred do Kougemont

were particularly worthy of mention. Messrs. Francis, were third.

The first prize for new Roses in pots went to Messrs. Paul & Son.

The miscellaneons subjects were not numerous, Mr. W. Panl sent

iis new Roses, Prince Leopold and Princess Christian. Phlox Beauti-

ful, and Blue Bell and other Pelargoniums, including Waltham Bride,

•with white-variegated leaves and white flowers. Mr. Postans, of

Brentwood, sent fifty splendid blooms of John Hopper Rose ;
Mr.

Hooper, Widcombe HUl, Bath. Pinks, both show and bedding, Picot«es,

and Pansies; Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Tricolor and Bicolor Pelar-

goninms ; Mr. Mann, Brentwood, flowering .and Tricolor-leaved Zonal

Pelargoniums; Mr. Turner, Blue Gown Cucumber; and Monsieur

Banlant his beautiful artificial flowers and plants noticed in the report

of tho Floral Committee of June Ifitli.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
Tms Society's last Show for the season commenced yesterday, and

will bo continued this day. For this time of year there is a groat

amount of freshness and beauty in the plants exhibiud, which, as

usual, are very numerous, bnt fruit forms its distinctive feature. Mr.

Miller, gardener to Lord Craven, Combe Abbey, carries off tho first

prize for tho best collection vrith two handsome Queen Pino Apples,

splendid bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, Foster's White Seed-

lin" Grapes, two Melons, Royal George Peaches, very large and fine,

Elrugo Nectarines, and British Queen Strawberries. Mr. Banner-

man, gardener to Lord Bagot, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Miles, Mr. Simpson,

of Wortley, and Mr. Carmichael, gardener to the Prince of \N ales, have

also good collections. Tho last.named exhibitor has in his collection

two fine Melons, named respectively the Prince and Princess of Wales,

the former green-fleshed, the latter scarlet-flesbed, and largo buncheB

of Black Hamburgh Grapes, which bad become much rubbed in car-

riage Mr. Douglas, Loxford Hall Gardens, stands first for Black

Hamburgh Grapes, with beautifully coloured compact bunches; and

Mr Bannerman and Mr. Hend .-on, Coleorton, send fine bunches of

the same kind. The best Mus • e. me from Messrs. Standish & Co.

Mr Bannerman and Mr. Gold miih send very good Black Pnnce;

Mr Cole Ealing Park, and Mr. Douglas, Buckland Swcttwater, the

hunches from the former being especially good ; Messrs. Standish and

Co baskets of tho Roval Ascot, finely coloured, and \ ines of the

same Grape trained with a fiat head, bearing excellent bunches.

Among baskets of Grapes, however, the lead in Black Hamhnrghs is

taken bv Mr. Miller, in Muscats by Mr. Davis, of Fryem Barnet.

Mr Henderson also sends Black Mammoth Grape, an Australian

seedling, with very large oval berries. Peaches and Nertanncs on the

whole are rather small. Mr. Jack, gardener to the Duke of Cleve-

land Battle Abbey, has Bellegarde, very large, and Mr. Miller, Grosse

Mignonne, verv fine. Pine Apples are few in number, and not re-

markable for size. Mr. Ward, gardener to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop

Stortford, has a fine Pricklv Cayenne, of .'ii lbs., an excellent Qaeen

of it lbs. ; and Mr. Bailey, of Shardeloes, a large Providence and a

"""orchidTfrom Messrs. Williams, Parker, Hill, and ^^heelcr are

remarkably good, whUst the collection of eight from Mr. Archer,

gardener to A. Turner, Esq., Leicester, is worthy of all praiso. In

this there is a fine mass of Cvpvil<edinm barbatnm superbam. Odon-

to^lossum Pescotorei,Phalitnopsis grandifiora, and Saccolabium gutta-

tum with ten spikes, all of which plants are splendid specimens. Mr.

Wilson, gardener to W. Mar-hall, Esq., who is second in the same

class, sends Cvpripedium Stonei with six flowers four of «li"^h are on

one spike, and" a beautiful specimen of Dendrochilum filiforme Mr

Lawrence, gardener to the Bishop of Winchester, has a plant of

Trichopilia turialva),with a regular ring of blossoms, a bcantiful spea-

men of this recent introduction. New plants are exhibited in mnlti-

tudes by Messrs. Veitch, BuU, WUliams, and Henderson of WellinBton

Road and Pine Apple Place. Of cut Roses, too, there is a large ex-

hibition, furnished by Messrs. Paul & Son, Mitchell, Turner, Fraser

Hill, Exell, and others ; and a magnificent display of Roses in pots

from Messrs. Panl Ic Son.

ASPECTS OF SPRING GARDENING.—No. 3.

My third aspect of epring gardening is drawn from ft sonroe

much further northward than I have as yet taken your readers-

away from the " precincts of the silver sea ' am) the softer ch-

mate of the southern shores of England-to a district difierent

in almost every respect from that I have previously drawn my
supplies from, save this, that there, as in the south, epnng

gardening is well carried out; but in this instance to such ^
extent as to astonish, and with such excellent ''exults ft*

^
delight, those who yearly search the country through for illUB-

trations of this somewhat modern feature o' P^dfn'nB-

The scene is laid at the gardens of the Hoi e Hotel, Lower

Grounds, Aston, Birmingham. The proprietor of these giounds

is a spirited and genial man, wcuderful in resource, and prompt

and decided iu action, by name Mr. H G.
(if'^^l^'^J^l

vears ago (h-ivlBg, as the manager of the Aston Park Estate

Tder the corpo^tionof Birmingham, obtahied some insight

into the recreative requirements of a great mdustr.a commu-

nity), he became the proprietor of about 3G acres o '!;« Lower

Grounds of the Aston Park Kstate, with the idea of "^a^ing it

a place of popular resort and recreation. H'^,
f^f'?"

7*^^^*°

provide for the masses of population who inhabit L rming-

ham, sources of recreation that while they should be b oadly

applicable to the varying tastes of an e^!-'?""^^'^^'^'
^el^

should also exclude every coarse feature which would be likely

to wound the sensibilities of the most fastidious social reformer

Tils, by dint of untiring energy, he has e^tabhshed in one oHh

immediate suburbBoJ Birmingham, scarcely morethantwo miles
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distant from the busy centre of this vast iron metropolis : and
by means of lakes for boating and fishing (one being exclusively

retained as an ornamental water for various species of water-

fowl, &c.) ; by providing archery, cricket, and croquet grounds,

and extensive bowling greens ; by high-class concerts, by pri-

vate theatricals and dancing under the strictest regulations

;

by the daily attendance of a first-class band of music ; and
lastly, and not least in the category of attractions, by the

introdactiou on an extensive scale of the best modern features

of spring, summer, and subtropical gardening, combined with

shady walks under umbrageous trees, grass plats, specimen
•ornamental trees, clumps of Ehododendrons, &c.—Mr. Quilter

has become related to Birmingham in such a beneficent

social bond as to secure ihe full approbation of the lover of

his kind, and the admiration of the practical horticulturist.

The whole grounds are irregularly pyriform in shape, the

dwelling-house forming the apex, the large boating lake the re-

verse of the outline. While they may be roughlv divided so, next
the dwelling-house are the grass lawn and ornamental water

;

then a walled-in garden of four acres used as an extensive

flower garden, on the left of which are the archery, cricket, and
other grounds. Beyond this come the promenade and the

boating lake. A broad gravel walk 300 yards in length leads

down to the walled-in garden and recreation grounds. On the

right is a large stretch of grass plat, with the ornamental water
parallel with it ; on the left a verge of grass lawn, with a broad
flower and shrubbery border skirting the Harborne Boad.
Eight and left of this broad walk there is a line of oblong and
circular beds alternately, the one filled with hardy evergreen

Bhrubs, the other with spring flowers, such as Tulips, Iberis

Bompervirens, and such like. The grass plat on the right falls

with a gentle declivity towards the lake, and about it are studded
- various specimen Coniferie, while a line of golden Thuja aurea
skirts a narrow gravel path running parallel with the lake.

The broad floiver border in front of the line of shrubbery on
the left presented a striking floral spectacle. The flower border
proper is about 6 feet in width. Next the shrubbery comes,
as a kind of floral background, a line of herbaceous Phloxes
alternaulv with Dahlias ; in front of this dwarf Roses and her-

baceous Pasonies alternate, leaving a space of about 4 feet to

fill in with bedding plants, a sharply angled zigzag line of

single and double Tulips, early and late-blooming kinds being
mingled together for the purpose of prolonging the effect. The
groundwork of this bed was formed of slanting diamonds of

Viola cornuta and Cerastium tomentosum, each diamond filling

up two angles formed by the line of Tulips. As this border
falls gently towards the lower portion of the ground, the visitor

appeared to be looking along a broad band of Tulips instead of

a zigzag line simply. At the extremity of the broad walk, and
on the right of the same, and forming a fine and attractive

object when seen from the di.-itance, was a huge raised circular

bed about 1 foot from the ground, the pedestal formed of turf

banks. From the centre of this circle sprang two baskets,
the one appearing to issue from the other. The space round
the lower basket gave a circular border G feet in width, admit-
ting of nine circular lines of Tulips, the back and the front
circles being mixed double and the others mixed single flowers.

This was broadly edged with Cerastium tomentosum just coming
into bloom. The baskets were formed of pieces of the outside
wood and bark of the Fir held together by cables. This basket
was filled with Golden Prince early single Tuhp and Wallflowers,
edged with Stachys lanata. The upper basket was also filled

and edged in a similar manner. Between the lake and the
enclosed flower garden was a piece of ground which had been
prepared as a subtropical garden ; while on the other side of
this garden, close by the piomenade, are other beds to be used
for the same purpose. Many other nooks and corners and
raised beds, together with rustic baskets, are also utilised.
There are also introduced cascades, waterfalls, &c., all of
which considerably heighten the effect sought to be produced,
and impart a finish to the whole arrangement.

So far I have only touched on what lies outside the area of
the great floral display within the enclosed garden. It is that
I will now attempt to pouitray, aided by the accompanying
plan, though the best my pen can perform would give but an
inadequate conception of the splendid effect produced here.
The walled-in garden is neaily four acres in extent, and is laid
out in the form of a huge Maltese cross, the arms of the cross
being represented by a broad raised border on either side, with
a broad gravel walk between. The centre of this garden, which
forma the body of the cross, is of a circular shape, and the
exterior border on the plan gives one-half of the raised border

just referred to. The scale being 15 feet to 1 inch, some idea
of the extent of the central garden alone can be obtained. The
four openings in the outer border represent the main walks
forming the arms of the cross, running the length and breadth
of the garden from east to west and from north to south,
halfway between the wall enclosing the garden and the central
garden as given in the plan. Each arm of the cross expands
in order to admit a large oval bed, on either side of which runs
the broad gravel walk. Under the four walls forming the
boundary of the garden there are broad borders, and at the
angles huge banks of Hollies, Rhododendrons, &c., with back-
grounds of Conifera?. A broad gravel walk divides these borders
from the square occupied by the cross and the angles of grass
plats which fill up the outline of the garden. About these
angular grass plats are studded ornamental trees and shrubs,
rustic baskets, and various flower beds. The raised border on
either side of the central gravel walks thus faces both ways—

•

to the gravel walks, and also to the grass plats in the angles of
the garden. A Yew hedge about 4 feet in height occupies the
apex of the raised border throughout, with standard Roses at
short intervals in a line with the Yews. When the central
garden is reached a background to the Y'ew hedge is introduced
in the form of a galvanised iron fence in perpendicular lines,

hollowed out at the top at intervals to give the form of hanging
in festoons. These festoons spring from standard plants of

Acer Negundo variegatum, the ends of the convex festoons
meeting just under the silvery head of foliage, and being sup-
ported thereby. The line of circles on the exterior of the ac-

companying plan gives the sites occupied by the variegated
Acers. The finest edge of this border, here in a level with the
gravel walk, is edged with turf. Next this is a broad circular

gravel walk, as seen in the plan, then a scroll bed inlaid in
turf, then a sharp fall of some 5 feet leads to a sunken panel
garden, in the centre of which is a fountain. So much for the
general outline of the grounds, and disposition of the beds.
The galvanised iron fence on each division of the outer border,
is continued across the gravel walks, dividing them by means
of lofty and handsome wire arches, from the centre of which,
and immediately over the centre of the walk, hangs an orna-
mental basket in wire, which, during the summer months, is

filled with flowering plants. Hops, climbing Koses, (Clematises,

&c., run over these arches, and form conspicuous and attractive

objects when viewed from any distant point. At the corners
next the central walk, and corresponding to the corners from
which the ornamental wire arches spring, are placed stone
vases on pedestals, filled in the spring months with Tulips,
Dielytra spcctabilis, &a., and in the summer months with
showy flowering and foliaged plants.

The Hues running from front to back in the outer border, as
seen in the plan, represent divisional rows of dwarf Spruce
Firs, about 12 inches in height. These remain here constantly,
and are kept dipped at intervals to keep the line dwarf and
regular. The panel with double lines in each division so
formed, is also formed of two lines of Spruce Firs. These,
however, are removed when the summer-bedding plants are
placed out. This circular border is about 10 feet in width, and
rises from a level with the gravel walk to a height of nearly
3 feet at the apex, in which is planted the Yew hedge. Inside
the double line of Spruce Firs was a line of the variegated
Arabis next the Firs, the space between filled un with double
crimson Daisies. The groundwork outside the Firs was filled

with Stachys lanala, with the exception of the rounded angles,
which were masses of Aubrietia purpurea. Each bed was
planted in the same manner, with the exception of the centres
in this respect, a mass of the blue Forget-me-not, with which
was mingled a pretty pale-striped single Tulip, alternated with
a mass of the pink Silene peudula, with which was mingled a
showy double crimson Tulip.
The scroll bed in the inner side of the walk was one of the

finest features 1 have ever beheld in the way of spring garden-
ing. It was a chaplet of various colours, inlaid on the emerald
turf. In length, this border is upwards of 90 yards, in width
about 5 feet. It was almost wholly planted with Daisies, and
it required 7000 to work out the design, independent of the
other plants employed. The serpentine line in the plan repre-
sents a broad line of the doublejcrimson Daisy ; the ground-
work of the bed occupying the rounded angles was composed
of double white Daisies. On either side of the crimson ser-

pentine band were lines of Eoheveria secunda. The line of
circles next the walk were composed of rings of Viola cornata
on the outside, then a ring of pink double Daisy encircling a
centre clump of the crimson-foliaged Ajuga reptans. The
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oirolea on the fouotain side were formed thus :—An outer ring

of the golden-blolcbed double Daisy, an inner ring of Aubrietia

purpurea, and a central clump of the Ajuga as before.

Tassing down the turfy slope, the sunken panel garden is

leached, composed of four beds, in shape rcaembling the divi-

sions of a circular line, and four small circular beds, in which

was a pedestal of " slag," a blue-tinted deposit left in the

manufacture of glass, supporting a stone vase. These vases

Lad previously been Tilled with vari-coloured Hyacinths, but

Lad now as occupants large plants of Centaurea candidissima.

Eound the base of each pedestal of slag was a row of Echeveria

secunda. The four other beds were also edged with this useful

plant, and filled with bright masses of Silene pendula, mingled

with which were showy Tulips of various colours. The foun-

tain is within a stone basin, the edge of which is level with

these beds. There is also a border round the stone basin,

having, as a background, a circle cf the common Fern, then a

band of AYalltlowers miogled with double crimson and double

yelluw Tulips, the whole edged with showy gold-laced Foly-

anthnses.
I have attempted to pourtray this " floral scene," but to

appreciate it, it is necessary to look upon it. The numberless
details, all of them skilfully wrought out, cannot be described

even in the somewliat largo space this paper will require. I

must, however, make allusion to a broad border, some 10 feet

in width, under the wall on either side of the garden, along

the side of which runs a broad gravel walk. Thu wall is covered

with fruit trees, and iu front of these, as a background to the

flower border, but allowing of a narrow walk between it and

the fruit trees, is a hedge of dwarf Koses that bloom the sum-

mer through. This flower border represents a chain of diamonds

formed by the use of the dwarf Spruce Fir. On two sides of

the garden these diamond beds were filled with the blue and

white Forget-me-not and Silene pendula alternating ;
and on

the two other sides the beds are planted with Cliveden Blue,

White, Yellow, and Purple Pansies alternating. The angles

formed by the diamond beds are all filled with Cerastium

tomentoaum, which comes into full bloom by the time the spring

flowers are at their best, and when the bloom is past it is

clipped with shears, and does admirable service all the summer

as an ornamental-foliaged plant. Probably no one can realise

sufficiently the value of the Cerastium as a bedding plant but

those who" have seen it growing in great masses as it is used at

Aston. The two lines of angles at the front of the diamond

beds give grand masses of white, and in the summer months,

when the beds are diamond shapes of dazzling scarlet or golden

yellow, the effect is surprising. Each corner of this garden

gives a huge mass of Ehododendrons with a background of

Cedrus deodara. Then there are also huge turfy angles formed

between the arms of the cross, as shown in the design of the

flower garden. As I have already stated, the border slopes

toward these as toward the paths. This border is planted with
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huge masses of blue Forget-me-not, Silene jiendula. Tulips,

dwarf liuses, among which are Tulips also, and other showy
agencies. About the turf are specimen trees, ornameutal

shrubs, &e., ami small flower borders filled at the time of my
visit with spring-blooming plants.

Tuat Mr. Quilter marches with the times, is seen in he fact

that he has what he terms a " reserve garden," which is not

only a place for the reception of the sprmg plants during the

summer months, but also a trial ground, in which is bedded

out a small quantity of any new bedding plant that challenges

attention. If they succeed here they are used hereafter, if

they fail they are condemned as useless. There is also an ex-

tensive service of glass, for the propagation of plants—a large

nursery, in fact, aud it is very interesting to go through the

houses and pits during the month of April, and note the quan-
tities of certain leading bedding plants that are being grown
on for use in the summer. Such things as Echeveria metallica,

for instance, are largely grown, and I saw here, growing in pots,

six of the finest, healthiest, and best developed speoimeus of

this plant I have ever met with.

And so I leave Mr. Quilter and his wonderful garden. My
enthusiasm as a practical horticulturist was increased tenfold

as Hooked on the triumphs of the art as seen here ; but this

gave place to another feeling—that of profound gratitude, as

I saw how flowers and their surroundings can be made a mighty
lever in the way of .social and moral elevation ; and I left this

place prouder than rver of our pursuit from perceiving the
deeper significance of great popular displays of this character.

—Via.

FOSTER'S PATENT BOILER.
Me. T. Taylor, of Lancashire, must he well known if the

postman is sure to deliver a letter to his address. I feel I

should like to know him (he writes so good-naturedly), and
promise him a welcume if he will pay me a visit. He is quite

right in one thing—I am a bit of an enthusiast. If an idea

strikes me I hammer at it. If it appears a good idea it seems
so natural to communicate it toothers, that the scribbling fit

takes me at once. Having built nineteen houses, some of

them amongst the largest in the trade, everything connected
with their construction and heating has interested me. If I

have suffered in any way from bad construction, badly manu-
factured glas."!, adulterated paint, imperfect boilers, or anything
of the kiod, I have at once written to " our Journal " on the

subject. Indeed, I believe no one has been more interested in

the subject of horticultural buildings than myself, though I

never received a sixpence for advice, or discount on orders

entrusted to me. I think I shall turn over a new leaf, aud
when i^Ir. Foster makes a fortune by his new boiler, shall send
in my claim.

As to Mr. Taylor's remarks, let me say first I always take,

if possible, a full hour for dinner, and it took exactly that time
to heat the water. I believe a mere " hatful " of fire was what
I wrote, but I did not suppose it vvould be taken literally, using
the term for a small quantity. Now, as I find it necessary to

be very particular, let me tell Mr. Taylor that having a thick
head my hat is rather large, and my man thinks there was at

least three hateful of cobbles on the fire, aud that if I had
employed the hat as a measure, accuracy would have been
gained at no great pecuniary sacrifice. Having, I hope, satis-

fied my friendly critic on the above points, let me remind him
that every one's geese are swans ; and though to Mr. Foster
alone belongs the credit of rearing the bird, I have taken great
interest in the process, and feel for it almost a paternal af-

fection.

I have sent you photographs of the boiler ; and if yon think
it worth while to illustrate this article with a woodcut, I think
any of your readirj cipable of understanding the subject will

see at once that to compare a common saddle boiler with it is

absurd. Of the many persons who have seen it at work, not
one has, in my hearing, taken exception to anything that has
been said in its favour. Mr. Veitch, of Chelsea, has ordered
one

;
and I have persuaded Mr. Foster to agree that if it will

not heat 2000 feet of 4inch pipes he will take it back. I am
bound to say it is rather against his own judgment ho has
given this guarantee, but I was very anxious its full powers
should be tested. If a boiler costing less than £20, and so
easily fixed, should bo found capable of heating the above quan-
tity of piping, nothing more will be required to show its value

;

but if not, I shall still say of it that having, I think it is eight,
different boilers at work, there is not one of them but burns

quite double the fuel, ecnording to its work, that the new one
does, and any one who doubts it shall have the opportunity of

testing the same with his own hat for a measure. In case it

should be found th tt a boiler of this construction o feet 9 inches
in length will not bent Riitisfactorily 2000 feet of piping, it will

only prove that a larger size is necessary, not that the principle

is wrong.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 represent."! the front of the boiler ; the lowest door
being the ash-pit door, the middle one the fireplace, aud the
highest door that for cleaning out the soot. I'ig. 2 is a Bide

Fig. 2.

view, showing the back against which the f^ame strikes ; after

doing so it returns through the two hole-i shown in fig. 1, and
then passes back under the arch of the boiler into the flue or

Fig. 3.

chimney. The flow pipe is seen at the top ; the two return

pipes at the back, and at the side three of the six bent connec-

tions uniting the different sections of the boiler. In fig. 3 are

seen the ^four sections of which the boiler is composed.—J. E.
Peaeson.

ORCHARD-HOUSE FAILURES.
I WAS rather surprised to see by Mr. Pearson's letter of last

week that he antisipates nearly a total failure with his orchard
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houses, and, moreover, that tbe failure is nniversal roand bim.
As there is a like failure oat-doors in many places, tbe loss
most bo f everelj- felt.

However, if tbe failure of tbis season sbould induce tbe
general bealiog of orcbard bouses, it will certainly be a salutary
caution. With respect to tbe advantages of bent, I have a
small orcbard bouse bere, 25 feet square, containing about forty
trees, all planted out, tbe majority Peacbes and Nectarines,
witb a few Apricots ; twenty in the centre bed, tbe rest round tbe
border and on tbe end wall, one end of tbe bouse being formed
by a dead wall. Tbe trees all flowered well, and altbougb we
scarcely bad a glimmer of snnsbine, by tbe application of gentle
fire beat tbey set well. Tbey have tiace bad several thinnings,
and are now, with tbe exception of six or seven of tbe trees which
I turned out this last season, all well covered with fruit, and
are now all in splendid health. On the other hand, there is

need to be careful, and not to give too mnoh heat, as that
would likely also cause failure. I consider that the most
efficient aid in the orchard house is the syringe thoroughly
well nsed, although in unheated orcbard houses such a season
as we have had would almost prohibit its use.

One remark in conclusion. I think that those who are only
in possession of one orchard bouse may well take this conso-
lation, that when such men as Mr. Pearson fail, failure is

unavoidable, and the only thing to be done is to adopt big
advice, and put pipes in their houses, and there will be no fear

for the future.— J. H. Davis.

more than 100 yards from the high road. The entrance 18 by
an archway cut throUKh this rock ; and the bouse, a large man-
sion, is only about 25 yards from tbe bottom of the rock.

Once inside, it will be perceived th.it a liberal expenditure has
been incurred to render tbis a first-class marine residence, as
there are ranges of forcing-bousei, and attached to tbe house a
large and lofty conservatory. At a few hundred yards' distance,

on the opposite side of tbe main road. Dr. Leeson in bis re-

tirement, made and caltivated several singular litUe bits of

gardens on tbe shelves of the rocks, trained IVar trees against

tbe rocks, had greenhouses against the rooks, and ferneriea

running into their clefts.

At St. Lawrence, about a mile west of Yentnor, in one portion
of tbe grounds, an attempt has been made to combine the nseful
with tbe ornamental. Along the face of a steep hill are cot
terraces from 2 to 3 yards wide, the front of each being walled
from 3 to 5 feet high. Against the walls were Vines. Tbe half

of the level terrace next to tbe top of tbe walls was laid out in

flower border, tbe other half being walks. A walk passed in at

the bottom, having a flower border beyond it ; then came a
piece of grass with trees, and at the top of all theae terraces

ran a row of upright irons with chains suspended between,
having Roses growing over them so as to form festoons. A
little further to the westward are some very large Fig trees,

yielding every year large crops of fruit.—G. Diwsos.

REMINISCENCES OF THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
MrcH has been said and written about the Isle of Wight, its

different features, its splendid views, its variety of scenery both
by land and water, and its agreeable temperature, owing to tbe
heat of summer and cold of winter being moderated by the sea

air. To a great extent this is one reason why the Isle of Wight
has become such a favourite resort for tbe last quarter of a
century, during which period tbe increased facilities for loco-

motion both by land and sea have been such an advantage to

many thousands of tbe middle class, besides tradesmen in tbe
large towns, and all the artisan class. The Isle of Wight is no
less varied and interesting geologically than it is superficially

to the less scientific traveller. In a geological sense it seems
like a continent crumpled up into a few square miles, and then
dropped into tbe sea close to the shores of England. Bat my
reminiscences must be confined to it as " the garden island," as

its natives are so fond of terming it. Let me note one of their

words which I have overheard when in conversation amongst
themselves—namely, tbe word " overers," applied to persons
who are not natives of the island, they have come over the
water. Formerly " overers " were looked upon as persons whom
they would charge extra for everything. Some years ago, when
sinking a well on the east aide of P.yde, the first few yards were
of a strong brick earth, then about 2 yards good yellow gravel,

the next 25 feet a clean blue clay as fine as if it had been strained
through a sieve. At about 22 feet from tbe surface, and 12 feet

into the blue clay, we came upon the trunk of a tree lying
horizontally in the clay ; when taken up it seemed like a lump
of coal, but from exposure to the air it crumbled away. I still

have a small portion of it. It was only in the small gravelly

portion we found any water; the clay merely acting as a
reservoir.

Passing to the south of the island and entering Bonchurch
parish yon reach East Dene, the marine residence of J. S.

Henry, Esq., MP. The mansion nestles close at the foot of a
steep bank, having a few acres in front and about it of com-
paratively level ground, bat at the same time falling away a
good deal seaward. In front and round the house are some
large trees, principally Elms. At some distance oS, over-
looking the sea, are tbe gardens, in which are a number of

vineries, pineries, and other structures, and there is a large
conservatory by the house. All are in first-rate order. Then
come both the old and new churches of Bonchurch, occupying
very romantic positions, and well sheltered among trees ; while
close by is the marine residence of Sir J. Pringle. Tbe entrance
from the high road is quite a curiosity. It seems while this

portion of the bill had been slipping away to the sea, a huge
piece of rock, it may be 200 yards long and 20 or 30 yards wide
at its base, and from 30 to CO feet high, took its bidgment
here. These measurements, however, are by gness, but tbey
will give some idea of this rock. Its sides are very steep, and
OTsr all are growing shrabs, trees, or grass. Tbe honse is not

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The new Socthwabk Park was opened on the 19th nit., by

Sir John Tbwaites, the Chairman of the Metropulitan Board
of Works. It consists of sixiy-tbree acres of ground, formerly

market gardens, sitnated near the Spa lioad Station, about a
mile from Lundon Bridge—a densely populated neighbourhood,
to which it will, doubtless, prove of great advantage as lungs,

and as a place of recreation. It was laid out by Mr. A.
McKenzie, of Alexandra Park, and has cost upwards of £95,006.

A large space is devoted to a cricket ground, and other spaces

to shrubbeties and a flower garden.

We have just returned from a visit to the nurseries

of Mr. William Paul, at Waltham Cross, and by the time

these pages are in the hands of onr readers, tbe Roses in that

nursery will be breaking out into a blaze of beauty. We are

afraid to say how many thousands there ure in tbe nurseries

altogether, but fifteen thousand in one " piece " is a i-i^bt worth

seeing. Mr. Paul's new seedling, Princess Christian, is one of

the grandest Rjses in cultivation—a Titan in growth, with

foliage large and glossy, and a bold flower, having the unsur-

passed form of the " old Cabbage," and a colour reminding

one of the under-eooVed flesh of a grand salmon—that is the

Rose Princess Christian.

The following are the results of tbe recent ehmisations
OF GAROESEKS, by the examiners appointed by the Society of

Arts :—In Floriculture the first prizes of £5 each, i.ffered by

the Society of Arts and tbe Royal Horticultuml Society, were

awarded to Michael MiJdleton, aged 22, of Richmond; and
tbe second prizes of £3 each, to h. X. Lynch, aged 19, also of

Richmond. In Fruit and Vegetable culture, the first prizes of

£5 eacD, offered by the same Societies, were taken by Michael

Middleton, and the two second prizes of £3 each, by Alfred

Bradley, aged 26, of Depttord. The certificates granted were

as follow :

—

A. Bradlpy, Dcptford (38)

B. Carpill. Liverpool (27(

C. Fr\er, Lambeth (28i

F. H«rciisly, Edinburgh (36)

J. C. Hipgs, Southnmptou (28)

C.Lawton, Hu 1 (25

R. 1. Lvnch. Richmond (19)

.T. McPtiPFSon, Southampton (23)

M. Middleton, Rirhmona c~2i

W. Nettlelon. Huddorsli^ld l3l) ..

W. Pnrltineon, Liverpool (23) ....

W. Ritchie, Edinhnrgh (22)

J. fmith, Richmond 2T)

T. Smith, HuU (18)
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cut blooms, distinct (Amateurs), 15s., 10s., and 7s. 3, Six

Carnations, cut blooms, distinct (Amatenrs), 10s., 7s., and 5s.

4, Twenty-four Pieotees, cut blooms, distinct (Nurserymen),

£1 5s., £1, and 15s. 5, Twelve Pieotees, cut blooms, distinct

(Amateurs), 15s., 10s., 7s. 6, Six Pieotees, cut blooms, distinct

(Amateurs), 10s., 7s., and 5s. 7, Thirty-six Carnations,

Pieotees, and Cloves, mixed, cut blooms (Nurserymen), £1 10s.

and £1. 8, Twelve Carnations, Pieotees, and Cloves, mixed,

cut blooms (Amateurs), 15s., and 10s.

. The floral decorations at Buckingbam Palace in honour

of the visit of the Viceroy of Egypt, were supplied by Mr.

Wimsett, of the Ashburnbam Park Nursery, Chelsea.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The frequent showers we have had of late have been most
favourable for the operations of this department. Every yard

of ground that can be spared should be planted with winter

vegetables. Stir the surface of the ground amongst all growing

crops where practicable ; doing so will enable the rain to per-

colate through it more equally, and will check evaporation. If

not already done, a good breadth of Brussels Sprouts should be

planted in rich deep soil, for if not planted at once the crop

will be poor, and it is very desirable to secure a good supply

of this most useful winter vegetable. Endii'c, those who desire

a good and constant supply of autumn and winter Endive
must make a fall sowing at once. Endive is generally sown
too thickly. Another sowing may be made about the middle

j

of the month, after which the plants will not attain their full

size. As soon as they are a few inches high mow the tops of

the leaves off with a scythe, cutting about one-third of them
away.

FliUIT GARDEN.
Those who fully understand the importance of thoroughly

ripening the wood of all trees on walls and espaliers will, of

course, pay attention to thorough thinning and early training.

We cannot expect Peach trees to ripen their wood perfectly

when the young shoots are dangling from the wall until August.

Pear trees at this period should also have as much attention as

Peaches. The breastwood must be kept short, and in doing

this remove it from the upper half of the tree first. Proceed
with the fastening in of the young wood of wall trees, and see

that they are perfectly free from infects. Gross shoots that

were stopped early in the season should bo divested of all

laterals except one, or, if they can be spared, removed alto-

gether. Look to preparing Strawberry runners for forcing next
season. When Strawberry plants have ceased to bear for the

season, and have borne on the same ground for three succes-

sive years, they ought to be trenched down, and the succession

kept up by making fresh plantations of those that have been
forced, taking care that the soil is trenched and well manured
at least 2 feet in depth. Currants growing against walls or
other fences ought now to be matted over, to protect them for

use in autumn and winter. See that the shoots of young
grafts are nailed or tied up as they advance, to prevent their

being broken by the wind.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Late-sown annuals should be tbioned so soon as they are

well above ground, for if left to grow too thickly they spoil one
another, and never make half the display that plants do which
are allowed plenty of space, and which are grown strongly
from the first. Attend to staking such of the herbaceous
plants as require it before they are blown about and injured,
and do not huddle the stems together, as is too frequently done.
Early-flowering bulbs, as Tulips, Hyacinths, Turban Eanun-
culuses, &0., will now or very soon be ready for taking up, and
should not be left in the ground after the decay of the foliage,

as, if wet weather occurs, they will be making fresh roots,

which weaken them for next season. On light, dry soils

American plants will be greatly benefited by a good soaking of

water after flowering, and the finer sorts should be mulched to
assist in keeping the roots moist during the growing season.
Attend to the propagation of the better sorts of Pentetemons,
which are exceedingly useful plants; also see to having a good
stock of border Pieotees and Carnations, which are invaluable
for cutting, and although now discarded from the parterre,
should not be overlooked. Cuttings of these put in before
they become too hard, root as freely as Pinks. Water Dahlias
daring dry weather. It will be serviceable to mulch the sur-
face of the soil with rotten manure. Trap earwigs and other

destructive insects. All newly-bcdded-ont plants will, during

hot weather, require attention in watering. Attend diligently

to standard Rotes ; constant disbudding is necessary at this

period, also keeping down suckers. Let every attention be

paid to propagating a reserve stock to fill gaps, and let plants

already rooted, or the remains of store pots, have kindly culti-

vation forthwith, in order to be ready for that purpose.

GKEENHOCSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Now that the conservatory is relieved of all superfincuB

stock, nothing remains but to carry out a cleanly system of

cultivation, and to introduce fine specimens from other bouses.

This.hou6e should now be gay with Achimenes, Clerodendrons,

AUamandas, Gardenias, Stephanotis, and other showy plants

from the stove, for without the assistance of these it ia hardly

possible to produce a first-rate display at this season. If the

house can be kept rather close, many of our more attractive

stove plants will be more at home there while in bloom than

they would bo in the stove itself; and the length of time they

retain their beauty under these circumstances renders it very

desirable to grow them largely for this purpose. To do them
justice, however, the house should be cleared of Cape Heaths,

and plants that are soon injured by a confined atmosphere, for

few stove plants will succeed in a temperature that is regulated

for Ericas and similar plants. If the present occupants of the

beds and the twiners, however, are such as require a free cir-

culation of air, the house must not be kept so close as to

injure them ; but where Passifloras, Ipomasas, Mandevilla sua-

veolens, Tecomas, Begonias, &c., are grown for coveting the

roof, and Orange trees and other subjects which enjoy a fair

amount of warmth and moisture while making their wood
occupy the beds, the hardier stove plants will form the most

suitable decoration for the next three months. Go over the

twiners frequently and regulate the growth before the shoots

become entangled, but avoid keeping them tied too closely, for

they are never seen to advantage unless they are allowed to

hang down in a natural and graceful manner. Sickly speci-

mens must be frequently examined for insects, and means
used to destroy their enemies as soon as they are perceived,

otherwise they will spread to adjoining plants and be more dif-

ficult to eradicate than if taken in time. With respect to

mixed greenhouse plants pursue the directions given for the

conservatory. Use abundance of water morning and evering

with a particularly free circulation of air. Continue to make
cuttings of gay-flowering plants for a late autumn display.

Camellia stocks may now be grafted, choosing the young wood
which has the leaves perfectly developed, and which is of a

ripening trown at the base. A slight hotbed affording a bottom

heat of 80° from fresh fermenting material, will be found suit-

able for them, placing a foot of cinder ashes over it to keep

down worms. Amaranthus melancholicus ruber makes a fit

edging plant under glass, and a good supply of it should be

secured for that purpose.
STOVE.

As regards stove plants, a very free use of the syringe with

abundance of air night and day should be persisted in, the

main business being to produce sturdy plants with short-jointed

wood. Liquid manure composed of cow drainage, guano, and
soot water should be constantly in use, taking care to employ
it in no other way than clear and weak. Give air liberally to

Orchids, syringing them freely early in the morning, and shnt-

ting-up early in the afternoon. The stock will now be growing

very rapidly, and must be afforded suificient space to allow oi

perfect development of the foliage, and the formation of com-
pact handsome specimens. A slight shade will be indispensable

for tender plants in active growth for a few hours during the fore-

noons of bright days. Plants that are known to suffer from

the direct action of the sun's rays should be placed in a shady

part of the house, or kept together at one end where they can

be shaded without interfering with plants that require plenty

of light.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The 25th and 26th ult. have been as yet the only fine hay
days in this quarter. The latter day, Saturday, was hot and
parching enough, after so much dull moist weather, to try

many crops recently planted, as Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Brus-

sels Sprouts, Broccoli, &c., and a little water was given to them
at the roots to prevent them feeling the effects of a too rapid

evaporation from their foliage. One great essential to rapid
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enoeeas in all departmentB of gardening is never to allov a

plant or a cuttint; to Hag. We have no {aith in cattinga or

Cabbage plants vrbicli have flagged if tliey can be avoided. We
Uave fieen Cabbage and Cauliflower plants carried in bundles
with the roots expo.'ied, and left Ijiug about before planting, as

if the more witbored the foliage, and the more parcbed-np and
destroyed every fibre of rootf, the better might the plants be
expected to thrive. Just so with rultinrix, they often are so

carried and tumbled abont that they ure half-dead before

they are made and planted. There is one rule which, though
not appertaining to tliis department, is universally applicable

in growing cuttings of all kinds, and that is, whenever a catting

is taken from its parent plant, put it as soon as possible into

its new position, and then prevent the evaporation of its juices

too freely by shade or a close moist atmospheie. A second good
rule If, when cuttings arc brought from a distance, and they
become a little withered in the journey, never to place them in

water to revive them. This is often done by beginners and the
inexperienced, and though it often eeems to freshen up the cut-

tings, it generally eo fills the stem with watery juice that there

is a likelihood of rotting or damping-off afterwards. The far

better plan is to lay the cuttings down thinly in a shady close

place, and sprinkle them all over with water, making thus the

floor on which they rest damp. Tlie foliage will thus recover

its healthy appearance, whilst little extra moisture will he
absorbed by the baio end of the cutting. Cut flowers may
often be preserved a long time in fresh water if a small slice

be cut off the base of the shoot every day. A. fresh basis for

absorbing liquid is thus given. Without such care the base of

the shoot soon decomposes, and this is what we wish to avoid

in the case of a cutting.

Exactly the same principle, though in a modified degree,

should be acted on in jilanfiiw otd with the dibber Cabbage and
Broccoli plants. It the plants are raised at home, it is well to

;

puddle the roots as taken up, to prevent the fine fibres becom-
j

ing parched up in the mere carrying to the ground. When
brought from such a distance that the leaves are likely to be
flagged on arrival, it is well to puddle the roots before starting

them on the journey, and if not so treated, to do so when they
|

arrive; but in either case, never allow them to stand any time
in water, but rather lay the plants down thinly, and damp
them all over, which will soon swell the foliage and the stems.

We have often been pained at seeing thousands of bundles of

young Cabbages and Greens so marketed and exposed in the

jonrney home, that every fibre of the roots was parched up,

and though the plants ultimately flourished, they did so from
the inherent force of vitality enabling them in self defence to

put out fresh roDts from the main descending axis of growth.

If the roots of such bundles had been wrapped in damp litter,

or even protected with a Cabbage or Rhubarb leaf tied firmly

round thera, there would liave been a considerable gain of

time as to fitness for use. We have seen hundreds of bundles

of such plants in markets, where from lying on each other the
foliage did something to protect itself, but with the root ends
ill exposed as if they could not be dried enough.

Peas and Bfiuu.—Hoed all the ground about them to keep
moisture in, but a few days of such weather will render it

necessary to give them water at the roots where bearing heavily.

If let alone, thij promises to be a good season for Peas. Oar
late-sown ones have not been touched since we put a few
poisoned pellets beneath the open wire netting, but we are

almost beaten by the sparrows. They made many a breakfast

on the buds of the earliest, and now frequently save us all

trouble in gathering and shelling the pods.

CcltTtj.—The great point now, until earthing-np time, is

never to let the plants become dry. Every time they are

allowed to feel the want of moisture is an inducement to the
plants to throw up their flower stems, when, however blanched,
they are fit for nothing but soups, and scarcely for that. In
the parching summer of last year we saved ours from bolting

by a dense thiding for fully a month. If we should have a

few more such bright days, we shall stick a few branches by
the sides of our beds, to prevent such a free evaporation from
the foliage and soil.

Cucumbers.—Banked up the frames to keep a regular tempe-
rature, and ere long will remove plants from a pit, and plant
others in fresh soil, as they are shoa-ing the effects of heavy
cropping. We met the other day with one of the most success-

ful Cucumber-growers, who has a very neat span-roofed house
for tho purpose, and for two or three years the disease has
nearly mastered him, although he has procured fresh seed

from great distances. No place, be it pit or frame, is exempt

from the pest ; though at a short distance in another plaoe, no
sign of the disease has appeared.

Pea Gathering.—Even this simple matter requires system.
Many a row only yields half the produce it would have done,
because the gatherer in plucking the pod nearly pulls up the
Pea plant. The very precise may nip off the pod by applying
small scissors to the stalk of the Pea, but the simplest plan in

to use a small sharp-pointed knife in severing the stalks, and
no strain is thus given to the Pea plant.

Dviirf Kidney Ileans.—A good supply of these is usefnl now,
before they can be obtained in the open ground. In heated
houses it is rather dangerous to have them, except in a pit ap-
propriated entirely to them, as in hot sunny weather they are
so subject to red spider and thrips. They suffer little from
such pests when merely covered with glass—such as old sashes.
We have had a plentiful supply, grown in pots in a little heat,

and then turned out pots and all. A second supply in an
earth pit just showing bloom was grown, four or five in a
fl-inch pot, and then turned out into the ground. The dwarf
kinds are best for this purpose, and even they on the whole do
best when stopped at the first or second j jint above the seed
leaves. We lately met with one not so generally known as it

ought to be, grown in-doors and out of doors, almost to the
exclusion of every other kind, by Mr. Beales, at Wharton
Wood Hall, and named Sir Joseph Paxton's Kidney Bean. The
Bean itself is small, about the size of the Newington Wonder,
but it produces a fair-sized pod in great abundance, though
even in a hothouse the plant continues very dwarf and needs
no stopping. The latter fact is of importance for forcing and
early work, as the stopping delays the blooming. The slightest

glance showed us these distinctive features, which we hope to

turn to future advantage. We do not know how this variety

came to be named after the great gardener, but some of our
readers may be pleased to learn, that the same substantial

wooden bedstead tn which Sir Joseph slept when attending the

furnaces at Wood Hall, is still doing good service; and let us
hope, as there is much even in little circumstances, may do
something to foster the genius of other youths who will be as

I

great in gardening, and as worthy in true manliness of charac-

ter as Sir Joseph Paxton.
We need not repeat the importance of planting winter vege-

tables in every available space. We only wish we had more
space at liberty. When that cannot be done, the next best

! plan for securing a good return in winter, is to plant out in rich

rough soil, ot from 4 to inches apart, and raise and plant

j

with balls. On the whole we find this plan answers better than

I

planting at once between rows of Potatoes, Peas, &c., where

j

the plants are likely to be drawn up by shade.

If this hot weather continue, CauU/lowers will need abund-
! ance of water. This season, amongst our earliest, which had
the help of banl-lights in winter, we had six or seven of what
might be calleil flowery heads, more open and green than usual,

not fit to send to table, though, as far as we conld judge, the

plants seemed the same, the rest yielding noble close white

heads. What can be the reason for this departure from the

normal state? We have chiefly depended on the London
Market Cauliflower, for though a little long in the leaves, it

yields fine returns; but there is a much more compact kind,

as respects foliage, grown on the east side of Hertfordshire, by
Mr. Hill, of The Poles, Mr. Beales, of Wood Hall, and Mr. Cox,

of Kimpton Hoo, all, we believe, with different names as Hill's

Cauliflower, Hertfordshire Cauliflower, Cox's Cauliflower, .Jrc.,

and all to a stranger seeming very much alike, but marked
chiefly by the broad-spreading leaves, the comparative dwarf-

ness of the plants, and the good size, compactness, and white-

ness of the head. We have found that even the London Market
Cauliflower assumes the best of these properties when thinly

planted, and that the superior kind or kinds become long-

leaved when thickly planted. Amateurs, and gardeners too, in

choosing the best varieties, should give these tine Cauliflowers

a fair trial. When from home for a few hours lately, we noticed

a fine white Broccoli of Mr. Cox's, just heading when most
others were gone ; and we find that Mr. Francis, of Hertford,

has a cream or sulphur-coloured one, that rarely comes in until

June—a matter of importance where early Cauliflower cannot

be easily had. For the table, of course, the white looks best

;

but we have found cream and purple-coloured often richer and
sweeter in flavour.

FRUIT rErARTMEST.
So late is the season, that with us Strawberries out of doors,

with the exception of a few of the Black Prince, are only begin-

ning to colour. Forttmately, we shall have a supply for some
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time longer under glass, and Peaches are now coming in from

Peach houses to make up for the deficiency of Strawberries

out of doors. As already stated, our out-door Strawberries will

not be a good crop, owing to the parching effects of last season

on the crops, and watering being out of the question. Water

is BO very essential in a garden, that the means of supply

should be carefully considered in the formation of all new gar-

dens. What comparison can there be as respects management
and results, where in a dry season every pond must be brought

iato requi:ition, and horse and cart employed as long as any

water lasts, and the case of a garden where for syringing walls,

watering borders, and flooding quarters, nothing more is re-

quired than a flexible pipe screwed on the end of a tap with a

man or boy at the end of the pipe to direjt it aright ?

Peaches swelling and ripening had a fair supply of water

;

later houses had the shoots thinned, and in a few cases, but

not many, the fruit well thinned, as in most cases it is thin

enough in late unhealed houses, and we shall have few on the

open wall, though they showed plenty of blossom. We stated

our apprehensions on pruning the trees in spring. The buds
were parched ia the dry weather from want of water, and the

autumn growth made the matter worse, and there was no sun
to open and foster the fertilising pollen, and hundreds of pistil

points we closely examined never had the means of secreting

the moisture on their summits, so as to catch and transmit

any little pollen dust that might have reached them. Eicept
where heat was applied, and growth was perfected more early,

we shall be scarce cf stone fruit, except Cherries and Plums.
Even Apples which set thickly, have dropped numbers of

young fruit, and numbers of young bush trees have a brownish
hue instead of the rich green with which they used to cheer us.

We expect that some Pears and Apples will drop, and more
especially when for thiee following seasons the trees have been
heavily laden ; but more have dropped this season than usual,

which we attribute chiefly to the roasting which the shoots

and buds had last season.

We went over part of our fruit trees, shortening, pinching,

and thinning the young wood, so as to admit light and air

nearer home. We would have been at this work earlier if we
could have found time. Whatever else should be neglected no
time should be lost in • -iiping or removing over-luxuriant

shoots ; they not only i^b other moderate growers of their

proper strength, but are useless themselves for any purpose, as

their extra luxuriance will prevent their due ripening, so as to

be fruitful. Fresh-planted trees have had a little water at the

roots. The natural moisture and the coldness of the soil have
rendered the little quite sufficient for the purpose. As the
ground gets warmer more will be necessary.

OENAMENTAI. DEPABTIIEST.
Merely as a proof of the coldness of the soil, our Scarlet

Pelargoniums, ttc, out of doors, have done but little more
than hold their own, the flowers are still rather few, the plants
anything but masses of colour, whilst some Calceolaria beds
and groups are really thickly studded with bloom. So far as
'they are concerned, provided we could keep the ground as
moist and cool as it is now, and give them plenty of bright
sun, we should have no reason to find fault with their not
thriving and blooming, as then we should be furnishing them
with their normal conditions of natural growth on the lofty

hillsides of Peru and Chili. Most of our rather tender plants
that we cultivate under artificial circumstances, like the water
given to approximate in temperature to that of the atmosphere
of the house, but, as a general rule, the whole tribe of Cal-
ceolarias prefer cool water to that which is warmed. The great
essentials to their free growth and free blooming are a bright
sun and a cool damp soil. We cannot easily secure the latter

conditions in a hot summer, as the soil will partake of the
warmth of the atmosphere, but still we can do much by sur-
face-stirring and surface-mulching. If we have a few days of
this fine hay weather, we shall mulch our Calceolarias with
rotten dung to keep the heat and dryness fiom their roots.

Our few first-planted Periilas have been removed as the
worse for the cold weather, and our bulk is planted out, con-
sisting of good strong plants, which now we expect will go on
well. Some plantations we have seen of young Coleus turned
out, looked very miserable, and will only recover from the
check from cold it we have sufficient heat to warm the ground
and cause them to break afresh. We are now exposing ours in
pots, night and day, and having turned the ground several
times, we shall most likely plant out in the ensuing week. As
the plants are of a good size, they will nearly fill the space in-
tended at once. Of course, they have taken up valuable room

under glass, but, except in warm sheltered places, it is of little

use turning out small plants, say in the end of May, or the

beginning of June. One of our best gardeners, unwilling not
to finish the flower garden at once, turned out his Coleuses in

the beginning of .June, and scarcely a single plant will break
afresh, and he has been forced to propagate and forward a
young stock. Under general circumstances much north of

London, we have no faith in small plants and early planting in

cold soil. Our hopes for a fine, massive, rich-coloured bed,

must mainly depend on warm rich soil, good-sized plants, and
water well warmed with the sun.

Directing attention to previous numbers for general work,

we would say a few words on sending bedding plants, &a.,

great distances at this period—that is, the packing of a great

number in little bulk. Of course, when nurserymen send
plants, each standing upright in a wide, shallow hamper, there

can be no danger ; but when gardeners and amateurs assist

each other, as they often do at this time, and send the plants

laid down in a box or hamper, the plants often suffer greatly

before they reach their journey's end, chiefly from shaking

and heating ; the first from loose, and the second from too-

close packing, and using grass, hay, and other unsuitable ma-
terials. We have opened a middle-sized hamper, and could

scarcely hold our hand in the centre of it, and, of course, tho

plants were so heated, as for the most part to be useless. A
good many dozen of little plants, even showing bloom, may be

sent safely in a middle-sized hamper with a little attention to

the packing. We have known some hampers which were not

deUvered under ten days, from having to traverse several lines

of railway, and yet the plants did good service. The plan we
have found the best, when numbers are to go in little space in

a hamper, is, after the ball has been moistened and allowed to

part with extra moisture, to wrap it in a thin leaf, as horse-

radish, or a wetted rhubarb leaf, and pack all the balls round

the sides of the basket, with the heads to the inside. Spray

of dried larch, spruce, or other wood, was placed between the

layers of the heads, so as to make the heap not only firm

throughout, but to allow air to pass freely among the tops of

the plants from top to bottom of the basket. If anything else

is used, so as to be a little softer next the foliage, as moss, &c.,

it should be as dry as possible, damp moss or damp grass being

very objectionable. If the earth about the roots is just moist,

it is better than if it were at all soaking wet. Everything

damp is to be avoided. Dry larch and spruce spray we like

the best, but the small chippings of spray from Pea sticks, &c.,

answer very well. A large hamper thus packed will give no

signs of heating. If a box is used, bore holes in the top and

bottom.—K. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Jc.nk 30.

The demand scarcely comes up to that of last week, bat a fair average

amount of business is being done, and larse qumtities of gooda ha-»e

been despatched to the northern markets. Pino Apples are considerably

in excess of the demand, and 2il,0l)J West Indian Pines are reported in

the river. Large quantities ot Potatoes from the Continent and Channel

Islands continue to arrive, the price varjing from 83. to '20s. per cwt.

FP.UIT.

Apples y:^ sieve

Apricots doz.

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts.... bushel
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.

Vlgs doz.

Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb.

Lemons lOO

-Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney . . 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts J^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery. bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

d. s.
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TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
T. L. Mayofi, LoRwardine, HeTeSoid.—Catalogitc of New and

Choice PlanU and Bulbs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no oue will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the *' Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjuHtifijible trouble and expense. All
communicationfl ehnuld therefore be addresfied sohhi to
The Editors of the Journal of Hortic'ilture, <£c., 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

We alao request that correinondents will not mix np on the
same sbeet q-iestions relatinfi to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee aabjects, if thoy expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week

HaWKiMO Plants in Pots [T. 71.).—If a person hiwkinp plants in pots
travels with them fn.ra town to town, or calls at people's houses, he re-
qnires a banker's license.

V Ti°i'^
^^^'^"^* ' ^- fl"- H'.).—We cannot Rive nn opinion without Peeing

Doth kinds of leaves; nor can we naino Beans which we have never
seen.

Vines SvRnJGnfG and Stopping [G. H.).—As the Vines are now in
their fitnninR stsjfe, you oucht to keep the floor<i. walls, and flues moi^t
by Bpnnkling them with w.ver twice a-day at least, and three or four
times would not be too often on verv hot drtvp, np to the time of the
GrapcH changinp colour, wh^n sprinklinK ehouM be discontinued. We
lear yon have in the " many bunches covered with poraethini? like dust "
toe mildew, but that we could not determine withoat a Ppecimcn. The
remedy for that U to dust with flowers of sulphnr. The Phoots ought to
be kept stnppt'd to within a few k-avos of th« bunch, not aliowint? them
to ramble until the Gnipes have swelled off. Enouch leaves should be
left to shield the bunches from too ptwerful sun, and to elaborate the
sap. It is well to have a moderate amount of foliasre. but do not allow it
to ramble and then reduce it wholesale. We cannot name plants from
leaves only

; flowers are neccssarj*.

Orchard-house Covstructing (ff 77. B.I.—Thesituat'on. wepresnrao,
18 open, and has the sun's rays all the dav, without ob«trnction from
bmldings or trees. The sides nnd ends will answer well, formed of
boarde. toneued and grooved, and put together verv closelv. The upper-
most but one may be hinged for ventilation. It should bo 11 inches
wide, and marie to open the entire length. A span roof would be best,
and yon could havo the hoards bing- d at both sHes, and that would give
sufficient ventilation. The boards nei;d only be dressed on the side whi<^h
18 towards the interior of the house. Th*j ontside being rough, may b«
coated with boiling coal tar, but the t^mooth surfacn may be painted with
white lead. If the house be a lean-to, there should bo openings for ven-
tilation nt bnck, immediately under the wall plate, as well as the hinged
board in front. We presume you do not intend to still use the house as
a poultry yard.

pRACANA Leaves Bhowjted fJn-a-Fij).—By keeping them shaded yon
will secure a more equable temper iture, and -he leavL-s will not spot or
become browne * at the tips ; but in the eha-io they will he of bad colour.
We do not syrince onra at all, but give them a light and airy po-ition
and abnndance of room. We admit a little air early so as to dissipate
any moisture condens'td on the leaves during the night, and havo the
foliage dry bi-fore the snn shines powerfully upon them. The atmosphere
should be kept moist by frequeutly s .rinkling the floor, wal s, &c. To
have the idauts in good colour for winter they should at once hnvo light,
as those now formed green will to a (jreal extent continue so The more
light sueh plants have, the better coloured they will be ; but if shaded
they will grow more, and not bo so liable io become brown, or go off at
the tips of the leaves.

Coldstream Early Potatoes (.4 Simnle Seot).~Ynn are qnito correct
in stating that this very closely resembles Smith's Early. It is rather
superior, bat should bo sold for aborit the same price.

Horseradish Leaf (Mrs. Whit').—The white spots are a parasitic
fungi of a genus occurring on tho dead and decaying leaves of the
Cocblearias

Guano Water PnoDccrxo Green Fly (John B.).—It will not induce,
but rather act as a preventive of green fly.

Pelaroonicms after Flowering (Id^m).—Place them out of doors in
a slightly-shnded position, supplying them with water ns required, but
not so much so as when growioii, and yet not allowing tho folLigo to flag.
Prune in August, and in September place them in a cold fr«iiie, setting
the pots on cnal ashes, and give no m'lrc water than enom.'h to keep tho
Boil moint ; protect from heavy rain-*, but admit air by tilting tbo lights.
When they have shoots an inch long, shako the plants out of the pots,
and repot in others no larger than sufUcleot to hold the mots properly ;

return the plants to the frame, keeping it rather close and shaded for a
few days, then expose them fully to light and air, protecting, however,
from heavy rains. At the end of September or the beginning i>f October
remove them to a shelf in the greenhouse, whore they can have abun-
dance of I g'lt and air.

Roses after Forcing fJd'm).—Plunge the pots in coal ashes quite to
the rim. and give tho plants plenty of room. The situation should be
open and w ir n. Supply them well with water, in September repot, and
at the end of October remove them to a cold frame, plunging the pots as
before, and admitting air r»n all fitvourable occasions, btit protecting from
heavy rains and eevere frosts. During tho latter, a covering of mats in

Addition to the lights will be de«irab1e. Prune fn November or Heeember.
The plants mnv be taken from the frame as ruc|nired, and placed In the
greenhouse or forcing pit.

PiOEOMs' DcNO {A Subtcrib/-r).—It is not so powerful n manure M
gnono, but i*t. n.'vortheies«, one of th« beht manures, and niiv bo safely
used to all kinds of flowers, fruit 'r-es, and vegetnhUs. It 'should be
thoroughly mixed with an equal quantitv of .irv sod, and atored in a
phed where it will bo kept dry. Uv being laid thinly, turned over fre-
quently. It is kept from heating, as when it heats, as it will do if laid
thickly, its fertilising constituent. amuKUia. is to a great extent lost.
About 1 inch in tulcknetifl is a good dre^Rint.'. nnd may be nppUod now as
a top-dressing to tho ^.oil near Hose^ and fruit Ire* «. and ajain in March,
neatly pointing it in with a fork, if that can uo d.ue without injury to
the roots

; if, however, thoy aro near the surf-ire, it will be aumcient to
cover the manure with a little soil. For vegoLables It ehould be applied
previous to i»lanling and dug into the ground.

ApntDEs ON RosK AND FariTTREKs (3frj(. O.).—There if. as Tousav, an
unusual abundance of these pests this ynar, owing, no doubt. t.» the pre-
valence of cold north-eatiterly winds. We do not know of a belter mode
of destroying Ihem thfin dipping the shoots on a dry evening in tobacco
water, which nmy bo obtained at anv tobacco maoubicturv, or it may be
made by pouring four gallons of boiling water on 1 lb. of the Btrongest
tobacco, covering up, and then the tot«acco should be strained and
squeezi'dsoas to express the juice. If tho ^hoot8 cannot be dipped in
the tobacco water, it may be Hpplied with a tine-rosed wntcring-pot or
syringe. There is another effectual mode of clearing off the aphides—
namely, to syringe the bushes on a calm evening, aud whilst wet dust
them with tobacco powder, giving the hashes a good syringing the follow-
ing evening. The bushes may be washed in autumn or winter before
the buds begin to grow, with a composition of 4 ozs. of goft soap to a
gallon of tobacco water, made from 4 ojts. of tobacco in a gallon of water;
adding enough sulphur vivom. soot, and a lum;iof lime, unslaked, about
twice tho size of a hen's egg to bring the mixture to the CLjnsistency of
thin paint, applying it with a t.ruih to all the parts of the ^hootB and
stems after pruning, rubbing it well into the angles and crevices of the
bark and stem, and taking care not to dislodge the buds.

Select Roses {Ilcnn/ Bc(brrU, Lancathire).—" Cloth of Gold and Mari-
chal Niel are so precorioas, that I do not care to recommend them, but
they are tho finest of tho yellow Pu>spb, and would do wel under glass.
To your collection of seven Koses add these. They are free-blooming,
and sncce&Hful Roses here, and, in my judgment, they are the tliU.
Yellfitc : Gloire de Dijon* Triomphe de' E>-nnes, -i-liue' Forostier, and
Solfalorre. The last requires a S. or S E wall. For free and continuouB
blooming, no yellow Rose has a chance with it, good and excellent as are
tho two first named. liouc colour or Pink: Baronne Prevost, William
Griffiths, Gloire de Vitry, Comtesse de C< abrillant. John Hopper, Charles
Rouillard, Barou Gonella, Comte de Nanieuil, Princess Mary of Cam-
bridge, Paul Verdier, Monsieur Noman. JHiu<h : Abel Grand, Marguerite
de St. Amand. La France, Duchesso d'Orleans, La Strur des Anges,
Madame Knorr, Madame la Bnronne de R'ith?;child. a magnificent Rose.
White : Baronne de Maynard and Madame Alfred iie Rongemont.
DarkcMt Crimson, or Maroon: Prince Camillo de Rohl^n. Due de Cues,
Pierre Notting. Souvenir de Dr. Jamain. Bnronne Pellotan de Kinkelin,
Empereur do Maroc. Souvenir do W. Wool, Viromle Vigier. crtBUon,
Chrmj colour, or Carmine: Charles Lefebvre, Marie Bnumann. Alfred
Cidomb, Maurice Bcruardin, Lord Maciulav, Madame Vi-tor Verdier,
Senateur Vaisso, Kxposition de Brie. Dr. Andry, Lady Siiifield. Marshal
Vail'ant. Jules Mirgoitin, Madame Boutin. Baronne "Ad.lphe de Roths-
child, Midame Clemence Joigneaux, Duchf^sse do Caylus. Leopold Pre-
mier, Mad;ime Julie Daran, and Achillc Gouod. It la impi^isible to
speak tno highly in every respect of the two new Roses, M 'rie Baumann,
and Mmc. In Baronne de Rjtbschild. I have other new Koses here, bat I
will not speak of them, though I think some of them very promising, till

I cin speak confidently. If you wish for more white Rises. 1 recomtbend
the two Tea Roses, Madame Willermoz and Somhrenil. The latter is as
hardy as a Hybrid Perpetual, a trong grower, i^M continual bloomer.
Acidalie is fine, but probably it would not bloom freely in Lancashire.

—

W. F. Radclyffe."

Pueifyixo Air (O. S. if.).—You need be under no apprehension that
the air of Forest Hill is not suffi'^iently pure for Roses. We know where
they flourish mucj nearer London, and close to Manchester. Birming-
ham, and "beffield. If it were otherwise, there is no chemical that
would purify the air ns it eutered the Rose-house.

Froth Ixsect {li. W.}.—U you remove the froth with a sponge yon
will find an insect within, which produces the froth. The insect is called
by oatomologists Tettigouia spumaria. and Aphrophora spumaria by
some. It is the larva which is inside the froth, and it should be de-
stroyed, for by its sb^irp rostrum or beak it extracts the sap of the plants
it infests, and voids it as an excrement in the frahy foam.

Raisino Vxn'ES (Idtm).—You will not succeed very well in the open air,
but by making a frame and forming a hutbed, you may raiiiie them in
quantity. The wall might form the back of the frame, and yon would
only need a front wall and ends, making an excavation so as to allow for
fermenting material, which should bo at least 4 feet deep, and there
should be a height of 2 feet for the plants to grow in. The excavation
might be 6 feet wide or more, nnd any length. Fill it with hot dung in
the first week in March, and put in the eyes or cuttings in Sinch pote,
plunging them in sawdust, but the bottom bent must not exceed 90°.

The plants i^hould be potted in G-iuch pots when the smaller pots are full

of roots. The cuttings or eyes may be potted in February, and kept
rather dry until placod in the hotbed, and in July the pit may be emptied
partly or wholly, according as the plants grow, to give them head room, a
btick beitig placed in each pot to train the Vine to. If the Vine^ require
it, they may he potted in 9-iuch pots. They should be kept rather close
and well watered, but not excessively, so as to «-ncourage a good crowth ;

keep them dry aft r September, so as to ripen the wood. In the following
March they may be planted out where they are to remain, cutting tbem
down to two eyes. Another batch of eyes may then be started. The
Vines would not be in a bearing ntnte until the fourth or fifth year. We
shall 8l>ortIy treat of tho out-d<K>r culture of Grapes, or those agtUnst
walls, when your queries will bo more fully answered. Wo cannot say
whether you can grow Grapes profitibly on walls, .so muf^b depends on
the locality. In qnality they are nbuut equal to foreign Ortpes, and are
worth, when first-class, about Is. 6i. per lb. We have known them bring
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less than 4d, per lb., when, as they often are, they were of very inferior

qaality.

Engine-hocse Wna>ows (J. K.) —We fear there will not be a sufficient

command over the temDeratore to enable yon to grow successfully any

kind of fruit ; but you might try Vines and Figs in pots. Plants would

succeed, their foliage being kept clean by frequent spongings. Store

plants would be most suitable, but would not the plants obstruct too

much light? A few uf those most likely to sncceed are :—Tillandsia
spleudens. Puva Altensteini, Ardisia crenulata. .Eohmea fulgens, Cereus

grandiflorus, C. UcDonaldi, Olivia nohilis, Epiphyllnm truncatum, E. vio-

laceum grandidorum, E. Salmoneum, Ficus. diversifolia, F. elastica, and
Crotons variegatum and pictum.

Polyanthus Seed not GERinNATiNG (W^m).—The probability is your

seed was b»d, otherwise your plants would now be strong. They usually

appear within a month from the time of sowing.

Pyeamidal Goosebeeeies and Ccbrants {A Poor Lady).—Both are

boshes, and succeed best trrown in that form. You may, however, have

them as pyramids by putting in a stake to each plant and heading it

down to 1 foot from the ground. The heading-down being done in autumn
will secure aboots in spring. One of them mn-t be trained as a leader,

erect, and other shoots tied down, rubbing ofi' all above three. These in

autumn are to be cut back to 1 foot from the stem, and the leader short-

ened to that extent. In the spring following the shoots from the leader

are to be treated as in the previous year, only any shoots not required

may have their points taken out when they have made three leaves, and
be kept closely pinched back to one leaf afterwards, shortening them in

autumn to within an inch of their base. The side shoots will need to I

have some of the shoots proceeding from them stopped, as described

above, allowing such as are advaatageously situated to grow so as to

furnish shoots for bearing. They should be trained-in their fall length,

and so as produce a uniform compact head, and not nearer together
than 9 inches, though they may for a time be left 6 inches apart, and
afterwards thinned out. The leader will need to be shortened in autumn
to 1 foot, the second tier of side shoots cut back to 9 inches, and those
from the second growth of the first tier cut back to about 6 inches, leav-

ing them longer or shorter so as to keep their extremities in the same
tier, at one distance from the stem all round. The shoots stopped
should be cut back to within an inch of their base The treatment in

subsequent years is only a repetition of the above, the object being to

stop all shoots not required for extension, or the formation of the head, at

the third leaf, keeping closely pinched afterwards to one, and cut them
back at the winter pruning to" 1 inch from their base. The extremities of

the main shoots should, when the bush or pyramid is wide enough, be

cat to 3 inches at the winter pruning, and in summer be stopped at the
sixth leaf. They may be grown to any height. We have seen 6*feet

standards, but we think them quite tall enough at 4 feet, and prefer them
as bushes not exceeding 3 feet 6 inches high.

Cutting-back the Laurel, Ahbor-Vit.^, and Box 'E J".).—The best

time to cut-in evergreen shrubs, the object not being to make them
formal, but to get rid of too great a size or irregularity of growth, is at

the beginning of May. It may, however, now be done, it not being ne-
cessary to do more than remove the irregular straggling growths. If,

however, they require to be cut hard-in and so that little beyond bare

stems would be lelt, they would not start sufficiently this season to make
their appearance presentable. In that case it wonld be best to postpone
the pruning until the end of April, or beginning of May.
HoYA CABNosA Elooms Faliino {E. S., C/if Isca).—The falh'ng of the

blooms may be due to want of water at the roots, but we think it has
been occasioned by the soil becoming sodden and sour from excessive

waterings in winter, which would cause the roots to perish. Without
any information as to the plant's treatment, we cannot arrive at a concla-

sion nor advise.
Gloxinia's Flotver Buds not Expanding (South Wales).—The buds

have had the corolla destroyed by allowing water to stand in them. It may
have been a result of syringing, or of condensed moisture, and the sun's

rays falling powerfully upon them whilst wet. The only remedy will be
shade from bnght sun, keep'ng them rather near the glass, and preserving

a moist atmosphere by frequent sprinklings of the paths, walls, &c.,

avoiding wetting the plants overhead. You will, we think, yet have a

good bloom. The white woolly-leaved plant is, we think, Gnaphalium
lanatum ; the blue is a Nepeta, but we are unable to say which from so

small a specimen.
Herbaceous Plants (Q. Q.).—Yon will find lists of them with their

height", colours of flowers, and usual time of flowering, at page 40 of

Vol. XIII., New Series, of this Journal.

Names op Fruits (J. R F.).—No fruit is more difficult to identify than

the Strawberry, there being so many varieties, and the difficulty is in-

creased, when, as in your case, their surface has been rendered pulpy by

long travelling in contact with wet leaves. Th« two very fine berries you
have sent, we believe—we are not certain—to be Sir Harry.

Names of Plants {W. B.).—Tour Orchids are both forms of Orchis

latifolia, and only difi'er in colour. (Annie Beyton].—^, Lonicera Lede-

bourii. {Tyro—W. C.).—Colntea arborescens, the Bladder Senna. (F. P.).

1, Polygonum convolvulus ; 2, •^olanum Dulcamara ; 3, Centranthus ruber.

(Mariiaret). — 1, Lonicera Ledebourii ; 2, Khododcndron hirsutom

;

3, ThalictrHm fiavum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending June 29th.
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or clear red brown. Legs dark villon coloar. lien cf a d&ik

pencilled dunky hr^wn, with a strenked dark breast.

5'.b. GiNOEi! BnowN hr.vn.—Eyes as in the preceding sort

;

comb and luce also. Couks of a ginper brown-red colour, with

ginger breasts streaked or clear. Hen of the same colour but

Ughtir altogether than the preceding sort. Legs dark willow.

The two last-named sorts are never yellow legged, but always

dark willow-legged.

In the two sorts first named the combs are reddish, but not

so red as in our red-combed breeds of Game. In the Gingers,

the combs are of a yellowish colour, scarcely red at all, and the

last two sorts are invariably gipsy-combed. I should also have

stated that in the Black-breaBted Reds, so called, the cocks are

often mottled-breasted, or pheasant-breasted, instead of black,

and that in the Giugers lliere are both black-breasted light

ginger cocks, and the true light ginger-breasted ginger cocks.

The three first-named sorts are much the most common, and
the two dark-combed and dark-legged sorts much the rarest.

It will be seen that these birds are of precisely the same
colours as the wild Gallus ferrugineus, and only difler from

them in their superior size and fierceness ; some, however,

liave been crossed with the Malays, as is evident from their

long and clumsy legs, and their approach to the Malay shape

and coarse feather. The yellow legs are much the most com-
mon with the Indian Game fowls, nnd legs of other colours than

this appear to be rare ; in fact, the yellow leg greatly prevails

in all tropical poultry, a fact which militates greatly against

their originals having been solely a dark or darkish-legged

breed, as (iallus ferrugineus minor is described as being. I

am convinced that the true original of the tropical breeds of

poultry must have been the small Ked-Brown yellow-legged

breed, rather superior in size to the dark-legged Gallus ferru-

gineus. I am also convinced that the original of the non-
tropical breeds of poultry was a brown or horn-coloured legged

breed of Gallus ferrugineus which once extended farther north

and west of India in Western Asia, and which has now become
extinct in those countries. When they were more thickly

wooded and less peopled, it was certainly once to be found
there, as well as in the East Indian Peninsula, and to 9° or,

perhaps, 10° north of the tropic of Cancer.

In the Black-breasted cocks of both Indian Game and the

wild Jungle cock, it is to be observed that the breast is always

of a greenish black or black with green reflections, and that

the black breast with the bluish tinge, or with blue reflections,

is never found in any Indian birds as it is in our own Game
fowls, and the bar across the wing is invariably of a metallic

green in the Indian breeds, and never steel bine, as often found

in our own Game fowls. Many of our Game cocks have, however,

the greenish tinge on both wings and breast, as is well known,
bat the breeds with the bhiiih-tinged breast and wings are

generally considered to be our best Black-breasted Red cocks,

which are thus distinguished from and differ from the favourite

East ludian colour for the breast and wings ; our breeds or

strains with the greenis-h-linged breasts and wing=, thus in-

clining rather more to the original wild or East Indian type.

The five shades of colour described as belonging to Gallus

ferrugineus, and to the East Indian Game breeds are, no
doubt, the original and standard colours of our own Game
breeds in this country, and all the other different strains and
shades of colour found amongst our English Game breeds,

have been made by different crosses and mixtures, and by
breeding in-and-in from these five colours, two of which the

Black-breaoted Reds, and the Brown Beds are most common
with ns.

—

Teevoe.

SPALDING EXHIBITION OF POULTRY, PIGEONS,
AND RABBITS.

This year's Exhibition was evidently a great improvement on tbo&o

preceding it, the arrangements being excellent tbronnhont. The
poaltry Show was held nndcr a tent, I-IO feet long, by 40 feet in

width, and the comforts of tUe poiiUi-y could not be better provided

for. A Horicultnral show of very high character was also held in con-

junction nndcr a tent of precisely similar dimensions. We refer to

the minute partioulars as to these tents, as it may prove of interest

to many other committees that purpose holding similar meetings. All

persons well conversant with the management of snch shows, know
how roinons to the exchequer is tho occurrence of wet weather, and
many an excellent show has been completely mined by consecutive

years of nnfavonrable weather. It is evident these mishaps may be

readily and inexpensively provided against, as we are informed not

only this pair of gigantic tents, hnt also a smaller one for the pur-

poses of the Committee, are provided, erected, and taken down by Mr.

Wright, the tent maker, of Peterborongh, for an outlay of only ili.

This includes all outgoiur^s, for there arc ** not any extras.' Itorkittgii

were the first class of this Show, good throughout, but many sadly-

diseased feet were to bo fonud amongst otherwise excellent stot-k.

'Inmc fowls stood next on the list, and here two pens of the Ik'^I birds

wore compnlsorily disquah&ed from tlii.- owner transposing either the

labels or the birds tbcmsolvcs when trun^mitting them to Simlding.

It is somewhat Buri)riBiug when old well-practised hands commit lliis

somewhat common blander, and one which as inevitably brings dis-

appointment in its train. Tho Game classc were verj- good, n troly

siileudid pen of Brown Reds, shown by Mr. Uilliver. takins the Game
cap. Mr. Mapplebeck had it all his own way in Huff Vurhins, and

Mr. Stephens was far ahead in the Pnrtridge-colonred variety. The
Spanish were particularly good, and the prizes were closely contested.

In liriihmnn the majority were shown not in the good feather that

could be desired, the best-conditioned being decidedly the Licht ones

as a whole. The IlnmbunihK were not large entries, knt mostly of

very excellent character. The Oaiiif lltiiitaiiui were a large class of

good specimens, but many of them were snffericR from over-exhibition.

The Itlack Bantams were capital. I'igeims, Unhl.il.i. Omnries, an*

fancy living foreign birds, added very much to the attractiveness of

this meeting, and, perhaps, there has never in this district been so

well selected an Exhibition, or one better supported by the pnbhc.

{From a Corre^ponAent.)

The Pif/eoiis formed a grand feature of the Show, both the Carrier

classes being commended by tho Judge. The cop was awarded to Mr.

Fnlton's Black Carrier cock, a bird remarkably good in head aud eye,

and exhibiting true Carrier style. This well-known exhibitor took the

prizes in Pouters and Tumblers, in by no means a poor competition.

Barbs, Jacobins, Owls, and Fantails, formed excellent classes.

Cam Birds brought a good entry. Mr. Harrison, formerly a resi-

dent in this town, and now an extensive dealer in the west end of Lon-

don, exhibited cages containing six distinct varieties of foreign birds,

winning all the prizes in this class. One cage containing some beanti-

ful specimens, was mounted with two globes of gold fiah. Great credit

is due for the manner in which these specimens were shown.

finhhils were not numerous, but very good Lop-eared, Himalayan.

and Silver Grey were shown. The class for weight contained some

largo aud heavv animals.

Altogether this, the thu-d Exhibition, was in every way a great suc-

cess ; both exhibitors and visitors owe their thanks to the Hon. Sec,

Mr. Cammack, for the very able manner in which he carried out his

arrangements.

DOBKINGS (Any variaty).—1 and 2, H. Lingwood. Barking, Keedham
Market. 3 ancj he. Mrs. Arkwrigbt, Etw^ll Hall, Derby .Colourccll.

c. Dr. Campbell, Brentwood (Coloured) ; Rev. G. Hustler, SliUmgBeet

ViearaRe, York. .

Game (Blnck and other Reds).—1 and Can. W. GllUver, Polcswortli,

Tamworth (Blnck Ked). 2, H. M. Jalian, HuU. 3 and he, H, E. Martm,
Sculthorpe. c, S. Mtittfaew, Stowmatket.
Game (Any other varietv).—1, H. M. Julian (Dockwing). 2, W. OiUlver

(Piles). 8. S. Matthew (Piles). _.„,.,. ,

Cocmxs (Buff).—1, Cap. and 2, H. Mapplebeck, W.iodfield, Mosclcy,

Birmingham. 3, and Uc, Henn' Lingwood. c. It. W. Richardson. Bcvorley.

Cocnras (Any other variety) —1, J. St. phens, Walsall (Partndgo. i. a.-

J. Godfrey, Hammersmith (Black). 3, G. Shrimpton, Leighton Buzzard

(Wl'ite).

Brabmas (Dark).-l and Cup, C. Lrvyland, Morris Brook, near 'Warring-

ton. 2, E. Leech. Rochdale. ,S, H. Dowsett. Pleshey, Chelmsford, c, Uov.

H. Combe, Aviesbnry. W. Plowrichl, Spalding.

Brahmas (LiRht).—1, H. Dowsett. 2. J. Pares, Postford, Guildford.

3, W. Whitelv. Sheffield, he, T. Hardy, Peakhill.
., o t

SrAXisH (.\ny variety).-1 and 2, T. C & E. Newbitt, Epwortb. 3. J.

Stephens, Walsall, he. J. Laming, Spalding; A. Cole. Long hutton

(Black); J.F.Dixon, Colgrave, Notts ; P. H.Jones, Fulham. c.J. ilan-

sell, Lonpton ; H. Headley. ,. „. , t _j.u
Hambckghs (Gold-poncilled).—1, J. Laming. 2, W. K.Tickner, Ipswich.

8, T F. Upsher, jun., Sutton, CnmbridBeshire. ^ j o ..

Hamecrohs iSilver-penciUed).—1, J. Laming. 2, A. Woods, bclton.

Liverpool. 8. G. Clarke. ^ , , . . ,. w
HASinuROHS (Gold-spangled).—1, Miss C. E Palmer, Lightbome, War-

wick. 2, J. P.ollinson.Lindley. nearOtley. 8, J. Lammg. lie, J. Barnes,

Spalding, e. T. Walker, jun, Denton.
. rr.u..,.

HAirntraaus (Silver-spansled!.—1 and Cup, J. Lammg. i, l. naifcer,

inn. 3, J. Toolev, Downham Market, c, A. Storrar. Peterborough.

PoLANDS(Any variety).—land Cup, J, Laming. 2, W. U. Patrick, Lynn

(Gold). _ , n T> TT
Fbekch Fowls (Anv variety).—1. H. Wyndham,' Beverley. -, V. u..

Jones. 3, W. Tippler, Chelmsford (Houdan).

Anv other Distinct Variety kot Pbeviocslv MENTiOKEn.—1, J.

Laming. 2, T. Spurr, King's Lynn (Japanese). , „, , , , , t, j.
Game Eaxtams.-I and 2, W. F. Entwi-lc, Leeds (BUck-brcastcd Red).

,•5, W. Adams, St. Clements, Ipswich, he. J. Eaton, l-arnsticld, >olts

(BInck-broasted Ked); H. Hcadlev; G. Maples, jmi, Wavertrcc. c, J.

Laming; H. Egulestim, Halifax ; J. R. Robinson, Sunderland.

Bantams (Any other varietvi.-l, A. StiTrar, Peterxoroagh (Black).

2, Mrs. Woodcock, Leicester (White Japane-^, i. 3 and lie, S. S. ilossop.

Long Sutton. <-, J. Laming ; J. H. Dawes (Jipanesei. „,
, , . ,

Skluno Class Any variety).-1, R. Clement, >palding (Black-breasted

Bed Game). 2, J. Laming(Game). 3, C. W. Gibbs, Sutton Marsh (Golden

Hamburghs). c, W. Tippler (Buir Cochins). „., „ i, -j^
Docks (Roueu).—1, E. Leech. 2, T. F. Upsher, jon., Sutton, Cambndge-

shire. 8, Withheld. „ „ . c.
Docks (Aylesbury).-1, W. Tippler. 2, W. X. Hunt, Deeping, St.

Nicholas.
. .„

Poces (Anv other variety).—!. S. & B. Ashton, Motlram (Gargancy
I Teal). 2, R. W. Richardson. 8, Withheld.
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FARMVinD—1, R. W. Smith, Granford, March. 2, R. Webster, Weston,
Mfirch.
Oeese (Any variety).—!. Rev. G. Hustler. 2, Mrs. Sewell, Pinchbeck.

PIGEONS.
CiSRiERS (Any colour).—!, Cup, and 2, E. Fulton, DeptforJ. Whole

class commended.
Carriers.—1, R. Fnlton. 2, E.Walker. Whole class commended.
Pouters (Any colour).—1 and 2, R. Fulton, he, P. H. Jones, Fulham ;

E. Fulton.
PocTERS.—1, 2, and lo', R. Fnltnn.
Tumblers (Almond).—! and 2, R. Fulton.
Tumblers (Any other variety. Phort-f.Tre).—1, 2, and he, R. Fulton

(llottles and Short-face), r, P. H. Jones (Kites).
Barbs {.Any colour).-!, W. Massey, Spalding (Black). 2 and he, P. H.

Jones, c, H. Yardley.
Jacodins (Any coloiirl.— 1. J. Hawley, Binalev. 2. T. C. & E. Newbitt.
Fantails (Anv colour).— 1. J HawUv. 2, W. H. TomlinsoD, Newark

iWhite). he, 11. Snushall, Fleet Haigato ; T. C. i E. Newbitt. c, H.
Headley.
TCRBITS (Any colour).—!, P. H. Jones. 2, H. Yardley.
Owls (Any colour).— I, J. Fielding, juu., Rochdale. 2, P. H. Jones.

he, T. Eggleston, Halifax.
Dragoons (.Any colour).—], J. Hawley. 2, P. H. Jones.
Ant other Distinct Variety.—1, J. Hawley. 2, W. Woodhouse,

West Winch, Lynn.
Selling Class (Any variety).—!, H. Snushall (Victorias). 2, Hudson

and Burnip, Epworth.
CAGE BIRDS.

Canary (Belgian).—!, E. S. Smith, Boston. 2, Miss E. M. Maples.
Canary (Norwichj.—!, W. Woodhonse. 2, J. W. Harrison, Great Port-

land St., London.
Canary (Mule).— 1 and 2, W. Woodhonse. he, J. W. Harrison.
Linnet, Goldfinch, or other English Finch.—1. W. Woodhonse

(Goldfinch). 2, E. S. Smith, Boston (Goldfinch), /ic, H. Harvey, Spalding
(Bullfinch), c, R. .Tudd iBrowu Linnet).
Lark.—!, J. A. Eaves, SUirbeck, Boston. 2. E. S. Smith.
Thrush.—!, R. D Borne, jun , Boston. 2, E. S. Smith.
Blackbird.—!, E. S. Smith. 2, R. D. Borne, jun.
Parrot (Grey).— 1, r. Goodacre, Boston.
Variegated Parrot. Paraijuette, Lorry, or othi5R Forkign Bird.—

1. G. E. Storr, Spalding (King Parrot). 2, T. Goodacre (King Parrot).
Estra 2, H. Dodson, Moulton (Australion or Shell Parrots).
Best Colle'-tion of Smali. Birds.-!, 2, and he, J. W. Harrison

(Foreign and British Birds).

Rabbits.—7fcarifsf.—!.W. Jcffrev. 2, P. Boith, jun.. Spalding. he,T.
Mumby, Long Sutton. Lop-rare,l.—l, B. Hud.son. Hull. 2. A. H. Easten,
Hull. Faneif Varietti, except Lop-eared,—1 and 2, A. H. Easten (bilver-
Grey and Himalaya).

The Poitltn/ were jad^ed by Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Birmingham,
and the rii/cons, UnUiils, and Foreign Birds by Matthew Hedlcy, Esq.,
of Claremont, Surrey.

BARNSTAPLE POULTRY SHOW.
The foUowinfj is a list of the prizes awarded at this Show, held on

.Jane SSrd and -litii.

Cochin-China —!. .T. Beard, St. Blazey. 2, J. H. Dawes, Moseley Hal!
c, SV. L. Trewin. Ki)khampion.
Beahmas.—1, L. H. Ricketts, Bemvell. 2, H. Day, Ilfracombe. c, S. R

Kigham, Morcbard Ei^h ip.

Malay ran Indian Game.-1 and 2,H. Darch, Stratton. Cornwall.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).—! and 2, I'.ev. G. S. Cruwys, Crnwys

Slorchard.
Game (other Reds).—!, E. C. Pope, Falmouth. 2, J. Westacott, Barn-

Staple.

Game (Any other varietv).—1, Rev. G. S. Cruwvs. 2, Withheld.
Dorkings (Coloured).-!, G.N. Walsh, Halsd'en, Dolton. 2, S. Wood,

man, Barnstap e.

Dorkings ( White) —!. Withheld. 2, Mrs. Hartwell, Pentra.
Spanish.—!, Tonkin 4 Tuckey, Bristol. 2, W. Nosworthy, Exeter.
MiNORCAS (Red-face).- 1, F. Brewer, Lostwithiel. 2, I^. Gloyn, Bridge-

rale. }tc, H. Leworihy, Newport, Barnstaple.
Andaldbian (Blue, or Blue Piles).- 1, J. Perrien. 2, W. Harper.
Anconas.—I and 2, Miss C. E. Leworthv, Newport, Barnstaple.
French.—!, J. F. Worth, Washfleld. '

2, Miss B. W. Baring, he, F.
Brewer.
Polands.—1, Mrs. E. Procter, Hull. , .J. Beard, c, M. A. SIv. Albaston.
Hambdrohs (Go] leu-penciUed).-!, H. -A. Carvannel, Redruth. 2, S. R.

Harris, Cusgarnc, St. Days, he, F. Perren, BriatoL e, J. H. Nicholls,
Lostwithiel ; J. Stevens, Bideford.
Hajiburghs (silvor-pencilled).-!. S. R. Harris. 2. J. Wa'ter. Bideford.
HAjruDiiGns (Go)den.s,>angled).—1, J. Medway, Newton Abbot. 2, Miss

S. E. Delnjar, Trelana. Buds.
Hamburghs (Silver-spanuled).-!, S. R. Harris. 2, E, C. Pope.
Any other New or Distinct Variety Except Bantams.—2, T.

Sherston.
Game Bantams.—!, W. Dale Weston-snper-llaro. 2, F. Brewer.

hs. Master Williams.
Bantams (Any other varietv).—1, Rev. G. S. Crnwvs. 2, S. Woodman,

Barnstable, he, R.v. G. 3. Cruwys. c. Tonkin' & Tuckey ; Rev. G. S.
Cruwys; R. L. HoU-. Hann,iford, Swinbridge.
Turkeys.-! and 2, L. Patton, Hillmore, Taunton. 3, J. Heal, Parkham.
Guinea Fowls.—!, T. Hill, Marwood. 2, H. Adney, Pemberton, Col-

lanipton.
Geese (Toulouse, Emhden, or Farmyard).—! and 2, J. Heal. 3, H.

Adney.
Gf.ese (Any other variety).—! and 2, Mrs. Bravley, Swinbridge.
DncKS (Rouen or Aylesbury).—!.L. H. Bicket'ts. 2 and 3, L. Patten.
Ducks (Any other variety)—!, .J. Oliver, Bideford.

PIGEONS.
Cashiers.—1, C. Bnlpin, EriJgewater. 2, G. S. Hockey, he, J. Daw

Bideford ; G. >. Hockey. '

'

Pouters.-! and 2, O. Bnlpin.
Tumblers (Almond).—I, Master C. W. Bnlpin. 2, H. Yardley.
Tu-MBLERS (.Any other variety).— I, Master C. W. Bulpin. 2, W. Westa-

cott, Barnstaple.
Barbs.-! and c, F. L. Smith, Newport. 2, H. Yardley.
•Jacobins.— !, C. W. Bnlpin.
Owls (Foreign) —!. C. Smith. 2, C. Bnlnin, Newport.
Fantails.—! and he, Mrs. Bnlpin. 2, H. Yardlev.
Owls (English).—!, W. Westacott. 2, Master Bulpin.
TftcaiPETERS.—I, Mi=!S F. M. Bulpin. 2, J. A. Sleath, Newport.
Tcrbits.—I, H. Yardley. 2, C. Bulpin.
Nuns.— !, C. Bulpin. 2, H. Yardley.
Any other New or Distinct Variety.—I, H. Yardley. 2. A. Garnish,

Chittlehampton Vicarage, he, Mrs. Bulpin. e, E. S. Keall, Ilfratombe.
Cage Birds.—I, N. Robbins (White Mule); Mrs. Petherbridge, Barn-

staple (Parrots). 2, J. Galliford, Lake, Tavistock (Lark).

Judges.—Dr. Scott, and the Rev. G. F. Hodson.

A LITTLE ADDITIONAL PIGEON LORE.
Being sometbing of an archnsologist, and very much of a

Pigeon-fancier, I was particularly interested in tlie article in
last week's Journal, entitled " Poultry and Pigeon Lore," and
beg a place for the admission of the following :—The Rev. A. C.
Stnitb, in his ornithology of Wilts, published in " The Wilts
Archaeological and Natural History Magazine " of May, 1868,

states :
" There are instances of the lower stage of church

towers, immediately below the bells, having been originally

bnilt for a columbarium, of which we have one example at

Collingbourn, in this county, and probably there may be others

of which I am not aware. Another instance occurs at the
tower adjoining the ruined chapel of Charter House, Hinton,
near Bath, the lower part of which was originally intended for

the priest's residence, and the birds dwelt above him. In both
these cases the east, north, and west sides are fitted np with
Pigeon holes, and a small square opening in the south wall

admitted the birds."

Perhaps some of my brother clerical readers may know of

other instances ; if so, I should be very glad to be informed of

them.—WiLisHiEE Kecior.

MORTALITY AMONG CANARIES.
Tour, correspondents "One in a Fix," and " A Subsckibek "

are not alone in their troubles. The bills of mortality in the
Canary would only too frequently tell of this species of murrain.
There must be a cause for it, finding its origin in the violation

of some law, but which nevertheless may still be beyond our
knowledge, and consequently beyond our control. It is by no
means nnusual to hear of an entire stock being almost annihi-
lated. When I first began to breed Canaries I put up eight

pairs, and at the close of the season I had just three bird?.

Every old one was dead, and all the young stock except these

three, and from no cause which I could in the least degree

trace. All died from apparently the same cause, exhibiting the
same symptoms, and dropping off slowly, bnt surely, one by one.

The next season, under precisely similar treatment, with the
.same diet, and in the same room I have reared a great number,
nor have I had any recurrence of such a visitation. Should
there be, I shall be as powerless under it as " Subscriber " or
" One in a Fix." The farther we depart from Nature, and
the more we try to reclaim and tame (I was going to say
civilise), and domesticate birds, the more difficult becomes the
task ; for the more liable we become to exact so mething from
them which violates some important condition of their existence,

or at least ot their health, and we know what inevitablj" follows.

I can see nothing to find fault with either in the diet

described or the general mode of treatment. It is in the main
the same as I follow myself, and I do not attribute the loss of

a " ScBScniBEK's" young ones to any defect in these paiticnlars,

but to something radically wrong with the hens—they are the
nurses and feeders, and the general management of the yonng
brood devolves uponthfm. True, the cock bird feeds the young
and, as a rule, feeds them well, and goes thr^nigh a few other

motions in his own peculiar, affectionate, clum>y, left-handed

way, standing over the young ones with bis legs wide-stretched,

evidently quite under the impression be i.s keeping them warm
and doing something very clever ; but it is the hen who
determines when they shall be fed, or whether tbey shall be
fed at all ; she nurses them, aud attends to their little wants,

and tucks them np in their warm bed after each meal, while

the old cock looks on very patronisingly, as if the whole affair

was under his direction ; then off he hops to the egg box, and
back to his hen, and cfi to the egg box again, hop , step, and a
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jamp, like a feeding machine, and the young ones have hardly

had time to compose themselves lor forty winks after their last

meal before the cramming process is repeated. So long as this

machinery works well, all goes on well, but if from any canso

the hen become sick or out of condition, visible or otherwise,

at once the young ones begin to decline ; a retrograde move-

ment becins, which most certainly ends in the loss of the whole

nest. When a nest of fine, plump, healthy, lusty young birds,

such a nest as I cannot describe, but which every breeder full

well UHderstaudH, once begins to lose that appearance {and a

practical eye can at once detect it), it is a saving of time, a

service to the old birds, and a happy release to the young ones,

to nip their necks, unless they can be at once transferred to

another more healthy nurse. To the uninitiated this may
eem cruel treatment, but in the long run it is tho most merciful.

The first forty-eight hours of a young bird's life are very impor-

tant ones, if well fed then you may hope for size and health
;

Ibut if only nursed in a step-mother sort of way, it never seems

to recover the neglect, and at best grows up a dwarf. *' Never

•row till you are out of the wood." The man who first said

that, must have been in the " fancy." It means, Do not count

your young birds till they are sitting on the edge of the neet;

then do so with fear and trembling, but hold them with a light

hand till they are on hard seed. Notice carefully every day if

any in the flight cages look puffy, or sit thick. I have called

attention to this once before, but some may have overlooked it,

and it may be of value just now to know that the best treatment

in such cases which arise from a disordered state of the bowels,

and digestive apparatus generally, is to administer a good dose

of castor oil. I put my stick well down into the bottle to

ensure its holding sufiacient, and allow the bird to swallow not

less than three good drops. Its action is quick and effectual.

Tut the invalid on ground canary seed, mixed with maw seed,

and in place of an emaciated sufferer you will in a few days

find him as plump as ever.
" Subscriber " should continue with the Diamond Finch as

he has been doing. Nature will, however, do most to assist

the bird in getting rid of the swellings.—W. A. Blakston.

NEEDLESS DESTRUCTION OF BEES.
The first week in June we had a small swarm which we lost

for that day, but found in another part of the garden the next

morning, 1 hived them and they appear to be doing well. On
the 8th we had another small swarm, so I thought I would

unite them to the other of the week before, which I did the

same evening. All appeared to go on well till Friday the 19th

ult., when I saw outside the hive a number of dead bees. On
the 20th I raised the hive to examine them, when I found more

than half the bees dead on the floor, and those alive all very

weak. They had made a considerable quantity of comb which

was much discoloured, and in several parts full of either a

small white maggot or in others of a dark brown grub. The

whole had an unpleasant smell ; now, fearing this was the foul

brood I have read of, I thought it best to destroy them all. so I

poured over them some boiling water and destroyed the hive.

Did I do right?

—

Thomas Comber,

[You did right in uniting the two small swarms, but wrong

in destroying them, as they were simply dying of starvation

arising from the late unseasonable weather, and might have

been saved by a little timely assistance in the shape of food.

The maggots and grubs were the brood of the bees, and were

doubtless in a perfectly healthy condition.]

HONEY CONSUIVIED—DRONES.
We have a hive of bees twelve months old. We know that

they have swarmed once, and we think they have swarmed

twice. A few days ago the outside comb next the glass window

was full of honey and sealed over ; it is now all gone, and the

hive appears to be three-parts full of drones. Is there any

means to destroy a portion of them ? They appear to be so

strong in numbers that they will consume all the honey.

—

W. Strettle.

[When bees swarm they always fill themselves with honey,

and this has, doubtless, had more to do with the rapid con-

sumption of honey than the presence of drones, although the

latter are unquestionably good feeders. The workers will soon

expel them when their office is accomplished and the young

queen begins egg-lajing, and you had better leave it to them. J

OUR LETTER BOX.
Food for Fowls {A. B. C.).—We have muny timon tried to explain, ani

do BO af^ain, thnt wo cannot Dnino any quantity of food hb eafflcient for

a nnmbcr of p<tuitry. It is eiii'lt^il ^y many tbinftd. u, for instance, the
nature of tbe ran tboy nse, tholr condition and health, their breod. Yon
aro aa Wfll ahlo to form your conclusioD as we are to advise yoa. Feed
them by hand, and with moasured food. Keep accoaot of tho confltnop-
lion, and after one week you will bo able to judRo for yoorself , If they
are in bad condition wlivti you bcKin, they will consame more at fh-st, as
they have to make np condition, after thin Is accomplished there shonld
be little variation. A ffrass run is one-tMrd food, and with Oeeso one-
half. Ducks and Oooso do best on oats. Fowls waut ground oats and
barley, varied at times with whole com and maite.

' PouLTRY-KKEPiNO FOR pROFiT—Gapes [H. J. C).—As you f<peak of
the market, wo prosnme you mean to breed for the table. In such a
sitnation as yoii describe, wo should adviso you to keep Brahma Pootras.
They are hardy and protitablc. No really adult fowls lay in tbo winter
months. To ensure crbs during December and the fulIowinR two months,
you must keep early pullets of the previous sprinp. Most fowls prefer to
roost in trees, and dupm; the summer tljey du. wo think, bttter there
than elsewhere. In tho winter tbe house is better and safer for them.
Grass is a far better run than fjravel, and in an orchard yon will find the
hens clever at making du<4tiug places round the stems of the treet.
Gapes are cured by pivinR one or two pills of camphor the Blze ol a peai
and by giving them strongly camphorated water to drink.

Eggs UspnoDrcTivE (H. /?.).—It is so manift-Rlly against tho interest
of those who make egg-dealing a pro6t to send out stale eggs, or those
about which they have any doubt, that we should not think either of tho
persons you mention would do so Wo think you might fairly appeal to
both of them. We are disposed to doubt the close sitting of the hens ; bad
they done so, tho eggs being damped should have prof^uced all tbe
chickens and ducklings, if not at once, certainly within a few hours of each
other. It is not necepsiry to damp tho egRS at first, but for ten or
twelve dajs before hatching; and we think the exit of tho chickens is

facilitated by the eggs being left in warm water for ten minutes when
they arc tried a day or two before Ihoy are expected to hatch.

Game Bantams at the Thorve Snow.—We are informed that Mr.
J. Crosland, jun., won the cup as well as tbe first prize.

LiCF. ON Poultry {W. H'.).—Dust flowers of sulphur under their
feathers, so as to reach the skins of the fowls. Mix flowers of sulphur
plentifully in the dust heap where they bask. Let the nests be made of
fine deal shavings, and let the young chickens rest at night upm the
same kind of shavings. The vapour of turpentine from the shavings is
fatal to lice.

Duces Sctferino froii Cramp fJTenirt/fl^.—We fear Ton have a bad
case. All you can do is to shut them in a dry pl-ice, the floor covered
with dry straw, and feed on oatmeal put in a shallow vessel with sods of
growing grass and some gravel. It is more than pro> able tho Duck has
had her liberty, and has dragRcd them thr mgh the grass when covered
with dew or white frost. They should not be out till the sun is up and
the grass dry.

White Mcsk DncKS—White SrANisn Geese (R. P.).—Tho White
Wusk Duck is scarce, but seldom wanted. White Spanish Geese are only
ornameutal.

Weight of Aylesbury Ducks (,r. S.).—With few and rare exceptions,
r, lbs. form the present limit of weight for Aylesbury Ducks. There have
been rare exceptions where they have, when prepared for exhibition*
weighed 10 lbs. If wo are to understand you mean that when killed they
are to be fit for food, then we say 9 lbs. are an unattainable welcht. This
is tho result of especial feeding with a view to produce weight ; or of
extreme fat, the consequence of old ago. In either case, the bird is unfit
for food. A few years since 9 lbs. were the average weight of Geese, they
are so no longer. We commonly have them 15 lbs. or IC lbs. We have
weighed this morning six unusually fat and fine young Duoks, as fine
and larce as we ever obtained, two weighed 6^ lbs. each, two 5 lbs. each,
and two 4j lbs each. It is difficult to obtain them so heavy while they
are youu nd tender. Four pounds would be a large average.

Tumbler Pigeons {A Yoxinr} Tumbler FaiiffiVri.—Almost every dealer
has " Feather-footed Tumbler Pigeons," now colled by them BirminRham
Rollers. Choice kinds could be easily obtained by ndvertisinfl in oor
columns, by which plan (fnr easier than by cr. psiuRj, you conld obtain
the " Chequered Blue Tumblers, and Barred Bl-iea." which you require.
It is certniuly best not to keep common birds with flying Tumb'ers, they
bring them down in flight, and injure their tumbling by so doing. Do
not cross the common birds with Tumblers Oid-ejitablished breeds, such
as Tumblers, have been raised by care and pains-, and it is not well to
spoil them, but it is best to preserve them carefully from an adnuxture ol

common blood.

Pheasants Suffering from Cravp (S. BX—Nothing ia b» Rood as
grn^s to pen hens and Pheasant ponltn upon, hut it ebould be cut short
in the spots wh' re they are pnt. When many Fbeasantfl are roared, a
field should he chosen slightly on the descent, and covered with long
grass, but not thick at bottom. This should bo cut in squares like a
cbesR-l>oard, the mown p^rts being for the hens in rips, and 'he covered
parts for shelter fttr the poults. They also find much food in it. It

aflTords them a shelter from mid-day heat, which is often fatal to them.
Stale bread soaked in strong ale is the best cure for cramp.

Rabbits (.Wpfiirjc).—The doe, whose yoting ones have been destroyed,

may be placed along with tbe buck now.

Goo?;ebfrrt anh Grape Tabt.—A lady writes to us that "Green
Gooeeberriee mixed with the thinnings of the green Grape, sweetened
with pounded white sugar, make an excellent and agreeably flavoured

tart.'*

Brittany Cows.—" In reply to ' A RrESCRiBEB,' these cows are said to
be kept for less than any other variety, and in proportion to their size,

g ve richer and more milk. I have not had mine long enough to give a
decided opinion, but some of my friends speak bigbly of them. Your
correspondent c«n purchase them from an importer Mr. Part-ons. Vew
Tree Cottage, Soulhgate Road, Wiucbeater, where I purchased mine.

—

J. W."
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pleasaotness to the flavonr of tlie fruit tbey will only tend to

mar the enjoyment of those for whoso pleasure they were
provided.

—

Edwabd Lcckhuust, Egerton Home Gardens, Kent.

JUSTICIA SPKCIOSA CULTURE.
When well-grown, this is a fine showy plant for decorative

purposes. By pinching at regular intervals, it assumes a

sturdy and compact habit of growth, and when placed in the

most favourable position during growth, and in suitable soil,

its foliage becomes largo, and of a rather dark green, which sets

off to advantage the numerous purplish flowers.

Being a native of the East Indies, the plant requires heat to

grow it to perfection ; but in this respect it is very accommo-
dating, for it will thrive in a much milder temperature than
many cultivators give it—indeed, the strong heat in which it is

generally kept is, in my opinion, one of the errors which are

committed in its culture, for when so treated the plant is

slender-stemmed, long-jointed, and produces few flowers, which
last only a short time ; indeed, under such treatment it is any-

thing but the beautiful and continuous-flowering plant it is

when grown under the system which I shall describe.

The principal time for the plant's flowering is stated in the
'• Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary " to be the month of August

;

but I am in the habit of growing it for conservatory decoration,

and of having it in bloom in the winter months. For this

purpose I insert the cuttings iq sandy soil in heat during the

first week in May ; when struck, I select the best and pot them
off in large fiO-sized pots, using at this early stage a soil of

moderate richness, such as turfy loam (not light), and leaf

mould, with a little sand. After a few days take the top out

of every shoot, and when they break again they will require a

farther shift into (Jinch pots. From the time the cuttings are

put in, up to this stage, they should have a regular heat of 60°,

plenty of moisture at the roots and in the atmosphere, and
plenty of light ; shading, however, from very bright sun.

After the young plants have become established they may
with advantage be transferred to more airy quarters, where
they will have plenty of light as before ; but instead of using

fire heat, unless the weather is unseasonable, they will do
much better if the house or pit be shut up early to secure sun
heat. Syringe copiously, stop the shoots as required—every

one, large or small. This insures more perfect blooming.

Shift the plants this time into pots of the next larger size,

using stronger and richer soil ; and as the Justicia is a vigorous-

rooting plant, it must have plenty of moisture, consequently
plenty of drainage. Shift the plants again when necessary

into 9-inch pots, stop them once afterwards ; then they may be

allowed to grow at will, complete thtir growth, and form their

flower buds. While these are becoming developed, gradually

give more air, which will so far harden the plants as to enable

them to flower in perfection in the more intermediate tempe-
rature of the conservatory.

Under the above treatment the plants will generally be about

2J feet high, and IS inches in diameter ; but it taller plants

are wanted they may be grown in stronger heat and pinched
less frequently ; stUI, as before stated, such treatment shortens
the period of flowering, and deteriorates the value of the
flowers for cutting purposes.

After the flowering is over I make it a rule to reduce my
stock to two or three plants, whicli are kept in a rather dry
state in the greenhouse through the winter, until wanted to

sujiply cuttings in the spring, when they are cut back and
plftced in heat. Many cultivators keep their whole stock

through the winter, shake the plants out in the spring, cut

them back, start them into growth, and shift into larger pots

a.s necessary ; but as the Justicias are vigorous-growing, where
room is at aU valuable, the treatment I first described is pre-

ferable.

—

Thomas Eecoed.

CHRYSOBACTRON HOOKERI.
Tms ffljember of the Asphodeleacffi was introduced into this

country in 1818. It was discovered by Mr. Bidwell in rich

marshy districts about Wairu, Middle Island, New Zealand.
" It grows," said Mr. Colenso, who also discovered it, " in great

clumps in boggy places, and is said to cover the plain with a

sheet of yellow when in bloom. Some of the masses are 3 feet

in diameter." It is figured in the " Botanical Magazine,"

t. •t<J02, and is there stated to have been kept at Kew in a cool

frame. Probably from being treated too tenderly it was de-

stroyed, for we believe it is no longer in the gardens. It is

now called by some botanists Anthericum Hookeri. We are

glad to find that it has been re-introdnced, for we have received

A specimen in flower from Mr. A. Storrie, Wbiteinch Nursery,
Partick, Glasgow.
He describes it as a hardy herbaceous plant, adding, "I have

several plants at present in bloom, and it is tbonght by some
a great acquisition. One plant planted-ont two years ago has
twenty-six spikes of flowers. The leaves attain 18 inches in

length, and the flower-scape li to 2j feet, or even 3 feet, in

height."

ZINC EDGE FOR FI-OWER BEDS ON GRASS.
Grackful curvilinear beds on lawns are after a time often

much distorted in consequence of the encroachment of the

grass round their edges, and without much care in cutting it

is almost impossible to keep the original detign. I have,

therefore, much pleasure in laying before your readers a simple
plan to remedy this, and to effect a saving of labour. The
thought struck me that some kind of metallic lining would
answer the purpose, and about twelve months ago I tried the

experiment in my home garden, the result of which is very

.satisfactory.

The following are the instructions -.—Edge round your flower

beds with a perfectly even upright cut in the grass, '2 inches

deep, and let into this cut a strip of stout zinc of the same
depth, bending and fitting it exactly to the shape of the bed
on a level with the surrounding grass. To keep the zinc firmly

in its place, drive down some small, square, red deal pegs,

about a foot apart, making them low enough for the tops to be
covered by the soil of the bed. With a little brown paint

brush the zinc edge, which should be left 1 inch deep after the

soil is replaced. The shape is thus accurately and permanently
preserved.

These strips might be painted and sanded on one side before

they are put down. They cost about three farthings per foot

run, and are cut from 8-feet sheets of zinc of No. 12 thick-

ness. The mowing machine will cut over this edge, and the
stray blades of grass that escape can be easily clipped off, so

that even a lady gardener with a pair of scissors may keep the

edges of her beautiful scrollwork parterres in perfect order.

—

Henby Curtis, Devon Hosenj, Torquay.

VICOMTESSE HERICART DE THURY
STRAWBERRY.

If I were to be asked which is the best Strawberry for general

use, I would unhesitatingly name the above. Out of a col-

lection of upwards of five hundred varieties which I have
grown and fruited during the last ten years, there is none,

not one, to equal this, by far the most useful Strawberry in

cultivation. It is surpassed by some in point of size—it is

not a monster—by others in point of flavour— it is not a

Queen ; it is, however, extremely pleasant, and like the Black

Hamburgh among Grapes, the most refreshing of all. A few

Muscats cloy our palates, a few British Queens satiate us

;

we come back as to a well of pure water after a feast |of wine,

to the Hamburgh in the one case, and to the Vioomtesse
Iluricart de Thury in the other.

The Vicomtesse Hiiricart de Thury Strawberry is a most ex-

traordinary bearer, the crop produced from a certain number
of plants being something enormous. Although few of the

fruits exceed the medium size, they are nearly all of good size,

and gathering after gathering may be taken, the last almost

equal to the first. There is no other Strawberry from which

so many dishes of good uniform fruit can be taken as this. It

is very unlike Keens' Seedling and many others in that respect,

as from these, as is well known, after the first picking the rest

are all " chats." Yet even the small fruits of this variety are

prized and welcome. To use a Covent Garden expression,

" the colour sells it." It is of the brightest and clearest scarlet,

and very pleasing in appearance. Through its brightness and

fre.sh appearance it is selected and preferred to others greatly

exceeding it in size. This I liave often observed in my ex-

perience of selling a mixed collection of Strawberries. The
surface of the fruit is firm, so that it does not bruise readily;

it is an excellent sort for packing and sending to a distance,

being as fresh at the end of a day's journey as il newly gathered.

This is a great quahty in Strawberries, too often overlooked by

the introducers of new varieties. Besides its high qualities as
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a dessert fruit, it is also one of the finest varieties for preserv-

ing purposes, the flesh being of a fine reddish tinge. It also

forces well.

In constitation this Strawberry is one of the hardiest and

most vigorous, accommodating itself to almost every soil and

situation, and rarely, very rarely, being injured by frosts or

wet. Its foliage, indeed, remains pure and green through-

out the most severe winter ; it might be called the evergreen

Strawberry. It is on that account very suitable and orna-

mental as an edging Strawberry in the kitchen garden. It is

long-lived, although, as with all other Strawberries, the best

fruits are produced on young and vigorous plants. This will

continue in bearing on the same plants for many years in

succession, longer than any other Strawberry.

In point of earliness, it is a day or two in advance of Keens'

Seedling, and continues in bearing a week later than that

variety. In form the fruits are generally conical, the largest

being cockscomb-shaped.
The Vioomtesse Hericart de Thury is not a new variety. It

was brought to this country from the neighbourhood of Paris,

where it is esteemed over all other varieties, by Mr. B. Thomp-
son, of Chiswick, many years ago. It has been distributed

throughout the country a little, yet through not being directly

the property of some pushing nurseryman, it has never ob-

tained that publicity or notice which it would otherwise have

done. I have myself sent it to all parts of the kingdom—to

the north of Scotland, to Aberdeen, to Yorkshire, to North and
South Wales, to Kent and Sussex, and from every quarter the

report is the same—" The Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury is

the best Strawberry we have." A further proof of its good

qualities is its number of synonymes— viz., Duchesse de

Trevise, Prince Imperial, Marquise de la Tour Maubourg,
&c.

—

Akchambaud.

NEW ROSES AT THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

Although I have headed this paper thus, and shall in the

main confine myself to my text, yet I should like at the same
time to take a little wider range, and include within it, as far as

I can, my judgment on the new Roses of 1807 and 1868. I am
not likely to see any more of the Hybrid Perpetuals (the Teas
I shall reserve for another opportunity), this season, and be it

remembered I only give my judgment on what I have seen. I

take no ipse dixit of anyone, however clever and disinterested

he may be. I ask no one to agree with me. I have my own
ideas of beauty, and of what constitutes a good Rose ; they
may be false ones. My Vanessa may be no Vanessa to my
neighbour Smith, but that does not prove Smith to be wrong

;

it only shows that he and I do not think alike.

There were four stands of Roses exhibited in the class for

varieties of 1867 and 1868. The exhibitors were Messrs. G.
Paul & Son, Mr. Keynes, Mr. Cant, and Mr. Turner. Instead,

however, of particularising each stand by name, I shall just

take out the names of the new Roses, first of 1867, and then of

1868. Seiiiores jtriores—so here are those of the former year ;

President Willermoz, Impuratrioe Charlotte, Reine du Midi,
Clotilde RoUand, Madame RoUand, Reine du Portugal (Tea),

IJa France, Enfant d'Ameugny, Christine Nilsson, Elie Morel,
Ernest Boncenne, Duchesse dAoste, Baronne de Rothschild,
Prince Humbert, Madame Luizet (Bourbon), Madame Grondier,
Pitord, Lisette de Beranger, Madame Adole Huzard, Charles
Turner, Docteur Hurta, Madame Marie Cirodde, Vicomtesse de
Vesins, Barillet-Deschamps, Madame Noman, Alice Dureau,
and Souvenir de Caillat. Of Roses of 1868 there were exhibited
Victor de Bihan, Duke of Edinburgh, Devienue Lamy, Nardy
Freres, Adrienne Christophle, Dupuy Jamain, Charles Fontaine,
Julie Touvais, Souvenir de Monsieur Poiteau, Alphonse Fon-
taine, and Marie Ducher (Tea). Of Roses not yet out, and
therefore I suppose English seedlings, there were Caroline
Hole, Charles Perry, Lord Napier, Seedling No. 2 in Mr.
Turner's stand, and Viceroy of Egypt.

It will be hardly necessary for me to go through each and
all of these. Theie are many which I verily believe we shall

never see much of, and some which I am sure are the very
best of this year were not there at all, being, as I shrewdly sus-

pect, strongly attacked by the budding-knife. Thyra Ham-
merick, which is a lovely Rose, Marquise de Mortemart,
Madame Creyton, and Reine Blanche, were not exhibited in

these stands, but I believe they will be found in many a win-
ning one in another year.

I have little to add to my former observations on the Roses

of 1807 at the Crystal Palace, and should hardly be inclined to

add to the list I have already given. As to the Roses of 1868,

in addition to those mentioned in that report, I should be in-

clined to give a trial to Dupuy Jamain, a large and well-formed

flower, to Charles Fontaine, a deep crimson flower, shaded
with scarlet, and Victor de Bihan, brilliant carmine ; while

Duke of Edinburgh has established its claim to be considered

one of the very best dark Roses that we have.

With regard to the Roses not yet sent out, Viceroy of Egypt
is simply General Jacqueminot over again, and if exhibited

with that name would, I am sure, pass muster with the judges.

Lord Napier is a richly-coloured Rose, and Charles Perry is a

promising flower.

Of other Roses which I have seen, I do not think much of

Minerve, Adrien de Montebello, or Perfection'de Lyon. Should
I have an opportunity of seeing any other, I shall not fail to

notice them in the Journal. There is little doubt, I fancy,

that we are gradually obtaining larger and finer Roses ; and
although many still hold their ground, yet, probably, we shall

each year see some fresh one taking the place heretofore

claimed by older favourites. How seldom General Jacqueminot
appears now ! although three or four years it was in every

stand ; Senateur Vaisse has succumbed mainly to Madame
Victor Verdier ; La Reine is nowhere, and so it will be with

many others. We think now they cannot be beaten, by-and-by

we shall wonder that we ever thought so.—D., Deal.

HARDY CLIMBERS AND OTHER PLANTS FOR
WALLS.

Almost every garden has its iron or wood trellis, pillars,

arches, ornamental or rustic wood and ironwork, which in

most instances it is desirable to cover with climbers. There

are arcade fronts, arbours, bowers, stumps and trunks of old

trees—some objects pretty in themselves, which it is considered

in good taste to enrich with lively beauty, and other subjects

objectionable, which when clothed with foliage and flowers be-

come ornamental. Walls too high or too low, sunny or

shaded, never look so well as when so adorned.

It is not always advisable to cover with climbing or other

plants every surface suitable for their training and successful

growth ; and in the case of buildings it is not judicious to

train plants over an architectural mansion—its principal parts,

perhaps no part, ought to be planted against, for as a work of

art it should be seen in all its details. Buildings which have

many enrichments should not have these covered, though it

may be advisable to clothe the intervening spaces with foliage ;

and in the case of brick buildings with stone dressings, the

plants ought to be confined to the brick portion only, and they

should only be taken up the height of the stonework, and not

so as to cross it with the view of covering the upper part of

the building. The phnth, too, if of stone, ought not to be

hidden, but the stems of the plants made to cross it in the

angles, or in the least objectionable manner. A well-designed,

well-built mansion needs no plant ornamentation. There is

such an objection to covering architectural buildings, that it

ought not to be done without an architect's advice ; but there

are some buildings so mixed in character, and so inartistic,

that it is desirable to cover them with foliage. Plain buildings,

especially if low, may, as a rule, be clothed with plants, as

these give an appearance of height, or prevent the want of

elevation in the building from being so much noticed. Nothing,

however, is so incongruous as to have tall and low-growing

plants on the same surface. They must all attain one height,

and be kept to that by pruning. I do not think they look well

trained higher than the first-floor window-sills, or if there be-

a string course, they should be kept under it ; but if they are

taken higher then they should not stop until the cornice or

projecting roof is reached, but of that they should be kept

clear, the whole wall being covered equally to one height.

In garden architecture there are many surfaces suitable for

the training of plants. Walls built for division, or for afford-

ing shelter, when unplanted are cold and wearying to the

eye, but become cheering when covered (with plants. Besides

walls, there are buildings which present surfaces with dift'erent

aspects suitable for plants, some admirably suited for a class of

shrubs whose flowers are handsome and desirable for bouquets,

&c., and which cannot be depended on from plants in the open

ground. Even the low walls of greenhouses or other plant

houses are rendered less cool and uninviting when clothed

with either foliage or bloom. Nothing in my opinion is so
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agly as a bare wall ; it offers nothing which can interest, and
a kadly-coTered wall is not much better.

Another great defect is that of employiag plants without

pacing any regard to the character of the building, for as build-

ings vary, so ought the subjects ; for instance, a building con-

structed of light-coloured materials ^viU be subdued or toned

down by planting snbjects nith bright green foliage and red-

ooloured flowers, as Roses, or such evergreens as Eacallonias,

not seeking too great a contrast like that which would result

from a close and heavy mantling of Pyracantha, or Ivy. Massive

buildings should be covered with close-growing, heavy-foliaged

evergreens, as Pyracantha, Ivy, Magnolia, &c., whilst a light

and elegant structure should be clothed with plants like the

Clematises and Honeysuckles, introducing a few evergreens

for winter effect.

Some persons object to climbers and plants against buildings

on account of their making the walls damp. How far that

opinion may be correct I cannot say. I am aware that plants

covering a wall will shade, and to a great extent deprive it of

heat and air ; it will be covered with moss sooner than one
exposed to the sun's action, but that is because it is shaded,

and not because the plants make it moist. I am of opinion

that they would tend to make a wall dry rather than damp.
The only way in which I think the walls are rendered damp, is

by their not being cut off at or a little above the ground line

from damp ascending from the soil, and with plants this damp-
ness will be increased by placing soil close to the wall instead

of the loose rubbish from the building. From the watering of

the plants, too, there will be more dampness than if there were

no jjlants. That, however, shows not that plants make walls

damp, but injudicious building, for all buildings ought to have
the accent of damp from the ground cut off by a layer of as-

phalt as high, if not higher, than the ground level, and above

that the border for the plants should not bo raised. I have
seen the ground outside taken above the line of the asphalt or

cement, and the walls made wet in consequence for several

feet np. If the ascent of damp from the ground be cut off,

and the soil not taken above the point at which it is cut off,

no one will have need to complain of chmbers making walls

damp.
A proper border must be made for the plants. It is useless

to plant them against a wall, if for a considerable depth and dis-

tance there is nothing but rubble. It ought to be removed,
and proper soil put in to the extent of at least a yard from the

wall, and to the same depth, placing iu the bottom about

6 inches of rnbble for drainage, and then a layer of turf or the ,

rougher parts of the compost. The latter must vary some-
what in its composition, but most climbers will succeed in two-

fifths of turf cut about 3 inches thick from a pasture where
the soil is a rich loam, neither heavy nor light ; one-fifth

short manure, as that from a Mushroom-bed, or the fresh drop-

pings from a stable, as free of straw as possible ; one-fifth leaf

mould, and one-fifth sharp sand. The turf should be chopped
up rather small, and all the materials well blended together.

The border should be formed of this compost, using the ma-
terials fresh, without laying them in a heap to decay, but the

npper part of the border should be of finer soil to the depth of

about G inches. The compost jnst described, laid up for three

months, would be suitable for the purpose, chopping it up and
making it rather fine. It would not grow all climbers, for it

would be too rich for some, and too open for others, and not

properly constituted for a few ; but it can be made lighter by
adding sand, omitting some of the ingredients, and replacing

with others of a suitable nature, as will be stated hereafter.

Not only should proper soil be provided for the plants to

grow in, but it should bo in quantity suflicient to support the

plants to full size. The width and depth named, 3 feet, will,

in most cases be sufficient, but there will be cases in which a

greater qnantity of soil must be supplied for the roots. For
instance, if the soil is wholly unsuitable, it should be taken

out twice the width, and replaced with fresh. In some positions

the plants have to be planted under gravel walks ; then the soil

ought to be taken out, proper provision mado for the roots,

and when the plants are put in, the gravel can be returned.

The same remarks apply to places which are grassed over, and
due regard must be paid to famishing the plants with proper

soil, and the grass should not be placed close to the stem, but

an opening must be left all round.

Tliero are soils which will only need to be trenched, working
in enriching material, such as dung or leaf mould ; and where
it is a good loam, it will be suflicient to trench it 2 feet deep,

aud mix it with manure, or add the kind of soil required by

the plant. The better the provision made for planting, the

more the plants will be likely to succeed, and the sooner will

the object sought to be covered be hidden ; indeed, no plant

ought to be planted-out without making good provision for the

roots, for it is important that the plants root well, and if they
do that they will be sure to grow well. Even the commonest
should have the soil loosened, and be planted in some good
soil, and any additional care taken at planting will be amply
repaid.

As respects the time of planting climbers and subjects of a
similar description, as they are mostly grown in pots, planting

may be performed at any season, but best when they are about to

commence growth, or iu March, or earlier, according to the

season. It is best to plant them out before they have grown
much, and still better if they have not grown at all. The roots

should be spread out, the soil shaken from them without in-

juring the fibres, and a good watering given at planting, and
afterwards iu dry weather, so as to promote free growth.

—

G. Abdev.
(To be coQtlnaod.)

FRUIT PROSPECTS IN YORKSHIPvE.
OcR fruit crop, in this neighbourhood at least, is anything

but cheering. I thought at the time of blooming that nothing
could be more promising ; but it has been decreed otherwise,

and we submit, though with a feeling of regret.

Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines for the most part have
fallen ; Plums ond Cherries are but a mere scattering ; Pears

have mostly fallen, and are still falling ; Apples are very scarce

indeed, and what is worse, many of the trees are suffering

from caterpillars which are very numerous this season. The
prevalence of blight and mildew does not augur well for another

year. Filberts are very scarce ; Figs and Walnuts are good

;

Gooseberries in some places are a fair crop, but sadly pestered

with caterpillars. With us they are moderately abundant.

Black Currants were very promising, but much of the best

fruit has fallen. Red and White Currants were abundant, but

what we call " honeyfall," came upon the trees. They had at

first the appearance of being glazed over with gum ; then came
insects, then mildew, after which the leaves began to fall, and
were followed by the fruit. What is left I fear will do little

good. Raspberries up to the present time are very promising

;

.Strawberries with us, as in many other places, are a failure.

Some of the plants are suffering from mildew. Thus our fruit

prospect for the present is only a gloomy one.—M. H., Acklam
Hull, Middleshrongh-on-Teei.

THE GARDENS AT RED LODGE. NEAR
SOUTHAMPTON,

TBE nESIDESCE OF MRS. PE.KECE.

Maxy very handsome villas have within the last twelve or

sixteen years sprung up at the top of the rising ground above

this splendid approach to Southampton, upon what was formerly

only a waste densely covered with heath and furze. If a pleas-

ing situation, giving great facilities for drainage, and the enjoy-

ment of pure air, bo considerations iu choosing a residence, all

these are secured here. Upon this plateau is the house of

Mrs. Pearce. It stands apart, at the meeting of the roads, close

to the Red Lodge Nursery of Mr. Rogers. A hedge divides her

grounds from the nursery on the south, and the road to Shirley

passes in front of her garden. There is often as much, if not

more, landscape beauly in the scenery of the banks of a small

river than in the vicinity of large rivers, of which the waters

are frequently muddy and sluggish.

Although the garden is not large, it is kept in a very credit-

able condition, and there is a pleasing piece of lawn in front of

the house about an acre in extent, whilst opposite the drawing-

room windows is a small but well-filled flower garden. Adjoin-

ing the house is a small conservatory always kept gay. Leading

west from the front is a gravel walk skirting the little paddock

on one side ; aud on the other t-iie there is a border planted

with choice Rhododendrons and Roses, with some rows of mixed

Tricolor Pelargoniums in front. Further on the walk crosses

another walk, and here it is bordered with RhododendroES, with

standard R jses in front of them ; and nearer the walk, at inter-

vals of 3 or 4 yards, of strong plants of two common sorts of

China Roses, with shoots from 3 to 4 feet long falling partially

out on every aide. These Roses and the yarious-colonied Snap-
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dragons give a charming appearance, especially where backed

np, as here, with Rhododendrons. To fill up the ground Mr.

Kerr has a variety of the best annuals among the Roses.

The stove and Orchid houses, however, are the prominent

attractions of this pleasing residence. I will here note a few of

the plants I saw in the houses during a recent visit ; and I

may state that Mrs. Pearce feels a pleasure in allowing those

interested to inspect her Orchids, of which no other such col-

lection is anywhere in the neighbourhood of Southampton.

One small house is filled with Caladiums. These Oaladiums

at once show how highly they are valued here, and that

Mr. Kerr understands their cultivation. I noticed the follow-

ing :—C. Chantinii, a large plant, about 6 feet in diameter,

some of its leaves being nearly 2 feet long by 18 inches wide;

C. Wightii, of similar dimensions, only the leaves not so large ;

C. Brongniarti, as large ; C. bicolor splendens, 4 feet in dia-

meter ; C. marmoratum, with very dark gieen foliage mottled

with lightish blotches ; C. pcecile ; C. argyrites, prettily mottled

with white upon a green ground ; C. Belleymei, very effective,

almost white leaves with green veins and margin. There are

several others, most of them very large plants.

The Orchid house is not very large, but filled with good

plants in excellent condition, and many of them producing

a remarkable display of bloom, both as regards the length of

the spikes and the number of flowers upon each. I will here

only note a few of them—viz., Lslia purpurata, two spikes,

with nine flowers, large and fully developed ; Saccolabium re-

tnsum, beautiful ; Oncidium roseum, with six spikes full of

flowers ; Phalienopsis grandiflora, with two spikes 3 feet long,

three times branched, and having twenty-four blooms—the same
spikes flowered in the end of last summer ; some Aurides in

fine bloom; Miltonia spectabilis coming into flower, with four-

teen spikes ; of Cattleya lobata upwards of a dozen large plants

;

Brassavola Digbyana ; handsome plants of Cattleya Mosei*
Pearcei, a very handsome variety ; Brassia verrucosa with

twelve spikes, occupying a low basket 3 feet square, the flowers

with long spider-like segments, 8 or 9 inches across ; Mil-

tonia Moreliana, growing in a broad basket 2 feet (J inches

square, a fine plant with twelve spikes of dark bronzed-purple

flowers; Oncidium Cavendishianum, throwing noble spikes;

Cattleya Leopoldi with thirteen blooms ; C. tigrina with four-

teen blooms ; and Oncidium leucochilum with three spikes

7 feet long, and upwards of a hundred flowers on each. There
are twelve very large plants of different Oncidiums ;

pulvinatum
having two spikes upwards of C feet long, and each spike more
than three hundred blooms. Another plant had five spikes

almost equal to those just mentioned. One had thirty side

branches to the spike. Another plant had six spikes 2 feet

6 inches long. 0. sphacelatum had eight spikes. One plant

of Peristeria elata imported three years ago has two large bulbs

like Spanish Onions, each bulb throwing up a very thick strong

spike for flowering, now 3 feet long, but not yet offering to open
its blooms. A young plant of Dendrobium giganteum had
twenty-eight blooms, and Lcelia superba had sixteen flowers on
one spike. There were many others worthy of note, but the

preceding will indicate the interest and care which is bestowed
upon this class of plants by Mrs. Pearce.

I shall here note a few of the Ferns, and with these my notes

will close for the present. In the Fern house are several Adi-

antums, always graceful when well grown. Some of them are

very large specimens, and in very good health. Of Polystichum
coriacenm capense there was a noble plant ; of Gymnogramma
Laucheana and G. Martensii, fine plants ; G. Wettenhalliana,

crested, silvery all over ; Nephrodium molle corymbiferum,
crested, intense green ; Lomaria gibba, very healthy ; Blechnum
corcovadense ; Platyloma flexuosum, fine large plant ; and
Thamnopteris nidus, with 4-feet fronds.—G. Dawson.

paler, almost lilac in colour. My friend was told that this

change was produced by grafting, but this appears rather pro-

blematic. Roses are never known to fall back into the habit of

their stock.

This singular caprieiousness reminds me of a similar change
in an Oak-leaved Pelargonium. I purchased one of these

plants for the sake of past associations. I knew the old-

fashioned Oak-leaved Pelargonium fifty years ago, so common
in cottage windows in Stallordshire. We also cultivated it,

admiring its finely formed flowers of a pink-violet colour with
crimson lines ;

" coarse-growing," we used to say, but very
effective. However, when my plant flowered the petals were of

a rich crims«n, quite unlike my early favourite, though very
handsome. In process of time the plant became large and
" leggy," and was turned out into the borders. In a few weeks
its bloom changed. There were still heads of crimson, but
others of the true old-fashioned; colour, while some bore parti-

coloured flowers, or the two tints side by side. I have a dried

specimen which I have kept as a proof that, do what you will,

the old nature stiU asserts itself. Will this at all explain thp

anomaly in the Laburnum '?

—

Anxa Haeeisos.

[In all probability the branch of Laburnum with varions-

coloured flowers was Cytisus Adami, which was originally pro-

duced upwards of forty years ago in budding Cytisus purpureuB

on the common Laburnum. In this process it is supposed
that a cell of the one species became divided and united to a
cell of the other, and the result has been a plant producing not

only flowers of each species separately, but others partaking of

the characters of both. There are other instances in the vege-

table kingdom in which a similar union of cells is believed to

have taken place, but Cytisus Adami is the best known and
best established. Mr. Fish has added the following interesting

notes on the subject :—" The changes produced on the Labur-
num when grafted are sometimes wonderful and wholly unac-
countable. We have rarely seen the common or Scotch Labur-
num sport into other varieties. We recollect of only one
instance in which flowers of purpurascens appeared. But if

you graft either of the Laburnums with Cytisus purpmeus or

Cytisus supinas, the vagaries which sometimes take place are

astonishing. I can see any day a small standard of Cytisus

alpinus which was grafted with Cytisus purpureus, and on the

same branch will sometimes be found small pieces of yellow

and purple, and at the very point strong shoots of the Cytisus

alpinus, the ' blood ' of the stock finding its way through the
more weakly growth of the scion. What is remarkable is, that

grafting or budding with one variety will frequently, as the
plant grows, present jou with three or four varieties, or what
are called ' species.'

" Such sports as you allude to in your Pelargonium aremoie
common. From sports some fine varieties are produced. For
instance, RoUisson's Unique Pelargonium is very fine when
well grown. A lilac variety now becoming common was merely
a sport from a single shoot that came on the rich crimson kind,

and having been propagated maintains its distinct colour. We
should be inclined to say that your plant would have exhibited

similar features if you had not planted it out, though the fresh

soil and freer growth might have had some effect in making
the plant return to its more normal type.

" The coloured Lotus is the corniculatus ruber. There are

two varieties of it—one with more fibrous roots, and one with
roots somewhat tuberous. The latter stands the winter in the
open gronud the better. All coloured-foliaged plants have a
tendency to revert to the original type."]

VAKIATIONS OF CYTISUS AND
PELARGONIUMS.

LcDDON, in his " Hortus Britanicus," gives Cytisus Labur-
num and C. alpinus, the gardeners' lists add to these the purple.

When we were living near Leicester we had in our garden all

these, the purple bearing its racemes of a brownish purple

colour. A few days ago I received from a friend visiting at

Springford Park, near Ripon, a branch of Laburnum bearing at

the apex the fine yellow bloom of alpinus, and, growing on the

stem below, erect purple racemes, while the yellow bloom was
drooping. On other branches of the tree the flowers were mach

CULVER-KEYS.
A WEiTER in " Notes and Queries" states that he has a note

that the Oxlip is called " Cover-keys " in Kent. This is a mis-
take. In that coimty the Cowslip is often called '• Lady's-
keys," and only occasionally " Coney-keys." The latter, I

believe, is a Sussex name rather than a Kentish one, and may
have been given in consequence of rabbits being so fond of the
flower spike of this plant. I may, however, add that in all

places where I have heard the above name given. Cowslip was
also understood as being one of the flower's names, even among
the poorest and most illiterate.

The Oxlip, a sort of intermediate between the Primrose and
Cowslip, is sometimes met with in Kent, but rarely, and not
plentifully-enough to obtain a distinctive name amongst those
who gather Cowslips by the bushel for May garlands and other

purposes. Primroses of a dull colour are not uncommon in a
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wild state, but are often the oflapring of the outcaBtB of a

garden.

SaxifrftRH Rranulata plena, a pretty doable-flowering plant, is

not so plentiful as it oiiRht to be, and is liable to be lout when
grown amongst other robust subjects. I find it is sometimes

called the Mountain Kinunculus, a term not at all inappro-

priate.

How many names has the purple Meadow Orchis, Orchis

latifolia ? I have not taken much notice of such matters, but

believe this has more names than the Cowslip.— J. Bodson.

[The Oxlip or Cowslip could not have been the Culver-keys,

because the flowers of this plant are described as blue. Thus
John Davors, the angler and poet, quoted by Walton, delighted

an walking "by fresh rivers"

—

*' Amont; tho Daisies and the Violets blue,

Red Hyacinth and yellow DalTodil,

Pnrplc Narcissns, like tho morning rays,

Palo Candor Grass, and azure Calvcr-keyos."

For similar reasons Saxifraga granulata does not satisfy the

description, its flowers being white. The flowers of the Orchis

are in unison with that of Culver-kevs, but we fail in any name
for that Orchis, either English or foreign, that approaches

that of Culver-keys. Its German name, Creutz blnm, is the

nearest, remote as it is. Our own opinion is that tho wild

Hyacinth, Soilla nutans, is the Culver-keys of John Davois.

—Eds.]

PEWITS AS VERMIN KILLERS.
I SHOULD be much obliged by "I.N. P." stating how he

manages his pewits—lapwing plovers I take them to be

—

throngli the winter :' I also had some lust year in my garden,

and found them very useful. But although there was plenty

of food and shelter for them in a large walled garden, they

gradually pined away, and died in December. The last sur-

vivor, which I examined after death, seemed to be nothing but

skin and bone. Is it necessary to feed them at all ? and if so,

what kind of food should be given ? I tried small pieces of raw

meat, but the birds would not touch it. I shall be obliged to

" I. N. P." for some hints as to his own practice, and also it be

would tell me where the birds are to be purchased.—H. E. W.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
JUIY GTH.

Fp.riT CoMSTTTEE.—Gcorgo F. Wilson, Esq., F.K.S., ia the chair.

Mr. William Paul, Walthnra Cross, exhibited a collection of thirteen

varieties of seedling Strawberries, selected from a great number of

other seedlings, which fruited for the 6rst time last year. Those were

accompanied with details as to their parentage, which proved of much
interest. Some of them wero of considerable promise, yet none of

them proved sufficiently rich to merit any special award. The present

season, it may however be remarked, is so very unpropitions for Straw-

berries, that the best varieties are only of verj- indifferent quality.

Mr. J. Trotman, Spring Grove Nursery, Isleworth, sent a seedling

Strawberry of considerable promise, a hybrid between Black Prince

and British Queen, showing veiy distinctly its parentage as regards

both varieties. This was commended by the Committee, and Mr.

Trotman was requested to send it again next season for further

testing.

Mr. Eckford, gardener to the Earl of Eadnor, Colcshill, sent three

bunches of a seedling white Grape, named Coleshill White Hamburgh.

The bunch was large ; berries large, sliRhtly oval. It was, however,

not quite ripe, so tljat no correct decision upon its merits could be

arrived at.

Mr. .J. Good, gardener to Louisa Lady Ashburton, Melchet Court,

Eomsey. sent a very line specimen of tho fruit of Monstera delicious,

Mr. .T.'Hepper, gardener to J. B. Walmslev. Esq.. The Elms, Acton,

exhibited six very fine specimens of Kipley Queen Pine Apple,

averaging in weight from U to 5 lbs. each, and all exceedingly well

grown. A special certificate was awarded. Mr. T. Record, gardener

to Col. Loyd, Lillesdcn, Hawkhurst, Kent, sent .some ripe fruit of

Tacsonia Van-Volxemi, which are edible in tho same way as, and very

much resemble in taste, etc., those of tho Grauadilla, or Passion

Flower, and have a very agreeable perfume. The fruits are from 4 to

6 inches in length, from 1 to 1} inch in diameter in the middle, and

taper to both ends. When ripe they are of a pale greenish green

colour, having altogether quite an ornamental appearance. " The
fruit," Mr. Record stated, " banRs about nine months on the plant

before ripening ; but such extraordinary vigour does the plant possess,

that it flowers profusely tho whole time ; if supplied with plenty of

moisture, nearly every llowcr produces a fruit. Some of the fruit I

send you has been cut several days." These fruits, unfortunately,

did not arrive in time for the meeting of tho Committee.

Messrs. Rivera it Son, nurserymen, Sawbridgcwortb, exhibited

twelve pretty examples of miniature Apple trees, ab^ut 2 feet in

hoiRht, quite clustered with excellent fruit. These had been grown in

tho open pround in tho ordinary* way. They wore grafted on the

Eniilisb Nonesuch Paradise st/x-k, which was raLwd by Mr. Rivers

from seed of the Nonesuch Apple, and which in the soil at Sawbridge-

worth gives great fertility to trees grafted on it. These wero more
immediately exhibited, as stated by Mr. Rivers, to show their pro-

ductive habit and fitness for suburban gardens, as they may be

planted from 3 to 1 foot apart with advantage. A special certificate

was awarded.
Messrs. Carter & Co., and Messrs. Ilurst & Sons, seedsmen, ex-

hibited examples of Laxton's Alpha Pea, a blue-wrinkled Marrow,

as early as Sangster's No. 1. This is one of Mr. Jjaxtou's namerona

crossbreds, and a very excellent sort. The pods are larger and more

cnr\-ed than Sangster's. This variety has been grown and tested at

Chiswick for two seasons in succession, and has there proved in all

respects a decided acquisition. It was awarded a first.class certificate.

Mr. Wm. Paul exhibited examples of Waltham Hardy White Coa

Lettuce ; and Mr. Perrj-. gardener to F. G.Debenham, Esq., Chesbnnt

Park, sent very good examples of a White Cos Lettuce, both of which

were considered to be the ordinary form of Whito Cos Lettuce of the

market gardens. Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter,

BnrRhley, Stamford, sent a very splendid collection of vegetables,

which, however, arrived too lato for the adjudication of tho Com-
mittee. Some of tho samples were very splendid, and called forth tho

admiration of everyone, in particular the Cauliflower. Mushrooms,

Globe Artichokes, and TuTiips. It consisted further of Rood dishes

of Potatoes (four varieties). Carrots. Peas, Lettuces, Onions, and

Cucumbers.
From tho garden of the Society came ripe examples of the early

Pears, Citron des Carmes and AmiK' .Toanett, which this season are

rather later than usual, and very small.

Fi-onvi. CcMMiTTEE.—Rcv. .1. Dix in the chair. The Messrs. Veitcq.

as usual, exhibited a very fine collection of plants. Among these

Cvpiipcdinm Parishii was remarkably fine and distinct ; a first-class

certificate was awarded it. To Miltoiiia Reguelli purpurea, very beau-

tiful, a first-class certificate was also given. A special certificate was

awarded the collection.

Mr. Bull sent a lai-RO collection of plants, many of them too old for

the special object of the Committee, or not in condition for adjudica-

tion. A special certificate wasawarded the collection. Messrs. Downie,

Laird, & Laing exhibited seedling hybrid Zonal Pelargoniums, pro-

mising, but seedling plants, which the Committee cannot recognise.

Messrs. RoUisson sent a collection of plants, which was awarded a

special certificate. ^ ». ,.

Mr. Appleby received a first-class certificate for seedling Lobelia

Mauve Queen. In colour this Lobelia was considered as a desirable

variety, and promisini; for decorative puqioses. Jfr. Noble sent a

fine plant of Spiriia palmata. as beautiful and attractive as ever;

indeed, one of the most desirable hardy plants in cultivation, one which

no amateur should be without. Mr. Hally sent specimens of a double

Zonal Pelargonium, Mrs. Hally. rose-coloured floweri, but not distinct

from many others. Mr. Perry, gardener to F. G. Debenham, Esq.,

sent Fuchsia Mrs. Perry.
, , .

Messrs. E. G. Henderson exhibited a collection of dwarf seettluig

Lobelias, also a splendid selection of decorative plants in small boxes,

which were awarded n special certificate. Messrs. E. G. Henderson

were also awarded a special certificate for a collection of curious ter-

restrial Orchids, many of them of botanical interest. Among these

were several Satvriums from the Cape.

From tho gardens at Chiswick came a box of Aubrietia purpurea

variegata ; if constant in colour, it will be valuable. This was re-

quested to be sent again. ,-.,,-, i ,

Mr. Coppin sent a collection of seedling Roses, and Mr. Eckford,

Coleshill, seedling Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, Lady Evelyn, which it

was requested should be sent again.

From .Mr. W. Paul came seedling Nosegay Pelargonium Cyrus, and

a collection of cut Roses in fine condition, which received a special

certificate. Mr. Brown, Sudbury, sent specimens of a pure whito

Gladiolus.
, , ,. -ii

Mr. Williams, HoUowav, had a pretty plant of .\dmntum capillus-

Veneris undnlatum, whi'ch received a first-class certificate. Mr.

Lorrimer. eardcner to E. Salt, Esq. sent a fine specimen of Onc.dimn

macranthum, which most deservedly received a special certificate.

Mr Hooper, Bath, exhibited a seedling Picotee, Pnncess Teck, too

coarse • Mr. George, Pntncv, seedling Zonal Pelargoniums. One of

fine form and truss, a hybrid Nosegay, caUed Harry George, received

a first-class certificate. Mr. Cooper brought a collection of Cacti,

which, though Umited, was very interestuig, and received a special

certificate.
, , , ., .. * t- -i- j

G F Wilson, Esq., a most enterpnsmg exhibitor of LiUnms, and

to whom the Society is much indebted for his perseverance in bringing

this interesting class of plants to notice, received a special certificate

for a ma<Tiificent specimen of L. louRiflornm, with an unusual number

of flowers. We sincerely trust Mr. Wilson may bo supported in his

earnest endeavour to bring this class of dowers to pubbe notice.

Great confusion at present exists in the nomenclature, and any light

which may be thrown on this now ncRlected family, wdl be most ac-

ceptable Much may be done, and remains to be done, as to the dia-
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tinction o£ these plants. It is most eameBtly to be desired that this

example maybe followed. How mnch the horticnltnral world has

lost bv the neglect o£ this heantifal famUy, is now a subject of •con-

sideration, and we hope that support by way of information will be

readily afforded. What is specially desirable is to arrive at specifac

names, and what are seedUng or garden varieties. The Society, as

well as the promoters of the cultivation of the Lilinm family, will

be glad of any information or assistance in bringing these noble Howers

again into notice. .„ . „ ,. „ i- t i

Mr AY. Panl received a special certificate tor his collection ol cnt

Roses ; he also sent seedling Roses and Zonal Pelargoniums. Mr.

Smith. Edmonton, sent seedling Zonal Pelargoniums.

Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., sent a collection

of v*ry interesting jilants ; a species of Momodes, a very beautiful

Orchid, which received a tirst-class certificate: Brassavola lineata, a

very attractive Orchid—first-class certificate ; and others. A first-class

certificate was awarded the collection. We must notice from this

garden came also specimens of a lovely climbing Rose, a single sweet-

scented flower, most valuable as a decorative climber. This Rose i.s

in the sole possession of Mr. Saunders, and was raised from seed

introduced by the late Dr. Royle ; also cnt specimens of a hardy

ornamental plant, almost nnlmown, Stuartia pentagyna, were fur-

nished from this gentleman's garden. It is one of the most beau-

tiful hardy shrubs" ever seen, and should be sought for by all lovers

of ornamental hardy shrubs. Every meeting seems to draw fi-om this

valuable collection of plants some' hidden or, at present, unknown

ieauty. The Society may well be proud of so staunch and liberal a

supporter of its objects.

Sir W. Parker exhibited a very fine specimen of a Clove Car-

nation, Souvenir de Malmaison ; its gross flowers devoid of all sym-

metry, condemn it in the eyes of a florist ; it is a plant in the

esteem of all amateurs and florists devoid of any merit.

Interesting specimens of double and semi-double flowers of the

PotentUla were sent from Chiswick Gardens ; their merit as orna-

mental plants is of the highest order, and with careful attention they

will prove most useful among decorative herbaceous plants. We have

reason to belieTe that in a short time surprising varieties will be in-

troduced.

Mr. Perkins, of Leamington, sent fine specimens of a seedling tree

Picotee, a fine yellow good flower, which received a first-class certifi-

•cate. Mr. Edwards sent Pteris serrulata cristata magnifica—first-

class certificate, distinct from the tasselled form. Mr. Turner, Slough,

sent seedling Roses—Caroline Hole, Lord Napier, a promising variety
;

rioreat Etona, Charl(^ Perr}-, and Miss Poole, none of special im-

portance. A special certificate was awarded to Mr. Turner for a box

of his Rose Miss Ingi-am, a flower of much beauty. Mr. William

Paul exhibited seedling Roses, and a special certificate was awarded

lor his superb collection of cut blooms. Mr. W. Paul also exhibited

Zonal Pelargoniums, among them AValtham Bride, a dwarf Silver

Bicolor, which will be most useful ; this had received a first-class cer-

tificate on a previous occasion. His collection of cut flowers of Zonal

Pelargoniums was much admired. Mr. Laxton sent four seedling

Roses, bat not in condition, or in any way ec^ual to many known

varieties.

Major R. Trevor Clarke exhibited a seedling variegated Ilex, but

not considered permanently fixed ; also a MammUlaria. a fine speci-

men, which he has k-iudly offered to the collection of these curious and

interesting plants at Kew.
Messrs. Barr &' Sugden sent a fine collection of Spanish and English

Iris. Of the beauty of this class of plants too much cannot be said
;

they are of little reputation among amateurs, hut are of great value,

etsy of cultivation, and most ornamental. Years ago one of the oldest

Fellows of the Society, whose name is well known, and whose labours

in horticulture will for ever be respected, Mr. Masters, of Canterbury,

paid much attention to this family, and possessed a very unique and
fine collection, but from want of appreciation till the present time they

seem to have been lost. We cannot too strongly recommend attention

to these flowers. Useful for decoration and beautiful in themselves,

no garden should he without a well-assorted collection of them.
The meeting this day was most successful ; and we would here ven-

tare to hint that mnch labour would be spared the Committee if only

novelties were entered for their consideration.

Prizes were awarded for twenty-four Carnations, which, like the

Picotees, were of first-class character. Mr. Turner was first for twenty-

four with Premier, Defiance, Col. Windham, Dreadnought, Juno, Sen-
sation, Prince .Ubert, James Merryweather, Splendour, Beauty of

Woodhouse, Lady of the Lake, William Cowper, Favourite, Princess

Royal, Companion, John Rett, Eccentric .Jack, Christopher Sly, Mer-
rimac, Africana, Dr. Foster, Rifleman, True Blue, and Rainbow. Mr.
Hooper, Bath, was second, and Mr. Bragg, Slough, third. For twelve

Carnations Mr. Norman, a veteran grower, whose name is most wel-

come again, was first with Lady of the Lake, Robinson's .John Reet,

Seedling, Miss Xapier, Baildon's Juno, -Juba, Mayor of Nottingham,
Simpson's Queen, Ward's Sarah Payne, Kay's Comet, and Delicata.

Mr. Smith, Bath, was second ; Mr. Kingston, Bath, third. For six

Carnations Mr. Norman was first with Julia, Juno, Comet, Mayor of

Nottingham, .John Reet, and Lady of the Lake. Mr. Kingston was
second ; and Mr. Smith, Bath, thii-d.

For twenty-four Picotees, Mr. Turner was first with Lucy, Prince
Arthur, Exquisite, Miss Wood, Pecco, Emmeline, Lord Nelson, Ascot

Giant, Amazon, Mrs. Hobbs, Mrs. May, Finis, Alfred Ingleton, Mrs,

Dodwell, Miss WiUiams, Countess, Rosetta, Northern Star, New

Colour Duke of Devonshire, and two or three seedlings. Mr. Hooper

was second, and Mr. Pilgrim third. For twelve, Mr. Kingston was

first with Polly Perkins, Miss Matthews, Lady Peel, Antonia, Mr.

Varley, Lady Grantham, General Pym, and Jessie. Mr. Smith was

second For six Picotees, Mr. Norman was first with Mrs. May, Miss

Wood Eliza Payne, Miss Sewell, Princess of Wales, and a seedling.

Mr Kingston was second. For thirty-six Carnations, Picotees, and

Cloves mixed, Mr. Turner was first, Mr. Hooper second
;
and for

twelve, Mr. Kingston was first, Mr. Smith second, and Mr. Norman

The collections of these flowers were of first-rate character, and

the blooms exhibited quite sufticieut to again make them great favonntes

with all who admire these essentially beautiful flowers.

Gen-ekil Meetkc—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the

chair Six new Fellows having been elected, and the Committee

awards announced. Major Trevor Clarke, in the absence of the Rev.

M J Berkeley, through illness, directed attention to some of the

plants exhibited. Ho particularly noticed Pelargonium Empress,

which, instead of haring flat rounded petals, like a florists flower, ex-

hibited beautiful undulating lines; the Satyrinms fi-om Messrs

Henderson, a class of Cape ground Orchids well worthy of notice, and

of which Sir John Herschel is one of the greatest cultivators
;
the

Carnations and Picotees, of which he remarked that there is yet very

much to be done in crossing and hybridising with each other and the

various forms of Diiinthus ; and Spinea palmata, than which he con-

sidered a more beautiful shrubbery plant could scarcely be eonceiv-ed.

Stuartia pentagyna, closely allied to the Cotton plant, was then

pointed out, and slices of the Giant Puffball, Lycoperdon giganteum,

of which large specimens were sent by Messrs. Carter A; Co., vvera

handed round, Mr. Saunders assuring those present that it might be

eaten \yith perfect safety. •. t, t

Major Clarke, on again proceedmg, referred to the white Lily troni

Mr G F. Wilson, as being probably merely a weU-giown plant of

Lilinm lon"iflornm, and produced a LUy raised from the seed of the

common Martagon, which he supposed had been fertilised with the

pollen of the common white garden Lily ; likewise Sweet Peas, show-

ing the result of crossing the common purple with the Scarlet luvm-

cible for three generations, and the more it was crossed the darker it

became. Aspenila aznrea was noticed as a pretty plant for a mass,

pincushion bed, or edging.
, , „ i -i r tit

Mr Wilson Saunders next dii-ected attention to the trnit ot Mon-

stera deliciosa, which he said he had used tliree or four times with

great pleasure. It should be used just before it became over-npe, and

was then extremely luscious and delightful ; it was, however, not

pleasant when eaten before it arrived at that state, nor afterwards.

It should be taken just when the outer scales begin to fall off, ""d
i^='^

then somewhat of a Pine- Apple flavour united to that of spico. AN itb

regard to the Briar Rose, noticed in the Floral Committee report, it

was introduced by Dr. Royle from the Himalayas ; it would spread over

an immense space, its flowers were sweet in the extreme, hut though

so luxuriant, it would not bear cutting. It had been very troublesome

to propagate till last year, when it was found to strike very readUy

from cuttings of the quite young wood.

Mr. Bateman. after brief reference to the Monstera and the spicnls

which render it objectionable when it is not eaten at the proper stage

of ripeness, mentioned that an enormous Arum had been discovered

in Nicaragua, and pointed out some of the most remarkable of the

Orchids, especially Cypripodium Parishii and Thunia Bensonife, re-

marking, in connection with the latter, that he hoped Colonel Benson,

at present in this country, would come to the next meeting, and

give his experience relative to this and the other fine Orchids which

bear his name. The new species of Mormodes from Mr. AVilson

Sannders, showed how Mormodes and Cycnoches run into one another

The beautiful specimen of Oncidium macranthum from Mr. Salt 3

gardener was described as being particulariy worthy of notice and

Mr Bateman said that the sooner the absurd adjunct of hastiferum

was cut off the better ; for the plant exactly answers to the description

of O. raacranthnm which Messrs. Veitch had introduced many years

a"0, but which had been lost from not receiving the proper treatnient

;

tiie temperature required was that of an ordinary greenhouse. \Utli

reoard to the ground Orchids of the Cape, he hoped they were the farst

fruits of a large harvest from the same source. As an instance ot

their beauty he quoted Herschelia calestis, of which the blue of the

flowers calls to mind the tint of the southern sky. The Satynums

were only another instance that as fast as certain branches of horti-

culture seem to become exhausted others come forward to take their

Mr'. Bateman then gave an entertaming lectnret on the Coco de

Mer, or Double Cocoa Nut of the Seychelles Islands, Ulnstrated by

specimens from Kew and the South Kensington Museum. He gave

extracts from Rumphius, showing what were the superstitions ot the

natives of the Spice Islands concerning it, the value of the nuts, an<t

the singular medicinal virtues ascribed to them; that the tree was

believed to grow at the bottom of the sea till at last it was discovered

that it grows in the SeycheUes, and that its frmts, faUmg mto the

ocean, are carried hundreds of mUes away. The uses made ot tna
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mU »nd of the leaTes for oraaraent and thatching, were allnded
to; likewise the labonrs of Von Martins in connection with Palms;
ftnd Mr. Bateman detailed the circamstances of his first introduction
*** j"?' ^^^ conclnded by cxprcssinR a wish that all English botanists
and horticnlturists wonld be as kind to foreigners as the latter in-
Tariably are to the English.
At the conclusion of the meeting, speciraens of the pretty Litho-

spermnm petrfoum, from Mr. W. Robinson, were exhibited, after
vhich the Chairman annonnced that the next General Meeting wouldU held at Manchester, on the 20th inst., and the following ono at
Sonth Kensington, on August 3rd.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The .Tone meeting of the Society was held at Burlington House,

the President, Mr. H. W. Bates, being in the chair. Among the dona-
tions to the Society's library received since the last meeting were the
pubhcations of the Royal and Zoological Societies, and the Natural and
Entomological Societies of St. Petersburgb, Berlin, Vienna, Geneva,
Leyden. S:c. A new part of the Society's *' Transactions" containing
a portion of Dr. Sharp's monograph on the gcnns Ilomalotn, and the
fourth part of Mr. llewitson's splendid work on the Butterflies of the
family Lycffinidn?, were also on the table.
Mr. Pascoe exhibited a small but very remarkable Coleopterous

insect, captured by Mr. Da Boolay at Champion Bay, New Holknd,
which seemed to be allied to the Histeridie and Clavigeridre. (It has
since received the name of Chlamydopsis striatellus, West.) Mr.
Slainton exhibited specimens of a curious new species of Tineina,
with large busby polypi, reared by M. Milliere, of Cannes, from
Osiris alba, and named by him Paradoxus Osiridellus. Mr. F. Smith
exhibited a living specimen of Physonota gigantea, a Beetle of remark-
able metallic heanty daring life, but whose colours fade soon after
death. It was found in considerable numbers in a cargo of logwood
from South America, at Liverpool. Likewise a living specimen of the
larva of a Beetle of the genus Pyrophorus (?), which emitte4 a bril-
liant green light from the ten spiracles along each side of the body,
whilst the head gave forth a bright red light, the intensity of the
colours causing Mr. Smith to compare them to the red and green
signal lamps of a railway train. It had been communicated to the
British Museum by Mr. Lettsom from Maldonado. and had remained
alive for two or three months in damp earth without food.
Mr. Stainton exhibited specimens of Gelechia atrella, the larva of

Which resides at first in a moveable case, formed by cutting off and
flattening a small portion of the stem of an herbaceous plant, and after-
ivards burrows down the stem of Hypericum.

_
A letter was read from the Secretary of the Flax Improvement So-

ciety of Belfast, relative to the injury done to the Flax whilst in the
seed leaf by a small Beetle, Thyamis parvula, Pfnihvll, nearly allied
to the common Turnip Flea Beetle.

Professor Westwood exhibited specimens and drawings and read
descriptions of several remarkable small Coleopterous insects, chiefly
from Western Australia, several of which had been collected by Mr.
P. Du Boulay at Swan River and Champion Bay, illustrating the
afl&nities of the anomolous genus Ectrephes, Pascoe (Anapestas, Kina)
with the Ptinidrp.

^ i- ' JJy

Mr. Drnce exhibited a collection of Butterflies from Borneo, inclnd-
a fine new '^mithoptorus, and other new species.

IVIr. F. Smith exhibited a parasitic British Bee, Melecta armata,
which was infested to so gi-eat an extent with the minute larvre of
Meloe, that it wae unable to tly, andwas found struggling in the grass.
He also read a memoir containing " Descriptions of new species of
the Hymenopterous genus Pison, and a synonymic list of those pre-
Tionaly described." The species are nest-builders, the nests resembling
those of the genus Pemphredon, and being prorisioned with spiders.
The number of species has been raised by Mr. Smith to forty-three,
the majority being natives of New South Wales. He also read de-
scriptions of some other new genera and species of exotic Hymenoptera,
inclading a Methaa from North China. Mr. Charles Home commu-
lucated a report made to the Indian Government upon the ravages of
the Carpenter Beetle in all parts of India.
Mr. F. Walker read a note on the habits of certain Chalcidid©,

which appear to bo herbivorous instead of parasitic, and on a new
species of Megastigmng.
Major F. Parry read " Observations on Lncanoid Cileoptera, with

Remarks on some New Species, and on the Present Nomenclature,
accompanied by a Herised Catalogue of the Species ;' and Mr. A. B.
Wallace read *' Notes on Eastern Butterflies (continuation—Eurytelidfe
and Libytheidie), with Descriptions of various New Species belonging
to those Families collected by himself in the Malayan Archipelago."

PLANTS FLO^^^RING IN JUNE.
•fane : Centaurea candidissima

Cyanns
Pents'tomon ovatnm
Centrnnthns ruber
Cerartium Biebcrsteini

tenuifolium

Juno 2. Cheiranthns alpinus
Marshiilli

Alyssum saxatile
Auchusa italica
Festnca glnuca
Artemisia dracnncolos

June 2. Arenaria cxspltosa
marina

ti 5. Asphodutna ramosos
lutcna

Eryngiara alpinum
ciprulenm
Boorpati
planum

Stipa pennatn
Erigeron canadensis

Villarsii

Aquilcgln sibirica
vulgaris
Rlandulosa
bicolor
alptna

Dictflmnus FraiinoHa
AgroBtemma flos-Jovis
Delphinium Barlowii

Henderson!
formosum
I/Owii

chinensc
)i 0. Veronica dentnta

gcntianoidds
incana glauca
fmticnlosa
saxatile
Bpicata

Viscaria ^lendens
Viola montana

tricolor

comuta
erecta
lutea

Whitlavin grandiflora
Cnrduus Marianas
Phlni Drnmmondi
Matthiola annua.
RoBe, various
Gilia tricolor
Limnanthos Donglasii
Actiea spicata

M 12. Coronilla varia
Astragalus monspessn-

lanus
Astrantia major
Dondia EpipactiS
Epilobium angustifoliom
Antholyza coccinea
Dianthus barbatos

causing

deltoideg
Marie Pare
fimbriatus

Phlox frondosa
Nelsoni
setacea

Rose, Double Yellow Per-
sian

II II. Adonis ffistivalig

autumnalis
Pentstemon glabmCQ

Scouleri
Physalis Alkekenpi
Pingnicula vulgaris
Primula farinosa
Alchemilla vulgaris

alpina
conjnnctfl

Beta maritime
Betonica stricta
Aubrietia purpurc-a

pnrpureft varlegala
Campbelli

Babiana anrnntiaca
Bellinm miniatum
Achillea Clnvenna?

MiUefolium rosea
Ptarmica fiore-pleno
tomentosa

Cynoglossnm montanum
Antennaria hypcrborea
Crncianclla stvlosa
Barbarea vulgaris flore-

pleno
Con<5inia hystris
Anlirrblnnma
Frntraria vesca varicgflta
Galinm verum

boreale
Ajuga reptans alba
Goum montanum

-M. H., Acklam Hall, Middhshrough-07i-Tcc.<.

June 14. Geum riralo
triflurum

Glaacium flavuro
Hnbenaria blfolia
Hedysarum coronariaiZI
Polomouiam csrnJcam

Kichardponii
Saponaria oOlcinalifl

ocymoidcs
Verbftscum nfgrmn

versicolor
TbapHUS

Tradoscantia virpinlca
Spinea FilipeodoJa
Linoria Cymbalaria
Mcconophis cambrics
Stonactis speciosa
Camassia esculents
MyosotJB paluHtris

atpQstria
a7.orica

,1 19. Campanula glomerate
grandis
latifoUa
nitida
pumila
urticifolia

pulla
Aconitum Napcllus
Catananche cKrulea

bicolor
Chrysospleninm oppOBlti"

folium
Cineraria maritima
Convallaria majalia aures
Ajuga genevcnsis
Allium azuroum

Moly
striatum

Digitalis purpurea
lutea

Helianthomom guttatnod
vulgare
rotundum
Rosy Gem

Hemerooallis fnlva
fiava

HespcriB matronalis, dblCi
Iris pavonia

per^ica
pseud-acorus

Lathyrus grandifloms
Liatris elegans

spicata
Salvia bicolor

I, 24. Ljrtbospcrmum purparco*
cajruleum

Lupinus polyphyUns
nanus
albus

Lychnis dioica
atocion

Melissa grandtflora
Menyantbes trifoliatft

Jlimulus cuprous
cardinaliS

Nepeta violacea
Reseda lutea

odorata
1, 29. CEuothcra grandiflora

Orchis maculata
Potentilla alba
Symphytum asperrimnm
Thymus vulgaris

cepbalotes
variegata

Saxifraga aizoou
AndrcwsU
densa
polita
granulata

Silene acaulia
Ranunculus flamula
Omithogalum pynuni*

dale
umbcllatnm
narbonense

Potentilla insignis
Sisyrincbium striaton]
Ibcris coronaria
Linum flavum
Nemophila insignis
Rhododendron hirsntaii)

PORTR-VITS OF PLANTS. FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Dendroeitm DExsiFLonuM vAn.ALBo-LCTEA (White and'yellow
Dense-flowered Deudrobe). Nat. ord., Orchidace.'c. Linn., Gy-
nandria Monandria.—Native of the Moulmein forests.

—

(Bot.

Mafi., t. .5780.)

Yacciniom beflexdm (Reflexed-Ieaved Whortleberry). Nat,
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ord; Vaccinacea;. Linn. , Beoandria Monogynia.—" A beautiful

little Andean rock plant, conspicuous for its pendulous habit,

the deep glossy green hue of the leaves, which are reflexed

on the stem and branches, the bright pale red hue of the

young foliage, and deep red flowers. It was introduced by
Messrs, Veitch, through their late energetic collector, Mr.

Pearce, from Bolivia, and flowered in their establishment in

the King's Boad, Chelsea, in January of the present year."

—

{Ibid.,t. 5781.)

Geonoma tiniESERECHTiANA (Ghiesbrecht's Geonoma). Nat,

ord-, Palmacea;. I. inn., Moncecia Hexandria.—A very orna-

mental Mexican Palm. No stem ; leaves from 2 to 5 feet long.

~(nid., t. 5783.)

DiPLADENiA BoLiviEssis (Bolivian Dipladenia). Nat. ord.,

Apocynaoea. Linn., Pentandria Digynia.—Native of Bolivia;

the other species have hitherto been found on the east

coast of South America only. It is very beautiful, flowers

white with yellow tubes. Introduced by Messrs. Veitch.

—

{Ibid., t. 578.3).

PiEEODiscu? LUBiDus (Lurid-flowered Pterodiscus). Nat.

ord., PedalinaceiE. Linn., Didynamia Angiospermia.—" One
of the most remarkable botanical features of the drier districts

of South Africa, is the presence of plants of various natural

families possessing short stout tuberous stems or caudices,

rising a few inches above the ground, and sending forth from
their crowns, on the approach of the wet season, a few stout

herbaceous, succulent, leafy, flowering branches. They flourish

best in a moderately warm house, planted in a poor soil,

amongst stones, &a., and exposed to the full light of the sun.

The present example of this form of vegetation is a native of

the Albany district of Cape Colony, and was sent to the Eoyal
Gardens from those of Graham's "Town, along with many other
interesting plants."

—

(Iljid., t. 5734.)
MoR-EA BULEiFEni (Bulbous Moriea). Nat. ord., Iridace.T.

Litm., Triandria Monogynia.—"The present species is one of

the most beautiful of the genus, and produces a great multitude
of its golden flowers in succession, which expand fully in the
sunshine, and ornament a house for a period of several weeks.
It is a native of various districts of South Africa, and was lately

imported by our friend Mr. Wilson Saunders, F.B.S.. through
his indefatigable collector, Mr. Cooper. It was originally in-

troduced into the Vienna Gardens so long ago as last century."
—{Ibid., t. 5785.)

Fig Col di Signoea Blamca PASACHftE.—" To all lovers of

beautiful fruits this, the most beautiful of aU Figs, will be
especially welcome. Nothing can exceed the charming appear-
ance of a handsomely grown pot-tree of this variety, laden
with its strikingly handsome Figs. The fruits are streaked
(panach^e), some more irregular in the markings, some almost
yellow, and some reverting to the natural green ; all, however,
are very beautiful, and show their markings plainly, from the
first appearances of the little embryo Figs, until their matu-
ration. This is not a new Fig, but a sport from the better
known Col di Siguora Bhmca, one of the finest Italian varieties,
which it closely resembles in form and quality, and, like it,

requires to be grown in considerable heat, so as to bring out
fully the superior richness of flavour. It succeeds best grown
in pots, under which conditions it fruits freely, and proves in
every respect satisfactory. Fruit medium-sized, roundish-tur-
binate, evenly and regularly formed. Neck shorter than in the
original. Skin thick, green, beautifully striped with longi-
tudinal bands of bright yellow. Eye small, closed. Stalk
short. Flesh deep rose, thick and syrupy, rich, and most
delicious. The length and form of the neck of the first fruits
are suggestive of the name. Lady's T^eck."— [Florist and Pomo-
logUt, 3rd s., ii., 145.)

NEW BOOK.
A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape Vine.
By WiLUAM Thomson, Gardener to the Duke of Bucclench,
Dalkeith Park. Sixth Edition, enlarged. W. Blackwood
and Sons.

Six editions in seven years is evidence that the gardening
community assent to our estimate expressed on the appearance
of the first edition, that a book on Vine culture from Mr. Thom-
gon'B pen "must be expected to be excellent, and that the
volume before ns will not disappoint that expectation." There
is much added to the present edition, and among the ad-
ditions is this on " Vine Boots."

" The roots of Vines, like those of most other trees, have a

tendency to descend into the earth, and when they reach cer-
tain subsoils they become unhealthy, besides which they ara
then far from the genial influences of sun and air. To prevent
this, remove a few inches of the surface of the border every
summer during dry weather, which will most probably expose
some of the roots, at any rate descend till they are reached,
then on, under, and amongst these young roots lay a few inches
of nice fresh loam, horse droppings, and old lime rubbish iu
equal parts, with a few handfiils of ground bones. Into this

mixture the Vines will send a mass of fine feeding fibry roots,

that with similar annual attention may be kept there, where
they should be mulched as already directed, and during very
hot dry weather fed with liquid manure, either from the farm-
yard or cesspool. When neither of these is available, mix guano
at the rate of 1 oz. to the gallon of water. If this process is

persevered in, it reduces the importance of concreting the
bottoms of Vine borders, as the Vines seldom suffer from any
roots formed at too great a depth. An amateur close to this
place has for many years grown splendid crops of Grapes,
chiefly Muscats. The Vines are planted in an outside border,
only 6 feet of which was made soil, and the roots are all right
through it into the general soil of his garden, which is poor,

shallow, and gravelly ; but he annually covers more than 30 feet

in width of the soil on each side of his span-roofed house with
inches of nearly solid cow manure, which during the year

washes into the soil, and is, when examined, a complete mass
of fine Vine roots, and is not disturbed except by the hoe, to

kill weeds, the sharp hungry soil preventing all danger from
over-feeding by such means. To this mulching, and occasional
waterings during the late scorching summer of 1868, when
every tree and bush, as well as weed, in his garden was covered
with red spider, he attributes the immunity from that pest
which Vines enjoyed. From this vinery I conceive a sound
lesson in Grape-growing may be learned, hence my reason for

referring to it."

On the last two pages of the work Mr. Thomson gives an
extract from a volume published in 1031, in which the first

description of a vinery to be erected in England occurs. We
restrict our sentence to England, because there is reason to

believe from Martial's Epigrams, that the Eomans had vineries

as well as peacheries, and it is certain that they forced Cucum-
bers.

In 1014, Barnaby Googe published a translation of Heres-
bach's " Whole Art of Husbandry." In that, although direc-

tions are given for Vine culture, there is no allusion to a
vinery. In 1631, another edition of the work appeared, edited by
Gervase Markham, in which he does describe a vinery, adding—" This experiment hath beene approved in England and
found most excellent." That edition we have not seen, but
Markham in another volume he published in 1635, entitled
" The English Husbandman," again describes the vinery as
follows :

—

" If you desire to have Grapes in their true and best kinde,
most early and longest lasting, you shall iu the most convenient
part of your garden, which is ever the center or middle point
thereof, build a round house, in the fashion of a round dove-
coate, but many degrees lower, the ground worke whereof shalbe
above the ground two or three biiekes thicknesse, upon this
ground-plot you shall place a groundsell, and thereon, fine, yet
strong studs, which may reach to the roofe : these studs shalbe
placed better then foure foote one from another, with little

square bars of wood, such as you use in glasse windowes, two
betwixt every two studs, the roofe you may make in what pro-
portion you will, for this house may serve for a delicate ban-
quettiug house, and you may either cover it with leade, slata
or tile, which you please. Now, from the ground to the top,
betweene the studs, you shall glase it, with very strong glasse,
made in an exceeding large square pane, well leaded and ci-

mented. This house thus made, you shall observe, that through
the bricke worke there be made, betweene every two studs,
square holes, cleane through into the house ; then on the out-
side, opposite against those holes, you shall plant the roote of
your Vine, having beene very caretuU in the election and
choice thereof : which done, as your Vine groweth, you shall
draw it through those holes, and as you use to plash a Vino
against a wall, so you shall plash this against the glasse win-
dow, on the inside, and so soone as it shall begiune to beare
Grapes, you shall be sure to turue every bunch, so that it may
lye close to the glasse, that the reflection of the sunne heating
the glasse, that heat may hasten on the ripening, and increase
the groath of your Grapes : as also the house defending off all
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msDDer of ovill vreallier, these Grnpes nill haog lipe, nniotted
or withered, even till Chrislmnsse."
Now, wo have a copy of thia volume, and some previous

possessor has drawn on the page opposite the description, this

iUastratioD of the vinery :

—

rOMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
CiiRON DEs Carsies Pear.—Nutwithstanding the extreme

lateness of the season, the Strawberry crop bt-ing quite a fort-

night later than usual, this Pear is now (July 5th) ripe, and
falling from some old trees in quantities. The fruits are much
Bmaller than usual, have a very scrubby appearance, and are
not at all good-flavoured, or of their usual character. The
finest fruits on the trees, and the whole crop on young plants,

will yet require ten days or a fortnight to ripen. Last year the
best fruits of Citron des Carmes were ripe on the Ist of the
month, at tho same time as Doyenne d'Etfi, which this season
will require quite a fortnight to ripen.

MULBERRY CULTURE.
When I first came to Welbeck in 1S37, I was much struck

with some large flower pots perched on the tops of two standard
Mulberry trees, and imagined they were placed there for some
species of birds to build their nests in. On asking the late

Mr. Mearns, who was my predecessor as gardener there, he
informed me that the late Andrew Knight, of Downton Castle,

always used to raise his fruiting trees of Mulberries in that

way. Mr. Mearns likewise informed me that Mr. Knight
found out that, by propagating the Mulberry in the usual
way, it required from twenty to thirty years' growth before

it would fruit abundantly even in the south of England. I

paid particular attention to these little Mulberry bushes, and,
when perfectly rooted, had two of them in a fruiting state for

many years, by shifting them, and growing them in large tubs.

Mr. Mearns's trees were propngated by layering a small fruiting

iranch into the pot, and the pot afterwards fastened with
Strong wire to a branch or stake to keep the wind from shaking
it. I believe the best way to produce a large fruiting bush of

the Mulberry would be to have a large flower pot made into two
Halves, and when the branch was put in at the hole in the

bottom of the pot, the pot could then be bound together and
fastened to a strong stake ; the pot would then have to be
filled with earth of a strong loamy nature, and some fresh moss
placed on the top and pegged down to keep the wind from
blowing it off. This moss would keep the soil moist, for water-

ing would be required in the summer months in dry weather.

In the midland counties in England it is only in exceptionally

warm summers, such as 184(i, 1S65, and 18B8, that standard

Mulberries produce fruit ripe enough to use. The two standard

trees from which the pot bushes were raised were planted by
the celebrated Speechley, and must have been about 110 years

old when I first knew them. Another tree of the same age

was denuded of all its branches by Mr. Mearns. except two at

the top, and planted on a high sonth wall. He began training

all the young branches downwards from the two leaders, and
they soon got into a fruitful state, and produced fine fruit. No
doubt a sunken pit where Asparagus was forced in helped this

tree's growth, for its roots came close to the wall where the

hot dung-linings were put in. In 1?."8, when the new gardens

were made, I had this tree lifted with a machine, and planted

in nearly a similar aspect, but without the advantage of its

loots being heated in spring. Every year since it has never

failed in bearing fine fruit, but in the past summer they were
larger and finer than I ever remember to have seen Mulberry
fruit even in the south of England. The tree covers a large
space, and was worthy of being covered with Nottingham net-
ting, which I had to do to save the frnit from birds, waepe,
and flies.

—

William Tillzbv (The Gardcuer.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Messhs. Barr & Sdgijen sent us " a specimen of the giant

form of the White Cos Lettuce," and well it deserved the
name. It was l.'j iuches high from the base of the leaves to

tho tip, and weighed more than 3 lbs. 7 ozs. Messrs. Barr and
Sugdenare carrying on some trials testing tho merits of various

Lettuces and Peas, the results of which we hope to publish.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Take advantage of dry weather to eradicate the weeds which
have sprung up lately, and when tlie soil is not suiiiciently dry
for hoeing, handweeding should be resorted to. As the pro-

duction of strong Aspariijus next spring will depend mainly on
the culture in the present summer, let the beds, after cleaning,

be mulched with short grass or half-rotten manuie. Liqnid
manure in which some salt has been dissolved should then be
applied freely for the next month or six weeks, or the salt may
be spread over the beds, to be washed in by the rains and
watering. Clohe Articliokt's and Sca-hah' viiM be improved by
similar treatment. Continue planting out Cape and other
Broccoli, also some late CuuUjlowcrs. Water freely Cauliflowers,

Litluce^, rLiiilUlu-s, and other vegetables which require to be
grown quickly to have them crisp and tender. We need scarcely

add that in all cases vegetables will be improved in size by
giving manure water if it can be procured in suflicieut quan-
tities for all purposes. Continue planting out (-'i/fry as re-

quired, and the early crop may have a slight earthing, having
previously taken off any lateral buds and well watered the rows.

It is advisable to sprinkle a little salt along the Celery trenches
before earthing them up, as it both kills slugs and worms and
accelerates the growth of the plants. Keep up succession beds
of Horn dirrots. Sow a good supply of early CubbagtS or

Chappell's Colewort for autumn and winter use. An autumn
J/».s/(/-ooi« bed may now be made. Throw the dung together to

ferment for a few days ; when half dry mix one-third of loamy
soil with it to keep in check any further fermentation, and
tread or beat hard while making the bed, forming the spawn-
holes immediately it is finished, to assist in keeping down the

heat. A crop of Parsley to stand over the winter should now
be sown in a dry sheltered spot. Let a good breadth of ground
be prepared for Ji'ititer Sjiinach ; trench it thoroughly, and let

it he heavily manured. This crop generally succeeds in beds

slightly raised.

FKUIT GARDEN.
The nailing and tying-in of this year's wood should be con-

tinued. Many fine trees are in a bad condition from the un-

congenial weather. Most kinds of fruit now ripe or ripening

will require the protection of nets to preserve them from birds,

which in most country places are troublesome neighbours, other-

wise a boy must be employed to keep them from the small frnit

during the fruit season. As the early Cherries are gathered,

shift the netting to other kinds which are yet to ripen. Vines
against walls should be closely nailed up, to obtain the benefit

of what little heat there is in this unseasonable weather. Figs

must be treated in the same way, pinching out the point of

this year's wood, except the leaders, when they have made five

or six joints. The breastwood may now be removed from
Pears and Plums against walls, cutting away that on the upper
part of the tree first, then after an interval of two or three

weeks another portion, and finally finishing by a third cutting

of the lower part. By this plan there will be less danger of

the cut-back shoots starting again ; and the lower shoots, which
are generally the weakest, will gain additional strength by being

allowed a few weeks longer to grow. Strawberry runners should

be procured for new plantations without delay. Those who
cannot spare gi-onnd for a new bed may prick them out in pre-

pared beds about C inches apart, and remove them with balls

in October or in the early part of February.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The recently planted beds will still require watching to get

the plants in them fairly started. The heavy rains have chilled
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the ground, and some of the more tender or badly rooted plants

look sickly. As the grounds and shrubberies are much more

frequented by company att his season, pay attention to preserv-

ing the greatest neatness and order in every part. Where

there are enough hands to admit of it, flowering shrubs as they

go out of bloom should have the dead flowers and leaves re-

moved and be sliRhtly cut back. For the same reasons remove

the seed pods of Ehododendrons and Tree Pironies. Ihese

little attentions will be followed by au increased growth of the

plants, and a greater certainty of their blooming every season.

See that Hollyhocks, Dahlias, and the taller-growing herbaceous

plants are properly secured to stakes. When growing, cut back

the perpetual-blooming Eoses as they go out of flower, and

supply them with the richest manure water, to encourage a

second growth and bloom. Strong shoots of Chrysanthemums

may now be layered in pots to produce dwarf, compact plants.

Carnations and Picotees will now be in bloom. Let plants in

pots be moved under au awning. Here they may be arranged

on a raised platform, or not, according to taste. Picotees may
be grouped on one side and Carnations on the other, taking

care that the tallest plants are at the back, at the same time

contrasting the colours as much as possible. Pipings may be

put iu on a gentle bottom heat. Layering may also now or

very soon be proceeded with, as much of next year's success

depends on this. All seedlings should be marked, noticing

their various properties of form, colour, and substance.

GREENHOUSE AND COSSEKVATOKY.

The conservatory should now be kept as gay as circumstances

will permit. It is not desirable, however, to crowd it with

flowering plants ; the aim should rather be to have a moderate

number of handsome specimens effectively arranged, which

will yield more interest and pleasure than a greater amount
of floral display from plants of no individual merit. We
would recommend a thin arrangement of the pot plants, on

account of the permanent occupants of the beds and borders,

which at this season should be allowed plenty of space, in

order to secure strong and well-ripened wood, without which

they cannot be expected to bloom freely. Use every means
to keep down insects, and let order and neatness be strictly ob-

served. Hardwooded plants, including most of the genera

from New Holland, which bloom early in spring, and which,

after blooming, received the necessary pruning, will now be so

far advanced in their new growth, that any requiring to be

repotted should at once have a shift. After turning them out,

loosen the outside roots before placing them in their new pots,

to enable them to take to the fresh soil the more readily.

Keep them close for a few days, especially if the roots have

been much disturbed, and damp them once or twice daily over-

head ; water carefully at first, taking pains to insure the old

ball having its proper share until the roots are established in

the new soil. Attention at this season should be directed to

the stock of plants intended to furnish the supply of bloom
through the next winter, as it is requisite plants should com-
plete their growth early for this purpose. Among Heaths,

those which flower through the winter should also be en-

couraged to complete their growth, as they are great favourites

in most places, a considerable number of such kinds as

E. hyemalis, WiUmoreana, gracilis, vernix, regerminans, &a.,

should be grown. Keep Epacrises under glass till their growth

is complete ; but more air and light should be allowed them,
increasing it as the wood gets firmer. Towards the end of the

mouth they may be placed out of doors in an open situation,

but where they can be protected from heavy rains.

STOVE.

Stove plants which are intended for the decoration of the

conservatory in autumn should now be carefully looked over,

moving such as are likely to want more pot room, with a view
of having the pots well 'filled with roots before the plants are

required to flower ; keep also the shoots tied out rather thinly,

and expose the plants to as much sunshine as they will bear

without scorching their foliage, in order to keep them low and
bushy. Give clean weak manure water to young growing speci-

mens, and repot any that are intended to have another shift this

season.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Size of Gardens.-—yfe are thus far gratified by the attention

excited by what has lately been stated about the sizes of gar-

dens, and the impossible returns expected from small ones.

We know some very comfortable places where the kitchen gar-

den is far too small to supply the establishment, but all con-

cerned are satisfied, simply because Potatoes, Carrots, Turnips,

and even mosi of the Cabbages are, with the exception of a

few early ones, grown in the open field. Many of our roots

are thus obtained sweeter and better, though not larger, than

in an old kitchen garden. We hear of a number of other cases

where the proprietors say, " We must not expect impossi-

bilities, get what you can, and then we will purchase what you

cannot produce for us." In the last ten years we could re-

member at least twenty cases in which clever, superior gar-

deners, left employers whom they would gladly have serveO,

merely because they saw plainly ihat with the ground allotted

to them they would every year be less able to meet the wants

of an increasing estabUshment ; and because, though the matter

was more than hinted at, no remedy was forthcoming, ihey

thought it more prudent to leave when all was going smoothly,

than be obliged to leave after any unpleasantness about short-

ness of supplies. Some employers, like these, have expressed

their wonder that a gardener should have left them—'; Liked

him much never had a cross word with him ;
never, m fact,

had occasion ; offered him more money ;
would have done any-

thing in reason ; were perfectly satisfied, but could not make

the garden ground larger." That was just the reason ;
an acre

or even half an acre of ground would have made all the dif-

ference, were it only surrounded by a wire netting fence in the

corner of afield.
, ,, , j.

It is pleasant to know that the heads of an establishment

are satisfied ; but the prudent man knows that repeated com-

plaints of short supply at the tables of the establishment may

in time turn the satisfaction of an employer almost to dissatit-

faction. A good display in the dining-room is all very well,

but that wi'l not atone for scarcity and lack of variety at the

other tables in the house. After some experience we have

come to the conclusion, that for a gardener to be comfortable

and respectable in his position, he must have the means ot

giving a varied supply according to the season, not only to tbe

dining-room, but to the other eating-rooms, be it steward s

room nursery, or hall—to glut, as it were, at least to give

plenty to the head of the kitchen ; and if that cannot be, then

to have it iuUy recognised that you merely produce what your

ground will give, and if more is wanted, the market must be

resorted to, especially for early vegetables. It is no drawback

to a gardener's reputation that Potatoes appear in the markets

from Cornwall and farther south before his out of doors are

half grown. We can only grow them better for the parlour by

glass and other protection.

The matter has been brought more before onr notice in con-

sequence of our having been on two days a few hours from

home, and having seen some large kitchen gardens, two of

which though large were fully cropped, whilst another had

plenty of uncropped ground, with whole quarters left for winter

vegetables ;
whilst we had to think where we could find a piece

on which to sow the first Cabbages ; for almost every bit was

crammed, and then we could hardly have enough. Of course

in large gardens there is more space to go over, but there is not

the same scheming necessary to produce as many crops as

possible off the same piece of ground.
, , . ,

Cottagers and allotment-holders often run us hard in making

the most of the ground by adopting the simultaneous cropping

pystem—that is, having two or three crops on the same ground

at onoe, or one crop quickly following the other ;
for matanee,

this season our old Cabbage quarter has been thrown into wide

bed trenches for bedding plants, and is now used for Oeiery,

with Peas en the tops of the ridges. This is the successful

mode, but frequently when these trenches were made early

we put a little hot dung in them, planted early Potatoes just

sprung, with Lettuces and Eadishes between the rows. The

Eadishes and Lettuces with a little protection were just cleared

off in time to make way for the Potatoes, which came in early ;

and with an additional layer of rotten dung, the ground they

occupied made an excellent bed for three or four rows of

Celery, which was tied up. The Pea ground was not en-

croached upon for earthing-up until the Peas were gathered,

whilst they gave the exact shade required by the Celery in the

earliest stages of growth, as in the autumn it needed none.

This Celery ground would most likely bear Onions the yeaj

following, and be cropped in autumn with Cabbages to stand

all next season and over the second winter, the ground then

coming in for Peas, Potatoes, and Celery again.

Here we would notice, that many cottagers in this neighbour-

hood take up their Potatoes before they are very ripe, and
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follow with Winter Greens anil Turnips, which is, so far, a

good plan. Many, however, cut up their Calbages of the antumn
planting even before they are lirm and well-hardened in the

centre—the state in which we like to see Cabbages at a wortiog
man's table—and then follow with fresh young plants of Savoys,

or other winter vegetables. Now, if the ground is at all good,

or if soapsuds, dish washings, and other fertilising agents can

be poured on the Cabbage ground, we have great doubts it any-

thing else will yield the same amount of well-flavoured vege-

tables as these Cabbage stumps. On some of our lirst-cat

Cabbages we can count four or half a dozen young ones, which
will be good firm Cabbages by-and-by, and these will be
followed by younger ones, which wUl produce young Greens
during the greater part of the winter, if it he not very severe

;

in fact, until we clear themoli in spring. We like young Cole-

worts, which we shall plant-out directly, placing them about a

foot apart, and they give a tine supply towards the end of

autumn and the beginning of winter ; but even when they are

thus thickly planted and growing vigorously, we do not, space

for space, cut the same weight and quantity as ve generally do
from the old Cabbage stumps. We have been tcld that the

young Coleworts, A-c, are sweeter and more tender, but we
failed to perceive the difference. Of course, if the old Cabbage
stalks were dried-up and stunted they would be hard, but if

moderately cared for, the ground surface-forked, manure water
given, or a little manure thrown in among them, we are con-

vinced cottage gardeners would find no Greens more profitable

than the old Cabbages. Those who like Cabbages firm and
soft for the most of the year, will not be disappointed if they

keep the Cabbage stamps.
This brings us to the .-iowiwi.i of Cahharicx. The first sowing

of such kinds as Atkins's Matchless, Shilling's Queen, and
Enfield Market, we like to make from the 3rd to the 6ih of -July,

following twice afterwards at intervals of a fortnight. If the

first sowing receive no check there is little chance uf the plants

running to seed. That, as in the case of Celery, is more owing
to checks than to mere early sowing. From this sowing fine

crisp Cabbages are obtained early, and we know nothing more
delicious than such a Cabbage just beginning to be firm, and
showing the blanched white in the centre. Some of our readers

are unfortunate with their Cabbage seed beds. If they sow in

dry ground, as it is now with us, the seeds are parched, and
come up irregularly. If they water after sowing, the ground, if

at all stiff, is apt to cake, and enclose the seeds in a waterproof

coat, which excludes the air, and in sunny weather there will

be cracks and chinks. It is never advisable, therefore, to sow
in very wet ground. When the ground has been too dry on
the surface, we have adopted two methods, generally giving the

preference to the second. In the fir.qt case we trend and rake

the ground when mellow after digging, and thou water it,

leaving it alone until the surface is rather dry. In the second

case we prepare the ground in a similar way, and scatter the

seeds on the fine surface, then give a gentle pat all over with
a clean spade, finally watering through the rose of a watering-

pot, giving sufficient to moisten the soil properly, but not ex-

cessively, and coming over with the rose two or three times, so

that there shall be no running of water on the surface. In a

couple of hours or so after this watering, when the surface is

hazelled over, we follow with a covering of light, riddled,

dryish soil—say about one eighth of an inch in thickness.

The seeds have thus a damp but not too wet a bed, to swell

and germinate in, and the dry surfacing secures warmth, by
arresting evaporation and the cracking and hardening of the

Borface, which would be the results of a rapid evaporation from
a smooth, damp surface. Of course, when the soil is suffi-

ciently moist, there is no need for such nicety ; but when
attended to there is every chance of uniform germination and
fine healthy seedlings. It is always best not to sow very

thickly ; but here we may recommend what we rarely practise,

as for reasons already stated, our seed beds are always too small,

so that we are forced to thin out quickly in order to keep the
seedlings sturdy. Last year we heard a great many complaints

about bad seeds, and dishonest seedsmen. We believe that in

nine cases out of ten the fault lay with the sower.

Hoeing, planting, and watering other crops were our prin-

cipal operations in the kitchen garden, not forgetting what we
presume will be a final hoeing to the main quarter of Onions.

There was hardly a small weed to be seen, but a Dutch hoe
carefully run between the rows would cut up any invisible

ones, and keep the surface loose, thus preventing cracking.

Bent down the necks of the second lot of autumn-sown Onions,

to increase the size of the bulbs, watered young beds of them

for salads, and sowed more for a similar purpose. Sowed also

a bed of Early Uurn Carrots for autumn and winter use, and
successions of Lettuces and Endive, as these can be planted in
any comer when ground is scarce. In front of a fence or wall

with a north aspect is a good place at this season, or the north
side of a raised bank. We have sowed Endive for the main
crop. In the end of the month we shall sow more sparingly,
as when the plants from this sowing pass the winter, they
come in useful in spring, before the Lettuces are suCBciently
hearted to be at their best.

In all sowings when the ground is dry. we recommend allot-

ment holders to fullow less or more the plan recommended for

Cabbage seed, and, unless they are more fortunate than we are,

also to net, or adopt other means of protcclin'i tlu-ir sredhecU
from birds. We have good beds of Lettuces, Coleworts, &c., just

now that have not been netted, but wo watched them every
day, and some flag like pieces of black cloth were stuck in the
bed, which for the time frightened them. We saw small look-

ing-glasses suspended over seed beds the other day in a large

garden, and they were said to be very effectual. We found
them useful mauy years ago. We could not find out the
address of the maker. Small glasses, say '! inches by 5, in a
lead or metal frame would not cost much. We trust this may
meet the eye of some one who will be able to give more definite

information on the subject, as provided deterrents could be
made to suit one's purpose, anything would be better in a
garden than the poison pellet, or the report of a gun, so incon-

sistent with the quiet that should ever be associated with the

garden.

Decayed Manure and Leaf Mould.—We are becoming short

of these. We have begun bottoming a rather deep earth pit

which has not been so summarily treated for three years, and
we shall obtain a fine lot of materinl which the passer-by
would have known nothing about. We have lately cleared off

from this pit a fine crop of Potatoes, which were at first pro-

tected by old sashes and litter. The gardener makes a mis-
take if he become satisfied with hot water for everything.

Without such beds to go to, we might look out In vain for

materials for mulching flower beds, leaf mould for compost,
&c. Another matter—It is always bad policy to have much
short grass or stable litter lying about doing nothing. We
have a rather large heap of grass and some litter now, and
we shall soon have it out of sight, well mingled m this hole;

and covered with rotten dung and soil, it will be of use for

many purposes, and afford material for giving heat, by mixing,

for late autumn and early spring crops. Our next lot of short

grass, we shall use for bottoming our rubbish heap, which
will cause it to heat, and in varied layers will make it rich in

nitrogenous matter. This heating helps to kill many weeds
and seeds of weeds, and thus uted the necessary rubbish heap

becomes an excellent enriching compost. Even it the supply

of fermenting material is good, it is generally bad policy to

have huge heaps lying about doing nothing. It conjures up
ideas that it might as well be employed elsewhere.

ORKAMENTAL DEPAUTMENT.
Besides the usual routine of grass-cutting, we shall only

refer to three things especially in the ornamental department.

We have, in the first place, been putting in a lot of various

]dnds ofPink cuttings and pipings. These will strike well enough
in sandy soil on a shady border under a hand-light, or a cover

of paper and calico. When dispatch is desired, they strike more
quickly and make stronger plants with a little heat below them.

We prepared, therefore, a bed of grass and litter aboutlS inches

deep, trod it rather firm, covered it with 3 inches of half-rotten

leaves, and then with a layer of somewhat rough soil, followed

by finer, and road sand on the surface. We covered with hand-

lights, and as the spot was sunny, shading will be necessary

by day, with the glasses shnt, and a little air must be left on
at night. In such a [lace Cloves and the hardier Carnations

strike well, and thus save the trouble of layering them. Nothing

yet equals this tribe of plants for the bouquet, vase, or

goblet of cut flowers, and quantity and rich scent will under

such circumstances be more thought of than fine shape and

quality. Many of the best, however, bloom freely in their

second year when moderately well treated. As previously

remarked, we rarely use a knife in making such cuttings, but

catch the shoot below a joint in the left hand, and pull it out

of the joint by the right hand ;
generally it then comes out

with a cleaner and clearer base than any knife could make. II

a little film should adhere, that may be removed by a sharp

knife ; but out of some hundreds the other day the knife was

never required, as the cuttings or pipings were short and
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robust, owiag to the dry weather lately. There was httle

necessity for shortening the points of the leaves, as under such

circumstances when left untouched they root all the sooner,

if shading and air-giving be properly attended to.

The second matter was watering, and chiefly the Calceolarias

and the Verbenas. The different-coloured Scarlet Pelargoniums
had but little water given, as the earth about them was moist

beneath, not warm en&ugh to promote rapid growth and free

blooming, and watering would if anything have made the

ground colder. We have nowhere as yet seen well-bloomed

beds of Scarlet Pelargoniums out of doors, except where they

had been turned out as good flowering plants. A few sunny
days will enable them to overtake the Calceolarias that delight

in a moister and cooler soil.

To keep the ground cool and moist about them we have
mulched, with the rotten dung referred to, the most of our
Calceolarias, having a vivid recollection of the dryness and the

heat of the last summer. This we did by breaking up the manure
rather finely with the points of a fork, and spreading it thinly

by the hand, after being laid in openings in small spadesful.

If the season threatens to be dry, we shall serve Pelargoniums
in the same way when once the ground is more heated. What
will come to the outside of beds and borders will pass through an
inch sieve. This plan is good for saving watering.—B.F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—July 7.

Supply and demand are abont balanced as regards English produce,
foreign produce is somewhat in excess of our requirements, and inferior"

in quality. There have been large arrivals of Potatoes, both by rail and
water. Old ones are now neglected ; the new meet with a fair demand.

FRUIT.
d

Apples 3^ sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bushel
Currants % sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
FUberts lb.

Cobs Ih.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb.

Lemons 100

d. s.

too
3
1

6

6

6

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz. 12
Pears (dessert) . . doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums J^ sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries .... lb.

Walnuts bushel 10
do 100

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney . . 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts ^j sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Caoliflower doz.
C3lery bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

VEGETABLES,
d. s. d

I

3
3

Leeks bunch
6 Lettuce score
D

\

Mushrooms.. ., pottle
Mustd.& Cres8,punnet
Onions, .doz. bunches
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney ditto
Radishes doz.bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel

J

Tomatoes doz.
I
Turnips bunch

5 Veget. Marrows.. doz.

2
1 6

s.
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Rlann ftll ronnd ; bat we may state that for a Icnn-to house, diWdfog tho
cnbic feet of nir by 80, will give tho number of fort of 4-inch piping,
eufncient to keep the honpc nt 60 , except in vorj- cold wentlier. To keep
each a hoanc at 70 . divide the cnbir feet of air by 20. The large conaor-
vatory at Chotsworth bus been kept nt 60 with I foot Of 4-inch piping to
no cable feet of nir; but this renult is greatly owing to tho bnlk of air

cQCloAcd. In low gpan-rocffd houses, glsBS nil round. It would require
1 foot of piping to from H to *20 cubic feet of nir. Tlio size of piping
aenorally goes in the ratio of 2, », 4. Thus, 203 feet of 4-inch piping will

be cqaal to 8)0 feet of ."> inches, and 400 foot of 2 inches. The smaller
eizofl are sooner heated.

EjlRLV Stiiawberry {A'. ^T. /r.).—VicomtcHse Ilerlcart do Thury.

Growixo MrsHROoMS IN A Cow IIoTTSE (.V. L. /),).— Than your fonr
stalls in a dark, or almost entirely dark cow house, no place could bo
bettor for Mushroom beds. Without other heat you cannot force well,

except from the heat of the beds. The best material to use would bo
three parts horse droppings, one part short litter, and one part turfy
loam in rough pieces about tho nizo of eggs. Wo have Bcorcely over
vantcd Mushrooms for many years, and we never conld make a bed
of horse droppings, but were glad of some for surfacing the bed. The
next best material is well-wrought manure, such ns gardeners in general
use for a Cucumber bed, and a couple of inches of droppings on the sor-
faco. For spring and autumn, a bed of some 12 inches of droppings would
bo ample, and less would do for summer. If tho bod is o mixture, as
above, tho depth should be at least IS inches ; and for winter it should
be from 18 inches to 2 feet in depth. With tho four stalls we would have
four successions. In winter you must keep the hods warm with dry
covering over them, and in very cold weather you could have n heap of

fermenting dung, or dung and leaves, in the pai;sat:;6 behind the stalls,

and this would give a good preparation for material for the bottom of a
freah bed. With such a dark house, and, we presume, rather thick walls,

wo sboold have no difficulty with Mushrooms. Provided the material is

plentiful, the fermenting material in the passage would maintain a warm
bomid atmosphere in the place during winter. In summer it would be
necessary to sprinkle the walls and lloor to keep the place cool, and avoid
keen drauphts of air. One essential is not to kill tho spawn with too
much warmth, and another is neither to starve it with dryness, nor flood it

with moisture. We presume you understand thc^e points.

Protecting Wall Fruit Trees (IT'. R. B.).—Tho best moveable pro-
tection for a Peach wall would be calico sheeting, which you could pull

np and down. The cheapest permanent protection is a house of glass

and wood, in the orchard-house style, using rafter sash bars and wide
glass, and thus dispenaing with heavy rafters and moveable sashes. Wo
presume you know how these are made. The cheapest moveable sashes,
such as you see advertised in our columns, will cost much more, but
then you can move them from place to i>lace as yon like.

VENTiLATraG AN Unheated PEAcn HocsE (J. li. H'.).—If vou havc no
means of making ventilators in the back wall, yon will require an open-
ing at the apex, equal to from It) to 12 inches all the wiy along. You
will need the same in front. If the proposed windows are to be of glass

in front, then all will be well ; but if they are to bo wood, then we would
dispense with the bricks, have fixed glasswhere the ventilators are shown
to be in front, and wooden ones of 10 or U inches wide below them,
nearer the ground ; but your plan is sure to answer. Glass ventilators
are not so good for folding down as wooden ones, still they may be fixed

by rods to open only certain lengths.

Tricolor and Bicolor Pelargoniums in a Frame (Q. Q).—Tho
colour of both would be improved by the lights being taken off entirely.

Mastic L'HoiDre Lefort (7(/*-m).—The mastic is successful as an
application for budding Roses or any other plant, but it is safer to tie

slightly before applying tho mastic.

Lobelias lldrm).—There are many now like L. cardinnlJg, but much
handsomer, they are also of stronger habit, and are more hardy. Among
them the follo\ving may be instanced: — Comet, Dazzle, Glitter, and
Vivid. Loboha Queen Victoria answers to yonr description.

Fruiting of the Indxarubber Plant {B, H.).—This is not of very

common nccnrronco. We have, however, seen a good many rxamplcs o'
its having fruited, especially during tbo past winter and spring, chiefly
on plants which had at some period been chocked in their growth, as la

your case, by losing the poiut bud, or in consequence of the thorough
ripening of tho wood during the hot summer of IBGtj. Stunted or half-

atarved plants also produce fruit frooly.

BtoARREAU CnEnnv Caatino it** Fruit (AmnUur).—V*i> think it will

bo advisable for you, and most sutisfoctory, to take up your Cherrj* tree

carofnlly in tho beg nnlng of October, saving-all the roots yon possibly
can, when, after scrnring proper druinngf, if necessary renew the soil

completely around it^ rn^its to tho depth of 2 feet or so. Allow the tree

liberty of action for its branches, prune but sparingly, and wo doubt not
you will bo repaid for the trouble.
Rose Leaves Spotted (/J' »i|.—Your Rose trees, judging from the

leaves sent, are sutTering from the elTccts of cold—cold weather and cold,

sonr soil. Remedy tbo latter.

Liquid Manure for Out-door Vines—Thinning Bebries (Idem).—
The best liquid manure for Vines Is that from a cow shed. They might
be supplied with it once a-weok, diluted with uater, or bettor on a raloy
day, from tho time of the setting of the berry to the commencement of
colouring. Quantity must be entirely regulated by the size and strength
of the plant, and the extent and quality of the soil in the border. They
will stand much in a well-drained, porous soil. Commence to thin tho
berritrs on the bunches as soon as they are set. Tbe operation moy be
finished at once, or repeated. Tho object is to thin, so that the berries

when folly grown may not interfere or crowd against one another to pre-

vent their swelling to the full bize.

Punting Vines in an Inside Border (Riradrr).—Tho beat time for

planting Vines is daring this month, and tho best Vines for planting are
those which have been started from eyes in the spring of tho same year,

which in July, if properly mnnnged, should bo fine, healthy, free-grow-
ing plants in I'J-inch pots, and from 4 to G feet in height. They sboold
he planted out before tbo roots become much matted round the sides of

tho pot, so that in planting the roots may bo but little disturbed, and the
plants continue to grow unchecked in a most luxuriant manner. Vines
planted thus, having their roots so well established in tbe soil before

winter, are capable of bearing, and would bear, fruit as well in the follow-

ing spring as if they had remained in a pot. Having' regard, however, to

the nermanent and future condition of idanted-out Vines, it is not policy

to allow them to hear fruit. To plant in September or October is some-
what too late, as by that time the natural season of the growth of tho
Vino is nearly over, so that the Vines can establi!*h themselveB but little

in the new soil until the following spring. To excite growth bo late in

the season, and daring winter, by littering, watering, 6;c., will prove not
only useless but positively injurious. The littering is nseless, and tbe
watering injurious. Your efforts ought rather to be to keep the roots

warm and dry, so as to secure the early ripening of tho wood, for by each
means only can your object be attnined. Cutting back the canes and
growing them on again must depend altogether upon their strength.

Vines break oil the stronger by being ollowed to do so naturally—that is,

with as little artificial assistance as possible.

PuTTERiDGEBUHY (A OarrUncr, Herti).~V!e know nothing as to tho

gardens atPutteridgebury being oi)en to tho pnblic, but any gardenermaj
see them by making application in the nsual way.

Names of Plants (S.J. H.).—The Ribbon Gra^s is Phalaris amndi-
nacea. The other seems to be Vinca major variegata, or Variegated
Larger Periwinkle. {Mim if.).—Sednm Sieboldii variegatum. {F. P.).—

1, Polygonum convolvulus ; 2, Solanum dulcamara ; 3. Centranthns mber,
{Marffaret).—1, Lamium maculatum ; 2, Rhododendron hirsutum. {An

Old Subscriber).—2, Spirn?a prnnifolia. {G. .S.).—We believe your Iris to

be I. versicolor, hut your specimen was quite smashed in coming through

the post Iris bicolor, Linrfl., usually known as Dietos bicolor, Sircc/, has

clear yellow flowers with a black blotch at tho base of each sepal. It is a

native of the Cape of Good Hope, and is usually treated in cultivation as

a hothouse plant. I. versicolor, TAndl., is a North-American plant, hardy
in cultivation, and bears purplish violet flowers, the sepals being whitish

at the base with a central streak of yellow.

IVIETEOROLOCtICAL observations in the Suburbs of London for the week ending July 0th.

Wed... 80
Thurs. 1

Fri.... 2
Sat.... 3
Snn. .

.

4
Mon..

.

5
Tnes.

.

6

Mean..

BAROMETER.

Max. Min.

30.164
30.137
3).125

30.113
30.046
29.874

29.963

30.131

30.120
30.076
30.07H

29 963
29.y.38

29.8 J3

TBERMOUETEB

64
60
69
69
77
89

30.060 30.007
i 71.57

53
52
53
51
43
59
56

52.43

1 ft. dp.

60
60
59
61
63
63
63

61.20

2 ft. dp.

5.9

57
57
57
58
59
59

Rain in
inches.

N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
S.E.
S.

S.W.

57-86

.00

.00

.00

.03

.00

.00

.00

0.00

Genebal Reuarks.

Clondy, cold wind ; densely overcast ; overcast.

Densely overcast ; overcast ; densely overcast.

Denselv overcast ; cloudy; overcast.

Overcast ; clondy but fine ; densely overcast.

Very fine ; exceedingly fine : clear and fine at night.

Fine, cloudy ; verj* fine and hot ; densely overcast.

Densely overcast ; heavy clouds ; densely overcast.

^OniTRY. BEE, ANB PIGEON CHRONICLE.

NORTHAMPTON POULTRY SHOW.
Fob many years past the Northampton Agricnltural Society has had

Rood reason to feel prond of that portion of its annual Kxhibition
devoted to ponltry. In fact, from year to year the pnhlic interest in

this department seems to increase, and under the manac^ement of
energetic Stewards, the ponltry arrangements have become so complete
as to admit of but little, if any improvement. The tent accommoda-
tion is excellent, and Messrs. Turners' pens are now too well known
to require any special description, and the zeal shown by each mem-
ber to maintain the Society's present high standard in poultry is most

commendable. norl-in;/s invariably stand pre-eminent at the Korth-

ampton Shows, and tho rivalry in these particular classes is always

intense. Many specimens this year of extraordinary size in the

Dorking classes proved, however. " as miserable to look at as they

were comfortless to themselves, " gonty feet being very prevalent.

With many birds the ball of the foot was increased to the size of half

of a child's playball, and so intensely sensitive, that the slightest

pressure between the toes evidently gave the safferer the most eiqoisita

pain, and tho fowls conld only move with extreme dilBcnlty. Over-

feeding, a contracted range, and too lofty perches, arc the causes of

this generally incurable complaint. Some" very early hatched chickens

were shown both among Dorkinns and SimniJi fowls. A pen of early

Rouen DucUing.i were equally worthy of note. Mr. Fowler and Mrs.

Seamons, of Aylesbory, of world-wide reputation, were competit :-rs,
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with five pens of snch Aylesbury Duds as have rarely been seen to-

gether. Mrs. Seamons taking the first prize, Mr. Fowler the second,

and the other three pens being highly commended. For Gtcse Mr.

Fowler was first, and Mrs. Seamons second. There were many good

Ga77ic fowls, but the Game Bnntams were poor.

Of Pigeons the entry, though small, was nnnsnally good, Mr,

Yardley, of Birmingham, being the snccessfnl competitor. The
weather was fine and dry, and everything turned out as successful as

could be desired. The number of ladies and children on the grounds

was beyond precedent.

Dorkings (Any age or colour).—!, R. Wood, Clapton, Thrapstone.

2, J. Longland, Grendon, Northampton. 3, J. K. Fowler, AylesbHry.

c. J. Longland ; R. Sykes, Geddiugton, Ketterinc Hen)*.—\, T. Tathani,

Kingsthorpe (Coloured). 2. R. Wood (Coloured), he, J. Longland
(Colonred). Cockerel and Ptdlet.—l and 2, H. Yardley. Birmingham.
3, J. Longland. PuUets.-~l, J. Longland. 2, R. Wood. Coctc.~l ana 2,

J. Longland. 3, H. Yardley. he, R. Wood, c, J. F. Loveridge, Xewark-
on-Trent ; T. Tatham ; R. Wood.
Spanish.—1, W. R. Bull, Newport Pagnell. 2, J. Stephens, Walsall.

3,0. Wright, Northampton, c, J. T. Parker, Northampton; C. Wright.
Cock.—I, \y. R. Bull. 2, J. T. Parker, c, J. Stephens, vhickcjis.—l, J. T.
Parker. 2, C. Wright.
GAiTB.—Cock and Hen (Any age or colour).—1 and 2, Capt. Wetherell,

Loddington, Kettering (Elack-breasted Reds). 3, S, Deacon, Polebrooke
Hall, Oandle. Tim Hc«s.—1, J. D. Blestoe, Grendon Hall, Northampton.
2, S. Deacon. Cock (any age).~l, Capt. Wetherell (Black Red). 2 and 3,

A. J. Fludyer, Ayston Hall. Uppingham (Brown-breasted Red and Duck-
vring. e, Capt. Wetherell (Black Red).
Cochin China (Any age or colour).—Caci and Hrn.—l, W. A.Taylor,

Manchester. 2. J. N. Beasley, Pitsford Hall, Northampton (Buff). 3, J.

Stephens (Partridge), he, J. K. Fowler (Partridge), c, J. H. Dawes,
Moselev Hall, Birmingham (Bufl'i; J. Stephens (Partridge); J. B.BIetsoe
(White) ; J. Longland. Cock cmd Pullet—I, W. A. Taylor. 2, J. K. Fowler
(Partridge), c, J. Longland. CocU.—l, W. A. Taylor. 2, J. Stephens
(Partridge), c, C. Wright (BufTi ; J. Longland.
Hambcrghs (Any age or variety).

—

Cock and Hen,—1, W, A. Taylor
fSilver-spangled). 2, P. Collins, Daventry (Golden-spangled), he, J. F.
Loveridge. Newark-on-Trent (Golden-spangled).
Bantajis (Any age or colour).—Coct ajid Hen.—I, J. D. Bletsoe (Game).

2, W. Barford. Aylesbury (Black Red Game), c, Capt. Wetherell (Black
Red Game) ; .J. K. Fowler (Game).
Anv other Distinct Breed.— Cock and Hen.—1, Capt. Wetherell

(Creve-C»Eur). 2, J. K. Fowler (French). 3, J. Beasley, Chapel Brampton
(Japanese Curling), c, J. H. Dawes (Houdans).
Geese (Any colnuri.—1, J. K. Fowler (Toulouse). 2, Mrs. M. Seamons.

he, R. Sykes, Geddington, Kettering.
Docks (Aylesbm-y).— 1, ilrs. M. Seamons. 2, J. K. Fowler, he, Mrs. M.

Seamons; J. K. Fowler, c, S. Deacon-
DucES (Rouen).—1. J. K. Fowler. 2, R. Wood, Clapton, Thrapstone.

c, R. J. Harradioe, Kettering.
Ducks (Any other varietv).—1. J. K. Fowler (Buenos Ayres). 2, T. G.

West, Dallington (Muscovy), he, W. R. Bull, Newport Pagnell (Black
East Indian).
Turkeys (Any colour).-1, J. N. Beasley fCambridgeshire).
Selling Class.—1, J. Stephens (Spanish). 2, J. Longland, North-

hampton (Dorkings). 3. C. Wright (Roff Cochin-China . c, T. G. West,
Dallington (Muscovy) ; H. Yardley ; J. W. Gardom, Butterton Park, New-
castle, Staffordshire (Crrve-Cceur).
Sweepstakes for Pigeons.—1 and 2, H. Yarrlley (Satinettes and

Almonds), he, R. F. Payling, St. Peterborough (Black Carriers).

The Judge was Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook^ Birmingham.

IPSWICH POULTRY SHOW.
Therk appears to be some peculiar difficnUy in conveying poultry

to Ipswicli in time for tlie Kxhibition, thii-ty pens of fowls being
empty at the hour appointed to commence jndging. From the inad-
vertance of one of the principal exhibitors of Game fowls, five pens
of the most meritorions birds had to be passed over, as the birds were
shown in pairs instead of as single cocks, and in pairs of hens.
Most of the classes were very good. Game and Gtunf Bdittams par-

ticularly so. The DorJ:'iiffs were a very good collection, and the
•Sjmitish have been rarely excelled. The Brahmtis, whether Light or
Dark-coloored, were of high character. The Cochtn-Chinas, especi-

ally the Buff, were excellent, though many good Partridge-coloured
ones are here worthy of mention. French fowls showed a good entry,

and the Hauihur^ihs aud I'oJtinth, though not numerous, were praise-

worthy. The Aylesbury Dncks could not be bettered, Jlr?. Seamons
and ilr. Fowler dividing the premiums. No show could rank more
highly in Pi'jron.s, and reference to the prize list will show the amount
of competition. The weather being fine, the Show was a complete
success.

GAitE (Black-breasted and other Beds).— Cod-.—1, Cup, and 3, W.
Gilliver. Polesworth. 2, W. Boyes, Beverley, he, H. E. Martin (Brown
Redl : W, Gilliver (Brown P,ed).
GA:.n:(Any other variety).— Cocit.—l, W. Boyes. 2 and c, W; Gilliver

(Piles). 3, H. E. Martin (Duckwing). Hens or Pullets.—1 and 2, S.
Matthew, Stowmarket.
DoBKl.NGS (Any variety).—Coc&.—l, W.' Tippler, Roxwell, Chelmsford

(White). 2 and (ic, H. Lingwood. 3, J. Frost, P.irham (Coloured). Hens
or Pullets.—1 Cup and 3, for best pen of Dorkings or Spanish, D. C.
Campbell (Colonred). 2. F. Parlett. he, H. Lingwood ; J. Frost (Coloured).
Spanish.—Cock.—l, J. Laming. 2, P. H. Jones, Fulham. 3, F. James,

Peckham. Sens or Pullets.—1 and he, F. James. 2, P. H. Jones. 3, J.
Laming.
Beahma Pootra (Dark).—Cocfc.—1, and Cup, Mrs. BurreU, Stoke Park,

Ipswich. 2. H. Dowsett, Pleshey, Chelmsford. 3, Mrs. A. Hurt, .-Uder-
wasley, Derby, he, H. Loe ; Mrs. A. Hurt ; Mrs. BurreU.
Bbahma PoorRA {Ught}.—Cock.—I, J. Pares, Postford, GnHdiord. 2, H.

Dowsett. 3. n. M. Maynard, Holmewood, Isle of Wight, he, F. Crook
Forest Hill, c, H. Dowsett.
Beahma Pootra (.Any varietv).—Hf"-* or Pullets.—1 and 2, Mrs. A. Hurt

(Dark). 3, F. Crook, /re, H. Dowsett (Light) ; Mrs. A. Hurt (Dark).

Cochin-China (Cinnamon or Buff).

—

Lock.—l Cup, and 2, H. Mapple-
beck, Woodlneld, Mo.=eley,near Birmingham. 3, Mrs. Woodcock, Rearsby.
he, H. Lingwood (Buffj ; H. Loe, Appuldurcombe ; W. A. Taylor, Manches-
ter, e, Mrs. Burrell.

Cochix-China (Any other colour).-Cod-.-1 and 3, Mrs. A. Williamson
(White). 2, W. A. Taylor, he. Viscountess Maiden, c, J. K. Fowler,
Aylesbury.
Cocmn-China (AuT variety).-H^n? or Pullets—l.VT. A.Taylor. 2, H.

Mapplebeck (Buff). .3, Mrs. Burrcll (Bnffi. e, S. Felgate, Ipswich iWhite).

Chi VE-CtEURS, Houdans, and La Fleche.—1, P. H. Jones (Houdans).

2, W. Tippler (La Fleche). 3, Viscountess Maiden (Houdans). lie, P. H.
Jones; J, K. Fowler; Lady L. Charteris (Creve-CoeursJ. c, Lady L.
Charteris (Houdans).
HA^rECEons (Golden-pencilled).—Coci.—l and Cup, W. K. Tickner,

Ipswich. 2, J. Laming. 3, F. Pittis, jun., Newport, Isle of Wight.
HA3IBURGHS (Silver-pencilled).

—

Cock.—1, J. Laming. 2, F. Pittis, jun.

Hamborobs (Goklen-spangled).- Cocfc.—1 and Cup, J. Laming. 3, F.

Pittis, inn.
Hajibcrghs (Silver-spangled).—Cod'.— 1, Mrs. Burrell. 2, J. Laming.

3, F. Pittis, jun.
Ha.iibdrghs (.^ry variety).—Hens or Pullcts.—l, W. K. Tickner (Golden-

pencilled). 2 and 3, Mrs. BurreU (Silver-pencilled and Silver-spangled).

lie, F. Pittis, jun. ; J. Laming.
Polish (.Any variety).—!, J. Laming. 2, D. Mutton, Brighton (Black).

3, Mrs. E. Proctor, Hu'U. c, D. Mutton (Black) ; Mrs. Burrell (Silver).

Gajie Bantams (Black-breasted).— 1, Cup, and he, W. T. GriiBn, Bays-

water. 2 and 8, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds, c, Hon. Mrs. Paget ; J. W. Kelleway.

GA5IE Bantams (Any other variety).—!, H. Loe. 2, W. Adams, Ipswich
(Duckwing). S, Hon. Mrs. Paget (Dackwing).
Bastams (Gold or Silver Sebrights).-!, Countess Wintcrton (Gold).

2 and 3, W. T. GriiHn.
Bantams (Black, White, or other variety).-1, S. S. Mossop, Long

Sutton. 2, T. C. Harrison (Black). 3, J.Dawes, Birmingham (Japanese).

he, H. M. Mavnard (Black) ; S. 4 R. Ashton (Black).

Bantams (Any variety).—!, W..\dams (Duckwings). 2, H. Leech, Wool-

pit (Duckmngi. 3, W. F. Entwistle.

-Any other' Variety not Before Mextioxed.—1, J. Laming (Black

Hambnrghs). 2, Mrs. Burrell (SUkies).

Selling Class (.Any variety) —1, H. Loe. 2, D. C. CampbeU (Dorking).

3, Mrs. BurreU. he. Viscount Tumour, Shillinglee Park, Petworth (Dork-

ings) ; W. K. Tickner (Golden-pencUled Hambnrghs) ; T. Roper (Dorkings).

e, .\. Beaumont, Ipswich ; D. C. Campbell, Brentwood (Dark Brahmas)

;

Mrs. E. Proctor (Silver Polands).

DCCKS (Rouen).—1. J. K. Fowler. 2. Withheld. 3, F. Parlett.

Docks (Aylesbury).—! and 3, Mrs. M. Seamons, HartweU, Aylcsbnry.

2, J. K. Fowier. he, J. K. Fowler ; Mrs. Burrell.

Docks (Any other varietyi.—l and 3, T. C. Harrison, Hull. 2, S. & R.

Ashton, Mottram. e. J. Pares.
Turkeys (.\ny colour).—I. M. Kew (Cambridge). 2, A.Mayhcw. /ic, J.

Beruers, Woolverston Park (Cross with American).

Geese (Any variety).-!, Mrs. M. Seamons. 2, J. K. Fowler. /ic.W.H.

Home, Drinkstone (Tonlouse).

PIGEONS.
Carriers (Any colour).-1 and 2, R. Fulton, Deptford. he, J. Hawley,

Binglev.
Pootee (Any colour).—1 and 2, R. Fulton.

Tumblers (.Any varietv).-1 and 2, B. Fulton (Almonds and Mottles).

he, P. H. Jones (.Almonds') ; R. Fulton (Self-coloured) ; J. Hawley.

Jacobins (Any colour).—! and he, P. H. Jones. 2, R. Fulton, c, J.

Hawlev.
F.1NT.4ILS (.Any colour).—1, J. Hawley. 2, W. H. TomUnson, Newark.

he, Hon. Mrs. Paget (Blackj ; P. H. Jones ; H. Yardley, Birmiugham; R.

Fulton.
Tkumpeters (-Vny colour).-1, J. Hawley. 2, Hon. Mrs. Paget (Black).

he. J. Hawley.
ToBBiTS (Any colour).-! and 2, P. H. Jones, he, H. Yardley.

Barbs (.Any colour).-!, R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley. ftc, P. H.Jones; R.

Folton. , , „ , , „
Magpies (.Any colour).—!, P. H. Jones. 2 and e, J. Hawley. he, H.

Yardley.
Any OTHER Variety.—1 and c, P. H. Jones (Nuns and Manes). 2, Hon.

Mrs. Paget (Ice), he, J. Hawley; P. H. Jones (Owls).

Sellino Class (Any variety).-! and he, J. Hawley. 2, P. H. Jonea.

c, J. Hawley ; T. Roper (Barbs).

CAGE BIRDS.
Canartes.-Clear Yelloie.—l and 2, T. Fenn, Ipswich. Clear Mealy.—

1, R. W. B.Dix, Ipswich. 2 and fic.T. Fenn. Mottled Yeiroic.-1 and 2, T.

Fenn. Mottled Mealy.—1 and 2, T. Fenn. Mottled Crested Tellow.—l and

2, T. Fenn. Mottlfd Crested Mealji.—l and 2, T. Fenn. Belgian.—1, R.

W. B. Dix. Lizard.-!, T. Fenn. 2, J. -A. Ransome. he, R. W. B. Dix.

GoLDEiNCH Mole.— ! and 9, T. Fenn (YeUow and Mealy).

Selling Cl.4ss (.\ny variety).-!, 2, and e, T. Fenn (Yellow).

Any other English oe Foreign Cage Bird not Mentioned in the
Above Classes.—1 and 2, T. Roper (Cockatoo), he, T. Fenn (Goldfinch

and BuUfinch).
, ^ . ,

E-XTRA Class.— t'/tc and c, J. A. Ransome (Lizard and leUow Canaries)

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrooi, Birmingham, was the Judge.

KETTERING POULTRY SHOW.
The Show of this year has proved most successful, and far in advance

of its predecessor. Most of the classes were well fiUed, those for Game,

Sjmnish, and Uamhunilin especially so. Strange to say, only a smgle

pen of Brahmas was entered, but it was good. The Turkeys would

have been creditable to any show. Pigeons were numerous and excel-

lent. The display of Fureign birth, for which there were especial

classes, was one of the most striking features of the Show. Some ex

ceedingly well-shown Bishop birds, 'Weayer birds, and a variety of
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PaiTots, eonnidersbly interested the visitors, whilst fine spccimenn of the
Bine and Yellow Uacaw were mnch petted by most of the bTctander«.
It was one of the most coufidinf; of this species we remember to have
seen. The weather being exceedingly good, the attendance was most
satisfactory.

DOSKIJI08 (Any variety).—1..I. Longlanil.Oreniion. 2, R. Wood, CInpton.
S, T. Burnahy, HpoweU. Chiekfm.—l, llcy.E. Rartruiii, liorktanmi^ted.
Herts, o i{_ Wood, c J. Sbtfflild. nrm.—l, H. Wymnn, Tiroiiuhton,
2, J. LoDglsnd. he. R. Wood ; O. E. CrcsBwell. Hnnworth Itoclory, Uouds-
low. e, J. Sh( llleld ; R. L. Oarratl, Thorpe Malsor.
Game (Any varictvl.—1 anil 2. Cunt. J. T. Wclhernll, Loddington.
Game Bantams.—1, Capt. J. T. Wcthcrall, Loddington. 2, J. K. Robin-

son, Sunderland.
CocHJNS (Any variety).—], J. N. Bossley. 2, J. Barber, Kettfring.

he, J. Longland. c, G R. Chettle. Kotloring; C. Ilonghton, Kettering.
BRABMis (Light or Dark).—1, Hon. Mrs. BaiUio Hamilton, Ridgmount,

Wobnm.
Spanish (Any variety).—!, W. R. Ball. Newport Pngncll. 2, H. Picl<lcs,

jnn., Earby, Skipton. he. G. R. Chettle, Kettering : J. J Sharp, KctterinR.
HAMBrROHs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).—!, W. K. Tickman, Ipswich.

2, H. Pickles. Jan.
HAMBrnons (Gold and Silver-apangled).—1, H. Pickles, jun. 2, J. F.

Loversidge, Newark.
.\Kv ornER Distinct Vaiiiett NOT PnEvionstT Mextioneo.-1, Cspt.

J. T. Weiherall (Cr^ve-Coear). 2, H. Wynahara, Wawne, Beverley (Cn'vo-
Ceenr).

.A»v VAnrETT.-r;iirifi!.<.—!,Hon.Mrs.Bnillie Hamilton (DnrkBrahmn).
2, C. Banbcrry, Peon Fields, Wolverhampton iBuff Cochins), he, J.
Longland (Cochins) ; W. Nottnge. Northampton (Partridge Cochins),

Locai, Class (Any variety).—!. Cleaver it Johnson, Kettering. 3, T.
Bnmaby, Pipewcll.
Seliixg Class.—1 and 2, G. R. Chettle, Kettering (Spanish and Buff

Cochin.)
DccKs(Ronen).—I, R. Wood, Clapton. J.T.Bamaby. lie, R. Craddock,

Rnshton Lodge.
Decks (Aylesbury).— !, B. L. Garrat, Thorpe Malsor. 2, W. Grant,

Northampton, e. R, J. Harradiiie, Kettering.
Ducks (Any other variety).—!, W. Watkinson, Boughton Farm. 2, J.

J. Sharp, Kettering.
GErsE (Any vnrietv).—],R. Svkes, Gcddington. 2, Withheld.
TcEKEYS (Any variety).—!. J. N. Beasley, Pitsford Hall. 2, J. Sheffield,

Geddington Grange, c. M. Kew, Overton.
Sweepstakes foe Sisgle Game Cock. — 1, R.'Hall, Cambridge.

he, Capt. J. T. Wetherall.
PIGEONS.

Carrtebs (Any colour).— !, E. Walker, Leicester. 2, H. Yardley,
Birmingham.
PouTEEs (Any colour).—!, S. Tlom, Kettering. 2, R. T. Payling, Peter-

boroDRh. he, J. Barber, Kettering, c, H. Yardlev.
Tumblers (.\nvvarietv)—l,n. Yardley. 2, C. Allan, Kettering (Agates,

Almond.) c, H. Lamb, Kettering.
Barbs (Any colour).—I, J. Spence, Kettering. 2, H. Yardley. c, W.

Beaver, Kettering.
Jacobins (Any colour).—!, H. Yardley. 2, J. Spence.
Fastails (Any colour).—I, J. Spence. 2, H. Yardley. he, W. H.

Tomlinson, Newark.
Any OTHER Distinct Variety.—1, H. Yardley. 2, W. H. Tomlinson.
Selling Class (Any variety).—1, W.Beaver. 2,W.Barfoot. c,J. Spence.

H. Yardley.
CAGE BIRDS.

Canaries.— I'cJIoir or Buff Norwieh (Clear).—! and 2, W. J. Toon,
Kettering, he. Cleaver & Johnson, Kettering. Yeltcio or Buff Norwich
(Variegated).—1, 2, and c, W. J. Toon.
Linnet, Goldfinch, or other English Finch.—1, Cleaver & Johnson,

Kettering. 2, Mrs. Wallis, Kettering,
Parrot (or other large Forcitm Bird).—!, G. Pell, Kettering (Grey

Parrot). Extra !, W. King, Wcllingborongh (Yellow Macaw). 2, Mrs.
Salmon, Kettering (Grey Parrotl.
Small Foreign Cage Birds.—! and 2, Mrs. Wallis (Bishop Birds and

Zebra WaxbilJs. ftc, Mrs. Wallis (Weavers, Java Sparrows, and African
Waibills) ; J. Oakley iBudgregars).

Rabbits.—HfanV«(.-l, J. Wilson, Kettering. 2, No competition. Lop-
eared.— 1. Cleaver & Johnson, 2, No competition. Fancy Variety.—1, W.
Flavell, jun., Kettering. 2, J. Roe, Thorpe Malsor.

The Jndge was Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

SXAITII POULTRY SHOW.
The Snaith Agricultural Society's Exhibition was held in Mrs.

Shearburn's Park on the 1st inst. The Show of Poultry, Pigeons,
Babbits, and Cage bii'ds in connection with this meeting was of a
respectable character, and many of the best birds that c#uld be found
were bronj^ht forward, and those calling for especial notice were a pen
of Brown Red Game in the class for ** Any variety," and which
were awarded what may be termed the champion prize ; a Partridge
Cochin cock shown by Mr. White ; and the single Game cock from Mr.
Brierley.

In Pujeons, Mr. Thompson's Carriers were good. Messrs. Xewbitt
may well be proud of the Yellow Turbits to which was awarded the
medal for the best pair of Pigeons.

Rahhits were but moderate : but the Cftnarics, mostly of the common
Yorkshire variety, were very neat, while the Goldfinches were as good
specimens of the English variety as can be seen. The following is the
prize list ;

—

Any Breed.—1, E. Ackroyd, Bradford. 2 and he, Messrs. Newbitt,
Epworth. c. F, Sales, Crowie; R. W. Richardson, Meanx Abbey: Rev.
G. HuPtler, Stillingtleet Vicarage ; C. W. Brierley, Manchester. Cock.—
1, J. While, Nctherton. 2, C. W. Brierley. /ic, F. Sales, Crowie; W. A.
Tavlor, Manchester ; E. Ackroyd, Bradford.
Game.—1, J. Fletcher, Goole. 2, F. Sale, Crowie. he, C. W. Brierley.

HiMBURoiis (Golden).- 1, J. Rawlinson. 2, G. Bohuea. he, S. A K.
Asbton.
UAMncnOHs(Silvor).—l.G. Holmes,
Spanish (Black),— I.Messrs. Newbitt. 2, G. Holmes.
Dorkings.- I, O. Holmes. 2, J. F. Beaumont, UaddersBeld. «, Hot.

G. Hustler.
CocHix-CniNA.— 1 and 2, W. A. Tnvlor. he, C. W. Brierley.
Selling Class.— I, F. Sales. 2, Meebra. .Newbitt. he, 8. & R. Ashton.

c, J. F. Beiuiuont ; J. B. Hepworth.
Baxtams— I, I', W. Brierlev. 2, S. 4 R. Ashton. The, Belllngham tad

Gill he, G. HoInicB. <-, T. EgRleston,
OrixEA Fowls.— 1, H. Merrikin, Driffleld. 2, Mrs. Bradley, he, 3.

Inule, jnn.
Gekse,-1, J. White, Kclherton. 2, Rev. G. Hustler. )ie, W. White,

Crowtrees.
Docks.-!, J. White. 2, R. W. Richardson.
Pigeons.—CnmVr«,—l, R. Fleming. 2, Dr, Thompson, Snaitfa. he, W.

Fowler. Ponlelract. Cropperi.-l, S. Robson, Urotherton. Tuii>»I«ti.—
), J. T. Lisbman. 2, Messrs. Newbitt. he, W. Fowler; C. OraviU.
Jacobin*.—1, Messrs. Newbitt. Fanlaili.-l and 2, Meftf-rs, Newbitt.
he, J. Robinson, c, J. U. Eamshaw. Antt Breed.— 1 ami Medal, Messrs.
Newbitt. 2, T. Eggleston, Halifax. ;ie, R. Siddall; R. T. Lisbman ; W.
Fowler; S, Robson. Scllinn Ctat^.—l, R. T. Lisbman. 2, S. Robeon.
he, R. Siddall ; S. Newbitt. c, R. SiddaL
Cage Birds.— Canari/.—l, F. Higgins, Pontefract. 2, —Wells, BadSeld.

he. G. Brisgs, Goole. c, — WcUs. Red Cap.—\, O. Trimmingham. Extra
1, H. Holmes, Cowick. 2, C. Gravill. r, F. liiggins.
lUBBiTS.—£u<:t.—1 and 2, C. Gravill, Thome. Dor.—2, J. W, Carr,

Tupbam.

JoDGE.—Mr. E. Hntton, Pndsey, Leeds.

IMPnOVED WOODBURY FR-VMES,
In the belief that it will be of use to some of your readers, I

venture to send you an account of what I have found to be a
decided improvement in the construction of the compound
frames for the Woodbury hive. During the last five years I

have handled hundreds of them, but have never known one
give way. The detailed sketch, full size, which I venture to

enclose may be of nee in explaining what I mean.
Mr. Woodbury directs " a three-eighth rabbet to be cutontol

the top inner edge at the back and front of the hive.'' This

rabbet is omitted altogether,

and the notches for the

frames sunk nearly three-

quarters of an inch deep.

Small blocks of wood which
exactly fill these notches are

then glued and bradded to

the frames ; but in order to

get sufficient bearing surface

for this, the sides of the

frames are made a quarter of

an inch longer. It will be

seen from the sketch that

when the bar is in position

it will have the appearance

of being sunk, but the space

available for comb-bailding

is in no way altered.

Advantages :—An increase of strength where the frame was
decidedly weakest, increased surface fur the fingers and thtimb

to lay hold of in handling ; greater steadiness, and this more
especially when the cover is screwed down, since it presses on
the tops of the blocks, so that if the hive w£re turned upside

down, the frames could not move.—E. B., Bronghlon Vicarage.

UNITING LIGURIANS.
A STOCK of Lignrian bees in a straw hive threw a swarm on

Sunday last ; they have refused to work in a super, and the

old queen leading the swarm was one I had from Mr. Wood-
bury four years since, and could not fly, so the swarm re-

turned ; however, I secured her majesty, and placed her with
a few of her own subjects in a bell-glass partly filled with
worker and drone comb. If I put the glass on the top of an
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empty hive, remove a strong colony of hybrid bees from their

stand, and place the one with the old Liguriau queen and the

few bees in its place, shall I obtain a strong swarm ? or will

the hybrids kill the old queen ? If so, wiU she leave brood m
the bell-glass for them to rear another queen from?

The stock which swarmed is still very strong, the bees

havin" returned, but they refuse to enter the super, and I can

hear what I beUeve to be the young queen almost constantly

piping. Is she imprisoned ? and if so, how is it she is not

released now the old queen is gone ?—An Old Scesckibek.

[It is much to be feared that the hybrids will kill the old

queen, but she may lay eggs in the super. Had you removed

her own hive, and allowed her to be joined by the returning

bees, success would have been certain. A young queen is,

doubtless, at liberty within the hive, and the constant " piping "

denotes the probability of her soon leading forth a swarm.

You cannot do better than advertise any stocks which you may
have to spare.]

FOUL BROOD—ITS PRODUCTION AND CURE.
It may be remembered that in the number of " our Journal"

issued on the 11th of March last, I noticed a new theory by

Mr. Lambreeht, of Bornum, in Prussia, on the subject of foul

brood. I have just received a communication from that gentle-

man, of which the subjoined is a translation, and by which it

wiU be perceived that his alleged discovery is in course of in-

vestigation by a committee of German bee-keepers, who are

satisfied that he has succeeded in producing foul brood in a

healthy stock by feeding it with fermenting honey and pollen,

and that he has yet to complete his undertaking by curing this

viriolent disease within two days. Should he succeed in so

doing he will deserve to be rewarded for his discovery, and I,

for one, shall not grudge the moderate rate of subscription

which he requires for divulging it.—A Devonshibe Bee-keepeb.

Second Report.
" Brunswick, April 24th, 1869.

" The persons mentioued in the former report went this day, to-

gether with Mr. Lambrecht, to the place where the e^iperimental hive

was standing. After examining it, Mr. Lambrecht pronoanced the

colony to be in the early stage of fonl brood. Althongh there were

single larva; or nymphte dead and in a suspicions state, yet the opinions

of the Committee were divided at to the presence of foul brood.

This induced Mr. Lambrecht to give the bees a further portion of fer-

menting pollen with honey, and to demand that two frames of comb
some years old shoold be inserted. Mr. Gravenhorst was charged

with effecting this as soon as possible."

(Signed as before.)

Third Report.
" Brunswick, May 23rd, 1869.

"The undersigned inspected the experimental hive this day. In

both pieces of old comb, inserted on May 2nd, they tonnd cells pierced

and unpierced with depressed covers, from which, after tearing them
open, a sticky, fetid, brownish grey substance was extracted. The
Commission decided and expressed their full conviction that foul

brood had broken out, especially as decaying larvae were found also in

newly-built drone combs."
(Signed as before.)

Science has solved a difficult problem ; the causes of foul

brood are made plain, and are known ; it has, therefore, become

possible to discover means, by the application of which foul

brood can be cured in one, or at most in two days, and the

fermented vitiated honey again made fit for bees.

The means and the process of cure will be published in the

course of this year in a pamphlet, for which purpose a sub-

scription list is opened. SUould five hundred subscribers give

in their names, the price of a copy will be 4 thalers, Prussian

currency (12s.). Names and addresses may be sent to Mr.

Gravenhorst, in Brunswick.—A. Lambrecht, Bornum, near

E'Orssum, BrunsicicJc.

OK THE ORIGIN AND CURE OF FOUL BROOD.

For some years I have busied myself with endeavouring to

discover the origin of the deadly plague of foul brood, and
having by the aid of chemistry and physiology, after number-

less experiments, arrived at certainty on this point, the natural

result was the discovery of means whereby in the shortest

period the causes and their disastrous effects can be removed.

About a year since, I ascertained that the first cause lay in fer-

menting pollen, by which foul brood is produced, and my
apiarian friends then urged me to publish this discovery, cer-

tainly not an unimportant one for the science of apiculture, in

an article of some length, under the title " Foul Brood amongst
Bees : its Origin, and the Means whereby it may with certainty

be removed." [E-'ctracts containing the substance of this article

were published in The Journ.u. or Horticulture of the 11th

March last.] After I had thus settled the foul-brood question,

and had discovered as possible causes of the pestilence, besides

fermenting poUen—feeding with flour or meal, with ferment-

ing honey, with honey with which grease is mixed, contagion,

and, lastly, spreading the pestilence by suffering substances to

decompose near the hives,—various views were expressed in

the bee-keeping world, and especially against my theory that

fermenting pollen is a cause of foul brood. Consequently I

undertook to demonstrate the truth of that theory before a

competent commission of apiarians.

Mr. Gravenhorst, a bee-master in Brunswick, placed a
strong stock of bees during the course of last spring at my
disposal, and I commenced carrying out my experiment on the
1st of April. As I believe that the matter will be interesting

to the intelligent apiarian, while a cure for foul brood wiU be
welcome and satisfactory to all, I subjoin a copy of the reports

of the commission.
First Report.

" Bmnswick, April let, 1869.
" The undersigned certify that the stock pciven by C. J. H. Graven-

horst for the purpose of experiment, was found upon thorough inves-

tigation to be perfectly healthy, with brood in all stages, and suffi-

ciently populous. A. Lambrecht, in our presence, inserted a comb
containing poUen and honey in a state of fermentation within the hive
near the brood. The care of the stock was entrusted to Mr. Graven-
horst, who reserved the right of placing it at a distance of two miles
from his own stand.

(Signed)—C. J. H. Gravenhorst,

Helnrich Oppermann,
H. Herhst,

H. Wiedewroth."

FAILURES IN BEE-KEEPING—SWARMING
VERSUS SUPERING.

Having seen at various times in your valuable publication

some accounts and also advice on bee-keeping, I make bold to

ask a little advice of some of your amateur correspondents, not

only for myself but also for many others, who I presume are in

about the same difficulty as myself. Too many of my old stocks

are very weak, and no doubt those of many others are the same.

I have kept bees for some years on the old or swarming system,

and also by taking the honey from the top of the hive in supers,

not allowing the bees to swarm. 1 believe my situation is not

a very good one ; but be that as it may, the swarming system

does not answer so well as it ought, for after swarming the old

stock is too often so much reduced as to be unable to recover

sufficient strength to encounter the ensuing winter, and con-

sequently the bees die before spring.

On the super system also, iu too many cases after a couple of

seasons, the bees dwindle away, and in the third year do very

little or no work, unless (by means that we know nothing of)

they have their old queen replaced. I have bought both swarms

and casts, and I invariably find that the casts do the best, i£

they come in time to collect sufficient to carry them through the

winter. Therefore I am obliged to believe it must be a young

queen that goes out with the oast. Indeed, I cannot see how it

can be otherwise. If the old queens do not go out with the

swarms, I am almost sure they do not go out with the casts.

Now it appears to me, that the non-swarming system requires

young queens about every two years to do well. Therefore, it

any of your bee-keeping correspondents are of the same opinion,

will one of them be kind enough to tell me the best way, and

with least trouble, to obtain a succession of young queens at

least every alternate year ?—A Kent Bee-keeper.

[We shall be glad of the opinions of any of our corre-

spondents who may be able to explain the probable causes

of failure.

—

Eds.]

DISLODGING BEES FROM A TREE.
Thfjje years ago a swarm of bees went into a large tree just

outside our gate. They cast a natural swarm two years ago ;

last year they contented themselves with increasing their own
colony ; this year they are very numerous and strong, and have

seemed ready to throw off a swarm for a fortiiigbt, but have

not yet done so. These are their doings, now for a brief account

of my doings.
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A lortnigbt ago—having previously purchased the tree, I had

it cut down the trunk, taking 2 or 3 inches ofl the two highest

pieces of comb insido the tree, thus making sure that I had

reached the colonists. On this stump, now i feet in height

and 2 feet in diameter where cut, I placed a common straw

skep, with the entrance of course facing the south, their

old and what is still their present entrance being on the ground

at the very bottom of the trunk, facing the north-west. A landing

board was fixed on the top of this stump opposite the entrance

to the straw hive, cow secured and properly protected. The
entrance to the straw hive I kept completely closed for four or

five days ; I then opened it, expecting that the bees might

abandon their former lowly entrance and go out and in from the

top, and ultimately fill the straw hive with combs, tec. ; and

when her majesty should be there rejoicing in the ample dome
(to her) so mysteriously placed on the apex of her old abode,

I would remove the skep with a tremendously strong swarm,
or rather colony of bees, at some convenient season to my
apiary at the garden top. These bright anticipations, or rather

hopes, have not and do not seem likely to be realised, for not

a bee availed itself of this new entrance either in going in or

coming out by it. And they did not seem to be working in the

skep at all, so I again closed and completely darkened the

entrance to the hive, and they are still going on as if the tree

had never been touched.

This is what I have done. Now, what I want is to get the

bees out of that old tree stump into a hive, so that I may gra-

dually remove them to my apiary, and take the honey out of

the tree, quietly and unmolested by its present inmates, for my
trouble. How am I to proceed in order to accomplish this ?

This is my only question, and I hope you will be able to give

me an answer as soon as possible, as I would like them properly

housed in good time to provide for themselves during the

coming winter.

I could drum, or '' drive " as you call it, a swaim out of a

hive full of combs, itc, and place that on the top of the stump,

and close up their entrance hole at the bottom, if you thought

that would do any good.—Old Tkee Stump.

[If the bees had taken possession of the empty hive it would

only have been by way of super, and the seat of breeding would

have remained in the tree stump or " Klotz hive " as it is styled

by the Germans. The same result would probably ensue, even

if yon placed a full hive on the top. If yon must get them out,

we see nothing for it but to attack them vi el armis by cutting

the stump to pieces, excising the combs, and fitting them into

a frame hive, into which the bees must then bo swept ; but

this is rather a formidable operation for which no specific

dii-ections can be given, and which ought only to be attempted

by a skilled apiaiian.]

will like to have the personal experience of one who has kept

the breed.—Jons P.»ees.

BRITTANY COWS.
Is Emswer to your correspondent's inquiry respecting Brit-

tany cows, I can inform him that, having kept them for many
years, I have found them very satisfactory. They are hardy,

and do well on poor land, and in winter they do not require so

much feeding-up as other breeds, especially the Alderneys.

They are far hardier than the latter, and though I do not think

their milk so rich or good for making butter, they give in

proportion to their size a considerable quantity. One of mine

yielded eleven quarts daily at her best time. This of course

would be considerably above the average, although I have one

at the present time which gives nearly the same quantity. I

believe them to be proof against the cattle disease, having never

heard of an instance to the contrary, and having known a case

in which Brittany cows running with Alderneys escaped, while

the latter took the disease. They are said to fatten well, and

make good meat.
There are, I believe, two distinct breeds imported, one larger

than the other, and this would be the more profitable for your

correspondent to try. I have brought them of Mr. Baker, ol

Falham, and more recently from Messrs. Robertson, 113, Lead-

enhall Street, London. Black and white is the common colour,

but some are red and white. They are extremely docile, and

will bear being tethered where they cannot have their hberty.

The one difficulty is with regard to the bull ; and "Suesciuber"

would be wise, if he intends keeping them, and there is not a

very small bull of some other breed in the neighbourhood, to

keep a Brittany bull.

I have replied at some length, as I think your correspondent

OUR LETTER BOX.
Thobke P<»ci,tbv Suow.—.\ corrcFjiondent writes that tbe second prize

tor a single bnck liabbit wan awarded to Mr. C. Oratil, Inn., ol Thome.
We gave iLo prize list as we received it.

CoLcutsTER PovLTRV Siiow.— *' In Tour Joamal of tbe 21tli nil., in

your remarks upon tlie Colchester Poultrj- Show, you say yon nilftake not

if yon had seen the birds that lunlt the tirst and cup in the Dorkins cI*B8

in a sellin;.' class, because his Icet were bad. 1 should feel obliged if you
would contradict this statement; 1 bred him luyeelf, and he has never

been exhibited before.—W. TirrLEK."

Rice and Wheat as Food ion PocirnY (Yuun:i Bcjiinncr).—Rice,

eitlier raw or cooked, unless boiled in milk ur pravy, is the most wasteful,

uuprofitable, unsatisfying, and wretched food you can Rive. 11 produces

the symptoms you name, and, in addition, covers the body of the fowls

obliged to feed on it with parasites, which literally tease and worry them
to death. Wo class rice for poultry and sawdust for human beings in

the same category, so far as noorisbment is concerned. We tried it

many years ago on pig^. Gee?r, Ducks, and fowls; all fared alike, and we
buried most of them. The survivors, those that lived in spite of the rice.

never throve afterwards, but seemed to have the same brown, shrivelled

skin native Indian artists give to their brethren who feed on the same
food. Wheat is not injurious to fowls, but it i.s inferior as food to barley.

April pullets kept in confinement will not lay before December. Tney
would lay earlier If they had their liberty. The Brahmas will probably

lay first.

Exhibiting Bnows P.ed Eastams (J. L. D.).—We cannot be so in-

vidious as to classify them as you request, but any of the following twelve

shows will be found among the most prominent of our meetings, and we
feel assured will sufficiently test the good qualities of your birds to win

at either of them. Thev are jotted down promiscuously :—Whitehaven,
Kendal, Jedburgh, Hull, Bath and Wist of England Society, Beverley,

Middleton, Hahfax, Manchester, Birmingham, Ipswich, Southampton.

Keakixg Tcbkevs (J. I".).—If, when you asked our advice, you had

told us you intended to rear Turkeys on a small space, we should have
advised you not to attempt it. They bear confinement badly, and the

proof is, that yours are sufl'cring. They inflate the skin of the lower beak

and of the ckeek because their nostrils are stopped up, and not as though

they were. The sooner you can give them the run, tbe sooner they will

recover. There is (virtuo in the smell of new-mown grass ; and in the

present state of the heads of your Turkeys, if you could induce a moder-

ate attack of " hay fever," it might be bcneheial. Wash their noBtnIs

with cold water and vinegar, give them one, or in had cases, if the bird

is not too weak, two pills of camphor the .-^ize of a garden pea. Let them
have no drink but ale. They will soon like it, and from the time they

have acquired the taste, they will eschew water. It will not, however,

be wise to give them all the liberty the fresh-mown space affords.

Turkey poults are very mother-sick, and a hen Turkey will wander

through the dewy grass at early dawn, starting with her thirteen
" olive branches." They will perish at the rate of two every hoar till the

sun is up. and she will return lull and triumphant ; she will *' rest and be

thankful " « hilo three or four remain. She docs not make troubles.

Confine her under her rip in the sunniest spot you can choose. Do not

give her her liberty till the sun is up, and the grass is dry. Use oat, pea,

barley, and bean meal mixed, and add to it, when slaking with milk or

water, lots of onion-tops chopped fine.

UxlTlSG Bees {.V. J. P.>.—Drive the inhabitants of both stocks into the

same emptv hive, then knock the whole out upon a cloth spread on tbe

ground, and place the full hive over them supported on two sticks to avoid

crushing the bees, which will speedily ascend without flgLLing.

HoNEV Tasting of Vaxilla {A. B).— There is an infinite variety in

the flavoui- of honey, and that collected from lime tree blossoms has a

peculiar taste, which, if you are not acquainted with it, may possibly have

been mistaken for vanilla.

1
Swarm Retchxino to the Hive (J. r.l.— The queen may not have

' accompanied the sw arm, or she mav have dropped on the ground and been
'

lost. In either case it is likely that the sivarm will again come forth.

Food run A Ccceoo (.V. .v., ror*).—Soaked bread and bruised hemp-

seed mixed with it, and hard-boiled egg ; but its principal food shoold

consist of raw beef cut small, meal worms.gardcn worms, caterpillars, and

occasionally a snail.

Food fob a Blackbird { V. E.).—Bread soaked in cold water andsqneczed

every day. and bruised hempseed mixed with it, may be the usual food;

occasionally a little hard-boiled egg, potato and carrot may be added for a

change, .\bout twice or three limes a-week it should have three or four

meal worms, or garden worms, or a little chopped meat, beef being best.

Water should be given at once, and always supplied. The bird is very

fond of fruit any way.

Food fob a Yolxg Owx (Idfrah—Soaked bread, chopped egg, and scraped

meat, scraped or cut up very small, mixed together; the mc.it should be

in the larger proportion. When it can feed alone, meat shmld be its

principal food. The evening is the most suitable lime for feeding.

Bottlixo G.iosEBERuiEs AND Ehcbarb Greex (Fniil).—When the

gooseberries arc a little more than halt grown they must be gathered

dry, and after being picked clean put into wide-mouthed bottles, ehakinc

them gently down till each bottle is full. Cork the bottles tightly, set

them in a moderate oven, and let them remain till heated through. Beat

the corks in tightlv, cut off the tops, resin them over, and keep them in

a dry, cool place. Cnt and peel the rhubarb as for tarts, pot it in clean

dry bottles, cork them, but not tightly, put them in a pan of cold water,

and set them on a moderate fire. When tbe rhubarb changes colour, and

begins to shrink u little in the bottles, take them off the tire, and let them
stand till cold ; then cork them tightly, and set them in a Ciol dry place,

with the necks downwards, to prevent the rhubarb fermenting. Be care-

ful the oven is not too hot, or the bottles will fly. Cork them tightly

when thev are quite cold. It is a verv good plan to lay a double sheet of

brown paper in the oven, and place the bottles on their sides, turning

them occasionally.
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so likewise on the Continenf. Around me there is little or no
frait, and on my olope-prnncd outdoor trees about one-fifth of

the UEual amount only. IMnms are n failure, Apples moderate

in number, but Pears show fairly. The cordons are here well

stocked. It is amneing to see a largo JtCterson Plam tree, fan-

trained, without a single fruit, while some ten diagonal Pear
cordons of, the very newest kinds, from Mr. Rivers, and occupy-

ing about the same wall space near it, are in free bearing,

b«ing young, and strictly thinned.

But all^bie while I am forgetting my a3aal report on the

earliest Peaches in orchard houses.

Notwithstanding the abeenoe of the bud's rays, the fruit is

ripening well, and the colour is good. The first Peach which
ripened was Early Beatrice (Rivers), and this actually was
gathered on the 12th of June, well coloured, but not bo large as

I should desire ; still it is the earliest Peaoh I have ever

gathered, grown as a diagonal cordon on the wall.

The next to ripen was Early Rivers, also on a cordon, and
this was perfectly ripe by the Ist of July, and fit to take even

earlier. In size all the Peaches of this kind were remarkably

even, and all about 8» inches in diameter. The ground colour

of this beautiful Peach is a fine greenish yellow, mottled on
the sunny f-\<\e. The Khape is roundish, the flavour pungent
and "peachy," and the juice abundant. It is the finest early

Peach I have ever seen, and will soon advance to being here a

regular Jane Peach. I should prefer it to Early Beatrice, and
shall cultivate it largely. It is here from eight to ten days
oarlier than Early York, and larger than it this year. Mr. Rivers

has other kinds, he tells me, as good, if not earlier, and if so, I

congratulate orchard-house growers, for it i9 very early Peaches
which we most rtqnire.

The next Peach which ripened was Early Victoria, a kind I

had not before quite liked, but this year it is extremely good,

well coloured, and of excellent quality. Early York is coming
in fast also, and to-day we gather the first regular supply.

This seaPOD, therefore, is in nowise backward in its results;

80 far, I think, on the whole, that Peach-giowers will not be
disappointed, but that as the Slimmer proceeds they will find

their crops ripen and colour faiily. We know very little about

the rays which give colour to fruit, but certainly a white sky
which fatigues the eyes to stare at is very favourable, even
more so than a space of unclouded blue. As I said before.

Nature having taken the regulation of the crops this year in

hand, no doubt there will be a better season in 1870.

Now is the time to try the close pruning of the summer
ahoots ; they grow rapidly this year, and ah excess of wood will

only augment October regulation, and half of the wood will be
unfit to bear fruit. If the Peach shoots have been stopped to

four leaves, then the second growths should be restrained to one
or two more. Already we shiuM decide on the shoot intended
to be the new fruit-bearer and that which shall be reserved for

auccessinn, and be cut back in October. No good pruner likes

to make ibe same shoot the fruit-bearer and the shoot-bearer

also, but prefers to have them alternately so occupied ; but in

this case he will not allow either to extend beyond wbut will

ripen fairly. In this way the " alternate System " of pruning
is properly carried out.

X had firgotten to say that a new seedling Peach, No. 22
(Bivers). h-ts just been gathered here of a good size, well

ooloured, and very early also ; but my favourite is Early Rivers.

—T. BbIvHadt, Jlichmond House, Guernsey.

CENTAURE.l CANDIDISSIMA CULTURK.
To few plants his a greater share Cf attention been given,

ao far as regards the correct method of its propagation, than
to Centaurea cnndidissima; whilst as Usual, when there is a

somewhat diflioult tuliject, many different modes have been
advanced, all of them more or less meritorious; but, as is

generally the case in such instances, the simplest method
proves to be the best. " A mm un to strike," observed an
acquaintance to me. " Why so 7 " said I. " Don't know," was
the very laconic but unsaiiefactory reply ; and then came the

additioual information that " the thing would do nothing but

damp-off, no matter how much it was coddled." Ob! thih

coddling Kjstem has caused the death of many a promising
batch of other things besides the Centaurea. Well, I confess
that I ado| ted the coddling system myself with the first o >n-

niderablo ba'ch of cutiiogs of this plant that came into my
hands. Ii happened thus; A cmtleman who was the fnrtu-

t ate possessor of a fine stc-k cf this {lant, when it ?B . ecaicer

than it now is, offered mo n quantity of cuttings late in the
autumn. Although doubtful of my chances of success, I

could not resist the offer, and accordingly (he cuttings wore
inserted with the grestent possibl- care, and the pots were
plunged in a briEk bottom heat, when, although every care was
exercised in watering, not one cutting surviveJ. Un the giver
of the cuttings inquiring some time afterwards how I had sao-
ceeded, I could not help thinking that his countenance wore a
smile of rather malicious enjiymeot at the account of my
failure. However, an occasional failure, il acting properly oa
the mind, is but an incentive to increased exeition, and not
uofrequently leads to success.

If rightly understood, the propagation of the Centaurea is

very simple, and by following a lew easy rules, it may be
practised with the greatest certainty of success in July and
August, as well as early in spring. I shall not dwell upon its

propagation at the latter period, ae it then strikes as readily

as most other plants if the cuttings are placed in a genial,

moist temperature, but will only note an erroneous state-

ment, that spring-struck cuttings form the best plants for the
ensuing season. My own experience is directly opposed to

this, for although glad to propagate it in spring when working
up my stock, yet I have never found the strongest spring plants

equal in vigour to those propagated in the preceding summer.
The method, then, which I practise, is to take cuttings as early

as possible in July, and firmly insert each in a thumb pot,

with soil consisting of loam, leaf mould, and sand, in equal
proportions. Care should be taken to leave an ample depth from
the soil to the rim of the pot, to contain water to moisten the

whole of the soil when necessary. The cuttings are then placed
in a greenhouse, where they enjoy an eqnable temperature
of about 70°, often much hotter in bright days, and are partly

shaded by the foliage of some pot Vines, but no regular shading
is used, neither is air withheld. The two chief points to ob-

serve are care in watering, and a temperature not averaging

much below 70°. It is of the greatest importance that the

cuttings should be firmly fixed in the soil ; a short stick of

the same size as the stem of the cutting, tied to it before it is

put in, is of great assistance in keeping it steady. By using
these sticks, more of the heavy leaves can bo retained on the
cutting.

When roots are formed the yonng plants are at once removed
into the open air, where they remain till housed with the general

bedding stock. A second lot of cuttings is taken off in August
with equal success. I am aware it may be urged that July
is somewhat early to make cuttings, but in ordinary sea-

sons, if the plants are as vigorous as they ought to be at the

time of planting, good side shoots will be formed by the second
or third week in the month. The present backward season
will, I fear, form an exception, and consequently it would un-
doubtedly be an excellent plan to retain a few plants in a spare

border specially for propagating from; oi, better still, if the
plant is really hardy, to establish a few permanent plants en-

tirely for a supply of cuttings, A large plant growing here
has passed through two winters unscathed, and apparently with
increased vigour ; it now measures nearly a yard in diameter.

The hardiness of this plant adds to its value. I this year
turned the whole of my stock into the open air on the 31st of

March, placing a double line of the plants close to the front waQ
of some pits, but with no other shelter, and as there was a con-

siderable number of them, the space under (,1hss gained by
their removal was very valuable. The free growth and elegant

proportions of Centaurea candidissima, together with its pecu-

liarly distinct soft grey colour, have justly given it a leading

position amongst oruamental-loliaged plants in the flower

garden, and if used with judgment, no plant (ends more to

ualiven a design ; but its bold appearance alsocauxes it to be a
somewhat dangerous plant to use ; for a flower garden contain-

ing a preponderance of light colours is quite ceririin to appear
so insipid as to afford very little pleawuie to the beholders.

—

Epwabd LccKncBST, Effcrton Ilawie Gardens, Ken',

VICOMTESSE HERICART DE THURY
STRAWBERRY.

Having grown this Strawberry for some years, I can folly

endorse all " Archamracd " has said in its favour. It is, with-
out doubt, one of tbe most useful Strawberries we have in

cultivation. For preserving, the Vicomtesse Ho>icart de Thary
Strawberry is a great acquisitiun, both ae regards its flavour

and its beautiful colour—a quality of no email importance.
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If this Strawberry were better known, I may ventare to say

that it wonUi be largely grown.—J. Gakdneb, Ekham Hall
Gardens, Brigt),

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.
Hiyraif been to some conaiderable extent the means of spreaJ-

ing the fame of tbese Stocks beyond the locality where they

have been so largely caltivated, I felt very sorry lately to see

them depreciated by writers in your columns ; not that their

excellence as cultivated and described by me and others in the

far-famed Loithians of Sootlund can be gainsaid by anyone, bnt

becauee I regacded it aa a pity that such splendid decorative

plants should have disappointed any one in other localities.

Being convinced of their value, I resolved to grow them largely

at this place, and planted them more extensively than ever

they were planted at any piKoe before ; and I am happv to say

that in a totally different soil and soniewhat different climate,

they are more than equal to anything I ever saw in the Lothians

of Scotland ati this date. The plants are unique in habit, and
while the msJMity are coming into bloom, I have not yet seen

a single flower ainongst tbem, and I have no doubt they will in

this respect be equal to anything I have previously said of them
—namely, have 80 per cent, double. These will last in beautiful

blpom till winter, and, if the plants be lifted and taken care of,

they will bloom ^1 next summer.
, No wonder they have not succeeded in some places if reared

and treated as Stocks generally are treated—viz., sown in & bed
or pans, never priclied off, and planted out weak and spindling.

Let any other bedding plant be so treated, and what would he
the result ? Many other pladts now neglected would, by careful

cultivation, become so changed and improved as to be scarcely

recognised as the same.
Doubtless some may have been disappointed and deceived in

obtaining the true varieties of these Stocks when applying to

sieedsmen. Tbis should make them more careful in future
;

still, I am certain the starvation system of cultivating has much
to do with the character they assume. I have always bestowed
great care in rearing these Stocks, and the results have always
been such as more than justified such a course and what has
been said in their praise.

Mr. Lees, of Tynninghame, last year proved conclusively that

oultivation had an influence on the amount of double and single

blooms produced. He planted a certain number of plants from
the same sowing in poor dry soil, and some in rich soil ; the
former were nearly all single, the latter nearly all double.

If, instead of sow'ing thickly in a box or frame and allowing
the plants to become drawn and spindling, and then to plant out
in carelessly prepared soil, they were sown thinly in February,
then potted-off singly in 3-inoh pots, and planted-out in the
end of April or early in May in well-prepared and rich soil, we
should hear less of their lateness of blooming and of single

blooms. This is a very late season, yet these Stocks will be
fine here this month, and few if any flowering plafits stand all

sorts of weather so well. Few, if any, plants are so well worthy
of extra trouble, whether they be grown in the parterre, in the
mixed border, in nursery beds for cutting from, or in pots.

—

D. Thomson^ prtfmlanrig^ Gardens.

TACSOHiA VaN,VOLXEMI CULTURE.
My expeiienoc of this magnificent climbing plant commenced

a very short time after its iutroduotion to this country, which
took place only a few years ago. Being about that time in

want of a good selection of climbers for the conservatory, I

purchased it solely from the figure and desciiplion given in the
" Florist and Pomolojiist," and ever sicca it has been an object

of much interest and pleasure to all concerned. Although this

class of plants contiiius some subjects of unquestionable beauty,
lor instance, tljo gorgeous Taesonia ii^nea and moUisfima, yet
I am of opinion that T. Van-Volxemi is unsurpassed— I may
say unequalled—by any of them. It possesses extraordinary
vigour, is, very free.loloomlog. and thrives most admirably in a
greenhouse ttrapei-aiuyc.'' Tne fijwers are from 3 to -1 inches
in diameter, thei I- colAur scarlet, and the stamens and pistil

stand ont ooasprcnontly, and are very ornamental. The flowers

are suspended fiom a green stiing-like stem, from 1 foot to

18 inches in length, and nearly every flower produces a fruit

which grows tii the length of from 4 to 6 iuches, measuring
li inch iu diameter at the middle, but tapciiog equally to

both ende. . • ;

From the foregoing description, which Is not at all over-

drawn, Tacsonia Tan-Volxemi will be recognised aa a most desir-

able plant for anyone who has a suitable houae where it may
be grown and trained so as to display its decorative qualities t6

the best advantage. From the plant's peculiar habit of flower-

ing, it should be grown where the flowers can h«ng downwards
overhead, and be qqite clear of the foliage. Walls are objec-

tionable, but porches and the cross bars and roofs of houses
are more suitable. Of these positions the latter is preferable,

because if the phoote, w^jich will bear training within 4 inches'

of the glass, are about 6 inches apart, eveiy flower'will be so

placed that its beauty can be seen to great advantage. Thts

plant growing here ift situated at the principal entrance to the
conservatory, whi«h is a kind of projection from the main roof.

It covers the whole of this small roof, and forms a most agree-

able .shade to plants beneath it ; its roots are in a bed of soil

10 feet long, i feet wide, and 4 in depth, under the flagstones

Bt the entrance. This bed has plenty of drainage, and is quite
independent of the larger beds in the conservatory. The soU
is made np of one-half rather heavy turfy loam, and cue-half

leaf soil, mortar rubbish, and sand in equal portions. The
plant is supplied with plenty of moisture when growing, and its

pruning, up to the present time, has been confined to thinning

and shortening the shoots which have gone beyond bounds. I
am ripening the wooji just now in order to give the plants
thorough pruning before starting it into growth for flowering

daring winter, which it did last winter most profusely. The
plant appears to be less liable to the attacks of insects and
other pests than most climbers, for when others have had the'ni

this plant has been (jnite free, owing, as I presume, to the bafd
texture of the foliage.

—

Thomas Eeoobd, Hawkkunt. •','

POTATO FAILURES.
I foe some time hoped that the stubbornness of the early

Potatoes in breaking through the ground was peculiar to thie

district. I find it is not so.- Mr. Record in page 368, and
" H. H." in page 388, of the last volume, both state theii

failures and experiences. Information from other sources also

brings me the assurance that the failure is by no means con-

fined to any particnlar locality, but, on the contrary, the com-
plaint is general. '

"

It is very diflicult to assign a cause for the misfortune. If, J»s

some think, the failure is owing to the inclement weather which
prevailed at and immediately after the time when the sets

were planted, it ip a cause beyond our power to avert in the

future. According to this theory a similar unpropitious spring

will bring a similar unfortunate result. Whatever the real

cause may be, I am clear that in my case this theory completely

breaks down ; and I am very sanguine, should the weather

early in spring be the same next year as we have recently passed

through, that my early Potatoes will break through the ground

with the usual regularity. This bold assertion must hayia a

bold backing.

Now for the evidence on the case—stubborn Potatoes versvs

stubborn facts. On the lOih of March I planted a portion of a

very warm well-drained south border with Early Ashleaf ; on the

same day I planted some of the same kind of Potato in an open

space^—as cold a spot, perhaps, as any in the kitchen garden.

Now in the open, and by far the coldest and wettest place, every

set grew well—not one failed ; while on the warm south border

nearly one-half of them did not come up. Some Potatoes from

the same batch of seed and planted in a frame, served me the

same. Here my experience is different from that of Mr. Ilecord

;

but perhaps we may find halt a reason why his came up as

well as usual in frames, and mine did not. Mr. Record's were

planted in pits early in December, and all grew ; mine were

planted in frames in the middle of February—a difference of

upwards of two njonths. This period may only seem of small

importance, but it may have had an effect. I have just two

more,arguments against climatic influences, at least this year,

being the cause. of the failures. 1st, The finest piece of Ash-

leafs^I have seen this year is in one of the coldest and wettest

gardens in this parish,; and, 2Qd, I planted a lew cf the s^tne

kindiin an open place in November merely to see what would

be the result, and every set has done its duly well—not one

missed, notwithstanding the cold and wet, and tbeyhad.no

protection. Thus, from my own experience and cb=ervati6D,

I have arrived at the conclusion that the cause of the f.iilnre is

the Potatoes themselves being in fault. And why ?

I will begin by saying that I believe the theory cf the Rev.

M. J. Berkeley is sound and is borne out by my practice,
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allbonKU it is more tban a handred to ooe tlut I should ever

have thoagbt it out mvself. Tbe general orop of early Potatoes

was out o{ tbe gruuud two moDlbs loDgsr last year tban it

will be tbis. If tbis were n season of rest I do not know tbat

it would so mucb matter : Lut it was not so. Wlieu a Potato

is thorougbly lipeued its next miesiou is to grow again. It

will not fail to do tbis, Kiren a temperature suGicieot to rouse

it from its slumbers. Tbe extiaoidinary boat of last summer
caused tbe sap to How early and continuously, so much so tbat

Mr. Ktcord says tbe sprouted eyes of bis tubers required " rub-

liiiig cil every week.'' AVbat a terribly exbauatiug process

!

Fancy rubbiog off tbe sprouts every week for four or five moutbs !

The Potatoes planted in December bad a clear two moutbs'
grace over tbose wbicb bad t j undergo tbis exbausting ordeal

until tbey wore planted in February. Here, in my opinion, is

the point. It is not tbe long but tbe short season of rest, and
tbe long season of excitability and purposeless exhaustion, which
have crippled their resources. WTien put in tbe ground it was
their grave, from wbicb tbey had no strength to rise again.

All tbis, however, does not so cleaily answer the case of
" U. H," u'bo co.nuot think his Potatoes were exhausted, as he
did not rub ( fl any sprouts. Well, tbis is exactly iny case, aud,

except on tbe theory of Mr. Berkeley, I oanuot account for it.

I know they were out of tbe ground too long, and were over-

lipened. I also know in a similar season hosv I should manage
ti^ seed so that it would grow as usual. That the seed Pota-

toes were too long out of tbe ground is proved by the fact

narrated by Jlr. P.ecord, tbtt tbe Potatoes dug up ou tbe 11th

of October and planted ia Febraary grew well, while a very

large per-centage of tbose taken up three months previously,

failed to appear above ground ; and, further, some which I

kept back until tbe end cf April for land which was not at

liberty before, have nearly all failed to appear. Again, a neigh-

bonr, an amateur and very successful Potato-grower, kept bis

out of tbe ground, waiting for fine weather, although they

sever bad a sprout rubbed off, and at least 80 per cent, have
never made their aopearance.

My seed Potatoes were taken up in June, and spread thinly

in an airy chamber. They soon commenced to grow, but as

they were very thinly spread, and bad plenty of light, tbe eyes

did not elongate much. At tbe commencement of winter I

placed them on their ends (tbis makes them push fewer eyes

and much stronger), under tbe stage of a cool house ; they

still had plenty of light. Here tbey produced such sprouts as

I never before saw—not more than an inch long, and some
fully as thick as a man's finger, and as firmly attached as if

they bad been glued. I planted them in full confidence tbat

"upwards and onwards" was their certain and unimpeded
courso towards a fine yield. Now, in planting, some of tbe

very finest were put together in the frame, and marked to

note differences of produce. It is these exceptionally fine

one.= wbicb have not come up. In planting tbe south border,

what I considered tbe cream of tbe lot were picked out and put
in a few rows by themselves ; but the cream became sour

—

they never came up ; while those which had not pushed so

strongly, and which were planted in tbe same border, as well

as in tlio open place befcra noticed, came up very well. Now,
I think, the cause herei s clearly over-ripening. On examining
those which refused to grow, I found tbe large stiff sprouts

had formed in thcrriselvee a Potato of fair size, accompanied
iby three or four more useless productions.

I think, however, I have stronger evidence that the failures

are primarily tbe result of over-ripening; for some Potatoes

which had been kept iu a very cool place from the time of

taking up—in June, to the season of planting—in March, have
come up very well ; nothing could have orce up better or more
freely. I have giverf considerable attention to this subject ; I

have examined many plots, and, as far as possible, made my-
self acquainted with the seed and its manner of keeping, and
I find, without exception, ll-.'-.t the best pieces are the result of

seed whit h had been kept iu the coolest places, such as cellars

and tbe like. I have thus sirong grounds for my belief, that

if a snmmer similar to <he last occur, providing the seed be
kept in a very cool place, it will come up well in the following

spring, even if it be as wet and cold as tbat we have just passed
through. I have no experience with the early round Potatoes
spoken of by " H. H. ;" possibly, as he suggests, they may be
more hardy than tbe Kidneys.

Mr. Becord asks if nny '• great" grower will tell him if tbe
topless progeny are any use. If be will pardon tbe presump-
tion of a " very little" grower, I will tell him they will, where
Urge enough, make good seed. I once helped to plant a

piece of Ashleafa wbioh had been left oat of the ground tmtil

July ; tbey produced no tops, but some good tubers, which wers
planted, aud turned out quite satisfactorily.—J. W., Lincoln.

PYRETHRUM CULTURE.
DoDBLE Feverfew being one of the plants mentioned by Aber-

crombie, may bo considered to bo an old favourite ; and in soma
gardens it is quite a weed, especially in old ones, where the

soil is light and dry. Tbe Pyrethrums cf tbat day, however,
consisted of the double white, aud a few starry-fiowered varie-

ties ; but great improvements have been made since then,
mainly by Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith. He has converted a
nearly fiat into a globular form, given ub broad in place of

narrow Uorets ; in fact, brought them to the floricts' standard
of excellence^tbe Eannnculus form. The flowers are larger,

of good form and substance, and the colours increased. Every
year Mr. Salter sends out many now sorts which are great

advances on older varieties, and I hope tbat he will some day
give us a good profuse-blooming yellow, of dwarf habit, that we
may be less dependant ou tbe Calceolaria for yellow in oar
bedding arrangements. A yellov,- Pyrethrum would be valuable,

for in light soils the Calceolaria is of little value in dry summers,
but there the Pyrelbium flourishes.

Pyrethrums are not much employed at tbe present time in.

flower gardens. They grow too tall, and the flowers produced
are not of sufiicieutly long continuance. In wet seasons, too,,

tbey grow too much and flower too little, but the latter draw-
backs might be obviated by planting them in lighter and
poorer soil, and I think we shall soon see them entering into.

the bedding arraugemcnts of every garden. The old doable,

white has been very serviceable as a white bedding plant, its

flowers being very effective in flower beds or libbon borders

along with Scarlet Pelargoniums, and why should we not ua«
Pyrethrums now that we have them with flowers of better form,

when the plants are of better habit, and when tbey offer a
greater variety of colour? Plants with rose-coloured flowers

are scarce ; in Pyrethrums we have them ; and unlike Zonal
Pelargoniums they do not run to seed iu dry summers, nor aia

tbey so miserable-looking after a shower.

Apart from their claims as bedding plants, Pyrethrums are

most useful for tbe summer and autumn decoration of borders^

and for growing in pots out of doors. Finer objects than they

are in 'Jincb pots cannot well be imagined, the flowers eqoal-

ing tbose of a Pompon Chrysanthemum in size, and the plants

flowering most profusely, and being cf stiff, compact habit,

with a form that may bo called half-pyramidal. They are in

perfection from June to October, and plants might be flowered

at any time by keeping tbe flowers pinched off until within a
month of the time at which they are required to bloom, not

pinching later than the beginning of September for a late bloom
under glass. A few of the older kinds suflicicnt for a beginning

are:

—

Hera'.f.nn Stengor, bright rose.

Iveryana, rose.

Madame Furtado. vbite.

Madlle. Mcnuier, blosb.

Mr. Calot, dark red. Fine.

Noblissima, rose centre. Large
aud fine.

Princess Mettemich, white. Large
and fme.

Eev. J. Dii, bright pink.

Rose urn plenaui, light rose.

Salter, bright rose. Large.

Viliuorin, rosy pink with yellow.

Form

Very

Alfred Salter, reddish rose.

fine, like a lianaucalos.

Ariadue, rosy lilac. Large.
Boole de Neige, vbite.

doable.
Comte deMomy. darkreddish rose.

Desdemona, biosh. Large.
Dr. Livingstone, llesh white.

Large.
Fascination, shaded pink. Fine.

Floribnoda plena, rosy piiik.

Ilendersoui, dark red. Large
flowers.

Pyrethrum Golden Feather, with yellow foliage, and SO

effective as a bedding plant, must not be omitted. It is dwarf,

not exceeding 1 foot in height, but it has one great defect, that

of producing a number of very starry white flowers, which

ought to be pinched off as they appear-. It is then very effective,

especially iu light soils, where if permitted to flower and seed

it reproduces itself freely, and very truly. For bedding, it is,

perhaps, best raised from seeds eovm in July, in light sandy

loam, under a frame or haud-glass, until germination takes

place, after which gradually harden off the young plants, and

prick them out undtr a wall, or in a sheltered sunny position,

iu light soil enriched with leaf mould. Tbey will be fit for

planting-out in March or April. It is also easily increased from

cuttings slipped off close to the stem, the heel pared smooth,

and inserted in sandy soil in a shady place, covering with a

hand-glass. When they haye rooted, plant them out in a
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Bheltered position for the winter. Tlie cuttings may be made
any time in summer, but July or August is the best time, as

then they become well rooted, aud may be planted-out before

winter. 'When summer propagation has been neglected, the

side shoots may be slipped ofi in March or April, the heel

pared smooth, the lowest leaves removed", the cuttings inserted

in sandy soil sint'-y in small pots, and placed in a hotbed.

Thus good plants may be obtained by May.
Pyrethrums are increased by seed, and by division or slips.

By seed new varieties are obtained, and occasionally a few good

double flowers, but most of the seedlings are worthless, even

for shrubbery borders. Perhaps I may have purchased seed of

a poor strain, but I shall in future grow named sorts only, and
save my own seed. In sowing, proceed as follows :—Fill a pan
to within half an inch of the rim with two-thirds sandy loam,

and one-third leaf mould, and then to the rim with fine soil

;

make the surface smooth, scatter the seeds, and just cover

them with fine soil. Placo the pan in a frame where there is

a gentle heat, and in a few days the plants will appear ; keep

them near the glass, and harden them off by giving plenty of

air. After April it is sufficient to place the seed-pan under a

cold frame or hand-glass, or tho seeds may bs sown oat of doors,

but I prefer sowing in a pan, and placing it under a frame, so

as to have the seedJiags up soon.

When the plants are large enough to handle—that is, when
they are from Ij inch to 2 inches high, prick them oat in a

bed in lines inches apart, and 3 inches plant from plant in

the row. The soil should be light, enriched with leaf mould,
well dug, and pulverised. Asunuy situstion ought to be chosen.

After planting shade, aud keep the plants duly supplied with
water until established. Thty will grow rapidly, and every
alternate plant in the lines should be transplanted info another
bed when they touch each other, well watering and shading
until they become e:tabIishod. They will have plenty of room
for the first year. In antnmn they may have a mulching, about
an inch thick, of leaf soil. When they begin to grow in spring,

every alternate plant and row should be taken out and planted
in a bed or border, and tho plants will then be 1 foot apart.

3?he old bed should be neatly pointed over. If the tops remain I

fresh nothing need bo done, bnt if they wither cut them off to

the live parts. Before autumn they will flower, and pull up
every one with a bloom not a half sphere, or as nearly as

possible of a Ranunculus form ; but it it is of a new colour
try to obtain well-formed flowers of the same tint.

If there are varieties which it is desirable to increase, that
object may be effected by the division of the shoots which
spring from the roots, and which will have some fibres attached
to them. These, if put in a rhady place, or artificially shaded
and kept moist, will soon strike root ; but proprgation is more
rapid if they are placed in a cold frame, or in gentle best.
They strike as freely as Chrysanthemum suck'^rs. This mode
of propagation is best practised in spring when the shoots are
3 or 4 inches long, though it may be carried on at all times
when there are shoots—say from April to October out of doors,
bnt at other times the protection of a frame is necessary for
good rooting, and for speedy establishment a gentle hotbed of
65° or 70°.

Cuttings should be made from the vigorous-growing shoots
only, which exhibit no symptoms of flowering, choosing such
as spring directly from the stem, and the nearer the roots the
better. When 3 or 4 inches long they are of the proper length.
Slip them from the stem by pressure downwards. The heel
should be pared smooth, and the leaves removed from one-
haU to two-thirds the length of the cutting, commencing from
the heel. They may be placed in a shady position out of doors,
in soil consisting of one-half light sandy soil, one-fourth leaf
mould, and one-fourth sand, covering the surface to the depth
of about half an inch with the latter material. Insert the
cuttings up to the leaves, and not too closely together ; if they
clear each other it is enough. Then giving a gentle watering,
cover with a hand-glass or frame, keep close and shaded from
bright sun until they begin to grow, after which admit a little

air by tilting the light on ouo side, increasing the amount
daily, and when well rooted remove the glass altogether. The
cuttings may bo potted singly in 3-incU pots, and placed in a
cold frame, or in a gentle hotbed, affording a mild bottom heat
of 65° or 70' for about a fortnight or three weeks. The time
to put in cuttings is from spring to October.

Early-struck cutfings may flower in autumn if shifted as the
pots become full of roots, and encouraged with a proper supply
of water, adding to the compost one-fourth of old cow dung

;

or the compost for growing plants in summer after striking

may be loam from turf, sandy rather than heavy, one-half,
leaf mould one-fourth, old cow dung one-fonrth, with the addi-
tion of one-eighth of sandstone, in pieces from the size of a
pea to that of a hazel nut, and a like proportion of charcoal of

the sarao size, the small of neither being sifted out. The
loam should be torn to pieces with the hand, but not sifted,

nor must any of the compost, though it should be well mixed.
If the points cf the shoots be taken out when the plants are
4 inches high, they will branch, and any irregular-growing
shoots may bo stopped up to August, by which time we shall

have fine plants in G-inch pots. They may be bloomed in
these pots, or shifted into 8inch pots if they are disposed to
grow much more and the pots are full of roots.

Thus, by autumn, good plants may be had from cuttings pnt
in early in spring, whilst those inseried in August will be well-

established plants either in pots or in a warm and dry sittia-

tion out of doors. Fine sorts are well worth a cold frame in
winter, and the plants being kept in 3-inch pots a large number
can be placed in a one or two-light frame. They cannot have
too much air, nor be kept too dry, the pots being plunged to

the rima in coal ashes, care being taken not to allow the plants
to suffer from dryness, nor must tbty be deluged with heavy
ruius. In very wet weather the lights should be kept on and
tilted at back, but in fine, mild weather drawn off. In frosty

weather the lights should be kept over them, and it necessary
close, aud in very severe frost a covering of mats should be
placed over the lights. The plants will be fit for planting out
in April for summer and autumn display in the flower garden.
Plant in light soil deeply dug, and enriched with leaf mould or
any well-reduced manure. For beds or borders the plants
should be 18 inches apart every way, or for a close mass or a
bed to be quickly covered, 1 foot ; whilst for each plant to ap-
pear as .". specimen, from 2 feet to 2 feet inches will not be
too great a distance to plant.

In dry weather the plants should be well supplied with water,
especially when they are coming into flower, though they will

bear more drought than slm?st at>ypl,nt used in the flower
garden. If they remain in the ground during winter a mulch-
ing of leaf mould should be given about the plants, which may
be neatly pointsd-in in spring, and the dead paits removed
when the plants begin to grow. It is not advisable to remove
them early in winter, as they act as a protection. The flower-
stems, however, should be removed as the plants go out of

bloom. The plants are at their best in the year after pro-
pagation ; in the second year of flowering they are good, and
less disposed to growth ; and in the xhird they are poor ; there-
fore keep up the stock by annual propagation.

If the cuttings are not struck in pots, nor potted after being
struck, they should be transplanted by October in a bed, after
they are well rooted, placing them 3 or 4 inches apart, and
selecting a warm situation and dry sandy soil. In spring they
may be removed to where they are to remain for flowering,
taking them up with good balls, and watering after planting if

the weather be dry.

If the plants are to be grown in pots they ought to be
wintered in a cold frame, and in spring should be shifted from
the small pots, in which they have been wintered, into 4;-inch
pots. This should be done in March, and if no plants have
been wintered in pots, the best of those in the open ground
may be taken up and potted, if they are cuttings or suckers of
last year. It is not necessary to use pots larger than 4^ inches
in diameter. The plants may be placed in a cold fraine, and
kept rather close and shaded until established, then harden
them well off, and after April place them in an open situation
sheltered from wind, but not shaded. The pots should be set
on coal ashes affording each plant enough of space to stand
clear of those near it, and leave a little room for growth. Plenty
of space should be afforded them in all stages of their growth,
except, perhaps, in winter, when room may be a consideration.
When the pots become full of roots, aud before these are very
much matted round the sides, shift into 7-inch pots, and again
into 8-inch pots, and for the most vigorous plants even into
9-inch pots, the final shift being given by the time the flower-
buds show

; or if stopping be practised, the final shift will be
required at the end of June, if not stopped earlier in that
month; whilst for late blooming the last shift need not be
given until July. Ko potting should be attempted until the
loots are matted round the sides of the pots, still it must be
done before they become very much so. Good drainage should
be given, and especially at the last repotting.
The plants should be well supplied with water, not giving

any, however, until the soil becomes dry, and then enough to
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Bhow itself at the drainsi^e ; on the other hand, the foliage
maat not be allowed to fl*g from want of wator. After the
plants begin to button, weak liquid manure may bo given at
every alternate watering, up to the time of the blooms ex-
paudicg.
As regards training, the shoots when long enough should be

tied or pegged dowD, bringing them towards the rim of the pot
regularly, bo as to feather all round. If they grow evenly no
stopping will be needed, but if any eUoot is much stronger
and longer than the others, stop it

;"

this, bv checking growth,
will invigorate the weaker. A bush may be" formed by pinch-
ing all the plioots in a similar niauiier, the stronpest always
firet, and the weakest last or not at all ; and a pyramidal form
may be given by pinching the side shoots and encouraging the
centre growths. Stopping may be practised almost to any
extent, but not after the middle of June, except for very late
blooming. Always confine the stopping to the vigorous grow-
ing parts, as the flowering pirts must not to be stopped

; but if
they appear before bloom is required, pinch off or cut it away,
for until the plant is as large as required, no flowering must be
allowed. By stopping some plants and not stoppitg others
selecting for the latter the plants of the best habit, a succession
ef flowers will be secured. The plants in pots will be found
decorative for the greenhouse, conservatory, or mansion. I do
not cousiiier the single varieties worth growing. I like the
flowers to resemble half a globe, and to be high in the centre.—-G. AnBE,-.

Bssnredly have noted the fact in hia periodical, if it bad bloomed
Mooe. My first flower opened in the same week that th*
Editors of the Gardenem' Chrnnicle acknowleriged the receipt of
a specimen bloom from llr. Morse, and the flower I send ig the
first really perfect one I have had since. My plant is growing in
an ordinary stove, traided along the rafters, with a S'ephanotig.
Now that it is strong it is free-blooming enough, but the buds
take a long while to open, and the flowers last but a dav, which
will not add to its merits. The colour I shall leave you to de-
scribe [It is a brilliant scarlet], and, in conclu«ion, I can con-
fidently recommend the plant both for its bold foliage and
superbly brilliant blossoms, as a most valuable addition to onr
stove climbers. It has been stated to be the same as Passiflora
vitifolia. I shall be glad to know if others entertain that
opinion.

—

Gulielmcs.

BEECH AND OTHER TREES INJURED BY COLD.
As many of the Beech trees in the park here appear to be

injured on their east side, I have been led to think it has
resulted from the cold weather in May and June ; but not
having heard whether others are similarly served elsewhere I
hardly know whether to attribute it to that cause or some local
one. Elms adjoining them, and equally exposed, have not
auflered so much, and in general the Beech may be regarded
as oue of the hardiest trees. However, as already remarked
the eastern side of most of the Beeches, including many that
are protected by other trees, have this season a half-scorched
appearance similar to what I have witnessed when a violent
cold east wind his injured trees of nil kinds in May. That
i.Iay and June have been very cold months cannot be questioned,
and the effects are visible in the small growth, and, in many
cases, death of plants not proof against the influence of weither
such as is common in March and April ; but I hardly expected
the Beech would suffer, and yet it is eo.

I need scarcely add, that trees winch are more tender have
soCered also, as the Walnut and Oriental Plane. The latter
has comparatively few full-sized leaves upon it, and the Wnlnnt
in exposed places has a melancholy appearance. Even in
sheltered positions the crop of fruit, which promised to be
most abundant in the beginning of May, has all disappeared,
having dropped off.

Perhaps some of yoar readers will report how they have
fared, more especially what effect the cold has had on the
hardier kinds of vegetation. With us the growth of grass
from the 1st of May up to the middle of June, or later, was
very rapid, and some other crops prospered also ; but, generally.
It has bsen the reverse with everything. As to bedding plants]
I feel unwilling to speak furtlier than to say that when we
consider the almost total absence of sunshine, the low tempe-
rature, cold withering east winds, and other circumstances, the
wonder is that they have done so well as they have. Dwavf
Kidney Beans and Scarlet Banners are very late, and other
crops of a tender kind are also backward. If it should appear
Uiat one of the very hardiest of onr native trees, the Beech,
has suCered by the uncongenial season, the wonder is not that
Scarlet Banners and the like have done badly, but that they
should have been able to live. I shall be glad to know if the
injury to the Beech is general.—J. Bouson.

TACSOXIA BUCHANANI.
I SEND a leaf and flower of the new stove climber, Tacsonia

Buchanani. I had it as soon as it was introduced, and have
kept it potted on and plunged in the bark bed of my stove, so
that now it is a plant of considerable size. It was recommended
by the introducer as flowering freely on small plants, but this
mnst be incorrect, as I believe it has not yet flowered, even
with M. Varsobaffelt, who sent it out ; at least, it had not done
so when I was in his nnrsery last September, and he would

AZALEA CULTURE.
{Rcail at the Cnilrd /forticiilturnl Society's tfr'lin;), June lith.)

Foil the compost it is absolutely necessary to have good peat,
full of strong fibre. I am careful not to select peat of too great
a thickness, my opinion being that a thickness of from 1 to
3 inches is the best. From sods deeper than that I cut off the
bottom, and throw it away. The peat is pulled carefully into
pieces suitable for the size of the plants to be shifted ; the greater
the shift, the larger the lumps of peat. The next essential
material is sharp sand, and it is almost impossible to obtain
sand sharp enough. I also select some soft bricks, and break
them np to the size of nnts. As a rule I use about one-third
sand and brick rubbish to two-thirds of peat.

The compost being ready, I eximine the size of the pot my
plants are in, and select pots a size Urgcr—that is, 1} inch;
for strong-growing sorts, a 2 or 2!-inch shift is not too muofa.
The pots must be clean and dry, and there should be from
1 to 2 inches of crocks at the bottom of the pot.

The best time for potting the Azalea is about ten daya after

the plant has flowered and the pods are picked off—a work
absolutely necessary to insure free growth, and without which
diminutive flowers are produced. In potting all fine-rooted

plants, I find it very necessary to have the ball of the plant
thoroughly moist, and on turning it out, if I find it too dry, I

soak it in a pail or tab till the water has thoroughly penetrated
the mass of soil.

After the pot his been crocked and the plant is ready, I cover
the crooks with .i little rough peat, place over that a few small
cr>oks and sand, then the ball is dropped 1 inch below the rim
of the pot, and a little of the mixture is worked carefully round
the bail, rammed firmly, and so on till the soil is filled level

with the old ball. The plant is then taken back to the quarters
assigned to it—a close damp house—until the growth is made,
and the buds begin to harden. Moisture is then gradually
withheld.

When the buds attain the size ol a pea, the plants are set

out of doors for a fortnight or so. E irly-forced plants are
placed out of doors as soon as the growth is made, and left

until the end of September, when all others are housed. Any
plants which have not pushed their buds snflioiintly I give a
littlo more heat, which will greatly a<!siBt them. For flowering

in December the plants should be started by the end of Sep-
tember, and a succession may be had in flower up to Jnly.

Another method which I adopt when plants have become
potbound, and it is, nevertheless, not desirable to give them
larger pots, is to allow them to become dry, tnrn them ont of

their pots, and with a sharp chopper cut away 1{ or 2 inches
of the ball as the case requires. I prick the ball round to

loosen it, dip it in water until it is thoroughly soaked, give

it half an hour to drain, and then pot it in the usual way,
keeping it shaded for a few days. Plants may be grown in

the same-sized pots for years, (ireat care is required in water-

ing ; in fact, every plant grower knows it is ol no use writing

on watering, as that must be learned by strict attention to the
requirements of different plants, but when a plant requires

water I give it a good soaking. When growing they require

frequent syringing.—G. Baker.

PEWITS AS VERMIN KILLERS.
Your correspondent " H. E. W." wishes to know the manage-

ment of the plovers in my garden. The management was last

winter simply nil. As I stated, owing to the mild winter they
did not require feeding, but in a hard winter they want more
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food than tliey cnri pick up, and must have raw meat minoed

for them ; they speedily become bo tame as to eat out of

your hand. Mix your meat wiib worms at first, and they will

soon take to it. They also require a ehelter of some sort—

a

door ou four supports is as good as anything. The birds were

purohased from an advertisement in the columns of this

Journal.—I. N. P.

SOME H.VEDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
Trientalis Euiior.TiA.—This pretty little plant is a native

of Britain and other countries of E urope, also of North America
and Asia, always alVeoting the colder latitudes, or if appearing

in the warmer countries, it rises into the mouutains. Old Fir

or other open moist woods are its favourite haunts. It is a

solitary species, and the sole representative in the flora of

Britain of the seventh class in the Linnrean system of botany
;

but it is not a good seventh, the parts of the flowers being often

found in fives. The whole plant rarely exceeds 6 inches high,

with erect wiry stems bearing a few leaves whoil-fashion at the

top, and from the centre of these spring the chaste and grace-

ful star-like white or pale pink flowers with a small yellow eye.

Oa rockivork it must be placed ia such a position that shade
and moisture will be secured to it, and the soil it most delights

in is open gritty leaf mould, or very sandy pjat and light loams
It does not succeed cultivated in the ordinary exposed mixed
border or bed, shade being very essential to its well-being ; but
it is a most useful plant to introduce into moderately shady
moist woods or banks, with a northern aspect, where the
uataral herbage is not too rank and overpowering. In all

cases where the introduction of it is contemplated, the soil

above named should be liberally allowed ; it well repays a little

trouble in the first preparation for its reception. The flowers

appear in cultivation usually in May or Juno, but in nature
often a month later. Division is the best method of propa-
gation.

Ltsimachia.— This is a useful, showy, and free-flowering

group of plants. For a small family there is a considerable
diversity of habit in the msmbers comprised in it, but there is

little variety of colour, yellow in various shades being the pre-

dominating hue.
L. nummidaria is one o the prettiest and moat interesting.

It is a dwarfy prostrate plant, throwing many branches out
in all directions from the centre, which in moist situations
root at the joints and so spread many feet. The flowers are
j-ellow, and appear iu Jane, and last till September and Octc-
oer if occasionally pinched -in to induce fresh growth. It is

useful for a variety of purposes— for clothing rockwork, moist
banks, front lines iu mixed beds and borders, and for festoon-
ing the margins of rustic vases where such ornaments may with
propriety of taste be iutmduced into flower gardens. Native
of Britain and Europe generally. A variety with yellow leaves
or yellow- variegated leaves, recently introduced, is of consider-
able value, and will, when more generally known, become a
favourite in the flower garden of any style.

/-,. vulgaris, like the last-named species, is a native of
Britain, and Europe generally, appearing also in many parts of
Asia and in Australia. It rises erect to the height of 2 or
3 feet, with branching stems terminating in loose leafy panicles
of yellow flowers, which appear in July, August, and September.
It is not at all a choice-looking plant, but it is valuable for in-

troducing into moist open woods, and for planting on the
banks of ponds and streams where the natural vegetation stands
in need of improvement, and for lighting up masses of shrubs.
It succeeds in any common soil, but delights most in partially
shady moist places.

i. punctata, by some considered as a rather well-marked
variety of L. vulgaris, is for horticultural purposes not very
distinct from that species. It is found in some parts of England
and Scotland along with Ii. vulgaris, and in south-eastern
Europe. The spotting implied in the specific name is not of
much value.

L. thyrsiflora, native of Britain and other parts of Europe,
of northern Asia and America. It is similar iu aspect to the
preceding species, but dwarfer, and with simple or unbranched
erect stems. The flowers are yellow in rather dense racemes,
and appear in June, July, and August. Useful for the same
purposes as the preceding.

L. anriustiJoUii, from North America, is a very graceful
species, growing to the height of 1 foot or 18 inches, with ter-

minal leafy panicles of nodding pale yellow flowers. It is use-
ful for the same purposes as the two preceding species, and is

veil worth a place in the mixed border. Like the others it

delights in moisture, and is not fastidious as to the quality of

the soil. The flowers appear in June and July.

L. cphemerum, from several parts of the south of Europe, is

veiy distinct from either of the foregoing species. It grows
about 2 feet high, with rather graceful habit, and the stems
terminate in handsomo racemes of white flowers. The corolla

ia rotate, with deeply-divided spreading lobes, obovate in form.

It flowers in July and August, and is most suitable for cultivat-

ing in the mixed border or the margins of shrubberies in good
moist soil.

—

{The Gardener.)

BIRMINGHAai ROSE SHOW.
The tigbth annnal Exhibition of Roses, borticultnral implements,

garden ornameuts, &c., was held on the 9th and 10th inst., in the

Town Hall. This annual Exhibition has now become one of the

permanent institutions of Birminpham, and its increasing importance

and nsefnlness arc fully evidenced by the fact that nearly all the prin-

cipal Rose-growers of England—some of them coming from such re-

mote districts as Essex, Hertfordshire, Devonshire, and Somersetshire

—have deemed it worth their while to comjjete for the honours which

are awarded to the most successful growers of this garden favourite.

The committee of management, and all who take an interest in this

delighlfal exhibition, are to be congratulated upon the nnprecedented

success which has attended the efforts made to promote the Show this

year, and in every respect it is much the best that has ever been held.

Altogether, there were no fewer than two hundred and thirty separate

entries, by fifty-four exhibitors ; bnt reckoning by former experience,

a redaction of aboat 30 per cent, on this number was anticipated.

Contrary to the nsnal custom, however, all the exhibitors, with the ex-

ception of fonr, pat in an appearance, and the result was the largest

and finest exhibition of Roses that has taken place in the Town Hall.

Considerable attention was paid to the decoration of the hall, so as

to enhance the attractions of the Roses, and considering tho short time

that was available for this pnqxjse, the manner in which this was

execnted, under the direction of Mr. J. Cole, was worthy of all praise.

For much of tb.e pleasing effect wljich was produced by the decorative

ability of this gentleman, visitors to the Show were indebted to Messrs.

Felton & Sons, of the Birmingham Nurseries, Edgbaston, who fur-

nished a handsome collection of stove and gi-ecnliouse plants. These

choice plants were very effectively displayed in the orchestra, and in

the great gallery, and Mr. Cole himself sent some very fine plants,

which were admirably arranged in lines down the centre of the tables

in the body of the hall. Messrs. T. & E. Jephcott, of Balsall Heath,

snpplied several collections of Ferns, flowers in vases, and bonquets,

which were arranged with much taste on a talde immediately under-

neath the platform ; and Mr. A. Bicldey, of Moseley, sent a fine col-

lection of British Ferns iu pots—.ill of which were judiciously utilised

in contributing to the general effect of the Show.

As regards the show of Roses, the collection was extensive, and the

whole of an nnexoejitionably meritorious character. In the section

for seventy-two varieties, single trusses, Messrs. Paul & Son, of Chea-

hnnt took the lead. In this collection the specimens of the Dnke of

Edinburgh and Miss Tngi'am, both new floi>ers, and Alfred Colomb,

were remarkable for their great beauty. For depth of colour and

brightness of petal, the collection was much admired. Mr. John

Cranston, of Hereford, who took the second prize, had also an excellent

collection. The same gentlemen were equally snccessfnl in the forty-

eight varieties, three trasses, takiug first and second prizes respectively

with collections, all the blooms in which were very fine. In the stand

of Mr. Cranston the three trusses of Madame Charles Wood were very

large, but rather rongh. In the class for twenty-four varieties, three

trusses, Messrs. Paur& Son again took the lead with a stand of which

it is not too much to say that it was one of the best in the entire

exhibition, and that it did not contain a Rose which would not have

been a credit to any exhibition. Mr. B. R. Cant, of St. John's Nursery,

Colchester, had also a very fine collection, which was awarded the se-

cond prize. The iame gentleman exhibited, but not for competition,

a stand containing about thirty blooms of Marccbal Niel, all in most

perfect condition as regards form and colour. This stand, indeed, was

quite a feature in the exhibition, and, viewed from the galleries, the

rich, deep, golden colour of these beautiful Tea Roses was very striking.

The amateurs also .made a splendid show in their various classes.

Amongst tho exhibitors flf peculiar and highly meritorious specimens

were the Rev. P. M. Smythe, of Solihull, whose Charles Lefebvre was

a remarkably handsomo flower ; and Mr. W. Brown, gardener to Mrs.

Alston, Elmdon Hall, whose Francois Lacharme, Madame Willermoz,

and Franc^ois Lonvat were very beantifal specimens.
_ _

In the open class there were 'many specimens which for intensity of

colour and smoothness of petal could scarcely be surpassed.

There was also a very fine collection of bouquets for the hand ;
that by

Mr. John Cranston gained the first prize. In the class restricted to

ladies, the best design for dmner-table decorations was that by MlSff

Cole, of Birchfield, who sent three stands, one as a centre piece, and

the other as side pieces. The design by Miss M. Bailey, of Longton,

which was also very prettily executed, received the second prize. In

both of these designs touch decorative skill was displayed, and great

pains had evidently been taken with them.
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Mr. Perry showed o stand of secdlinj; Verbenas, to throe of which

—

Biamg Star, the Rev. J. Dix, ondBnttcrfly—a first-class certificate was
swarded. Mr. R. H. Vertepans, of the Chad Valley Nurseries, sent

several fine collections of Roses not for competition : and Mr, F.

Hodges, of the Imperial Nnrserr, Cheltenham, eibibitcd a stand of

twenty.four speciincus of the white Clove Carnation, The liride.

A highly commendable endeavour was made to benefit one of the

local charities, in connection with the Show, by setting apart a stall

for the sale of boacjacts, the proceeds of which should be given to the

General Hospital.

Amongst the exhibitions of horticultnral implements, Messrs. Mapplo-
bect exhibited a large number of iron ornamental vases, which were

distribnted in diilerent parts of the hall. lu addition, they sent a great

variety of croqnet and garden seats, garden tables, engines, syringes,

&c. Messrs. K. W. Winfield and Co.. of the Cambridge Street Works,
exhibited a number of boantiful cast-iron garden seats, with imitation

cushions, the utility of which many of the visitors practically proved.

Mr. W. Spnrrior, the electro and silver-plate manufacturer, hcid a
number of specimens of his art, suitable for table ornament.
The general arrangements for the Show wore very efficiently carried

out under the snperintendcnce of Mr. K. W. Badger, who was most
indefatigable in his exertions to insure success. The Judges were, in

the nurserymen classes, the Rev. S. R. Hole, Messrs. C. Turner, and
S.Evans. For amateurs, Messrs. G. Paul, T.Walter, Gill, J. Kejnies,

B. R. Cant, and the Rev. R. O. Carter. In the open classes, the Uev.
E. N. Pochiu, and Messrs. S. Hibbcrd and C. J. Perry. The follow-

ing is the prize list :

—

NcESERYMEK.—Sevcnty-two varieties (single trusses).—!, Messrs. Paul
and Son, Cheshunt. i, Mr. J. Cranston, Hereford. 8, Mr. R. Cant, Col-
chester. 4, Mr. J. Keynes, Salisbury. Forty-eight varieties (three
trusfies).—1, Messrs. Paul & Son. 2, Mr. J. Cranslou. 3, Mr. J. Keynes.
4, Messrs. H. Curtis & Co., Torquay. Twentv-four varieties (three
trusses).—!, Messrs. Paul & Son. 2, Mr. Cnnt. 3, Mr. J. Keynes. 4, Mr.
J. Cranston. Open to rentdentf in thr couiitUs of Warwick, Worcester, or
Stafford only.—Twenty-four varieties (single trusses).—], Perkins & Sons.
2, Mr. J. Jennings, Shipston.on-Stonr. 3, Mr. J. Jaclison, Kidderminster.
4, Mr, T. Walter, Leamington. Twelve varieties (three trusses).—1, Per-
lons & Sons. 2, Mr. J. Jennings. 3, Mr. J. Jaclison. 4, Mr. C. Kimber-
ley, Stoke.
AuATEUES.

—

Open to the United Kingdom.—Thirfy-six varieties (single
Tusses).-!, Mr. T. Draycott, gardener to Mr. T. T. Paget, Humberstone
Hall. 2, Rev. S. R. Hole, Newark. Equal 3, Sir. E. Draycott, gardener to
Mr. E. Stndd, Hullerton Hall, and Mr. K. E. Postans, Brentwood. Equal
4, Mr. S. Evans, gardener to Mr. C. N. Ncwdegato. M.P., Arbury, and Mr.
T. Laxton, Stamford. Twenty-four varieties (single trusses).—!, Mr. R.
Draycott. 2, Mr. J. W. Chard. 3, Mr. T. Lloyd, Warwick. 4, Rev. P. M.
Smytbe, Solihull, he. Rev. G. Arkwright, Pencouibe Rectory, Bromvard.
Eighteen vorietics i three trusses).—!, Mr. C.J. Perry. 2, Mr.'R. Draycott.
3, Rev. C. H. Bulmer. 4, Mr. T. Laxton, Stamford. Twelve varieties
(single trusses .-!, Mr. R. B. Postans. 2, C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich.
3, Rev. S. R. Hole. 4. Rev. G. Ark\vright. Open to residents in tbo
counties of Worcester, Warwick, or Stafford only.—Twenty-four varieties
(single trusses).-1, Mr. C. J. Perry. 2, Rev. P. M. Smythe. 8, Mr. S.
Evans, Arbarv. 4, Mr. W. Brown, Elmdon. Twelve varieties (single
trusses' !, Mr. C. J. Perry. 2, Mr. S. Evans. 3, Mr. J. Parnell, Rugby.
4, Rev. P. M. Smythe. Open to residents xrithin/our milc^ of Stephenson
TUtce, Birmingham, only,—Twelve varieties (single trusses).— 1, Mr.
C. Cooper, gardener to Miss Anderton, Moseley. 2, Mr. J. E. Mapple-
heck, Moseley. 3, Mr. J. Plrie, Erdington. 4, Mr. T. A. Bickley, Small-
2>rook Street. Six varieties (single trusses). !, Mr. C. Cooper,'MoseIey,
2, Mr. J. E. Mapplcbeck. 3, Mr. T. A. Bickley. 4, Mr. H. E. Lowe, Edg-
baston. Limited to Amnteurs leho have never prcvioivilii von a prize for
ItOBes.—Twelve varieties (single trusses).—!, Mr. C. Butler, Castle Brom-
wioh. 2, Mr. J. Pirie, Erdington.
Open.—Colleclion of twenty-four now Roses, sent out by English nur-

Berymen in the spring oJ !867, 1858, or 1869 (single trusses).—!, Mr. J.
Keynes. 2, Paul & Son. 8, Perkins & Son, Coventry. Best new Rose
Bent ont by English nurserymen in tbo spring of !867, !868, or 1869 (six
trusses).—! and 2, Mr. J. Keynes ; ! tor Madame Rothschild, 2 for Mons.
Noman. 3, Mr. B. R. Cant, Colchester, fcr Miss Ingram. First-class cer-
tificate awarded to J. & C. Lee for Rose Edouard Morren. Twelve varieties
(single trussps). Teas, Koisettes, Chinas.—1, Mr. B. R. Cant. 2, Mr. J.
Keynes. 8, Paul & Son. Twelve varieties (single trusses). Summer
Roses, including Provence Roses, Moss Roses, Gallica, Hybrid Bourbon,
Alba, and Damask Roses.—1, Mr. W. Brown, Elmdon. 2, Mr. Laxton,
Stamfoid. Best Design of Roses and Rose Foliage, arranged suitably
for room decoration.—1, Mr. J. W. Chard. 2, Rev. G. Arkwright. 3, Miss
Bulmer, Hereford. Best Bouquet for the hand, entirely of Roses and
Bose buds, foliage not restricted to that of Roses.— 1, Mr. J. Cranston,
Hereford. 2, Mr. J. Jackson, ICidderminster. 3, Miss Mort, Staflord.
Open to Ladies oni.v.—Best Design for Dinner-table Decoration,

Roses to lio the imly flowers naod, foliage not restricted to that of Roses,
but left til the taste ol the designer.-!, Miss Cole, Eiichficld. 2, Mrs. M.
Bailey, Stafford. 3, Miss Mort.— (.iris's Birminqham Ga;:ette.)

VINES .^^ AN ORCHARD HOUSE.
I HAVE an orchard house GO feet by IG, planted with Black

Hapabiirigh Yicea in the borders iuside, and trained on rods
16 inches from the glass. Two seasons ago the crop was plen-
tiful and ripened eplendidJy in September; last year the mildew
attacked all the Vines, and this year is showing again. Can you
give me any advice? My gardener and I differ on the treatment
as to air. He keeps the house shut np night and day. There
are ventilators to about every 10 feet of roof, and perforated
zinc 3 inches deep the whole length of the house along the top
ol the back wail (the house is a lean-tol, all of which he will

stop np if allowed. The lights in front are all made to opea
as well, and there are doors at each end. How much air oiiight

I to give during the day '.' Ought the ventilators and the
front lights to be open at the same time ? I notice the berries

are larger and more healthy-looking quite at the top, nearest
the zinc ventilators. The heat of the honse during the day is

intense—more like a stove heat. Ought this to be so, the
house being merely an orchard house on Mr. Bivers's plan, with
no fire heat ?

—

Kate.
[It is not always an easy matter to hold the balance between

the employer and employed, and we have often been found fault

with for leaning to the weaker side ; but whether we be blamecl

or not, we shall make a few remarks on the above letter.

In the first place, if the description of the treatment is cor-

rect, we have no hesitation in saying that keeping the house so
closely shut np night and day was one of the surest means to

have plenty cf mildew ; and if the soil was at all damp, nothing
could more tend to make the mildew spread. What we are

surprised at is, that with such heat and no ventilation, there

were not scorching and scalding as well. We presume that the

safety-valve in this direction consisted in the 3 inches of per-

forated zinc at the top of the back wall, left open, we presume,
in the warmest days. But for this, ventilators every 10 feet at

the apex of the roof would not have been sufficient, and we do
not know if there is sufficient ventUation, as we do not know
the size of the ventilators. The great use of the perforated

zinc, if left open, would be that the temperature of the honse
would liso gradually, that the hottest and moistest air wonld
escape, and thus, though the house became very hot—"more
like a stove heat "—the scorching would be prevented, though
the close atmosphere would encouiage mildew. What we would
consider necessary now would be to leave the perforated zinc

open in this hot weather night and day ; to sprinkle all the

mildewed parts with flowers of sulphur from a dredger or large

pepperbox ; and to gradually increase the quantity of air,

having as much ventilation as possible in hot sunny days from
one to two o'clock, and then gradually diminishing the amount
until about -4 p.m. The chief object, even in hot weather, of

shutting all up, except the strip of zinc at night, would be to

enclose a certain amount of sun heat, so as to bring the Grapes
on, and thus give them the fall benefit of being protected by
glass. Diminishing the ventilation in such an unheated honse
would be effected on much the same principle as lighting a fire

for a regular vinery, it being a matter well understood that,

even for keeping, Grapes ripened in September will hang better

than those ripened in October. We know that in such summers
as the last, provided there was plenty of ventilation during hot
sunny days, the Grapes would have ripened well with a reduced
quantity of air all night, such as would be supplied through
the perforated zinc. Tlie management in this case becomes a
very easy matter, but wo cannot alwajp expect such summers;
and for a honse of Vines with no artificial heat, we should like

the Vines to be growing and ripening at that season when most
heat was to be obtained from the sun. For this purpose, in a

cool house for Vines, wo would give plenty of air in spring, so

that the Vines should break slowly and late, and when fairly

broken we should gradually lessen air, so that the Vines should

have a fair heat when in bloom and setting. After that, if our
object was safety and early ripening, we would either leave a
little air on all night, or make sure to give a little early in the

morning ; and as the sun increased in power we would increase

the ventilation in a lean-to house, giving the top ventilation

first and the front last. On the same principle wo would re-

duce the amount of air again gradually, so as to enclose sun
heat.

If this could not be attended to, then we would prefer having
a moderate amount of ventilation night and day, instead of

keeping the honse so close. On large sheets of glass the sun
has great power, but with the temperature rising gradually

with ventilation, sun heat seldom or never injures. Thus, in a

coo! glass house, with or withont air at night, the temperature

at night may range from 13° to o-V or more, and by day rise gra-

dually with ventilation to as much as B.J' or 90°, or even more,
and no distress will be experienced by the plants ; while the

same heat in a close atmosphere might be ruinous. Hence,
when little trouble and labour are to be given, ssy in the case

of a gentleman who docs the work himself, and is away from
ten to four, we should from the middle of June, or earlier if

the weather were fine, give a little air all night, and before we
left in the morning give as much air as would keep the house
safe, though the weather should be changeable. This art is

easily learned in a few days, and people gain confidence when
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they become oouvinceJ of tue simple fact, that provided air ia

given early eaougli, and enough of it to prevent a sudden out-

burst of fun raising the temperature of the house immo-
derately. Vines, itc, will not be injured if the temperature

fluctuate considerably—say, goes up and down from 60° to 00',

or even 9c>'', as the rising and falling will bo gradual, and there

will be no contined moist air within the house, which often

does so much mischief when the house is shut up.

To suit a number of inquirers besides " KiTE," we have
thus alluded to what we deem the correct management of a

cool house for Vines in two circumstauces^when ventilation

can be attended to daring the day, and when the most of that

work mast be done—say, at 9 a m. and i p.m.

So much, then, for the main issues, as to keeping such a

Vine house shut up night and day, a practice admitting of no
defence except on the supposition that the statement is slightly

incorrect, and the probable fact that the gardener thoroughly

beUeved he was doing the best under the circumstances, not in

giving no air, but in taking the full advantage of the sun heat.

Until the last eight days or so, the season, as a whole, has been
dull and cold. We had plenty of nights in Hay and June in

which in such a house the perforated zinc would have been
better shut than open. We have a house with Vines and Peach
trees together, but in such weather the house was often shut

np by three o'clock, and though a little air was given at the

apex early in the morning, there were days when that house
hiad little more air than would have been supplied by the

3 inches of perforated zinc. Of course, if there was even a

short period of bright sun the air wai increased, but in cold

bleak days not in proportion to the burst of sun heat, as we
knew that could do no harm, with air on to prevent a confined

atmosphere and a circulation of light vapour. In the last days
of the week air was freely given at back and front, and the

doors were opened, but the front air was cut o2 by three

o'clock, and all except a little taken from the back by four

o'clock, so that the sun should leave a kindly heat in the house.

Most likely the gardener has erred from excess of zeal, to make
the most of the sun heat for the benefit of his Vines, and
thi'ough them for the advantage of his employer. If they

tmite together and strike out a happy medium as respects venti-

lation, all will be well, and the cheapest of all heat, sun heat,

will be made the most of.

We shall conclude with this advice : In a house of the de-

scription referred to, moderate ventilation night and day will

be safer in every way than little or no ventilation at any time.

The amount of ventilation required greatly depends on the
plane of glass. Orchard houses with large squares require

almost double the amount of air that would do for a houso
built in the old-fashioned way, with heavy rafters, and the

sash bars not more than 6 or 7 inches apart.]

GROOVING ROSES NEAR THE CITY.
Hybeid Perpetual Roses will not flower with me from being

near the City. Would I have a better chance with them grown
in pots ?—F. G.

[The following is Mr. Fish's answer :

—

You are quite right, it is the smoke and soot which spoil

your Perpetual Kosos, clog up ihe pores of the bark and
leaves, and prevent free respiration and perspiration. I cannot

perceive what benefit will result from growing the Hoses in

pots^that is, if you keep the pots out of doors, plunged or

otherwise ; but you will succeed well with suc'u Eoses in pots,

if you can place them under glass, syringe well, give plenty of

air, and yet keep the smoke and soot out. I have tried

several modes, as wool netting, fine gauze, wire, &c., over the

ventilators ; but, perhaps, there is nothing better than rather

fine gauze, or rough muslin, which allows the air to pass

through with tolerable freedom, and yet keeps out the smoke
and soot, only the gauze must be washed and ironed out as it

becomes dirty and clogged up, or soon no air would enter.

There is also this great advantage in having your plants under
glass, that you can give air freely at night in summer, shut up
your houso as the morning fires are lighted, and then when
most air will be wanted, as at midday, the atmosphere will be

clearer and sweeter.

One other mode I practised on a small scale with Eoees in

London, with the stronger Perpetual, Hybrid China, China,

and even a few Moss Eoses. The plants were on their own
roots, and the method consisted in treating them more like

Bose stools than Eose plants. Thus, the shoots made this

season were little depended on for a succeeding year. If very
strong they were partly pruned in the autumn, and some fern
was placed over the stool, covering up a dressing of rotted dung.
The partly cutting back concentrated the strength of the
plants in the roots, and the lower almost imperceptible buds
near the base of the shoots. Frequently the tops looked rusty
and woe-begone in winter, and sooty and grimy enough too,

but that mattered little, as when April approached we used to

cut them all down to the ground, and as the atmosphere be-

come clearer plenty of shoots, strong and with good foliage,

came from the stool ; and though the Boses were produced
later, we used to have plenty of them, and a succession, by
carefully thinning out the stronger and the weaker shoots. AU
the China section, including such kinds as Abbe Mioland, Cra-
moisie Supericure, Mrs. Bosanquet, &c., did well, and yielded a
profusion of flowers when so treated, but failed miserably
when we merely pruned back bushes in the aanaX way. The
Eoses were treated on a hint obtained from the fact, that de-

ciduous trees that expand their leaf buds late, do so much
better than evergreens in smoky places. Even though the
stems and branches of trees are encrusted with soot, the fresh

green foliage coming out late in a clearer atmosphere, enables

the trees to keep up a rather healthy vitality. Many of the

Eoses, if left to themselves, are almost half-evergreen, and
among the Hybrid Perpetuala the shoots are often covered

with small apinea or bristles, which keep the soot about them
like so many burrs. The China group have smoother bark

and stems, and give less lodgment to the enemy ; but even in

that case, where the atmosphere is greatly smoke-laden, I would
advise the cutting-down system. I used to have fine massive
bushes of Fuchsias, by treating them in the same way—cutting

down to the ground, covering the stools with dnng and Utter,

and better with moss, and removing the covering about the

end of April. I cannot, at present, think of any other modes
I could recommend for your adoption.]

PHYLLOXERA VASTATRIX.
We are very sorry to learn that this most formidable of all tha

enemies of the Grape Vine has made its appearance in England.
Wg were the first to call attention to it in this country as being

prevalent on the Continent ; little did we then think that it was
at our doors. We make the following extract from a letter

addressed to us by a gentleman in Kent :
" My Vines have all

grown well except two, a Mrs. Pince's Muscat and Meredith's

Alicante ; these did not move more than 2 or 3 inches, and I
determined to take them up and examine the roots. Now the

roots were swarming with Phylloxera vastatrix; there was also

the winged kind. Your description in the May number of tha
' Gardener ' is very accurate. With a glass of good power yoil

can see it in all its stages, but you can see it with the naked
eye. It looks like grains of yellow sulphur in the crevices o£

the roots ; with a high pov.er it resembles small yellow tortoises.

It barks all the roots and destroys the Vice." The writer

farther expresses a fear that this pest is known to be in soma
nurseries, but is kept a secret. If so, no time should be lost

in discovering which these ore, and in getting it " stamped
out," to use a phrase only too familiar to us.

The following is the description referred to :
—

In some localities of the south of France the Vines are suffer-

ing from the ravages of a destructive insect, which has lately

been noticed for the first time. M. E. A. Carrieie has just

published in the " Eevue Horticole" an extract from an article

which M. J. E. Planchon contributed to the " Comptea Eendns
de rinstitut" (18C8, page .588). Here is the passage from

the " Eevue :"—

•

I will here give a brief resinnc of all I learnt about the habits

of the Phylloxera vastatrix from a series of observations made
on the spot, in three short visits to the south of France ; also

all I noticed with reference to the specimens which I kept in

glass bottles during forty con.'iecutive days.

Its best-known form ia that in which no trace of wings can

be discovered. When the insect is about to lay its eggs (that

is, in its adult female state), it forms a small ovoid mass,

having its inferior surface flattened, its dorsal .surface convex,

being surrounded by a kii^d of fillet, which is very narrow-

when it touches the thoracic jiart of its body, which, formed by

five rather indistinct rings, is hardly separated from its ab-

dominal part of seven rings.

Six rows of small blunt tubercles form a slight protuberance

on the thoracic segments, and are found very faintly marked
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on the abdominal segments. The Lead is always ooneealed by

tbe anterior pro'iibtriince of the buckler; tlie antenmi- aru

almost alwB.vB iuaclivo. Tlie abdomen, often short and cuu-

traoted, becomes elongated towards laying-lime, and there c«n

be easily seen one, two, or sometimes three eggs, iu a more or

less mature state.

The egg sometimes retains its yellow colour fnr one, two, or

three days alttr it has been laid; more often, however, it

changes to a dullnrty hue. From five to cisbt days generally

elapse before it is hatched. The duration of this period de-

pends a good deal on the temperature. The quantity of egRs,

and the rapidity with which they are produced, are probalily

determined by a variety of circumstances—the health of the

insect, the quantity of nourishment it is able to obtniu, the

xveather, and perhaps other canses. A female which had pro-

duced six eggs at eight o'clock a.m. on the 20lh of August, had

fifteen on the 2l9t at fuur r.ii.—that is, she laid nine in thirty-

two Loare. Other females Iny one, two, or three eggs in

twonty-fiiur hours. The raaximnm quantity is thirty in five

days. The eggs are generally piled up near the mother with-

out any apparent order, but she sometimes changes her posi-

tion so as to scatter them all around her. They have a smooth
surface, and adhtre lightly to each other by means of a slimy

matter which nttiicbes to them.

Phylloxera rnstatrjx (J, E. Plixnchou\—Female specimens and their
CG^B, a, auteunie ; b, horns or suckers; c, egg plainly visible in the body
ol the insect; /, winged form of the insect. Ail ujaguitied.

Hatching takes place through an irregular and often lateral

rent in the egg, the empty and crumpled membrane being
found «mong the other eggs in different stages of hatching.

During the first period of their active life—two, three, four,

or five days, as the case may be—the insects are in an erratic

state. They creep about as if they were seeking for a favour-

able situation. Their movements are more rapid than those of

adnlts. They appear to inspect, as it were, with their antenna'
the surface they travel over. The movements of the antennio
are generally alternative, and, if the comparison may be par-

doned, are not unlike the two sticks of a blind man, which he
nses to explore the ground he is about to tread.

After a few days of this errant life, the young insects seem to

fix npon a spot to settle in. Most frequently this is a fissure

in the bark of a Vine, where their suckers can be easily plunged
into the cellular tissue, full of saccharine matter. If you make
a fresh wound on the root by cutting off a little piece of the
bark, you may see the "pncerons," range themselves in rows
around the wound, and once fixed, they apply to the root their

antennas, which appear like two small divergent horns. At
this period of their life, about the thirteenth or fourteenth
day after their birth, they are more or less sedentary ; but they
change their places if a new wound is made on the root, which
promises a fresh supply of food.

What Sdnse is this which directs those snbtei raneons "pnce-
rons " towards the place which is most suitable for them ? It

cannot be sight, as their eyes are merely coloured spots, and
they creep as if thiy were blind. It cannot be hearing, be-

cause they seek no prey but a vegetable tissue. It is probably
the sense of smelling ; and one may wcUask if the nuclei which
appear enshrined iu the last articulations of the antenna' are
not the organs of this function, the seat of which has been so

mnch disputed ? Among these non-adult insects, attached by
their suckers to the Vine rout, aro seen, hero and there, some
of middle size. Their colour is a deeper orange, the abdomen
shorter and more squarely formed. These individuals are

more sedentary than tho others. I have sometimes imagined
they might be wingless (apterous) males of the species ; but as

nothing has happened to confirm this very problematical
hypothesis, and as I have seen undoubted females much re-

sembling these examples in colour and form, I incline to the
belief that there are no sexual differences among them. A

kind of doable moalt precedes the adult state. The first takoc

place shortly after birth, the second after laying time. Some
uncertainty, however, hangs over the number of these changes,
as the cast'OfT skins are often found mixt-d up with groups ol
" pucerons " of different ages, and it is difficult to distiuguiab

them. On the morbid taberosities of the fibrous Vine toots,

or on tho oilshoots of the roots, tho " pucerons " (perhaps
better nourished) seem to pass more quickly through the dif-

ferent phases I have described ; but excepting that their colour
is paler, they present no marked diflerence.

Tho ringed form of the Phylloxera might easily be taken
for a separate species. The rare specimens which I have seen
have all come from the " pncerons " nouiished on the newly-
attacked Vino radicles. In their infant, or it might be called

their larva state, they resemble those which I have suggested
may be males, but tho buckler soon becomes more strongly

marked than in these last; and a kind of band seems distinctly

to define tho separation bet.veen this and the abdomen. The
sheaths of the wings, triangular-shaped and of a greyish colour,

appear on both sides of the buckler. It is easy to predict the
advent of a winged insect from this chrysalis. When one ol

these nympha; is seen to quit its place and to crawl over the
root, or up the side of the bottle where it may have been put,

its transformation is near. Soon, instead of a sort of pupa, a

beautiful little fly appears, whose two pairs of wings, crossed

horizontally, are mnch larger than its body.
It impossible to doubt the identity of thi# insect with the

" puceron" which formed one of the swarm on the Vine root.

The details of the structure of certain organs—the autennoe,
claws, tarsi, and suckers—establish their identity.

The horizontal position of the wings complotly distinguishes

the Phylloxera from tho true Aphis, whose wings are always
more or less inclined upwards. The two larger wings obliquely

oboval and cuneiform, have a lineal areoluun the larger basilary

half of their outer edge; and this is enclosed in an interior

nervure, which answers, I suppose, to the radial muscle.
One single oblique nervnre (or corneous division) is detached
from this last, and reaches to the inner edge. Two other
lines start from the end of the wing, and, becoming narrower
as they proceed, advance towards the oblique nervure but end
before reaching it. These are not, poihaps, uer>urcs, but rather
folds, for I have observed them absent.

The inferior wings, both narrower and much shorter, have a
marginal nervure running from the base to the middle, but it

loses itself in a gentle protuberance, which the wing shows in

this place : a radial nervure runs parallel to the first, and dis-

appeara before it reaches the same spot.

Tho eyes, black and relatively very large, are irregularly

globular, with marked conical nipples ; their surface is granular,

but a pointed depression is observed in the centre of each
glandule. A round eye- shaped spot occupies tho centre of the
forehead.

Among fifteen winged specimens of the Phylloxera which
have come under my notice, not one has presented any sexual

difference. Almost all of them laid two or three eggs, and their

death, which happened soon after, may have been caused by
their imprisonment iu the bottles. Their eggs resembled those
of the wingless Phylloxera, and though they were only two or

three in number, they completely filled the abdomen of the
mother. They were easily seen by placing the insect under
the microscope. I do not know how long the eggs remain be-

fore they are hatched, or if they always produce the winged
form of the insect. It is probable that these winged individuals

serve for the transportation of this insect plague to a distance :

not that their wings would serve them for a rapid flight—they
are too inactive, they move them very little, and in rising from
the ground their horizontal position is preserved. My obser-

vations were, however, made under very unfavourable condi-

tions, tho insect being in a state of captivity ; but I suppose
that even in a natural state the wind is the principal agent for

the dispersion of the Phylloxer.a, as it is for many of the in-

sect tribe. In nny case, the discovery of this form of the
Pbyllo.^cra provided with wings, and evidently fitted for an
aerial life, is suflicient to explain tho hitherto embarrassicg
fact of the rapid spread of the Vino plagues. As to the spread
of the disease from one Vine to another, the wingless "puce-
rons " may suffice for this, a;, grouped in great numbers about
the lower part of unhealthy Vine stems, they might easily

attack the Vmes ne.'.rest them, even if they be heiiltby. It

may be asked in what manner these insects mannge to travel

from one Vine stock to another, and how they contrive to reach

the fibrous roots of the newly-attacked stocks? Do they
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burrow tiDcfer (he eoil, or do they not rather travel along the

surface of the earth under cover of the darkness and coolness

of night, and then, traversing the fiseures in the bark, arrive

in this manner at the extremities of the roots ? This conjectare

18 » probable one, and the follows ing experiment supports it :

—

In a case a yaiJ lorg I placed some garden soil from Mont-
pellier, a place entirely free from the Phylloxera. In this

earth I carefully laid some pieces of Vine cane infested with

wingless " pucerons." I placed a hand-glass over each cane,

and slightly raifcd the glass on one side in order to allow the

insect to cieep out. At three centimetres' diftanco from the

piece of cane I put some fragments of root from a healtby

Vine, on which I had made fresh wounds. In twelve hours
the following results were obtained : Three " pucerons " had
found their way from one of the Vine canes to the nearest

piece of Vine root. Some days after, twenty young "puce-
rons " occupied the same fragment. A few insects were to be
found on the other fragments. One piece of root had attracted

none, but the Vine cane nearest to it bad very few inseota upon
it which were oapaple of changing their places.

A similar experiment has been made by M. Fr<;deric Leydier
at the farm of Lancieux, near Sigondae, a part of the country
already infested by the Phylloxera, and by another person
near Sorgues. The results of these experiments have not been
satisfactory ; but this docs not prove that, under other condi-
tions, or with greater amount of perseverance, they might not
have been successful. It is fortunate that this new enemy to

the Vine attacks it in the first instance at the base of the
stem, and not underground at the fibres. As it is, a thorough
dressing of the bottom of the stem with coal tar will probably
prove an insurmountable obstacle to the progress of this do-
strnctive insect ; but were the case otherwise, it would be very
difficult to get down deep enough to reach an enemy so well
protected by the depth of the soil.— (T/ic Gardener.)

CUCUMBER CULTURE.—No. C.

There is so much ditHculty in procuring fermenting mate-
rials for beds, and so much labour and litter are occasioned by
them, that they must give place to pits and houses heated by
hot-water pipes, that being a less uncertain method of heating,
while any amount of heat can bo obtained at all seasons with a
sufficiency of pijiiiig and proper heating apparatus; indeed,
there are very few places where Cucumbers are required in
winter, or early in the year, in which pits or houses heated by hot
water are not provided. Of these, 1 shall describe one of each.
The pit, Jig 1, is, perhaps, the best for general purpose.",

bat it has this disadvantage, as compared to a house—namely,

>" '"' ' '' 1 w^'i'M
Fig. 1.
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that there is no pathway, so that access cannot be gained to
the plants in cold weather without drawing up or down the
lights. It is constructed iu the ordinary way, being partially
sunk in the ground. There is a chamber covered with flags,
resting on the side walls. Up to that height tho back wall is

9 inches thick, and half a brick thick for tho remainder of its

height. Tbe front wall is taken up much wider, to give a
proper width for thCsupport of the flags and the pioes, as well
as the ii wall dividing the bed from the pipes. The flags are
supported in the middle of the pit by a 4>-inch ':T:ai). Tbe
pipes for top heat, <i, are in front ; those for bottom heat, b,

in the chamber. Tlie pipes for top heat are flows, aud those
for bottom heat return pipes. The reason of having a chamber
is that one uniform heat may be afforded to the bottom of the
bed, and the joint.>j of the flags not being closed, the heat will
be commuuioated to the drainage, c, placed on the flagstones,

aud he genial and regular, which is not the case when tlio

pipes are placed in contact with rubble. The diiEculty is to
make the heat spread, and it does so completely in a chamber,
the great heat immediately over tbe pipes being distributed,
and a uniform heat given throughout. To lessen the bottom
beat, if it should become too high, a 2-inch iron pipe is in-

serted at every 3 feet ; it must be long enough to reach from
the chamber b, through the draiuage c and soil, d, the upper
end being fitted with a vjooden plug, which can be taken otit

partly or wholly when it is necessary to reduce the bottom
heat. There is no waste of heat by doing so ; on the contrary,
a moist heat, at times desirable, is obtained in the atmosphere.
The heat of the bed should be ascertained by a ground ther-

mometer thrust in about 9 inches. Over the flags G inches of
rubble should be placed, pnd on that a thin layer of sods, or
the rougher parts of the compost, so as to keep the drainai^e
free ; then from 10 inches to a foot deep of soil, leaving from
12 to 15 inches between that and the glass for the plants. The
ground level is shown at e.

Fig. 2 represents a house suitable for Cucumbers. It is

heated by hot-water pipes, and has a chamber, a, along whiel).

Fig. 2. .-:

j
run two rows of 4-inoh pipes, and they give the requisite heat

!
to the bed above it, b. The chamber a is covered with slats or
flags, thick enough to carry the weight of drainage and soil.

In the side of the chamber next tho walk there are openings
at about every 3 or i feet, each of them fitted with a frame
and close-shutting door. This may be opened when the bottom
heat becomes too high, or shut, as required. Over the chamber
there is a depth of C iuches of draiuage, and then the soil, b
about 1 foot thick. In tho front wull openings are left at 4 feet

apart, or 3 feet between the openings ; these are about 1 foot

wide aud long, have a frame the thickness of the wall, and are
shut by close-fitting doors, as thown at d. They are for ven-
tilation, and the air entering beneath the pipes must have its

chill taken off before it comes in contact with the plants, and
when the top lights are open the thorough ventilation of the
house will be secured. The plants are to be trained to a wire
trellis fixed not nearer the glats than 9 inches, nor further
from it than 12 inches, the former distauce being preferable.
The wires may run up or across the rafters, and should be not
further apart than tj inches, for when they are wide apart the
shoots cannot be tied as could be wished.

Tlie pipes giviug top and bottom heat, whether in pits or
houses, should be so fiied and contrived that a complete and
separate command of both top and bottom heat will be secured,
each being entirely cut oft' by stop-cocks or valves, or worked
little or much, according to ciioumstanees.
The sides of the bed, for supporting the soil and drainage,

being of 4 J -inch brickwork, should tie set in cement.
The scale to which the pit and house are drawn is 4 foot to

the inch.

—

G. Abbey,

RHODODENDRON CULTURE.
It is not surprising that a plant possessing so many good

qualities as the Rhododend lon should become a general lavouri te.

Almost exceeding many of our native plants in hardiness, all
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that can be desired in habit, and nffording as great a dirersitv

of colour as any floner, it deserves more attention than it

naaally receives, and certainly more than many plants that are

eagerly sought after. Purhitps one reason of its being leas ex-

tensively cultivated than it ought to be, is the idea that only

a certain dejcription of soil suits it. This popular idea is

certainly carried farther than is proper, and I will endeavour

to show that the plant, or at least the common varieties of

it, can be grown in more kinds of soil than usually supposed,

so that there are probably many places where it might be

planted with adviintage, if tight means were taken at first to

insure success. Unfortunately, this is not always done, and
the consequence is a failure, when it might have buen avoided,

and the cultivation of th? plant is abandoned. Perhaps a little

consideration of the conditions under which the plant was
growing prior to its being tried on such a spot, may tend to

explain the reason of iailure, and point out a course more
likely to bo successful.

Tiiis plant seems to flourish best in the dry upland peaty

soils which are met with in many districts; there its cul-

tivation is desirable, and although for special purposes we
often see large quantities of suitable soil removed to a coii-

Biderable distance to mnke a bed, this cannot be done in all

cases where the Khododendron is to be grown. On the other

band, it must be admitted that there are many soils and
Bitualions where this plant will refuse to grow, but then these

are much fewer than is generally supposed, and a due regard

to some other points of the plant's culture will show that the

number of intermediate files or soils is very large, and that

there are not many ne-ghbourhoods which do not possess a

suitable soil. Few plants more readily adapt themselves to

removal than the Rhododendron, provided the operation be
performed at the right time, and in.the right manner. The
subject is so important, and the cases where failure occurs so

numerous, that some remarks on these, and the mode to

obviate them, seem desirable ; I shall, therefore, under different

heads make the remarks which may seem applicable.

Soil.—Although much as has been written on thi^, I believe

there are few who havo planted the Bhododendrcn extensively
on different soils who will not aiknowledge they have been
several times deceived in the results. Either the plants have
not succeeded well when they were expected to do so, or they
prospered where they were scarcely expected to grow at all ; in

fact, the soil requisite to support the healthy growth of this

plant is far from being generally understood, and often a just

knowledge of the matter is only attained by a trial. A number
of plants are tried on some soil that appears to be suitable, and
the result watched with interest ; if successful, all is well, but
if otherwise, the ingenuity of the planter is set to work to

ascertain the cause, aud a trial elsewhere is, perhaps, deter-

mined upon. I will now direct attention to the soils and
situations in which this plant is found to thrive with more
than ordinary luxuriance, and I will endeavour to point out
how far they can be imitated elsewhere.

In taking a casual survey of certain districts, it will often be
found, that although a certain class of soil generally prevails,

now aud then patches of quite another kind are met with,
entirely surrounded by soil of the prevailing character, and
varying in size from less than an acre to the extent of several
parishes, and it not unf.-equontly happens that, suitable sites

for the Rhododendron occur in such isolated plots. For in-

stance, some places in the neighbourhood of Dorking are well
adapted for the growth of the plant in consequence of the
favourable soil cropping out, while the district generally is

chalk, with a thin crust of ovorljing soil almost as white as the
chalk itself

; yet here and there patches of peat, or a close re-

semblance to it, meet the eye, while farther westward in the
same county peat appears to fjrm the staple soil of the district,

extending from almost the centre of Surrey a considerable
way into Hampshire, with occasional breaks aud irregularities.

This neighbourhood, bo fuiourable to the growth of the Rho-
dodendron, has been taken full advantage of, and some of the
largest nurseries for the rearing of plants have been formed
there.

Other districts also furnish similar sites. A peaty soil well
adapted for the purpose exists in large breadths throughout
many of the midland and western counties, Cornwall uffurding
as many varieties of soil, with as large a proportion favourable
to the growth of this plant, as any county. Speaking, too, with-
out a thorough knowledge of the matter, I believe most of the
eastern counties possess a much less extensive range of dry
opland peat, althongh that of a marshy kind may be plentiful

enough. Large tracts, however, exist in Derbyshire and Stafford-
shire, but the wet mosses of Lancashire have to endure a coarse
of draining and cultivation before they become fitting abodes
for this highly urnamcutal phnt. Farther north peat is plenti-
ful, and it is questionable whether any spot in the northern
part of the kiugdom can be foimd which is ten miles from
a peaty moor, or some place of a like kind. Indeed, I am cei-
tain that there are not many places in any part of the kingdom
half that distance from some spot where the Rbododendron
will flourish, for a black peat is not the only soil that it will

thrive upon, as it often exhibits every appearance of vigorous
health on soils that to an ordinary observer look the very
opposite of peat, and these, too, so different from each other,

that I am convinced the numerous places suitable for the
growth of the plant, havo not yet had a fair trial. The blaek
sandy peats of Surrey and elsewhere, with scarcely a stone in
them as large as a boy's marble, bear no resemblance to some
upland gravels, where stones varying in size from that of a
cricket ball to a bean, form at least three-fourths of the staple

material the plants have to grow in, and yet fine healthy plants
are met with blooming abutidantly.

Colour of soil is no criterion, for a light grey, bright yellow,

and now and then a dark red, as well as all intermediate colours,

seem to answer almost as well as the black peal, while occa-

sionally the latter is rejected. Most low-lying peaty morasses
are unsuitable, especially those from which pent is dug for fuel.

A period of cultivation may bring them into a suitable condi-

tion, but such peat is not so in its crude state ; indeed, I

hardly know what crops are most suitable for low, flat, peaty
mosses, scarcely raised above the ordinary water level. I would
caution the incxpcrieucad against using this buggy peat in the

formation of Rliododendrou bads, as I have seen evil results

more than once arise from its being employed. I cannot

clearly say why it is so, but it would appear that the long period

during which the moss has been soaked with water, has ren-

dered it unlit, for a time at least, to support vegetation of any
kind, except the few species which occupy it in its natural

condition, and the Rhododendron is not one of them. 1 have
seen several fruitless attempts to obtain a healthy growth of

this plant in situations of the kind referred to.

A soil which of itself contains all that is wanted for the well-

being of the Rhododendron, is infinitely superior to any mix-

ture of ingrodionts that the most skilful or scientific operator

can make. Although many plants seem to relish the composts

made for them, it is but seldom the Rhododendron does so,

while very often the worst results foUow. Therefore, when the

natural soil of the place appears to be favourable to the growth

of the Rhododendron, it is best to let it alone. Adding other

materials is often injarious instead of beneficial.

When the natural soil presents the features which are

favourable to Rhododendrons, try to grow these. The in-

dications are weeds and other natural growths, and after much
experience I have found no reason to depart from an opinion I

gave many years ago, that one of the best tokens of a soil

j
suitable to Rhododendrons is the common Foxglove, which if

I
seen growing extensively in a wild state, I regard as denoting

suitable soil—as much os the Heath, and certainly much more

so than the common Brake Fern, although both the latter are

generally associated with the Rhododendron when it is left to

[

Nature. Some allowance must, of course, be made for the forma

under which each is found ; usually the Brake (Pteris aquilina),

I disappears in tilled ground, but this is not the case with the

Foxglove, the latter flourishing in dry ground ; while the wilJ

I

Heath is often found in positions where there is scarcely the

depth of soil necessary for Rhododendrons. Amongst trees,

]
the presence of Birch and Scotch Fir often indicates a suitable

soil ; that of Beech the contrary. Furze i.s ofien found along

with Heath, but it is not so safe a guide as the Foxglove.

Perhaps, however, the Bilben-y or Whortleberry may be taken

as the criterion of a first-class Rhododendron soil ; but this

plant is not so widely disseminated as the preceding, and Rho-

dodendrons will thrive well where this higbland fruit is rarely

met with, often in places far removed from it and similar moor-

land productions. •
As compared with the greater proportion of the land adapted

for agricultural purposes, that suited to the Rhododendron
would be regarded as poor and nnprofitable, producing very

indifferent grass crops, and not the best of corn. When the

depth is sufficient. Potatoes may be grown, as on the extensive

levels of western Lancashire ; but in tbe latter case the bene-

fits of the soil are more than neutralised by the natural dis-

advantages of the strong sea breeze. Besides, generally the
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Bhododendron requires an elevated rather than a low situation,

although it does not suffer in the latter, and it can endure any
degree of cold which occurs in England.

A gravelly soil sometimes suits Bhodcdendrons, sometimes

a certain kind of sand is equally beneficial, while now and

then ground composed almost entirely of stones, and these

often large ones, seems equally serviceable in supplying the

wants of the plant. At a short distance from where I write,

many hundreds of Rhododendrons are growing in a soil of the

latter description; stones angular, as if recently broken, being

mixed up with a yellowish soil by no means prepossessing in

appearance, and the stones forming at least two-thirds of the

whole. Many of them are three or four times the size of road

metal, and a less likely place for success could not well be

found, yet the plan's flourish remarkably well in it ; and
during the hot weather we had last summer, I did not perceive

indications of any flagging or injury in any of the plants at

that place, while at others full-grown plants in prepared beds

succumbed to tho heat and drought. The situation is elevated,

being 400 feet or more above the sea level, and the stones found
upon it are hard and well-adapted to road-making, although
widely different from flint and Kentish rag. It cannot be too

well known that the character of the stones found upon land
constitutes an important feature, and their too extensive re-

moval has often been attended with bad results.—J. Eoesox.

(To be continned.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are requested to state that plants will be received at the

Royal Hokticoltural Societt's Manchester Show, up to

9.30 A.u., on Monday, Jaly 19ih, and fruit and cut flowers up
to 11 A.M. This arrangement, we think, will be most satis-

factory to exhibitors, as it will enable a large number to leave
their homes on the morning of the Show, instead of on the
Saturday, to the great deterioration of the beauty and fresh-

ness of cut blooms especially. Without counting numerous
entries in the cottagers' classes, there are upwards of 430 entries

of Plants and Flowers, and 400 of Fruit and Vegetables.

.HAMEnr.G Inteesatioxai, Exhibition.—Her Majesty
has graciously intimated her intention of offering a silver cup
for the best collection of Grapes, to be competed for under
certain conditions at this Exhibition. The arrangements for

the transmission of hortieultoral specimens, both fruit and
flowers, we are informed, will be such that it will entail bnt
little expense on exbiMlors, who should at once commnnicata
with Mr. Eyles, Royal Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington.

WORK FOR THE "WEEK.
KITCHEN GASDEN.

Let an abundant supply of Bi-tiiseU Sprouts, Kale, Savoiis,

and Broccoli be planted-out as speedily as ground can be ob-
tained for them ; and where it cannot be had at present to the
usual extent, see that the plants are either pricked-out or
sufficiently thinned to allow of their growing dwarf and strong.
If a good portion of old IJushroom-bed dung were mixed with
the soil before pricking-out, the roots would run into that, so
that the plants might bo removed with balls, and would hardly
suffer from the shift. Cabbages sown at this time will afford a
late and very useful supply of youog heads. Sow Cauliflower
and Waloheren Broccoli. Eidge-out a good portion of Celer;/,

and slightly earth-up the early ridges; also plant-out Leeks in
strong, deep, heavily-manured land. A crop of Dwarf Kidney
Beam should be sown under a south waU for a late supply. If

not akeady sown, lose no time in putting in Lettuce. In some
instances Potatoes are reported to be diseased ; those on soils

most nnfavoarable to their keeping sound should, there'oe,
bo taken up and used first. Prune-cff superfluous shoots from
Tomatoes against walls, that they may not shade the ripening
fruit. The leading shoots may be pinched-ont when sufiicient

fmit is set ; this will assist in ripening the crop.

FKCIT OAEDEN.
Look over espalier Pear, Apple, and Cherry trees at least

once a-week, and stop and shorten the shoots. The removal
of anperflnons wood may also be effected at this time wiih ad-
vantage to both the tree and the fruit ; it is always advisable
to afford the latter the advartage of full exposure. Lnt the
shoots of Peaoh, Apricot, and Plam trees be trained at once to

the wall. Proceed with the layering of Strawberries for forcing,

If

and let them be kept watered. Froit trees in general may now
be budded.

rtOWEr. GARDES.
Go over beds frequently, keeping the young shoots of Ver-

benas neatly regulated and pegged down until the surface of

the ground is well and fairly covered, after which the shoots of

most varieties may be allowed to ramble at liberty. Keep down
weeds, and if the weather should be such as to render watering
necessary, do not let the plants feel the want of moisture at the
roots. Cuttings of choice herbaceous plants, Carnations,
Picotees, &o., put in early, should be pricked-out or potted im-
mediately they are struck, in order to become established.

Early-struck Pansies may bo planted-out for early blooming.
Young seedhng Wallfiowers, Brompton Stocks, Sweet 'Williams,

and other biennials, should either be planted-out in reserve
beds, or where they are to flower. The propagation of bedding
plants must soon be commenced ; therefore, make notes of de-

sirable new kinds. The present will prove a favourable time
to propagate by cuttings most tender kinds of Eoses. Choose
the ends of the shoots for the purpose, with the bottom part

partly ripened. Noisette, Bourbon, China, and Hybrid Perpe-

tual Eoses, will strike freely in sandy soil, if selected as just

directed. Cover the blooms of Carnations and Picotees as they

expand, placing cardboard collars beneath them. Layering may
be commenced, beginning with the grass or shoots which are

most forward. A stone placed immediately over that part which
is pegged in the ground, will speedily insure its rooting. Look
to Dahlias, thin-out where required, stake, tie, mulch, &c. As
the pipings of Pinks root, prick them out in good ground. It

will be advisable to place some in small pots, to shelter during

the winter. We again urge on all cultivators of those beautiful

flowers, the Sanuncaluses^, to watch their ripening, take them
up as the leaves turn yellow, and allow the tubers to dry in the

shade. Seedlings in pans or boxes should be placed under
cover, and in the course of a few weeks, the tubers, v.hich are
often very small, should be carefully taken up. Some floristB

allow them to remain in a dry state until the time anives to-

plant them in sp ring. Cut off the seed vessels of Tulips, and
lay them up to dry ; trench over the bed intended for autumn
planting, and prepare the soil necessary to renovate it.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOr.Y.

If bright summer weather should set in, the beds and borders

of the conservatory must be liberally supplied with water, and
specimens or twiners, upon which red spider is likely to be
troublesome, should be well washed with the garden engine as

often as may be necessary to thoroughly clean them. Plants

in bloom must not, however, be dashed overhead with the

engine ; everything blooming in pots should, therefore, be
moved out of the way, and other plants spared as much as

possible. If former directions have been attended to, little

inconvenience will be experienced from red spider, except, per-

haps, in the case of plants in a weakly state, or in ill heith,
which should be placed by themselves, and receive special

treatment till their energies be restored. Eemove all decaying

leaves and flowers the moment they are peretived, and endea-

vour to have a good supply of specimens in full beauty, to take

the place of such as may be going out of bloom. Greenhouse
plants generally should now bo out of doors. Most hard-

wooded plants in frames will likewise be benefited by exposure

to night dews ; for that purpose, therefore, the lights should

be removed in the evening, replacing them in the morning,

and shading during bright sunshine, but giving air freely both

back and front, or, which is better, tilting the sashes at the

gides—a practice which does not subject the plants so much to

currents of drying air. Plants in want of more pot room
should be shifted as soon as possible, so as to have them well

established before winter ; but in shifting now, care must be
taken to have both balls and soil in a proper stste as regards

moisture, and the plants must bs carefully shaded, so as to

keep the atmosphere as moist as possible for a week or two
after shifting. Let any repairs required to be done to plant

houses be seen to while their occupants are out of doors. Show
houses should now be kept as gay as possible, especially the

conservatory, which must be suppUed with the finest plants

in bloom from the reserve houses. Carefully tie out the diffe-

rent varieties of Lilium lancifolium before they come into

flower. Two other good autumn plants should likewise have
similar treatment—viz., Crowea saligna and Plumbago capen-

sis ; these are invaluable for purposes of autumn decoration

as are also the different kinds of Kalosanthes. Shift Chrysan-

themums, and stake them securely as they advance. The
stock of autumn and winter-flowering plants should not be
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stopped after tliiti, bnt cugljt to hav^ every enooarngement to
nstist in ripeniDR their wood early, that" no diflionUy may
arise in flowering l)iem at the time wiited. Daplineii, Oranges
of different kinds, Myrtles, nud CUriUnias intendsd for forcing
ehonld be removed to a cool, Qiry hoise to rest.

BTOVZ.
If there aro sickly or bal-rooted specimens here, they must

.
be fretpently examined for red spidor, otherwise they will be-
come a naraeiy for this peit, from wliicii it will soon spread to
adjoining plants. See that young growing Ftock is not allowed
to Buffer from want of pot rconi, and attend carefully to water-
ing, giving manure water to all plants in free growth that
enjoy it. Gardenias, *(•., which biire been removed to the
conservatory while in bloom, ehonld be replaced in heat as
soon as their bcanty is over, in order to allow of tlieir growth
becoming ripened before the dull, cloady days of November
sot in. Although shading Orchids must now be promptly and
carefully attended to, allow thom as much light as they will
bear without injnry, u^ing a very liglit «creen when absolutely
necessary. Keep the foliage clear of insects and dust by fre-
qaont syringings or spongings, as may be necessary.—W.
IfEiKi:.

DOINGS OF THE T.AST WEEK.
Thr week up to last Friday was dull and cloady, and yet

what a hay week it has been, "flfake h.iv whilst the sun
shines," is all very well, but too bright and fieVce a sun parches
the hay, and extracts much of its nufrilive properties. Great
breadths of hay were canied in firsf-rate condition, though it

had scarcely a gleam of fun, rever wns wetted by a shower, and
scarcely was damped by dew, as we used our email gra?s.cuttiug
machines en the lawn at uix in the morning, a thing we can
rarely do. Such hay hag a peculiar beauty and greenness, and
was thoroughly made wl;h a tiuniniJ or tiro, giving out when
stacked an odour like a tea chest. V/e never kuew such a good
week for saving fine-made hay, and the comparative absence of
ann, and a dry atmosphere, were just the conditions to leave the
best properties in the hay. The bri'jht sun has told on every-
thing at last. Cauliflowers and oUier vegetables, after the
dull weather, began to flag, and to make sure we gave water to
•he most exposed Calceolarias. STirfice-stirring the ground
was our great resource for retaining moisture and excluding
extra heat, as we found tbit craokicg was commencing in our
heavy soil. In flower beds, even the spaces next the grass,
and the outsides generally, were shoiving cracks, and the filling
them up, and preventing more beirg made, wore effected by
surface-stirring with a Du'ch hoe. In most departments, the
work was chietiy of a routine character.

EITCOEN O.VRI)E!l.

In this department wo mjnagod to plant-out much, to prick-
oat more, and to pretty well attend to the wants of all. Our
water at hand is getting a little low, but tliere is a fair supply
in ponds at a distance, and whilst ve economise what is to be
had near we use some from a dista ice, believlog that a good
shower will come ere long, renewing nur supply, and benefiting
the Turnips in the fields. These will not greatly suffer as yet,
as in uncropped land there is plcjty of moisture beneath.
What a difference the cropping ma! es. Some of our ground
that stood uncropped for a litllo, turned up fjir for moisture,
whilst other pieces from which hcavv crops were removed,
fwemed to have lost all the moisture to" the depth of 18 inches.
It was of no use sowing ia soil thu? deprived of its moisture,
without previously watering the ross before sowing or planting.
We are almost ashamed at times to dwell on such simple

details, and would not do so but for the frequent encourage-
ment that it is just such minute details that so many readers
want. Thus we read, " Thanks to your hints on sowing Cab-
bage seeds, I now know I erred in r.'peited surface-waterings."
Well, ours are coming through the dry surface-covering beauti-
fully, and we know they hive moisture enough beneath them.
In sowing a piece of fre^h Turnios and Kadishes we drew

Shallow drills, and run the ppiut of the watering-pot along the
drills before sowing; thus giving o moi.st bed for swelling the
seeds, whilst the surface will be left drv and open to retain the
moisture. In planting Coleworts and Cauliflowers, we draw
httle trenches, so that after puddling the roots we could water
afterwards. To make them all safe in such weather they will
want two or three wateriuas before they can hold up their
beads to the snn without fliaching, which indicates that the
roots have taken hold of their new quarters. Then, if the dry
weather continue, we shall turn a little of the dry soil, an hour

after watering, into the little Irenoh, and that will do some-
thing to arrest evaporali >n. Here, again, the first Peas out of
doors, though Ftill producing, are not exac'ly in a condition to
be worth watering; but the second successibn, podding heavily,
with lUans between them, show a little distress, and the soil
has been surface-etirrcd, and then watered, and if we could
have done so we would have mulched afterwards with Utter or
short gra^s.

As a proof of rather close cropping, we may mention that our
first Peas were in rows .3 feet 9 inches apart. In the centre
between them was a row of Dwarf Fan Cluster Beans, and
Beck's Gem, and on each side of that a row of Lettuces be-
tween the Beans and Peas. Most likely we shall have Cauli-
flower on the ground—just a row where the Peas etand, and
then another where the Beans are, for succession, the one
coming in a little before the other. Allow ns to recommend
the above little Beaua to all amateurs who like a well-flavoured
tender Bean, and have little room to grow them in. We have
just examined a few of these Bean plants, shaded as they are
on each side by the Peas, and find that they average a foot in
height above the soil, have from twelve to twenty full-sized
pods from 3 inches in length, besides smaller ones, and these
larger ones containing each from two to three fine sweet beans.
Of course, they do not fill a Urge dish like thy Windsors and
the Lnngpods, but still as furniihing young soft beans in little

room and great quantity, they are exceedingly useful.
With regard to Cauliflowers, which never come amiss, onr first

crop which, wl'h the exception of a few flowery heads already
referred to, turned out very fine, is now nearly over, and the next
coming in : bnt the third and fourth small lots—for we cannot
aCord a quarter at a planting—began to show the effects of the
weather even before the sun became so bright, acquiring a slaty
bluish tinge on the leaves, which no Cauliflower-grower likes to
see. We watered and watered, but still the distressed appear-
ance did not leave the plants; but on resorting to one of our
favourite cares—a little mulching with rotten dung and short
grass, the plants improved as if by magic, and have stood the
fierce sun without fliochiog. Unfortunately we have, as re-

ferred to lately, put most of our heap of short grass and litter

out of sight ; but if this weather last, we shall out what other-
wise might have been allowed to remain a little longer, for the
purpose of muIcLiug, and even dry litter will be brought into
requisition. In many respects mulching becomes « substi-
tute for the watering-pot. In planting afresh we have chiefly

used the plants previously pricked-out, and, therefore, to some
extent lified with balls, and watering as they were planted with
the trowel was generally sufficient to keep them right. To our
readers, then, who are scarce of water, or wish to lessen the
labour of irnti'ihip, we would say. Surface stir the ground and
mulch if you can with any rubbish you can obtain, and which
will keep the sun's rays from striking on the surface of the
ground. A little mulching will render frequent wnteriugs un-
necessary. It we have a week of such weather we shall try hard
to have some mulching, even if it be long litter or rongh grass,

along the rows of Peas, Beans, Cauliflowers, Ac. The only

time when mulching ia injurious is when it is used for tender
plants, for which the ground, if it is moist enough, can scarcely

be too warm. For instance, for semi-tropical plants keeping the

ground cool would be a mistake, and all mulching is, therefore,

most ellectaal when used after the ground is warm enough for

the plunt mulched.
For reasons incidentally referred to we have pricked-out lota

of Cauliflowers to he transplanted afterwards when tolerably

well established, and it is easy to shade them in such tempo-
rary quarters by placing wattled hurdles over them, SHpported

on flower-pots at the comers.
Salading has been good and plentiful, but it will be apt to

run to seed, particularly when fully exposed in this weather,

and we have, therefore, planted-out some fair-sized plants on
the north side of a fence, where they will stand longer and be
more crisp than if they had more sun. We shall follow in the

same place with successions, for though we believe that the

best plan for producing fine Lettuces is to sow thinly where
they are to perfect their crop, yet shortness of room makes na
often resort to transplanting. Nothing is more improved by a

little sweet rotten dung than the Lettuce tribe. Endive to stand

the winter must have poorer soil, as the richer it is the more
succulent will be the leaves, and the less the chance of stand-

ing the winter. For early Endive to be used before the end of

October, the ground may be as rich as for Lettiiee.'. When any-

one wishes to surprise his friends with a very large and heavy
Lettuce, almost surpassing common belief, three conditions
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are essentisl—plenty of room, pleuty of rotten manure, and
plenty of weak mauuiewatermg in dry weather. There are

many larger, more sbo'ivy kinds, but for summer use in small

gardens, few, if any, cou' beat Snow's Matcbless ; it ia so com-

pact ami hearts fo lirm'y, that when you take hold of the out-

side, yon might fancy you had the bole of a small tree instead

of a Lettuce. To our "regret we have lost the true kind. It is

often confonnded with Suow's Compact Green, a very different

though good variety, but chiefly valuable as an early spring

Lettuce, after snccesf fully coming through the winter.

We may mention as regards Turuips, that «e have been

much assisted this season ty an early white, called the Flut-

toppc-d White. We are unable to say whether it may not be

out under some other name, hut with us, in earliness, it irns

been a great acquisition, bulbing so soon, and having but a

small head of foliage. We have for years passed off, or tried

to do so, crisp White Tuinip Eadishes for small early Turnip?,

but with such kinds as the above, even that little ruse will be

little necessary.

FRDIT r,AP.I>EK.

We are behindhand with summer-pinching, &c , owing to a

press of other work, but we hope soon to accomplish all. Some
trees require it less this season, feeling the elTectsof the drought

last year. We have been obliged not only to mulch, but to

water the later Strawberries. Birds are rather troublesome,

but some evils at times make themselves blessings. Some
scores of pheasant-coips w.&t the garden, gave us swarms of

sparrows and other birds, which made sad havoc with Peas and
fruit, notwithstanding all eSorts to frighten or annoy them.
Now, we presume, as the pheasants grow larger, the food given

is more agreeable to the sparrows, and there for a week or two

they congregatfd in myriads, and have almost let us alone.

Smaller birds might help us with Currants, for Iheto a; e at-

tacked by honeydew, and many of the leaves are marked on the

under side with green fly. As soon as we can we shall remore,

or rather shorten, the shoots, and then pive a good washing
with clear lime wafer before the fruit changes much, and a

future drenching with clean water will nearly clear them of the

pest. These and GooEeberries, after gathering for bottling, are

heavily loaded.

OnNAMENTAI, DEPAHTMEKT.
Here the fine weather is showing its efSects on the vaiious

kinds of Pelargoniums. The soil is not too warm yet for them,
and therefore we shall not water much nor mulch. Like the

Wheat, the foliage is becoming of a lichsr green from the sun,

and the flower trusses are now swelling and opening, so that

in process of time we may expect them to be as brilliant as

the Calceolarias now are. We never saw the bedders of this

family finer. Some flower heads of the low Aurea floribunda

are like large Ciuliaowers in size. These, as previously

stated, were watered last week, and were mulched with rotten

dung before this bright sun came, and from that, even in hot

weather, we expect a continuous bloom, as the ground with a

little surface-Stirling will be kept cool. Give a cool, moist soil,

and the brightest sua will just suit the Calceolaria.

We hoed all beds whore there was the least sign of cracking,

and we shall be obliged to do a little planting by way of filling

up, which would have been saved but for intruders, such as

deer, makin,'; free with our edgings and Verbenas. We have
the blue Cliveden Tansy eaten to the ground several times,

where otherwise it would have been effective. Our good-

sized plants of Coleus turned out into beds are standing the

sun well. They were mulched with rotten dung after the soil

was well warmed.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.-July 14.

Two or three sultry days have largely added to our supplies, especially
of Curranta, Rospberries. and StrawberrieH ; the latter, however, are far

from be'Di; first-rate, and this will certainly not bo a Strawberry season.
Peaches, Nectarines, nwl Pine Apples are plentiful. For rough goods
there is an active sals. Good Lemons and Orf.nge? are becoming scarce

Appleg }j, sieve
Apricots doK.
Cberrieg lb.

Cbestnats bashel
Oarrants H sieve

Black do.
FigB doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs \^.

Gooseberries . . qaart
Grapes, Hothease . lb.

d
OtoO

8

FRUIT.
:. d

LemoDS 100 10

6

6

6

14

Melons cfich 2
Necturines doz.

Oranges 101) 10
Peaches doz. 12
Pears (dessert) .. doz.
Pine Apples lb. 3
Plums J-^l sieve
Qninces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries .... lb. 1
Walnuts bushel 10

do. 100 1

d.
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Vines Growpjo Useqdally—Leaves SconcuED—TniKsixo GnAPF.» !

(J. Macktnsif, Jf./).).—It Is tmpoBeiblo it account for youDR Vines grow-
|

ing aDetiuully, if troatcd aliko, and all propnftotcd in tbo snmc mnnnor.
;

We have seen mauy bouaos wbcro m'cry Vine was like its ncJKhlioar ;
'

bnt at otbor time.", from Hiniilur plants at tbo timo of plantiuF*, tbtro ban
been Rroat divtraity. The blotching and Bcorchin-j of leaves in your
case, if tfao dcBcription is qniti' correct, arc mos'. likely owing to a spnt in

the gln88, whicli mast bo kioktul far, and diuiScd with a liltU- paint. It is i

Tery prejudicial to Grnpos which sot thickly, to leave tho thinning until

tho btjrrics are stoned. Some tlilneettcrs may bo left nnlil the bout >

berries Bhow themselves. Mr. Foster's address is Bccston, near Not-
|

tingbam.

Mildew on Rose9 (Centurion, and H. W, P.).—"I do not nso Pooloy's
!

tobacco p|Owder, nor eulpbnr for mildew. If I use anythint*. it is 2 ozs. i

of blue vitriul diflaolved iu hot water and added to tbree gallons of water.
I have had mildew on my wall trees. I cat the points of the ahoots cd,

well watered the roots, and kopL tho trees freely Byringcd, and they bavo
grown out of it.—W, F. Radclyffe." I

Twelve Rosffa for Half ^TANDAnns (/J'ni).—" Tho best twelve Rosea
i

for half standards are Gloiro do Dijon, Celino Forcsticr, Triompho do
i

Rennes, Charles LefebTre, Marsiurite do St. Amand, John ilnpp':r, i

Madame Victor Vtrdler, JnU's Margottlu, Raronne do Maynard, Dr.
Andry, Prince Cnmille do Ilohan, and Due do Cazes. Thcso will give you
all colours, aud they are all excelicut.—W. F. IIadclyffe."

BoBBs NOT Blooming Well (R i'jH-lt).—" You must not be disheart-

ened about your Hoses. It has been a disnBtrous eprinp. We have had
twenty weeks of uorth-east wind, aud till lately but little sun. As you
have added to your Foil every autumn, it is probable tho rents are loo far

removed from the action of tho suu and atmo'^phero. In Kovombcr take
np all your trccbi, trench the Ki'ound, cut back the roots 1o their Renenil
length, and replant your trees. Remember, though Roses like firm s(.il,

they do not like to bo mortared-in. I'eoplo rarely manure Roses too
much, t^omc vai-ietiop, however, do not require po much manure i.s

others. Whether the character of tho summer is wet, or hot and dry, I

keep the hoe plied over tho puifi'ce; pcntly over the roots, and as
deep as I can go between the plants. Roses have been blooming hero
magnificently; I never saw a finer sight. Some of my trees have been
in bad health, but they are rccovcnng.—W. F. Radclyffe."

CoKTFER.^ Fruited in England (P.).—One of our correspondents
in Kent has tho loUowirg species in cone—viz., Abies Morinda and
A. Menziesii, Araucaria imbricata. Cupressus C irneyana, C. Lawsoniana,
O. Lambertiana, C. fuuebris, and one or two more Cypresses, of v.hicb the
species are not ascertained; Cryptomoria japonica, C. Lobbii ; Cbama:-
cyparia tburifera and another Cbtimiocjparis ; Piceacephalonica, P. WcIj-

bi&zui, and P. nobilis ; Pinus insi^iuis and P. escelea ; Retinospora ohtusa,
R. squarrosa, R. pinifera, and R. leptoclada ; Taxodium scmpervireua

;

Thuja Lobbii, T. occidcntnlis aureo-variegata, T. Slenziesii, and another
Thnja from Pekin ; Tbojopsis borealif , and Wellingtouia gigantca. He
says that several of the above have fruited for mauy years, but that lio

has not bad Picea lirJCi o in c(te jtt. r.U hough he has a tree nearly
40 feet high. Tho largest and finest-looking cents arc Araucaria imbri-
cata, Picea nobilis, and P. Webbiana, the latter a beautiful purplish-black.
All the Conifets 30U name have produced cones in this country.

Red Spider on Melons (J. JS. N.) —The leaves appear to bavo been
infested with rci spider, though we could not discover any. Tho only
mode of destroj in;? it is to coat the inside of the frame or pit with flowers

of siilphur, brought to the consistency of paint by tho addition of 2 cz?.

of soft soap to a gallon of water, previous to which the plants should be
Byringed with soot water made of one pec!: of soot to twenty gallons of

water, well stirred up. W^li]6t wet dust the foliage with flowers of sulphur,
shutting up the frame early in tho afternoon, a gentle sprinkling of water
being given previously.

Dahlia Leaves Holed [Amateur Grtrrffnfr).—We conld not say what
is the cause of the holts in your Dahlia leaves, hut they are probably
eaten by some caterpillar or weevil, or by earwigs. If the cause is a cater-

pillar, you will mo&t likely find it on the under sides of tho leaves ; if tho
second, examine the plants after dark with a lantern, plico a white sheet
on the ground close to the plants, and shake them. The insects would
then fall on the sheet. If earwigs are the aggressors, traps should he
Bet. These may be had of any seedsman.

Pear and Apple Tbees {Jamex Ncicman).—As you are a yearly tenant
we shoull advise, if your garden is sheltered. Pears on the Quince and
Apples on tho Paradise stock, both trained as pyramids ; if it is exposed,
dwarf or spreading pyramids would bo most suitable. Vou may obtain
trees which would fruit to some extent nest year. If yon have plenty of

groand, and can afi'ord to plant thickly and thin the trees out, taking out
every alternate tree at tho end of the third or fourth year, they may be
planted 4.J feet apart. You will have room for thirty-six trees, say two
dozen Apples and one dozeu Pears. Ticch'e Dessert Apples.—One Margaret,
two Lamb Abley Pearmain, two Mu-gil, two ScarU-t Nonpareil, two Court
of Wick, one Ribston Pippin, and two Boston Uussct. Ticeiv^ KitchcJi

Apple4.—Two Keswick Codlin, two Lord Snffield, two Alfriston, four
Wormsley Pippin, two Dum-^low's Seedling. TtreJrc Brsfert Pears.—One
Citron des Cannes, two Williams's Bon Chretien, two Bonrre do Capiau-
xnont, two Louise Bonno of Jersey, two Bearre d*Aremberg, two Berga-
motte Espercn, and one Bcurre Diel. The best time to plant is early in
antumn, after tho leaves have fallen.

Grass Seeds for Light Sandy Soil (J. F. ff.).—Mix S lbs. of Meadow
Foxtail, 3 lbs. of Golden Bristle Gniss, with 4 lbs. of Sheep's Fescnc
Grass, 4 lbs. of Crested Dog's Tail, and about the anne weight of both
Italian and Perennial Rye Grass, with 4 lbs. each of White and Red
Clover, and double that quantity of Saiutfoin. You may also add a little

Milfoil and Yellow Trcfcil, aud a small quantity of Sweet Vernal Grass.
The above quantities are for an acre. We wonld recommend yon to
work tho land well, manure it, and sow the seed in the first week in
September. Sow, perhaps, half a busbt-l of Bnrloy with it for abade and
shelter at starting. If you do not object to expense, you might increase
the quantities of seeds given.

Cottage Garden Pi-an ' Amntrur, TTarfto/ilc).—We do not think yon
can well improve your proposed mode of arranging your garden, nor* its

cropping for another season, beyond being careful not to have such crops
as Carrots succeeding any of the Cabbage tribe. In respect to tho rows
of vegetables running north and south, we do not think in yonr locality,
where all the snn there nsuelly is is wanted, that it makes much dif-

ference. In the Bontb of England thero aro many persons who think
that lines running eait and wost are bettor, as sbftalDg the ground from
hot sun; but in a email garden where appearance is regarded, it is

common to arrange tho lines at right angles niib tho principal walk, and
in your case wo would certniuly prefer those on each aide of the main
walk running all ono way, Wo think lime will improve jour garden soil,

and your proposal to plant Currant ami Gooseberry plants on each side
of the main walk is good. Herbs may grow neir each other, hot care
must bo taken to prevent such robuHt-growing plants as Balm, from
overtopping a more humlde neighbour, such as Lumon Thyme. As
a useful summer screen to conceal the manure corner, we have seen
S-^arlet Runners used with advantage, or Peaa or Broad Beans might do.
Rhubarb i^ not unfrcquc-ntlv used for that puri>oBG. WV hardly know
what advice to givo you about making Asppr:)gnH beda: it i^nol always
that it can be made to do well, Sea-kalu ia hitter, but some means ol

covering it up must be thought of. otherwise as a vegetable without some
puch modo ol blanching its shoots, no good will result from it. It would
bo better to try all the ordinirj- vegetables first. We Euppo'^r you con-
template having an Onion bed. An arliclo on AspoTflgus nill ftrobably
appear shortlv.

Exhibiting Ferns (.V^-ir ZtalamlY—Ihe word "distinct" as used in

the Manchester schedule is, where not otherwise slated, intended to apply
to varieties. For iuetance, " twelve Fenis distinct." means twelve distinct

varieties of Ferns. Twelve varieties of Adiantum, or twelve varictica of

Ptoris would cither be admi<;sible—any number of varieties in fact, pro-

vided there is not more than one plant of each variety. The collection,

however, which would bo the most distinct in character, including the
greatest nirniber of species instead of simply more varieties, other points

being equal, would be tho niMSt valued, on account of its greater variety

of form, and the greater difllcuUy of their cultivation. There should not,

as a rule, be more that two or three plants of any ono species cxliibltcd in

a collection of twelve Ferns.

ViCOMTESSE Hl'.RICART PE TlItTRY STRAwnERin" (T. M. B!'hovt).—Aii7
respectable nurseryman could supply yon with plants. Our correspondent
is not a nurscrymon, and wo cannot trouble our contributors with private

correspondence. (J. F. .S., Aceriiigton ; P. Tralr).—Seo preceding answer.
{Fflix).—It deserves all that h:is been said of it. Tho synonymos given are
correct. Whether the nurseryman whoso cat:ilogue you refer to hnd the
true sort or not wo do not know ; and if he bad it, p issibly it mi^ht he of

inferior merit in his soil. Apply to a respcctal lo nurseryman, and try it.

[AVehave already had a SC' re of letters requesting " ARCHAsroAUD " to

supply plants, and to enter into pri\ate corresrondcnce. Too much incon-

venience and expense have been already caused to our contributors by
their good-uuturcdly responding to such requests.]

Seedling Zonal PELAncoNinMS (A Subscrihcmnd Constant Reader).—'

It was impossible to judi;e of the merits tif yonr seedling Zonal Pelargo-

ni ..ms. The box contained simply a mass of petals of various shades of

colour. To ascertain the merits of seedlings'itis necessary that the plant

should bo seen. The foliage of No 1 is gojd, but the flowers not new in

colour, and No. 9 promises well. The seedling-* have this groat merit,

they produce large aud fine trusses ; but wo cannot discover anything new
aud distinct.

Gcnnera scAnnA ant> Aralia SiEBOLDn Culture (F. O.).—Gnnnera
requires a moist peat soil and tho protection of tho greenhouse in winter.

It is very impatient of dryness. As j'ou have failed to raise plants from
seeds throo years consecutively, wo can only como to the conclusion
either that llie seeds are imperfect, or that they have been allowed to

become dry after germination. We would advise soaking tho seeds an
hour before sowing thorn; sow them iu peat and sandy loam, in a pot

well drained, tho soil being watered previously and allowed lo become
dry merely on the surface. Cuvcr sligttly with the samo soil, press

gently, thtn cover the pot with a ^quare of glass, and a piece of paper
to keep out light and too much air, and set the pot in a thady place in

a saucer with a little w.ater kept at the bottom, which will so far prevent
the soil becoming very dry. When the plants ure up prick ofT, and nUi-

rofftely pot separately, aiid attend as above to keeping tho plants moist
rather than dry. Treat Aralia Sieboldii much in the sumo way as respects

tho seed, but so much attention to moisture will not he required after the

seedlings are pottcd-off. Jnst after sowing, a little bottom heat and
suflicient moisture would bring on the sotdlings quickly, and then they
could be hardened ofi" gradually to the temperature of the creeuho?se and
R sheltered place out of doors. Much was expected from the finer Aralias

for ont-door decoration, but the severe winters some years ago destroyed

many of them. We looked recently for a noble specimen of Aralia japcniM
at Wrest Park, where it flourished in a sholtti-ed corner for years; but it

had succumbed, and near its old position there ia now a fine plant of the

Spiraea Lindleyana, also striking from its fine folir.ge and spikes of bloom,
but far inferior to tho graceful Aralia. If, by the above careful sowing,

you raise seedlings, we would keep them the fir^t winter in the green-

house, but try some of them iu sheUored places and close to a wall the
following fummer, giving them some heath mould and leaf mould, along

with pood loam, at first, and a mulching of half-rotten dnngafterwords, the

mulching having a diflcrcnt cflect Irom incorporating such rich mannre
among the roots.
Gentiana yerna Ccltubk (Idem).—With tliis beautiful edging plant,

only not so good as the upright-flowering, beautilul Gentiana acaulis,

much depends on sowing tho seed at once when ripe. Keep the seed
wrapped up duriug tho autumn and winter, and sow it next spring either

in a border or box ; most likely, if the seedlings c-^mo up, you will have
to wait twelve montbs before many of them make their appearance. We
have kept the seed of Gentiana acaulis two years iu a box before it vege-

tated. The host plan is to sow as soon as the seed is ripe, and keep in a

cold pit the first winter. Tho plant ia rather particular as to soil ; it will

not thrive in some places. Wo used it at one timo for edgings, and there

is no bedding plant to rival it for richness when it blooms profusely. A
deep rather heavy loam suits it best. In planting-out. which we would
do at once, we would after digging make the soil rather firm, and add to

it a little rotten dung, loaf mould, or heath soil, the first being the best

if tho soil is not very tenacious. The plants, with their pretty blue-purple

fl 'wers, aro seldom more than il or 4 inches in height. Your other ques-

tion is answered in a previons column.

Insects f.4 Ladu in C/if'/tirr).—They are the larv.-P of Lady-birds (Cocci-

nellxj, which feed upon the aphides which infest tho Calceolarias in great

nnmbers.
1 >'AHES OF Plants.— (.4. S.).—Antbericum HooUeri,alFolaiown as Chry-
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sobactron Hookeri. iWilUi/) —1, Deutzia scabra; 9, Echium vulgare. I 7, Veronica spicata;' 12, Silene noctiflora ; IS, Phlomis fruticosa; the rest

(Julia).—^ilcne noctitlora. {H. H. C).—1, an Iria, but quite rotten wlien next week. [John Sudspith'.—1, Polypodinm valgare ; 2. Lastrea Filis*

It reached uti ; 2, Rudbeckia pinnata ; 6, Salvia prateusis, var. rosea
; |

mas ; 4, L. dilatata, the typical form ; 3, a variety o( L, dilatata.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Subui-bs of London for the week ending July 13th.

Wed... 7
Thora. 8
Fri 9
Sat.... 10
Sun... 11

Uon.. . 12
Tues. . 13

Mean..

BAROHSTEB.

Max.
I

Min.

80.054
]

30.018

30.061 29970
811.222 30.172
30.314 30.232
30.254 80.165
3;i.0«2 29.988

30.169
I
30.106

30.162 1 30.C91 77.71

TTTKRIWOMETER.

71
76
75
79
81
89
73

56

42
44
55
42

46.57

1 ft. dp. 8 ft. dp.

63
68
64
64
65
65
64

59
69
59
69
60
60
61

64.00 59.67

a.w.
S.

W.
W.
S.E.
S.

N.E.

Hoin in
inches.

.00

.00

.00

.03

.00

.18

.00

0.18

General Resurks.

Densely overcast ; cloudy but fine ; clear and fine.

Overcast, fine ; cloudy ; clear and fine at night.

Very fine ; cloudy but fine ; cloudy, cold air.

Very fine ; clear and fine ; fine but cloudy.

Fine and clear ; very fine ; fine ; slightly overcast.

Very fine ; fine, very hot ; cloudy but flue, rain.

Showery j cloudy ; densely overcast ; cold wind.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHEONICLP.

FEATHER-EATING FOWLS.
The weather has much to answer for. The Englishman has

always reserved to himself the right of grumbling at his fellow

creatures, their manners and customs, their clothing and diet,

and their means of locomotion. The travelling Englishman
invariably not only mutters, but makes exclamations both lond

and deep, against a portion of tho animal life of the countries

through which he passes, and against which his grievance is,

that it is neither lodged nor fed by paternal governments,
and, consequently, he finds frequent descents made under
cover of the night on himself in his own room. This year

it aeems that one of the plagues has descended broadcast on
our fowls. From fanciers of all varieties como tho queries

—

What am I to do ? My fowls eat the plumage, the one of the

other ! All kinds of advice are propounded ; direful are the

remedies resorted to ; negative is the result ! Birds of price,

from this fell appetite, take tho appearance of scarecrows.

The loss to those amateurs who are negative dealers is serious,

as it is now that they want to sell the adults to make way for

the chickens. In our own and Lu the columns of other journals

wiU be found letters from despairing amateurs, who found that

day after day their birds were losing plumage to an extent that

induced them to write, under initials and assumed names, letters

which delicately described the bare state of their favourites.

We believe that two out of three attribute the loss of the
feathers to internal fever consequent on the breeding seasoc,

east winds, unnatural state of confinement, &c.
Does it ever strike one, how much more is in the present day

required of a hen than was formerly ? Without going so far back
as Taseer and Chaucer, we may in many a standard work find

the performance of that hen extolled, who, when she had reared

her own brood, quietly by moulting prepared herself for the
duties of another season. We had almost written session, for

the members of parliament now escape from the nightly session

at Westminster, and find repose in addressing explanations and
apologies to every little town which furnishes a few votes. So
the poor hen. She must lay early. She does so, but then just as

she would be going into nursery quarters, and is anxious to sit

and rear her first brood, she is reviled because " she has only
laid us a dozen or so of eggs, and now wants to sit." He who
christened the Pencilled Hamburghs " every-day layers " has
much to answer for, because it seems that of later introductions

ao much more is expected that two eggs per bird per diem should
be the average.

The unnatural appetite that has during the present season
caused so much trouble and annoyance may, we think, princi-

pally be attributed to artificial feeding. Where the food is of

a highly seasoned nature, it gives to tho fowl a craving un-
known to thfl bird previously, and induces it to peck at every-

thing, in the hope of finding the flavour repeated. Tlie im-
mature feather seems a specially dainty morsel, and the thanks
of the poultry world will be due to him who can devise a cure
for an appetite so unnatural and so miscbievous.

MUTILATION OF FOWLS.
I SENT my two beet pens of Game Bantams to the Ipswioh

Show, held on the 1st and 2ad inst., and on the latter day re.

ceived a note from that town requesting me to telegraph the

lowest price of either pen. I replied by letter that they were

not for sale, and were under engagements for two other shows.

They returned on the 4th inst., at noon, and the best cock had

both his sickle-feathers pulled out and laid in the bottom of

the hamper, evidently done intentionally to destroy my chance

of winning in future. It could not have been done accidentally

in the hamper, as it was a good one, well lined throughout, and

the bird is not likely to moult for a month or two.

Your readers may form their own conclusions, and I donht

not most of them will agree with me that the offender deserves

severe punishment. I am instituting inquiries, and if I can

prove my case will not spare expense in bringing the individual

to justice.—W. F. Entwisle.

OUNDLE POULTRY SHOW.
The first meeting of this Society took place on the 9th inst., and

upon the whole the collection, both of poultry and Pigeons, was un-

usually good. A very excellent tent, provided with Messrs. Turner's

well-lmown pens, gave excellent accommodation to the competisg

specimens, but it was noticeable that there was not tho usual provision

of well-practised hands to pen the birds on their arrival, nor was there

any published catalogue, consequently we are unable to give any list

of prizes.

Grey Dorliags and Spanish fowls formed very strong classes, and

many of the Cochins were also excellent. The silver cnp for the best

pen of poultry exhibited, was taken by a superb Partridge-colonred

cock belonging to Mr. Stephens, of Walsall. Some excellent Creve-

Cft'!(i-s were shown, and well-giown Rouen DiicUiiitjs. The day was

delishtlul, and the attendance of visitors far exceeded the expectations

of the Committee.
Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkhrook, near Birmingham, officiated

as Judge.

BEES NOT WORKING.
A STOCK in a Woodbury bar-frame hive gave me last year a

super of about 30 lbs. This season the bees appear far from

so active as their neighbours ; they have as yet only stored

16 lbs. of honey in their stock box ; no super has been given

them, and I have seen them bring out many bees in all stages

of partial development. A few days ago I saw some drones

flying in and out. It is a swarm of 1867. The cover of the

hive is formed of an adapting-board, and over that another

board not fastened down. To the adapting-board would be

attached particles of wax, which I thought would keep the two

boards a little apart, and thus ventilate the box; but it is

possible I may have kept them too enld. and chilled the brood.

What would you advise me do?—J. H, L.

[Tou may possibly have kept the hive too cool, and have thus

chilled the brood, or the bees may have extruded it under the

influence of impending starvation induced by the recent un-

favourable weaiher. The obvious course is to lift out the frames

and ascertain the state of the colony by actual i^peetion.l

DISLODGING BEES FROM A TREE.

I THINK your correspondent, " Old Tme STnMP,"_ before

cutting his tree to pieces, might ti7 (I cannot promise hiin

success, though I wish I could help in the operation), the efiect

of smoke ; but in such a case, ordinary rag or tobacco smoke

would probably be of no avail. Bees dislike wormwood above
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everylluDg. If, llierefoie, he elop np Ibe enlrance to the tipper

hive, and tben blow wormwood emuke in at the bottom o( the

tree stamp, be will ver; likely tiod that the bees will ascend,

and, if be is lucky, the queen will be amongst those euteiiog
the straw bivo. Ue may, perhaps, expedite matters by boring
a hole about a foot above the entrance, when the bees have
ascended some diiit;iuce, and so fi>IInw tbem up, taking care to

keep in the nnr. At best he will find it a long ami troiible-

Eome operation, and, perhaps, it may not be Buccessful aftirall
;

bnt, at least, it bo then dectroy the tree stump, he will have
got rid of a good number of bees, for some are sure to ascend,
which will be as well fur him, as the operation will not make
Uiem good-tempered.

If bo seoare his bees in a hive, be most not move tbem
away now, aukss he first send them for a fortnight two miles
c0, or they will almost all return to look for the tree stump.
Be might block np the entrance to the stump, and, cutting it

down to abont a foot, leave the hive there till, nay October,
otherwise, as I mentioned before, move them two miles r0.
He mnst also not forget that it is now too late this season for

the bees to gather their winter supply, so he must give it them.
—USKBY DE BoMEBIIN.

FAILURES IN BEE-KEEPING—SWARMING
\-ERsrs SUPERING.

To reply to " A Kent BEE-KEErER " satitfactorily, one ought
to know much more about the locality, its honey harvest, &c.,

than is possible for any stranger. I should say that his resi-

dence must be exceedingly unfavourable for bee-keeping. One
fact seems plain—viz., that the harvest is seldom good enough
to allow bim to share in it, in which case, probably, snpering
would be dangerous, unless in exceptional seasons ; and as

regards swarming, it seems as though he should turn all hie

endeavours to the attainment of early swarms, or none at all.

This sounds comfortless advice ; but there are places, happily
bat few, where bees never will furni&h much more than auiuse-

ment. Has "A Eidnt Bee-keeper" tried different positions

for his bees ? For there are sometimes subtle influences at

work which we hardly perceive, and which decimate bees very
<inickly. For instance, a draught of air, not tiispected till its

coDsequences were teen, has been known to destroy all the
hopes centred in a stand of bees.

First swarms, as a rule, have an old queen, all others a y mng
one. The fact of the old queen gtiag with the swarm, of

couree makes a break in the breeding, but not suUicient to in-

jure a good hive. Later swarms, however, often do great mis-
cJiifcf.

Lastly, as regards obtaining a succession of young queens,
it can only be done with certainty ifi a hive with moveable
frames, except by stupefjing or driving.

—

Henry de Bomesiin.

STARLINGS WHITE.
1 BAvj! caught in my garden, in Warwicksbire, two young

Starlings quite white. The parents, which are feeding tbem
in the cage where I have put them, are of the usual colour. Is

it not an unusual circumstance for these birds to be white ? I

cannot hear of any like them having been seen before. One of

tbem has, I am sorry to t^ay, met with an accidental death, and
I have sent it to be stutYed. The other seems well. I should
be glad of some hints about the proper food for it after the old

buds forsake it.

—

Oknituologist.

fit is a very unusuiil circumstance, we knew only of one in-

stance of the kind. For food, give meat (raw beef is best) cut

in small pieces, bread snaked in water, small worms, and occa-

sionally bard-boiled egg chopped up, ka.—Ei>s ]

OUR LETTER BOX.
BooR8.—TLe Poultry-keepers' ManUiil which you can bavo free by post

from our offic • Wr 7s. lOd. ; and " Bee-keepiog for the Mnny," price 4d, or
free by pObt, Hd.

BocnAKs Vluckini} Bach Otuek (E.).— Are yoor fowb in confine-
ment? If thoy are, tbo t>lumaf{e its bciuR eaten by thcmbelves. Von will
be fortunate if the practice is in its Infancy, and you c»n check it by
removing the offender. We sh(<a1d consibn hiui or'her to the fctock-pot.
The fowls might give it up for a time, bai we Lolicv« they would tahu to
it agoia, " On nrUnt toujour^ d eee pttmUrs autoars.'' Wo believe, how-
over disposed they niiiy secm lo bth«v»5 well, iheir conversion would bo
like that ol a Now Zealandcr, "teinpor.Try, very temporary " Wo have
one pen of Uondansalmo.t guiltless of feathers. They are epicures; aud
as one animal wishing another to nibblj nt s:>uic particular spot biles

that spot on bis friend, so a lloudao hon will t tko Block of faer compinioB,
and liiitljii^ A ]>roiuisirig yunoi^ fi:iither ou the bnck, she ^oes at it wHh
rush, nnd, ha^int; tiwallowed it, [)at3 bcrsolf in position that her frle|kd

may do the aumc for her.

Black Srisisii Hk.n's Chop bifixtsDED (T. W.).—We do not like year
fetdidg, Shut the hen up ; feed on oatmeal mixed etiff—very littlu at a
time. Kucd hor often. Lai horh^ve a amoll quautity of water throe timca
per d;iv. Sho must hive nouo by her. DUcontlauc abarps, bran, and
Inflinn raenl ; they blow the crop out. If you follow ibis vlon, bcr crop
will afebume its nsunl appearance in a few aaye.

Indian Gamk Fowls (.Vofo).— Tho KcolinofeS of Iho leg^ is not in-

fecttunfl, bat wo bclicvo it incurable. Kl'l litm. It waa ftrbt introduced
into thfei country by the CochiQ«. Wo onty know tho Gallus gi^'anleub

by naiuf. Tho heaviest pure Juuftlo Fowl wo ever saw weiprhcd 5 lbs.

We have seen iSIalay fowls that wi^i^hcd from 10 Ibf. to 1'^ Ib^. each. Tbey
were not so handsome as the Jungle ; we do not think any galUixaceoab
bird can compare wilb it.

Black East Indian Drchs (J/r-/*K\—These are Romr-timcs called tbc
Buenofi Ayruan, and even tho Labrador, and are Mack, with a Krccn metallic
lustre on tho feathers ; any brown or while fonthers ditniunlity ; even tht-

drake nirely attains to a weight of 5 lbs., and the Duck ia 1 lb. leas. Tbey
often pair, and 60 does tho Mu.'^k Duck, and this accounts for the complaint
of QiiftfTlili! cgps when two or more Ducks are pJnccd with a single drake.
The ti,';;8 are otUa smeared over with a slaty-coloured matter, buttbc egg-
shell is really u dull white ; they are thin-sbcllcd, and weigh about Sou.

PiiEPAniNo Feathers {Il^nirij'f and .ffuiwciriyv). — " Whenever any
poultry ife to he plucked let thcpiuion and otherlarj»e featbfrs be separated
from those of the body; these latter are ti) be picked carefully, that sc
fle-h or skin may adhere to the roots of ihem, and are to bo put into the
appropriate bag, alter which tho Inrt^e ones are to he stripped from Ibc
qnills aud added to them. Ou the dity f llowinj; that ou ivhich the bread
oven may have bten used let tho hag of ftnthcrs ho placed in it to dry.

and kept there, always excepting, of cuur.ae, when the oven maybe wanted.
The bag it> to be occasionally burg out in the air on a tine windy day,

and beaten with a stick. As soou as there appears to be a sufficient

quantity of feathers for a pillow pmchase some ticking, aufi, having had
the case stitched round ou the wrong side with double * wbity brown

'

thread well waxed, lay it ou a tablo, and having procured some common
yellow bees' was (yellow soup will, however, be preferable), warm the wa:i,

and rub it all over the ticking on the ^^^ong title, in order to prevent the
dust and down of the feathers from coming through the fabric II

neither pillows nor bolsters should be required tho feathers can be pat
into a bed that may have become too emp'y. The Goose and Dack
fea hers should bo reserved for the best beds, and the 'cock and hen,' a$
they are styled, are only tit for thoso that are inferior. It sometimee on-

;

furtunntely happens that feathers while in the bag contract a taint and
i putrid ?ct-nt; this proceeds from carelessness in plucking the poultry,

I whereby small portions of the flesh or skin are torn oflf, and adhere to the

I

roots oi the quiUs. To remedy this uupleasant ciruumstance, and entirely

1 rej^t TC them to sweetness, let a copper of watt-r ho heattd, or to eave
trouble, make use of the soap wuter in which the clothes of a family

I

wuBh have been boiled, and while the coppciis boiling dip the bag ol

I

feathtis, tied tightly at tho neck, inloit; move them about with the
i clothes' slick to wash them thoroughly for about a minute: then with

-

I

draw the bag, squeeze it against the side by means of tho stick in order
! to express the greater part of the water, and hung the bag in the ail',

i

turning and shaking it sevtml times in the course of a few days. When
;

the funthers f^el dry and light, and are free from scent, they may be re-

turned again to the oven, and kept aired for use."

—

{UouseXold EncycJo-
padia.)

Sellitic, Honev (A Suhitcribcr).--Yon had better apply to Meesrs.
Neighbour & Sons, 127, High Uolbom, or uleeers. Fortnum & Mason, of
Piccadilly.

Piping befobs the Ibsub op a Pbims Sv/abm [JVeit Si^folk Bet
kKcfirr) —Mr. Taylor ecems tot to have known that the old queen some-
times falls a victim cither to iin asHnult by a juvenile riva), or a regiddal
attack from her own subjects, in which case "piping" may well precede
tho i68\ie of a prime swarm.

Dark Matter in Comu {J. R'. P.).—The dark matter in the cells of tjtit

bit of comb sent by yon is newly-gathered pollen, such as is to be found
abundantly in every prosperous hive.

Uniting Bees (A Two-jicnr-olJ 5it6«cri6^r).—Hive the cast in an empty
skep in the usual manner, and as Foon as they are quiet, stand the bivi'

contaioiug the bees to which yua intend uniting them on a cloth spread
on tho sround, raising oue s-do an inch or two ty means of a stone or
block of wood ; then dash out the cluster of bees on the cloth close to thc
raiseil sideof the hive, into which they \t ill speedily run, nnd which eboold
he reslortd to its i>lace as soon as they have done so. You seem to ha\'>e

dime all that is possible to induce your bees to enter tho straw snper.

The middle of a t'lae day is the most favourable time for an examination.
Bees nre best imitcd in uutumu by being driven into thes-iiuc empty hive,

and Afterwards transferred to the furnished babltfttion, which they arc

.ntended permanently to occupy.

Beer TonBiD (An Old SubKrlber).—Although we hardly profess U,
gtvo practical answers to such iiuestions, we bavo submitted your case to

a friend well versed in whut is c.iUcd homo brewing, aud h'j writes as as

follows :—" The prt-SL-ut spring bos been very prolific in thick beer ; some
entire brewings bavo refused to become clear, while in many instances a

cask or two have remained bo, aud the otbcrb became bnght. It is difil-

C-ilt to account for such a state of things, but it «ould appear that the

ex'erual wir must in somo way have hal greater acce?s to ttie contents of

iho casks thai arc tiubid, than to the others, and kept them in that cod-
ditioQ of muddiness in which they h f ' the vat. In gomial such beer
will come round of itself without much loss of qtiAlitT, provided acetous
fcrmcutatiou luis not get in : but if it has, I knuiv of «jo b.-tter way than
drawing it off, ad ling some boiU d sugar, returning it to th j cask, and in

a week or so patting in some finings, when it may be dri:^k off quickly,

but will then not be so good as the beer which turned c '., well at first.

D, howcv.-r, only vinous (cnneiiiution be going ou, the beer will come all

right i^nt after a lapse of three months ur more acetous fermentation has
probably taken pince. and I know of no belter remedy than the above.

The cause of the difference appears to bo a fori of mncUage left in at

' the brewing, and which Is difficult to remove.'*
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from the rosery in the direction of the maneion, ig the site of

the old orangery nitbin a Ion- ftone balastradicg ; non a cosy
arbour, with trelliees ou either side extending some distance
either way, and coTered with Wiotaria sinensis, llagroUa
grandillors. Clematises, Uoses, i:o. In front of this trellic-

work etood a line rovi of Tltimca elegaue. and in front of these
large specimen scarlet IVlargoninmf. Ac, a grand bank of

colour. The level of the terrsce ou which is the orangery is

some Jl feet above the level of tlie greonsward. On the terrace

is a tmall but very neat geometrical garden, the outhne of

which is worked in Box-edging, and forms a chain border.
The grormdwork of the chain was formed of Viola comuta,
then in the full Hush of its beauty ; the centre of each link of

the chain being planted v.ith HyacLnth?. mingled wilh CoUinsia
bicolor. The angles formed at the jaiu:ture of the links of the
chain, were filled up with the blue Venus' Looking-glass. On
either side of the chain pattern was a narrow marginal border
filled alternately with patches of London Pride, mingled with
Calandiina speciosa and Leptoeiphon densiflorus.

Close by, and under the v.ecping shade of a magnificent lofty

specimen of Abies pendula. is a raisrcd tablet inscribed to the
memory of the Eev. John JIason, the designer of this part of

the beautiful grounds at Xuneh&m, and which intimates that
" George Simon. Earl Hircourt. consecrates this cenotaph to

the memory of his friend." llound here were to be seen huge
specimen Magnolias in full bloom, the pale tints of M. cou-
spicua alternating into the darker hues of M. Soulangeana,
while splendid bushes of Persian Likes, liarbeiis aquifolium,
and other ornamental plants lent their aid towards the general
contribution of beauty to be seen at this delightful spot.— \ i-i.

(To be uon tinned.)

THE LOSS OF THE PEACH fROl' OF isiii).

The failure of the Peach crop of the present season is in
every way remarkable, and not only rtmarkable, but it is also

quite unprecedented. There have been seasons in particular
districts in which the crop has been eqndlly deficient, but then

|

the loss has been occasioned through sime particular agency,
and the cause could be satisfactorily accounted for. We know
by experience what it is to lose a crop of fruit owing to spring
frosts, or even the trees themielves from frost in winter. We
have also experienced deficient crops through the paucity of

|

bloom, caused through the badly-ripened wood, on account of

some neglect on our own part, or the unpropiLious character
of the preceding season. This season, however, is different

ia its causes to all former ones. It is also more general
than has ever been known within memory. Throughout the
whole of the United Kingdom, with ver;- few exceptions, like-

wise in France, even at Montreuil, wiiore it may be said to

be all Peaches, and in Germany, Switzerland, <tc.—indeed,
from almost all quarters the reports sect to me toll the same
sad tale—" Our late Peach crop is almost a total failure." It

is a failure on all trees on the open walU, protected and unpro-
tected. It is a failure in orchard houses, in all unhealed
houses. It is a failure wherever the trce^, at the time of bloom-
ing and the setting of the fruit, had not the advantage of a
little more heat and encouragement than was aSoided in the
natural state of the atmosphere.

Sach, then, is the general report of the slate of the Peach
(in which are included the Nectarine and Apricot) crop this

season. Whence the exceptions? The reports sent to me are

again almost unanimous—"A\'e have abundance of fruit in all

our early houses, fruit finer, too, than usual." The Peach
crop in all early houses—in all hou=e.i which have had the
assistance of artificial heat daring the tljv.ering and the setting

period, is everywhere excellent. I hear of no failures with
trees in heated houses, excepting through sheer mismanage-
ment. I hear of but just a few successes, of a few fau' crops
where artificial heat has not been provided. Mr. Saul reports

that at Stourton, in Vorkshire, the crop taken altogether is a
good one, aud this from trees on the optu walls, which had been
carefully protected at night and during the times they were in
flower. Mr. Kingsley, of Tliirsk, also reports a good crop, but
whether on trees on the open walls, or ia the orchard houses,
I am not certain. I hear also of a crop in Ayrshire, and,
lastly, a most magnificent crop ou trees in pots in an unheated
orchard house at Scone Palace, Perth.

Katurally all those who have succeeded in procuring a crop,

attribute the success to their own superior management, and I

wiU not he uncharitable enongh to consider it otherwise.

Donbtless, considerable credit is dae in some instances, but it

is scarcely fair to suppose that this almost universal failure

has been the result of mismanagement. I shall be slow to

believe, that at Montreuil such has been the case, or that the

fine old Peach trees, which are under the management of onz
best gardeners, have been neglected. Are we to imagine that in

the case of orchard. houses, such tkilful practioners as Messrs.

lUvers, Pearson, Wilson, &c., have lost their crops of fruit, as

they all confess to having done, through mismanagement and
neglect '! Scarcely so. No ! the loss has been occasioned

through causes beyond the control of the caltivator, at least

with the means he had at his hand for prevention.

Lut let us inquire a Utile more closely. The only saocees of

note with trees on the open walls is that of Mr. Saul's ; and it is

attributed by him partly to the protection afforded the trees,

and partly to the splendid healthy condition of the trees them-
selves, and the fine wood formed during the previous summer.
This conclusion is arrived at from the fact of the trees ou
which their crops arc produced having eu£ered severely from
the drought of last summer. There are others who advance the

same opinion as to the cause— viz., that it is owing to the ex-

traordinary heat of last summer, which in many cases proved
very injutions to the trees. This may, indeed, account lor

some isolated cases, bat I am not prepared to admit it as

generally applicable. The failure is far too general to admit
of this explanation. In the case of trees under my own im-
mediate charge, as well as those in many other gardens, I never
recollect seeing the wood in finer cuudition, or the buds more
plump and promising than they were at the end of last year,

which in my opinion was one of the best seasons for Peach
trees ever known in this country.

Neither am I inclined, like your able correspondent. Hi.
BrC'baut (see page 87i, to attribute the cause of this season's

shortcomings to " excessive cropping." I am well aware of

the evil effects of overcropping, and its weakening influences

on the future condition of the tree. With pot trees in orchard

houses, it, no doubt, frequently happens that the trees are

overcropped, and are, therefore, made to perform their func-

tions the following season ; but the simple qaestion is this.

Were all or any of the trees which are this season destitute of

fruits, overcropped last season '/ I venture to say very lew,

at least not sufficient to estabhsh the rule. It is not only trees

in pots, or trees in orchard-houses, but trees everywhere,

whose blooming, S^c, took place at a certain period of the

year, and which were not assisted by artificial heat. I think

Air. Btebaut is going too far, notwithstanding his great ex-

perience, in Jissuming that " by carefully regulating the crop

on each tree, we can, no matter what the season is, secure a

good crop." I approve of Mr. Biebaut's practice, and congra-

tulate him on his success, which is so much greater than m.v

own and that of many others. But I feel 'kind o' jealous." I

have some hundreds of trees in and out of pots in orchard

houses, and on the open walls. Trees, too, which were not

overcropped last year, and which never before failed to pro-

duce a crop, but are this season barren. It is altogether a

mistake to say, that " by regulating the crop on the trees every

year according to their powers of bearing, itc tbatthey thus

acquire a steady habit of production, aud are independent of

atmospheric changes."
The loss of the crop of this season is distinctly due to

atmospheric action—to, as stated by Mr. Pearson (page 421),
" a total absence of sun and a cold, damp atmosphere whilst

the trees were in bloom. The pollen was like paste, and the

blooms were unfertilised. A little artificial heat to dry the air

would have saved the crop." Such, then, is the opinion of one

of the most successful orchard-house cultivators of the time

;

but what has Mr. Hivers, the inventor of orchard houses, and
the greatest Peach cultivator and expcrimentaUst of this

country, to say on the subject? Mr. Kivers states that " the

blossoms in March required more warmth and dryness than

they had under common circumstances ;" and to show that the

lack of heat had much to do with it, the following examples

are given :
—" Early in January forty trees in 10-inch pots were

selected from the common lot and placed in a gentle forcing

house. These all set well, and produced splendid crops of

fruit, whilst those of the same age, in the same sized pots,

left in the unhealed house, dropped all their fruit." Further,

some tall standard trees in the centre of one of the houses, at

the greatest distance from the ventilators, are pretty well

cropped, while all the others in the same house, as well as

everywhere else in the nursery, have entirely failed. And,

again, Mr. Stevens, of Trentham, writes, ''No Peaches in our
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cold honses. Abundaoce of Apricots; but our trees are

trained upon cow houses, &o., so the walls arp, consequently,

very warm."
Thus, then, we have evidence showing that in almost every

case when heat was applied, success has been the result ; and in

almost every case where beat has been wanting, failure has

ensued ; and that the cause of the failure is due to the uncon-

genial nature of the spring, not to any overcropping, or the

influence of the past season.

The only single instance of success this season in an un-

healed house, is that of Jir. Halliday, at Scone Palace, Perth.

Last season these trees were splendid specimens of culture,

heavily laden with fruit. This season they are again abun-

dantly laden, and Mr. Halliday attributes his success to keep-

ing the house as close and warm as possible during the flower-

ing and setting period. Mr. Halliday ventilates his house only

at the top, and the climate of Scotland being colder than oar

own, some such precaution is necessary. Perhaps a little less

ventilation on our part, it we could have dissipated the damp,
would have saved our crop.

Peaches, &c., bloomed unusually early this season, and the

blooms were as fine as usual, and fully more abundant. The
trees remained in blossom a long time, much longer than usual,

which of itself was a sign of imperfect setting. They, how-
ever, set partially, attained the size of small beans, and then

diopped. The trees throughout this long blossoming period

had their energies severely taxed, yet on trees where the

blossoms were thinned to a minimum, the same result occurred.

The whole period daring the blooming and setting was cold,

damp, and in every way wretched, about the worst that could

possibly have been experienced. There was, however, no frost

sufficient to do any injury. Better there had been. The Peach
will stand 8' or 10" of dry frost better wlien in flower than
stagnant moist air. In April the weather from excessive cold,

became suddenly unusually warm for the season, and it was
then the fruit fell. The excitement was too great after their

long season of lethargy. To this the loss is to be attributed ;

for it is a well-known fact to all gardeners, that a sure way to

lose a crop of Peaches is suddenly to raise the temperature of

the house from a low to a high degree.

What lessons, now, are we to learn from the experiences of

the present season :' or what precautions shall we take to avoid

a similar loss in the future '.' Mr. Pearson counsels " humility "

—that is, contentment, or an inward conviction that we have
done our best under the circumstances ; but, further, he ad-

vises " those who can ati'ord it to put pipes in their houses, and
so make safe for the future." Pipes are, undoubtedly, of great

assistance, but they are also of great expense, and not within

the reach of many of those for whom the orchard house is in-

tended. It is also doing away with the true principle of or-

chard houses, and making them an expensive luxury instead

of a cheap enjoyment. Sseiug that it is the "first time," as

Mr. Rivers says, " since their invention that orchard houses
have failed," but, on the contrary, have continuously produced
good fruit, I cannot fall in with the clamour against them, or

on the spur of the experiences of a single season recommend
the additional expense of heating. By another season the

tables will be turned, and Peaches be everywhere abundant.
So before spending your money, wait a little longer.

—

ABCHAiraiUD.

thoroughly drench the land. My opinion of Lucas and Prince
Imperial, alias Marr uis de la Tour Maubourg is, that Lucas is in
all respects a first-rate end splendid Strawberry when fully inpe.

The Marquis is a handsome plant, with leaves like one of the
Laurustinus family, it is a good bearer, handsome, and pleasant.
As Mr. Peglar wishes large and profitable Strawberries, I am
inclined to recommend for his soil. Sir Joseph Paxton, Cocks-
comb, Dr. Hogg (to represent the Queen), Lucas, Trollope's
Victoria, Alice Maude, and Empress Eugenie. Such a soil,

unless a great quantity of water is used, is too dry for Frog-
more Pine, 'Wonderful, and some other good sorts. People
who do not water copiously, obtain one or two large berries,

and the rest come to nothing. It is not the fault of the Straw-
berry. My runners were planted July Ist, 18fi!i. Early estab-

lishment is of great moment in this country.— W. F. KiDCLYTTE,

STRAWBEPJIIES—AND FOR A LIGHT SOIL.
My Strawberry party was held July 16th. Eleven dishes of

very line fruit were set before the company. Fifteen Cocks-
combs weighed 1 lb. The heat was intense ; had they been
weighed in the morning, twelve would have weighed 1 lb. The
largest {Cockscomb) measured 9 inches round. The sorts used
were Frogmore Late Pine, Dr. Hogg, Mr. Eadclyffe, Eliza, and
Cockscomb. I never saw eleven dishes cf such fine Strawberries.

The company were astonished, as few people have any at all.

I keep on two waterers constantly for Roses and Strawberries,

that with manure is the reason of my success, and the size of

the fruit. Dr. Hogg and Mr. Kadc'yffe did not set all their

blossoms, but Elizi. Cockscomb, and Lucas set every one. The
Alpines, of which Galande, is by far the best, set every blossom.
Mr. Peglar, who sends a query, has a light dry soil overlying

gravel and chalk ; such a soil is not suited to the growth of

Strawberries ; but if the surface be heavily mulched with rich

manure, and the watering pot kept going from the time the
berries set till they begin to colour, great crops may be grown.
Such was my Rushton land. After the frait-piokicg is over,

3.\RLY PEACHES.
In horticulture, as in agriculture, every change brought on

by experimental culture, if it be an advance by only a short
steji in the way of irayrovement, is a source of real enjoyment
to the cultivator. To make two blades of grass grow in a space
which one under common culture would occupy, is a gift be-
yond calculation ; to mstke two ears of Wheat grow over the
whole Wheat-growing surface of England, without incurring
a heavier outlay of capital than now invested, would entitle a
man to a monument grander than any one of the pyramids
of Egypt.

I have been led into this train of thought by the result

—

humble enough, of my experiments in raising a new race of

early Peaches, so original in their nature as to make me hope
that in a few years, by means of them and their offspring, a
revolution will be made in the forcing of Peaches, or at least a
great reduction in the expense of producing them. I ought to
premise, that in desciibing these new and interesting varieties,

I have been tempted to it by reading Mr. Brehaufs notice of
some of them in your last number, and not with any wish to
advertise them indirectly, for they are now in the hands of

numerous cultivators, who can supply trees of them. I may
as well here describe how I forced my Peaches this season—

a

very simple mode of culture, and well repaying by the great
value of the fruit, the small expense, and little trouble the
trees have given.

About the end of the first week in last January three dozen
or so of trees two years old Cone year in pots), were placed ia
a lean-to house 10 feet wide, and with two 4-inch hot-water
pipes in front, heated by an Aruott-stove boiler (a small saddle
boiler). They were in pots from 10 to 11 inches in diameter,
and were placed in gentle heat jast in the state they were in,

without any surface or top-dressing. In the course of a few
weeks, the temperature varying from dO" to CO' by day. they
put forth abundance of blossoms ; air was given freely during
the day, and they sei a great qn.intity of fmit. This was gra-
dually thinned down, leaving at the last thinning, when they
were the size of walnuts, from six to ten on each tree. Ai
soon as the leaves were developed, and the trees in a fit state

to receive extra food, the surface mould was scraped off each
pot to nearly 1 inch depth, and a surface-dressing of my usual
compost, about 1 inch deep given. This compost, often de-
scribed, is kiln dust from the malt houses here—a mixture of
fine ashes and ma!i; combs—and horse droppings from the
roads ; one-third of the former, and two-thirds of the latter,

mixed, and then saturated with strong liquid manure from a
cesspool containing (lie drainings from cloacfp and the stable,

too strong to be used as liquid manure, but most useful and
safe when absorbed by the materials just mentioned. The
trees were kept free from aphides, and in sunny weather were
syringed in the morning. Under this management they
showed fine health, and the fruit swelled gradually without
droppiog while stoning. On the 29th of May the Early Bea-
trice ripened its fruit, of a deep crimson, and the size of the
Acton Scot, remarkably juicy and melting, refreshing, with a
nice Peach flavour, but not rich. This curious creature was
raised from a stone of my seedling White Nectarine. The
flowers fertised with pollen from the Pved Nutmeg Peach, the
earhe=t of the old sorts of Peaches, but not larger than a
small walnut. Simultaneously with Early Beatrice—I am not
sure if it was not a day or two earlier—the Early Louise
Peach ripened a nice crop of fruit. These were as large as a

medium-sized Royal George Peach (as these Peaches have as

yet been grown only in pots, not large, it is to be expected that
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their ai;;9 will be inereated), iU eolonr & psle atrsir, nitb a
ligbt cnni^on cheeli:. ver,y jaicy andmeltiog, nitb a moat ni;ree-

abla flivour. This Teach was raised from a fitone of 1115 Early

Albert f^acb. nliich was raised from ao early Cliagstone Peacb,

received from Bclgicm as ^outagne Prvcoce. a sort aow un-

knnvn on the Contioent.
Jane 3rd.—Some fruit cf mv Early Bivers Peacb ripened.

Altbougb the trees are in small pots, yet the frait was of a fu'r

size, say 7 to S inches in circumference, not SI inches iu •' dia-

meter," as in yonr last number, a clerical error, probably of

Mr. E.-Chaut. A Peach 2oi inches in circumference would,

indeed, be a wonder, reminding us of the old Spani^L tzentle-

mau mentioned by Le Sage. I tbiuk. in Gil Bias ; be contended
that the Peacb world was in a state of decadence, for in bis

youth the Peaches were as larga as small pumpkins.
The Early Bivers Peach is correctly described in page 33 by

Mr. Brehaut. It oririnated from a stone of the Early Silver

Poach, which was raised from the AVhite Nectarine. The three

Peaches above des-oribtd are the earliesi sorts known. The
two former, from their bright colour, will be popular as market
Peaches. The latter is, perhaps, too delicate in colour and in

its 6esh. which is more than melting—it is dissolving.

An American Peach cultivator, from New Jersey, was so much
struck with the description of the Early Beatrice when it was i

sent out, that he made a voyage to this country for a supply 1

of trees, which be returned with. He has now 20.000 trees of

this sort in his orchards, and declares that if it will ripen a
\

fortnight before the Early York, it will be a fortuua to the
|

grower. The sinele fault of the Early Rivers is to have im-

perfect stones. When this is the case the fruits split at the

apex before they are quite ripe. As this probably arises from
the flowers not being perfectly fertilised, it will be good practice

to fertilise the flowers with the pollen of some free-bearing sort.

June 12th.—Elvers' Early York Peach ripe. This differs

from its parent in having smooth glandular leaves, and never

mildews. It ripens as nearly as possible at the same time as

its parent, but its fruit are rounder, a little larger, aud of a

richer flavour. An American pomologist, who tasted- it on his

return from the Continent, declared it was the finest Peach
he had ever tasted, either in Europe or America. Its fruit

measured from 7 to 3 inches in circumference, the same as the

Early Louise, and I mar add, that on measuring some fruit of

Early Beatrice, now (July 17th) ripe in my cold orchard house,

the tree in a large pot, andin fine health, I find them 71 inches

in circumference, and Early Louise, also ripe and in a large

pot, 8^ inches.

June 10th.—Early Leopold Peach ripe. A seedling from the

Early York. Shape compressed (flattened), with a rather deep

sotnre, skin pale straw eolonr, flesh melting and very rich.

Size that of Early Louise.

June 22 od.—The Stanwiek Early York Peach ripe. This

was raised from the Early York crossed with the Stanwiek. Its

flavour very remarkable and most delicious, unlike that of any
known Peach. Its colour crimson, and size equal to that of

Early Louise.
June 22nd.—The Early Alfred Peach ripe. This was raised

from Hunt's Tawnev Nsctarino. Its flavour is quite original,

partaking of that of the Nectarine, and its abundant juice is

most refresbine.

July 2nd.—The Early Grosse Mignonne I'each ripe. This

has been for some years our best early I'each. It is really

good, but its flesh has not the piquancy of the early seedling

Peaches I have named ; besides which, it is quite a laggard com-
pared to them, for standing in the same house the trees of the

same age, and in the same sized pots, it is fully a month later

than the Early Beatrice and Early Louise; this is of great con-

sequence in forcing.

Jn!y Sth.—The Grosse Mienonne Peach ripe.

July 10th.—Alexandra Noblesse Peach ripe. Fruit fine,

8^ inches in circumference, and its flavour most delicious.

I have noticed most particularly the ripening of the two

latter, as they have hitherto been with the Royal George (which

ripened withthe Noblesse), onr most popular forcing I'eacbes.

All the Peaches I have noticed have been forced in the same
bouse and in the same sized (10 to 11-incb) pots. I have been

much struck this season with the small amount of trouble with

which Peaches in rots may be forced, for when a youth I used

to think that ripe Peaches in May and June required a sort of

preternatural knowledge, and I then looked at a gardener who
produced them with a sort of awe—as a sort of horticultural

Jupiter.

1 gathered from three dozen of my young trees, daring the

month of Jtuie only, from sixteen to eighteen dozen of eail;

Peaches, and derived much pleasure from giving them to nei^-
boars and friends when they were rare and dear in onr great

London garden. A Peacb co.'^tiog !j*. soon melts away, like

money in the pocket of a spendthrift.

—

Thosus Bivxes.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
MANCHESTER SHOW.—July I'Jth to 24th.

The third provincial Show of this Society, in conneotioa

with the Roval Agricultural Society's great meeting, com-

menced at Old Tra£fjrd, on Monday last, and will close on
Saturday, Notwithstanding the opeoiog day being a Monday,

rendering it difScult for distant oibibitors to show their various

productious in the best condition, and at the same time con-

form to the rules, it is one of the largest, if not the largest, ol

the erbibitions which the Society baa yet held. Il is difhcult

to be precise on the point, writing as we do without the sta-

tistics of previous exhibitions at hand ; but we shall be mueh
surprised if the entries are not more numerous than at Leices-

ter and Buri- Si. Edmunds. The Show, as a whole, is good,

though there is considerabia room for improvement in many of

the classes ; but dietauce deterred many from biinging large

plants, the hot weather and the duration of the Show others

from bringing smaller and more delicate specimens. Still, the

classes are well filled, a< will bo seen by the f>UoKing re-

Dorts ; aud graced by the prebence of several cf the Bojal

Family, and held in so densely populated a district as Man-
chester and its environs, we cannot but believe that the results

will not be less satisfactory than those which have attended the

Society's previous country exhibitions. Though the site in

whichtbe Show is held is none of the smoothest, it has the

advantage of being situated close to the Agricultural sbowyard
;

still, it is the opiniou of most people that it would have bean

desirable to have held the Exhibition elsewhere if satiofactory

arrangements could have been made. There are several sub-

jects, such as the Congress, at which numerous papers are to

be read, that we must postpone till ueit week.

Sto\t; axi) Gkkenhocse PlanTo.—Tbe^e arc uumoroos OTOups

of these, consiitina "f tlowering plant* only, of om»nientalfolittg»d

plants onlv. odJ of the two mixed. Tbo leodina prizM for this cless

of plants weie that of i2r, offered by the Koyal Horticultural Society,

and the second \>Tiza of £\'k offered by the Manchester Botanical and

Horticnltural Societv for the best and most effective group of ten fine-

foliaged and ten flowering plants. Mr. Baines, j^rdener to H. HichoUg,

Esq., Snmmcrfield, Bowdon. Cheshire. Ukea the first position with a

lino collection, thongh scarcely equal to those he has shown at tke

previous shows held in connection with tbo Royal Agricallaral Society's

eshibiliou. His collection cont»in,s an csceUent BongaininlU-a glabna;'"

fine spocimt-ns of Isora coccinea, GcuetylliB tulipifera. Erica ol»-"

bat«, Dipladenia aniabilis iu bcantifol condition. Erica Falrrieana,

4 feet in diameter, and in fine condition, a tolerably g.5od Francisco*

confertiflora. Croton angustifobum and variegatnm, inarvelloas Sar-

mceniaa. a magnificent Alocasia melaUica, Dicksonia antarctica,

Cordvline indiviaa, Theophrasta imperiabs. a very fine ftleichenla

speluncjD, an.l Dasvbrion acrotriclmra. Mr. 'VT. E. Diion. uorae^-'

man, of Beverley, 'comes second, nnd has a fine Aphelexis macranth^

purpnrea, au excellent BongainriUea gbibru, Ixora alba, Yucca aloi-

folitt variegala and Stotesii, CatUeya Loopoldi, and some other plants

which do not contrast advanUgeooalv with those in the preeedmg

collection. Mr. Baines also takes Mr. BaUey s prize for the moet

effective exhibition of plants.
'

Turning now to the general pri7.e Ibl, Class 4« is for collection* of

nine. In this the first prize wjs awarded to Mrs. K. Cole * Soni,

Within"ton. near Manchester, who have an excellent specimen or

Allamatidn iiobiUs with large flowers. Kalosauthes Madame Celeste

Winnn.s, a very good Aphelexis mncrantha porpnrea, ttenetyllis

llookeri. Rood specimens of Erica Parmcntieriana rosea, and Eri«a

tricolor Wilsoni. The second prize goes to Mr. J. Bolton, gartaiu

to W. Worswick, Esq., Birstall Hall, Leicester, for \ luea alba, ClaT^.i

dendron falbix. a Plumbago. I'entas camea, Rhynchospermnm jasju-.

noides, MediniUa magnifies, Yinca oculata, BooKaiuviika glabra, anl

Stcphanotis fioribnnda. The third prize was awarded to Mr W. K.

Dixon, of Beverley. In bis collection wo noticed KnelU oiliata and a

prettv Erica Bolhwelliana. In the nextclass— vi7,.,thatforsixpUnt»,

Mr .1. Stcveuson, cardeuc-r to J. Sichel, Esq.. Timperloy, is first wjtfc,

two good Bi«cimen Allamondas—viz.. cathartiea and Uendersmu,

Ixora rrinccp9, which, though small is a mass of bloom, two Heaths,

and Dipladeuu acnminnta. Mr. Holton, Birstoll IlaU. u second with

Allamanda lieudersoui in good bloom, aud Hoya camosa, which d(WB

not make a good exhibition plant, auloss as a huge specimen it caa be

placed on a high sUge, so as to be viewed fiom a lower level.

The special prixe offered bv U. L. MiohoUs, Esq., for three fiaa-

folia"ed and three flowcrmg plaulu, the latUr to include two liorae,

was "awarded to Mrs. Cole & Sons. Withingtoo, Manchostor, wko
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ediibit Isortt Colei, willi liue compact heads of white flowers ;
Ixol-a

coccinea, fine; a haulsome speoimen of I'li'icu Paxtoni, Crotoua

varieRstum ami ausustifolium, aad the varieRated Aloe-leaved Yacoa.

Mr. Barnes, Mi'. Micholl'a gardeuer, also sends a collection, cousistuiK

of fine specimens of Krica ttioolor Holfordi, Isorn coccinea and

aarantiaca ; and of o.-namental-foliaged plauts a good example of

Alocasia Lowii, llichsouia antarclica, and Ehopala corcovadeuse.

Prizes were offered bv .TaUus Sichel, K5,i., for flowering and fine-

toUagod plants, four cf each. Mr. Brierley, gardener to J. Kendal,

Ksq., High Baul;, t'headle, who is first, has Alocasia metallica, a very

tine specimen of AHamaada Hendersoni, Croton .angustiloliam,

Sanseviera javanica, and Boacraiavillea glabra, all of which are good.

Mr. Cardwell, gardener to F. Hobson, Esq., Pomiall Hall. IVilmslow,

is second, likewise with a good collection, in which are fine plants of

Alpcasia metallica and Yucca filameutosa variegala : also Aerides

Daji and DipUdenia amabilis. Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, of Stratford-

on-Avon, exhibit in their collection a small but very good specimen of

Cissns discolor.

The prizes offered liy E. Brooke, Esq., and L. Hanmer, Esq., are

well contested, Mr. Brierley being here also first; Thoophrasta

iuipcrialiB, Cordyliuo indirisa, Erica CandoUcana, and BongainviUea

glabra being noticeable in this collection. Mr. Stevenson, gardeuer to

J. Sichel. Esq., comes second with a very good specimen of Alocasia

.lenningsii, and a hue one of A metallica, an excellent Erica Fair-

rieana, Sanchezia uobilis variegata, Dipladenia amabilis, Ploroma

ele^u?, and other plants less noteworthy. The special prize offered

by H. jj. MichoUs, Esq , for ten fins-fodiaged plants, is also taken by

Mr. .T. Stevenson with Stevensonia gi-andifolia, Theophrasta im-

pflrlalis, a splendid specimen of Alocasia metallica, 5 feet in diameter,

the variegated New Zealand Flax Dicksonia antarctica, Latania

bdrbonica, Croton Viiriegatuiu, and a Bonapartea.

Special prizes ottered by the City of Manchester tor miscellaneoas

phims, also brought excellent collections of stove and greenhouse plants,

though not limited to them. Mr. W. Cardwell is first with a fine

:,pecimen of Alocasia Lowii, and good examples of Theophrasta

"mipprialig. Cyathea uedullaris, Erica ampuUacea major, Erica

Fauxieana, Dipladenia amabilis, AUamanda cathartica, and Cordy-

liiie australis. Mr. W. E. Dixon, who is second, has a fine Gleichenia

spelnncae, Phoenocoma prolifera Barnesii, well covered with flowers,

which are small, Ixora amboynensis, a veiy good Croton angusti-

folinm, Dicksonia antarctica. with a large trtuik, Ixora alba, a fine

Vanda snavis, but the two spikes few-flowered, a fine Erica Pai-raen-

tieriana rosea, and a fine pan of An.eetochilus Lowii. Mr. J. Shaw,

Bowdoa and Manchester, is third with AUamanda Hendersoni,

Rqnlinia piteainifolia, with graceful leaves, i feet long, a handsome
apepimen of Croton variegatum, Yucca gloriosa angustiiolia in flower.

Yucca quadricolor, Euryu latifolia variegata, Phormium tenax varie-

gatum, and l>racafua lineata. This is a very ueat and effective

collection.

In,the general class, nine nne-toliaged plants, Mr. J. Bolton, gar-

ileiter to W. Worswick, Esq., Leicester, takes a firit prize, with a col-

lection, the most noticeable of which are Croton angustifolium, Cissus

'iiscolor, fine ; Seaforthia elegans, Paudanus elegantissimus, Croton

vari^gatnm, Yuco.i variegata, and Selaginella c;csia arborea. la the

nurserymen's class, Mr. B. S. Williams takes the lead with an ex-

cellent collection, in which there are beautifnl specimens of Cordyline

indivisa, Crotous pictum and variegatnm, Pandanus ornatus. a large

and remarkably fine s])ecimeu of Dasylirion acrotrichum, Theophrasta
imperialis, Y'ucca aloifolia variegata, and Cycas revoluta. Messrs.

FeJltpn & Son, Edgbaston, come second, having among others a fine

specimen of VerfichalVeltia splendida, Sanchev.ia nobilis variegata,

Cordyline imliviaa, and Crotous. Mr. .J. Shaw ia third with an ex-

cellent Agave filifera, a handsome plant of Yucca aloifolia variegata,

Pandanus ornatus, Theoplu-asta imperialis, and other good plants.

Mr. .'yV. E. Dixon ia fonith. In the amateurs' class for six, Mr. G.
Eiluns, gardener to T. H. Bifley, Esq., M.P., is first, and Mr. Philips,

gardener to X. Heywood, Esq., second.

i/'or the special prizes offered by the proprietor.^ of the " Florist and
Popiologist," tor the best four softwooded greenhouse plants, only

OTO collection is staged, that from Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, who send a
poor Plumbago capensis, Lantana mntabilis, and two Achim^nes, one
of which, Miss Earls, is a well-flowered plant.

Orchids.—Of these there is a fine display, though the number Of

competitors ia not so great as we expected in such a great centre of

Orchid cultnre as Manchester. The special prizes ofiered by Mrs.
Mendel and W. C. Jones, Esq., respectively, were awarded to Mr.
Arirher, gardeuer to A. Turner. Esq., Leicester, and Mr. Swan, gar-

dener to T. .Tones, Esq., 'Whalley Range. The former has Phab--
nopsia grandiUora with three fine spites, A'-rides odoratum and afllne.

botit fine, Cattleya superba, A.rides virens superbum, Cypripedinm
snpetbiens \Tith elevens flowers, Avrides Lobbi -ivith three branching
racemes, Odoutoglossum Keichenheimii, and Cattleya Leopoldi. Mr.
Swan has Odoutoglossnm cordatum, Saccolabium Holfordii, MUtonia
spectabilis, Plpidendrum prismatocarpum with three spikes, Epiden-
droixi viiellinum majus with large flowers, and Odontoglossum .\lex-

androi. Mr. K. Hitchmongh, gardener to 'V\^ Aguew, Esq., Penzance,
who takes a third prize, has a remarkably fine Saccolabium Blumei.
Special prizes were also offered by Messrs. J. Brooke & Co., and
"W- Southern, Esq., for the best collection of six. These wore awarded
to Hit. K. Mitchall, gardeuer to Dr. Ainsworth. Cliff Point, Bronghton,

and Mr. Swan ; the former has Miltonia RegnoUi purpurea with four

spikes, A'jrides quinqnevuluerum. and others; the latter, Odonto-

glossum Alexaudr;e with two iiue spikes, 0. Bluntii, and Acrides. In

the geueral class for a collection of six, Mr, J. Orme, gardener to

W. C. Bird, Esq., Kersal Moor, takes the first prize. Mr. Swan, who

is second, has Saccolabium Blumei majus, Cypripedium Dayanum
with ts-o fine flowers, Miltouia Keguelli purpurea, Cattleya UegneUi,

Odontoglossum Lindleyanum. and Alrides Lobbi with a slender spike

upwards of 18 inches long. Mr. E. Mitchell, gardener to Dr. Ains-

worth, is third with Miltonia spectabilis, having eighteen fine flowers,

A.-ridea quinquevulnernm, Cattleya Leopoldi, Vanda tricolor, Acridea

roseum superbum, and Saccolabium Blumei majus. Mr. McMillan, gar-

dener to — Gotteachalk, Esq., and Mr. AUen.Thc Grange, Didsbury, also

exhibit in this class. In thrt tor nurserymen, Mr. Williams, of Hol-

loway. is first with beautiful o:;amples of Barkeria spectabilis, Cypri-

pedii'im superbum with thirleoa fine flowers, Al rides odoratum majus,

Saccolabium Blumei mijus, aad Cattleya superba beautiful in colour.

Mr. W- E. Dixon, of Beverley, is second, and has a good mass of

Cypripedium Voitchii, Saccolabium praimoranm, and Acridos.

Ffi'.ns and Ltcopod.s.—For four Exotic Ferns siiecial prizes were

offered by Mrs. Samuel Taylor, Didsbury, and by Messrs. Barber-

Mr. Cardwell, gardener to T. Hobson, Esq., is first with Leptopteri.

superba. Cyatuea Smithii, Brainea insignis, and a fiuo Gleichenias

Mr. W. E. bixou is second with Trichomanes radicaus, fine, Gleichenia

Mendeli. DavalUa tennitolia stricta, and Cyathea dealbata. Messrs.

Bell & Thorpe also exhibit in this class. For nine Exotic Ferns

(nurserymen), Mr. B. S. Williams is first with a tall and beautiful

specimen of Cileicheuia speluucic, Todea africana, Cibotium princeps,

Cyathea dealbata, Dicksonia antarctica with a tall trunk, Adiautnm

trapezltorme of a beautiful green, Cibotium Schiedci, and a golden

Gymnogi-amma. Messrs. G. & W. Yates, Sale, Manchester, are se-

cond with neat plants of Adiantnm trapeziforme and Sanotie-Catha-

rinai, Lomaria gibba, Pteris cretioa albo-lineata, &c. Mr. T. Stafford,

The Hyde, Manchester, is third with good though uot large specimens

of Cyathea medullaris, Alsophila australis, and small specimens cf
,

others, of which Adiantum formosum is a beau 'iful little plant. In

the amateurs' class for the same number, the first prize goes to Mr.

.J. Bolton tor good healthy specimens of the Birds-neat Fern, Adian-

tum trapeziforme, Stenochla'tiu scandens, Cibotium princeps, Adiantum

cuneatum, Lomaria gibba, Adiantum formosum, and Blechnum cor-

covadeuse. Mr. Baines, who is second, has a tine plant of Davallia

bullata, a large Gleichenia Habellata, G. spelunoa;, very pretty, and

Todea superba. Mi-. C. Phillips, gardener to A. H. Heywood, Esq., is

thii-d.

Special prizes were offered by Mi'. H. Crowe and Messrs. Barber,;,.

Brothers, for twenty British Ferns. The first of these was awarded r

E. .T. Lowe, Esq., of HighfieU House, Notts, who sends among them

Polvstichum angnlare Wakeleyanum, Adiantum capiUus-Voueris, Os-

mniida regalia cristata Lowei,' Scolopendrium vulgare crispum latum,

which is a pleasing bright green form ; Athyrium F.f .
Monkmannu,

Scolopendrium vulgare magnificum, Adiantnm capillus- Veneris kalon,

Lastrea rigida, AthjTinm F.f. longridgcnse, Lastrea F.-mas phylloi-

deum. Asplenium mariuum. Polystichum angulare nidum, Lastroa

pseudo-mas nitida and crishita," Lastrea F.-mas variegata, edged

with pale vellow, but rather sickly-looking, and Lastrea dilatata.

J. E. Mappleheck. Esq., is second with Athyrium F.f. plumosma,p„

Polvpodium cambricum, Allosorus crispua. &c.
_ ,j

In the general class for twelve British Ferns, Mr. Mappleheck is'

first. Mr. Rylance second, and Messrs. Stansfield, of Todmorden. ;.

third. Mr. Mappleheck has, among others, charming examples of

Polj-podium alpestro, Athvrium F.f. Elworthii, A. F.f. coronatum,

Lastrea pseudo-mas cristata, Osmunda regalis cristata, Polystichum

angnlare prolifemm, Cystopteris fragilis sempervirens, Scolopendrium

vulgare stenomenon, and Hvmenophyllum tunbridgense. The best

imir of tree Ferns are Dicksouia antarctica, from Mr. B. S. Williams,

standing at least 9 feet high ; the second beat como from Mr. Shaw,

of Manchester, and are about i; feet high.

The best six Lycopods are exhibited by Mr. R. Fleming, Waterloo,^^

Liverpool, and are trained on wires forming handsome cones about i

4 feet high, from the bottom of the pans. The best are SelagmeUa'*^.

macrophyila. dichotoma, Schotti, lafvigata, and stolouifora. Mr. &.J.I'

EUdu, gardener to T. H. Birley, Esq., M.P., is second ;
Mr. Pnoe,'!,

third ; Mr. Rylance, fourth.

P.vLMS.—These are not very numerously shown, nor are the

specimens so stately as we hare"seen at previous shows. The I^"-

chester Botanical and Horticultural Society's prizes went to Mr. A. .

Williams, gardener to G. Broome, Esq., Fallowfield ;
and the second

;

to Mr. W. E. Dixon, Beverley. Among these are good specimens of

Stevensonia granditolia, Thrinax elegans, Latania borbonica, Geonoma.

and Verachaffeltia splendida. Mr. Shaw is first for the best sis, and

Messrs. G. & W. Yates second.

DRACiEKAS.—These are not numeronsly shown ; the best come from

Mr. B. S. WUliams, and comprise fine plants of D. lineata, canaffi-

folia, Veitchii, umbraculifera. atrosanguinoa, and australis. Mr,

Shaw is second; Messrs. G. i' W. Yates third.

TaEES AND Sheues.—Of those there are several highly interesting

coUectloua, containing many remarkably fine specimens, especially ot

the rarer Conifers, Messrs. Barron & Son, of Borrowash, take the

first prize for twenty hardy Conifers, offered by T. Ashtou, Esq., with

a collection such as few but Mr. Barron could produce. Sciadopitya
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Terticillata, 6 feet high, Biota dcgautissima, a beantifnl golden Arbor-

Vitffl : Crjptomeria elegans, Holinospora pisifera, Cnpressns Lawsoni-

ana, 10 feet high, a line Aiancaria imbricata, ArtbroUxna laiifolia,

yery free in growlli and 6ne ; Ketinospora obtnsa, and Larix Kicmpferi

are ospecialh' worthy of attention. Mr. Shaw, who is second, taking

the pnzo olTered hy H. K. Belstono, Esq., has among others a fine

Aiancaria. Thnjopsiri dulabrala varicgata, Cryptomerin elc^rans. Thuja
japonica, Cedrns dcoJnra vuriegata, Ketinospora pisifera. The best six

Hollies, for which pjiecial prizes were offered by the Proprietors of the

JJnttchij^lcr Gtiunlum, come from Messrs. Barron Sc Son, and include

BOTeral fino varieties; the second best are eshibitod by Mr. KoUctt.

Tho prize for the best ten decidnons trees, offered by the Proprietors

of the Mahchcster Courier, is taken by Mr. .T. Shaw. Mr. Qrimshaw's

£rizes for the best pair of standard HoUifs also go to Sfr. Shaw for

lex aqnifolinm anrenm, 8 feet high. The best pair of Golden Yews

come from Messrs. Barron it Son ; the second best from Mr. J. Shaw.

The special prize offered by B. Whitworth, Esq., for the best pair of

standard Bay trees, is taken by Mr. Williams with planU having heads

nearly ^ feet in diameter, luid standing about 8 feet high ; the second

prize by Mr. W. JIcMiUan. P"or pyramidal Box trees Mr. Stnbbs's

prizes are taken by itr. Shaw with a pair of the Variegated *.» feet

high, and Mr. Stafford with a pair 7 ftet inches high. Mr. Williams

also famishes a handsome pair. Messrs. Standish ifc Co.. Messrs.

Lane A: Sons, Messrs. Barron, Mi'. Shaw, Messrs. Yates, and others

fnnush extensive collections, which well deserve more extended notice

than onr space will allow this week.

FrcHsuB.—There are a nnmbcr in pots, though the general quality

of the plants is scarcely np to what might have been expected in such

a district. In Class .?6, for six Fuchsias in pots (amateurs), the first

prize was withheld ; the second prize being taken by Mr. T. Gresty,

gardener to R. Voss, Esq., Fallowticld, with varieties scai-cely worth

zaentioning. Strange to say. there is no competition ijj the nnrsery-

xnen's class for the same number of plants, nor in the open class for

three standard Fuchsias. The special prizes given by Messrs. J.

Rylands and •!. Shaw for eight Fuchsias brought some competition ;

Mr. R. Fleming, Sandhcys, Liverpool, being a long way first with very

well grown and bloomed plants, but having the fault of being trained

in a severely formal pyramidal shape. The sorts were Tristram

Shandy, Turban, very like the foregoing, and La Crinoline, dark

varieties ; Reine Comelissen, a double white-corollaed variety ; and

Heine Blanche, Fair Oriana, Rose of Caslille, and Mrs. Mar.'ihall, light

Tarieties. Second, Mr. George Edward, York, with La Favourite,

dark ; Guiding Star, Rose of Castille, E. G. Henderson. Alba coccinea,

light varieties ; Vainqueur de Pncbla. double white corolla, and others.

Mr. Woodland also exhibits, having plants of much the same style of

growth as those of Mr. Fleming, but badly flowered.

PELARGON'mjg.—A very large number of Variegated Pelargoniums

are staged, using the term in the broad sense of including all the t^-pes

of variegation. The first of the special prizes offered to amateurs for

six variegated Zonal Pelargoniums was taken by Mr. A. Tokingbam,
Wilmslow, with good plants of Sophia Dnmaresque,Queen'sFavonrite,

Mrs. I>ix, Florence. Countess of Craven, and Princesse Clotilde. The
plants are dull in colonr, but this is clearly traceable to the recent hot

weather. Mr. Smith, gardener to J. H. K. Balstone, Esq., is second

with Italia Unita, Edwinia Fitzpatricl:. Mrs. Dix. Sophia Cusack, very

fine ; Beauty of Guestwick, and Miss Watson. With the exception of

Sophia Cusack these also were badly coloured. Mr. E. Bridge, gar-

dener to S. .Torett, Esq., has Italia Unita, Sunset, Mrs. Pollock, Agnes,

Lady CuUum, and Queen's Favourite, and should have received an

extra prize.

There were also open classes for six Variegated Zonal and six Varie-

gated Pelargoniums. In the foi-mer Messrs. F. & A. Smith. Dnlwich,

London, are first with Princess Teck, finely coloured, Lady Cnllom,

and Earl of Shaftcsbuir, golden-edged varieties ; and Impiratrice

Eugi'nie, Miss Burdctt Coutts. and Banshee, silver-edged varieties.

Mr. .T. Tomkins, Sparkhill. Liverpool, is second with Lady CnUum,
Sophia Cnsack, Beauty, Miss Tnmldns, and Sophia Dnniare=r|ne,

golden-edged varieties ; and Italia Unita, sLlvcr-edged. Mr. .T. Smith,

gardener to .f. K. Balstone, Esq., is third with large but dull-looking

plants of Mrs. Pollock, Sophia Uumaresqne, Lucy Grieve, Countess of

Tyrconncl, Beauty of Guestwick. and Sunset. With six Variegated

Pelargoniums Mr. .T. Tomkins is first with Flower of Spring, Burning

Bnsh, Silver Star. Stella Variegatn, Oriana Improved, and Miss Kings-

bury. Second, Messrs. G. & W. Yates with Sophia Dnmaresque,

Lady Cnllnm, Sophia Cusack, Countess of Craven. Florence, finely

coloured, and perhaps the best specimen Variegated Zonal Pelargonium

in the whole Show, and Italia Unita. Third, Messrs. Bell ,t Thorpe

with Italia Unita, Miss ICingsbniT, L'Elegante, .\rgns. Flower of

Spring, and Golden Chain. In addition, Messrs. F. & A. Smith

stage a fine group of Variegated Pelargoniums, some seventy-two

kinds. The following are vciy striking, being in good condition :

—

L'Empereur, Sunray, Louisa Smith, Sultan, and Coronet, golden-

edged Variegated Zonals; Miss B. Coutts. Mabel Morris, Peri, Her

Majesty, Queen Victoria, Imptratrice Knginie, Celestial, and Diamond,

silver-edged varieties; and the following jiromising gold and bronze

varieties—Criterion, Xobilis. Mod' le, Golconda. and Distinction, a

veiT promising dwarf-growing variety in the way of the Rev. W. F.

Baaclyffe, and apparently an improvement on it.

In tlie matter of large-flowering Pelargoniums, Manchester is much
liehind other districts unless it is past their best. In Class 59, with

six kinda, Mr. Bridge, gardener to S. Jorrelt, Esq., is first with Due
da Magenta, Madame Lemiche, Le Vesnve, Regina Konnosa, Princ«u

Clotilde, and Bessie, well-grown plants, mainly of the French spotted

type, and poor in qnalitv. Second, Mr. C. Uylanco, Ormskirk. with

Charles Turner, Marv 'Hoyle. Amy Robsart, King of Uie Belgians,

Beacon, and DoBdcm'ona. Third. Mr. Fleming. Fancy kinds are

very ranch better done, being both well grown and flowered, while the

varieties are more in keeping with the times in which wo live as com-

pared -with some of tho largc-tlowcring varieties. Messrs. Bridge and

C. Rylance were placed first, tho former having the Urgest plants,

which was quite balanced bv tho superior quality of those of the latter.

The former has Evening Star, Undine, Acme, Ellen Beck, Mnsjid,

and Celestial. Mr. Rylance has Undine. Illuminator, Sweet Ld(7,

Evening Star, Godfrey Turner, and Duchess of Buccleuch. Mr. R.

Fleming was placed second, with Koi dc« Fantaisios, Acme, Delicatnio,

Lady Hume Campbell. Illuminator, and Indispensable.

In the amatcnr s class, for six Zonal Pelargoniums, Mr. Bridge is

first with capital plants of Madame Wtrle, Monsieur G. Nachet,

Excellent. Mrs. W. Paul, Eug.uo Mi zard, and Virt'o Marie. Second.

Mr. R. Fleming, with Amelina Grisau, ilrs. W. Paul, Rebeoea,

Madame Vaucher, Softness, and Engine Mi-zard. In the nnrserj-

men's class, Mr. C. Rylance is first with Magnum Bonum, Chppar,

Engine Mizard, Madame Schott, Coronet, and Prime Minister, fin©

and wellcTown plants. Secoui!, Messrs. BeU it Thorpe, and

third, Messrs. G. it W. Yates.

In the open class for six Nosegay Pelargoniums, Mr. Kmlge is again

first, with Lord Palmcrston, Dochess, Amy Hogg, Prottisiou. Baron

Ricasoli, and Le Grand ; well-cro™ and flowered plants. Second,

Messrs. Bell !c Thorpe, Stratford-on-Avon. with Black Dwarf, he

Grand, Amy Hoge. Indian Yellow. Rebecca, and Startler. Third,

Mr. G. Edward, York, •with Christine Nosegay, Rose Rendatler (?),

Orange Nosegav, and others similar to tho foregoing.

In the dassfo'r three double-tlowcring Pcbirgouioms the competition

was somewhat spirited, six groups being etsgid. Messrs. Carter and

Co., of Holbom and Sydenham, London, are first, with capital plants

of iladame Lemoine, Gloire de Nancv. and Wilhelm PCtzer, vctr

well grown and flowered. Messrs. Standish .t Co., Ascot, arc second

with Surrey, Marie Lemoine, Madame Lemoine, and Tnnniph-

Third Mr. G. Edward, York, with Capitaino L'Hermite, Gloire de

Nancy, and Triompho do Lorraine. Thomas Jones, Esq., of Man-

chester, also gave two special prizes for the best six Zonal Pe.argo-

niums The first of these was taken by Mr. E. Bridge, with excellent

plants of Miss Martin, Beaute de Parterre, St. Fiacre. Amelina

Grisau, CUpper, and Rose Rendatler : the second by Mr. W owlland.

gardener to Major BlundeU, Liverpool, with Mrs. W^ Paul Lbloms-

sante, George Hock. Madame Vaucher, Amelina Gnsau, and Duchess.

The classes for Lilicm l.v.ncu-olium did not fill, nor did either of

the classes for Achiukxes. or that for six GLoxmiS. Tho fcst of the

special prizes given by Sir .lames Watts for sii pots of Ln.nil«

.4rB.iTUM is taken by Messrs. G. & W. Yates, Manchester, with eoiae

Eood plants. Dr. Ainsworth, Manchester, is second.

The classes for Herbaceous Phloxes brought bnttwo coUections, and

the best appeared to be composed of plants that had been lifted from

the open ground purposely for the show. The same can be said of

the one group of six Pentstcmons, and crcn then they were so bad that

the Judges refrained from making any award.
, , . . i

Double and single Petusias in pots are represented, bnt only

indifferently well ; but there are no Delphiniums, nor LobcUas of the

fnlgens type ; nor Antinhinnms, nor Pyrethrnms.

CiRsv-noNs AND Picoteeb.—Cut blooms of these are not ncailr

so numerous as at Leicester last year, though one might have suppose

that the Manchester district being to some extent the northern home

of the Carnation and Picotee. these flowers would have been mneh

more largely represented. In Classes S9, with twenty-four CaniaUoDB.

and 90, witii twenty-four Picotees, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, has grand

flowers, and both in size and substance of the blooms, aaweU as in

their fine colouring, so completely distanced the rival collections as to

'
bo without the pale of comparison. Of the former he has * or* 8

Garland, William Cowper, Rideraan, Dreadnought, Pnnco Albert,

Premier, Samuel Moreton, Anthony Deirnis blorence Nighting«ae,

Nymph, Sportsman, Squire Trow, Princess Royal, Lord Kaneime,

King John, Duke of York, Captain Stott, Eccentric Jack, HrntttS,

Mer?imac, James Merr^-weather, Annihilator, Touchstone, aJi.i Jolm

Bayley. Mr. George Edward, York, is second, the best flowers

being John Reet. Virid, Earl of Stamford, Mrs. Edward, Beaoty,

NapSleon, True Blue, Miss Lucy, Brilliant, Delicata, and Lord Ran-

cUfte. Of Picotees, Mr. Turner has very tine flowers of AdmiratiM,

a very beantiful new bright purple heavy-edged ""wer of fine qnali^ ;

Lord^Nelson, Mrs. Fisher, Pn'nee of Wales, Amv Robsart. Green

j

Queen, Charmer, Lucy, Col. Clerk, Bridesmaid, Mrs Norman, Mwa

Drake Lord Valentin, Ganymede, Miss Wood, CoMitess, GipOT

Queen, Picco, Miss Turner, Rev. H. Matthews, Forester, Flower of the

Dav, a heavy roseedgod seedling in the way of Green s Queen, bnt

darker, and another light-edged seedling flower. Mr. (^eorge Edward

is second with some flowers of inferior quahly. In the c a.sses for

amateur growers there was no competition. The first of the special

prizes offered by Mr. Broome for twelve Carnations and Picotees 'was

also taken by Mr. Turner, who had of tho former Captain Stott, King

John, Dreadnought, Sportsman, Eccentric Jack, and Favourite
;
Md

of P cotees, Miss Turner, a pretty new medium light rose-edged
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flower ; Miss Drake, LorJ Valentia. Admiration, Mrs. Norman, and
Miss AVood. Second, Mr. George Edward. In the class for twelve

Pinks, Mr. J. Mellor, Stamford Street, Ashton-under-Lyne, prodnced

a stand of true northern tlowers, each flower baying been reduced to

two circles of petals, which are rerj' pure and exquisitely laced, but

the flowers ap]>ear very ounatoral notwitbstandiuK- The varieties are

John Ball, Kmilv, Kobin Hood, Jane, Emma, Auricula, Earl Stam-

ford, Deiiance, Bertha, Champion. Arlette, and Unity. Two other

collections v.ere stained, hnt the Judges >vitbheld any awards to them.

Vehf.enas.—With cut blooms Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich,

and Mr. C. Turner, were found in, competition. The latter certainly

has the biggest bunches, but the superb quality of Mr. Perry's flowers

gained the first prize. They are—Shakespeaie, Model, Gi-ant des

Batailles, Edwin Day, rich bright orange scarlet ; Annie, Lord Leigli,

Bntterfiy, a beautiful new variety, blush, with crimson centre ; Joseph
Sanders, rich crimson, with lemon eye ; Mi-s. KeynoUls Hole, and
Rising Sua, glowing salmon red, with small white eye surrounded by

a rich deep maroon ring, one of the most striking varieties Mr. Perry
has ever raised. Differing from these, in Mr. Turner's stand, who
was awarded the second prize, are King of Verbenas, Leah, Nemesis,
J. C. Ward, Samuel Moreton, John Wilson, Foxhunter, and Chastity.

Mr. Turner also contributes an extra stand of fine bunches.

With cut blooms of Zonal Pelargonti'ms, of which a great many
are sfeased, Mr. C. Phillips, gardener to A. H. Heywood, Esq., Seil^ley

Park. Prestwich. is first with Clipper, President Eeveil. Amy Hogg,
Lord Palmerston, Provost, Le Grand, Striking, a good sjilmon-coloured

Tariety ; Rose Rendatler, Mi"3. W. Paul, Hector, a pink-flowering

variety ; Eeaute de Suresnes, and Madame Vaucher. Second, Mr.
C. J. Peny. Castle Bromwich, withMons. G. Nachet, Clipper, Beauty,
Striking, Roi d'ltalie, Vesuvius. La Perouse, a hybrid Nosegay ;

Model. Emeline Grisan. Madame Werle. Madame Vaucher, and Beaute
do Suresnes. Third, Mi-. W. Cunningham, Burton-on-Trent.

Cut Ro^es are a grand feature, and make a charming display along
the south side of the fruit tent. lu the nurserymen's class for forty-

eight varieties Mr. J. Cranston, Hereford, is first with some splendid

blooms of the following Hybrid Perpetuals:—Alfred Colorab. Alice
Dareau, AntoJne Ducher. Beauty of Waltham, Caroline de Sausal,
Charles Lefebvre, Claude Million, Comte de Nantenil, Comtesse de
Chabrillant, Dr. Andry. Due de Rohan. Due de Wellington, Duchesse
de Caylns, Felix Genero, Fisher Holmes, Horace Vernet. Joseph Fiala,

Josephine de Beauhamai^. La Duchpsse deMomy, La France, Lrelia.

Laurent Descourt. Leopold I.. Lord Herbert. Lord Macaulay, Madame
la Baronne de Roth?chiIil. Madame Boutin. Madame Charles Crapelet,

Madame Charles Verdier. Madame Charles Wood, !Madame Fnrtado,
Madame Victor Verdier. Madame William Paul, Mdlle. Marguerite
Dombrain, Marcchal Vaillant. Margnerit*; do St. Amand, Maurice
Bemardin, Paul Verdier. Pierre Nofting. Prince CamiUe de Rohan,
Prince Henri des Pays Bas, Reine du Midi, Sophie Coquerelle, and
Xavier Olibo ; and the following Tea Roses—Gloire de Dijon, La
Boule d'Or, Marechal Niel, and Madame Margottin, Second. Mr. C.
Tui-ner. having fine examples of Madame C. Joigneaux, Gabriel de
PejTonny, Madame George Panl, King's Acre, Marie Baumann, La
Duchesne de Momy, Prince of Wales, Beauty of Waltham. Mdlle.
Annie Wood, Lord Herbert, Charles Rouillard, Alfred Colomb, Madame
Yidot, and Prince Camillo de Rohan ; Baron Gnnella, Hybrid Bour-
bon ; and the following Tea Roses, Madame Willermoz and Alba
Rosea. Thii*d, Messrs. S. Perkins & Son, Coventry.
In the araatenrs" class for the same number, the Rev. S. Reynolds

Hole, Caunton Manor. Newark, is first with a very fine lot of flowers,

consisting of Maicchal Vaillant, Comte de Nanteuil, Antoine Ducher,
Miss Ingram, Madame Victor Verdier, Madame Fnrtado, Black Prince,
Madame CaiUat, Gloire de Sautenay, Mons. Neman, Mdlle. A.
Wood, Martchal Niel. Dr. Andn,-, Madame Vidot, Senateur Vaisse,
Caroline de Sansal, Vicomte Vigier, Gloire de Dijon, Maurice Beruar-
dua, Madame C. Joigneaux, Lord Raglan, Princess Mary of Cambridge,
Abbe Berleze,Ceutif->lia rosea, Leopold I.. Charles Rouillard, Laurent
Descourt. Madame Bravy, Charles Wood, Exposition de Erie, Madame
Cbarles Crapelet, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Madame Hector Jacquin,
Charles Margottin, Alfred Colomb, Madame Rivers, John Hopper,
Marguerite de St. Amaud, Prince Henri des Pays Bas, Lord Herbert,
Marie Baumann, Augnste Mie, and others which had lost their labels.
Mr. J. C. PeiTy, Castle Bromwich, is second, with fine flowers of the
following, among otlieri. Senateur Vaisse, Horace Vernet, Alpaide de
Rotalicr, Baronne de Koirmont, Leopold L. Lord Clyde, Au.gnste
Mie, Pierre Netting, Madame Rival, Xavier Olibo, Charles Lefebvre,
Beauty of Waltham, Gloire de Vitrs-. Baron Gouella, and La Reine.
Third, Mr. Draycott, gardem-r to T. T. Paget. Esq., Humberstone,
near Leicester. The Rev. Mr. Hole is also first in Classes 9S, 99,
and lUO, in the former with twenty-four varieties—viz., Black Prince,
Madame Furtado. Mar^chal Vaillant, La Tour de Crony, Leopold I.,

Anna de Diesbath, Charles Lefebvre, John Hopper, Due de EohMi
Marguerite do St. Amaud, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Marcchal Niel, Lord
Raglan, Madame Knorr, Alfred Colomb, Charles Rouillard, Prince
Henri des Pays Bas. Triompbe de Rennes, Vicomte Vigier, Miss
Ingram, Madame Clemence Joigneaux, Pierre Netting, Monsieur
Noman, and Comto de Nunteuil. Second, Mr. C. J. Perry ; the best
flowers being La France, Alice Bureau, Jules Margottin, Madame
Fillion, Seniiramis, Comte de Nanteuil, and Fram^ois Lacharme. The
twelve shown by Mr. Hole contain Black Paince, Mart-chal Niel, Mart-
chal VaUlant, Madame Bravy, Lord Herbert, Comtesse de Chabrillant,

Charles Lefebvre, Madame Furtado, Leopold I., Madame Vidot
Vicomte Vigier. and Mons. Noman. Mr. C. J. Pen-y comes again
second, and has among other^^ good blooms of Beauty of Waltham,
Marcchal Niel, Horace Vernet, and General Jacqueminot. The Rev-
Mr. Hole's six consist of Charles Lefebvi-e, Marcchal Niel, Alfred
Colomb, Marcchal Valliant. La Duchesse de Momy, and Dr. Ardry-
Second. Mr. Draycott ; and third. J. E. Mapplebeck, Esq.

Class 101 was for twelve new Roses sent out in 18GG, 1867, or
1868. Mr. J. Cranston, Hereford, was first, with good examples of
Monsieur Noman, President Willermoz, Horace Veniet, Napoleon I.,
La F'rance, and Duchesse d'Aoste, Hybrid Perpetuals ; and the
following Bourbon and Tea Roses—Miss Ingram, Madame Mar-
gottin, Monsieur Furtado. Madame Marie Circdde, President Willer-
moz, Souvenir de Mons. Boll, La France. Duchesse d'Aoste, Madame
La Baronne de Rothschild, Paul Verdier, Horace Vernet, very fine

;

ImpL-ratrice Charlotte, Antoine Ducher, and Mrs. Ward, all Hybrid
Perpetuals. and Jean Sisley. a fine new Tea Rose. Second, Mr. C.
Turaer, with Comtesse de Janconrt, Mrs. John Bemers, President
Willermoz, Monsieur Noman, Horace Vernet, Napoleon L, La
France, and Duchesse dAoste, Hybrid Per]>etuals; Miss Ingram,
Hybrid Bourbon ; and Madame Margottin, Monsieur Fnriado, and
Clotilde, Tea-scented varieties. Third, Messrs. S. Perkins and Son.
The first of the special prizes given by Edward Joynson, Esq., for

eighteen cut Roses (amateurs), was also taken by the Rev. S. R. Hole,
who has fine blooms of Victor Verdier, I^Iareehal Valliant, Triomphe
de Rennes, Prince Camille de Rohan, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Black
Prince, Devoniensis, Leopold I., Charles Rouillard, Madame Victor
Verdier, Marcchal Niel, Dr. Andi-y, Madame Therese Levet, Madame
C. Joigneaux, Louise Magnan, Madame Hector Jacquin, Due de
Rohan, Monsieur de Montiguy, &c. Second, Mr. Thomas Draycott.
Third, Mr. C. J. Perry.

In addition to these, Messrs. Cranston, Paul & Son, W Paul, and
others staged large groups of cut Roses, making a fine addition to the
Show, and Mr. W. Paul also bas a lot of cut Zonal Pelargoniums.
New Plants axd Miscell.vxeous.—The special prize given by

Messrs. T. Agnew tSr Son for the best six new plants is taken by
Messrs. Veitch with Davallia Moorei, a very elegant Fern. Dracsna.
albicans, Croton undulatnm, a handsome kiJnd, the fine Alocasia Se-
deni, and Crotons maximum and albicans. The same firm also fur-
nish a vei-y extensive and fine collection, in which we remarked Ansec-
tochilus Lowii, Gyninostachyum Pearcei, Maranta tubispatha, several
fine new Crotons, a magnificent Nepenthes Rafiiesiaua with immense
pitchers, Dendrobium Ben3onif9,Iresine Liudeui, and Iresine metallica,
which if hardy enough will be beautiful for bedding ; Dendrobinni
crystallinum, beautifully tipped with lilac ; D. Bensonix, the hand-
some Ficus Porteana, aud a host of others. Mr. B, S. Williams is

second with a numerous collection, in which are Geonoma Seemauni,
which -will be one of the handsomest of Palms fo.' dinner-table decora-
tion, Odontoglossum Schlieperianum, with yellow flowers, Iresine
Lindeni, Dieffenbachia Walhsii, Thiinax grandis, a handsome Palm,
Ph.ijus albus, white, with a lilac- streaked lip, Maranta tubispatha,
and many others. Mr. J. Denton exhibits a very beautifully executed
basket of artificial flowers in a case, and Mr. Kayes, of Wilnislew,
skeletonised leaves and seed vesstls, which are highly creditable. Mr.
Denton was awarded a first prize, Mr. Kayes an extra prize. Mr,
Robson, of Linton Park, has a large easeful of cones of various
Coniferte, which was a vei*y interesting and pretty exhibition. Among
the cones shown were those of Araucaria imbricata, Pinus insignia,
Picea cephalonica, P. nobilis, P. Webbiaua, Cupressus Lambertiana,
Cryptomeria Lobbii and japonica, Retinosporas, Cupressus Comeyaua,
Wellingtouia gigantea, Abies Menziesii, Cupressus funebris, Alnes
Morinda, aud Piuus macrocarpa. Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck and £. J.
Lowe, Esq., send large collections of various forms of British Ferns,
mostly new. Messrs. Stansfield have also an interesting collection. A
few new plants were also submitted to the Floral Committee. These
and some further remarks, however, must be deferred till nest week,

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
Thf. show of Fruit is, on the whole, good. Although not particularly

extensive, it is possessed of many points of special importance. One
of the most sti iking features is the veiy fine collection of frniting

Figs in pots exhibited by the Royal Horticultural Society itself, from
Chis\rick. It may be said, and with truth, that never before has snch
an exhibition of Figs been seen at any place, and we are glad to see
the endeavours of the Society in populai-ising the cultivation of this

fruit.

Mr. Tileredith, of The Vineyard, Garston, Liverpool, exhibits some
magnificent examples of Vines gi-owu in pots :—Muscat of Alexandria
bearing large and fine bunches, and young Vines for next year's fruit-

ing, all grown, as stated on the card, by the aid of Meredith's Vine
manure. Messrs. Lane <t Sous, The Nurseries, Eerkhampstead, send
also some fine specimens of pot Vines and orchard-house trees; the
former heavily cropped and excelleut.

In Class 2, for tlie cup offered by the Proprietors of the Gurdtners*
Choiiich'y for the best collection ol' Fruits and Vegetables. Mi-. Pottle,

gardener to B. D. Colvin, Esq., Bealings Grove, WooJbridge, Suffolk,

carries off the first honours, aud very worthily so. The collection in-

cludes very fine Black Hamburgh Grapes well coloured, two fine

Melons, Frogmore Pine Strawberries, Black Circassian Cherries,

French Crab Apples, Ipswich Standard Cucumbers, Laxton's Supreme
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Pe«fl, very fine, Wcrriott Scarltt Carr ^s, ^Vhito Spnnisb OoioDB.

ttlobe Articbolfet, Johnson's WoDtti-rfnl Bvann, Prinro Tcck Pototcii,

White Stono Tnmipi ; even,' ai lirlo btins of the hiphrst pot^sjhlo quality.

Mr. Tillfry, ^nrduLer io the Dnko of rortlauJ. U'tlhock. ahows very

Rood Bnckloiul Switt-water Grajw**, larpc Napolt>oc Chcrriea, two fine

McloOR, Peas. Tnmips. Kidnov Bi-ana, A:c. Mr. Frecraan, r^urdom-r lo

Lord Derby, KnowFley Pnrk, Liverpool, shows in his coUecHon vory

f^ood Hlflck Hftmbnrt;h Orflpos, Blacl: Tnrtariun Chtrrie^. two MpIodh.

one big and Ih© other very little, ('ncoinberi, vi-ry e^icelleiit F'arly

London CanlillowerB. This collection oTupied the pccond pince.

Ifr. DenniB, gardener to R. H. Ainsfrorth, KitQ., Moss Bank, Bolton,

also eibibit?.

Class 3 is for the prizes offered by Thf .Tottnal op HoRnrtaTmr.
—viz., two first prizes, valno £10 10s.. for the two best desserts.

consisting of not Ic^s thnn neven hinds of frnits of IHCl*. armnged as

for the dinner-table, combining quality of frnit with ta'^to of ftrrau!»e-

ment. Mr. Carmichael, gardener to the Prince of Wales, was for the

third time placed first, and if in former seasons he has fihown

creditably, this season bo has far eclipsod his former efforts. It in

not saying too mnch when we say that it i? the most wortbDy awarded
prize in the Kihibition. Tho collection contains two splendid dishes

of Black liftiiilinrgh Grapes, a little rnbliing being their only fanli

;

a dish of Mnscat Champion Grapes, with berries of enormons size and
most excellent fiavonr—it is of a grizzly character, and nlthongh sect

ont some years ago, w« have never met with it in sach line condition ;

one dish of White Grapes ; two Melon«, Scarlet Gem and Gordon
Castle; fonr di&hcs of Stirling Castle Peachejj. of medinm size, hot

beantifolly ripe and good ; two difihes of Violette Hr'ttive and Mnrrey
Nectarines, very highly coloured ; May Dnke Cherries ; one Prickly

Cayenne, and ono Qneen Pino Apple, and two dishes of \ery good
Strawberries. Tho other prize was awarded to Mr. J. Wallia, gar-

dener to J. Dixon, Esq., Astle Park, Congleton, bnt his collection

can in no way compare with Mr. Carmichael's, and we think the

two ?*honld not, therefore, have been p'aced on an equality. It

contains a very good dish of Barrington Peaches, and wry good

Black Hamburgh Grapes, two dishes of Cherries, Nectarines, Chas-
selas Mn«qne Grapes, a TCry amall Pine Apple, Strawberries, and
Apples.

In class 5, ten dishes of fmit of eight disljnct varieties, the first prize

a silver cup, value £10 10-v., was offered hy the Mayor of Manchester ;

the second prize, by Mr. Petur Bailey. Heaton Morpey. a silver cnp,

value £5 iis. The best exhibition in this class comes from Mr. Stevens,

gardener to his Grace the Dnke of Sutherland, Trenthom, hut t)irongh

not having been entered in time, were not for competition. It con-

msted of two very excellent dishes of Black Hamburgh Grapes, with

large berries, and most beautifully colonreLJ, one dish each of Jefferson

and Kirko'a Plum, very tine Brown Turkey Tigs, four Trentham
Hybrid Melons, two excellent Pine Apple?. Noblesse and Royal George
Peaches, Hunt's Tawny and Brugnon Nectarinee. It seemed a pitj- i

to see such a splendid collection passed over. The first prize was
awarded to Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord (Harrington. Wycombe Abbey, I

Bncks, who exhibits a good Providence and lupley Queen Pine, Black
Hamburgh and Muscat (Jrapes, the latter not ripe, very good

-Bigarrean Napoleon and Black Tartarian Cherries, a tine dish of Dr.

Hogg Strawberries, good Klmge Nectarines, KoyiO George Peaches,

and two fine Melons. The second prize was awarded to Mr. W. S.

Dobson, ly, St. James's Street, Loudon. This was very effectively

staged on pretty glass plates on tall stems. It contains very good

Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, a good Smooth
Cayenne Pine, good Royal George Peaches. Elrnge Nectarine. Ac,
Mr. Wr-llis, gardener to J. Dixon, Esq., Astle Park, Conglcton

also exiiibits a very good collection.

Class 7, six diphes of fruit, distinct, first prize by Lady Watts.

£6 ^'. ; second prize by ditto. £ I 4.5. This is very worthily awarded

to Mr. Simpson, gardener to Lord Whamcliffe. Wortlcy Hall, who
here exhibits one of the finept Queen Pines in the Show, very good

Black Hamburph and Muscat Grapes, a t^riod dish of Nectarincfl. small

bnt excellent Peaches, and Heoktield Hybrid Melons. The scrond

prize falls to Mr. Wallis, gardener to J. Thompson, Esq., Kirby Hall.

York, who exhibits very line Black Hamburgh Gr.apes, just a little

wanting in colour, good Noblesse Peaches, Violette H ative Nectarinep,

Brown Turkey Figs, British Queen Strawberries, and Heckfield Hybrid

Melons. Mr. Webley, gardener to W. Jackson, Esq.. Manor House,

Birkenhead, shows an excellent lot, including splendid Black Ham-
burgh and Bnckland Sweetwater Grapes, lioyal tleorge Peaches, Nec-

tarines, Melons, and Cherries. Mr. Janson, gardener to T. Ktatter,

Esq., Stand Hall, Manchester, likewise exhibits.

Class 22, six bunches of Grapes Black and White, first prize by Mr.

Thomas Baines, Bowdon, silver cup value £;*» Ha. ; second prize by

Mespn. Johnson A; Fildes. £1 l'2s. fW. The first prize was awarded

to Mr. Frccmtin. gardener to Lord Darby, for very good examples of

Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria ; the second to Mr.

Janson for Black Hamburgh and Canon Uall Muscat, the latter not

nearly ripe. Mr. J. Roberts, gardener to the Hon. Major Barry,

Charleville Forest. Tullamorc. Ireland, exhibits very large bnt badly

coloured bunches of Black Haraburghs and Muscat.^. Mr. Earquher-

son, Acton Park Gardeuf, Wrexham, show? Black Hamburgh and
Bnckland Sweetwater. Mr. Cardwell, gardener to T. Dobson, Esq.,

Pownall Hall, Wilmstow. Cheshire, shows l^rankenthal under the name
of Mill Hill, Black Hamburgh, Mu<icat of Alexandria, and White

Frontignan. Mr. >Vhittakor, gardener to Lord Creve, shows fiacklas^
Sweetwater and Black Hamburgh.

Class •!!, «t bnnrhcH of Black Ifamburgh Grapen : firpt prirc,

£2 105. : i^fcoud, £1 ItK ; third. £1 :•-. all offtred by Met-sr». W. ih,

(inlloway Sc Co. This was a well-conti-fitid cla&a. and thii first prir^

fell to Mr. Woolcy for twenty splendid exanDplcA. perfect ia erery
sense. The second prize went to Mr. W. •Icnes, gardener to S. K.
Mainwnring. Esq.. Ottley Park, Ellesnure. cl=o ven, fine. Mr. Free-
man. Knowsley. ip third. Mr. Hill. Keelo Hall, tliowR Bmall Lut well-

finished frnit. iMr. Wallis. gardennr to S. Thompson. Kfci.. Kixby
Hall. York, ban very fair examples, wauting in colour. Mr. Caamberfi.
Shirley. Binningham, Mr. JauAon, and Mr. Bmndrett. gardener to

K. Botlen, Esq.. Itowden, al^o exhibit. i

In Class 17, fr.r two bunches of White Gmpec, the prices wer«
offered by James Collin*;. Esq. The first priio is awarded to Mr.
Janson for Mneratfi ; tho fccnnd to Mr. Freeirnn for the Fame. Mr.
Hill shows Bnckland Sweetwater. Mr. Cardwell very good MiucaUn
Mr. Wollis, Astlo Park, Foster k White Seedling.

Class 2."), for six Pine Apples ; first prize offered by Me-^sr*-.

Armitnge & Rigby, £.~f ov. ; second and third prizes by Abr&hun
Haworth, Esq-, £3 Hi. and £2 2s-. respectively. The first prize was
awarded to Mr. Smith, gardener to H. Walker. Esq.. Calder^tone, n*fcr

Liverpool, for six fine, clean, and even Kiploy Qneens. Second prize

to Mr. Ward, gardener to T. N. Miller, E*-q.. Bishop Stortford, for

one line Queen, weighing .>> lbs , three Smoo'b Cayenne^, respectively
t".'^ lbs.. 7 lbs., and 7^ lbs. ; one Prickly Cayenne, G\ lbs., and one
Black IMnce, wbirh being a little gone disnualided the collection from
taking tho first prize, wbirh they would otherwise have done. Third,
to Mr. Simpson, Wortloy Hall, for six fimall but nice fruit of RiBfey'
Queen. Mr. Heppcr, gardener to J. B. V/almsley. Esq., The Emt^,
Actou, W., sends six good-sized l^neens, verT,* mnch ont of condition
however. Mr. J. DeaWll, gardeuer to Major Martin, W^ootcn Hall,
Ashbourne, and Mr. Clarke, PanshangerPark. Hertford, also er.hibit.

Class M, one Pino Apple, any variety ; lirst rrize by Richard Ha-
warth, Esq., £2 2i. ; second prize by Arthur H. Heywood. Esq., £1 1.^.

First prize awarded to Mr. Ward, for a splendid Qnoen weighing 6 lb«.'

Second prize to Mr. Clarke. Panshanger, for a Piichly Cayenne, which
was not mnch more than half ripe.

Class 24, one difh of Peaches and" one di';!' of Nectarines ; prizes
offered by Charles Durham. Esq., £H .S-. and £2 "Is. res^iertirelyl

First prize awarded to Mr. Tillery, Welbeck. for very fine Galandt^
Peaches and Elruge Nectarines. Second prize, to Mr. Wallis. AsUe
Park, for good Barrington Peaches and Red Roman Nectarines. JSr.

G. Morris, gardener to G. Oliver. Esq., Wood Hayes Park. Sale, near
Manchester, shows very fine Royal George Pcache" and IClruge Nec-
tarines. Mr. Jnmes, gardener to the Duke of Leinstcr, Cortoli,

Maynooth. and Mr. Norbury, gardener to W. McKenzie, Esq., The'
Prioi-y, Bowdon. also exhibit. ' ~

'"'

Class 110, collection of fruit, eight dishe?. six kinds. The bcstcr-
hibition in this class comes from Mr. Mile", gardener to Lord Carring-
ton, but which by Fomc oversicbt only contained seven dishes instead

of eight, had to be disqualified. The first prize was awarded to Mr.''

Simpson, Wortley Hall, who sends very good Grapes, Black and White,'

two small Pines, Poaches, Nectarines, Fig*^, and Melons. Mr. MiDci',

gardener to Lord Foley, Worksop Manor, was awarded the second
prize, and hi*' collection consists of fine Peaches. Blacl: and Wliite

Cherries, good Black Hamburgh Grapes, and Fosters White Seed-
ling, Figs, Nectarines. &.v.

Class 111, Pine Apples, any variety. The first prize went to Mr.
Ward for a line Smooth Caytnne, weighing upwards of tijlbs. Se-
cond, Mr. Dcavill, j^for a I*rcvidence. Third, Mr. Chambers. Old
Shirley.

Class 1 12. Grapes, Black, single dish. Tho first prize was nw.irdde
to Mr. Jones, gardeuer to S. K. Maiowaring. Esq., Oteley Par*, Elles-

mere, for fine examples of Black Hamburgh, very perfect in banch
and berry. Second. Mr. WooUcy. for nearly equally tine exampl«&,
more regular in bunch, bnt not quite so large. Third, Mr. M. C.
Watkins, Holmer Park, Hereford, for very largo and wcll-co!onr6^

but sprawling bnnches of Grcs Guillaume. Meprrs. Lane iV SqcH!:

show good exaroplea of Alicante, and Mr. Chnml'ers large buncbcR of

Black Hamburgh. Mr. Pottle. Mr. Smith, iind Mr. Walli" also exhibit.

Class 1 13. W'hite Grapes. This is altogether a poor display. The
finest example is the Muscat of Alexandria from Messrs. Lane and;

Sons. One bunch is, however, rather green, and on that acconnt vas
passed over by the Judges, and the first prize awarded to Mr. WaUifl,

Astle Park, for Foster's White Seedling. Second to Mr. Hill for the

same. Third to Mr. J. Bolton for mnch over-ripe Buckland Sweet-
water.

Class IH. Peaches. The first prize was awarded to Mr. A. Hay.
gardener to Mrs. Holland, Bandway Honse. Altrincham, for maRniti-

cent examples of Rt^al George ; the second prize to Mr. R. H. Smith.
Calderstone. for beantifnl Bellegarde ; the third to Mr. Tillery for

Galande. There are nomcroas exliibitars in iiun cliaas, and many ex-
cellent dislies of fruit.

In Class lir», Nectarines, the first rri--!e was awarded lo Mr. Car-
michael, gardener to H.R.H. the Princr- of Wales, for a truly splendid

dish of Violette H.'.tivc. Mr. Tillery, Welbeck, was placed second for,

the eamo kind ; and Mr. Turner. The Royal Nurseries, Slough, third

for fino examples of Hur.rfl Tawny.
In Class 117. Figs, Mr. Freeman, Knowsley. is fir^t for Brown
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Turkey : Mr. .J. Malcolm, CholmonJIey CasUe, Nantwich. second for

Brown Turkey ; Mr. Simpson third.

Class 118, Cherries, the first prize went to Mr. Tillery for a good

dieh of Bigarrean : the second to Mr. ttoldsmith, gardener to Sir W.
Farqnhar, Bart., Polesden ; the third to Mr. Smith, Calderstone.

In Class 119, Strnwbenies, foor dishes distiuot, there are sixteen

competitors. The iitst prize was awarded to Mr. Farqnharson, Acton

Park Gardens, for President ; second to Mr. R. S. Yates, nnrserrman.

Sale, for Lncas : the third to Mr. Holme, for yery iine Mjatt s Sor-

prise.

In Class 1-jn, Strawberries, single dish, there are eleven competitors.

First prize to Mr. J. Fswler. gardener to the Earl of Harewood,

Leeds, for a very large and fine dish of President. Second to Mr.

Farqnharson, for" Sir C. Napier. Third to Mr. -J. Hnlme, Timperley,

Cheshire, for Myatt's Eleanor.

Class 121. Melon. Green-fleshed. The first prize was awarded to

Mr. Webster, gardener to T. L. Behrens, Esq., Glyngarth, Bangor,

for Golden (^neen ; the second to Mr. C. Frisby, gardener, Blanliey

Hall, Sleaford, for Brombam Hall ; the third to Mr. Tamer, Koyal

Nnrseries, Slongh.
In Class 1'2'2, Melons, Scarlet.fleshed, there are fourteen competitors.

The first prize is taken by Mr. James, gardener to the Dake of

Leinster, Maynooth, for Scarlet Perfection ; the second by Mr. Clark,

gardener to J. C. Brown, Esq., Holmbnsh House, Hor?liam, Sussex,

for Clarke's Hybrid ; the third by Mr. -J. Bolton, gardener to W. Wors-
wick, Esq., Birstall Hall, Leicester.

In Class 1'23, PItuna, single dish, the first prize is awarded to Mr.
Janson, Stand HalJ, for Goliath ; the second to Mr. 'Whitworth, gar.

dener to J. Galloway, Esq., Stamford Bridge, Bowden, for Prince

of Wales.
In Class 121, basket of ont-door fruits, four distinct kinds, the first

prize went to Mr. Deavill for Raspberries, Strawberries, Cherries, and
Corrants ; the second to Mr. Hill, gardener to W. Tipping, Esq., Bald
Hall, St. Helens, for a similar collection : the third to Mr. G. Elkins,

gardener to F. H. Birley, Esq., Hart Hill, Pendleton, for Red and
Black Currants, Chen-ies, and I^aspberries.

In the Miscellaneons Class for fi*uits not mentioned in the schedule,

Mr. Thomson, gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch, Dalkeith, shows a
bnnch of each of the following kinds of Grapes :—Black Hamburgh,
Alicante, Chasselas NapoK-on, Royal Muscadine, Grizzly Frontignan,
Reeves's Muscadine, Royal Ascot, and a splendid bunch of his superb
seedling Grape the Golden Champion, which, although not ripe.

served to show its estraordinarj- properties and high merit. For this

exhibition a special certificate was awarded. Messrs. Standish ex-

hibit a tine boxful of Royal Ascot, which folly maintains its hi.gh

prestige. Messrs. Lane A Sou exhibit several varieties of Grapes in

fine condition, ilr, Henderson shows his new Grape, which greatly

resembles the Black Morocco, althonirh quite distinct. Mr. Ingrain,

Belvoii, shows a collection of iifteen varieties of Strawberries in first-

rate condition. Mr. J. Robson, gardener to Viscount Holmesdale,
shows a most splendid basket of home-grown Oranges, Citrons, Lo-
qnats, &c., for which he was awarded a special certificate. Mr.
Deavill shows a splendid specimen ot Black Alicante "Vine in a pot,

bearing six fine hunches.
The remainder of the vegetables and other miscellaneous matters,

for which we have no space this week, will he noticed in our next issue.

VICOMTESSE HERICART DE THURY
STRAWBERRY.

AssritiNG that the above and the Prince Imperial are tbe
same, I may observe that I tested the latter carefoUy this year,
both nnder glass and in the open gronnd, side by side, with
Keens" Seedling. Admitting that it is qtiite as early, more
ffven in size, and firmer in flesh than Keens', it always proved
deficient in sweetcess ; so much so, that 1 purpose adhering to
Keens'.

For home consumption, where iarge quantities are required
by persons whose palate is not highly educated, I recommend
Empress Eogeoie ; (or fastidions tastes, the British Queen,
Bivera' Eliza, and ilyatt'a Filbert Pine. To these, as a late
variety, not to be eaten till almost black, the old Downton, some-
what acidulated, perhaps, but very rich, should be added.—G. S.

DWARF APPLE TKEES.
I n.4VE always felt gome interest in the cultivation of Apple

trees grafted on the sorts of stocks that dwarf them and make
them fit for small giirdens, and so about fourteen or fifteen
yeats ago I made a small plantation of dwarf trees, some of
which were grafted en Doucin and English Paradise stocks
(between which there seems little difference, at least with some
of them), and others on the French Paradise, which makes
very dwarf trees. In the course of last winter or spring, much
was said respecting the nature of Apple stocks. There wae
nothing new advanced, bat my attention was called to my dwaif

trees, and I made the following notes of the height and state

of health of my trees growing in a soil very deep, cold, and
retentive of moisture. Those marked " E. P." are grafted on
English Paradise and Doucin stocks ; those marked '• P. P."

on French Paradise stocks. All the trees are full of fruit.

Flower of Kent, E.P. :; feet

Cankered.
Patdine de Tigny, F.P. 1 foot.

Cankered.
Beinette Jaune Hative, F.P. 2t

feet. Healthy.
Eibston Pippin, E.P. 2 feet Can-

l kered.

Dutch Codlin, E.P. 2 feet.

I

Healthy. . , . .,,

j
Summer FippiiL,- Ih.P, ." feet.

I Healthy.

Pearsons Plate, E.P. i feet.

Healthy.
Guernsey Pippin, E.P. o feet.

Healthy.

Perle d'.ingleterre, F.P. 2 feet.

Healthy.

Reinette Grise de Champagne,
F.P. 1 foot. Healthy.

Conrt-pendo Gris, F.P. IJ foot.

Healthy.
Claygate Pearmain, E.P. 3 feet.

Healthy.
Golden Russet, E.P. 3 feet.

Healthy.
Emperor Napoleon. F.P. 2 feet.

Cankered.
Empress Enginio, F.P. 2 feet.

Cankered.
Reinette Dorte, F.P. 1-V foot.

Cankered.
Reinette d'Angleterre, F.P. 21

feet. Healthy. 1

These trees have been occasionally removed, so that the'r

growth has been checked. All of them are most prolific. It

will be seen that the French Paradise stock retains its well-

known character of being very dwarf.

I have been led into a notice of my trees by reading in oce
of our newspapers Mr. W. Piobinscn's, to a certain extent,

erroneous opinion, that the French Paradise stock " suits well

the stiS loamy and wet soils" hostile to fruit culture in England.

In France this practice is carried out, and stiff cold soils chosen,

otherwise tlie roots of the trees, being so near the surface, would
be scorched by the fierce sun of France, and laid bare by the

violent storms of summer. In England, if we wish to succeed

in cultival ing Apple trees on the French Paradise stock, we must
entirely reverse the French practice, and plant them in rich

generous soils rather dry than wet. But the question is, Do we
require Apple trees for our gardens grafted on a foreign stock ? I

think not, if we may believe our eyes. Mr. P>ivers, of Sawbridge-
worth, exhibited some Apple trees at South Kensington on
July (jth, not averaging more than 18 inches high, all full of

fruit and clean and healthy—no canker to be seen. Mr. Eivers

tells me th-it he cultivates from ten to twelve acrej of these

little trees, so well adapted for suburban gardens, and that

upwards of 100,000 are sold each season, the demand increasing

and the price decreasing annually. They are not sold as bush
trees till they are from two to five years old, when they bear

tbe first year after planting. As cordons, for which they are

better adapted than the French Paradise stock, they are sold

when one and two years old ; br.t the very pretty hush-like

trees exhibited by Mr. Eivers are more popular than cordone,

requiring no wires, and but little tronble.

—

Pvkus Mamis.

CULTR'ATION OF QUEEN ANNE'S POCKET
MELON.

NoTHiS'i has surprised me mere than to hear that many
persons have failed in the culture of this Melon ; and some of

them so much as not to bring a single fruit to perfection for

two seasons. This is far from satisfactory, especially as it

appUes to what I consider to be one of the hardiest and moEt
prolific Melons in cultivation. I am called upon to grow it

largely here, not only to supply a handsome dish for dessert

through the autumn months, but also for preserving whole,

which if done properly, preserves for the Melons their handsome
markings oi orange and green, and when laid up in dishes in

numbers of seven, nine, or eleven, gives them an appearance
unequalled ty any other kind of preserved fruit. In their pre-

served state the fruit is delicious, but in any other way the
flavour is very inferior. I have been requested to detail my
course of treatment, which I most willingly do, and shall be
pleased if through my remarks the above difiiculty is ovei--

come.
By the time this appears in print, sow sufficient seed for an

autumn crop ; I advise as a more expeditions plan puttiug the

seeds three in a ."-inch pot, using as many as are required for

the crop
;

jilace them m a gentle heat—it is not necessary this

should be artificial—though that from manure will assist them
to vegetate. 'When the plants are sufSeiently grown to show the

third leaf, take away the two weakest plants, and grow the

others on in pots tiU the fourth or fifth leaf appears. Then
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plant them in a one, two, or tbree-Iigbt frame, according to

the crop required, placing it where it may receive BimBhine
early and late : place the frame on the hare ground. A gentle

bottom heat will etait the plants well, though I generally grow
them without this, raising the plants to within a foot of the
glass by rough material placed below the soil. A moderately
rich loamy soil not very light, 1 foot in depth, is what 1 find

them thrive in. A three-light frame will take six plants ; isome

would plant twelve, but I find no advantage from it; two plants
to a ligbt .". feet apart, which, if an ordinary-sized frame (i feet

wide, will leave IS inches between the plants and the frame.

After the plants are put in, water and shade until they are

estabhshed, but if the frame is properly ventilated there is no
need for shade afterwards. AVhen they have grown about
4 inches high, take the point out of the leading shoot, thus
causing the side shoots to appear ; train these evenly over the
bed. and grow them fast until they are 18 inches long. Then
take the point out of each of these, which, in turn, push forth

shoots, generally fruiting ones. These should be regulated and
grown with the greatest care ; when they show about two fruits

each, stop them one joint beyond the last fruit, and on these
coming into bloom, fertilise the female blossoms with the
pollen from the male tlowers, which should appear in abun-
dance at this stage. During this process a dry atmosphere and
more ventilation should be secured for the pollen to take effect.

After the fruit has begun to swell, and if the weather is

favourable, a good watering will assist the plants, hut at all

times during their growth avoid too much water, keeping the
soil moderately moist ; but when water is applied, thoroughly
soak the soil. I object to the common practice of syringing
the foliage, as I consider the water lodges on the joints of the
stem, causing theva to canker and die off ; besides, I find

enough moisture rises from the soil to keep the foliage in
perfect health if properly apphed. At all favourable ojiportu-

nities give them air early—say by seven in the mornin?, in-

creasing it as the day advances, and shutting-up early—say by
three o'clock ; but in such hot weather like the present, a little

may be left on all night.

After the crop of fruit is set, thin-out all superfluous growth
as it appears ; although enough must be left for the proper
development of the plant and fruit, it is very easy to leave too
much. As each fruit approaches its natural size, it may be
be raised on small pots, not only to keep it clear of the water,
but also to assist its ripening.

In growing this or any other sort of Melon, it is best to avoid
planting new seed, or that saved from last year's fruit ; such
seed generally produces wood and foliage at the expense of the
fruit, and will flag at the least exposure to the sun. I find that
seed about four years old is in every way more desirable ; the
foliage is smaller and firmer in texture, consequently enduring
the sun much better, the growth is more compact and fruitful.

I therefore save a little seed of a favourite Melon every year,
and date it properly, therefore avoiding any such mistake as
above alluded to.

—

Tuojias Kecoud, Iltixckhuri;!.

NOTES ON A FEW NATR^E HERBxVCEOUS
PLANTS.

Whim; so much has been done by horliculturists in intro-
ducing and cultivating exotics, it is curious to note how our
native herbaceous plants have, with a few exceptions, been
quietly passed by as if wholly incapable of improvement. I
am not a believer in the absurd old adage which says that
*' familiarity breeds contempt," unless when the familiar object
is reallj- and truly contemptible ; but it seems to have done so
in this case, leaving many beautiful objects to be appreciated
only by botanists, in whose eyes every green thing is interest-
ing. Assuming such to be the case, there are some plants
eminently worthy of cultivation, and just sufficiently rare to
keep them out of the category of eommon plants. Foremost
among these stands that strikingly handsome biennial

EcHiuJi VULGAKE.—This is thought by some to be the finest

of all our native herbaceous plants. It grows to the height of

o and sometimes 4 feet, and is of an upright formal character,
and therefore well suited for single specimens in a border. It

is composed of one central and sometimes as many as a dozen
side compound spikes, all clothed nearly to the ground with a
profusion of bright blue flowers, and as in some other Borage-
worts, an occasional pink one varies the general appearance.
It is mostly found on waste sandy places by the sides of rivers,

on chalky hills, and occasionally upon old crumbling wall

To cultivate it successfallr, the border should be of deep light

soil, free from trees, and otherwise unshaded. It is a biennial

;

the seeds shonld be sown in May or June, and the plants will

flower in June and July in the following season. That it is

inclined, even when not under cultivation, to break away from
its normal state is very evident. Not to mention the white
variety, which is by some considered to be a distinct species,

there are numerous shades of blue, ranging from almost purple
to the ligbt azure tint of Myosotis. The variety of habit and
size of flower as seen in different plants are also remarkable,
Mvosoiis lAi.rsTiiis, the true Forget-me-not. with its blue

and yellow flowers and its very pathetic but rather improbable
legend, has always been a favourite flower ; and although of a
half-aquatic nature, it can be grown very well in any rather

damp border.

Myosotis s'vxvatica is also now a we^l-known plant, being,

along with some others not natives, largely employed tor flower-

garden purposes ; but there is a dwarf or alpine form of it

which is by no means so common. It is Mvosotis .u,iebteis,

and is found only, in this country, near the summits of the
highest mountains in the highlands of Perthshire and Aber-
deenshire. I have seen plants of it under cultivation, and a
gem it is in its way, having largo dense heads of blue flowers.

It is rather difiicult to cultivate, and, I beUeve, requires the
protection of a frame in winter.

The YiciAS are a plebeian race, V. saliva being the common
Vetch of cowhouse notoriety, yet among them we find some of

our most beautiful climbing and trailing plants. V. sylvatica,

though not rare, is far from being plentiful, and is mostly
found in bushy " ghylls" up among the mountains. It grows
to 4 or G feet in height, and bears a profusion of white flowers

streaked with purple. Orobus sjlvaticus, which is not nearly

so beautiful, is sometimes mistaken for it. \'. Cracca is very

common, and very handsome with its long racemes of light

purple flowers. For twi.sting lightly round the glass stem of a

dinner-table flower-stand it is one of the most graceful things

to be found, and I frequently use it for that purpose.

Mektexsia mai'.itima is another Boragewort, which I meant
to notice after Echium. It is said not to be found on the

English shores, but is frequently met with here, and all along

the west Highland coast. It has fleshy, glaucous leaves, and
curiously twisted rope-like roots, the loose racemes of small

blue flowers being pretty rather than showy; but the whole
appearance of the plant is exceedingly graceful. I have a few
plants of it, which were struck from cuttings, as I found it

impossible to extract the long bare roots from among the sand
and stones where I found them. It is commonly called the

Oyster plant, from the flavour of the leaves somewhat resem-
bling that of oysters.

Calystegia SoLP.^^•EI.I.A, the Seaside Convolvnlns, is also

well worthy of a place in the herbaceous border. It is an ever-

green trailing plant, with very large rose-coloured flowers,

which it produces abundantly during June and July. I have
grown it for some years from seed saved from cultivated plants,

but no varieties have been produced.

P<U!XASSiA PALCSTEis, the pretty cream-white Grass of Par-

nassns, though always described as a maish plant, is nearly as

often found on rather dryish upland pastures, from which it is

easily transplanted, and grows tolerably well in an American
peaty border. I read, not long ago, I think in " our Journal,"

a5 an instance of plant-growing under difficulties, of a lady in

the city quarter of London, who grew this among some other

plants in pots on the leads of the house ! Doubtless, it was
there as a sourcnir of some breezy hillside, a wee bit of poetry

carried home from the country, or, perhaps, it was set up as a

standing protest against men's piling bricks on bricks as closely

and thickly as if living flowers and fresh air were superfluities.

—AvBsnir.E GAiiriENEE.

FEUIT rnOSPECTS IN YORIvSHIRE AND KENT.
The readers of " our Journal " must not conclude that be-

cause there is a small crop of fruit at Middlesbrough-on-

Tees, therefore the fruit crop is a failure throughout Yorkshire.

Living as I do in a cool part of Yorkshire, where the average

rainfall is 3G inches, I have this year an abundant crop of fruit

in my garden. The Peach trees, trained against a south brick

wall without any glass protection or artificial heat, have set a

most abundant crop. Hundreds of fruit had to be pulled off.

The first thinning was made as soon as the fruit had cast off

.the blossom. The second and last thinning was done when it

became poEsible to distinguish between the weak and the vigor-
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ons fruit, and no more are left than what the trees ought to

bring to perfection. My gardener considers it to be bad prac-

tice to leave the trees to thin themselves during the stoning

process. Here sach a thing as a fruit falling off, except when
ripe, is not known.

I had the pleasure of seeing Jlr. Rivers and his garden this

spring, and was surprised to observe the almost total failure of

his Peach crop. He attributed the loas of this fruit to the

extreme moisture of the atmosphere while the trees were in

flower. This wet made the pollen into paste. He was, how-

ever, quite unable to explain how it came to pass that the wet

did not injure the pollen in my garden. I think we must look

elsewhere if we would account satisfactorily for this failure.

Strange as it may sound to many persons, I em convinced that

last year was anything but a favourable year for the ripening

of the Peach wood. The trees suffered from the extreme dry-

ness of the soil throughout the summer, and were not improved

by being stimulated into growth by the autumnal rains. The
mischief then done developed itself in the spring. Here the

long shoots shed almost all their flowers, which showed that

the wood had not been sufficiently ripened in the autumn.
But I never look for a crop from the long shoots ; they are

simply considered to be exhausters to draw the sap and pre-

vent the spurs from being stimulated into growth by the

autumn rains, and they performed this duty last year to ad-

miration. My trees were covered with short well-ripened spurs.

These this spring were first clusters of flowers, then dense
knots of fruit. My Peach trees trained on this system have
not failed for the last seven years to carry good crops.

The Cherry trees, as usual, are loaded with fruit. Pears set

an enormous crop, and they provided my gardener with several

days' work, first in thinning the trusses of bloom, and then in

cutting off the superabundant fruit.

My Plum trees have to a great extent failed to perform their

proper duties. There is but a sprinkling of fruit on six large

trees, and I should have comforted myself under this failure

by growling out something about pasty pollen and north-east

winds, but it so happened that I had three Plum trees forked

out of the ground last autumn, as I wished to satisfy myself
as to the state of their roots. These three trees have each of

them a good crop. So, then, it cannot be the winds, nor yet

the rains, but the cultivation that is in fault. The fact is, our
fruit trees are in too many instances left to take care of them-
selves. If they bear fruit, well ; if not, it is the season—the

wet or the dry, the winds, or the scarcity of bees, or the multi-

plicity of birds, or the flight of insects—anything, in fact, ex-

cept the true cause. The Victoria Plum is as prolific as iisual.

I have also an average crop of Apples. Those trees that

have been grafted on the Paradise stock are doing better than
those on the Crab. So you see I can with all thankfulness
adopt your motto—" All's well."—C. M.

In an able article in The Eecord of July 7th on the food-pro-

ducing prospects of the year, the writer observes that " Of
fruit and vegetables there must be, under any circumstances, a
lamentable paucity." In the case of fruit the assertion is un-
fortunately true enough, but as regards the supply of vegetables
it is not so correct. Vegetables, so far as I have seen, are both
abundant and of a fair average quality. The only crop to

which any exception can be taken is that of some Potatoes

;

and even in this case, wherever a weakness of growth is per-

ceptible, it is due more to the capricious weather of last season
than to the inclemency of the past spring. But although the
supply of vegetables is good, that of fruit is very much below
par. Never did a year open with brighter prospects for fruit-

growers than this, and never were hopes and trees together so
ruthlessly blighted. After so hot a summer as that of 1808,
tending to make the wood firm and well-ripened, with an abun-
dance of blossom buds, it was reasonable to expect a fruitful

year had the spring been favourable. But all these bright
hopes have been dissipated, for surely never was known so dis-

astrous a spring—from all parts come reports of scanty crops,
foliage bruised, and in exposed situations torn to shreds ; nor,
so far as I can learn, are there any exceptions to this tiufortu-
nate state of affairs, but trees under almost all methods of
training and culture have suffered alike. It is only on trees in
very sheltered positions that fair crops are to be seen.

Standard Plum trees in most instances have a miserable
crop of abortive bladder Plums, stoneless and deformed ; while
Cherry orchards, whose trees were "clouds of bloom," and
whose fruit at one time appeared to be setting thickly, have
shed their fruit to a ruinous extent, to the great loss of many

fruit-speculators. A custom prevails in most parts of Kent, as
soon as the blossom of orchard trees has fallen and the young
fruit are visible, to sell the crop by auction. This year the
prices obtained were generally very high, and consequently it

win probably prove a disastrous season to the buyers. In one
case, so abundant and so promising was the crop, that although
the crop of last year was good, yet the highest bid of last

year was almost doubled. Bush fruits do not appear to be
materially affected. "When looking over my neighbour Mr.
White's fruit trees lately, I was amused to find him, v/hile

suffering from the loss of the greater part of his Apple crop,
arranging for the planting of an additional half acre of Goose-
berry bushes ; and a very sensible proceeding I thought it, for

Gooseberries are always marketable, and, taking the average
price of the crop of a moderate-sized bush at 6d.—a sate figure,

an acre containing 1200 bushes gives the very handsome sum
of £30 annually.

I noticed a remarkably fine old Pear tree growing imder the
shelter of a steep clifi near Mr. White's house, ou which the
fruit clustered almost as thickly as Hops on a pole—an uncom-
mon sight this summer, and I was assured that the same tree

actually produced thirty-six bushels of fruit last year. Its

name was unknown, but I fancy it is either the Swan's Egg or
the small Autumn Bergamot.
Amongst Pears ou walls Jargonelle, Louise Bonne, Napoleon,

and that king of winter Pears, Winter Nelis, have good crops.

Beurrfi Diel, too, has an excellent crop, which kind, although
not a first-class dessert Pear, is yet a most useful hardy variety,

and may almost invariably be depended upon for an annual
supply. A tree growing here on an east wall has produced a
full crop of fine fruit for five consecutive years, nor does its

crop of the present season appear to be at all affected by the
ungenial spring.

AH the dwarf-growing fruits, such as Raspberries, Currants,
and Gooseberries, are abundant. The last have been selling

in the green state at from 5s. to 6s. per sieve of eight gallons to
the dealers hereabouts. Concerning Strawberries, as I intend
to offer some notes later in the season, I will only remark here
that that most robust kind, TroUope's Victoria, has a heavy
crop of fine fruit, quite equal to that of any other season.
Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot trees have very healthy foliage,

and are growing vigorously, but are, with very few exceptions,
without fruit. Filberts and Cobnuts are also a short crop.

Of Plums, a few trees on a south-west wall have a moderate
sprinkling of fruit, but the Green Gage is a total failure.

But the most vexatious trial of all is that of those who have
the care of unheated orchard houses. Their great failure will

doubtless in many cases be a source of annoyance
;
yet if it

result in the introduction of even a couple of pipes through-
out the entire length of the orchard house, it will be fraught
with much future good, not only to the fruit trees themselves,

but by rendering the orchard house a most useful auxiliary for

growing other crops, especially early in spring. So obvious
are its uses in spring that it is almost unnecessary to recount
them. If I did so, bedding stock, salading, Strawberries in
pots, pot Roses, bulbs, and a host of other useful subjects

would £laim a notice, for no one will willingly trust any tender
or half-hardy plant to our fickle springs, whose cold cutting

blasts so often alternate with the tempting brightness of an
April sunshine. Thatched hurdles, mat screens, and ,all sucb
makeshifts are very well in their way ; but, after all, it must be
granted that a bright glass structure with a genial temperature,

a free circulation of air, and where the wants of the plants can
be attended to in all weathers, is altogether more convenient

and more conducive to the health of the plants, not to mention
the comfort of those who have the care of them.

—

Edwaed
LuCKHUKST, Egerton House Gardens, Kent.

PELARGONIUM FLOWERS FALLING.
Attached to the back of my house in a northern suburb,

with aspect nearly due south, is a small glass house, about
8 feet by 6, with board floor (being, in fact, built over the

scullery). About five or six weeks ago I bought of a hawker
half a dozen Pelargoniums and two Fuchsias in full bloom

;

these were placed at once in the house, and the next morning
all the blooms had fallen. This I was not much surprised at,

as t'ne plants had evidently been grown in strong heat, and the

sudden change of temperature I considered was sufficient to

account for the misfortune. I have, however, just sustained a

similar mishap under exactly opposite conditions, having pur -
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ehaspd halt a dozen Soarlat PeUrgoniumi" in full bloom, whloh
were well-hardened planM, and appesrod to Uiva been bloomed
out of doors

; thase were placed in the hoaee, and the nex'.
mornJDg all the blooms hid fillen ofl. Fuchsias which have
been in the eume place since last year, have come f lirly into
bloom, althuug J even in them there id a disposition for the
Imda to drop off before opuning. Cin you giTfl anv explanation
iif these results '—G. H. L.

[Your description is not fall eaongh to enaWe n3 to point
oat the cause ct the flowers droppLnR, espeoiallv in tiie second
case. We can well nnderstaad that plants coming on in stich
a house would not saffer so much as plants bought and tal;en
in, as they world he less liable to the noxious induence what-
ever it mHV be. V/ith care in watering and plenty of ventila-
tion, we cim oaly think of the following:—First, in this hot
weather, leave the house open as respects ventilation night
and day. Seccndly, is there nothing wrong on the part of the
house? Is it lead, or zinc, and thoroughly dry;' Thirdly, is
the wooden floor free from a strong resinous exlialation ?

Fourth, is it sc close as prevents all exhalations and vaponrs
reaching it frcm the scullery? And lastly, is the house free
from all influence from gaslights ? It is just possible the last
cause may be the especial one. We have under our notice at
present three rooms in which plants did remarkabiy well in
the window?, but lately they would not thrive, and the buds
dwindled without opening. These room=, though large, have
had a little gas burned in them lately. On turning the plants
outside they have grown and bloomed nicely ; but the windows
were shut before the gas was lighted. Nothing is so injurious to
plant life as gas. V/e see anv day the course of gas pipes through
a grass field, and we can tell easily where there is an approach
to a pill paint in the deficiency of a joint of the pipes from the I

whitened state of the grass over the joint."

WORK FOR THE "WEEK.
KiTCHEK OiRDEN.

1'IjV the fork incessantiy amongst growing crops of Broccoli,
Oanliflowere, and Winter Greene ; continue to manure and
trench all ground as it becomes vacant, and plant it with late
crops. Prepare trenches for late Celeni, water the growing
crops, and stir the soil among them. Prepare a patch of ground I

for the sowings of Cabbaijei to stand the winter : the soil should
not be too rich, as it encourages a luxuriant growth, which is
apt to make the plants tender. Plant out finally the strongest
Kndiie from the early sowings, and sow more for late crops.
The Small Green Curled ia the best. Pali up the crops of winter
Oniont, place them in rows with the roots towards the fan, and
frequently turn them until the stalks are withered ; they will
then be fit for storing. They should be carefully handled. Let
them be very dry when stored, and spread out thinly, not laid
in heaps. Garlic and S'.allots should also be taken np and
dried for storing. The lifting of Potatoes must be proceeded
with as fast as they become ripe. The late-sown Pivt.; should
have attention paid to watering and staking. Sow, also, more
Lettuce, and keep up % good succession of liadishes and Salads, i

Dredge (he young rjn:ip:s and other needling plants while
jdamp, early in the morning with dry charcoal dust or wood
I

ashes ; also continue to keep a watchful eve on the cater-
pillars which infest the Cabbage tribe.

FSCIT GABDEX.
It may f '.ill be advisable to go over such trees as are over-

luxuriant, and stop about half the shoots, beginning, of course,
with the Btrongest ; for a general stopping at this time would
probably b3 of little farther service than to induce the pro-
duction of a mass of useless spray ; whereas stopping the
stronger sl.-iots. or those which incline to grossnoss, will divert
the sap into the weaker ones, which will be strengthened,
while the buds on the shoots which have been stopped will
become f jV. and plump without starting into growth. The only
effectual method, however, of caring a gross habit of growth
when this is the case in ordinary seasons, is root-pruning, or
keeping the roots within proper limits by means of bhallow,
well-drained birders. Should it be found "that the shoats after
stopping, incline to star: into growth, it will be advisable as
soon as the fruit is gathered, to open a trench at a moderate
distance from the stem of the tree, cutting the stronger roats.
This will be of the greatest service in checking growth, and
will probably do more towards securing ripe wood Ihan any-
thing else that could be adopted. Early Pears should be
rathered before they are quite ripe, by which their juiciness

will ba insreased. Let Strawberry plantations intended to
stand for next season be trimmed as soon as convenient, cut-
ting off and clearing away the runners so as to afford the leaves
plenty of room.

FLOWER r.illDE:,'.

Decayed blooms should be removed from Roses, for if allowed
to hang they have a very untidy appearance, and tend to en
courage mildew. Roses, if in masses or beds, should be ar
ranged so that their colours may be as much contrasted as
possible

; where this has not been hitherto attended to. the
present arrangement should be carefully examined while the
pUnts are in flower, and any alterations noted that may be
considered necessary to render the effect more satisfnctory next
season. Proceed with the propagation of favourite sorts, either
bv means of budding or cutting". Many prefer having Hybrid
Perpetual, Tea, China, and Bourbon Roses on their own lOots.
Short-jointed cuttings taken off now will root freely if properly
made and attended to under a hand-glies, provided the sito-
ation is somewhiit warm and shaded. Tae readiest way of pro-
pagating them, however, is by moans of cuttings taken ofl

lilanls grown undar glass for flowering in spring. II jadioionslj*
selected they will root almost as freely as Verbenas. In BomV'
ueighbourUoodif black fly is becoming troublesome on DahlilMf '

and Asters. When (inch is the cise tobacco water and soap;'
suds may be used with advantage. The strength of the mix-"
ture should be tested by dipping into it some of the shoots
worst affected, and using it sulSoiently strong to kill the
insects, but not so much so as to injure the leaves. It should
be applied in the evening when there is a prospect of a dry
night, using 3 fine-rosed syringe or watering-pot, and giving
enough to moisten the whole of the leaves. Go over beds of
Verbenas frequently, and remedy any defects that may be per-

'

ceptible without loss of time. When the stock is' growing
vigorously, pegging and training wjU involve considerable at

tention, and it will be neee'sary to inspect the beds frequently,
removing decayed flowers and cutting back such of the shoots
as may incline to encroach upon the edging of the beds.
Keep herbaceous plants neatly tied-up. and cut off the flower
stems of any becoming unsightly. Take advantage of any spare
time to put in cuttings of choice plants. Keep gravel waDcs
smooth and neat by weeding, sweeping, and rolling.

OHEEKHOCSE AND COKSEBVATOBT.
Now, when moiit kinds of hardwooded greenboose plants aro

out of doors, painting and other repairs required b.r the houses
in which they are grown should be done : for paint, to stand well,

it should only he put on when the woodwork is thoroughly dry.

Therefore, be sure that this is so before commencing. As
already stated, it is now time to provide plants adapted for

blooming late in autumn, and early in winter. (Jamelliaa, if

forced into wood will be tolerably forward. They should be
kept out of doors in a good place on coal ashes to prevent worms
from deranging the drainage. Chrysanthemums should now or
vecy soon receive their last shift, using chiefly, if possible,

good fibrous loam with plenty of charcoal. This is the best
way to keep them stiff in habit, and to preserve their lover
leaves. Any necessary amount of strength may be imparted to

them when the flower-buds are formed, by good liquid manure,
Successions of Brugmansias, Clerodendrone, Euphorbias, Poin-
settias, &a., should receive a last shift, in order that they may
produce a rich display in the conservator^-. Ciimbers on uma-
mental trellises should be occasionally cut back with the view
of having a succession late in the season, when flowers become
e'carce. A batch of such plants as ThnnbergiaB. Ipom:eas, Jas-

mines, Stephanotis, and i'assifloras, should be trained up orna-
mental tiellises without delay. Clematis bioolor, andC.aznrea
grandiflora, force well early in spring, provided they are rested

behind a shady wall for a month or two abont this season. The
latter plants, although perfectly hardy, are well adapted for con-
servatory trellises. The forward Achimene* will have pro-

duced abundance of suckers ; these, taken uS and encouraged
in a propagating frame, will produce a very late display.

ST0\'E.

Those who desire success in this as well as most other it-
partmecls of gardening where artificial heat is reqtiired, mnat
look well to the stoke-hole department. The proper manage-'

'

ment of the fires is at least one-half the affair, especially all"

connected with smoke flues and other incomplete apparatus,

which still exist in a majority of country gardens. The eastern

Orchids will certainly not do without fire heat, even at this

period. It is, therefore, considered the best policy to light the

Orchid or stove fire abont two o'clock, to burn a small lively
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fire {or three hours, and suffer the fire to die away by five

o'clock, shutting up entirely for the night by eii o'clock. At

this hoar the piping wilt possess warmth enough to insure a

temperature of &':" or 70' throughout the night. This heat,

with plenty of moistora sprinkled in the house, and slight

syringings, will secure an atmosphere of a most genial characler.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
The chief work of the week, besides the routine lately

alluded to, has reference chiefly to surface-stirring the soil,

mulching, and watering. The surfaca-slirring has been given

where possible, to growing crops in all departments. It is

astonishing how this alone helps plants, even though newly
tamed out, to resist the almost tropical sun which has come
upon us at last. Excessive evaporation and the descent of

heat is arrested by the loose surface. Even our flower beds

—

the few open spaces still to be seen—showed signs of cracking,

especially round the sides of raised beds, to prevent which
nothing is so good as keeping the surface open and loose with
the hoe. Hoeing carefiilly among small edging plants often
does more good than sprinkling them with water. Some of our
best gardeners are using the water pail with great moderation
out of doors. In deep good soil established plants can well

hold their own, especially when the surface is kept loose.

.Vu?c/iin// is a great relief where a heated soil is of less im-
portance than a moist one. Peas and Beans at midday seemed
to show the eiiects of the sun and drooped their points a little

;

in such a case we could not expect the younger succession
flowers to set and swell well. Even when watering could be
given, it was followed either by hoeing or mulching ; but gene-
rally with the latter, as the former is usually employed before
watering, oven if nothing better than litter or grass can be
obtained. We have even mowed some outlying corners to

have the long grass for this purpose, and all the short machiu-
ings from lawn, ,lL-c., have been taken to the kitchen garden
instead of the rubbish or rotting heap, and placed at once
among Peas. Cauliflower, .ia. Even this reciuires a little care
to pack about the stems and over the ground, but not over the
plants. We find that a careless workman had allowed some to

drop in the centres of strong Cauliflower plants, and had it

not been seen and removed it would have stained and disfigured
the coming fine heads. Thickieh mulchings may safely be
given to all plants as the 'aeat in the soil is now quite enlBcient
for ttem. There is just this danger from a thickish mulching
of grass onttings, &o., that after a shower or two, it becomes so
close as almost to esclude air ; and on a slope, the raina would i

rmi away to the lowest parts. This is easily avoided by break-
ing the surface cf the mulching with a hoe or fork, when air and
rain will have a free entrance, whilst the soil is kept moiater
and cooler than it would otherwise be. i

In the flower garden we have mulched, as already stated, <

Calceolarias with rather tioe hotbed manure, of dung and
leaves fairly decomposed. We have done the same lately to

Lobelias, Verbenas, Pentstemons, Roses, &c., but we have not
yet done anything in that way to Scarlet Pelargoniums, as for

them the soil is not too warm, or yet too dry where the plants
are pretty well estahlished. If this hot weather should not con-
tinne long, we would not mulch them at all, unless from extra
free-blooming they should need a little extra help. We never
knew them grow less after they were turned out, than they did
this season ; which was owing not so much to the cold morn-
ings as to the coldness of the soil. The last ten days they have
been picking up, growing vigorously, and opening their blooms
fairly, but we do not like just yet to cool the soil by watering
or mulching ; in fact, when well established. Scarlet Geraniums
planted out in deep-stirred soil need but little watering, and
their own leaves act as a fair mulching, so far as keeping the
sun heat from the grotmd. Extra free-blooming, however, is

apt to exhaust the plants before the autumu is over, and to
prevent that, and also avoid watering, except what the heavens
give ns, nothing is better than a little mulching of rotten dung.
Remember that this surface-mulching and manuring has quite
a different effect from digging it deep in the soil where the
roots would at once take hold. 'The latter plan would encourage
vigorous growth, even at the expense of thinner blooming ; the
former would tell chiefly in supporting medium-sized foliage and
free-blooming.

Wateelkg.—This is as usual becoming a serious affair, but
we hope we shall not experience a repetition of the evils of last

summer. A thunder-storm with a heavy rain, which we hope

is not far off, would give us a good supply and replenish our
failing resources. Even here it would be eaey, wi;h more tanks

and reservoirs, to store just four times the qaia';ity of ram
water we do. Celery, Peas, and Beans have had what we could

safely give them, and fine rows of Lettuces have been mulched
to make a little liquid go a great way.

In the flower garden, the outside rows of raised beds have
had a little, and the watering has been confined chiefly to

them. We mentioned raising a lot of beds at the outsides

with stakes about a foot above the lawu surface, aai planting

Sedums, Moss Saxifrage, and wild small-leaved I-/y to cover

the stakes. Owing to the heat, some of the sides of the beds,

as those planted with the Saxifrage, will scarcely be covered

this season. Sedums have done their work very well. The
raising of the outside of the beds has jii-en us two advantages

the machine goes readily round without touching any straggling

shoot or plant ; and the raising and thick planting at the out-

side prevents the birds scratching the soil all over the lawu
near the beds. Though the staking is done neatly, we do not

consider the stakes an ornament in themselves, and where we
think they would not soon be covered, we have planted some

j

temporary plants at their base, as Variegated Alyasum, lilac

Asperula, &s., just to hide them neatly for the season. One
other advantage of thus raising the outside of the beds and

i thus draping them with green is, that you have a green outside

all the winter, and a good preparation made for apring and
' winter gardening, if that is deemed necessary. We have ioug

; had rais-^d beds with the outsides densely covered with Ivy,

and these gave us no extra trouble whatever in the way of

watering, as the Ivy kept the outsides cool. The Ivij, be it kapt

in mind, not planted in the led, hut at the bas^ of the ftakes

ontsidc. On such beds established for many years, we had this

season to place some new stakes to keep the Ivy in its place.

In many cases it is now strong enough to keep itself in shape

without stakes. In the case of the beds freshly done, when
the stakes are covered with the Moss Sixifrage, ic, the out-

aide edging close to the stakes inside the bed, will need no more
watering than any other part of the bed. Bit where the stakes

are not well covered, the ground next them inside will become
drier, and we have run a little water round them outside to

make up for the greater exposure, and stirred the surface

shortly afterwards.

The Calceolarias were never more dense, not an inch of

ground is to be seen for their heads of bloom, bat to keep suc-

cessions on we shall have to water in the beginning of the

week, and our hitherto refraining has been owing to the mulch-

ing. Some of our finest beds are defective, from the deer

having made havoc of edgings of purple and blue Heartsease.

These did us good service, not only in the spiiug, but through

the summer of last year, being, we believe the same colours

and the kinds used at Cliveden, and which, with the moist,

cool treatment given to Calceolarias generally, do well when
fresh planted, for the whole summer. We have had them
several times cut right into the ground, and other things almost

untouched. Nothing was touched but these Heartsease, and
some beds of Verbenas that had not a flower left on them. To
make the Calceolarias right, we must have a blue or parple

edging, and we have a nice lot of good plants in boxes, of

L)belia ramosa, which if well watered, will nestle up to and
fringe the Calceolarias. This is a Lobelia not estimated as it

deserves to be, with blue flowers large for the size of the plant-

Mr. Hills, at The Poles, grows it in pots very much for spring

and early summer decoration. We saw numbers in 4-inch pots

a mass of dense beautiful blue.

As already mentioned, we will give little water as yet to the

Geraniums out of doors, but will rather let them feel the heat,

as the soil is not yet too warm for them. If the weather con-

tinues so hot, we will surface-stir again, water, and then mulch.

Such weather as this furnishes the best of all details about

watering plants in pots. " How often should I water ; " is the

perplexing question often put to us. "Only just so often as

the plant needs it," is the only right answer to give, " and then

give enough to satisfy its wants." A plant must be treated as

v;a would treat ourselves. When a man is thirsty a glass of

pure coolish water is the greatest luxury ; if not thii-sty. forcing

him to drink it would be a punishment. A plant may do with-

out water for more than a week in winter ; once or twice a-week

may be enough in cloudy weather in spring ;
b'lt in such

weather as this, plants in pots may need refreshing twice

a-day, and that not a whit too much. Large plants in pots, if

mulched, will need less watering, as that wiU prevent eva-

poration. All plants under glass should not only ha watered,
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but evaporation from tliom lessened by Byringing the stages, and
damping walls and floors with the syringe.

There are one or two things we would jnst notice rosnlting
from this hot weather. In a recent visit to Luton Hoo, among
much to gratify us, we were sorry to find that the largest

bunch of Musa Cavendishii fruit we had ever seen, had been
cut and used ; but we were particularly pleased with two things,

the house of Melons previously noticed had been used and
fresh planted, and there were abundance of Melons in pits,

heated and nnheated. Perhaps the n;o=t gratif.\ ing was a fine

lot of fruit in a low span-roofed pit, used generally in winter
for Violets, and having no artificiil heat besides a little dung
below the soil. As the fruit was chiefly collected at the outsides,
the mode of treatment and training bad been much the same
as we had frequently recommenJed. The next thing was, that
though the excessive heat threatened to lessen the time of the
Strawberry season, in ordinary circumstances, Mr. Cadger had
been fortunate enough to turn out a lot of his huge forced
plants of Keens' Seedling early in spring, we think in the end
of February, and these in rather a cool, sheltered border, have
shown and set in armfuls, so that with a little watering, the
Strawberry season will be greatly prolonged.
One thing used to trouble us in visiting some places, and

that was the bad condition of the walks, the sides being
covered with young weeds. Daisies, .tc, the result of leaving
the grass next them too long, and thus permitting the walks to

be seeded. Alt walks to be preserved neatly should have the
grass kept short for a width of a scythe swathe. It will do
wonders towards keeping walks clean. It will also aid much
in dispensing with hoeing, raking, turning, or salting, the
latter process though killing the weeds always has a tendency
for making fine walks finer and softer. With rough walks
salting will help to make them finer, and, therefore, more
pleasant to the feet.

We may now mention a rather heavy piece of work with our
pleasure' (iroiind >i-aU:s. They are in fair order—hard and
£rm, but a few small weeds csn be seen if you look well lor

them. We want them to be bright, fresh, and clean for the
summer with but little trouble. We have, therefore, procured
some loads of rather bright pit sand ; we are sprinkling the
walks all over with salt, and we shall then follow with a
sprinkling of sand, which conceals the snlt. This sprinkling
will be a little loose before we have a good shower; but after-

wards a brisk sweeping with a broom, and a run-over with a
roller, makes all join together, and the walk looks neat and
clean for the season. We could clear cfl the weeds from our
firm walks by salting alone ; but then if we did so, we know
that until every particle of the salt was washed out, the sur-

face of these walks would be soft and unpleasant in wet
weather. By adding the fresh surfacing, or rather sprinkling
of riddled sand, the salt acts upwards a little as well as down-
wards, but not sufficiently upwardsto prevent the surface being
clean and firm to the foot in moist weather. The evil of salt-

ing smooth walks without some such precaution, is that they
become too smooth, and then soft in wet weather.
One word more respecting lawns. We have run the machine

lightly over part of ours, but in other parts, where only a few
Daisies, Bents, and Plantains appeared, we have preferred
sweeping them off with the Daisy knife. Close and frequent
cutting now in such sun, will greatly encourage scorching and
burning ; and we should rather avoid than encourage that

result. The finest flower beds are a poor sight with a scorched
and burned- up lawn around them.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—July il.

We bavc had some diflicuUy in innintainiQ^ last woek's prices, na tbo
snpply has been mnoh in excess of the demand. Forced fruit are very
plentifnl, and foreiKna iniportations heavy, compriainsj Pines, Peaches,
Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, and Jargonelle Pears. Potatoes good, and
a icadj sale at former quotations.

B. d. 8. d
Apples }^ sieve 2 to
Apricots doi!. 2 (1 SO
Cherries lb. G 10
Chestnnts bnshel
Currants }i sieve 4

Black do. r,

FiRS doz. 6
FUberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1
Gooaeberries . . quart fl 3
Grapes, Hothouse .lb, 2
Lemons 100 10

FRUIT,
d

ArtirhoVep dn7.
Aspnnipua 100
Beune, Kidney . . 100
Beet, Ked doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts ^i slovo
CabbnRO doz.
Capsicums luO
Carrots Lunch
CanliRouer doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
GarUo lb.

Herbs buoch
Horseradish ..bundle

VEGETABLES.
B. d. 8. d
3 to 8 Leeks bunch
8 r. Lettuce score
10 II Muahroomfl |*ottlo

a .'i Mnstd.ftCress.punnot
Onions, .doz. bunches
Parslev siero

10 3 Parani'pg doz.
Peas quart

8 10 Potatoes bushel
3 Kidney ditto
1 C 2

t
Ttadishosdoz.bunches

6 10 Ithubarb bundia
2 U ShiOlota lb.

3 j Spinach bushel
8 TomatoOB doz.

OS Turnips bunch
3 6

I
Vegst.Marro>TS..doz.

d. a.

4 too

n
7

B. d. B. d
Jlelons each 2 Oto 5
Nectarines doz. 6 10
Oranges 100 10 14
Peaches doz. 12 24
Pears (dessert) . . doz. rt

Pino Apples lb. 3 8
Plums ij sieve
Quinces doz.
Kaspberries lb. 6 8
Strawberries lb. 1 2
Walnuts bushel 10 16

do 100 1 2

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many quealiona must remain unanswered tmtil next

week.

Books (J, C. PaUmon^.— Wo purpose continuing the work until all

onr native plants have been portraited and described. We are unable to
l»ublish more than four monthly ; if we conlj have done so the work
would by this time have been complete. iW.O.C).— Keane's " In-door
Gardening" may suit you. It can bo had from our oflice if you enclose
twenty stamps, with your addres-j. {J. Booth).— *' In-door Gardening" as
abovo ; and " Tbo Garden Maauil " the Litter free by post for twenty
postage stamps.

Dauk Climdino Roses {J. C. i.rrr).—" I have no doubt that the Rose
you describe is the old Tuscany. It lins a single row of petals with
golden stamens, and is very noariy black or blackish maroon. It flowers
only once in the season. The biuoms are most abundant, and very
beautiful. There wns a noble tree of iE at Hnsbton. Doubib-ss, our very
(lark Rosps are derived Iro^ it. Buy these, and they will please yon

—

Prince Camillo de Rohan, Emporeiu: do Maroc and Souvenir do Dr.
Jamain. They are Hybrid Pcrpetuals. They ore oil very dark, abnndnst
bloomers, and very beautiful. Put them again&t your south or Eouth-eaF.t

wall, and when winter sets in with severity, plnce matting over them till

danger is over.—W. F- Rabolyffe."

Sowing Veuuena Seed {Mem).—To have good strong plants for bloom-
ing early next year, you may sow the seed now. Well drain a sced-p&n,
and till it to throo-fourths its depth with two-thirds turfy light loam and
one-third leaf mould, then to the rim or nearly so, with the same soil

sifted, adding one-sixth part of silver aand. LeVel the surface by press-
ing it with the bottom of a small (lower-pot, and scatter the seeda evenly,
just covering them with fine <ioi}. Give a gentle watering, place the pau
in a cold frauio or under a hand-glass, and shtde from briyiit sun. Keep
moist and close until tbo youni? plants appear, then rdmit a little air,

increasing the amount with tbo advance in growth of the plants. When
these are large enough to handle, they may be pricked-off in pans at about
1^ to 2 ijiohes apart, and kept rather close iin.t abadtd for a few days
until establishcl. Harden tlieni well o(T, protecting them only from frost

and hea\'>' rains, and givim: all tho air possible ; before sever© weather
sets in r -'i ovo them to a shelf or light airy position in tJie greenhousc-
In February or March the plants may be shortened to 2 or 3 inches, and
cuttings made of the parts removed, which will strike freely in a mild
hotbed. When tho plants have made fresh shoots an inch long, they
ought to be potted off singly, or placed 3 inches apart in pans, and stiaded
until estitb'ishcd ; then harden them olTand remove them to a cold frame,
protecting them from frost by a covering of mats. You may obtain one
or more lots of cuttings from them, and these with tho old plants will be
tit for planting out in 3fay. .Seedling Verbenas are of little use for bed-
ding except in mixed beds. The seed may bo sown in March, and the
plants from that towing will be largo enough for planting out it the end
of May.

Gladiolus Bloojung (An Jmnffur).—The only way of securing long
spikes is to grow the bulbs in rich soil, give top-dressings of rich com-
post, and supply well witli water, syringing overhead every evening in

hot weather so as to keep down red spider, and promote vigorous growth.
A long loose spike is undesirable.

Dahlias Floweiuno (Idt-m).—In tho first place the plants should have
a single shoot only, and it should be secured to a stout stake driven

firmly into the ground. The side shoots as they appear should be re-

gulated, tbinniug out the weak, and preserving enough of tho strong to

form a sufficiently compact but open head. Tho side shoots must be
secured to the principal stake with long shreds of matting, so as to per-

mit of their assuming the branching habit peculiar to them. If the
tying is not stiflicicnt to secure them against winds, it will be necessary

to place throe or four stakes besides the centre one, and though the stems
are tolerably close to it at tho bottom, the tops most inclii:o outwards
snfllciently "to allow of the side shoots being kept secure from heavy
rains or wind. The pruning should bo confined to thinning out the weak
shoots, and preserving a head of healthy shoots. The lirst blooms, as a
rule, are not very good: j-ou may cut them away, and also any that are not

of good form in the bud. The best liquid mannro is a peck of sheep's

droppings and a peck of soot to thirty gallons of water, well stirred up
and dissolved. It may be applied twice a-week, stirring well up each
time. Guano at tho rato of 2 ozs. to tho gollou also forms a good liquid

manure.

LiQCiD Maxcre {A. Loel-tier).—To Cabbages and similar crops you may
safely use it once a-week, at the rate of 1 oz. to the gallon of water. For
other plants you may use double tho quantity that you would do of

guano. The drainings of rabbit hutches make an excellent liquid mauore
dilnted with water or absorbed by sawdust. The amount of water added
would depend on the kind of plant to which tbo manure is to be applied,

and the amount of solid matter along with tho urine. The letters nsed

indicate commended, highly commended, very highly commended.

ScABisa EiPJJS (Somcrjcf.'.— Suspending pieces of glass from sticks to
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frighten birds by their jingUng ha3 been practised in cottage gardens as

long as we can recollect.

VicoMTEssE Hj'ricabt de THtrttY Strawbeeey {Con.^tant Reader; €•

Wade).'-'We cannot recommend dealers. As we know of more than one

norseryman who has the variety, to single out one would be unfair to the

others. Those who have the variety shoold consuit their interests by

advertising the fact.

Strawberry Plants (J. G. Pearson).—We cannot recommend trades-

men. .\ny of tho principal nurserymen who advertise in our Journal

could supply you.

Blind Strawberry Blossoms' (A'. A'.).—Wo are at a loss to know
whether you mean blossoms in which the organs of fructification are

entirely wanting, or those in which they have been deshoyed or proved
inefficient. The first is of comparatively rare occurrence in this country.

It is sometimes caused through weakness, and sometimes by defective

constitution ; such plants ought to be discarded. Tho other is owing to

climatal or atmospheric infiuences, by which the parts have been injured

or prevented from performing their functions. The Vicomtesse Htricart de

Thnry Strawbeny will in our opinion suit your soil and locality well. We
agree with our correspondent.

Glass over a Vine (J. It. P.).—We approve of your proposed plan, but

we would recommend the rafter sashbars being from 12 to 15 inches apart,

and the rods should be suspended from the rafters, so aa to be V2 to

15 inches from the glass.

Grapes Decaying (J. S. Li<jhtbonnds).—They cire severely affected

with the " spot." as gardeners name the ulceration. The roots, probably,

do not supply sufficient sap. Plunge the pots in the soil down to their

rims, and water with tepid weak liquid manure.

Vine Border—Str.iwberrv Plants (T. W. R. C.).—Wulch the Vine
border at once—you should give it a good soaking with water before

putting on the mulch. Peg the runners into small pots. When well

rooted you may separate them from the parent plants and put them
into a cold frame as you propose.

Vine Leaves Insect-Infested and Diseased (J. H. C).—The small
leaf is rusted—an evil mostly produced by too much heat, followed by a
sudden reduction of temperature; and the rust has been followed by
mildew, which you may destroy by dusting them with flowers of sulphur.
The large leaf is mildewed, and all in a similar state should be dusted
with flowers of sulphur. On the large leaf there are besides traces of

thrips, which you must destroy by fumigating with tobacco when the
foliage is dry, shutting the house up closely, and on a calm evening
densely filling it with smoke. The fumigation should be repeated the
nest night but one, and during the day keep the atmosphere moist, and
as close as the state of the weather will permit. In the following day
give a thorough syringing, and, whilst the leaver aro wet, dust them with
flowers of sulphur; the following evening, heat the pipes or flues to 1(>S"\

shut up the house, and coat them with sulphur brought to tho con-
sistency of thiu paint by a solution of soft soap at the rate of 2 ozs. to

the gallon of water, using a brush, and going over them twice or thrice
so aa to thoroaghly fiU the atmosphere with sulphur fumes. This will

destroy the red spider, or reduce it considerably, and you may by heating
the pipes cause the sulphurous fumes to be given off, which will keep the
red spider under. There are evidences of thrills, red spider, and mildew
on the leaves sent ; it is a bad case, but nut so bad as one we saw lately

where there were thrips, red spider, mildew, and mealy bug, not a bunch
in mor-j than one large house, being fit for table. If the thrips reappear
repeat the fumigation.

Cuccmeers for Early and Main Crop {Xdem). — You do not say
whether you require them for house or framework. If for houso. Tele-
graph is the best winter sort that we have gi'own, and Dickson's All the
Year Round is a good companion. For frames the first named or either

of them, and Newton Hero, or if you want one for exhibition Dale's Con-
qaeror.

Arum Repotting (Young).~lt is now a good time to divide and repot,

keeping rather moist and shaded from bright sun for a few days. A com-
post of two-thirds turfy loam, and one-third leaf mould will grow them
well, adding sand liberally. The Clover is merely a dark-leaved Suckling
Clover {Trifolimu minus) otto of the best sorts for lawns, as it withstands
drought well.

Tank Heating {C.Ii. C. Vigurs).—Why not continue the tank in the
cast house the same as in the weht house ? You would require to do so

—

that is, have more heat, if you wished early Cucumbers and Melons ; but
merely for summer Cucumbers and winter vegetables the heat will be
quite sufficient without the help of a flue, as you have in the western
house. You will not gaiu so much by continuous heat from a tank over
hot water as you may imagine ; but if slate is cheap that is a consider-
ation, and if so, you might have the sides of slate as well as top and
bottom. The size of the tank in two divisions, 'd feet wide, will bo ample

;

and so would 6 inches in depth, or even less, as the deeper the tauk the
colder will the water be at the bottom, however warm it maybe at tho
top. In either house, to prevent damp from the tank, it shoiild be fixed
secure on the top with red or white lead, which is better than cement.
Three feet would be too far from the glass for Lettuces, &c., in winter.
18 inches would be better, but the first will do if j'ou give plenty of venti-
lation. We have had fine Lettuces farther from the glass. The same
remark applies to Cucumbers and Melons, but in their case, after plant-
ing them out, you could train them to a stem and then on a trellis

16 inches from the glass, A few bits of wire, or even a few pieces of wood
and string, would make a good trellis. W'e depend most on the flue for
heating the greeuhuuse. The tank covered with earth banks, will be
of little benefit in heating the house, as only one side next the path will
be exposed, and thus give out heat to the houso. This will answer well
enough with you in Cornwall, where you have no frost to speak of ; but
if you should want more heat in the atmosphere of the house, you could
easily have it by placiusr 6 inches of open rubble over your tank and then
the earth, oi- ralher wo should use gravel and sand for setting the pots on.
We would have pipes, say 2 or S inches in diameter, rising from near the
slate, through earth or sand, both ends open, the upper one plugged, and
by moving this plug wo could let heat out as we wished, and either a
damp or a dry heat at will. We would like this house the best for early
Cucumbers and even Melons, and with the flue in front there would be
an abundance of heat. You are quite right as to the advantage of

such aa earth or Band platform over wooden shelves, for they retain

moisture, and make the plants more independent of the water-pail. Many
plants, as Fuchsias and Scarlet Pelargoniums, do exceedingly well oa
such earth platforms; but the finer kinds of fancy and florists' Pelargo-

niums do better on wooden shelves than on anything else, except slate.

When standing on a damp bottom they are apt to be troubled with spot

and discoloured leaves. What we have stated as to the open rubble over
the tank, is of importance when you do not merely set plants on the

earth or other covering, but grow them iu it, as with a close cover to the

tank, as there ought to be, the soil becomes too dry, and with the rubble

and pipes referred to it is alwavs easy to have moisture beneath without

directly commuuicatirg with the tauk. It is a fact that many are slow

to beheve, that a close-covered slate tank gives out as dry a heat as iroa

pipes.

Pine Scale {Robin Boiv).—You aro quite right. When plants are verj-

much infested the best plan is to burn the whole. The scale is very

difficult to eradicate when the roots are infested. If tho leaves only are

infested continued applications of warm soap water will clear them, es-

pecially if you daub everyone that appears with gum arable or glue water,

just strong enough to stick on them. All the recipes are good when per-

severed in, and everybody likes their own the best. If the scale (the

shell of the mother, beneath which the almost imperceptible young ones

are brouaht to maturity), is on the roots, they must be disrooted and
washed. We like simple methods, and have found nothing better than soft

soap water, say 1 lb. of soap to sixteen gallons, well dissolved and cleared

a little, and the plants turned into it in a tub at a temperature of 110^,

kept there for half an hour, and then roots, stems, and leaves washed.

When the roots were but little affected, we have found no better and
simpler remedy than rank horse dung. We have let the steam in from

the Unings ; but we prefer in such a pit as yours to set the plants closer,

and put half a dozen barrowfuls of fresh horse droppings in a place, and
provided no Pine plants are very near, let the fumes escape all over

the house, shutting up early, making plenty of steam from watering

floors, walls, pipes, and turaiug tho dtuag over when you shut up. If

you can scarcely see your finger before you, all the better. If the heat

rises in such a damp ammoniacal vapour to from OJ"^ to 10j°, no harm
will be done. Hardly an insect will stand such treatment, and no growmg
plant that we know of will stand it except the Pine Apple. With such

doses repeated, and dislodging, or rather covering evei-y one that ap-

peared with size water, we have cleaned very dirty plants, but with labour

and trouble. The advantage of the dung or tho ammoniacal fumes is,

that it penetrates all the crevices of the house, and thus saves washing.

When using such fumes and steam the houses should be shaded during

the day instead of giving much or any air. We would not scruple in such

a vapour bath to let the houses in the shade rise to from 95^ to 100". You
might try on a small scale what such fumes would do by pouring some
muriate of ammonia or quicldime in a confined place, bat we like the

fresh stable dung.

Custard Apple ((r- H.).—The Vegetable Marrow you have sent must
have come from a seed accidentally mixed in the soil. It could not have

been produced from a seed of the Anona, or Custard Apple.

Yellow Bedding Flowers (C. H.).—Besides Calceolarias, the Tagetes

tonuifolia and dwarf yellow Marigolds are good for bedding, but the

best substitutes for the Calceolaria are the Yellow and Tricolor Pelar-

goniums. If you give yourself a little trouble in disleafing, yellow Nas-

turtiums of the dwarf Tom Thumb kinds make brilliant beds. To
secure a fine displav, all extra foliage must be picked off, and all faded

blooms and seeding* prevented. If you can command water and rich top-

dressing, yellow Pansies, as the Cliveden Yellow, keep fine all the season,

but they will become poor without that attention.

Gas-HEATING {T. L.).—Before you do anything with heating with gas,

read what was said on the subject, and notice the figures given in illus-

tration, in our No. 341. Gas is chiefly useful for small houses, and m every

case the products from the burnt gas must have a tube for their escape

into the open air. Argand burners decompose the gas most thoroughly.

Orchids for a Greenhouse (F. G.).—Orchids cannot well be grown

under bell-glasses, as the atmosphere is too close; but these, especially

if made with moveable tops, would be of service when the plants are

makiug new growths. Tho glasses would only be r^-qmred from the time

of tho plants commencing to grow until attaining their full development,

when they should be removed. Whilst over the plants, they should be

taken off twice a-day and wiped dry, and take care to admit air, so as to

have the foliage dry at least once in a day. Orchids cannot endure a

still, stifling atmosphere, but like air in constant but gentle motion, and

the only advantage of bell-glasses would be. that you could give the

Orchid the moisture necessarj^ to a free gi'owth without making the

whole atmosphere too moist for the other occupants of the greenhouse.

The following would succeed in a greenhouse with or without beU-

glasses :—*Acropera Loddigesi. Angnloa Clowesi, A. uniflora superba,

Bai-keria ele«ans, E. Skinneri, Erassia ven'ucosa, * Jalanthe vestita lutea,

*Ccelo^-nc cristata, C. maculata, C. lagenaria, C. pr^ecos, Cymbidium

aloifolium, Cypripedium insigne, *C. venustum, Epidendrum vitelhnnm.

Leptotes bicolor, -Lycaste cruenta, 'L. Skinneri vars., •MaxiUaria Har-

risonire Odontoglossum •.Uexandne, bictouiense, citrosmum, cnstatum,

Dawsonianum, gloriosum, -grande, Xnsleayi, -^maculatum, nebulosum,

*0 Pescatorei, "O. pulchellum, Oncidium cornigerum, O. divancatum,

*0. sphacelatum. Disa gi-andiflora would not thrive under a bell-glass,

as it requires as much air as a mountain Daisy. Those marked with aa

asterisk would be most likely to succeed under the hand-glass treatment.

Wistariv Shoots Dying (S. A. C.).—Wo aro unable to account for the

shoots dying, but think it mainly due to a want of proper moisture, as we
find a few good waterings in spring and early summer prevent the dying

away of the young shoots to a great extent. Holes should be made witfi

a crowbar a foot deep or more, and the holes repeatedly filled with water;

when tho soil has been well moistened, fill up the holes with fine sod.

Destroying Beetles (Luc as).—They may bo poisoned by placing

phosphorus paste on thin slices of bread, or on strips of paper, near their

haunts; but you must be careful to keep it from the reach of domestic

animals and 'birds. A hedgehog is an efl'ective but despised natural

destroyer of such pests. They do no harm, and destroy great numbers

of garden vermin.

Plants and Climbers for Conservatory IMhs Tr.).-For the centre

bedweehould advise Camellias, interspersed among the Aloes and Dra-

c^n^s! to take away their stiffness.nH we understand your question

rightly, you wish to know what plants and cUmbers would be suitable for
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covt'riiig Ihp riff QDcl walls. For tho walls, Ccstrnm norantincura aiiU

Lnoolio jrrntioKiiDn ; for the pillBrs, Mimoaa proBtrntR, PlumbtiRO cavu-
»i8. llnbrotlianinaa el^f^nns. Abeli, nnd mitguilicas ; (or tbo roof, Tac*
soDia VRD-Vol-rmi, Sollya hctcruphyllii, Passiflora Nc\MoaDni, Lapiigoria
roseft, Mnndcvillft snavcolcDB, Bipnouin jitsroinoidcR pplccdido.

Insects (TT. J). B.)— They arc ibo larva; of one of tbo Ladj-Urds

(CoccineU;i), and destroy tbe opbi'dcB en plants as tfftctunUy ns do Ibolr
pflrentw. flf conrpellir y hnvo nothing to do -with the Potato tc/p8 dyipg.

NAirE^ or Pi.aVts fXcrai.— Krir-n crtaximn. Commtrlr prown in g«T-
dcnp. PropapMo by pe«d8. fJfrrt.*ri«».—CardRinine hirsute. (JH. k.
Croifcy).—Cyrtcintnm laJcatum ; 3, Spirie* aiti«(olia. (7*. /froul:*'.— tioli-

ccrnia berbacea. ( U'. C. IT.).—U, tipiieea Z)oa(,'labii.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Loudon for tlie week ending July 20th.

DiTK.
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the Almond Tambler, and the writer gives an account also oJ

the Black-mottleJ Tumblers. Then came soon after Daniel

Girtou, and be gives four pages and a half to the Almond and

other short faces, mentioning even Yellow Mottlea. Then,

next follows Windus, in 1302, who speaks ot the Kites by

name. But cue thing is certain, both from the written accounts

in " The Treatise," Girton and Windus, and also by the en-

gravings, that short-faced birds had but comparatively short

faces, and were as nothing to the beauties we now see. This

induces ms to mike another remark. Sometimes we hear an

express-on that fancy Pigeons are not now as good as iu former

years. This is said either by old fanciers who have given up
the fancy, or by fanciers who only judge from what they see in

their own neighbourhoods.

Now, I am bound to say, having seen the best Pigeons that

England, Scotland, and Ireland can show, that thirty years

ago, or even twenty years ago, there were not so many good

birds as now. That, as in other things, there have been im-
provements and advance, so in fancy Pigeons. The Periste-

ronic and Glasgow Shows tell us plainly that the birds and the

fanciers are both higher-class than in former years.

First stands among the short faces, and ever will stand, the

beautiful Almond. I may call it a choice specimen of leather

and form, beauty untrained, and leaden must that eye be which
can see no beauty in the shape or plumage of the little Almond.
From dainty head to dainty little foot it is a lovely bird, a

little gem.
But just 83 lovers equally admiring a fair one may differ as

to their estimate of her various charms, and warmly dispute,

so. alas ! do Almond fanciers. As of the lady, one lover says,
" Oh ! it is her retrouse nose and finely rounded little head
that I think so much of." Another says, " Pooh 1 nonsense,

it is her figure that I admire
;
you admire a little part, I the

whole." Wljile a third may say, " You are both wrong, it is her

drees which 1 think perfection." Just exactly so of the Almond
fair one. One class is all for head and nose (beak) ; a second
for form ; a third for feather.

Kow, as who is to decide when doctors differ, so, only much
more, who is to decide when Pigeon fanciers differ :' Please,

good enthcaiasts, do not throw atones either at me or each
other.

It is clear that the oldest fanciers put feather first. Thus,
in " The Treatise " on the Almond Tumbler, supposed to be

written by Windus, and published in 18u2. In this, the very

first book written on the subject, the writer says in the very

first page, '• The first thing that strikes the eye on looking at

the Almond Tumbler iu the area is, the feather, or, perhaps,

the shape may strike some, if that should happen to be very

good; but as I think {rather ougJit to Iiave tkc picferciice, I will

take that first." The President of the Peristeronic, Mr.
Esqailant, also, so 1 believe, places feather first ; and in con-
firmation ot this view, whicli I own is mine, this of giving
preference to the whole bird rather than merely a part

—

i.e.,

head and beak, I have the pleasure of quoting the following
remarks of a.very able Glasgow fancier, who writes to me thus—" In Almonds, Mottles, Baldheads, and Beards, feather is the
/iVsf point ; for instance, an Almond cannot be so called unless

it is of almond fcatJu'i: The face may be ever so short, but
without feather it is not an Almond. So I hold feather to be
the first property. If a standard bird showing all the colours

in each feather on flight and tail, and otherwise well marked
on the body, then we have the perfect Almond. In thii: bird

head and beak come second; if perfect in those, then we have
» standard Short-faced Almond Tumbler.

" In the other three varieties of Tumblers, feather though it

must be, is not ot so much importance—they may be slightly

foul, or not clean cat ; and Mottles are seldom seen perfectly

marked (mottled on the shoulders only). Head and beak is,

perhaps, ot more importance in them; still wo must say to

have a perfect Short-faced Baldhead, the face must not only
be perfect, head and beak, but also the feather. The B.ild-

head must have a white head ; it only halt white, then he is

not a IJildhead. I do not lay down the law, only I give my
opinion."

Ko one deserving the name of a Pigeon-fancier but mnst be
interested in the welfare of the Almond Tumbler, as for a
huudrei years or more it has been the prime pet and hobby of

the London fanciers. A small bird, it needs but liitlo room,
and never wants to fly : hence in a small aviary or garret it

can be enjoyed and cultivated to perfection. The other Short-
faced Tumblers, whether Kites, Mottles, Balds, or Beards, are
the near relatives of the Almond, and are very interesting.

Perhaps the most beautiful—yet who is to venture to dogma-
tise among so many and such beauties ?^is the Black Mottle.
Those who were fortunate enough to be at the last Glasgow
Show, will remember the pair exhibited by Mr. Fulton, and
will agree with me that nothing in bird form could be more
lovely.

The whole range ot Short-faces are most interesting as pets,

and have a hold on a fancier for life it he once keeps them.
In them is no sameness, but an infinite variety of feather.

I trust that this article may lead fanciers to write more
about these lovely pets.

—

^Wiltshire Rector.

ENTHRONING A LIGURIAN QUEEN.
The arrival of an Italian queen without previous notice

surprised me, tor I was not in the least prepared for her coming,
although I had for some time desired news ot her. What was
worse, she came on the morning of our annual villaga festival,

when little attention could be paid to royalty even. At all

hazards, then, I was compelled to consign her mnjasty to the
cold and shade of the pantry for twenty-four hours, after

placing a piece of honeycomb in the box. I then eitemporised
a queen cage of perforated zinc, about 4 inches square, and the

same thickness as ordinary brood comb, into which I contrived

to get the queen with her threescore of courtisrs. Under the

protection of this cage she was at once placed in a nucleus box
with three brood combs from the nearest hive. These combs
were well examined previously, and a little shaken in order to

remove the greater portion of the adult bees. The box was
then closed until towards evening, when a number of bees were
found clinging to the outside of the cage, but with no very

manifest symptoms ot an attempt at regiciJe. Later still the

bees ran iu and out ot the hive and touched each other, as is

their wont when they miss their queen.

Next morning I determined to set the queen at liberty ; but
before doing so I gave the bees a little smoke, and poured some
syrup over the combs. For the next two hours there was war,

but I was unable to tell whether the invaders or invaded led on
the attack ; if the former, they were plucky, to say the least.

You will be aware that I was suflioiently anxious for the safety

of the queen ; but at mid-day my eyes were gladdened by the
sight of her walking over the combs, as if she had been resident

all her life. As this is my first attempt to introduce a foreign

queen, you will not wonder when I tell you that the apiary re-

sounded with a shout enough to alarm a nervous queen. I

trust she is now safe after all her wanderings by .lea and land.
—Clekicds, Cumberland.

THE INTRODUCTION AND PROPAGATION OF
LIGURIANS.

In responding to the appeal made by " T. B. H.," in page

384, of the last volume of " our Journal," I feel that I shall be
compelled to trespass, in some measure, on the patience ot

older apiarian readers, by repeating much which has already

appeared. It will, however, be evident to all, that among the

constituency ot a popular and advancing periodical, there must
be a large and ever-increasing body of new roaclers, who are

unable to refer to former volumes. This is especially the case

iu regard to the subject of the present article, and " T. B. H."
is but the representative ot a numerous class who urgently de-

mand that, as the numbers containing the information which

they desire are out of print, information shall be repeated

tor their benefit. With this demand 1 now propose to comply,

hoping by the addition of such hints and fui tier information

as may be suggested by more recent and enlarged experience so

to season my rechauffe, as to render it not altogether unpalat-

able to more advanced readers.

The first step towards the introduction and juopagation of

Ligurians, is, of course, the obtaining a pure stuck ot bees,

or, at any rate, one or more pure queens ; and as the purify of

the original queen or queens is of such essential importance,

that, unless it is secure, all future proceedings must end in dis-

appointment, no precaution should be neglected in endeavour-

ing to attain this end. I should, therefore, advise no one to

purchase Ligurian stocks or queens of which the vendor will

not guarantee their purity, whilst it is of at least equal im-

portance to deal only with those whose known character and
standing among apiaiiana are such as to give weight to their

guarantee.

In the first place, then, I presume that no one will attempi;
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the introdaction and propagation of Ligarians nnless he
possesses frame hives, and either has attained, or purposes at-

taining the necessary degree of facihty in manipalating them.

I take it also for granted, that he knows how to "drive" a

stock of bees, bat if not, would refer him to Nos. 1.39 or 3.">7 of

" our .Tournal," wherein my own mode of operating is fully de-

tailed, or if he cannot refer to these, Mr. Payne's instructions

in page 60 of the last edition of " Bee-keeping for the Many,"
may answer the purpose.

Although the attempt at Italianising with tlio aid only of

common bees in hives with fixed combs is but vanity, and can

end only in vexation of spirit, it is sufficiently easy to transfer

stocks of bees, combs and all, from common hives or boxes

into moveable-oomb hives, where they become quite as avail-

able (perhaps more so) as if they had been l:ived in them in

the first place. The process is as follows :—During the middle

of a fine day, and at a season when the hive is well filled with

bees, drive all the inhabitants of a strong colony into an empty
hive, which place upon their accustomed stand, then take their

original hive in-doors, and cut out all the combs whole. Fit

these into frame?, and support them therein by strips of wood
three-eighths of an inch wide, and one-sixteenth thick, tacked at

the top and bottom, two on each side of every comb, and by
zinc clips at the top as represented in the annexed engraving.

Thick combs must be pared down ; but take care that the cells

on either side are left of equal length, and that the " partition

wall " is in the centre of each bar. Crooked combs should be

set straight, and if not sufficiently pliable to permit of this

being done, may be slightly warmed before the fire. It will be

found convenient to remove the projecting Woodbury-rib from
the bars, and the bees will attach the comba to them with

greater facility if their under surface be coated with melted
wax. Having completed the job, and arranged the combs in

the same order in their new apartment as that which they

occupied in their old one, deepen the hive by the addition, on
the top, of another from which the frames and crown and floor-

boards have been removed, set it on the old stand, and knock
out the cluster of bees into the upper hive on the top of the

frames of the lower one, putting on the crown-board with the

utmost celerity. Next morning take away the inserted hive,

and the day after that remove the supports from all the combs
-which the bees have fixed. If any are not fastened, they should

be left until they are also securtd.

Stocks of bees with combs not less than a year old, should be
selected for this operation, which must in no case be attempted
with swarms of the current year, as their combs are too soft to

sustain the weight of their contents without crushing when their

natural supports have been removed.

(To be continned.)

IMPROVED BAR FRAMES.
Tncr.E can be no question that the bar frame described in your

number of July 8th is a decided improvement upon the ordinary

bar-frame, and it gives "increased surface for the fingers and
thumb to lay hold of;" but why your correspondent should stop

thort of the improvement made by " Sieert-ox-the-Wold " in

No. '2>''2 1 am at a loss to understand. The improved bar-

frame first introduced by him has the same advantage as that

of" E. B.," that " when the cover is screwed down " it holds

the frames firmly in their place?, even though " the hive were
turned upside down." It possesses another important advan-
tage—viz., that the top bar is elongated so as to project quite

through the back and front of the hive. Auy comb can be

lifted from the hive with greater facility, without thrusting the

finger and thumb of each hand between the combs, which to

me is rather a disagreeable process ; but with the elongated top

bar the operation of lifting out the comb is easy and harmless,

as the combs are removed from the Hive by the end of the pro-

jecting bar, without pushing the finger and thumb into the hive.

A comb can be lifted out, and the bees areqoite unconscious of

it. I lifted a comb from one of these liives the other day

;

upon it was the queen busily engaged depositing eggs in the

cells, which her majesty continued to do all the time I held

the comb in my hands—about twenty minutes. In lifting out

combs from the ordinary frame hive, I am compelled to put on

gloves and a veil, and otherwise to protect myself from the

angry bees which appear to oppose the intrusion of fingers and

thumb into their territory, while with the elongated top bar ot

"Sidert" I can lift out the ombs without the least protection.

Although I rejoice at any improvement in beecnlture I cannot

but think that the bar-frame'of " E. B." is rather a step back-

wards from that of " Sir.nr.T."

I have about twenty stocks of bees, only two of which are in

hives without the elongated top bar; all the rest of my hives are

fitted with Pettitt'8 metallic bar-rests, and it is " in the belief

that it will be of use to some of your readers " that I state my
experience and preference for the top bar of the frame project-

ing quite through the back and front of the hive.

I might state one other advantage—viz., the top barprojeotg

about half an inch, which gives the op?6rtunity of loosening the

frames previous to their being lifted out, by a backward and

forward movement before the removal ot the eronn board.

—

SCDBURY. _

OUR LETTER BOX.
Er.ns MOT H»TCiTn.T-, (J. TTiinf.)—Wc hive no donhtthc fiiilurc ot ynnt

eggs is due to the neclcct of dainpinK the:n. They cannot hatch well It

they are kept dry—the chicken is worn out in its endeavours to leave

the shell. It is too often said the eggiwcre stile, and the l,iids are con-

seqnentlv weak, when the fact is, that a little sprinkUnRof the egS5 would

prodnce fine stron;; chickens. An eeg that has been laid a fortnight i«

by no means a stale eRg. A Partridge lays eighteen eggs, she takes

twenty-one days to do it, and hatches all, yet some of those eggs havo

been laid three weeks. A Pheasant does not lay quite as many eggs, hnt

she is as long about it, «nd yet hatches them all. The truth is, and m
it may often be found the cause of failure, instead of being content to

follow nature, we either neglect or try to help hor.

SELEcTiNa Chickexs (.4mi/).—If it is not inconTcnIent to keep them

we advise you to defer classing your chickens for another mouth. You

may safely get rid ot those that have positive and visible defects, Ihey

will never pay ; hut as you cannot depend on equal growth, we fancy yon

will bo a gainer by keeping the best a little longer.

PooiTBY FOE A Faem (Faminri La<ciieT).—We believe you can do

much better by buying goslings and Turkey poults, than by breeding

them. Thelattcr are to be had in any number about the time the barley

stubbles are ready, and so are the goslings.

Ketteris-o PoutTRV SHOW.—Mr. Dring informs ns that the second

prize for chickens, '• Any variety, ' was given to his Dark Brahmas, and

not Mr. Banberry's Buff Cochins.

Turk -•. s 'R. F.).—We are sorry we cannot decide the point. Wo have

ourow I "• nions and have often published them. Wo cannot see why

there »' all be one rule for Turkeys, and another for fowls. In many
parts where Turkey-breeding is an important part of rural economy, no

cook is kept, but one is hired for a few days at the p ..per period, and that

is all that is rcqnirad. All the eggs prove good. We have bclore stated,

we onco shut up a ben Turkey tor si^ weeks in a loft ; at the end of

that time she laid thirteen egg', and hatched eleven. No bird of any

kind had, or could have had access to her. We tried the same with a

Poland hen, aU her eggs were good, although laid weeks alter the coclc

was removed. It is the same with all pilygamous birds. The nearest

answer we can give yon is, that we bflievo. save under very exceptional

cases, the -.chole laying ot eggs is fertilised by Oie cock running with the

hen at the time she began laying.

Babbits .\t Spaujino Snow (C. t.).—We are unable to slate either the

length of the ears or the weight of the prizewinners at this Show. The
catalogue forwarded to us contained neither of these particulars, nor did

our reporter note them.

Sand for Yocso Cakaries (J. Craic/ortZ).—Young Canaries should

have sand in their cages as soon as they are taken from the parent birds.

POULTRY ]\I.\RKET.—IniY 21.

There is dimcalty in making anything like a correct report of price".

In very ^'ot weather much poultry is spoiled, and that which from good

management or contiguity to London is enabled to get to market ia

good order, makes a larger price accordingly. It our readers seeing this

were to send, it is more than probable t^-jy would be disappointed, the

weather might change, ur the fowls might be spoiled.

Large Fowls 4

Saaaller do 3
Chickens ^
Go-lings
DnekB 3

rifc'cons

d s. d
to 1 C

6 4
2 6
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when tbe plants are in bloom keep the atmosphere drier, and
let more air circulate amongst tbem. They like a sprinkling
OTerhesd at times, and it must be regalated according to the
dryness of the atmosphere. Look sharply after green fly,

which, if allowed to increase unmolested, will weaken tbe plant,
and cause much of the fruit to be deformed and flavourless.

If any vacancy ia likely to occur between the forced plants
and those growing in the bed, and there are any plants to spare
of either sort, they may be plunged or planted in some sunny
spot, well sheltered on all sides but the south and south-west;
there they will come in ten days or a fortnight earlier, and be
aa well flavoured as those folly exposed.
With regard to varieties, they are ntimerons, and most

people have their favourites, bnt I should recommend Keens'
Seedling (or the first. Sir Joseph Paxton second, and Dr. Houg
or British Queen last; or, if but one is required, take Sir
Joseph Paxton

; it is large, pink, of good flavour, and a heavy
cropper.

I would advise all who have the time and convenience for
growing Strawberries to try the preceding plans, and if carried
out as advised, they will not be disappointed in the results.
Before I had the room and other conveniences for growing
Strawberries, I practised what I advised, and gave every satis-
faction. A small quantity can be grown as well as a large one.—TiioiiA3 EscoKD, nawkhurst.

CULTURE or EUCODONOPSIS N.TSGELIOIDES
AND ECHEVERIA METALLICA.

The free yet compact growth, handsome foliage, and abun-
dant blossoms of Eucodonopsis naigelioides render it a desirable
plant

;
the ease with which this beautiful stove plant may be

propagated, and the simflicity of its culture afterwards, are also
much in its favour. It is propagated in a similar manner to
any of the Gesnera family—namely, by cuttings of the young
ahopts, by leaves, and by pieces of its scaly tubers. The least
desirable method is propagation by the leaves, as the tubers
which they produce are necessarily weaker than those formed
by either of the other methods ; but if a large stock is required,
then leaf-cuttings are very useful. Stout cuttings of the young
ahoots, if made early in spring, kept shaded, and plunged in
pots in a brisk bottom heat, strike root quickly, and become
pefnl little plants in the same season. Strong tubers broken
in halves throw up vigorous shoots, which form good succession
plants to those produced from entire tubers. It is important
to remember this, becanse the plants from old nnbroken tubers
always bloom earlier than those formed by portions of tubers,
and It would therefore be nnwise to put portions of tubers in
the same pot with an entire tuber.

_
So dense may the growth of this plant be rendered by jndi-

cionsly pinching the young shoots in the earliest stages of their
growth, that two or at most three tubers only are required for
an 8-inch pot. When the tubers are started into growth in
spring tbey are placed in small pots, so that the plants may be
shifted twice, the second shift to be into the blooming pots.
If the pots are kept plunged in the bed of the stove, or in any
lively bottom heat, so that the young growth is produced in a
moiet genial temperature, it wiU tend to promote free growth
and healthy vigorous foliage. As the plants attain size, the
pots may be lifted and placed on the side stages of the stove,
or, which IS perhaps better still, in a vinerv at work, where,
overshadowed by the foliage of the Vines, the plants continne
to grow luxuriantly

; and when in bloom the profusion of prettv
flowers and the handsome foliage almost concealing the pots',
form a lovely and attractive sight.
Owing to the hairy nature of the foliage it is necessary to

endeavour to keep it quite healthy and clean, for if thripa or red
spider once takes hold, it is a very diflicnlt matter to destroy it.
No very comphcated mixture of soil is requisite to grow this

plant successfully
; equal parts of loam, peat, and rich well-

decayed manure, witb a double quantity of sand and a sprink-
ling of charcoal, will answer very well.
The quaint appearance of Eoheveria metaUica, and the sin-

gularly delicate bloom visible on the snrface of its foliage, are
doubtless the chief causes of its popnlaritv. Some inquiries
respecting its culture have induced me to ofifer one or two notf s
concerning it. As the extreme simplicity of its culture is
apparent at a glance, I shall confine my observations to its
propagation.

Like most other sucenlent plants its cnttings emit roots
freely. Cuttings are made either from the tips of the young

shoots or of the leaves ; those from shoots root qniokly at this
season in an ordinary frame or pit without artificial )je«t. The
leaves, allhougb not requiring a higher temperature th«n the
shoots, do not strike root so quickly ; and as, after putting forth
roots, they have their shoots to form, it takes a longer time to
obtain nseful plants from them.

I have followed two methods when propagating this plant bv
its leaves

; one is to insert the leaf in the soil in tbe same way,
and to about the same depth, as with shoots ; the other is to
rest the base of the leaf on the surface o( the soil, and snpport
it by means of a stick and bast. This method, though rather
more troublesome, is preferable to the former, as the leaves
emit their shoots much sooner than those inserted in the soil.
Should a number of plants be required for bedding purposes
they may be quickly and easily obtained by placing in heat a
few strong old plants, from which shouts will start in abun-
dance.

—

Edw.mid LncKHOBST, Kgcrton Howie Oarilent.

POTATO FAn.URES.
YouB correspondent, " J. W.," in your number for July I.5th,

appears to attribute the principal cause of Potato failures to the
unusnally long time from the taking-np to the planting of the
seed. Upon this point I will communicate my own experience.
At the outset it is right that I should observe, that I owe the
system of Potato-growing which I have adopted, entirely to Sir.

Fenn, of the Woodstock Rectory. In July I selected my seed
Potatoes, taking medium-sized Potatoes, not thoroughly ripe.

These I put in a cool place in single layers on boards, with a
moderate supply of light, out of the reach of frost, and there
I left them untouched till the middle of Febmary. I then with
a penknife dug out every sprout but tbe principal one, so as to
extirpate root and branch. The inferior shoots at this time
were very short and scarcely visible, which is usually the case
in a cool temperature. I went over the work again, where re-

quired, just before planting. On the 19'h and 20th of April I
planted the following sorts:—Hyatt's Early Prolific, Rivers'
Royal Ashleaf, Webb's Telegraph, Hogg's Early Coldstream,
old Walnutleaf, old Ashleaf, Lickson's Premier, and Fenn's
Onwards. All have come without a single f<iilare, and I have
dug several with as many as thirty fair-sized Potatoes to a root.

I had some of my old seed left, and having a spare piece of

ground, I planted some on the 3rd of July, and I now find that
they are nearly all appearing above the ground. I have been
over the Rectory gardens to-day, and saw there a splendid lot

of Potatoes, all planted on the ridge-and-trench system, and
not a single failure was observable. Mr. Fenn kindly dug np
several of his own seedlings to show me, and they were mag-
nificent. Their equal for beauty and wax-like appearance I

have never seen. He then brought out some old seed, kept
aa specified above, in famous condition, and planted these
old sets whence he had just Jug early Potatoes. I may, there-

fore, safely observe, that seed managed as Mr. Fenn manages
and plants his, will not be injured by unusually long keeping.

In connection with the ridge-and-trench system of planting,

Mr. Fenn observed that he intends writing the whole subject

again for the benefit of the present subscribers and readers of

The JoDRNiL OF Horticulture. Since visiting the Rectory
gardens, I have received from Mr. Fenn a dish of three sorts

of his seedlings to taste. He has named them The Rector of

Woodstock, Fenn's Onwards, and W.^idstock Kidney. I have
tasted them; iti fact, almost dined off tbem. I so thoroughly
enjoyed them, that I may safely say that I never tasted a
Potato of BO fine a flavour. All were uncommonly good ; but
the seedling called TheUector of Woodstock, which was entirely

ripe, had a flavour of such a dry and rich character that it

could not be surpassed. The Rector of WoodBiock is a first

early round Potato, and extremely handsome.—E. Hioens.

FAILURES.
Pearson says, " I have not

ORCHARD-HOUSE
Writisv, of orchard honses, Mr.

heard of a single house without artificial heat where a crop is

to be seen." We have a large house without fire heat, or any
means of giving it, with a crop of Peaches, Sec. in pots and on
walls, and whether tbe said crop is full, average, or scanty.

we are quite agreeable to leave to Mr. Pt-«rfon'» opinion.

It is barely coirect to say that the increased temperature
of the cold hothooso over the open uir is not tbe result of

artificial means. Where tbe area of ven'ibition 13 fixed for

day, night, and all weathers, there cannot, as a matter of conrse.
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be claim to mnoli art, any more than this year such houses

can show much fruit ; but where the ventilation is regulated

with regard to the economisatiou of the sncbeams, there is

considerable art, without which in this locality fruit by this

means conid not be had in any year.

To show that low temperatures occasionally are not injurious,

it may be here observed that we have had the thermometer at

31° Fah. inside the houBe when the plants were in full flower,

after which we never had a fuller set or better crop. We fancy

—it may only be fancy—that the structural form of the house

has considerable influence in this system of cultivation.—H.,

Scone Fatace, Perth.

AMONG THE SWISS LAKES.—No. 1.

Not being gifted with either Musel's cloak or Fortnnatus's

hat, I had to pass over some seven hundred miles of land and

sea before I reached the point where I was to be introduced to

" the Merry Swiss Boy " and his surroundings. Now, that boy

is no common boy, and he cannot be a common boy—of course

I speak of a generation, not of an individual—who is born and
passes his life in such a mountain land. I will not pause to

argue over the why and because, but I rest upon the fact thit

the people of the mountains are everywhere superior to the

people of their neighbouring lowlands, both mentally and physi-

cally. The Dutchman has a large posterior development, but

the Swiss has a muscular leg and arm and an elevated cranium.
Look at the clusters of Swiss boys, each with his knapsack,

passing on, morning after morning, from every point of the

compass to the canton-sustained school of the district ; and
from these clusters yon may deduce another evidence—uni-

versal education—why a Swiss is intelligent and free.

I certainly feel equally free of pen, for when I dipped mine
into the ink it assuredly was with no intention to dwell upon
Swiss boys and their education, but to have made no pause
antil I came to my recollections and notes of Zurich. Well,

here I am beneath the trees at the end of the garden of the

Baur au Lac, and looking upon the lake's blue water and its

bright green, villa-dotted banks. There are three English ladies

and one Swiss lady near me ; and this one last-named reminds
me that the girls and women of this land are also physically

and intellectually superior to the feminines of lowland countries.

Let one instance suffice. A Swiss lady, evidently a governess

commencing her annual holiday, was in the same railway

carriage with me. We crossed the Channel together, went on
to Paris together, and there I thought that mind and muscle
demanded rest ; but not so my companion. The Ranz de Vache
had a spell over her, and on she went to travel without a rest-

ing over some more hundreds of miles, until she had reached
the land of her birth. Well, God speed her ! But before I

pass from the remembrance of her fair face, and mind as fair,

let me record that it is a delusion to believe that a Ranz de
Vache is one especial and universally accepted melody. Every
district has some favourite air, and that is its Ranz de Yache.
And now, if lean restrain my thoughts from further vagrancy,

let me dwell upon subjects more consonant with the special

topics of your pages. No, it cannot be ; for I must jot down
first something about that John James Scheuchzer whose "Itin-
era Alpina " is the first published of Swiss guide books—and a
strange book is it. He was a professor at Zurich, this very
place where my Swiss notes begin. Some ignorance of the
district around does he betray, yet both he and his brother
John—rare fraternity in science—were superior botanists.

John devoted himself especially to the study of the Grasses,
and John James to the study of alpine plants ; and they are
most aptly commemorated by the genus Scheuchzcriu, for its

solitary member is of grassy habit and of alpine birth. John
James was a native of Zurich ; he was its special physician, its

professor of mathematics, and there he printed and published
nearly all his numerous and voluminous works. Most of these
works have one peculiarity—wherever an engraving could be
possibly introduced, there one, howeverirrelevant and unneeded,
is introduced. Thus in his '• Phybique Sacree," or Natural
History of the Bible, having occasion to quote the Psalm, " AVho
can endure the cold of the Lord?", is inserted a picture of

about twcuty men who suffered severely in the ice ; and an
allusion to some coin enabled him to add engravings of medals
he had collected ! Peter the Great endeavoured to lure him
from his native land, bat the Senate of Zurich prized Scheuch-
zer too highly to permit his departure. They bestowed upon
him honours and stipends, and thus detained him until he died
in 1733 amoDg hig fellow citizens.

His " Itinera Alpina " does not differ from his other works
in having numerous illustrations, and the most interesting is

his own portrait. An inscription beneath each reveals that

they were added at the expense of his friends, and it startles

at first to find that our Sir Isaac Newton thus contributed

some, and that the portraits of plants were paid for by our
botanists Bobart, Lhujd, and Dale. With no faint interest

did I examine the specimens collected by the Schenchzers, pre-

served and labeUed in their own hand-writing, in the herba-

rium attached to the Zurich Botanic Garden. This garden

was established in lo60 by him who has been weU named " the

greatest naturalist the world had seen since Aristotle," Conrad
Gesner. His collection of dried plants has been mentioned as

preserved here ; but it is not, nor could I learn that it had been
ever, deposited in any of Zurich's public museums.

This town, like our Norwich, has been fertile of botanist*,

besides many high masters of many other sciences ; but I will

dwell only upon one other, who, like Gesner, was one of the

most loveable of men—Lavater, the physiognomist, who needs
no other testimony than that he would not reveal the name of

his assassin, and, perhaps, it is an evidence that his countrymen
think he needs no eulogy, that there is no other epitaph over

his grave than this, in the obscure churchyard of St. Anne :'—
" J. C. Lavater'B grave. Born loth Nov., 17il. Died 21st Jan.,

1801." I might not have noticed this true personal illustrator

of charity, had not I long pondered over the physiognomy of

organised forms which Lavater has left unnoticed—plants.

They have had, however, their Lavater. for Humboldt wrote
" Considerations on the Physiognomy of Plants;" but he and
his disciples have confined their comments to the features im-
parted to a country by the plants which are there specially

predominant. The Palma, Musace.x, Piperacea, and Seitami-

naceai impart a physiognomy to the tropics, totally differing

from that imparted by the Abietinae of northern latitudes.

But we might, I think, go some steps further ; might detect the

internal qualities of plants from their physiognomy. When
we see a plant having the form of a Grass, whether it be pygmy,
as the Poa annua on our gravel walks, or 50 feet high, as in

the Bamboo, we know that starch predominates in its seeds.

Again, in the large natural family of the Rosaceic, is there oiie

fruit that is unwholesome ? or one that does not contain majic

acid?
The connection of Gesner and the Scheuchzers with the

Botanic Garden of Zurich impart to it a deep interest, and
gladly do I bear testimony, that under the management of its

present cotuteous, indefatigable, and skilful Curator, Mr.
Ortgiss, it maintains a good position. It is not very liberally

endowed; Zurich gives the ground rent free, and the Govern-

ment allow £63 yearly, but the chief income arises from the

;
collections of alpine plants, gathered together by Mr. OrlgifiB

\ during his researches among his native mountains. Those
collections command a ready sale, and this source of income is

consonant with the spirit of national independence ; and how
effective it has been is evidenced by the building and its fittings

in which the Herbarium is preserved. They were paid for out

of the proceeds of those sales.

One lesson was taught me by the alpine plants in this garden,

which may be suggestive in cases of failure with other plants.

Liiiaria alpina and Aster alpinus, both natives of Switzerland,

pertinaciously refused to live in the garden. Mr. Ortgiss sent

plants of them to Messrs. Backhouse, of Tork, who propagated

them, and Mr. Ortgiss obtained from those well-known nursery-

men some of the young plants. 'Xhese flourished in the Zurich

garden, and their offspring are now there, and are annually the

parents of others.

Mr. Ortgiss recommends Fteroccphalus perennis as a white-

flowered edging plant. He has also a very pretty hybrid

Myosotis, which he calls "Empress Elizabeth." Its parents

are Jlyosotis alpestris and a:urca. It flowers most profusely,

forming a mass of intense blue, and the plant has the ad-

ditional merit of producing a succession of flowers if their pre-

decessors are cut down when fading. The term "hybrid per-

petual " would not be misapplied to it.

One source of income to the garden arises from the sale of

iionds ol Cijcas revoluta. The Swiss call them " Palms," and
a frond is placed in the hand of a corpse, then on the coffin

which encloses it, and finally is placed upon tbe grave. Eigit

francs are given for a large frond suitable to an adult, and five

francs for a small fromi .f a size appropriate for a child.

One of the novelties in the garden was a perfectly white

Gentianella (Geutiaim acauUs). This, and many intermediate

varieties, found wild on the Alps by Mr. Ortgiss, are permanent
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in tlie Znrieh garden. Tbere are pallida striata, \rhito wilh a

bine stripe; alba ccrrulia ndspcrsa, white Eprinkled with blue

;

rxcvia caleatina, white witli ii blue band, and several olhets.

It is a marvtilone inct, that the American water weed, Ana-
<fharis aiiinastrum, has found its way into the Zurich garden.

Mr. Ortgias eaid he had taken, be thonght, every precaution to

ttvoid its being introduced ; but its Feed or some fragment at-

taolied to another aquatic had bronght it into one of the etonc

tanks for aqnatics.

I was much struck with the result from one mode of cul-

tivating the Puulownia imperialis, adopted by Mr. Ortgiss. In-

stead uf iillowing it to become a tree, he annually cuts it down
CloEO to the ground at the approach of winter. In the spring it

throws u|i a stem mott robust, 18 feet high, clothed to the

ground with leaves 2 feet in diameter, and hearing some re-

.fiemblance to a gigantic Sunflower.

—

G.

miODODEXDRON CULTUruE.
(Continued from page 49.)

In oontinuatjon of the subject of soil, a very nsefnl kind is

ofttn met with in a yellow sandy loam, not the hungry sandy
soil WLiicb exists in some places, but sufficiently stiff to meet
the requirements of many other plants, and which when laid

down iu grass is often covered with a multitude of wormcasts.
Tracts of this character are funnd iu many places, and in such
tbere are healthy quiukset hedges. I urn not aware of any soil

mucli better than this fur the Bhododendron. A large extent

of soil of this dePoription exists near the southern bonndary of

the county of Kent, and near Tunbridge Wells and other
places. It also commonly occurs in Devonshire, and I recollect

Mr. Ptlvy. the then-gardener at Mount Edgeoumbe, near Ply-

niouth, pointing out to me in the park there, the line of de-

maiuatiou between it and a soil of an opposite character. On
one Bide of this line the Khododendron grew well, and the
flowersof the Hydrangea were blue ; on the other sidothe flowers

of the latter were pink, and the Ebododendron dragged on a
miserable existence. The soil alluded to does not make even a
remote approach to peat, being bulk lor bulk much heavier,
and in no resi ect resemtjles it excepting in its capabilities of

Buppl.i iu;; the wants of the Khododendron. Tracts of this kind of

soil are met with even in close proximity to the chalk forma-
tion, for instance, near Dorking, but they are less common
amoi'g great breadths of BtiH clay. A mound of this kind at

Preston Hall, near Maidstone, was taken possession of some
years ago by the proprietor, and planted with Bhododendrons,
and tbey thrive remarkably well. This soil, however, is more
sandy thau is usually met with, and I believe sufficiently moist.
Among the soils which are most to be avoided, are those con-

taining much calcareous matter ; for useful as it is to many
plants, au abundance of it is fatal to the well-doing of Rhojo-
deudruus. It is next to hopeless to attempt the cultivation of

the plant iu chalky districts, or where limestone prevails. I

will uuw pass on to another kind of soil wtiich is said not to be
80 detiimentui to the plant, buu in which it is asserted by many
that it will succeed well—I mean a clay soil, but I have
seldom seen a satisfactory growth in soils of this class ; in fp.ct,

the places are so few where any approach to success has been
made in such, tiiat: I have never recommended Rhododendrons
being there tried, except in cases where they seemed to be a
necessity. CUye, however, differ in their chemical qualities,

and seme may bo more suitable than others, and may answer
for the common kinds of Rhododendrons, but I do not advocate
an extensive plantation on a stiff clay, and to mix clays with
lime, as is often done for agricultural purposes, makes the soil

loss suitable. A clay not containing too much calcareous
matter may be improved by mixing with it yellow sand in large

quantities, as the latter often contains sufficient ferruginous
matter fur the Rhododendron, while a bright orange sand too
often contains mure than enough. Much circumspection, and a
knowledge of the character of the clay, are indispensable be-
fore acting in the matter. It is not easy to explain what are
the features of a clay which may be converted into a fitting

bed fur the Rhododendron ; one from which bricks are made is

rarely suitable, especioUy if in burning those bricks shrink
very much, but the stiff soils where the Brake Fern is found
Inxuiiatiug may often be advantageously planted with Rhodo-
dendrons.

I have rapntioned that the hard stone of the oolite formation,
mingled with earth of a kindred description, often furnishes a
Biogular but good soil for this plant ; a not less suitable one

is often met with where sandstone prevails, and I have seen
plantations of this plant entirely amongst the refuse of a free-

stone quarry, as it was culled in the neirlh of England, differing

merely in its component parls from the Bath stone so exten-

sively used about London. This sandstone d^hri^ seems well

adapted for the growth of the Rhododendron, and where it

abounds (he plant may be tried with every prospect of success.

Indeed, I am not sure hnt crushed sandstone may be need
with advantage in those cases where an artificial comport is

necefisarv, or has to he added to the clays above referred to.

Other descriptions of sells might be discussed, but I have
said enough to give the general reader an idea of what is suit-

able for the growth of the Rhododendron, or rather the soils

are described in which it will thrive tolerably well, while I have
attempted to point out (hose of a contrary description. I shall

now turn to another phase of Rhododendron cultivation—ono
to which there has been less attention hitherto paid than to

soils—and that is the rearing of plants.

PBKrAnATtUX OF TDE YotJSG Pl4MS FOB PLiMING OoT.

—

Simple as this may appear, I believe it has more efiect on the

ultimate success of the plantation than is often allowed. It is

not by any means sufficient to order a number of plants from
a nursery and plant them at once ; such a course has seldom
been so successful as desired, and a casual glance at once ex-

plains why. In general, the Rhododendron is only grown ex-

tensively in the trade by nurserymen occupying ground exactly

suited to their wants, such as a good dry peat, vigorous growth

being the result. Plants are ordered for some place a long dis-

tance off, and to be planted in a soil not by any means so well

suited to their wants as that from which they came, and the

distance being great, the carriage is likely to become heavy

;

to lessen the expense the ball of earth attached to each plant

is reduced to the smallest size consistent with the plant's

living. Now, when we take into consideration the reduced

size of the ball, and the indifferent soil it is removed to, we
can hardly be surprised that considerable time is lost before

the plants become established iu their now home, and it ie

not unlikely that many will die under the ordeal. This is not

an isolated case ; I imagine a very great proportion of the

Rhododendrons obtained from the nurseries are subjected, at

least to some extent, to similar treatment—not that the trades-

man is in fault, for he cannot help it, and I have no doubt he

wotild willingly furnish a larger ball with each plant, only he

knows how much that would increase the charge for carriage,

which for common varieties is often as much as the price he
receives for them. The remedy for this state of things, especi-

ally in the case of the common kinds, as Rhododendron

ponticum, is to obtain a quantity of secdUngs with half a

dozen or more fall-sized leaves on each, and plant them out

in a nursery bed, in ground resembhng that which they are

ultimately to occupy. After having been planted about two

years they will have become bushy plants, and may be taken

np with balls entire, as their removal to their ultimate quarters

is not a serious affair when they are on the spot, and may be

said to have become naturalised to the soil and other conditions

of the place. Those who plant R. ponticum extensively for

game cover or undergrowth, I cannot too strongly recommend
to adopt this plan, as being the most certain to ensure success.

I have practised it here for many years, as affording better-rooted

plants than can be had elsewhere ; and thus the roots as well

as the whole plant are inured to the soil and situation they are

intended to occupy.

A further recommendation in favour of the foregoing method

is, that in places where rabbits are very numerous, few, if any,

plants escape their destructive propensities, and it has often

been asserted that Rhododendron ponticum is proof against

them, but those who make the assertion have, perhaps, never

witnessed these prolific marauders in such numbers as are

met with in some localities, or they would have seen that

this plant, though suffering less thau many, is not exempt. I

have often been led to think that where new plants from a dis-

tance are brought near rabbits they are the first to suffer, while

those of home-growth escape. I suppose it is the novelty

that accounts for the greater injury done ; but I do not mean to

assert that the home-reared plants all escape, but they certainly

suffer less than imported ones; besides which, it very often

happens that the latter have been growing more closely to-

gether than the others have, and a more delicate set of side

branches may in some degree account for it. I think it is but

seldom this plant is partaken of as food, but the evil is quite

as great if the shoots are bitten off and the plant either iDJored

or destroyed.
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As I only intend to explain the main points in the cultivation

of the KhoUodendion, it is not necessary to enter into details re-

specting the many varieties now grown. Persons who are doubt-

ful of the Boil or situation suiting them, had better begin with

the common kinds lirst, lind the very commonest, 11. ponticum,

ifi not without its merits. I question much if any of the others

is so generally serviceable. In habit the plant is exoellecl by

none of them ; its foliage is good, it aemaius as long in flower

as any, and is said to thrive where others do not. Of the latter

property I have some misgivings, as many of the hybrids

thrive as well as ponticum in a soil said to be unfavourable.

It certainly is the haidiest, and it reproduces itself from seed

with greater facility than most others. Old plants surrounded

by weeds as high as themselves, scatter their seeds, and then

become plants amongst the rubbish, and with more certainty

than if the seed had been deposited in a prepared bed in the

kitchen garden. Kbododendroa ponticum also varies in colour,

and a mass of it in flower is, perhaps, shown to best advantage

when it is surrounded by t,ill grass just fit to cut for hay

;

the rich tints of the Bhododendron slightly overtopping the

various grasses just ready for the scythe, give an air of

vigorous health, which the closely-shaven lawn fails to do.

More choice varieties may, perhaps, deserve a better-kept

position, but those who have witnessed it in the rougher one,

will, I think, say I am right. It would not be well to allow

long grass to usurp too much of the ground occupied by these

plants, but to keep their collar free from weeds or rubbish of

all kinds.

In forming a oollectiou of the best varieties of hybrid Eho-
dodendrons, it often happens that too great a proportion of

those selected are of the rosy scarlet section, of which Mrs.

John Waterer may be said to be the type, while but few are

white. The latter colour is, in my opinion, the most valuable

in a Ehododendion ; for it contrasts best with the dark green

foliage, and in the majority of cases where this shrub is grown,

the eye of the beholder rests on a mass of foliage as a back-

ground, against which white flowers stand out in relief; in

fact, white flowers, as a whole, are never too numerous. Who-
ever yet found fault with a white Camellia? and the sooner we
can have a Bhododendron to match it the better, adding at the

same time the strong waxy substance of corolla that some of

the Himalayan species possess. The latter ought to be more
extensively tried in favoured situations, as they have not yet

been sufficiently hybridised with better-known kinds, in order

to transmit their desirable properties to their offspring. It is

only in favourable situations, however, that it would be ad-

visable to try many of these distinct species.

The better-known Ebododendrons are likely to succeed in a

soil and situation falling short of what may be called first-

class ; but most ot the varieties generally called " hybrids,"

including the bulk of the named kinds, may be grown in soil

such as I have described, and, as a class, they afford, perhaps,

as great a display of floral beauty as anything in the gardening
world, not even excepting the gorgeous Indian Azalea and the
bedding Pelargonium, while as evergreen shrubs they are ex-

ceeded by few in poiut of long-continued beauty. E. ponticum,
at least, may be said to be oue of the hardiest plants we have in

its capacity of enduring our winters, and most of the hybrids
are equally so. I hope, therefore, where opportunity offers,

that the cultivation of this plant will be extended, and that

groups of it will be planted in woods and other places from
which cattle are excluded. For lining the sides of drives, or

roads through similar places, no plant can be more appropriate,
for where the soil is suitable, and it has had a fair start, it

generally maintains itself against most ordinary vegetation.

Wastes devoted to the rearing of game might also have a few
specimens of this plant, not scattered singly, but arranged in
groaps ; and if they were looked after for a year or two at start-

ing, they would take care of themselves afterwards. It is in
Buch wastes that it thrives best ; a trial of it is there well
worth making. The sites for this plant are so many, that there
axe few persons having the means, who might not find a situa-

tion in which to try it and have the pleasure of unexpectedly
meeting with a dump of this plant, say at the end of May,
nben it is in flower.

Much more might be said in favour of this plant, and places
pointed out where it forms one of their most important attrac-

tions, witness the gaiety of certain portions of the London
parka when this plant is in bloom. In their case, however, I

expect the bod is prepared at considerable expense ; but there
are plenty of places where it would do better than it ever does
there, if a little attention were paid in starting it. In many

places it is almost naturalised, the plant ripening its seeds and
disseminating them in all directions, youog pluuts springing

up by the thousand. Amongst those who had the good taste

to plant the Khododendrou extensively when it was fcarcer

than now, one of the former owners of Cubham Hall, of which
au account was given in the last volume of this journal,

deserves to be particularly mentioned. There a diy peaty

wood had baeu divided into compartments, and the side of thQ

walks or roads lined with this shrub, probably nearly a
century ago. The soil and situation suiting tbem, the Ehodo-
dendrons have reproduced themselves in such numbers, ,a8

completely to occupy the whole space, the roads only being

kept clear, and a mass of fifty or one hundred acres presents a
display of beauty in the season which few places can boast of,

As the plant is now at least a hundredfold moro plentiful than
it was a century ago, those desirous of presenting futurity vsiXh,

a similar sight, can accomplish the object at much less cost.

I hope, therefore, to see many waste places ornamented with
groups of this plant, which, besides its, beauty, is valuable as-

affording shelter.

—

John Kor.sos.

JUDGING CUCUMBEllS.
We have been applied to by several corresponoents for some-

rules applicable to deciding the comparative merits of Cucum-
bers exhibited to compete for prizes. We are not surprised ."kt

such applications, because there is often pre&t and just dis-

satisfaction when a huge brace, thicker than a man's wrist,

20 or 2i inches long, yet yellowish st the ends, and so flexible

from keeping that if held in the middle the ends would bend
down far towards meeting, are passed over for a neat perfectly-

fresh brace, green throughout, not much above u foot in lengtl*

nor more than 1* inch in diameter. To the latter we shonlcl

award the prize, for they would be far superior in crispness and
sweetness. To meet the wishes of our correspondents we re-

print from a former volume of our Journal the following :

—

1. The first essential is that the brace of Cucumbers be
young, fresh, and green.

2. Both the Cucumbers forming t]:e brace should be straight,

and the one a counterpart of the other in thickness and length.

3. Though young and crisp, the fruit should be sufficiently

grown to be free of anything like deep sutures along tbe sides,

as these involve as much loss in preparing for table as deep-

eyed Potatoes.

4. The shorter the shoulder of the Cucumber and the mora
distinct it is the better—that is, no blending of the shoulder
with the general length of the Cucumber, but that general'

length or gun-barrel part should start with an abrupt round-
ness at once from the shoulder, and proceed with the same-
diameter until it ends as abruptly at the point.

5. It is well that the point should be quite green, and if the
blossom be attached to it all the better. If the bloom on the

Cucumbers is fresh from end to end an extra point will be
gained.

6. As respects proportion, nine diameters used to be con-

sidered a good proportional length; and hence a well-grown
symmetrical brace, 9 inches in lencth and 1 inch in dinmeter,

will have many admirers. We would prefer for longer Cucum-
bers that the diameter should be a little less proportionally

—

that is, a little less than 2 inches for IS inches in length.

7. Wo have kept length to the last, but it will ever form a
favourable item in judging, when united with freshness and
symmetry. Shorter fruit will win, if shown against long, only

when more fresh, more symmetrical, covered with richer

bloom, &c.

STONE BLOCKS FOR ORCHIDS.
I AM not aware that the acknowledged authorities en thifi

beautiful family of plants, who have favoured us with a revela-

tion of the secrets of their art in tbe successful culture of the
various species of Orchids, have ever spoken of stone as suitable

material on which to place those which are generally recom-
mended to be placed on blocks of wood. Neither have I any
recollection of ever having seen epiphytes with a stone to feed

upon. This material may, however, be used beyond tbe range
of my observation. Be this as it may, my present object is not
to recommend stone blocks as the best sort that can bo used,

nor to say that I have, from any lengthened experience, fuund
any advantage in using stone instead of wooden blocks, but
simply to state that about a month ago I had to look about for a
few suitable blocks for Orchids, and could not conveniently finil
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them and as is often the case in gardening, where a way cannot

be found it has to be made, and so a few Boft freeRtono blocks

were hewn into shape something like small sngar-loaves, and

placed a few inches deep in pans filled with soft water. On one

was placed a sicklv plant of PhaUrnopsisamahilis, and on others

plants of Airides Lobbii and A. Dayanum. The hrst named of

these especially had not a fresh root, and just one leaf, when

placed on the cone of stone. Thoy were simply fixed in their

places with a piece of matting, and a little fresh sphagnum

pUced round their collars. The Phala.nopsis has now three fine

healthy leaves of a dark green colour, and is rooting and grow-

ing vigorously, and clinging to the stone with immense roots

which are covered with a gelatinous substance, the sign of

health. The same may be said of the Ai-rides.

The soft freestone, by capillary attraction, keeps itself always

fall of moisture, and it is, moreover, a good absorbent and con-

ductor of heat ; and, so far as my observation goes, it appears

a material worthv the attention of Orchid-fanciers. Soft free-

stone can be cut "into such a variety of shapes that a house of

Orchids might be made to look much more picturesque than

they are generaUy met with.—D. Thomson (The Gardener.)

[ jniT at, uae.

THE MERITS AKD SHORTCOMINGS OF THE
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

M.\NOHESTEU SHOW.

Ik taking a retrospect of past events, there are comparatively

few in which some improvement does not seem capable of

being made, and however frequently the same thing may be

repeated, the same observation often holds good ;
for something

at one time is different from what there is at another time,
|

rendering a departure to a certain extent from the former

course necessary. The arrangement of horticultural shows is
j

no exception to this rule : the stereotyped course of those held

in the metropolis cannot in all cases be followed out in the I

provinces, while a too lax regard to principles entails confusion
|

and disappointment. But it is thought that experience ought
!

to obviate this, those having the management of such gather- I

ings benefiting by the practice of former years, yet such is not
j

always the case, as was witnessed at the late Manchester Show,

where a schedule of prizes, liberal to a degree which only a

wealthy city like the cotton metropolis could put forth, was

expected to bring together the best horticultural produce the

kingdom could furnish. Many good things were sent there,
|

yet the Show as a whole fell short of what it ought to have

been, and what the donors of prizes had a right to expect.

This, no doubt, is attributed to different causes ;
one of which,

and perhaps not the least, was the diffidence of many exhi-

bitors, who declined showing, under the impression that the

liberal prizes offered would call up an opposition which would

leave them no chance, and numbers acting on that opinion

left the competition in many instances to comparatively few
;

consequently, as I heard an experienced exhibitor declare,

" Many of the prizes were literally stolen."

Now, this is not as it ought to be. The patrons of a show,

and there were a great many such at Manchester, had a right

to expect some compliment paid them. In some classes this

was ctrtainly the case, but it was by no means general, and for

this exhibitors are unquestionably to blame. Then comes the

other side of the question, Did the managers of the Show per-

form their duty ? I fear only one answer can be given to this,

and that a negative one ; for as one of the local papers ex-

pressed it, " The whole denoted roughness, no attempt being

made to conceal the fact that it was held in a pasture field
;

the long seed stems of the grass remained uncut, embellished

at least up to Monday evening with a plentiful supply of

shavings and other litter." Certainly some parts of the ground

presented the appearance of having been levelled, and the

parched character of the sods so thrown down could not be

mended ; but why delay the erecting of the vegetable tent till

after the time the cards intimated the pnblio were to be ad-

mitted?
Many other delays seemed unaccountable to those who have

witnessed punctuality and order elsewhere. An entrance, im-

posing enough, admitted the visitor into a square or oblong piece

of ground, one side of the entrance being devoted to the stands

of horticultural-stincture builders, implement makers, boilers,

and the like ; the other side contained the tents for the plants

and fruits, while in the immediate front, and that, too, at but

a few paces from the entrance, were some empty plant vans of

no prepossessing appearance ! The arrangement of the various

examples of hothouses and the like was all very well, and a

spacious refreshment tent was also well placed, but the tenU

for plants presented a sad disregard to order and appearance

when compared with those in the agricultural department.

A large circular tent, which might with some propriety have

occupied a central position from its height and importance, was

placed at one side, while a long narrow one for Orchids and

similar plants occupied a sort of valley at one side of the

ground—an arrangement not to be complained of, perhaps, einoe

shelter and exemption from draughts are so necessary for theee

plants. The other tents were also long ones, and certainly too

narrow. In one of these the fruits were arranged on a table

along the centre, with some other things ; in the others wer«

the plants of various classes, as weU as in the large circular

tent before alluded to.
, . , .u i

Beginning with the largo tent, it may be explained that a

circular stage occupied the middle, on which were placed some

of the best plants of the Show, being the collection of mixed

flowering and flne-foliaged plants from Mr. Baines, gardener to

H Micholls, Esq, of Bowdon. and others; while around the

sides of the tent wero collections of Ferns and bandsome-

foliaged plants, standing on the grass and without any pro-

tection whatever from the intrusion of a crowd, unless some

short stumps about G inches higli could be called a guard, bnt

they also tripped-up the visitors, and I had the good fortune to

save a lady from falling into a very fine Sancbezia which stood

near the edge. Surely a rope of some kind ought to have

been placed.
, ..... n _.j

The fruit was equally unprotected, the public being allowed

close access to the tables. Now, in making this remark, I by

no means wish it to be inferred that any inte'tionnl damage

was done so far as I saw, because the number of visitors was

not great, and to their credit they scarcely touched anything

unless it was a card ; but if the crowd had been greater it

would have been impossible to have avoided injury to Pome-

thing. however careful and well-intentioned the whole of the

1
visitors might liave been. A rope at a short distance would

! have been a relief, even to those nearest the variong objects ex-

hibited. Witness a bevy of young ladies four or five deep

bending over and scanning with critical eye the beauties of the

ball and bridal bouquets, while paterfamilias behind them.

perhaps more rude in his anxiety also to gratify himself, forces

the front lady against one of these fracile beauties, and an in-

iury if not an upset, is the result. Are the managers not to

blame to leave such tempting objects of inspection so nn-

guarded ? A stand of skeletonised plants or foli«ge in the

same neighbourhood was wisely enclosed in a_ glass shade.

Further on the fruit were objects of equally anxions «!ra.tiny,

and the natural desire to ascertain the names of the exhibitore,

led, perhaps, to some unintentional damage here by the cards

being so frequentlv lifted, and in this case a very B|;ave and

serious blunder was committed by the man.^gers of the Show

not employing some one to write them whose penmanship

would have informed the pafser-by where such things came

from at a single glance, instead of necessitating him to take

up the card aSd make it out as best he could ;
for the hand-

writing certainly did not exceed that cf ordinary correspon-

dence. Good penmen are assuredly plentiful enough to be withm

the reach of the means of the Society, whereas the hand-

writing of the exhibitors' cards was. perhaps, the most ^ffi-

cult to read that was ever seen at any exhibit ion In '^e vege-

table tent, I heard more than one argument held as to whethef

the card represented the contribution of one or more dishes

the writing and figures being so indistinct, and there were no

divisions of any kind between. A dozen or two yards of red

tape, much as it is despised fif?"""."'?--
.f

'Sj^ ha^e he«»

advantageously used here, by tacking it on the table to dmde

the classes, and the same might have been aone amongst the

fruit and plants. Perhaps this might be done at a later period of

the Show but there is no excuse for the indifferent character of

the writing on the cards, which, I believe, were written some days

before, but certainly in such a way as would have met with a

severe rebuke from the critics of the London shows some

twenty or thirty years ago.

Let us turn to other pleasanter aspects, and as the mam
features of the Exhibition have been commented on by others

onlv one or two minor matters will be mentioned here, the hrst

of which is, that all praise is due to Mr Barron, orjhoevet

sent the contribution of Fig trees in pots from he BoJ^l Hor-

ticultural Society's garden. I should much ''ke to see the

same pots when the fruit is ripening. The pots of \uiesm
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bearing, as well as those prepared for next year, from Mr.

Meredith, were also good, and only elicited a regret that Mr.

Meredith's name was not amongst the competitors for fruit

prizes. A collection of Grapes from Mr. Thomson, of Dalkeith,

was also remarkable, as being the produce of Tines only planted

last year, and some ol them from eyes of that same season.

The bunches, though not large, were good, and well ripened,

being shown as examples of whpt a heated border was capable of

doing, as Mr. Thomson is an advocate of that plan. Certainly

the Grapes were good for such young Vines, hut it is late in

the season now to ascribe merit to underground heating ; as

examples, however, of skill in showing how soon after plant-

ing good Grapes could be produced, they were moritorioiis. A
good bnnoh of the Golden Champion also accompanied them,

not ripe, it is true, but simply to show the character of the

Grape, which has a gond-sbouldered, compact bnncb, berries

very large and almost globnlnr, and in flavour (which I ascer-

tained elsewhere) it is eomeivhat of the character of Chasselas

Muaqucj, but many times larger in berry. Some very good

specimens of Vinos in pots came also from Messrs. Lane, of

Berkhampstead, as well as some other fruits in pots in a

bearing condition, but the Grapes were undoubtedly the best.

Outside the tents were groups of ConifertE, in pots, tubs, or

baskets. Some of them had apparently only been recently re-

moved from the ground, and suffered accordingly. Several of

the more choice species, as well as some Japanese and other

shrubs of recent introduction, were accommodated inside; the

blanks rendered unavoidable by those who bespoke space, and
did not send plants, being judiciously filled up in this way, and
yet there was room.
One feature of the Manchester Show, which I believe has

been adopted for some years, and is now followed by others, is

to give prizes for a mixed collection of flowering and fine-

foliaged plants, the judicious mixture of the two being more
agreeable to look op m than either alone. Mr. Baines's col-

lection had a decided advantage in this respect over those

he was opposed to, but in some other classes the difference

was less perceptible, while in the case of fruits it was, of

course, in some cases difficult to decide ; but it is not the purpose
here to criticise the judgment, for I believe the decisions were
not arrived at without much trouble and diiiSculty by those

engaged, and I am not sure if they were completed nntU several

hours after the public had been admitted. Here, again, the

managers were at fault, and, no doubt, the judges felt annoyed
at their position ; in fact, the early part of the day was spent

in the leisurely way that indicated everyone v?a3 making
a holiday of it for himself, regardless of that important aggre-

gate—the outside public knocking at the gates soon after mid-
day. An energetic master mind such as Manchester surely

possesses in many other matters, was certainly wanted here to

push the thing on. The many highly creditable productions of

horticultural skill would not then have been huddled together

without order or design, and the public, by far the most im-
portant persons concerned in such matters, would have felt as

much pleasure in viewing the productions presented to them
at a distance of 2 feet further off, had they the means of ascer-

taining who were the exhibitors, aud what honours they took
;

whilst, aa before stated, it the visitor wished to satisfy himself
on the latter point, he had to take np the card and make out,

if he could (for some failed in doing that), the name of the ex-

hibitor, and the class he exhibited in. The latter part of the
information might as well havo been printed. As it was, con-
siderable time was spent in making it out.
Taming, again, to more pleasing parts of the Show, the

samples of horticultural structures of glass were good, and
those samples of ground vineries, as they are called, were in-

genions.^ Boilers of various construction were also shown,
some evidently capable of performing a large amount of work

;

but the condition of the ground rendered it impossible to em-
ploy the mowing machines, which were exhibited in numbers.
Tlie preceding, garden engines, syringes of several makes, and
various other articles, constituted an attractive whole. I also
noticed flower pots, and modes of hanging them up to poles,
walls, and in other positions by prepared wirework of a simple
design, while a large stand of fancy articles displayed the all-

important croquet materials, and the scarcely less important,
but most likely more transient rage of the time—the bicycle.
The music-stands wore plain, unassuming structures, one of
them not being finished till late in the day of opening.

It would be wrong to conclude without giving credit to whom
credit_ is due. The vegetable tent was well filled, aud that,
too, with productions of a creditable kind. Celery in a blanched

condition, ripe Tomatoes, Scarlet Runner and Kidney Beans,

with all the common vegetables, were in abundance, the only

thing wanted being some marks indicating whether the articles

exhibited were single dishes or collections of a certain number.
This, and the careless handwriting, as an experienced exhibitor

was heard to remark, rendered the whole a mass of confusion,

and spoiled what otherwise would have been a good show. Let

us hope, if the Royal Horticultural Society unite its fortunes

to its more robust sister another time, it will appoint officers

of more experience than those who directed its affairs this

time, for the patrons of a show like that at Manchester ought

to expect a different state of things from that presented last

week, and the public also look for more information, while,

perhaps, the party having the greatest cause to complain is the

exhibitor. Let us hope the like will not be repeated next year.

—A Correspondent.

ROSES. STRAWBERRIES. AND POTATOES AT
OKEFORD FITZPAINE.

By a fortunate coincidence of circumstances I was enabled

(.July 2nd) to pay a long-promised visit to Okeford Fitzpaine ;

and as my arrangements permitted me to accept Mr. Rad-

clyfie's hospitable offer of a bed, I had ample time to note

down fully the most remarkable features of this remarkable

place.

First, as to Roses. Of these Mr. Eadclyffe has 1900 plants,

mostly on the Manetti stock. Charles Lefebvre and Jules

Margottin he still grows in great numbers. I was particularly

struck with an oblong bed of Empereur de Maroc, as also with,

one of Souvenir de Malmaison, which does not seem to wait

here, as elsewhere, for the cool autumnal nights to flower in per-

fection. One bloom measured 5 inches in diameter. Of the

more uncommon kinds I noticed splendid specimens of

Baronne Pelletau de Kinkelin, Bironne de Maynard, a pure

Gamellia-shaped white ; Felix Genero, Madame Clemence

Joigneaux, Madame la Baronne de Rothschild, Marechal Vail-

lant, Marie Baumann, and Pierre Netting. Mr. Eadclyffe is

much pleased with Lady Suffield, a Rose new to me, although

sent out four years ago by Mr. William Paul. In colour it is

purplish crimson, in form perfect, and in habit robust. Grow-

ing side by side with other strong kinds, it has proved itself

superior to them through this trying season.

Of Strawberries, there were fine beds of Frogmore Late

Pine, Cockscomb, Dr. Hogg, and Lucas. Mr. Radcljffe makes
a great point of setting-out runners as early as possible.^ I

saw some which had been in the ground by July 1st doing

well. We had some Alpines (the Galande varietj) for dessert,

and delicious they were. Yuur able contributor, " R. F.,"

would do well to grow them (if he does not already), as the

birds never touch them. The Peach and Ntotarine trees had
not muoli fruit, but marvellously healthy foliage.

A large space is allotted to Potatoes, and very noteworthy

among them was Thornicroft's Seedling, a strong-growing

kind, with golden-tinted foliage. We had Rivers' Royal Ash-

leaf as good aa ever for dinner, as also McLean's Little Gem
Pea, the earliest wrinkled variety, and of excellent flavour.

Mr. Rftdclyffe is no miser over the treasures which he pos-

sesses. His gardens are thrown open freely to all who like to

visit them. As many aa ,297 people in one day have availed

themselves of this privilege. May he live long to enjoy his

well-earned reputation, and impart to a grateful world from his

vast stores of horticultural knowledge.—A. Middleton, School

IJomi\ Kingshridge

.

EARLY PEACHES.
' PB.iv allow me the indulgence of correcting my errors, owing

entirely to my writing crabbedlj- and hurriedly. In paragraph 1

(page .57), I should have added after " England " " where only

one now grows." In paragraph 3, after "curious," I should

have said " creation,'' not " creature," Allow me also to add

that the Early Beatrice Peach has small kidney-shaped glands

and large flowers. The Early Louise Peach has small kidney-

shaped glands and small flowers. Both are white at the

stone.
'

I have to-day (July 22na), gathered the last of my fruit of

these two kinds from some fine trees in my cold orchard house.

They were dead ripe, and measured respectively 75 and

8^ inches in circumference ; the Early Beatrice will not, there-

fore, prove a small Peach when weU cultivated. Its colour was
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deep crimgon over «9 whole eurfaoe, and ite flesh was also

tinted to some depth with the 8ama colour.—Thomas Eivehs.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCH^TTS
MANCHESTER SHOW.

Table Dbcoiutioss, liouQUExa, &c.— Tbo table decoratioBu, as

•well »s the bonqnuta, shown at tlie Moncbcstcr Exhibition. OiouRh

not 80 nnincrcns in tbo lonner caHO us in the Inltcr, woro well arransod

and attracted cousidcmblo nttcntion, isiieoiiiUy from the fcmalo

portion of tho company, first and eecoud spiciul pruica wore offered

bj William \YUson, Esq., and a third prize by Mr. John Shaw, fora vase

epergne, or centropieco for tho tiiblo. As mmh of adverse criticism

was passed on tho jndgment in this class, wo may annoniice that the

Joduea were tho Iter. S. Reynolds Hole, Cannlon Manor Newark:

Mr. William Im-tam, tho Gardens, Eelvoir Custlc, Grantham ; and

Mr. Charles McDonald, Iho.Gardcns. Woodstock Park. Inistioge, Ire-

land—men whoso ven- names wonld bo an aasnranco that they would

take to sncb a jndKmi-ut us this all that cultivalcd good tasto reqaured

to bo applied. The first prize was given, and most deservedly, to Mr.

R. S. Yates, Sale, Choshiio, for a stand of flowers that was to some

extent a happy breakaway from the somewhat stereotyped form of

the Marchiuu designs to bo met with at almost every exhibition.

The stand was on elegant dosiqn in silver, of a Palm supporting a

shallow Grape dish, and in this was most tastefully and elegantly

arranged a splendid bunch of choico flowers, Uio apex being formed of

a spike of the pure white Crinnm giganteum, -with Oncidinm. wbit«

Mobs Roses, Gardenia Fortnnei, Lffilia purpnraln, Allamanda Schottii,

Stanhopeas, Stephanotis floribnnda, relieved by and interspersed with

fronds of Ferns, &c., and having flowering-sboots of Stephanotis flori-

handa falling away from the base of the bnuih in "admired disorder.'

There was a happv combination of elegance, beauty, colouring, and

proportion, and they who so bitterly cavilled nt the judgment, must have

had a slavish regard for mere steorotyped desigus after the Marchian

model. Moreover, the elegant arrangement ulmoat hid the base of

the stand, and it was solely a splendid bunrli of flowers most tastefully

arranged, quite " a pretty dish to set before a king."

The second prize was awarded to Mr. .1. Delamere, Oxton, Cheshire,

who had a pedestal supporting two glass dishes, oue almost at the base

of the design, the other near the top. Tho pedestal or base of the

design was lined with the sUvory-varicgated Acer negnndo, and leaves

of Wistaria sinensis. The flowers in tbo glass dish rested on o base

of Lycopodium, which served as an edgieg, and was composed of

Itoses, Fuchsias, Gloxinias, Pelarconiams, Bongainvillea glabra,

eJegantly intermingled with shoots of Lonieera aureo-reticnlata, and

leaves of Caladium Belleymei, C. argjrites, and Cissns discolor.

The apex consisted of a vase of Adiontum caneatnm. Unfortunately

for the Judges, the intense beat soon told oii the flowers, &c., and by

the afternoon this design looked pitiable indeed. It was past tho stage

of criticism. No donbt it must have been a praiseworthy design when

first arranged.
.

The third prize went to Mr. W. S. Dobson, of St. James s Street,

London, and it was respecting this stand a great deal of nnplcafant-

jiess occurred. It was an epcrgne of the Marchian type, having a

large base filled with flowers, tho centre being a kind of circular look-

ing glass, from whifh rose at the sides three small bouquet-holders,
j

From tho centre of the glass rose a glass support, bearing at the
|

top three small glass baskets in tho form of an inverted cone, sus-

pended by glass rings. The base of this design was somewhat elabo- :

jately filled with flowers, consisting of red and white Roses, Phalie-

nopsis amabilis, Oncidiums, Picotees, Gardenia Fortnnei, and other

fragrant flowers ; these being relieved by Fern fronds, &c. The small

glass vases were filled with small bfniqnets of Orchids; and tho

baskets suspended from the top filled with Oncidinm, Stanhopea, Ste-

phanotis floribnnda, with small bits of Fern fronds. At first sight the

eye was much attracted by this arrangement, perhaps to a great extent

tecanse it was a copy of the style we have been accustomed to regard

as the n« ;ilu3 nllm'ot dinner-tablo decorations. A second look took

jn the fnct of how much the design owed to the stand itself, and then

there followed the impression that there was a commonness about the

•vase, while it was utterly out of proportion to the rest of the design.

The longer one looked at it the less one liked it; on the other hand,

the design to which tho first prize was awarded grew in favour as it

was more minutely examined ; and in connection with this it may bo

remarked, that it were moch better tho decisions of tho Judges were

regarded as final on these occasionn. It did nppiar to betray a great

•want of oonrtcsy to their brethren, that two other Judges should have

gone down to the tent containing these decorations and there openly

jnsnlted the decision of their fellow censors while tho tent was crowded

•with visitors, to tho subversion of good order, as the other exhibitors

placed first and second could not but feel aggrieved at the reflections

so openly cast on the jndgment. .,.,.,.,,, oc
In tbo awarding tho prizes for two bouquets for the hand in Class d(j,

some confusion occurred owing to the two best bouqnels having been

overlooked by the Judges. These came fmm Mr. J. Delamere, Oxton,

and eventually they were awarded equal first prizes with those exhi-

bited by Mr. K. S. Yates, Bale. Tbo bride's bouquet, exhibited by

Mr. Delamere, consisted of Phaln>nopsi8 amabilis, Stephanotis flon-

boBda, whito Jasmine, and small white Roses, most elegantly inter-

mingled irith bite of scented PclarRoriums and Adiantnm cnneaftim;

the base was formed of Pteris serrolata and leaves of Caladinm

argyritca. Tho ball bouquet i-ntipiht<d of a centre of red lloees.

aroond which was Stephanotis lloribnuda and light Kochfias, and

towards tho base erect-flowering Gloxinias. Bonsainnllea glabra, high-

colonrod French-spotted Pelargoniums, while Orchids, Roses, rtc. the

flowers resting on an edging of A.Uantnm and leave* of Cissuu dis-

color. The<o bonquets wore eleganllv proportioned and cxqoMitely

arranged. The bride's bouquet shown by Mr. It. S. Yates was com-

posed of Gardenia Fortnnei, Kncharis nniazonica. Stephanotis, white

Tea Roses, and Crinnm, resting on a base of Adiantnm and leaTes

of tho Orange and Caladinm nrgyrites. Among the flowers were.

dotted hire and there, sprigs of the white-flowenng Hoteia japonic*.

Tho boll bouquet was composed of the Crinnm, red Moss Roses, StMi-

bopea, Stephanotis. yellow Tea Roses, I-telia purpnral*. with pcarlet

Trop:eolum in small Ilusters, resting on a base of Daviillia and Adian-

tum. Tho composition of other bouquets in this class need not be

particularised ; and of the bouquets shown by amatenra, it may be

said that they did not call for special remark.

Of the special pri7.es given by Mr. II. Birley. MP., for eight varieties

of cut flowers, the first was taken bv Mrs. K. Cole & Son, of W ithnijtOT,

and consisted of Ixoracoccinca, I. Colei. a handsome whito species, Kalo-

aanthes pnnicea, Eucharis amazonicn, Diplodenia eraspinoda, I), ama-

bilis, Allamanda grandiflora, and l':iica venosa. These were arranged

on a Dahlia stand for twelve fl-. ,s, and the exhibitors filled up the

vacant back row by adding specimens of fonr forms of Ixora^nz.,

javanica, amboynensis, Alexandrina, in the way of amlwynensis, and

having orange tjowers spotted with crimson, and salicifoha. iUtogeUier

this was a most interesting and instructive stand of flowers. Mr. K. h.

Yates was second with flowers somewhat roughly arranged in a deal

box, and comprising Crinnm pigantenm, a showy Amaryllis, Oncjdjom

flexnosum, Cattleya Loddigcsii, Gardenia Fortnnei, Ac, *c. inird,

Mr. S. Barlow, wlio had some nice flowers orrangcd in an ornamental

flower pot. . , ^._.
Ke\v Flori-sts" Flowers.— Scarcely so many flowers as mignt nare

been expected in so renowned a plant district were submitted to the

Floral Committee. Messrs. Downie. Laird, iS: Laing staged some ot

their new Gold and Bronze Zonal Pelargoniums, to one of "hi^, a

finely-marked variety by the name of Imperatnce Lup.me, a hrrt-

class certificate was awarded. It has a golden leaf ground, a rod-

dish chocolate strongly-marked -zone, and in the character shown wiU

make a most effective bedding variety. Mr. C. Tnmer, Slough, re-

ceived first-class certificates for Picotee Admiration, a heavy ro«y

purple-edged flower of tho finest quality and '""e't .8'-;''st&°<«' ™^
notals large and stent ; and Miss Turner, a medmm light rose-edged

flower, fnU. and finelv marked. First-class certificates were awarded

to Mr C J. Perry, Castlo Bromwich, Birmingham, for Verbenas-

Rising Sun, glowing salmon ted, with small whit* eye, surronnded by

a rich deep maroon ring; and Butterfly, warm flesh, with a stntng

crimson ring round a pale eye; '"-^ "<>7«" 'l^„'"l'y
"°/'T,X;

Perry's reputation as a raiser of new kinds. Mr. Pen? had also the

Rev S. R Hole, R. H. Vert«gans. Ada King, Rev. J. Dix, and others,

of which something will he said by-and-by. The deceptive propfrUes

of Ught were somewhot singularly illustrated by a new bedding Lobdia,

named Favourite, furnished by .1. Taylor, Esq. ;
under canvas, and m

the very subdued light, it had tho appearance of a deep violet hne, ui

which 'form it would have proved a distmct and valnab e vane^.

When exposed to the full glare of light outside the tent the chs«n

was dispeUed, and the ordinary form of a dwarf-growmg bine boding
'

Lobelia was seen. Mr. F. Perkins hod some blooms of his new Per-

i

p"tua Picotee Prince of Orange which fuUy maintains '^ high repn-

Ltion ; and Mrs. E. Cole & Sous had their showy Ixora Alexandrina.

! described above. The other subjects wore but of small interest.

Veoet vkifs.-The show of Vegetables was on a tolerably extensive

scale, one large tent being entirely filled with them Many good o^

amples were shown from the pardons of the rich nobleman, «» wdl «
from tho plot of tho humble cottager

^'^Y^^^'^'AZ^'^'f^^n
they are the most important and useful of the products of a garden,

ney^r receive at an eSibition that amount of attention or admiration

°o which thev are justly enUtled. They are to the general v,«t»

certainly Icss-attractivc in appearance than "7"" "' '™"-. "^i^
can thus understand how he should pass Uiem by. 'We are however,

at a loss to understand why so many gardeners themselves, who under-

stand tbo difliculty and importanco of their cultivation, ehonld take so

little interest in their exhibition. The present season, so far, has

been tolerably favourable for the growth of vegetables.

Peas, the kHng of vegetables, were shown laigely and well
;
Walton s

Supreme taking the lead a long way for "i^.l-pfh "'^i'TX^P^
of Appearance Messrs. Carter & Co., who hold the "'^k of ^^ ^.
exhibited the same in fine condition, and some halt a dozen other

varieties-viz.. L.xton's Quality. Laxton's QuanUty, Laxton shine

navour, Laxton's Manifold, all soncariy resembling one another and

[nfertr to Supreme, as to bo altogether undesirable. Carter s non-

Sold seems to be a fine variety, althouoh much ,n the way of Ne

Pins Ultra. Celery, although Manchester is the head-<^usrters for the

cnWvaUon of this esculent, was not so well shown as '"'P",l'^" be«o

anadpated. Turnips and Carrots were, in general, particularly cl«»

and fine. CabbageS were, as a mle, poor, and very few were shown.
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Potatoes were clear and gooa, and come good Onions were also

'*'*™Class 38, £or twehe aishes of vegetables, the first prize, a silver

OOP of the value of five Ruineas, was ofiered by Sir James Watts
;
tbe

^nd and thirJ by Messrs. T. Green & Son, of Leeds. Mr. D. Lums-

ir, BloiLhoIm Hall, Sleaford, «as placed first for a very e.ceUent

Sction, in which was a splendid tray of La:iton's Proliic Long-pod

^r Prince of Wales Ividney Potato, sood Canhflower White Dntch

T«kips, Sboit Horn Carrots, Tripoli Onions, Broad Beans, Kidney

B^! bale's Conqueror Cocnmber Globe Artichokes. Giant Green

Sxach and the Kaltail Itadish. Mr. J. Smith, Raidener o H. K.

Balstone, Esq., Hallcar, Altrincbam, was second; his collection con-

STed eicellent Celerj-, very fine Tomatoes, Mushrooms, Vegetable

M^ows Carrots, to. Mr. .J. Stevenson, Lark Hill, Timperley

and Mr. Dennis, giudcner to K. H. Ainsworth, Esq., were placed equal

third, aU with good collections. There were in aU thirteen com-

''^In cio=3 30, ten dishes of vegetables, the prizes were offered by

Arthur H. Hey^od, Esq., the Proprietors of iheMancliesUr Examma-

mirl Tnm-s, and Mr. John Shaw. Messrs. T. Snowden & Sons, Thirsk,

Yorkshire, were awarded the first prize; in their collection were

splendid Peas, Tomatoes. Broad Beans, two very fine longCucnmbers,

£xi splendid Turnips. Mr. T. BaUey, gardener to T. 1 Drake, Esq.,

Shardeloes, was second, and had very fine Lisbon Onions, capital

Veoetable Marrows, and Caulifiowers somewhat too large, A:c. Mr.

W Cra"", Timperley, was placed third, and in his coUection were

trnlv spfendid Lisbon Onions. There were twelve competitors in all.

Class 40, was for the best eight dishes of vegetables, the prizes being

offered by John Kadcliffe, Esq., and Benjamin Whitworth, Esq. Mr.

Frisby, oardener to H. Chaplin, Esq., Sleaford, obtained the first

prize. His "collection contained good No Pins Ultra Peas, Carrots,

Walcheren Cauliflowers, Potatoes, &c. The second prize went to Mr.

J Smith, gardener, HeJlcar, Altrincbam, in whose coUection were

aood Myatfs Prolific Potatoes. Finland Yellow Turnips, Celery,

French Early Horn Carrots, &c. Mr. W. Dean, Sale Moor, was

^
Ii^ Class 41, six dishes of vegetables, the prizes ofiered by the Pro-

prietors of thaMMcli^itcr Courier, Henry Stnbbs, Esq., and Benjamin

Whitworth, Esq., there was a very spirited competition between

twenty-three eshibitors. The first prize was awarded to Mr. irisby,

who staged ft very fine lot ; the second to Mr. J. Smith, Altrincbam ;

the third to Mi-. J. Potlle, gardener to B. D. Colvin, Esq., BeaUngs

Grove, Woodbriclge, Snffolk.
_ ^ , , t

In Class 4i, four dishes of vegetables, pnzes offered by James

Carlton, Esq., and Hugh Bii-ley, Esq., U.P the first prize was

awarded to Messrs. Snowden A; Sons, Thirsk, Yorkshire ; the second

to Mr. W. Brownhill, market gardener, Sale, Cheshire, both of whom

eihibited excellent lots.

Cottagers' Classes.—In these there were some very meritorious

exhibitions. It was pleasing also to notice the immense interest taken

by cottagers in this contest, and to hear the animated discussions on the

instice of the various awards, and the merits of the various articles.

Of the flowers and fruit exhibited, less can bo said than on the vege-

tables, which -wci-e much the largest in quantity and the richest m
qnalitr. The window plants comprised the usual assortment of leggy

Pelargoniums, with here and there a flower. The most mentonons

plant was that of a Lilinm auratnm, weU flowered, to which we should

have given the first prize. Stocks were well shown by Mr. W. Clark,

but these are true cottagers' plants. There was a good competition

for the prize for herbs, in which Mr. H. Biddies, Loughborough, was

snccessfnL Gooseberries were not so well represented as might have

been experfed of Lancashire, and few of them were ripe, the season

being too late for that frnit. Very excellent collections of vegetables

were staged by Mr. W. Eenshaw and Mr. W. Clark, who obtained

the first and second prizes respectively. Mr. Eenshaw's Potatoes

and Turnips ; Mr. Clark's Onions ; and Mr. Biddless Peas, Beans,

*c., were such as would do credit to the best cultivator, and deserve

all onr praise. This part of the Exhibition in the provinces we are

glad to see, but we hope to see it still more enconraged.

Hop.ticultheal Ijiplemekts and Stro-itcees.—In this depart-

ment the Manchester Show fell below its predecessors at Leicester and

Bury, both in variety and number. The exhibitors here had the dis-

advantage of being placed in the leftliand comer, where few people

cared to stroll, so that much of merit was on this account unseen ty

the great majority of the visitors. This was much to be regretted, as

many of the exhibitors must have bees at considerable expense in

bringing to the Show the articles exhibited, and some of these were of

sterling merit.

We must first notice the very splendid skeleton span-roofed orchard

honae, 30 feet in length, exhibited by Mi-. Foster, of Beeston, Notting-

ham. It might te called a model of what an orchard house should

be, for its elegance, lightness, and simplicity of construction, and its

easy and perfect mode of ventilation ; the latter being effected by a

connecting longitudinal rod worked by a simple set of cogwheels, by

which a house 100 feet in length is easily ventilated by one's finger.

This house is very similar to those erected in Mr. Pearson's nnisery

at Chilwell, which have given so much satisfaction, and are so justly

admired. Mr. Fatter also showed modeU of Mb new patent boiler,

which was lately recommended highly by Mi-. Pearson in these colamns,

and which we believe ourselves to be admiiably oonstiucted and ex-

tremely efficient. ,.,.-, , , „
Messrs. Messenger, of Loughborough, exhibited several examples of

hothouses, many of them exceedingly well adapted for their intended

purpose, all in that light and graceful style peculiar to Messrs. Mes-

senger. In one email house, a vei-y excellent system of applying

bottom heat worthy of especial notice was shown. Messrs. T. H. P.

Dennis cS: Co., Chelmsford, had several forms of hothouses, and a,

number of their large and powerful boilers. Messrs. Cranston exhi-

bited their new patent boiler, which is of rather a novel construction.

Mr. Grimshaw, Manchester, had on view specimens of a double saddle-

back boiler.

Messrs. Ormson, of Chelsea, exhibited examples of several new

patent economic boilers. One is called Ormson's patent concentric

saddle boiler, the name of which partly explains its peculiarity of

construction, it being a sort of two half-circular saddles. It is in onr

opinion a verv excellent and powerful foi-m. Ormson's patent con-

voluted boiler is a square saddle-back, with the upright sides of the

interior convoluted so much as nearly to close over the fire. We
think in this that the action of the tire will not have the effect intended.

Ormson's patent tubular boiler is a form of the square saddle-back,

having a number of tubes crossing over the top of the fire, thus making

it a saddle-tnbular. We approve of this form. It is a pity, however,

we think, that a great firm like this should not confine themselves to

one approved form, instead of evciy season introducing something

novel which is going to surpass all others, but which in another season

is discarded for again another. We do not think that the boilers of

to-day are in the least more powerful or economical than they were

years ago, notwithstanding their multitudinous changes,of form and

fancy styles. Messrs. Ormson exhibited several splendid drawings of

hothouses and conservatories on a large and magnificent scale ; also

a design for the laving-ont of a nobleman's or gentleman's kitchen

garden of two acres', with a gardener's house, rooms, ofliceB, &c., aU

very complete, and in excellent taste.

Messrs. Weeks & Co. exhibited their patent tubular boiler, &c.,

and there are few to surpass it. Specimens of flower pots were exhi-

bited by Mr. K. Sankey, Bulwell Pottery ; and Messrs. W. Tickle and

Son, fire-clay manufacturer. Maryport, had on view examples of rustic

work in the form of seats, flower stands, &c.

Mr. W. Eeudle exhibited examples of his new patent plant-pro-

tectors, which for amateurs may be desirable enough in the way o£

protecting small plants. There is much ingenuity displayed in their

construction, vet they are very simple, cheap, and easily adjusted.

Mr. W. S. Dobson, 19, St. James Street, Piccadilly, exhibited a

splendid collection of dinner-table decorations, deserving of high

praise ; and Messrs. Green exhibited several examples of their im-

proved lawn mowers, garden seats, and rollers, as likewise did Messrs.

Ransome & Sims, of Ipswich ; and a number of seats, flower stands,

baskets, <tc., in wi rework, were also exhibited by Messrs. HoUiday,

wire-workers, London.

Floeal Committee, July 20rt.—Eev. J. DIx in the chair. Mr.

W. E. Dixon was awarded a special certificate for a very fine mass of

AuEEctochilus Lowii; the cultivation of this was considered 6° ^ery

superior that a medal was also recommended. Messrs. Bell & Thorpe

received a special certificate tor twelve Coleuses. Mrs. E. Cole & Son

exhibited a very fine wcU-growu plant of Ixora Colei with white flowers ;

a special certificate was awarded, and a medal recommended. Ms.

Williams, HoUoway, sent a new and distinct Todea named pellucida

intermedia; a first-class certificate was awarded. Cibotmm Schiedei

fmeans and Cordyline indivisa latifolia also received first-class cer-

tificates. These were three of the finest specimens Mr. Williams has

ever c-hibited. Mr. Peri-y received first-class certificates for two

seedling Verbenas, Butterfly and Kising Sun. There were several

others of merit in this coUection, but not m condition. Messrs. Barron,

and Son, Borrowash, exhibited Abies Douglasii acutifolia, a seedling,

to which a first-class certificate was awarded for its distinct character.

Mr. Turner, Slough, brought a magnificent coUection of Carnations

and Picotees, some of the finest flowers ever seen, and which must

have astonished our northern friends—among them two seedling

Picotees of great merit, Miss Turner, a lovely scarlet-edged flower,

and Admiration, a light purple heavy-edged. The last is one of the

finest varieties ever exhibited ; a first-class certificate was awarded to

Messrs. Stansfield & Son, Todmorden. received first-class cer-

tificates for the following Ferns—Polystichum Stansfieldii ;
Blechnnm

Spicant lancifolinm anomalum, and projectum fnrcans ;
Lastrea mon-

tanacrispa; Atbyrium Filix-fajmina Stansfieldii; also a second-chiss

certificate for Athyrium F.f. Staleyi. J. E. Mapplebeck, Esq., vvas

awarded first-class certificates for the foUowing Fei-ns—viz., Asple-

ninm marinum ramosiim Claphami ;
Athyrium F.f. amoenum, Craigu,

eulophos, furcillans, Mapplebeckii ; Polypodium vnlgaro semilacemm

robustnm : Scolopeudrium vulgare hemionitoides, crispom latum mnl-

tifidum, and semipinuatnm ; second-class certificates for Scolopendrium

vulgare Gloveri, spirale nauum, and perafero-comutum ;
Polypodium

vulgare kraapedomeuon, and Lastrea Filix-mas foliosa. E.J. Lowe,

Esq., exhibited a large number of seedhng Feins, and received first-

class certificates for the following—viz., Scolopendrium Victoria}, cati-

culare, rugosum BeUairsise, tridentiferium optaadum, polnklonon, tha-
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Bonaason, dloriosnin, ioarp:iiiato*nBtliiIalam» and decorum : FolyslicbDm

anpnlore liueare laxaiu, coronare. oxyphvllnm Klworthii ; Athyriara

F.if. Fraseri, auKi-nam, Hookeri.auJ I'iilwardsii ; PolypodiamcaudatUDi

;

AspleQiom murinum capitatQm and imbricatnm.

The prizes were distribnted on the 21st inst. by tbc Mayor of

Manchester, in the nnavoidablo absence of Prince Tcck. On tho

same day the HorticnUnral Congress commenced, tho Dako of Bnc-
clench, President of the Society, takinj: the chair. The first paper

read was that of Mr. Cramb, entitled " What Boil is best snited for

theprodQciion of Grapes ?" This and other papers we shall pnblish.

The following Htatvment shows the financial resalt of the Show to

have been highly satisfactory. The sums received were :

—

July 19th, Five-shilling day £99
„ tiOth, „ ., £2*0 5

., 21 St. Half-crown day £539 1 10

., 2'2nd, Shilling day £352 11 8

„ 23rd, ,.~ £286 17

„ 24th, Sixpenny day £128

£1645 15 6

In addition to the above amount, the nim of £112 was received

for tickets sold previons to tLo openiug of tho Show, and £100 from

the refreshment coutractoiE, making the total receipts £1857 15$. 6(/.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The last meeting of the season was held at Burlington Honse on

the 5th instant, Mr. F. Smith, Vice-President, in the chair. Amongst
the new books presented since the last meeting to the Society were the

poblicatiou.^ of the Royal. Linnean, and Stettin Societios, the fourth

volume of Harold A Gemminger's Catalogue of Coleoptera, and the

first part of a new periodical work on exotic Butterflies, printed in

cliromolithography bv Mr. Butler. Amongst the visitors at the meet-

ing were Professor Schiodte. of Copenhagen, and Drs. Kauf, of

Darmstadt, and Candeze, of Liege. Mr. J. J. Weir exhibited a Tick
of gigantic size, belonging to the genus Ixodes, found on a live Greek
tortoise. The Chairman mentioned an instance in which he had been

attacked by one of these insects. Mr. Barclay called the attention of

the meeting to the injuries committed on the sugar canes in the island

o£ Mauritius, by numbers of insects of the genus Coccus, known by

the inhabitants nnder the name of the " Pou hlanc." The Chairman
communicated a drawing by Mr. Ford of the beautiful luminous larva

which he had exhibited at the last meeting, and called attention to

Mr. Andrew Murray's memoir on luminous larva, recently published

in the "Proceedins^s" of the Linnean Society. He also exhibited

living specimens of Pissodes notatus from Bournemouth, and of the

field Cricket, Achata campestris, from Farnham.
"Notes on the liutomology of Adelaide," by Mr. C. A. Wilson.

These notes were of a desultory character, but amongst them the

anthor mentioned tho discovery ot the genus Xenos in South Australia,

parasitic in the bodies of wasps of the genus Paragia. Mr. Edwin
Brown sent some " Observations on Anstralian Cicindelida;." with

description of a beautiful new species captured by Mr. Du Boolay,
Tetracha Adonifi.

The Honourable T. De Grey exhibited and made some observations

on Cosmopteryx Aurichalcea, and on a dark variety of Carpocapsa
Juliana ; and Mr. Wakefield made some remarks on the insects of New
Zealand, which he aflirmed to be very few in number, and by no
means striking in their appearance. He had only obtained fonrtetu

species of Butterflies, and 250 kinds of Moths, amongst which the

common English Clear-wing Trochilium tipuUforme had been intro-

duced from this country with Currant trees. Mr. S. Stevens stated

that the fine collection of insects of the late Mr. Tnmer. M.P. for

Manchester, wonld be sold by auction in the course of the autumn.

fifteenth centary, conseoted to be the xoiBtresB of Henry, Xx>rd

Grey of Codnor. In tho remarkable will of that remarkAble
nobleman, who, in 1 lO-'i. obtained a lioenoo from the king for

the transmutation of metals, provision is made for his illegiti-

mate isaue, by Catherine, in terms which were, no donbt,

deemed unexceptionable in those days, bat which would be
deemed highly oftensive in our own. The territorial pos-
sessions of the Findernes were large : the Findemes were
High Sheritts, occasionally Rangers of Needwood Forest, and
Custodians of Tutbury Caatle, r.nd they matched with many
of the best families. Findurne, original! v erected U'r^p^/re

Edward I., and restored and enlarged at diiiercnt periods, was
in 1500 one of the quaintest and largest mansions in the mid-
lands. The present church, then the family chapel, bad rows
of monumental brasses and altar-tombs, all memorials of the
Findemes. In 1850, a pedigree research caused me to pay a
visit to the Tillage. I sought for the ancient Hall. Not a
stone remained to tell where it had stood ! I entered the
church—not a single record of a Finderne was there ! I ac-

costed a villager, hoping to glean some stray traditions of the
Findemes, 'Findemes!' said he. 'we have no Findemes
here, but we have something that once belonged to them ; we
have Findemes' flowers.' * Show me them,' I replied ; and
tho old man led me into a field which still retained faint ttaces

of terraces and foundations. * There.' said he, pointing to a

bank of ' garden flowers grown wild,' * there are the Fin-
demes' flowers, brought by Sir Geoffrey from the Holy LAnd,
and do what we will, they will never die

!

'

" Poetry mingles more with our daily life than we are apt to

acknowledge; and even to an antiquary like myself, the old

man's prose and the subject of it were the very eaaenoe d
poetry,

"For more than three hundred years the l-'indemcB have been
extinct, the mansion they had dwelt in had crumbled into dust,

the brass and marble intended to perpetuate the race had
passed away, and a little tiny flower had for ages preserved a
name and a memory, which the elaborate works of man's hand
had failed to rescue from oblivion. The moral of the incident
is as beautiful as the poetry. We often talk of • the language
of flowers,' but of the eloquence of flowers we never had such
a striking example as that presented in these flowers of Fin-
derne :

—

' Time, Time, bis withering hand hath laid
On battlement aud tower.

And where rich banners were displayed,
Now only waves a flower.*

"

BRITISH FEEXS.

FINDERNE FLOWERS.
The Findemes were Lancastrians, so when, daring the War

of the Koses, the Yorkists were ascendant, the ruin of the

Findernes was consummated, and Edward IV., in 1473, prantod
" all the manors and hereditaments within the kingdom of

England lately helonging to 'William Finderne," to Robert

Badeclifffl ; no wonder tho Eadcljiies still delight in Boses.

Burke, in liis " Vicissitudes of Families," relates as follows :

—

" The hamlet of Finderne, in the parish of Mickleover, about

four miles from Derby, was, for nine generations, the chief

residence of a family who derived their name from the place

of their patrimony. From the time of Edward I. to those of

Henry VIII.. when the male line became extinct, and the

estate passed, by the marriage of the heiress, to the Harpurs,

the house of Finderne was one of the most distinguished in

Derbyshire. Members of it had won their spurs in the

Crusades, and at Cressy, and at Agincourt. The sons were

brave and the daughters fair : one. alas ! was frail as well as

fair, and the heaviest blow that ever fell on the time- honoured

race was when Catherine Finderne, about the middle of the

Havini; lately paid a visit to Messrs. Ivery's well-known es-

tablishment at i)orking, and enjoyed the opportunity of ex-

amining their e::tensive collection, perhaps a few notes of some
, of the more recent introductions raight not be uninteresting.

Talk of florists' flowers, why we shall soon have such a variety

of our native Ferns as will put into the shade any collection of

florists' flowers that we have, and with differences so minnte,

that it would require one to be thoroughly well acquainted with

them to know their names. I am not about to give a mere
catalogue of all that are distinct and good, but only to notioe

such as are not so well known, but which are deserving a place

in any collection.

Let me take the Lady Ferns first as in duty bound, and first

of all Athyrium Filix-fiemina Girdlestoneii, a lovely variety dis-

covered by the Bev. Mr. Girdlestone, and named after him.

Nothing can be more delicately lovely than the fronds of this

exquisite Fern. The leafy part of the pinnules is wanting,

only the veinlets are present, giving it quite a skeletonised ap-

pearance : and when the fructitiotttiou appears it adds still

more to its singular beauty. Athyrium Filix-fa;mina Friselliff

nanum.—All Fern-lovers ate acquainted with the very singnlar

variety called FriseUia>, so very unlike a Lady Fern. This is a

very remarkable variety of Frisellia-, very dwarf, the fronds

not being more than a foot in length, and, instead of drooping

over as in the older variety, are Btifi and blunt-ended. Athy-

rium F.f. formoso-cristatum is one of the most elegant of many
crested forms of Lady Fern, and not only curious but really

handsome. Athyrium F.f. lanceolatum is very delicately cnt

in the fronds and pinn.x, and distinct in character, the slender

pointed form of the former marking it as distinct. AthjTirun

F.f. Iveryanum, a remarkable variety, apparently ha^•ing an

analogy with Friseliiaf and Fieldine, as it has the short stiff

fronds that mark FriseUias nanum, but with the peculiar forked
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form of the pinnff of Fieldise. It is dwaif in habit, and very

stiff. Athyrium F.f. plumoaum (Axminster var.), ia one of the

most lovely, if not positively the most so, of all the Lady Ferna.

It dlSers from the ordinary variety of plumoenm in being still

more feathery and light, and when seen in large plants, as I

saw it at Mr. Ivery's, is Barpaasingly lovely.

Besides these there were, of newer kinds, Bellairsia;, Clarkiaj,

eroso-cristatnm, acopioeforme, cnrtam, and grandiceps pumilum.
The Male Fern has produced varieties not quite aa numerous

but as fine, though not, perhaps, eo delicately beautiful as the

Lady Fern. Among them I noticed Lastrea FUix-mas Ingramii,

s very beautiful form, the fronds sometimes being 3 and 4 feet

in length, while the narrow deeply-cut pinnules gave it a very

distinct appearance. Lastrea F.mas cristata angustata, a very

beautiful form of the old cristata, itself one of the very finest

Ferna we have. The fronds are narrow, the crest at the end of

the fronds being very close and crispy, while the pinnse are

also shut and closely tufted. Lastrea F.mas crispa, one of

those varieties that makes us wonder if it can really belong to

the same famiiy as the stately Male Fern of our hedges, the

fronds being only about 9 inches high, the pinna; being closely

placed together and deeply imbricated, so that it has altogether

a most crisp appearance. Then there are Lastrea Filix-mas
cristata Iveryana, cristata crispa, foliosa, &c.
But I question whether for real beauty any of our native

Ferns can vie with the varieties of Polystichnm, especially

those of the proliferum section. What more beautiful than a
well-grown plant of proliferum WoUastoni, of which I have a
plant now before me with fronds 2 and 3 feet in length? while
their being, if not altogether, at any rate very nearly evergreen,
is a great recommendation.

Of the varieties of Polystichum angulare there are Baylise
;

the fronds of this variety are of a very deep green, the pinnules
very sharp and pointed and closely set on. so as to form a very
attractive variety. Cristatum.—In this the point of each frond
terminates in a thick crispy tuft, and corresponds altogether very
much to the cristata form of Lastrea F. mas. Oxyphyllum.

—

Thefronds are very fcaly, and in Jackson's variety even more so.

It is a very beautiful variety, the stalks being slender and grace-

ful. Plumosum.—-A beautiful feathery form of Polystichum,
analogous to the plumose variety of Lady Fern, and, like it,

exceedingly graceful and beautiful. Proliferum Holeauuro.—

A

most lovely Fern, the pinnules separated somewhat widely, very
pointed. Eotundatum.—A very remarkable variety ; the fronds
being of a very dark green colour, and the outline of the pinnae
is so far rounded as to give it a very distinct appearance.
Lineare.—Dark green fronds, very spare; indeed it is very ana-
logous in the Polystiohums to Girdlestoneii in the Athyrinms.
But perhaps the most beautiful of all the new Polystichuma
is the very fine Polystichnm angulare Pateyi, discovered in
Dorsetshire by Mr. Patey, after whom it is called. The colour
of the green is h^;ht. The plant is very dense, owing to the
overlapping of the pinnae ; the pinnules being deeply incised.
It is a very rare variety, there being at present only five plants
of it in existence, and these were obtained by cutting up the
old stool. Mr. Ivery has not succeeded in inducing it to bear
spores. If it do not do so. some time must elapse before it can
be generally grown, but it is certainly one of the grandest
Ferns we have.
Besides these there are many other beantifnl forms, such as

laciniatum, laciniato-truncatum, Kitsoniie, tenue, Wakeley-
anum, and Stansfieldii.

Scolopendriums are as numerons as any ; but with the ex-
ception of a few forms, such as criapum, marginatum, and its

varieties, I do not care particularly about them. Of the Poly-
podiums, ramosnm, pulcherrimnm, acrocladon, cristatum,
bifido-lobatnm

; of Aspleniums, Harovii and incisum ; and of
Blechnnm, concinnum, heterophyllum, and imbricatum, are
distinct and curiously beautiful ; and it is impossible to pass
through this nnrsery, see pit after pit filled with these beauti-
ful plants in all stages of growth, from the tiniest little seed-
lings to the largp and magnificent plants we see at our metro-
politan shows whenever Messrs. Ivery exhibit, without being
struck with their immense variety, aiid with wonder that not
more of these lovely plants are grown. We know that the
demand for them ia great. Mr. Ivery told me of his having
sent them by the t^n weight; but they are so readily grown,
that, while each place has its fernery, it is a pity that some of
these rarer and most beautiful forma do not find a place in it.

Sitting as I am this moment, in the cool shade on this broiling
hot day, and looking on many of those which I have alluded to
above, they do indeed seem to me most lovely and deserving

of the enthusiastic praise which a real lover of Ferns bestows
on them,—D., Veal.

WINE PKESS.
On reading the instructions on " Wine Manufacture " by

• Upwards and Onwaeds," vol. xvi, page 409, he saya, " If there
were, in addition,

a large pestle and
mortar." About
ten years back I

made a pair of zinc

rollers 4 J inches in
diameter, 6 inches

long, and fluted

the whole length,

{fig. 1) ; these I

mounted in a wood
Fig, 1.—Zinc rollers, foil size, 6 inches long ; frame ( fig. 2) • to

a portion of the teeth only shown. j.^^ one in the
other, and turned by a crank handle. They are moveable

—

open or close for Rhubarb, Gooseberries, or Currants. There ia

^O, O^
'if-c'^-ki'^^^--^

FUj :J.—a, 1-inch iron screw,
16 inches loni,', worked by a
hand wheel ; 6, zinc plate.

4^ square ; c, zinc box fall of
holes ; d, wood box or easing

;

e, zinc plate full of holes : /,
pipe to convey the juice away,
and provided with a tin top ; g,

I iron rods ; h, cross bar with
screw thread for the pin a ; /,

wood block 13 inches square,
6 inches thick. The wood
legs are 2 ioches in diameter,
turned, and 14 inches long.

Fig. 2.—a. Wood frame, 2 feet high,
24 inches deep, IJ inch thick; 6. zinc
Toilers, 4^ inches in diameter, 6 inches
long ; c, iron pedestals, moveable. The
rollers are worked with a crank handle,
8i inch centre.

a hopper to fit on the top for the
Gooseberries and Currants. I also
made a small screw press (fig. 3).

With the rollers we crush in one
hour all the fruit we used to do in
three-quarters of a day. The press
takes about the same time as by
hand, or only a little less time, bnt
we obtain considerably more wine
from the same weight of frnit.

There are several wine-makers in
this town ; I lend the rollers and
press to them, and for the use some
send me a quart bottle of their

wine at the time of bottling. If

these sketches should be of any ser-

vice to " Upwaiids and Onwakds," or
should he like further information
how to make apparatus like them
—I made my own patterns and
castings, and fitted them up—

I

should be most happy to give it.

—

W. Stdttle, Tlionihurg.

THE SMAI.L TELTOW TURNIP.
Those of your readers who have travelled on the Continent,

and have been while there a little gustatory, may have observed
vary frequently the pleasant smell arising from, and the flavour

of, various soups. Both, fur the must part, are given by the

above kind of Turnip, which ia, when served up like our com-
mon Turnips, very pungent, and to us EngUsh not palatable.
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but to eonps and stews it f^xen an cxqnisite flavonr. It is like

a Carrot in ebupe, aud about Oie cize of a moderate one. Ita

seed is remarkably small, aut requires to be Ronn on tine

friable or eandy soil. I eow my crop in the middle of June,

but it may be sown in July. I do notobferve this kind of Tur-

nip in cur English seed lists. It ehould be in every garden.

—T. B.

NEW BOOK.
A] Hhtonj of OrnamenUil-foUagtd Pelarijonitims, with Practical

Bints for their Production, Propagation, and Cultivation. By
Peteb GniEVE. Second edition, enlarged. W. Blackwood
and Sons, Edinburgh aud London.

A STRU'EDLEAVED Pclaigocium, probably the same as Miller's

Variegated, was introduced from France in the year 1724, but
zone-leaved species had beeu cultivated in this country some
years previously. Pelargonium zouale was in the garden of

the Duchess of Beaufort in 1704, bo was P. peltatnm, the loaves

of which have a circular pui-ple blotch in the centre. A third

Aitioau species is described by Bay as having silvered leaves,

a fourth with a purple zone, and a fifth with golden foliage.

He also mentions the Ivy-leaved as being introduced from the

Cape of Good Hope, aud flomijbing in the Duchess of Beau-
fort's garden in 1701. We merely mention these as evidence
that ornamental-foliaged Pelargoniums were known and prized
mach earlier than is usually supposed.
We are pleased to welcome this second edition of Mr. Grieve's

book. It is full of instruction relative to its subject ; and as

evidence of its praclical character, we will make a short extract

from his directions how to raise new varieties.

*• Let a dozen or more of tbe Guest Green Zonal varieties be ob-
tained, and also a like or a smaller namber of tbe finest Gold and Silver

Variegated Zonal sorts that are to bo bad. I will suppose them to

have been all strufk from cuttings diu-ing the months of August or
September, and to be growing in pots, say, about i inches in diameter.
They must bo wintered in an ordinary greenhouse, giving the varie-

gated varieties the advantage of a shelf near to the glass ; and the
temperature of tho bouse must not be allowed to fall much below 45",

as a minimum, admittiuj; air, however, freely when tho weather will

permit. Under tliis treatment the i>lants. both green 'jluA variolated,

will continue to progress slowly during the winter mouths, and will

require to bo shifted into their flowering pots about the first week in

February. The size of the pots for tho Green Zonal varieties should
not exceed (i inches in diameter, and the same, or perhaps a size less,

will be suitable for tho variegated sorts ; Imt gi-eat care must be taken
that the pots for the latter sorts arc well drained. They will all grow,
and produce seed freely, in almost any moderately rich soil, avoiding
peat, however ; but I would recommend a soil composed principally of

rotted turf, with the addition of a portion of leaf mould or well-rotted

manure. It is better to avoid a very rich soil, as great luxuriance is

not desirable.
' After they have been repotted, let them bo well watered with a

fine rose watering-pot, and replaced as before recommended, giving

tbe variegated sorts, as being the most delicate, every possible advap-
tage in regard to position, and beeping tlio hoaso rather- close and
moist for a week or two, after which abundance of air may bo given
when tho weather is favourable ; hut at the same time, so as to avoid
anythiuj; like cold draughts. Let the plants have water only when
they really require it, and let tbe pots bo frequentlj turned round, so

that all parts of tho plant may have equally the advantage of being
exposed to the sun and light.

" Early in the month of May most of tbe plants will be in flower,

the vaiiej^ated varieties as well as tbe green-leaved sorts. They may
now be placed, in order to be operated upon, in some light and con-
venient position, such as tho frout of a greenhouse, or other light

structure. Continue to give plenty of top air ; but it will bo advisable
to keep the front lights closed, to avoid draughts, and also, to some
extent, to cxoludo insects. A day temperature of not less than 70'

will be found necessary, or, at least, most conducive to sexual develop-
meat; and at this season (June—July), this temperature can gene-
rally be maintained without the aid of 'tire beat, while, by closing tho
house somewhat early, in accordance mth the state of the weather,
the night temperature will seldom fall lower than .50 \

" Tho time may now he said to have arrived when tbe intending
cross-breeder is called upon to exercise bis judgment in tho selection
of the parents of his future seedlings ; and this is perhaps the most
important part of tho whole business.

" I have before observed that although tbe varieties of Variegated
Zonal i'elaj-goninms already in the country are exceedingly numerous,
yet comparatively few of them will, I suspect, be found to bo eligible

as bedding plants, on account of their delicaey of constitution or defi-

ciency of vital or growing power. Perhaps tho principal cause of this,

in addition to tho admitted debilitating influence of v.lriegation itself,

is the practice of selecting variegated varieties for tho seed-hearing
parent, using the green-leaved varieties only as pollen parents. With-
out wishing altogether to condemn this practice, 1 would, nevertheless,

in most InHtances, recommend a contrary procedure

—

tik,, to make the
grcan-luaved variety the seed- hearing parent, and to use the )>ollen of

tho variegated sorts, my conviction being that in tho vegetable aa in

tho animal kingdom, tho male is (generally the most actiro in stamping
the leading chamcteristics or peculiaritiefi of its nature upon the pro-

geny, wbilo the constitution of the female is generally, to flome extent,

inherited by the offspring."

LAXTON'S SUPREME PEA.
Thouoii the varieties of Peas are numerous, yot many ara bo

little distinct that I am convinced several names arc often

attached to a variety. Probably a selection of eight good kinds

is BufTicient to ensure suooessional crops throu;;bcut the season.

Laxton's Supreme should not be omitted, for I am of opinion

that its qualities are all that can be des-ired. I have now
several rows in full bearing, and nothing, as a Pea, can possibly

be stronger, healthier, aud more handsome. These were Bown
in trenches, as prepared for Celery, with nn ample supplyof
manure from an old Melon bed, only coveiing the manure with

4 inches of soil to sow the seeds in. 1 presume the plants have
overgrown themselves this season, measuring C feet in height.

They bear in profusion large fine pods containing from seren

to nine I'eaa in a pod, these being of a dark green colour, and
of excellent flivour.

—

Henky C. OfiLE, JVeluryn.

TREES INJURED BY THE WE.VTHEE—
POTATOES.

Mr- Leach, Lord Portman's gardener, called to-day (July 20th),

to see the Boscs, Strawberries, frnit trees, and Potatoes. He
gives much tho same account as Mr. Eobson (page 42). He
says the magnificent Plane trees at Bryanstone are much in-

jured, and have hardly a leaf loft. Two flue Beech trees have

died, and the Beeches generally, besides other trees, are in a

sad plight. Hs has raised a splendid second-early Potato,

called the Bryanstone Kidney, which he is going to give me.
I showed him the American Potatoes ; he admired their hanbn
and foliage. I also dng him up a tnber each of the Early Bose,

Brezee'a No. 4, and Climax. We thought Climax the best-

looking. When it came it was the worst-looking of all the

Americans. I tasted the Early Bose the same day, and
Brezee's No. 4. They are exceedingly white in flesh, and I

think will be good Potatoes, being very delicate in flavour, far

more so than the English Potatoes, but they are not so rich

as our Kidney Potatoes. Being hardly ripe, I cannot yet tell

their merits.—W. F. Eadcltffb.

CUCUMBER CULTURE.—No. 7.

The seed to raise nlants for winter fruiting ought to he sown
in the first week iu September. The plants from this sowing

will be strong and in full bearing by January or early in Febru-

ary, but a little fruit may be obtained long before this. The
plants may be raised on a dung hotbed in a house having the

proper temperature, or iu the house in which they are to be

grown. As tho general treatment has been described in pre-

vious articles, it is unnecessary to repeat it here, but there

are some points in which it differs. The plants must be potted

singlyin 3-inch pots when showing their rough leaves, and
when tho pots are full of roots shift the plants into 6-inch

pots, which are sufficiently large till the time for planting-out.

This should be done before the roots become very closely

matted round the sides. If tho plants cannot be turned out,

they should bo shifted into larger-sized pots as soon as their

present ones become full of roots, but the sooner they are

planted-out after they begin to grow freely the better.

It is a practice with many, indeed most, cultivators not to

stop the plants until the original shoot or runner is long enough
to reach the trellis. I think this gives a very slender weak
stem, and as a preventive I take out the point of the shoot at

the second joint, or immediately above the first rough leaf.

This gives a strong shoot, and if more shoots show, they are

picked out with the point of a thirp knife when little larger

thau a pin's head. A stick long enough to reach from the

surface of the soil in the pot to the trellis is placed to eaoh

plant, and to this the runner is lightly tied, and not again

stopped until it has grown two joints beyond tbe trellis ; its

point is then taken out. The shoots showing in the joints of

the future stem are taken out with the point of a knife as soon

as they appear, but allowing the leaves to remain for some time
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longer, until there are a dozen or more good leaves on the trellis

to elaborate the sap ; then the loaves on the stem may be

taken off. The shoots coming from the three highest joints

mast not be taken out, but lett to produce vines or runners for

furnishing the trellis.

When the plants are large enough to plant-out, the bed must

be prepared. It may be made the full width at once, but I

think the plants do best when only part of the width is formed

at first ; but tho drainngp, of course, is put in to the whole

width, and covered with a layer of turf, or the rougher portions

o£ the compost, not more than 3 or 3 inches thick. Alon^; the

front, next the wall dividing the bed or border from the hot-

water pipes, soil may be placed, making it 15 inches deep, for

it will settle down to" a fiot or less, and if it be 18 inches wide

at top, with a base neatly twice that width, it will b6 sufficient

at first. The plants onght not to bo turned out in the bed

until the soil be quite warmnd through, and in temperature

from 70' to 75°, though 85° will not injare the roots. The

temperature of the soil ought to be determined by aground

thermometer plunged 1 foot deep, or not less than 6 inches.

The soil most suitable for winter is formed of two parts

tntfy loam, taken off 2 or 3 Inches deep from the surface

of a pasture where the soil is neither a very light nor jet

heavy yellow or hazel loam, and thrown up in narrow ridges

alternately with fresh horse droppinga. It should bo allowed

to remain thus for six months, and when required for use it

may be chopped-np, but not sifted. To the preceding add one

part sandy turfy peat, chopping it up rather small, and mixing

it well with the loam, and a half a part of white or river sand,

well mixing the whole.

The plants should be placed about 9 inches from the edge

of the bed which is next the pipes, or the front of the house or

pit, and 3 feet apart, taking care to have the soil moist, so that

only a gentle watering will be necessary at planting to settle

the soil about the roots. In planting, do not put in the plants

deeper than where tho seed leaves were, nor make the soil very

firm, keeping between tho two extremes.

The soil should never be allowed to become so dry as to

cause the foliage to flag, still it should be rather dry before

water is given. Avoid over-watering, for if the soil ever be-

come sour and saturated the roots will perish, or become inert,

and the leaves flag when exposed to powerful sun. All water-

ing up to February should be with rain water only, and at no

less a temperature than 75°, nor exceeding 80°. In February

liquid manure may be given once or twice a-week, and always

at the above temperature, taking care not to apply the liquid

too StlODg.

The atmospheric moisture required may be supplied by
sprinkling the paths, walls, and other surfaces between 8 and
9 A.M., at neon, and at 3 or 4 p.m. This should be done from

the time of planting up to March, except in very cold weather,

when the noon syringing miy be dispensed with, and in very

dull, moist weather the morning syringing will generally be

snfScient. On very fine days the plants may be lightly syringed

oveihead early in the afternoon, when the house is closed

for the day. After February the atmosphere should be kept

very moist, and the plants sprinkled or syringed overhead in

the afternoon. It must not, however, be done with a close at-

mosphere ; abundance of moisture must be accompanied with

an abundance of air. The paths and other surfaces ought to

be kept moist—more so in fine than in dull weather, at least

the sprinklings will need to be more frequently repeated.

Ventilation must be very carefully managed, especially during
sharp frosts. A piece of wool netting should be nailed over the
openings, and care taken not to admit air in such quantities as

to suddenly cool cr dry the atmosphere, but admit it in mode-
ration, and never with the view of lowering tho temperature.
Air should be given before the thermometer rises too high, and
reduced before it falls too low. A little air ought to be left on
night as well as day, and the lights may be opened when the
temperature reaches 75°, if it is likely that sun heat will raise

it to 85° or'more, and the house may be closed at 80°, the ven-
tilation being then reduced to its minimum. Tlie true prin-

ciple of giving air is to admit it early, and progressively with
the increase of temperature, to secure a thorough change of

air with plenty of sun beat, and to close the house with as

much sun heat as possible, or consistent with the well-being
of the plants. From sun heat 90° may be permitted, air being
given when the thermometer rises to 75° if the temperature be
likely to exceed 80°. To allow the temperature to rise above
85°, and then reduce it to 80° again by air-giving, would be
wrong. Usually the more air plants have by night as well as

by day, the better they thrive. The temperature by day should

be from 70° to 75° without sun, and from 80° to 90° with sun

and air ; by night about C5°.

The evaporation troughs, which are indispensable, may be

kept full of water until February, but they may then be filled

with a solution of 1 lb. guano in twenty gallons of water. If

to this is added one peck of soot, one peck of sheep's droppings,

and ten gallons more water, we obtain an excellent liquid for

watering the paths every evening when the house is closed;

and upon a further addition of ten gallons of water, a first-

rate liquid manure is formed, suitable for watering tbo plants

once or twice a-week, but not till February arrives. The bene-

fit derived from merely wetting the floors or walls is, that along

with the moisture, ammonia is supplied to the atmosphere,

and the plants are kept healthier and more free from insects.

The temperature of the liquid used for damping the floors or

walls should never be lower than the present temperature of

the house, but, if anything, 5° higher.

It the border is not made to the full width at the time of

planting, it should be extended as the roots of the plants begin

to push through that portion first formed. Tho compost nsed

for this purpose should have been kept for some time in the

house before using it. The width of the border may be in-

creased as the roots extend, and there is one advantage in

knowing that the soil has not become sour or sodden by water-

ing before it is occupied by the roots, and that these, in conse-

quence of the gradual addition, must have pervaded every part.

If the plants thrive, the full width of border should be attained

in sis weeks. If the surface of tho border or bed become close,

and the plants begin to lose vigour, they may in March or

April, and every following month, have the surface soil re-

moved, taking it clear away as far as tho roots, and replacing

it with a layer, varying from 1 inch to IJ inch in thickness, of

turf which has been kept in alternate layers with horse drop-

pings for six months, chopping it up previous to use. The
roots near the stem, and the adventitious roots springing from

it, should be encouraged by covering them with the compost,

so as to attract them into parts more remote from the stem.

Having, as above advised, stopped the leading shoot when
two joints up the trellis, two or three shoots will .start from the

bases of the leaves. As only two are required, select the best

and train them straight up the roof, keeping them IS inches

apart. If there be no signs of their fruiting, stop them at the

sixth leaf ; this will produce laterals, one of which must be

trained as a continuation of the main shoot, tho other treated

as fruit bearers, and trained about 9 inches apart, so as not to

be overcrowded. The leaders, as well as the side shoots, will

produce fruit, and should all be stopped one joint beyond the

fruit ; but the side shoots, if a shoot is pushing from the same
joint as the fruit, ought to be shortened to that, and it will

most likely show fruit at the second or third joint. Itmnst
then have its point pinched out one joint beyond the fruit—at

the fruit if there is a shoot coming from the same joint. The
leaders must be preserved, stopping them, if not showing fruit,

when the sixth leaf is formed, so as to encourage laterals.

When the principal shoots reach the top of the trellis they

should be kept at one joint beyond the fruit, or to the fruit

joint if it have a shoot, and this until they become weak from

bearing, in which case the old principal shoots must be re-

placed by fresh ones from the bottom of the trellis, always

keeping the bottom of it well covered with young shoots for

this purpose.
Thin-out the weak shoots soon, cutting away the unfruitful

laterals and those that have become barren, so that those left

may be trained moderately thinly and regularly. Clearing away

a lot of entangled shoots should be avoided as much as pos-

sible, and the knife should not be used, except for cutting

away weak parts, but the finger and thumb should be employed

for pinching-off the points of the shoots, as the bleeding is not

so severe, and no loss of leaves is occasioned.—G. Abdey.

CUTTING DOWN YOUNG VINES TO OBTAIN
TWO GROWTHS IN ONE SEASON.

In 1865 I was anxious to prepare a quantity cf extra strong

young Vines in large pots, and not being very well off for a

place to grow them in, they were put into a Muscat-house with

a high temperature. This was after they had been shifted into

14-inoh pots. Under circumstances over which, unfortunately,

I could have no control, they were allowed to remain in tho

house till the Muscats completely covered the roof of the vinery.
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and becBme gradnally weaker and vreaker from the want of
light and air, fo that they looked more like beinu ''ent to the
rabbiafa'heap than ever becoming Vines that would bear a crop
the following year. I, however, decided to cut them down to
witLiu a bud or two of the surface of the pot, and had them
placed in a light honee with a night temperature of 70", with
15" to 20" more with pun heat by day. Water wnn epatiuRly
applied, and they very soon burst their'main buds, which, under
ordinary circumstances, would not have moved till the following
year. They came away with amazing vigour, and made mag-
nificent Vines 10 feet long—the strongest I ever Lad under my
care.

This season, on the 1 Cth of March, I planted a house of Muscats,
and the last week of May, after thev had made fine growths
Sand ',1 feet long, these were cut down as described above. They
likewise soon burst their main buds, and are now twice as stronfj
as they were when of the same length in their first growth. And
where Vines planted one -year are required to yield the finest
possible crop the year following. I would strongly recommend
this two-growtbs-in-onc-season system aa one that will produce
a more vigorous Vine of a given length than if allowed to grow
on at fir.'t.

AH gardeners who have had the charge of Vines can scarcely
fail to have observed how very strongly a Vine in a green un-
ripened state, when growing vigorously, bursts its main buds
vben the laterals are closely stopped : and the same increase of
dimensions takes place when a young Vine is cut down as I have
described. It is necessary, however, in order to get sposon
snfucient to ripen the second growth thoroughly, that the Vines
be planted in March, and that the cultivator have a good com-
mand of heat, in the case of Muscats especially.—D. THOjrsos
(Tlie Gardener.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Mb. Ambroise VEitscnAFFELT, OF Obknt, baa dipposed of bis

horticnltural establishmeut, including bis periodical " L'lllus-
tration Horticole," to Mr. J. Linden of Brussels. Letters to
the establishment are in future to be directed to " M. P. Gloner,
Director of the Establishment of A. Vcrschaffelt, Euede Chanme,
Ghent."

It is our great pleasure to record that the eminent
services rendered by Mr. .Tohn Sn/iw, cf Manchester, at the
Boyal Horticultural Society's Show, have been acknowledged in
a way which reflects credit rn the Council, they having elected
Mr. Shaw a Forty-Guinea life Fellow of the Society.

The horticultural world will learn with great regret the
decease of Me. John' Bevav WnirrNn, one of the best of our
English gardeners, whose quiet unobtrusive manner and pro-
fessional skill secured for him an amount of general esteem
which it is the lot of bnt few men to enjoy. Mr. Whiting was,
we believe, a native of Devonshire, and for some time was one
of the foremen in the Horticultural Society's Garden at Chis-
wick

;
and from there he went as gardener to the Earl of

Tyrconnel, at Kipling Hall, Yorkshire. It is, however, with
the gardens of the Deepdene, near Dorking, that his name is
more particularly connected, for there he remained till within
a month before his death, a period of nearlv thirty vears. He
was a contributor to London's " Gardenet'sJIagazine." and to
the Garihih'rs' dirntiiclc from the commencement ; he likewise
furnished cultural instructions in some of Mrs. Loudon's works
on gardening. He was a member of the Fruit Committee of
the Eoyal Horticultural Society, and frequently attended and
exhibited at their meetings. Mr. Whiting, who never in his
later years enjoyed robust health, died on the 19th inst., at the
residence of his son, near Hereford. : ,

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAnPEN.

Cleaf. away h.iulm, stumps, and the refuse of crops directly
they are over, and if there is no immediate use for the ground,
dig it up to remain tilt wanted. At this season, however, there
18 seldom ground to spare, for it should be rememliered that
the supply for much of the next winter and spring will depend
on the diligence now shown in planting out as large a number
aa possible of those kinds of vegetables most likely to be in
demand at that time. To forward this, Polntncs and other
crops soon coming off may be interlined wiih any kind of
Broccolis or Winter Grecm ; but where sufficient room cannot

thus be obtained, a quantity may be planted 1 foot apart nntil

gronnd is afforded them hv the removal o( otbcr crops, when
the whole mav be a?ain planted at proper distances, or every
other row, and each alternate plant of the remainder removed
to vacant ground. The above mode will answer well where
ground is limited, more particularly with those kinds coming
into use in spring. Pay strict attention to the requirements
of growing crops.

FBDIT OAUDF.N.

The summer pruning and nailing-in of the present year's

wood will require following up, as the late favourable weather
has caused an increased growth of midsummer-wood, which
may remain for a short time ; and it is also probable that
some of the fororight shoots which were stopped earlier may
again break. When this is the case, it will be better to wait
for a week or two, when the growth becomes less active, before
stopping or cutting-back is resorted to. Those trees which
had their breastwood loosely tied-in may now have the sheets
cut back to two or three eyes, beginning with the least vigorous
trees first, as they will be least likely to start, and allowing the
stronger kinds to remain until their growth has so far ceased
as to preclude all danger of their breaking, which would prevent
the formation of fruit-buds from the remaining eyes. Where

I
time will permit, thinning the wood of this year's growth in

j

the case of Currants. Gooseberries, and llaspherriefl will be
found beneficial, leaving only sufiicient to furnish next year's

I

crop. A portion of the Gooseberry and Currant bushes should

I

be matted-up, or protected in some way from the ravages of

wasps and birds, for autumn use.

I FLOWER GAr.nEN.

j

The flower garden will now be in its greatest beauty, and every

I
means must be taken to keep turf, gravel, and edgings of all

kinds in the neatest order, that there may be no drawback to

I the general appearance of the whole. Fork the ground slightly

j

around Dnhlias, and mulch the surface with very rotten

manure; water plentifully every evening when the weather is

dry, taking care that the laterals are well staked out, and every

means taken to entrap earwij^s and other injurious vermin.
Look over the faded blooms of Pinks, extract the petals from
the pods, for should rain set in these decayed petals will act

prejudicially by retaining moisture round the lower part,

causing decay and consequent destruction. We expect a capital

seed season. Booted cuttings of Pansies for making-up the
autumnal beds will now be almost, if not quite ready ; it will,

therefore, be necessary to prepare the beds for their reception.

In doing this it is absolutely necessary that wireworms should
be caught, as these pernicious insects are as destructive amongst
young Pansies as they are to Carnation layers ; the compost
should, Ihorefore, have repeated turnings. Throw out the soil

. from the Tulip-bed on the paths, so that the soil may sweeten
before being returned.

OREESHOUSE AND CONSBUVATORY.
I 1 have previously mentioned the advantage derived from
giving plants some kind of rest after blooming, to restore their

exhausted energies, and to enable them to make a vigorous

; start when the new growth commences. At this season, green-

house plants which have finished blooming should have a

i
comparatively cool temperature, which is nowhere better ob-

tained than in a bouse with a north aspect. I may state

j

further, that for growing delicate-leaved plants throughout the
summer, houses having a north or north-east aspect are to

be preferred, while for the purpose of retarding plants, or for

preserving them in bloom, they are indispensable. Such
plants, therefore, as Epacrises, Leschenaultias, Pimeleas,
Aphelexes, and others of similar habit, which have been kept
for late blooming, and are now over, should be placed in a
house of the above description, or in deep frames with the
sashes turned towards the north, the old blooms being first

picked-off ; here, by gently syringing once or twice daily, the
plants may remain till a new growth commences, when any
pruning they may requira may bo given them, and they may
afterwards he placed in more favourable positions for ripening
thoir wood. Camellias, whenever the young wood shows signs

of ripening, may be removed to the open air ; a situation

shaded from the mid-day sun, and sheltered from high winds,
should be seemed for them. Be careful to place them on a
dry bottom to prevent the possibility of worms getting into the
pots. Chinese Azaleas, which are equally forward in their

growth, and have formed their next-year's flower buds, may
likewise be turned out : unlike Camellias, the latter require

fall exposure to sun and air, and should be placed in an open
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situation that their wood may become tboronghly matnred ; it

will, however, jierhaps be neeeisary to place them for a week

or two in a partly-shaded situation to harden their foliage sufli-

oiently to bear the full snn, or else the sudden change from a

house to bright Bunshiue might cause their leaves to turn

brown and burn. Orange trees when too full of bloom should

have the flowers thinned out. They are always in request,

either for drying or distilling. The young fruit, when too

thickly set, should likewise have a thinning, as a few will be

anflicient to remain. To produce dark glossy leaves, water

with clear soot water.
STOVE.

A number of Orchids will by this time have made their

growth, and may be gradually removed to a drier and cooler

atmosphere. Those which continue growing must have the

syringe two or three times a-day, and a humid atmosphere

maintained by well watering every vacant part of the intorior.

At the same time, the material in which plants on blocks or

suspended in baskets are growing should be frequently snaked

to completely moisten it. Some young plants, which it is

desirable to lose no time with, may again have a shift, if potted

as above. They have had a short rest since the spring growth
was completed.

COLD PITS.

Tho stock here will probably require re-arrangement. Any of

the specimens which require more pot room should be shifted

as soon as possible, taking care to have the ball moi«t, and
keeping the atmosphere rather closer and moister by spiinkling

the plants overhead for a fortnight after potting. Let the

young shoots be tied before they begin to fall about, crowd,

and injure each other. Cut down Pelargot iums as soon as the

wood is properly hardened, and keep tbem very sparingly sup-

plied with water at the roots until they start into growth, but
sprinkle them frequently overhead, as it will cause them to

break more strongly. Continue to pot Cinerarias as strong
Buckers can be obtained, placing them in a close cold frame
until they become established in their pots.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN OAEDEN.

With such a week of scorching weather, and little or no
signs cf rains (the thundershowers having refused to come),
planting was out of the question, except where abundance of
water and shading was at command. Even sowing would be
of little use, unless the ground had been previously moistened,
or the seeds treated as stated lately for the earliest Cabbages.
Made successional sowings cf Cabbages, Endive, Lettuce, Tur-
nips, and Radishes. Ere long we shall prepare apiece for autumn
sowings of Onions and Spinach. Winter Onions, which have
not suffered from the drought, had their necks bent down some
time ago, and are now approaching maturity. Autumn sowing
is, in general, the only plan in our variable climate of obtain-
ing bulbs equal in size to the largest imported ones. Our fine
bed or quarter of spring-sown Onions is holding on well, but
unless we have rain soon the bulbs will be small, as we cannot
water them. Could wo have conducted a water tub along the
rows some weeks ago, the Onions would have been magnificent.
Our last-year's summer crop, though sound and keeping well,
were deficient in size of bulb, owing to the excessive drought.
Even yet a good rain would help to swell our Onions consider-
ably, as the tops are still of a bright fresh green.

Instead of planting out, we have shaded beds of Lettuce,
Endive, Cabbage, Coleworts, and Cauliflower with branches of
trees, and a great part of our work has been watering suooes-
Bions of Peas, Beans, and Cauhflowers where it was most
needed, mulching the ground, or turning over what mulching
was there, immediately afterwards. Muleliing is the most
effective and safest plan when the covering is broken often
enough in proportion to its thickness.
To save watering, and prtvent the plants running to seed, we

have put a few green branches among the beds of Celery. Any-
thing does for this purpose. A branch of a deciduous tree or
shrub is quite as good as an evergreen, as the leaves hang on
when withered. This shading is most needed for fresh-planted
rows and beds. A few branches will save many a pailful of
water. In some cases we have strewed a little litter and short
grass among the plants to prevent excessive evaporation from
the soil. Where the plants are large enough, a little dry earth
from the sides, scattered over the soil an hour or so after
watering, would be equally effectual ; but, for reasons frequently

given, we do not approve of doing what may be called earthing-

up early Celery until three weeks or a month before it is

wanted, chiefly because the bit-by-bit earthing-up system is

oae of the best means of securing diyness at the roots when,
in sunny weather, there is a copious evaporation going on from
the foliage.

In warm places a last sowing may still be made of early

Peaa to come in late, as Carter's Early, Dickson's Early,

Sutton's Eiugleader, &c. Talking of Peas, we saw at Luton
Hoo the other day, a splendid row of Laxton's Supreme, a fine

green Marrow of excellent quality, of moderately quick growth,

an abundant bearer, and coming in early—about the same time
as McLean's Advancer, which is also an excellent early Pea
with the Marrow flavour. Next to it was a fine row of Laxton's
Prolific, also a good Pea, but there seemed to us to be more
than one variety in the row, and we could not, therefore, speak
so confidently. We have tried in our time to save seeds of

favourite Peas true, and we know how difficult it is to do so,

unless a good piece is appropriated to one variety and the Peas
c^.refully looked over, and every intruder, or even every inferior

or sickly plant, at once removed. One reason why we must
have new varieties is, that from mixing and sowing somewhat
indiFcriminately, the old ones lose iu time their distinctive

qualities. There is one exception to this, so far as we know, and
it is Knight's Dwarf White Marrow Pea. This at the present

day is rather a small Pea, but there is hardly a sweeter one in

existence, and in small gardens it is very suitable, as it seldom
grows above 4 feet in height, and generally yields a mass of

Peas from the ground upwards. We generally grow a little of

it, and it seems always to be true, though we obtain the seed

from the trade ; we can safely recommend it to everyone

who has a taste for high quality, instead of mere size of Pea.

For a large Pea, we grew Jeyes's Conqueror largely for years.

It is synonymous with the Ne Plus Ultra, and a splendid large

green Pea, so good that several cooks have told us, that the

addition of a little sugar, so improving to other Peas, spoiled

it. It is, however, a tall grower even with stopping, reaching

with us to from 7 to 9 feet ; this is a great drawback, and
though we have not given it up, it has made us fall back more
on such kinds as Teitch's Perfection and the Dwarf Mammoth
Pea. The latter grows with us about 3 feet high, and for

size and flavour is a fine autumn Pea, but it must have good
soil and plenty of moisture. Ours failed from dryness last

season, but we have had it fine in September and the first

week of October. We think we have told the tale before, but
it will bear repeating. One of the best judges of a thoroughly

good Pea we ever knew, came to us and said, " Why, I am sur-

prised you should send such huge old Peas to my table."
" Did you taste them ? " " Not I, the sight was quite sufii-

cient for me." It was only by bringing pods, and showing that

the large Peas were like marrow or butter for softness, that he
could see that for once be had made a great mistake. This,

no doubt, was partly owing to the fact, that there had dined

with him some gentlemen who told us that they had partaken

the night before of small young Peas in London, obtained, as

they found out, by the legitimate process of shelling and
riddling, at Covent Garden, thus keeping all the large ones

out. Some have even told us that such riddled, skinny Peas

were really very good when well cooked. We know pretty well

what London Peas are, obtained from sacks in the market, after

being heated, and shelled and riddled, and can say without

presumption, that those who have partaken of such Peas only,

know nothing of the exquisite flavour Peas yield when, even

without additions, they are dressed almost immediately after

gathering. When they must be sent to a distance. Peas ought

always to travel in thin layers, so as neither to be dried nor

heated.

Blade a last sowing of Dwarf Kidney Beans in an earth pit,

so that we can give a little protection late in autumn. By this

means the out-door crop is much prolonged.

Owing to scarcity of room, we bad planted a bed of Cole-

worts iu one of the earth pits outside the walls, which was de-

voted in spiing to such bedding plants as Calceolarias. We
had previously run a piece of 2-feet wire netting round the

space of ground, which would help to keep off rabbits. We
knew there were grass mice about, which are difficult to exter-

minate. The first night half of the plants were cut down.

It is singular, that there were beds of younger plants of

Coleworts and Cauliflower a little distance off, which were

entirely untouched, and the banks in that pit were riddled with

mouse holes. The plantation was filled up, and the next morn-
ing no doubt could be left as to the intruders, for many of the
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tops and separate leaves had been carried to, and partly dragged
into the holes. Wo had tritd poisoned pellets dropped into
the holes, so that uothing else could get at the bread, but with-

out any apparent Hdvantoge. Not wishing to ba conquired wh
filled up tho pliinti'.tion nfrfsb, dropped a Pi>r(lon of tar u!l

rsnnd the bed, and let a little fall into every mouse hole in.l

rnn we conlJ see, nud not a plant has been touched since. Wo
qnastiou if the plants have thriven any tho worse Oiving to the
taint of tar that meets you as you go ueur the place. Re-
member, however, thi\t the fumes of tnr wonld kill snythinj
growing in a confined atmosphere. Uice, like rats, are very
cleanly animals ; tho smaliest speck of tar on their fur would
be to them most annoying. Ba the cause what it may, the tar

has saved our plants. Where wireworm abounds, we know
of no better means for driving it away than spiiukling tho
ground with tar by means of a brash in winter, when the land
is in a state of rest. Long before spring tho tar will hive be-
come mild enough to do no harm. lUts will soon shift their

quarters if tar be placed in their holes and runs. Only tar and
feather a mt, and the whole community in the neighbonrhood
will take the hint and be off. This will not, however, prevent
a fresh colony pacing you a visit.

rr.CII UAEDEN.
Our Currants have been rather injured by honeydew, and

attendant insects, the first the result of the excessive heat and
dryness. After some of our hottest dajs we have had a light

screen of clouds at night, which has prevented tho deposition i

of dew, so much so, that early in the morning thero was not
enough to damp a satin slipper. We are told by several con-
versant with tropical climates, that this rarely happens there,

as the cloudless sun by day is followed by tho cloudless stars

by night, and, consequently, by a plentiful deposition of dew,
which greatly refreshes vegetation, and enables it to meet the
exhausting effects of the fierce sun heat. We have always
noticed that in such weather as last week, all vegetation seemed
to be much exhausted when the bright day was succeeded by a
thinly clouded night, the clouds though thin being sufScient
to prevent free ra.diation. Si much was this the case, that in
a particular place where we wished to use the scythe, we could
not out with advantage on several mornings, the grass was so
dry, and being rather thin it would not well stand the weight
of the scythe ; we therefore made a compromise, and swept off

the heads of Daisies and Bents with tho daisy knife, leaving
the place green, but not so short as we wished.
We have layered a good many Stravrtierry runners in pots

for forcing, but find that owing to tho dryness, good runners
are scarcer than usual. Oar Black Prince, from which we had
a good supply of fruit, is now quite flagged, and if we keep it

alive we must contrive to water it. We find this hard Straw-
berry most valuable for preserving, but it is of all others that
we know tho most sensitive to drought. Wo used to grow Straw-
berries which pleased us, when we had loss space for our
limited amount of water, but now there are so many crops de-
manding it, that the Strawberries have not had their due share,

and though we mulched, itc, both this season and lost, we
shall neither have the quantity nor the quality we used to have
with comparatively little trouble.

Unfortunately we find that honeydew and green fly are be-
ginning on our rinms and other trees, and wo shall give them
a good washing with clear lime and soot water to prevent the
evil going farther. JIulched the pots in orchard houses to save
watering, thinned the Grapes there, gave more air to the late

vinery, and proceeded with stopping and removing shoots from
fruit trees. Except the Plums and Currants aUuded to, the
trees are remarkably free from insect attacks this season. If

clean water were abundant, we would wash Peach and other
trees against walls in tho afternoons of these hot days. Ours,
for the most part, must do without this washing ; for the water
which as yet we can obtain is too muddy for syringing purposes.

CENAMENTAL DEPAllTMENT.
The weather has been very trying for Roses. Without water-

ing and mulching, it is scarcely possible to keep up successions

of bloom. A little nnldcw and honeydew have appeared among
them, and some flowers of sulphur will be the best remedy for

the mildew. For the honeydew nothing is better than syring-

ing with clear soot water at night, drawing the fingers along

where the insects congregate, and following in the morning
with clean water. We find that such simple remedies are quite

as effectual as many costly mixtures. Clear soft soap water is

also good, but it must be clear enough to leave no mark of soap
on the leaves. This is easily obtained by mixing up the soap

with warm water, and allowing it to stand some lionrs previous
to use, so as to leave the seiHnient untonched. We lisve lately
had pillarn and arches of Itoses nnd Honeysuckles generally
very bcuulifnl, but they are now infe'tel with honeydew anil
aphis, but where we cannot use the enr;ini>«r ''« syririe freely.
Those attacks w8 r.ttributo to our im "

- ""ik the roots,
and to the scorching snn. With a rb Iierwe shall
have less trouble in making t!)" '

' "^ ' '^ not
like the idea of brH.=hing and wn
On the principle of what was F ist

let the lawn alone, except switehiny i', over with i ife

to cut down a Bent, Daisy, or Plantain. It is sti ly

green, but a close shaving v;ith the machine would j nu help
to brown it nnder such a snn.

Pillar lioses h.ive been deprived of their fndir" '" "'•' <>nd
Holhhoeks, herbaceous plants. Dahlias, 4rc., rpi:-- -a-

tered when w.iter could not bo done without. H.'; i«t

take their chance, and as yet show little signs of sui.eting. We
were obliged to water Calceolarias and Verl)ena8, and we slightly
mulched the scnrlet Pelargonium", \Ui;ch we hope for some
time will mnke them indf|)ondent of watering. Rearranged
plants in coriidors and in the conservator?, as, owing to paint-
ing. &c., they were a little disordered. Thinned-out Passion-
flowers in the conservatory, as they were becar.iiug too den«e
for the pbnts beneath them. Scarlet Pelargoniums of many
varieties, Fuchsia'?, Heliotropes, large flowered Pelargoniums,
Goleuses, and Ef-piotias weio what we chiufly depended on for
fresh plants ; and the Pelargoniums and othnr plants taken
out will be exposed to tho snn fir a short time, to harden
and ripen them before pruning Ihcra. The first and second
lots have been already pruued, and this brings on a general
succession in different stages natr.rolly, as the first lot are
nicely bi-oken, and may be repotted shortly. Many Pelargo-
niums have been repotted for autumn display, and the yonngest-
strnck will be potted to succeed them. Scarlet Pelargoniums
potted now, and intended to bloom in winter, ehould not be
allowed to flower at present.

It is still time enough to sow annuals forlate-antumn-bloom-
ing. Such as Sweet Alyssum, Candytufts, Collineias, Nemo-
philas, itc, were last year useful to us for cutting up to Christ-

mas. Wallflowers to bloom in winter, should also be potted.

Almost all kinds of Pelargoniums fresh potted will do better in

a shady place out of doors for two mouths hence than under
glass. Worms, however, are apt to enter at the hole in the
bottom of the pot. The simplest plan to prevent this is to nse
a good-sized crock, with the convex side over the bole in the
pot, and with drainage over it. This will allow water to pass,

bat pr .
. ut the smallest worm entering.—K. V.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—July 28.

Increasing snpplies and n falling mnT)tct, tlie jmportntione from Frnnoo
nnd tha Chnnnel l^liui(.Is being unusuAlly heavy. All the bti»b froit, how-
ever, comiiand a fair price, beiDg of excellcat fjtiality this season.
Strawberiiea flora tho Valley of the Thames are over, but an eseellen!
aupply has been fornisbed from Kent.

Apples Vj sieve 2
Apricots doz. 3
Cherries lb.

Cheatnuts. ... hnshel
Currants % sicTe 4

Black do. 5
Figs doz. 6
Filberts lb.

Cobi lb. 1
Gooseberrios . . qnnrt
Orapes, Hothouse . lb. 2
Lemons 100 10

d. B.

OtoO
a

FRUIT,
d

1

4 6
ti U
10

1 6
6

14

B.

Melons caeh
Nectarines doz. 6
Oranges 100 10
Peaches doz. 13
Pears tdcasert) .. doa. 2
PiDo Apples lb. 3
Plums Ja sieve
Quinces dox.
Raspberries lb.

Strnwberries .... lb. 1

Walnuts bushel 10
do 100 1

d. 9.

Oto 5
10

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney \ eieve
Beet, Hod doz.
Hroccoli bundle
BruH. Sprouts Ja sieve
Cbbbago doz.

Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
CauliAower doz.

Celery bundlo
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.

Kennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bnudlo

VEG
d. B.

a Oto

6

6
5
S

2

ETABLE3.
d

Leeks bunch
Lettuce scoro
Mushrooms pottle

5 ' MuBtd.& Cress.punnet
,
Onions.. doz. bunches

\

Parsley sieve
2 Parsnips doz.

Peas quart
1 Potatoes bushel
G Kidney.... ditto

2 I Ttadiishcs doz.bunches
1 6 Kbubarb bundlo

Shallotd lb.

Spinach bushel
Touialoes doz.
Turnips bunch

6 Veget. Marrows, -doz.

d. 8. li

4to0 6

6
6
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• .• We reqneBt that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By bo doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications ehonld therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
, . • 4i

We also request that oorrespondenta will not mis up on tue

same sheet questiona relating to Gardening and those on

Poultry and Beo subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on

separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many quebtiona must remain unanswered until nest

week.

TwENTY-FiTE EoEEB FOR YoRMHiHr [Emma).—" Buy these on Sfeet

standardB, and plant in NoTCmber. I have put, as wisheij, every third

Rose blush, white, or vellow. 1, Charles I.efebvre, cnmEon ; 2, Madume
CUmence Joigneaax. rosy red ; 3, Gloirc de Dijon, orange yellow ; 4, Pnnce

Camille de Rohan, maroon ; G, Barouno Prevost, rose ; 6, Barouno de

Mavnard, white ; 7, Madame Victor Verdier, brilliant red ; 8, Dr. Jamain,

maroon ; 9, MarguerUo de St. Amand, blush ; 10, Lady Snffield, rosy pur-

pUsh crimson ; U, Dr. Andry, crimson ; 12. Triomphe de Rennes, yellow
;

13, Alfred Colomb, brisht rod ; 14. W. Griffiths, salmon pink ; 16, Caroline

de Sansal, blush ; 16, Dae de Cases, purplj crimson ; 17, Jules Itfargottm,

bright light crimson ; 18. CtUue Porestior, yellow; 19, Marichal Vaillnnt,

pm-plish red; 20, John Hopper, liubt rosy crimson; 21, Madame Alfred de

Ronsemont, white : 22, Madame Boutin, crimson ; 23, John Keynes, red,

maroon shaded ; 24, MarKu^rito Bonnet, fleshy white; 23, Maurice Ber-

nardin, vermilion crimson. I do not recommend Briar standard Eoses,

unless the soil is rich and unctuous. I know the above Rosea chiefly on

the Manetti stock, which is the beet stock for light and inferior soils. I

do not recommend Tea Roses out of doors for Yorkshire. Instead of those

yon name buy the followiue, they urc !he cream—Devoniensis, Souvenir

d'Elise, Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame Willermoz, and the new Rose Adri-

enne Christophle. The h.irdicst Tea Rose known is Sombreuil. It is a

fine white Rose, but it is not so Kond a. flower as Madame Willermoz.

Soeur des Angea and Duchesse d'Orleans aro beautiful blush Roses, and

do well on the Manetti stock here ; but I doubt their doing well, especially

on a Briar, so far north as Yorkshire.—W. F. Radolvffe."

HVBRn) PEBPETD.\r. R.)8E8 AT Dalston (G. B.).—Tho following will

succeed in your neiuhbnurhood:—Anna Alexieff, Baronne Prevost,

AuRuBte Mie, Beautv of Wnltham, Cbarlea Lefebvre, Comtesse de Cha-

briUant. (Jincral Jacqueminot, John Hopper, Victor Verdier, Jules Mar-

gottin, King's Acre, Lord Clyde, Prince Camille de Rohan, Princess Mary
of Cambridue, and .'senatenr Vaisse. They would all do better for your

purpose on their own roots, and good plants may he had at \^s. per dozen.

KoSEs NEAR Manchester [Young Amateur).—" As your land is light

and sandy, procure your Roses on tho ManeHi stock. Mis plenty of tho-

roughly decayed dung with tho aoil. Of course, in such hot dry weather
aa the present, you must water them copiously at tho roots and over tho

foliage. When Roses ar:> coming into bloom a canvas shelter against the

snn would be highly advantaceoaa. All Roses intended for eihibilion

shoula be shaded" and their blossoms kept dry. Both the Cloth of Gold
and Marfchal Kiel are gfner.\lly mot universally) better suited for cul-

ture under glass than outt^ide of it. When you plant your Manetti Koscs,

cover the colliir of the bud with at least 2 inches of soil. Tread the earth

close to the stock.—W. F. RAncLYPFE."

Roses Suitable for Fiixars (P. E.).—" The best autumnal Roses suit-

able for veran'iah pillars 14 or 15 feet high, and having yellow, dark, and
hght'Coloured flowers, are

—

Yellov, Celine Forestier, Triomphe de Rennes,
and Gloire de Dijon. Dark, Due do Cazes, Prince Camille de Rohan, and
Empcreur de Maroc; it is doui^tful whether either of these Puises would
grow that height, Due de Cazes :nigiit reach it. Light Ptoses, Acidalie,

white (Bourbon) ; Baroni'^ Prevost, or -\nna Alexiefl", both rose-coloured;
and Jules Margottin, cerise, or Charles Lefebvre, variable crimson. The
loftiest dark hose is brederiok II. (Hybrid China); but it only gives

one scries of flowers.—W. F. Radclyffe."

Goose Grass {Forenauifhln).—It is commonly called Cleavers, because
its seed vessels, covered with small hooks, cleave to the coats of animais
and the dresses which come in contact with them. It is the Galium
aperine of botanists, and you must consult some work on British plants.

It is common in hedgerows where the soil is moist. Children pass its

rough stems over their tongues to cause a slight bleeding.

Deep Well {Old Soldier).—There would be no diiiiculty to prevent
your raising water by means of a forcing-pump, and distributing it over
your garden by tubes, but you must consult some pump-fitter in your
neighbourhood. We cannot form any opinion as to the expense.

Spanish Plants {An Amateur).—We know of no other method for
affecting your pur^iose than advertising.

SoiviSG Carnation Seed (P. R. IT.).—The best time to sow the seed is

spring, so that good plants may be obtained before autumn, transplantiug
them when large enough to handle, and again before autumn. Let them
have a bed in a sheltered situation, allowing 1 foot between the plants.
The seeds should bo sown in a pan or pot, and to ensure their speedy
germination they may be placed in a gentle hotbed. When the plants
appear the pot should bo placed near the glass, and air given freely, so
as to keep the plants from becoming drawn up and weak. You may,
however, new sow the seeds in a cold frame or in the open ground,
covering them with a hand-glass, and if they be pricked off when largo
enough, and planted out next April, they may flower late next year.
The Lobelia reached us in so withered a condition, that we could form
no judgment upon it, except tbat it is white and blue. Good specimens
should be sent packed in damp moss.

Choice of Strawberrv Runners (C. J.).—We can assign no scientific
reasons why tho second runner from a Strawberrv plant should he most
productive, further than this, that the extreme of fruitlulneas and the

extreme of luxuriant growth are generally opposed to each other, and
there can bo little doubt that the first runner is the strongest and most
luxuriant. We have been at such trouble and cost in seasons like the

present to obtain runners, that we take all we can, but wo found a difler-

once when we kept them distinct. A fact is not less a fact, though we
be unable to assign tho " why."

Conservatory Arranoement (B. B. B ).—Considering you have no
other house in which to bring plants on, we doubt if you can do better

than keep the stage, and devote the north waU to Ferns ; but you may
set the plants thinner on the stage, and thus have larger plants. For

mere ornamental display, the best plan would be to do awny with the

uniformity of the stage, and have baskets or vases in tho house, with

walking space round them. We bave seen small stages thus used with

good effect, so that you could walk round them. Even with a common
stage you cm make great variety by the arrangement of the plants, so as

to produce a fresh appearance every week or fortnight.

Ventilating a Greenhouse (H. S.).—We see no reason why your

house should not answer very well. There will be plenty of sun for tke

generahty of greenhouse plants if you do not use much heat in winter,

but merely do a little mora than exclude frost. As regards ventilation,

opening half of the squares at top will be enough if you can open the

four sashes in front. Tho best nlan for tho top ventilators would bo to

have them all connected with a rod and rachet, and then you might have

all moveable. Tho simplest mode would be to have each ventilator pivot-

hung, and opened and shut with a cord. Tho simplest plan for the froBt

sashes would bo to hinge them at the top to open outwards, with a

small flat bar of iron attached, with holes every 2 or 3 inches in it to fit

into a stud of iron inside the sill of the sash. If numbers of plants were

your obi-ct, and a good show besides, then we would have a 2-feet shelf

round the front and ends, a 2.1-feet path, a flat trelUscd stage 4.1 feet

wide, and 3 feet from the floor. This, with a 2J-fe6t path, would give a

base of 4 feet for a steep stage against the back wall, the upper shelf

goiu" to within 2 or 3 feet of the top. This would hold an immense
number of plants with narrow s>-olves. The front shelf should be lower

than tho centre stage. You could have four Vines in the house, planted

inside against the back wall, and trained down the roof. Of course, with

the stage referred to, the Vines would do no good before they reached the

roof. Without the stage good Grapes could be obtained on the back wall

if the roof were not too much covered. With the high stage there, the

best place for the Vines would be a border outside the house in front, or

inside in front if more convenient. The heating with gas will do if no

gas fumes enter, and the opening of the dining-room window on a cold

night, after there has been a comfortable fire there, will do much. In-

deed, tbat window would do much to equalise the heat of the dining-

room and the heat of the greenhouse.

Japanese Quince (C. P.).—It is tho Cydonia, or Pyrus japonica, so

common in our flower gardens.

Grapes Diseased (Oafciooori).—We are quite at a logs to account for

the parboiled appearance of the berries of the Lady Downe's Grape as

they reached us, and more especially as the Viues are so healthy, and the

Grapes on other Vines not at all touched. We can do nothing but suggest

looking at the glass over these two Vines, and seeing if there are burning

spots.

Mildew on Grapes (A Constant Subscriber).—Thin them at once, and
cover them thoroughly with flowers of sulphur. Wo have a plateful of

the sulphm- under each bunch, and bathe the berries, as it were, in it.

Storing Anemones (A Conitant Beader).—Vre are unable to say how
long they may remain unplanted ; but as you have had them out of the

ground for two years, and in following years they have flowered well, we
think it likely they would retain their vtality for many years. Every

cultivator knows how apt the Anemone is to commence growth imme-
diately after maturation, and that tendency is often a source of anxiety

to the grower. His aim is to secure for the tubers a season of perfect

rest, but not to make it too long he plants in October, and at the end of

January or hcjnnning of Februurv. or as soon afterwards as the weather

and state of the ground permit. Keeping tho tubers out of the ground

beyond that time we consider iujurioua to the succeeding year's growth

and bloom. The tubers should be kept in sand dried in an oven, and

packed in a box so that no two touch. It should be placed m a cool very

dry room.

Surface of Pond Green (E. H.).—Yon have not a sufficient number
of waterfowl, otherwise thev would keep the surface clear. A pair of

swans would, no doubt, serve you better than anything else. In the

meantime you may with a dry deal spar, and a rope tied to each end, tree

tho surface of the greenness by drawing the spar gently towards one side,

and then backwards. Tho vegetation can be cleared from the spar and

sides of the pond.

Ants to Destroy (ATeic Forest).—Tilix some arsenic with treacle, spread

it thinly on pieces of glass or earthenware, and lay them near the nests.

You will soon be rid of the ants.

Cedar of Lebanon (.4ji Old Subscriber).—Thfi Cedar of Lebanon and

all the Fir tribe succeed on chalk. Plants from 4 to 6 feet in height may
be safely moved if frequently transplanted and finally removed with a

good ball ; ineeed, they are rather diflicult to transplant unless a good

ball be preserved. We know some Cedars of Lebanon upwards of 60 feet

high on a chalky soil.

Strawberries (wnniifcl-).-We cannot recommend nurserymen.
_
Any

of the nurserymen who advertise in our columns could supply the Vicom-

tesse HiTicart de Thury. Wo have so many applications about this variety,

that we think any nurseryman having a stock would be repaid if he adver-

tised it.

Errata.-In tho article on the loss of the Peach crop in 1869, in the

second column, line nineteen from top, " produced " should be tiajihnj,

and in the seventh line of the second paragraph of the same column, for

" made " read unable.

Names of Plants (A. I'.).—1, Selaginella Braunii (often called S.WiU-
denovii); 2, Doodia caudata ; 3, Adiantum capillus-Veneris ; 4, Poly-

podium appendiculatnm ; 5, Gvmnogramma chrysophylla ; 6, Ptens

tricolor ; 7, Cincinalis flavens, als'o called Notbolirna chrysophylla ; 8, As-

plenium rhizophorum ; 11, Rivina laivis. We cannot undertake to name
plants from leaves only. (T. 1'.).-AUamanda Schotlu. (B. M.K.).—
2, Aaplenium flaccidnm ; 3, Jasminum Sambac. (H. K.).—Ptens tricolor.
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(.411 Old Sutjcridfr).—Homcrocallis Sava. (S. C. ;?.).—Your Fern is ouo
|

ol the Innuratn.l.lo varinlions of Allivrium PIIIi-foemln». Wo believe it
'

to be the une (llatiDi^ni.sbcil OS "variety Prilrhardii." {W. IJ. K. Herbrrl).
;^'y»""n orienlalo vnrieRotiim. (f. r.l.— 1. Dancus carols j B. n CrDcifor,
insnmdoDt <or dittrmination ; H, AntliylUs vulnorarla; 4, Gcuista tinc-
loria

; C, Scaudi.\ rtcttu ; C, Cucuuoptis KaelUi. (J. X>.).— 1, Veronica
i

spfcata ; 2, Spiraea Filipondola tl.-plcDo. (i?. Jam<«on),—HoIcoA laBatns.
iO. P.),—1, CratwKus eaniiuiuoa ; 2. Craiiegoa (or Moapllus) oricDtallB.
(if. M.).—CoDtaurfa deprcvaa. IT. F. J/,).—Your plants may probably
prove to be as foUow .—1. L«'acotb'>e Lobbii ; 2, Picria formoua, bot we
are doubtful of them, and t^bould bo glad of further Bpcclnens if in
Uoom.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending July 27th.

Satx,

Wed...
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HA5IBT7RGHS (Silver-pencilled).—1, S. R. Harris. 2, J. Walters, Bide-

ford. 3, R. A. Treleven.
PoLiNDS.— 1, W. L. Trewin.

EXTRA PRIZES.
Barkdoob or Cboss Breed.— 1 nud 3, J. B. Lyle, Grimscott, Stratton.

2, J. Heal, Parkliam.
Any Pure Breed not Mention » i> Above.—1, J. Francis, Worth (La

Flecbel. 2, Miss S. H. Xortbcote, L'liton Pynes, Exeter (White Spanish).

3, T. Thereton (Black HambnrKhs). he, H. Leworthy, Newton, Barnstaple

(White Minorcas). c. W. Gibson, Bideford (Black Minorcas).

Any Pdre Breed.— To^fc.—l, F. Brewer, Lostwithiel (Blnck Minorca).

2, Mrs. J. Milward (Cochin-China). ;i, W. L. Trewin (Cochin-China*.

Any Pure Breed.— '''ftfVAi''^^ —1 and 3, H. StephenRon (Coloured Dork-
ings). 2, L. Patton, HiHmore. near Taunton {Coloured Dorkings). he,G.

M. Walsh, Haledon, Dolton (Dorkinc); h Withecomb, Bnckland Brewer
(Silver-spangled Hambarglis) ; Mrs. A. C. Thynne (Dark Brahmas) ; J.

Heal (Brahmas} ; E. Maunder, sen., Northmolton (Black-breasted).

Game Bantams.— 1. E. A. Bazeley, Bideford. 2, T, Taylor, Bideford.

S, J. O. W. Scott, Smytbam. Torrinfjton.

Bantams (Any other sort).—1, S. Woodman, Barnstaple. 2, J.H.Dawes.
3, S. R. Higham, Morchard Bishop.
Guinea Fowls.—1 and c, W. M. Lancaster, Thuborough. 2, W. Pridham,

Barnstaple. 3, J. S. Willett, Monkleigh.
Ducks (Aylesbury).-1 and 3, J. Heal. 2, G. M. Walsh, Halsdon, Dolton.
Ducks (Common, or anv other sort).-1, L. H. Eicketts (Ronen). 2, L.

Patton (Rouen) 8, J. Oliver, Bideford. he, J. S. Willett. Monkleigh;
Mias Turner, Abbotsham (Muscovy), c, R. Petherbridge, Ham, Alverdi-

scott (Wild).

Geese.—1,.T. Bear, Parkham. 2 and 3, J. HeaL
TtTRKETS.—land 2, L. Patton, Hillmore, near Taunton. 3, Miss Gals-

worthy, KUkhampton. /<c, Mrs. J. Milwood.
Rabbits.— 1 and 2. C. Seals, Tiverton (Grey White, and Lop-eared).

3, H. Parsons, Bideford. e, F, Oliver, Bideford (Himalaya).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, G, S. Hockey, Durdham Down, Bristol. 2, H. Yardley,

Birmingham.
Barb3.—1, H. Yardley. 2 and c, L. Smith, Newport, Barnstaple.

he, W. Westacott, jun., Barnstaple.
Pouters.—1,H. Yardley,
Fantails.—1, H. Yardley.
-Jacobins,- 1, W. Westacott. jnn. 2, J. Chappie, Bideford.
Trumpeters.—2, W, Mudge, Torre. Torquay.
Tumblers.- 1. H. Yardley. 2 and he, W. Westacott.
TuRBiTS.—2, H. Yardley.
KuNS.—1, H. Yardley.
CoMMON.~l and 2, T. Bonndy, Jan., Rcdha Bridge Mills (Blue and

White).

.Tfpges.—Rev. G. F. Hodson, and Capt. Adney.

'q,. hessle poultry show.
I (From a Correspotulfnt .)

TffE fonrth annnal Exhibition of this Society took place on the 15th
olt., in the pronnda of J. S. Fearne, Esq. The daj heing fine, and the
North-Eastern Railway Comi>auy rnnning specials from Hull, caused a
great number of visitors to patronise the Show The entries for

poultry were large, and some first-class specimens were exhibited,

more particularly in the 0<tmr, Spanish^ and Polish classes. Pifjeovs

were also well represented, except in the Carrier class, in which the
entries were very meagre.

Spanish.—1, G. Holmes, Driffield. 2, T. C. & E; Newbitt, Epworth.
Cflc^-.—1, G. Holmes.
DoBKlNOS.—1, G. Holmes. 2, J. Thompson.
Cochin-china.—1, R. W. Richardson. 2, W. Charter. Cock.—I, E.

Kobson.
Game (Black-breasted or other Reds).— 1, H. M. Julian. 2, W. Eoyes.

Coci-.—1, H. M. Julian.
Game (Any other variety).—!, W. Boyes. 3, H. M. Julian, Cock,—

1, H. M. Jnlian.
PotANDS.— 1, Miss E. Proctor. 3, J. M. Proctor. Cocft.—1, Miss E.

Proctor.
.tJEU.iifBCltGn3(Golden-spaogled).—l,T. Holmes. 2, R. Fleming. Cock-

J—1. G. Holmes.
Hambctrohs (GoIden-penclUed).—!, M.Barron. 2, G.Holmes. Cocit.

—

°\ G. Holmes.
ifiHAitBnBGHS (SilTer-Bpanglcd).-!, T. Holmes. 2, G. Holmes. Cock.—
1, O. A. Young.
HAMEtmoHS (Silver-pencilled).—!, T. Holmes. 2, G. Holmes. Cock.—

1, G. Holmes.
Game Bantams.—1. G. Holmes. 2. J. HatBeld. Cock.—\, J. Duggleby.
Bantams (Any other variety!.— I , Miss B. A. Wilde. 2, Mrs. T. Wilde.
ExTKA Stock.—1, R. Loft. 2, G, Lolt.
Selling Class.— 1, Pickeriny & M.ar3hall. 2, J. Hall.
Docks (Aylesbury).-2, O. A. YcUDg.
Ducks ( Bonen).— 1, G. Holmes. 2, O A. Young.
DnCKS (Common).—1, O. A. younR. 2, W. Charter.
Pigeons.—i)ra{;i)0)i«.—l, H. Taylor. 2, H. Lawson. Carriers.—1, J.

Thompson. 2, W. Campey. Tropjii-is,-!, J. Thompson. 2. T. Statters.
Tnmi.rteTs.—l, C. Ljthe. 2, R. Lytbe. Jacobins.—I, C. Lytbe. 2, H.
iawson. FantalU.—\, C. Lytbe. 2, R. Lythe. Tnmblers.—l, S. Hollo-
way. 2, J. Wood. /Ji!r(,«,—1, H. Thompson. 2, T. Statter. A'uns.—1, C.
Lytbe. 2, Pickering * Marshall, ^iij, other Variety.—1, R. Lythe. 2, H.
Lawson.
Rabbits.— Iop-fcr«,J.—l, P. Ashton. 2,G. Ashton. Any other Varietv.

—1, S. M. Fletcher. 2, D. Bannister. Hfai>te«(.—1, Miss Herbert.

The Judges were Messrs. Pickering and Hodgkinson, Hull.

The Middi.eton AoRicnLTur.AL Society.—The annual Show
of this Society is fixed for Thursday, the 16th of September

next. Many alterations and additions have been made in the
prize list, and the premiums increased by .£200, making the
total amount now offered nearly £1100. The great success
which attended the exhibition of last year, has caused the
Committee to enlarge the prize list for all descriptions of live
stock, agricultural and horticultural produce, implements, bees,
&a. The greatest change, however, is to be seen in the poultry
department. There the whole of the prizes for full pens have
been largely augmented, and a few new classes have been
created. Four out of the thirteen silver cups offered for poultry
are for Game fowls, and in this class a curious addition has
been made. A gentleman connected with the Show offers

prizes for the best Game cook above twelve months old, any
breed, to be shown with his full comb and wattles on : first, £5 ;

second, £2; and third, £1. We see from the rules that ex-
hibitors winning silver cnps may have the money instead, if

application be made to the Secretary within a given time from
the Show. For bees, £8 are offered ; and in the plant depart-
ment the prizes have also been increased. It will, however,
be impossible for us to give a detailed list of the additions made
in the premiums, and we must refer our readers to the cata-
logue of prizes for further information. Last year the entries
numbered nearly 3500.

WHITE STARLING—SCALY-LEGGED FOWLS.
I SAW a white Starling a few years ago in a large flight of

Starlings, but could not get a shot at it; it was just before corn
harvest. It was a young bird, but whether it would have
moulted dark I do not know, for though Starlings generally
return to the same district the following year, I never saw it

again. In your "Letter Bos'' (page .54) I noticed an answer
respecting scaliness on legs. I have it often in Cochins, and
use a mixture of sulphur and oil, which always puts them
light.—W. Gamos.

LIMITING THE PRODUCTION OF DRONES.
As there is no doubt that the only purpose of the existence

of the male element among bees is the fecundation of young
queens, it follows that, at any rate under ordinary circumstances,
the production of these profitless consumers of the wealth of

the community may be limited with advantage. My attention
has been directed to this subject by the fact that my own bees

have this season manifested a more than usual proclivity for

the construction of drone combs, and as I find from inquiries

made by others that they have not been singular in this respect,

I deem it worth while to occupy a small space in the columns
of " our Journal," by discussing the most feasible mode of

limiting the numbers of this non-producing class.

I may say at once that the hints which I am about to give
apply only to moveable-oomb hives, and that in the case of

hives with fixed combs I know of no practicable means of

putting limits to the profitless production of drones.

In the first place, every new swarm should be looked over at

intervals of four or five days whilst comb-building is going on,

and during these examinations all incipient deviations from
the right line must be corrected, and every bent comb straight-

ened—a matter of little difficulty at this time, although the
combs should be handled with much caution in their soft and
immature condition. If it be found that some are being formed
either wholly or in part of drone cells, it may occasionally be
well to transpose them, so as to bring them towards the sides

of the hive, thus insuring worker combs for the " brood nest,"

where also they will be more rapidly extended and completed.
It would probably be found worse than useless to remove them
altogether, as the bees would most likely immediately set to

work to replace them. It spare worker com ha be on hand, or

can be procured from any source, they may be fitted into

frames and substituted for superfluous drone combs. I use
the word superfluous advisedly, for I do not ihink it well to

thwart nature altogether, and have for Ibis reason always per-

mitted a small portion of drone comb in every hive. I do not,

therefore, know what might be the effect of excluding it en-

tirely, never having tried the experiment.

It happened this spring that I had several swarms of last

year with incomplete combs and cumparatively few bees. By
the time they were stroug enough to do mnoh towards extend-

ing their combs the season was pretty well advanced, and all

commenced the fabiication of drone c^-lls. As soon as I dis-

covered this I made an artificial swarm by depriving a strong
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Stock of every comb save one, ami neod the combs thus obtamed

to Bupply the vacancieB in the other hivea. «l.ioh would other-

wise have been filled with drone oombs. When these other

stocks, recuperated in this manner, had beonmestronK enough

Bwarms were taken from them as desonbed in page 43G o the

last volume, and as soon aRthe yonng lucens became fertiheed,

every comb but one was taken from each of the P»«?'/'°«^«'

Md, being of course free from brood, put by in store for future

""lii these proceedings it will bo seen I acted npon the prin-

cipl^ that any stock of bees may be compelled to fabricate worker

comli., by being reduced to the condition of a Bwarm-i c

deprived of all. or nearly all, its comb.. This is especially the

case if the bees have a young queen ot the current year am
this case we may rely upon it with perfect certainty that they

will build but little, if any, drone comb. „ „ v„
The simple excision of drone brood during Pnmmer may bo

considered almost a useless operati.m unless the vacancy can

be at once filled with worker comb by the apiarian for if left

to themselves the bees will only waste time and ma's""!/>? ""

placing the abstracted cells, which tlie qncen will at once

occupy with drone egg3.-A Devosshibe Beb-keepeb.

" Profitable Beekeeping." and 4d on •Btekeepmg for the I

Manv " and read the articles and letter* on bees in the Jonniftl,

ho will, I doubt not. be able before long to wiite a very different

account of his apiary. » . , . . 4 -^..^

One more remark, and I am done. Let him be sure to keep

his hives well shaded.—S. B.

OUR LETTER BOX.

PREVENTING BEES FASTENING BAR FRAMES
TO THE HIVE.

While discussing in "our Journal" improvements in bar

frameB, will you allow me
to ask your readers if they

have ever tried them with

two wire pins to support

the frames, instead of

oarrjing the wooden bar

tollie full extent? thus—

I fiod that my bees in

the whole of my frame

hives (ten) fasten the ends

of the bars, and even now

I cannot take one out

without giving the hive a

shake that sends a cloud

«{ bees into my face. How it will be when this hot weather

ceases and the^ropolis sets. I do not know. If it has been

rUd i sLuid be%e?y glad to know through your columns wUh

what results. I fancy it would be an improvoment.-T. B. H.

[Frames may be taken out without any J«fl'^wh'itover by

moving them gently ^ little out of the perpendicular before

UfHns them This cannot, however, be done when they are

confined a" the bottom by a notched bar, which, therefore

should never bo used except for travelling, or ™l^e" '^^ 1"^« >'

first tenanted by a swarm.-A Devonshibe Bee-keeper.]

FAILURES IN BEE-KEEPING.

The • Kekt Bee-keepeb's" diffioultios are very much what

we have to^utend with here; for I conclude that his locahty

Snot a very favourable one. I think m.ny of my neighbours

Sight ^"'e as he does; perhaps I might once have done so

"to the present advanced state of apiarian science there are

-very few localities in which be.s may not bo kept so as to afford

'''''^^ttTiZT^X. "KE.xBEE..EEPEit" is to Icaru

Mr Filleul'B system of getting strong or double swarms and

a^oidiBg second swarms or casts ; but even then he may some-

times require to give further strength to ^^^^^^^Xlol
instance, my first swarm this year came out on the 21th of

May%as put into a Berkshire hive, and set at on«« '° '^^
°'^

rtook's place; but, notwithstanding, six
"«f« ,"'

"jr/^f,''

owing to the cold weather, it was doing so bad y that I dete -

mined to strengthen it by adding another small swa m. The

progress since has been marvellous ; the hive is '"" a°^l I

have hnd to put on a super, in which the bees are now working.

But to retSm to the old stock from which the swarm issued

At first it appeared depopulated, and was so deficient in food

that I was alarmed for its safety; I therefore gave it a few

poundB M sugar syrup to help it till the joung bees came

forward. Ithas not sent out a second swarm.but is very strong,

BO much so as to require the addition of a .econd glass or uper

If the " Kent Bee-ueeper" wUl invest 6d. on Mr. FiUeul a

BnAiiMA PooTBi Cock's Tail (H. M. O K-NnthinR will make the

oo?l"i t™^«ro" r»»tor. but It will Br„wmd,pc»d..-tlTo. ojoolU^g. Fe»lb«.

Moid'ntal^ l"»t nro replaced »t once. irr««p«UTe ot «.»«>n. A t»U

growa in about fcix weeks.

rREi-AniMi Fowls for ExniEiTiKo (r<M«».-WnBb thmr combs Md
Jnccs with cold water and vi.icR.r, Ueir leg^ -'t/""" """

"*i"„L„!J^i
;iU^W^o off «ilh « dnmp spout". Tbn b. -t too^ for lh..n '" croand

OTta They arc difflcnU to Ret. 0«tn,H«l .nd b«rleyi.inal «o both good

tood, and a Jew peas given daily for z. week iirproTO plumage.

DonKreo. and Penciixed Hameokohs iR. U. '^'rY"
c«ffnot »p-

novo your' ro6.. You wiU not E.ul th. Do.hing. oo,.sl..ut ailtera .1 jon

n'mburKhB a?e OWttep'rata, but tbo 3parc>cJ -e called the Pheasant,.

Points d. Sii.VEi.-8rAr.oi.ED Hahboroh Coom 1"'-*'"»^,^*'C;
Wo should prefer a medium comb to euborni ti.om ; nowrlheloM. tfie

^dost i" not too'wide, ao^ if well and flrmlv aot on '";;„''<""'.:,"''''
»,''^^f^^,-

and Diked bohind we should pretor it to tl;o n«rr>« one. lUo spangles

outhol^eaBvSld be larReVt di-li»o.
^•''"'"'"i::^ ^Tj^^^l

bad. The ear-lobe should not be l«r««r Ihao ft
"If

!>• °f.• .V'^^I^tSSJ
prece is large enough. A very large one is a fault, and has a tendency

to flush round tho odges.
. i,-,.

<;„.N,<m rorK'a Comb and FArr (ra««1.—8piul»h cocks got while

fac "much earner tharpull^s. We sb.uld ' "" "''^ "PP-''-^^';"
the drooping tendency of the comh. 11 ia n groat ihjeciiou. '"« "TJ;
remedy is tS tie it iu position with diver wire, lunmng .1 thmugb the top

ot the comb and Instening to tho baso.

Dull AS FOOD FOR POULTRY (ir ST JT.)- Tti«C»lled " D"^"' " "J?^^
frontEgvpt. It is poor feeding slufT .nd ..Bed onlv when mixed with other

sLd bette? •• stuffs • It has no quoted valu^ m En«l.nd.

Halifax Pocltby Show (Sub«r(tcr).-Wo do not know. It hM »ot

been advertised.

5s^^unt"rbi^st\r;'^ytL-diXr;;^r^^^^^^^

""toc^ATOR (P-).-Apply to Baily 4 Son, lliS, Mount Street.

r,T,/.„« WEAK-LEOOED {B. K.).-Wo sbould be afraid they roost on brick,

removed theywill soon use tho r legs again.
,-„.„.-,

PRESEUvmo Eoos (.1 Subscriber; A »<»i«).-Th. du-ections given

consider you arc "^,'
''«*'"

„%Ve'a' ^Wo oanoo' givo t opinion without

Slth^'^urefired\y\ut'co^n,i.t:o. an^wahoot
knowiug whether

TcV^dSe thought tho birds uude,.rv,n^fnpr^=.o^ ^^
Stocks never Swarmiko <•(• ^- ^'--Y'^^eHbed hy Mr. Woodbiiry
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— i

,'
, that the stock is lufecled by foul brood. iniB, iu„u,

veriBcd by an internal oiamination.

PAGOrN ON Br-Es (F. H.).-No pnbUAcT'. ».me iB attached to the

book. It should be advertised.
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however, water miiet be applied more Bparingly, as an over-
dose at that time will deteriorate the flavour, and cause many
of the fruits of the finer varieties to split open, eapecially in
dull, oold, cloudy weather. Great care is therefore necessary
in watering, X-o., at this stage.

It is an old saying, that •' a pruned Fig tree never bears."
It is, however, like many others, only half true. The Fig tree
will bear any amount of pruning; there is no plant more
benefited by .(ummer-pruning— i. c, pinching olT the growing
shoots—than the Fig, and even in winter it may ho pruned to
any extent with impunity. It is true that if we cut back in
winter all the shoots on which are situate the fruits which
form the first crop, that crop will be sacrificed. We obtain,
however, a very abundant second crop if attention be paid to
the pinching of the growing ehoots as closely as possible during
summer. While the trees are young and "vigorous the shoots
will elongate considerably in spite of all the pinching. These,
in winter, should be cut back to one-half their length, and the
same process of close pinching continued. As the plants grow
older they will make more stubby, short, close-jointed wood,
which iu winter will not require much pruning. Of the trees
exhibited (uow eight years old), most of the largest had the
half of their brauches cut back in winter, and the other half
left unpraned, excepting when the plant became too large

;

then it was headed quite down, and by this means the whole of
the plants were kept compact and of a uniform size. In summer
the young shoots are pinched, first at from 2 to a inches in
length, then as closely afterwards as it is possible to do so.
This continuous and incessant pinching induces fruitfulness
in the Fig to a very great degree. All the shoots that are
pinched throw out one and sometimes several fruits at the
axila of the leaves, while those not pinched more rarely do so.
Another point of considerable importance is that of forming

the plant on a single stem. Independently of its more hand-
some app;;aranco, I have found such plants to be much more
fruitful than where a multiplicity of stems are allowed.

Lastly, with respect to the selection of varieties for cultiva-
tion. If pot-culture is intended I would recommend consider-
able variety— firstly, because there is a charm in variety; and
secondly, because Figs vary much in flavour according to the
situations or conditions under which they may be growing.
For instance, some of the higher-flavoured and finest Figs
require much heat and bright sunshine to bring them to
full perfection, and it may happen that these conditions can-
not be fulfilled

; the weather may be cold and sunless, and
more heat may be wanting than can be supplied—then some
of the second-rate sorts surpass the better ones in flavour.
Of the highest-flavoured sorts, I would select Col di Signora
Blanoa. Grosse Verte, and Bourjassotte grise. These, however,
all require considerable heat; the last named being, perhaps,
the finest and most constantly good variety in the collection.
Of the most free-fruiting kinds may be named White Isohia,
Violette de Bordeaux, White Marseilles, and Brown Turkey

;

and for hardy varieties—varieties suitable for cullivating in the
open air ajuiust walls in thiscountry-in addition to the White
Marseilles and the Brown Turkey commonly to be met with,
I would ventuie tj recommend the earliest of all our Figs, De la
Madeleine, Grosse Violette de Bordeaux, and Grosse Mon-
ptrueuse de Lipari. which are all possessed of the property of
'•first bearing"—the term used in the Fig countries to denote
those varieties which retain and ripenofi the fruit which is
produced on the wood of the previous year's growth. Our sum-
mers are in general too short to allow of the Fig ripening more
than the first crop, so that only those varielies which are pos-
sessed of this pioperty (and it is peculiar to some vaiieties), can
be considered suitable for open-air cultivation in this country

;

but on this point, as well as on many others in connection with
Figs, we have yet much to learn.—A. F. BinEON (Read before
the lioiial IlorliciiUurat Socictv.)

CULTURE OF MARECHAL KIEL ROSE.
Tonn correspondent, " A Subscribek," is quite right in his

observation ihut the blooms of the Matfchal Kiel exhibited at
shows are selcclicns from large stocks. You do not see the
failures but the tuccesses. It is a Tea-Noisette in family, but
not in character, as a Noisette means a cluster Kose. It was
derived from Isabella Gray, which sprung from the Cloth of
Gold. Tje latter in my garden (four plants in the open aii),
is a rampant grower with plenty of foliage. I think of bud-
ding the ilarshal on the new powerful bhoots of Cloth of Gold.

The Tea and Tea-Noisette Boses saoceed best under glass.
They like rich Barley and Turnip soil, with free drainage, in-
tense heat, plenty of water, and little pruning.
As your correspondent only keeps a few yellow Hoses, let

him procure Gloire de Dijon and Triomphe de liennes. For a
standard, I specially recommend Celine Forestier. I have a
most elegant standard of it here, given to me by the Rev. S. B.
Hole. It blooms better as a standard worked on a Briar, than
on its own roots, or on a Manetti stock.

Triomphe de Kennes and Gloire de Dijon will do well on a
Briar, or on their own roots, or on the Manetti, and in the open
border, or against a south or south-east wall.
To till a large space of south wall, no yellow Kose will excel

Solfaterre. The best Marfohal Niel I know is in front of the
wall of a vinery. Mine are best in that situation.—W. F.
Eadclyffe.

ASPECTS OF SPRING GARDENING.—No. 4.

{Concluded from page 56.)

Eesumino my notes on Nuneham Park, and coming away
from that part called " Mason's Garden," a pleasant winding
walk by tall banks of shrubbery, and ending in an ascending
flight of steps, leads to the north terrace garden, and here
an entirely new scene opens to the view. In our fioricultnral
progress up to this point we have been treading a pleasant
flowery ravine, hidden between two huge walls of trees on
either side, with a foreground of shrubbery and flower beds.
So calm and peaceful is it, so sublime and beautiful, and so
solemnly still, that it might be likened to a vast open temple,
wherein some of the most lovely forms in nature wait upon
the Beneficent Hand that gave them being, and hath so lavishly
" decked the earth with trees, brightened it with flowers, and
gladdened it with the sun." On the emerald floor of this
temple are gathered innumerable types, both of leaf and blos-
som, varied in form and hue, but unchanged in their one simple
act of devotion ; there
" Tho flowora come forth like Toice.s sent fromsomo swcotland of love,
And breathe of some more glorioiid world. Like the returning dovo."

And to fill np tbelontUne of the simile

—

*' while airily aloft
Tho trees tbcir cool green feathery foliaf^e droop.
Scarce Btirrinij: iu the bre ith of fair Spring's mom

—

Like verdant banks on the broad stream of Liie."

But on the north-terrace garden a broad expanse of open
country bursts into view ; below, in a grand valley,

*' Clear serpentining Isis smoothly glides,

Full-Sowing iu the distance."

Beyond, Abingdon, and a vast tract of country ia the distance
on hill sides rising up, as it were, to the sky. On the right the
eye catches in the distance a glimpse of the classic halls of
Oxford ; on the left a lengthened and commanding rampart of

woodland shuts out the park from view, screens the vale below,
and aiTords a kind of broad ledge, whereon runs that grand
walk of a mile in length, regarded as one of the masterpieces
of the great landscape gardener, " Capabihty " Brown. The
north terrace garden is inlaid on gravel ; there is no grassy
turf to vary the flowers ; to see that, one must look over the
balustrading on to the park below.

The ground plan of this terrace garden forms a kind of an
irregular triangle, and comprises twenty-nine beds of various
shapes—some large and others small, and so disposed as to fit

into the shape of the garden, which is bounded on two sides

by the north wing of the mansion, leaving the other two sides

completely exposed. In the centres of five of the beds were
stone vases set on pedestals, each vase filled with the charming
Dielytra spectabilis. Looking over these beds, the most gor-

geous were two of circular shape, having in the centre Young's
Blood Wallflower, a very fine dark strain, yielding grand masses
of colour, and much esteemed by Mr. Stewart, the Wallflower
being surrounded with the blue M^osotis, and edged with the

golden-flowered Alyssum saxatile. Another bed was of an
oblong shape, the centre being filled with Silene pendnla,

and edged with Viola comuta. Phlox frondosa, mingled with

the common blue Venus' Looking-glass, made a pretty bed,

though the blue form of Campanula pentagonia would be more
effective in this relation, as it would jield larger flowers of the
same hue, and a corresponding extent of or mass of colour-

ing. Some outside slips of beds, actually describing a very

important flank movement in this floricultural review, filled

with the yellow Cliveden Pansy, with white MyoEotis, with

Phlox frondosa, with the Cliveden blae Pansy, and with both
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the bine and white forms of Campanula pentagonia, gave

charming masses of colour, varying the mixed character of the

larger beds. Other forms of the arrangement of plants and
oolonrs were—a centre of Alyssum saxatile edged with blue

Myoaotis, dark Wallflowers edged with white Myosotis, while

Cliveden Pansies mingled with double white Primroses, and

edged with Phlox frondosa—a very pretty bed ; and four circular

beds raised in stone, in each of which the centres were com-

posed of Leptosiphon densiflorns, mingled with Calandrinia

speciosa, with here and there a few Cliveden white Pansies

mingled with them, two of these beds being edged with

Anbrietia deltoidea purpurea, and two with the variegated

Arabis albida.

On the west terrace there is no flower garden, but it is

flanked by a balustrading of pillared stone, ornamented with

fine vases at intervals, the terrace affording a broad unob-

structed promenade. From this point the terrace takes a turn

to the left by an alcove, with trellis-work seats resting against

the house, and covered with Roses, Jasmines, the grand Cle-

matis lanuginosa, and other climbing plants. A fine Wistaria

sinensis, thirkly studded with pale purple racemes of flowers,

is here seen growing against what is termed the corridor—

a

limb of the mansion connecting the more modern southern

wing of the buildiag with the old centre; and then into the

south terrace.

It was here the glories of the system of spring gardening at

Nuneham appeared to culminate, for a most charming sight

bursts on the view, showing a symmetrical arrangement of

twenty-eight beds of spring-flowering plants in two parallel

divisions, with a broad gravel walk dividing them, like two
hostile armies drawn up in array of battle, or like the recoil of

a wave. Each flower bed on the one side has its counterpart

on the other, as like itself in design, careful planting, and
keeping as can be. Six vases on pedestals occupy positions on
either side of the walk, two at each end, and two centrally,

and green glazed earthenware settees take poeitions along the

walk.

Starting from the north end of the terrace, a bed of Lim-
nanthes Douglasii opens the floral display on either side.

Granting that this valuable spring-flowering annual, so hardy
as to be able to withstand the rigours of all weathers, has a

somewhat weedy appearance when in flower, it must yet be
borne in mind that at every stage of growth it does good service

during the winter months, for previous to its making its flower-

ing growth it takes the form of charming tufts of vivid green,

especially after a fall of snow has lain upon it for a few days.

Then come two show beds of Young's Blood Wallflower, the beds
being edged with Arabis albida variegata. It was singular to note
how the cold easterly winds had altogether changed the colour

of the Wallflowers, turning them from a rich dark colour to a

pure yellow, pencilled with dark, though the flowers had opened
of their usual dark hue. All the spring flowers were of this

rich dark hue also, but they were rapidly changing as they be-

came exposed to the chilling effects of the wind. Then came
beds that were very bright and effective, being filled with Tour-
nesol and Eex Rubrornm double Tulips mingled together ; then
beds of blue Venus' Looking-glass, edged with that most useful

of all spring-flowering plants, the charming golden-blotched

Bellis aneubajfolia. This has not been used so largely at Nune-
ham this season as is generally seen, the unusual drought of

last year having destroyed so many of Mr. Stewart's plants.

Then came beds of Alyssnm saxatile, edged with the blue

Forget-me-not, the former a glowing mass of colour. Then
beds of Collinsia bicolor, edged with Bellis aucubictolia, not
a good combination in so far as symmetry of growth is con-
cerned, the former being too tall, and quite overshadowing
the Daisy. Then beds with centres of blue Forget-me-not,
edged with Silene pendula alba, and further on this order of

colours was reversed, for in the last case the white Forget-me-
not formed the centre, edged with the pink Silene pendula.
Between these, however, came some grand and sunny beds of

Tonng's Wallflower, edged with the blue Forget-me-not—striking

masses of colour. Then beds of the white La Candeur and
crimson Bex Rubrornm double Tulips, mingled with the blue
Forget-me-not, and edged with Bellis aucubicfolia. Next these,

and forming the terminations of the divisions of the beds on
either side, were masses of Limnanthes Douglasii, correspond-
ing with those at the outset. From this point of the south
terrace garden a flight of stone steps leads down to the pleasure
grounds—a kind of ante-cbamber to the grand woodland walks
and charming openings of scenic effect designed by Brown.
Standing at the foot of these steps, and looking back on the

masses of colouring seen in this garden, was to survey a bril-

liant floral picture hmned by a master hand—a picture that
could be lingered over with pure appreciation, and be remem-
bered with unalloyed delight.

But as all preachers apply their subject at the close of their
discourse, so must I follow with an application at this point.
There is, after all, a simplicity about the form spring gardening
has assumed in these days—a simplicity that brings some
features of its disposition within the reach of the capacities

and circumstances of all having space to apply them. Simple
hardy annuals are the main instruments by which spring gar-

deners work out such important results. CoUinsias, Nemo-
philas. Forget-me-nots, Wallflowers, Limnanthes, and others,

sown in August in out-of-the way patches, and only to be lifted

into their blooming quarters when
" The dry, crisp leaves are ankle deep

In woodland wayB;
And wild winds, shrieking from polar seas,
Cry to the lorn and withering trees

Of coming winter days;—

"

and early frosts have destroyed the last remnant of the summer
display. Such things as Daisies, of all colours (for all are ex-

tremely useful). Polyanthuses, Hepaticas, and all else of a
character, propagated by root-division, can be lifted at the time
the annuals are planted, divided at the roots, and planted

in their blooming quarters. The variegated Arabis, Alyssnm
saxatile. Phlox frondosa, Iberis sempervirens, &c., can all be
propagated by cuttings. A few bulbs go a great way in a spring
garden, and if they are carefully lifted at the time the spring-

flowering plants are removed to make room for the summer
bedding stock, and replanted in a shady place in some light

sandy soil, and so left to ripen, they can be made of good
service for successive seasons ; besides, they propagate them-
selves by forming offsets. Another point to be urged, is its

comparative inexpensiveness. This will be seen from the
remarks made in regard to its simplicity. It is, therefore,

within the reach of all, as the outlay in starting is compara-
tively small. Most important of all, as a principle of appli-

cation, is a "reserve garden," to serve as a kind of nursery
during the summer months. A small piece of ground will

accommodate a great many plants, as they can be placed closely

together, and cuttings occupy but little space. In most gardens
there is a small piece of ground which can be used for this pur-
pose, even those with limited means in this respect can work
wonders, if they are determined to succeed. Some knowledge
of the plants used is essential, and if this is possessed only in

part, it is soon augmented by the results of experience—one of

the best teachers in the flower garden. " If it were not for my
Orchids," says Mr. Jerningham, in " Birds of Prey," "I think
I should go melancholy mad ; but for the cultivator of Orchids
there can be no such thing as satiety, until all the forests on
the shores of the Amazon have been rifled by exploring bo-

tanists." In like manner, I, too, should be inexpressibly grieved

were there no spring-blooming plants to fill up the dreary void

in my flower garden between September and May. With these

I bridge the chasm that separates decaying autumn from bud-
ding spring, and sink the two in a common bond of floral

service.

Thomson, in his poem on the seasons, sings

—

" See, Winter comes to rule the varied year,
Snilen and Bad, with all his rising train

—

Vapours, and clouds, and storms."

But the face of nature in so far as it is reflected in oni

flower gardens, need not be "sullen and sad" when winter

comes, for our gardens can be made to smile joyously into its

stern face, and transmute some of its dreariest aspects into

scenes that shall recall gleams of the lights that have gone out

with the past summer ; or, better still, be prophetic of their

advent once again, when the icy bands of winter shall be re-

moved by the warmth of the gentler and reviving spring, from
the fettered, but not vanquished hands of Nature,—Vu.

SCALDING OF GRAPES.
I NOTICED in the Journal of July 29th, some remarks concern-

ing scalding in the berries of Lady Downe's Grape. The same

Grape in a vinery here has had the same fault, both in the

last and present season ; the berries are attacked as soon as

stoning is finished, and they are liable to be injured until they

commence to colour. The fault is not in the glass, as the

berries are injured where the bunches are amply protected

from the rays of the buu by the foliage, although not to the
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BBme extent aa tlier ^rere on one or two banobes on ^f^hiob the
Bnn shone nnprotectcJ by any screen daring two bours eacb
day. Tbe only way to avert the evil is to l;eep tbe bouBO as cool
as possible during the day, let nil tbe Tenlilators and doors be
tbronn open until the «un i^ oil tbe boupe in tbe afternoon,
and if the vinery is sufliciently provided with ventilators very
little damage will be done. Ko other Qrape, new or old, that
I am acijnainted with has ever RuSered with mo in tbe same
manner. Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat is not injured in the
least. I have this variety grafted on Lady Downe's, and tbe
thickness and luxuriant growth of the cane is remarkable ; on
its own roots it does not seem a strong-growing variety.

I hope these few remarks may be of use to your cor-

leepoudent " Oakwood," and others who may bo in a like

case.—James Douglas.

PAPERS READ AT, THE HORTICULTURAL
CONGRESS AT MANCHESTER.

The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society have
placed in our hands for publication the papers that were
read at the meetings of the Societj' held at Manchester on
the 2l6t and -J-'nd of July. The meetings at which these

papers were read wore what were announced as the " Horti-
cultural Congress," but which partook of nothing of the

character of a congress, and therefore failed, as we antici-

pated, to carry out the idea of what was foreshadowed in

the programme and announcements.
The intention of holding these meetings, and it was a

laudable one. was to take advnntage of the presence of the

large body of horticulturists who would he attracted to

Manchester by the Show of the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety, and to elicit from thoni their practical experience on
subjects which were brought before them by gentlemen

\

competent to do so, in the form of essays. But instead of

deliberation, discussion, and resolution, which are the

essentials of a congress, there was nothing but the bare
reading of tbe papers, wliich wc arc now about to publish
in our pages.

The idea of a congress was a good one, and if it had ,

been carried out its meetings would not only have been !

fraught with much interest to those who were present, but :

many disputed questions might have been stttled had those

who entered the lists to discuss them have possessed the
|

knowledge and ability to deal eslianstively witli the sub-

jects. But the idea was not carried out, and those who at-

tended to hear the ]>flpers read were eitlier unable, or what
is more probable, unwilling to discuss at such a time and
in so public a manner (juestions which they knew they
could deal with in far more comfort and to much greater
advantage in the public prints.

It is a consideration, therefore, whether it is worth
while to repeat these meetings on tlie occasion of the

future provincial Shows of the Royal Horticultural Society,

the result being so incomparably short of the means used
to attain it. There is first of all the room or tent in

which to hold tbe meetings, and the attendant expenses.
There is the tax on those few members of Council who go
down to these Shows, and whose offices are for the time
anything but smecurcs, to be present to countenance the

])roceedings. There is the tax also on the authors of the

I>apers, who are at the exi)ense of travelling far distances

to read them, and then, witliout any consideration, to sur-

render possession of them—a tax of which we have had
more than one complaint. And there is tbe tax on the
public—not a very numerous body certainly in the jn-esent

instance, wlio, ignorant tliat they would have an ojipor-

tunity of reading the papers in comfort for themselves in

our pages, listened to them with commendable patience in

a small stuffy tent under the rays of a broiling July sun.

Unless the perfect idea of a congress can be carried out,

we do not see what good can arise from a few gentlemen
meeting together merely to read a few papers on topics

which are ordinaiy subjects of treatment in the weekly hor-

ticultural journals. As a congress the aflair was a failure,

and if these meetings are to be repeated, let them have

a fitting designation : bnt let them not in future be digni-

fied by tlie name of that which they in practice fail to
realise.

\VnAT SOIL IS BEST SUITED FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF UKAJKS?

A Qi'ESTioN' coDtinaally naked by amatenre and otben in, " What
kind of Boil skonld I ost in mukiiig my Vine border?"—" ChooM,"
iiayn tbe eterootyped roplr, " tnrfy loam from a postnro field.' So
far the aQiiirer is correct ; bnt tbe geological formation is never named,
whotbcr calcAreoas, silicione, or igncons, awnmiug that quality in this

particular requires uo consideration.
1 admit tbat there i.^ bomc dillicalty to poonre Boil in a free state,

as Ibo different formations vcrj- often pass into each other. For in-
stance, we have tbe calcarcons sandi^tono soil when tbe former pre-
dominates over the latter, and again the eilicioas limestone nhen the
bnely divided particles preponderate.
However lii,'lith' some cnltivators may estimate the propriety of

providing certain dcbcriptions of soil for "tbt- growth of certain claaaoB
of plants, onr everyday experiuuce JemoDFtrateH tbat tbo different

constitnentf) have separate duties to perform in tlie vegetable economy,
whether tbo action is chemical or mechanical ; and farther, wc cannot
controvert the fact liiat the dnration of life in plaiit.s. and the qnality
of the fruit, arc true expressions of the soil on which they grow.
Analogy is certfiinly not an accurate system of rf»iwoning, bnt in the
jjreseut case may ho of some assistance. \Vithin tho area of the
boulder clay it has been found that the best race of men is produced,
also tbo best cattle, and that the death rate in lower. If we accept
this statement we need not hesitate to admit tbo validity of the pie-
ceding couclusions.

In relation to, and in support of these prelimiuaries. I now pass on
to deal with what may be to some a more practical part of the sub-
ject,—one which has for years past given me considoiable anxiety, and
produced sometimes strong feelings of self-reproach. The case to

which I wish to draw attention refers to tho unsatisfactory state of the

Grape crops at Tortworth.
Let me notice first that the soil of which our Vino borders arc made

holds a large proportion of magnesiau lime : one vinery is planted ex -

clusivoly with tho NViiite Mu-scat of Alexandria, and although eighteen

years old, its strength has not greatly diminished. There has never
been cause to complain of sterility, the show of fruit has been invari-

ably good, even as many as four large bunches are generally produced

from a single eye. The berrici always set freely, and during the first

stage grew to a large sir.e. leading to tbe supposition that when fully

ripe their quality would meet tbe approbation of tbe most fastidious.

The very reverse of this was the case ; when they had finished stoning

there was no further increase of flesh, a decrease was more frequently

preceptible ; the skin began to shrivel and turn leathery ; there was
ahso u deficiency of saccharine matter, and of that peculiar aroma the

exclusive property of tbe Muscat.
How to account for so decided and so violent a departure from the

ordinary course eluded every attempt, and my conclusions never rose

above mere speculation. Had this occurrence happened occasionally,

there would have been sufficient room to suppose that my practice had
been one unvarying course of mismanagement; but there was no
cause for any suspicion of the kind, as the same conditions were closely

adhered to which had heretofore been attended with some amount of

success. The border of an adjoining house was made of soil in every

way similar, and was planted with Vines of tbo Black Hamburgh,
Foster's White Seedling. Bucklnnd Sweetwater, and Golden Ham-
burgh. We have here a slight improvement in tlie produce of tbe first

two varieties, bnt even then the best bunches were hardly second-rate.

Tbe latter were always to some extent unproductive, and what did

make their appearance were straggly in tho bunch, and deficient in

berries.

Interposition very frequently alters tbe whole course of events, and
brings about a change which tbe agent had not anticipated, and it so

happened with me. We found it necessary about fourteen years ago

to renew au old \'ine border. I had no choice of soil ; so whatever

benefits were then produced did not depend on any foreknowledge of

mine; they were purely the result of unforeseen rircnmstancee. I

can best describe the quality of the soil by Boying that it belonged to

the old red sandstone formation, contained not a particle of lime, and
was composed of silcx, alumina, and organic matter derived from

decayed herbage. At the time tbe border was made no manure was

added, nor has any been sine© applied, except a small portion mixed

with turfy loam of the same description as an occasional surface-

dressing. The varieties were the same as in the preceding house,

which gave me au opportunity of estimating correctly the Grape-pro-

ducing properties of the two kinds of soil. I bad not the sligbtcfit idea

as to what would occur. I did not anticipate that results would differ

materially from what I had already experienced. Bnt when the Vines

began to bear, the improved qnality of the fruit certainly took me by
surprise,—more particularly as regards tbe Golden Hamburgh, being

perhaps a little more diSicult to manage than any of tbo other varie-

ties. Many of tho bunches exceeded 4 lbs. in weight, and tho berries

1 inches in circumference.

I do not offer these statements on the supposition that they repre-

sent more than what is to be seen daily ; they arc merely given to
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mark the diatinction between the past and tlie present, or, in otiier

words, between the expressions given by the two kinds of soil. Wo
have hero a change, resistance has given way, circnmstanecs are com-
pletely altered, au effect of a very decided' character has been pro-

daced. Now the ijaestiou ai-isos, and often repeats itself, '' What is

thecanse?" Not by any possibility can it exist in the general mau-
agement, as there has been no variation, neither has any occurred in

the arrangement of the border materials, the same principle having

been adopted throughont.
I now feel satistied I cannot evade the conclusion, the fact is forced

npon me, that the caustic property of the lime has worked all the mis-

chief ; and that the nearer it approaches to a state of carbonate, the

more fatal the effect. Moguesian lime is the worst we have to deal

with, as it retaiuB its cansticity longer than any other kind.

Having succeeded in my esertiona so far, I nest applied sllicions

BOil mixed with a third part of manure, for the growth of our pot

Grapes. Without entering into minute details, which are the property

of every gardener, it will be suiiiLient to notice that the quality of the

fmit was equally satisfactory, and as a guarantee I may note that a

Vine of the Alicante, one year from a single eye, matui-ed 18 lbs. of

excellent Grapes. These results encouraged me to proceed a step

farther ; I had the eaj*th removed a foot deep from the borders made
of calcareous soil, and replaced by silicions soil, on the supposition

that it might to some extent act as an improver. Although the roots

worked amongst it freely, and have been doing so for some years past,

I have not been able to discover that it has produced any advantage.

There is one caution to be observed in the selection of silicious soil

—

namely, that it is frequently to be met "with, and sometimes to a con-

aderable extent, mixed with oxide of iron, which should be avoided.

Whatever opinions are held or may bo formed by gardeners on this

subject, the red sandstone soil with me, for the gro^svth of the Grape
Vine, has long become a settled article of belief. In making this

declaration, I do not exclude soil from other geological formations, I

only offer a protest against the presence of calcareous matter.

A writer of considerable reputation has strongly recommended soil

from igneous rooks, bnt of this I have had no experience. Nothing,

perhaps, stimulates inquiry, and gives wings to thought so much as to

feel ourselves probed by the sting of defeat
;
perception becomes more

penetrating, and the range of ideas more extensive. So, in debating
this matter, it occurred to me that I had always seen Grapes, produced
from the limestone, of a very inferior quality, and froln the chalk the

sample was even worse. Without penetrating into the cause further

than mere external observation, I withont hesitation placed the entire

blame on the shoulders of the gardener. But I have lived long enough
to admit that I was wrong, and to -withdraw so false a charge.

There may be few, still there are some, gardeners who believe that

a successful career of Grape culture depends upon the observance of a
system of set rules more than anything else, and when these fail to

produce what was anticipated, what do they do next? Why, sub-

missively wait on Providence to help them.
What is generally understood as mere practice has long ago yielded

all the sound information it ever had or can possess. Shall we then
continue to submit to the dictation of what is effete and powerless ?

Shall we perpetrate the folly of threshing the same straw over and over

again, and winnowing the same old chaff? No ! by no means, if we
are to make progress. We must shunt out of so narrow a groove, we
most take hold of pi-inciples, and learn from them how to make a
successful application of that description of food best adapted to certain

classes, or to individual plants. At the present time the mode in which
many inorganic substances act is very imperfectly understood, and
must of necessity remain so until the oflHce they perform in nutrition

is clearly ascertained.

There is no reason why we should continue to remain uninformed
on this point any more than on the subject of those comjilex matters
that go to build up the animal system. For this purpose analytical

tables have been prepared, which direct us to select those aliments
•which furnish muscle, bone, and blood, or indeed all that is necessary

to build up and sustain whatever belongs to the composition of the

living body. And again, let us observe with what exactitude the

chemist prepares his medicines, and how, by an accurate knowledge of

their action upon different parts and organs of the human system, the
skilled physician is enabled, either to cure disease or lessen the pangs
of suffering. The question may be asked and answered in this way :

—

Xb the science of horticultuie to be kept below its legitimate status—are
we to plod on as heretofore in a hazy atmosphere—are "we to allow our
operations to be governed by something little short of haphazard?
Certainly not ; our profession is as much entitled to rank as highly as
any other department in science. We ought to he able to exercise as

much control over the vegetable kingdom as the physician does over
the animal kingdom.

I do not say that gardeners must of necessity become learned
cdiemists, or vegetable physiologists, the bare supposition would be an
absurdity. What we do want is a recognised authority to whom we
may apply to have our soil analysed at a moderate charge, which
would be a practical beneiit to the entire community.
To show that soil possesses a greater influence than we are at all

times willing to admit, we shall suppose a case, and the supposition is

qnite correct—viz, that one, two, three, or more of our best Grape-
growers, persons whose success has been uniform on some particular

iind of soil, we may name the purely silicious, were removed to the

calcareous districts, it will he found that the quality of their produce

will differ widely, even although all other circumstances are the same.

I would then suggest, that the soil on which iirst-class Grapes are

grown should be analysed and the result published. This wonld
inform us coixectly of the properties that operate so favourably, and
be a guide to others while making a similar selection. Some may
question my statement. Still, I hold the fact firmly, that our achieve-

ments, no matter how great or small, depend more on the quality of

the soU we use than on anything else, and consequently place every

intelligent gardener much on the same level.

It would be both interesting and exceedingly useful, did the natnre

of this discussion and the limits assigned me permit, to give a descrip-

tion of those trees and plants that require time for the proper matura-

tion of their fruit, and those to which it is injurious ; success and failure

have more to do with these points than we are at all times aware of.

The office perfoi-med by inorganic natnre in the vegetable system

has never been clearly ascertained, at least it has never been fully

explained, hut has given rise to vague speculations that confuse rather

than instruct, and breed a vast amount of contention.

In conclusion, I would state how desirous I am to see the time when
science and practice shall mingle together, and not till then can we
acquire the key that opens the door of legitimate progression. How-
ever much we may neglect the observance of the fact, whether through

ignorance or from any other cause, au immutable law reigns, which

governs animated as well as inorganic substances. It pervadrs the

world—there is no place where its power does not act—there is nothing

beyondthereachof itsindaence.

—

Alexander Chamb, Tortvjorth Court,

ON THE PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES AS AFFECTED
BY SOIL, CLIilATE, STOCKS, &c.

Fruit trees are, it is to be presumed, mainly cultivated for the sake

of their fruit, consequently the chief object of the cultivator should

be directed to its production ; and much may be accomplished towards

this end by a rational system of pmning
The judicious pruning or non-pruning of fruit trees is an all-

important question, far more important than that of training, with
which it is frequently confounded. Training is the producing of form

—

an ornamental part of the business, and is at times rather antagonistic

to producing fmit. Eat pruning. whUst necessary for training, is

chiefly performed for the sake of securing fmit. To prune a fruit

tree is a vei^ different thing from pruning any other sort of ti-ee, inas-

much as the production of fruit is much more difficult than that of

timber, or merely ornamental form. It is, indeed, easy to grow a tree

and prune it so that it may assume any desired form or size. This is

merely a question of time, and of the careful adherence to some given
rules or pre-arranged plan; hut to make that tree produce good fruit

in large quantity, and of good quality, requires the exercise of mnch
more skill and knowledge. To do this, however, is the office of the

pruncr, and by proceeding judiciously he may accomplish it.

To lay down any definite roles for guidance in fruit-tree pruning,

beyond the broadest general principles, is impossible, for in practice

[ we have so many variations of soil, climate, subjects, and even stocks,

I
to deal with, all exerting considerable influence, that no given mles

I

can be strictly followed. That which may he proper or advantageous

for trees on one soil, situation, district, &c., may in another case be

,
found totally impracticable. Further, also, a great deal depends on
the time of pruning, and the manner of the operation. According to

the amount of foliajje duly exposed and properly developed, the growth
of the tree advances ; therefore, althongh the reduction of any part

of a tree on which leaves are produced may diminish the rate of in-

crease on the plant generally, yet through its removal the parts left

increase more rapidly, in consequence of having a greater supply of

sap at their disposal, and of their leaves being more fully exposed to

the influence of light. Therefore to prune judiciously is not only ad-

vantageous, hut in fruit culture it is indispensable.

To prune a tree is to cut off a portion of its stem, or parts of its

branches, and the object to be attained is the regulation of the vege-

tation of the plant. The immediate effect (it may be repeated) of

pruning, or the cntting-off of any portion of a plant, is to cause a
greater supply of sap to flow towards the parts which are itft. Thus,
if a tree is growing vigorously and making strong unfruitful shoots,

the effect of pruning it back severely in winter is to increase its vigour

instead of weakening the tree. All winter pruning, or pruning after

active vegetation has ceased, results in producing greater vigour in a
plant ; therefore a Wgorons healthy-growing tree requires less pruning
than a weakly-growing one
A special point to be aimed at in fruit culture is equality of growth,

and thereby uniformity of action, throughout all the component parts

of the tree. The most unfruitful of all trees are those in which one
portion is allowed to have a great ascendancy over the others. The
stronger portions of these have then to be repressed, and the weaker
portions encouraged, which will promote unifonnity of growth. Ex-
cessive vigour is, however, nndesuable, as trees in that condition bear
but a small quantity of fruit

; yet it is possible for a tree to be to

weak, and to produce too many email fruits, as well as to be too
vigorous and unlruitful.

There may be said to be two distinct styles of pruning—viz., market
garden or orchard pruning, and gentleman's garden or trained-tree
pruning. The one is necessarily very different from the other. In
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the former caso the trees are alloived to rotaia mach more of their
natural character; they are pruned almost eDtirely for fmit, form or
appearance being in a great measure ignored. Id the latter, while
fruit-bearing ia one main object, yot with this is combined the forma-
tion or retention of some particular form. Which of the two, then, is

the more productive or profitable ' which of the two is the more to be
rocommendcd ? Or 13 it possible to apply the treatment as regards
pruning that is necessary for the one to the caae of the other, or to
produce the same results on each snbject alike in diCferout soils,

aituations, itc.. without having rej^ard to the altered circumstances in
which they are placed? It may be possible, but it is scarcely
practicable to do so, and in many cases the attempt will result in an
entire failure ; the trees, as already stated, may be formed, yet the
fruit for which they are grown will be wanting. Those remarks apply
more especially, yet not exclusively, to formally trained trees.

If we take a glance at the natural tree vegetation of the country, we
shall find that in one locality the trees are of a dwarf stunted charac-
ter, and perhaps very fertile ; while in another they are rampant and
vigorous. In the one case we have probably poor sandy soil and an
exposed situation, and in the other deep alluvial loam and compara-
tive shelter. Good fruit may be produced in each situation, yet
under very different conditions. Here, then, is Nature teaching us,
and her general laws we must obey ; for though we cannot alter this
natural order of things, much may he accomplished by skill in mould-
ing the one to a similarity of the other. The light soil may be en-
riched, the strong loam impoverished, shelter may ho procured, &c. ;

but these can only bo done in a very limited way. Unless, however,
something of the sort be done, the growth of the trees in the two in-
stances will he very different ; and in order to induce an equal amount
of fruitfulness, the treatment of the trees as regards pruning will re-
quire to be very different also.

Since viewing the extensive experiments on agricultural produce of
Mr. Lawes and Dr. Gilbert, at Rothamsted, with different manures,
and the wonderful influences effected by these manures on different
plants as regards their tendency to induce a disposition to run to seed.
and to favour early maturation, it has occurred to mo that perhaps
something in tliis way might be accomplished with fruit trees by the
application of some special manures, which, as in the case of the
mixed mineral manures on grasses, would privo a tendency more
towards fruit-production than to leaf-growth. There maybe a manure
for fruit trees, which is capable of utilising the existing and necessary
portions of the soil, and concentrating all the energies of the plant
towards the production of fruit ; and if so, how valuable it would be !

Again, climate greatly intluences the growth of trees, and in some
respects its effect is similar to that of the soil. Thus, a damp
climate, such as that in the south-west of England counteracts the
effects of a dry soil, assimilating the results to those afforded by a
deep rich soil iu a dry climate. In a damp climate trees grow much
moie luxuriautly as a rule than in a dry one, and as luxuriance of
growth is unfavourable to fruit-bearing, our treatment of the trees
must again be modified to suit the altered conditions. In the orchards
of Devonshire, and other parts with damp climates, there is a remark-
ably natural check pat upon the growth of the trees, which would
otherwise be over-luxuriant and uufruitfol—namely, the growth of
Mosses and Lichens on their trunks and branches, caused, no doubt,
by the continued dampness. The presence of these epiphytes serves,
however, in my opinion, as a beneficent check npon over-luxuriance,
and thereby induces greater fertility than would otherwise be obtained.
Here, then, is Nature repressing vigour more effectuallj than we can
do by the employment of any artificial means. It being, then, as yet
impossible to alter soils or climate to any great extent, we must per-
force, if the greatest success be desired, cultivate only those trees
which are most suitable, and that after the manner most in accordance
with their natural tendency. In ehort, in a locality where trees
naturally grow but slowly, dwarf or miniature fruit-tree culture will be
the most advantageous ; and whore trees naturally grow luxuriantly
they must be allowed to do so, the modem dwarf, closely-pinched fruit
trees being for the most part unattainable.

There is, however, yet left for consideration the important subject
of the stocks whereon we may graft our fruit trees. The influence of
the stock is in many ways marvellous. It is as yet a snbject but very
imperfectly understood, especially by fruit-growers themselves, whom
it concerns most intimately. It might be given as a proverb, " Accord-
ing as the stock in so will be the result." Wo have not only stocks
which impart great vigour to the plant, and the reverse—those which
check luxuriance and induce greater fertility, precocity, and a tendency
to maturation—but we can also select stocks which enable us to cul-
tivate fruits with an almost equal amount of success on damp clayey
soils, as on dry sandy loams. It is also worthy of experiment on a
somewhat extended scale, to find out whether it is not possible to cul-
tivate fruits successfully in otherwiae uncongenial districts by pfrafting

and using plants indigenous to the district, as stocks, such as the Pear
on the Mountain Ash, and on the different species of Thorns, which
are in general common enough. That would be ntilising the natural
vegetation of the country.

It may be well here to notice briefly some of the principal stocks used
for our fruit trees, and to state the conditions nndcr which, as well as
the purpose for which, they can be moat adTantagcously employed.

Apjilra.—1. There is the Crab or free stock, most suitable for large
standard trees, and totally unfit for dwarf ones. 2. The French

Paradise, which is eminently qualified for prodacing dwarf fortUd
trees, and which succeeds beat on damp, clayey aoila, its roots feeding
near the surface. H. English Paradise, a moderately vigorous-growing
stock. 4. The Nonsuch English Paradise of Mr. Rivers, which Ib

similar in its effect to that of the French Paradine, producing vigoroDS
but fruitful little trees. It however succeeds well on dry soils, which
the French Paradise does not.

Pears.— I. The Pear, or freo stock, which, like the Crab, is again
only suited for large trees, excepting in dry soils, in which case, on
account of the roots strikicg deeply for sastcnance, it is the most to
be reromraonded. 2. The Quince, which is admirably suited for cul-

tivation in damp soils, through its roots feeding near the surface, is

entirely nnsuited for forming very large trees on dry soils. Its great

recommendation is in its dwarfing tendency and its exceeding fertilitj.

Pears may be grafted on many other stocks, each as all the species of

Cratirgus, Mountain Ash, Cotoneaster, (fee.

PJum.'i.—These are not much influenced by the stock, excepting it be
the Damas Noir, which tends to earlier fertility.

Cherries.— 1. We have the wild Cherry, which is adapted for largo

trees. 2. The Mahaleb, the most suitable for dwarf-fruiting plants.

Plums may also be grafted on Cherries, and vice rer.^ti. Beyond the

fact of its accomplishment, however, I can state nothing, ad the olti-

mate results are not known.

By way of illustration, we may admire the successful results attained

by Mr. Rivers, in his magnificent culture at Sawbridgeworth, with

myriads of pretty miniature bushes, pyramidal and cordon trees, aU
densely laden with fruit ; and we may farther be enlightened as to the

practice pursued to produce such success, and become in conseqaenco

impressed with its desirability, and induced to go and try to do likeviao

—to have our frnit trees all grown in the same miniature style, &c.
We see the results, and seize the idea, but most likely forget the
conditions, or the natural or other advantages enjoyed by them, through
which they have so easily attained their present fruitful state. The
natural tendency of tree vegetation in the soils of Sawbridgeworth ia

towards early fruiting. There is, indeed, considerable variation of soil

even in these nurseries—from strong Wheat land to lightish sand ; yet

throughout nearly the whole extent there is a great deal of calcareons

matter, which it will be found, wherever present, is the most favourable

of all for fruit culture. It is greatly to the predominance of this chal^
matter in the soil, though partly to its exposed situation, and also to

the nse of suitable stocks which give a dwarfing tendency, yet, most of

i all, to Mr. Rivera' skill in taking advantage of all this, that we are to

attribute his immense success in the culture of miniature fruit trees.

To illustrate still further, go to the neighbourhood of Paris, where ia

fmit culture results are attained nearly similar to those of Mr. lUvers.

Fruits and frnit trees, it is well known, succeed there admirably, and
the soil is very similar to that so general at Sawbridgeworth. Around
Paris the climate influences and benefits the condition of the trees and
fruits to a considerable extent, yet otherwise the results are as nearly

as possible the same.
Trees in the two instances grow but slowly, yet sturdily, and make

no rampant watery unfruitful f-hoots : these are, on the contrarj\ sturdy,

short-jointed, and well-supplitd with fmit buds. Indeed, thedifl^colty

of their having too much of a fruiting tendency occurs at times, the

trees being thereby soon exhausted, and the fruit rendered worthless.

It is desirable at all times that fruiting trees should produce a certain

quantity of young shoots, as on the influence of the leaves so produced
and on the action thereby infused into the plant, depends chiefly the

quality of the fruit. Hence to induce short formation, although there

may be little to prune, yet the pmning-knife may be used to great

advantage, and the shoots cut closer back. In fact, the trees may be

kept in smaller compass than that which would be prudent to adopt

in the case of trees growing very vigorously. The cultivation of

miniature fruit trees, trees planted at 4 feet apart, in such soils and
conditions, is highly commendable. It would, indeed, prove the most
profitable ; as although they might be allowed to attain considerable

size, it would be many years, owing to their slow rate of growth, ere the

ground could be otherwise fully occupied, or turned to the best account

for fmit culture.

To reverse the picture, however, let ua visit the rich valley of the

Thames, with its deep alluvial loam, and look at the fruit culture in

some of the market gardens—for example, that of Mr. Dancer, at

Chiswick. Here there is also fruit in abundance, and of the very finest

quality. Here, however, the trees instead of being dwarf and fruitful,

are large, rampant, and vigorous ; and although while in a young state

they produce but little fruit, still as they attain age, if not over-pruned,

frnit is produced in immense quantities.

In the one case, winter pruning—close pruning, is necessary to induce

greater vigour, and prevent overfertility and weakness

—

(j'. ''., assuming

the stocks. X'c, used in each locality to be the same) ; and in the other,

the object of the pniner ia to reduce luxuriance, and this is best effected

by non-pruning, or at most, by the thinning-out of the shoots and

branches where crowded, so as to expose the remaining ones more freely

to the influence of light, leaving the strong-growing young shoots at

almost their entire length, which the next season produce a lesa

vigorous growth, and as a consequence become more fertile, on account

of the forces of the plant not being concentrated on a few buds, but

being required to spend itself over many. In fthort, in the one case

miniature fruit-tree growing is advantageous and practicable, simply

because the trees are not inclined naturally to grow larger, and in the
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other it is almost impossible, because the trees naturally grow too
luxuriantly.

Excessive vigour may, however, be considerably repressed, and fruit-

fulness may be induced, by judicious summer pinching of the growing
shoots, and also to a great extent by root-pruning. The first summer
pinching is of paramount importance. It is most easily accomplished
oa the naturally fertile trees, yet it is most required on the most
luxuriant. By constant application a great deal may be accomplished.
It is an operation rendered absolutely necessary in aU formal styles of
training, and in the culture of miniature trees. The leaves of a plant
are almost its very life ; they are its breathing organs. Leaves
elaborate the sap which is drawn from the roots, and return it into the
stem to form woody fibre, so that the pinching or the taking away of
any portion of its leaves arrests the flow of sap in that direction, and
directs it towards the parts which are left. Thus, therefore, by stop-
ping the stronger-growing portions—those on the upper parts of the tree,

which are in advance of the lower or weaker portion—we equalise the
flow of the sap, and cause a uniform action throughont. This stopping
and checking of the shoot-growing propensities of the tree tends towards
the formation of fruit buda, excepting in some cases—namely, in very
rich soil, and where it is attempted to confine the energies of the tree
within too narrow a limit. Under such circnmstances the most incessant
application will fail to produce fertility, but will result in the continued
production of watery shoots, and a gradual weakening of the tree. In
anch cases root-pruning may in some instances be resorted to with
advantage. Root-pruning in miniature fruit-tree culture is almost
absolutely necessary to keep the trees within bounds in many soils. It

should, however, only be appealed to as a last resource, after all other
modes of checking vigour and inducing fertility have failed. Root-
prnning tends too much to weaken the whole system of the tree, to take
away the powers of the plant which are required for the support of what
fruit there may be produced. It is not exactly a weakening of the
entire system of the tree which is required, but a retention of all its

powers, and a direction of those forces towards the production of frnit

instead of that of shoots.

In concluding these remarks, I would recommend those who may
be commencing fruit culture to take well into consideration the soil

and situation of the place, and then the object, whether for the produc-
tion of fruit simply, or for fruit combined with the formation of the
trees after some particular form. Whatever may be the object, the
condition of the soil should be considered, and the trees selected should
be worked on stocks whose requirements can be best supplied by that
Boil, and by the mode of pruning and general cultivation adopted.

—

A. F. Babbon, Bo>/ol Horticultural Sockty, Chisicich,

ON THE PROSPECTS OF HYBRIDISATION.
The object of the following remarks is to show how large a field is

still open to culturists in the matter of cross-breeding.
In order to see the extent and nature of this I will ask you to with-

draw your attention to a considerable degree from the mere in-and-in
breeding of a few favourite and already over-bred groups of garden
plants, and to tarn it to the higher object of originating new forms and
qualities, by working with hitherto neglected or unthought-of subjects.
Under this head I include :

—

Genera hitherto uuattempted.
True species unused, or insufficiently worked out.
Old garden plants, shrubs, or trees possessing high special qualities.
Variegated plants of all kinds to be used as the sires or male plants.

_
Other descriptions might be catalogued, but the above list would

give us enough to do. I will not treat these cases separately, for they
are much bound up with one another, but will take them as they
happen to suit my present purpose, which is to say as much as I can
in the shortest space of time.

Let ns begin with ordinary cultivated things—the old familiar forms
of the flower or kitchen garden, and note a few of our shortcomings.
Enter genus Rosa :—The Rose has been said to be coming rapidly to
a dead lock, so great has been its cultural improvement. But this
improvement has run somewhat in a rut, hundreds and thousands of
seedlings are raised annually, and yet we get little more than slightly
improved forma of a few favourite types.

It is not my province here to point out the means of working to a
given standard of perfection ; this is the task of the skilled and prac-
tised craftsman whom we call the florist. The hybridist is the explorer
and pioneer, after him comes the selective improver. I will not taunt
my florist friends by saying. You have not yet produced a blue Rose ;

but let me just observe that the greater part of your show Roses have
no scent, and many of them neither scent nor constitution. Your
yellow Noisettes wo'n't open ; and of the perpetual, or Provence classes,
yon have no scented yellow Rose at all. Neither have you a white
one fragrant and ever-blooming. Sweet odour, that complemeutarj-
quality which, with other matchless attributes, makes the Rose of
romance the real Rose of the poet and the lover, is absent. The scent of
the Rose called Mademoiselle Bonnaire would never recall a memory.
Again, you have no crimson Tea-scented Rose ; you have no really
good rampant or climbing perpetual Rose at all. Fellenberg and Eclair
de Jupiter are far from perfection. Where is the very possible per
petnal Pompone ? With July we bid a long adieu, alas !to Rose de
Means. Can these deficiencies be supplied ? I think they can.

yiiat let us lay the foundation for a white, by crossing together the

white China and the white Unique Provence ; also the whitest Tea,
say Niphetos, with the same, and the old white Moss. For a blush-
coloured race, take the fragrant old Maiden's Blush and Celeste, and
cross with the pink-tinted Teas. For size and doubleness of flower,
with fragrance, take Souvenir de la Malmaison and Comtesae Lacepede,
and cross with White Provence and Moss with Maiden's Blush, even
with the Common Moss and Cabbage Rose.
The production of a yellow will be more of a task. As seed-bearinc;

parents let us take the old yellow China ; it is still to be had, though
very scarce ; the yellowest Teas with the white China and old Sweet
Double White. Cross these with the Austrian and Persian Briars.
Also cross together the yellow Teas and China with the palest and
clearest -coloured Provence kinds.

The Teas should be fruited in pots under glass. This will bring
them into flower at the same time with the Austrian Briar. Moreover,
they set their fruit freely when grown in this manner. For a high-
coloured Tea Rose, the old crimson China Sempertlorens would impart
a large share of its colour to any of the true Teas, and the cross might
be taken both ways.

It will probably take some generations to produce a good rich-
coloured climber Fellenberg. Gloire de Rosomene and crimson China
might be crossed together. Ruga, which seeds freely, might prodnce
seedlings of higher colour and frequent-flowering habit by a cross with
these last-named kinds, and for an experiment their pollen might bo
used to fertilise Coupe d'Hebe and Fulgens. The sluggishly-opening
Tea Noisettes might be crossed with the old semi-double yellow China
to produce an intermediate effect. I may here suggest that the noble
old Noisette Grandiflora should make a tine seed-bearing parent when
crossed with handsome vigorous Roses of almost any class, but espe-
cially the Provence breed.

Again, to originate new and hardy races there is sufficient evidence
to prove the enormous advance frequently made by a first cross from a
wild or natural species %vith the pollen of a cultivated one. I need
only point here to Ruga and Maria Leonida, raised from two wild
single species, by the pollen of the double Tea Roses ; and the pollen
of this exquisitely fragrant plant should be tried upon every natural
species that can be procured.

I fear I have dwelt too long upon the Rose, but it was tempting—
the Rose always is tempting. Moreover, it was a good subject for an
endeavour to shadow forth my meaning to-day.
And now we will take a turn in the orchard. A few good Apples

and Pears have been raised by definite and well-considered crosses, but
many yet remain to be devised and carried out. One of the first,

things that will occur to ns, when once out of the old rut, is that we
have scarcely any good summer Apples and Pears ; none of any size,

and none possessing the peculiar and higher qualities of the autumnal
and winter kinds. Who has ever raised a seed of Citron des Carmes,
or reared a brood of young Jargonelles, ennobled by the blood of Marie
Louise, or other early autumn Pear ? Who has ever collected, selected,

and united in wedlock the pleasant but very improvable summer
Apples ? I think no one, as yet, not even the great Sultan of Saw-
bridgeworth. Is there any reason why the great size and hardy vigour
of the Catillac and other culinary Pears should not be imparted to or
shared by those sorts whose melting flesh and rich flavour fit them for

the dessert table '} Mr. Rivers has worked nobly at the stone fruits,

and especially as regards the Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot groups ;

but there is yet a most interesting and important line of work left

open to the horticnlturist—viz., the breeding expressly for hardiness.

Hardy Peaches and Apricots are known to exist. Let these be searched

for, collected, and bred from ; let them be sown, reared, and, if pos-

sible, fruited away from the sheltering wall. The long frosts of winter,

and capricious climatic vicissitudes of spring, will of themselves form.

an effectual selective process. In aU crossing experiments, hardiness

should be kept prominently in view—hardiness of constitution gene-
rally, and hardiness to bear low temperature. It is common enough
to hear it said, " Such a fruit is the king of its race, but it is so tender,

or, it may be, such a bad bearer."

Should such things be when the cross-breeder has actually the
power in his hands to combine given qualities and to impart deficient

ones? Much attention has been given of late to the Plum, and we
possess many fine sorts ; but there still remains many a curious and
haply profitable combination to be tried. The pretty and cnrioua

Cherry Plum has not yet been used as a parent. The hardy and pro-
lific Damson would certainly prodnce valuable orchard sorts, if crossed

with the Green Gage, Golden Drop, and other kinds possessing high
quality and marked character. The common Bullace is a less pro -

mising subject, but it is in itself quaint and pretty as a dessert fruit,

and might repay the trouble of crossing with the Golden Drop. Even
the poor despised Sloe would furnish an importantly instructive ex-

periment in showing to what an extent the austerity of its wild pro-

duce would be modified by the influence of a rich and saccharine

garden Plum.
I do not think much deliberate crossing has been done with the

Cherries. A few subjects of well-defined races might be crossed to-

gether. The Morello produced sterile seedlings when experimented
upon by Thomas Andrew Knight, yet I cannot help thinking that

further trials might meet with success, or at any rate verify a resnlt-

I need hardly say that to a really scientific mind the verification of an
experiment, or the setting at rest of an old doubt, is a gratification of

the highest order.
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After the fruit tree qnestion, of which I foar yon mnst ho nbnost
tired, wo pass naturally to the shrnhs. Are our small fruits incapablo
of further improvement * Not while Red Currants are sour, and—

I

now address myself to an especial audience,—Men of Tianca^hirc, I

call upon yon to produce an eatable prize Gooseberry. Red Cnrrants
Btill obstinately persist in being acid, although thoy wore once worked
at by a master hand ; but a few Renerations under the care of the
hybridist would undoubtedly improve the Gooseberry in tlavour as
well as in size. Your huge Lancashire Roarin;; Lions might be made
rich with the honied jnicea of the old Roagh Green, Red, and Yellow
berries, and tho *' unsapid " pachydermatous, prizo-taking monster
might beeome a mouthful for a prince.

I hud prepared materials for carrjing out far more fully my inten-
tion in treating of this subject. Time flies, and I have only got to
Gooseberries.

So now I will bring my fragment, for it can perforce be no better,
to an abrupt conclusion. I hope I have inculcated an important
principle, to wit, the getting out of a rut ; and I wish all good fortune
and success to tho bold traveller in untrodden ways.—R. T. Clarke.

P.S.—There is no earthly reason why we should not cross the Pino
Apple. '

ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF PLANTS
BT SBLECnOS, H\"BRIDISINr,, AND CROSS-BBEliDING, HAVING SPECIAI.

BEFERKNCE TO THE HOLLYHOCK AND THE ROSE.

Theef. are two important methods of procedure open to him who
may wish to engage in the moditication, or improvement of plants.

1, Selection. *J, Hybridising and cross-breeding. The first method,
•' selection," is exceedingly simple, and may be successfully followed by
anyone who possesses or who may acquire the habit of observing cor-
rectly. The second method, " hybridising and cross-breeding," is

more complex, and requires, in addition to the habit of observing cor-
rectly, an acquaintance with at least some of the laws of vegetable
physiolocy. In adopting the former, we seize upon certain variations
or phenomena which we meet with in Nature, and endeavour to " fix"
or render permanent that which we ai-e accustomed to call accidental

;

in pursuing the latter, we start with a conception which wc labour to
rouvett into a fact. To the mere man of bnsines:?, selection is usnally
the more attractive ; the method is more suitable to his habits of
thought and practice ; but to the scientitic mind hybridising or cross-

fcreeding are usually more inviting, and the results more satisfactory. To
ioth methods are we largely indebted for improvements m the ve-
getable kingdom, and it would be exceedingly diflScnIt, perhaps im-
jwssible, to say bow much wo owe to the simple process of selection,
and how much to the more complex and scientific labours of the
lybridist.

It will be my purpose to place before yon, as fully and clearly as I

can, a few instances of improvements by both processes, drawing, as
Jar as practicable, from my own observations and experiments.

First of selection. It is well known to observers in this field that
znost plants, and especially cultivated plants, when raised from seed,
are prone to vary :

—

'* The earth was made so various, that the mind
Of desultory man, studinus of change,
And pleased with novelty, might be indulged."

We sow a handful of seed, and in somo cases scarce any two of the
jonng plants which arise therefrom prove absolutely identical ; there
iB a difference in size or appearance, in form, colour, or texture. This
shows an inherent capacity of progress or development. It is more
inarkcd in cultivated than in wild plants, and the tendency increases
under cultivation

; yet it appears in both states. Among wild plants I
}iave met with no more striking example than that of the Lychnis
diuma, which grows plentifally m the hedgerows surrounding my nur-
series at Waltham Cross. The flowers of some of these self-sown
plants are much larger than others, some are of a deeper colour, and
some of a smoother aspect and more rounded form. The habit of
growth of the different seedlings also varies gicatly. The Dog Rose
<Roea cauina) is another case in point. Examples of this fact are,

however, plentiful enough in Nature, and might be adduced almost
"without limit if required. But it is only by selection and cultivation
that the most attractive forms of these natural variations can be fixed

and turned to practical account. The advanced Lychnis, if neglected
and allowed to seed in its native wilds, would probably produce off-

. spring for the most part similar or inferior to itself, except rarely and
at long intervals of time. If, however, removed to a superior soil,

more highly nurtured, and the seeds gathered from the most attractive
plants only, the improvement would probably go on gradually but re-

gularly from generation to generation.

To elucidate further the principle and results of selection, let us
suppose an intelligent agriculturist observing in his Wheat fields some
individual plant of Wheat more vigorous in growth, or more prolific,

longer, stouter, and fuller in the ear than those by which it is sur-
Toonded. He wishes to retain this variation, knowing that if he can
succeed in so doing ho will thereby increase his crop. He sets a mark
upon this plant, saves and sows the seeds separately, selects again and
again, from year to year, those most in advance, bo they few or many,
actil the variation first noticed has become constant and fixed, and,
perhaps, even further developed. This process of selection usnally re-

quires to he pursued through several generations, some of the iu-

diridnals from each sncccisivo sowing continuing to advance on tho lino
first indicated, and the whole drii-.viiig closer together, till in tho end
he establishes the pujity or coD>tancy of the rate. Once cstabliahod
or fixed, thu variation will remain an improved race or breed, and if

the individual plants composing it are not absolutely identical, they
aie yet butliciently so for practical pnrposes. In this instance we have
BQppoficd a case of selection for a prolific tendt-ucy, bat the same prin-
ciple may be applird to any other desired improremcnt, as qnality of
gi-ain, carliness or lateness of riptning. quantity or quality of straw,
and so on. Or. to take oUier iiiritauros from agriculture, the farmer
observes among his Mangold Wnrtzil a plant remarkable forthehipge
size of the root and tlio small hi/,e of the top—amoug his Turnips a
root that has stood the front uninjured, while others surrounding it

have been materially damaged ; he selects the I^angold with tho viOW
of increasing the weight uf his crop without dniwin;.' loo much from
his laud, the Turnip for tho sake of obtAiniu'^ a hardier race of this
valuable root, and follows up the process of cultivation already de-
scribed, until he fixes tho recognised and coveted features.
As with the agricultiui^t so with the market gardeurr, whose superior

vegetables are in great part duo to tbe judicious selection of the in-
dividual plants from which he saves his wed. Perhaps half a dozen
of the whitest and closfist heaus of white Broccoli are selected off many
acres as tbe sourco of tho crop for the ensuing year; and other Te-
getables and flowers—as Onions, Cabbages, Lettuces. Stocks, &:c.—are
subjected to the same careful process of selection.

To continue : Our seed-growere work on the same principle, al-
though in place of leaving a few only of the best, the qaaniity of seed
they require compels them to rekit satisfied with eradicating a few of
the worst only, and the value of their crop of seeds i^, or should be, in
propoi-tion to the thoroughness of the selection, or. as the growers
term it, tho purity of tlie stock. If in the Bill on tbe adulteration of
seeds now before Parliament, a clause could have been inserted in-
suring the purity of tho stock, I fhould have considered that by S^
tho most important part of tho measure.

I hare intentionally given prominence to the above cases, becaoBC I
believe the farmer, market gardener, and seed-grower, whatever at-
tention they may be giviog to cross-breeding now, have in tho past de-
rived their improvements chiefly, ii not entirely, from selection

;

whereas, the horticulturist has been for many years past working more
or less ardently in both fields. There has, however. I believe, eren
with him, till recently, been bnt little hybridising or cross-breeding
with vegetables; more, perhaps, and for a longer period, with fmits;
and most of all, and for tho longest period, with flowers.

The vegetables and flowcr.s which I have improved by selection

merely are somewhat numerous; among the former, Parsley and
Brussels Sprouts.

Parsley was the first plant I endeavoured to improve by selecting

for seed one or two individual plants from a large bed, the nnnsuaily
double or curled leaves of the selected plants having pleased my
fancy. The result was so striking in the following year that I was
encouraged to persevere, and did so from year to year with increasing

success, until Paul's Parsley became household words. Brussels
Sprouts, the seed of which it was considered necessary in those days to

import from tbe Continent, was the next plant taken in hand, and I
proved over a series of years, to my own satisfaction at least, that it

was neither the continental soil nor air, but the pmctico of a vigorous

selection, that gave to the continental seed an acknowledged supe-

riority.

The Aster was the next plant taken in hand, and with the same
results. Stocks. Pansies, Roses, Cinerarias. Hollyhocl:s, Zonal Pe-

largoniums, Chinese Primulas, and Polyanthuses, were taken up in

due succession, similarly dealt with, and similarly improved.

The Hollyhock would seem to demand at my hands more than a
passing word. To the improvement of the flowers of this plant by
selection, I gave long and close attention, from the year IS.'JS to 1857.

Let me submit to your notice somo of the resolts of the sowing of

seeds from selected plaiits, without the interposition of artificial fer-

tilisation. The variety Gloria Mnndi (yellow) gave Sulphnrca perfecta,

Argo, El Dorado, Queen of the Yellows, and King of the Yefiows, all

yellow flowers ; aud Charles Barron, buff. Kl Dorado, a smooth yellow

flower, gave yellow flowers only, bri*;ht in colour, but rough and irre-

gular in form. Lady Willoc^hby d'Kresby (cream c dour) gave a lot

of rough dirty whites. Lady Fr.vnkliu (deep pink) reproduced iteelf,

and also gave sundry good rose-colonrcd flowers. Lady Palmerston

(blush) gave a very fine brood of pe.ich-coloured and pink flowers.

Purple Defiance (puq)Ie) gave a rough lot of purjdes. Attraction

(pink) gave a fine brood of pinkj. Princess Roy:;l (cream and cho-

colate) gave a rough lot of dirty cream aud chocolate-colon red flowers.

Crusader (pink) reproduced itself, and also others of similar colour,

varying in form. Celestial (blush; reproduced itself, and yaiious

shades of blush of superb quality. Meinnon la fine crimson flOwer)

produced regularly some plants hearing crimson, aud others bearing

puri>le flowers. Omar Pacha (cream edged with white) reproduced

itself. A purple seedling of good form and snbstauce gave some purple

and some blush-mottled flowers of very iudifferent quality. A salmon-

coloured seedling of fine quality gavo flowers of the same colour, hot

of indifferent form. A fine dark shining crimson seedling gavo flowers,

©ange. fawn, and buff, of midJl ng quality, hut no ciiai«on. A white-

edged seedling gave flowers like tho parent, but as a rule not so good.

A fine rosy peach-coloured seedlinggave rubbish. A nankeen-coloured
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soodlmg reiirodaccd itself almost without variation. A pnre primrose
seedling of very high quality gave some primrose-coloured flowers and
some primrose -with dark base, usually inferior to the parent. A
French white veined seedling gave a lot of prettily and variously
veined flowers. An orange-buff seedling gave also some few prettily
-veined Howcrs among many very rough ones, of the colour of the
parent. A tine purple seedling gave purple, marbled, maroon, and
lilac flowers, all of superior quality.
Now, it might appear :it first sight that the above results militate

against the theory of improvement by selection merely. But it is not
really so. It must be told that the above is a record of general
results only. In most cases few or many individuals might have been
selected in advance of the p.arent. Let it further be remembered that
this is the result of one year's growing only, and it certainly proves
that a variation cannot always be fixed by a single effort, which we
are perfectly free to admit, it shows also the tendency of the mass of
seedling plants raised from cultivated or advanced varieties to revert
to a less civilised state. It shows farther, that a variation once ob-
tained, new ground once broken, often proves a fertile source of further
variation and advancement. But of this I shall give an example
by-and-by. Now, I do not think that the variation in colour recorded
in some of the above cases was due to fertilisation either by insects or
other instrumentality. But it might be eo. I merely express an
opinion on this point, founded on the fact that the progeny of some
varieties varied but slightly throughout successive annual sowings,
whereas that of others varied greatly. The inference I should draw
would be, that some variations are capable of a more rapid develop-
ment, some are more sportive, and some more readily fixed than
others.

It will be farther inferred from the above facts that the finest
flowers do not always produce the finest progeny. And I have found
this circumstance corroborated iu dealing with other plants. Certain
individual sorts furnish a fine brood ; others, apparently equally good
sorts, an indiii'erpnt brood. Soaietimes a flower or fruit of indifferent
quality wUI produce a high-class progeny, and a high-class flower
or fruit an inferior progeny. The whole question is, I admit, beset
with difficulties, and offeis a fine field for observations and experi-
ments. The exceptions to the rule, that the best flov.-ers proceed from
the best parents, are numerous. Notwithstanding, unless we possess
" special knowledge," we cannot do better than work npon this rule

;

for, if we reject it, we have nothing so good to put in its place.
One word as to the speciul k-nowledge just alluded to. Now and then

a variation, peculiarly fitted for the work of progress, will arise. Many
years ago, a Pansy, named Queen Victoria, raised by the late Mr.
Thompson, of Iver, proved of this character ; and more recently the
Eosea General Jacqueminot, .Jules Margottin, and Victor Verdier, may
fee taken as prominent instances. From these in their day, and for a
certain period, many more good flowers were raised than from all others
of the period pat together. Now, if one acquires this special knowledge,
there is sure gi-ound to work on. But I know of no law by which this
Cfaality of a plant can be determined in advance. In the present
state of our knowledge, I conceive that it can only be ascertained by
observation and experiment.

I have raised many thousands of seedling Hollyhocfca, Roses, Zonal
Pelargoniums and other plants, simply on the principle of gathering
the seed from the most advanced plants and flowers without any at-
tempt at cross-breeding. My success under this method of proceeding
hasjjeen gi-eatest with Hollyhocks, as I could claim at one time (about
1857), the finest Hollyhock of almost every colour as of my production.
This I account for by the fact that the subject was a good one for
experiment. Althongh a flower long known to us, it had not been long
subjected to high cultivation, and was fully ripe for improvement.
With the Rose the case wa<! somewhat different. It had been ex-
perimented on fay ejever and industrious men in Fiance for a number
of years, and, doubtless, I was here traversing ground which some of
them had exhausted long before. However, success here has not been
adtogether denied me, and to which I shall have occasion to allude by-
and-by. Of Zonal Pelargoniums, I was fortunate enough to become
the possessor of a remnant of stock loft by the late Mr. Donald
Beaton

;
and whUo many of the -variations and improvements that

have issued from my nnrseries are the result of mere selection, others
have been carefully and systematically bred. The Polyanthus is a
flower with which I am now carrying on experiments, with the view of
rendering it more available in spring gardening. Four years ago I
selected certain colonrs from a bed of mixed seedlings, with the view
of saving the seeds of each separately, hoping in time to be able to
reproduce each colour true from seed. The first sowing produced aU
colonrs from each variety, and while subsequent sowings have done
the same, yet each successive sowing brings a larger proportion of the
colour of the parent: and I do not doubt that ultimately each variety
will become fixed—that is, will reproduce itself true in colour from
the seed.

With regard to the progress of improvement after selection, it would
appear that the greatest progress does not take place when the variation
is young. The most marked progress from a cultivator's point of view
seems to occur when the variation has been some little time under cul-
tivation, bnt before it loses the extra vigour not uncommon to selected
variations. A case illustrative of this view has recently come under
my observation. It is that of a plant of the Primula sinensis, which
I recenUy exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society, under the

name of Waltham White. It is a white-flowered variety with red leaf-
stalks (the white-flowered variety has commonly greenish white leaf-
stalks). The growth is exceedingly vigorous, the plant bearing a huge
pyramidal trass of large pure white flowers, of great substance. It is, in
fact, a giant among Primulas, and a giant of goodly and fair propor-
tions. Now, nothing could have been more unpromising than the origi-
nal variation from which this grand result has been obtained. It was
a coarse weedy-looking plant, bearing rough misshapen flowers ; but
there were the distinct features of extraordinary vigour, and the red
leafstalk. The first year's sowing from this plant produced more
variation than improvement; the second more improvement than
variation ; and now. in the fourth year, the characters above described
seem fixed, for all the seedlings raised from a choice pod of seed have
bloomed so nearly alike in colour, size, form, and habit, that the
variation may be fairly pronounced improved and fixed.
Thus far I have confined my remarks to the variations of plants

from seed which appear to arise spontaneously, and are of everyday
occurrence. But there are other variations occasionally taking place.
which are known to cultivators under the name of " sports." Sports
are variations from the leaf-bud rather than from seed, and I class
them under selection, because iu their case man does not intentionally
step in with the view of giving a tui-n to the workings of Nature.
Cultivation may, and in many cases probably does, induce " sports,"
but cultivation is not deliberately pursued with that object. As an
example of these we may instance the well-loiown case of the Nec-
tarine, which was a sport from the Peach—that is, a branch of a Peach
tree produced the smooth-skinned and otherwise different fruit known
as the Nectarine. My first efforts at improving the Rose were made in
1843, and were induced by discovering a sport. I observed a branch
and flower of the Bourbon Rose Proseqiine, then recently introduced,
of extraordinary vigour ; the flowere were larger and somewhat lighter
in colour than in the original

; the leaves were of a lighter green, more
obtuse, and destitute of the customary red nerves and red colouring
round their circumference. This, which I believe I am right in speak-
ing of as a sport, was, nevertheless, not a very marked example of this
tendency. It was cultivated separately and fixed, but did not depart
sufficiently from the original to be thought worthy of a new name,
and was, consequently, sold as a superior variety of' the Rose Proser-
pine. About the same time I observed a branch of the Rose du Boi,
boating pale flesh-coloured flowers. This branch was propagated, and
the new colour fixed. When about to distribute this as a novelty, to
my surprise I received it from France, under the name of Celina
Dubos ! Now, althongh I know nothing of the history of Celina Dubos
as received from France, I yet know that it was identical mth my
sport, and I think it is reasonable to conclude that it originated in the
same way. Also, about the same time, I observed a branch on tha
Rose Dr. Marx, producing leaves finely striped with gold; and a
branch of the Bourbon Queen, with leaves beautifally variegated witk
white. Both of these sports were propagated and fixed. Of Roses,
the Moss group is the most inclined to sport. I have, in days gone
by, frequently seen two or three varieties of the Moss Rose growing on
the same plant. I have seen the Baronne Prevost, which is naturally
a double rose-coloured flower, produce striped flowers, and others
nearly single. I have also seen Mrs. Bosanquet, a white Rose, pro-
duce a branch bearing red flowers.

But the most notable recent case of this tendency is that of the
new Double Crimson Thorn ; and this is remarkable in having been
observed in two different places abont the same time. It should be
told, however, that both these plants had been purchased from the
same stock. The particulars of one case are as follows :—A tree of
the Double Pink Thorn had been planted in a garden some fifteen or
sixteen years, when a branch was observed to have started away from
the centre of the tree with unusual vigour. It flowered, and lo 1 tha
flowers were crimson instead of pink, presenting a marked contrast to
those on the lower part of the tree. The leaves, too, wore of larger
size, greater substance, and more deeply lobed. Young plants were
propagated from this branch by budding and grafting, and the charac-
ter was fixed.

A few words with regard to the fixing of variations or sports seem
desirable here, and with that I shall close this part of my subject. Wo
have seen that variations or sports are, when reproduced from seed,
liable to vary greatly in character, with a general tendency to revert to
the type. From the first sowing there will probably be but few like
the variation, but by successive repetitions of the process of sowing
and selecting the variation is at length fixed. It is thus that many
of our races of annuals, as Asters, Stocks, Clarkias, Candytufts, Tro-
piBolums, and the like, not readily propagated otherwise than from
seed, have been obtained. But the process of fixing variations or
sports from the leaf-bud is almost certain to proceed without inter-
ruption. You graft, bud, or make cuttings of the sported branch or
plant, and the plants so propagated remain unchanged.

I will now proceed to the second part of my subject—namely, tha
improvement of plants by hybridising and cross-breeding. I have said
that in hybridising and cross-breeding we start with a conception
which we labour to convert into a fact. For example, we find existiui;
in two separate flowers or fruits certain high qnahties, as size,
colour, form, flavour, mien, etc., which we seek to combine in one anj
the same individual. We cross or hybridise these two plants, sow the
seeds, and after few or many attempts, one out of many is likely to
give the desired result. As a guide in hybridising and crossing, it
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fihoold bare been noted that onr best obserrers ore of opinion that

^hybrids and crosa-brccds derive their form and habit in greater part

from the female, the coloars of the flowt-r from the male, while the

conBtitntion may be nctjnircd from either parent.

By hybridising we nnderetand the crossing of two different genera or

species, by cross-breeding the intermixtaro of two diHercnt varieties of

the same species. IVactically speaking, the work is the same. It

iroold be ont of place here to enter into a lengthened description as

to how far the different species of plants may be hybridised. Donbt-

leas, there are limits : I have tried on varions occasions, and in varions

mys, to obtain a liybrid between the Pyma spectabilis and the Cydonia
japonica, two different genera, bat wilhont gnccess ; and I annonnce
this because to acknowledge a failore is sometimes as nsefal to others

as to record a success. On the other hand I have sncceeded in raising

hybrids between the Mosa Rose (Rosa centifoUai, and the Alba Rose
(Rosa alba), two different species ; alf:o between a hybrid China Rose
(K. gallica crossed withK. indica), and Rosamaltiflora. Then, again.

I have often tried in vain to obtain crosses between certain varieties. So
that it does not seem to be exactly a question between species and species,

or between variety and variety, as these are ot present classiiied by
Jbotanists. I have found, however, as a rule, that the more nearly

allied the varieties the more certain is the cross. The Tea-scented

and Noisette Roses are found to cross readily, but then, althongh these

form separate fforicultural groups, they belong to the same species,

K. indica. Bat the Hybrid Bourbon and Moss Roses also cross readily,

and here we have intermixed three different specios according to most
Jbotanists—R. indica. K. gallica. and R. ceutifolia. The grandest and
tiie most beautiful of all the floral groups of the Rose—the Hybrid
Perpetual—has a curious genealogy : R. gallica crossed with R. indica

produced the Hybrid China ; the latter crossed with an autumn-flower-
ing variety of the R. damascena produced the Hybrid Perpetual.

My first attempt at crossing the Rose was made in 1843. I crossed

three flowers of the Tea-scented Rose known as Goubanlt with the

Reurbon Rose Soucbet, with the view of obtaining a dark- coloured Tea-
Bcented Rose. Let me call these flowers C, D, and E. C produced a t

Tery large pod. which ripened perfectly, and gave ten large seeds. D
!

produced a medium-sized pod with nine seeds of very anequal size, one
[

l>eing very large, four large, and four small. E produced a small pod, I

whioh contained thirteen small seeds. Of these thirty-two seeds four

only germinated ! Three of the plants were curious cross-breeds, of no
fforal value, and having little in common with either parent ; and one,

|

in leaf, habit, and flower, was very similar to the wild Dog Rose ! As
j

the seeds were sown in pots, and placed under glass, I do not think any I

stray seed could have found place amoBg them. I was here, no doubt,
|

nnfortunate in the choice of my parent or parents, and I regard this
|

issue as an instance of the well-known tendency which the offspring of i

fiome cultivated plants have of reverting to the normal form. The same
'

year I crossed about forty other flowers, but the crop of seed was in- !

different, and the result nothing worthy of record. This non-success
j

led me to submit to microscopical examination the flowers of a number
|

of varieties of the Rose, with the view of ascertaining which were likely
j

to prove the best seed-beartrs. The result of that examination is given I

in the " Rose Garden." second edition, pp. 96, 97. The conclusions I ,

drew were :—1st. That certain varieties are sterile, incapable of forming
i

perfect seeds under any circumstances. Of these I found such kinds
predominate as roll the petals inwards, the centre of the flower being
quartered in the manner of a crown. In others the pistils were weak
or imperfect. 2nd, That many kinds where the pistils are perfect,

which in their natural state form seed-pods that wither before arriving

at maturity, may be induced to perfect their seeds by artificial fertilisa-

tion. This class of Roses is the best for him who intends raising seed-

lings to choose his female parents from, because there is little here to

interfere with, mar. or counteract his plans. Be it remarked, however,
that there are certain kinds which must not be confounded with the
above—kinds which, owing to the length of time the seed-vessels are in

arriving at maturity, never perfect their seeds in this country. 8rd.

That those kinds which we find seeding abundantly in their natural

state are self-fertilised, and that their abundant production of seed is

dne to this point mainly—the more perfect development of the organs
of reproduction, especially the poUeuiferous parts of fructification.

Thus fortified 1 selected some twenty sorts of Roses, planted them in

a separate comer of the nursery, and in the month of June, IS-lt"),

crossed nearly a thousand flowers. Success in seeding was complete.

On the 30th of September of that year I gathered *2'2B well-ripened pods
of seedB, some of them of extraonlinary size. Two successive gather-

ings, of about one hundred pod)^ each, were made at intervals of about
a month, the whole number of hybridised and crossed pods gathered
and stored amounting to 444. The seed was sown the same winter,

vegetated during the succeeding spring and summer, and the seedlings

bloomed at intervals over the next six years—that is to say. some
fcloomed the first year, others were six years old before blooming. The
result of the hybridising and cross-breeding was apparent in manv
cases, but not in all. Two of the most striking and complete I will

describe.

I had long thought that a dark bright-colonred climbing Rose was a
^sideratum. as at that time nearly all our climbing Roses were white

or yellow. To obtain this I hybridised the Rose Athalie {hybrid Bour-

fcon) with Russelliana (multifloral Paul's Vivid, a brightcrimson climb-

ing Rose, of great repute in its doy, and even now sought after, was
raised from this effort. Again, I had conceived that if anything could

add to the bcanty of the Moss Rose, it voald be to impart to it the
exquisite tint of the R. alba or Maiden's Blush. To obtain this I

hybridised the Moss Da Luxembourg with an Alba Rose, and among the
offspring was a Moss Rose, with flowers like the Maiden's Blujb, after-

wards named Princess Alice.

A few years later I raised from one and the same sowing of English
Rose seed, the Roses Beauty of WaltUam. Lord Clyde. Red liover,

Globosa, Princess of Wales, i)r. Lindtey. and, I believe. Duke of Edin-
burgh. Unfortunately, in these case^ the parentage of the offflpring

was not preserved.

The next flower with which I experimented was the Hollyhock. I
crossed numbers of these flowers in the years l8o^-7. A bluah seed-
ling crossed with White Globe, with the view of obtaining better bloah
flowers, gave, among others, ten seedlings answering to this end. Fire-
ball Superb, crossed with Metropolitan, with the view of obtaining a
better scarlet Hollyhock, gave one plant of the character sooght. A
pink seedling crossed with Lizzie, with the view of combining the
bright colour of the former with the quality of spike and flower of the
latter, gave a large number of secdlinffs. twenty-three of which were
realisations, more or less complete, of the object sought. These are
three cases selected from many of similar import. With regard to the
results in crossing the Hollyhock. I may add that Mr. Rooke, of Clower,

at one time a most successful raiser of seedlings, raised three of his

most marked improvements, all differing in colour, from one fertilised

pod of seed, whereas with seedlings raised from seed-pods not fertilised,

he found the degree of progress slow end uncertain.
Some of my latest efforts in hybridising and cross-breeding have been

directed to Zonal Pelargoniums. Attemps to hybridise the Zonal
varieties with the Unique have never succeeded ; and yet Mr. W^illa has
obtained hybrids between the Zonal and Ivy-leaved species, probably
as distantly removed. He telh me that he hybridised some tbonsande
of flowers without success, until he thought of dipping the hybridised
flowers into water after applying the pollen, by which means be obtained
seeds and seedlings, two of which, evidently hybrids, are now before the
public under the names of Willsii and Willsii rosea. My experiments
in cross-breeding have been numerous, but baving been pursued chieffy

with my own seedlings, which are unknown, I have little that is tangible

to place before you. Two or three cases, however, in which the varietiee

were afterwards named and sold, may prove interesting, and give a cloe

to those who may care to trace them. Mrs. Pollock, crossed with a
green-leaved seedling Zonal, produced some green-leaved, some golden-
variegated Tricolors, and one golden-edged variety after the character
of Golden Fleece. Amy Hogg, crossed with Crusader, gave the result

sought after in Evening Star. Governor, crossed with Alexandra, aleo

gave the result sought after in Clio. Dr. Hogg, crossed with Rebecca,

again gave the result sought after in Ptean. Model, crossed with Fire-

fly, gave also a form intermediate between the parents, which was after-

wards named Annibal.

Leaving flowers, let us glance momentarily at fmits. I have now
growing in my nurseries a brood of seedling Strawberries, the reanlt d
various crosses, the parentage on both sides having been carefally pre-

served. As they are not yet named, I can only speak of them as seed-

lings. Two seedlings, raised from Sir Charles Napier crossed with
Myatt's Pine, are worthless. Of eight seedlings, between Eleanor and
Carolina superba. four are worthless, one is flat and rough in flavour,

one resembles Keens' Seedling in appearance, but is of a mnch
richer flavour : one bears large fmit, remarkable for its solidity, of

the shape of British Queen, with the fine rich flavour of Myatt's Pine;
and one is a full-sized handsome fruit, of fine colour and good flavonr,

bearing abundantly, and of hardy constitution. Two seedlings be-

tween Oscar and Myatt's Pine are deficient in flavour. Of eight seed-

lings between Sir C. Napier and Crimson Queen, three are large hand-
some fruit, solid, heavy, of good colour and rich flavour ; one is flat and
insipid, one is very acid, and three have no prominent character. Of
five seedlings between Filbert Pine and Myatt's Pine, one is large, of

fine flavour, and very juicy ; one is small, of good colour and flavour,

solid—the flesh notwithstanding very tender; and three, one of which
is a prodigious bearer, are deficient in flavour. Four seedlings between

Oscar and British Queen are all deficient in flavour. Of seven seedlings

from British Queen crossed with La Constante. five are worthless from
the fmitist's point of view, altbougb one is fo distinct in habit as to be

scarcely like a Strawberry, and one so positively nauseous in flavour

that it leaves an unpleasant sensation on the p.ilate long after tasting,^

yet from the same fmit and parentage one is of good flavour and
another of positively tine flavour. Of eight seedlings raised from
Admiral Dundas crossed with Crimson Queen, four arc small and al-

most flavourless ; two tire large handsome fmit, of fine colour and fine

flavour : one is very late, of pleasant but not rich flavour ; and one is

early, the fruit large, of moderate flavonr, and produced in extraordinary

quantities.

I shall now conclude these remarks with a few practical deductions.

We have seen that in the improvement of rices much may be accom-
plished by mere selection, hut hybridising and cross-breeding, if in

some cases and with some experimentalists unsuccessful are in the

hands of others a shorter and surer road to the attainment of a given

object. We have seen that our best vegetable physiologists are of

opinion that hybrids and crossbreds derive their form and habit from

the female, the colour of the flowers from the male, while the constitu-

tion may be acquired from either parent. This may be generally true,

and is sometimes true, but the exceptions are so numerous that they
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cannot, according to my experience, be said to prove the rule. It is

generally admitted that the most perfectly develo pod flowers and fruits

are the best for the improver to work upon, and this is, I believe, trao

as a rule, althouRh still attended with exceptions. Personally I have

learnt from my labours in this field never to lose heart or hope. For

sixteen years, from 1843 to 1859, I had laboured with such qnalified

finccess in raising seedling Roses, that I had then minimised the

amount of labour by omitting the costly process, in point of time, of

keeping notes of parentage, &c., when in the following year, 1860, I

was more than compensated for all past labour by the extraordinary

flush of success already stated. I say, then, to my brother horticulturists

who may be working in this field—Never despair ;
persevere and wait.

" Let ns then be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate ;

Still achieving, stiU pursuing.
Learn to labour and to wait."

My experience in selecting, hybridising, and cross-breeding teUs me
that he who is seeking to improve any class of plants should watch
narrowly, and seize with alacrity, any deviation from the fixed character,

and the wider the deviation the greater are the chances of an important

issne. However unpromising in appearance at the outset, he knows
not what issues may lie concealed in a variation, sport, hybrid, or

crossbred, or what the ground newly broken is capable of yielding under
careful and assiduous cultivation. If we would succeed in this field wo
must observe, and think, and work. Observation and experiment are

the only true sources of knowledge in nature, and while observing and
experimenting we should above all things guard against prejudices.

My remarks have hitherto been chiefly of horticulture, and addressed

to horticulturists. But there are three other great and important

classes of the community who are deeply interested here—the agricul-

turist, the manufacturer, and the merchant, to each of whom I would
momentarily address myself.

To the agriculturist 1 would say. You have of late years practised

draining, deep cultivation, and high manuring, and the increased

fertility of your soil has largely rewarded your industry, enterprise,

and skill. The nest step with you is the improvement of the races

of your cereals and root crops. I have in the opening of this paper
ahown what you may accomplish by selection merely, but you may do
far more by cross-breeding. I believe that your produce may be im-
proved and increased by this means beyond what the boldest thinker
vonld at this moment dare to declare.

The manufacturer is also deeply interested in this question, in at

least so far as the raw material he uses is drawn from the vegetable
kingdom. As the horticulturist has by selection and cross-breeding in-

creased the size and substance of his flowers, so may the manufacturer
or his growers, by selecting from other special points of view, increase
the productiveness, strengthen or soften the fibre of their cotton, flax,

hemp, and jnte.

Again, if the horticulturist can increase the size and productiveness,

advance or retard the seasons, and improve and vary the flavour of

his fruits, why should not the merchant or his agent do the same with
his teas, coffees, cocoa, and other vegetable productions ? There can
be no question here that the one is as open to modification as the other

;

it only requires the thoughtful interposition of the skilled brain and
hand.

Thus, we see how vast are the interests involved, how rich in

prospect the unexplored territory in which the horticulturist may be
eaid to be the pioneer. The agriculturist, the manufacturer, and the
merchant should in their own interests, as well as in the interests of

society at large, lend him a willing and a helping hand, and he in his
turn should rejoice to find his labours acceptable and capable of so wide
and beneficial a diffusion. I stand before you this day and declare,
what I honestly believe, that we are here waiting, but working, at one
of the chief gateways of a grand Temple of Science; and not many
years will elapse ere its secrets shall be revealed, to the surprise, delight,

and profit of the human race.

—

Wiluam Paui., Walthani Cross.

[We shall publish other papers next week.

—

Eds.]

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS,
It is an error to suppose that the first runner is less prolific

than the second on the string. I invariably choose the first

mnner, and cut oS the string beyond it. The Editors have
given the true reason. Some soils are so good that they drive
the runner into foliage instead of crowns. This does not often
occur. There is another error in the opposite direction—viz.,

that only the first runner is proUfic. If the plant is not stami-
nate (i.e., a male plant ; most of our European sorts are herma-
phrodites), the last runner would be equally prolific, but it

could be planted later, and hence would not bear so well as the
early runner.—W. F. Eadcltffe.

Covering Seeds.—I may have missed seeing it recommended,
bnt 1 have never found any covering for small seeds equal to

short grass mown from the lawn. This is strewn over the
seeds to about half an inch in depth, and then the usual
watering given. It soon shrivels and becomes light, so that I

the seeds come through it freely. The birds, at least here,

never attack them, and my crops never fail. At this Cabbage-
sowing time it will be found most efficient.—T. R.

AMONG THE SWISS LAKES.—No. 2.

Geology and archaeology have taught ns from facts—and
facts, like figures, are tough evidence, that we have wrongly in-

terpreted the only written record of man's first existence on
our globe. Those facts tell that man was here ages before that

in which he has been usually thought to have been created.

Prominent among those facts are the remains of the Pfahl-

bautcn, or lake-dwellings, in Lake Zurich. That word of ugly

aspect is a pure German word, signifying " pile-buildings "

—

houses on a structure of piles or posts. The inhabitants lived

many thousands of years ago, but have left " no record of their

date remaining" but the submerged remains of those piles,

the stone implements they employed, and fragments of their

daily surroundings that have been extraordinarily preserved in

the peat formed where water had been below their dwellings.

The first discovery of the remains of these dwellings has thus

been told ;
—" In 1853, the inhabitants of Ober-Meilen, a village

on the lake of Zurich, availed themselves of the unusual lownesB

of the waters to reclaim a piece of land from the lake. The
excavations disclosed a number of remains of deeply-driven

piles, formed of various forest trees. In the mud around these

piles the attentive investigation of Dr. Keller detected the

remains which threw the first light on the nature of the discovery.

There, heaped together, lay stone axes, and hammers, and chisels

or celts with their hafts of horn, rude implements for crushing

corn, a great variety of coarse pottery, implements of bone, lance

and arrow-heads, knives, saws, &c., all of flint, in rich abun-
dance, although flint is not a natural product of Switzerland.

Some of the smaller celts, or chisels, are formed of nephrite, a
species of transparent jade, a stone imagined to be entirely

peculiar to the East. The saws, in particular, are curious

examples of human ingenuity under difficulties. Tbey are

formed of length in flakes of flint, one edge of which is finely

notched, and the other fitted into a neatly formed long wooden
handle, the perfect preservation of which may probably be

attributed to the antiseptic influence of the peat wherein it

had so fong remained. A kind of bituminous cement appears

to have been used for securing the saw in its handle. The

illustration we now give (half the actual size), from Dr. Keller's

drawings, is from the lake of Neuch.Uel, and presents the

singularity of a handle formed from the tip of a stag's antler.

These saws were probably used for working horn and bone.
" One would like to know how the pile-driving was managed,

bnt driven the piles were, at a distance of from 1 to 300 feet

from the shore, at a depth of 6 or 7 feet, gradually advancing

into deeper water. They were then extended parallel with the

shore till \,hepfahlbau assumed somewhat of the form of a narrow
parallelegram. At Merges, on the lake of Geneva, the piles

extend ' 1200 feet in length, by 120 in width, giving a platform

surface of some 18,000 feet. On this M. Troyon calculates that

some 316 cabins may easily have stood ; which, only allowing

four persons to a cabin, would give a population of 12(34.' On
these piles, driven at short intervals, was laid a platform on
which stood the cabins, constructed, as there is good authority

for believing, of wattled work plastered with clay. From the

extraordinary number of reliques found it is supposed the

planks of the platforms were not set close together, and that

things were hence continually falling through ; but there would
scarcely appear need for such an hypothesis. It is clear that

the great mass of jifahlbauten were fired, purposely or accident-

ally. In buildings so constructed fire would spread too rapidly

to allow the inhabitants to save much of their property, which

accordingly would sink to the bottom of the lake. Indeed, the

carbonised state of many things, especially the vegetable pro-

ducts, has preserved themfor the examination of modern science.

"In the masses of carbonised grain discovered at Wangen,
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and elsewhere, ProfeFsor Oswald Herr recogDises Beveral cereals,—Triticnmvnlgaro; Triticnindicoccon; alsonordenrndieticlion,
and Hordenm hoiaBticbon. The pfnldbauten of Wangen and
Bobenbansen have also fomiahod abundant examples of a coarse
bread Bavonring ratbrr of braised com than meal. It was
probably baked on Lot Btones, and covered with hot embers,
just as in the Eigsmaal Saga ' Edda drew out from the embers
a bread cake, heavy, Btickr, and fall of bran.' In the same
pfahlbari, too, were stores <.f Apples and Pears ont into halves
and qnarter?, and dried in the snn for winter food. The custom
holds in Switzerland to this day, and these dried Apple cuttings
are sold by measure in the markets under the name of xaul:/:
From the size of some of this carbonised fruit it would appear
that the Apple.'? must hive been of a cultivated kind,—so these
people wore acqnainted to a certain degree not only with com,
but with fruit cultuie.

" Flax and hemp they certainly had, and tho means of spin-
ning it, which was of the last necessity for their nets. Nothing
exists to show any knowledge of the art of weaving, but they
contrived to mannfactnre a coarse flaxen plaited material. In
addition to their other means of subsistence they had always the
lake at command, and the great variety of fish-hooks discovered
shows that they knew how to take fall advantage of it with the
line as well as the net."

Great, indeed, wag the interest with which I inspected the
numerous relics of the Pfahl-
baulen preserved in the Z nrich
museum. The sharpened ends
of the piles, I think, show that
they were of a Coniferous tree,

probably Abies excelaa. The
Apples, halved, aro black
masses ; they were evidently
carbonised by exposure to in-

tense heat whilst the air was
excluded. They were prob-
ably stored in close ve.'fsels.

The pulp is black, a mere
mass of charcoal ; the core is

somewhat paler, and the pips are quite distinct, as shown in
this portrait of one.
What thoughts crowd upon one ! What reflections that we

we looking upon forms that other human eyes looked upon,
since which so vt ry many thousands of years have passed !

Then, probably, as how, a winter store of dried fruits was
essential for the preservation of health. I pondered over the un-
interrupted succession of Pear, Cherry, Walnut, and Apple trees
that margin all the roads in the Swiss valleys, and wondered
what could be done with their produce. I at last was told. In
winter the dried fruit is almost the only vegetable produce, ex-
cept bread, that is available to minglo with their animal food.
In some alpine districts that animal food is only such as has
been sailed, and the consequences have been told by the Kev.
Mr. Macmillan in his most interesting little volume, " Holidays
on High Lands. " Speaking of the monks of St. Bernard, he
says, " During winter they have no fresh meat, being obliged
to subsist upon salted beef and mutton, usually killed and pre-
served in September, and, which is worse still, they have no
vegetables, all attempt.? at gardening in the place having proved
abortive, so that not imfiequently scurvy is added to their
aufferings."

The fruit of tho Cherry, including the stone, is crushed, fer-
mented, and a spirit distilled from the mass, so potent and
pleasant, that it is degraded by being named, as it is named

—

" Cheny-M.a(c/ "—Kirschwasser.

_
In the Zurich museum are preserved many other relics be-

sides those of the lake-dwellers ; but I must not linger here
over " The Twelfth-day Queen," Jane Gray's neatly-written
letters to Eullinger, nor to the " infirm-of-purpose " looking
scrawl of Cranmer; but I note more fittingly for your pages,
that there are original and very satisfactory portraits of Conrad
Gesner, Schenchzer, and Lavater.
Now, for a few words on the vegetable products of the Swiss

valleys, and first of these must be the fruit trees, for no object
strikes a stranger more forcihly than the continuous orchards
and vineyards which lino both sides of all the roads in all
these valleys.

The vineyards almost exclusively are confined to tho moun-
tain sides, where they blend with the valleys, and they do not,
by their produce, deserve much further notice. With scarcely
an exception, the wines manufactured from their Grapes are
thin and acid, and not one is equal to good cider. The only

exception was that to which was applied the not-over-re&ned
name of Lunfrauenmilke—"Pretty Maid's Milk." I waa
laughingly told that wo English expect every country like our
own to have districts noted for Bomething pleasant to the
palate, such as our Yorkshire hams, Norfolk dumplingt, and
Cheshire cheeses, and to celebrate anniversaries by f^pecial
eatables, as plum puddings at Christmas, buns on Good Friday,
and pancakes on Shrove Tuesday. But I had an avalanche of
instances to retort upon my assailant, for eveiy Swiss town has
some gounnandic specialty. Bale, the first "town within the
Cantons, has its leckerli, a thick kind of parliament—I mean
a cake, not an assembly of presumed wise men ; and in every
town I passed through there was sonie notable eatable, until I
escaped through the last municipaUty, Geneva, without being
made dyspeptic by its gingerbread.
The Pear trees are next predominant in nnmbers, for their

fruit, as I have already mentioned, is out into halves, dried,
and consumed largely in winter. It was too early in the sum-
mer for me to ascertain the chief varieties cultivated, but ripe
Little Muscats were then (the first half of July) plentiful in
the markets. The Cherries—Bigarreaus, Black Hearts, and a
red Flemish, were also very abundant, selling retail at the rate
of 2i lbs. for 4d. Walnut trees are numoions everywhere, but
Apple trees are scant, and I'inm trees still more rare. Bil-
berries and Alpine Strawberries were plentiful in the markets,
and by the road sides where shaded by trees. Of kitchen
vegetables there were abundance of all kinds common in our
markets, and the only peculiarity I noticed was that more
white Carrots were offered for sale than those that are red-
rooted. Of Peas, also, there was a prevalence of the Sans
Panchemin.

!
Of ornamental trees, the prevalence of the Catalpa is re-

markable, and especially fir the freedom of its blooming.
Tilia microphylla is also quite ns much cultivated as is the
common Lime, or Linden tree, with us. Its foliage is not so
bold, as that of the latter, but its flowers are far more abun-

t
dant, open earlier, and are more fragrant.

Of the wild flowers I cnn say but little, for I had to pass
rapidly through the districts where tho .Mpine Flora is richest.

Two plants, however, must attract even tho notice of eyes
looking from the windows of a railway carriage—the red-

berried Elder (Sambnous racemosa), and the Yellow Foxglove

!

(Digitalis lutea). Why are they not more cultivated in Eng-
land ? They are very ornamental. Then the Campanulas are
strikingly numerous. There are thirteen species in the vici-

nity of Lucerne, ranging from the C. pusilla, barely an inch
high, to the C. pyramidalis, which is 1 feet. All I saw im-
pressed me with the opinion that they were deeper in colour

and larger in flower than the same species which I had seen in
other European countries, and I find the same observation
made by the Eev. Mr. Macmillan :

—" The flower that touched
me most was our own beloved ' Scottish Blue-bell.' I was
surprised and delighted beyond measure to see it hanging its

rich peal of bells in myriads from the crevices of the rocks

around, swaying with every breeze. It told in fairy tones the

music of ' Home, sweet Home.' It was like meeting a friend

in a far country. It was the old familiar Bluebell, but it was
changed in some respects. Its blossom was far larger, and of

a deep purple tinge, instead of the clear pale blue colour which
it has in this country. It afforded a striking example of the

changes which the same plant undergoes when placed in diffe-

rent circumstances. I could see in its altered features modi-
fications to suit a higher altitude and a severer climate. In
the Alps all the plants have blossoms remarkably large in pro-

portion to their foliage, and their colours are unusually inten-

sified, in order that they may get a!l the advantage of the brief

but ardent sunshine, so as to ripen their seed as rapidly as

possible."

And having thus quoted his charming book, I will further

extract from it a passage to compensate my own Alpine botani-

cal shortcomings, and will add the recommendation to the
reader to purchase the volume, for it is most excellent.

" The Alpine Forget-me-not, only found in this country on
the summits of the Breadalbane mountains, cheered me with
its bright blue eyes everywhere ; while the ' Alpine Lady's
Mantle ' spread its grey satiny leaves, along with the Arctic

Willow, the favourite food of the chamois, over the stony

knolls, as if in pity for their nakedness. I found a few speci-

mens of the beautiful lilac Soldanella alpina, and also several

tufts of the glacier Eanunculns, on a kind of morain at the

foot of a hardened snow-wrsath. The Bannnculus was higher

up, and grew on the loose debris, withont a particle of verdure
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aronnd it. It seemed lihe the last effort of expiring nature to

fringe the limit of eternal snow with life.

"On this hill [Mont Chenaletta], composed of very friable

schistose rock, I gathered a considerable nnm'ner of very inter-

esting plants peculiar to the Alps. The Arnica monlana dis-

played its large yellow composite flowers ia the shady recesses

of the rocks ; and, as if to illnstrate the proverb that the anti-

dote is ever beside the evil, I found its juicy stems very service-

able in healing a bruise on the leg which I got from a falling

stone when gathering specimens. Another composite plant,

the Chrysanthemum alpinum, whitened in thousands the slopes

of debris. It has been observed, with Pbvteuma pauciflora,

beside the Lys glacier on Monte Bosa, at 11,352 feet. Nothing
could exceed the beauty and luxuriance of the patches of

Linaria alpina, covered with a profusion of orange and purple

labiate blossoms, which spread everywhere over the loose soil.

No less striking were the sheets of Forget-me-not-like flowers,

blue as the sky itself, produced by the Eritrichium nanum,
growing in the moist sunny fissures. At the base of the hill

on the Italian side, where there was a slight tinge of grassy

verdure, the yellow Star of Bethlehem (Ornithogalum fistulo-

snm) and the Nigritella angustifolia struggled into existence.

The former rises an inch or two above the soil, and produces
two or three brilliantly-yellow flowers on each stem ; while the
compact showy heads of deep blackish crimson flowers of the

latter, springing from very short and very narrow leaves,

diffuse a fine vanilla-like fragrance. At lower elevations they
grow in great profusion, and form the finest ornaments of the
Alpine pastures. Among the Saxifrages which I observed
growing more or less plentifully were the S. androsacea (of

which I could get no specimen perfect, for the marmot is so

fond of it that it nibbles its stems, leaves, and flowers all

Toond), the S. bryoides, Aizoon, biflora, csesia, and muscoides.
A short distance below the summit there were several large

snow-wreaths. Their perpetual drip nourished a glowing little

colony of the nnrivalled Gentiana bavarioa, and the compact
sheets of the Androsaoe glacialis, sprinkled over with bright

pink solitary flowers. In one place there was a curious natural
conservatory. The under surface of the snow having been
melted by the warmth of the soil—which in Alpine regions is

always markedly higher than that of the air—was not in con-
tact with it. A snowy vault was thus formed, glazed on the
top with thin plates of transparent ice ; and here grew a most
lovely cushion of the Aretia helvetica, covered with hundreds
of its delicate rosy flowers, like a miniature Hydrangea blos-

som. The dark colour of the soil favoured the absorption
of heat ; and, prisoned in its crystal cave, this little fairy

grew and blossomed securely from the very heart of winter,

the nnfavonrable circumstances around all seeming so many
ministers of good, increasing its strength and enhancing its

loveliness."—G.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
August 3rd,

Fruit Committee.—George F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair.

Prizes were offered at this meeting for Peaches and Nectarines grown
imder glass. The first class was for the best dish of Peaches grown
in pots. Mr. Donglas, Rardener to F. Whitboume, Esq., Loxford
Hall, nford, sent a fine dish of Royal George, and well ripened ; and
as this was the only exhibition, it was awarded the first prize, to which
it was well entitled. The second class was for a single dish of Peaches
grown on planted-out trees under glass. Mr. Tillei-y, of Welbeck,
sent Early Grosse Mignonne ; Mr. Turner, of Slough, Violette
Hative, and Mr. Beach, of Kingswood Warren, Epsom, sent a variety
without a name. The first prize was awarded to Mr. Tillery, and the
second to Mr. Turner. Class 3 was for a single dish of Nectarines
grown ;iu a pot under glass. Mr. Douglas and Mr. Tillery were again
the competitors. The first prize was given to Mr. Tillery for Elruge,
misnamed Murrey, and the second to Mr. Douglas for Rivera' Orange.
In Class 4, for Nectarines from trees planted-out under glass, there
was no competition. In Class 5, for the best collection of Peaches
and Nectarines, Mr. Douglas sent five very fine dishes of Peaches, and
six of Nectarines, and these received the first prize. Mr. Earley,
of Digswell, exhibited a dish of Moorpark Apricots from the open
wall, the flavour of which was exquisite, being perfectly ripened all

Totmd.
Mr. Turner, of Slough, sent a dish of very handsome fruit of Bigar-

jeau Napoleon Cherries. Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, of Stratford-on-
Avon, sent a seedling Bigarreau Cherry raised by Mr, Haydou, but it

does not possess any merit superior to others in cultivation. Mr,
Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, sent fruit of Late Purple Guigne and Noir
de Gennersdorf ; the former a rather hard-fleshed Cherry, and the
latter deUcions and melting, Mr. Rivers also sent Florence and Bigar-

rean Napoleon. Mr. Rivers sent fruit of a seedling Plnm raised from
Braby's Green Gage crossed with July G.-cen Gage. It is larger than
the Early Rivers (Early Prolific), and v.'itb a wcU-maiked flavour of

the Green Gage. It was remarked by the Committee that this, if an
early Plum, will be a valuable addition to onr collections. It is re-

markable that by the crossing of these two ronud greeu Plums the

result should be an oval purple one. Another interesting exhibition

from Mr. Rivers was a collection of twelve little Apple trees, not a yard

bif:;b, laden with fruit, which were packed as closely as Onions on a
rope. These trees were produced by being grafted on the Nonesuch
stock, largely used by Mr. Rivers for the purpo.se of dwarfing the Apple,

and its adaptation for the pui-pose is jjrovcd by the result. G. T.

Davey, Esq., Colston Bassett, Bingham, Notts, received a special cer-

tificate for two good bunches of Muscat Champion, uuusnaUy well

coloured.

A special certificate was awarded to Mr. Mclndoe. gardener to the

Archbishop of York, for remarkably well-grown specimens of Muscat
St. Laurent. These were fully 8 inches long in the bunches, which is

double the size to which this variety is usually grown, and the plant

was grown in the pot with fifteen bunches.

G. F. Wilson, Esq., exhibited excellent fruit of Bcurre Giffard Pear,

ripened on pot trees turned out in the open ground. They were

rich in flavour. Mr. CoolinR, of Broad Street, Bath, sent fruit of

Brailbrook Seedling Apple, but it was not ripe. Mr. Sidney Ford,

Leonardslee, Horsham, sent a fine dish of Knight's Lonp-bunehed

Red Currants. Mr. George Lee, of Clevedon, sent bir.nche3 laden

with fruit of a seedling Black Currant, and a dish of bunches. The
Committee approved so highly of this Curi-ant that tbey named it

Lee's Prolific Black, and awarded it a first-class certificate. The
merit of this variety is its great fertility, the branches being thicldy

set with large bunches of verj' largo berries ; the firmness with which

the berries adhere to the stalks, a tolerably violent sbaUing having

failed to remove them ; and the unusual mildness and richness of

flavour. This is, without doubt, the finest-flavoured of any of the

varieties of Black Currant, and may be used as a dessert fruit. Mr.

Turner, of Slough, received a special certificate for a collection of

Potatoes ; and Messi-s. Bell it Thorpe, of Strat'ord-on-Avon, exhibited

a coUection of seedling Potatoes, of which the Committee could not

form an opinion without having tried them.

Plant labels were exhibited from Messrs. Maw & Sons, BenthaU
Works, Broseley, Salop, improved by leaving out the name of

the firm, the lettering of which formerly took up one side of the

Ubel,

Floral Committee,—Rev, J, Dlx in the chair, Messrs, Jacksoii,

of Kingston, exhibited a fine specimen of Allamanda Eendersoni,

which was awarded a special certificate. This specimen completely

sets at rest the vexed question of A. Wardleana, which specific name
the Committee now ignore. The same firm sent six fine specimens of

Erica, which received a special certificate, Mr. Bull sent a specimen

of Odontoglossnm SchUeperianum, for which a second class certificate

was awarded ; Calamus intermedins, which had a first-class certificate ;

Colons atropurpureus, &c.

Messrs. A. Henderson, of Pine Apple Place, sent AlUum acumi-

natum, an old plant ; Triteleia laxa, Ukewise old. From Mr. R.

Debron came a variety of Lilium auratum. Mr. Dawson, The Cedars,

Chiswick, sent seedling Nosegay Pelargoniums Elizabeth, and Chiswick

Beauty, a SUver Bicolor. Mr. ReiJ, Sydenham Hill, sent Nosegay

Pelargonium Mrs. Reid ; Mr. T. Ford, Horsham, seedling Zonal

Pelargoniums Sussex Rival and Orange Boven, far behind the flowers

of this class.

Messrs. Chater sent nine spikes of seedling Hollyhocks ;
Constance,

Walden Queen, Cams Chater, and Leah, received first-class certifi-

cates ; three cut blooms of Juno, a first-class certificate. A special cer-

tificate was awarded for two beautiful boxes of cut flowers. Messrs.

Chafer's flowers were all good and up to the mark, but required

novelty, which we believe is difficult to be obtained in Hollyhocks as

well as many other flowers. It will be a new era for the florist to be

introduced to a sensation flower. Mr. C. J. Perry sent seedhng

Verbenas. Here, again, we have nothing strikingly or distinctively

new. They were E. H. Vertegans, dark purple ; Thos. Hyatt, shaded

red; Joseph Sanders, bright scarlet; Rev. J. Dix, pale blush with

intense dark eye. Each received a first-class certificate. Messrs.

Bell & Thorpe sent Tricolor Pelargonium Macbeth, which, being very

distinct, received a fii-st-class certificate. Among a box of cut Petunia

flowers, Single Beauty, a distinct variety, was awarded a first-class

certificate,

Messrs, Veitch received a first-class certificate for a new distinct

Dieffenbachia, and a special certificate for a veiy beautiful collection:

of plants.

Mr. J. Hally, Blackheath, exhibited a double rose-coloured Pelar-

gonium called Mrs. Hally, far inferior to Marie Lemoine. Mr. H.

Tir,:bnck, Luton, sent seedling Nosegay Pelargoniums Mrs. Fish, Mrs.

Ames, Miss Sowerby, Madam Griai,"and Gustavo do Rothschild, a.

pink full-ti-ussed variety, which last received a first-cl.ifs certificate as

being promising for bedding purposes. He also sent Empress, silver-

variegated. From Mr. Eckford, g.ardener to the Earl of Radnor, came

Zonal Pelargonium Coleshill, bright scarlet, which received a first-

class certificate. He also exhibited a seedling Ivr-Ieaved called

Lady Edith, a pretty rose-coloured flower, but not equal to Mr.

Wills's variety. Mi-. Groom, of Ipswich, sent white Zonal Mr. Saeh,
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a nice flower bnt wilh a small troaa, thonght not ennal to older white
Taneties.

Messrs. Smitb, Uolwich. contribnted a collection of Balsams, for
which they received a special certificate. These were not equal to
collections sent in former years ; they had not the refined quality. Is
it that they are wearioR out, and require a change of soil and atmo-
sphere :'

Mr. Lawrence, gardener to the Bishop of Winchester, received a
special certificate for two fine specimen Orchids— viz.. Dendrochilum
filiforme and Epidendrnm radiatum. Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of
Wellington Road, sent Cattleya El Dorado, Amarvllis reticulata. Gna-
phalium tomentosum, and Achyrocline Sandersoni. From Mr. Kinp.
horn came a dark banded variety of Lilium anratom ; and from Mr.
W. Earley. pardener to F. Prvor, Esq., DiRSwell, cut specimens of the
beautiful Passifiora Belloti. Mr. Green, qardener to W. W. Saunders,
Esq., eihiliiteJ n novel and curious form of Orchid, Trichotosia feroi.
A first-class certificate was awarded this specimen as an interesting
botanic specimen, and not for its beauty. In the some collection as
this were Myanthus species nova, t'atasetnm tridentatum, and a new
species of Dieffoubachia from Brazil, which received a first-class cer-
tificate.

Mr. G. Smith, of Homsey Road, was awarded two first-class certifi-
cates for seedling Hybrid Nosegays Soleil and Claudius, the latter
producmg the finest globular truss of fiowers vet seen. Both varieties
are of the hii;he5t merit. Mr. Smith seems to have hit upon a very
distinct strain of Hybrid Nosegavs. Le Grand, Eclot, &c., have
proved themselves this season most'valuable.

Mr. Pilcher. gardeiicr to S. Euclcer, Esq., exhibited a most exquisite
specimen of Hiumanlhns cinnabarinus, its globular truss of orange-
coloured flowers was much admired—first-class certificate. Mr. T.
Howlett, Oxford, sent a very beautiful form of Athyrium Filix-fo-miua—
Wlothrix. So delicate are the pinnules, that the plant reminded us of
a Todea

;
it is a seedling variety from Athyrium F.f. plumosnm. A

first-class certificate was awarded it. Mr. B. Porter sent seedling
Pentstemons, in no way distinct or new. Messrs. Standish & Co.
sent specimens of their distinct Todea pelluciiU compacts, which had
received an award on a previous occasion. Mr. Ware, of Tottenham,
sent a golden variety of Lysimachia nummularia, and G. F. Wilson,
Esq., specimens of Lilium auratum, with an extra number of iietals,
stamens, itc, as a botanical cnriositv.

GF.NF.R.U, Meeting.-G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.
After the election of two new Fellows, and the announcement of the
Committee awards, the Kev. M. .1. Berkeley, in commenting on the
moat prominent of the subjects exhibited, directed attention in the
first place to Triteleia laxa, which, he said, he at first thought the
same as Broduea grandiflora. but he found that in the latter there were
three perfect stamens, m the Triteleia six. Cyclobothra, a genns of
plants which Mr. Wilson Saunders had lately brought under the
bociety a notice, was next referred to as being well worthy of reim-
portation, though rather difficult of cultivation, on which account a
fine collection which he had seen thirty vears ago had been lost.
Brownea grandiceps, of which Mr. BnU exhibited a specimen, though
handsome in leaf, was stated to be still more remarkable when in
flower and Mr. Berkeley said a plant of it in Flintshire had attained
snch dimensions, that the house in which it was growing had three
times to be raised. Leea excelsa was then noticed, as being nearly
related to the ^ me, and it was remarked that the genus was namedm honour of Mr. Lee, the author of an old work on botany, and
grandfather, the speaker believed, of Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith.
Kendrochilum filiforme and Epidendrum radiatnm, from the Bishop
of Winchester s gardener, wore noticed as the most remarkable speci-

^^ZJ<'S •
"""^ ""* f°™" "^^^ said to have as many as

lU.OUO flowers. Another was Odontoglossnm SchHeperianum ; while
perhaps the most curious of all was Trichotosia ferox, from Mr.
WUsou baunder.s, which had never flowered before in this country,
though other plants existed. After referring to Athyrium Filix-
tomina kaUothnx as being a remarkablv elegant variety of the Lady
Jfem, and more like a Todea than an Athyrium, Mr. Berkeley drew
attention to an insect Mr. Bateman had bro"nght him, and which was
a thing of great beauty, the eggs being borne on slender stems. It
was a species of Hemerobms, which he had more than twenty times
received as a Fungus, and which had actually been described by Corda
as such. Mr. Berkeley then stated that the "seeds of a Gherkin distri-
boted by the Society were those of Cucnmia prophetarum, which,
along with flowers and pieces of the fruit of the Papaw, is found in
West Indian pukles. Mention was next made of a variety of Cicho-
rimn Intybus. raised by Mr. Earley. of DigsweU, and which, though
It had white flowers, all the seedlings from it, numbering two hundred,
had, without exception, the ordinary blue flowers. A tree at Chiswick,
of which Mr. Berkeley produced a specimen, was stated to be Ptero-Mrya caucasica. known also by several other names, a near relation of
the Wahiuts, and though it had been said to be extremely tender, it
had proved hardy at Chiswick. A number of monstrosities were then
shown and commented npon. Among them was a white Lily, each
flower forming a spike consisting of a number of bracts. Another
case was a Balsam, in which an immense develonment of coloured
leaves had given it the form of a Carnation ; another instance was an
Allium, m which bulbs had taken the place of what ought to have

been flowers ; and. lastly, there trai a baneh of Gnpos which had
become, stalk and all, transformed into a fleshy mass.
The next meeting will bo held on the 17th inst.

THE KOYAL HORTICULTURAI. SOCIETYS
ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1870.

We need hardly Bay that the Council of the Boyal Horti-

cultural Society have done nell to make this timely announce-
ment of the Shows to be held next year. The fault in past

years has generally been that schedules are issued too late, and
the public have not the necessary time allowed them between
the appearance of the schedule and the holding of the shows
to make the requisite preparations. Plants are not like easily-

manufactured articles, that can be produced in exhibiting form
oS-hand, and in most cases more than one season is required

to enable the exhibitor to show them with any prospect of

success.

It will he seen from what follows, that all the meetings of

next year will be held on Wednesdays. These will be, in fact,

the present Tuesday meetings held a day later in the week, so

as to enable the great mass of the upper classes, who keep
Wednesday as a holiday in the metropolis, to be present at

them. It must be borne in mind that the schedule now an-

nounced does not in any way supersede the present Committee
meetings, but is rather supplementary to them. The Com-
mittee will sit as usual for deliberation and decision on the

Wednesdays, and those beautiful exhibitions with which we
are now familiar being supplemented by the collections menr
tioned in tlie schedule, the Society will be enabled to offer to

its Fellows and the public attractions such as they have never

before been accustomed to. The present announcement being

merely general, as indicating the classes of subjects that will

be exhibited, the details as to the subjects and the amount of

prizes offered will be given shortly.

It will be observed that there is no mention here of a " grand
show." " Grand shows " have been found by long and painful

experience to be synonymous with grand financial failures, and
no society, any more than individuals, is justified in pursuing
a course the end of which is ruin. We commend the Council

for having taken this bold step, and having asserted the prin-

ciple of honesty over generosity. There is no limit now-a-days
to " grand " undertakings, and grand shows are no exception.

Our notion is, that he who would attempt to satisfy the human
mind by his own conception of grandeur will signally fail.

There is nothing material too great or grand for the human
mind to compass, and, when once compassed, then begins the

thirst for something grander still. Witness our grand concerts,

with their thousands of singing men and singing women.
How much more numerous must they become before the crav-

ings of " the public " are satisfied ? Our grand organs, which
have grown so big there is nobody big enough to blow the

bellows, which must now be done by steam—how much
" grander " must they become before the public will be satisfied

with them ? It is so with everything else in the present day

which attempts to gratify the public craving ; and, therefore,

we believe the Council are right in deviating from that course,

and adopting one which, from the beauty rather than the

grandeur of their shows, will be a great source of attraction.

There are other advantages of a personal kind to exhibitors

which make this new arrangement acceptable. One is, the

great saving of time which will be effected. There will be only

the number of days hitherto given to the meetings of com-
mittees to be provided for ; and all those extras in the form of

spring shows, special shows, and great shows, will be dispensed

with.

January 19th.—Forced Flowers—Kitchen Apples and Pears.

February 16th.—Chinese Primroses—Dessert Apples and Pears.

March 'Jnd.—Hyacinths, Tulips—Apples, Pears, Early and
Late Grape.',

llarch Kith.—(.'yclamens—Apples and Pears.

April 6th.—Camellias—Cucumbers and Forced Salads.

April 20th.—Pot Eoses—Forced Vegetables.

May 4th.—Azaleas—Forced Fruits.

May 18th.—Pelargoniums—Forced Strawberries.

June Ist.—Khododendrons—Forced Peaches and Nectarines.

June 15th.—Orchids—Strawberrief.

July 6th.—Kose Show.—Pine Apples.

July 20th.— Picotees, Carnations, and Pinks—Cherries and

I
Currants.
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August 3rd.—Hollyhocks—Early Peaches, Plums, and Goose-

berries.

August 17tb.—Gladiolus—Peaches and Nectarines.

September 7th.—Dahlias—Plums and Figs.

September 21st.—China Asters—Early Apples and Pears.

October 5th.—Fuchsias—Grapes.
November 2nd.—Chrysanthemums—Pears.

Peoember 7th.—Late Chrysanthemums—Dessert Apples and

Pears.

POTATOES SUPERTUBERATING.
Mavt sorts of my round Potatoes, which are yet green in

their foliage, are beginning to supertuberate. Kidneys, with

their foliage green, do not show the unfortunate symptom so

badly. I am taking up both sorts that give signs of it. I

advise my readers to follow my example at once ; if not, to

allow their Potatoes to remain in the soil till the latest period

possible, in order that the tubers may throw out as many
young ones as possible ; then, at taking-up, to sort away the

older run-out tubers, and boil them down at once for the

pigs with a little salt, and to keep the supertubers only for

eating and for seed. I follow the plan of taking up those sorts

which run-out the moment they show signs of doing so, if they

have attained a fair size, and X crop the ground at once with
Turnips or with winter and spring Cabbages. If the Potatoes

are kept spread out in a dry dark place, they will considerably

increase in the ripening process.

—

Upwards and Onwards.

THE SCOTCH LABURNUM.
" A Wanderer" sends the Editors a photograph of a grand

old Scotch Laburnum, and would like to know why this valuable

tree is so seldom to be met with about gentlemen's seats ? If

strength, symmetry, and grace, combined with beauty of foliage

and gorgeonsness of Sowers is a recommendation, this tree is

possessed of all ; while in a commercial point of view the
value of its timber is second to none. Amid the "rage" for

new and rare plants, might you not have a word to say in be-

half of this and other good old native plants ?

[The photograph sent by our correspondent is conclusive

evidence that the tree, which is growing in a garden at Cold-

stream, N.B., is all that he tells of it. The height of the tree

is 36 feet ; the extreme breadth of the top, 44 feet ; the girth

of trunk, 10 feet ; and of the three primary limbs, 6 feet each.

The Scotch Laburnum is usually considered a variety of the
Cytisus Laburnum, but we rather agree with those botanists

who consider it a species, and have named it Cytisus alpinus.

Dr. Hogg, in his " Vegetable Kingdom," says, " It is by far the
finer one of the two ; its leaves are large and glossy, and its

flowers are of a darker yellow colour, and are produced in con-
siderably longer racemes than the English variety—it also

blooms later. Like much that is beautiful in this world, the
Laburnum, too, conceals dangerous and deadly properties. The
seeds are violently purgative, emetic, and decidedly poisonous,
and should never be allowed within the reach of children or
cattle. To prevent accidents, we would recommend that, when-
ever the tree has done blooming, and the pods formed, they
should be immediately removed. The wood is much valued
for cabinet-work, inlaying, and turnery-ware. It is hard, and
80 heavy that it will sink in water ; of a fine colour, and re-

ceives an excellent polish. In France it is called ebony of the
Alps. It is used for making handles to knives and surgeons'
instruments

; and in Scotland the bickers, luggies, or noggins,
are made with alternate staves of Laburnum, Holly, or Spindle-
tree, the dark-coloured being the Laburnum. It is also used
for musical instruments, flutes, punch-bowl ladles, and several
other fancy articles. Hares and rabbits are extremely fond of
this tree, which they frequently injure very seriously by eating
the bark, and the seeds are frequently sown in plantations,
because they will touch no other tree so long as they can get a
supply of Laburnum ; and though the plants may be eaten to
the ground every winter, they will spring again next season,
and yield a regular supply of winter food for these animals."

Philip Miller is loud in its praise, and remarks—" In Eng-
land there are few of these trees which have been suffered to

stand long enaugh to arrive to any considerable size, for as

they have been only considered as ornamental, the frequent al-

terations which most of the gardens in England have under-
gone, have occasioned their being rooted-out wherever they
were growing ; but in some of the old gardens in Scotland,
where they have been permitted to stand, there are large trees

of this kind, which are fit to cut down for the use of the timber.

I have seen two old trees of it in gardens, which were more

than 1 yard in girth at 6 feet from the ground, and these had

been broken and abused, otherwise might have been much
larger: they grow very fast and are extremely hardy, and,

therefore, may be well' worth propagating upon poor shallow

soils, and in exposed situations. His Grace the Duke of

Queensberry sowed a great quantity of the seeds of this tree

upon the sides of the downs, at his seat near Amesbury, in

Wiltshire, where the situation was very much exposed, and the

soil so shallow that few trees would grow there
;
yet in tMs

place the young trees were 12 feet high in four years' growth,

and became a shelter to the other plantations, for which pur-

pose they were designed ; but the hares and rabbits being great

enemies to these trees, by barking them in winter, they should

be fenced from these animals. The wood is of great strength,

and is much used for pegs, wedges, musical instruments,

handles of knives, and a variety of furniture. Mr. Bouteher

mentions that he had seen a large table and a dozen chairs

made of it, which judges of elegant furniture thought the finest

they had ever seen. Pliny says its wood is the hardest of any,

next to ebony. Matthiolus speaks of its being used for making

the best bows. It chars remarkably well ; and if planted thick

to run up tall, it would make durable hop-poles. For this

purpose it might be planted in large clumps in parks, where it

would be also very ornamental ; the branches being generally

loaded with long strings of flowers, hanging down from every

part of them, in the month of May. Haller observes that the

Latin name Laburnum was evidently formed from the alpine

name L'Aubours. Formerly it was called in EngUsh Bean-

Trefoil and Peascod tree, but the Latin name has prevailed

over these. In German it is B ohnenbaum, and in French Cytise

des Alpes, Aubours, and Faux Ebenier. It is a native of Swit-

zerland, Austria, Provence, &o., and was cultivated here by

Gerarde in 1596. Tradescant had both varieties in his garden."]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of 18a

have announced that the first of a series of Annual Intee-

NATioNAL Exhibitions of selected works of fine and industrial

art will be opened in London at South Kensington, on Monday

the Ist of May, 1871, and be closed on Saturday the 30th ol

September, 1871. The Exhibitions will take place in perma-

nent buildings, about to be erected, adjoining the arcades of the

Boyal Horticultural Gardens. The productions of all nations

will be admitted, subject to obtaining the certificate of compe-

tent judges that they are of sufficient excellence to be worthy

of exhibition. They will include objects of the Fine Arts-

paintings, sculpture, engravings, &c ; scientific inventions and

new discoveries of all kinds, manufactures ;
and m Horticul-

ture, international exhibitions of new and rare plants, and of

fruits, vegetables, flowers, and plants showing speciaUties of

cultivation, will be held by the Eoyal Horticultural Society m
conjunction with the above Exhibitions. Special rules for the

horticultural exhibitions wiU be issued by the Royal HorticiJ-

tural Society. The arrangement of the objects wiU be accord-

in" to classes, and not nationalities as in former international

exhibitions. One-third portion of the whole available space

wiU be assigned absolutely to foreign exhibitors, who must ob-

tain certificates for the admission of their objects from their

respective Governments. Foreign countries wiU appoint their

own judges. The remaining two-thirds of the space wiU be

filled by objects produced either in the United Kingdom, or, if

produced abroad, sent direct to the building for inspection and

approval of judges selected for the British exhibitors. Objects

not accepted for exhibition must be removea according to the

notices given, but no objects exhibited can be removed nntil

the close of the Exhibition. AU exhibitors or their agents

must deliver at the building, into the charge of the proper

officers, the objects unpacked and ready for immediate exhi-

bition, and free of all charges for carriage, &c. Her Majesty s

Commissioners will find large glass oases, stands, and fittings,

free of cost to the exhibitors, and, except in the case of ma-

chinery, carry out the arrangement of the objects by their owa

officers. Her Majesty's Commissioners wiU take the greatest

possible care of all objects, but they wiU not hold themselves

responsible for loss or damage of any kind. Prices may be

attached to the objects, and exhibitors wiU be encouraged to

state their prices. Agents will be appointed to attend to the

interests of exhibitors. Every object must be accompanied
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with a desciiptiTe label, stating the special reason, whether of

excellence, novelty, or cheapness, &c., why it is offered for

exhibition. There will be no prizes, but a certificate of having

obtained the distinction of admission to the Exhibition will be

pven to each exhibitor. A catalogne will be published in the

Bnglith lanniinge, but every foreign country will be free to

publish a cutuloguo in its own laDRuage if thought lit.

Tni: preparations for the BUmiidbi; I.mkbn'ATIonal Ex-

HiEiTioM arc going on favourably. We have fcen a plan of the

gronnd, which is laid out artistically, and wo have seen a cir-

cular nnnouncing pcveral extra piizes offered by various conti-

nental Statics. Exhibitors have promised to send from England,

France, Italy, the Tyrol, Bavaria, and Wurtemburg. Those

who rcqniru a complete list of the prizes and how they are to

be contended for, had better apply to Mr. Eyles, Eoyal Horti-

cultural Society's Garden, South Kensington.

An txlcnsive cultivator and one whose knowledge of

these matters we have great confidence in, informs ubGloede's
Petipetual Pine Strawberry was tbis year six days earlier

than Black Piiuce in the fame bed. The runners were planted

last August. Those planted in Slay are now iu full fruit, and

keep on blooming and bearing, showing every indication of

continuing so for some time to come.
—— Messrs. Standish & Co., of Ascot, inform us that they

have a plant of Lilicm auratum, 1.3 feet high, coming into

bloom with one. Itundred flowers upon it. Next week it will be

at its best. The treatment required to obtain so great a result

is never to disturb the bulbs, but to pot them on without break-

ing the ball. Never thike them out of the pot. The plant

which Messrs. Standish have grown so successfully was originally

in a 0-inch pot, and in two years it received two shifts only,

the last being into a IGinch pot. The best soil is leaf mould.

In this the plant is found in its natural state in the woods and
plantations of Japan.

Another veteran patron of horticulture has passed away.

Charles B. Warner, Esq., died at Hoddesdon on the 27th of

last month. Like his brother, he was esptcially fond of Orchid

cultvire, and formerly, when Mr. Williams, of Holloway Nur-

sery, was his gardener, exhibited successfully his favourite

flowers. Of late years he has reduced his collection, and ceased

from exhibiting. He was at one time a member of the Koyal
Horticultural Society's Council.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCnEK GARDEN.

Finish planting Broccoli and all Winter Greens as soon as

possible. Make the principal sowing of Cabbage for spring

use, and plant out those sown last month for Coleworts. Water
the late crops of Celery in dry weather, and continue to earth-

np those in a forward state. Sow Early Horn Carrot, to re-

main in the ground for winter use. Sow Tripoli Onions. Any
FotatoLS in which symptoms of disease have appeared should

l>e used first. Sow Brown Cos and hardy Cabbage Lettuce for

spring use towards the end of the month
;
plant out those

sown last month in a warm situation. These will probably be
useful in November. Sow Prickly Spinach for winter and
spring supply. Sow Turnips soon, and make a sowing of Early
Dutch at the end of the month for spring.

fecit garden.
Proceed with thinning and nailing-in young shoots of all

wall trees, if any remain unfinished. Peach trees in particular

should now le kept closely nailed-in, so that the wood may
ripen ; and in order that the fruit may have the advantage of

light and air, remove a portion of the leaves where the fruit is

too much shaded, and at the same time pull out any nails that

are Ukely to come in contact with it. If the weather is dry

before the crop ripens, give the border a good watering. Wash
the trees occasionally, and trap earwigs. Perhaps the easiest

way to free the trees of them is to place short pieces of bean-
stalks or other hollow stems in different parts of the trees, and
look them over every sec md day, blowing the contents into a

bottle and replacing the tubes as before. As soon as the crop

of Strawberries is gathered, go over the beds and cut away all

runners ; fork the soil about the plants to encourage them to

make good growth before the season is too far advanced.
Layer ruuuers for now plantations. Use the garden-engine
occasionally in warm weather to keep down red spider.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Now that the effect of the present arrangement of colours in

beds can be fairly seen, there is an excellent opportunity for

noticini; any nrigtakes and determining upon the BrrBDi;emeDt
next season, and this should be done without delay. Wlien it

is decided what each bed ii< to bo occupied with next season,

a plan of the garden should he made, writing the names of the
plants for the beds according to the arrangement decided upon.
Tbis will be of the greatest service in showing at any time
what quantity of each kind of plant has to be propagated,
and where some method of this sort is not adopted, it is notnn-
usual to find at planting-out time that there is a scarcity of

some plants, and too many of others, whereas thoEe who have
their plan to refer to, can tell at a glance the exact number oi

any plant required, and thereby avoid mistakes. Dahlias are

now growing very rapidly, and will require to be examined fre-

quently to keep the side branches securely tied-in, for wh>>n left

untied they are easily broken off by a thunder shower. Holly-

hocks mu;t also be securely tied to their stakes. Continue to re-

move dead flowers from Boses, and give plenty of manure water
to the autumn-blooming varieties. Plant out rooted cuttings

of Pansies in nursery beds in a shady fituation. keeping them
well watered in dry weather. Finish budding Boses, and
take care that Carnations and T'icotees do not suffer from
drought. Cross-breed flowers which have the desired properties.

The operation is interesting, and is attended with little diffi-

culty. Mark seedlings which promise well, and pull up those

which are not up to the standard. Plant out Pink-pipings and
put in a second crop of cuttings, these will often strike root

and make better plants than the early ones. Look over Tulips,

and divest the bulbs of their loose skins. Arrange the rows of

the bed so as to be ready for planting. Difcard all impure
flowers, whether stained in the base or on the stamens, as

whatever good qualities a flower may posses.^, these defects

render it utterly worthless.

GEEENHOnSE AND CONSERVATOItT.

Now that there is a profusion of flowers out of doors, it will

not be possible to maintain the interest of the conservatory,

except by keeping it furnished with handsome specimens of

showy plants in first-rate condition, and with proper con-

venience this is no difticnlt matter. Nothing, therefore, should

be brought here that is not well bloomed, nor should a single

plant be allowed to remain a day after it begins to grow shabby,

for it is had management to occupy glass structures with plants

inferior to those which are plentiful in the open air. It is not
desirable, however, to crowd the house with flowering plants;

the aim should be to have a moderate number of handsome
specimens effectively arranged, which will be far more interest-

ing than a larger amoimt of floral display from plants of no
individual merit. It is also advisable to allow the plants plenty

of room on account of the permanent occnpants of the beds or

borders, which at this season should not be crowded, in order

to secure well-ripened wood ; for unless this be obtained they
will not bloom finely. Use every means to keep insects in

check, and let order and neatness be everywhere apparent.

Azaleas, which do not seem inclined to start into growth freely,

should, if passible, be placed in a moist situation, and receive

every possible attention to induce them to make vigorous

growth. Specimens in heat, which have their bloom-buds well

formed, should be removed to a cool house or a sheltered shady
situation out of door.<i ; hut they must be protected from drench-

ing rains. Young plants of kinds which it is desirable to grow
as large as possible, if they are setting for bloom, should be

stopped regularly, and be encouraged to make another growth.

See that the whole stock, particularly plants in heat, are free

from black thrips, and spare no trouble to keep the plants clear

of tbis pest. Camellias which have fairly formed their bloom
buds, should be either placed out of doors, or in a cool dry

house, keeping them rather dry at the root in order to prevent

their making a second growth, which young vigorous plants are

apt to do if kept in a close, moist situation after they have
formed their flower-buds. Any of the plants which may re-

quire more pot room, should be repotted at once, so that the

roots may take hold of the fresh soil before the bloomioe
season ; for they seldom bloom finely unless the pots are

moderately filled with roots. If there are sickly or badly

rooted specimens of other plants, they must be frequently ex-

amined for red spider, otherwise they may become a harbour
for that pest, as it will soon spread to a(ljoiniDg plants. See

that young stock is not allowed to suffer from want of pot

room, and attend carefully to watering, giving weak liquid

manure te all plants in free growth that are likely to be bene-

fited by it. Attend well to young stock, which will now be

growing freely. Keep the shoots regulated as may be neces-

sary to secure well-formed specimens, and nso every cars to
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afford a moist atmospbere, spriakling them overhead early on

the afternoons of bright days, and reducing the amount of air.

STOVE.

Such of the inmates as are intended for the decoration of the

conservatory in autnmn and early in winter, should be care-

fully looked over, shifting any that are likely to want more pot

room, so as to have the pots well filled with roots before the

flowering season. Maintain a moist atmosphere, and ply the

syringe vigorously upon any plant infested with the red spider.

With respect to Orchids, encourage any backward plants with

plenty of heat and moisture, while this can be safely done. See

that plants on blocks and in baskets are properly supplied with

moisture at the roots. Syringe lightly morning and evening,

and sprinkle the floors, i-c. frequently, so as to keep the at-

mosphere moist.—W. Keaxe.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAP.DEN.

At last, on the 2Sth ult., we had a refreshing rain, not enough
to penetrate deeply, but enough to cool and refresh the whole

of vegetation on which it fell, and no doubt it would have

gone deeper if the surface soil had not been so warm and dry.

It has had a magical effect on some rows of Peas and Cauli-

flower which had been previously watered with sewage, and but

for the rain we would have followed the latter application with

a little clean water to make all sure. It is rarely at this season,

unless in a thunderstorm, that there is a sufficient downpour
to sink very deeply into parched soil ; and therefore it is a

good method where water is at command, to water pretty well

before some drizzling showers come, as then we receive the

benefit of the cool shady atmosphere. Watering in bright sun-

shine is only defensible when we cannot do otherwise, and then

the water will soon evaporate if means be not taken to prevent

its rising by mulching or surface- stirring. The great advan-

tage of the natural watering over artificial is, that it is generally

accompanied with a cloaded sky, and every part of a plant

—

Btem and leaves—is refreshed as well as the roots.

We have seen no signs of fly or blight on vegetables, but we
are sorry to learn that fields of Peas and Beans have had to be

out and used for little better than manure, owing to having

been crusted with the fly. The recent showers—and much
more abundant in the valleys round here than with us, would
do much to mitigate if not remove this evil.

All crops planted out have been much refreshed, and promise

to grow freely, but we have planted out little more than what
was recently referred to, as on removing early Peas, &c., the

ground was more like ashes under a grate than common garden

soil, and planting would be of little use without a copious

watering. Unless more moisture comes we shall plant freely

in temporary beds, as this will enable us to economise water-

ing. We have turned the ground occupied by early Cauliflowers

into wide Celery beds holding four rows across, and planted it

at once, as the moist dung tended to make up for the dryness

of the soil ; but the dryness did surprise us, as the fine Cauli-

flowers had frequently been watered, and well mulched too.

The dryness of such ground must have been owing to the

amount of moisture evaporated from the large spreading leaves.

In digging out the Celery trenches we found that the roots had
gone deep in search of the necessary moisture.

The rains and the cooler atmosphere will be of great benefit

to Turnips, especially young ones, which could scarcely hold

their own. When the foliage begins to cover the ground well,

and the land has been well cultivated, the plants are almost
independent and able to look after themselves.
Our cottagers and allotment-holders should bear in mind,

that as Potatoes, &c,, are cleared off, it is a good time to sow
Turnips to come in during the winter and spring The White.
Dutch, the Red Stone, the American Bed-top, or Parple-top
rather, the Flat White Turnip, and the Strap-leaved, are the
best for this purpose. Those who grow and cook for them-
selves should not pass over the Yellow Maltese, but it is rarely

thsrt others than Whites are cooked in gentlemen's establish-

ments ; but what can be nicer than a crisp young Swede well

boiled and mashed '

A few words more about Potatoes. From the earliest-raised,

especially if tho tubers were a little greened by exposure, it is

not too late to plant in a warm border, so as to raise new
Potatoes in November and December. Of course these will be
waxy, but they may be kept over the winter bedded and mixed
with earth. The Potatoes, especially all the earliest ones, have
been good this season. Vv"e planted a few rather late, and wish

we had not done so, as they will be rather in our way. These

threw up a number of small shoots instead of one or two strong

ones, and though we thinned the shoots considerably, the

produce will be later than we wanted them to be. We have

frequently intended to give a warning against the too fre-

quent use of very early waxy Potatoes. Using a few is a very

different affair from making such watery waxy Potatoes the

chief part of a meal. We have not much medical authority,

but considerable observation for the statement, that when cot-

tagers from hard times, &c., have been driven very early to

their Potato plots, sickness, low fever, and diarrhcea were the

frequent consequences. We know that it is the starch and

flour, and not the mere fibrine of the Potato that are chiefly

nourishing, and these are not much secreted when the tuber is

but young. Like most of the plants from which we procure

our sago, arrowroot, &e., the Potato belongs to a poisonous

family. We have had it on the authority of cattle-feeders that

Potato tops did more harm than good. Water in which Pota-

toes were boiled did anything but good to pigs, to which it was

given. There are few of us who at some time have not luxu-

riated in Irish stew, but there are few who have not knowa
something of heartburn when the stew was made in the usual

^ay—Potatoes, meat, &c., boiled in the same liquid. These

effects are avoided when the Potatoes are nearly boiled in

separate water before they become a constituent part of the

stew. Oar cottage reader may depend on this, that if he boil

his Potatoes without breaking them—that is, if the water come

away clear from ihem, such water wUl be injurious rather than

otherwise to his pig if he keeps one.

We have several times alluded to the earthing and non-earth'

ing-iip of Potatoes, dwelling on the importance of the former

operation, only when the tubers were so shallow as to be

likely to be greened by exposure to the air. We believe green-

ing is very good, so far as preserving tubers for planting is

considered, and their future vigour of growth ; but we well

know that greened Potatoes were unpleasant for use, and

always suspected they would be dangerous. We notice that

M. Chatel, the great French agriculturist, says, that in this

greened state the Potato contains a peculiar substance, called

solanine, which if absorbed in large quantities is a dangerous

poison, and which becomes more abundant as fermentation

advances. When we see at the vegetable stores of Paris, and

elsewhere. Potatoes grown more or leas green under the action

of the light, we ask how it is that the officeis of public health

do not forbid their sale. Of how many colics, diarrhcea, &c.,

must they have been the unsuspected causes? M. Chatel,

therefore, strongly recommends that Potatoes designed for food

should be kept constantly in the dark. We have not a donbt

that it partaken of, greened Potatoes are not only unpleasant,

but dangerous.
FRUIT GAKDEN.

The dry weather has made our Strawberry season a short

one. As we write the produce is becoming small. By layering

and potting, we are preparing for future forcing. A good part

of our trees have had their summer pinching and pruning, and

would have all been attended to sooner, but for a press of other

matters not entirely connected with the garden. Gave a good

watering to trees in the orchard house now yielding some fruit.

In the Peach house we have a tree of the Walburton Admirable,

which has kept us in some measure in a succession of Peaches.

In other fruit houses, air-giving in this hot weather, and damp-
ing the paths and floors, have been the principal work. Melons,

on the whole, have been good ; in the very hot days some were

all the better of a piece of paper suspended over them. The
rains have pretty well cleared the Currants that remained and

had been troubled with honeydew.
ORNAJIBNTAIi DEPAETMENT.

A very busy week in putting lawns and walks in first-rate

order after the rain. The walks treated as lately described

will now be firm and clean for months ; and where we could

not with propriety machine or mow the lawn we cleared off

anything in the way of Plantains, Daisies, &c,, with the Daisy-

knife. The lawn is stUl greenish and considerably refreshed,

and has not been brown yet ; but, then, it does not have the

rich tint of green we like to see, and there are many cases

where machining or mowing, however slightly, would tend to

make it brown.
The Scarlet Pelargoniums are now very good without any

artificial watering, and Calceolarias are still in their glory.

With occasional showers we may hope the flower beds will soon

do without much attention beyond picking and trimming for

the season, as the nights are now becoming longer, and we may
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he, S. & R. Aahton; N. Mnrlor, Doatan. Chiaktnt.—l, T. Wolkor, Jan.,
DontoD, near Manchester. 1! and he, E. Briorly, Hoywood. c, J. Walker,
Knaresboroagh.
Haububohb (Silvcr-!?pan(;lcd).—1, Cap, and he, H. Beldon, 2, W. A.

Taylor, c, J. Fieldiuj?, Newcburch ; H. PicklcB, Earliy. Cltiekrru.—l, J.

fieldini;. 2, ABhton & Bootb, Mottram. he, U. Beldon, Bingley.
Hakbckoiis (Black).—1, C. Sidi^ok. 2, D. Lord, Stacksteads.

h0t Mason & Walker, Doutou, Chicktns.—1, A. £. IXaUBOn, Castloton.

3, N. RigF?. Rochdale.
Any othek Variety.—1, H. Beldon (Polandfl). 2, W. Hawoy. Sboftield

(CK'Vo-Cccure). he, W. Gamon, Chester (Polandfl^ ; W. Uawoy (PolandH).
Selling Class (Any variety).-1,K. &C. Uawortb, lloslingdon. 2, C. W.

Brlorloy. he, F. Shaw, PUb Wilmot (BLiok Red Game), c, W. A. Taylor,

Hancbcstor.
Game BANTA5l8.—r,i ;.•.—1, J. R. Robinson, Snndorland. 3, J. Croslond,

Jan., Wakenold. he, T. Itiirker, Hill Kml, ucnr liumley. e, W. F. Eolwislc,
Leeds; J. W. Morris, Koclidalo ; J. Barlow, Muslmry.
Game BANTA.MH.—1, W. F. Entwialo. 2, C. W. Brierlev. c, J. W.MoiTis.
Bantams (Any variety).—!, It. Beldon. 2. W. Harvey, Sbefllold.

Chickrn^.—l and he, W. F, Eutnisle. 2, J. Crosland, juu (Brov?n Red).
c, T. Barker (Black Red'.
TonKEvs.-1, E. Leech, Rochdale.
Geese.— 1, T. lliiulker, Blackburn (Grey). 2, E. Leech.
Ducks (Aylesbnn*).—1 and 2, Mrs. M. Suamons. he, E. Leech.
Docks (Rouen).- 1, T. lloulker. 2, E. Leech.
Ducks (Any other v.iriety).—1 and 2, C. W. Brierley. hi, T. C. Tlarri-

son, Hnll; J. Siclul, Timpcrley (Carolina); S. & P.. Ashton, Mottram;
A. & J. Trickctt, Waterfoot. near Manchester.

PIGEONS.
Carriebs.—1, J. Hnwiey. BinRley. 2, E. Homer, Harcwood, Leeds.

he, H. Yardley, Birmintrbtm : J. Chadwick, Bolton.
Tumblers.—1, J. FieliMiik', jun. 2 and he, J. Uawley.
Barbs.—1 and 2, Cupt. Ueuton, Ecclcs. }u:,E. Homer; J.FieXdlng, Jan.

c, J. Hawley.
Owls.—1 and 2, .J. Fielding, Jan. he, 3. Hawley.
Croppers.—1, W. Harvey, Sheffield. 2, E. Homer, he, W. Gamon ; E.

Homer.
Fantails.—1, 2, and Cup for best pen of any breed, J. Hawley. he, E.

Homer; J. Chadwick. c, 11. Yardley; H. H. Maynard, Holmewood.
Tdrbits.—1, E. Homer. 2, H. Yardley. he, E. Horner ; J. Fielding.
Dragoons.—1, J. Hawley. 2, W. Moore, Barnley (Bine), he. T.

Charnloy, Blackbnrn (Blue), c, J. Lord, Rochdale ; W.* Harvey, Sheffield.
Trcmi'Eters —1, E. Homer. 2, W. Gamon, Chester, he, J. Hawley ; E.

Homer, e, J. Hawley.
Jacoeisb.—1, E. Horner. 2, J. Hanley. he, T. KewoU, Ashtcu-tmder-

Lyne.
Antwerps.—1, J. Crosland, jnn. 2, J. Hawley.
.\ny other Variety.—1, T. Newell (German Fairies). 2, W. Harvey,

Sheffield, he, H. Y'ardley ; E. Homer, c. H. Yardley.
Any other Variety (Within three miles of HaslinRden).—1, J. Holt,

Haslincden (Black Carriers). 2, J. Hamilton, Haslinffden (Black Barbs).
he, J. Hamilton (Blue English Owls); W. Kemp, Haslin^dcn (Bine OwL-l.
c, W. H. Ashworth, Tanpits, Uelmshoro (Blue Carriers).

Rabbits.—1, A. Crossley, Broomflcld, Halifax (Lop-cared). 2. A. H.
Easten, West Parade House, Hall (Himalayan), he, J. Boyle, jun., Victoria
Street, Blackbnrn (Lop-eared).

Mossr.5. Hewitt and Tcebay were the Jadj^s of the ponltry; and
Mr. Beldon awarded the prizes for Pigeons and Rabbits.

CLECKHEATON POULTRY SHOW.
The iirst PoaUry Show in connection with tho Cleckheaton Agri-

cnltnral Eihibition was held on tho 24th nit. A largo number of
visitors attended, and for a first attempt it was a great snccess. All
the arrangements were very good.

In Black and Brown Red Oamc there were twelve entries, and most
of them included escellent birds. A cap wag awarded to the best pen
of Game—a very good pen of Black Reds. The second and third
prizes went to Brown Reds, also good birds. The Dnckwing Game
were, as a class, very good. Doiiinijs were only of medium quality,
being very much out of condition. The same may bo said of the
Cochins. The y^ianinh were good, but only fonr pens competed. In
Braliinti.t there were seven pens, Mr. Leach, of Rochdale, being first

with a good pen. The IJammriihs were not so good as we expected to
see, being in the centre of tho Hamburgh district.

Many of the DiKhs and Ccesc were good and large in size.

The Pi'jeons, as a whole, were a nice show, tliere being many first-

class birds amongst them.

Gamr (Black Red or Brown Red).-1, W. Fell, Adwnlton. 2, E. Avk-
royd, Bradford. 3, H. Hatton, Cleckheaton. he, G. Noble, Staincliffe

;

H. Jennings, AUerton, Bradford, c, W. Bentley, Scholes.
Game (Any age or variety).—1, H. Jowett, Idle, Leeds. 2, W. Fell.

7ic, H. Jennings ; H. Jowett. c, G. Noble.
DoHKiNiis.—1, 2, and he, W. H. King, Rochdale, e, 3. T. IBeaumont.

Hnddersfield ; Kov. G. Hustler, York.
Cociiis-CHiNA (Any variety).—1, It. W. IllinEworth, Idle. 2, W. t F.

Pickard, Thorner. he and c, 3. W. Wilkinson, Bradford.
Spanish (Black).— 1, J. Gornall, Little Horton. 2, E. Brown. Sheffield,

lie, W. & F. PicUard.
Brahma Pootra.—1, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, M. Scott, Idle, he, L.

Woodhouse, Bradford.
Hamburghs (Golden-pi-ncillodl.- 1, S. Smitt, Northowram. 2, W.

Clayton, Morton Bunks. Keij/hley.
HAMT.rnons (Golden-spAnRled).—1, J. Rollinson, Lindley, Otloy. 2, J.

Murgatroyd, Idle, e, S. i; W. Clapham, Keighlcy ; S. Smitt, Northowram.
Pheasants (Black).-1, H. W. Illingworth. 2, E. Baxter. Idle.
French (Any variety).—2, H. Naylor, Rawfolds, Cleckheaton.
Game Bantams 'Black or Red).—1, Extra 1, and 2, G. Noble. ?u-, E.

Brown, Sheffield : S. Schofield.Heckraondwike
; C. Cleeg, Staincliffe.

Game Bantams (Any variety).-!, W. Greaves, Bradford, a, A. Wood.

Dantamb (Any variety except Game).—1, W. Erokherton, Idle. 2, S. and
W. Clapham, Koighley. he, W. H. Robinson. Keiffhley.
TuBKETS.— 1, E. Loach. 2, Mrs. Kponco, WeRton, OUey.
Oeebe (Any variety).- 1, E. Leech. 2, J. While, Whitley, Wakefield.

S, W. H. King, Rochdale.
Docks (Aylesbury).—1, E. Leech.
Ducks (RouonK—1, E. Leech. 2, J. Crosslnnd. HndderBfleld.
Ducks (Anvother vanoty).—I and Extra, W. Greaveot Bradford.
Rabbits.— top-enrcJ.—l.T. Mitchell, Bradford. », W. CUrk, Oomarsal.

Ant) other rariely.—Prize, Mrs. Spence, Weston, Otlay (White RuBBlao).

PIGEONS.
TuMBLKHS.—1, n. Yardley, Birniinghani. 2. J. Uawley, Bingley.
Cariuebs.- 1 and Extra. J. Howlcy. 2, H. Yardley,
liARBB.—1, J. Hawley. 2. H. \V. Illmgwirth.
Owls.-1, J. Hawley. 2, T. Egglcston, Halifax.
PoUTKRS OR Croppers.-1, J. Crossland, Huddemfield.
Fantails.—1 and Extra, J. Hawley. 2, J. CrosaUnd.
Dragoons.-1, J. Hawley. 2, H. Yardley.
Teumpeterb,-1, J. Hawlev. 2. J. Crossland.
jAcoBiKS.—l and Extra, J. Hawley. 2. J. Cr isfilond. V, T. EggleetOD.
Ndns.—1, J. Crossland. 2, W. Lund, Shipley, Bradford.
Antwerps.—1, W. Lund. 2, S. SchoHeld, lleokmaadwike.
Any other Variety not Before Mentioned.— 1, H, Y'ardley. 3, J:

Hawley.

Mr. James Dixon, Bradford; and Mr. Thompson, Sontbowram,
acted as Judges.

BRIDLINGTON POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Corrcsporulcnt.)

This annual Exliibition, in connection with the Agricnltoral Aesoci'

ation, took place at Bridlington, on July 28th. Several pens of firflt-

clas3 birds were exhibited.

CocniN-CiiiKA.—1 and 2, Miss Creyke, H&rton HalL CocA:.—1, G.
Holmes, Driftield. 2, Mis'^ Creyke.
DoRKraas.—1, G. Holmes. 2, D. White, DriAold. CorV.—1, O. A.

Young. Drifflold. 2, D. White.
Spanish.—1 and 2, G. Holmes. Coefc.—1, J. Stabler, Driffield. 2. G.

Holmes.
Game.—1, J. Laycnp, Diiffleld. 2, J. Woodhoosc, Flamborough. Cock,

—1, W. WatBon, Snaiuton. 2, J. Laycup.
PoLANDS.— 1, MrB. Proctor, Hull. 2, O- A. YonnR.
}lAMEnnGns (Golden-sp.ancled).—1 and 2, G. Holmoe.
HAMBUKons (Silver-spanpied).—1 and 2. G: Holmes.
Hambubohs (Golden-pencilled}.—1 and 2, G. Holmes.
HAitBCRGiis (Silver-pencilled).—1, G. Holmec 2, Mies Creyke.
Bantams (Any variety).—1, G. Holmes. 2, Miss Creyke. Cock,—1, J.

Bui?glebv, Driffit'ld. 2, Master C. Kicbordson, Bridlington.
Distinct Variety.— C/ucAtvw.—l, D. White. 3, G. Holmes.
Geese.—1, J. Nesfield, Backton. 2, O. A. Young.
Gef.se.—1 and 2, J. Nesfield, Bcckton.
TtJKKETs.—1, Mies J. Edwards, Ganton, Pouto.—1, Miss J. Edwards.

2, Mrs. Chapman, Springdaio.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—1, O. A. Young. 2, J. Smith, Marten Lodge.

Ducklino!f,—\, O. A. Young. 2, J. Smith.
Ducks (Any variety).—!. G. Holmes. 2, O. A. Yotmg. DuckUngi.^

1 and 2, K. Moody, Bridlington.
Guinea Fowls.—1,H. Merkin, Driffield.

Pigeons.— Cro;>p^rs.—l, W. Dobson, Bridlington. Fantails.— \, Miss
Creyke. 2, T. Stabler. Driffield. Carriers. 1 1, W. Brand. Driffield.

Jacobins.—!, K. Flemming, Sprinirbank, Hull. Atwj Neir or Dittinct
Variety.—1, J. Duggleby. 2, O. A. Young.
Rabbits.—,(4ny Breed —I, W. Donkin. Fancy.—1^ W. Donkin.

Judge.—J. O. Jolly, Esq., Green Hammerton, Y'ork.

BUDE HAVEN POULTRY SHOW.
The following are the awards made at this Show, held .Tnly SOlh :

—

Dorkings (Coloured).—1 and 2, Mrg. Thynne. Co;*.— 1, Mrs. Thynne.
2, A. Trewin. Chiekeiv.—l, Mra. Thynne.
DORKIXOS (White).—1, T. Pickard.
Spanish.-1, J. M. Brannd. 2, W. E. Wackley. S, K. HoBkin. ' C»ici«ii«.

—1. W. Leach. 2, S. T. Piekard.
MiNORcAS.—1 and 2, F. Gloyne.
Gami!.-1, S. T. Pickard. 2, R. Francis. 3, W. H. B. Coham. ChUttns.

—1 and 2, N. Treleven.
Cochis-China.—1 and 2, W. L. Trewin.
Brahmas.— 1. Rev. W. .Tames. 2, Mrs. Thynne.
Malays.- 1 and 2, H. Darch.
CoRKisH.—1, H. Francis. 2, Mrs. Thynne.
Hambcroiis iGoldenpencilled).—1, F. Barrett. 2. .1. P. Delmar.
Hautil'rghs (Goldcnspanglcd).—1, J. F. Dohnar. 2. J. Woodley.
Hasirurobs (Silver-pencilled).-1, J. Wnltor. 2, 1. Penwarden.
Hamburghs (Silver spanpledj.—l and 2, W. M. Laocester. Chiekent.—

1. W. M. Lancester. 2, J. Banbury.
PoLAXDS (Golden-spangled).—! and 2, H. P. E. Sly.

PoLAsDS (Black. White Topknots).-1 and 2. W. L. Trewin.
Barsdoor.— 1, D. Barrahle. 2, J. Heal. 3, W. Sleeman. 4, H. FranciE.

6, W. J. Lyle.
Extra.—1, F. Barrett. 2, Rev. W. Jones.
Anv Breed Except Dorkisos.—Cocl.—1, W. L. Trewin. 2, H. Darch.

S W. Bromell.
'-B.\NTAMS (Gold-laced).—1, B. Harris. 2, Withheld.
Bantams (Black).— 1, J. Heal. 2, P. Heal.
BANTA3IS (White).—!. H. Francis. 2, L. Frv.
GtilSEA FOWI.S.— 1, W. M. Lancester. 2. W. H. B. Coham.
Docks (Aylcsbnrv).-1 and 2, J. Heard. S, W. Blues. Ducklingt.—

1, R. Hoskin. 2, J.Bincs.
Docks (Common),— 1. T. Pick.ard. 2. J. Henl. R, — C.-.tton. 4. MisP

Barton. BucAiini/v—I, Miss Knight. 2. J. Medland. S, .Miss Barton.
Docks (Ronenj.—1, Mies Wright. DuekUngt.—l, W. Barrablc. 2.E.

Uockin.
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!E.—1, 2, nod 3, J. Heal.
Tdrkeys.—1, J. GalBworthv. i:. G. Risdon. 3, Miss Burton.
Pigeons.—1,I>. Fr.incis. 'J.T. Modland. S, D. Frnncis. Br>r6.«.—Prize,

J. M. Braand. Poutcvi —Prize, J. M. Braund. FantniU.—Prize, Miss
Radcliffe. Jacobim.—'Pn-Ae, J. M. Brannd. Tntnqteters.—Prize, J. M.
Brannd. Turbits.-Trize, J. M. liraund.
S.AiiBiTs.—Lonti-mi,;K—l, Master H. Sanders. 2, Master J. Pickard.

Common.—1, H. Picknril. 2, M. Olde.

Jddges.—Mr. H. Leewortliy, Barnstaple, anil Mr. Oatwav, Bideford

LINCOLN POULTRY SHOW.
The first Kxhibition of the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society took

\ilace ou the 29th, odth, and Slst nit. ; and though the entries of Poultry

and Pigeons did not much exceed a hundred, some good birds were

shown. The following is the prize list :

—

DoEKTNOS (Any colour).—1, J. Hornsby, Grantham. 2, T.Marris, TJlceby.

.J, W. Button, Gainsborough.
Game (Any variety).—! and Cup, B. Jirvis, Mansfield. 2. Rev. T.

O'Grady, Ashbourne, Derbysliire. o, E. Hubbard, KetherLangwitb, Mans-
field, /ic, F. Watson, Kelvt'don, Essex.
Spanish.—1, T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth. 2, T. Marris. 3, G. .Jackson,

Newark.
Brahmas (Any colour).—1 and 2, C. Layland, Warrington.
Cochins (Any variety).—1, J. N. Beaalev, Pitsford Hail, Northampton

(Buff). 2, J. Elgnr, Osmanthorpe Holl, Newark (Buff). S, C. Laylaud.
Habiburghs (Any variety).— 1, J. F. Loversidge, Newark (Golden-

spangled). 2, W. Ghost, Barlings, Lincoln (Silver-pencilled.
BANTA3IS (Any variety).—1, J. W. Dudding, Howell, Sleaford. 2, T.

Marris.
Bantams (Anv other variety).—1, W. H. TomUnson, Newark (Black).

2, J. ElgHF (Black).
Poi-ANDs — 1, T. C. & E. Newbitt.
French.—1 and 2, W. O. Quibel), Newark. R. Col. Stuart Wortley.
Any Variety.-Cocfc-1, B. Jarvis. 2, W. O. Quibeil (Brahma, Dark).

i, E. Hubbard.
Geese (Any colour).—1. J. Elgar. 2, F. W, Brook, Brauncewell, Slea-

ford. 3, F. Dawson, Sixbill.''. Market Rasen.
Ducks (Aylesbury).— 1, .J. Hornsby, Grantham. 2 and .'), T. Fox, Lincoln.
Docks (Rouen).—!, W. U. Robson, North Reston, Louth. 2 and 3, J,

W. Dudding.
Ducks (Any other variety).—1, J. W. Dudding. 2, Hon. A. L. Melville,

Brannston Htill, Lincoln (Decov*. 3, H. Frashney, jun.. Grimoldby, Louth,
Turkeys (Any varietv).—1, J N. BeaRley. 2, J. B. Hides, Wisbeach Fen,
Selling Class.—!, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, .J. Hornsby (Aylesbury).

'S, B. Jarvis (Game), he, J. Hornsby; E.Hubbard, c, S. Spencer,
Houshauj, Erigg.
Pir.EoNs.— 1, W. Massey, Spalding (Carriers!. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt.

he, ir. Snushall. Fleet Hargate, Wisbeach (Black Carriers, Turbits, and
Hyacinths). Extra.—Extra, S. Sawyer, Lincoln (White Indian Fantails)

The .Judges of Poultry and Pigeons were Mr. Thomas CUaioner, and
Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier.

FULFORD POULTRY SHOW.
The eighth Kxhibition of this Society was held at Fulford, near

York, on the 2'Jth of July. The Show of this year has been better

than any former show at Fulford, and the Spatjhh, ItO)\':u/ffs, O'ctmc,

and llamhitnjhs would have been creditable to any show.

Spanish.—!, W. Bearpark, Ainderby Steeple. 2, J. Cook, Bishop
Wilton.
Dorking";.—1, W. Bearpark. 2, Rev. G. Hustler, Stillingileet.

Cochin-china.- 1 and 2, Shferifi" of York.
Same (Any variety).-1, W. Bearpark. 2, J. Mollett, York, he, G.

Carter, Sand Hill, Bedule.
Hamburgh (SpauLiled or PenciUod).-], W\ Bearpark. 2, Miss Sutton,

Fulford.
Hamrurghs (Silver-spangled or Pencilled).—!, W. Bearpark. 2, Sheriff

of York.
Any other Variety.—!, C. Walker, Boroughbridge. 2, Miss AVard,

Acomb Grange.
Three Chickens (Any breed).—!, R. Swann, Acomb, 2, W. Bearpark.
Bantams (Any variety).— !, — Wheatley, Heworth. 2, G. Hutchinson,

Prospect House.
Selling Class (Any vnrioty).—!, G. Carter. 2, C. Triflitt, Cattak
Geese.—!, Hev. G. Hustler. 2, — Harrison, Acaster.
TUUKEYS.—1, A. S Perfert. Fulford. 2. Rev. G. Hustler.
Ducks (Any variety).-1, Rev. G. Hustler. 2, A. S. Perfeit.

The Judge was Mr. A. Cattley, York.

EDINBURGH POULTRY SHOW.
The following awards were made at the Show of the Highland and

Agricultural Society held at Edinburgh on the 23th, 29th, and oUth of

.July :—
Dorkinos (Siver-Grey).-!, D. Annan. 2, G. Lyon, he. Sir .J. D. Wau-

ohope. C/^il:/;c7W.—l,Ladv Montgomery. 2, A. Campbell. 7ic, A. Carawell.
Dorkings (Coloured).—!, .1. Allan. 2, J. Logan. Chickens.—\, Sir. G.

Grant. 2, J. Clark, he, T. Raines.
Dorkings (White) —!. J. Logan.
Cochins (Coloured) —1, G. Murray. 2, A. Campbell, he, E. E. Brown.

Chickens.—!, R. E Brown. 2, A. Campbell.
Cochins (White). — 1, W. Gibb. 3, G. Murray. Chickens.—1 and

2, Mrs, Ford.
Brahmas (D.ark).—!, R. Brownlio. 2, T. Raines. CIvielier.s.—l and

he, J. Stuart. 2, J. A. Dempster.
Brahsias (Light).- CVuc^ciM.-!, J. A. Dempster.
Si-ANisH.-1 and 2, R. SomerviDe. /(O, Mrs. Gracio. Chicke7u.—l,Mta.

Gcacie. 2, E. SomerviUc. he, Mrs. Dart.

Scotch Grey.—1 and 2, J. Meiklem. he, R. Blau;. Chicken)!.-!, J.

Meikletn. 2, J. Logan.
Haheubohs (Gold-pencilled).-1, H. W. Pople. 2, W. E. Park, he, J.

Loaan. C/iJcAcas.—!, W. It. Park. 2, J. M. Harvey, fic, J. Logan.
HAjreOROKS (Silver-pencilled).—1, J. Logan. 2, A. Croabie. Chickens.

1, .T. Logan.
Hajiuurghs (Golden-spangled).—1, J. F. Loversidge. 2, .J. C. Miller.

he, Mrs. Brown. Chickens.—I, J. H. Macuab. 2, Mrs. Broivn.

HAMBCnans (Silvor-spangled).—!,J. Logan. 2, J. H. Macnab. Chickens,

!, .I.Lngan. 2, J. H.Mncnab
Polish (Black).—1, J. Logan. 2, E. Smith.
Polish (Silver-spangled).- 1, J. Logan,
Game (Black or Brown Reds).-!, J. Logan. 2, J. VVartdell. c, D.

Hardie. (Viict-du.- !, H. Goodall. 2, W. Sprout, fcc, J. H. Macnab.
Game (Duckwings).—!, J. WaddoU. 2, J. Logan. Chicken-;.-!, H.

Goodall: 2, J. H. Macuab.
Game' (Any other variety).—!, D. Harley.

Game Bantams.—1, J. Gow. 2, H. W. Pople. ;»c, J. WaddelL Chickens.
—!, Sir G. M. Grant. 2, J. Gow. /if, H. Goodall.

Bantams (Gold-laced).—!, W. Gibb.
Bantams (Silver-laced).—1, R. Frew.
B.ANTAMS (Any other variety).—!, 1, R. S. Mossop (Black). 2, S. H.

Stott (Japanese), he, J. Archibald. Cidckeiis.-!, H. Goodall. 2, D.
Forrester (White).
Any other Variety.-!, W. E, Park (Creve-Coeur). 2, .T. Logan (Black

Hamhurghsaud Cn' ve-Cosurs). fVi!c)tf»,s.—1, J. Logan (Black Hamburghs).
Ducks (Aylesbury).— t, Mrs. Hendrie. 2, G. F. Lyon. Daeklinfts.—

1, Lady Montgomery. 2, Mrs. Hendrie. he, T. L. Livingstone.

Ducks (Rouen).—1, li. Hardie. 2. J. Sharp, he, J. Logan. Ducklings.
—!, J sharp. 2, .1. Thomson, iic, J. Gibson.
Ducks (Any otherDiatinct Breed).—! aud2, J. Logan (Grey and White).

he, J. Thomson. Ducklinris.—l and 2, J. Logan (Black).

Turkeys (Norfolk).—!, .1. Gibson.
TciiKEVS (Any other breed).-!, J. Stenbouae (Cambridge). Poults.—

!, .T. Stonhouse "(Cnm)'ridge).

Geese (Grey).—!, D. Hardie. 2, S. H. Stott. he, J.Logan. Goslings,

—!, D. Hardie. 2, s. H. Stott.

Geese (White).—1, Duke of Buceleuch. Oosling^.—!, Dul'eof Buce'euch.

Judges.—Mr. K. Teebay, Mr. Gelmore, Lord Binning, and Mr. H.
Beldoii.

THE INTRODUCTION AND PROPAGATION OF
LIGURIANS.

{Continued fram page 72.)

PnEsn]iiiNG tbrtt the intending propagator of the Italian race

has by the mode which I have already described, been enabled

to establish one or more stocks of common bees in raoveable-

comb hives, I shall assume that he has ordered some Italian

queens which he is anxious to substitute for the reigning

monarchs. Let me then lay it down aa an axiom, that younri

bees receive an alien ipiren mucli more readiUj than old one::, and
that, therefore, the illustrious stranger runs comparatively

little risk if she can be introduced to a population consisting

entirely of juveniles. Supposing, therefore, that it is summer
time when advice is received of the approaching advent of the

Ligiirian queens, a similar number of artiiioial swarms should

be formed by removal in the following manner :

—

During the middle of a fine day, when the bees are in full

work, look over the combs until the queen is discovered upon
one of them', which place in the centre of an empty hive, and,

if possible, support it on either side by a spare worker-comb.

Then bring the combs of the old hive together so as to leave

the vacancy on one side, close it, and put it in a new position

a sb )rt distance off, placing the new hive with the queen on
the old stance. Every bee which has onee taken wing will in

the course of a day or two return to the old jilaoe, and thus

make up a swarm, which, having a fertile queen and a comb
full of brood, will probably do exceedingly well, whilst the old

hive remains in the exclusive possession of the rising gene-

ration. On the eighth or ninth day (or sooner, if the Italians

come to hand), thelattershonld be carefully examined by lifting

the combs out one after the other, slialiing off at the same time

most of the bees so as to make sure that no royal cell escapes

notice, and then carefully excise every one of them. If the

arrival of the Italians be still longer delayed, this operation

must be repeated a few days afterwards, so as to make sure of

the extinction of the recent dynasty. When the alien queen
arrives she must be first introduced to her future subjects

under the protection of a queen-cage, in which she should be

confined with two or three of her own workers until the next

day, when she may be liberated, and when it is tolerably

certain she will be well received. With regard to queen-cages,

I may add that I always use an ordinary wire pipe-cover pressed

into the surface of a brood-oomb until its edges come in contact

with the "partition wall," in the manner recommended by
Eleino.

• Examine this comb carefully, and soe that there are no royal cells

upon it. If any are discovered, they should be at once excised.
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On the 13th of Joly, and after the foregoing part of m;
article waa written, 1 was nopleasantl; reminded that there

was yet another contingency which had not previously occurred

to me. Being then with my family by the seaside, I was tele-

graphed for, and on my arrival in Exeter, found that a con-

signment of Italian queens had come to hand without any pre-

vious notice whatever. The remainder of the day being taken

np with examining the condition of the royal travellers, and
despatching most of them to diflerent parts of the kingdom, I

was obliged to defer operations on my own behalf until the

next morning, when not having any colonies in a fit state to

form artificial swarms, I was compelled to attempt the direct

substitution of one queen for another, which was effected in

the following manner :

—

Looking over the combs I discovered and captured the queen,

which with a few of her workers, I confined in a small box with

a bit of sealed honeycomb, until the fate of the pretender

should have been determined. Two days afterwards, I ex-

amined the hive, and slitting open every royal cell picked out

its diminutive occupant with the point of a penknife. I then

caged the Italian queen on a brood-comb, and next morning had
the satisfaction of finding that no more queen-cells had been
founded, and that, as far as could be judged by the demeanour
of the bees, they were likely to accord a favourable reception to

their new sovereign. I lost no time in putting their amicable

disposition to the test by releasing the captive queen, and had
the pleasure of finding that she was accepted without demur.
It is not a little singular, that most of those to whom I sent

queens in this unexpected manner, seem to have had but little

difficulty in introducing them, and I hope ultimately to learn

that all have been successful.

Imported Italian queens are, however, cheapest in the
autumn (about October), when it is no longer practicable to

form artificial swarms and thus to introduce them to juvenile

bees only ; but fortunately at this season the elders of the hive
Beem no longer to entertain an insuperable objection to a new
sovereign, and the exchange may be eilected with little or no
risk, if only the requisite degree of caution be observed.

The hive must in this case be examined as soon as advice is

received of the approach of the Italians, and the queen having
been captured, should with two or three score of her subjects

be placed with a bit of sealed honeycomb in a small, well-ven-

tilated box, and carefully preserved as a dernier ressort in case

of failure. Kxtinction of her dynasty having been afterwards

effected in the manner before described, the Italian pretender

to the vacant throne must in the same way be first introduced
to her intended subjects, under the protection of a wire cage,

which having been secured between two of the brood-combs,
the hive should be closed and left undisturbed until the next
day, when the cluster of bees surrounding the royal prisoner

should be critically examined, and her liberation or continued
incarceration determined on in accordance with their de-

meanour. If this cluster assumes the appearance of a dense
knot of workers intertwined and clinging closely together with
all the strength and energy of which they are capable, and
momentarily increnses its dimensions by the accession of

numbers of bees which rush impetuously towards it from all

parts of the adjacent combs, the regicidal frenzy continues in

full force, and its hapless object must still remain within her
prison-bars, in order to be protected from the fury of the
raging multitude without. If, on the other hand, the bees
which surround her cage are so few in number as to permit a
glimpse of the movements of the royal prisoner and her com-
panions in captivity, whilst none cling " like grim death"
with curved and threatening abdomens against the wires of the

cage, but rather assume the quiet and respectfully attentive de-

meanour which marks the ordinary deportment of workers in

the presence of their acknowledged sovereign, the imprisoned
queen may be at once released with every prospect of success,

and if she be allowed to traverse the combs for a few seconds
in view of the beekeeper, he will be enabled to judge of the

character of her reception. Should she obtain the respectful

homage proper to the royal progress of a liege sovereign among
her loyal subjects, the hive may at once be closed with every
hope of a successful issue; but if she be seized and detained,

she must again be restored to the protection of her prison, there

to await the return of her rebellions subjects to a more dutiful

frame of mind. There are, of course, almost infinite gradations

and degrees of difference between the dense knot of would-be
regicides which I have first described, and the comparatively
few watchful attendants who wait with respectful patience to

welcome their future sovereign on her release from captivity,

and it requires some practice to enable the bee-keeper to de-

termine with certainty when it is best to release an imprisoned
queen, since, if she be left too long incarcerated, the outsiders

seem at length to come to regard her with indifference, and she
nltimately perishes either from lack of food or from the effeotg

of her unnatural and constrained position.—A DEvoNsniBS
Be£-E£EP2B.

(To be eostiooed.)

ENTHRONING LIGUPJAN
I FlEceived two queens from Mr. Woodbnry on the evening

of the 14th July. The following morning I took the queens
from two stocks which I had prevented from swarming, and
made two swarms from the old bees, and then placed the two
Italian queens on the top of the old stocks, putting perforated

zinc between for them to fraternise through until the morning
of the ICth, when I bored a small hole in the zinc, so as to
allow one bee to pass through at a time ; and when four or five

had passed, finding that they joined the few workers in the
box peaceably, I allowed a few more, until I had a good many
mingled together. In about an hour I removed the perforated
zinc and allowed them to ascend. They set up a joyful hum,
and to-day (Saturday, July 17th|, they are working cheer-
fully, and I believe I have not lost a single bee from fighting ;

so that I have been successful with both queens, having placed
them at the head of two good stocks, with full combs and
plenty of honey to keep them through next winter.—C. B. H.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Turkeys Rocpy {if. H.).—Torkeye, like Pheasants, want mach pains-

takiDc bestowed on tbem when young. They are very subject to the
incipient roup from which years are sufferinp. Keep the old hen nbnt
Qp till the sun has dried the grass and the cocntry, and there is no ap-
pearance of dew or frost. Choose a very dry place for the hen to be
under the rip, and let it be tolerably open to the sun. Wash with cold
water and vinegar the heads of those affected. Give them ale to drink,
and administer to all two pills of camphor the size of peas. If yon do
this, shelter them from draughts, and let them out only when all is dry,
they will recover.

Chickens Dtiso iA Suhicriher).—Something disagrees with yonr
chickens. They have too much of somettung, or they lack something.
As we cannot tell which it is, we shall endeavour to give yon some general
rules, which, if followed, should prevent such a visitation. Keep the hen
always confined ; let her rip face the sun ; see that the chickens are fed
at daybreak ; let them have dust to bask in ; give them beer to drink ;

feed frequently on chopped egg, bread and milk, bmised wheat, meal
slaked with milk, and cooked meat chopped fine. Let the rip in which
the ben la confined be thifted to a fresh spot every day. If she is not on
the grass, let her be supplied daily with a large sod oi growing grass, cut
with plenty of mould ; she will tear it to pieces, and the chickens will

find food and health from it. These are only necessary cares while ttc
chickens are young or sickly, and it is because yours are sufTering we
advise it. You may give each a pill of camphor the size of a small pea.

Black Hamecsohs' Plitiuge {Black Bamhurrih'i.—Vio shall be very
glad to give you our best advice. All the black breeds are prone to throw
coloured feathers. Our best Spanish breeders can tell you the plague of

white feathers in the bens and red in the cocks. You say the white
feathers have appeared only in the cockerels. It is common. The Black
Cochins were given up for this reason. The pullets were always black,

the cocks never were. They were sometimes white, sometimes red. There
is the same in Black Polands—the cocks very frequently throw red
feathers. The Spanish chickens are all hatched black and white, and
frequently keep white feathers till after the first year. If all the chickens
come as you describe we should doubt the purity of the parents : if only

the cockfl are faulty we do not doubt it at all. The B nek Hamburgbs ore

a manufactured breed like the Black Cochins, and subject to the same
Viiu'aries. Tell us whether the parents are black, also whether the chicken

pullets are black.

Papdock Pocltrt Snow.—We have received complaints of letters to

the Secretary having been returned to the writers, in consequence of

insufficient address.

Feedixo Cvoxets (.V. C.I.—The proper way to feed cygnets if to give

them bran, cats, and meal in a large flat vessel, the bottom of which
should be covered with gravel or a sod of growing grass, the food placed

on it, and the whole covered with water. Cygnets, and even grown-up
Swans, love to make *' little dirt pies."

Keeping Dccks (fd<ni).—Ducks as a rule do not require water. In

the breeding season a tub or small pond about 4 feet square and 2 feet

deep is necessary.
" Gapes {D. K).—Give each chicken daily a piece of camphor the ai*e of

a* pel. Rail-ofl* the sewage gutter : let them have none but clean water

to drink, and give them br€.id soaked in ale once daily.

General Treatment of Parrots {E. F^.'?).—Bread and milk sbonld

be the principal food, but not too much milk. Give also biscuits broken
small, grain, iiut=. and ripe fruit, also boiled Indian com. Let them have
water to drink, and sometimes a bath. ! Keep them very clean and warm.

Aged Parrot (Tr^ror DicAfiu).—We believe the paralysed bird is

utterly incurable.

EEEKEErlSG {T. p. F.).—We know of no shorter or plainer pamphlet

on the subject than "Beekeeping for the Many." Y'ou can have it •««

by post if you enclose five postage stamps with your direction II »

often given away among cottagers.
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oSaet stlU attached to the old plant by the nmner is fixed and
kept steady by means of a peg placed close to the ontside of

the pot. The plants are watered daily, and quickly become
established ; they are then separated from the old plants, and
are at once tnrnod ont in the beds prepared for them. Plants

80 treated sustain no chock, as each has its own compact ball

of soil ; and as care is taken to turn them into soil as rich as

possible, and to give water when necessary, they make a rapid
growth, and become stout thriving plants by autumn.

Of kinds that have produced fair crops this year, I may
mention Sir Charles Napier, John I'owell, Alice Maude, New-
ton Seedling—a hardy sort, very prolific, the fruit high-coloured

and very firm, keeping better than that of most other varieties,

bat it is deficient in flavour and juiciness—Ehza, and, most
yigorons of all, TroUope's Victoria. Due de Malakoff has pro-

duced a fair crop, bat the fruit did not attain its usual enormous
size. Amongst newer varieties planted for the first time last

season, I like the appearance of Lucas, President, and Cocks-
comb ; especially that of the first two, which have proved very
robust and prolific. Wonderful is not quite so free in its

growth ; its fruit, so far as I have seen, is in shape quite dis-

tinct from that of any other kind, but I have not yet seen enough
of it to form a fair opinion of its merits.

—

Edward Ldckhdbst,
Egerton House Gardens, Kent.

A FEW ROSE NOTES.
I BELIEVE jottings, however few, on this our favourite flower,

are always acceptable, and I make no apology for adding a few
to tho.'ie I have already given

Mdlh\ Mtugneritc Dombrain.—It is always pleasant to have
one's opinion confirmed by competent judges, and as, when
Mademoiselle Marguerite Dombrain was brought out, I gave it

a good character, I was very pleased the other day to receive

a note from one whom all will acknowledge to be a really good
judge, Mr. Rivers, commencing thus—"I have gathered to-day

three blooms of Marguerite Dombrain, the most magnificent

Roses I ever saw—it is La Reine spiritualised."

Mareclial Xiel.—It is quite clear that this is a Tea-scented

Noisette, and not a Tea Rose, and that like all of that class, it

does best on the Briar. Then there is no question of its flower-

ing, and no need of a wall, although it succeeds, perhaps, best

there.

Marie Sisle;/.—This is one of the most lovely Tea Roses that

we have received of late years, the colour of the petals is a very

delicate primrose, with a deep border of rich pink. Even
during the hot weather it has been lovely, and when the tempe-

rature becomes cooler I can well imagine that its beauty will be

increased ; in the meantime I would strongly advise all who
grow Tea Roses to get it, and propagate it, for I venture my
Rose reputation on its being a general favourite, and I congra-

tulate my friend, M. Guillot &\s, on having raised it. It is

more rotund than Tea Roses generally are.

A drienne Cliristnphle.—Another very beautiful Tea Rose. The
colouring is very rich ; sometimes the centre is of a beautiful

deep peach, at other times coppery yellow, while the outside

petals are deep rich yellow. At present there is a slight degree

of looseness about the flower, wanting the fine firm petal of

Madame Margottin. This may improve, but under any cir-

cum.'itinces the Rose is beautiful, and will, I am sure, be

generally grown.
Souvenir de Monsieur Foileau.—The second crop of bloom

has shown some very large flowers ; they still retain the pecu-

liarity of colouring which marked the earlier ones. It has the

defect of being somewhat rough in the centre ; but withal it is

a Rose that must be grown.

Madame ThO-ese Level.—A Rose that was missed when it

came out, but is now in the class of deep pink flowers. A most
prominent flower.

Charles Verdier.—I have this year been disappointed in this

flower, so very few of the flowers have opened, showing, in fact,

too much of the La Keine blood; but a friend who was visiting

me the other day, says that with him it is very fine.

Baroness Eothsehild.—'^o doubt one of the greatest acqui-

sitions we have had of late. The flowers are large, of a lovely

pink colour, and it is altogether a first-rate variety.

Monphiisir.—This is, doubtless, a Gloire de Dijon, having

exactly the same habit, and foliage, and form of flower ; the

colour is different, much paler, more like what Gloire de Dijon

is when exposed to the sun.

La France fully maintains the good opinion I had formed of

it ; it is especially good early in the season, and late in autamn ;

the bnds are at all times most lovely.

lean Cherpin.— I have been greatly pleased with this Rose
this year. It is not full, I know, but there is a richness ol
shading about it that I cannot call to mind as equalled by any
other Rose, and as I do not grow for exhibition, but (or my
own pleasure, and that of my neighbours, I can afford to have
flowers which are not exactly show flowers, if they possess
some one good quality.

Thijra Ilammeriek.—I have again to express a favonrable
opinion of this new Rose. It is quite in the Duchess of
Sutherland style, but a great improvement on that old Rose.

.Miss Inriram.—Never was there a greater disappointment
than that occasioned by this new Rose. It was hailed by us all

as a grand addition, believing as we did that it was a Hybrid
Perpetual. It would then have been valuable ; as a summer
Rose it is useless, being a reproduction a lectle improved of the
old Lady Stewart.

Mar;iiirita (Noisette).—A regular rambler, but as yet show-
ing no sign of bloom ; if it is going to partake in this respect
of the qualities of Cloth of Gold, it will not do for ns ; but it is

too early yet to judge.
Duke of Edinburgh.—A splendid high-coloured Rose, deep

shaded cnmson, good in habit and constitution, and sure to be
in every winning stand.

I have here mixed together new and old, and have merely
given such notes as struck me in looking over my Rose trees,

thinking that such notices may be of assistance to others. My
locality is a sheltered one, my soil is good, and my Roses are
all on the Manetti stock.—D., Deal.

UNHEATED ORCILUID HOUSES.
The present unusually unfavourable season for fruit culture

seems to have caused owners of unhealed orchard houses a
degree of discouragement which is hardly called for. In a

former article on the subject I mentioned one cause of failure

which I believe to be universal, and that is overcropping, with
its concurrent evils of overcrowding, shading, or in any way ob-
structing the free access of sunlight and air to all parts of these
structures. By any or all of these means the true use of un-
healed orchard houses is set aside. I shall here mention very
briefly the principal causes of the short crops of this season

—

in my opinion, at least, for many different theories are afloat.

And first, in the case of trees in the open air. The.^e could
hardly have suffered, even in light soils, from the excessive

heat of last summer. We can understand an increase of red
spider .ind mildew, but not sufficiently severe to neutralise the

good effects of the sun's rays in thoroughly ripening the shoots.

At Montreuil, where there are few Peaches this year, the ex-

tremely light colour of the calcareous soil is easily remedied by
layers of mulching and dark earth. The mild winter which
we had was eminently suited to the Peach and other crops

;

but there can hardly be a doubt thai the excessive and con-

tinuous downpour of rain, with the lowered temperature, com-
pletely and mechanically washed away the pollen, so that scorcely

a bloom could set. Against this penetrating and prolonged

drenching slight screens of tiffany must have been quite useless,

and nets of woollen material no better. What we must eventu-

ally come to for the open wall, are screens of stout calico, of

the same texture as a soldier's " shelter tent," or as the French
say, tente d'ahri. Such a tent, when placed at a greater angle

than 4.5°, will throw off many hours of rain, but is not to be
relied on at a less angle. Having myself made many such, and
also used them for sketching, I can speak with certainty. This
calico would also prevent tlie lodgement on the young leaves or

blooms of fruit trees, of sleet or snow, which, melting nndtr a

sudden gleam of sun, are fatal to vegetation. Either rolled up,

or with sliding rings, which I think Jlr. Radclyffe, an excellent

authority, now uses, these cheap calico screens would have

saved niueh of the out-door fruit crops this year. Of course,

they require attention to take advantage of casual sunshine and

arrest radiation, and give to some extent the same trouble that

orchard houses do.

In the case of orchard houses, it is evident that neither this

downfall of rain, nor the low and damp temperature, can quite

account for failure, as they can be guarded against in a great

measure. I shall, therefore, dismiss these as sole causes of the

evil, and endeavour to trace it elsewhere. The chief reason? of

ill-success have been already asserted in this paper to be over-

cropping aud overcrowding ; and it is evident that an nn-
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heated orchard house, in which the trees have stood too thickly

together for several seasons, can have but a poor chance in un-
favourable springs for setting the blooms. The trees must
gradually have become full of dwarfed shoots, and the foliage

been a prey to insects, whereby the energies of the tree were
diminished. It would be impossible to regulate the shoots in

such a bouse, or to obtain a free circulation of air, or even to

renew the dressing of the pots. When, therefore, the exhaust-

ing blooming process was at hand, there was no reserved vitality

in the trees ; they had acquired a feeble habit of growth, and
had nothing for an emergency. If to such a state we add the

presence of Peach trees trained up the rafters, or worse than this,

of luxuriant young Vines obstructing the sun's precious rays,

can we wonder at the crop either not setting or not stoning?

Where the demands of a large establishment require a supply

of early salading, or young Peas and Beans, or early Potatoes

in pots thickly placed between the fruit trees, and a row of

promising Strawberry pots lines the front, not to speak of a

large stock of valuable bedding plants of all sizes and kinds,

all of which require abundant supplies of water at the very

period when the evaporation from it is fatal to the bloom

—

where these and such exist, why need we accuse the climate of

faiUng to set our fruit without fire heat ? Again, it is a theory

with some, that ventilation cannot be too free in orchard
houses, and often we are glad to escape from these into the
open air, on account of the deadly cold draughts. Many orchard
houses are most injudiciously placed, and all low and ill-drained

localities are prejudicial to the setting of bloom. For the same
reason stagnant and damp air is fatal when enclosed within
glass. Another, and to my mind an especial cause of failure

in cold localities, or generally in such springs as the present,

is the faulty construction of many orchard houses. On this

large subject I will here only say that a few such experiences
will show that lean-to houses with solid back walls are far more
favourable for Peach culture than span-roofed houses. The
latter, though handsomer, are unfit for the colder counties.
They cool down more thoroughly than lean-to's, and lose far

more of the earth heat during the winter. By means of extra
thick walls, and judiciously husbanding winter gleams of sun-
shine, a good lean-to is a week or two in advance of a span-
roof at all seasons, and can better carry the bloom through the
period of risk, being warmer at night, and more equably warm
at any time. The use of a stove would also be more economical
in a lean-to. A short brick flue, not very expensive to make
nor to use, would save any crop in a very large lean-to, and by
a judicious selection of very early Peaches, the crop would be
weeks in advance of that in an unheated span-roof. In the
last, I may here say that late Peaches should not form any
large proportion.

But not to dwell on this portion of the subject, I here
wish to add, that I am still of opinion, in spite of that clever
writer " Akchambaud's" adverse criticism, that "trees can
really be made to acquire a habit of production which shall

render them independent of atmospheric changes "—that is, of
course, when under the artificial condition of culture in glazed
structures. I have this season a very fine crop, abundant, well-

coloured, and of unusually good size. Some sorts which I was
on the point of discarding are wonderfully resuscitated this

season. Golden Purple has its old rich lake mottles and pink
ground, while Canary has become a 9-inch round Peach, dis-

solving, and rich, but its fault, alas ! is that it is a shy bearer.
I can fancy my good friend Eivers sitting in his arm chair,
with his usual pipe, and laughing at my " clerical error," in
stating Early Eivers to have been 8i inches "in diameter,"
but in the next paragraph he says that 1 have " correctly de-
scribed it."(!) It is, without doubt, the best very early Peach I
have seen. The stones were quite perfect, and have been sown
already.

Is it too much to consider that having my usual amount of
crop in this year of general shortcoming, it may be due to the
habit of the trees themselves ? It is they, after all, which have
done it, and it was because for so many years having been re-
gularly thinned down to much below their powers of production,
they had a reserve of vitality (favoured, no doubt, by last year's
sun), which store of energy they have used up in a gracious
effort to oblige their master. A plant will, year after year, be
made to produce about the same number of flowers, provided
in no one year any extraordinary demand shall be made on its

strength. Should my trees be weaker next season, it will only
be because this year the crop is unusually large.

Nevertheless, 1 have much faith in my tried cordons, which
have never yet failed. Nor do I consider that potted trees or

standards could compete at all with these at any time, and on
occasions like this would have no chance. Potted trees have
their exclusive merits, and so have standards, but the bulk of
my crop has been, and shall all the more in future be taken
from cordons in the borders. As to pyramidal trees planted
out, the less we use them the better for profit. Diagonal
cordons on the back walls, or parallel with the houses ; spiral

cordons in the borders intermixed with pyramids in pots ; a
row of potted trees near the glass, and some vertical cordons,
single, double, or triple, for the sides and comers ; the whole
house kept free from bedding plants or such lijie ; the roof per-

fectly clear ; ample means judiciously used for ventilation

;

careful thinning of the crop ; no overcrowding ; adaptation of

the form of the house to the site and climate—these form what
are chiefly required in unheated orchard houses.
Next season, let us hope, will find our trees refreshed by rest

frsm production ; not, however, that such irregular cropping is

advisable. By not expecting too much from unheated houses,
we shall arrive at a fairer standard. I have had visitors who
looked with evident disappointment at excellent results, as I

thought. Almost the first idea of cultivators is to grow a little

of everything, by doing so they shortly arrive at growing
nothing at all.

The above remarks apply, of course, to beginners, of whom
there are many ; but there is no doubt whatever that orchard-
house culture has made wonderful progress, and much sotmd
knowledge is current among amateurs.—T. BBf:HAiii.

RUBUS AECTICUS.
I OBSERVE in a recent number an inquiry by " G. S." as to

whether any of your correspondents ever fruited this elegant
but neglected plant, which he has seen thriving in the open
air so far south as Warwickshire, and the fruit of which was
stated by Linnjeus to be delicious, and commonly preserved in

Sweden. I grew a bed of this diminutive Raspberry for eight

or ten years at an altitude of about 450 feet in Midlothian, on
an easterly exposure where the sun never shone after 9 o'clock

A.M. The soil I used was good sandy peat, such as would do
well for growing Heaths in, and which was laid about a foot

deep over a bed measuring 4 by 8 feet. The Eubus spread in
it rapidly till the bed became densely filled, and yielded a
profusion of its pretty red flowers in spring, which were suc-

ceeded in due course by about a third of their number of pretty

bright red Easpberry-like fruit, of which I had no difficulty

some mornings in gathering a handful, which were really

delicious. I have noticed that it will not thrive, or at least

fruit well, if shaded by overgrowing trees or shrubs. My bed
was shaded from the midday sun, as before stated, by a wall,

but was otherwise perfectly exposed ; and I have often thought
that the Arctic Easpberry would form an excellent and appro-

priate fruiting plant if cultivated in the gardens of Highland
shooting lodges, where it would be an estimable rarity to

sportsmen about the 12th of August, after leaving the Straw-
berry season in the south.

I may also mention that alongside of the Eubus I had a

similar bed of that pretty namesake of the immortal Swede,
Linuaea borealis, which in May or June was profusely covered

with its tiny, drooping, deUcately-scented, flesh-coloured flowers

;

and throughout the year its prostrate, creeping, leafy stems
formed a beautiful verdant carpet, vastly superior to many of

our modern fashionable bedding plants. Having on one occa-

sion been favoured by a visit from a Swedish agriculturist, he
became quite ecstatic on seeing it in full bloom, jumping and
bawling out at the extreme pitch of his voice, " Linnasa

!

Linniea ! our Linnsea ! "—W. G.

SUPERIOR BEDDING PELARGONIUM.
Among a rare collection of Scarlet Pelargoniums by far the

most beautiful bedder I have this year is Bayard, raised by
Mr. Pearson, of ChilweU. In a trying situation, and through

two months of a trying season, whether in heat or cold, wind
or rain, it has been in brilliant beauty, the trusses many and
large, and the intense crimson unimpaired. My gardener finds

it equally good for forcing, and, indeed, hke its namesake of

old, I think it sans reproche.—Sans pedk.

EosES ON THEIR OwN KooTS.—I would fain remind those who
wish to try Eoses on their own roots, that now is the best
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time to plant ; they will make good growth, and form freph

roots, and almost a feason will be gained ; at any rate, a mach
finer diaplay may be secured next eeason.—D., Deal*

PAPERS READ AT THE HORTICULTURAL
CONGRESS AT MANCHESTER.

COVERING WALLS WITH GLASS FOR THE PROTECTION
OF FRUIT TREES.

Thr nncertAinty. of fwcnring good crops of onr finer fmitfl, each

as Pe&cbes. Nectarines, and Apricots, owin;; to the injaries from
spring frosts, makes eomo kind of protection almost a necessity in our
climato.

Lately orchard honscs have been prominently advocated by Mr.
Rivers and others, and when properly managed they have been a sonrco

of interest and profit to amatears and gardeners with limited means of

jifTOwinK fruit on walls or in bothonces. Where there are walls with a
sontbem aspect in pardcns, n covcrint; of plaes will, however, bo found
tbo cheapest and most certain ^ay of securing crops of our finer fruits.

Where Peaches. Nectarines, and Apricots are only required to ripen by
the natural heat of the season the expense of beatinf* ench structures

artifirialh- need not be incurred. The spriuf* frosts likely to occur in

March and April will not injure the blossoms, for I have proved this

here on an Apricot wall temporarily covered with glass lights. Last
year on the l*2tb of April the temperature was H*^ bolow freezing, yet

the fruit trees in bloom, and young Apricots as large as filberts, were
uninjured under the glass covering, but on the open walls the crop was
quite destroyed even where protected by branches and nets. For the

last seven years the crop has never failed on this wall until the spring

of the present year, for some varieties of Apricots are only thinly set

with fruit. The season, therefore, may be called an exceptional one,
and the failure in the crop accounted for by the exceKeivu warmth iu

February followed by a dull and cold March. The trees showed plenty
(rf healthy blossoms, but the pollen seemed clued together and did not
disperse, and even the fruit where set dropped off from the sudden
cessation of the flow of sap. Some varieties of Apricots on this wall,

however, have set a good crop, such as the Kaisba, Breda, and Musch-
Masch. In the midland districts nil unheatcd orchard houses have
very thin crops this year, showing that artificial beating is requisite in

such structures in sprin-^s like the past.

When the new kitchen garden was planned at Welbeck, a ranpo of

south wall ncarlj HOD feet long was covered with glass on a novel
principle. All the framework is of iron, and the roof made on the
ridge-and-fnrrow mode, and glazed with strong plate glass cast on pur-
pose to suit the curve of the roof. The openings for top ventilation

are made in the back wall, and every alternate light in front is opened
and shut by machinery worked from the inside. The height at the
back wall inside is 13 feet, iu the front 7 feet 6 inches, and the inside

width 7 feet -1 inches. The struf.tnro is heated by hot-water pipes,

and they were found very useful this spring. Good crops of Peaches
and Nectarines have been secured, as well as plenty of Chenies, Plums,
and Pear.^ grown in pots. Fire heat is only used in the blooming
time or in the autumn to ripen the wood, as tbo object is to get a suc-

cession of Peaches and Nectarines after the hothouse ones are over.

In such structures, if unheated, it is advisable not to exceed 5 or 6 feet

of inside width, so that the bent stored up in the back wall may have
snfficient power to expel any frost when the trees are in bloom. In
March and .*.pril the sun beat in clear frosty weather is often very
strong, and when the house is shut up early in the afternoon there is

quite heat enough reflected from the hack wall to keep the blossoms
safe.

The long range of glass-covered wall here has a very light and
imposing appearance from the absence of any timber in the conilrnction,

and from the ornamental iron bays placed every '2*2 feet in the inside.

The?o bays are for growing hardy Grapes on, and some varieties have
this spring shown plenty of bunches to festoon the tops of the bays.
AU the iron work in the interior is painted of a light Sky-blue tint, and
the effect is very pleasing. The walk inside is a stone pavement laid

on brick-on-cdge walls, eo that the roots of the fruit trees may run
between them.

Besides the advantage of furnishing a promenade in bad weather,
this extremely long range is useful for so many purposes that I must
detail them at length. In the front, where the two rows of 4-in<'h

pipes are plared, there is au iron grating covering them. Its width.
2 feet, is sufficient for a long row of three hundred fruit trees in pots

to stand on. In April and May bedding plants in immense quantities

can be placed between the pots, in order to harden off for planting out
in Jane.
The fruit trees grown in pots consist principally of Cherries and

Flnms, and a few of the best varieties of Pears and Apples. No
Apricots arc required here for pot culture, as a sufficient supply is ob-
tained every year from a wall protected by glass lights. The Cherries
grown in pots come iu about two weeks before those grown on the walls,

and consist of the following kinds according to their time of ripening
—Belle d'Orleans. Early Purple Gean, Werdor's Early Black, May
Buke, Waterloo, Black Tartarian, Clevedon Bigarreau, and, for the
latest, Florence and Late Duke. The following kinds of Plums are

grown in pots in quantities—viz., Early Favoarite and Mirabelle

Braby's Green Gage, .Jefferson, Cox's Emperor, Kirko's, OuUins
Golden Gage, Magnum Boduuj, and Golden Drop. The Pears and
Apples grown in pots aro confined to a few varieties esteemed for their
oarlinesfl. fine flavour, or colour. Pears.—Citron des Carmea. Doy-
ennt- d'Et/-. Yat. Jargonelle double-grafted on the Quince, which beon
freely; Williams's Bon Chntien. Mario Louise, and Beurrc d'Amanlis
Ponarbc, a variety beantifuUy striped with red; Doyenot- do Cornice,
and BL-urr. Clairceau. Apples.—Coxs Pomona, beautifully coloured
when grown in pots : Cox'fi Grange Pippin ; Melon and Northern Spy,
both American Apples ; and a beautiful Russian sort named the Rod
Transparent.
The selection of Peaches and Nectarines planted against the back

wall comprises some of the new kinds raised by Mi. Rivers and tho
best of the old varieties. The Peaches, according tn their time of
ripenint?, are—Eariy Beatrice, Early York, Early Alfred. Dr. Hogg,
Early Mignonne, Grosse Mignonne,' NoMefse, Malta, a delicious-fla-
voured and medium-sized Peach of the Noblesse sectiou ; Stumpthe-
World.^ Harrington, Late Admirable, Walburton Admirable. Gregory's
Late, T. ton de Venus, and Salway. The Nectarines, in the order
of ripening, are-Fairchild's Early, a very old small red kind ; Hunt a
Tawny, Rivera's Pine Apple, Violette Hutive, Elruge, Murroy,
Downton. Rivers's Albert Victor, and Victoria.
Another great use of this glass-covered wall is for producing salads

in the winter months, for without much trouble a succession of fine
succulent Lettuces and Endive can be had every day when wanted.
The Endive is lifted with halls of earth and put into covered boxes in
the Mushroom house, where it becomes suflicientlv blanched in three
or four days. The Lettuces are planted in the border in the autumn,
and a slight covering of hay preserves them from severe frosts should
the hot-water pipes not be used. A good supply of blanched Chicory
is likewise had by sowing it in July on a north border, and lifting it,

when wanted, to plant in large covered pots, where it soon blancheo,
and forms the oarbc dc aqfucm of the French salads.

—

Wii.uam
Telleey, Welbeck,

ON THE RESULT OF A FEW EXPERIMENTS WITH
SUBTROPICAL PLANTS AT BATTERSEA PARK

DURING THE WINTER OF 18G8-69.

ALTHoroH subtropical gardening has found a home np to the pre-
sent time only in the affections of the few, and consequently any
remarks upon the subject can have only a partial interest ; yet horti-

culture having planted one of its earliest standards in Lancashire,
and met with signal and the most flattering support id and around the
great city of Manchester, it is felt that no apolugy need be offered for

introducing the subject I have chosen on this occasion, feeling that
whatever is connected with the advancement of horticulture will not
bo without interest.

That the season referred to was a remarkably mild one, preceded by
one of the finest English summers on lecord, is a fact that will he
fresh in the recollection of all present. It may, therefore, with some
force be argued that the same results would not follow a severe and
nnpropitious winter as those which have called forth these remarks

—

which, however, is a point we may reserve for the present, to be an-
swered by future experience—soffice it to say that the experiments
carried out at Battersea last winter were based upon similar teste

made on a smaller scale during the last five years ; and as regards
Cannas, Erytbrinas, Aralia papyrifera, and other plants, it may be

asserted that if a covering of drj* litter, or other loose non-conducting

material, such as leaf mould, cocoa fibre, &c., of sufficient thickness

to exclude frost, be employed, the plants beneath the covering would

not be injured by cold, no matter how severe the frost. We have a
parallel case described in reference to a plant of a totally different

habit from those before alluded to—namely, Mu^a Ensete, tho great

Abyssinian Banana. The stem and roots having been effectually pro-

tected from frost and wet by similar means, it was preserved in per-

fect health during the winter of 1HG6-7 in the open air in a garden

near Paris, producing a most luxuriant growth, and being admired by

all who saw it, in the following summer (iSCT) ; and it is probable that

the stems of Eucalyptus, and similar tender trees, which readily pro-

duce vigorous shoots from the stem, may be preserved in the open air

in this countrj- by similar means.

A covering of dn.- litter is the most simple means we possepg for

the protection of plants, and in adopting it a principle is involred

that may be made subservient to the tastes and requirements of

cultivators of subtropical plants, by employing such non-conducting

material to exclude frost from the plants to be protected, as may
enable the cultivator to nurse np evergreen shrubs, and 60 mou
and render ornamental the otherwise unsightly subtropical beds

during winter.

By means of the covering of litter alluded to, a bed of Canna pem-
viana. edged with C. expansa. 80 feet by 8 feet, has been preserved for

the last two winters from injury, the former ba%'ing attained the

height of 12 feet last year, and it is now growing luxuriantly, and

.5 feet high. A bed 15 feet by 7 feet of Canna Annei, another of

the same variety, 70 feet by 8 feet, the former bed having stood one

winter, the latter two—in these tho plants grew 1*2 feet high last year,

and aro now over 5 feet. Other beds of Canna, varying in size from

60 feet by 8 feet to 20 feet by 6 feet, have been preserved out of doors

by the same means, and are now equally rigorous. They arc planted
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in part with the foUowmg varieties, all of "which have been found to

stand well under this treatment—viz.,

Canna zebrina
zebrina coccinea

picturata fastuosa

peruviana
limbata, now o feet high,

four winters oat

nepalensis

Sellowii

grandis

The Hnds of Canna named below,

Canna rubra superbisBima

iioribnnda

aurantiaca splendida
Annei rosea

indica rubra
grandiflora tioribuntia

"Warscewiczii

Madame Anntle

expansa

having very fleshy succulent

roots, have not stood so well; the beds, of which they formed part,

Itave required to be made ^ood to some extent, and they cannot, there-

fore, be relied on for out-door winter work—viz.,

Canna edulifi

discolor

Tobusta

Canna metallica

gigantea

nervosa
nigricans

Erytseina.—Two round beds, each 9 feet in diameter, and one

oblong bed, 42 feet by 5 feet, have stood out last winter uninjured,

iucludang

Erythrina omata
Marie Bellauger
lanrifolia

crista-galli

Erythrina profaea
Madame Bellanger
ruberrima
Hendersonii

The continental hybrids of these showy Coral Trees were expected to

jHTOve very tender; ail the varieties, however, are growing very luxu-

riantly, and abundance of flowers is looked for. Only one plant in

the three beds has sustained any injury, and this through field mice
eating the bark.

Akalia papykiteka. the Chinese Eice-paper plant, is very justly

regarded by many as one of the very finest omamental-foliaged plants

used in subtropical gardtniug. This plant, in a bed 13 feet in dia-

meter, attained 5 feet lii^h from cuttings struck in the spring of 1S68.

The plants were left out last winter, and although killed to the ground,

the thick fleshy roots have this season produced numerous strong shoots

or suckers. These are produced iiTegularly, and require to be thinned
out, so as only to retain a crop ; and a few spaces have required filling

up to render the bed complete.

Arat.ta StEBOLDH.—This differs from the foregoing in habit and
appearance, and is of equal merit as a fine-foliaged plant ; indeed, it

13 more valuable from its proving quite hardy, which we may be justi-

fied in stating after five winters' trial.

EcHEVERiA SECCNDA GLAUOA.—This Mesican sacculent, useful for

the margins of beds and other purposes, is more hardy than is generally

supposed. Having heard last year from Mr. Rogers, gardener at Bury
fiill, Taplow, that it had borne 22^ of frost the previous winter with
Imn, a margin of one of the circular beds at Battersea was left out
laet winter. The plants on the southern half of the bed were unin-
jured, while every plant on the northern side was killed.

SoLA^fCii LACiNiATUM ELEGAKS.—This elegant-foliaged plant has
borne the past winter, and is now producing its neat pale blue flowers.

This Ppecies, together with S. betaceum and S. pyracanthum, bears the
winters at Rose Hill, Exeter, and, although sometimes killed to the
ground, seldom fails in shooting up from below. In the same garden
at Rose Hill, Cannas are grown out of doors, and never taken up in
winter, except for the purpose of thinning and re-aiTanging the roots.

I must now conclude these remarks with the enumeration of the
following plants, which have held their place out of doors last winter,

and although not of sntneient importance to demand each a separate
notice, are, nevertheless, useful adjuncts in subtropical arrangements
—Tiz., Gunnera manicata, Polymnia macnlata, Polymnia canadensis,
Hibiscus palustris,—J. GrBsox, Battersea Parle.

VAPJOUS METHODS OF GRAFTING.
WITH AN ATTEMPT TO DtQCIEE INTO THE INFLUENCE WHICH THE

STOCK EXEBCISES UPON THE SCION, ANT) tnCC VCrsd.

" You see, sweet maid, we marry
A gentler scion to the wildest stock.
And make conceive a bark of baser kind
By bud of nobler race : this is an art
Which does mend nature, change it rather ; but
The art is nature."

By the above quotation from " The Winter's Tale," it would appear
that Shakespeare (whose profound knowledge of human life in all its

phases has been, and will long continue to be, the wonder and ad-
miration of succeeding generations of mankind;, was by no means
Ignorant of the art of grafting. It is even reasonable to suppose that
he would hardly have written the above lines had he not practised
this art himself, or, at least, been thoroughly conversant with, and
fully aware of, the desired objects for which the operation is usually
performed. This art would, indeed, appear to bo of the greatest an-
tiqnity, and the date of its discovery, like the name of its earliest prac-
titioner, is hidden in the mists of countless ages. The practice is

alluded to in Holy Writ, and Pliny and other ancient writers have
also referred to the subject. In some of their writings fabulous de-

scriptions are given of extraordinary fruit trees bo grafted as to pro-
duce sundry and very dissimilar kinds of fruit, such as Apples, Plums,
Figs, Grapes, &c., upon the same tree ; but it will readily be supposed
that if any such trees ever existed, they must have been produced by
similar means to that said to be sometimes resorted to on the Continent
at the present day, where trees are occasionally produced and offered

for sale, on which appear to be growing the Orange, the Myrtle, the
Pomegranate, &c., all upon one stem. All this, however, as may
be supposed, is merely a deception, accomplished by boring out the
centre of the stem of the largest variety used, and drawing the smaller
stems of the other sorts through the hollow tube thus formed, each
individual plant retaining its roots, and in this state a struggling

existence is supported for a time. By the adoption of similar means
the Strawberry plant has been represented as growing from the stem
of a Rose tree. This, too, is accomplished by taking the runner through
the Rose stem, which had previously been hollowed out for the purpose,
while the roots occupy the same soil as that in which the Rose tree is

growing.

It may, I think, be reasonalde to suppose it possible that nature or
accident may have first sugcrested the practice of grafting, as instances
are frequently to be met with in woods and thickets where branches of
trees happen to cross and press upon each other ; and the friction

caused by the action of the mnd in time displaces the bark, and as
the branches increase in strength this friction is resisted and the
pressure increased until the result is a permanent and organic union.
This may be considered as grafting by approach, a practice which cul-

tivators have imitated in the method known as inarching.
Various modes of grafting are practised, all of which under certain

circumstances have their respective advantages, but of these methods
the limits of this paper will only allow me to glance at those which
are found to be the most applicable to general purposes; and many
other so-called methods may be considered as merely modifications of
them.

In all methods of grafting it is of the greatest importanco that
similar parts should be placed as much as possible in contact with
each other, and on this account the method known as Saddle-gilvfting
may be considered amongst the best, as presenting the largest possible

surface to receive the ascending fluid or sap. This method, however,
does not appear to be so generally practised as might be expected

—

possibly on account of time being required to perform the operation,
and it is also necessary that the stock and scion should somewhat
nearly coiTespond in size. In performing the operation the stock must
be cut into the form of a sharp inverted wedge ; the scion split up the
middle, and its sides pared down until it exactly fits the stock. By
this method the leading shoots of Conifers and other trees can be
grafted with great facility, performing the operation while the wood is

only partially ripened, and this will usually be found to be the case
about the middle of August.

Whtp-geatting is probably the commonest method of grafting, and
that by which fruit trees, such as Apples, Pears, &c., are nsnally
increased. The modus operaiuti is to head or cut down the stock to
within 2 or 3 inches of the ground, a piece is then sliced from the side
of the stock, and the scion is similarly sliced. An oblique cut is made
near the upper part of the stock, and a con-esponding cut is made in
the scion, forming what are called tongues, and these fit into each
other. The barks of the scion and stock are carefully adjusted; they
are then bound together, and clay or grafting-wax applied, to which the
soil is usually drawn until all is covered except the scion.

Crown-gpjjfting is usually resorted to in the case of aged trees,

when it becomes desirable to change the variety. This mode of graft-
ing is performed by cutting the stock horizontally across at the desired
height, then cutting through the bark in a vertical line or lines, in
number according to the size of the stock, slightly raising the bark,
introducing the prepared scions between the wood and the bark, with
their cut sides fitting to the wood, binding all together tightly, and
applying grafling-clay in the usnal manner,

j
Cleft GF.AETING is performed by cutting the stock horizontally

across, and making a vertical cut to the depth of 2 or 3 inches. In-
troduce a wedge to keep the cleft open until the scion is fitted in, when
the wedge must be withdrawn, a bandage applied, and the parts covered
with clay or p-afting-wax.

SiDE-GPu^TiNG is practised in cases where it is not expedient to head-
down there stock, but where it is desirable to keep up or to restore the
regularity of the branches or fruit spurs. Choose scions in fonn some-
what arched or bent, cut the lower part in a long slant, and in those
parts of the stock where it is desired to produce a branch or spur, cut
a horizontal notch penetrating the wood to some extent, From this

notch downwards make a vertical incision some "3 inches in length,
pecetrating to the wood ; slightly raise the edges of the bark and in-

troduce the scion, with the cut surface nest to the wood of the stock

;

then bind carefully round, and apply grafting-wax or clay.
SHIELD-GR.4FTING OP. BuDDiNG.—This method is 60 universally

understood and practised, that to attempt to minutely describe the
operation would be a waste of time. By this method many sorts of
fruit trees, Roses, &c., are increased, and it may be successfnlly prac-
tised from the beginning of July until the end of September. Moist
and sunless weather, however, is most conducive to the success of the
operation, which is performed as follows :—Take a young shoot—that
is, a shoot of the current year, of the variety intended to be budded,
having visible buds or eyes in the axils of the leaves ; cut off the
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creator part of the leaf, cnt off a elice of bark and wood abont 11 inch

m length, with the bnd intended to bo naed in the middle ;
carcfnUv

separate the bark from the wood, avoiding at the name time in any

waj- injnring the bark which contains the bad, and which, from its

form, is nsoally called the shield ; und insert the latter in the stock

as follows:—Make a vertical slit throagh the bark, abont Ij inch in

length, and a cross cut at the top ; then with the sharp end of the

handle of the bnddingknife raise the bark on each side, and carefully

insert the shield, cntting off that part of the top which does not rest

upon the albnrnnm. or uewlyeipoacd wood of the stock, by again pass-

ing the knife over the cross cnt at the top ; bind hrnily with soft bast

or cotton, and shade from bright snnahine.

IsABcmNO, OR GRAFTtsG BY APPROACH, has already been allnded

to aa sometimes taking place accidentally. It is not always convenient

to adopt this system, but when it is practical to do so, it is justly

considered as the most certain method of grafting, as it is not neces-

sary to sever the scion from its parent, from which it continues to draw

its support, until it can be ascertained that a union has taken place

with the stock. Inarching is very easily performed, by merely paring

away a portion of the scion down to the alburnum or wood, and

making a corresponding wound upon the stock ; fit the cnt surfaces

accurately, and bind them tightly together. Grafting-wax may then

bo used, but this is not always necessary. By this means Camellias

are usually increased ; the single-tlowored variety, which is readily

grown from cuttings, being used as stocks. This is also found to be

an cipeditiouB method of proving newly-introduced varieties of the

Grape Vine, taking for stocks yonng growing shoots of an established

Vine. After carcfnllv paring away corresponding portions of wood

from the stock and the graft, both being in a green or unripened

condition, fit them exactly, and bind them tightly together, taking

care at the same time to" avoid crushing or bruising the immature

shoots ; as soon aa a union is formed let the ligature be slackened

or removed, and the stock cnt back to within an eye or two of the

junction, in order to direct as much as possible the flow of sap into

the scion.

To the celebrated Mr. Thomas Andrew ICnight is due, I believe, the

credit of being the first to recommend and to practise the system of

KooT-onMTixo ; having, no doubt, observed that the roots of many

plants retain their vitality long after being separated from the other

parts of the plant, and evidently only reijuire the presence of buds to

enable them to developc perfectly org.-inised plants. Koot-grafting is now

extensively practised, and is found to bo an excellent and very expedi-

tions mode of increasing newly-introduced plants, such as Roses,

Clematises, Passion-Flowers. &c.. inasmuch as a very small portion of

the kinds to be increased can be readily grafted on a corresponding

portion of the roots of some of their more common or hardier con-

geners, and under favourable treatment they very quickly form healthy

plants.

la addition to the various methods already referred to, must be

mentioned the system of double grafting, from which great advantages

have been derived. It is found that some of onr most delicious vane-

ties of Pears succeed bnt indiffercntiv when worked upon the ordinary

Pear stock, also when grafted upon the Quince ; but when the system

of double grafting is adopted, a vast improvement is effected in the

healthy development of the delicate varieties, and a corresponding

improvement in the qnalitv of their fruit. The method usually pur-

sued is to gi-aft the Quince' with some of the stronger-growing varie-

ties, such as Beurrc dAmanlis, &c., as a "go-between" or inter-

mediate stock, and on this to bud or graft the more delicate but

desired varieties. An eminent English pomologist has claimed to be

the inventor of this system of grafting, but it is unfortunate for the

establishment of this claim, and rather a realisation of the adage.

" that there is nothing new under the sun," to find that this system

has been recommended bv a French pomological writer of a somewhat

remote period, and even "practised in that country as early as the year

1700.

1 am unable to sav whether or not double grafting has been succcss-

fuUv practised with the varieties of Cherries and Apples in cultivation,

bnt the stocks in general use for the former are the Wild Cheny and

the Mahalcb. The latter, on account of its surface-rooting properties,

boars a similar relation to the wild Cherry that the Paradise does to

the common Crab as stocl;s for the Apple. For the last-named, when

intended to be cultivated aa standard or orchard trees, the common

Crab is. doubtless, the most suitable stock: bnt for the more delicate

dessert varieties, more particularly when the trees are intended to bo

Srown as espaliers or cordons, the best-adapted stock is, doubtlessly, the

Paradise or Doucin, or Pommier de Paradis of the French. There

would appear, however, to be more than one variety of the Paradise

stock in use, and there would even appear to be some diversity of

opinion as to which is the true variety, "and when doctors disagree

who shall decide ?"

So great, however, is the influence which the stock exercises upon

the scion, and the scion to some extent upon the stock, and so vast is

also the influence of soil and situation on both, that the subject of

stock and scion opens up so wide and extensive a field for research and

inquiry, that an excellent practical pomologist. writing lately upon

the subject, says that our threescore years and ten hardly afford

sufficient time to thoroughly explore and investigate it.

That the stock to a very great extent influences the scion as regards

Yigour of constitution, and in fruit trees productiveness and quality

of fruit, is not to be doubted ; and that the stock and the scion can-

not in any degree influence or alttr the specific character of each

other niav also, I think, bo taken for granted. But the problem yet

remains t"o be solved as to whether or not other conditions or peculi-

arities than have yet been alluded to, can or cannot be produced by

the influence of the one upon the other; and should it be found that

the scion and the stock are really capable of producing or developing

certain conditions or pecnliarities in each other, it vrill also be interest-

ing and neccBsarr to ascertain whether or not these peculiarities are

of BO permanent a character as to bo retained by a part separated

from the individual pluut upon which they were first produced. U
this should bo found to be the case, then this production may, I think,

with propriety be regarded as a " graft hybrid "—that is, a distinct

varietv, the united prodnctiou of two other distinct varieties, partaking

more "or less of the nature iind character of each of these varieties,

nod proiinctd without sexual union.

My attention was drawn to this circumstance some tune since by

reading some extracts from an essay " On the Circulation of the Sap,

bv Professor Bradley, of the University of Cambridge, and dated so

earlv as the year I'.'iT. This learned professor says, " We find by

inarching or inoculating a variegated common Jessamine, whose leavM

are edged with white, into either the plain common sort, or the Spanish

Jessamine, or the Indian or BrazU kinds, that the mabgnity which

causes the whiteness in the leave.; ol the first mixes itself in such a

manner with the juices of the plant it is engrafted upon, that their

leaves become infecUd or tinged in some places with white colour.

If we pnt only a bud of the variegated sort into a plain Jessamine

10 or 12 feet above the ground, the poison will reach the branches

next the root, as well as those which are at a great distance above it.

It is certain, from what the learned professor says, he believed tfie

condition of variegation, at least, could with ccrtamty be commumcated

from the stock to the scion, also from the scion to the stock
;
and on

reading these extracts, the conclusion I came to was that experimenters

of that period must have been similar to their brethren of the present

day-viz., somewhat incUncd to jump rather hastily at conclnsions,

and I regarded this leap on the part of the learned professor as a

somewhat remarkable performance. At the same ome, it really does

appear that there arc authenticated cases to bo pointed out, where tne

entire stock appears to have been infused or inocnlaU-d with the condi-

tion of variegation by the simple insertion of a variegated scion or

bnd As cases in point, mention may be made of the Breadalbane

Ash. the Chelsea Jasmine. &c.. and also the case of a green-leaved

AbutUon which had been grafted with a variegated variety, and which

appears to have induced the stock to throw out vaneRated shoote.

This plant was shown before a meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society only a few months since, and M. Lemoine, of hancy. has also

lately "puUi.shed au account of similar occurrences taking place after

CTofling Abutilon megapotomicnm and A. venosum with the same va-

riegated variety as was used in the former case—viz., A. Thompson!.

Some time since a statement also appeared in some of the horticul-

tural periodicals to the effect that similar results to those narrated

above, had been obtained by grafting the variegated Pelargomnm

Mrs. Pollock upon one of the many plain or gy.e«°J.«a^<='?,,«'™'

and thinking that I might be excused for takiug liberties with thifl

family of plants, I some time since instituted various experiments

with "them, in order to test aa far as possible the influence of the

stock upon the scion, and ricr r(rs<i. Unfortunately, however, these

experiments up to the present time have been negaUvc as to resulto^

or not yet suflicientlv advanced to warrant the forming of decided

opinions upon the subject. Allusion, however to them at the present

time may not be altogether uninteresting. -<"nay possibly mdue

other experimenters to direct theu- attention to the matter Jhe held

for investigation is sufiicieuUy extensive for any amount of inqu^

which maf be brought to bear ui«n ' • »°^, "^ P'Tf .1;^
amount will be the probabUity of dispelling the cloud of uncertainty

which at present rests upon the subject. ,- „ ,i,„

In my endeavour to produce the condition of vanegation m ^e

stock I have grafted several varieties of the plain or green-leaved

Pelargoniums ^th sundry sorts of the Gold and Silver-vanegated

^dsrand to try to produce variegation in the scion I ba™ ^ft«d

preenleaved sorts upon different varieties of the Gold and SaTer-

rarie^ated kinds. To try the possibility of transmitting or reprodncmg

Ihe quality of^.<•.«^ I have gifted the highly-perfumed sorts, such as

omLtos/m upon 'green-leaved Zonals and "l*" /V°"
J*™?*^,^

Zonals; likewise many of the plam and variegated '''°°»1

!»™f^^
upon sundry sorts of the highly-scented Cape species Anxious, a^^

to ascertain what might be the influence of the stock upon the scion

n a famTh of plants not usually treated in the manner I am about to

descrir, I intruded my iaquines into the famUy of Leguminos^^ I

have in Various ways experimented on sundry members of that esteemed

aniily ^-rafting gr"een Marrow Peas upon the early white vaneties^^d

ear ywhite sorts, such as Sutton's Kingleader. upon g^een Marrows

suchas Yorkshire Hero, &c. ; the white Mazapan Bean upon the Large

Green Windsor variety, ind the GreenW indsor upon the EarlyMazagsn;

Fu mors Eariy Dwarf Kidney Bean upon '^e common Scarle^Runner

and the Scariet Runner npou several varieties of the Dwart t^dney

Bean and all of the.e grafted legumes are at the present tinie^«™g

freely vrith possibly a perceptible diminution of vigour on the part of

Le Scariet Runner^ wlLh Lo evincea a dispoaition to euu r^oU --

mediately above the point of onion with the stock. The seeds whicn
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„ay be produced by these
^^'^^^'^f^^^^^^^^ttZ^ ^l^'

with a view to hereafter sowing them at
'^^

«""'''
^j^.^nj I shall

Tositiou with seeds of the -P-'-^-^^'.^.t'ldbffrom the uormal
carefaUy note any deviation, li «°* '

;"\Xit of Rrowth, colour, and

subjects as the common
Kf'^"' J/^^/^^H'/a I ^U in as few words

steadyhand and a ^^^ „^^^^F
fP^^o^eedins About the middle of

as possible describe my mode °' 1'""^^^'™^;
t^j „^ were sown in

Ma^rch seeds of the ^"'''^

'"^^"''/Jli^e^l'i,"^ ^mpera^ture of about 60 .

very light soil in Beed-imns, and
V^l'l^.^^^^^l^^y advanced to be

In six or eisht days mo.t ot tue 9o"s we
^ ^^ ^ ^l^icli they

rafted, and on f^''"°S *^y°°°8j}^°''^re found to be some 2 or

had vegetated, the plumules or "^"="^7"^ '°""„{
.in^ilar, or rather

T^^ T't^^ll'^-'^Mt i';e?et inrcrcl.:' bTug t^ken in no

of greater length ^^^ '^"4'
,,„i,ties iutended to stand to each

way to injure them, f7"'
°^^'7,,fo„ with a sharp penknife a slice

other in the ''^ »''°.'', "« /'"'^'^
^'^2 ^"each, to the depth of nearly one-

was cut from the side of the ='™ °' ;;^';'
; i^ ^^ ^ore in len-th,

half the
a--f'",°Vathou'?haU an 'nch'froS the cotyledons. The

commencing tl^^^^''^^, ''' 3°*„^^ each other as accurately as

wounded sides of each Plj-"' ^
"f. "'l-ead of soft bast, and the plants

possible, and ^ound together with a thread o, ou ^
^ /,^i^,,

fmmediately po"^^ in small pots,
^'^^Kto'rowth. They did not

as that in which they }'''*
J"^,'" ,f

"
i'^-

° £.„„ the operation, bnt

appear to have received any check »' '"•l'"^ "» 1 ^ „^,.^

eJZtinued to i;-^-\™P|fJU of anofterfive day" the'y were'again

&VL^'Kil|':ththe.^^^^^^^^^^
carefully removed, and m "»«'

'?nt to decide as to which variety

from its own roots, and '™.'>">°g
''J^^'fthe'^stoTwas also pinched

of the stock for its support. T^\';''™f„^o'i'^ order to throw as

back to the leaf i"'"',f""<'l3,
»^°".*'','tSe scion wHhont, however,

much as possible the flow o ap^ut.i he scion,^ w_^_^
^^ ,^^^_ ^^^

entirely depriving the
f,''^/ "V^f, ""f^ ^ <,,oso atmosphere, in a tern-

plants were «o-"-^Po°'tt,r h^ emainVifor a few'days, when the
perature of about bU

, """;
Y.^J. :„j.,tion with the scion, and any

stocks were cut back close to theuJuuctK^a
.^^^ ^^^ ^^.^ ^^^.^

Cul/ord.

HOETICXILTURAL EXHIBITIONS: THEIK INFLUENCE

ON GARDENING.

almost to rival the web of
'^"'^^^^l^J'J^ thousand-horse-power

nSn; -^^'r^oP^P^jr^'^^e^a.ic^o~ almost

mwMmmm
KnlrS'gJnefainhryZ^;^nl'^Z'^ to matters con-

"^Tht ruUivtroii'of The fruits of the earth being the fi-t occupation

that man was engaged in, it follows that in
^"^^'^f^^iTZsllZ^l

knowledge must have ei^isted, at least m so far as related to ^"^^
ttiin s

«nnected with his immediate wants. Of this we ^ave evidence in

the knowledge of the cultivation of the Vine possessed by
fl'^}^^

ants o? ancient Greece and Home. Nor was their toowledg simply

confined to the essentiaUy useful, for we have evidence of their appre

dation of the beautiful lu vegetable forms, from their a-loi.t.on^f the

wreath of Laurel to crown their greatest warriors and the ^hamp.ons

i^ their athletic games. And here I may observe that no greater

ributeeould possibly be paid to horticulture than '^at even among t

heathen natious-as evidence, pagan Greece and K.^-^f
J.-^

P''/;/'|'ij''

and the Chinese of the present day-the more ""lisel ttey are the

oTPoter their knowledge and love of horticulture. The more numau

Sensed, cultivated, and refined an individual or a -t.on ni^y be,

the greater will bo his or its love of horticulture, which m its turn is a

most powerful means of improving, expanding, and elevating the minds

of all who come wjth.u its

"^^<^^^f-
, ^a^ancement of horticulture

There are two things necessary for the aa'ance

in any country-peace and l'"=Pe"'y- ^*
"Ji^tt^t', and d'uring tha

^^^J^C^^^lSZ::o greatly increased and

improvement has also been '^aectea m so
^nnibers of

what are known by the
"?'^„«,°..^°"t\/;rte insignificant, have,

plants that in their 0°'™^
. <=™^\\'™,Jlriii'l been so much improved

Lnder the skilful manipulation of the bybridist, been so m ^

M^':K^rt^?epi^:t^9^?:j;^^:tnn:
ru:n°^ytithintJ^rs ^ftClsa^llhTrfiowLs bu^t cannot

ifl-ord to spend large sums in 'beir Purchase
^^^ ^^^^ ^^

Within the last thirty years the demand lor new 1
^^^^

great, that almost i>^-="easurable tracts of both the eastm.
.^_^^

hemispheres have been explored by Pl^°':^f^^'b 'rs of plants. In
have been rewarded by the discovery "^

g^al ZerTca, and the far-

the Celestial Empire, Japan, Mia, Cento Ame^^^,^
^^

distant regions of Australia ana ^^ "»™^'
. ^ rewarded his

territory previously unexplored by 'be
^o'^^'^^o^Jt useful or beau-

labours by yielding up hundreds of plants of tne m
^,,,iifomian

tiful description, from the '^'8"^
"°°e"x„uiitely beautiful Or-

forest-the WeUingtonmgigantea, to those exquisite y
^^^^

chids which have been introduced of late ^ear^
""^'^""^ther advances

the eastern and western bemisphees These aucl
^^^^

which have been made, espec.aUy ^e wide
f
xtenswn

^^^
l,roved methods of cultivating almost every variety ottru

•

j^^^^^

culinary vegetable, are mamly due to 'be infiuence o
^^

exhibitions, which, on a comprehensive s ale were hist b
^^^g ^^ ^^^

existence by that Society which we 0ug.1t all to__^oo p
_^ ^^^^._

parent of horticuUu«
-^^Z' ^^".^'^^li™ set by the Royal Horti-

cnltural Society of London, ^be example sey '
^^^.j^l

cultural Society has spread ar and wide to ahnos evjy 1
^^^^

town and vUlage in the ^^ngdom untJ hoit^cultura^^ „

exhibitions held in the metropolis.
.

In looking at the actual state of anything we are apt tojose sight

of the means by which suca a state bas been b'ong
^ ^^^_

have previously stated, the general prospcr^y of 'be con^^
J^^^^_ ^^^

siderable time has favoured 'be advancemem
hot-water

introduction of cheap glass ''n'^ 'l^e appUcaUon
.^^^^^^^ ^^

system to the heatmg of P^^nt structure ha^eua

the progi-ess that has been ""^'^e-

J'^^, f^'^^",^;';' ^nd others, have

given tS the world in our time by Lieb.g
of the horticulturist, and

opened up a wide field fo^'be fnsideration of the nort
^^^^^

have materially influenced and
ff'^'fd

his pi ogress ^g^^.^^^_

diffusion of knowledge in borticultural ma'to^^ ^^^ subjects
tural press, and innumerable c"""™'

'jf
''^^^ °,°"y and the geogra-

this, with a better knowledge of vegetable physioio J b_^^^^^^

phic'al distribution of Pl-'=- !>- ^
^o^^^s afd iThTnh it is not too

day in a position to make S"^' P^^^'' ' ^thv of the opportunity,

much to say they have ^bown'h^eljes worthy o^^U^^^
It would ill become us by unduly aud^ng 'be "ort l^^o^^

^^^
the present day, to reflect on jb^'

^^^^^^^Vnlght, and numbers of

have preceded us. Such "len as a fepeecW^, J^n g^ ^_. ^^^
others, would be an honour to *« P^fe^^'^n *t

^ ^nt day who are

future day ; but it is in the great nnmbe" of the pres
| ^^^^^^

able to accompUsh something meritorious ^berem the oe
hardening,

has been made; for with the smgle e^^Ts1 t all oXfbranehes
which was well known and carried out in "-ne^a^'^ "^ ^^^^ awarded

of gardening have made g^'.^^K^e^^^Jt promoting the present

to each of the causes named its fa^' ^bare lu p
horticultural

condition of horticulture still it is o tbe^"^,
that has been

exhibitions that we must lool. f°r 'be » eat prog
^^^^ ^3 that we must look tor tne greai, ,,wt,...^- -

made; it is there that hundreds of P-ple pos^e- ng m ans tet^
^^

qnire those tastes which ead them to become vo'anesa^
^^^ ^^^^_

J'lora. It is there that 'be experienced gardener can a y^^ ^ ^^^^^_

thing better grown than bitberto and which awakens
^^ .^ ^^^^^

minatiou to equal or exceed that ^b-ch is before U
^^^ ^^^^

that the young men of the present ^ay, and >n wuo
^^^^ ^^^

the horticultural reputation of 'b'^'^'^^^n h«e been removed from

burthen and the toU of the present time shall have ne
^^^

the scene of their |»bours-^ is there that both old
^^_^^y^^

>
^^^_

compare notes, exchange "ieaa. and observe t f
^^ ^^^

ture; the improvements in the thousand-ana one bu j
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table Idngclom vhich come nnder the charge of the gardeoor. It is

there that the gardcuer will always see Bomething calcalated to remove
those little conceits which wo all, perhaps, entertain for our own per-

formances, and where all in common can contemplate the most beaati-
fnl of Nature's prodactions.

I have noticed that there is a danger of exhibitions in some
]ilaccs becoming mere Horal displays of a few specialities. As snch,
they are all that could be desired ; but, seen from a moro essential
point of view, they are a great mistake. There is one thing that onght
never to be lost fight of : that althongb it is desirable to render them
sufficiently attractive for the greatest namber, still it is of cqnal or
greater importanoo to render them thoroughly comprehensive by in-

dading all varieties of plants, flowers, and cnlinary vegetables that
are worthy of cnltivation. If these views are correct, it behoves every
well-wisher of horticnltnre to assist by all the means in his power the
enconragoment and promotion of these exhibitions.—T. Baines,
Summerjichl, Jltnalon, ilandieslcr.

DOUBLE PELARGONIUMS.
I EHAtL be glad to know if any one is trying this new class

of Pelargonitima for bedding purposes this season, and with
what success.

Gloire de Nancy was well spoken of by the authorities at

Chiswick last year, but now that we have dwarfer kinds, that
variety must neces.«arily give way. I have a long line of the
Double Tom Thumb (Madame Kose Charmeux), and am greatly
pleased with it. I cuntider it even dwarfer than the old Tom
Thumb, and much more free-blooming ; its colour, however, is

not 60 bright, but, nevertheless, very rich and effective. It is,

in fact, a very good semi-double—for it is by no means a full

double—counterpart of its popular namesake. Its blossoms,
as in the other double kinds, instead of falling, dry on the
truss, and require picking over every day or two. Finally,

they do not suffer in the least through being battered about by
the rain.

A few days ago I was told by an excellent authority that by
judiciously tbinning-out the flower buds forming the trusses of

double Pelargoniums, the blooms become much larger, and the
heads of flower attain Hydrangea-like proportions ; this is

quite feasible, and I have put aside a plant of each kind to

experiment upon.

—

Gclielmus.

GARDEN VERSUS SHOW ROSES.
The Rev. W. F. Radclyffe has rendered an essential service

to Tosarians in drawing a broad thick line between " beautiful

Boses for garden ornamentation " and " exhibition Hoses."
Our writers on the Kose have of late been playing too much
on one string—treating the Bose as if exhibition were the sole

aim of cultivators. Now, I should estimate that not more than
1 per cent, of Bose-lovers are exhibitors, the 90 per cent,

valuing the Rose for its beauty on the tree in the garden. It

is well known that many of the flowers seen at the shows aro

brought into that state by an amount of labour and garden
disfigurement, by gross feeding and shading, that few but ex-
hibitors would submit to. If the non-exhibitor should choose
his varieties from the stands at the flower shows and expect to

get such Roses, or anything like them without the aforesaid

appliances, he would be wofully disappointed. Experienced
TOsarians are well aware of this. Such generally choose their

Boses from the trees in the Rose nurseries, or in the gardens
of their friends. Farther, it would be an essential aid to non-
exhibitors if Rose-growers would mark in their catalogues such
]dnds as are only exhibition Roses.

—

William Paul, Paul's
nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

THRIPS ON AZALEAS.
Having read Mr. Baker's paper on the Azalea, I felt rather

disappointed to find that he said nothing about the insects

which infest it, and keeping it free from these I think is one
of the greatest points in Azalea culture ; for where is there a
plant that is more subject to thrips ?

When I came to my present tituation, which was in Sep-
tember, I found about four dozen Azaleas in a new vinery,

but what objects they were—young Vines and all ! I found
Gishurst compound just on the shelf, and I soon sent off for

some tobacco. I dissolved the compound as directed—viz.,

4ozs. to the gallon, in a large tub; I then dipped the plants in it,

and was careful to wet every part of them. I then syringed the

Tines with the same solution between three and four o'clock

;

in the evening I well filled the house with smoke. On the third

day I repeated both processes again, and am happy to say they
produced a complete cure. I smoked on each occasion as long as

we could stand in it—about five minutes at a time. The plants

were kept in the same house for perhaps two months afterwards,

and then put in a large airy conservatory. Just as they begin
to swell their buds for blooming I apply Standen'e Gardener's
Friend, which has done wonders with them. It has enabled
them to produce a fair quantity of bloom ; the flowers were
very large, considering that there was originally scarcely a leal

on the plants which was not eaten all over by thrips. After

blooming, the plants were replaced in the same house where I

found them a' first, and I treated them just as Mr. Baker re-

commends, with the exception that I use Standen's Friend once
a-week.

I had better state that the treatment described must not be
carried out until the plants have completed their growth, as

they will be likely to cast their buds, nor when they are making
it, otherwise the young shoots will be killed.—J. T.

MESSRS. BARR & SUG: ENS TRIAL GROUNDS.
There is a process technically known as " rogueing," which

is indispensable to the preservation of true stocks of flowers and
vegetables to be perpetuated by seed, and it cannot be carried

out too severely in order to attain the desired result ; for even
with the greatest of care exercised in seed-saving, and where
the seed-bearing plants are grown in large breadths, there is al-

ways a danger of cross-fertilisation, and the appearance of plants

varying from the form to be preserved. The circumstances
which have given rise to variations from a certain type may
give rise to other variations either of advancement or retro-

gression, and it is the object of rogueing to remove all plants

having the latter tendency, whilst it is the interest of the seed-

grower to preserve all having the former. With this view,

whenever anything promising is discovered, it is marked and
taken care of ; when, on the other hand, a plant does not come
up to the standard, though it is still the interest of the seed-

grower, and more so that of the seed-buyer, that it should be
removed, this is not always done, or if done not with sufficient

care, and the result is deterioration. Many good varieties have
doubtless disappeared from this cause ; at the same time, there

is no question that with every care it is a diflieult matter to

preserve for a number of years true stocks, especially of such
plants as Broccoli and Cabbage, which are so apt to sport and
intermix. However great the dieappointment which is caused
by plants raised from seeds not answering, in consequence of

want of care in seed-saving, to the characters which are ascribed

to them, it is still worse to find that out of some fifty conti-

nental vai-ieties not more than six or seven are distinct from
each other. For this there can be no excuse ; it can only arise

from gross carelessness or something worse. Seed lists are

already far too much cumbered with varieties which are either

worthless, or so little distinct as not to be worth preserving,

without increasing the multitude of names by the addition of

those indicating a difference where none exists. The Royal

Horticultural Society, by their trials from time to time at

Chiswick, have done much good by ascertaining the comparative

merits both of flowers and vegetables; and the trials being

carried out with great care and strict impartiality, the results

deserve, and have been received with confidence. Extensive,

however, as the garden at Chiswick is—and that is the proper

place to carry out trials such as those referred to—there are so

many subjects all claiming attention, that it is not possible,

and would not be possible even with a much larger staff, to

experiment in every branch year after year ; while, therefore,

one mass of confusion is being cleared away another is accn-

mulating, ready in its turn to be searched, sifted, and put in

order. Seedsmen, however, are anxious to know the merits of

what they sell to their customers, who are frequently, and with

good reason, dissatisfied with what they receive, and accord-

ingly some of them have trial grounds of their own to test the

quality of the seeds supplied to them by growers, and to as-

certain the merits of novelties. One such trial ground we
visited three weeks ago—that of Mr. Earr, of King Street, Covent

Garden, who has taken for the purpose three acres of ground

at Tooting, and some remarks on the annual and other flowers,

as seen there, may be useful. Besides these, he is testing Let-

tuces, Peas, Potatoes, and many other things. So numerous,

indeed, are the subjects grown, that only a small proportion of

the whole can be noticed here.
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Taking the floral department first, among the Tiscarias car-

dinalis is pre-eminent from the brilliancy of its colour, far sar-

pasaing the older V. ocalata, pretty as it is, and being without

doubt one of the most effective of all annuals. The new variety

of ocnlata called perfecta nana, with lilac and white flowers, is

a neat dwarf kind ; a variety of Visearia, or Agrostemma, coeli-

rosa, with rose-coloured flowers having a brighter eye and
presenting a fringed appearance in consequence of the petals

being variously indented, was also pleasing, but it was largely

mixed with V. ooulata. Of Candytufts that called Very Dwarf
White answered well to its description, not exceeding 6 or

7 inches high when in flower, and being of very close habit,

with neatly cut leaves. A continental novelty named the New
Dwarf Lilac appeared to be a mixture of the ordinary purple and
lilac ; and several of the white Candytufts under various names
scarcely differed from each other. Not unlike Visearia eardinalis,

and rivalling it in brightness of colour, is the splendid scarlet

Linum grandiflorum. Linum narbonense, with pale blue flow-

era ; L. Lorei, which Mr. Barr describes as having been covered

with flowers of an intense blue throughout May and June

;

L. Lewisii variegatum, L. perenne, and perenne roseum, the

last with rosy lilac flowers, are also very desirable Flaxes. Mr.
Barr prefers sowing the seed of these perennial kinds in autumn.
Of those beautiful everlastings, the Ehodanthes, E. Manglesii

is so well known that it requires no recommendation ; and
there is a variety, E. Manglesii major, which, though probably
of somewhat stronger growth, as grown here did not materially

differ from the older kind ; but E. maculata and E. maculata
alba, the latter a beautiful white everlasting, may be confidently

recommended to every one. Instead of coddling them in pots,

Mr. Barr recommends sowing the seed in prepared beds in the

open ground any time after the middle of April, either where
they are to remain for flowering, or to be transplanted. Atro-

sanguinea, darker in colour, is also very pretty, and is not so

robust in growth as maculata. Another everlasting which can
be recommended is the golden-flowered Helichrysum brachy-

rhynchium. There were several others of the same family, but

not in flower, as also of Xeranthemums. The latter are sown
in autumn to stand the winter, and are then much finer than
those from seed sown in spring. Waitzia aurea is a rather new
and pretty everlasting, but it appeared anything but flourishing.

Acroclinium roseum, one of the prettiest of everlastings, must
not be omitted.

The Dianthus family are grown in considerable numbers,
and the older varieties of the Indian Pink appear destined to

give place to those of Heddewigii, japonicus, &o., which are

much superior in size and brilliancy of colour. Those who do
not possess the means of wintering bedding plants, might with

the different kinds of Dianthus alone form a good display,

especially if the seed were sown in the previous autumn, and
the plants transplanted to the beds, for then the flowers are

produced earlier in the season, and are much larger than
those from plants sown in spring. Among the showiest were
the varieties of imperialis, laciniatus, characterised by their

much-cut petals, and Heddewigii. Of the last, the sub-

varieties atropurpureus and striatus were very pretty, so were
some of the double forms, and D. dentosus hybridus, purple

and lilac, with a regularly marked centre. Dianthus deltoides,

red and white, is a pretty plant for rockwork. The various

forms of Dianthuses which have been recently introduced de-

serve more attention than they have hitherto received. Some
of them are of exquisite beauty, others are most brilliant in

colour, and they offer the advantage of being easily raised from
seeds, and grown in any good garden ground.
Among Campanulas, Lorei and Lorei alba, pentagonia and

pentagonia alba, and strigosa, were the most effective ; and
there were several varieties of Chrysanthemum tricolor, which
from the size of their flowers and diversity of colouring, are

amongst the most showy of hardy annuals. Of these aureum,
Burridgeanum, atrocoocineum, atropurpnreum, and venustum,
are very effective. Of Clarkias, the single and double integri-

petala varieties, rosy crimson or white, integripetala margi-

nata, and the Tom Thumb varieties of dwarfer free-flowering

habit, are good. Another good annual bearing considerable

resemblance to the Clarkias, is Eucharidium grandiflorum,

of which there are white and rose-coloured sorts. The follow-

ing are also very desirable—viz., Eutoca viscida and Wrangel-
iana, blue; Fenzlia diauthiflora, very pretty, but apt to fail

unless the seed bed be kept damp till the seedlings appear

;

Palava flexuosa, with beautiful pink flowers having a dark eye

;

Oxalis valdiviana, with bright yellow flowers, forming a good

associate for OxaUa rosea—the last two are recent introductions

by Messrs. Veitch, and the Palava will be a pretty plant for pot

culture as well as for beds ; Gilia laciniata, dwarfer than
achilleiBFolia, lavender blue ; Shortia californica, yellow, and free-

flowering, especially if sown in autumn ; Kauifussia amelloides,

and amelloides atroviolacea, both with fine blue flowers, but the

latter preferable ; Lasthenia californica, good for spring flower-

ing, but not 90 desirable for summer ; Leptosiphon androsacens

and deneiflorus, of both of which there are lilac and white va-

rieties ; luteus, yellow, very dwarf and free-flowering ; and
hybridus, of various colours ; Centranthus macrosiphon nanns,

a pleasing little rose-coloured-flowered plant ; Erysimum
arkansanum, sulphur-coloured ; E. Periffskianum, well known

;

Calliopsis Drummondi and coronata ; Sphenogyne speciosa

aurea and sulphurea; Schizanthus oculatus atropurpureus and
grandiflorns albus, the one purple, the other white ; double

Sanvitttlia procumbena; Zinnia mexicana, yellow flushed with
orange, dwarf and spreading, and besides this a number of

other varieties will shortly be in flower. Lupines, Salvias,

Statices, Daturas, Petunias ; Ten-week, Intermediate, and
Brompton Stocks ; and Balsams are grown in numbers, but for

the most part were not in bloom. There are also collections of

different kinds of Salpiglossis, Sweet Williams, new dwarf

Scabious, which is useful for bouquets, and of French and
African Marigolds. Of the French Marigolds, the Superior

Striped Single is very distinct. In a collection of Poppies, only

a few of which were in bloom, Marseilles splendens was large

and very fine.

Mr. Barr justly complains of the same plant being frequently

supplied under dift'erent names, as well as of stocks of seeds

b-jing so mixed that they cannot be depended upon. An an in-

stance of the former evil, in a large collection of Lathyrus, all

supplied by one firm, he has found the plants under the names
of Lathyrus azureus, hybridus azureus, and magellanicus, the

same; L. Clymenum and tingitanus striatus the same; tingi-

tanus and mauritanicus the same ; and Napoleonensis and
species nova so like the preceding, as not to be worth distin-

guishing. As an instance of the latter evil, out of a bed of 224
Tropseolums, only 153 were true, and 71 were a mixture of

various other kinds. Of the Tom Thumb varieties, cceruleum
roseum, of which there was a fine bed, is quite distinct from any
other in colour, and is very free-flowering, whilst of scarlet

kinds, Pyramidal Tom Thumb, and Lilli Schmidt, are excellent

dwarf scarlet varieties. Among very dark sorts, King Theodore
was conspicuous. Of Antirrhinums, several varieties are grown,
but the Tom Thumb race of various colours, the plant bushy
and a foot high, was by far the most desirable for beds. One
plant which we noticed formed quite a bouquet of flowers.

Geum atrosanguineum and coccineum superbum, apparently

the same, are good plants for rockwork ; so, too, are the pink-

flowered Crncianella stylosa, which continues in bloom a long

time, and Tunica saxifraga. Gaura Lindbeimeri, with white

flowers and a pink calyx; ffinothera macrantha, with large

yellow flowers; and Statice pseudo-armeria, the latter producing

rosettes of rose-coloured flowers, are also good border plants.

Of plants grown for the ornamental character of their foliage

there was a quantity of Golden Feather Pyrethrum, which is

even more golden in its hue in winter and spring than ia

summer ; but the object being to save seed, the flower stalks

had not been cut over, as would be the case if it were grown ill

a bed ; but it is almost unnecessary to mention a plant like

this, for it is now to be found in most suburban gardens, and
scarcely anything can be neater or more graceful as an edging.

Solanums for subtropical effect had just been planted out, but
small as they were, the characters of some of them, as in

S. pyracanthum, citrulifolium, marginatum, glaucophyllum,

and Balbibii were becoming apparent. Several of the Arte-

misias, as A. gracilis, A annua, and A. argentea, from their

graceful elegintly divided foliage are suitable for the same pur-

pose as the preceding ; and Cosmos atropurpureus and bipin-

natus, plants belonging to the same natural order, might even
be employed for table decoration.

Mesembryanthemnms were not in flower, with the exception

of tricolor, rose-coloured with a dark disk, nor were the Mar-
tynias, which are here treated as half-hardy annuals; but the

orange and white-flowered Thunbergias were, the plants having
been raised under glass and planted out in June.
Among those showy but rather coarse annuals, the Esch-

scholtzias, Mr. Barr pointed out a new continental kind sent

out under the name of Eschscholtzia croeea rosea, not one
flower out of a thousand of which he considered came within

50 per cent of the description given. How this might be we
could not say, for the bed had been " rogued " out in the mom-
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iog, as maoy plants having been taken oat as thoES left, the
flowers of which, thongh certainly pretty enongh, fell consider-

ably short of the description, being of a creamy rose colonr in

the interior when open, and the oatside of the petals rose-

coloared. Linaria bipartita striata, another novelty, lie states

proved one-third purple like L. bipartita, one-third white, and
the remainder were striped, some delicately, some more strongly.

Between C'entaarea pseudo-depresBa,blue with a reddish centre,

and Centaurea dupressa no difference could be perceived here,
except that the latter had somewhat larger flower heads.
Of Lettuces the samples were very numerous and interesting ;

and though several of them had commenced to run to seed,

that circumstance could not be regretted, for it showed what
kinds did not possess that undesirable tendency. Of the Cab-
bage Lettuces Tom Thumb stands the summer well, and would
probably be a good frame Lettuce. The Malta, known also as

the Drumhead, and the Neapolitan, the one hftht, the other of

a dark green, are two of the best of summer Cabbage Lettuces.
BoBsin is remarkable for its great size, and is a large crisp-leaved
form of the Silesian or White Batavian. The Brown Batavian
is also a solid kind resembling the Malta, but the brownness
of its leaves is objectionable for the salad bowl when gieen-
leaved kinds are to be bad. Longstander forms a large heart,

and is slow in running to seed. Imperial is also a large firm-

hearted Lettuce having the same property. Cos Lettuces are
even more numerous than the Cabbage varieties, the most pro-

minent for its quality being the Paris White Cos, generally
considered the finest of all the summer Cos Lettuces. The
names of the varieties or selections of it are too numerous to

repeat here, and in some instances they are improvements.
From the hooded character of its leaves it blanches very well

without tying, but the London market gardeners generally tie

it two or three days before sending it to market, more as a
matter of form to please the Londoners than anything else.

Covent Garden Giant Green Cos is similar to the large forms
of the preceding, an excellent variety, differing from it in the
leaves being greener. London White Cos is a narrow-leaved
Lettuce, which turns in quickly, and is a favourite with the
London market gardeners for the first crop, but is not to be
compared for quality to the Paris Cos. Moorpark, a large

variety closely allied to the latter, is very late in running to

seed, and is altogether one of the best of the hardy Cos Lettuces.

Of the black-'Seeded Bath or Brown Cos there are several forms,
but many consider the old one the best of all. Its great recom-
mendation is its hardiness, but when tied up it blanches well,

and has a grateful nutty flavour. Wheeler's Imperial, Duckett's
Perfection, Holme Park, EearCeld's Hardiest (white-seeded),

Goldring's Bath Cos, and Sugarloaf are good selections of the
Bath Cos, slow in running to seed, and blanching well. Sugar-
loaf is somewhat lighter in colour and narrower in the leaf than
the others. It is an excellent variety.

Time would not allow of an examination of the Peas and
other vegetables ; but it may be mentioned that Laxton's Su-
preme Pea fully justified the high character given of it in these

columns, the pods, notwithstanding the previous dry weather,

being very full, and the Peas large. There was also a very
prolific Longpod Bean and a collection of Beets, some orna-

mental by their foliage, others grown for culinary purposes, and
to which the test of baking should be applied. Of the former,

Henderson's Dwarf Waterloo and the Crimson-leaved were two
of the best, the foliage being highly celoured and not coarse.

Among plants deserving of cultivation for their fragrance

Matthiola bicomis with pale lilac flowers deserves especial

mention for its delicious fragrance in the evening ; and Schi-

zopetalon Walkeri, with white flowers, is also possessed of the

same property, though in a less degree. Lilium longiflorum

Lin-Kiu, a superb LUy, is also highly scented, and has very

large flowers.

SOIL FOR GRAPE VINES.
Mb. Cramb's paper, reid at the Manchester Congress, and

printed by jou in page '.16, is valuable as recording an observed

fact—namely, that Grapes succeed in soils of the old red sand-

stone, but fail in magnesian limestone. I wish Mr. Cramb
bad contented himself with this short statement, and not

added that "the caustic property of the lime has wcrked all

the mischief, and that the nearer it approaches the state of

carbonate, the more fatal its effect."

Now, in the first place, lime in a caustic state does not exist

in nature. It is made caustic only by an artificial process.

Secondly, carbonate of lime, or chalk, so far from being more

fatal in its effects than caustic lime, ie perfectly mild and
harmless. It is well known that tome of the best vineyards in
France are on calcareous soil. From this I should infer that
any injury which Vines receive from magnesian limestone must
be attributed to the magnesia rather than to the lime.

—

G. 8.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
I WAS one of the very few who did honoar to the birthday of

Linnaus to-day (August lOlh), by attending the anniversary
meeting, and I beg your permission to state to the large body
of Fellows absent, what assuredly will not be published other-
wise.

Some of the Fellows perceived from the report the conse-
quences of continuous maladministration—the falling-off on the
subscriptions from £3,558 to £3,190, on the exhibition receipts
from £3,100 to £'2,827 ; the increase of the liabilities ; and the
diminution in the reproductive expenditure. Some comments
were made on the delay, year after year, in completing the con-
servatory, objecting to the attempt to carry out a paltry addi-
tion by voluntary subscriptions, when it is desirable the whole
work should be at once carried out by raising the amount on
loan. The memorable " Special Fi-te " or " Reception " by
H.K.H. the Prince of Teck was not forgotten, nor the way in
which, by bad arrangements, the members of the Royal Family
were mobbed, and it was urged that instead of a renewal of
such scene.", attractive entertainments should be provided.
On the distinct pledge of the members of the Council that

the whole subject shall be brought before a special council, I
consented to withdraw my motion for a committee of investi-
gation, but with the understanding that we shall in the spring
draw up a requisition for a special general meeting of FeUows.
—Hyde Clakke, F.R.B.S., 32, St. George's Square, S.W.

LOOKERS PATENT EARTHEN^YARE
PROPAGATING BOXES.

These are for raising or forcing any kind of seeds, plants,

or cuttings. They are made of ordinary pottery-ware, of any
required shape or size. The top of the boxes is made slight^
sloping, in which a piece of glass is fitted to slide. They are
especially useful for all who do not possess a greenhouse or
forcing-pit. but they will be found of utility for the separate
growth of choice seeds and cuttings, within all glass building:.

For propagating in rooms by window-gardeners, they will be
particularly serviceable. The prices do not increase in pro-

portion to the increase of size. The air is let in at the top

and is easily regulated. The glass if broken can be replaced at

about a sixth of the cost (or even less I, of a new bell-glass.

The rainfall or other moisture cannot enter the box.

PROPAGATING THE CARNATION AND ITCOTEE.
TnE following remarks are intended more for the amateur

than the professional gardener. There are two modes of pro-

pagation—by layers and by seed. Layering is performed at

the end of July or early in August. The shoot intended to be
layered should have the leaves near its base removed ; then
make an incision with a knife from a joint in an upward
direction. Many gardeners make it a rule to shear off the

points of the leaves, but doing so 1 consider is merely follow-

ing a method, and is unnecessary for the well-doing of the

future plant. Soil consisting of three-fourths of good turfy

loam and one-fourth of well-decayed manure, with a fair dash
of silver sand, should be placed round the plants for the shoots

to be pegged down upon. Keep the tongue or incision open,
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before covering with the soil, so that the roots maybe freely

emitted. Watering must be resorted to occasionally daring dry

weather, till the layers are well rooted.

By the beginninR of September the layers will be ready for

removal, and should be carefully lifted and planted in a dry

border, well drained, and if possible facing the south or south-

west. Any good garden soil will snit them ;
but if some loam

and manure be applied to the border, the application will repay

the labour, &c. Wireworms must be diligently looked after

when disturbing the soil at any time, as these pests often

destroy many plants.

On the approach of winter, and before the frost becomes too

severe, mulching with short litter to protect the plants will

greatly assist them.
In propagating by seeds, they should be sown during the

first week in May, in some fine soil in pans well-drained, and

placed in a light cool frame. When the plants are large enough

they should be planted singly out in 3-inch pots. Well-drained

soil, such as recommended for layers, wiU do for this potting.

Replace the plants in the frame for a short time to take hold

of the soil and make a few roots ; afterwards transfer them to

an open border with a northern aspect, plunging the pots in

ashes. When the pots become full of roots the plants may be

planted where they are intended to bloom, protecting them
during the winter in the same way as plants from layers.

—

Henkt C. Ogle, Welwyn.

THE FINDERNE AND OTHER MEMORIAL
FLOWERS.

The Journal of Horticulture for July 29th contains an in-

teresting paper, entitled " Findeme Flowers," which has

attracted much notice here, where several of us are cultivators

of "memorial flowers."

Burke's account is a remarkable one, and having spent my
early years near Needwood Forest, and within sight of Tutbury
Castle, the story has a peculiar charm. Mickleover, too, and
Derby are familiar names ; but that which induces me to write

to you on this subject is the mention of " Garden flowers

grown wild, brought by Sir Geoffrey from the Holy Land,"
which cannot be exterminated. We should be glad to know
the names of these faithful flowers, sown or set by the good
Sir Geoffrey. Perhaps some of your readers at Mickleover or

Derby may through the medium of your Journal be able to

famish them, and thereby help us to discover whether or no
amongst our Syrian treasures we possess the " Finderne
Flowers."
In 1852 my sons returned from a tour through Syria, and

brought me dried specimens of flowers and seeds from the Holy
Land. These seeds were sown early in the spring of 1853 in

our garden at Liscard, in Cheshire, and proved to be Malva
Bylvestris, Medicago maculata, Convolvulus arvensis, Ana-
gallis arvensis, Echium vulgare. Wallflowers, and a small
Gnaphalium. The Wallflowers and Medicago flourished for

years until we left Cheshire for the neighbourhood of London.
This spring I again received a packet of seeds from the Holy
Land, which were immediately committed to a prepared border

;

they have come up well, despite of the dry season, and are healthy,

though they have not yet flowered. Wallflowers, Marigold,
Trefoil, Larkspur, Mallow, Coreopsis, and a small plant I can-
not yet identify—probably a Pimpernel, are now my mementos
of the sacred soil whence they came, and also of the love which
makes the smallest gilt a perennial treasure.

—

Anna Hakbison.

SUPPLY FROM A KITCHEN GARDEN.
I AM a gardener with a small kitchen garden. The area is

52 poles ; the family which I am expected to supply are eleven
in number, besides company. Through June and part of July
I have had enough, but lately, owing to my garden being en-
tirely surrounded by trees which have drunk up all the mois-
ttire, my vegetables are smaller than they were a fortnight
ago. Perhaps I may as well mention that the garden contains
354 fruit and other deciduous trees from 3 to 20 feet high

:

therefore I find that if they were distributed regularly they would
make a very nice plantation at about 5 square yards for each
tree, which I consider would be much too close to thrive.

What I want to know is, Is it possible for me to satisfy the
wants of the family ? I am always in trouble concerning my
vegetables ; I cannot satisfy my master, the cook, nor myself.
Had I better give it up in despair, and seek a more comfortable

situation, for I cannot perceive anything more comfortless than

my present situation?—A Persevering Gardener.

[We cannot see how in such a limited space you can keep

up a regular succession of vegetables if used at all plentifully.

We think your case is just one of those referred to by "K. F.,"

in which it is impossible that any party can be satisfied. It is

a mistake altogether to have vegetable ground encumbered

with trees, as the shade in general prevents the free healthy

growth of the vegetables, besides extracting, as you say, the

moisture from the soil.]

RUBUS LEUCODERMIS.
In addition to the novel appearance presented by this plant

through its wood being seemingly whitewashed, it is valuable

as a fruit-producing shrub. My plant has occupied the same
spot for a number of years without protection ; it is planted on
the edge of a coach-drive, at the back of which are Conifers and
various shrubs, and, tied to a stout stake, it has now attained

a height of 12 feet. From the base upwards it is covered with

branches bearing bright orange fruit of the size of the common
Blackberry, which hang in the greatest prolusion. These

berries are juicy and of a rich flavour, somewhat between that

of the Melon and Pine Apple, and are pronounced " excellent "

by the many persons who have partaken of them within the

past fortnight.—GuLiELaus.

THE LATE MR. WHITING.
With regret I read in the Journal of the demise of Mr.

Whiting, having been acquainted with him for more than thirty

years. He was, if I remember aright, a native of Weobley, in

Herefordshire, and commenced his gardening career at Gams-
ton Park, near Weobley, the seat of Captain Peploe. There

can be no question as to Mr. Whiting standing high as a hor-

ticulturist, and deservedly so. While he was at Kipling, I have

no hesitation in saying that I saw some of the finest Grapes

that were ever grown, especially the Canon Hall Muscats ; some
of them, I believe, were exhibited at one of the Horticultural

Society's meetings, and for which he received a medal.

After he left Kipling he went to the Duke of Leeds, at Hornby
Castle, Yorkshire, but I believe he did not remain there very

long. Soon after that he went to DeepJene, and there he has

had a long and honourable career. He has gone to his rest

lamented by a large circle of sorrowing friends.—M. H.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS. AND
FRUITS.

Griefinla drtahes (Wood Griflinia). Nat. ord, Amarylli-

dacese. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia.—A native of the sea-

shore forests near Rio de Janeiro, in BrazU. Flowers blue-Ulae

with white centre.

—

(Bot. Mafi., t. 5786.)

Phaleria laurifolia (Laurel-leaved Phaleria). Nat. ord.,

Thymelacea. Linn., Tetrandria Monogynia. — An evergreen

stove shrub. Native of Timor. Flowers yellowish white, and

very fragrant

—

(Ibid., t. 5787.)

Steriphoma pakadoxum (Paradoxical Steriphoma). Nat. ord.,

Capparidaeea?. Linn., Octandria Monogynia.—Native of the

Caraccas and New Grenada. It is a stove shrub. Flowers

orange and pale yellow ; stamens very long and pale yellow.

{Hid., t. 5788.)

Aphelandra acutifolia (Pointed-leaved Aphelandra). Nat.

ord., Acanthaceas. Linn., Didynamia Gymnospermia.—Native

of many parts of South America. Imported by Messrs. Veitch.

Flowers vermilion.

—

{Ibid., t. 5789.)

Mtrcla amplexicaulis (Stem-clasping-leaved Myrcia). Nat.

o'-d., Myrtaces. Linn., Icosandria Monogynia.—A stove ever-

green shrub. Native of Rio de Janeiro. Flowers white. —
(Ibid., t. 5790.)

Begonla Seeeni.— "We learn from the Messrs. Veitch and

Sons, of Chelsea, who are its fortunate raisers, that it was

obtained by crossing B. boliviensis with an unnamed species

not yet offered for sale. It was raised in 1868, and was exhibited

on June 2nd of the present year at South Kensington, where it

obtained a first-class medal and certificate ; and on June 30th at

the Regent's Park, where the highest honours were also awarded

to it. We believe that this new Begonia will prove one of the

most ornamental and valuable of our decorative plants, for not

only are its blossoms large, abundant, and highly coloured, bnt

its habit is in every way irreproachable ;
and as it thrives well
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> we are infomied on the best authority—in a temperatare
of 55° to C0°, which snits B. boliriensis, there can be no diffically

on the Bcore of ealtivation.
" Begonia Sedeni is a softwooded plant, with erect hairy

purplish red stems. The leaves are obliquely ovate-lanceolate,
tapered to a lonpj point, duplicately serrate, of a dull green, with
pale-coloured veins, and red hairs which show as a reddish
fringe at the edge. The cymes are three-flowered, axillary, on
reddish peduncles 4 inches long, bearing a pair of bluntly-ovate
bracts subtending the three pedicels, which are about Ij inch
long. The central or largnr flower is male, and has two ovate
Bepaline divisions an inch long, and two oblong ovate petaline
ones 1 i inch long, while in the centre is a tnft of yellow stamens.
The two lateral flowers are female, somewhat smaller, with five

oblong segments, and three contorted yellow stigmas, surmount-
ing a three-winged ovary, which has one of the wings prolonged.
It is most floriferous, the yonng plants, when only fi inches high,
developing blossoms freely."

—

(Flurht and Pomoloaist, 3rd s.,

ii., 169.) _^
COMBE ABBEY,

The Seat of the Earl of Cravek.

Tms fine place, which has taken such a high position in the
gardening world by the splendid fruit which has been exhibited
by Mr. Miller, occupies a position in the midst of that level

tract of country which surrounds the ancient and interesting
city of Coventry. The visitor after leaving Coventry finds
himself in a district purely rural in all its features, corn fields

waving with the breeze alternating with pastures, with here
and there a plantation of well-grown trees, showing that the
fertility he perceives in the cultivated grounds results from
natural influences as well as from the industry of the occupiers.
Good roads bounded by hedges carry him in a south-westerly
direction until he is told he has travelled upwards of four
miles, and this without encountering any eminences worth
mentioning. He then finds indications of his being in the
immediate neighbourhood of the mansion of some wealthy
gentleman

; in fact, tokens of that have been visible before in
the shape of schools, extensive workshops, itc. By-and-by a
glimpse of the mansion is obtained on the left, and here, it

must be confessed, the first impression is not good ; the expecta-
tion of meeting with some monastic building, altered only in-

ternally to meet the requirements of its present occupants, is

not fulfilled, neither is the site such as in most cases was
chosen for religious edifices. A low secluded position in a
hilly district was common enough, perhaps more so than an
elevated one ; but a low place in a flat neighbourliood presents
but little that is enviable. On a nearer approach, however, it

has a better appearance ; for the eye on discerning the base
of the building perceives that the position is only on a level
with the ground in the neighbourhood, and the trees and rich
pasture land in the extensive park attract the attention else-

where, and confirm in some degree our notion of the prudence
of the monks of old in pitching their abode where the produce
of the earth would be at all times bountiful. The mansion,
though not outwardly attractive, is large, and I believe fitted

np with every luxury and convenience that can bo desired.
In giving a rough idea of the features of this remarkable

place, it may be said the carriage front of the mansion faces
west, or rather the main entrance through the park is from
that direction, while dressed grounds occupy the other three
sides. The kitchen garden and the forcing houses are a short
distance to the east of the mansion, but united to it by dressed
grounds, shrubberies, &c., while extensive pleasure grounds
also extend to the north and north-west sides, where a large
piece of ornamental water forms the boundary between them and
the park. Pleasure grounds, including a very fine croquet
ground, also stretch from the mansion along the southern side
of the kitchen garden, where the latter is bounded by some
trees of older date, screening and sheltering the whole from the
violence of the south-westerly gales. Large trees also serve
the same purpose on the east and north sides ; in fact, it may
be said the whole is nearly surrounded by trees, excepting that
a portion of the pleasure ground on one side juts out into the
park, and is, consequently, more open. It must not be
inferred that the shade and other influences of the old trees
referred to extend where not wanted ; on the contrary, they are
at a sufficient distance to cause no injury to the more delicate
objects they protect, while they must be of infinite service, and
give the whole a clothed and sheltered appearance.
By the foregoing it will be seen that the kitchen garden is at

a convenient distance from the mansion, being only separated
from it by a breadth of dressed ground and shrubbery. With
the exception of the large trees and some old shrubs near the
mansion, the whole has the stamp of quite a now place ; and so,

in fact, it is. A small garden of no great importance occu-
pied a part of the site of the new one, but that was done away
with, and the present garden formed, which has in point of

excellence few equals anywhere. It is of an oblong shape being
longest on the east and west sides. The principal entrance
is in the centre of the west end, where a singularly constructed
edifice forms the gateway. Possibly this may be in harmony
with some other things, but it differs from all similar openingB.
By it we enter upon a fine broad walk, 12 or 16 feet wide,
leading straight to the east end, where Mr. Miller's cottage
is, and which with some other buildings forms a portion of

the east-end wall of the garden. A fine range of vineries and
other forcing houses occupies the whole, or nearly so, of the
north wall, and at the east end of the garden near Mr. Miller's

house is a series of houses running north and south, their

ends or entrances facing the broad central walk alluded to.

Some of these houses stand back to back—that is, one faces

east and its fellow west—and are devoted to various purposes.
One hiuse was full of flowering plants, and others were em-
ployed in forwarding plants for succession, or contained those
whose flowering was over. There was a good crop of Melons
in a house, which, no doubt, did much service in winter. The
two structures fucing the west entrance were of a somewhat
imposing appearance. Peach houses, or what some call glazed

walls, the glass being as high as the wall, and about G feet or

more from it, with a sort of span-roof of an ornamental kind,

presented a striking appearance from the entrance. Very fine

Peaches were ripening in one of them at the time of my visit,

but Mr. Miller said the crop of the later Peaches was not
nearly what he expected ; he, like many others, trusting to the

trees setting their fruit without artificial heat, and this few
have done in the present year. As it was the crop was good for

the season, and the early kinds bad produced most abundantly;
but as your readers are likely to be most interested in hearing

of Mr. Miller's Grapes, I shall at once advert to these.

On taking a cursory survey of the vineries occupying the

north wall, the external appearance is not very different from
that of similar houses elsewhere, only they are larger and more
lofty than many, have improved means of ventiUtion, and are

glazed with somewhat larger squares of glass than are often

met with, although not by any means remarkable in this re-

spect. The heating is by hot water, with a smaller number of

bailers than in many places, but not on the one-boiler system.

The glass and painting seemed in excellent order, and external

neatness prepared me for the sight which met my gaze on
entering, for having seen samples of Mr. Miller's Grapes at

the metropolitan shows, I was expecting to find a house bat
thinly cropped, as is frequently the case where show Grapes are

the order of the day ; on the contrary, the crop in all the

houses was heavy, and had I witnessed such a crop under the

care of a less experienced cultivator than Mr. Miller, I should

have entertained grave doubts respecting the future ; but as

Mr. Miller says he has had several such crops from his Vines,

I must take it for granted that the present crop will be followed

by others of a like kind. The crop, not of one kind of Grape
only, but of all, was most abundant ; even that shy bearer, the

Barbarossa [Gros Guillaume] had a plentiful supply of bunches

on it, and these, as might be expected, were very large.

For the information of those who are anxious to know the

details of Grape management at a place in which good fruit

has been supplied every day during the last six years or more,

I hope Mr. Miller will give us some further information than

could be gleaned by a rather hasty visit ; but I may here state

that Mr. Miller is no advocate of giving bottom heat by arti-

ficial means; on the contrary, be condemns it, and having

for so long furnished good Grapes all the year round, he has

strong grounds for his views. Other matters have also to be

taken into consideration in the production of good Grapes,

and there is one on which, perhaps, more depends than on
bottom heat to ensure fine well-grown fruit, and that is the

character of the border, which in some esses is determined by
circumstances over which the cultivator has little control ; but

Mr. Miller's borders have been formed entirely by himself, and
with a result which is well known. Let us, however, speculate

how far local circumetances may have aided judicious manage-

ment in producing such results as those which have been
achieved.

Taking a casual survey of the district, its appearance where
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enltivated, and in some measnre the character of its herbage
when left to nature, or, in fact, we may say the weeds, I am
led to the conclusion that one of the elements said to have an
important influence on fertility is certainly not very abundant,
and that is lime, or what the learned call calcareous matter.

This material, which at one time was thought so essential in

the cultivation of the Vine, has of late years been thought not

so well of ; in fact, it has been broadly hinted that many of

the failures in Vine management may be traced to an undue
proportion of it. Now, as most people are expected to make
their Vine borders of the materials to be obtained at home,
mixed or amended in some way, we may fairly conjecture that

Mr. Miller's borders were in a great measure so composed.
Although I have known the ingredients for a Vine border

brought eighteen miles, yet generally it will be found that when
a district consists of a soil naturally favourable to the growth
of this fruit, it is much better than when an artificial mixture
has to be prepared ; in the latter case we have a poor chance
of so evenly balancing the ingredients which compose it, as to

constitute a whole capable of meeting all the requirements of

the plant it is intended to support, and ia the case of Vine
borders I am inclined to think the lime or lime-rubbish mania
has in many cases overrun its mark ; certainly, to outward ap-

pearance, the soil which constitutes the kitchen garden at

Combe Abbey is not overcharged with lime, and I concluded
that the Vine border was not overdosed cither. Assum-
ing it to resemble in some degree that of the kitchen garden,

I would regard it rather as a stiff loam than a too open one ;

at least, sand did not prevail to the extent it does in the rich

deep soils which border many of our rivers, the Mersey for

instance, the valley of which is composed in a great measure
of a dark sandy soil of considerable fertility, but possibly less

[

enduring than the soil at Combe Abbey ; in fact, there seems i

by Mr. Miller's report to be great " staying " powers in the
soil of which the Vine border is composed. Let us now take a
peep into the inside, and judge for ourselves how far the border, i

and the management the Vines are subjected to, are in accord-
ance with their wants.

j

The vineries, as already observed, are large, as far as height
and width are concerned, and some of the most important

|

seem devoted to Grape-growing only ; others, as is often the
case, have a bed inside, and Pines or plants are grown as well.

In the latter case the roof is not so heavily covered with
Vine foliage as where Grapes only are cultivated. Separate
houses are devoted to Muscats and Lady Downe's, but most of

i

the other varieties are more or less mixed. Black Hamburgh,
of course, predominating. I must again remark, that in every
instance the Vines were heavily cropped, certainly more so '

than I should have advised, and the bunches were at least

one-third more numerous than in the generality of places '

where good Grapes are produced
;

yet Mr. Miller assured me
j

they had been as heavily cropped every year, and with the same
Snccessful result. Even the Barbarossa was yielding such mag- '

nificent bunches that I refrain from making any suggestion as

to their ultimate weight, in the hope I may learn it hereafter.

Other Grapes were equally good. A ncble house of Muscats
was well worth seeing, and scarcely less interesting was one of

Lady Downe's, which, however, I should like better to see ia

January than in July, but in the latter month it seemed all

that could be desired, though in general it is not attractive as
long as Hamburghs and similar varieties are to be had. The pro-

priety, however, of having it in a house by itself was here
manifest, and a healthy, clean foliage insured a good finish-off.

Even the foliage in the early house was clean, and there was a
plentiful supply of laterals in robust health, less juicy, perhaps,
than those in the later house, but the foliage equally green.
Of course the Black Hamburghs that were just coming on
were the centre of attraction ; bunches large and well-shouldered,
with berries as large as would be convenient for those who
had to eat them, were advancing fast to maturity. Occasion-
ally a bunch of extraordinary size presented itself, one of those
aptly described as all shoulder. This feature in an overgrown
btmch of Black Hamburgh is, perhaps, too much admired, as
indicating extraordinary vigour ; but a more shapely bunch is

certainly more agreeable to look upon, and there were plenty
of such in the Grape houses at Combe ; in fact, plenty of both
Mnds.
Other kinds of Grapes were also well represented, Mr. Miller

having a partiality for a white one, not so much cultivated as

it deserves to be—Foster's White Seedling, which has a prettily-

shaped bunch, with globular rather than long berries, and in

appearance ranks high as a white Grape, of course not so i

large as Trebbiano, or its eynonyme The Child of Hale, but

much superior in flavour. Trentham Black was also in good
trim ; but this Grape is not a general favourite elsewhere,

although good where well managed. The Alicante and West's

St. Peter's were also well grown, and what were equally inter-

esting, were some good bunches of Bed Frontignan—a Qrape
which, by the smallness of its bunches, many growers think

spoils the appearance of their other productions. New kinds

were also being tried, and I believe canes of Mrs. Pinee's

Black Muscat Grape were in bearing ; but I forgot to inquire

for it. The Vines and their bunches were all in most excellent

order, clean and healthy, no shanking, and any insidious

attempts of red spider or other enemies to gain a footing were

at once counteracted. The fruit from the earliest houses had
all been cut, that in the others affording a succession, and
Vines in pots were being prepared elsewhere for early forcing

next year. Many of the houses contained stove and other

plants, which, as specimens, might have appeared at a metro-

politan show with advantage. Amongst the latter were some
excellent plants of a good variety of the Willow-leaved Croton.

The flower garden proper is situated between the mansion and
kitchen garden, or rather to the north of the mansion. Some
excavations elsewhere had given Mr. Miller material with which
to throw up banks. These were taken advantage of to plant

shrubs, and lay out a series of beds, partly irregular and partly

forming a regular design. At the time of my visit they were

well filled, while a long border in front of the south wall of the

kitchen garden was converted into a handsome ribbon border

by lines of very choice plants, its height and width giving it

more importance than most similar borders. I cannot state

the exact length, but it could not be less than 800 feet, and the

surface being level, the extent produced its full effect. In this

neighbourhood was the croquet ground, almost large enough
for a cricket ground. Some specimens of Conifers were also

here, including some memorial trees, but the trees and shrubs

were mostly at the margin of the dressed ground, leaving the

large space alluded to for bowls, croquet, and other games.

The kitchen garden, it is scarcely necessary to observe, was
well cropped

; good order and cleanliness everywhere prevailed.

The gardener's cottage at the end of the central walk or

avenue entering from the west, presents nothing remarkable in

its appearance, but it is a comfortable and convenient dwelling,

and I hope it may long form the home of its present energetic

and intelligent occupier. Suitable apartments for the young
men also exist, as well as the other ofliees required for a large

garden establishment. Mr. Miller drew my attention to one
place, and it is one to which visitors are rarely invited, yet it

is as indispensable as the flower bed or forcing house, and
that is the rubbish heap. The worthy writer of the

"Doings of the Last Week," " B. F.," very often calls the

attention of his readers to the due management of this un-

fashionable department ; but Mr. Miller goes many degrees

further than "E. F." contemplates, and I should have much
liked him to have been of the party who inspected Mr. Miller's

rubbish heap. Instead of an out-of-the-way place being

reached, where barrowload after barrowload of the garden re-

fuse lay scattered over the ground in endless confusion, await-

ing a sort of a clearing-up day, there was a tidy, well-propor-

tioned yard, with cow shed and milking house in it, and a
milch cow and two young heifers stared ns in the face, while

two pigs, on whom the good things of this world had told their

tale, seemed less inclined to recognise strangers ; a suitable

domicile for them was found at one corner, and comfort and

contentment seemed to pervade the happy family, which was

not complete without a due proportion of fowls. Here, then,

was the rubbish ; here the basketfuls of short grass from the

lawn, the waste Lettuces, Cabbages, and other garden refuse

were transformed into the best of manure, ready for the garden

again. To say nothing of the other good things the fowls and

four-footed animals furnished for the use of their careful

tenders, the economy of material is highly creditable to Mr.

Miller and his better half.

Coventry is the most convenient railway station for Combe.

—

J. EOBSON.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
OxE of our contemporaries is angry with ns because of some

observations we made last week on the HoKiicnLxuRAi, Con-

gress held at Manchester. In making these observations it

was not our intention to give offence to anybody. The Horti-

cultural Congress, hke any other horticultural subject, was one
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fairly open to criticism in onr pages ; and if we, in common
with a great number more, did not regard it with the same
favour that our contemporary did, that is no reason why he
should take offence. We would not have noticed the matter
were it not that we are called on to answer Eeveral charges.
One is that we have called the meeting a Congress when it is

nowhere oilioially called so. If we have erred in this we have
done so in good company, for our contemporary uses no other
designation. Even in the paper in which he makes the com-
plaint against us he publishes some of the essays " read at the
Manchester Congress "

! The other charge against ns is that

we opposed "the larger scheme of a Congress, which was the

original proposition." We must respectfully ask our contem-
porary to reconsider this statement. When, iu December last,

we announced the meeting of a Congress, we said, " We hope
it may be well attended and prove satisfactory." We are not
conscious of ever having published a word that was opposed to

the movement.
At a meeting of the English Sub-Committee of the Hiii-

BURO iNTERN'iTIONAL HoUTICULTDB.^L EXHIBITION held at the
offices of the Koyal Horticultural Society, South Ivensington,
on the 3rd inst., a letter was read from the Hamburg Com-
mittee intimating that exhibitors competing for the Queen's
prize lor Grapes would be required to contribute at least three
bunches each. Mr. T. Fingens, a member of the Hamburg
Committee, has arrived in London for the purpose of aiding
the English Committee. Already several entries have been
received, and among the most important are the following :

—

Grapes—Mr. Meredith, Mr. HoUingsworth, and Mr. Thomson, of

Dalkeith : Cut Flowers—Messrs. F. & A. Smith, and Messrs.
Downie, Laird, & Laing; Conifers—Messrs. Barron & Sons,
of Elvaaton Nursery; Implements—Mr.LeButt; Boilers—Den-
nis iSr Co. ; Terra cotta work—Mr. Hudspith. Another long
list of extra prizes was also received from Hamburg, and it has
been arranged that after the prices have been awarded exhi-
bitors will be allowed to aflix their names and price lists to

their contribntisns. Dr. Oscar Ciossler, of Hamburg, has, at

the request of the Committee, kindly undertaken to secure
apartments for visitors, who may write to him direct or through
the English Sub-Committee. The official distribution of prizes
is fixed for the 13th of September, and a sale by auction will be
held in the grounds on the 14th of September, to enable exhi-

bitors to dispose of their goods. The English Sub-Committee
have appointed as their shipping agents the well-known firm of

Weatherly, Mead, ,t Hussey, of Great Tower Street and Cham-
berlain's Wharf. The Exhibition is to be opened on the 2nd
of September, so that contributors have no time to lose.

The Metropolitfiu Board of Works have added another
new park to the metropolis in FiNsnur.v Park, which was
opened on the 7th inst. by Sir .John Thwaites, the Chairman
of the Board. After performing a tedious circuit of the park,
with two Kifle bands " stepping short " nearly all the way, the
members of the Board, and those who took part in the pro-
cession, entered the enclosure. Sir .John Thwaites then de-

clared the park open, and, after doing so, remarked that though
the space around had little to do with the district after which
it had been named, it was impossible, on account of the ex-

pense, to make an open space where the ground was covered
with houses ; all that could be done was to preserve open spaces,

where these exist, before they became covered with houses, as

the whole neighbourhood of this new park soon would be.

The Board had been watching with the greatest care the places
which had been long enjoyed by the public, and in their

efforts to preseve them he hoped they would have the support
of the public. The day had long gone by when it was neces-
sary to advocate parks and similar places as a means of im-
proving health and of bracing up the mind and body ; and
he hoped that in time yet more would be added to those at

present existing.

The new Finsbury Park is about 120 acres in extent, and
occupies a somewhat elevated position between Wood Green,
the Seven Sisters' Road, the Green Lanes, and the Great
Northern Railway, and fine views are obtained northwards to-

wards Muswell Hill, the Alexandra Park Palace forming a con-
spicuous object in that direction. The grounds have been laid

ont by Mr. 'Vnlliamv. the architect of the Board of Works, and
Mr. Alexander McKenzie, the latter carrying out the whole of

the groundwork and planting. The trees and shrubs, with
the exception of a few previously existing, are as yet small, but,

doubtless, the ultimate effect will be good. The memorandum
relative to the formation of the park, issued by the Board of

Works, states that a favourite suburban recreation ground,

known aa Brown's Wood, or Homsey Wood, and Homsey
House, also formerly called Copt Hall, was selected as the site

for the park. The ancient designation of the estate is the

Prebendal Manor of Brown's Wood, in the parish of Ilarringay,

otherwise Hornsey. The ground has a gentle southern slope

from Highgate on the west, and towards Stoke Newington on
the east, and is skirted on the south by the Seven Sisters'

Road, and on the east by the Green Lanes. The Great Nortbero
Railway bounds it by a cuttingand embankment on the western

side ; and latterly tlie London, Edgware, and Highgate Railway
has been made, with a station adjoining the park. Certain

public footpaths had to be preserved for the use of the adjacent

lands, and the course of the New River is through the northern

portion of the land. Since the park was formed. Parhament
has permitted the East London Water Company to form a

great reservoir, of some acres in extent, under the surface, for

the storage of water on a high level ; but as the ground will be

turfed over and belted with shrubs, the public will not be losers

by the arrangement. Contracts were made in isr.r, for the

drainage of roads, &c., the formation of roads, footpaths, and

ornamental water, the erection of the entrance lodges and the

gateways, inclosure palings, ic. Last year, also, the planting

of the trees and shrubs was completed. The expenditure for

the park up to the 3(nh of June, has been £97,275 3s. 3d., or,

deducting £2,577 Os. '.Ul. received for old materials, &c., £94,698

2s. Gd. Of this the cost for parliamentary expenses was £975
3.,-. Id.

; property and compensation, £54,847 ISs. 8d. ;
profes-

sional and office charges, &o., £11,252 0.?. lOd. ; works, £26,814

9s. 2d. ; trees, shrubs, planting, &c.. £2,384 a*. 2<i. ; wages

for supervision of works, £351 12s. lOd. ; incidental expenses,

£619 10s. ad.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEK GAliDEN.

Stik the surface of the soil among all growing crops, as it

is now caked by the action of the late heavy rains. Trench or

dig every spare piece of ground for winter crops. Earth-up all

the Cabbage tribe sufficiently advanced, and make saccession

plantations of Iini.''.^/'li Sprouts, Tiuda Kale, and Broccoli. Prick-

out the Cahbape plants intended for spring use in nursery beds,

that they may become sturdy previous to their final plant-

ing. See that Crlrri/ as it advances has every attention as

regards weeding, the removal of offsets, and earthing-np ; but

in no case let the earth be raised so high as to injure or choke

np the heart of the plant. Sow a small quantity of Cauliflowers

for hand-lights ; those to be wintered in frames may be sown
eight days later. Plant a considerable breadth of I'.ndirc and
Lettuci'if, and make a sowing of the latter for standing the

winter. The black-seeded Brown Cog and Hardy Green are

very good for this purpose. Sow Tripoli Oniou. Axh-h-aved

Kiihioj I\-}tat.ii:-i intended for seed may now be taken np, and
exposed to the sun till they are green. Should the disease

attack the other early sorts, let them be taken up at once,

dried, sorted, and packed in dry earth or charred material.

Now is a good time to make a good-sized plantation of Savoys

for late-autumn use. Trench, manure, and dig a piece of well-

drained soil for n'intcr SpinacJi.

FRUIT OARDEK.

Commence layering Strawberry runners in small pots for

forcing. Pot for early forcing as soon as they are well rooted,

and place the plants in a situation fully exposed to air and

light, setting the pots on coal ashes to prevent worms entering.

The following are among the best kinds for forcing :—Black

Prince, Keens' Seedhng, and May Qaeen for early forcing

;

Ingram's Prince Arthur, Sir C. Napier, and Oscar for later crops.

Gather Pears and Apples as they ripen.

FLOWER OARDEN.

The propagation of all the more important bedding-out plants

must be pushed on as quickly as possible. Late-struck out-

ings are difficult to keep through the winter, owing to their

having an insufficient amount of roots, and the wood being

badly ripened. Let Scarlet and other Pelargoniums struck in

the open ground be taken up and potted as soon as they have

made roots ; they will require a close frame for a week or two,

when they should be placed on a dry bottom in a southem

exposure to harden them for the winter. For the same pur-

pose Verbenas, Petunias, ic, struck in pans and intended to

be wintered in these, should be placed in a similar situation,

at the same time stopping the points of the shoots. It should,

in fact, be a point to keep them as hardy as possible by fully

exposing them until they are placed in their winter quarters.
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Mignonette, for winter and spring flowering, may yet be sown.
Phloxes and other herbaceous plants will now be making a

tolerably good show. Hollyhocks are in general great favourites,

but they do not afford cuttings freely, and are in general over-

plentiful at most places. These should, therefore, be examined
often in search of any cuttings which they may afford, as those
rooted about this time will make strong plants for next season.

Attend to the tying-up of these and Dahlias, and go over the

masses of Verbenas frequently for the purpose of regulating

the growth, so as to keep it orderly and neat. Sow Ten-week
and Intermediate Stocks for spring flowering ; transplant

Erompton and Queen Stocks, and if the situations in which
these are to flower are not at liberty, prick them out in nursery

beds, allowing them plenty of room to prevent weakly growth.

leaves, rotten dung, deer dung, rotten cow dung, road and river

sand—indeed everything which can be collected.—W. Keane.

OBEENHOnSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Examine the stock of pot plants in the conservatory, in order

to see that none is suffering from want of pot room or other
attention necessary to assist them in making young wood for

flowering next season ; also see that proper care is bestowed on
late-growing plants in borders, for while in active growth more
water will be necessary, and insects will be more troublesome
than on plants at rest. Look after Luculias, and keep them
clear of their great enemy black thrips

;
give them plenty of

water at the root, and an occasional supply of clear weak manure
water may be given to old plants not growing freely, until they
have made plenty of wood to ensure a good display of flower.

Manure water must not, however, be given to young specimens
in vigorous growth, as in that case it would induce too gross a
growth, a condition in which they seldom flower profusely. In
order to secure fine heads of bloom from this plant it should
be allowed a few weeks of comparative rest, after, say, about
the middle of next month, keeping the roots rather dry, and
exposing the plants as freely to air as can be done without
injury to the foliage or the health of their neighbours. Brug-
mansia sanguinea is also a useful plant for flowering in winter
and early in spring, when managed so as to have it pruned,
rested, and starting into growth about this time. See that

large specimens are not allowed to become too dry at the roots

after they have set their buds, for the shedding of the latter

is due to this cause. Young vigorous plants, however, fre-

quently require to be watered rather sparingly at this period to

prevent their making a second growth. Cinerarias for early
flowering should now be growing freely, and should be shifted
when necessary, for if they are to form large specimens for

flowering in winter they must not be permitted to sustain any
check. Remove suckers whenever they can be obtained, and
pot them for spring flowering. Calceolarias will now be begin-
ning to demand attention. Have cuttings of favourite sorts

rooted as soon as possible. Seed may also now be sown in pans
placed on a gentle hotbed. Let the stock of Begonias have
another shift, if not already in pots sufficiently large. Keep
the pots at a sufficient distance from each other, in order that
the foliage may be kept from injury. Crowea salignaand Plum-
bago capensis are both valuable autumn-flowering plants, and
the latter is almost indispensable for cut flowers. Attend to

Chrysanthemums ; water freely with liquid manure
;
good spe-

cimens should be aimed at rather than a few fine blooms. The
earliest winter-flowering Heaths and Epacrises should now, or
soon, be placed under cover, as it will forward their blooming.
Give air, however, freely. The potting of Hyacinths, Narcis-
suses, itc, for forcing must soon occupy attention. About equal
portions of good fibrous loam and decayed leaf mould, with
silver sand, will be the best soil for them if for forcing, but well-

decomposed cow dung must be substituted for the leaf mould
when the bulbs are intended for late flowering. After potting
place them on a dry bottom, and cover the pots 2 or 3 inches
deep with old tan or ashes, preserving them at the same time
as much as possible from heavy rains ; under this treatment
they will fill their pots with roots, and be in readiness for
forcing when wanted.

p:ts and frames.
Take every opportunity to collect soils of different sorts for

winter and spring use ; for although a few sorts of soil will suffice
for all operations, yet in spring, when early Potatoes, Kidney
Beans, Cucumbers, Melons, early Peas, and a number of other
crops have to be grown, if a good quantity of dry soil is at hand
it is of the utmost importance. A back shed may be filled

with different soils put together at this season in a dry state.
Collect everything that will make a compost, and have the
different heaps numbered, so as to know in spring what they
are—such as old Cucumber and Melon soil, plenty of decayed

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Allotment Gardens.—Writing last week of Potatoes and Peas

reminds us that now and onwards are trying times for testing

the neatness and continued energy of holders of small pieces of

ground. We think but little of good cropping and neatness
everywhere observable in the spring and early summer months.
The neat clean path up to the cottage door, the well-trimmed
flower border, the neatly-staked Peas, and the well-rounded
rows of Potatoes, and well-thinned Onion beds, are only in keep-

ing with the budding of the year, the singing of the birds, and
the sports of the lambkins. But as autumn comes on, it too

often brings with it an enervating influence. The bread-

winner of the house comes home wearied and tired, and he has
not such a keen eye for the weeds and what is decaying as he
had in the spring—more need that others at home, however
young, should put their little hands to the work and be taught

to do so. As there is something joyous in what is piogressing,

so there is something melancholy in looking on the decaying.

Too often in autumn the path choked with weeds takes the place

of the bright one in spring, and withered tops of Potatoes, and
dead and dying Pea haulm meet the eye, instead of something
making progress and growth for future usefulness. Now, such
sights should rarely be setn, and for as short a time as possible,

as no sooner is such a crop taken than it ought to be followed

by another.

Here, again, we would notice the superiority of the garden
near the house over the allotment at a distance. In the gar-

den near the house every drop of dirty water, dish-washings,

&c., all come in useful, and for fresh-planted crops are much
better than clear water, and the earth is so grateful for what is

thus bestowed upon it, that it soon absorbs all those qualities

that might be noxious, becoming thus the best of all disinfect-

ants. Stronger waters must be mixed with pure water, that the

roots may absorb them without injury. A puddled hole, or an
old barrel sunk in the farthest-off part of the garden may
thus be most useful and profitable, when it is not convenient

to use the liquid at once ; and all solid matters should be

kept in a heap, and sprinkled frequently with a little earth

to keep in all the nourishing, fertilising properties. Every
withered Cabbage leaf, every bit of Potato haulm, may thus be
made to return to the soil what it has taken from it, and there

are few cottages from which these valuable manure-dressings

may not be accumulated. Now, much as we approve of mo-
derate-sized allotments, even though these be at a distance

from the homestead, they will never compare with the garden

close to the cottage, as much cannot so easily be made of the

refuse of all kinds that comes from the home. We are much
pleased with two things connected with cottage gardens and
allotments. First, that these are better kept and managed
throughout the year than they used to be, so that want of thrift

and want of tidiness are less observable in the autumn than
formerly ; and secondly, where societies are established for

promoting well-managed gardens, it is beginning to be a more
general system not to examine these plots once or twice, but

three or four times in the course of the year. The natural

flagging energy of the autumn is thus kept up to something

like the buoyant energy of the spring. All of us cultivators

need a little of this reminder, otherwise it will insensibly creep

upon us. We would also suggest that in all competitions be-

tween the holders of allotments and gardens, rather more
should be expected from gardens near the house than from those

considerably removed from it. The next time we are a few

hours from home, we shall be glad to see no festering Potato

tops and no withered Pea haulm, but the ground turned over

afre.«h and filled with something that will help to fill the pot in

winter.

Some time ago we made remarks on the allotment system,

and now, as then, we hold that allotments are useful to a work-

ing man, chiefly when they are as large, and not larger than
he and his family can cultivate well without losing time at the

regular daily labour. Except in the case of jobbers, whose
time is to a considerable extent at their own disposal, a piece

of ground so large as to require the occupier to be several days

or weeks from his usual day labour, is a very questionable ad-

vantage. The earth is still a good paymaster, but we have

long been convinced that to make the most of it, a man must
either have enough of it to keep him constantly employed, and
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thus become a small farmer, or he must have no more than can
be managed without breakiuR in on his usual avocation. When
days or weeks are wanted, there generally springs up a feeling
of dissatisfaction, as the man might he the most useful to his
general employer just at those times when he would wish the
most to be on his own holding. Granting, too, that when a
man reaches his home uud is refreshed, he will work with a
zest for himself and family, snob as he could hardly be ex-
pected to do in such long hours for an employer, and more
especially if the garden or the allotment furnish employment
different from that of the day ; still, the feeling is apt to arise,
that the man who is extra industrious for long hours night and
morning is not in the best position for putting forth due phy-
sical energy during the day. As a general principle, very long
hours of labours are a mistake. A great amount of work may
thus be gone through in a short time when the practice is re-
sorted to but seldom ; but where it becomes a matter of custom,
as in the hay and corn harvest, the advantages are veiy proble-
matical. When, in an emergency, we have had two or three
hours extra labour and paid for it, we always found that if long
continued the advantage ceased. The human machine, like
other machines, can only with advantage do a certain amount of
work. Hence, in relation to the case in hand, we have known
an allotment of a quarter of an acre prove of great value to a
man and his family, but it ceased to be an advantage when he
had half an acre or more, as then he had either to hire labour,
or lose time himself, and that led to unpleasantness between
him and his rtgular employer.

IVho in an aiiiaUur yardener ! This question, apparently a
simple one, is frequently a cause of much unpleasantness in
country horticultural societies. It is well in all such cases
that the outlines of classes should be clear and distinct, so as
to prevent all dispute. The holders of the smaller allotments,
and of cottage gardens, generally compete together as cottagers,
in whatever occupation they may be employed during the day

;

but in places where gentlemen's large gardens abound, it is

found desirable that the labourers in these gardens should
compete by themselves, and not with other day labourers, as
many of these garden labourers from long practice may well be
looked on as gardeners, and, therefore, as having greater ad-
vantages than other labourers. Mechanics and artisans also
sometimes form a separate class, as they are presumed to have
greater means at their command than the agricultural labourer.
Very often all these compete together under the name of cot-
tagers, and it will at once be apparent not quite on equal terms,
but if in one class, the judges can look at nothing but the
merits of each case. The di.^putes on this, however, are seldom
so keen as about the amateur class. This is partly owing to
the fact, that our great metropolitan societies chiefly recognise
two classes, nurserymen or tradesmen, who cultivate for sale,
and amateurs, including gentlemen and gentlemen's gardeners.
In most country shows there are the classes for nurserymen,
gentlemen and gentlemen's gardeners, amateurs, and cottagers,
and it is this amatenrship that creates the difficulty. Not
long ago, some gardeners who exhibited successfully as gentle-
men's gardeners were very mnch annoyed because their superior
productions were disqualified from taking a prize in the amateur
class. It would be well, then, if a broad deliverance were given
on the subject, and then exhibitors and judges would never
come into unpleasant collision. Were we to define the term
amateur as generally understood, we should say that an
amateur was a person having a taste for a particular art or
science, yet not professing nor being dependant for a liveli-
hood upon it. In this general definition our large societies
include all who have gardens and gardeners, from noblemen to
bankers and wealthy tradesmen. Eat when in the country
societies there is a distinct class for all the above, and a se-
parate class for amateurs, we are forced to add something to
the above definition as applied to gardening, and our opinion
is, that under such circumstances a man, however fond he may
be of gardening, ceases to be a mere amateur when he employs
another person comtanthi to assist him in his favourite pursuit.
So long as he lives by other means, makes gardening a hobby,
does the work himself, or merely obtains occasional assistance,
he is an amateur; but when he employs a man constantly, no
matter whether he calls him labourer or gardener, then he
changes the class in which he must exhibit. We ourselves
should be iuclined to keep so much to the general definition as
given above, as to take out of the amateur class the man who
made a marketable affair of his hobby. According to country
practice, he would then cease to be an amateur. We either
want to do away with this class, or have a more defined nomen-

clature, and we propose for consideration that ^rbere each dis-

tinct classes exist, an amateur shall be a person who pro-
secutes gardening chiefly for his own enjoyment, and withont
any except occasional help. When he employs a man con-
stantly, ho must compete with other gentlemen and their gar-

deners. We shall be glad if our readers will state their opinions.

KlTCnES OABDEN.
The work has been to a great extent a repetition of that of

previous weeks—planting Greens, itc, in every piece of vacant
gronnd, the showers being a great advantage, as the ground
where hard-cropped is exceedingly dry. Cleared the stools of

Celery, removing every incipient sucker, tyingup previonsly

to earthing-up the earliest. Though not allowed to be dry,

owing to mulching, the bulk of the Celery has not grown
very vigorously, but it is now pushing rapidly in the cooler

days and longer nights. The worst of the dry season is now
past, and we may now be tolerably certain of having enough of

moisture. We took up a lot of the last of the autumn-sown
Onions, and exposed the root ends to the sun before housing.

We expect that our spring Onions will yet grow considerably,

though they made no progress in the dry weather. A few tops

are acquiring a yellowish lingo. Could we have flooded the
beds six weeks ago, the crcp would have been splendid ; as it

is, it will be good. Cauliflowers we never bad finer ; a few only
of the earliest had greenish, loose, flowery beads, and the canse
was wholly unknown to us, as all were treated alike. At the
present season there is often apt to be a glut, and sometimes
a short interval between the successions ; this can be prevented
by taking up some of the plants when the heads are firm and
not fully swelled, removing all the leaves, except a few small

ones round the head, and cutting the stems so as to leave or

8 inches below the heads, and inserting the stems upright in

damp sand in a dark place. In this way the late Mr. Crockett,

of Kaith, used to keep Cauliflower during most of the winter.

Even now this is a much better plan than taking up the plants,

and either hanging them up or laying them in " by the heels."

FKUIT GARDEN.
Continued summer-pruning wall trees, dwarfs, and standards.

The fruit of the Apple where at all thick falls considerably,

though we think a good crop will be left. We find that the
roots are not so moist as we could wish, but as yet we have not
ventured on watering them, and we trust they will soon have
enough rain water. Our Raspberries, though bearing freely,

have suffered from last summer's drought, as the canes were
much smaller than usual, and some died away. We never wish
to pass such another summer as that of 18C8 in a garden, and
feel powerless from the want of water. Even some hardy trees

show the effects of the parching, though in general the foliage

of forest trees has been line, especially of all deep-rooting trees,

as the Oak.
Besides attending to I'each houses, vineries, and especially

orchard houses, with water, we have potted a number of Straw-
hcrrij plants for forcinii. A few details may be useful for begin-
ners. 1st, Of pots, we prefer what are called 40's and 32's

—that is, 5 or Ginch pots, to larger pots, which are apt to

encourage too luxuriant growth. These pots, if new. should
be soaked, and then allowed to dry before using them. All old
pots should be well washed and dried before being used. 2nd,
The soil should be loamy rather than sandy, and enriched with
about one-sixth part of rotten dung that has been well aired
and sweetened before mixing. 3rd, At potting the crown of the
plant should be little below the rim of the pot. as it may be
expected to sink a little, ith. The soil should be made very
firm. The fingers will not make it firm enough—a small stick

will be necessary to beat it round the plants. Bear in mind it

can scarcely be made too firm, oth. When the plants are
potted the pots should be set on a hard bottom, and the plants
exposed to all the snn possible. If they flag a little under the
sun a slight syringing over the foliage will be better than
shading. As soon as the roots begin to reach the sides of the
pots rich top-dressings and manure-waterings may be freely

given. Daring a showery autumn a sprinkling of soot on the
surface will be advantageous, or any other rich manure ; but
if good guano is used, a very small pinch of it between the
fingers will be enough for a pot.

OKXAJIBSTAL DEPARTITENT.
Here we have been very busy

;
potting, fresh-arranging, keep-

ing lawns and walks in order, and trimming and trainiug plants
in flower beds, though we generally allow the plants to assome
their natural mode of growth. Pegging down, besides the time
and labour involved, is often prejudicial to the plants when prac-
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tised early. Many a plant will pass a cold night nnsoathed if

its natural upright growth is not interfered with, but which
would have been greatly injured if its stems had been exposed

to free radiation. We pegged down a line of Purple King Ver-

benas too soon, and they suffered considerably, when other

lines left upright did not suffer at all. The Purple King is now
fine, but it would have been finer and earlier if we had either

not pegged down at all, or done so a month later when the

weather was warm.—K. F.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, London, 'S.—Bulb Catalogue

for 1869. ^
COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 11.

The supply of soft frait has considerably diminished. Strawberries and
Raspberries being nearly over, and hothouse frnit, snch as Peaches and
Nectarines, becoming scarce. A fair amount of business is being done
in rough produce. Potatoes are good, and remain at former quotations.

Apples y^ sieve 1
Apricots doz. 2
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bushel
Cnrrants }» sieve 4

Black do. 5
FiRS doz. 4
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb. 2
LemoDS 100 10

d
tol

FRUIT.
d e. d. s. d

Melons each 2 Oto 5

Nectarines doz. 6 10

Oranges 100 10 14

Peaches doz. 8 16

Pears (dessert) . . doz. 2 3

Pine Apples lb. 3 6

Plums % sieve 3 6

Quinces doz. II

Raspberries lb. 6 1

Strawberries lb. 1 2

Walnuts bushel 10 16

do 100 1

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney H sieve
Beet, Red duz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts 3^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . .bundle

S. d. B.

8 0to6

2
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totacooln a gallon ot boiling "t«'-..<^'f,,'|S„'^;;;''ru;uch'^ulp.,ar
Btand until cool; then strain and 'd^.V^ with this mix uro coat tbo
Tivnm as wiU givo the conBistcncy of pa^nt. With this » ""^ '-?^

^

Vl^e" rnbbing it «cll into o.ery 'ro^i^l b»' '"^^
?7„i"' 'X* a?,pScat?on

tornbthem off. slrippinR off ho loose
J'"'' P^J'^.Vl^^iOTme and

may bo repeated alKr priming, and the walla washed wiiu umo

solphnr, the house being thoroughly cleaned.

find the small jumping tl.npn, fumigate with tobacco it
^ »"^J

rrni^rur'^rtS^ z^^T^r.i^zz^"^ -c «>-•:

cspcclaLy early in the morning. .„ v.

ra}l''',a^rV»cUrrp«pi'n1?;r>tL°;eg^g^;r^^
beyond the bunch, neatly tying ar d securing thorn °

'J° f»'h';,°°'oni|h,,
produce a neat appearance but to give cv.ry P»rt "ts '^1

»J»'| „m„yed
iir. and warmth. 1. The wood for propagating '".'»„^„°"'"?v°f„r5" cd
S^iarumn,whentheleaveshavefallen.2.La6tyear'swood-tha^^^^^

this year being taken alter
.'!;« ^lor foi^chel^ It wUlbesirfflcfent

shoots. 3, Cut into lengths of 10 inches or li
""i^^f•*;/',' „.. „_. .„a

if the cuttings have two eyes or bud, ; cut across beow the lower eye ana

slantingly abovethe upper one. and insert ''' °°"
"''f,^X.%°„^°ee „^

wall, and so deeply that the upper 'y^^^y ''^'^^''^'^^ Sp o?Uie cutt ng
soil. The soil most suitable is a sandy loam.

.p°Tf' f'i'' '°P3°i|,yhcs. You
with leal mould or very fibrous loam to '^e depth of or 3 incttes.

will have shoots from the eyes about this time next year.

the berries to crack. „.„!,i„
v„««ivr A VixE Boeder (B. J.).-TheIborder bemg entirely outside,

yoa°w^iH^t wS^fk«pH'fs much as possible above the gr^^^^^^^^^

an «a to have it drv. The depth should be from 3 feet 6 inches to « jcoi.,

Ind the bottom should be concreted, snd incUne to the ft™t.J»ere

?hereought\obea drain running lengthwise, ='"*
'"'""f

»
''."f/epth

^%ir^iS^!^.if^rt«?^^?ifHiHS
j!,^:!^nii^"c:^^aJtS^-a;i9i;fgjSS^

"wfuTgerr.lnn'ut rnThTb^ok-'^.rrfa^i 'J with^^:i
rh»iia;e^i.TdVVu';°b°rerhe?t'irh\^y^^%'^^^^^^^^
planted toslde calcareous soUs are not injurious, but essential to \ine

culturexiiure.

Sii-j^?«s^«K i2 ^giK^=£

ii^fn^ie^v?s-ea'^?^pS^™i-"-^^^^^^^
edging plant.

Rose Shoots Sboetenixo (.isn«).-The very long vigorous shoots

Bho^d be^^eft at their full leng?h until the
^'^''^-l^Zi''(h^u7o'the

to within six buds or eyes of their base, and yon will obtam shoots for

^urumnflowei^Dgif the Roses are Perpetuals, or of kinds which flower

in autumn. ..,.•„
Grapes RlPENlNr, :

W<m).-A little Are heat to admit of free ventilation

is d^^ble when the Grapes are ripening, giving it more in tJie day than

atnfcbT Tbemore air fh^v have the better, if the proper temperature

be securedrand air should be given at night as weU as by day One^

lonrth the amount that is given by day wiU be sufficient at night The

venUlation should be so given that the Grapes may be safe from rain, .or

if that faU upon them the bloom wiU be destroyed.

H*,SD Boc«OET3 HT MANCHESTER (Erfr.„r«n).-Yon are. 'r°°«'
°°

thfrd prize wfs awarded so far as we are aware. We pubhshed the

official list in our number for July 22nd.

BEPJJEERT HEDGES Mji-DEWED (A Sul»cri6rr)._The mildew attacking

.h«R«benTi"one form, and that attacking Wheat another form, of the

^me pSic fungus, icidium berberidis. .\hiiost every I'l^nt has its

SSfp'f-ite Von m,y cut the hedge as you^

Sw SIX^'^B-erb^rr^trunlcited toJh{m ; hut we d ot ,,^

will be free from the disease pecuhar to eacn genns or species.

EBi!GMA,Nsus NOT FiowEBiNO (M€m).-The plauts are probably too

Ube?^?y^ott"d, and are not kept near the glass in the full son, with

of red spider by syringing forcibly. „.,„„„.•

FLOWEn BonpEB (J. S.l.-For a complete change in
«°f 'y^J^S':-

wonld look very well with a staP'" »7";8?°'«°' ''",«
'^o a. tHf.ve

Segln at one end and make circles 8 feet ^
.^^f^f";'°" Vmbolh

i foot in the centre between circumference and clrcnmfercnce. MU noio

1 tides, that foot and the wider space made by '»"»"""
VhiewluliviyoS

Cerastinm tomentosam from Joir pr«»ent
«f8'X ciTcles withTrtcolor

might have formed squares and circles alternately, aiucu vmi f

on the carpeting of Cerastinm.
, .v. h.«»

Binmiso Roseb iHa.pMre Hf»Mand.r,._The bads n,aUe
^

^rw^v^n^rn1^fdTsr;:^,«^^^^^

in the succeeding year. •.i„„i,i

=i,j^iS?/if;^rjSH££S3\^=

suckles and Ayrshire Roses.

PLANTING CARNATIONS AND P.COTEES (S
f'

'y„)--Tb^«
j';^^;' ThcS

°°ra^*Wat^ee Ihhm) -It becomes considerably altered by standing, and

»Sr^'b^?:e?^triJrUe;»o?m^^^!:^^i
fresh from the clonds. „*4;— «.

1 i^;i"a:dX'fhr^Sw[;i ztt aTo«x^{{Shi^fg£u,

j

^^tft^cut^^r^sre^f:i«^=HS
fert™ P-i?el4-^\Knft=feVb?crrsighti;,

as in the case of hedges or shrubs regularly trimmed.
'

TRANSP.ANTINO RASPBERRIES (C ^Oj-They ought n„t to ^e "moved

raSs'?h%'Sr:'^^in1rgo'oV^'i>*;=^1n'g'V!?rraliU.en manure over

}^S^t'an§A^'SSSri'^^ Sli^

:=wS^^5MSSSSiiS

Fo°r'cing?and a^rc of
J.~^°" --VBSM'i^?°iwh"fe^rthe shootsV

£S«SHaEEr^e=M^-
attain perfecUon, and be very attractive in springy

"b^irdl^'Sm^l'enufm^ofs without di^.turbing^^^^^

-J^StiS'irSJ^fM5.|3B^-ii—

^

as dust, whilst the
^»""'^°J'°«,f"™:*:4''Je'Pup, allowed to snid two

5l^r^*d°lS^lU='urJd1p;S"d t?Sfe\7r'der,-Vould destroy all the
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spawn it touched; but a good watering after forking over tlie border
would have the same result. Destroy the Mushroom apawTi, for fungi

are destructive to vegetable fibre, and especially decayed turf.

Coal Ashes as Non-conductors of Heat (H. IT.).—The finely-sifted

ashes will do very well for the purpose of placing below the double wall

of boards, provided they be kept dry. If they get damp, from the weight,

they will be apt to make the boards bulge. If you could make sure of

the joints of the boards being airtight, you might dispense with either

ashes or sawdust between, as the hollow space would be the best of all

nonconductors, but that space will only act in this way when airtight.

We fear that for a rough job you might have trouble in so jointing the

hoards. The best mode is to groove the boards and join them with slips

of plate iron, and the joints never gape. Instead of 5 inches between the

boards, we would be satisfied with 2 or 3 inches. Wood is a good non-

conductor.

Measurebients— Shy-seeding Pelargoniums (E. J.).—A. foot run is

merely a foot in length, such as a rod, line, or string, the foot being

aimplyl2 inches in length. A foot superficial is a square foot—that is,

144 square inches. This is generally used for meaanring most surfaces,

multiplying length and breadth into each other. Many sorts of work
are measured by the square of lOJ feet. Solid measure takes cognisance
of depth as well aa lenjith and breadth: thus a solid foot will contain

1728 cubic inches, being 144 inches multiplied by 12 inches. The funnel-

shape has been more or less used in conical-boilers. We have not noticed

the seeding of shy-seeding Pelargoniums this year in the open air, but it

may be partly owing to the peculiar season in your fine climate in the

Isle of Wight.

Ferns Infested with Insects (An Old Subscriber).—The Scolopen-

drium and Aspleninm fronds are infested with thrips. There is but one
remedy—fumigate the house or case they are in with tobacco, when the

fronds are dry. Choose a calm evening, and shut up closely, so as to

retain the smoke about the plants as long as possible. The smoke should
be so dense that it will be impossible to see the plants from the outside.
Keep close and moist the following day, and repeat the fumigation the
next night but one, and whenever an insect is seen. The plants have
been kept much too dry and warm. Keep them cooler and moister. Pick
ofi'the fronds worst affected, and burn them. You will destroy in that
way many insects in the egg state. Much may be done by drawing a wet
sponge along the back of the fronds, or where the insects prey.

Names of Plants (W. 0., Didsburn).—!, Adiantum capillus-Veneris

;

2, Microlepia novie-zrelandise ; 8, Adiantum hispid ulum ; 4, Caladium
argjTites. {A Subscriber).—Olearia argophylla. Propagate it by cuttings
in spring or summer. (R. 3fai(Ian/i |,~Sterculia rupestris. [P. T. 0.).—
Both varieties of Salvia Horminum. (J. Taijlor).—We cannot name
florists' varieties such as your Begonia. What you call a Moss is Selagi-
nella denticulata. {A'. G.).—The tree is Salisburia adiantifolia, or Maiden-
hair tree {T.).—Spiraea arifefolia. {Qranf^ejidd).—^, Aspidium capense ;

1, Asplenium furcatum. {A. L. O. F.).—Nos. 1 and 2 are insufficient to
determine clearly ; No. 1 might be Cystopteris fragilis, and 2 a Nephro-
dium ; No. 3 is Campyloneuron lucidnm ; and 4, Selapinella Kraussiana
(S. hortensis). [Devon).—Mentha gentiUs variegata ; 6, Mesembryanthe-
mum violaceum. [S. J.).—3, Polypodium membrauaceum ; 4, StapeUa,
corolla had been lost, calyx and pistil only remaining; 5, Erica, probably
E. pedunculata; 6, Gesnera discolor. (Devon).—1, Rhodochiton volubile;

2, Gnaphalium antennaria ; 4, Spirrea callosa, also called S. Fortunei

;

5, Centaurea depressa. (2*. L.).—Bromus racemosus. (H.J.).—1, Dief-
fenbachia seguina; 2, Microsorum iridioides. (G-uilielmus).—Ajuga rep-
tans alba. iE. H. IF.).—1, Eriophorum polystachyum. (Bournemouth).—
2, Leycesteria forraosa. (New Forefit).—1, Bignonia grandiflora; 2, Ery-
thrsea Centaurium. (Georgiana).—Senecio viscidus. (A. Y.).—Galium
verum. We fear you would not be able to obtain anything of value by
hybridising this plant.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending August 10th.

Date.
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throngb the fiogere, then hollov oat the centre, poar in
rapidly boiling witer, stir all tbe time with a trowel, knead to

the consistence of a tbick crambl; paste wbich I press into
lamps of tbe size of a cricket ball, and feed. I commence with
my joanp ntock abont (jam. I am a great stickler for cleanli-

ness, and I take every precaution that tbe pan is tboronghly
scalded oat after eacb making.
In Mr. Dear's proRpectas be claims that tbe loss cf birds

reared on bis " Food " does not exceed five per cent. My loss

this year has not been 3J per cent., and tbese were mostly in
Jannary and Febrnary. My bonest opinion is tbat Dear's food
gives strength to early-batched chickens ; tuey prow fast on it,

their beads and faces are of a rich red. and as far as condition
and plnmage are concerned I would wish for nothing better. I
think it is a great help to birds in the moult.

I saw in your number of July 1.5th, an opinion expressed
tbat the plague of feather-eating fowls now so prevalent " is

principally to be attributed to artificial feeding.' My opinion
is tbat if every breeder used Dear's food prepared on the system
I have mentioned, bad bis poultry kept clean, and gave pure
water placed in the shade, not allowed to heat in tbe eun, we
should bear much less about it.

—

Fredk. Wkagg, Stoke Park,
Ipswich.

ALLERTON POULTRY SHOW.
The fifth Show of the Allerton Agricnltnral Association was held

on the 7th inst. The show of Poultry, Pigeons, ifcc, was very extensive,
thongh the Society is comparatively young. Every year from its

establiehment there has been an augmentation of the prize list, and
the good management of tho birds while in the hands of the Com-
mittee has so gained the confidence of tho exhibitors, that some of the
best birds in the country are shown, many of them being sent from
great distances.

In the poultry section, the single Game cocks were first, and the first-

prize Black Ked was nearly perfect ; and tbe same may be said of
the first-prize Silver-spangled Htmiburglis. Adult Cochins showed
to advantage, but Spanish did not look so well. Considering the
season the Ilav^mrghs were good and in fair condition, and the cup
went to the most perfect pen of Golden-spangled we have seen for
some time. Many of the Game were in bad feather, though there
were several excellent pens.

In young poultry the first-prize SpatiUh were most beautiful in face
and drop, and the first and second Oochin-'i were also good ; but, ere
long, these two pens will change places, as the birds in the latter

pen are the most beantiful in colour we remember, though wanting
the size of the first. In /Jatnlntr/ihs, the Silver-spangled and Pencilled
were very good, especially the pullets in the latter. The Game were
not equal to those shown last year ; though this remark does net
apply to their numbers. The Game Vantamn were good, and the cup
was given to an excellent pen of Black Reds ; but the Bantams in the
" Variety class " were poor.

Some excellent Ayleshnry, Rouen, and Teal Duels were shown.
Tbe Pigeems were a great feature of the Show, and wore of special

interest to the visitors. Of Pouters there were bnt two entries, but the
Carriers were more nnmerons. In the Short-faced Tumblers, the first

were Almonds of special quabty of head and well broken in the
feather. Among the Lone-faced Tumblers, the first prize went to a
very neat pair of Blue Balds ; the second to perfect Red Mottles ; and
tbe third to Yellow Mottles, wbich lost only in size, being a little

coarser than the rest. The first-prize Owls were White foreign, and
tbe second Blue English. The Turbits were the strongest class of the
Show, there being twenty-one entries, and though there were birds of
great beauty, there was not a perfect pair in tbe lot. Those birds
which had the most beantiful characteristics of the Torbit head, were
deficient in colour, and those that were roost perfect in colour were a
little fonl-thiRhed. Five prizes were awarded in this class, and were
given as follows :—First. Blues ; second. Reds ; third, Yellows ; fourth,
Reds : fifth. Yellows. The Jacobins were a good class, and the prizes
were all carried o£f by Reds. FantaUs were of high quality, and the
tails of immense size. Of Barbs, tho first and second were capital
Blacks sent from Sussex ; and the third, Y'ellows. Of Dragoons,
there were seventeen entries, and most of them were noticed. Tho
first-prize Reds were a grand pair. Tmmpeters were larpe. well-
featbercd, with excellent roses; Blacks bein<; first; Fnwn-colonred
Splashes second

; and Black Mottles third. It would be impossible to
improve upon the prize-winner.-; in Nuns as regards cither quabty or
condition. That most reprehensible practice of showing two cocks as
a " pair," seems to have become quite common of late, and in conse-
quence several suspicions-looking '• pairs " were passed over un-
noticed in the previous classes ; but in tbat for Antwerps, two birds
were exhibited in one pen which were most certainly both male birds,
and so palpable was this that it admitted of no excuse whatever. The
winn ing Mappies were Red, Yellow, and Black, all three pens being
nearly perfect in all points. Archangels were not good. This beauti-
ful variety of Toys seems to be degenerating rapidly. In the '" Variety
class.

" Red Swallows were first, German Ice second, and Black
Swallows third, all being first-class.

For Rabbits there were bnt two claascs ; the first prize pair of Lop-
ears measared eacb -Ij inches in width, and one 21^ inches and tAe
other 21 inches in leuKtb ; the second, which wer« not in good con-
dition. 4f inches and 4^ inches in width, with 21 incht-s and '20^ inches
in leii^h

; the third 4J inches and 4 1 inches, and 20} inches and
2(1 inches in length, bnt not at all matched in colour. In tlie

" Variety class." the first were very good Chinchillas ; the second ft

beautifullj-markod pair of common Black and White ; tho third pure
White Angora.

SreoLK Cocis.—CiiiK.—Cnp, 1. and 2, J. Settle. MinninKbam. 8, W.
Fell, Ailwalton. Bamburgh.—l, H. Bridon. Goitiitock, Blnnlev. S, A.
Driver, Morton Banks. 8. W. Clayton, Morton Banks, c, H. Pickles, jon.,
Earbv. /Janiam.-l, W. F. EnlwWc, Leedf. 2, J. Crosland, Wakefield.
3, J. Walker, HiUifax.
SpAN-mn iBlack).—1 and 2, H. Beldan. 3, 1. Thresh, Bradford.
CocniN-CBixi.— 1 .md 2. W. A. Taylor, Manebestor. 3, C. Sedgwick,

RyddUsden Hall, c, H. B.ldon.
HAMBOaoB l»iilverpencillcdl.—1 and 2. H. Beldon. 3, H. Pickles, jon.
HAMBuaoB (SiWor-spangled).—1 and 8, U. Beldon. 2, W. A. Taylor.

e, H. Pickles, jon.
HAHBOaon (Golden pencilled).—! and 8, H. Beldon. 2, H.Picktei, jon.
Bambobgh ((iolden-spaneledi.—Cnpand 1. H. Keldon. 2, B. Pickles,

jnn. 3. 8. & R. Ashton, MottrAm. c. J. BoUinson. Liodley.
HAHanaoB (Black).—1, C. Sedgwick. 2, W. H. Ulingwortb, Idle. 3, J.

Smith, Gilstead. c, H. Beldon.
PuLAHD—1 and 2, II. Beldon.
DoBziNG.— 1. J. Stott. Healer. Rochdale. 2, J. Walker, Enaresboroagh.

3, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliflm, Wcntworth Woodhonse.
Game (Red).—I, E. Aykroyd, Bradlord. 2, H. Jowett, Idle j E. Heming-

way, Shelf.
Game (Any other variety).—1, G. Noble. StiinclifTe, Batley. 2, W. Fell

;

H. Jowett. e, 3. Sunderland, Colev Hall, Halifax.
SiKGLK Oamk Hess.-1, H. Beaiiland. Bradford. 2, E. Aykroyd. 8, T.

Bottomlev, Shelf, Halifax, e, J. Smith, Allerton.
Game Bantam.—1, W. F. Entwisle. 2, J. Crosland, Wakefield. S.MlSS

E. Charlton, Bradlord.
Bantam (Any other varietv).—1. H. Beldon. 2, W. Brotherlon, Idle.

8, H. Pickles, c, S. H. Stott, "Rochdale.
Any Vabietv not pbeviocsly mentioned.—1, E. Leech, Rochdale.

2, B. Loft. Woodmansey, Beverley. 3, Hon. H. W. FitiwiUiam, c, C.
Layland, Morris Brook.

CHICKENS.
Spanish (Black).—1, H. Beldon. 2, W. & F. Pickard, Tbomer, LaaAa.

3, J. Berry, Silsden.
CocoinCbixa.—1 and 2, C. Sedgwick. 3 and i-, W. A. Taylor.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—1 and c, J. Ti'alker. Knaresborongh.

2, H. Beldon. 3. H. Pickles, jun.
HA.1IB0BGH (Silrer-spancled).— I, H. Beldon. 2, Aahton & Booth,

Mottram. S and c, W. Bairstow.
Hambdkoh ! Golden-pencilled).—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Sugden, Thornton.

8, G. J. Taylor, HuJdorsflcld. i:, J. Walker.
Eambdegh iGoldenspaneled).—1, T. Walker, Denton. 2, W. I>river,

Keighley. o, J. Mnr^jatrovd, Idle.
HAMErRoB (Black).—l.C.Sedqwick. 2. .T. Cockroll. HawkcUffe. 3, T.

Hanson, Thwaites Bnnk. c. C. Sedswick : E. Baiter. Idle.

Poland.—1 and 3, H. Beldon. 2, J. Bowk«r. EeiKblov.
DoEKlXG —1, J. Walker. 2, T. Briden, Earbv. 8. J. 'Stott. Hea'ev.
Game (Red).—1, H. Jowett. 2, J. Pearson, Allerton. 3, W. .lot-nso'n. Idle
Game.-Cocterfl—1, H. Jowett. 2, H. Hatton, Cleckbeaton. 3. T.

Dyson, Halifax. PulUt—l and 3, J. Carlisle, Earby, Skipton. 2, J. Hird,
Bingley. c, W. Johnson, Idle ; J. W. Thompson, Southowram.
Game (Any other variety).—1, L. Wimwood, Worcester. 2, J. W.

Thompson. 3, J. Fell, Adwalton.
Game Bantams.-1 and Cup, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds. 2, J. Crosland,

Wakefield. 3, G. Noble, Staincliffe.

Bantams (Any other variety).—!, W. A. Taylor. 2, H. Beldon. S, S.

Shackleton, Keighley.

Selu in Class.-1, J. Smith, Allerton. 2, J. Eowker, Keighley. 3, n.
Beldon.
DOOES.—Boufn.-!, E. Leech, Pu)chd«le. 2. W. Bontley. Allerton. 8, 8.

H. Stott, Rochdale. Anii other rarieli/.—l, E. Leech. 2. A. 4 J. Trickold,
Waterfoot. 3. W. Greaves, Bradford. DuckUnos (Any variety).— !, E.
Leech. 2, C. Sedgwick. 3, J. Wilson, Famhill.

PIGEONS.
A Pilver Cup, value three Guineas, as an extra prize, privnn by Mr.

Beldon. to the exhibitor who received the most value in prizes.—E.
Homer. Horewood.
PocTEBs OB CaorPERS.-! and 2, E. Homer. Harewood.
Carriers.—1,.I. Hawley, Bingley. 2, E. Homer. 3, A. Smith, SUpton.

he, J. Thompson. Bingley.
Tumblers (Short-laced). — I, J. Fielding, Rochdale. 2, 3, and he, J.

Hawley.
Tumblers (Any other varietv).—!, W. Lund, Shipley. 2 and e, J.

Hawley. 8, E. Homer, he, W. Lnnd ; W. Shelton : J. Hawley.
Owls.—1, J. Fielding. 2, T. Eggleston, Halifax. 3, J. Hawley.
Turbits.-!, R. Wilson, Thirsk. 2, W. Green, B.eighley. P, J. Hawley.

4, E. Horner. &, J. T. Lisbman, Girlington. he, 3. Holden. Wibsey; W.
Lund. Shipley ; H. Yardley, Birmingham ; J. Booth, Allerton ; R. Wilson.

e, J. T. Li^hman ; E. Homer.
Jacobins.—1, J. Thompson. 2,J.nnwIey. 8, E. Homer, (le, J. Hawley;

E. Homer, c, 3. Thompson ; J. T. Lishman ; T. Eggleston.
Fantails.- 1, J. T. Ijshman. 2 and /i<-, J. Hawley. 3, E. Homer. e,S.

A. Willie, Surrey.
Baeps.—1 and 2, J. H. Ivimy, Grinstead, Sussex. 3, J. Fielding, jon.

he, J. Fielding, jun. ; J. Hawley ; E: Homer, c, H. Vardley ; E. Homer.
Dbagoons.— I, J. Thompson. 2. H. Yardley. 3, J. H^wliy. he, J.

Greenwood, Queenebury ; H. Yardley; A. Smith, Skipton; E. Homer; T.
Forrest, Bradford, e, 3. Cnndale, Ripon; J. Thompson; K. Wilson,
Thirsk ; H. Hanson, Manningham.
Tbumpeiebs.—I, E. Homer. 2 and 3, J. Hawley. *c, J. Cnndale; J.

Thompson ; J. Hawley ; E. Horner.
Nuns.—! and 2, W. Crolt, Killing Hall, Bipon. 3, J. T. Liahmon. kc, £.

Homer.
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Aktwebps—1, J. T. Lishman. 2, E. Homer. 8, W. Lnnd, Shipley.

tic, W. Land ; J. Hawley.
Magpies.—1, J. T. Lishman. 2, E. Homer. 3, M.Wood, fcc, J. Hawley

;

E. Homer, c, J. T. Liphman.
Akchascels.— 1, H. Yardlev. 2, J. Booth. 3, S. Smith; he, S. & R.

Ashton ; H. Yardley ; J. Booth ; R. Wilson.
Ant OTITER Vaeiety.—1,E. Homer, a, S. A. Wyllie. S, J. T. Lishman.

l:c, H. Yardley ; E. Homer.

Rabbits.—ion(i-farc(( —1, C. Gravel, jmi., Doncaster. 2, A. H. Easteni
Hull. 3, A. Crossley. Halifax, he, R. Leonard. Bradford : J. T. Redman,
Bingley: Master T. H. Gresham. Bradford. Any other Variety.—I, J. R.

Jessop, HulL 2, A. Preston. 3, T. Mitchell, he. Miss Beldon ; J. R.

Jessop, Hall, c, A. H. Easten ; C. Gravel.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. James Dison. North Park, Clayton, near

Bradford ; Mr. Richard Teebay, Fnlwood, Preston. PigeoTis and
DabUts: Mr. E. Hntton, Padsey.

Spennymoor. Cliickem.—l, W. Hall, Morpeth. 3, W. Whitfleld. Hetten
(Golden-pencilled).—1, J. Wilson, Spenoymoor. 2, F. Elston, Schofield,

Morpeth. anckens.—\, J. Webster. Whitby. 2, W. Hall, Morpeth. (Golden-
spangled).— 2, W. Whitheld. Chiekem.—l, R. Moore. 2, W. Whitfleld.
(Silver-spangled).—1, W. Severs. Bedale. 2, R. Moore. Chiekeiu.—1, D,
Cheyne, Cowpen Lane. 2, C. Armstrons, Bibside.
Gaue (Any variety).—1, J. Grainger, Castle Eden. 2, J. Wilson.

Cfnekens.—1, J. Wilson.
G-iME Bantams.—1 and 2, J. Wilson. Chiekens.—1, J. Wilson.
Ducks (Rouen).—1, R. Hawkins. Dueklinqi.—1, R. Hawkins. (Ayles-

Lury).—1, R. Moore. Durtiiniu.—1, W. J. Wilton.
Ant Vabiett.—1, Mrs. Burdon (Hoadans). 2 W. J. Wilton.
Pigeons.— Carriers. - 1, J. Wilson. 2, J. G. Hodgson. Tumblers.

(Almond).—1, J. Richardson. Tumblers (Any variety).—1, J. Richardson.
Fantails.—1,J. Richardson. Trumjieters.—1, J. Richardsnn. Jacobins.—
2. J. Richardson. Turbits.—1,J. Richardson. Owls.—1, J. T. Coombes,
Hartlepool. Pouters.—2, J. Richardson.

MORLEY POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 6th inst. in conjunction with that of the Morlej

Agricuitaral Society. For several years this Society has had to con-

tend with anfavonrable weather on its show day ; bat for once it was
fine. Owing to another exhibition being held in the neighboarhood
aboat the same time, and many supposing the Morley Show to be of

two days' duration, the entries were not so numerous as might have
been expected, but it is to be hoped that for the fntnre the date will

be so arranged as not to clash with other shows. Every attention was
bestowed on the poultry, and the exhibitors were dealt with in a con-

Biderate manner.
S/taniah were a little out of feather, but the Cocldiu, were much

better, and the cup for that section was awarded in the latter class.

The BraJiiiuis were also well shown. Of Garni' there were twenty-four

entries, and the cup was awarded to Brown Keds. There was also one

excellent pen of Red Piles, and a neat Brown Red hen in the single

hen class. The Hamburglis were mostly good, but the most noteworthy

was a pen of Golden-spangled, to which the cup was given. The
winning Bantarm only were of note, and these were very good.

Of aquatic birds, the Geese were large, and the Ronen and Ayles-

bury Dicel^s almost perfect. The cup was awarded to the Rouens.
The Pigeons were good throughout, and in high condition and feather.

Spanish.—1 and he, H. Beldon, Goitstock. 2, J. Gomall, LittleHorton.
c, G. H. Walker, Slaitbwaite.
Dobkings.—1, J. White, Warlaby. 2, H. Beldon.
Cochin-China.—1 and Cup, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. 2, J, White,

Whitley, Netherton, Wakefield, vhc and he, C. Sidgwick.Keighley.
Brahua Pootea.—1, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, C. Layland, Morris

Brook, Warrington.
Game (Black-breasted Redsl.—1, J. Fell. Adwalton. 2, G. Noble, Stain-

cliffe, Batley. (Brown-breasted or other Reds).—1, E. Ackroyd, Bradford.
2, H. Jowett, Idle. (Dackwings or other Greys and Blues).—1, H. Jowett.
2, J. Fell, he, G Noble, c. A.. Haigh, Morlev. (Anv other variety).

—

1, H. C. & W. J. Mason, Drighlington. 2, R. Toi-ner (Piles). Coek i Any
variety).—1, H. Jowett. 2, H. Beanland. Bradford. 3. W. Fell. 4, H. C.
and W. J. Mason. Drighlington Hen (Anv varietv).—1 and he, H. Bean-
land. 2, A. Haigh. Morley. vhe, H. C. 4 W. J. Mason, e, E. Ackroyd.
Hambubgbs (Golden-spangledl—1 and Cap, H. Beldon. 2, S. & R.

i

Ashton, Mottram. he, J. RoUinson, Lindley, near Otley. e, J. Pickles,
Slaithwaite. (Silver-spangled)-—1, H. Beldon. 2, W. Bairstow, Fearn-
cUff, Bingley. he, H. Beldon ; W. Bairstow ; Ashton & Booth, Mottram.
(Golden-pencilled).—1, S. Smith. Northowram. 2 and he, H. Beldr^n.

c, E. Moore, Cottinglev. (Silver-penciiled).—1 and 2, H. Beldon. (Black).
—1, C. Sidgwick. 2, H. Beldon.
Any Breed not Previously Mentioned.—1. H. Beldon (Polands).

2, J. S. Senior. Dewsbarv (Polandsl. e,T Sparr, King's Lynn.
Bantams.-1, G. Noble. 2 and he, D. Render. (Black),—!, T. C.

Harrison, Hull. 2. S. & R. Ashton. he, H. Beldon. (Any other variety).
—1, T. C. Harrison. 2 S. & R. Ashton.
Selung Class.—1. H. Jowitt. 2, H. Beldon.
Geese (Anv variety).—!, S. H. >tott. 2, J. White, Whitley, Netherton.
Ducks.—iiou€ii.—l and Cup, E. Leech. 2, S. H. Stott. he, J. White.

Aylesbury.—1 and 2, E. Leech, he, S. H. Stott. Any other Variety.—1. W.
Greaves, Bradford. 2 and he, T. C. Harrison, c, S. & R. Ashton (Teal
Ducks).
Pigeons.—Carriers.—1, J. Hawley, Bingley. 2 and he, E. Homer, Hare-

wood. c,H. Yardley, Birmingham. Owls.—I. J. Hawley. 2. T. Egcleston.
Turbits.—1 and he, E. H^roer. 2, H. Yardley. Barbs.—1, J. Hawlev.
2 and ;ic, E. Homer. rumlZfr«.—l, J. Hawley. 2, H. Yardley. Fantails.—
1, J. Hawley. 2, E. Homer, /.c, H. Y'ardlev. Pouterg.-l and 2, E. Horner.
Kiins.—l, H. Yardlev. Jaeobinn —1. E ilorner, 2. J. Hawley. he, T.
Eggle5ton; R. Fleming, Hall; E. Homer. Trumpeters.—1 and he, E.
Homer. 2, J. Hawley. Any other Tariety.-l, E. Homer. 2, S. & K.
Ashton. ftc, J. Hawley.

The Judges were Mr. E. Hutton, Padsey, and Mr. Henry Mitchel
Hipperholme.

CASTLE EDEN POULTRY SHO^V.
This was held at West Hartlepool on the 3rd inst. Of Spanish the

first-prize pen was excellent ; Dorkings, CocJiiits, Brahmaa, and Ham-
burghs were also good.

Spahish.— 1, S. Lee, Northallerton. 2, T. E. Pyman, Hartlepool.
Dobkings.-1, R. Hawkins, Seaham. Chickens.—1, Miss Procter, Thros-

ten. 2, Mrs. Burden, CisMeE len.

COCHISS.-1 and 2, G. H. Procter, Durham. Chickcns.—l and 2, G. H.
Procter.
BttAHJiA.—1, J. W. Wilton, Ryhope. 2, R. Moore, Hettcn-le-Hole.
Hambueghs (Silver).—I, W. Whitfield, Spennymoor. 2, J. Wilson,

RED MITES ON CANARIES.
[Me. Blakston has obliged us with the following, in reply to

the queries of " C. A. J.," " E. B.," and other correspondents.]

I HATE been wondering much that an earlier dale than Au-
gust 6th has not brought complaints of the annoyance caused

by the presence of the red mite or bug, or by whatever name
the parasite infesting Canaries, their cages and nest boxes, may
be called. I know well that silence on the matter implies, in

the great majority of instances, ignorance of their presence,

just as I have known a gardener congratulate himself early in

the spring on his currants being free from caterpillars, while

his neighbour wisely spent an hour morning and night in

hunting for them, when so tiny as to be scarcely visible, yet

still quite large enough to play havoc with the opening buds.

The result in the one case was a crop of fruit, in the other a

visitation as dire as a plague of locusts. I could mention many
an instance where the not-unusual query among Canary breedere,

"Much troubled with vermin this year?" has met with the

response, "'Vermin! I haven't any; not such a thing in my
place." And so things go on. Apparently there are none, till

some day after a little extra bustle attendant upon some neces-

sary attention to a cage, the man who " hasn't such a thing in

his place," feels something tickling the back of his hand, ditto

underneath his shirt collar, notices two or three little gentle-

men in red livery taking their walks abroad on his shirt sleeve,

and a colony of emigrants with a settling turn of mind already

taking possession of the gathers and fold.a, with the evident

intention of squatting there ; and then he arrives at the con-

clusion that he has some of these pests of the Canary room,
and begins a search. He moves a cage a little way from the

wall, and stands aghast ! The place ia alive with them. He
gently lifts a second cage from off the top of another, and finds

that at every point of contact there is a fine, healthy, thriving

settlement, numbering its thousands ; begins to think of in-

stituting a thorough examination, and finds every crack and
crevice tenanted, the joints of the very seed boxes all occupied,

the top and bottom of the cage doors, where they fit tolerably

closely, all covered, and even the little wire holes in the front

cross-bar, where they are not filled up to their entire depth

with the wire, closely packed with the little rascals like bats in

a hollow tree. An inspection of the nest boxes reveals a state

of things perfectly alarming, and the wonder is how the young
birds have survived the attacks of the countless legions of

thirsty vampires whose aggregate bulk almost equals their

own. This is no exaggerated statement. The delay of a day

or two in changing a nest will often demonstrate forcibly the

extraordinary fecundity of these little parasites.

In my opinion plenty of fresh air and extreme cleanliness

are the best preventives. The mites do not appear very early

in the season, and I think that the experience of most breeders

will endorse the fact that they come in with the hot weather.

I must confess that I have not studied very thoroughly the

natural history of this " Cimex canariensis." I am more apt

to crush a few against the back of a cage, or to throw an in-

fested nest into boiling water, than to examine very critically

into all the 2^'>''>s ^^^ '^otts of their existence, or to solve the

question asked about the flies, "Where they all cjme from,

and where they all go to ?" Bat I lean to the theory that they

require an unduly heated state of the bird's body and the sur-

rounding atmosphere to develope them, and that by keeping

these conditions in check by cooling diet, free use of the bath,

and plenty of ventilation, supplemented by careful search for

them, anything like annoyance from them can easily be pre-

vented. The first place where fhey show themselves, is in the

nest, underneath the material next the box, whether it be of

tin, wood, or earthenware, oJ which more by-and-by. They
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seem to travel through or over every kind of lining material

whatever, till they come to some resietiog enbstance, when
they atop and rapidly accumnlate. To prevent this congrc-

gdting ill the nest in snch disagreeable proximity to the eitting

hen and young birds, many contrivances have been adopted,

all of more or less merit, such as tin nests with only two nar-

row strips placed crosswise for a bottom, or a neet of perforated

zinc, or, better still, of woven wirework, which, however, should

be BuOicicntly open to prevent the hen being caught by her
claw, in which case she is very likely to injure herself in her
endeavours to sot herself fiee. But the must effective contri-

vance I have seen, and one which I am assured answers its

purpose well, is to use nest boxes of earthenware. We can
procure a very elegant article of the kind at any of our pot-

teries, made either glazed or otherwise. This is lined with a
thick felt, which can be had of any respectable saddler and
harness-maker, and is used by them, I believe, in lining

saddles. There are two kinds—one white, and the other brown
or black. The former is of tie softer quality, and costs about
2s. a-pound. I prefer the latter, which is somewhat cheaper,
is harder, and not so easily pulled to pieces, while the bird

soon works it up to a soft surface with her feet. It is too thick
to be used entire, but can be pulled into two pieces without
difficulty. The secret lies in lining the nest box, which is

done by mixing a little plaster of Paris to the consistency of

cream in the earthenware box, and then pressing the felt into
it. By this means it becomes so intimately connected with the
sides of the box, that any lodgement on the part of the insects
is impossible, unless it be immediately round the edges, which
can be prevented by a little extra care in putting in the felt.

This method has been adopted by one of the most successful
breeders in the north, and, he assures me, with complete suc-
cess. The vermin must then be looked for elsewhere, and will

usually be seen at the back of the nest, or between the ends of

the perches and the back of the cage, from which places they
can very easily be dislodged, and their rapid increase be ma-
terially, if not altogether checked. Oil, sulphur, and the
thousand-and-one recipes prescribed for their extermination
are very well at certain stages, but with these insects, as with

]

other nuisances, " prevention is better than cure." I could
fill this week's Journal with certain preventives, among which
is mint. Said a friend to me, "I've found it!" "What'?"
And then came a subdued whisper, " Mint I" Next time we met
I asked him, " How about the mint ?" All he said was. " They
fatten on it I" The best, however, is too good to be omitted,
if you have another inch of space to spare. A breeder, who
speaks the true vernacular of this district, says, " I've getten a
trap for them ; there's nout like a trap. They're lamed little

jockeys is them rid spiders. I put one of our Billy's bulks, a
Latin bulk, a top of one of my cages, and next mornin it was
swa-armin ! The cliver little jockeys had all getten intiv our
Billy's Latin bulk to lam Latin, and when I put my foot on't,

and gi'ed them a bit squeeze, man, believe me I squeezed out
above a gill of blood !"—W. A. Blakstox.

REMOVING BEES IN HOT WEATHER.
A SHOKT time since, thinking the honey harvest in my neigh-

bourhood at an end, I removed four strong hybrid Ligurian
Woodbury hives, each having a super partly filled, to the
heather. Before doing so I lifted the adapting boards and the
covers of the supers, breaking the sealing of the bees to admit
air. Tobacco smoke was used to drive into their hives the dis-
turbed bees which crowded the entrances, and the openings were
then closed with perforated zinc. Thus prepared they were I

taken in a spring cart a distance of fourteen miles to the heath,
slowly during the night. The last three miles of the road were
very rough indeed. My gardener on his return reported that
he feared all the hives had been suffocated, but the very wet
morning had prevented his opening any before leaving the
stand. Eeturning the first fine day he found the best hive
quite dead ; two others, each with very few bees living, had
formed royal cells ; the fourth equally weak, and forming no
royal cells. In each case more than three-fourths of the combs
had fallen out from the frames. Having fastened these, he
left them to their fate with little hope.

I have since visited the stand and find a great improvement.
Young queens have been hatched in two hives, and in the third
the old queen is alive and doing well. Many combs, however,
are full of sealed brood with sunken covers, very dark, and
having much the appearance of foul brood when opened. The

cells contain either dead bees or decaying grabs, which present
a dark, watery, and very unpleasant appearance. I venture to

ask if, under the circumstances, foni brood is likely to occnr.

If not, will the bees remove the dead brood of which I have
spoken ? And how are strong supered hives at this season beet
prepared for removal and taken long distances by road to the
moors ?—B.

II
When stocks are so strong and crowded with bees as yonrs

appear to have been, the risk of removal duiing warm weather
is very great indeed. Yon should have taken off the supers,

and tacked down on every hive a square of perforated zinc in

place of the top board, deepening it at the same time by the
insertion of an empty hive (from which the frames and crown
and floor boards had been removed), between it and the floor

board. If prepared in this way, and with proper fastenings to

prevent shifting, all would probably have reached the moors in

safety. We do not fancy that foul brood will ensue, but it

seems almost a doubtful case ; and we should, therefore, advise

yon to send one of the combs containing dead brood to Mr.
Woodbniy, Mount Eadford, Exeter, for his opinion.]

FOUL BROOD AND THE THEORIES OF
PREUSS AND I.AMBRECHT.

The Lamhrecht theory appears to meet with but little favour
in Germany. In the last number of the " Bte Journal " Herr
Klein, of Tambuchshof, denounces it as utterly delusive, in
which opinion he is confirmed by Dzierzon, the Baron von
Berlepsch, and Giinther.

On the other hand, the Baroness von Berlepsch, in a private
letter just received, specially directs my attention to an " im-
portant article " in the same paper, from Dr. Preuss, supporting
and developing bis mycolceical theory, and begs that I will

translate it into English. Unfortunately the learned doctor's

article is somewhat lengthy ; but as the Baroness states that
both her husband and Dzierzon " stand to his colours," I

will endeavour to get it turned into Enplisb, and hope to be
able to submit it to the readers of "our Journal."—A Devon-
shire Bee- KEEPER.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Parasites on Foivlb (F. J. H'.).—Continnc tho oil, «nd i( it tail pnt

some cnmphor ointment at tbe back of the bpad, on the hnckbone. and
under the winfTS. It is a certain cure. Yonrrhickpne mast Imve Buffered
much before they became in the state you mention. A recurrence may
be prevented by supplying tbem with plenty of road prit or wood nghefl,
mixed with one-quarter of black sulphur. They dust in this, and it pre-
vents parasites.

Canaries FLrcKiNo Each Other IE. S. Potkinghome).~'^oaug Ca-
naries frequently do this. There is no care except caging separately,
then the feathers will speedily grow again.

Tumbler Pigeons (7rfcm).—Let out your Tumblers fasting on a fine
mominp. Shout at them, and wave a flag lied to a long atick. If too fat
they will not care to By ; indeed naturally Tumblers only seem to wish to
fly occasionally, in certain states of the atmo'^pbere, when rooks and other
birds like to dash about on the wing. No Tumblers tumble until they
are adult birds. Do not take them away from home, as yon may lose
them. We have had birds of our own that after six weeks' confinement
flew very high and kept up a long time. All 'lumhlera do not tumt)1e.
Those with feathers on their lef:s invariably do, but then they are the
woret'Shapetl birds. The carser bred the better they tumble; the more
beautiful the shape the less likely are they, but we have oxceptiona among
the latter. Black Balds usually tumble well.

Hives ^vtth Combs (C G.).—It is a very great assistance to a swarm
of bees to be placed in a hive either wholly or partially tilled with combs,
provided always that the former tenants have died of starvation, not of
disease.
Moths in a Hive ( H'. P. P).— If the hive be a moveable-comb one, the

combs can readily be lifted ont and the moth larT.T destroyed. If the
combs be fixed, we see nothing for it but to expel the bees by driving, nnite
them to the next stock, destroy tho moths and their larva?, and appro-
priate the remaining contents of the hive.
Silkworms.—"A Seamstress" wishes to know where she could dispose

of the silk prednced by her silkworms, and whether the skeins of silk need
be of any particular size '.*

Maltese Dog {J. V.).—You have no remedy ; or rather, the cost of
recovering the 50s. would be more than that amount. We cannot onder-
t,tand how anyone can buy an animal they never saw.
Goat Manacjement lUnrrnrd}.—We know of no book upon the subject.

The following was communicated to this Journal some years since ;

—

" Feed them as you would ft cow or sheep : milk them at regular times,
and strip them dry. They will eat almost any kind of fond. Mine was a
commou Irish (ioat, cost 21*., and gave three pints of milk at a meal. Tie
them up while milking, and milk from behind the leg. Tbey are subject
to lice ; a little oil rubbed on the back is all that is required to remove the
vermin. We believe one obstacle in the way of Goat-keeping is the need
of keeping a buck Goat as well as milch Goats. If several persons kept
Goats in one vicinity, tbe fragrant gentleman in question might be joint-
stock."
Colouring Wine.—"Winepress" wishes to be toldhowmuch cochineal

he must use to colour ten gallons of gooseberry wine, so as to give it tho
rosy tint of champagne.
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From observations taken near London during the last forty-two years, the average day temperature of the weeli is 72 6- ; and its night

temperatnre ^.2", The greatest heat was 89', on the 25tb, 1859 ; and the lowest cold 82°, on the 21st, 1850. The greatest fall of rain was

0.96 inch.

POTATO FAILURE—PRODUCE IN CORNWALL.

osj;*—«aia EVERAL correspondents have written in the

^T^^^^ Journal upon the Potato failure of this sea-

irw,^^^^^ son, anil however they may have ditfered

npon the speculative question of tlie causes,

they are unanimous as to the character of it.

To add to the facts already recorded on this

point, it may be of service to your readers to

know that throughout the western part of tlie

county of Cornwall the same irregularity of

growth has occurred.

This, however, was not the case with the early crop, that

planted all along the soutliern skirting of the county, the

Mount's B.iy district more particularly, in .January, and
wliich in April commences to tiud its way to the London
and other markets, where costly rarities have an outlet

;

but it was found in the second crop—that planted about

the second or third week in March. This year, owing to

the unusually severe frost which visited us about the 14th

of March, nearly the whole of what looked one of the

most promising early crops ever grown in the west was
destroyed. One grower alone computed his loss to he

nearly .£2000. The second crop was put in shortly after

this frost, its usual time being about the thu-d week in

March.
In my own experience (having experimented on an acre

of ground), in tlie first week in January I planted Rivers's

Royal Asiileaf, Hyatt's Prolific, Johnson's Kidney, Devon-
shire Kidney, Flukes, and two sorts of Kidneys of local

celebrity as early sorts ; these all flourished to perfection

until cut down by the frost referred to. I found numbers
of tubers had formed from 1 to li inch long. The second

crop was of the same kind, taken from the same stock of

selected tubers which had been sprouted with all the

precautions recommended by careful growers, saved the

same time, and throughout shared precisely the same
treatment as the sets of the tirst crop ; nevertheless, whilst

the first crop had no break in it and grew luxuriantly, the

second had many and long gaps in the rows, and the

haulms that showed themselves were stubborn, ungenerous-

looking fellows, totally unlike their fraternity of the first

planting. Nothing could exceed the vigour of the shoots

at the time of pUrnting; the conditions of aspect and soil

were the same, both were planted in ground sloping to the

south and naturally of a dry character.

Observation and inquiry lead me to regard the opinion

of "J. W., T.incoln" (see page 40, July 1.5th), where he
attributes the failure to over-ripeness of the seed, as the

one most in keeping with the facts. The condition of the

tubers, owing to the exceptional heat and sunshine of last

year, was such as to require these being planted two or three

months before they were. Those treated with early plant-

ing did well ; those kept later failed. A certain amount of

exhaustion must have taken place pi'ejudicial to the plant,

after a certain stage in the keeijing of the tubers, or I

do not see why, throughout so large an area of Potato-

growing country as about one-half of the caunty of Corn-
wall, we could witness the facts I have stated.

Ko. 1S8.-V0L, XVn., New Series.

Thinking it might possibly interest some of your readers

to have some idea of the quantity of early Potatoes sent to

London and the north during the season, fi-om the Scilly

Isles and West Cornwall, I give the figures as kindly fur-

nished me by the Superintendent of the Cornwall Railway
—to the end of June 39,06-1 baskets, containing 1783 tons.

Of this the Scilly Isles coulributed. owing to the unfavour-

able season, only about 20 tons of early crop. The first

consignment left on the 17th of April. This quantity is

much below ordinary years. There also passed over the

line during the past Broccoli season 1^5,075 baskets, con-

taining 9357 tons.

With your permission I may again return to the matter

of Potatoes, as several new kinds have been put on their

trial in this district—Patterson's Seedling, some American
sorts, &c.—and when I can ascertain the results of the

tests, you are welcome to the iuforraatiou.

—

Cornit.ia. ,

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.—No. 1.

I ii.wE been induced to forward the following notes,

copied almost verbatim from my diary of rambles, princi-

pally botanical, nndertaken in the few leisure hours that

I can spare from professional duties, in the hope that they
may prove interesting to such of the readers of Thk Jour-
N.u. OF HoRTicuLTCRE as are imbued with a love of natural
history. I would not be understood to put forward any
claim to be looked up to as an authority on botanical

m.atters, but rather as a learner, who would submit hia

exercises for correction and improvement by other corre

spondents of your Journal who hnve greater experience.

Living, as I do, at the north-western extremity of England,
and acquainted only with the plants commonly found in

the Cumberland valleys. I should feel obliged by a friendly

comparison of notes with gentlemen from other quarters

of tlie kingdom. Interesting as your weekly notices of

flowers and flower gardens are, I think there is room for

original remarks on their humbler congeners of the moun-
tain bog or the meadow, and such notices, with all diffi-

dence, I propose from time to time to place at your service,

to print or barn them according to your estimate of their

merits.

Having heard from a friend of botanical proclivities that

an excellent field of observation presented itself at Dub-
mill, on tlie shore of the Solway Frith, I determined a few
weeks ago to make an examination of the neighbourhood.

A walk of something over six miles brought me to the

place. An old-fashioned litt'e mill, with a farm of average
extent for this part of the world, stands close to the shore,

divided from the shingle only by the road leading from
Maryport towards Silloth. A mossy broo'-; which turns

the mill discharges itself into the Sohvay just below.

About a quarter of a mile inland I found an uninclosed

piece of moorland studded over with large ponds of water
deeply tinged with the colour of the surrounding peat

mos«. Open cuts, serving the double purpose of landmarks
or boundaries of property and outlets of the superfluous

water in rainy seasons, strettdied across the moor in dif-

I
ferent directions. The water in some of these " soughs,"

Ko.lo'.O. -Vol. XLII., Old Sebi: s.
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aa the cuts are locally Btyled, was ainggiah or stagnant, and

hero I (onnd a namber u( interesting plants, such as do not

occur except in similar localities. In the open out nearust to

the {arm the most conspicnoas featare vas an abundance of

Hipparis vulgaris, Jlaro'stail, the first I had ever met with in

the county, but which I knew from report was to be found there.

Stooping, or rather kneeling, down by the side of the cut to

secure a epfcimen or two for a neighbour's herbarium, I was

startled by flushing a young coot, which had sought refuge

under the bank, and now, in great alarm, half fluttering half

diving through the water, sought shelter under the roots of the

overhanRing Heath on the other side. On drawing a plant or

two of Hipparis from the water, I found long sprays of another

curious vegetable product adhering to them, which I had not

noticed, and which I might otherwise have overlooked. This

was the long trailing stem of Utricularia, or Uladder-wort, with

its finely-divided leaves and bright shining vesicles, from which
it derives its English name, and which serve a carious purpose

in the economy of the plant. In the same cut I noted a few

specimens of Nuphar Uitea, Yellow Water Lily, and the broad-

leaved Pondweed, Potamogeton natans.

Diverging from the moor, I crossed the road on the south

aide, and entered the meadows through which the brook before

referred to pursues its devious course. Open cuts traverse

these meadows, all emptying into the brook. In some of these

vegetation is abundant. Several varieties of Equisetum are

found, the branching Bar Reed almost chokes the waterway, the

bright yellow flowers of Eanunculus lingua are here and there

very conspicuous, and the Water Speedwell, Veronica Anagallis,

grows to a large size. la the brook I found four sorts of pond-

weed, Myriopbyllum spicatum, in abundance. Water Lilies spot

the surface of the stream, and one, if not two, varieties of

t'hara may be seen submerged in the water.

Having spent the couple of hours at my disposal in a most
pleasant fashion, I turned my face homewards, mentally re-

solving to make a more minute survey of this interesting

jocality at some future and not distant opportunity.—H.

DOUBLE GRAFTING.
Mil. Grieve (see page 120) will, I am sure, excuse me for

putting him right in one or two matteis ; I do it in a kindly

spirit. Mr. Grieve states that " the system has been recom-
mended by a French pomological writer as early as the year
1700." He has taken this idea from some inexperienced
author, who should have known that it was practised in Eng-
land from 1630 by Evelyn and by Eea, and that it was known
by the Romans some 2000, and by the Chinese perhaps 10,000,

years ago ; it is also very probable that the race now buried
under those tumuli which spread over such au enormous space

in Eastern Tartary practised double grafting; so that it has
probably been known from " a very remote period." It is, in-

deed, a sort of instinct in those who love gardening, to regraft

fl graflsd tree which does not suit its place, for I recollect that

when 1 was quite a lad I transformed a grafted Pear tree, which
horo only a few sour Pears, into a fruitful tree, by regrafting it

with Williams's Bon Chictien.

The invention of systematic double grafting is ot compara-
tively recent date, and originated in England some twenty
years s ioce by Mr. Rivers doub!e grafting that grand but shy-

beaiing Pear, Gansel's Bergamot, on trees of Beurrc'd'Amanlis.
As many of your readers may still be ignorant of this simple
way of ameliorating fruit, I will try and make it plain. First

take your Quince stock (it should be the Angers Quince, and
not the Paris (Quince), and plant it in your garden. Allow it to

grow two years, and then in August of the second year bud it

with the Beurro d'Amaclis Pear. The bud will the fuUowiug
summer make a healthy shoot, which may be budded the first

year if it? growth is vigorous, or allowed to grow two yeirs, and
then be grafted in spring. The latter is, perhaps, the better

mode it ^igolo^3 trees are wished fvr. It will thus be appa-
)ent that from four to five years are required to form a good
double-grafted Prar tree.

Mr. Rivers, in his " Miniature Fruit Garden," was the first

(0 systematise double grafting c£ Pears—;' c, to double graft

Tliem with an end. For tl.is reason he selected the BeuriC
<i*Amaalis for the intermediate stock, and knowing well that
the Jirgonelle Pfar on the Pear stock made long vigorous
Rbootp. which ifter a year cr two cankered and bore but little

fciiit, he double grafted it ou the Beany d'Amanlis Pear to

mijke it more dwaif and ftrliie. I', has answered admirablv.

and many thousands are now manufactured annually. His
next successful essays were to double graft Gansel's Bergamot,
to make it prolific, and take oS the grittiness peculiar to that,

in flavour, the finest of all Pears, and the Beurr<; Bance to

increase its size and soften its astringent flavour. Both these

objects have been attained without any great flourish of trum-
pets, which would have been the case had the method been
gleaned from French gardens.

Mr. Rivers has also discovered a most valuable intermediate
stock for doable grafting on the Quince. This Pear bears a

melting fruit, quite late in ripening, and remarkable for its

abundant juice and acidity, so as to be scarcely eatable. This
is employed as an intermediate stock for such Pears as Ham-
mer Doyenne, Citron des Carmes, Williams's Boo Chretien,

and some other kinds of Pears that require their luscious fla-

vour corrected. As the knowledge of the peculiarities of this

intermediate stock (a new variety) has been the result of some
close observation, I was not surprised to find its name with-

held. For, as Mr. Rivers observes, the appropriation of a new
idea without acknowledgement or gratitude is too common at

the present day with horticulturists of a certain class ; but this

feeling or failing is very common among all manufacturers.

Mr. Griave is " enable to say whether or not doable grafting

of Cherries and Apples has been practised." Mr. Grieve might
have spoken more decisively as to Cherries, for they have long

been operated npon in England, and are mentioned by Mr.
Rivers in his book. The stock employed is the Cerasus Mahaleb,
on which the old Morello, or a variety of it, is budded. The
latter is a sort that was raised at Frogmore, remarkable for

its vigorous growth, its habit of blossoming abundantly and
never bearing any fruit, or, at least, very few. On the young
shoots of this kind varieties of the Bigarreau and Guigne
Cherries are budded or grafted. This mode of cultivation gives

a comparatively dwarf habit to those vigorous-growing sorts,

and makes them better adapted for garden trees as pyramids
and trained trees, than when grafted on the common black

Cherry (Cerasus sylvestris).

With respect to double grafting the Apple, there does not as

yet seem any advantage to be derived from it, as the English

Paradise stock produces in all our soils and climates such

healthy garden trees. I have, however, tried the experiment of

grafting that well-known dwarf and prolific sort, the Hawthom-
den on the Crab, and then double grafting the young shoots with

the Blenheim Pippin, and one or two other vigorous-growing

sorts. The experiment has been in progress two or three years,

and it seems as if the intermediate Hawthornden stock had
imparted to a certain extent its dwarf productive habit ; but it

is yet too early to judge of the effect of this mode of culture.

Referring again to Pears, there is not the least doubt but

that many sorts may be improved by doable grafting ; time

and close observation are both necessary to select the sorts

and the stocks, so as to regulate the flavour of the fruit. This

may seem chimerical, but it may prove very much the con-

trary.

—

Obseever.

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.
I CAN strongly endorse all that Mr. Thomson has said in

favour of these splendid acquisitions to the garden, either for

bedding, pot plants, or cut flowers. When I visited Archerfield

last autumn, and saw the long lines of them standing up
boldly like gigantic Hyacinths, I felt that my journey was
more than repaid by seeing them alone.

However, I was sceptical of being successful with their cul-

ture, knowing that so many had failed in other localities. I

am a believer that soil and locality affect many kinds of plants.

Mr. Melhven, of Ejioburgh, sent me packets of the various

kinds for trial—viz., purple, scarlet, and white. I sowed the

seed in gentle heat about the end of March, and gradually

hardened the seedlings off, and some time in April they weio

pricked out into light soil placed over a layer of rotten manure,
somewhat in the way we are accustomed to treat Celery. The
protection afforded was a sunk pit with boarded covers, which
were used against frost and heavy rains. About the end of

May llie jilunts were lifted carefully with good balls and planted

ia well-manured ground ; a thorough soaking of water was given

to the ground botii btf jro onJ after planting, and the result is,

out of a hundred of each kind planted in long bands, each colour

separately, there has only one single flower appeared. They are

branching and flowering very freely, aid the effect is beyond

anything I ever anticipated. The posiijon is an exposed one,
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and 300 feet above the level of the ses. If the true seed can be
Becured, I feel certain the plants will give satisfaction to the most
fastidioue.—M. Temple, Balhirnie Gardens, Markiuch, N.B.

THE STEAWBERKY CROP OF IHGii.

Anotheh Strawberry season is over, and a very trjing and
peculiar one. Where the plants had been taken care of, and
not allowed to suffer from the drought the previous season,

there was an abundance of bloom, but a continued succession

of cold east winds prevented the flowers from setting. Pre-

mier, President, and Sir J. Paston suffered the most, not be-

cause they flowered earliest, as Black Piince, which flowered

before them, had a good crop cf fine fruit. The remarkably
fine weather about the middle of April started the plants into

rapid growth, and also into flower earlier than usual, only to

be blackened by the frosts in the end of April and beginning of

May. Notwilhstandiog all drawbacks J picked good fruit out
of doors, especially of Dr. Hogg, British Queen, Sir Harry, and
La Constante ; the last-named variety was more acid than I

ever had it before ; it had the best crop of fruit, however.
By far the best fruit was this year obtained from pot plants.

Premier, a beautiful Strawberry, but rather acid, was the first

to ripen in the orchard house about the last week in May ; this

variety is rather acid, but it is very hardy, also vigorous
and prolific. The next in succession were Sir J. Paxton and
President in the first week in June. La Constante was latest,

the first week in July ; at the same time I picked Premier and
President out of doors.

The sorts I will now add to those I have already enumerated
in the Journal are Cockscomb, Souvenir de Kieff, and President
Wilder (De Jonghe), said to be a great improvement on La
Constante, both in respect to beauty and flavour.

As regards the cultivation of Strawberries in pots, I am very
much in favour of putting them early into the fruitiug pots,

potting them firmly, and standing them in a position, if possi-

ble, fully exposed to the sun. By attention to these simple
directions, duticg the last two seasons 1 had not five plants in

five hundred which did not carry a good crop of fruit. It ia

very annoying, after growing the plants until they throw up
their trusses, to have 25 per cent, or more which have nothing
but leaves.

The best materia! for potting the plants in is good loam and
rotted farmyard manure. I layer the runners in 3-inch pots,
and shift into C and 7-inch pots as soon as the plants are
established, and they ought to be all in their frniling pots by
the middle of August, whether for early or late forcing.

—

James
Douglas.

CULTURE OF MARECHAL NIEL ROSE.
I QUITE agree with the Rev. W. F. Eadclyffe that the Mareehal

Niel Rose succeeds best against a south wall. I have a plant
here which has had from fifty to f ixly flowers on at one time,
and some of them very large. It is generally in flower by the
end of May or beginning of June, but the bushes in the open
ground do not flower till a much later period, and grow more
to wood. I find it is a Rose which likes to ramble, and to
have only a little stopping and thinning. No one need despair
of success with this beautiful Rose if he plant it against a south
wall, and do not use the pruning knife much.—J. H. S.

ONION-GROWING ON LIGHT LAND DURING
A HOT SEASON.

DuRiMG the extreme heat of the summer of 1868, amongst
other things which sufl'ered with us were the Onion crops. Our
general crop came up well, and held on vrell for some time.
About the 10th of June we had a few very refreshing showers,
being, indeed, the only rain which fell for months. I took ad-
vantage of these showers to transplant as many of the Onions
as possible from the seed beds, leaving enough for a crop. This
is a common piastice of mice when I have any spare ground
suitable for them. A piece of ground being fresh dug and well

manured, I had it several times regularly and firmly trodden
aUover ; I then drew lines 2 or 3 inches deep with a hoe, and into

these I placed as many Onions as I could, at from 4 to 6 inches
apart. The dull weather which prevailed favoured this oper-
ation very much, and besides this, I quite filled these little

ruts wilh water directly after planting, and two or three times
a-week afterwards. The Onions grew well and became a good

crop. Of course, the edges of the little ruts crumbled in, and
after the first hoeing became nearly level, consequently nearly
covering the Onions when full-grown ; but these, neverthelesB,
repaid all the care bestowed on them ; whereas, scarcely any
of those in the seed beds, although they had equally good
treatment, grew larger than those generally used in pickling.

I attributed the difference in the results principally to the fact,

that the transplanted Onions were placed deeper in the soil

than the others, so that their roots were not so much scorched
during the hot weather which followed.—G. Dawson.

ORCHARD-HOUSE FAILURES.
With regard to the minimum temperature observed in the

cast-iron orchard house at Sc ne Palace (see page 7.5), you
must have misunderstood me. What I wrote I cannot now say.

What I meant was 21° below the freezing-point, or 11° Fahr.
Twenty-one degrees is so common inside the house during the

flowering season, we think nothing of it. When speaking, of

freezing temperature we invariably say so many—so many
degrees of frost, or indications under 32' Fahrenheit, being under-

stood.

It might havo been added that the said low temperature

having been followed by a clear hot day, the maximum heat

under the structure would range from 100° to 120°, from which
it would appear that if sudden alternations from low to high

temperatures, and vice versn, are injuiious, it will very much
depend on what sort of heat it ia.—H.

AMONG THE SWISS LAKES.—No. £> '

One of the peculiarities of alpine districts is the inability oi

the human eye to appreciate the vastness of the elevations.

I was at the foot of the Jur^gfrau, which rises to the height of

12,832 feet, yet it certainly did not Feem to me so much higher
than Snowdon, which is onlv :>5G7 feet. One of the most
striking evidences of great elevation is noted by Mr. Macmillan,
who observes that on Mont St. Bernard, at an elevation of

8000 feet, " water boils at about 187° Fahr., or 25° sooner than
the normal point ; and in consequence of this it takes five

hours to cook a piece of meat which would have taken only

three hours to get ready down in the valleys." Though the
total of the elevation is so difiienlt to appreciate, the steepness
of their sides is not at all doublful, especially to pedestrians.

Tet on these slopes, which no Englishman could mow, hay iB

made ; but as no vehicle could rest upon them, the hay is

carried home in bundles, eiiclosed in nets on the backs of men
and women. It is stored under cover, for, in this land of uni-

versal pasturage, such winter fodder is more valuable than the
scanty grain crop. Pursuing any occupation under difficulties,

invariably leads to assistant inventions which would never .he

suggested were tho occupation untrammelled by obstacles. One
instance I observed where watering was needed on a hill slope,

and the crops were in drills. A narrow four-wheeled dray had
to be employed for conveying the water. One large vessel for

holding the water would have been unmanageable, so there

were in the waggon three casks connected by leather pipes, and
the water was delivered to the crop through a tap and hose
attached to the end head of the last cask.

Wood is the universal fuel, and it is chiefly of the Beech,
which usually clothes the b.ise of each mountain, as the Abies
excelsa, or Norway Spruce Fir, exclusively occupies its higher
portions.

The cottage gardens are small, but well stocked with the
vsgetables most common in England. The only crop unusual
with us, but almost universal in the Swiss gardens, is the
White Beet. It also is peculiar to see large patches of Dande-
lion enUirated in corners of fields. It is used for salading.

Hcney is a perennial ooenpant of the breakfast table, and is

of excel'ent quality and flavour. Tho bee hives, all on the old

pit-and-brimstone system, are r.anged on a shelf against the
side of the house, about 6 feet from the ground. I saw none
otherwise placed.

The employment of the dwarf Palms as room plant.5 hae
often been recommended in your pages. In Swilzerland and
other parts of continental Eui ope no such recommendation is

needed, for they are so employed very generally. Even on the
table d'liote of every respectable hotel they are common. The
Corypha auslralis is the species nsually employed.

I have now turned over the last page of my note-book, and
its first line is inscribed " Lausanne ."Yevay." Indifferent
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thongb they are, yet here are produced eome of the best of the
bad SffiBB wines. Vevay is the vineyard dintriot of the cantons.
Here is " L'Abbayo de Vignerons," or Guild of Vine-cuUi-
vatora ; and ite motto, " Tray and Labour," is on admonition
applicable to all the offairs of life. This gnild bebtons medaU
and other marks of honour upon the mobt skilful Vine-culti-

vators. At intervals of about fifteen jearp, also, a public fes-

tival is held, in ^^hich the most eucocbsful of the vineyard
keepers is orowued, and borne in a procession, accompanied by
various characters associated with the history of the Vine

—

Buch as Uucchus", Noah, Silenos, Pumona, the spies who re-

turned from Canaan bearing Grapes, and many others. Oq
this occasion, too, the prettiest and most worthy maiden of the
district is dowezed and married to her accepted lover.—G.

PAPERS READ AT THE HORTICULTURAL
CONGRESS AT MANCHESTER.

NOTES UPON OKCniDS.
This is, undonbtedly. tbo city above all others in the tUiited Kicg-

dom, round which (>rchid-growers seem to conprepate, and many ore

the fine and extensive collections to be met with in the neigbboarhood.

I feel in opening this f^nbjcct hero I have undertaken a heavy task,

thongh at iho same time a very popular Bubjcct. AVhen I first laid

before tLe Orchid worhl a few simple rnles for snccesaful caltivatiou,

very few Orchitis were known, and their habits and mode of growth in

a state of nature even less go, and the coDsequence was, they were

fonud ven," diflicnlt to establish in our plant honsee. By steady per-

severance, however, the mastery was gained over a few plants, which
from time to time opened their curious, beautiful, and, in some in-

Btances, delicately-scented fiowere, each fresh kind that revealed its

beauties only increasing the desire for m-jro. This desire has certainly

been gratified in a most extraordinary degree during the last few
years, by the immense quantities of Orchids sent to ua from their

native habitats by various collectors, until at the present time there
can be little short of two thousand species in cultivation in European
Rardens, many of them producing flowers of Euri>aRflini' beauty, whilst

those of others are of small size and dull in colour, which, thoagh not
producing much effect, are generally exquisitely coloured, curiou.sly

formed, and present a beautiful appearance when viewed with a mi-
croscope or ordinary pociet lens. These Email-flowered kinds will

natur^y enough be discarded by the amateur with limited space, but
the whole of the species should be carefully preserved in our largo
botanic gardens, for none is more fully aware of the value of some of
these small kinds for determining the limits of genera and species,

and none knows the valne of living ppecimens for this purpose better,

than the eyetematic botanist. It is not my intention, however, to

occupy time with the history of the introduction and establishment of
tropical Orchids in European gardens, although many curious facts
are connected therewith, but to offer a httlc advice upon their ma-
nagement—to repeat, it may be, the same things that many here may
have heard me insist upon before, and which, therefore, are not new
to thtm ; hut there may be many young beginners in Orchid-growing,
who will, perhaps, find something to assist them in the prosecution of
their hobby.

Orchids take first rnnk amongst all the jilanta cultivated in our
gardens, for their extreme beauty and the peculiar and interesting
structure of their flowers. They are found in nearly all parts of the
world, and are divided into two large sections—viz., Epiphytal and
Terrestrial. The plants comprising the first section are the most
showy, and aie found in tropical countries, growing in the forks, or
upon the branches of trees, at various elevations, whilst the terrestrial
Orchids nre mostly found in the more temperate regions, burning their
roots under the surface of the ground, many of them losing their
growth during the winter months.
The growths of orchidaceous jilants are called psendobulbs ; but it has

occurred to me very frequently that such distinct forms of growth as
Dendrobium, OdontoglosEum, Cattleya, Sobralia, Grammatophyllum.
Barkeria, Epidenurum. Catasetum, and many others which are equally
dissimilar, require some more descriptive term than that which is

^plied indiscriminately to all. In the eastern world cpiphvtal Orchids
are mostly represented by such forms as Vanda, Aerides, and Dcndro-
bium, whilst in the western hemisphere thick fleshy growths are the
rule. True, some few genera in the east, such as Ceelogyne, Bolbo-
phyllum. Eria, and a few others re])reEent tliis form, but they are
exceptional. I do not intend giving in detail the cultivation of this
my favourite class of plants, because my views upon this subject have
been for some time prominently before the Orcliid world, first in the
pages of the Garfkna\^' Chronidc under the title of " Orchids for tlio

Million," and more recently in my three editions of the " Oreliid-
Growers' Manual," and in ^Va^ne^•s " lllostjated Select Orchidaceous
Plants." The conditions which I laid down at the very first were
moderate heat, an abundance of fresh s\vcet air. and moisture, with
full exposure to the light, but shaded from the direct rays of the sun,
and I have never had any reason to change these rules. I carefully
avoid extremes of iemperature ; by this means I seldom have a plant
which shrivels, or becomes stewed with heat, or which is starved and

porithes through cold ; and hj giving plenty of freah sweet air, and
keeping it properly charged wilh moiHure, they never have the " spot."

Spot is tlu: grtrtU bugbear to Orchid amateurs, ajjd, indeed, to many
oldcstablihhed Orthid-growers ; but it net-d not bo dicaded if the
previously mentioned rules bo followed, and care bo takfu that no
roiii-n or rotting material \a near the roots, olihor in the shape of soar
stagnant moss or soil, or decomposed wood.

1 am quite aware that some eminent men pronounce this diseftso

infectious and diflicalt to cure, and that it is produced bj the growth
of a minute fungus. That the spot marks on the leaves are caused by
a fangUB I firmly believe, but I also as firmly believe that spot is thfi

result of bad hcullh, and not the cause of it ; for before the fungus can
gain a footing, the plant or plants xaxxtX have been ruined in healthi
and have thus become a fitting receptAcle for the spores of the parasite
to germinate upon. Respecting its infectious character I am a total

unbeliever. If plants in bad health stand with thof^c which have already
become spotted they will become infected as toon as any Ftporcs alight
npou them, because they present the proper conditions for the germi-
uatiou of the spores ; but if a healthy plant bo set eido by side with
a spotted one it will not be harmed. This I havo thoroughly t«6ted
with my owu plants, and have had ample opportunity of watching it

with other collections, and con therefore speak upon tho matter with
confidence. If a plant infested with spot bo by chance introduced
into a collection entirely free from the dii>ease it may be readily cured,
but not freed from the marks already u])on tho leaves To destroy
the disease let the plant be taken out of the material in which it is

potted, or if on a block of wood let that be removed ; then cut away
every particle of decayed or decaying roots, wash the plant and roots

thoroughly, and replace it in some good, sweet, living soil; at the
same time attend carefully to the advice ]>revionsly given regarding
the atmosphere and temperature, and tho probabihty is it will not be
long before the plant is again in perfect health. I havo adopted thi^

treatment with perfect success myself for the last twenty-five years,
and am therefore advising a svstem which I have thoroughly tested,

and am not propounding a theory. \Yhilst speaking of theories, I

cannot help here expressing my surprise that many of our leading
Orchid-growers have been so reckless with tbeir valuable plants, and
have suddenly gipcn over their whole collection in good health, to t«Bt

some theory propounded by those who have probably never tried it

themselvf-s. I allude to such as double-glazed house?, exposing plants
in the oj>en air dnring frost, trotting in cocoa fibre and in potsherds,
and many other whimsical things. Many persons still fight for and
uphold these practices, and are continually persuading their friends

to adopt them. Now, my adrice to all Orchid-growers is, If yoor
plants are thriving, be careful not to risk their welfare for the sake of

experiment. If you must test theories, do it with a few common
plants, and not risk your collections as many have done during the

past few years, for I can assure you I have seen several fine collections,

both private and public, ruined because they have been subjected to

trials of many theories of treatment.

It is a fact that many of the older cultivators of Orchids seem to

have become indifferent to their charms, and in some instances have
relinquished their culture entirely. One great leason for this has
been the sickly appearance of the plants through excessive fire heat,

which at the same time renders the houses unbearable, and conse-
quently the plants have been discarded. Another reason has been
through amateurs buying hundreds of newly imported plants of one
species, which overcrowd the houses. No extra means of looking aftor

them are provided, and when they become unliealthy through want of

room and cleanliness they are discarded in disgust, because a tbonsand
plants do not look so well in the same space, and with the same care,

as a hundred did. The cool system, as it is called, has been another
source of great annoyance to many, bat if carried out in a proper
manner it gi-eatly enhances the valni of this beautiful tribe. Many,
however, have launched isto extrenss, find cruelly deceived young
beginners especially, by assuring them that such and snch species will

grow in an ordinary greenhouse, or even out of doors. These asser-

tions being acted upon, the plants naturally enough drag out a miser-

able existence, and ultimatedy die. Now, an ordinary greenhouse is

a house in which Pelargoniums, Ericas, and Fuchsias grow and flower,

and I deny the possibility of any e|>iphytal Orchid continuing long in

health under tho same treatment and in tho same atmosphere as these

plants enjoy. That many kinds will succeed in as low a temperature
I readily admit, but they re<|uire less of tho blazing sun. They must
also have a much moistcr air, and the sashes of the house most
not stand open, as they do under ordinary circumstances, other-

wise the leaves will soon shrivel and curl up, when, as a matter of

course, death soon follows ; therefore I contend it is wrong to assert

that epiphytal Orchids will succeed in an ordinary grcenbouso. I

find, almost as a rule, that the species enjoying a low temperature do
not require a decided period of rest, like those from hotter ports, bat
that a ttmperatnre ranging from 15 to 50^ in winter, with moderate
moisture, and as little above t'>5 or 70' in summer as possible, will

keep avast number of those denominated '*cool Orchids " in perfect

health ; and as I am of opinion that greater damage may result from
the temperature sinking a few degrees below tho minimum than rising

above it, I never rush to the lowest possible degree ; but if amatenra
would take an interest in knowing something of the history of their plants
and bring their reason to bear upon the facts, they would fioon learn
where and under what treatment they succeed best.
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Bat whilst we are thns so strenaouply advocating tlic oaltivation of

cool Orchids, I must put in a plea on behalf of the East Indian kinds

from the low or hot parts, for I am undar the imprcgsiou many are

discontinain^ their growth hocanso the houses require to be so hot, and
are, therefore, not enjoyable. This, however, need not be the case

;

some of the most beantifnl Orchids known are fonud among the

Vandas, Aerides, and Saccolabiums, and they will both f^-ow and
flower profusely in alo^rer tempei-aturo than many imagine ; in winter,

with the house ranging from 60" to 65"', they will enjoy robust health,

and in summer with 65'^ for the minimum. A collection of East

Indian Orchids, which I saw recently, perfectly astonished mo ; the

house was nnboarublo ; I can compare it to nothing but an oven, and
very little or no air was admitted. The consequence was, no one could

remain in the place even a few moments with pleasure ;
indeed, if Or-

chids required such an atmosphere, I should myself bo the first to

discard them ; and how men who profess to have a knowledge of

these plants can commit such grave errors, it is difficult to under-

stand ; beginners might be excused for doing such things, but even

they, one would imagine, would soon learn to con-ect such blunders.

With respect to terrestrial Orchids, comparatively nothing has been

done ; but, as a class, they have been very much neglected, for no

other roasou, so far as I know, than people imagine they are ditficult

to cultivate. This is tho opinion of thirty years ago, and I do hope

to see more of these bcautifal plants grown than has ever yet been

attempted. There are many Disas, Satyriums, Pogonias, Episte-

phiams, Habenarias, Ptorostylis, ttc, that we in oar philosophy

have never dreamed of, which will ba perfect gems if properly estab-

lished in our gardens. One cause of failure I have noticed, and that

is the complete baking they usually get in the winter season. In their

native habitats some roots will, undoubtedly, be deep in the moist soil,

although the top is parched aud Inraed. This is not taken into con-

sideration, and the plants with ns get dried to powder. Many of these

kinds succeed well in cold frames, others thrive well with such plants

ag Odontoglossums, whilst other.^, again, require tho warmth of the

East Indian house. They require an abundant supply of water, with

ample drainage to carry it away quickly, and insects must be vigilantly

looked for and speedily destroyed. This applies to Orchids gene-

rally, otherwise they will soon fall into bad health. I consider it a

sure sign the collection is larger than can be properly managed when
the plants become infested with these pests.

In conclusion, I have no hesitation in saying no class of plants

yield such gorgeous, chaste, elegant, and curious flowers, wh 1st none
can compete with them for fragrance. The impression that Orchids

are difficult to gi-ow is fast becoming exploded, and I wish to destroy

that impression entirely as speedily as possible, for nothing is farther

from the truth. My own practice for very many years proves to me
that if moderate artificial heat be applied, a liberal supply of fresh

air given, which must be properly supplied with moisture according

to the season, using for potting material good live sphagnum moss
and fibrous peat, no difficulty whatever will arise in the cultivation of

these plants.

lu collections of any plants, death and disease will occur sometimes,

and therefore a collection of Orchids should not be expected to be

exempt any more than other classes of plants ; but if care is taken

this will be nothing serious, for they certainly will withstand more ill

treatment than most plants before they quite die. In a few words,

therefore, to keep your Orchids in a healthy and satisfactory state, I

say, Provide moderate- sized houses for them in preference to large

ones ; give only a moderate supply of fire heat ; let them be abun-
dantly but judiciously ventilated, and the atmosphere sufficiently

charged with moisture to yield nourishment to tho plants, and every-

thing in connection with them in a sweet and living state, avoiding

anything in the shape of decay as one would a pestilence, and nothing

more wUl be heard or said about the difficulties of Orchid cultivation.

—B. S. Williams, Victoria Nursenj^ Ujyper HoUowaij, London.

ON THE CULTURE OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
It is well known in the horticultural world that in the dull months

of November and December the Chrysanthemum assumes an un-

doubted sway in the conservatory ; and I am confident that all who
have once witnessed the gorgeous panorama of colours which a conser-

vatory full of well-grown Chrysanthemums presents at that dull time
of the year, when flowers are so scarce, will agree with me when I

assert that there is no decorative plant more worthy of general culti-

vation. It is, therefore, surprising to find that a plant so highly
valaable for in-door and out-door decoration should not ere this have
received more marked attention.

Since the introduction of the new Japanese varieties Chrysan-
themums may be divided into three principal classes—viz.. Large-flow-

ered, Pompons, and Japanese. From Chi"ysanthemum sinense, intro-

dnced into this country from China in 1761, were produced our Large-
flowered varieties ; from the Chusan Daisy, sent home by that famous
collector Mr. Fortune, originated the Pompons ; and the new Japaneso
varieties were raised from seed by Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith, fi-om

Chrysanthemum roseum punctatum, a native of Japan, likewise intro-

duced by Mr. Fortune.
In this paper I purpose to divide my remarks into two parts—first,

that relating to ont-door cultivation ; secondly, on cultivation for the

conservatory and for exhibition. I vrish it to be distinctly understood

that the observations which I am about to advance will be of a purely

practical character, or confined to matters which have come under my
personal experience. .~-.7

In briefly alluding to out-door cultivation, after five years' practical

experience in Hampshire aud the same in Lancashii-e, I find by careful

observation that the Chrysanthemum blooms nearly two weebs earlier

in the former than in the latter county, and about ten days later in

Perthshire and Forfarshire than in Lancashire. l''rom this it will be
seen that tho Chrysanthsmum will amply repay any labour bestowed

on it out of doors from Lancashire to Hampshire, more especially in

the southern counties, for with protection from frost a good display

maybe maintained from the beginning of November till Christmas;

bat much display cannot be expected from this plant cultivated out of

doors iu latitudes north of Lancashire, as in many parts of Scot-

land no reliance can be placed on its dowering at all out of doors, and
in some places there in late seasons it requires no small amount of

cultm-al skill to bloom it even under glass.

No grower has obtained gi'cater celebrity a", an out-door cultivator

of this plant than Mr. Broome, of the Temple Gardens, London,
where he grows thousands of Chrysanthemums annually, which are

tho daily admiration of thousands of visitors when no other flowers

can bo seen out of doors.

I will speak of the propagation of this plant, also of the treatment

of the young plants, uuder the second division of my subject.

Presuming that tho plants have been kept clear of insects during

the winter months, they may be planted out in the open ground in the

end of March or bsgiuniug of April. In preparing the borders for

their reception it is necessary to deeply dig the ground, mixing with

the soil some rich loam, a little well-decayed manure, aud some lime

rubbish. They will grow in almost any soil, but by this preparation

better blooms will be insured. After the plants are fairly started into

gi'owth great attention must be paid to watering, for if they are allowed

to flag they will become bare at the bottom. To prevent this, it is

good policy to mulch well. When the plants advance in gi-owth, in

order to prevent the wind breaking them, they should be secured with

sticks. Two stoppings will be sufficient for them iu the south, but

none is requisite iu the north. They should be syringed with clean

water twice a-day. In September they generally show their flower

buds, at which time liquid manure should be supplied. That from
the farmyard will be found suitable if no better is at command, if well

diluted with clean water—say four or five times as much of the latter

as of the former, according to strength. Reference will be made to

this presently. They may have this liquid preparation at every alter-

nate watering until the blooms begin to open, when it must he discon-

tinued. Every available means should now be employed to preserve

the beauty of "the plants and to prolong their blooming period. This
may be secured by covering up in frosty weather with ti^'any, calico,

&c. By attention to this, as I have said, a tolerable display may be
kept up out of doors in mild winters till Christmas.

I now come to the second division of my subject—viz . cultivation

for the conservatory and for exhibition, aud I will submit the substance

of my mode of culture in this county.

I may say that old plants cut down and treated the same as Pelar-

goniums, if they break well, generally make the best specimens ; but

they are not to be much depended on, for it frequently happens that

when a plant is in full bloom one or several shoots die oft suddenly,

thereby spoiling the specimen. As early in November s suckers can
be obtained from the old plants they should be taken off, with a Uttle

root if possible, choosing the strongest, and rubbing off all eyes at the

bottom of the sucker, after which they should be inserted singly in

thumb pots in a compost of one-half loam and one-half leaf mould,

with a sprinkling of silver sand. After a gentle watering they should

be placed in a cold frame, plunging tho pots in ashes or any similar

light material, keeping them close to the glass aud well syringing for

two or three weeks, when they will be found to be rooted. A little air

may then be given, gradually increasing the quflutity until tho young
plants are sufficiently hardened, aud still syringing them frequently in

mild weather. By the middle of December the roots will have reached
the sides of the pots, when the plants may be shifted into 3-inch pots,

using less leaf mould in the compost than formerly. After this time

they must have plenty of air on all favourable occasions. Although
they will not grow much in the winter months, yet if kept close to the

glass and in a sunny situation, with a lining of hot manure round the

outside of the frame, and covered up at night, they will keep gradually

moving; for the sooner the specimens attain the desired size the earlier

the stopping may be discontinued, thus giving the grower more time

to thoroughly ripen the wood, which I maintain is of tho very first

importance in Chrysanthemum culture, and without which no grower
can produce satisfactory results. As soon as the plants have attained

the height of 4 or 5 inches their points should bu pinched out, which
will cause them to throw out several side shoots. All shoots after

this time should have their points nipped out after they have made
four joints, until the plants have reached the desired size.

About the middle of January the roots of most of the plants will again
have reached the sides of the pots, when they should have another
shift, using oyster-shells for crocks, and giving plenty of drainage. At
this time I make up the compost which is used at every future shift.

It is made up in the following proportions—three parts turfy loam,
and the fourth part one half leaf mould and the other half pounded
oyster- shells, lime rubbish, and silver sandiu equal proportions. The
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loum is palled to pieces by Iho band anJ wirewormsdeatroyed. WLeio
boQC dast can be had it is preferable to oyster-sbells, nsioc it iu tliu

proporLion of abont 1 to SO. Tbo sy&tem most generally adopted is to

^row the plants to one stem, and now is a good time to rob of! all

eyes for 2 inches above the soil.

Townrdd the middle of Fcbrnnrr the plants will require another
shift, always waterinf* sparinf^'ly after shifting nntil the roots begin to

work in the new soil. Tbey will now heoia to prow rapidlv, when
pe^ng'down mnst be had recourse to, continuing the t^amc treatment,

and fnmigating occasionnlly to keep them clear of insects. About the

miJalo of March they will be ready for another shift, after wLit-b any
weak ghoots ou^ht to bo allowed to qrow npripbt for a time, so ao to

throw more strcn^^th into them, at the same time tyinpE down the strong

oncR to connteratt their inclination to prossness, for it is of primary
importance to have all the shoots of nniform strtngth, othci'wiso there

will be a diversity in the size of the blooms.
The grower must now decide in what shape he intends to train bis

plants. This should not be delayed too long, for as the season ad-

vances the shoots become harder, stiffor, and consequently more brittle,

and frequently the breaking of a ahoo* at this stage sjioils a specimen
for the season. There are so many fj.ntastic shapes into which the

Ghrysanthemnm may bo trained, on account of its extreme adapt-

ability to almost any mode of trainiug, that I refrain from recom-
mending one more than another; I would, therefore, say, Let every

grower train according to his requirement?, or as his fancy may dic-

tate. After trying the upright, rqaat, pyramid, standard, and convex
forms, I will merely say that I have found the last a very simple and
«flfcctive mode of training. Roand the rim of the pot a wire is

fastened, to which the uhoots may be tied. In bending the shoots

down, they may he left a little higher in the centre ; one shoot can by
this method be tied to another, and the framework of the Fpecimen
will, with very little trouble, bo formed so that any future tying will

merely consist in fiUingin the spaces between the shoots.

By the last week in April the plants will, by good management, bo
ready to receive their final shift ; the large-llowered ones into 12-inch,

and the Pompons into 10-inch pots. The plants should now have
plenty of room, and should be syringed regularly morning and even-
ing. In May they should be gradually hardened-oIT. previous to being
removed out of doors, by taking off the lights daring the day.

About the end of May, or beginning of June, a sunny but sheltered

piece of ground should be selected, and the pots should be plunged to

throe-fourths of their depth, placing a small inverted pot under each
to secure good drainage and esclude worms, leaving sufficient space
between the plants to admit light and air. otherwise they will become
drawn, and weak nnripe wood will be the result. The plants will

require turning round once a*weck. After the pots are full of roots,

great attention must be paid to watering, for if the Chrysanthemum is

neglected iu this particular, it will tell its own tale by throwing off a
shower of leaves almost as soon as any plant under cultivation, not
only materially detracting from the beauty of the specimen, but exer-

cising a very detrimcnfal effect on the productiou of good blooms.
During June, July, and August but little variation of treatment will

bo required, only the grower should endeavour to have his plants of

sufficient size to enable him to give the large-flowered ones their last

stopping in the first or second week in June, and the Pompons theirs

in the second or third week.
In August earwigs and cateqiillars must be looked after. The

former may be caught by cutting bean stalks into lengths of 4 or

5 inches, placing them on the plants, and examining them in the

mornings ; the caterpillars mnst be sought for among the leaves of the

plants. If the pots be this month lifted nearer the surface, it will

facilitate the ripening of the wood ; and if any of the plants be in-

clined to be gross, it will be necessary to withhold water to some
extent, in order to ripen the wood before they show their buds, which
they wiU do in the iirst week in September. Now is the time to apply
liquid manure, and in my opinion the Chrysanthemum should never
have any of it until it shows its buds. There maybe a few exceptions
to this rule, but many who profess to be good growers, and who like to

see their specimens make luxuriant growth, administer liberal doses of

liquid manure during the growing season ; nothing can be more fatal

to the formation of good blooms.

Disbudding should now commence ; and in operating care should be
taken in the selection of the buds to be retained, to choose the fnllest

and most healthy-looking, and leave only one on each shoot of the
large-flowered sorts. Some of the Pompons, such as Bob, Mdlle.

Marthe, Src, do best by disbudding to one bud on each shoot, and
none of them should have more than three left on a shoot. Some of

the shoots will bo found to bo more forward than others, and are apt

to bloom before these; but by disbudding this maybe avoided, by
nipping ont the crown or earliest bud of the earliest shoots, leaving a

good side bnd, and retaining the crown or earliest bud of the late

shoots. This will cause all the buds to ba equally forward.

About the second week in October the plants should be taken rnder
glass—that is, into houses or pits where they can be protected from
frost, keeping them cool and close to the glass, with abundance of air.

If they are wanted for exhibition, the earlier varieties may be kept
outside for a ;veek or ten days longer, protecting them from severe

weather: and, again, the late varieties maybe kept in the warmer
end of the greenhonso. The plants should now be watered five times

a-woek with lit^oid maanie, applying it 5^ wftrmer than the tempera-

tnre of the house. This will concentrate the entire energies of the
plants in the budd. which will now be sweUicg rapidlr. Towards the

end of the month the large-Bowered kinds ehonld be tied to neat green
sticks, as the blooms will bo too heavy for the shoots to support them.
Tbo Pompons will require little or no staking, bat should be neatly

tied-in, so ns to present compact ppecimens.

In the last week of Octooer, or first week of November, the bads
will begin to show colour, when syringing and liquid manure choald
bo dis'-ontinued. Any of the blooms that arc at this time too late

should be nipped off, as it id of importance that all of them should be
at the same stage of expansion. I prepare my liquid manure in this

manner :—I have a tab which will contain about eighty gallons of

water ; into it I put one peck of pigeons' dnng, over which I ponr some
boiliug water to kill insects, and add one peck of soot, and one peck
of lime rubbish. I then fill the tub with liquid manare from the

fanuyard, stir tbc contents, and skim off the surface previous to ose.

I apply this liqnid in the proportion of one to six of clear water.

In the autumn mildew [3 apt to make its appearance, to prevent
which the leaves should be dusted with flowers ot sulphur.

About the 2Uth of November the plants will be iu fall bloom.

By pursuing the foregoing treatment, the cultivator will be enabled

to produce large-flowering specimens that will carry one hundred and
fifty good blooms, which will require no drL'gsing, and Pompons with

from one hundred and fifty to four hundred and fifty blooms, accord-

ing as they are disbudded ; but it is imperative that the grower be to

a certain extent an enthusiast, for wiUioat enthusiasm nothing great

has ever been achieved.

If specimen blooms arc wanted, the plants should not be stopped at

all, bnt the side shoots should be allowed to grow upright, disbudding

to a limited number on each plant ; the fewer left the larger the blooms

will be. Treat the plants in every other respect as recommended for

specimen plants. Incurved varieties are best for this purpose. They
are also more in request now for specimen plant?. Some of the sorts,

such as Golden Trilby, Princess of Wales, &c., do much better in

some years than in others.

Anemone-flowered varieties, althongh more tender than the others,

are very beautiful, and well worth growing.

I will not occupy time by giving a list of what I consider the best

varieties, as the varioas catalogues safficiently describe the most
desirable.

In couclasion, I consider the new Japanese varieties a great acqui-

sition to the conservatory, for althongh they do not come np to the

standard of what is called a " florists' flower," they possess the mach-
desired quality of being late bloomers. This, then, is already one

point gained, for it is a greater desideratum to have late-blooming

Chrysanthemums than early ones, as flowers are not so scarce in the

autumn months as they are in January and February; and as the

natural blooming time of the Chrysanthemum is November and
December, something is wanted that will bloom naturally for two or

three months after Christmas. Thi?, I think, will soon be accom-

plished by improving on the Japanese varieties. It is true that by

growing some of the early and late kinds, and with the assistance of

forcing and retarding, the blooming season of the Chrysauthemum
may at the present time be extended from September till February;

hut" as it is forced or retarded its blooms will be proportionably inferior,

for it despises the forcing pit as much as it dislikes the retarding

house, thus affording one more proof that Nature will not he trifled

with in any of her grand and varied arrangements. I trust that

not only a greater stimulus will henceforth be given to the cziltivation

of the Chrysanthemum than has hitherto been accorded it, by offering

more liberal prizes for it at exhibitions, but that encouragement will

be held out to raisers of late-blooming kinds by offering premiums for

lata varieties of the Japanese race, whose oatoral blooming time wiJl

be from Christmas onwards, and I have no doubt that wa shall have

the blooming season of the Chrysanthemum carried fairly into March.

it will then, with its beautiful and diversified colours, monopolise

iu brilliant array the most distinguished places on the stages of the

conservutory, for at least four or five of the most dismal months of

the year. I hope that such a time is not far distant, and that this

truly magnificent flower will occupy that superior standing in the floral

kingdom which it so well deserves.—R. FLEiriNG, Gitrder.er to li.

Hovffhton, Esq.y Sandheys, Waterloo^ Livcj'pcoi.

SMOKE \-ET.svs VEGETABLE LIFE.

HA^^^-G been employed for more than twenty years in the midst of

a manufacturing district, during which period trade has very mnch
increased, and having, therefore, for that length of time had to con-

tend against a gradual increase of smoke aud other vapours which

are very injurious to vegetable life, I will venture to lay before yon a

few plain remarks how that offensive and polluted atmosphere has to

a certain extent injured, and in several instances destroyed, some of the

trees, (fcc, in this locality.

When I first came to "live in Warrington the air was not so full of

smoke and other injurious gases as it is at the present time. Some
species of plants which then flourished have now disappeared. I have

noticed that as manufactories have increased, one species of plant

after another has gradually declined in health, and in some instances

they are mere skeletons of "what tbey formerly were, giving a desolate

appearance to that conntry which they once beautified.
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TVe all tnow that some plants are mncli more sensitive than others

to iDJarioas chemical matters in the atmosphere. When I came to

my present sitaation the Fir and Larch were hpaltby ; these were the

first to give vray, ami the first which huu t.i be cat down. Cotoueaster

microphylla next died ; the Arbor Vita\ Janiper, Erica, and common
Rosemary followed, and what few now exist of these are in a wretched

condition ; so is Berberis ilicifolia ; the Yew, once very vigoroua. is all

bat destroyed ; the Rose struggles hard for existence ; the Holly is

j^iviug way ; and none of the Conifers, if planted in these gronnds, will

live more than two or three years. Many of the forest trees that

flonrishod twenty years ago are gradually becoming weaker every year,

as the air becomes more and more filled with obnoxious vaponrs, and
some of them are affected sooner than others. The Sycamore, more
particularly the variegated variety, is very tender, it suffers severely ;

the Hornbeam is fast decaying; the Horse-Chestnut grows vigorously,

but is often severely cat while the foliage. is yonng, and never worse

than at present; and the Beech and Lime tree are somewhat stronger

than the above, though very far from being healthy. The Ash seems
to stand best, and the Elm the next ; b'at all of these are dirty, and
are injured to a considerable extent.

Among fruit trees, the Pear appears to stand best, but is not up to

the mark, and the Plnm and Damsou moderately well, but they are

giving way. The Apple is suffering very much ; only young trees are

at all vigorous, and these not satisfactory; the full-grown trees are
very bad, and the fruit very inferior. The Bed and White Carrant
have suffered severely, being very subject to the attacks of aphides

;

the leaves then become covered with an adhesive substance, the soot

coats them over and chokes the pores, and the leaves falling off in

summer, the wood cannot get matured, and the plant ultimately dies.

Our Currant trees, that a few years ago were healthy and produced
very flue fruit, are now quite mined. The Raspberry stands pretty

well in, more favoured times—that is, when the air is moderately free

from smoke. The Gooseberry is inferior. The fruit of all these plants
would soon be detected in the market as having been grown in a
smoky atmosphere.
Many vegetables which grow strongly do well in summer, but when

the autumn sets in the air is so heavy, and filled with poisonous gases,

that they soon decay. Kidney Beans sometimes drop off as early as
October. Cauliflowers do not stand any frost here as they do a short
diatauce from town ; even common Winter Greens are injured to a
considerable degree, and it is only in very mild winters that the Broc-
coli keeps alive.

Many half-hardy flowering plants do not prosper. The Pelargonium,
which grows the best here, has the flowers often discoloured during the
night, if the barometer is low and the air charged with chemical vapours.
A few plants stand pretty well ; the Rhododendron, Aucuba japonica.

and the Hawthorn flourish here. Some species of plants suffer in

all parts of the garden, others only in certain parts. Where the Haw-
thorn, Rhododendron, and Yew are planted side by side, the first

two are healthy, the Yew almost dead. We find, too, that where some
of the delicate plants are considerably sheltered from the passing
vapours, they are somewhat healthier than those more exposed to

smoke.

The above remarks have reference only to the grounds on which I
am employed, and which are peculiarly situated. Some time ago the
town lay to the east and north of the hall and gardens, but now they
are surrounded on all sides except directly to the south. Trade gra-
dually increased, and during the last three or four years has rapidly
progressed, therefore smoke has progressed too. Some of the works
are of a very disagreeable kind, dispersing very obnoxious smells
throughout the town, and unquestionably doing a great deal of harm
to vegetable life. I have been on the gronnds at all hotTrs of the
morning and night, and have felt the disagreeable vapours pass in a
body when there has been scarcely a breeze : this has been when the
atmosphere was heavy and foggy, and it is on occasions like this that
the flowers are found to bo discoloured in the morning. Sometimes
we find the foliage while m a young state cut in a straight line, and
this suddenly. Under all circumstances, the trees in the town cast their
leaves at least six weeks before those in the surrounding districts,

where there are no manufactories. W^hen the wind is from the east
we do not suffer so much as when it is from the west, for in the former
case it is often sharp, and carries away the smoke, but in the latter it

is soft, the air heavy and moist, and the smoke falls quickly to the
ground, Banging among the trees, and passing away very slowly

;

therefore the plants suffer more.
That some works are more deleterious than others we have aafficient

proof. On the east side of the town a firm of long standing has lately
introduced a fresh branch into its trade. Close to these work;? are
tho rectory grounds, which, as well as the land adjoining, are wretched
in the extreme ; forest and fruit trees, shrubs, &c., are dead and dying :

only such as are screened from the works are fit to stand, and even
these are looking badly.

The outskirts of Warrington are somewhat better. Several Conifevs
that will not live at all with us are found in some of the gardens, bnfc

not in a satisfactoi^ state. If we go six miles west wo come to one of
the most desolate places one ever saw, trees and hedges being killed
for a considerable distance. The Thorn and Elder appear to be the
hardiest; miserable relics of these are nearest to this rising town

—

Widnes, where chemical warks are numerous. If we go eight or nine
miles north-west we eomo to St. Helen's, another town spreading

desolation ; trees arc dying for miles away from it. East and south-
ward of Warrington, where no works are, the country is fertile and
the foliage rich.

Plants with smooth, glossy leaves, of vigorous habits, grow best in
Warrington. The Oak looks as well in the town as the country, for
all of US know this tree in many parts of the country is decaying.
With us the Labuniam flourishes, so do the Syringa, the Willow, the
Birch, tha Ivy, and the Elder. The Privet grows moderately. All
vegetables mast be vigorous, otherwise they will not stand the smoke.
Thirty years ago the farmer grew large quantities of Ridge Cucumbers
in the fieHs, but now he cannot grow them. Gourds will not now grow
in the town, unless when the season happens to hs favoured by a less

amount of smoke than we have on an average.

Under circumstances such as these we can ouly do our best to grow
such plants as will withstand the evil, and ask the manufacturers to

assist us by rcduciag that evil as far as they are able, by consuming
the smoke. Some have done so here to a cjreat extent ; we must hops
others will follow in their steps. We do not know how much might be
done through a persevering, ingenious man ; many wonderful things
bave been accomplished, and we cannot teil what may yet be done.
The earth is not only given to U5 for usefulness in bringing food, but
also for producing things of beauty and adornment, and it is the duty
of every man to try to accomplish theae ends.—E. Green, Gtirdencr

to Ci>l. the Riijht Hon. J. V/ilson Potten, M.P., BanhHall, Wamngfon

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
August 17th.

Frutt Cor.miTTEE.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the cbaii-.

Messrs. Veitch & Son sent parcels of their Impra^ed Ash-leaved Kid-
ney Potato, which was found at Chiswick to be very prolific, and when
cooked very floury. Mr. Thomas, of Shrewsbury, exhibited a seedling

raised from a cross between Arrowsmith's Seedling and Fluke. This^

is a roundish Potato. Mr. Earley, of Digswell, sent a bundle of

Short-horn Carrots, which were highly commended by the Committee
for their unusual size. Mr. Eckford, of Coleshiil Park, gent a large

Lettuce under the name of Coleshill Park Lettuce, which proved to

be the Florence Cos. Mr. R. Smith, gardener to T. Nicoll, Esq.,

Wembly Hill House, Sudbury, sent a Cucumber, supposed to be Long
Gun, 2S inches long ; but as it was quite ripe, its length was its only

attraction. Messrs. F. Jir A. Smith, Dulwich, sent fruit of Surrey

Prolific Cucumber, a good, solid, and heavy variety, not of great length,

but of general utility. Mr. Baker, of Honiton. sent two varieties of

Cucumber, called Eclipse and Bowlen's Long, neither of which was
considered an improvement on existing kinds.

Mr. George Lee, of Clevedon, near Bristol, sent branches of Lee's

Prolific Black Currant, which obtained a certificate at last meeting.

These were sent to show that the fruit hangs well on the tree. The
fruit maintained all the good properties which it exhibited at the pre-

vious meeting. Mr. McLaren, of Ash Common, Surrey, sent fruiting

branches and a dish of fruit of a seedling double-bearing Raspberry,

to which a first-class certificate was awarded for its robust habit, fer-

tility, aud size of the fruit. Mr. Cooling, of Bath, sent fruit of Brail-

brook Seedling. This Apple has been sent on various occasions, but

never before in con^lition to enable the Committee to form a decided

opinion. It was now shown in good condition, and in the opinion of

the Committee was not of suQicient merit to warrant a certifi-cate.

Mr. Dry, of Hayes, Middlesex, sent a dish of a seedling Plum, which

has been several times before the meeting. It is a large, oval, purple

Plum, of excellent flavour, early, having been grown as a standard.

It was awarded a first-class certificate, and was named Dry's Seedling.

Mr. Fenu, The Rectory, Woodstock, sent twelve sorts of Gooseberries,

to show that some or the largest size are not so deficient in flavour as

it is generally supposed they are. The whole of the varieties sent

being rather over-ripe, the Committee could not form any judgment

on their merits. Messrs. Lee. of Hammersmith, sent fruit of the

Royal \'ineyard Fig, a medium-sized, long, grizzly Fig. The flavour

was good, but it was recommended to allow any opinion upon it to

stand over for a fortnight, when the collection at Chiswick ivill be in

fruit, and a comparison can be made. Mr. W. Bull, of Cihe'sea, sent

fruit of a scarlet-fleshed Melon, called Nonpareil, wh ch did not

possess suSicient merit.

Messrs. Standish. of Ascot, sent a dish of Gloede's Perpetual Pine

Strawberries, from runners planted in May. Mr. Mclndoe, gardener

to the Archbishop of York, sent a dish of large and very fine fruit of

St. Ambroise Apricot, which were highly commended. It is a large,

handsome Apricot, inferior in flavour to Moorpark, but is a fortnight

earlier. Mr. Fairhaim, gardener to W. Death, Esq., South Lodge,

Bishop Stoi-tford, sent a splendid fruit of Enville Pine Apple, weigh-

ing 9 lbs. 5^ OSS. It was awarded a special certificate for superior

cultivation. Mr. Carmichael, gardener to H.K.H. the Priuceof

Wales, sent a bunch of Muscat Champion Grape, the berries of which

were of very large size, nnd the flavour excellent. Alexander Scrutton,

Esq., of Blackheath Park, sent three very fine bunches of Black

Prince Grape. Mr. Goode, of Melchet Park, Romsey, sent three

large bunches of Duchess of Buccleuch Grape. Mr. Melville, of

Dalmeny Park, sent fruit of a seedling Grape, which was so much

damaged as to destroy the flavour. Mr. Pearson, of Chilwel!, brought

several varieties of seediijig Grapes, three of which were considered
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bj the Committtro to pOEBOES some merit, and recommended that thcir

cnltivatiou be continaed. One nas a white with a long bauch and a
Proutignan tiavonr, another with a Mnacadine flavoor, and ouc some-
what in the way of Morocco. There were besides 6ve other varieties.

some of which were raised from the Strawberry Grape, the flavonr
of which was particnlarly rich and novel. The Committee highly
commended the collection, and were of opinion that the three lirst

noticed ehoald receive special attention.

FLonAL Committee.—Rev. J. l)ix in the chair. This was one of

the beet meetings of the year. The exhibition of Gladioli and the
good old Hollyhock were ii treat in tliemsolvos, and had there been
proper and snfficient space for them, they would have been mnch more
effective. Of seedling Ilollyhocks there were none of snfficient merit,

or snperior to older lands. Messrs. Kclway were awarded throe first-

class certificates and one second-class certificate for seedling Gladioli.

There were mimy other seedlings sent, but far behind those which
received awards.
Mr. Boll received first-class certificates for Kncephalartos grandis,

Eneephnlartos plumosa, Macrozamiaexcelsa, and a new gigantic form
of Aroid, introdnced by Dr. Seemann. The plant was recognised, bnt
the specific unme conld not be remembered. A Fptcial certificate was
awarded Mr. IJuU for a collection of Orchids. Mr. Williams, Hollo-
way, received a special certificate for a collection of Orchids, and a
special certificate for a finely-grown specimen of Lapageria rosea.
Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq., received a first-class

certificate for a most graceful climbing Asparagus. This plant was
trained on a strong cord, to which it readily attaches itself, nud enables
the cultivator to adapt it to any situation he 7>lease3 without any fear
of breaking or injuring the plant. Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing
received firat-clnss certificates for hybrid Nosegay Zonal Pelargonium
Lady Hawley, dark |rimKon

;
also for Stanstead Rival, a light orange-

scarlet Zonal. Mr. uoode, gardener to the Dowager Lady Ashburton,
received a special certifii-ute for the finest specimen of Lilium anratom
OTer exhibited. One bulb had divided into ten or eleven tlowering stems,
producing one hundred and fifty flowers. It was most magnificent ; it

was one of the pale-spotted varieties. It was commended as worthy of
the Lindley medal, which was unanimously awarded. Tue Society must
Jeel deeplj obliged to the Lady Ashbnrtou for her kindness in sending
£0 valuable a plant to the meeting; the packing and conveyance
must have entailed considerable trouble. A fine specimen of Lffilia
elegans Tumeri, exhibited by the same lady, was awarded a special
certificate.

Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, received a special certificate for a
collection of succulent plants, consisting of Echeverias, Sempervivums,
&c. ; they also sent a coUection of Centaurcas, which were not con-
sidered snOiciently distinct. Mr. W. I'aul, Waltham Cross, was
awarded a first-class certificate for a very useful decorative shrub,
Euon3-mu3 flavescens. Mr. C. J. Perry, of Castle Bromwich, received
a first-class certificate for Verbena Ada King, and a first-class certi- ^

ficate for Thomas Lawden ; Messrs. Kelway similar awards for seedling
Gladiolus Medina, Cherub, and Accius ; and a second-class certificate
for Freemason. Mr. C. Chater, Saffron Walden, was awarded a first-
class certificate for a new, dwarf, beautiful, free-flowering Ageratnm,
Imperial Dwarf. This was much admired, and will prove extremely
nseful for bedding purposes. Mr. Eckford, gardener to Lord Radnor,
Coleshill, received three first-class certificates for seedling Verbenas
of considerable merit—viz., Harry Eckford, Eclipse, aud Lady Anne
Speirs.

Messrs. Veitch exhibited a large and beautiful coUection of Gladioli
not for competition.

Mr. Porter, gardener to E. Benham, Esq., sent seedling Hollyhocks.
Messrs. Lee exhibited a showy tricolor Zonal Pelargonium called Ed-
ward Milncr; Mr. W. Paul four seedling Zonal Pelargoniums-
Sultana, Lord Falkland, Empress, and Comet; also an evergreen
fihrub from Japan, name not known, to be seen again. Mr. Pen-y
exhibited sixteen seedling Verbenas ; two only received certificites.
Messrs. Kelway sent nine seedling Gladioli, four of which were
awarded certificates. J. Sladden, Esq., Ash, Kent, sent several seed-
ling Gladioli. Messrs. Bunyard, Asbford. Kent, sent four seedling
Gladioli—viis., Stella, Marguerite, Clipjier, and Pawn, the latter novel
in colour, but with no other recommendation. Mr. Jcnks, gardener to
I>. Lannach, Esq., sent seedling Zonal Pelargonium Brambletye.a pale
pmk. Mr. C. Turner sent three seedling Dahlias—Mrs. T."Colman,
Charles Lidgard, and Kensington, all of which were reqaested to be
seen again. Mr. George. Putney Heath, exhibited Nosegay Pelargo-
Dinms Gem, Brightness, Northern Star, Minster, and Perfection.
The first prize for twenty-four spikes of Gladiolus was taken by

Messrs. Kelway A: Son, of Langport, Somerset, with very fine examples
of Meyerbeer, Prince Imperial, Le Titien, Thomas Moore, Prince of
Wales, Picciola, Sansparei!, Mario Dnmortier, Aceiu.q. Gipsy Queen
Felicien David, Senator, Cherub, Picotee, Thomas Methven, Eurvdice,'
Montaigne, Queen, Rossini, and Pulton. The spikes in this coUection
were supported by brass rods placed lengthwise between the rows.
The second prize was withheld, and the third awarded to Mr. J. Slad-
aen, of Ash.

Class 2 was for twelve spikes. Here again Messrs. Kelway were
first with a fine collection, in which, besides kinds already named, we
noticed Emile, Molicre, ApoUou, Madame Desportes, a splendid new
white variety

; Freemason, which received a second-class certificate;
Albert Victor, Flavia ; Medina, which received a first-class certificate, in I

colour white tinged with lilac at the edges. The second prize wad with-
held, and the third awarded to Messrs. Bunyard & Son, of Maidstone.

Class ;J was for twelve spikes, and for amateurs only. Here Mr.
Douglas, gardener to F. nhitbonru. Eb(j., Loxford HuU, was fipst

with excellent spikes of Achille, Vellcda, Prmcess Alice. Hom« re, Imp«-
ratrice Eugenie, Madame Victor Verdier, Madame Furtado, Rossinif
Madame Desportes, Adolpho Brongniart, Priuiess Mary of Cambridge,
and Thomas Methven. The Ker. H. H. Dombrain was socond, and
Mr. Sladden third.

In Class 1, for six spikes, the Rev. H. H. Dombrain was first with
Imperatrico Eugt-nie, Milton, Madame Dombrain. Homere, Shakes-
peare, and Dr. Lindloy. Mr. J. Sladden was second with seedling
Crown of Gold, Monsienr Legouve, Mario Dnmortier, Dr. Lindley,
and Thomas Methven. Mr. Douglas was third.

There was a good show of HoUyhocks. Mr. W. Chater and Messrs.
J. J. Chater were respectively fir^t and second for tix cut spikes ; and
the same firms took the same relative positions for twenty-four cut
blooms, Messrs. Kelway being third. For twelve the Hcv. E. Hawke
was first with beautiful examples of Ruby Queen. Willin>;ham Model,
Octavia, Plirine, Tournament. Alba superba. Ida, Cams Chater, Ivan-
hoe, Senior VVrangler, Acme, and Harold. Many of these are of Mr.
Hawke's own raising, and the blooms exhibited wore worthy of his
high reputation as a raiser and grower of this fiower.

Many complaints were mado tLis day, and very justly made, that
there was no accommodation in tlie way of tables on which exhibitors
might arrange their flowers ; It will be admitted it is not a pleasant
thing to kneel on hard stones to arrange specimens of Gladioli and
HoUyhocks, or any other cut specimens. This omission of preparing
tables for putting up flowers must not be forgotten. The complaint
made can easily be remedied; and when the Society is so well and
kindly supported at these interesting meetings by amateurs and nor-
serymen, their re(^nc8t for this accommodation we feel sure will be in
fature complied with.

A MEETiNo of the Committee was also held at Chiswick on the
10th iust.. the Rev. J. Dix being in the chair. The Committee met
in fnU force on this occasion, but the trial plants were far from being
in a satisfactory condition ; some of them were received very late in

the season, others had suffered from the late frosts. The Committee
propose shortly to hold another meeting at Chiswick, when the Zonal
Pelargoniums wiU be in better condition. A few awards were made
among the Bronze Zonal section. The Moor, Plutus, and the Rev.
"W. F. Radclyffe received first-class ccriificatcs. There is a great same-
ucss in these Bronzes ; as with the Tricolor Zonal, it is diflUcolt to meet
with anything new and distinct. Amy Richards, a seedling from the
gardens, a robnst Tricolor Zonal, received a first-class certificate as
being of good constitution. Sir R. Napier, a distinct dark-zoned
variety, also received a first-class certificate. There were many others
the characters of which were not fuUy developed ; they will probably
receive rewards at the next meeting. Miss Kingsbury, a favourite

SUver Bicolor, was in fine condition, and received a first-class certifi-

cate ; and the same award was made to Beauty of Lee, a bright rose
flower; Advancer, a deep rose flower; and \Villiam I'nderwood, a
well-formed scarlet free-flowering variety, nsefnl as a beddcr.
The Committee was mnch pleased with a coUection of Pentstemocs,

and among them with the light blue Pentstemon .Tofferyanum. Owing
to some confusion in the names no awards were made. These beauti-
ful decorative plants are to be re-arranged for another season. It is

much to be desired that the contributors of trial plants would send
them earlier to the gardens, as in many instances justice cannot be
done them. A collection of double Zonal Pelargoniums, under glass,

met with much approbation. They had been well taken care of and
neatly trained, and the plants were well covered with flowers.

General Meeting.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.B.S., in the
chair. Two new Fellows were elected ; one of them was H. Whit-
worth, Esq., the Secretary of the Manchester Botanic and Horticol-
tural Society, in recognition of his assistance in connection mth the
Itoyal Horticultural Society's Manchester Show. The Committee
awards having been reported, the Chairman, in the absence of the
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, remarked on such of the plants as were of the
greatest interest and beauty. Foremost among these was the magni-
ficent specimen of Lilium anratum, from Mr. Ooode. to which the
Lindky medal was awarded. As this species of Lily had already ex-
hibited a con.?iderablo tendency to produce variations in its markings^
Mr. Saunders said he could not help thinking it offered a good basis
for hybridisations, in order to add colour to its shape and fragrance.
The collections of Gladiolus were next referred to as affording glori-

ous colours, as well as the rapid rise of the flower in public favour.
The Hollyhock, hkewise, was touched on as exhibiting a charming
diversity of colour, although when first introdnced only a single flower,

and it was recommended to anyone in want of a good effective plant
for a border. Of the fine AmorphophaUus, with a splendid snake-like-

'

marked stem, shown by Mr. Bull, Mr. Saunders remarked that large
as the head appeared, it consisted of but a single loaf. He had
several species, and one closely allied to it, but not the same. They
produced only one or two leaves. After pointing out the fine specimen
of Loilia elegans Tumeri, and Mr. Chater's dwarf Ageratnm before
alluded to, the latter of which he considered would )>e the admiration
of thousands in bedding arrangements, Mr. Se.unders passed on to the
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elimbiag Aspnragus from bis own garden, and which had been sent

borne to him by a collector in his employ some years ago. Mr. Saun-

ders stated that the plant grew to an enormons length, and he did not

know what to do with it till he hit on the plan of growing it on cords

tied to the rafter of the honse, and which it soon runs np. One great

advantage of this system of training was, that it desired, the plant

could be moved from place to place by taking the cord down, which,

with the plant, conld be woond ronnd the arm, bat such was not the

case when sticks or wire were employed. Many plants conld be

trained on cords ; indeed, this was the best system for soccnlent

climbers. Another plant, thongh not exhibited trained as a climber,

bnt which in reality was a climbing Lily, being very closely allied to

that family, and having been called Lilium gloriosum, was the Gloriosa

from Mr. Clews. He thonght all climbing plants should be exhibited

trained as climbers ; bat perhaps he ought to make an exception of the

Lapageria, of which Mr. Williams had sent a glorious specimen

trained on wire, as it attained too large a size for exhibition in any

other form. ^__^^_

SOIL FOR GRAPES.
I WISH to confirm the statement of your correspondent,

"G. S.," in your Number of Augasfc 12tli, page 124, by saying

that my father possessed several vineyards at Vernone, near

Tarin, in Piedmont, planted on very calcareous soil. These

vineyards were celebrated in the vicnity for fine crops of

Grapes, producing superior wine ; indeed, it commanded a

higher price than neighbours around could obtain for their

wines.

—

Leonakd H-irmas, jum.

FrsSBUBT Park.—We had always supposed that the design

of the Fiasbury Park was due to Mr. McKenzie who also designed

the Alexandra Parii ; but having seen in the morning papers

that Mr. VuUiamy claimed to have been the author of it, we
were last week led to repeat his statement to that effect. We
are since assured by Mr. MoKenzio that to him alone the design

of the park is attributable, and that the lodges, gates, fences,

&o., belong to Mr. Vulliamy.

CUCUMBER CULTURE.—No. 8.

CoLTURE IN Pots.—A very desirable method of growing
Cucumbers for late autumn or early winter fruiting is in pots,

as in this case they need no particular spot assigned them, but

can be fruited in any house with the proper temperature. In
pots, too, the plants generally fruit much earlier than those in

borders, but they do not attain the same amount of strength,

or continue so long in bearing. In spite of this, however, it

is always a consideration to have a few fruits early ; and if

plants were not grown in pots they might not be grown at all

for early fruiting, owing to want of room. Pot plants are more
easy of accommodation than those planted-out, as the latter

require both a border and plenty of space for their development.

Seeds sown in pots about the beginning of September will

produce plants which will fruit in November ; and for a suc-

cession it is best to sow on the 1st day of the month, and again

on the 2l3t. If, however, a sowing was made at the beginning

of September for planting-out, the second sowing in pots may
be dispensed with, as the plants will bear at the same time

;

but if seeds be sown at the above two dates, sowing for plant-

ing-out may be deferred until the middle of October and 5th

of November. Either of these plans will maintain a succession

of fruit throughout the winter, spring, and summer ; thus— 1st

of September sowing ior November fruiting ; 2l3t of September
for January. Both of these sowings are for culture in pots.

The 12th of October sowing is for fruiting about the end of

February and on through the summer ; but the early Septem-
ber sowing, one lot being potted and the other planted-out,
will produce a like result.

The method of raising plants for pot culture does not differ

from that pursued in raising those for plauting-out. As re-

gards the size of the pot, in a small pot we often obtain a

much less development of foliage along with fruit equal to

those produced in larger pots. I like a good-sized pot, and
consider one 13 inches in diameter not too large. The drain-

age should occupy one-sixth of the depth of the pot, placing

merely one crock over the hole, and for the remainder using
lumps of charcoal free of dust. Some of the rougher parts of

the soil should be placed over the drainage, both together oc-

cupying one-third of the depth of the pot. The plant is turned
out with the ball entire into the centre of the pot, and the soil

gently pressed round, space enough being left for surface-dress-

ings. t^If bottom heat can be obtained, let the pots be plunged.

or if there is a border let them stand on that rather than on a
shelf or stage. Their position must be well exposed to the
light, and they should be trained as near as possible to tha
glass, but without touching it. As the object is early fruiting, the
plant should be stopped at least twice previous to being placed
in the fruiting pot. It will show fruit before it has made a very
long shoot, when it should be stopped one joint beyond the
fruit. When there are two or three fruits, it will be well to

keep each growth closely stopped to one joint, so as to have
most of the foliage above the fruit. It is, however, desirable

to retain a shoot near the base of the plant, so that when the
fruits are out from the upper part, the latter can be cut off

down to the shoot at the base, which can be trained in its place,

and will fruit even more freely than its predecessor.

As the plant advances it will put out roots near the surface,

but should none appear after three weeks, I add about an inch
of fresh soil every week until the pot be filled to the rim, and
this will be sufficient to enable the plant to bear fruit large enough
for cutliag. The length is not a matter of so much conse-

quence as the fruit being grown in a short time, and therefore

crisp and free from bitterness ; indeed. Cucumbers which are

not of great length are generally the best in these respects.

When the first fruits are cut, some wait for the small ones to

swell, which they often do, having a long shank-like neck, with

a knob at the end, like a club. As these are worthless, I cut

off the old foliage, and encourage the young shoot from the

base. As we thus destroy the balance between the shoots or

foliage and the roots, gangrene might ensue; but we remove the

surface soil, picking out with a piece of wood as mueh as we can
from amongst the roots and around the sides of the pot, and
replace it with fresh. The soil is kept no more than moist
until the foUage has progressed, and there is a greater demand
for water ; then all goes on as before. As we cannot top-dress

without raising the soil above the rim of the pot, the latter is

encircled with a rim of zinc, but I prefer myself one of turf,

cut about 2 inches thick, and about 2i or 3 inches broad. The
roots thrive in this, and rapidly pervade the soil, which is put

on between the stem and lim of turf, becoming at length

closely matted in the turf. This should be placed grass side

downwards, and is in proper condition when it has lain until

the grass is dead, the fibres being then in a nicely decomposed
state, which, with air, is very beneficial to Caeumb'?r roots.

This top-dressing may be repeated as often as required, to se-

cure the swelling of any fruit that may be upon the plant, but

it may be discontinued after two or three have been swelled off,

when the best plan is to start the plant ngain, cutting it down
nearly to the base, and training young shoots in place of those

cut away. The old top-dressing should be removed to the rim
of the pot, and replaced with fresh, according to the growth.

In this way the plants will continue in bearing fir a long time,

and in summer may be grown in houses, which can be kept

sufficiently close and moist without injury to the other occu-

pants ; indeed, they will thiive in a cool house from May to

October, and give liner fruit than in a heated structure it theiff

is an abundance of light, and sun heat is husbanded by tha

early opeuiug and closing cf the house. A few plants may
also be grown in a vinery when it is not convenient to devote a
pit or house to their exclusive cultivation for the time. It is

not necessary to employ the size of pot named, smaller will do.

I have fruited Cucumbers in 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 18-inch pots;

but for general purposes I like the 13-iuch pot best—in fact,

such a size of pot will afford nutriment for the swelling of two,

three, or even more fruit per plant. I do not like to take

more before cutting down or discarding the plants, as I advise

when fruit can be obtained from those planted out in beds or

borders.

When Cucumbers are grown in pots, the supply of water

should be copious, not giving it in such quantity as to convert

the soil into a saturated mass ; do not let the soil become so

dry as to cause the leaves to flag, but when water is required

give enough to thoroughly moisten the soil. When it is neces-

sary to increase the vigour of the plants or to swell the fruit,

hquid manure may be given at every alternate watering.

For furnishing fruit in autumn and early winter it was for-

merly a practice to have the plants raised from cuttings in the

last week of September or first week of October, and in the

pots they are to be fruited in. For these 9-inch pots answer

tolerably well, whilst 11-iueh pots are equivalent to 13-inoh

pots for seedlings, as the cuttings do not grow so vigorously as

plants from seeds. The pot may be prepared as described for

the seedlings, and the cuttings inserted in the centre. Select

for cuttings the growing points or tops of vigorous shoots ;
cut
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Ihem off i or 5 inches long belcw a jfjint, and remove the leaf,

and BO far op the phoot as will lo inserted in the Eoil. Make
a hole with a dibble, drop a pinch of sand into the hole, then

intrcdnce the catling ncd fill up the hole with fand. Fine

charcoal is better than sand. A piece of glass is placed over

each pot, and the pots may be set in the places where the

plants are to fruit. If due regard be paid to keeping the foil

moist, the cuttings will be well rooted in a fortnight ; then

lemove the pane of glass by degrees, and the plants will grow

lapidlv ; soil being added, as roots push from the fUm, until the

pot is "fall. The fruit will be fit to cut before Cbriatma?, when

the plants may be cut down to the lowest joint, the Euifnce

soil removed, freeh added, and the plants in all reepeots treated

as described for thoEe from seed in pola. Tlants from cuttings

will endure a drier atmosphere, and are neither eg succulent

nor so liable to snffer from cold as seedlings ; they will bear a

temperature of 5° lower than seedlings and a drier atmosphere,

and are not bo liable to damp off, otherwise we do not see their

advantage. By taking off cuttings at intervals the plants

become, as it were, perennial. I know of one instance in
which they were continued by cuttings enccessiveiy for three

years and a hnlf, but then the deformity and uselessneeg of

the fruit weie abundant evidence that the natural limit to the
existence of the plant lad been exceeded.

As one, or at most two sorts if Cucumbers are enough to

grow, I give the names cf half a dozen wLich I have proved
come up to the standard cf merit— viz., " Length, rot less than
12 inches ; oiameter, one-ninth cf the lecglh ; colour, dark
green ; spines, black or white, and numerous; bloom, nnre-

movcd ; circumference, circular and equal throughout ; neck
and ncfe, each not more than a diameter IcEg ; flesh, crisp and
juioy ; flower, remaining on the fruit."

For Kinitr antl E<i rl y Vii'.

All the Year Round (Dicksou'J)
Tclepraph (KoUissoD's)
Tho ColesLill

For Sii^ntitr.

Xewton Hi-ro
HflmiltcQ's Needle Gao
Dale's CoLqucrcr

Those named for winter and early use are eiually eligible

for summer culture.—G. Abeev.

RENDLES PATENT PLANT PROTECTORS.
It ia now hard upon thirty years since Mr. W. E. Rendle

introduced " the tank system " of heating horticultural struc-

tures ; and although the novelty of this cheap and efficient

system has passed away, there are macy who still adhere to it

as in their estimation the best and most economical. That the
tank fystem is the best for general purposes we are not prepared
to allow ; but if the advccatcs of bottom heat to Vine borders

were to adopt it instead of iron pipes fur their purpose, we

Kg. 1.

should not hear of so many failures in this practice cf culture
as we do. It is hcmid heat that Vine roots require, not a roast-

ing. Let those, then, who wish to apply bottom heat to their
Tines use the tauk closed, with a perforated covering, and this

wiih permeable material betvreen the tank and the soil, and we
shall be astonished if their efforts be not attended with success.

The same llr. Bendle who rendered this service to horticul-

ture in his earlier days, has now invented a mode of protecting

Fig. 2.

tender crops, which onght to obtain ail the pnbUcily and popu-
larity which its merit demands. The ccntrivence ccneisis in

glazing, with Mr. Rendle's patent protecting bricks, low struo-

by merely slipping the sheets of glass itto a grooved brick. We
cannot belter explain the principle than by referring our readers

to the accompanying woodcuts. Ihe length to which these

tnres which may be called " frames '' without the aid of pntty, little Etincturee may be carried is liaited only by the extent
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of ground at command, and their width by the strength and
length of the glass employed to glaze thtm. The uses of these

strnctures are similar to thoEe of the ground \ineries, and
althongh applied to

the culture of the
Vine, they are

equally applicable

to that of other
crops, Euoh as early

Peas, and Salads
;

the propagation, by
ontlings and graft-

ing, of valuable

plants in pots

;

and also for the

protection of the
less hardy plants

during winter.

In fig. 1 we have
the representation

of a ground vinery.

The drawing,
which was suppUed
by Mr. Eendlo, is

not quite to our
mind, as it repre-

sents the walls of
Fig. S.

the structure solid, whereas we would suggest that they be
pigeon-holed so as to admit of that free ciiculation of air

necessary in so

small a space to

ensure health and
vigour to the plant
enclosed. Wa have
EeenatMr. Eivers's

an experiment with
these tiles erected
after this fashion,

and it succeeds ad-
mirably. The Vine
is the picture of /

health and vigjur, ',

and under the glass /[
there is the need- J^'
ful amount ct hn- "^

midity to secure
health and keep
down red spider.

Fig. 2 shows its applioatioa to the protection and hastening
of Strawberry crops. Here, too, we ought to have pigeon-

holes. Fig. 3 represents a seed-protector—a protector from
birds and from changes of temperature ; and in ng. 4 we have
the tiles used as a winter protection, by having them covered

with any loose
litter.

We v7onld
strongly urge Mr.
Beudle to adopt
the pigeon-holed
principle. It is

better for the gene-
ral hardy ose of

the " protectors ;"

but it admits also

of their being em-
ployed for fore-

log. When so em-
ployed heat may be
apphed by a lining

of heating material
placed all ronnd
them. As yet this

_ is but the initiation

"f^jy* of an idea which
^5^g==- jg capable of great

development, and
we see in it a fand

usefulness in store for horticulturists. Theof interest and
great resommendations of this plan of Mr. Eendle's are cheap

aess, durability,

disuse of putty

and paint, and the

total dispensation

with the services

of what are called

"skilled work-
men " in their

erection. The
material of which

^ they are made is

^ also an important

element in the
question, for the

-'
ileat absorbed by
bricks during the

day will be given

03 at night, and
in this respect

bricks have the advantage over such strnctures made of wood
and glass only.

Fig. i.

EAGLAN ROSE IN CANTERBURY, NEW ZEALAND—THE MAOEIES.LORD
I C.S.NN0T refrain from sending word to such Hose-growers as

the Kev. Mr. Kadelyffo, Messrs. Panl, Messrs. Lane & Son,
and to many other Eose-growers in the United Kingdom, a
brief account of this Bose at the Antipodes. Its merits as

regards flowering—Why, it is never out of flower here ! Plant
it where you like, and kick it about in any uot.k of your garden,
flower i; will at any time of the year. I fetl quite delighted in

sending you word that I gather a great number of hand-
bouquets daily of this interesting Bourbon Hose, and every-
thing bids fair for me to have a good supply during all the
winter months out of doors. I often thick of Mr. Badcl} lie's

good advice alo it Boses. It is this—" You had beiter grow
fifty plants of a well-known good Eose than so many bad ones."
To this effect he advises your (-'our'') troublesome corre-

spondents to grow nothing but good Boses. He is right.

General Jacqueminot is our next favourite here. I want a
little more experience about the General here before I can
write about him confidently. Try to convince the I!ev. Mr.
Kadclyffe, through me, that his experience related in " our "

Journal, meets with due honours here. Having read his list of

the best Boses to grow, over and over again, it caused me to

procure £10 worth of Boses from a firm in Melbourne, chiefly

varieties recommended by him, and which have mostly bEen
imported from the mother country. I will wiite you word
about them from time to time. I shall always feel giatti.il for

his advice in "our" Journal about Boses.
If I digiess a little on this occasion, I hope yon will pardon

me, even for entering into colonial politics. I do not want the

Bev. Mr. Bidcljlio to think the Maories here do not under-

stand the scent of a good Tea Bose. Qaite the contrary. They
do. The missionaries deceived them some few years ago, and
now the poor fellows see Europeans occupying and settled on
their original homesteads, obtained from them, as I shall pre-

sently state ; it causes them to feel almost heart-broken in the

northern island, and this explains why vengeance is sweet to

them. All the outbreaks which are annually happening be-

tween us Europeans and them, simply arise from this fact.

The missionaries gave them, in their ignorance of civilised law?,

trinkets and toys for theit homesteads and freeholds, if I may
be allowed the use of the term. Hence all the bad news yon
hear from time to time in your English newspapers. The
Maories, I can assure you, are a very fine race of intellectual

men, no fools, since they have acquired European manners
and customs. Quo thing I can vouch for, at any rale, they

know a good Rose.
When the Duke of Edinburgh visited ns this month (May),

if you had seen their display of loyalty to Queen Victoria

—

excuse me, " Wiltshiee Eectok," for using your adopted name
so freely in "our" Journal on this occasion, but something

prompts my mind that yourself and our Eose-growing champion

possess an abundant store of Christian fellow-feeling iowards

other races of men besides ourselves, and if your pulpits vrere

here instead of at home, I feel you would say. Don't shoot

these poor fellows yet, you Europeans ;
yoa know there is sal-

vation in store for them as well as yourselves.

I will give you the purport of a very simple argument which
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was toased about in Ihe crowd, when the Maorios showed their
faoes to welcome the Prince. There were some fifty or Biity
all mounted on horseback to the astonishment of us Europeans.
Their good behaviour needs no comment. We settlers natu-
rally asked ourselvos, and argued the point together. Why
ehould we Europeans hero take advantage of a native race
more ignorant, in some respects, than ourselves, and take from
them all they possess ? Common sense says it is wrong.
What I have written openly and candidly, are strong im-

pressions on my mind about the indigenous race of human
beings here.

Now I must have my say on this subject, as an old settler

here. Our present provincial government have offered £1000
as a premium for the best system of preserving a certain quan-
tity of meat in tins ; £1000 ditto for the best manufacture of a
quantity of woollen goods out of our own grown wool; £1000
ditto for the best sugar, a certain number of tons, manufactured
from our own-grown Beetroot in Canterbury. This, I hope,
will be a great inducement to capitalists to come out here.
This is what wo want, some money

;
population will follow. I

will conclude by saying, that we pay now for a leg of mutton.
Is. ; a whole sheep, 4s. 9,/. ; a whole lamb, 4s. ; beef, 2d. to 7d.
per lb. I am dining to-day (May 22nd), family included, on a
prime cut from the Eirloin, at C>ii. per lb. We are perfectly
glutted with butcher's meat here for want of population and
capitalists.

—

Willuu Swale.

KETARDING FRUIT TREES IN AN ORCHARD
HOUSE.

Mi garden, consisting of about half an acre of garden ground,
ifl surrounded by houses, and, therefore, in spring is very warm.
In consequence of this warmth, early in spring my pot trees in
a lean-to orchard house blossom much too soon, and invariably
Peach and Nectarine trees bear no fruit. I have read atten-
tively Mr. Kingsley's mode of piling the pots in the open air,
and thus retarding the trees bursting into blossom. Do you
think I might try it with any chance of success ? Would the
trees in pots now in the orchard house bear the same treat-
ment ?—H. V. Fev.

[You may safely retard your fruit trees in pots by keeping
them out of doors, and protecting the pots and heads from
severe frost. However warm your position is, yon might re-
tard the trees in the orchard house by giving plenty of air
night and day, and dulling the glass with a little whitened
water. With a free ciiculation, trees in an orchard house may
be kept late in blossoming.]

TxVUNTON DEANE FLORICULTUEAL AND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This Society, which was established in 186(5, held its fourth
annual Exhibition on the 12th inst., and I have no hesitationm saying it was one of the very best exhibitions which ever
took place out of London.
Some idea may be formed of the magnitude of the Exhibi-

tion, when I state that five large tents were filled with a varied
and most excellent cjUection of flowers, fruits, and vegetables •

a sixth tent was also partly filled with choice collections of
liardy I'erns. The following are the dimensions of the tents •

—No. 1, 4(5 by 30 yards ; No. 2, 35 by 36; No. .}, 41 by 36 •

*n" i' ^^ ^7 ^''
'

^°- ^' '^^ ^^ ^'^
'

No. 6, 23 by 36. To have
filled the above large space with such a magnificent collection
as that I had the pleapure of seeing on Thursday is a great
and lasting credit to the gardeners, amateurs, and cotlacers
residing in the neighbourhood of Taunton ; it also augurs well
the future of horticulture in Somerset, and shows that the
spare hours of the gardener, the amateur, and the cottager are
turned to good account, both in developing the beauties which
deck our land, and in improving by superior cultivation what
13 sent for our sustenance. The man who could by constant
care and watching produce sucli splendid results as those I
allude to, be lie cottager, amateur, or gardener, shows that he
18 possessed of something more than the ordinary amount of
intelligence—he does not labour for gain; his is simply and
purely a labour of love, which the owners of the soil not only
in Somerset, but in every other county, would do well to en-
courage by every means in their power. This would greatly
tend to lessen crime, and cause the benches of the alehouse
to remain unoccupied, more than all the acts that could be

passed in the best parliament that ever existed, or that ever
will exist. The streets of Taunton on Tiiureday also presented
such a scene as I have never before witnessed ; business ol all
kinds seemed to be forgotten, and the whole town seemed to
have but one thought—that of participating in the pleasora o{
witnessing and adding to the beauty and usefulness of the
Exhibition. Every street, and I may almost say every house
bore some testimony to the interest felt by the inhabitants in
the proceedings of the day.

Now that wo have entered the Show ground wo ninsl stroll qoickly
tbrongh tlio varions teuta, only stoppiop to notice the greatest rarities,
or tboao commanding an extra share of notice, and even this will b«
a dillicult matter, seeing that there were so few eibibitions which did
not deserve the hiRliest meed ol praiBO that conld be awarded. If.
therefore, there are any that I have not noticed, it is not from want oi
inclination, bat of time and space, for to mention oil wonld take a
considerable amount of both.
The whole of the tents were arranged alike, all having a centre

stage or table, with a flanking table on each side, having ample space
between the centre table or stuga and the flanking tables for the pnblic
to pass comfortably through withont damaging the cihibition subjects
on cither side. This is a hint that might be acted npon with advan-
tage by some cf the managers of oar metropolitan exhibitions.
Tent No. 1 was set apart for the classes in which the principal prize

collections were exiiibited. These consisted of stove and greenhooae
plants, ornamentalfohnged plants, and Ferns, which were shown in
great abundance and in excellent condition. The Brst prize in the
class for twelve stove and creenbonse ]daDtR was taken by J. B. Saon-
ders, Esq

, The Laurels, Taunton. This, like the collection that waa
awarded the second prize, consisted of a fine lot of plants. The pre-
ference was given to Mr. Saunders's collection in consequence of there
being a greater number of flowering plants in it. In the first-prize col-
lection were fine plants of Iiora cocciuca snpcrba. Phienocoma proli-
fera Bamesii finely bloomed, Allamanda nobilia, and ]>ipladenia crassi-
noda. The second-prize group coiilaiued a splendidly-bloomed pUnt
of the pretty Lagcrstrtcmia iudica, bo seldom met with in coUectiona
of the present day-—a plant which should, however, have a placo in
every collection ; a fine Allamanda Hcndersoni ; and the finest plant
I hard ever seen exhibited of Cassia coryrabosa—another grand old
plant not grown half so much as it ought to be. This I believe may
be made one of our best early summer decorative plants by proper
management. There was also shomi in this collection the finest
Maranta Vcitcbii ever exhibited ; also a splenthd Maranta roscopicta.
Both of these plants were shown in excellent condition. The collec-
tions to which the other prizes in this class were awarded, also con-
tained many plants which, for high cultivation and general excellence,
conld scarcely be sarpassed.
The class for twelve exotic Ferns was well contested, splendid plants

being exhibited in each collection ; here the beautiful and Tacefol
Adiautum farleyenso and A. scutum—Ferns put in commerce by Itfr.

Koliert Vcitib, of the Exeter Nurseries. Mr. R. Veitch also exhibited
splendid specimens of these in a large collection of new and rare plants,
which occupied a coneiderable portion of the centre stage. There was
also a very choice collection of Ferns exhibited by .T. Wilmot, Esq., of
St. Thomas's, Exeter. In this collection was a noble .\diantam farley-
enso. In front of the plants I have just reviewed were placed on the
ground pans of Lycopods in splendid condition. Mr. Williams, of
Ilolloway, also occupied a large space on the centre stage with a
collection of plants, among which I noticed an exceedingly fine Lapa-
geria rosea, perhaps one of the finest plants that have ever been ex-
hibited. Mr. Williams likewise exhibited a choice collection of new
and rare plants. Fine gronps of Fuchsias were also exhibited in this
tent, and on the side tables Gladiolus, by Mr. Kelway, of Langport.
Mr. Cipher, of Cheltenham, exhibited some very finely-grown stove,
greenhouse, and omamental-foliaged plants ; so did Messrs. Dix and
Nelson, the prizes being awarded in the order in which these names
appear. There was. besides, a grand display of cut Verbenas shown
ou the side tables in this tent, as well as of cut Roses, Pbloxca,
DahUas, and Zonal Pelargoninms. Cockscombs were well repre-
sented.

Tent No. 2 contained splendid collections of plants, chiefly con-
tributed by amatenrs and gentlemen's gardeners. In this tent I
noticed some of the finest douhlo Pelargoniums 1 ever remember
having seen exhibited. I can only name a few of the gems amongst
the many in this tent, such as Vinca ocniata, splendidly bloomed ; a
nice pot of the pretty Coprosma B.aneriana variegala, one of the
coming bedding plants of the age ; and the graceful Cupauia Jaca-
randa, with its beantifnl Fem-like leaves, undoubtedly one of the
most beautiful plants we have for table decoration, and a worthy com-
panion to the graceful Grevillea robnsta. Standing on the ground in
this tent I saw a large specimen of the carious Amorphophallos
nobilis, with its handsomely mottled stems ; this is, perhaps, one of
the most remarkable plants we have for rapid growth, a few days only
being required for it to mature its ^.agantic stem and fohago. Thet«
were also nice specimens of Terinijialia elegons and Cossignea bor-
bonica, two excellent plants for table decoration.

Tent No. 3 waa much longer than the preceding two, and contained
a fine collection of fruit and vegetables, arranged on a table extending
the whole length of the tent. Diriding the fruit from the regetables
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was a row of Variegated and Bronze Zonal Pelai-f!ouiams. Amongst
the frait the magnificent Pines which were exhibited by Mr. Davies,

gardener to Lord Bridport, were greatly admired and justly received

the highest award. The grand display of vegetables which was ar-

ranged in this tent conld only be appreciated by those who had the

privilege of seeing it. I am well aware that the soil in the neigh-

boarhood, and within a circuit of many miles round Tannton, is highly

suitable for the growth of vegetables, but the soil alone could not have

produced them of snch quality ; much jiraise is therefore due to the

whole of the exhibitors in the several classes for the excellence of their

productions, the worst of which were superior to many I have seen

gain a first prize. At the top of this table Mr. Davies exhibited four

splendid fruit of the Smooth-leaved Cayenne Pine Apple, not for com-

petition. Other good Pine Apples were also exhibited, but not in

classes for competition. There were numerous exhibitions of Cherries,

Gooseberries, and Red and White Currants, but the display of the

better class of frnits, such as Nectarines and Peaches, was small. For
the latter, Mr. Davies took the first prize with a nice dish of Noblesse.

There was a pretty good display of Melons, but not of very gi'eat

merit.

Tent No. 4, like the previous one, was very spacious, and con-

stituted the grand centre of attraction for the ladies, for it was there

they were pitted against each other iu friendly rivalry. There were
displayed on the centre table the handiwork their fair fingers had
wrought in the shape of numerous designs and devices for the deco-

ration of the dinner-table, some of which were of a very elaborate

character, others neat, simple, and, as I thought, in consequence much
more appropriate for the purpose, too great a quantity of strongly-

smelling flowers being in my opinion no way desirable. There was
likewise a good display of bouquets and hanging-baskets of various

sizes ; also some handsome Fern vases neatly filled with Ferns and
Mosses, and in the centre of the tent were displayed the prizes to be
given to the successful competitors. In the various parts of the

Exhibition, on the side tables, large quantities of cut Roses, Asters,

and various other florists' flowers were exhibited, besides a large

collection of Gourds, Vegetable Marrows, &c.
Near the entrance to this tent a very interesting collection of British

wild flowers was exhibited in a style unsurpassed by anything of the

kind I have ever seen. The system of their arrangement was unique.

There were 144 specimens botanically described. The manner in

which this collection was staged reflects -the highest credit on those

who had the task of bringing them together and exhibiting them. The
collection contained many gems of great beauty and interest.

Tent No. 5 was termed the cottagers' tent. In this a very ex-

cellent assortment of vegetables and flowers was displayed ; the vege-

tables being equal in quality and quantity to those exhibited by the

professional gai'dtners and by tlie amateurs. Their nosegays were also

pretty, and iu many instances very judiciously arranged. One of the

most successful exhibitors in this tent was a man named Daw, who is

a railway guard on the Taunton and Chard Railway. He took, I
think, about fourteen prizes, ten of which were fiist prizes ; his pro-

ductions were of great excellence, and much credit is due to him, as
I understand the ground where he grew these fine specimens of vege-

tables was, three years ago, of the poorest character, and to ail ap-

pearance quite unfit for the cultivation of vegetables or anything else
;

but by the constant application of the spade, and sweeping the roads
for manure, he has brought it to its present fertile state. I had au
opportunity of seeing a handsome watch which had been presented to

lum for his general carefulness and kindness by the passengers tra-

velling over the line. This is the sort of man we want to entrust our
lives to, careful in small matters, and worthy the charge of great. At
the entrance of this tent a very pretty model of a flower garden was
exhibited. This was a very skilful and prettily arranged model,
showing a good taste iu design, and also in the arrangement of colours.

In tent No. 6] a very fine collection of hardy British Ferns was
exhibited. This brings me to the end of my journey through the

tents. Although several of them, as above stated, were crammed,
there were several vanloads of plants sent away from the ground un-
packed in consequence of there not being time for their arrangement
before the Judges commenced their labours. I must speak in terms
of the highest praise of the admirable manner in which the whole of

the arrangements connected with the Exhibition were carried out by
J. B. Saunders, Esq., and the Committee who so ably and agreeably
acted with him for the good of the Society and the development of

horticulture generally iu the neighbourhood ; also of the excellence

of the plants exhibited by Mr. Saunders, Mr. Marshall, Mr. Taylor,

Mr. Hellard, and other gentlemen in the neighbourhood, whose names
for the moment I do not remember. It must be a source of great

gratification to them, that by the means at their command, and the

talent and energy of their gardeners, they have been able to present

such a horticultural spectacle as has never before been witnessed in

the west of England, and which if carried out next next year in con-

nection with the Show of the Bath and West of England and Sonthem
Counties Association, which is to be held at Taunton next July, must,
with the assistance of exhibitors from other parts of the conntry, prove

a still greater success.
'

Among the decorations of the town I must notice the magnificent
arch erected by Mr. Dyer over the North Street, in front of his

establishment. It was certainly one of the handsomest I have ever

seen, reflecting the highest credit on the skill of Mr. G. Stevens, who

was the designer, and on Mr. Dyer who so ably carried out the work-

To this the first prize was awarded.

I append the list of awards to this report, which has fallen very

far short of conveying an adequate idea of the excellence of the Exhi-

bition, which I am glad to hear has considerably augmented the funds

of the Society, enabling them to offer more numerous and better

prizes another year.

In consequence of the number of exhibitions, many stands were

passed over unnoticed by the Judges. In future, exhibitors should be

careful to see their specimens properly x>laced before leaving the tent.

A fiuo Orchid from the garden of J.'Marshall, Esq., was passed over

in this way.—J. Wills, F.R.H.S.

Plints and Flowers (Open). — Twelve Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—

l.Mr.J.Cvpher. 2, Mr. J. W. S. Dix. 3, Mr. .T. Nelson. Six.—1, Mr. W. C.

Drummond. 2, Mr. J. Cvpher. Eight Fine-loUased and Variegated Plants.—

1. Mr. J. Nelson. 2, Mr. J. Willmetta. 8, Mr. W.C.Drummoiid. Six Orchids.—

2. Mr W. C. Drummond. Twelve Exotic Ferns.—1, Mr. .1. Nelson. 2, Mr. J.

Willmetts. S.Mr.J. A. Dyer. Twelve Hardy Ferns.—2, Mr. J. .4. Dyer. Four
Selaginollas.-l. Mr. J. Nelson. 2, Mr. F. W. Newton. 3, Mr. J. WiUmetts.
Eight Zonal PelarKoniums.—1, Messrs. Kelway & Son. 2. Mr. J. X. Dyer.

Eight Nosegay Pelargonioms.—1, Messrs. Kelway & Son. 3, ISIr. J. A. Dyer,

Eight Variegated-leaved Pelargoniums.-l, Jlr. W. ilowden. 2, Col. Graham.
3. Mr. Drew. Pelargoniums, other varic-ties.-l, Mr. W. Rowdec 2, Mr.W.
Drew. Phloxes. t%velve spikes.—1, Mr. J. Marshall. 2, Mr. H. Hooper. Six

Fuchsias.-1, Mr. W. C. Drummond. 2, Rev. H. T. Tucker. 3, Mr. J. A. Dyer.

Six Achimeues. Six Cockscombs.-1, Mr. J. Parsons. 2, Mr. J. A. Dyer.

Newly inlroduoed Plant, with Ornamental toliage.-l, Mr. S. Dobrce. 2, Mr.
J. Marshall. Newly introduced Plant, in bloom.-l, Mr. .T. Cypher. 2, Mr. J.

Marshall. Forty-eight Roses, single bloums.-l. Mr. J. Keynes. 2, MesBrs.

H. Curtis & Co. Equal 3. Mr. J. Dnrl-in; Mr. J. A. Dyer. Twenty.tour

Rosen, three blooms of each.- 1, Mr. J. Keynes. 2, Messrs. H.tnrtis
and Co. 3. Mr. .J. Dnvbin. Dahlias, twenty-f.iur blooms —1, Mr. J. Kej-nCB.

2, Mr. T. Hohbs. 3, Messrs. Kelway & Son. Twelve blooms.-l, Mr. J. Keynes.

, Messrs. Kelway & Son. Fancy, twelve blooms.—1, Mr. J. Keynes. Holly-

hocks, twenty-lour blooms.-l, Messrs. Kelway i Son. 2, Mr. H. Hooper.

Twelve blooms, not less than six distinct varieties.-1, Messrs. Kelway Sc Son.

2 Mr. J. A. Dyer. German Asters, twenty-four blooms, not less than eight

distinct varieties.-], Messrs. Kelway & Son. 2, Mr. H. Hooper. French

Asters, twenty-four blooras.-l, Messrs. Kelway & Son. 2, C.jl. Graham.

3, Mr. J. A. Dyer. GladioU, twentv-four spikes, not less than twelve distinct

varieties.-l, Messrs. Kelway & Son. 2, Mr. J. Marshall. 3, Mr. J. Dm-bul.

Verbenas, twenty-four varieties.-l, Mr. S. Dobree. 2. Mr. Ai'.Bates. 3,Mr.

W. MiUer. Eighteen varieties.-l, Mr. S. Dobree. 2, Mr. W. Bates. S, Messrs.

Kelway & Son. Fern Case, arranged for drawing room.—1, Messrs. Kelway
Rud Son. 2, Mr. .T. A. Dyer. Cut Flovrers.-1. Mr. J. A. Dyer. 2, Messrs.

Kelway & Son. Equal 3, Mr. J. Cypher, and Mr. W. C. Drummond.
AM.iTi.,rKS.-Twelve Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—1, Mr. J. B. Saunders.

2, Mr. J. Marshall. 3, Mr. J. W. Dix. Sis.-l, Mr. J. B. Saunders. 2, Mr. F. W.
Newton. Twelve Fine-foliagedPlants.-l, Mr. J. B. Saunders. 2. Mr. S. Dobree.

3, Mr. J. Marshall. Six.-l, Mr. J. B. Saunders. 2, Mr. .J. Marsbill. 3, Mr. F.

F. W. Newton. Twelve Exotic Ferns -1, Mr. J.B. Saunders. 2,Mr.J. Marshal].

3. Mr. P. Tavlor. Equal 3, Mr. F. W. Newton. Twelve Hardy Feras.-1, Col.

Grab im. 2.' Mr. J. Marshall. 3, Mr. P. Taylor. Four Selagincllas.-l, Mr.

F. W. Newlon. 2, Kev. H. T. Tuclier. Six Begonias -1, Mr. E. TVTiltby.

2. Mr. F. W. Newton. Four Japan Lilies, in pots.—2, Mr. .1. BlarstialJ. &is

Fuchsias, in pots.-l, Rev. H. T. Tucker. 2, Mr. P. Taylor. 3, Mr. J. B.

Saunders. Gla.iioli, six spikes.—1, J. Marshall. Esq. Six Zonal Pelargonioms.
—1. Mr. J. B Saimders. 2, Miss Young. 3, Mr. J. Parsms. Six Nosegay^
], Mr. J. B. Siiunders. 3, Mr. W. B. Hellard. Four Bronze Zoiials.—1, Mr. W.
Rowden. 2, Mr. J. B. Saunders. 3, Miss Hall. Four Golden Tncolor.-l, Mr.

J.B.Saunders. 2, Mr. W. Rowden. S.Mr. W. Miller. Four Silver Tncolor.--

1. Mr. J. B. Saunders. 2, Mr. W. Rowden. n. Mr \V. B. Hellard Four Double

Zonal.-], Mr. J. B. Saunders. 2, Mr. J. Parsons. S, Mr. W. Miller. Three

Achimenes.-l, Mr. J. Marsliall. 2, Mr. J. B. Saunders. Petuni.is, double and

three single.-3, Rev. H. T. Tucker. Six Balsams.-l, Rev. W. C. Kmglake.

2, Mr. T.Ponsford. 3, Mr. J. B. Saunders. Six Cockscombs. -I, Miss Hsll.

2. Mr. T. Ponsford. CoUection ot Annuals.-2, Rev. W. C. Kinglake. J, Jir. J.

Parsons. German Asters, twelve blooms.—2. Mr. J. Parsons. 3, Mr. w. smiin,

jun. French Astcrs.-l. Mr. W. Smith, jun. 2. Mr. S. Gorton. S.Mr.J.
Carver. Six Gloxinias.-3, Col. Graham. Eighteen Cut Verbenas.-l. Mr. S.

Dobree. 2,Mr. F.W.Newton. TwelJo.-l, Mr. S. Dobree. 2.Mr. W. MiUer.

Dahlias, twelve blooms. Roses, twenty-four varieties, single blooms.—1, KUr.

S. Dobree. 2, Mr. R. N. G. Baker. 3, Mr. W. Smith, jun. Two ve.-l, Mr. S.

Dobree. 2, Mr, J. Gould. 3. Mr. R. N. G. Baker. Six Tea two bloonis each^
2. Mr. J. Gould. Ornamental Hanging Basket.-l, Mr. T. Jeans. 2, Mr. 1

. W.
Newlon. 3, Mr. C. E.Rowcliffe. „ „, „,„„,„
SISOLE SPECIMEN PLANTS OF SOPERIOR ,Cl-'LTlV»TION,--StOVe_Plant3.-

2, Mr. P. Taylor. 3. Rev. H. T. Tucker. Greenhouse Plants.-l. Mr. E. Wotton.
2,' Mr. P_. T/ylor. Lveopodium.-l.Mr. F. W. Newton. 2 R|V.n.T. Tucker

. A. aanioro. ,s, .ur. >y. d. iieii.n,j. ""i^"*-", "*^r .v Yt^ a^^^jte^^a
Mr. J. B. Saunders. 2. Mr. Rowden. Silver Tricolor.-l, Mr. J. B. Saunders.

2, Mr. W. Miller. 3, Mr. W. B. Strange. Bronze Zonal.-l. Mr. J. B. Saimders.

Ladies' Prizes.-Ornamental device tor table (m cut Bowers).-]. Sirs. P.

Taylor. 2. Mrs. Gorton. 3. Mrs. J. W. Shepherd, urnamental device, or

group for table, in fruit and dowers.-l, Mrs. J. W. Shepherd 2 Mrs. Sm tt.

Hand bouquet suitaWe for a concert or ball.-l, Mrs. Dyer. 2, Mrs. P. Taylor.

'
FRUiTS^IOiieii).- Collection of fruits of twelve varieties (not to contain more

than one Pine, one Melon, or two dishes of Grapes).-], a Silver Cup. Ool.

Graham. 2. Mr. C. E. Rowcliffc. A collection of six, but not to contain a

Pme, or more than one dish of Grapes and one Melon.-l, Jlrs. Dakin. -. MJ-
B. Nash. Pines (two, not to be cut).-I, Lord BnJport. 2, Mr. W. P. Gore-

Langton, M.P. Grapes. White (three banches),—1 and 2. Mr. J. Carver.

Black (three bunches).-], Mrs. Dakin. 2. Mr. J. Carver. Melon (any kind,

best flavour).-], Mrs. Adair. 2, Mr. J. W. Shepherd Peachesjdish of leight).

-1, Miss Cypher. 2, Mr. T. Jeanes. Nectarines (dish ot eight).-l. Mr. fc. A.

Sanford. 2, Lord Bridport. Apricots (dish of eight) -1, Mr. F. W. Newlon.

2. Mr. B. Nash. Plums (any variety, dish ol twelve).-!, Mrs. Adair. 2, Miss

Hall. Apples, Dessert (dish of nire) -1, Mr. H. HardstaB. 2, Mr W. Bates.

Apples. Culinary (dish ot nine).-], Mr. J. Carver. 2, Mrs. Adain Pears

(dish of nine).-], Mr. R. G. Badcock. 2, Mrs. Dakin. Currants, Ec^
("H'

dish).-l, Mr. T. Cocker. 2, Mr. W. H. Helyar. Currants. \\l"te--;I. M,'- W-
H. Helvar. 2, Rev. W. C. Kinglake. Cherries -1, Mr E A. sanford 2 Mr.

W. H. Helvar. Gooseben-ics.-l, Mr.W. B. Hellard, 2 Mr, J. .Carver. Four

orohard-honse Irees.'grown in pots, bearing fruit. Single Vine in pot, Dearmg

truit.— 1 and 2. Mr. J. B. Saunders. .. v , , m, r r^m^-r
Vegetables (Open).-Collectionot vegetables (ten dishes).-]. Mr. d. Ca™r.

2, Mr. C. E. Rowcliffc. Collection of vegetables (sixdislies).--]. Mi. K. G. Baa-

cock. 2, Mr. W. Daw. Potatoes. Round (haU-peckl.-l. Mr. .T^ Carver. -.Mr.

W.Miller. Potatoes, Kidney (half-peck).-]. Mr. J. Carver. 2 Mr.W.MiUer.
Parsnips (six).-], Mr. W. Daw. 2, Mr. R. G Badcock. Cauliflowere.-l.Csl.

Graham. 2, Mr. R. G. Badcock. Celcry.-l, Mr. W. Miller. 2, Miss HaU.

Carrots.-], Mr. W. Daw. 2, Mr. R. Fergusson. Turnips.-l. Mrs. Adair.

2. Mr. W. B. Hellard. Onions (spnng grown).-!, "' ^- "i ah.ii'„t=
Graham. Scarlet Runners.-], Miss Hall. 2, Mr. E. A. Sanford. ShaUots.-
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1, Mr. W. Bowden. 5, Mr. J. Cnrvcr. Cucumbera.—1, Mr. C. E. Eowcllffc.
2, Mr. J. Parsons. ToinjitO('H.— 1, .Mr. C. E. KowcIifTe. 'J, Mr. J. ParBouM.
Baalict ol SaJad.-l, Capt. Harlw.ll. a. Mr. A. Ooiltrcy. I.oUuco.— 1, Cupl.
Uartw-fll. 3. Mr. J. Cftrvcr. UourdB, VcRctable Marrows, Ac. coUeciion.—
i, Mr. B. ^a»h. 2, MisA Yoiinfr,

CoTTAOERS' PRI7KS.—CottcclioD of vcfTcfoblcs (eix kind^).— 1, Mr. W. Daw.
3, Mr. J. Clapp. 3, .Mr. .J. Wilhyinan. Iir, Sir. E. Hannaford. Potatoes,
iKidncyl.—I, Mr. R. D. Pavord. 2, Mr. F. lloiinaford. 8. Mr. J. Clapp. Potatoca
(Hound).— ],Mr. R. I). I'avord. 2, Mr. J. Wilhrnuin. 3, Mr. I. Clarn. r.ir3nlp8.
—1, Mr. TC. Daw. S, Mr. W. Lock. 8, Mr. J". Clapp. LV-lcry -1. Mr. A. God-
my. 2, 3Ir. N. Garland. 8. Mr. W. Uaw. Carrots. 1. Mr. W. Uaw. 2. Mr.
.T. Ulapp. 3, ^Ir. E. Hiinnaford Turnips.— 1, Mr. \Y. Daw. 2, Mr. J. Clapp.
3, Mr. v.. liurnoll. Onions (bunch of twelve BprinK«ownL—l, Mr. It U. Pavord.
a, Mr. N. Garland. 3, Mr. A. Uodfrey. Poaa — 1. .Mr. W^aw. 2, .Mr. B. Badd.
», Mr. K. U, Pavord. Scarli I Runners.—1. Mr. K. Hannaford. 2, Mr. W. Daw.
3. Mr. J. Clapp. Cucnmbcrs.-l, Mr. A. Godfrey. 2, Mr. «. Harris. S.Mr. J.
Olsnp. Lcttuce.-I, Mr. W. Daw. 2, Mr. A. Godfrey. 3, Mr. N. Garland.
OabbaRC 'Kcd),- 1, Mr. R. D. Puvord. 2. Mr. W. Daw. 3, Mr. N. Garland.
Vccctabic Marrows.-l. Mr. J. P. Ulackmore. 2, Mr. \V. Daw. 3, Mr. A.
Godfrey. I'luil, basket (six kinds). -1, Mr. J. Clapp. 2. Mr. W. Bumell.
3, Mr. H. StoilR.ll. CollecUonofcut flowors—l,Mr. J, Pole. 2. Mr. J. Withy,
man. 8, Mr..). Clapp. Noscfay.-l.Mr. .1. Pole. 2,Mr. J. P. Blackmorc. S,Mr.
A. Godfrey. Device in cut flowers.- 1, Jlr. A. Godfrey. 2, Mr. .J. Pole.
^tf^'—Tiie lart'ost quantity taken during the scapon from one swarm.—

J, Mr. T. Shattock. Best box or glass, ISC'J.—1, Mr. T. Shattock.

.Tddoes.—PttHfjf rml Flo"-«::-i .-—Mr. Tnruer, Slongli ; Mr. Dean,
Ealing; and Mr. T. Parker, of Bristol. Fruit :—'!>lr. Cramb, gar.
daner to tho Earl of Dneio, Tortwortli Court ; and Mr. Clarke, gar-
dener to Mrs, F.sdailo, Cothelstono Ilonso. \'e<jct<Mes

:

—Mr. Megin ;

Mr. M'Callocb, gardener to Sir A. A. Hood. St. Audrics ; and Mr.
Sanl, gardener to Dr. Woodforde. Cotlaiiir.i' Fruit and ]'e'jetables :—Mcssr?. J. H. Horsey, Taunton; Mr. Davis, gardener to Lord
Bridport

; and R. Hnitable, gardener to Mr. F. W. Newton, Barton
Grange.

AVOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Stib the snrface of the soil deeply amongst growing crops to
admit air to the roots, and to keep down weeds. Take ad-
vantage of dry days to earth-up Cda-i/, first thoroughly soaking
the rows with manure water ; also apply qnickhme when slogs
are troublesome. On heavy soils it is sometimes necessary to
Burrotmd the plants with sand or sifted ashes to prevent their
decaying in winter, which they are apt to do if surrounded
with a very moist soil. Where this treatment is necessary it
will be advisable to defer earthing-np till late in the season, as
frequent soilings of this kind will be very troublesome. Also,
pall np eaily Oniuiis where ripe, and thoroughly dry them.
Potatoes in wet soils should be taken up whenever the haulm
is at all decayed, to prevent them from rotting. Thin young
crops of Spinach, Turnips, &c, before they become weakly and
drawn.

FRUIT G.VRDEX.
Any of the Peach and Nectarine trees which are observed to

be growing too freely should be gone over, and all the stronger
shoots stopped

; and those that were treated in this way a few
weeks ago should also be looked over agaiu, stopping a farther
portion of the shoots if necessary, to prevent the formation of
gross strong wood. I'ear, and indeed all trained fruit trees,
should also be examined, removing all superfluous wood, so as
to expose the trees to sun and air as fully as possible. This
will promote the ripening of the fruit spurs and bearing
wood before winter. Eecentlyplanted Strawberries wiU be
benefited by occasional applications of manure water. Let
groond be manured and dug, or trenched, for another crop,
whenever time can be spared for this kind of work. Crevices
between the soil and walls are the favourite resorts of numerous
ujsecto

;
therefore at this season, the soil adjoining walls should

be frequently disturbed. A shallow trench may be taken out
all iilong, and as this is being proceeded with, the soil adhering
to the bricks should be removed with a hand bror-.m. The
portion of wall thus exposed should be sprinkled with gas
water, or lime water if the former cannot be readily obtained.
Lime water should be applied the instant it is made.

FLOWER GARDEN.
In addition to cuttings, keep a reserve stock of strong plantsm pots, which is a safe practice where a large quantity of bed-

ding material is required, and where there is proper con-
jenience for growing and propagating in spring. These will
famish a large quantity of cuttings next March, which will
form equally good plants by turning-out time as cuttings put
in now. In the case of such plants as Ageratums, Heliotropep,
and dwarf Lobelias, it is useless wintering young stock, for they
grow so freely in heat, and are so easily propagated from soft
cuttings, that a few good-sized old plants which require but
Utile room or attention in winter, will furnith a very large
quantity by tnming-out time. See, however, where there
are not plants to furnish spring cuttings, that plentv of cut-

tings are now pnt in, so as to provide, while it can be done,
against running ehtrt of stock at planting-out time. Uoses
may be propagated by cnttinRs ; choose the ends of shoots

with the bottom pait in a tolerably firm state. Let ground in-

tended to bo planted nitli young stock from the nursery be
turned-upas soon as possible, especially in the case of strong

adhesive suiis, which are quite unfit for planting until they
have been exposed to mellowing influences for some consider-

able time. Look over rook plantx, pruning-back any that are

overgrowing choice kinds, in order to give them f nfficient time
to break again. Cuttings of choice kinds fhould now be put
in for planting out in sjuing. Peg down a few shoots of Chry-
santhemums fori lyeriug in pots; this is better eSected after the

shoot has turned up at the point. Cut out some of the leaves

from Hollyhocks to show their bloom. Poly.inthuses may be
parted, but U3e the knifd as little as possible in the operation.

Prick out seedling Auiicnlas into store pots or pans, so that

they miy become well-estal))i-hed before winter. Seedling

bulbs of Tulips wLii'h have been out of tho ground since the

tops diciyed, should be reset; for if kept out long the smallest

are apt to perish. Many of the Carnations and Picotees that

were layered early will now be fit to take off ; it is better to

detach them from the ] arent plant as soon as rooted. Con-
tinue to look to your seed-pods, sheltering them from excessive

wet, and extracting decayed petals. Layering may be con-

tinued, though it will depend on the attention bestowed after-

wards whether they will root well. Prick-out seedling Pansies,

and plant-out the first-struck cuttings for next year's bloom.
Pull off all damaged or def.irmed flowers, and take especial

care by constant attention to staking and tying that the plants

are not broken dnriug boisterous weather.

GREENHOCSE AND CON3BBTAT0BT.
Preparations must soon be made for bringing tender plants

out of doors under cover. ^Yhere there is proper accommo-
dation for these under glass, there can be no use in keeping
them out of doors late this autumn ; but in cases where they

have to ba wintered in vineiies, it is often necessary to make
every possible shift to keep them out of doors until the state

of the Vines, &o.. allows the houses to be managed with some-
thing like regard to the well-being of tho plants. With the
aid of tiffany houses or skeleton frames or pits, constructed so

that they will ward ofl a few degrees of frost, and a waterproof
cloth, old sashes, or anything for covering that will throw off

heavy rains, most greenhouse plants may be kept safely enough
out of doors for some time yet, unless the weather should prove
more unfavourable than it is. They will be found also to do mncb
better under such shelter than crowded together too thickly in

houses where fire heat must be used. Indeed, when plants have
to be wintered in forcing houses and other places which are

not always in a fit state for their reception at the proper time,

some temporary shelter is indispensable to shelter the plants

,from the drenching rains and cold winds of autumn, andavery
suitable one would cost but little and would be found usefnl

at most seasons. Luculias and other winter-floweiing plants

growing in the borders of the conservatory must be freely

exposed to hght and air, in order to ripen the growth well, and
insure a fine display of bloom. Also see that all plants are

clear of thrips, for this pest is particularly active now wherever
it is allowed to obtain a hold, especially on Luculias and plants

in a growing state.

STOVE.

Where there is but one stove for the accommodation of

tropical plants, considerable care and attention are necessary

to manage these properly at this season, as some, having com-
pleted their season'.^ growth, require to be kept cool and rather

dry in order to ripen the wood ; while others in free growth
require to be encouraged with warmth and moisture. If there
is no convenience for removing to a cooler hou»e plants which
have made their growth, these should be placed together at

one end of the houfe, keeping them sparingly supplied with
water at the root, and giving air rather freely, which will gene-

rally serve to prevent any attempt at a second growth. Those
requiring to be kept warm and moist should also be placed to-

gether at the opposite end of the house, where very little air

should be given, using every care to keep the atmosphere about
them moist. Allamandas and Clerodendrons which have
finished biooming, may be removed to a vinery, where Grapes
are ripe or ripening ; for as they will require very little water,

they will not do much mischief in the way of causing damp, and
their room will be found very useful for other plants. See
that everything is free from insects, and keep the foliage of
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each plants as Ixoras, &e., dean, by wasbing with a sponge
and soapy water when necessary.—W. Eeane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN OABDEN.

TnE frequent showers made us anxious to plant ground on
which the crops were nearly over. We removed our third and
fourth lots of Peas, and filled the ground with Broccoli and
other vegetables for winter. Here we find the tuixed system of

planting and close-cropping rather advantageous. The Peas
were grown in rows (5 feet apart, but there was a row of Broad
Beans between every two rows of Peas, and the ground was
carpeted besides with Radishes, Spinach, or Lettuces. We
rather regretted moving off the Spinach, but we were forced

to think of the future. The Beans are still strong and good,

and those now G feet apart will give a little shade and pro-

tection to the Broccoli, &e. Each of the 6-feet spaces held

three rows of vegetables ; and as the ground had been heavily

cropped, we gave each space a fair supply of the best material
from the rubbish heap. Being short of room, we have a

good breadth of Leeks outside the walls in a place broken up
on purpose, as we have noticed in the course of years that
hares and rabbits never interfered with our Leeks when we had
to net, and secured then from everything else. In some cases

where the Broccoli and Borecoles had become a little leggy, we
used the crowbar in planting, as when firmly fixed, such f lants

do not dislike firm soil. In planting banks of Cauliflower
in rows about 24. inches apart we have planted Cos Lettuces

between, as they will be off before the Cauliflower fill the
space. Planted out Lettuces of all kinds in every open space,

and we have still two successions, which will carry us on to

the beginning of winter, and through the winter if we put
them under glass. Our last sowing to stand the winter will

be made in a few days, and for this sowing we prefer that the
ground should be rather poor, and just stirred at the surface

—not forked, nor dug deeply. The seeds should be sown
rather thickly, so that the plants shall protect each other when
np, and merely patted down and covered with a little light

Boil. Favourite kinds of Lettuce seed must now be saved from
the birds when ripening, otherwise they will soon clear it all

off. Such seed is often easiest preserved in village gardens, as
there the boys and girls keep the birds at bay.
A little Endive may still be sown in ridged borders or on the

tops of ridges, and if the winter be at all favourable, the plants
will prove useful in spring before the first spring Lettuces.
Planted out lots of Fraser's Broad-leaved Batavian and the
Curled Endive at the foot of walls ito stand the winter, and on
flat ground for earlier use. Y/here the seedlings are crowded,
it is as well to take off the points of the longest leaves before
planting, as they will be sure to flag, and thus retard free

rooting. When sown thinly, so that the seedlings will have
more room, this barbarous method of cutting off the leaves will

not be necessary. We often err in thick seed beds merely to

save room. The less the leaves are interfered with the sooner
will a strong plant be formed, if these leaves can be kept fresh.

We lately planted a border of Cauliflower that had been pre-

viously pricked out, lifting the plants with balls, and at the
same time planted a bank from a seed bed, the plants being to

all appearance quite as good, and about the same age ; but the
prioked-out ones have scarcely shown a single flagged leaf, and
will come in a fortnight or three weeks before the others that
received no such caro and preparation. Stout plants of Cauli-
flower turned out now in rich soil well pulverised, will make
fine growth before the dark days, mora especially if some pro-
tection can be given, or the most forward can be cut and treated
as detailed lately. The Walcheren Cauliflower or Broccoli so
treated will be hardier, and Snow's Broccoli should now be
looked after, as it is so useful in the first part of winter. Our
first sowing of Cauliflower is jast breaking the soil, and we
shall sow again in a few days.

We have made two sowings of Winter Spinach, and will

follow with another in a few days. We cannot afford largo

breadths of this useful vegetable, and we find it safest to sow
at several times, as if the first-sown plants become too strong
they do not pass the winter so well as those not quite so suc-
culent. We sowed the Spinach in rows 15 inches apart, and
Radishes in the space between, the Radish seed being red-leaded
to keep the birds from them. All the Radishes will be gone
before the Spinach wants the space. We sowed Silver-skinned
and other Onions for saladicg, as when used very young, many

are required. Some people will have them not larger than
needles, smaller by far than Chives, and in such a case there

must be plenty of seed aud plenty of sowings. We shall put
in our first sowing of Tripoli in a few days, and will follow

with another in eight or ten days, for like the Spinach, in a
very mild winter the first sowing will not bulb so early and so

well as in spring as the late sowings.

All early Potatoes where the haulm is becoming ripe and
showing decay, will be better out of the ground than in it, and
the space will then be at liberty. For small gardens hardly any-

thing will exceed in productiveness the Prolific Ash-leaved
Kidney, and it makes so little head that the rows may be pretty

close. Our crops for some years have been wonderful. When
to bo kept for use, the tubers should be covered over with soil,

and it is a good plan to size the tubers at storing time. We
have tried numerous sorts of Potatoes, and fine kinds for pro-

duce and for flavour, but many of them instead of giving

us haulm from 12 to 18 inches in length like the Prolific, give

us shoots in our stony soil from 3 feet and upwards. Of
course, such kinds require a great deal more room to give

them justice. Provided fine-flavoured good-sized tubers can

be obtained in plenty, the smaller the tops the better is

the kind for small gardens. Besides there is less danger of

disease if the sun can shine on each side of the row, than when
the whole space seems a tangled mass of shoots and leaves ;

and the recumbent stems in moist weather are hardly ever dry.

One reason why all ripe Potatoes should be lifted is, that if we
have rainy weather the tubers will begin to grow again, and
that greatly impairs their nourishing aud agreeable qualities.

Several circumstances have brought prominently before our

notice this season, that to produce fine flavoured Potatoes, good

soil which has been well exposed to the air should be used, but

no dung, unless well rotted and sweetened beforehand. Rank
manure if it cause the production of good crops will cause

rankness of flavour. Several samples that came under our

notice showed but too well what they had been dunged with.

The glory of a Potato is to be free from all peculiar flavour.

We took up the last of our large Onions which stood the

winter, and set them with their roots upwards in a sunny

place, with some old lights over them to keep them dry. The
spring-sown ones are swelling well now. As we shall not have

them off soon enough, we shall prick-out the most forward

Cabbages, and lift these with balls afterwards. We shall sow

a few Cabbages to stand the winter in the bed. Our second

Cabbages are peeping through the soil. We cowed a piece of

Turnips, and shall sow again in eight days, as they become

useful in winter and spring.

FKniT OABDEN.

Almost finished shortening shoots of trees, and will do the

same with Currants and Gooseberiies as soon as possible, so

that we may find more room between them for sticking ont

winter stuff, as all becomes useful then, and can easily be re-

moved in the spring if not wanted. All very strong shoots of

Peaches and Nectarines should either be removed or shortened

back, as very strong shoots will not be fruitful themselves, and

will rob others of duo strength. Protected Currants and Goose-

berries by netting, &c. We have not done much with matting-

up, &c., of late, and we think free bottling is almost as good, if

not better for tarts ; and unless Currants are well crystallised

with sugar, but few people care tor them at the dessert table.

We have not been able to clear our Strawberry beds of

runners, &c., and are not particularly careful just now, as we

have no dung short and rotten enough to place between the

rows. We shall prick off a good many runners thickly, and

they will be useful if wanted. See what was siid of potting for

forcing. A plant with a strong central bud, well ripened, will

be more to be depended on than one with two or three Emaller

buds. Some kinds, however, often break into two or three

buds, and when old plants are pressed into service these will

generally have more than one bud. Plants iutended for forcing

must never be dry until their work is finished in the autumn,

and even then the soil though not wet, should be moist rather

than dry. When pots are kept under glass or other protection

in winter, the flower-buds, in their incipient state, have often

been ruined, by being dried up and shrivelled. From a

contrary cause, after a little heat is given in the first stages of

forcing, the buds are often flooded up, aud rot and decay, in

consequence of too much moisture. At that time before the truss

appears, the soil should not be too wet, aud the top of the soil

should be sailed with the moisture without wetting the buds or

crowns. Success often depends on such minor points of ma-

nagement.
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Banked up frames in vbicb Coonmbers and Melons are gro^r-

iog, as tbe beat v&s beginniog to decline. In sncb dripping
vreatbor, a rongb Bpout of ecme sort in front of a frame is of

importance, ati it prevents the wet BoakiDg into and cooling

tbe bed. We gave a little beat dnring the wet days to tbe
vineries and Fig hou?c?, A-c, so as to keep tbe air in active

motion, and prevent ll-.e tempcratnre falling too low. Grapes
well ripened in September will keep longer than Iboeo ripened
later. Gave a good syringing to tbe first Peach house, and
left the li„'bts cff for tbe rains. In orchard house, syringed little

where Ibe fiait is lipeniug. Top-dressed tbe pots, as it saves

watering, using chiefly rotten dung, with a little soot. Where
Pine Apples arc grown, now is a good time for pntting the
earliest fruiters for next year into their fruiting pots.

Looking-glasses for Birds.—In relation to what was stated in

a late number as to the;o deterrents for birds from seeds and
fruit, a sample of two has been kindly sent us through the
Editors from Mr. Peter Selby, ISV, Newhall Hill, Birmingham,
and having suspended tb^m over a piece of seeds, we have
noticed the birds fly past them, and as yet no scratch appears
in or on the ground. We mean to procure a few, and give
them a farther trial, as the expense will be small. These
small glasses are very neat, having black iron backs, and neat
brass-gilt frames in front. The frames and glasses are oval;

the greatest length of the frame is nearly t inches, and the
greatest width about :!{ inches. The long and short diameters
of the looking-glass are about 2{ by Ij inches. Mr. Sulby,
who is an old subscriber, and thus noticed our inquiry, offers

these mirrors at a very low rate. Where birds aro plentiful

and mischievous they well deserve a trial, and we trust they
will render the sound of the gun unnecessary. Farther expe-
rience will be wanted as to their continued utility in this direc-

tion, as birds, animals, and children too, become used to sncb
deterrents. Many years ago we used broken pieces of mirrors
with good effect ; but the little mirrors above referred to are
much more neat and handy, and are easily hung on a string at

once.

OJINAMEKTAI, DEPARTMENT.
Attended to the routine of mowing, sweeping, and rolling tbe

lawns and walks. The rains having softened the lawn, we dug
or spudded up a large number of the broad-leaved Plantains,
which threatened to occupy some turf put over beds two years
ago. The turf was taken from the sides of the lanes and high-
ways. On most of such turf, though not a trace of a Plaulain
may have been left at turfing time, it will often be years before
one gets rid of them, as so many seeds are imbedded in tbe
turf, and need free access to air, to germinate. Few things
mar tbe appearance of a lawn more, and if let alone, a single
strong plant would soon require some feet for itself and its

progeny, as tbe side shoots grow rapidly. In compaiison with
these, Daisies are a trifle, as unless very thick, tbe grass pretty
well overtops them by this time. The Plantain, on the other
hand, mars the look of the best-kept lawn. We noticed lately

a cloud of Thistle down careering over our lawn, and dread them
finding a resting place there.

As respects the Plantain, and other large succnlent-Ieaved
plants, we had a cask of prepared sand sent to us, price about
30s. per cwt,, that was to do wonders, kill all the Plantains,
Daisies, &c., and invigorate the grass at the same time. It so
far answered that it did no harm to the grass, and applied to
Plantains, a pinch between the thumb and two fingers to a good-
sized plant, it soon shrivelled up the foliage, and seemed to
kill the long root for a good distance, and a broom was only
required to sweep up the black and shrivelled tops. Now,
however, we perceive we are liltlo or nothing the better, as the
Plantains are appearing from tbe lower part of the roots again.
We considered, therefore, that where time could be given,
rooting-up was on the whole the most economical mode of de-
Btruction, This requires care, and a strong iron, best with a suit-

able handle, as cutting them up, or merely breaking or cutting
the root a few inches below the surface, is but a very temporary
relief, as in a few weeks you will have two or three shoots or
broad Plantain heads instead of one. Care should be taken
that the plant should be raised close to, or even with the
extremity of the roots. We have measured many of these
roots from 12 to 20 inches in length, and we know that if only
a few inches next the surface of roots like these be removed,
the plants will fom assert room for themselves.
The worst cf taking up large roots at this season is that for

a time there will be an empty spot on the grass, and before
the grass grows over, that space will be below tbe level of the
BUrronnding lawn. To lessen the continuance of this appear-

ance, when we nproot many Plantains we Matter a tew seeds
of White Dutch Clover over the space, and when that is damped
with a shower or dew we scatter over the seeds a little finely

Fitted soil, so as to make the spaces more level with the lawo,
and then when the lawn is dry roll well over. A few fine Bents
may be added with the Clover. A green surface ii thus soon
attained, and a little of this Clover is very soft. We regret we
could not speak more entbnsiastically of thie chemically pre-
pared sand, as it would otherwise be very suitable for email
lawns, where a little first outlay would be more pleasant than
spudding up weeds. Probably if used more freely than wo did,

it would be more destructive to all succulent-leaved plantf.

We find it did no iojnry to the grass plants even if sown broad-
cast—quite the reverse, but it killed the foliage of Daisies and
Plantains.

The rains have washed off so many of the Calceolaria flowers,

that we have had to grass over the bed,', nipping tCt pnrtially

denuded trusses to give more room and streng'h to those
coming on. We have also bad to take away a few leaves from
the scarlet Pelargoniums, as they are now quite luxuriant

enough. Edgings also needed a little regulating. Grass mice
are troublesome in raised beds where Vetbenns are growing.
Made preparations by collecting fresh soil for propagating,

and will commence with all flower-garden plants presently.

The less artificial heat they all receive tbe better. Verbenas,
Petunias, *o,, we shall piece in a cool pit ; Pelargoniums chiefly

in the open air. Much depends on sweet fre?h soil, a Utile

light rather than heavy. Cuttings that strike often do badly

in winter from using old sour soil fur the pots and boxes. II

wo give any manure at all, it is generally a little sweet dnng or

leaf mould at the bottom of the pots or boxes.

Pfickcd-out and petted according to age and eiz?, plants of

Primula sinensis; grew on double ones in a pit; potted

Coleuses for autumn work, and pnt in cuttings to stand the

winter, in little room. Potted Cinerarias, sowed Calceolarias,

and cut down more Pelargoniums cf sorts ; the first cut down
are now ready for repotting. Most of the soil will be shaken
away, the roots trimmed a little, and put carefully in smaller

pots, in light Ean<1y soil, and kept sbaJed for a little until

the roots are working freely in the frcf-h soil. Put Camellias

in a shady place out of doors; Epaciis and winter-flowering

Heaths should now be in pits with glass, to defend them from
showers, but with air back and front night and day, but fully

exposed to the sun to ripen the wood. Sowed Mignonette and
some annuals for the winter, proceeded with potting Feme,
and all plants requiring that treatment, and moving plante in

the flower houses as often as they sbow( ! signs cf distresB,

bringiu ; n others to replace them.—Pi. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET,—August 18.

The market has been very unstendy, ihe chief attendance of bnyWS
beioR on Saturday, rendering things of more Talue on ono day than
another. Supplies are auplc, and foreign importations heary. Shippers
from tho Channel Islands are also large senders.

FRUIT.

Apples % sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnats bnehel
Currants >j sieve

Black do.

Firs doz.
FUberta lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes doz.

Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney H sieve

Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Urns. Sprouts % sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.

Fennel tanc-h
GarUc lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

B.
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TBADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
William DilUstone, Sible HedingUam, 'Essex.—Catalogue of

Choice New Plants; and Dutch and other Bulbs, d'C.

Giles <fc Pdscoe, Grovo Hill Naraery, Third Creek, and 12,

Hiadley Street, Adelaide, South Australia.

—

General Catalogue

of Trees, Plants, Shruhs, dc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• "We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doiug they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

commuaicationg ehould therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, cfc, 171, FUet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mis np on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest
week.

Bodes {A Learner).—Two books will supply all the information you
name. Mclotosh's '* Book of the Garden," and Stephens's " Book of the
Farm." (R.).—Johnson's " Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary" contains the
information yon need.

Black Cldstee Grapes (A Constant Iieader).~'Sot knowing where
they are grown nor yonr mode of culture, we cannot give an opinion as
to the cause. See what we said la&t week aboat Sweetwater Grapes
cracking.

Bedding Pelargonium [W. Ashwell).—There are now many varieties
with leaves exactly like that you enclosed.

Caterpillahs on Cherry TtEE Leaves (Linda).—They are the slimy
ffrub, the larvje of the Selanflria ffithiops, a species of saw fly. Dost
the powder of fresh quicklime over them.
Lists of Flowers {A Lover of Good rftinps).—We always pive the

xmrnes of both species and varieties of all flowers and plants which wo
know to be good as well a^ new.

Poppies (O. Mc.F.).—The seed vessels of all Poppies contain opium, but
there is none in their seeds. The Deadly Nightshade is one of the Natural
Order Solanaceje, totally d stinctfrom the UmbeUiferie in which the Carrot
is included.

Pelargonicm Cuttings (B. S.).—They may be wintered very safely in
your bow window; but you mast exclude frost from them.
Seedling Scarlet Pelargosidm (f. L. D.).—The petals had all fallen

off; as far as colour and &ize of truss are concerned, it has no superiority
over other varieties.

Do Birds Eat Alpine Strawberries? (H".).—Mr. Middleton men-
tions, as you perce've, a peculiar Alpine Strawberry. We know the birds
taste the common Alpine, but we know they will never look at them when
finer Strawberries are to ba had. We have no doubt our correspondent
will tell all he knows himself.

Succession of Strawberries (Rev. E. H.).—Knight's Princess of
Wales, Yiuomtesse Hericart de Thury, Sir Charles Napier, and Dr. Hogg,
Vioomtesse Hkricart db Thury Strawberry (J. B. D., Bitteawell}.

—It was advertised in oor number for August 5th.

Flower-bed arrangement {Banks of the T/iames).—We think you will
like the planting of your bads as proposed. There are two things that
strike us—the large beds. No. 1 and No. 8, will look well with the outside
band of Mmsles'a Pelargonium and the double band of Stella, but we do
not think that Atiaranthus melancholicus will make a telling centre for
Stella. As yciiis tm to have no yellow on that side of the garden we
should have a sticag yellow Calceolaria, as Salvisefolia or Aurantia mul-
tiflora for tha c&stre, and then you need not have yellow in 9, 9, but in
11,11. This woidi lighten up the colours better; and then we would
like to edge ail tbe beds. For instance, 3, '6, would ba greatly benefited
by a 8kirtii;g cf Purple King Verbena.
Grapes Swelling Irrequlajily (A. Dumbell).—li is difficult to say

what is making the Vines swell their bunches irregularly. It is just
possible that they wanted more nourishment. If you mean these Vines
in pots to do any good next season they must not bear above three or
four bunches this season, the foliage must have free access to the sun,
and everything must be done by f^eding to have the wood good and well
npened, leaving no more side 'shoots than the plant will sustain, and
cutting these back to a bud or two when the leaves fall. As to the Vines
planted, we should be inclined to cut them back to 2 or 3 feet after the
leaves fall, encouraging growth all the summer :for a little sacrifice now
the Vines will make amends afterwards. The Vines in pots we would not
repot, but remove the surface for 2 or 3 inches in autumn, and fill up
with rich compost.

Vines Newly Planted (H. B.).—The Vines will grow vigorously for
some weeks yet, especially those planted in May, and we should advise
your continuing to grow them on for a month or six weeks longer, and
then secure the ripening of the wood by keeping them drier both at the
roots and in the atmosphere, with a little fire by day and abundance of
air. At this season you will not require fire heat. An abundarce of air
should be given. For puch high front lights as yours appear to be, we
should prefer thetr opcnint? as casements, certainly not up and down like
windows, or if they are they should be double-hung, both upper and
lowdr parts moviug.
Lady Downe's Grapes Spotted (H. H.).—The Lady Downe's is not

more liable to spot than msoy other Grapes. The spot is anything but a
new disease, being occasioned by an insufficient supply of sap. The

roots being in a colder medium than the branches, the foliage exposed to
very powerful sun, and the evaporation excessive, tbe supply of sap is
not equal to the demand. The upper portions of the bunches are most
liable to suffer, and invariably first, which shows that the same influence
on the berries scalds them ; therefore, care should be taken to have the
bunches well protected by the shade of the foliage, anl when this is the
case spotting is seldom known. It prevents the roots becoming so in-
active as they do when the foliage is sc int ; and the supply of sap is more
regular, and its circulation not so liable to become inactive in case of
undue moisture from excessive watering, or heavy rains. The grafting
on the Red or Grizzly Frontignan would tend to cause the spot on the
Lady Downe's, as the Frontignan is notorious for shanking^twia sister

to the spot.—G. A.

Annuals for Autumn Sowing (An Amateur).—The Virginian Stock
(Malcomia maritima), is the nearest approach to purple that we know of

in a plant having the semi-prostrate habit of Sapon tria calabrica. Pnrple
Candytuft makes a splendid mass, but is of stifl" erect habit, but if the
plants are not allowed to grow too close together they branch well and
close to the ground. Limnanthes Douglasii is the best yellowish-flower-
ing annual for autumn sowing, andKsclischoltzia croceais also good, bat
not equal to the Limnanthes, though a far better yellow.

Plant (G. i?.l.—We think the sprig is from a plant of the genus Echium,
but which we could not say without a better specimen and leaves. Speci-
mens should be sent packed in damp moss. It is probably a biennial.

The seed should be saved and may be sown as soon as ripe in a bed of

sandy soil enriched with leaf mould, or in April, the young plants being
thinned out to 1 foot apart. Bees are very partial to all the Borageworts

;

a large bed of Borage ought to be in every garden where bees are kept.

The old plants may be taken up from the walk and planted in sandy soil

after the flowering is over and the seed ripe, for it may prove a perenniali

but we think not.

Scale on Otaheite Orange (De Foix).~The black fungus is the

result of honeydew, occasioned by a smallish inject you will find closely

fixed along the sidRS of the midribs underneath the leaves. Remove that

and the fungus will disappear. After dipping the plants in water at a
temperature of 120-' for a minute, the leaves should be washed on both
sides with a sponge, employing soft soap, 4 ozs. to the gallon of water.

Clarke's Compound, Fowler's Insecticide, and Gishurst Compound are

good remedies if used as a wash, or for dipping the plants in. OrangO
fungus on Roses may bo destroyed by forcible syringings and copious

waterings.

Combe Abbey.—In the eleventh line from the beginning of the account
of this place, page 126, first column, read cmterl'j, instead of *' south-

westerly " direction, &c., also lower down in the sam3 column, where the

mansion is said to face the " west," read the south.

SoLiDAGo Virgaurea.—" Where can I obtain a few plants of the

Aaron's Rod, the Solidago Virganrei? I shall be happy to pay postage

or to send other seeds in return.—J. L. Carrick, Vicarage, WWiavi Friary,

Frame."

Rockery (CZco^)aira).—With your dying Birch trees as a centre, we
think a small rootery would be more in character than a rockery. We
always think it bad taste to blend roots and conglomerate of bricks, &C,

The old trees would be useful for sustaining Clematis, &c., and the roots

would soon be enough covered with Sedums, Ferns, &c.
_
Unless the

trunk is very rotten, it would hardly be worth while scooping it out for

an Aloe, as if so rotten it would not stand long, and Aloes would thrive

better in a rough box on the ground level. The best things to cover old

rotten trunks with are Sempervivums, Sedums, and the common Polypody.

By making holes in old stumps we have enticed robins, and that most

elegant of"British birds, the wagtail, to build their nests, and both became
tame when well used.

Gardening Arithmetic (J. T. 73.).—Surely a person who writes so well

need not ask us how many plants will be required for a bed 50 feet long,

4 feet wide, to he placed in the rows 3 feet apart, and 2 feet asunder in

the rows. If no more simple mode offers, take a measuring rule with

inches marked in tenths, and 5 inches will thus represent 60 feet m
length. and4-10ths inch will represent the width of the bed. The bed,

we presume, will have two rows, 3 feet by 2—rather thm planting for

most things. The number of plants will be obtained at less trouble

than making the inquiry. Tbe other question is a little more puzzling.

*' Required the number of cubic feet in a bed 50 feet in diameter, and

1 foot deep," merely because there are so many modes for taking and

finding the area of a circle. We will put you in the way of working out

the problem for yourself. The diameter given, we can obtain very nearly

the circumference by the old rule : As 7 is to 22, so is the diameter to the

circumference. Perhaps a more correct mode is simply to multiply the

diameter by 3.1416, the last four figures being decimals. The circum-

ference being thus found nearly, as well as the diameter, the next thmg
is to find the area of the space bounded by the circumferential hne.

Here a»ain, various modes may be adopted. One mode is, to square the

diameter and multiply by .7854. Another is, as 7 is to 22, so is the square

of the radius to the area of the circle. Tha radius is half the diameter,

in this case 25 feet. This multiplied into itself, and the product mul-

tiplied again, as above, by 22, and divided by 7, will give tbe area nearly.

Another plan is to multiply the circumference and the diameter together,

and then divide by 4. It must be kept in mind that a square foot con-

tains 144 inches, and a cubic foot 1728 inches.

Protecting Plants in a Pit (X. Y. Z.).—The chief difficulty yoti will

have in your pit, sunk 2 feet into clay, and floored with Portland cement,

arises from the fact, that if the sides and ends of boards are not secure,

damp will visit you from the clay ; and if you spill water in winter it wiU

be evaporated from the waterproof flooring, and rise again among the

plants. You must, therefore, be careful not to spill water in winter.

Your idea of double wooden walls is good, and, as stated lately, wa wouia

prefer the space between to be open if you can make that space airproof

;

if not, pack with felt, peat, sawdnst, &c. Having double sashes for your

pit or box, wiU also be useful, and the more so, that in mild weather you

can take the upper one off. For tall plants you will want the depth yoa

have—4 feet in front, and 9 behind ; but if you want to keep a great many

plants, say from 6 to 15 or 18 inches in height, we would have a rough

slopiog stage to fit the pit, and to be lifted out when not wanued, say ac

from 18 to 24 inches from the glass, and this will enable you to keep the

plants near the glass, and the open space beneath wiU do much to secure

equaUtv of temperature. Even with your double Ughta you wiU need a
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mat in a flerore nlgbt, and a goUon botUc fiUod with hot wator will also

greatly help yon.

Heated GRESNnoCBE (ilf. E. G.}.~With yoor trellis from 9 to 12 inches
from tho wnll, you may f^ow tbo Pnesiflora nod the Ipomrca well, without
anything behind it ; but you miKbt have some rou^b clinkers sgninst
tho floo or chimney. If yon covered Ibo trellia with tho PaBsiflorfl, Ac,
yon would not have ll^ht cuough for Moasee and Furna iu tho space
between tbo wall and trulUt?. Tuo most^, cocoa-nut, &c., would also be
apt to gink, and if kept dump, as you BugRcst, it would Boon rot the
trellis. Yon miKht combine bolli puiTiOHCS ; have archen t^pannod for the
climbers, and make a roufih irregnlar wall with Htunou, bouldurR, cUnkors,
and cement, with spaces left for tbo Ferns, Mosbp^, He^'onins, &o.

Names of Plants {F. E. H.). — Tacsonia moUiBsinin; Dcsfontainia
Bpinof a. {Sarah J'lVrjoa).—1, Leaf of tbo Tulip Tree, Liridooodron Tulipi-

fora ; 2, Cystoptcris fragilis ; S, Ithyncbospfrmnm jflsminoides, now
callfd PartcbileB Thanbcrgii. (IF. O.).— 1, Adiantnm capilluK-VtneriB;
*i, Mlcrok'pin iiOvic-zcInndiK> ; '3, Adtautum hiepldnlnm ; 4. not receWed;
6. Selagiuclla KransUana; 6, Doodla candata. {D. C. O.).— 1, Bednm
ihcricum ; *A Sedum ecxaogulare ; 8, Pellrca rotundifolia; 4, Davalli*
8olida; &, Adiantum fonnoGara ; G, A. afflne. (K. L. J.)-— ^. Litobrocbia
incisa ; 8, Aaplenium monanthomum ; 4, is most probably a btate of L&Htr«a
Filix-mas. [Q. S.).—iEsculus macrostachya, or Pavin macrostccbya.
(W. >r., 7i^adi«ij).—Momordica cbaraulia. '{M. i/.).— 1, Vcrbascum pblo-
moidcB ('.>); 2, Verba&cum austtiacum i?); a, Htliantbus perfoUatns ;

4, Francoa Bonchifolia. (J. H. S.K—Hhua cctinus, the Sumach tree.

I

(/). O.).— 1, LaBtrcaoreoptcris; 2 and 4, both C^htoptoris fragilis; 8, A»-
plonium viride; 4, Nophrodiom eflTusum. (C. U'i7Iijm«on).—NcpeUr

1
cn:sia.

METEOROLOGiay^ OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending August 17th.

DlTE.
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a {arm of 400 acre?, Tvitb the ordinary onthonses, two or three

thousand fowls might be kept, and I am persuaded that the

experiment would be Bucoesafnl.—E. M. B. A.

"WHERE IS THE EXHIBITION?"
I THINK if secretaries of shflws when inserting the date, &o.,

of their meetings would at the same time name the county or

large town the place is near, it would be a great boon to exhibi-

tors, as in many instances, although I have an atlas, I am at

a loss to know whether the place is north or south, far or near,

and therefore don't know whether it is worth while to enter or

not.

—

Frank Graham.

[Our correspondent is not the only one who has made a

similar complaint, and letters asking " Where is the Exhibi-

tion ? " are continually received by us. There is one exhibition

that to the time we are writing we do not know where it is to

be held.—Eds ]

COMPOUKD FOODS FOR FOAVLS.
Mr. Wrago's recommendation of Dear's food will doubtless

receive the attention it deserves, coming, as it does, from one
of the most eminent breeders of the day ; but let me suggest a

caution or two to those who have not tried it, founded on an
experience of eighteen months. It is, unquestionably, very

useful for chickens, but then the question arises, Is it advisable

or necessary to continue the use of it with full-grown fowls?

I believe it is ; that, in fact, the breeder who once uses it must
continue its use, or his fowls will droop and die. I well re-

member going to one of my yards this spring, and noticing

that the fowls did not look so well as usual. Something was
evidently wrong, and I naturally began to make inquiries. At
length I learnt that Dear's food had been discontinued for a

week. As soon as the stimulant was added again, the birds

resumed their former apjiearance. In another yard my expe-

rience was exactly similar, and a week's discontinuance of the

food would soon tell a tale which would undeceive many who
are now enthusiastic in their commendation of the new com-
pound.
The truth, I am persuaded, is that Dear's food is like most

other stimulants, it is all very well in its way, but yet requires

much care in its use. Brandy, we know, is an excellent cor-

rective, but the more water we drink with it the better it is for us.

If we once accustom ourselves to take it in large quantities, we
cannot well desist from the habit, without at all events suffering

unpleasant consequences. I believe that breeders in time will
j

find it necessary to diminish the amount of the stimulant as

the birds grow older. Those who aim at size do not, I imagine,
care to see " the rich red,'' of which your correspondent speaks,
in chickens of three or four months old, or to find their puUets
laying at about the same age. Having lately had an opportunity
of comparing two yards, in one of which Dear's food was used,

i

I must honestly say that I preferred the look of the birds in

the yard where no stimulant was added to the ordinary food.

Let me also suggest a caution to those who are buying fowls.

It will be very advisable to learn how the fowls have been fed

before you buy tham. If they have been accustomed to this

stimulant, the purchasers must continue it, or they will pro-

bably lose their birds. Any of your correspondents who have
a turn for chemical analysis would confer a favour on your
readers if they would tell us the iugredients of this compound.
I strongly suspect that malt dust and linseed enter largely into
its oompoBitiou.—E. M. E. A.

Without in any w.iy wishing to dispute the high value of

the prepared food'that Mr. F. Wragg alludes to in his letter of

last week, I would just soy, for the help of the too-often-over-
looked fancier of small means, that it is not necessary in prize-
winning to spend money upon such kinds of food ; at least, my
own experience of the last three years dictates such conclusion,
never having used any one kind of prepared food, though I

have taken a fair amount of prizes, including cups and many
first prizes. I have just received from the show my first two
pens of chickens exhibited this year, one pen taking a cup,
beating twenty-t'vo pens of birds, the other pen taking the
first prize in its class. These birds were only five months and
a half old, and weighed 13i lbs. and 15} lbs. per pen, and
competed in each case with older chickens, and fed, too, with
such foods. It persons will feed liberally on the best of our i

home-grown grain, care being taken that all is eaten each meal

;

give clean water, clean runs, and clean houses, they have the
same chance of winning, and I am sure their birds will live

longer, and thereby be more profitable.

—

L'Ane.

DEWSBURY POULTRY SHOW.
The arrangements for this Show, held on the 13th inst., were veiy

complete, and the attention devoted by the Committee to the specimens

was of the most unexceptionable character. Nothing was left undone
that could be done to injure perfect success, and all the pens were safely

placed under commodious and perfectly waterproot tents. On the

morning of the Show it rained incessantly, at four o'clock, but for-

tunately the day proved very fine, and a complete success was secured.

This provision against stress of weather, cannot be impressed too

strongly on the attention of all poultry committees who may purpose
holding their meetings out of doors on similar occasions.

Although the bulk of the birds were necessarily more or leas under
moult, many were shown in first-class condition. Among the latter we
mav especially note the OocJiiiis, Brahmas, and Spanish fowls. Hom-
hirfjhs were very few, but very good, and the Polands were unusually

perifect specimens. Some most excellent Game Bantams, both Black

Reds, and also Duckwings, competed. The Black and the White
Bantam classes were not so good in feather as could be desired. Of
Aylesbury and Kouen Duds, the entry was not large, but a few of the

winning birds were first-rate.

Piijeons.—The Pouters and Carriers were a very good show. Mr.

Fielding was, as usual, first and second for Owls, and in Almonfc
won with a good pair. In the class for Tumblers of any other variety,

he was also first with a well-matched and good pair of Black Mottles.

In Barbs, which was a very fiood class, Mr. J. Frith, Jan., was first

with a very good pair of Yellows, Mr. Homer being second with

Blacks, this gentleman also winning with .Jacobins, and gaining first

and second prizes for Trumpeters ; but we think Mr. Frith'a Blacks

were quite equal to the winners, and should not be surpiised if they

reversed positions some day. Mr. Hawley won in the Fantail class

with a good pair, and Mr. Croft in Nuns, with Blacks of superior

quaUty. We cannot take leave of this excellent Show without giving

a word of praise to the managers, who had all the birds sent off the

same evening.

CocaiN-CHiNA.—1, C. Sidgwiot, Ryddlesdea Hall, Keighley. 2, J.

Turton, Ackworth. c, J. H. Dawes, Birmingham. Chicke-ns.—\ and 2, C
Sidgwick.
Spanish.—1, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 2, J. Gornall, Bradford.

he, W. & F. Pickard. CMcltem.—l. W. & F. Pickard. 2, H. Beldon.
DOBKINGS.—Prize, W. H. King, Moss Mill.

Bbahma Pootra.—1, E. Leacb. 2, C. Layland. Chickens.—1, M. Scott,

Cote, Idle. 2, W. Gamon, Chester, he, E. Leacb, Greave House, Koch-
dale.
Game (Black Red).—1, G. Noble, Staincliffe, Eatley. 2. C. Cbaloner,

Whitwell, near Chesterfield, c, H. Beanland, Bradford. Clnekert3.—\, J.

Crosland, jun., Wakefield. 2, C. Ohaloner. e, E. A. Johnson, Wath-
upon-Dearne.
Game (Brown Red).—1, C. Cbaloner, Whitwell, near Chesterfield. 2, H.

Jowett. he, J. Crosland, Wakefield. Chiekem.—\, H. Hatton, Cleck-

heaton. 2, H. Jowett. c, T. Dyson, Halifax ; H. Jowett.

Game (Duckwings and other Gre.vs and Elaesl.-1, H. Jowett. 2, G.
Noble, c, J. Fell. CfiicAcns.—l, C. Cbaloner. 2, T. Dyson, Halifax.

Game (Any other v.iriety) —I, H. C. & W. J. Ma^on. 2, W. Fell.

Chickens.—^, W. Whiteley, Liverscdge. 2, E. Noble, Halifax, c, H. C.

and W. J. Mason, Drighllngton.
Hambueohs (Gold or Silver-spangled).—1 and 2, H. Beldoa. he, S. and

R. Aabton, Mottram. auekcna.—l and 2, H. Beldon.

Hambceghs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).-1 and 2, H. Beldon. he, S.

S. Smith, Northowram, Halifax. Chickens.—I, H. Beldon. 2, W. Jagger,

Ford Mill, Horbnrv. Jif, S. Smith.
Hambdrghs (Black).—1,H. W. Illingworth. 2, C. Sidgwick. CIdckens.
—1, C. Sidgwick. 2, S. Butterfie'.d, Keighley..

Polands (Gold or Silver).-1 and 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.—1 and 2, H.
Beldon.
PoLAKDS (Any other variety).—!, T. Dean, Keighley. 2, W. Gamon.

c, Mrs. E. Proctor, Hull. Chickens.—Prize, W. Gamoa.
Bantams (Black).—1 and 2, MasterF. Ridgway. Dewabury. he, Messrs.

S. & E. Ashton ; V/. Brotherton. c, H. Beldon.
Bantams (White).—1, S. & R. .^shlon. 2, J; Kaye, Staincliffe.

Game Bantams.-I, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds. 2. J. Crosland, jun. he, J.

R. Robinson, Sanderlaud. e, G. Noble, Staiccliffe, B.^tley.

Docks (White Aylesbury).—Prize, E. Leach, Rochdale.
Ducks (Rouen).—1, E. Leach. 2, \V. Gamon.

Rabbits.-toD-cared Bnek.—l, T. Icgham, Leeds. 2, C. Gravil, Thome.
he, B. Hudson, Hull. Lop-eare.l Doe.-I, A. H. Easten, Hnll. 2, F.

Mitchell, Bowling Park, Bradford, he. T. Ingham. Leeds. Any other

Varietii.—l, A. H.'Easten, Hnll (Himalayan). 2, E. Farrance, Dewsbury.
he, T. Mitchell, Braoford (Himalayan).

PIGEONS.
PoDTEES.— CocS-.—1, E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds. 2 andc, R. Fulton,

Deptford. he, W. Gamon, Chester. Een.—l, E. Homsr. 2, R. Fulton.

he, R. Fulton ; E. Homer. _
Caerieh.— Cuci-.-1 and 2, R. FuHon. he, A. Smith, Skiptcn; W. Whit-

talier. Helper; E. Fulton. Sen.— 1 nun c. B. Fulton. 2, W. Wb^ttter,
Helper, he, A. Smith, Skipton ; R. Fulton.
loMBLERS (Almond).- 1, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. 2, R. Fulton.

C J. Hawley, Eipgley.
TcMBLEr.s (Any other variety).—1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, R. Fulton.

he. J. Hawley ; W. Whittaker ; R. Fulton.

ToBBiTs.— 1, S. Horner. 2, Marshall & Pickoriag, DriSeld.
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BlEBS.-I, J. Frith, Jos, Webster Bill, Dewsbnry. 3, E. Homer, he, 3.
Pleldine, Jan.
Jacobins.—1, E. Homer. 2, R. Fnlton. Ik. J. Ravloy.
TRCMPETER8.— 1 an«l 2, E. Uornor. ftf , J. Frith, )an. ; W. OamoD.
Owls.— 1 snd 2, J. I'iilding, jun. he,T. Eggloeton, Ualifai,
Fantajls.- 1, J. Ilnwloy. -, F.. Horner.
Noss.— 1, W. Crolt, KilUDubnll, Riiiloy. 3, H. Yftrdloy.
DaAoooNs.— 1, U. Ynrdley, Birmingham. 2, W. Wluttakcr. *<, J, Senior,

Batley Carr.
Aktwbri-s.- 1, H. Ynrdley. 3. J. Croelnnd, Jan. Jic, W. Whiltnker.
Any otdkr Varietv.—1, E. Homer (Kcd Swallows). 2, H. Yardley.

c, W. Wljiitakcr (Hyacinths).

Edwd. Hewitt, Esq., of Binninf;ham, jndged the ponllry ; and M.
Hedlej, Esq., of KedhsU, Surrey, the Pigeons and Rabbita.

LOWESTOFT POULTRY SHOW.
{From a CorrtJtjxytulent.)

Tms Show was held on the 11th and 12th inst. Thero was a great
increase in the nnmber of entries this year. The pens contained many
birds of considerable merit, and many of the pens in the chicken
classes will be heard of ajjniu, hot some of the birds had not arrived
when the Judges awarded the prizes. Two pens that doubtless wonld
have been winners did not ai-rivo till six o'clock on the evening of tho
first day of tho Show.
There were classes foradult birds and chickens, Mr. GiUiver took the

cup for Qtimc with a beautifnl pen of Brown Reds ; Mr. Matthews
took the prizes in the chicken class with some good birds. The
Dorl-ing cnp went to a pen of birds in the adnlt class shown by Mr.
Parlett, and in the chicken class the prizes went to promising chickens.
The i^paninh cnp was rarried off by Mr. Nowbitt, with a pen of good
birds, and in the chicken class the pens shown liy Mr. 1*. H. Jones
and Mr. James were worthy of the prizes. Mr. Horace Lingwood
showed a splendid pair of Partridge C(iehii}.i in the chicken class,
which carried off the cnp against twenty-three pens. The Brahma
cnp was awarded to Mr. Boweett for a pen of Dark birds, and in the
chicken class Mr. H. I^ingwood was first. The llamMirglts were not
numerous, but some pens were excellent, particularly Mr. Tickner's
Gold-pencilled which took the Hamburgh cup. The iiantam cnp was
awarded to a very beautiful pen of White Japanese shown by Miss M.
Jodrell ; Messrs. Crosland. Adams, and Entwislo carried off the re-
maining prizes for Bantams.

Piyeoiis were indeed ft show of themselves, each class was well filled,
and many first-class birds were shown in every class, especially in
Carriers. Messrs. Massey & Fulton showed some good Black cocks

;

but Mr. Yardley's Dun hen has a remarkable eye and was worthy of
the first prize. Mr. Fulton's Black was all that could be desiied in
symmetry and carriage, bat not so good in eye aa tho first-prize bird,
Mr. Wren showed a young Dun hen eleven months old, a very promis-
ing bird, which will doubtless be heard of again in a prize pen. Mr.
Fulton was as usnal invincible in the Pouter classes ; the first-prize
Blue is a grand bird. Some pens of Almonds were very good in head
and beak, but it is difficult to find many pens well matched. The long-
faced Tnmbler class was well filled, and amongst the pens were some
good Beards and Mottles. Messrs. Hawley, Fnlton, Jones, and Massey,
showed good Barbs ; and the Fautails were a strong class. Mr. Hawley
was first with a good pen. Antwerps were numerous and good, but a
very diflicnlt class to judge. The "Variety class" contained a number of
very good birds. Black Owls took first and Silver Earless Ice second

;

Red Turbits an extra second. The race for the Pigeon cup was very
close, Mr. Fulton making thirty-six points, and Mr. Hawley, to whom
the cnp was awarded, thirty-seven.

Game (Any variety).— 1, Cup, and he. W. Oilliver, Polesworth, near
Tamworth (BInck Reds). 2, S. Matthews, Stowmarket (Black Rede).
Chickens.~l and 2. .S. Matthews (Black and Brown Reds), e, W. Rayner.
Ipswich (Brown Red).
Dorkings (Any v.iriely).—1 and Cnp, P. Parlett, Great BAddow.Chelms-

Jord (Coloured). 2, Henrv Lingwood, Bark og. Needbam Market. Local,
G. W. D. Palmer, Pd.kefi^ld. kc J. Frost, P.irbam. Wickham Market
(Colourod). c, Mrs. Brackenbury, Thorpe Hall Farra.Downhnm (Colonrrdl.
Chickent.~l, T. Briden, Eirby, near Skiptoo. 2, J. Frost (Coloured).
Local, C. H. Skeels. Kirkley. he. D C. Campbell, M.D.. Brentwood

; Rev.
F. Tearle, Gazaley Vicnr.igo. Newmarket (White), c, F. Parlett Coloured).
Spanish.- 1, Cup, and 2. T. C. & E. Newbltt, Epwoitb. Local, W. B.

Farrott, Lowestoft, ftc. F. James, Peckham Rye. c, J. St( phone, Walsall.
CMcktna.—l, F. James. 2, P. H. Jones, Fulham, London. Local, W. B.
Farrett.
CoCHlN-CniNA (Any variety).— 1, Henry Lingwood (Buff). 2, Horace

Lingwood, Martlesham, Woodhridge (Partridge >. hr. J. Stephens, c,
Col. Cockburn, Bracondale, Norwich (While) ; Henry Lingwood (BufiT)

;Horace Lingwood (P.rtridge). Chickeru.—l nud Cup, Horace Lingwood
{Partridge), 2, F. W. Rnat, Hustings Huff), he. Miss Hales. Canterbury
(White)

; W. Tippler, Roxwe:l, Chelmsford (Buffi, c, Mrs. Burrell, Stoke
Park, Ipswich.
BRAniLA Pootra (Any variety).—! and Cup, H. Dowsctt (Dark). 2, Mrs.

Burrell. c, Hortice Lingwood (Dark). Chickcm.—l, Horace Lingwood
(Dark). 2, Mrs. Burrell. 'ir, H. Dowsett (Dark).
Hamburghs (tJofden-pencilled).— 1 and Cup, W. K. Tickner. 2, T. C.

and E. Newbitt. Locil, J. Taylor, Lnwest<.f(. c, C. Havers, The Beacons*
Ingatestone ; J. Laming, Cowbarn, Spalding.

'

Hamrurghs (.Silvei-pinci led .— 1, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skiptou.
2, J. Laming. Local, W Maddison.
HAMnup.GHB (O.)lden-spangled).— 1, J. P. Loversidge, Nowark.on-Trent.

2 and Local, L. Wren, Lowestoft.
HAMBnRons (Silverspangled).-1, J. Laming. 2, Rev. F. Tearle, Local,

J. B. Bljr, Lowtatoft. e, J. W. Tooley, Downbam Markst ; R. FaltoD,
Deplford.
Hamburods (Any variety).—C)iielt«nj.—1, H. Picklea. jun. 2, W. K.

Tickner, Ipawich (Cioldenpcncillcd). Local, J. D. Bfy (SUvcr.spangled).
He, Rev. F. Tearle 1 Silver-spangled).
Any Distinct Variety kot before Miktioned.- 1, J. Laming

(Polands). 2, Col. Cockbum (Uoudsns). lie, Mrs. Burrell (Silkies) j W.
Dring, Favorsham (Boadans). c, W. Tippler (La FI*«he).
Sellino Class (Any variety).-!, J. C. 4 E. Ncwbilt. 2, S. Felgat«,

Ipswich (Light Brahma), he, V. Pnrlclt iDorkings); R. R. Parker, Ipswich
(CJoldcn-pcncllled Hambnrghs) ; W. DrIng (Houdans). c, W. H. Mitchell,
Moseley, Birmingham (Oamoi ; Mrs. Brackenbury (.Aylesbury Ducks).
Game Bantams (.\ny variety).—!, J. Crossliind, jun., Wakofleld. 2,'W.

Adams, Ipswich. Local, C. H. Skeels. e, W. F. Entwislo, Leeds (Blaok-
breastcd).
Bantams (Any other variety).—!. Cup, and Ijocal, Miaa M. JodreU,

Gislebam Rectory (Japanese). 2, Mies A. Hudson, North Petherlon, near
Bridgcwutor (Sebrigbts). Chiekenn.— l, Miss A. Hodson (Sebrighta).
2, W. F. Entwisle (Blackbrcastcd Rod), r, E. Prentice, Slowmarkot
(BUckhreasted Red).
Ducks Rouen).-!, J. T. Ashley, Lilcham, Norfolk. 2 and Local, O.

W. D. Palmer.
DccKB (Aylcsbnry).— !, C. Havers. 2 and c, Mrs. BnrrolL lie. Major

C. J. Ewen, Norwich.
PIGE0N5.

Carriers.-Cod-.-1, R. Fullon. 2, W. Massey, SpnIJiog. he. R. Falton;
J. Hawley, Bingley. c, L. Wi-en. Hm.—l, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
2, R. Falton. lie, R. Fulton ; L. Wren ; J. Hawley. c, W. Massey ; V. H.
Jones.
Pouter.-Coe*.—1 and 2. R. Falton. lie, P. H. Jones. Ilcn.—l and

2, R. Fulton, c. P. H. Jones.
Tdmblers (Short-face!).—1, R. Fnlton (Almonds). 2, J. Hawley.

he. R. Fulton (Mottles), e, M. Beazor, Yarmouth (Almonds) ; P. H. Jooee ;
J. Hawley.
Tumblers (Any other varietvl.—l and lie, J. Ilawlev. 2, Misses E. ft A.

Wren, Lowestoft (Yellow Beards).
Barbs.— !, J. Hawley. 2, R. Fulton. Ac, W. Massey ; P. B. Jones. e,W.

Massey.
Fantails.—1, J. Hawley. 2, H. Yardley. he, P. H. Jones, e, W.

Massey; J. T. Ashley.
Antwerps.—1, J. Hawley. 2, W. H. Mitchell, /le, H. T. Yardley; J.

Hawley. c, P. H. Jones ; J. Hawlev.
Any Distinct Variety.-1, J. Hawley. 2. Hon. Mrs. Paget, Scole

(Ice . Extra 2, P. H. Jones (Turbits). he. R. Falton (Owls) ; P. H. Jones
(Owls, Nuns, Magpies, and Jacobins), c, W. Massey ; J. T. Ashley (Runts)
J. Hawley.
Selling Class (Any variety).-1, Hon. Mrs. Paget (Owls). 2, P. H.Jones

(Barbs), e, W. Massey ; P. H. Jones (Jacobins) ; L. Wren (Short-faced
Tumblers) ; J. Hawley.

Judges.—Rev. T. L. Fellowes, Honingham Rectory, Norwich, and
W. B. Tegelmeier, Esq., London.

ALDBOROUGH AND BOROUGHBREDGE
POULTRY SHOW.

Tnis was a very good Show, and was held on the ISIh inst. in the
interesting grounds of Aldborongh Manor. The quality of the poultry
exhibited was good, and it is surprising that exhibitors will show such
stock for small prizes. The day was fine, tho puultry well attended
to, the pens good, and the Show altogether a success.

DoRKiNCs.-1, H. S. Thompson, Kirby Hall. 3, W. Bearptrk, AInd«rby
Steeple.
Spanish.—1,W. Bearpark. 2, W. & F. Pickard, Thorncr, near Leeds.

he, W. Jc . Pickard.
Gam-. J. Watson, Cnarcsbrongh. 2, W. Bearpark. e, J. Watson ;

G. Carter, Sandhill, Bedale.
CocniN-CaiNA.—!, W. Barnes, Thirsk. 2, W. & F. Pickard. lie, W.

Barnes, c, J. Walker, Hay-a-Park. Knnresborongh; G. Robinson, Sessay,
Brahma Pootba. — 1, P. Powell, Enaresioroagh. 2, F. Horsman,

Boioughbridge. lie, H. 8. Thompson, c, Miss E. A. Dalton, Sleningford
Grange, Ripon.
Chickens.- 1, W. & F. Pickard. 2, W. Barnes. 8 Miss F.. A Dalton.

lie, H. S. Thompson ; W. Barnes, e, W. Metcilf, Gralton High Bar; W.
Benrpark; O. Robinson, Easingwold ; P. Morsmsn ; J.Watson.
Hamburohs.-Ooldf n-gponfiled.—1 and 2, J. Walk' r. he, W. Bearpark.

GoWen-jieticilled.—!, J. Walker. 2, F. Horsmon. e, F. Horamnn. .Siluer-

upaiiiiled.—l, J. Walker. 2, J. Best, Borougbbridge. Sitvrr-pcncilled.—

1, J. Walker. 2, W. Bearpark.
I'OLAND.— 1, C. Walker. Borougbbridge. 2, W. Lons^dnle, Aldborongh.
CnicKENS.-1 and 2, J. Walker. 8, F. Horsman. he, W. Bearpark.

e, C. Walker
Game Bantams.-1, J. Pennington, Tbirsk. 2, P. Powell, lie, J. Walker

;

G. Carter, Sandhill, Btdalo. c. Miss E. M. Ellerbv. Easingwold.
Bantams (Any variety).—!, J. Walker. 2, F. Powell, lie, J. Cartwright,

Sowerby, Thirsk.
Bantams (Any other variety).—!. Rev. J. G. Hilner, BeUerby, LeybOTB.

2, J. Walker, c, R. Wil,.ion, Thirsk.
Torkeys —1, T. Smith, Staveley. 2, 1. Moorey, Uulwith. lie, F. Parker,

Roecliffe. Poitlt-.-l. F. Parker. 2, I. Moorey.
Geese.— 1, J. Walker. 2, S. Ronton, Ox Close, Ripon. he, 8. Ronton.

Ooslings.—! and 2, Mrs. Smith. Humburton. lie, I Moorey. c, S. Renton.
Docks (Aylesbury).-!, O. Robinson. 2. J. Culbbertaon, Aldborongh.

e. Miss E. \. Dalton. Ducklings.—1, H. S. Thompson. 2, J. Handlcy,
Skelton, Ripon.
Ducks (Rouen).—1 and 2, C. Graham, .Mdborongb. he, A. S. Lawson,

Aldborongh Manor. i3uel(inj)t.—1, J. Handlev. 9, .1. Mason. Rooker Hill.

Ducks (Any other variety).— !. Rev. J. Q. Milner. S, J. Walker,
rlie, J. Walker, lie. Miss E. A. Dalton. e, C. Rotherlord, Thirsk.
Guinea Fowls.—Prize, 8. Renton.
Selling Class.—1,W. & F. Pickard. 2, J. Mason. I.f, J. Walker;

J. Watson ; U. Caiter.
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PloEONS.—Pouters.—1, W. Boarpaik. 2, J. Wallier. Carriers.—l, J.
Mason. 2, J. Greaves, Brampton Uall. Tniinpctcr^.—1, J. Cundiile. Copt
Hewick, RipijD. 2, H. Wilson, he, J. Mnson. Jacobius.—1, J. Mason.
2, W. Boarpirk /(-•, J. Walker. FaiitaiU.—1 and 2, J. Mason, c, J.

Walker; W. Dickerdike, jiin. ; R. Wilson. Ttimbters.—1 and 2, J. Mason.
c, J. Greaves ; K. Wilson. Barbs.—1, J. Fos, Tbirsk. 2, K. Wilson, c, J.

Cundale. Nitui.—Piize, W. Bearp.irk. Turbita.—l, K. Wilson. 2, J.

Mason, /(c, W. Bearpnrk. Ajiy other Varh-tij.—1, J. JIason. 2, J. Cundale.
/ic, J. Mason ; R. Wilson, c, J. Cundale. Selling ClasA.~\ and 2, J.

Mason, he, J. Fox. c, T. Scott, Broom Close, Boroughbriiige.

Rabbits.— iJi:j/; (.^ny breed).-], Slade. 2, G. Rutberford, Tbirsk. he, .J.

Ridsdale, BorougbbriJge. Doc (Any breed).—1, 1, Slade. 2, A. S. Law-
son, Aldborout^h Manor, he, I. Slade. c, J. Topbaul, jun., Borough-
bridge; A. Geldart, Boroughbridge.
Extra Stock.—/ic, R. Tui'ner, Dishforth.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hatton, Pndsey.

HEXHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The ponltry Show in connection with the Northnmherland A^ri-

oultural Society's annual Exhibition was held at Hexham on the lUlb
last. There were ll.S entries, and tho following arc the awards made :

—

DoBKiNGS.—1, J, White, Warlaby, Northallerton. 2, J. H. Wilson, St.

Bogs, c, H. Pickles, jud., Earhy.
Game (Any variety).- 1 and 2, J. Brougb, Carlisle. 3, W. Waltou, Lock-

lake, Alston, c, J. H. Wilson.
SPAKISH.-I, .J. H. Wilson. 3, W. Bearpark, Aindcrby Steeple. 8, J.

Elliott, Langky Hill Top.
Ekahmas (Any crdour).—1, C. Layland, Morris Brook, Warrington.

2 and S, J. Shorthose, Newcastle-OL-Tyne.
CocHlN-CniNA (Any variety).—!, .J. Shorthose. 2, G. II. Proctor,

Durham. S,C. Layland. <;, Mrs. Dees, Riverdale, Bellingham; J. Dodds,
Nedderton.
Hamburghs (Any variety).—], H. Pickles. 2, W. Bearpark. S, F. E.

Schofield, Morpeth.
Game Bantams (Any variety).—1, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland. 2, W.

E. Entwislc, Leeds. 8, J. CrbsUind, Wakefield, he, J. E. Robinson; J.
Crosland.
Bantams (Any variety .except Game).—!, L. & R. Asbton, Roe Cross,

Mothjm. 2, H. Pickles, juu. 3 and hc,R. YouU, Sunderland, c, Mrs.
Chester, Heshnnl.
Polish.-1, H. Pickles, jon.
Bakndoou (Any variety).— 1, Rev. J. G. Milner, Ley bourn.
Gegsk (Any colour). — 1, Mis^ Wilson, Woodhoru Manor, Morpeth.

2, J. Shorthose.
DvcKS.—.4ylfsburij.—l and 2, J. Sborth'oSo. 8, J. Coulson, Shotley Hall.

c, Mrs. Dees. r,oueii 1, Mis? Wilson, Morpeth. 2, Rev. J. G. Milner.
3, Mrs. B. Ord, Wbitfleld Hall, Haydon Bridge. Any variety except Ayles-
bury or Itouen.—l, F. E. Schofield. 2, J. Coulson. 3 and c, Rev. J. G.
Milner. he, O. Teasdale, Chapel Mew Houses, Coanwood.
ToliKEYs (Any variety).-1 and 2, Miss Wilson. 3, Misa M, Lambert,

Elrington Hall.

JtiDGE.—Mr. R. Tecbay, Fulwood, Preston.

COTTINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
This Show took place on the 11th inst. The following is the list of

awards :

—

Spanish —1, G. Holmes, Driffield. 2, W. Richardson. Chickem.—l, G.
Holmes. ,2, R. Lolt, Woodmanscv. Cock (Any age).—1, J. Stable, Driffield.

Dorkings.—1, G. Holmes, 2, — White, Driffield. Chickens.—1, R.
Bobaon. 2, — White. Cock (Any age).—I, — \Xhite.
CoCHlK-CniNA.—1. R. Richardsnn. 2, R. Robson. C/iicJreiw.- 1, R.

Dawson. 2, Mrs. Robson. Cock (Any age).—1, R. Dawson.
Game.—Cock.—1, W. Boyes. 2, H. M. Julian. (Black-breasted or other

Reds .—1, n. H. Julian. 2, W. Boyes. C'ftrcfccrn.-l, H. M. Julian. 2, W.
Boyes. Coc'j (Any age).—1. H. M. Julian. (.\nv o*her variety).- 1, H. M.
Julian. 2, W. Boyes. t7iicAcn.s.—l, H. M. Julian. 2, W. Boyes. CocJc
(Any age).—1. H. M. Julian.
PoLANDS.—1 and 2, Mrs. Procter. Cldckeiis.—l and 2, Mrs. Procter.

Cock (Any age).—1, Mrs. Procter.
Hamburghs (GoldLU-spangledt.—1 and 2, G. Holmes. Chickens.—1, G.

Holmes. Cock (Any age) — 1, W. G. Drewery. (Silver-spangled).—1, G.
Holmes. 2, R. Cook. Chickens.—1, G. Holmes. 2, J. Richardson. Cock
(Any age).—1, G. Holmes. (Silver-pencilled) —1, T. Holmes. 2, G. Holmes.
Cliickens.—l, G. Holmes. Cock I Any age).—1, G. Holmes.
Fakmyard Cross.-1, T. Coverdjle. 2, G. Holmes. Cliickens.—l, G.

Bromby. 2, Mrs. J. Coverdale. Cock (Any age).-1, J. Coverdale.
Selling Class —1, R. Lolt. 2, O. Loft. Cocfc (Any age).—1, G. Holmes.
Any Distinct Varieties not PREvionsLY Classed.—1, G. Loft. 2, K.

Loft. Ckickens.—l, G. Loft. 2, Miss Dobree. Cock (Anyage).—1, R.
Loft.

Bantams (Gold).—1, — Harrison. 2, Miss Dobree. Chickens.—1, —
Harrison. 2, J. Ringrose. Cock (Any age).— 1, — Harrison.
Game Bantams.-1, J. R. Duggleby. 2, R. Robinson. Chickevs.—l, B.

Robson. 2, — Hardy. Cock (Any age).—1, — Duggleby. Any other
variety.—1, R. Fleming. 2, T. C. Harrison, Hull. 'Chickens.—1 uni 2,
T. C. Harrison. Cock (Any agel.—1, T. C. Harrison.
Geese.—1, O. A. Young, Driffield. 2, T. C. Harrison.
DncKs (Any variety).-1 and 2, T. C. Harrison. Special, E. Richardson

and G. Holmes.
Turkeys.—1, 0. A. Young. 2, J. Kyme.
Pigeons.- Croppers.—1, H. Y'urdley. 2, J. Key. Carriers.—1, W. C.am-

noy. 2, H. Yardley. riir(.i(s — 1. H. Lawson. 2,'H.yardley. Trumpeters—1, C. N. Lyth. 2. D. .M. Collin, ./acotiiis.— 1, H. Yardler. 2, K. Flem-
ing. Judges' prize, C. N. Lvth. fan(ai(».—1 and 2, C. N. Lyth. Judges'
prize, H.Taylor. Drfi.ioons'.— 1, W. Campney. 2, C. Marwootl. Tumblers.
—1, U. N. Lyth. 2, H. Yardley. Judges' prize.—W. G. Djowery, Beverley.
Barbs.— 1, J. Key. 2, A. Waites. tluns —1, F. E. Thompson. 2, J. K.
Duggleby. Any other yaritty.—1, H. Yardley.

Rabbits.—Lo^j-eured Suck.—l, P. Ashton, Hull. 2, J. Fletcher, Hall.
Lop-eared Doe.—1, J. R. Moore. Any variety.—1, Miss Fletcher. 2, P.
Ashton.

Canaries.—Bf(j7i(in.—1 and 2, W. Needier. 3, W. H. H. Hutchinson.
Norwich—1, E. Leeman. 2, Miss Widdall, Coppy or Turn Crown.—1, E.
Seaman. 2, G. Pexton. Yorkshire.— 1, E. Seaman. 2, G. Pexton. Any
other variety.—1, A. Lewis. 2, G. Pexton. Goldfinch Mule.—l, A. H.
Easton. 2, Mrs. Garbutt. Ooldjineh Cock.—l, J. Key. 9, — Proctor.
Nest of Four Yountj Canaries.—1, Mrs. Downs. 2, W. Needier. Any other
variety of Small Birds.—1, W. Dale. 2, H. Sage.

Judges.—D. Ferguson, Esq., Bisby Park, and W. Bonlter, Esq.,
Beverley.

ORMSiaRK AND SOUTHPORT POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 11th inst., in conjunction with an AjrricuUural

and Horticnltural Show. The entries of poultry and Pigeons amounted
to 204. It is not too muc;h to say that seldom has there heen a hatter

collection. Some of the Dorkings could scarcely be suipassed iu any
jiart of England, and the whole claas, adults and chickens, may he set

down as very good. As regards CocJiin- China fowls thero was the best

show we have seen for some time. The Brahma Pootras. though there
were not many of them, deserved great praise. Of Spanish the adults
were first-class, and the chickens were of such excellent quality that

the Judges must have had great ditEculty iu deciding ; nearly all the

birds were highly commended. There were only few entries of Game
fowls, and these were not very good. It would seem that this class of

birds is not bred with the same cgre as it was formerly. The com-
petition was close for the best Golden-spangled Uamfntrffhs^ which were
very good. The Silver-spangled were still better, and deserve the

highest commendation. There were exhibited in these classes some of

the choicest bijds in England, Blr. Beldou, from Biugley, being very
successful. The Ducks were excellent, particularly some Aylesbury
Ducks from that place. The Geese were good, and the TnrkeySy especi-

ally one splendid pen from Rochdale, wete much admired. The
entries of Pigeons w^e .not very numerousf but those exhibited were
choice birds.

Dorkings.— TF7itff.—l, J. Robinson, Garstang. 2, Mary Fairhurst,
Woodlands, Ormpkirk-. Cliickem.—1, J. Rolinson. 2, Mary Fairhurst.
Coloured.- 1,,J. Robinson. 2, Admiral Hernby. he. Admiral Hornby ; T.
Hornsby, Latbom ; Lady Scarisbrick. Chickens.—iX^ Admiral Hornby,
2. T. Briden, Earby. he. T. Bridett^ Etifby ; E. Shaw, Oswegtry; J.
Robinson.
Cochin-China.—Bi(^.—1 and 2, "W. A. Taylor, Manchaster. hq, C,

Sedgwick. Chic'kcns.—'^i, W. A. Taylor. 2, A. Bamford, Middleton.
he, W. A. Taylor ; T. Stretch, c, T. Stretch.
Partridge or Gbodse.—1, T. Stretch. 2. W. Gamon, Chester, fie, T.

Stretch ; \V. A. Taylor. Chickem.—l, C. Sedgwick. 2, T. Stretch, he, T,
Stretch; W. Taylor.
Brahma Pootra.—1. J. H, Pickles, Birkdale. 2, E. Leech, /i-?, W.

Gamon ; C. Leyland, Warrington. Chickens —1, C. Leyland, 2, E. Leech.
he, W. Gamon.
Spanish.—1. H. Beldon, Bingley. 2, F. & C. Haworlh. Newfield. ftc.E.

Brown, Sheffield. Cfetc/fcjfs.-1, F. £0. Haworlh. 3, T. Comber, ftc, F,
and C. Haworlli ; T. Comber ; E. Brown ; H. Beldon.
Game.—1 and 2, T. O'Grady. Chickeiis.~li J. Sumner, Upholland.

2, J. Eaves.
Hambohghs.—GoWen-spanj/I^d. — 1, H. Beldon. 2, S. & R. AsMon,

Ml ttram. he, N. Marlor. c, J. Robinson. SHvcr-spanriled.—l, H. Bel-

don. 2, Ashton & Booth, Mottram. he, W. A. Taylor. Qolden pencilled.

—1, H. Beldon. 2, W. Parr, Patricroft, /:c, J. Robinson. Silver-_pencUled,

—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Robinson.
Bantams {Any variety).—!, H. Beldon. 2, T. W. Morris, Rochdale.

he, W. A. Taylor ; S. & R. Ashton.
Distinct Variety.—1, H. Beldon. 2, N. Marlor.
Game Cock {Any variety).—1 and 2, T. .Statlcr, New Brighton.
Game BA^TAM Cock (Any variety.— 1, T. Comber. 2 and he, J. Sumner.
Ducks.—Ayl-.shury.—1 and 2, Mary Searaons, Hartwell Ac, E. Leech,

•Rochdale. liuuen—l,\V. Gaymen, "Chester. 2, E. Leech, /tc, E. Glad-
stoue, jun., Courthey.
Geese {Any variety).— 1, J. Eryers. Ormskirk. 2, E. Leech, he, S. H,

Stott, Rochiiale ; Mary Seamons ; Admiral Hornl>y ; J. Brycrs.
Turkeys {Any variety).—1, E. Leoch. 2, J. Bryers.
Extra J>toch:.—he, R'. Parr, Aughton (Goslings).

Pigeons.-CajTura (Black).— 1, JI. Yardley, Birmingham, ho. Countess
of Derby, Knowslcy. Any varietii.—1, H. Yardk-y. Poutem.—l, W.
Gamon. Jaeobiiis.—l, H. Yardley, Birniingham. Larhft —1, ». Fielding,

juu., Rochdale, he, H. Yardley. Tumbins ~1, J. Fitlding, jun. Dis-
ti7ict variety.—1, J. Fielding, juu. 2, J. Phillips, Liverpool, he. Countess
of Derby.

Judges.—Mr, Josepli Hindson, Everton, Liverpool, and Mr.
Richard Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.

—

[OrmshirTc AdveHiser),

CONVULSIONS IN YOUNG EABBITS.
I HAVE kept tame Rabbits for some time, aud bave found in

almost all cases that the young ones die wheu abouT tix weeks ol5.

The Rabbits eeem quite right one hour, and the next hour they

are struggling and rolling over and ov€r until they die. They do
not sometimes die for hours. I should be glad if you vv-'ould

iiive an opinion as to the cause of death, and the remedy. The
Rabbits do not die from too much green meat, for they have
little or none. The food they have is carrots and carrot tops,

bran, meal, &c. They are licpt in a very large ^irerun, open
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at the top. Tbe yonng ones die almost as soon as they leave

the old one.—E. G. D.

Yonng Rabbits when eipht weeks old pass through a kind of

moalt, and to tiiem it is the mo°t critic<tl time of their lives.

They should be left with the doe nntil that event ia over—say
nine or ten weeks, then remove all but one of the smaller
ones to dry up ;he milk uf the doe, and feed the removed ones
upon bread and milk, with crashed oats as a dry food. A little

malt culms mixed with the oats will be beneficial. A few
common peas Eoaked for twelve hours are good—say twice
ii-week. All green food should be given dry, as the damp gives

the Eibbits the "rot." The hatches should be 2 feet from
tbe ground, dry and warm, and closed at ni<;ht, to protect the
Kibbits from the damp air. Clean the hutch well with a brush
and a solution of disinfecting powder, then sprinkle with saw-
dust and ashes mixed. Qat straw and old hay may he given
freely, bnt new hay is not good, as the Itabbits become swollen
after eating it. I have cared old Babbits of these convulsions
by giving half a grain of camphor crushed in a teaspoonful of

warm water. As a rule, most diseases may be prevented by
the feeding and care bestowed.— C. Rayson.]

LIGURIANS IN JERSEY.
Pekhaps the doings of my Ligorians in this island may

interest some of your readers. Last year I purchased of

Messrs. Neighb jur a black stock with an Alpine queen at the
head, this I brought over safely in Jane, the bees suffering bnt
little from their confinement for two days. Thus far I was
successful, but owing to the long drought they made very
little honey after their ariival, fcr they consumed about 11 lbs.

of sugar daring the winter, bat by careful feeding they survived,

and in May threw ofl' a very heavy swarm, which chose a flat

wall covered by a peach tree for its resting place. As many of

the bees got behind the branches it was a very difficult matter
to dislodge them ; however, they were safely housed in one of

Neighbour's improved cottage hives. The stock hive threw off

a second and third swarm, which were united and sold. In due
time Neighbonr'a hive was eupered, and after some hesitation
the bees began to work ; but my hopes of a good super were
soon disappointed, for they ceased to work, and on Jaly 'Jth

threw off a virgin swarm, weighing 5 lbs. As the hive was still

strong with bees it seemed belter not to return it,' so I hived it

in an old straw hive pro tern.

I did not succeed in obtaining another kive for 6ve days, bnt
having secured one, I transferred the bees ; bat the Woodbury
did not suit their taste, for next day they decamped and settled

ia a neighbour's garden. Having hived them again, I fixed the
comb they had previously constructed iotothe Woodbury frames,
and in the evening put them in again, but next day they
decamped again. This time I put them into an improved
cottage hive, but this did not suit them, for they decamped out
of that and wett off to a deserted hive some 300 yards away. In
the evening I lifted it from the " stance " to bring it away, and
it then became evident that the wax moth was in it, so I deter-

u^ined to rout them oat of it. Accordingly, in conjunction with
another apiarian (one who can claim the honour of having first

introduced the Ligurians hert I, we took possession of the queen
;

we then caged ber on the top of the Vv'oodbury, so that she could
communicate with her subjects. This was done about noon, so
by evening they had quite settled down, as I thought ; but next
day they made two attempts to decamp, bnt finding the queen
was not with them they soon returned, and making a virtue of

necessity they set to work, so forty-eight hours after their last

attempt to decamp I let the queen loose. A second swarm
followed this most refractory one, but was returned to the
parent hive. The queen which headed the second swarm was
quite dark-coloured, whilst the mother is a beautifully-marked
Ligurian, and breeds pure Lignrians. Is this nsual ?

—

Cast.vd.

DRIVING BEES.
Mr. Fbascis Chapsias wishes to know, were he to drive bees

into empty hives during the present mouth, if Ihey would live

through the winter—that is, of course if they were fed : also

the best mode of feeding them. Tbe people in his neighbour-
hood give common brown sugar, and say the bees are fond of

eating little bird.i, such as sparrows, i^c.

[You should drive the inhabitants of two or three hives into
one, and then feed them with simple sjrap made of lump

sngar in the proportion of three parts sngar to two of water
(by weight), by means of an inverted pickle-botlle which must
be filled every evening, nntil they attain a nett weight of at
least 18 lbs. You may in this way form stocks from condemned
bees which will probably survive the winter ; but you would do
much better to utilise the refuse pieces of worker combs, as well
as the bees, by means of frame hives, in the manner detailed
by Mr. Woodbury in Nos. 35G, 357, 358, and 3G9 of oar JTew
Series. Brown sugar ia inferior to lamp sugar as food for beea,
and the idea of their being comivorons has.been completely
disproved.]

LIGURIAN BEES.
I POSSESS three hives of Ligurians, one of which has, bow-

ever, nnfortunately, become hybridised. The original Ligurian
qaeen is still alive, but as she is at the head of a swarm which
came off lately, and one which has given me mnch trouble to-

settle, I am afraid to disturb the bees by taking her away

;

moreover, it is too late in the season to deprive a hive of its

queen. The hvbridised stock is in a Woodbury hive, so there-

would be bat little difficalty in introducing a pure queen if I.

could procure one. If the hybridised stock be left alone, I am
afraid of the hybridised drones next year uniting with the porfr
queens from my other stocks.

—

Cantab.

[If the hybridised queen be, as we imaginr, pnre-bred, she
will breed pure drones in spite of the cross. Mr. Woodbury, of
Mount Kadford, Exeter, will, upon application being made to

him, put you in the way of obtaining pure Italian queens at a
cheap rate in the autumn.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Nettles akd Yocsg Tcckets (E. R. P.).—Wo do not believe Btiogiog

nettles are iitjarions to any Itiod of pooltry; we encourage tbem as
ebelter for our chicken-?, and they live among tbeoi. In many p-irtB they
give nettles chopped up and luised with meal, wbich i3 an excellent
food.

Black Hasetbchs {Black Bamhurnh).—We consider the birds pnre.
We can only add, we advise yoQ to breed from the fanUless birds only.
Tijere is, says an old proverb, " a skeleton in every hou-e," and tho&e who
know tbe secrets can tell you if they will, that the uniformity of a yard is

seldom or never attained without persevering slaughter of the offendtrs io
colour.

DouBLX Feather i^ Faktail's Tail tFrank Diron).—A double feather
is not uncommon in the centre of the tail of a Fantall PiReon. We have
seen several, and bredoue so ornamented last season. This double feather
is less common in other Pigeons ; but we have seen a Pouter cock with
one. It ie no recommendation, though not a diBqualincation in a prize

Ust.

Castle Eden Pocxtet Show (tv. J. JFitlon).—It often happens that
awards have to be corrected, and that prize cards are wrongly afiOxod.

You had better write to the Judge. Our report was sent in manuscript
by a private correspondent.

SiLKwoBMS (A Searmtrtsa).—Unless you Lave a pood quantity of silk

reeled as required in commerce, it is useless to try to sell it ; but if yea
have cocoons unreeled I will bid yon a price for them if of good qna'aty.

—

Leonard Habman, jcn.. Old Ca«on, A'yrirttr/i.

Dn-miio A Stock fA Ti/ro).—There arc not two qnecos ; and if yon
attempt to make two stocks out of one in the manner proposed you will

certainly be disappointed.

Weight op Coub {H. A.).—A sqttare foot of new and clean worker comb
of medium thickness weighs when empty about S\ ozs. The quantity of

actual wax in a comb does not increase with age. The yellow dust wbich
falls from your combs consisla of Acari or mites, wbich prey on the pollco

which they contain. We have often used comb infected with these mites,

and never found them produce any injurious effects. Wo should not,

therefore, be afraid to stoca the hive with driven bees.

Bees not Usixo Scpers (filtiir.ton) —Wo cannot tell why your bees
refused to worl: in the supers, unless you put them on too l.ite, or pcseibly

did not wrap up the glasses sufficiently to keep them warm. At any rate

it is now quite too late to expect them to be occupied. We find that

there is stiU a good deal of brood in our hives, and wo preaume also in

yoTirs. which it seems a great pity to destroy ; on the other band, we have
little doubt that the storo of honey is rapidl'y dirainisbiiig. There will t»e

less risk of a quarrel if you drive the inhabitants of both hives one after

the other into an empty one, and then induct tbe whole into the hive

which they are permanently to occupy.

POULTRY MARKET.—AuorsT IH.

We are falling into tbe sere and yellow leaf of au'uran, and the fra<lo

is becoming nominal, while tbe supply increases. Wo ahall have sorry

returns for some time to come.

L^rpe Fowls S
Smaller do 2
Chickens 1
Qoslings
Dncks 2
Grouse

d t. a
C to 3 6 Geese 6

Pigeons
Ouinea Fowls
Hares
Rabbits 1

Wild do

d s.

to 6
8
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Jnlea Margottin w«?. as usual, always good— i( I conld only have
one Hose, let it lio Jiile?, wood, leaf, llowerBoviRorous—Madame
Vidot, beet of light Hybrid Perpetuals ; and William Griflithe,

tLe firmest and living lonr;cst as a cut flower. But who can
snfficiently praise Louis XIV., Lord Macaulay, Trince Oamille
de Rohan, and dozens c f others ? Only one first-class Rose I

was nnable to find, and that was Alfred Colomb. Theie are

also two Roses not first-class, and yet I hold they catch the

eye more than any others ; these are Engi^ne Appert and Em-
perenr de Maroc. What a pity it is that they are not so per-

fect as Charles Lcfebvre.

In Ihii Kosery Strawberries are grown along the aides of the
paths ; although this has been in North Wilts a bad season,

yet those at Seend were the best I had tasted. Sir Harry was
good, but Dr. Hogg was better. Hero were wo five cutting
buds, eating Strawberries, chatting, laughing, talking Rose
talk

;
indeed, inclined to take a rosy view of things in general.

Some of us were representative men ; our host represented one
of onr oldest and most numerous Wilts familie.'', he its head

;

then another was an Anglo-Indian, a third an Anglo-French-
man, and I represented, however humbly, "our Journal."
The ground of the Rosery slopes gently to the south, and a
summer-house is at its upper end. Hither retiring to sort

my buds, I could also view in its completeness this charming
Rose garden, the white border, the pillars and arches along
and across the paths, the Rose squares within them, and the
rich-coloured loam the ground colour. Then bear in mind the
scenery leyond and the dry bracing North Wilts air. Cue
oironmstance makes ours a prettier part of England than some
others, for almost all the land is pasture, oura being a dairy
coontry.

Satisfied but not satiated, we next bent onr steps to the old
chnroh. Wonderful is the attractive power over all travellers
of those old churches, scattered like earthly stars all over Eng-
land. The builder of Seend church was a clothier, as two pair
of shears cut in the arch of one of its windows reveal to us. A
wealthy liberal clothier built the sacred fane, bringing to mind
the grand days of West of England cloth manufacture, before
the north with its coal, and, mayhap, its greater energy beat
na. But although the cloth trade of Wiltshire is not what it

once was, yet the county owes much to it, as said nn old Wilt-
shire man, the owner of thousands of its broad acres, " Wilt-
shire aristccracy is made from cloth." What a pity that trade
and landowning are ever thought antagonistic, for each helps
the other. Peeping about church and churchyard, we find our
good host's family burying place, which, engirdled by an iron
railing, he, like a good rosarian, has planted with the choicest
and most frtqi'eut-blooming Hoses, and there I saw Alfred
Colomb in all his glory. A nice thought was this, giving the
fairest flowers to those best loved.
Back to " The Bell," for dinner, where pleasant chat made

the time seem too short, and that last train (Why was it not
late as well as last?) will soon, our watches tell us, come
groaning and panting to the station.
Thus passed a happy duy, and which visit did I enjoy most ?

Well, comparisons are odious, but I must say, if I want to
enjoy Roses, the best plan is to go with but few friends, and
those gentlcnieu, for tiro kinds of flowers are apt to confuse
the mind. These thoughts strike me, how oveiy true lover of
floriculture increases not only his own happiness, but that of
his friends, and what a pure happiness flowers give to those
who love them. Hero was my host made happy through
much of the year by his Roses, and adding to the happiness of
others by opening his rosery to them. One sad thought only
daring this day that did one good, crossed my mind— it will be
my last visit to the Seend Rosery, for part of the Roses will be
removed to Bath, the rest sold, and the green turf will again, as
it had done for centuries, reign where for a few years the queen
of flowers has rtigned supreme. But who will not wish Mr.
Awdry may have as much happiness with his Roses in Bath,
as he has had with his Roses in Seend ?—Wii.tsh[re Reciob.

THE EAELY ROSE POTATO.
Having purchased a ponnd of the above Potatoes from

Messrs. James Carter & Co. I eel them iu March in the follow-
iog manner :—I cut them into sixty-five pieces, getting an eve
to almos-t every set; I believe every one of thorn germinated.
1 placed them lu a n.w coveird wiih about 2 inches cf Foil •

wjien the tups were about inches high I drew about two moie
^ooheB of soil over the root. The toil is of a light sandy

character. Thinking they were a first early Potato I cooked
2 lbs. in the middle of June; they were sad, very white, and
sweet. I took up the remainder of the crop en the 10th of

August, and have carefully weighed them. The 1 lb. of seed
has produced 4i lbs., and I believe that had the whole of the
sets been in equally favourable positions, I should have bad
t)0 lbs. at least. I may say that in si:!o and shape, the sets

were something like a Filbert. One of these sets produced fivo

Potatoes weighing IJ lbs. There are at least twenty that weigh
half a pound each. I cooked some more yesterday (August
17th), and found them splendid. I never tasted anything to

equal them.—A SoBScniBEB, Nottingliam.

NOTES OF NORTHERN PRODUCTIONS.
I pehceive it would never do for Mr. Btfhaut and myself to

have a Peach house in common, for wo should both be wanting
to eat the same fruit. I quite agree with him that Early
Rivers is by far (ho best early Peach we have. It ripened with
me in the middle of July in a perfectly cool house with an
open door and open ventilators within (i feet of it. A tree in
the heated house ripened on the lOlh of June.

Iu this house I can add from .30' to lO^ to the external tem-
perature, but in practice I use just enough to keep frost out
at night, and with sunshine to allow 80°. My house is divided
into three compartments, respectively of 40 feet, HO feet, and
50 feet in length ; the first is heated both above and below the
surface, the middle only below, and the west end is unheated,
though it has the pipes laid for use if wanted. The form of

the house is a lean-to with a hip-roof, having 7 feet and
H-feet rafters, and the pitch such as to have the midday gun
perpendicular to the glass on the 15lh of April. The back
wall is covered with Peach trees en cmdon ohliqiic ; all the rest

of the trees are in pots, and stand on the slate bed beneath
which the hot-water pipes run. The potted trees were packed
closely in the cold end, and kept dry till the middle of January;
the ventilators, which are very largo, btiiig for the most part
always open, tboso at the top invariably so. The early Peaches
were showing blossom early in January, and I feared I should
be obliged to light the fire sooner than I wished ; however, the
trees were not moved into the other comp'irtments till the
middle of the month, the earliest forts going to the warm end.
The bottom heat was allowed to work for ten days, with abun-
dant ventilation, before any surface beat was given; by that
time the blossom was well out ; and here I may remark, that
both this year and last Parly Beatrice was a fortnight later in

opening its flowers than any other tree iu the house. In tha
middle compartment bottom heut alnne was !;iven, and the cold
end was still very crowded wiih potted trees, but kept ns cool as
possible. All the trees set most abundanily, but as there
were no insects about I used a brush to ferlili.^e, and, perhaps,
the quantity of pollen in the bru.-h, wbiuh I kept dry, may
have made up for the cloudiness of tin- season ; but on this

point I have my doubts, beoiuse the fi-w trees I have outside
on the walls have very fair crops, and I left them entirely to

nature. Apricots outside failed cc^mpletely, but then we had
frost every night in June, and often ii w»» severe, so severe as
to take the leaves off the AopIh tiees, and to theae June frosts

I attribute the failure of the Apricot ori'p.

To return to the Peaches. 1 he eurliest to ripen were Early
Beatrice and Early Louise simultaneuui-ly on the 3rd of June;
of the two, Early Louise is tlie )arg>-r, aijd fur in-door work is,

no doubt, the better; but ilmt rmuiikahle properly of late

blossoming seems to mark Eaily Bt^Hliice as the sort for us
northerns out of doors; at any ra'e I Imve worked some for
the purpose of putting iuto my neiglilioiuD' purdous, and by
this time next year 1 hope we kIihII knew how far it will

answer. The next after ihese two ve?y early Peaches was
Eaily Rivers, on June IG li ; then Emlx Silver, Hales' Early,
followe^l closely by Early Y.iik, Riveis' E..ily York, and Eariy
Crawford. Of these HsI'k' E^rlv i« h \eiy large handsome
Peach with little flavour ; E nly SiUvr and Rivera's Early York
very fine. Eaily Alfred and EhiI,\ AHieit ci-ine next, and then
Early Grosse Mignoune niid the ordinary vaiieties.

The warm compartmnn' had fre.'.li trees brought into it to

take the place of those wh')>e crops weir, gaihered, and it has
now (.\ugust 17lli), a tew licr», m,.silv N.-^irarines, cf its third
set ripening fruit. By tl]i< nipibml of ebifiing the potted trees,

it is quite amaziog to see the qimnnry i>t fiiiit a small house
can be made to produce. Tlie trees aie hardened-off and
plunged iu a warm piecu of ground, and as they have plenty
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of space given them outside, the ground they cover is very con-

siderable, and they look as if it were impossible for them to

have occupied so small a space in winter.

The enermous Susquehanna Teach of last year might have
been the result of allowing a vigorous young tree to throw all

its strength into two Peaches, so this year I left a numerous
crop on, and therefore a very heavy one, for the Peaches are

again very large, though of course not so large as those of

last year. I have just weighed and measured two that were
allowed to hang from the same eye, one weighs 9 ozs., the

other 8 ozs., and the girth of the larger is nearly 11 inches.

These are just about the usual size of the rest of the crop.

This Peach is a very good one of the yellow-fleshed class, quite

as good but much larger than Exquisite, which has always
stood alongside of it.

Another magniticent Peach is Mr. Eivers's Nectarine Peach,
the average weight being more than 8 ozs., and the flavour

peculiar and exquisite. Princess of Wales is nearly ripe, and
is again of the large size of last year. As this is a very high-

flavoured Peach it ought to be in every collection. Lord Pal-

merston and Lady Palmerston are far from ripe, and haie been
in the middle compartment siuce January. They are already
very large, and in due course I hope to be able to report further
upon their qualities.

Before ending I have a few words to say about the Necta-
rines. Rivers's Stanwick Elruge was the first to ripen, and is

very fine. The medium-sized Pine Apple is far superior to its

ancestor Pitmaston both in size and quality. Albert Victor is

new in texture and flavour, being a melting Nectarine—so

much so, that two ladies yesterday thought they were eating a
Peach, and one of them is no novice in Peach-eating. Victoria

is always good and a most abundant bearer, and I may add a
most useful one to have in a house, from the enormous quan-
tity of pollen it produces. Albert (or No. 8) is a very grand
one, weighing (J ozs., and exactly like the Stanwick in flavour

;

like it, too, it is apt to crack. Prince of Wales Nectarine I do
not think worth its room, though very beautiful to look at.

Such is my experience of the season so far as these new
varieties are concerned ; and I should adfise all Peach-growers
to have Early Louise, Early Rivers, Early Silver, Eivers's Early
York, Early Alfred, Nectarine Peach, and Princess of Wales.
These give a succession and a wonderful variety of flavour. I

Bee I have forgotten to mention Alexandra Noblesse. It is just

like the old Noblesse in flavour, but larger and more vigorous,

and from having glands it is not liable to mildew like the old

variety. It must also go into the above list ; and when Grosse
Mignonne is added to it, along with the late vaiieties Lord and
Lady Palmerston, I do not know that any others need be added,
nnless it be one which I had from Mr. Rivers under the name
of Malta, but which turned out very superior to that variety.

We have had a most inclement season in our district ; cold,

parching, easterly winds all through June and for a great part

of July blighted all the trees. Strawberries, which usually

grow very large here, were misshapen, and for us a bad crop.

I am glad to see attention drawn to that most admirable
variety of Strawberry Vicomtesse Efiricart de Thury ; it fully

deserves all the praise given to it. It is not the same as Prince
Imperial, and as I have that variety from Sawbridgeworth I

take it for granted the difference is in the varieties, and that

they ought not to be considered synonymous. Dr. Hogg was
one of the few that defied the weather, and I think it the best

dessert fruit grown. Rivers's Eliza also did very well and
grew to a large size. Frogmore Late Pine failed completely.
Sir Charles Napier surprised me by being as good as ever.

—

W. KlNGSLET.

PELARGONIUM BAYARD.
Your correspondent " Sans tedk," at page 117, speaks of the

above bedding Pelargonium in laudatory terms. As I have
grown it for two seasons both as a pot plant and in a mass in

a bed, I seek to express my opinion respecting its merits. I

unhesitatingly pronounce it the best Pelargonium at present
in commerce, and in my judgment of it I am supported by
many eminent horticulturists. I have a bed of it in a small
geometric flower garden adjoining my own cottage, and from
the time of planting until now it has been the object of general
admiration. Bayard is one of the best varieties of Mr. Pearson's
raising sent out last year ; but in his trial grounds, about two
months ago, I saw several others which then promised to

eclipse Bayard, notwithstanding its " brilliant beauty." The
most conspicuous were William Thomson and Douglas Pearson

;

the former does honour to the name it bears.

—

Qdintih Read,
PUasUij Vale Gardens, Uansjield.

RUST ON GRAPES.
I LATELY saw a curious instance of rusted Grapes, one or

two facts in connection with which are worthy of note. The
vinery in which these Grapes are growing is a small lean-to, ven-
tilated by means of sliding sashes in front, and on the upper halt
of the roof by moveable lights, which slide down and are pulled
up by ropes. The house contains two Vines managed on the
extension system ; one is a Black Hamburgh and the other a
Black Prince. Both are carrying a heavy crop, both are alike
vigorous, and hero the similarity ceases; for with but one
slight exception the foliage and fruit of the Black Prince are
perfectly healthy and free from any disease, while the Black
Hamburgh is diseased both in fruit and foliage. The backs or
under sides of all the leaves developed in the earlier stages of

its growth are covered with warts, and almost the whole of

the fruit is regularly encrusted with rust, and yet although so

severely aSected, the fruit has continued to swell; but so un-
sightly is the effect produced by the rust that hardly a bunch
will be fit to send to table. The fohage of the sub-laterals is

perfectly healthy, so that it is quite evident the diseased foliage

does not arise from any debility of the Vine, but from external

causes. The disease of the foliage is doubtless caused by its

being subjected to the action of a close warm temperature
saturated with moisture, and that of the fruit in this case by a
sudden change in the temperature of the house during setting,

in consequence of which the cuticle (peculiarly sensitive at that

period of its growth) became affected, and the rust has gradually
spread till it has almost covered the entire surface of the berries.

Slight traces of rust visible on a few berries of Black Prince at

the top of the house, right under the part at which the cold air

must have entered, tend to lead one to the above conclusion, as

with this slight exception the Black Prince Vine is entirely free

from disease ; its tougher cuticle and more hardy constitution

apparently enabling it to withstand the effects of a treatment
which has proved so fatal to the crop of its more delicate

neighbour.

—

Edward Luckdurst, Egertvn House Gardens, Kent.

YUCCAS, AND THEIR FLOWERING.
Amongst the results of the dry summer of 18G3 the extra-

ordinary blooming of trees this season is not the least remark-

able. The Paulownia imperialis bloomed where it had never
bloomed before ; Edwardsia microphylla and other greenhouse

plants which had withstood the winter, also flowered out ol

doors ; while the flowering of the Elms and other trees showed
the effects of the hot, dry autumn. To a like cause I attribute

the unusual number of blooms we have at the present time
(the end of July) upon our Yuccas. The tendency of this

plant to push up its flower-spikes at all seasons, often leads to

the destruction of its blooms when they appear late in autumn.
It often happens, after a fine summer, that a great number are

sacrificed in this way, and many were so destroyed last winter;

but it would appear that others were not so matured in the

bud as to expand in the autumn, and have done so now.
The exceeding beauty of these excites the admiration of every-

one ; no flower spike of any other plant that I am acquainted

with can at all compare with that of the Yucca in elegance of

shape and density of bloom, and a full-grown spike is a load

for anyone. Besides, the plant presents a tropical aspect,

when thriving has a sturdy appearance peculiar to itself, and
when a number of plants are in flower at one time the effect

is very striking. We have now upwards of fifty of the larger

species in bloom, varying in height from 5 feet to nearly 11 feet,

most of them being about 7 feet high, and more than half

this height consists of bloom. The species or varieties seem to

run into each other so imperceptibly that it is difficult, in fact

almost impossible, to distinguish between them, more especi-

ally as two portions of the same plant often present different

features. However, as the specific names, gloriosa, recurva,

aloifolia, acuminata, and some others, are used, it is well to

retain them. Y. filameutosa is of humbler growth, and flowers

more freely than the abovenemed, but it is no hardier. The
variegated forms of Yucca are not yet sufficiently plentiful to

be much used out of doors, excepting in some particular spot,

and where, probably, their flowers are not desired.

The soil suited to the Yucca has been variously described,

some considering lime and other calcareous matters injurious.
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but. here it wonid be difllcalt to Cnd a place nbere tbeso Bab-

Btauccs Datnrally exist in f;reater abundance tban tbo border

where the Tocoas are growing. Tbe Bubatratum is an open

stone Bbatter, which can be penetrated by tbe roots of troen, and
is mach lilted by Ibem, and, no doubt, by tboeo of the Yuccas

as well. These, with Irises and some other plants, occupy a

border by the side of a terrace wall, fully expcscd to the south,

and sheltered on nil the other sides. Many of the Yuccas are

of great age, and have occupied their present site many years
;

but those who plant Yuccas for effect must not expect tbem to

bloom hke relargouiums, immediately after pliiuting ; however,

when the situation and season are favourable, they will be re-

warded by spikes of bloom sooner than they expect.—J. Uobson.

CAMPANULA TYRAMIDALIS CULTURE.
This fine old plant seems for many years to have been under

a cloud, so seldom has it been seen in fashionablo quarters;

but as it has claims which will not bo set aside, it is almost

certain that it will soon come up again with almost tho fiosh-

ness of a novelty, and gardeners may succestively find out

that two or three plants tenfold more worthless might with

advantage be transferred from the greenhouse to the rubbish

heap, to make room for the steeple Bellflower of olden times.

Although it has been treated with coldness by many of those

who ought to have known bettor, it has been all along a

favourite window plant with amateur cultivators, and I can

Bay without fear of contradiction, that no other plant grown
combines in iteell so many of the qualities ossentiul to plants

Buitable for win'.low decoration. In the first place it is stiik-

ingly handsome ; it is no miuuie beauty which v.e must bend
over, and after due examination pronounce pretty, but it levies

the tribute of admiration at first sight from all who see it. It

is not, in general, thought " the correct thing " to stare in at

people'd windows ; but when they contain one or more of these

blue pyramids, 8 or 9 feet high, there is no help for it. It is

also easy of cultivation, not subjtct to the attacks of vermin,

and, which is a great desideratum in window plants, it does

not obstruct much light. As an example of what can be done
with it as such, I was taken a few days ago to see two plants

grown, and at present flowering in the windows of a large

public school. They had been in flower for nearly two month3,
and seemed likely to continue so for a month longer. One ot

them was Sj, the other 9 feet iu height, and their cultivator,

on my remarking that they were only iu 8incb pots, informed
ms that in general he found every inch in the diameter of the

pot counted a foot in the hei;",ht of the flower spike; thus, if

the last shift was into G, 8, or 10 inch pots, the plants would
throw up stems 6, 8, or 10 feet high.
The reason why this Campanula is so seldom grown, will

most likely be found in the fact that, as things go, it is rather

a slow subject. In these days, when Vines have to carry heavy
crops at eighteen months old, and when the old saying, that
" He who plants Pears plants for liis heirs," has became ab-

solute nonsense, it seems folly to expect that any consider-

able number of people could be found who would patiently

wait nearly three years for a spike of Bluo-bells, however
grand ; but if we begin at the beginning, and raise our own
plants, wo mast do so.

Campanula pyramidalis is generally propagxted either by
seed—and sgedlings make the best plants—or by division of

the old plants after flowering. The seeds sh luld be sown in

heat about the middle of March in light sandy soil, and merely
covered with a dusting of fine peat and silver sand. When
large enough to be handled, prick out tho seedlings singly iu
small pots, and continue them in heat until the pots are filled

with roots
; afterwards place the plants in a cjM frame or pit,

giving small shifts when necessary, tho last for the season
taking place not later than tho begiuuing of August. For this
use a rich but porous compost, and take care to insure perfect
drainage. Daring winter the plants should be kept rather
dry, in any place where damp rather than frost can be guarded
against, and for that purpose the sill of a large, light window
is all that can be desired, Eeceiving tho same treatment
during the second summer, with the addition of frequent
manure waterinss, nest August should find them in 8 or lOinoh
pots, leaving room for one more shift in spring, just before the
flower stems begin to rise. After the roots have penetrated
this, and all the time the plants are in flower, continue to give
rather weak guano or other manure water every second day,
and soon the great blue Gothic spires, which more than suffi-

ciently repay all these littlo attenliona, will be worth look-

ing at.

After tbe flowers are past, cut the stems over, and in tha

following spring, when growth has begun, divide the old stools

into as many plants as there are growing points. Treated the

same as seedlings, these will flower in the second season, bat I

have always found plants fiom seed the freest-growing.

Of course plants are to be bought if wo know where to pur-

chase tbem, and thus much trouble is saved ; but when once

a beginning is made, and a dozen plants or so are raised every

year, they form a succession, and the weary waiting for more
than two years, which so harasees the imagination, is lost

Bight of.

The white variety is scarcely bo robust, but when grown
along with the blue is equally ornamental. As plants fur the

mixt'd or herbaceous border, these Campanulas are very fine,

although there they have not the same stately dimensions nor

delicate colours which characterise them under glass. A warm
sheltered border, backed by a waller shrubbery, is the situation

which suits them best.

—

Ayrshire Gaedeseb.

THE QUINCE STOCK.
I DELiEVE more men fail with the Peai- upon the Quince than

upon the Tear, for the simple reason that they fail to perceive a

very different mode of treatment is necessary for the one than

the other. It is not uncommon to hear a gardener say, "Well,

I have discarded the Quince stock as useless. I planted a num-
ber of them with a number worked upon the Pear side by side;

they all received the same treatment, and tbo end of it is, I

would not see them about tho place ! " Now this is exactly

what I find fault with. Such gardeners belong to the same
clasB as those quack doctors, who will not be loath to make you
believe that they can give a box of pills, or some other traeh,

which will cure humanity of all the ills to which it is heir.

Let the gardener who plants Pears upon the Quince understand

that he has a very diflerent subject to treat than the Pear upon
the Pear. The latter is in its natural and most congenial

position ; the former is, as it were, a sojourner in a foreign

land. The former is sure to succeed if tho soil and climate

suit, if root-pruning is attended to regularly, and the tree kept

free from its various and many enemies. But then there are

many soils and situations where the Pear will not succeed upon
the Pear unless deep artificial borders are made.
The west of Scotland, as I formerly said, is one of these, the

average depth of soil in many of its districts not being more
than 12 or 15 inches, while close beneath this lies a stratum of

gravel highly impregnated with iron. Now I will ask any
reasonable m.iu, Will the Pear stock succeed in such a position,

seeing that it must be utterly impossible to keep the roots from

entering this bad substratum, even suppose we had the power of

root-pruning once a-month? It may be possible for a few

years, but only for a few. Almost as soon as the tree began to

bear, disease, canker, and death would be draining its very

life blood out at every leaf. Another enemy we here have to

contend against is wet ; and I believe and know from experience

that the Quince is a better resister of damp than the Pear,

where properly managed.
I have hero about five dozen Pears on the Quince and five

dozen on the Pear. They are open for inspection to every in-

quirer. They are five and six years of age, and I have no
hesitation in decidedly affirming that those upon the Quince

are the best trees, produce the best wood yearly, which ripens as

hard and brown as a Vine, and, to add to all, their appearance

is much more hiudsome ; and from what I have seen elsewhere,

when they arrive at full bearing, the Quince will prove the

more profitable investment of the two.

Those worked upon the Pear will be root-pruned this year in

autumn, which will be the second time during their five years'

existence, and in some cases it will have been oftener.

Those upon the Quince we manage in quite a different way.

Every year, or at least every two years, we cut a trench round

each plant, being as careful as possible not to injure one of the

roots. We often remove the soil away from them to a little

extent, to enable us to get tbe fresh materials placed as near

the body ef the roots as possible. This being done, we intro-

duce a fresh mixture of richly manured loam, placing the

roots which were laid bare into their position as we proceed.

We also proceed to uncover theupper surface all over tbe extent

of the plant to the depth of 3 or 4 inches, or until we find that

we are coming into contact with the upper roots. Into this we
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place 3 inches of good rotten dang, covering the whole over with

an inch or two of soil. Now, no one can deny but that there is

as little tronble in doing this aa in root-prauing ; and if this

be the ca?e, and the at'er-resnlts prove better, the advantage
entirely lies with the Quince stock.

Our "reasons for proceeding npon these principles with the

Pear upon the Quince are as follows :—The Quince, as every

one knows, is a weakly grower compared to the Pear, therefore

by placing the Pear nnon it we are imposing a burden greater

than it can bear in a natnral way.

It is impossible that the Quince can do the work reqnired of

it by the Pear without assistance, and it is still more wonderful

that so many intelligent and able gardeners should expect it to

do so.

—

James JI'Miixan {The Gardener),

FRUIT-GROWING AT MR. DANCERS, LITTLE
SUTTON, CHISWICK

A SOBE pleasing walk than that which I have jast finished,

or a more splendid sight in fruit than that which I have just

seen in Mr. Francis Dancer's great market fruit garden at

Chiswiek, cannot well be imagined. Fruits—good fruits—are

at all times pleasant to look upon, but when seen as they are

grown in Mr. Dancer's establiyhment, which was so ably and
fnlly noticed by " Leo " in the last two volomes, they are some-
thing more than that.

Althoug'a the present is not quite snch an abundant frnit

season as the last—indeed, in many districts the crops are

painfully short, and dire complaints reach me from all quar-

ters—Mr. Dancer seems to have fared well, and with few es-

ceptions, principally amongst the Plums, his trees are cgain as

densely laden as ever. The lines upon lines of trees of Den-
yer's Victoria Plum bending beneath their heavy freight, every
little twig having to be supported by sturdy props, are really a
grand sight. The enormous weight of fruit borce by these
trees is very astonishing, and all the fruit are of large size

and splendid quality. "Tbis Victoria is the Plum of the sea-

son, heavily cropped everywhere, yet nowhere have I seen it

so fine as here, and this is attributed to the high cultivation

of the soil, which is heavily manured for vegetables. The
trees grow very vigorously, and are left unprnned, so that the
strength of the tree is directed towards the fruit instead of the
production of mere shoots, as would be the case it they were
pruned closely back. The other varieties of Plums cultivated

by Mr. Dancer are not this season so heavily laden, although
Mr. Dancer's favourite variety, Mitchelson's, is yielding well,

and there has been a fair sprinkling of that mcst excellent

market Plum, Gisborne's, which cannot be too highly recom-
mended. It commands a h-'gh price in all its stages. It is

one of the best kinds for bottling green, and makes an excellent

preserve when ripe. Plums this season, like Peaches, had their

blossoms destroyed by the cold, cutting winds in spring.

Another pretty sight here is a long line of dwarf BenrrS
d'Amanlis Pears on the Quince stock, very heavily laden
with large and beautiful fruit. This is a fine-looking va-

riety of Pear and a great bearer, of fair average quality. It

is not, however, so good in quality, nor so well tnown in

market as Williams's Bon Chretien, which comes into use at

the same time, but the heaviness of the crop generally pro-

duced makes it not an unprofitable sort to grow. Of other

Pears bearing good crops, cultivated extensively by Mr. Dancer,
tnay be mentioned Jersey Oratioli, a really good market va-

riety ; Louise Bonne of .Jersey, the very best Pear in cultiva-

tion, taking all points into consideration •, Aston Town, a rather

small sort, but a prodigious bearer ; Benrrg de Capianmont,
Benn6 Bosc, and several others.

The grandest sight here, however, and one which all fruit

cultivators ought to have seen (the fruit will be gathered ere

this is printed), is the crop of Small's Admirable and Lord
Snffield Apples, two of the finest early kitchen Apples in cul-

tivation. It is very extraordinary and vei7 splendid. There
may be somewhat over an acre planted with these trees, in

lines of fifties or so, and about 10 feet between the trees in the

lines. They are dwarf bush trees, like good-sized Gooseberry
bashes, and are bearing fruit nearly as abundantly ; each fruit

a specimen—clear, large, fine, and nearly uniform in size.

Some lines of these trees are grafted on the EnRli^h Paradise,

and some on the Crab stock as received from Mr. Piivers, and
a more capital illustration of the superiority of the one stock

over the other could not be desired. Those worked on the

Paradise are not nearly so large ; they are, however, bearing

nearly double the quantity of frnit, and further, the frnit is
finer, clearer, and larger. The difEerence ia very marked in
every way ; the strongest and the most vigorous trees bear-
ing not only the smallest quantity, but the smallest fruit,
and these are on the Crab stock. Who would use the Crab
stock for Apples, excepting for large rampant standard or-
chard trees, after seeing such superior results obtained by
the use of the Paradise under exactly the same conditions ?

These dwarf frniting frees are much preferred by Mr. Dancer
to the tall orchard standards generally to be seen in market
gardens ; they produce frait more abundantly, more regularly

;

thty are more easily attended to, and the crop is more easily
gathered, which last is no small consideration, the expense and
the danger in gathering frnit on tall trees being very great.
Farther, the fruit on the dwarf trees are not so liable to damage
and loss as those on tall ones, which are at the mercy of every
little gale.

Amongst other Apples bearing profusely here this season
may be mentioned a variety named Barchard's Pipijin, a late
sort, in the way of King of the Pippins, and of very good
quality. It is a clean and vigorous grower, and always a very
determined bearer, consequently a valuable market sort.

Manks Codlin also looked well. It must, however, be very
vexing to Mr. Dancer to see acres of his beautiful orchards
being felled to the ground for the erection of ricketty fake-in
buildings and unprofitable railways. Cox's Orange Pippin is

also bearing eiiormously—some hundreds of bushels of fine
fruit. The little Yellow Ingestiie Pippin is also greatly culti-

vated, and found very profitable ; also the Golden Noble, Cox's
Pomona, &a.
The practice here followed in fruit culture is to grow the

trees well, to plant thickly, so as to cover the ground quickly,
to obtain the fruit as near the ground as possible, and to leave
pruning and pinching alone, dcing nothing further than shorten-
ing the ends of some long straggling shoots, and thinning the
branches where too thick, so as to allow plenty of light and air
to every portion of the tree. That it is successful is best deter-
mined by the results, the like of which I have never seen.

—

AltCHiJIBiUD.

HOLLYHOCK CULTURE.
This noble autumn-flowering plant is very much neglected

being interspersed amongst other plants in shrubbery borders
but if planted in rows in rich, well-drained soil, so as to form
a background to a neat border, it would well repay the grower
with a splendid display of bloom.

It is propagated by cuttings, single eyes, and seeds. The
cuttings should be taken off the plants early in spring, and do
best dibbled in light soil in a frame where a slight bottom
heat can be given. When well rooted take them caretuUy up,
and plant them in 6-inch pots, using one-half rich Icam, one-
fourth well-decayed manure, and one-fourth leaf nftuld, with a
good dash of silver sand, all well mixed together. Remove the
plants to a cool frame for a short time to harden-off previous to

planting them out in the open ground. This mode of pro-
pagation has the advantage of affording a succession of blooms
after the old plants have succumbed, and though the spikes are

not so fine in the first season as those on old plants, they will

fully equal them the next.

The next mode cf propagation is by single eyes takenoff in
July and August, and inserted in light soil, in pans! well

drained, and plunged in a frame in tan or leaves, so as to have
the assistance of a little bottom heat, giving air as required.

When the eyes have made a little growth, and are sufficiently

rooted, pot the young plants singly in 3-inch pots, replace

them in a close frame for a few weeks, and when the pots
become full of roots another shift will be required, this time
into 6-inch pots, using soil as directed for cuttings. At this

stage the plants may be placed in a cool pit or frame to protect

them through the winter, admitting plenty of air on all favour-

able opportunities. They will be ready for the open ground
in spring.

The third method of propagation is'rty seeds, which should
be gathered early in the autumn from the most double blooms
of the finest shape and colour, and sown in pans, giving the
seedlings the same treatment throughout as plants from single

ryes

Plants established in the ground, if planted in well-drained

soil, may be left there all the winter, merely protecting them
with a covering of coal ashes. — - •

I have practised the mode of culture I have described, and
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fonnd it mnst eatirfactor;. I have many plants moasaring ap-
^ards of 12 feet hi(;h, and covered with blooms (rem the base

to Ibe apex.

—

Henby C. Ogle, Wclicyn.

AMONG THE ROSES.
Not yonng love at bia pranks, bat old, sober, staid affection,

vhioh never tires of tbe objects of its love ; and as I bad lately

an oppnrtanity of payin;; a vi..<it to two of tbe most celebrated

of onr Rose Riirden.^—ibo?e of Messrs. Bivers, of SawbriJfte-

wortb, and Messrs. Paul it Son, of Cbesbunt, I bave deemed
it well, notwithstanding tbe notes I have already Riven, to

append thereto a few remarks made in company with Mr. Perry
and Mr. George Paul. Tbe former has been among Roses for

many a long year until be baa grown grey in tbe service ; but

he Btill retains all tbe entlineiasm of youlb, mellowed, bow-
ever, with tbe experience -of asie. He sees not a Venus in

every new and bi^bly praised debutante, but be can and does
appreciate to the full ex'ent the lovely damsels who now and
then appear as brilliaLt stars in tbe train of the queen of

flowers. Like hi'? employer be loves tbe Rose, and rejoices

over tbe increnpcd and increasing favour she is receiving.

Of Mr. George Paul, it is not too much to say that be is tbe

most fucjeesful exhibitor that we have. Wherever be has
appeared this year (save once), with bis cut blooms, his spear
has brirne aown all bffore it, and I should think he might
paper bis room with the first-prize cards that be has obtained.

From su-.h sources one is sure to obtain some valuable in-

formation.

It was on the principle of tbe " early bird getting the first

worm" that I sallied out in tbe morning before breakfast to

encounter Mr. Perry, and I do not Ibink that Mr. Perry con-
sidered he was a fooli^li worm to be out so early to be caught.
The morning was bri;!h', : and although in August one does
not expect the flowers of June, yet in that wonderful Hertford-
shire soil you may expect them if anywhere, and I did see
some very fine, yes, grand blooms. And as one saw quarter
after quarter of plants on the Macetti, the thought did arise.

What Would Uase-growing be now bad it not been for the intro-

duction of that stock by Mr. Pavers ?

As we walked along, Roses were criticised and examined, and
opinions compared. We very seldom disagreed in our esti-

mate", and I now give the principal results of our little tour.
Paul Verdier must be discarded, as it is nothing more than a
Hybrid Gbina. Of Adrienne Marx tbe same must be eaiJ.

Charles Verdier, although bearing tbe name of an honest good
rosarian, must go, as it will not open. Jotupbine Beauharnais
is very giod, but not vigorous enough. Annie Wood is some-
times very fine, and will make a good pillar Rose. Monsieur
Noman is excellent, as we all consider it ; Antoine Duoher,
very good and fine ; Thorin, blight, but not full enough; Eu-
gfine ScriVie, good ; S luvenir de Monsieur Boll, very good this
season ; Fisher Holmes, very bright and good ; Souvenir de
Mons. Corval, no good ; Marie Larpin, a Bweot little Bourbon,
a Module de Perfection with a better habit. Boule de Neige is

a beautiful pure wLi'e; Ducbesfe d'Aoste, good; Frauijois
Fontaine, good crimson ; Ville de Lyon, good bright rose

;

Prince Humbert, good ; Merveille d'Anjon, no marvel at all,

and very flat ; Aurore du Matin, not good; and Madame Alice
Dnreau, a very nice Rose. CLquette des Alpes is very pretty,
especially when the edge of the petal is bordered ; Pitord, good

;

Charles Lee, bright crimson, good ; Thyra Hammerick, excel-
lent; Marquise de Mnrteraart. good; Madame Bertha Baron,
poor ; Mdlle. Marie Ridy, good ; and Mdllo. Marguerite Dom-
brain, excellent. It must be remembered that Mr. Rivera is

not now an exhibitor of Roses, and that these remarks do not
simply apply to tbe exhibiiion table, but are a general comment
on the flowers as they are.

I started by midday train for Cbesbunt, and bad intended to
have paid Mr. Fraucis a visit at Hertford, but was obliged to
postpone that until later in the season. Of the Old Nurseries
of Mesprs. Paul k Son it is needless for mo to speak. They
have long been famius, and their wonderful soil, well seconded
as it is by the skill and experience of tbe present owner, tend to
keep them so. Here, too, 1 bad tbe advantage of a ramble through
the Rise grounds with Mr. George Paul, and as we went along
the following notes were made. Conspicuous among crimson
Roses was Duke of Ediuburgh, originated, as it is well known,
at this nursery—a Rose winch has improved very much fince
its first introduction, although then considered first-rate; it

has a brilliancy quite unsurpassed—nay, I may almost say

nneqnaUed, reminding me of tbe blooms I saw of Napoleon IH.
at Vitry, but wbiob I have never seen on that milly Ilose since.

Then tbe constitution is so good and the habit sn fine, that
they add greatly to its value. I saw also here a Rose which
may be valuable by-and-by, a climbing Victor Verdier. Near
it was a row of tbe old kind, vigorous enough, but this had
shoots G and 8 feet long, retaining the fine flower of the parent
with this largely developed growth. Mr. Paul purposes grow-
ing it on and sending it oat in 1870, if it stiU maintain its

character.

Then there were Madame Oaillat, good, clear bright red, and
a variegated-leaved form of the same ; Baroness Rothschild

—

and is it not a beauty ?—considered justly on both sides of the
Channel as the best Hybrid Perpetual of 18G8; Reine du Midi,
doubtful; Mrs. Bellenden Ker, one of Lacharme's while breed,

like Baroune de Maynard, Sea. ; Mademoiselle Marie Cirodde,
over-praised, it may be suitable for a pillar from its vigorous
habit, but that, I believe, is all ; Princess Mary of Cambridge,
another of tbe Cbesbunt Ruses, and a very beautiful and useful

flower; Black I'rince, very dark; Camille Bemardio, excellent,

especially as a garden Rose ; Horace Vernet, very brilliant,

although a little crenated on the edge ; Madame ThCruse Levet,

a very beautiful bright cherry ro.-o, of fine form, and has
made a distinguished appearance this season in Messrs. Paul's
stands; Franc,' .is Trevye, bright scarlet, shaded with brownish
crimson ; Jean Lambert, a good scarlet, with open flowers,

very free in autumn, and quite distinct; Victor le Biban,
good ; Elie Morel, light rose, with clear pink edges, very fine;

Madame Alice Dureau, a large and full globular flower ; and La
France, fine, and excellent for its habit and coutinnons
blooming.
Tbe stroll through these nurseries suggested to me the de-

sirability of making plantations of Ro^es on tl eir own roots

now. It is not everybody, like my good friend Mr. Radclyfie,

who can move Manetti-stocked Roses in August ; but Roses
in pets of mo.'^t of tbe good kinds can now be bed, and if pat
out at once, a eeason would be gained. Already the cry, "They
come! they come!" is heard. Guillot has tome fine new
Teas ; Licbarme, I am told, a fine dark R se ; and when one
hears growers praise another man's productions, alas ! such is

human nature, you may generally conclude that there is some-
thing in it.

Why do not some of our omateur growers give us their ex-

perience of tbe different varieties, mentioning their soils and
situations ? it would be a valuable guide to others. Doubtless,

they are often deterred because they think there is nothing
novel in what they have to say ; but facts are always novel

—

('.i:., they bear on some case or point on which light is thrown
by them. If a man says his soil is heavy, and such-and-such
Roses are good, I am at once, if my soil is similar, stirred up
to think perhaps they would do with me too, and the foot

becomes a novelty to me. So pray do not let Mr. Radclj£fe,

Mr. Hole, and myself, monopolise the Rose talk. I had written

thus far when a note came in by post from Mr. Radclyfle,

telling me be bad won tbe two first prizes at Blandlord. He
says he had l.")!) there, and that Duke of Edinburgh, Marguerite

de St. Amand, and Baron Hausmann, were among tbe best

that he saw at the show.—D., Deal.

DO BIRDS EAT ALPINE STRA^TOERRTES '

I OBSERVE in your last number the question, " Do Birds Eat
Alpine Strawberries ?" and as my experience may not be un-

interesting to your correspondent " H.," I may mention that

four or five years ago a couple of packets of Alpine Strawberry

seed (white and red), were purchased. The seed was sovm in

pans in the middle of March, on a little heat ; the plants when
up were hardened-off, pricked out into boxes, and placed in a

cold frame, and finally planted out in the end of May. A fair

crop of fruit of very fine quality was the result that autumn ;

but by some chance tbe beds in which tbe plants were grown
were not netted, and it was remarked at the time as something

quite peculiar, that though the other fruit in the garden was
beginning to bo scarce, yet not a single Alpine was touched by

the birds.

The following year, ard ever since, we bave had tbe most
abundant crops of Alpines (the runners are never cut), about

the first Strawberries that ripen, lasting the whole summer in

tbe greatest prolusion ; and at the present moment, August

23rd, they are still going on, not a net ever having been near

them, though, be it remarked, with regard to other fruit—
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Goossberrie?, Apples, and Pears included—were it not lor the

nets the birds would leaTe us nothing.—D. H.

PLANTS FLOWERING IN JULY.
Jjily 3. Silenc alpestris

iuflata
maritinia plena

Potentilla alba
Uopwooiiana
aiKeutea

Thymus vuljiriu
"Serpyllum albn3
cepnalotes

Acanthus mullia
Achillea Bfgj'pUaca

aarta
ClaveuDie
Millefolium rosea
Ptarin:c;i plena
compncta

Eccremocarpus Bcaher
Epilobium .lUffuetiloUum
tilaux marilinia
Helianthua muUiHorus

annuu3
Hemoracaliid flava

fulva
Linariii vulgaria

purpurea
„ C. Phyteuraa orbicularo

Verbena venosa
teucrioides

Thalictrnm majua
Acoaituni Kapellu3

versicoloi*
Asphodelus luteus
ffinothera macroc.irpa

Fraaeri
biennis

Cineraria maritima
Sedura acre

sexiinsulare
ibericum
neglectum
dentatum
ant;licuni

Hydrangea japoulca varie-
gata

NartheciuDi oaaifrasuin
Liatris elejrans

piloea
Ononis rotundifolia
Epipacti3 palustris

0. Campanula tfarx.-.nioa

carpatica alba
jledium
moUin
latifolii
rotundililia

Alstr'Jmeria aurea
paittacina

Orchis maculata
pyramidalis

Geuni coccineum
montanam

Veronica fruticaloea
dentata
incana f;lar.ca

sibirica
saxatile

Briza maxima
. Lathyms mac'llaiiloas
Ammobium al-itum
Eutoca viscida
Heliotropium penivi.i'.iTiin

Miraulus carui)iali3

atrosaDt;uiutU3
cupreus
lateus

Sanvitalia procumbeiia
Delphinium Ajacio

Consolida
Lavatera trimestrii
Nolana atriplicifolia

paradoxa
Oenothera Drummcndi
AdoniB ;£Btivalis

auiumnalig
Stipapennata
Tai^etes patula
Amaranthus apeciosus

tricolor
Matthiola annua
Salvia Horminum
Vi'hitlavia grandiflora

gloxinioidea
Papaver orientale
Pectia anETustifolia
Pentstemon ^eutianoideg

, Rudbeckia amplexicaulia
Salvia argentea

patens
Bplendcns

Petunia prandiflora
Malva zebrina

Morenii
Lantana crocea
Laalhcnia califomica

13.

IC.

Lathyru9 latifoUus

—M. H., Acklam UalU MiddUshrougJi-on-Tees.

July 16. LathjTua vcnosus
Potentilla atrosaui^uinea
Pyrethrum incaniatum

Golden Feather
Lopho3permum Bcaudens
Lotus comiculatuH
Lupines
Schizanthu'? pinnatua
Sedum CLprulcuiu
Silene compacta

Pseudo-Atocion
rubella
Schafta

„ ^. Lobelia speciosa
ramosa
Erinua

Loasa lateritia
auranUaca

^"emophiia indignis
atomaria
maculata

Phlox Dummondi
Tagetes pumila
Scabiosa candidissima
Tropoeolum majus

perejjrinnm
EratjTOstis ele;?an3
Armeria maritima rosea
Amndo Donax variegata
Clematis inteirrifoiia

Aster Bpectabilia
Cousinia h>v;trix

Morina peraica
Lythrum roaeum superbum

Salicaria
I>roBera an^Iica

rotundifolia
Bctonica stricta
Nicotiana virginica
Malope tritida

„ 2i. Nierembergia rivularia
Nigella hispanica
Oxalis rosea
Oxyura ehrysanthemoides
Antennaria hj-perborea
Arabis lucida
Actxa spicata
Linum Lewisii

perenne
grandifionim

Leptosiphon denaiflorus
Giha tricolor

ca pitat

a

Antirrhinum majus
Aquilesia vulgaris

formosa
CalUopsis tinctona

atrosanfniinea
Humea elegana
Hymenoxya califirnica
EschBcholtzia californica
Brachycome iberidifolia
Cacalia coccioea
Calandrinia discolor

umbellata
Gaillardia picta

RiohardBoni
Fuchsia fulgens

globoBa
Callirhije digitata

pedata
« 2.9. AnagalUa cfcrulea

tenella
grandiflora

Anchusaitalica
paniculata

Arctotig breviscapa
Lavender
Lepii*j siphon aureus

luteua
Linaria bipartite splendida
McBembryanthemum tricolor

glabram
cryatallinum

Myosotis palustris
Portulaca grandiflora
Iberia candidissima
To-nopsidium acaule
Iponiaea gi'andiflora

Quamoclit
KaairusBia amelloides
Heracleum gigantenm
Crucianclla stylosa
Cnpheas
Dahlia imperialia
Datura Stramonium

atroviolacea
Delphinium formcsum
Centaurea depressa

moschata
Catananche bicolor
Clintonia pulchella

elegana
Chelone barbata
Cladanthus arabicug

Nosegay Pelargoniums for Winter Blooming ? " In my humble

way, with many drawbacks, I followed the system indicated,

and was rewarded by specimens of Cybister and Stella, the

only Nosegays I owned, which amazed my friends and myself,

and induced me to procure this summer every variety therein

Buggesteii, with a view to the winter.

I wonder whether I am lucky in haying all my specimens of

Liliam lancifolium roseum, in S inch pots, with eigliteen and

nineteen healthy buds and blossoms each?

I wonder whether everybody knows that the Scarlet Lobelia

will flower luxuriantly, to the height of 3 feet, in 4-inch pots,

in dwelling rooms?
I wonder why Sunset and Beauty Pelargoniums—the latter,

perhaps, capricious as her name—decline to grow healthily

under my auspices ?

I wonder why I never saw till last year Tropreolum epecio-

sum, a hardv, tuberou?. trifoliate variety, with a luxuriant

habit and a'carmine blossom, figured, I see, in " Paxton,'*

just twenty years ago? It came under my notice in an old

Scotch garden, and seems to luxuriate in its new quarters near

Windsor. I wonder, too, why more use is not made of the

Tropfoolums (or Nasturtiums), for the winter-decoration of the

conservatory ? Sown in September they wiU euUven the house

for two or three dull months in the winter.

I wonder whether we amateurs shall ever have a handbook,

which, in addition to telling us that Cactuses, for instance are

of the Cactaceous tribe, and entering into the specific dis-

tinctions of plants and details of the history of their discovery,

will inform us of their practical management? [The " Cottage

Gardeners' Dictionary " does so.]
,. , i. t

I wonder, lastly, and I do it with trembling, why, when i

wrote to ask you for a plan for a bed on a grass plot, 18 feet

by 3 I was met by the chilling answer that I could get a booii

on garden plans for 5.^. Ur? I cannot afford such a luxury.

If I had asked you to recommend a nurseryman to me, 1

should have expected you to refer me to your advertisements ;

but the kind, copious, and juaicious directions with which you

had previously furnished me for the treatment of certain pet

plants, led me to hope that such a simple thing as a plan tor a

ribbon-border might be within your power and will to bestow

on me. [If you send a plan we will tell you how to plant it.

but we cannot undertake to furnish one.]—Kusn.

DOUBLE GRAFTING.

WONDERS OF AN AMATEUR.
I woKDER whether any amateur read the excellent treatise in

your number of May 23th, 1863, with regard to " Standard

I SEE in your Journal of August 19th, page 138, an article

on the above, by some person styling himself " Observer,

who sends us spinning to the Romans. Chinese, and Tartars to

look for evidences of double grafting from 2000 to 10.000 years

ago. I do not exactly know whether these same gentlemen

lived and practised grafting before the stone age, or whether

Tubal Cain had appeared amongst them, yet such must have

been the case, as appears from the erudition of your corre-

spondent. I myself am half afraid that the edge tools were

not so well adapted for cutting purposes as those made by

Saynor in our day.
, , ,

,

,i.„j

As to " Observer's " instinctively having double grafted

when a boy, why I believe that, as I happened to do the same

thing myself by working eight or ten sorts of Apples on one

tree, only I had slyly watched my uncle doing the same thing.

I think fifty-five years ago last March. In this, i thinK,

•' Observer's " instinct had the best of it. It was a wonderful

performance for a boy of tender years certainly, and i am

pleased it has been recorded in the columns of The Jouri^ad

OF Horticulture, as a stimulant to others to go and do like-

wise. As to the more extended sense of the subject, I may say

that I have been a double- grafter " for a purpose," in a nursery

point of view, more than forty years, and I know that our con-

tinental neighbours have practised the same for commercial

purposes for at least the last half century, and many years ago

I could buy in the French markets Pears on Quince stocks

worked by the thousand for the purpose of being double gratcea.

And here 1 will say, that - Observer " is wrong in recommend-

ing the Angers Quince as the best, the Portugal so^^
u 11^

and hardiest. The Angers sort here is destroyed by eve^

hard winter. As to the Paris Quince I never heard of it before,

although I have twenty-five sorts, but this just shows that i

am not quite up in the stock line.
., ^ • i ^t *..T,rv^

What your correspondent means by " the fl«^"^l\o^.
*^"„^:

pets " that would have been made if a Frenchman had attained

i the same fluecess in double graftuig as •' Observer s friend
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hae, I ftm at a loss to know. And he goes on to eay that Mr.

Bivcrs has discovered an intorraediate stock for doable graft-

ing Pears npon, but *'On?rK\-ER" was not eurpri?ed to find

that it» name was withheld, because of the inpiratitiide of the

present generation in not properly acknowledging all his pa-

tron's doings and sayings. Now, I am going to be more
generous to " nngrateful public," as I do not cure whether he
is grateful or the reverse. I work for the love of the thing,

and shall giro the public all the assistance I can. I know he
cannot get on without such follows as I. And as I have also

discovered an intermediate stock of wonderful proportions,

strong as a giant and dwarf as Tom Thumb, I mean to give

the public the benefit of my discovery, and let him be grateful

or not as ho pleases. I do not think he will be able to help

himself when he gets somo of my nice luscious Pears I mean to

grow on our little dwarf friend for him— t.c , on the Nain vert,

whose action on the graft ia wonderful. Such giant-growing

kinds of Pear as Gilogilj Catillac, Triompho de Jodoigne,

Jargonelle, Uvedale's St. Germaiu, itc, are reduced to prolific

dwarf bushes, which bear wonderfully. And the seedlings of

tliis little tree come true, and can be grafted at once, cr may
be first worked upon the Quince, and then double grafced as

may seem best ; only it does not matter much as regards their

dwarfing nature whether they are double worked or not, but trees

worked first upon the Quince generally give better flavoured

fruit. This is especially the case in dry seasons, in wet ones
the difference of flavour is not so apparent.
With respect to double grafting the Apple, I have for some

years worked Manks Codlin, Keswick Codlin, Downton Pippin,

and several other dwarf-growing, free-bearing kmds, and then
regrafted them with other large shy bearers ; the result has
generally been gond. But all this double work is set aside by
my Pommier de Paradis stock, which has tho merit of grow-
ing well, dwarfing tho trees worked upon it, rendering them
at the same time more prolific and better flavoured. No one
else seems to possess this fine stock, as all the examples
brought to a comparison with it have proved not to be anything
like it, nor so valuable in so many points of view.
The last clause of "Obseuveu" is quite correct, and has

been a subject of investigation for a number of years by many
pomologists, A:c. ; and it is not looked upon as in any way
chimerical, but, on the contrary, as a well-known matter of

fact, that all fruits ore either improved or deteriorated by the
kind of stock they are worked upon—for instance, the Apricot,
which we generally work upon Plum stocks, is thereby improved
in size, flavour, and quality, whilst the same worked upon
stocks obtained by sowing Apricot stones is generally deterio-

rated in size, quality, and bearing. Tho same holds good
with many sorts of Peaches and Nectarines budded upon Al-
mond stocks, whilst, on the contrary, these are again improved
by being budded on the Plum. This U a fact that I myself
have proved over and over again many years ago, and to those
conversant with these matters it is well known that even the
very kernels of Apricots and Peaches are affected by the kind
of stock the trees have grown on. The subject, therefore, of

stocks is one that cannot be compassed by tlie intelligence of

any one individual, nor by any one generation of men. It ia

one of those mysterious chemical subjects, like the extraction
of many colours by one plant, say, Tropreolum tricolorum, out
of the same portion of earth, that' almost bids defiance to
man's ingenuity. It is, therefore, a work of generations to
solve this influence of the stock -upon the graft, and vice verso.—John Scott,

PAPERS READ AT THE HORTICULTURAL
CONGRESS AT MANCHESTER.

BEMARKS AND EXPERIMENTS ON THE APPLICATION
OF WATEK TO THE ROOTS OF PLANTS

growing under glass.

Plants, like hnmnn beinps, breathe, digest, and perspire. These
important functions being principally performed by the leaves, it is a
certain and jnst eoii'-lnsion that whatever treatment promotes the
healthy and free action of these organs, does a proportionate amonnt
of good to tho plant. Cleanliness, a pare atmospliore, and a reqnlar
and flnitable temperature, with a proper amonnt of light, may be re-
garded as the leading conditions requisite for healthy vej;etatiou ; but
althongb perfection in plant-growth depends so much npon tho dne
performance of the funt-tions of the leaves, yet there is a prior con-
sideration—viz., the roots of tho plants. The roots of a plant may lie

described as being its foundation, because they are the organs soonest
developed, also the first substantial agents at work towards forming

and bailding up a plant. A plant will not sustain life loof; without its

roots, but there are many instances where the roots will live without
branches or leaves for a greater length of time, and they hare the

power of throwing ont fresh ones. However, the more a person dives

into the vast subject of vegetable life, the more complicated and mar-
vellous does it appear, especially root action and root growth, the roots

penetrating tho earth in cverj- direction in search of food, and, when
coutJned within tho limits of a pr>t or other vessel, tightly cuvtloping

tho earth in their network as if jealous of the treasures etorcd-np in

the soil.

Heat and water are as essential to the formation and growth of

roots as thoy are to wood and leaf dcvelupment ; they must both be
prefient in the atmosphere as well as in the soil, and it is on tho arti-

licial application of water to tho roots of plants that I purpose offering

a few remarks. I have contincd them to plants growing under glass,

because everything growing under it ia intlneaced by the proper appli-

cation of water.

It has long since been a recognised fact, that plants search niter

and obtain food by the agency of tlieir roots, and that tho food so

obtained is taken up by these in a liquid state and conveyed to the

leaves for digestion ; and no plainer proof of this fact need bo stated

than that, when a plant becomes sulliciently dry at the roots to

flag, it soon recovers itself when water is applied to them. Bat with-

out discussing the various other modes by which plants obtain their

support, tho above facts are convincing that water not only affords

food to the plant of it,self, but has also the power of rendering the

chemical parts of a soil soluble and capable of being taken up by the

roots as required. It is, therefore, very necessary- for all those who
have charge of plants to use every means in their power towards gain-

ing a thorough knowledge of their wiuits in the way of water at the

roots, for it is as easy to give a plant too much water as to give not

enough, and either extreme is injurious to the plant and disappointing

to the cultivator. Let me impress upon beginners, for whom these

remarks are principally intended, that such knowledge is not to be
gained without considerable experience and close observation. It will,

however, not be very difficult to put my remarks into practice, for I

am not prepared to lay before you the results of a series of pnzzUng
and scientific experiments with water, but simply to lay down a few
rules and impart some information on watering.

In order that water may bo applied to plants under glass in the

most beneficial way, it is absoluttly necessary to know what relatiou

the temperature of the soil bears to that of the atmosphere of the
lionse. I have tried it many times and have found that from a 16-sized

(V)-iuch) pot downwards the temperature of the soil is about the same as

that of the air, and subject to tho same variations, but above that size,

including the largest tubs and other vessels used for plants, the
average temperature in a day is a degree or two lower, but subject to

less variation. In large beds and borders from 2 to 4, feet in depth,

and with the surface exposed to tho atmosphere of the house, the tem-
perature on an average is several degrees lower, with but trifling va-

riation. From these facts it appears that the larger the bnlk of soil

the more uniform is the tcmpcrnturo. Such f.acts go far to prove whj
plants thrive so well when planted ont in borders.

In coming to the nest subject—viz., the influence of water on the
temperature of the soil, I may remark, that during my four years' ex-

perience of it, I have tried all sorts of soils in which bouse plants are
usually grown, and I find that water has the effect of lowering as well

as of increasing the temperature of the soil; for instance, water at a
temperature of l>0- applied to a pot of soil having a temperature of 75",

reduces the heat to fyl° ; bnt reverse the experiment, and apply water

at 75° to soil at GO', and the teoiperaturo rises to (''<', or about one-

third of the difference between the two original temperatures. Accord-
ing to another experiment—applying water of tho same temperalnre

as that of the soil, the heat of the latter is increased two or three

degrees ; bnt if the water is -~ colder than the soil, it has no apparent
effect on the temperature. From these cxperimtnts we may conclude

that the nearer the temperature of tho water is to that of the soil, all

other conditions being favourable, the more progi-ess the plant makes

;

for although the variations of temperature caused by water arc bnt
of temporary duration when it is applied either too cold or too warm,
yet repeated applications of water in one or other of these conditions

often cause a permanent derangement of the functions of the plant,

which no after-treatment can thorooghly remedy. Three years ago I

selected a batch of two dozen even-sized Cinerarias, and placed them
under one etmcture; one half were watered with cold water at a
chance temperature, whilst the remainder always bad water of the

same temperature as that of the hon.-e : in three weeks anyone might
easily have picked out the former ; their foliage was of a lighter green,

thinner in texture, and not so largo as that of tho others ; their roots

wore more wiry, and less numerous ; and the plants were many days

later in coming into bloom. I have been in the habit of growing Vines

in pots from tlie eye to the ripening of the fruit in twelve months, and
when the above experiments were tried with them, the results were

similar, with in addition much shanking in the bunches of those Vines

which had cold water applied to them. The Vines which I exhibited

at tho lutomatioual Horticultural Exhibition in 18(>t>, were from a

nnniher of the best-treated ones.

The foregoing facts with regard to the .npplication of water to plants,

will be sufficient to teach the gardener the importance of comparing

the temperature of the water be uses with that of the honsc he enters
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before applying it to plants, and then, if proper jajgment be exercised,

the resuits cannot fail to be satisfactory.

Before concluding, I foel anxious to call attention to a few irregu-

larities in the system of waturing practised in many places, the prin-

cipal being periodical watering and not clioosiug the proper time for

it. The former is bad in principle, because it induces the operator to

anticipate tbe dryness of many of his plants, while others will have
become so dry as to baffle all efforts to soak the ball of soil by means
of the watering-pot ; as a natural consequence many plants are over-

watered, while the dryness of others renders it necessary to immerse
the whole ball in water. This I consider as great an evil as the

former, because the roots are inactive from drought, find an excess of

water suddenly sets them to work, forming a number of irregular and
deformed growths, and in some cases decomposition and death follow.

As regards the proper time for watering, I am of opinion that the best

is before the house is opened in the morning, or at shutting up in the

after part of the day, because, as the house is closed to external air, eva-

poration is not going on so rapidly, consequontly the action of the

roots is steady and progressive, and at all times equal to the demand
made upon them by the branches. Excessive dryness and excessive

moisture at tho roots are the great enemies to plant cultivation.

—

T. EiicoRD, Qardcwr to Col. E. Uoycl, LUUsden, Hmokkurst.

DAVENPIAM GOOSEBERRY SHOW.
August 2si>.

dwts. grs.

Twins P. Bancroft.. Yellow .. Antagonist .S6 12
Stewai-d's Prize . . P.Bancroft.. Ked RedKobin 24 14
Steward's Prize . . R. Forster . . Yellow . . Mount Pleasant 24 6

Steward's Prize . . \V. Ryley .. Green ,, Thumper 22
Steward's Prize . . G. Plant .... 'V\'hite . . Iving of Tramps 21

r.ED.

P.Bancroft PLcd Robin 23 10
P. Banerofl London 23
J. Sanders Clayton 22 10
G. Plant Beauty 21
E. Forster \Voudertul 19 12

K. Forster Flixtonla 19 10

YELLOW.
P.Bancroft Leader 22 16
E. Forster Leveller 21 VA
W. Ryley Stella 21
P.Bancroft Drill 20 10
E. Forster Catherine 19 IB
G. Plant MountPleasant 19

GRflEX.
P.Bancroft Turnout 22 20
P.Bancroft Thumper 22 10
J. Such Greenock 21
W. Ryley , Telegraph 20 11
J. Sanders Gretna Green 20
W. Ryley Tom Joiner 19 14

WHITE.
P. Bancroft Antagonist 23 12
E. Forster ." Hero of Nile 22 10
P. Bancroft Snowdroj^ 21
J. Sanders Lady Leicester 20 18
G. Plant Careless 20 10
G. Plant King of Trumps 20
—Thomas Doeell, Seedsman, Northmich, Secrelmy.

SOUNDS OP TREES.
The sounds and motions ot trees constitute subtle but impor-

tant elements of pleasure. It is not enough tb>U a tree shall

have a comely form as a wholo ; that it cast a dense shade in the

sultry days of summer, and that, perhaps, it yield a nut or

fruit ; and finally that, when it falls before the inevitable axe,

its prostrate trunk shall furnish good timber. Besides these uses

of bodily comfort and of economy, a tree, like a rich-hearted

person, has a hundred harmless ways, which we h.irdly stop to

analyse; but which, if they were suddenly taken away, we
stould miss.
The murmuring ot trees is profoundly aCeotiug to a sensitive

Bpirit. In some moods of imagination one cannot help feeling

that trees have a low song, or a conversation of leaves. They
whisper, or speak, or cry out, and even roar. No one knows
this last quality so well as those who have been in old Oak
forests in a storm, with violent winds. A dense forest opposes

such a resistance to the free passage of the air, that the sound
Is much deadened. Cut in a park, or Oak opening, where
spaces are left for the motion of the air, and among open-

branched trees, a storm moves with such power and majesty

that not even the battles of thunder clouds are more sublime,

and under certain ciroumstanees it becomes terrific. At the

beginning of the tempest the trees sway and toss as if seeking
to escape ; as the violence increases, the branches bounce back

;

the leaves, turning their white under sides to the light, fairly

scream. The huge boughs creak and strain like a ship in a
storm. Now and then some branches which have grown across
each other are drawn back and forth, as if demons were scrap-

ing infernal base-viols. Occasionally a branch breaks with a
wild ciash, or some infirm tree, caught unawares in a huge puff

of the storm, goes down with crashing as it falls, and with a
thunder-stroke when it reaches the ground. I would go further

to hear a storm concert than any music that man ever made.
No one who is familiar with forest sounds but is sure, when he
hears Beethoven's music, that much of it was inspired by tha

sounds of winds among trees.

There are milder joys, however, in tree converse. Only this

morning I awakened to hear it rain. That steady plash of

drops which a north-east wind brings on, is not easily mistaken.

I flatter myself that my ear is too well trained to all the ordinary

sounds of nature to be easily deceived ! I rise and throw back
the blinds, when lo ! not a drop is falling ! It is the wind in

my Maple trees. I had thought of that, and listened with

the most discriminating attention, and was sure that it was
rain.

Twice in our lives we lived in houses built on the edge of tho

original forests. These had been thinned out and recesses

opened up. It happened in both eases that an A^h and Hickory

had been left, which shot up, without side branches, to a great

height. The trunks were supple and tough. 'Whenever the

winds moved gently, these long and lithe trees moved with

singular grace and beauty. As there was no perceptible wind
along the ground, their movement seemed voluntary. And yet

there was in it that kind of irresolution that one sees in sleep-

walking. Bat as soon as the breath became a breeze, the wide

circles through which these rooted gymnasts moved were won-
derful. They seemed going forth in every direction, and yet

surely and quickly springing back to position again. And in

every motion, such was their elasticity, they manifested the

utmost grace. The sighing of winds iu a Pine forest has no
parallel sound except upon the seashore. Of all the sounds of

leaves it is the sweetest and saddest, to certain moods o£

summer leisure.

The Pine sings, like the poet, with no everyday voice, but in

a tone apart from all common sounds. It has the power to

change the associations, and to quicken tho poetic sensibility,

as no other singing tree can do. Every one should have this

old harper, like a seer or a priest among trees, about his dwelling.

Under an old Pine would naturally be found the young maiden,

whose new lover was far across the sea. In the sounds that

would descend she could not fail to hear the voices of the sea

—

the roar of winds, the splash of waves running iu upon the

shore. A young mother, whose first-born had returned to God
who gave it, would at twilight go tu the Pines ; for, to her ear,

the whole air must needs seem full of spirit voices. They
would sing to her thoughts in just such sad strains as would

soothe sorrow. Nor would it be strange if iu the rise and fall

of these sylvan syllable.^ she should imagine that she heard her

babe again, calling to her from the air.

Every country place should have that very coquette among
trees, the Aspen. It seems never to sleep. Its twinkling

fingers are playing in the air at some arch fantasy almost with-

out pause. If you sit at a window with a book, it will wink and

blink, and beckon, and coax, till you cannot help speaking to it!

That must be a still day that does not see the Aspen quiver. A
single leaf sometimes will begin to wag, and not another on the

wholo tree will move ! Sometimes a bidden breath will catch

at a lower branch, then shifting, will leave them still, while it

shakes a topmost twig. Though the air may move so gently

that your cheek does not feel it, this sensitive tree will seem all

of a shudder, and turn its leaves upward with shuddering chill t

It is the daintiest fairy of all the trees. One should have an
Aspen on every side of his house, that no window should _bo

without a chance to look upon its nods and becks, and to rejoice

iu its innocent witchcraft. I have seen such fair sprites, too, in

human form. But one does not get off so easily if he takes too

much sport with them. Tbe Aspen leaf makes no wounds. Its

frolics spin no silken threads which one cannot follow and will

not break.

The musical qualities of trees have not enough been con-

sidered in planting around our dwellings. The great-leaved

Magnolias have no saund. Willows have but little. Cedars,

Yew trees, and Lombardy Poplars are almost silent. It is said

that the Lombardy Poplar is the male tree, the female never
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being broDgbt OTer. It is very likely. It is stiff enongh to be

an old bachelor. It spreads ont no Bide branches. Its tup dies

early. It caste a penurious shadow.

—

Uekkv Waiid Ijeecueh.

ROOTING TENDRILS AND LEAVES.
1 QUITE agree wilh De Candolle in assigning the leaves of

plants to be " but a modilied, or changed form of branch ;" and

likewise am quite willing to agree with M. Lestiboudois that

the tendrils of the Grape Vine (I have not experimented wilh

the tendrils of any other class of plants), are nothing more
than homogeneous branches, not leaves.

The reason I claim such to be the case is this:—I have re-

peatedly taken the leaf of the Grape Vine, and after detaching its

petiole from the stem have rooted it (the leaves) with the Eame
degree of certainly as the cuttings of the branches are rooted ; al-

though I must confeEs tUat they are longer in rooting, and
mnch longer iu throwing up a bud from the collar of the leaf

than the ordinary cuttings are ; but they will eventually throw
up a bud, and ultimately make as gcod a plant as the plant

gi'own from a single bud. After being so successful with the

leaves, I thouKht that I would tnke the tendrils in hand, and try

and see what I could make out of these. I accordingly, the past

season, put in several pots of tendrils of the llogers No. 1

variety, and after a long time was highly gratified to find that

the majority of them had emitted roots, and after being potted-

cff singly, several of them actually made leaves, and filled the

pots with fleshy, healthy roots, but did not show any buds
before the cold weather set iu end stopped their growing. I

am sorry to state, however, that I Lave lost these plants that

I had intended to have grown on next season. It will be
noticed that I have cslled these rooted tendrils, plants ; I call

cuttings of anything young plants, as soon as they have made
roots. My man, not being cognisant of these plants, threw
them away with the refuse.—Jasies Ciiarlion, llocltcstcr, New
York.

[To this communication, published in the " American Gar-
dener's Monthly," Mr. E. I'Vyer, of Naperville, adds the fol-

lowing remarks in a subsequent numberof the same periodical.]

Almost every observing gardener accustomed to the growing
of Grape Vines, foreign and native, will have noticed on strong-

growing, healthy Vines, that a tendril will sometimes change
its form and become a miniature branch, small leaves showing
on the upper part of the extended tendril. This fict, I think,

goes to show that such tendrils at least are rather moie than
"modified leaves."

I have in many instances taken the leafy part of this tendril,

when it acquired the proper condition, cut it up in pieces with
a leaf at each, and rooted them in the ordinary way ; the se-

cond season they will make strong plants, but as to whether
they would bear fiuit as well as cuttings struck from bearing
wood, I have not yet had any experience. Healthy leaves I

have struck with certainty and ease, and in one season they
become a plant perfect in all its parts. With the tendiil only,

1 confess 1 have not been so successful as Mr. Charlton. I

Lave rooted them occasionally, but never succeeded in obtain-

ing a perfect plant having either leaf or branch. If Mr. Charl-

ton means by tendril what is generally understood as such,
having no leafy appeudages whatever, and has obtained from
these leafy plants that ripened, he has accomplished a feat

which, though it may not be of value to the public, is certainly

new and interesting to the general propagator. The tendiils

of the Cobaii scandens and many other strong-growing
climbers will root as well as those of the Grape Vine, but re-

quire considerable time—from thirty to one hundred days, for

the rooting process. In every instance I have failed to obtain
a perfect plant from any of them that I have experimented
with. Not so with the leaves ; the Hose, Dahlia, Cobsea, Lo-
phospermnm, raseiflora, &c., will all strike at the base of

the leaf and become perfect plants in one season. The leaf of

the Hoya, if taken from a healthy plant, will generally make a
plant with a growing shoot the first season ; but sometimes if

taken from a plant that is not vigorous, or from near the base,

owing probably to a want of due development in the leaf itself,

though it will root, it may remain in a semi-dormant condition
for years without sending up a shoot. Almost everyone is ac-

quainted with the method of propagating the Begonias, Gloxi-
nias, &c., from leaves, which, by being gently pressed on warm
sand or earth, make roots, and soon send up leaves, making
many, yet perfect plants from a single leaf. These facts,

thongh only some, perhaps none, of them are new, yet simple

as the; are, in the hands of a practical man go far to prove the

correctness of the theory of the man of science, De Candolle,

that " the leaves of plants are only a changed form of branohee."

The practice of striking green cuttings of all the more com-
mon bedding plants, and al.-'o of hardwooded plant.;, sach ae

the Camellia, Tea plants, .tc, when these latter are struck

from green cuttings, with only a leaf and small piece of stem
to each cutting, is also in support of I>e CandoUc's theory.

Take away the leaf and the cutting will not strike ; in most
cases if the leaf is destroyed after the roots are formed the
plant will die. In the hands of experienced propagators there

is a wonderful power in a healthy leaf. The creed of the old-

school gardeners, " an eye for a root, and an eye for a shoot,"
is wholly ignored by our American practice of the present
lime. We pay no attention whatever to an eye or bnd at the
base of the cutting, unless the cuttings are so short aa to re-

quire it, but it is not at all necessary to its rooting. Aa an
instance, with Verbenas, which are now required in such mnl-
titudes, we cut off all the soft part of the young shoots, and
these are cut up in pieces with only a pair of leaves on the top,

no bud at the bottom of the cuttings, unless required as above
stated. Most other bedding plants the same.
The Camellia which, by the old English practice of striking

ripened cuttings of the single red vaiiety for stocks, required
from eight to twelve months for rooting, is now accomplished
in from six to eight weeks when green cuttings are used. With
us the rooting of the Camellia is not confined to the single

variety, but is applied to nearly all varieties, the old but beanti-

fal Alba plena being one of the freest-rooting of all. While on
the subject, I will here state what may seem strange to some, that

here in the West the Alba plena on its own roots is longer-

lived and more healthy than when worked on the single stock.

So of that celebrated variety, Sarah Frost ; it grows as strongly,

if not more so, on its own roots than when inarched or grafted.

TREE-PRUXER.
Fig. 2, shows how the scissors are operated by a handle,

which gives great power by the leverage, and very large limbs

can be cut off with ease. >'/;/. 1, shows the taw arrangement.

4

i

Fig. I. Fi?. 2.

which is closed in fig. 2, opened out and ready for use. Wo
have had opportunities of examining many kinds of tree-

prnners lately, and find this the best of all. — (American
Gardener's Monthly.)

WILL THE WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA THRIVE
HEREAFTER?

To disparage Black Hamburgh Grapes, Green Gage Plums,
Jargonelle Pears, and some other kinds cf fruit, has much the

appearance of horticultural treason ; and if this be the case
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with fruit, what will be said when that king oJ the forest, the

Wellingtonia, is assailed ? Yet it bp.s been hinted that in this

country the tree is not likely to hold the high position which
at first it seemed destined to occupy.
A few years after its introduction much emulation existed

amongst those who had the beat specimens, and for a year or

two the heights of the most promising plants were recorded in

the gardeniug periodicals ; but this practice has died out of late,

so that I fear the tree is not such a favourite as it was. Be
this as it may, some iuquiry into the present condition of those

trees which occupied so high a position about 1860 or 18G'2,

cannot fail to elicit something; and if the result should show
that one-half of these trees have snocumbed to disease or

cUmatic action, we may then conclude that the tree is not

destined to effect the change in our arboricultural scenery

which was expected. I myself have grave doubts of the plant's

doing well for any length of time. Occupying iu its native

country a higher elevation by many thousands of feet than can

be assigned to it here, it is quite, possible the rarefied air of

these upper regions may suit the plant better than the dense
atmosphere of its usual sites with us. Before, hov?ever, ven-

turing further conjectures on this question, let us inquire if

there be reason to suspect it of constitutional debility, or, in

other words, if many of the specimaas of large size ehow signs

of ill health or want of vigour ; and should one-half of them
do so, it is sufficient to create alarm if no locs'-l cause can be
assigned. The vigour with which the tiee grew at first, and is
reputed hardiness, led many to predict for it a great future

(myself amongst the number, although I never supposed that

it or any other imported tree would exceed our iadigeuous trees

in size), and I yet hope this tree will in many cases equal
native ones; still we have uefo'o ns the unpleasant sight of

trees 2.5 feet high and upwards falling into an unhealthy state.

II this should be the case generally, then adieu to the Welling-
tonia as an ornamental tree; an I as I have heard of some
trees, not so high as 2-5 feet, having " gone off " iu an un-
satisfactory manner, it becomes important to publicly ask the

question, ''Are such oases frequent?" I hope the answer
will be in the negative ; but a f^ir public inquiry will solve

the problem.
Some years ago a fiue tree of this species occupied a place

along with other Conifers and ornamental shrubs in the nur-
sery ground of Messrs. Bunyard, of Maidstone. The soil was
dry and fertile, overlying the limestone rock, called here
Kentish rag. This tree grew vigorously for some years, until I

believe it attained something over 13 feet in height, when it

gradually declined. The reason assigned by some was, that its

reots had been impeded iu their descent by the rock. This
was not a likely cause, and might not have been much noticed

had not some Wellingtonias at other places fallen into a similar

condition ; and I recollect a wsU-iuformed nurseryman from
Scotland pronouncing it a " rank impostor." This, I thiok,

was more than was deserved, but enough was said againtt it to

call for further inquiries, and, by way of setting an example,
I may say that one of the largest plants we have here, which
in the autumn of 18G.5 was upwards of 18 feet high, and as

healthy as could bo until the dry weather of last year, began to

ehow signs of distress in the July of that year, its inner foliage

dying off, and also a branch or two near the bottom. As the
tree occupied a position on the lawn where its roots were not
likely to encounter those of other trees, I expected that a good
watering at the time, and the ample rainfall of the past winter
and spring, would have restored the tree to its wonted vigour.

I find, however, this is not the case, the ripening and djiug off

of the foliage going on more extensively this summer than
last, and some branches have actually died. The leader con-

tinues healthy, and the tree has grown taller, being now up-
wards of 26 feet high, and, like mf>6t of its class, symmetrical
in outline ; but I fear it has arrived at that period when growth
is slow, if not uncertain and sickly, and hearing of other trees

of a similar size going wrong, I begin to fear for this. All our
other trees seem healthy enough, the next largest being nearly

23 feet high, and in every respect a more robust tree than that

described, and it stands in the open park with nothing higher

than itself for 100 yards or more. A fence serves to prelect it

from cattle. The spread of the branches is nearly as many feet

in diameter as the tree is high, and it is succeeding well ; so,

too, are all our other trees, of which we have a great number;
but if the defective constitution of the plant only exhibits itself

when it has attained some size, there may be time enough yet for

them to go wrong. The situation of the tree which has shown
signs of not thiiying is a favoarable cne, much moie so then

that of a fine Thuja Lobbii not far fromit, which has outstripped
it ingrowth, being now nearly 29 feet high, and as straight as a
gun barrel. This fine tree has grown nearly 10 feet within the
last four years, and in the preceding five years it grew upwards
of 15 feet. I am rather sorry to say it is now loaded with fruit,

and that may, perhaps, check its future growth, otherwise it is

a species not planted to half the extent it ought to be. Are
there any specimens of this tree higher than that referred to

—

29 feet ? Probably there are, as the situation iu which it is

placed is not one of the best.

Returning to the subject of Wellingtonia, I may add that a
fine tree in the garden of Messrs. HoUingworth, at Maidstone,
continues in the most robust health, and is now 28 feet high

;

and I believe a still finer one at Fairlawn, the seat of J. Ridg-
way, Esq., is also healthy and vigorous, being 31 feet high.
Theoe examples ought to create a hope that in the cases where
a retrogression has taken place, some local cause might have
affected the specimens, and let us trust it is eo ; but I am told

of more failures than I have authority to name, and conse-
quently feel somewhat afraid this promiiing tree is not so
certain of future success as its friends would like. As it has
been much planted of late years, and oft-times as a memorial
tree, it would be well to inquire whether the condition of the

largest specimens, or of those which ought to be the largest, is

such as to warrant its being so generally adopted by those who
plant for the next century or the one after that, as well as by
those who do so simply for immediate effect. I am far from
despairing of it yet, but I have heard more to its disadvantage

lately than is at all agreeable.—J. Robson.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We have received from Mr. Wray, of Ramsgate, a bnnch

of Muscat Haiibuegh Geape, from a Vine grafted on the

Syrian. The berries are the largest we have ever seen of

that variety, and this increase in size is evidently due to

the stock. The bunch is well set and large. The Muscat
flavour is not well marked, though traceable, indicating that

the stoik also influences the flavour; but as the berries

were not quite ripe, it is probable that this may yet be de-

veloped,

The Knight of Kerry informs us that his gardener has
grown a Bekchwood Melon of 12 lbs. weight, and asks if that

"exceeds tie usual scale." It does so most assuredly, as we
never heard of one weighing anything like so much. We
bhould be glad to be informed of any unusual weights, such as

this.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEX GAEDES.

Desteoy weeds, for if they are now permitted to seed, great

labour will be required to keep them down in the autumn.
Transplant the last spring Bivccoti, and the Grange's, Snow's,

and Walcheren, sown in July for lifting to be packed in beds

for the winter. Umsscls Sprouts, Savoys, and Curled Kate may
still be planted, and every spare piece of ground filled with

them. Caulifloiccr and Walcheren Broccoli may now be sown
for the spring crop. A few more Dtvarf Kidney Beans may be

tried for the last supply. Peas, the Marrow kinds should

be topped as soon as they reach the height of their stakes.

Sow Chervil, American Cress, and Parsley in a sheltered situa-

tion. Sow Early Horn Carrol, to remain in the ground for

winter use. Cut herbs, if not already done, and keep the hoe
moving amongst ail growing crops. High cultivation amongst
all green crops will amply repay any extra labour it may re-

quire. Hoeing or forking amongst growing crops, provided the

roots ate not injured, is highly beneficial, and will prove a sort

of fallow for successive crops.

FKUIT GAEDEN.
Apples and Pears should be gathered as they ripen. Early

fruit, more particularly, is the better c-f being gathered a few

days before it ripens on the trees, as in the latter ease it usually

turns mealy directly. Protect the finer kinds of fruit from

wasps. Peaches and Nectarines should likewise be gathered a

day or so before they are quite ripe.

FLOWEK GARDEN.

The beauty of bedding plants is in most localities but of

comparatiyely short duration, even in the best of seasons, and
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now tlipy are in fall flower every care shonld be taken to

lencler them as attractive as possible. Go over tbe beds fre-

quently, and remedy any defects that may be percoptille

;

pegging down plants which have an inclination to grow above
the others, and keeping the edges of the mapees well filled

up, but not allowing them to become too bulky. Where the
plants are pushing freely, some considerable trouble will be in-

volved in stopjiing the shoots ; but this operation must be re-

peated with sufficient frequency to keep the pinnts within due
limits, since nothing looks worse than their running over the
edging and encroaching upon the grass. Attend to plants in

vases, taking care that they do not suffer from want of water
at tbe roots, and thiy may even be benefited by an occasional
supply of manure water, provided it is given often and weak

;

too strong dofes do more harm than good. All evergreens in

nnsuitable situations may now be moved. Whore a general
transplantation of evergreens is intended, the middle of next
month is a suitable time for the operation. Deciduous trees

and shrubs, as a matter of course, should not be transplanted
nntii they have shed their leaves. The roots, however, may
now or very soon be cut round preparatory to removal. This
18 a good time for removing the dead wood from shrubs, and
controlling their luxuriant growth by careful pruning. Prepara-
tion must be forthwith made for next year's floral display. If

• good stock of Scarlet Pelargonium cuttings has not already
been put in, let it be done immediately. Proceed afterwards
with the general bedding stock. Endeavour annually to get
some new plants, and to vary your arrangements, that the
scene may not be monotonous. With the exception of propa-
gation, all else is mere routine for the present.

OEEENnOCSE AND CONSEEVATOEY.
In keeping up a stock of plants there must be, besides those

depended on for the principal show of bloom, younger plants
coming on to supersede those whieh in consequence of old age
or decay have to be consigned to the rubbish heap. I previously
adverted to the rapidity with which even diiEcult plants may
be grown. Any plants, therefore, in pots which it is desirable
should be grown quickly, and to which has been allowed a
Blight rest after their spring growth, may now be shifted ac-
cording to their habits and condition. It will not, however, be
advisable to give them so large a shift at this season as might
have been ventured upon in spring, as whatever wood is made
after the present shift must be ripened, unless in tho case of
such free-flowering plants as bloom on the current year's grow-
ing wood. As this shift will have to cany the plant through
the winter months, the drainage of the pots should be ample.
After a few dajs an open situation should be selected for tho
newly potted plants, that the new giowth may be made nnder
conditions favourable for its maturation. The greatest care
must bo taken where valuable tender-rooted plants arc out of
doors lest heavy rains should damage their roots, and no time
should be lost in placiog such under tho cover of glass. The
hardier plants left out should be examined frequently, to
see that tho water passes freely through the pots. Hvac'inths
and other Dutch bulbs are now arriving. Those for early
forcing should be procured and potted, and even where that is
not intended there will be a better chance of obtaining good
bnlbs early than late, when all the best are bought up. Van
Thol Tulips for forcing may be potted early next month

;
place

them on coal ashes, and cover them as previously recommended
for Hyacinths, removing them early in November into heat

;

the bulk need not be potted nntil late in October, and a last
batch of Tournesol or Bex Rubrorum towards the end of No-
vember. Orange trees in pots, to be forced for wiuter decora-
tion, should new be fully exposed in order to well ripen their
wood. The Jlnndarin, being a free grower with a dwarf bushy
habit, small foliage, and a most abundant bloomer, is probably
the best for this purpose

; but any of the varieties flower pro-
fusely provided the wood is thoroughly ripened in autumn.
These and Daphnes, should be grown largelv where sweet-
scented flowers are in demand for winter. Take care also to
have plenty of Salvia splendcns, which is an exceedingly gay
plant, and very useful for mixing among Chrysanthemums in
the show house.

STOVE.
A number of Orchids will by this time have made thfir

growth, and may be removed gradually to a drier end cooler
atmosphere. Those which continue growing must be syringed
two or three times a-day, and a humid atmosphere kept up by
watering every vacant part of the interior ; at the same time
plants on blocks or suspended in baskets should be frequently

soaked, so as to thoroughly moisten the growing material.

—

W. KEA.NE.

DOINGS OF THE LAST 'WEEK.
KITCnES GARDEN.

Forked over the ground among Cabbages, Coleworle, and
more especially the Cauliflower plants recently turned-out.
Watering after planting is a great help until tho plants are
established

;
yet when rapid and healthy growth among vege-

tables is deeirablo, we do not attach sufficient importance to

surface-stirring the soil either by hoe or fork—the latter being
tho better in all cases where weeds are not troublesome. To
Mr. James Barnes, of Bicton, the country is especially in-

debted for drawing attention to this work, which was too often
sadly neglected. We turned-out a piece of Cauliflower after

Peas, Beans, &c., with balls, watering at planting, and on an
average each plant showed only one decaying leaf ; we gave
tbe plants a little soot water, and that caused them to hold
their own, and grow in tho warmest days, though we did not
think they were growing fast enough. A few showers had
rather crusted the surface of the well-pulverised soil, and the
day after the watering the soil between the plants was forked
over 2 or 3 inches deep, and tho mere access to air thus given
has acted like a charm. For several days you might almost
have thought you saw the plants growing. We mention this

fact in no spirit of egotism, but merely for impressing on the
holders of small gardens the importance of surface-stirring

among all growing crops, not only for keeping them clear of

weeds, but of greatly adding to rapidity and luxuriance of

growth. Some time ago wo mentioned the importar.ce of mulch-
ing with short grass, chiifly for keeping excessive heat out
and moisture in ; but w^hen the mulching is left on for a
long time and is at all thick, it excludes the air too much, and
therefore requires to be broken and turned frequently, when
the full benefit is obtained. We have often been forced to

mulch Peas in a dry hot season, but if such mulching caked on
the surface like a drugget, the Peas never su lee-led so well as

when it was frequently broken, so that the air could have free

entrance whilst the force of the sun's rays was excluded.

With water at command, and the surface of the stil loose, and
frequently stirred, wo would not trouble much with mulching.
It is a great help when the other means are limited ; but,

like many a good thing, it is often misused—for instance, when
applied so early as to keep cut the genial heat of spiiug and
early eummar, or allowed to be so close in summer as to keep
out free atmospheric influence. Many a time have we seen
watering resorted to, when a surface-stirring would have been
far more e£Eective. The work, too, is much lighter than
watering.

Took up our earliest Horn Carrots, as they were fall-grown

and clean, for it luft longer in the ground they would be apt to

throw out roots from the fides, and perhaps worms would dis-

figure them. One reason, besides, for hfting them was, that

we were much in want of a good piece of ground for sowing
winter Onions. Our spring-sown main crops of Onions are

still growing so fast that we are averse to disturbing them ae

yet. We have no doubt that Carrots often remain too long in

the ground, and thus th 'SO otherwise sound are often dis-

figured. Hoed the last-sown crop, which is still small. This
will keep us in small Carro.ts until we have a supply of the

forced Horns .and the small Dutch in spring. Sowed our third

piece of winter Spinach, and if the weather be flue we shall

sow a few rows in September. Run the hoe between the rows

of the first sown. We generally sow these crops rather thinly,

as that eaves the trouble of thinning. When the seeds are

sown thinly, however, it is advisable to red-lead tbem, as there

is no seed to which mice are more partial. lu a seed-room
they will make cha£E of Spinach seed before they touch Peas
or IJeans.

Peas.—There is in gardening always something to puzzle

even a strict observer. Wo sowed some rows of Dickson's

Favourite Pea to come in late. Of these some look most pro-

mising, as green and flourishing as possible, and others are

already becoming mildewed at the bottom and looking badly.

As far as we know, the ground for all was much alike, the

treatment aftcrivards much tbe same, and yet the results are

to different. There are many simple things that bid defiance

to our knowledge to account for them. Why, under similar

oiroumstances, should one row of the same kind of Pea be so

healthy and another spotted with mildew ? A little sulphur

and lime dusted on the mildew will do good, especially if rain,
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or the garden engine, follow a conple of days afterwards.

Mildew will make its appearance in autumn, when there is a

moist atmosphere and a rather dry soil, and when the reverse

is the case, when there is a moist soil at the roots and a clondy

cold air around the tops. The roots dry, with a free evaporation

from the foliage, and moisture at the roots with a partial stop-

page of perspiration from clondy showery weather, are very

likely to produce mildew.
Celery.—Finished earthing-up to its fall height the dwarf

Celery we intend for use early in September. Oar nest bed of

the Incomparable White is tolerably strong, bat shorter than
nanal. One advantage of this kind is that if you grow it from
15 to 18 inches high, you can send it to table 12 or 15 inches

in length. We have had iine specimens for the salad-bowl

from plants not more than IG inches in height—a matter of

importance for the holders of small gardens. We generally

grow ours in beds, three or four rows across. Such dwarf kinds,

it will be observed, need but little earthing-up, and as we tie

every plant with a rlight strand of matting, there is uo diffi-

culty whatever in the earthing-up, with or without boards
placed across between the rows. The bed referred to, we
have had thoroughly cleaned at the bottom, removing all

suckers with the point of a knifo, but without injuring the

leaves or leafstalks of the main plant. All the dwarf whites

we have tried are more apt to stole at the bottom in this way
than the taller-growing whites, or even the general run of

reds, though all do it at times more or less. These plants

being of a good size when planted out, were looked over then,

but still a few more suckers will be likely to show themselves,

and if left untouched, especially when the planting is rather

close, will so far detr-ict from the strength of the main plant

or head. Sometimes in early Celery we have left the suckers,

and then on taking up for salads the smaller blanched suckers
proved useful for soups and stews. We have thus had a
good stick for table in the centre, and from four to half a

dozen small blanched sticks or shoots round it. In general,

however, the best Celery is obtained by nipping out all the
suckers that appear, so that the strength of the roots shall be

thrown into the one main plant or stem. After planting, it is

of little use removing the suckers imtil the plants attain a
good size.

Having thus dressed the bed, we proceeded to tie the plants

8 or 10 inches from the ground-level. In tall sorts, as in a

red bed, the strands of matting are placed higher according to

the height of the plant. This tying encourages the central

leaves of the plant to liso, and even causes blanching to com-
mence at the centre. There is no nicety required in this

tying, except to be careful to tie loosely enough, so as to leave

plenty of room for the plant to expand in growth. Even men
accustomed to the work are apt to tie the plant too tightly.

All that is wanted is to keep it together, tut to give plenty of

room for expansion. The object of the tying, besides what is

stated above, is to keep the heart free, and secure from earth
finding its way there, as it often causes the centre to rot.

The diEalvantages of tight-tying are that the band is apt to

cut the outside footstalks of leaves, and the heart instead of

rising freely is forced to turn back on itself or protrude itself

at the side?.

The removal of the suckers, and tying, involved trampling
the surface of the bed ; therefore, when tying was finished, the
points of a light fork were used, on the surface ; and as the
growth was not too strong, as well as to drive away worms, &c.,

»_little soot was strewn along the bed, and a good watering was
pjven. In a week or so the most careless tyers will see the
importance of loose tying, as generally with such encourage-
ment the growth is very rapid, after removing the suckers.
This bed will be earthed-up at one operation, or at most in two
—generally at once—in pieces as we expect it to be wanted,
say three weeks beforehand When long tied, less time will

do. For instance, in this large bed, most likely eight days
or so after giving a good watering, we shall earth-up at once
4 or 5 yards of it, following with a piece more every eight

or ten days, nntil the bed be finished, and so on with the suc-

cession beds. By doing this a bolted or run head of early

Celery is with us a rarity. We cannot say what may be the
Oase this season, for our young Celery had scarcely justice as

respects moisture ; but for a number of years we had a single

bolted head of early Celery when we used to have it much
earlier than now—that is, fit for use in the beginning of

July. Of course when to be used so early it had to receive a

considerable amount of artificial heat ; in fact, the trench that

ultimately received it was a mild hotbed at bottom.

We must excuse ourselves for entering into the above details,

by stating that numerous subscribers wish to know all about
our mode of earthing-up, as so different from that of all other
writers, except those who have evidently copied from us, and
who uniformly recommend, in earthing-up Celery, to give only
a fow inches at a time. Now, as frequently stated, v."e have no
objection to this plan late in autumn, when the sun's force

is declining; but we have no hesitation in stating that bit-by-

bit earthing-up in July and August, and even the first part of

a sunny September, is the chief cause why, when early Celery
is taken up, there are so many bolted heads, of no use for the
salad bowl, or as an acoompanimcnt to cheese. Our practice

rests on the simple fact, that the Celery is a ditch-side plant;

that to keep it growing freely it must have moisture to meet
the free evaporation from its foliage on a sunny day ; that to

make it throw up its fiower-stem freely, the best raode to adopt
is to keep it dry at the roots, and this is what is constantly
done by the bit-by-bit earthing-np system, as, supposing yon
give a good watering at first when you add 2 inches of soil, and
3 or more inches over it at earthing-up, no rain will reach the
roots, and the evaporation from the foliage still goes on ; so

that in lifting the Celery it will not be uncommon to find the
bulk of the roots surrounded by soil which is dust-dry. Can
we wonder that the plants in self-defeneo throw up their flower-

stems ?

Before leaving the subject we would advert to a few correlative

matters. Our tying-up acts as slight earthing-up would do,

but it leaves the roots open to natural or artificial moisture.

Again, we have grown early Celery to an immense size; but
except for a particular purpose, we now look on all such huge
heads as labour misapplied, or even worse ; first, because from
these huge plants, like a man's leg, the head that was obtained

for table was not at all proportionate in size to that obtained

from our compact moderate-sized plants in a bc-d ; and secondly,

because these huge plants, if not protected fiom wet, were a

great loss and disappointment, as in rainy weather the wet
found its way down to the heart of the plant, and unable to

find its way out, it remained there as in a cup, became foul

like other stagnant water, and finally scarred or caused the

valuable part of the Celery to decay. We have taken up in

September the large heads referred to, and fonnd fully one-

half only fit for the rubbiah heap. For economy in every way,

middle-sized heads are best, and they will be sweetest when
the manure used is sweet and well decomposed. In earthing-up

Celery for early use, as on our plan it will never stand long

nothing is better than the common soil. For late Celery, and
that which is to remain through the winter, and especiallyin

heavy soils, the Celery will keep batter if surrounded with

ashes, sand, moss, or anything that will keep slugs and worms
away, and allow superfluous moisture to pass cB. An inch of

coal or furnace ashes round the plants will be of great advan-

tage in keeping them sound.
Insects and Popular Prejudice.—We shall refer to previous

weeks for other departments, and say a word on the prevalence

of insects, and the wonderful quantity this season of the Cocei-

nella, called familiarly the lady bird, lady cow, &c., too gene-

rally known from its prettily spotted outside covering to need
particular desci iption. We lately stated that though free from
the infliction in the garden, the neighbouring fields and gardens

had Bufiered severely as respects Peas and Beans from different

kinds of fly. Some have brought and sent to us lots of the

pretty lady bird, which they said quite covered their Beans
and were ruining them, and that the more they killed the more
numerous they seemed to be. The innocent, pretty, lady bird

was blamed for the very evil which it was doing its best to

mitigate or remove. Our continental neighbours are more in-

telligent, for they encourage these pretty insects to harbour in

their gardens. We are not so sure that the lady birds in their

perfect state devour in great quantity the different kind of

aphides that infest onr vegetables and trees, though when we
have shut np such insects along with leaves of Plums and

Beans, we found the leaves clean, and the insects with which

they were encrusted out of sight, not one remaining. In the

larva state, the lady bird devours aphides of all kinds greedily,

and the chief work it performs now on all vegetation encrusted

with fly, is to deposit eggs where the larva; will be likely to find

plenty of food. Never in our experience did we know the lady

birds appear so early and so plentifully as this season. On
banks and warm pastures, wo saw them plentifully in March

and April. Now in garden, field, and pasture, they seem crowd-

ing everywhere, and so thickly do they swarm in some places

of public resort, that ladies cannot walk, we are told, without
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oniBbiDg tbem. Wo Iiavo seen great numbers of tbem, little

donds in fact, on tbe wing, and that is not very common.
Sportsmen say that it will be a rare time for pbeasantr, which
are fond of tbem. They are friends to tbe gardener, and if

some entomoiogiat would enlighten us as to the time they gene-
rally take to piss tbrongb their variouB transformalioug, it

would be verj- iutcrcsting and profitalile, and help to do away
with much ignorance and misconception. We have Eeveral
times instituted expoiimcnls to satisfy ourselves, but chiefly
from accidents our experimenta were not fairly carried out eo
08 to be trustworthy.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 25.

OOB market is well supplied, and Ijuyinf-ss h:i9 been somewhat better,
bat no advance iu prices can tio miintaincd. Pine Apples, Grnpe.s,
Peaches, and Nectarines aro sufllcient Jor tho trade. The Potato trade
is boavy ; there aro large stocks on hand, generally free from disease.

iiiUIT.

Apples . . }'^ sieve 1

Apricots dcz. 3
Ciierriea lb.

Chestnats bushel
Currants ;i sieve 4

Black do. 5
Figs doz. 4
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs 11).

Gooseberries . . qa.irt
Orapes, Hothouse . lb. 3
IjemoQS 100 B

d. e.

to 1

G
G

G

d

1

4 6
6
8

1

s
12

Melons each
Nectirines doz.
Oranges IW) in
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) .. doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums y^ sieve
Qoinces doz.
Itnspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bosbel 10
do 100

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
AsparaCTS 100
Beans, Cidney }^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bros. Sprouts ><; sieve
Cabbage doe.
Capeicnms 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers .... eich
Endive doz.
Fennel bsnch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . .bundle

d. s.

0to6

6

Leeks bnnch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Crcss.punnet
Onions, .doz. bunches
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney,,., ditto
Rnclisbes doz,bunches
Khuharb bundle
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bnnch
Vegct. Marrows, .doz.

s.
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weather, when it is necea3«ry to keep on the lights in order to throw off

heavy rain, these should b» raised at back; "i ''0^'^. ^^?;'','"L''"5
them close, and cover thorn with mats at night. Avoid h.-ivinj! tl e sou

very wet in winter. Give an abundance of air. Plant out in March.

CLll.niERFonN-0BTH-WESTA8PECT(S,,mmfr,ra!0--Thefaste8t-growing
number tor a north-weatern aspect is Virginian Creeper. It JO'^" '^" '"

a floweriiis plant, a Dundee Rambler Rose, or Crata^is Py.''"?,"'^ ^^
snit you. Rwgner's Ivy, with very fine heart-shaped leaves, 18 also a good

evergreen for the purpose.

CovEun-a A Wali. with Ivt (Hml.-The best plan is to Pr^are

some good strong plants in pots, which may be had in '?°s' °"""'^'

•

plant them in rich sandy soil, and keep them we 1 watered '" fJ
"\»*^"

when the plants are growing. Secure the shoots to '.^° 7"'l;„%P'rf^"?
them out so as to cover every part. If you mii seeds «'"»''',<=

™°'*f^'°t7
wUl not grow. Ivy is not an epiphyte, but has very extensive roots,

' and to succeed well requires a rich open soil.

Rose Oottixgs (Q. Q.).-We would at once plant out j,"^?,'^''"'''"';;
- -'.tin''3 put in last October and March. You

> now. The plants will be well rooted beforeprepared bed the Rose cuttings put m last October and March. You

will gain a year by planting now. The plants will be well ""''''d before

winter, and'prepared for a good growth and bloom next year, lake np

carcfullv, and after planting water, ii the weather prove dry.

Roses' ac.aiv-st a Fence (Mfn,).-Tho Hybrid Perpetuals wonldbe the I

better of bein? unnailcd, and allowed to grow at will next year
;
but we i

would remove them this nut jmn, and plant them ma cooler Pos't'on-
I

The Perpetunis Uke open, not hot, dry situations. Rethink the lea-

scented Roses voa name would not succeed pkanted on the north_8id_o^,

and their shoo'ts trainel down the southern side of the wall The wood

would not ripen, and the fhoota would be damaged, if not destroyed m
severe weather, frora being unripe. They should be planted on the south

side, and are well worthy of Fuch a position, and far more suitable than

the Hybrid Perpetuale.

Tricolor Pelaroonicjis (Wcm).—The colours of the leaves wonld be

improved if the lights were put on, air admitted freely day and nignt,

the lights being drawn oft oi fine days, but the plants protected from rain.

PELARGOXirM XOT FLOWERING I.A. G.).—Your Pelargonium must be of

very delicate constitution and languid growth. The only advice we can

give you is to stimulate it by enriching the soil.

Seedling Lobelia and Pansy (r.(.r).—The flowers when they reached

us were quite withered. The Pau;:v was very dark, hut was too shriveUed

tor any opinion to be formed as to its merit. If you have any subjects

which you wish to submit to the Floral Committee of the hoyal uorti-

cultural Society, you mav scud ILcm, cirriage paid, to the Secretary ol

the Committee, Eoyal Horticultural Society, South Kensingto;i and they

must arrive there before hall-past 10 a.m., on the day on whicn the Oom
raittce mee's. It is not ncr;e53ary to attend personalis'.

Desfontainia spinosa (J. If. IT.;.—It succeeds in the open ground,

and would no doubt thrive if vou planted it in a sheltered border; but we

would not advise i's being planted in the Rhododendron bed, nor yet

along with the Camellias, for they require a more sandy soil tuan J^no-

dodendron?-hesidcs. they flower at different times, and arc different in

foliage and hnbit. The Desfontainia is quite hardy, and a hne HoUy-Uke

shrub, with bell-shaped red flowers.

Plantixg Camellias Oct of Doors (Kern).—They would no doubt

thrive in the centre of Ireland, but for reasons above mentioned we would

not plant them in the Bhododendron bed, but prepare a bed of light

Sbrous loam, and one part san^lv peat, making it 2 feet deep, and pro-

Tiding drainage. If the ground he low, the bed should be raised above

the ground level, but not vory much, as the plants may suffer from

drought in summer. Alba ploua, white; Alexina, white, striped and

blotched with carmine; Donkelaarii, crimson mottled with white;

Leema superba, bright crimson; Storyi, rosy pink; and Vallevaredo,

rose, arc good sorts. Camelliaa make but little progress for a j ear or

two after planting out. They seem to require time.
_

Kai.mia latifolia not Flowering (Men^).—The Kalmias are pro-

bably grown in too moist soil; IM boggy, and not sufflciently sandy.

Take them up this autumn, and plant in sandypeat. That and the change

of soil, from checking the vigour of the plants, will tend to insure bloom.

Water frcelj' when the plants are making fresh growth.

Odd Tan (TV. H. Cnllin.i/oiiZ).—Old tan which is so thoroughly decom-

posed as yours, is the same as leaf mould.

Stringing Tines after Settinc, (W. ir).-Syrioging Vines after the

setting of the fruit is not recommended, and for this reason—that the

leaves, by maintaining a nice moist temperature in the house, may be

kept equally clear of insects without water, and nearly all w atev, except

ram water, is impure. Water often contains much chalk, which dirties

and spots the bei-ries, and very much disfigures their appearance.

Ventilating Vineries (Hem).—We strongly recommend abundjnce

of air at all times, day and nigiit, in vineries whilst the fruit is npeaicg,

raising the temperature, if neces.5ary, by the aid of fire heat. Crapes,

above all fruits, require a brisk bracing atmosphere surrounding them

whilst ripening, in order to give flavour and colour to the frnits.

Gbapes Scalded (F. H.).—Keep the house cool, give abundance of air

during the day, and keep down moisture at night.

Vines (John Ar.dfrsor,).-Giin theMuscatof Alexandria, by all means,

with the kinds jon require.

Runs Crxisrs BRANcn Broken and Propagation {J. 11. .S.).—Sup-

porting the broken branch with a prop is good, also the tyiug with tar

cord, but we should have placed a little moss between the bark and the

cord to keep the latter from injuring the bark. The cord ought to have

been untwisted, and should have been of the softest description so as to

equaUse the pressure. The prop should be firm, and the branch fastened

to it so as to secnre it from wind. In addition to the clay poultice,

wliich we presume yon will mix with cow dung to keep it from cracking.

we advise you to place a little moss over the clay to keep it moist and

prevent its cricking. You will thus preserve the brinch if it is not

splintered, and the bark on the under side of the branch not brcktn. lou

wiU know by this time whether it wll live or not, tor if the sap cannot

rise the foliage will droop. If this continue fresh all will ba well. It is

propagated bv layers in autumn, or by suckers, which old plrmts often

produce plentifuUy at a considerable distance from the stem, iney

should be detached in RUtunin, and planted in sandy soil in a warm

sttnation.

Skeletonising Leaves IE. S. .?.).—Yon will find aU the information

you require in an article in No. 87.5, June 4th, 1868.

Club Root in Cacliflowers (ConMani Header).—U is most frequent in

dry seasons, and in ground where the Cabbage tribe has been often grown

before. Sometimes the inject will attack one row, and the next will

escape. Frequently change the positions of the crops ; di-, trench, and

expose the soil well to frost ; lime it. or pointin a dressmg of 8°ot. As

regards the plants, transplant them frequently, rejecting all that exhihit

protuberances on the roots. A little wood ashes or soot dropped into the

holes at planting, may also prove beneficial as a preventive »"' "°™
once a plant is fairly affected ihe best thing to do is to burn it, even i!

the protuberance is removed the plant rarely comes to mncD.

Slow-combustion BorLER (O. Broien).--We cannot tell ^h''' P»'«°^

slow-combustion boiler you refer to, and therefore, <=>°"''.'
™J

S"'=° y°° •

but with a cicse-fltting ashpit door, and a good damper in the chimney,

we should have no difficulty iu making any boiler m nse a slow-com-

bustion one.

VENTILATING A GREENHOUSE IWdt C™6<-rtnM).-Wo do not see why

in your case yon should not have a table for p ants at the "nj °f 'ho

house likewise one along the front above the soil, one at the other end,

also one in the centre of the house. We think that the two ventilatorsm
?he roof in such a small house, and with front

^f'^'='.7,™;°?' °cb end
do well, but to make sure, you might have a sm.all «!" ;'»' "L" house
of the house, just nnder the apex of the angle formed there. In a honse

longer than yours, we have only ventilators in the two angles at the

end' not more^han'a foot square but we leave 'bem oPen n.ght and day m

seems to be no reason why the Vines should not grow.

Vi-jFRv Peach House, and Plant House CotmimTyJAnalyds).—It

wiu'hfnodr^Wlfwhatever that part of
^^^

J'°=
"f.^^Twall wm be

should he inside the house ; but bearin mmd f»';,™^ '"''HJ'^i'JJ'' ff
of little use for Peaches, if you cover the "°f

^'''',^'f.'
\° '"h the

pipps underneath the path. For effect we would place them on the top

of the inside Vine border in front.

Heating a Greenhouse and Forcing Pit (E. 3. S-)--1''>o' PJP;°S

ought ?o be sufficient to keep out frost from
t^,t.f,r„°''no hav" iqm"e

bable that the Melons and Cuc^ambers ^"^"''1
'';

f
'"^J^^. °

will J^rcuSe
enough surface heat in the confined space of

^ «''J'>?«;^JY^'^J« feet i^ the
even on the level, but there is no question i°„'' length of Wleetn

of a rise to the extreme end in 'Ij^ S«enbome. H yo^ ha%e a r,se at aii^

have vou an air pipe at the highest point ? """'j '?'."'
°°to reach the

small gas pipe will do, flxmg one end in '1^^. P'P°^„^'?
"f,'° We fancy

water, 'and ?h'e other end a.few f°^' Ij'S^f »°'^'t?ri^e-°ar2 ^
von must not have an air p:pe, as with th3 smallest ri.ie say •= "' "'^ ,

'

vour boiler. No doubt the sinking the boiler a couple of '^^ would in

crease the circulation, if you could
^%f'J'"iJ'ZlZ'raIl ?ong way from

nearer the top the flow-pipe is the ''|""- ^V"" ,^""nce in a conical
the top-not, perhaps, a matter of so much ^™»=i;'™^^^'°

^^ ^j the
boiler, but still of consequence, as the •^""c^' J^f/.^

" ""
lv,rt upright

top. One cause of dissatisfaction in your case, is leaving a short uprign

chLney from the boiler, and
5n,^"L^t?ruifthe boner,- we should say

We thus approve of the fl;-,^

»°''';„X°f t'^^^H%«»" '^
but tor « ohimney we wouM ^^

^^H-^^l f/.^'^t, „e would place the

^rw'flnfat" ack.^"w°a'ppr^o:e^of''thrark,L"ement for Cucumbers *c

EHECTISO A greenhouse,.«.«Tr»»0.^-IM

to stand away in back ground, and '"efroni other buuajn^s _t^

^^^ ^^
of opinion you are not required to 8'™ notxe lY"' i

much the safest and most
^^V^Jf'"/.^''"ont Then n„ mtunderstand-

self to have
-,"^™"'^-?.'']^\t cursi of I?e ind that the small tenants

Ifa've' mer:.rverfai Jgre^mentsr^oV these are not binding on either

'
HeIti.3 a stove, Geebnhous^, -^^^^^--JZTLlfZ'rr^^e^lo

cannot so well advise you, because yon do not say ho vy^^^^

arranee your house. A fP™.™'^'' °'';-^%^"' Lau to °'

^

secnre, if the height at the apex is f™m 12 'o 15 "=?^ ^"^ ^™( tbe other
the stove from 140 to 160 feet of 4-mch P'r'°8'

^°*t'V/des of arranging
places from 80 feet to 120 feet. One o the "»

''«„'J" '^ platform at the

k\r/^puff°o^rn\he^\\^r\,^atrhri:yng reneat-h an open iron

'
h'eTting a Grfbnhcuse (P-'>°!--^-;„^°,t'ervth.nfb'etrths"

TOn cannot go round the house, ^o" ™n"°*
fhit it is properly sot, and

a small saddle boiler for the purpose ; but see that it is p i

ia not nearer the furnace door than 15 incnes.
country

rape dust (T. J.).-Any seed and manure merchant m any country

town can supply you with Rape dust.
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Pine Apples and Melonb at Taunton Deane Snow.—Mr. Tlcpper,

Sttrdeuor to J. 11. NVBlmsIcy, Epq., The EIras, ActoD, writes thnt the Pino
.pples which Bfr. Wills prnieea ro liiKbly, wtro kIiowu by him, nnd

not by Mr. Jarviw. Lnrd Bridport'? gardener ; also that he wub second for

the beBt-flavourt'd Melon.

Ready Pesnv Potato (S. A. 3f.).—Wo do not know this kind, nor its

pTOpertios. Tho "Ilou&uhold Euc^clopxdU" was published by Kent and
Co., Paternoster Row.

Stove por CoNSERVAXonv (W. J. H.).—There is no atovo wo cnn recom-
mend tbitt nould nnijwer the purpntie yourcnnire it fur. nnless it bo a gas
stove, and then }on must hnvo a pipe to curry off tho lumes.

FoRc:xo TJoVhE (A Subscriber] —Do not nso g\lrftnir?ed iron ; j'on will

lose heat. Use wuodeu boards with s&wdnst bi-tweeu them, which ore far

preferable.

Arts, to DERTnoY(Si(<?on).—Mix arsenic with treaolo, spread It thinly
on pieces of Rlnes or earthenware, and place it near tho nest/aud yon
will Boon be rid of them.

l58BCTfl IN Herbaria (D H.).~A. weak solatlon of corrosive sablimato
applied over tho epecimoDfi with n cam el's -h;ilr brash, will destroy the
insects and prevent nttarkH from them, while U dues not lojnre the
colour of tho flowers ani leaves.

Water Weed (/ H. y.).—Confen-a rettenlata.
Names of Fucits (/n7ufr^r].—Your Plum is Prap d'Or. Ocrread«r6

should always send a young shoot and leaver with the fruit of Ploms,
Peichcs, and Nectarines.
Namks of PLA^Ts

; F. J., Jrr-Mnd).—Your plant Is tho Clover Dodder,
CuROUtu trifulii. {Tertia).—Your plant is CcntranthuH rubnr. which has
already been Ui^urcd in tho " Wild Flowers." Many thaiiks for your
offer. {H. D.).— Hh'.miiU* I'mntrula. (M. B.).—Eraulhcmam Fangoino*
Icutum. Tr>' tho Suldnnella in Hand. {Felicct Amniu.—1, Plcrin crctica ;

2. Adiantnui cultratnm; o, Doodia Innuhita; 4, .\<it ntum tlAbelUfjrme.
(/wijuirrr),—Gnaphalium Unatum. {Thornat).—!. Funld.i ovata ; 2, Las-
trea Filix-mns; 8, Spira-a ulmaria variegnta ; -1, Hyusopaa olQcinalis.
(O. 8.).'-\Sq cannot n^.me your Caoipanoia from the tcrap sent. (•/. D.>.
—1, Ccntruuthut) ruber; 2, Ithaa CoLinas.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in tlie Subiu'bs of London for the week ending August 2ith.

Date.
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BALC3 OR Beabds.-I, 2, and c, J. Fielding. 3, H. W . Hale, Croydon.

Tumblers (Any other variety).—!, J. Hawley. ^2 and 3, R. FultoB.

he, R. llinnitt, ion, Healey Parsonage, Rochdale; R. Fulton, c, F. Crossley

;

Owls.—l', p'.'crossley. 2 and 8, J. Fielding, jon. he, F. Crossley ;
P. H.

''°BffiBS.-l and 8, Capt. Heaton, Eccles. 2, F. T. Wiltshire, he J. H.

iTimy, Lingfleld, East Grinstead ; F. Crossley ; P. H. Jones, Falham
;
R.

Fulton ; Capt. Heaton. c. H. Yardlev, Birmingham.

DRAOO0S3.-1. H. Yardley. 2, W. Gamon. 3, P. H. Jones, c, T.

Chamley, Blackbnm ; W. Gamon.
, „ j »,r>

Trcupeters—land2,J.Hiiwley. S,W. Gamon. /.c, Hudson SBunup,

Epworth; W. Gamon.
TOHBITS.—1, P. fT. Jones. 2 and 3, J. FieldinK, job.

Jacobins —1 P. H. Jones. 2. J. C. & E. Newbitt. 3, J. Hawley.

Antwerps.-I and 3, H. Yardley. 3, J. Hawley.
„ , n i -a

Fantails—1 W. R. Park, Abbot's Meadow, Melrose. 2, J. C. &, h..

Ncwbitt. siw.'n. Tomllnson. Jic, J. Walker; J. C. & E. NewbittjIP. H.

'

hIopies.-I, p. H. Jones. 2, J. Ylawley. 3. E E. M. Royds " '

Ax\- other Variety.-I, H. Yardley. 2, W. Massey, Spalding. .3, P.

Seluxo Class.—1, F. Kay, Beverley. 2. E. Walker, Leicoster.33, W.
Massey. he, W. Bulterworth, Roch iale ; F. Kay.

Rabbits.—iop-eare.i-l. A. H. Easten, Hull. 2, J. T. Sykes, Rochdale-

Silner-arey —1 and 2 E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale. Any other Breed.—I, J.

Butterworth, Rochdale (Angora). 2, C. Rayson, Prcstwloh (Himalayan;.

he, C. Rayson {Belgian Hare Rabbit).

The Judges of FouUi-y were Messrs. Douglas, Hewitt, ana Teebay

;

ani of Fi'jcons, Messrs.' Tegetmeier and Wolstenholme.

KEIGHLEY POULTRY SHOW.
Most favourable weather, an unusual number of entries from the

most noted breeders, and an attendance of visitors beyond all prece-

dent, rendered the Show of the 20tli inst. the most succeBsful of any

hitherto held at Keighley.

The Buff CoJiins exhibited hy Messrs. Mapplebeck and Sidgwiclr

call for especial mention, the chickens taking the cup for this variety,

and Mr. Sidgwick deserves all praise for the truly excellent condition

in which they were placed in competition. Mr, Brierley's extraordi-

nary pen of SptiiiiJi fowls secured the silver cup, but the hen seemed

to ns to be somewhat " knocked-up '' by over-exhibition. The same

gentleman also obtained the silver cup for the best pen of Gotne fowls

with very well-shown Brown Reds. In Uamhunjlis Mr. Beldou was

the most fortunate exhibitor with birds of the highest merit ; and Mr.

Sidgwick's excellent Black Hamburghs were equally worthy of tho

highest praise. Polish chickens were very good and well shown. Game
Buntaiiis were for the most part considerably out of feather.

^

The
classes for Dud:^ and Gec:ie were especially good, and the " ^ ariety

class of Ducks was the Object of general attraction. In this class the

varieties taking prizes were the Whistling Ducks and the Ruddy Shell

Ducks. Mandarins, Teal, Carolina, and Bahama Ducks were also in

this competition.

The I'i'jrons were of very superior quality, and the general attrac-

tiveness o! this portion of the Exhibition was evident from the assem-

blage of visitors which absolutely thronged this portion of the Ex-
hibition.

The Jiabhits, though not so strong numerically as the Committee
conld have desired, were admirable specimens, and the competition

was good in each of the four classes devoted to them. The Angora
Babbits were particularly first-rate.

Cochin-China (Baflf).—1 and 2, H. Mapplebeek, Woodfleld, Moseley,
Birmingham, he, 0. Sidgwick. Riddlesden Hall, Kelghlev; W.A.Taylor,
Manchester. Chiekena.—Cup, 1, and he, C. Sidgwick. 2. W. A. Taylor.
CocHTN-CaiNA (Any colour).—1, W. A.Taylor. 2,C. W. Brierley, Middle-

ton, he, — Crossley, Bloomfleld, near Halifax. Chiekens.—l and 2, 0.
Sidgwick.
Spanish (Black).—1, C. W. Brierley. 2, H. Beldon, Bingley. lie, J. C.

and E. Newbitt, Epworth. Chieken3.—l. H. Beldon. 2, W. & F. Pickard,
Thomer, Leeds, c, J. H. Booth, Silsden ; J. Berry, Silsden.
Hamecrgh (Silver-pencillcdj.-t and 2, H. Beldon. C/iicA-cns.— 1, Oup,

and 2, H. Beldon. Extra 3, H. Pickles, jun,Earby. )ic, J. Steel, Branshaw
Moor; H. Pickles, Jan.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled). — 1, H. Beldon. 2, S. & R. Ashton,

Mottram. )ic, H. Pickles, iun. Cftictens.-l, W. Driver, Morton Banks.
2, H. Beldon.
Hambdpgh (Golden-pencilled).—!, E. Clayton, Morton Banks. 2, S.

Smith, Northowram. he, H. Beldon. Cliickena.—l, H. Beldon. 2, J.
Wilkinson, Northowram. he, S. Smith.
Haiibi'koh (Silver-spangled).-1 and 2, H. Beldon. he, W. A. Taylor.

C/iictt/ii.—Cup, !, and 2, H. Beldon. Extra 4, H. Pickles jun. he, W.
Bairstow, Bingley. c, G. Mitchell, Keighley ; W. Bairstow.
HAMBaaoH (Black).—! and he, C. Sidgwick. 2, J. Smith, Gilstead.

Chiekens.—\, Cup, 3, and 4. C. Sidgwick. 2, T. Fawcett, Baildon. he, S.

Bntterlield, Keighley. c, W. Green, Keighley.
Polish.—1 and -2, H. Beldon. CdictcM.—!, J. Bowker, Keighley. 2 and

he, H. Beldon, Binslty. c, W. Gamon, Chest&r.
DoRKixo.—1, T. Briden, Earby. 2, G. Andrews, Turford. Chiekens.—

1, 1. E. Kell, Wetherbv. 2, T. Briden. Earby.
Game (K«d).—1 and Cup, C. W. Brierlev. 2, H. Jowett, Idle, he, E.

Aykroyd; Bradford. Chiekeius.—l and Clip, H. Jowett. 2, J. Fortune,
Uorton Banks, he, J. CarUsle, Earby, Skipton. J. Pearson, Bradford.
Game (Any other varietyi.—! and Cup, H. M. Julian, Hull. 2. H. Jowett.

he, G. Noble, Staincliffe. Chiekens.—I, Cup, and 2, T. Dyson, Halifax.
Akt other Distinct Breed.—1, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, J. Smith,

Ltmg Lee. Chickens.—I, E. Leech. 2, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade, he, J.

J. Maid.n ; M. Scott, Idle. e. 8. H. Stott, Rochdale.
Game Bahtam.—J, J. Crosland, Wakefield. 2, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds.

he, G. Noble ; W. Greaves, Bradford. CIdckem.—l, G. Noble. 2 and
)ic. J. Crosland. e, W. F. Entwisle.
Bantam (Anv other distinct breed).—1, H. Beldon. 2. T. C. Hamaon,

Hull, he, S. &"W. Clapham, Keighley. c, S. & R. Ashton; S. H. Stott.

Chickens.—1, J. H. Riley, Keighley. e, T. C. Harrison, HuU; R. B. RileTi

Halifax. «., , , ,
Docks (Rouen).—!, J. Dixon, Bradford. 2, J. Newton, Silsden. he, J.

H. Booth, Silsden ; E. Leech, Rochdale ; J. Dixon.

Ducks (Aylesbury).—!, E. Leech. 2, no competition.

Decks (Any other variety).—! and 2, C. W. Brierley. he, S.& B. Ashton J

J. Dixton ; T. C. Harrison ; W. Greaves.

Geese.—! and 2, E. Leech, he, II. Crossley; S. H. Stott.

Selling Class (Any variety).— ac);.—1, J. Bowker, Keighley. 2,F.H.

Hawood, Haslingden. he, J. Berry, c, J. Smith ; C. W. Brierley, Middle-

ton ; R. Longbottom, Bingley. Heiw.—!, J. Bowker. 2, J. H. Booth, nc, W.
Johnson, Idle ; H. Beldon ; J. Berry, Silsden ; J. Carlisle, Earby. c, H.

Wilkinson, Skipton ; J. Smith, Allerton.

PIGEONS.
Pouter.—CocJi.—l, 2, and e, E. Homer, Harewood. 3, W. Gamon.

Hen.—!, 2, and 3, E. Homer. „ ^ „ ^ „ t
Carrier.-Cocil-.—!, J. Thompson, Bingley. 2 and 3, E. Horner, c, J.

Hawley, Bingley. He;i.—1, J. Hawley. 2, H. Smith, Skipton. 3 and c, E.

Tumblers (Almond).—1, J. Fielding, Jan., Rochdale. 2, J. Hawley.

TUJIELERS (Mottled).—1, J. Hawley. 2, J. Fieldmg, jun.

Balds or Beards.—1, 2, and 3, J. Fielding, jun. c, E. Homer.

OWLS.-l, 2, and c, J. Fielding, jun. 3, T. Eggleston, Hahfax.

Turbits.—1 and 3, E. Horner. 2, J. Fieldmg, ]un. e, T. 0. « i..

Newbitt. , „,
Jacobins.-1 and 3, E. Homer. 2 and c, J. Thompson.

Fantails.-!. 2, and e. J. Hawley. 3, T. C. & 15. Newbitt.

Barbs,-1, J. Firth, Dewsbury. 2 and 3, J. Fieldmg, jun c. E. Homer.

Dragoons.—1, S. Smith, Bradford. 2, J.Thompson. 8, T. Smith, c, T.

Smith ; J. Thompson. t.._»i,

Trcmi'Zters.—!, J. Hawley. 2 and 3, E. Horner, e, J. Firth.

Magpies.—1 and 2, E. Horner. 3, J. T. Lishman, GirUngtou. e, J.

Archangels.—1, J. Thompson. 2, H. Yardley. 3, J. Booth, c, S. & E.

An°°oihee Breed.—1 and 3, E. Homer. 2, J. Fielding, jun. e, J.

SelYing Class (Any variety).-! and 2, E. Homer. 3, J. Fortune,

Morton Banks.

EABBiTs.-Xoiifl-earc^ Bi,ck.-1 and he, T. Ingham, Leeds. 2, C. Graijil,

iun Thome. Djp.-1, C. Gravil, jun. 2 and c, T. Ingham, 'ic, A. H.

'Easten?H^: Any other rariety.-Buek^ •.. H.Easten 2. T- Rawstron.

he, L. Sharp, Keighley; S. M. Smith, Keighley. Doe.—1, A. H. Eaaten.

2, E. Driver, Morton Banks, he, L. Sharp.

The Judges were for Poulln,, Mr. E. Hewitt, Eden Cottage, Spark-

brook, Birmingham, and Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston; for

Piycons, Mr. W. Smitb, Halifax.

DEANE POULTEY SHOW.
Tms Show was held on the 19th inst., and though the entries were

not very numerous, some good specimens were shown. Mr. L'f^^.
<>»

Rochdale, would doubtless have taken several prizes had he not aenta

cock and hen for each pen, instead of one cock and two hens as re-

quired by the rales.

Spanish.-!, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. 2 T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth

DoREiNGS.-l, W.H.King; Rochdale. 2, W. Parr, Particroft^

Game.-!, C. W. Brierley. 2, R. H. Ainsworth, Moss Bank, Bolton.

Cocfc—I C W. Brierlev. 2, A. Smith, West Leigh. t,„u»„
CocHiN-CimiA -Lc: W. isrierley. 2, T. Teasdale, Longworth, Bolton.

P.RAHM 5.3 —2. M. Piatt, Deane (Dark). , ,

St^URGHS -GoMe«-i<-„c,n,a.-l .and 2 W Parr «' -^/"'"^^C
1 J Piatt 2 W. Parr. GoM«ii-sp<in.'7!f<i.-l, W. Parr. Silcer-sfrngua.

I'and 2, J. Fielding, Newchnrch, Manchester. oomon
P0LANDS.-1, J. Partington, Leigh (Silver-spangled). 2, W. Gamon,

'^'anv'other Variety.-!, D. Lord, Stacksteads, Manchester (Black

H^burghsK" 2!h Wyndh'am, Wawn'e, Beverley (Crive-Cceurs).

B^TAr^ryUr^v^H:iy)^rN.'tut'j,"^ean (White Rose-comb

^Cc?I.U;^^.A^r?B. woodcock Wigan Bone^ C W
Brierley. 2, W. Gamon. Any mnety.—l, S. H. Stott, Kocnoaie. i, v/.

W. Brierley.

Turkeys.—1, S. H. Stott.

Pigeons -Carriers.—1 and 2, J. Chadwick. Tumblers.-l, H. iajdiey.

Bi^Tgham 0.1s (English).-! A Jackson Heaton
|;7bUt''Tj:

Pouter^.-l and 2, W. Gamon. Fanta,h.-l, T. C. i E. ^l^^^'"- tl
"'

r-halwick Dranaons.—l, D. B. Bromilow, Over Hnlton. 2, HJiaraicy.

^^?;rr° -1 H Yardley.' 2, W. Markla.d, Dcane Any otherlanety.-

1 and 2, J. Chadwick (Black and White Barbs). Extra StocK.-2, D.

Bromilow (Dragoons).

The Judges were Mr. S. Fielding, Trcntham, and Mr. T. H. Ki<t-

petb, Outwood HaU, Hanford, near Manchester.

POCKLINGTON POULTRY SHOW.
{Frmn a Corn'Spomlcnt.)

This was held on the 18th inst., when the foUowing awards were

""oAMMBlack-breasted and other Reds).-!, W. Boys, Beverley. 2, O. A.

Young, Driffield. „ W. Bearpark, Ainderby
Game (Any other variety).--!, "• Boys- -. weighton. 2, W.

Steeple, NorthaUerton. Chiekens.-l, C. Kelsey, ai. .Yeiguio

Bearpark.
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SfANisn— 1, W. Benrpark. 2, G. Holmes, DrilHoM. Clitekttu.—l, O.
Holmef), 2, Mrs. J, Cook.
DonKiNflB.— 1, D. White, Driffield. 8, G. Holmes. Chicktru—\, W. J.

HulBtor, York. 2, O. A. YoUDK.
CocHiN-CiiiNA.— 1, O. U. Rftilniino, Whitby. 2, S. Robson, BrotbL'rton.

Any othfr Variety,—1, — Smilhson, Manor HotiBc, Barinby. 2, J. Appletou,
Pocklington. Cltickcm.— 1, It, Dawson, Bevtrluy. 2, Mrs. Dawson.
BnAiiMA PooTftAs.—1, O. A. Young. 2, Lady Muncastcr, Wartcr Priory,

Chicken*.— It J. Tiiylor, Barmby Moor.
HAMBUKaiifi.—1, G. Iloimoa. 2, W. Bearpark.
Hambobohs.— 1 and 2, G. Uolmcs. Chickens.—1 and 2, G. Holmes.
Fakmvard Cross.— 1. O. A. Yoang. 2, G Holmes.
Gaub Bantasis.—1, ,J. Duffaleby, Driffield. 2. G. Holmrs.
Bantams (Any variety).—!, T. C. Harrison, Hull. 2. G. Holmes.
Single Cocks—6'amf.—l, W. Bovs. 2, W. Kn^ilisb. PickorinR. Spaniiih.

—I,T. Robson. 2, O. A. Yonng. J)oiKii<).-l. D. Wbitc. CochivChina.
—1, R.Dawson. 2. G. Holmes. nambui(ihi.~l,li. Uolmcs. 2,J. Webster.
Bantam.—1, W. Gilson, Pocklinj^ton. 2,"g Holmes.
Dbcks.— I, M. Harrison, Warter. 2, O. A. Young. DucHinr;*.—1, M.

Harrison. 2, O. A. Young.
Ducks (Any variety).—!, T. C. Harrison, Hull. 2, W. .T. Hulstor York,

I>Lic/.7in<M,— 1, Miss Singleton, PockliTigton. 2, Mrs. Bold^rson, Btilby.
Geese.—1, W.J. Hulster. 2, O. A. Yonng. Oosiiiii/s.-1,T. Crolt. 2, M.

Harrieon.
TuHKEVS.—1, O. A. Young 2, W. J. Hnlsler.
Guinea Fowls.—!, T. Crott. 2, O. A. Young.

Pigeons.—Pou/ers or f'ro;t/'c;-*.—l,S. Robson. 2, W.Bfarpark. Tumblers—1,F. Kay, Beverlc.v. 2, C. N. I.ythc, Cottingham. J?nr6,(.— 1, II.Yardley,
Bitmingham. 2, C. Anton, York. Jaco6ij«.—l, R. Fleming. Hull. 2,11.
Yardley. FantaiU —1 and 2. C. N. Lvthe. Trumpeters.~1, S. Uobson.
2, C. N. lAtbe. (hi-U —1, F. K.-iy. Turbilg.—l, C. N. Lythc. 2. Pickering
and Marshall, Driffield. Carriers.— 1, w. Campuey, lieverlev. 2, H.
Y'ardlev. 2Vun.i.— !. O. N. Lytbe. 2, U. Yardley. Anij other Varictij.—
1, H. Yardley. 2, C. Auton.

Rabbits.—Longest Ears.—1, J. Appleby, Pocklington. 2, J. Staveley,
Sibthorpe. Buek.—l, T. Spink. Doc—1, R. Gruygen. 2, .J. Sellers.

WORCESTER POULTRY SHOW.
This Show opened on the 'iJlh inst., and will olosc toduv. The

competition was restricted exelnsively to chickens, und considering tiic

time of 3'ear, it lias rarely been our privilege to meet with its equal in
general quality. The arran^^eiuents, as might be anticipated, under
the eye of Mr. Holland, need no improvement, and the courtesy and
the desito of that geutlcmau to meet the wishes of all exhibitors,
claim the highest approval.
The Oamc classes might certainly have been stronger, the hnlli of

these varieties beijig somewhat out of feather. The Grey Dorldiiij, on
the eontrai-y, was one of the most meritorious of classes ; and the Bull
and Partridge ('ochitts were of unusual excellence. Of Darli Brahmu;
there was one of the best and heaviest entries in the Sliow, exceeding
the anticipations of most poultry exhibitors. The Light-colnnred
Brahmas were good, but there was not a large entry. All the Hani-
iurghs were excellent, the Blacks, Silver-pencilled, and Silver-spangled
being especially so. Oaine Bantams were mostly the worse for moult-
ing, but many pens from our first rate breeders were to be found
among the Mriuuers. Ijaced Sebright Bantams were a weak entry, and,
nnfortnnatcly. some of the best birds arrived too late for competition.
Of Oeese, Turlrus, and DucJ:^ we do not wish to see better entries ;

they were all first-rate. The class for any other variety of Ducks was
unexpectedly a weak one, a pen of excellent Buenos Ayrean being
tirst, and a pen of common Teal second.
As regards the wenther, nothing could be more favourable, and there

was a very large attendance of visitors. Messrs. Tnrner's pens left

nothing to be desired in the way of improvement, and every attention
was paid to the poultry.

CHICKENS.
Game (Blick or Brown-hroasted Reds).—1, W. H. Cooke, Stanford-on-

Teme, Worcester. 2, C. Ch.%loncr, Steetly, Whitwell, Chesterheld. a, T.
Dyson, Halifax.
Game (Black or Erown-brcastcd Reds).—! and 3, S. Matthews, Blow-

market. 2, W. Jones. Worcester, he, F. Oreton, Walsall c, E. Shaw,
Plas Wilmot, Oswestry ; H. C. & W. J. Mason, Drigblington, Leeds.
Game (Duckwiugs and other Greys and Blues).-1, Mrs. E. Winwood,

Worcester. 2, C. Cbaloner.
Game (Ducltwings and other Grevs ai-d Blues).-! , H. C. & W. J. Mason.

2, C. Chaloner. Jic, G. S. Sain sbufv, Devizes ; E. Winwood. c, J. Cope,
Barnsley; Miss L. Winwood, Worcester.
Game (Any other variety).-!, J. Pares, Postford, Guildford. 2, W.

Griffith, Worcester.
Game (Any other v.ariety).—! , H. C. & W. J. Mason. 2, G. & 0. Furness,

Accrington.
DoKKiNus (Coloured, except Silver-Grev).— !, Rev. A. K. Cornwall,

Bencombe, Durslcy. 2, I.. Fatten, Hillmor'e, Taunton. 8, Miss E. Wbit-
tinglon, Preston Hill, Hen'ey-in-Arden. he, J, Smith, Shil inHee Park
Sussex; F. Parlett, Great I'.addow, Chelmsford ; Miss E Wbittin-ton •

Rev. E. Cadogan, Wi.lton Parsonage, Wariviek. c, E. Shaw ; J. F. Liebert,
Wellesbourne Hall, Warwick.
Dor.KiNos (Silv.^r-Greyi.- 1, D. Campbell, M.D., Brentwood. 2, J. Watts,

Hjzelwell, Hall. King's Heath, Birmingham.
Spanish.— !, Tonkin A Tuckey, IJristol. 2, F. James, Pcckbam Bye

Surrey. 3, W. K. Bull, Newport Pa^nell. c, F. James; H. & s. Cooper,
Walsall.
Cochin-china (Cinnamon und ButF).—1, C. Sidgwiek, P.yddb sdon Hall.

ICeighley. 2, D. Young. Le'imingt>n. 3, Mrs. Allsopp/ Hiiidlip Hall]
Worcester, ftc, T. Stretch, Ormskirk; C. Sidgwick; W. A. Tiiylor, Man-
chester; Mrs. Allsojp. c, J. Catt-ll, Bristol Koad, Birmingham; P. W.
Rust, Hastings.
Cocbik-Chika (Partridge and GroiscJ.-l and 2, C. Sidgwick. 3, H.

Lingwood, Martlosbam, Woodbridgo, SaffoUt. he,"!. Stretch; E. Sh&nr.
c, G. Lamb, Compton, Wolverhampton.
CocHiN-ClilNA (Any other variety).—! and 2, A. J. E. Swindell, Hoatb-

land, Kinver, Stourbridge, he, A. P. Stccdmau. Bromsgrove.
BUATim PooTUA (Dark).—lands, HB.Morrell,Caermawr,r.adnor«hire.

2, H. Lingwood. Ac, H. B. MirroU ; Hon. Mrs. A. Baillio Hamilton, Itidge-
mont, Woburn ; Mrs. Hurt, Alderwabler, Derby, r. Rev. J. Buwcn, Llac-
gorse, Talgarth ; H. Dowsett, Pleshcy.'cbelmsljrd. J. K. Fowler, Ayles-
bury

; Mrs. Burrell, Stoke Park, Ii>swich.
KnAHitA PooTBA (Light).— 1. H. Dowsett. 2, T. A. Dean, Morton-oii-

Lugg, Hereford, he and e, J. I'arcs.
HAMDCnons (Black) —!, C. Siduwick. 2, J. M. Kilvert, Ludlow.
HAMDUnoMS (Oold-poncillcdl.— I, H. Pickles, jun.Earby, Skipton. iiW.

Pierce, Hartford. Nortliwicb. Cheshire, c, .1. Walts.
HAMUumus (Silvor-pfucilled).- 1 and c, Mrs. Allsopp. 2, !i. Pickles, JBO.
HA.MBl7Bons (Gold-.-pnnglcdl.— !, T.May, Wolverhampton. 2. Uiu C.

E. Palmer, I.,ighthorne, Warwick.
HAMnonGus (Silver-spangled).—!, H. Pickles, jun. 2, W. StophoM,

Gloucesti^i'.

Any Ijistinct Varietv, kot inclcded in tde adove Classes.—
1. Miss E. Williams, H<-nleys, Berriew, M(mt(«>merythiro. 2. Mrs. ScamoDB,
Hartwoll, Aylesbury (Crevc-Caur). 8. H. M. Mnynard, Holmewood, Kydc,
Isle of Wight (lioudauB). c, J. B. MaseQeld, Ledbury (Hondans); W. O.
Quibell, Newark (Houdaus).

ADULT BIRDS.
Gaue Bantams.—!, J. CrosUnd, jun., Wakefield. 2, W. F. EntwWe,

Leeds. S, W. Adams, St. ClemintB, Ipswich, he, J. Crosland; W. F.
Entwisle.
Bantams (Laced).—!, H Dravcotl, Humberstocc, Lcicoeter. 2, Cottnteee

of Wiuterton. Shillinglee Park,' Sussex.
Dantams (Black or White).—!, S & R. Ashton, Mottram. 2, J. Elgar,

Osmanlli'.irpe Hall, Newark.
Terkeys —!, L. !>alton. 2, Mrs. Allsopp.
Geese.—1, Mrs. Seamons. 2, J. K. Fowler, he, S. H. Slotl, Rochdale

;

Mrs. Allsopp.
DccKS.—Jj^icsluri/ —1, J. K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. Seamons. 8, E. C.

Phillips, Fennyroch, Brecon, /ic, J. IC, Fowler, c, Mrs. Seamons. Roiten.
—!, L. Patton. 2, W. Stephens, Gloucester. 3, F. Parlett. he, J. K.
Fowler, c, Mrs. I-;. G. Norris, H:itcbford Parsonage. Cobham, Surrey.
Docks (Any other varietv,.-!. Miss CUUon, Whiltington Worcester.

2, S. & R. Ashton.

The Judge was Edwd. Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Coltago Sparkbrook,
near Birmingham.

MEIGLE POULTRY SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, which look place ou

the 18th inst. :—
CHICKENS.

DonKreos.—Cup, P. W. Ogiivy, Ruthvon. 2 and he, 0. Allan, Balharv.
Spanish.—1, J. Fergus, Polmout. 2, Mra. Anderson, Melgle. e, T.

Raines.
Bkahmas.—1 and 2, P. \V. Ogilvv. c, J. W. Morrison ; D. Gellatly.Meiglc
Game.— 1, P. W. Ogiivy. 2, J. i)ougl3P, Clumber.
Cochin-China.—2, J. M'Donald, Carnuubtie.
Hamkurohs.—1, G. Caithne.'^s.

Bantams —1. T. Raines. 2, P. W. Ogiivy.
.\ny other Variety.-1, Miss Anderson, Meigle.
Any Variety (Adult).—1, J. Douglas. 2, P. W. Ogiivy. »>).c, T. Raines.

CJiictens.—!, P. Svmon. 2. .1. M-Donald. c, T. Raines.
Selling Class.— 1, P. W. Ogiivy. 2, Mrs. Anderson, c, Miss Brows,

FeasiehiU.
DCCKS.-], P. W. Ogiivy. 2, Mrs. J. Douglas.
Geese.— 1, Mis. Barclay, Simpriu. 2, Mrs. J. Douglas, e, W. Hoiidrv,

Aberdeen.
Tdhkkys.—1, Miss A. Kinloch. 2. Lord J. F. G. Hallyburton.

LOCAL.
DoEKiKos.—! and 2, J. Allan, e, A. Brncc. Chiek<ns.—l, A. Brace

2, D. Gellatly. he, G. Allan.
Spanish.-1, W. Thomson. 2. Mrs. Andeison. 3, J. Crce. Chickeiu.—

1 and 2, Mrs. .Anderson. '3, \V. Thomson.
Any OTHER Variety.— 1, J. Munr.i, Ruthven. 2, J. Witton, Rnthven.

3, Mrs. White. Whins, Ruthven. c, G. Brown. C/i!CiTll*.—1, 2, and3,D.
Gellatly. ^, D. Crichlon, Ruthven.
Docks.—!, D. Gellatly. 2, G. Cuthill. S.G.Allan. BiicMinoJ (Selling

Class).—I.A.Bruce. 2, Mrs. Kidd. 3, Mrs. Duncan.
SELLI^.l Class.- 1 and .1, W. Simpson. 2, R. Simpson, Cardean.

Pigeons.— !, D. Gellatly (Barbs). 2, D. Anderson, Meigle. S, P. Hen-
derson (Fantailsl.

KNARESBOROUGH POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, held on the 2Uh ins! , was not so large as several of

those which took place in previous years, though in quality Bomo ol

the birds were faultless.

The most noticeable birds were the Sjianuh liens in the first-prize

pen, and those in the winning pens of Haviburqlts. The Dorkings,

Guitw, and f,V7(/ii.s were moderately good. The winning Pifftons

were very good. fi*.*-,,^

The day was very fine, the Show well supported, and another year

the Committee will, doubtless, be able to so far augment the prize list

as to secnre a larger show.
The following is the prize list ;

—

CoCHlN-CniNA.— !, — Barnes, Thirsk. 2, W. & F. Pickard, Thomcr.
c, G. Holmes, Great DriUielil ; J. Walker, Haja Park, Knaresborougb.
( hiekcns,—\, — Barnes, Tbirsk. 2, Miss Lord, ,-tarbeck.

Dobkinos.- I, A. C. Thompson, liiiby Hall, York. 2, J. Walksi.
Chiekenx.—1, A. C. Thompson.
Spanish.-!, W. & F. Pickard. 2, G. Holmes, he, W. 4- F. Pickaro.

C;.ic*c)is.—1 and 2, W. & F. Pickard. he, G. Holmes ; A. C. Thomreo"-
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Game (Any variety).—! and 3, J. Wntaon, Knaresboronch. he, G.

Holmes ; J. Johnson, Starbpcli. Chicltem.—\, J. Watson. 2, J. Johnson.
Hamborohs (Golden-spangled).—!, J. Walker. '2, G. Holmes, lie, B.

Marshall, Kuaresborough. Chiekem.—1, J. Walker.
HiKBnEau3>(Goldon-pencilled).-l, J. Walker. 3, G. Holmes, c, F.

Horsman, Boroughbridne. Cliickcns.—\ and 2. J. Walker.
Hambhrohs (Silver Pheasant or Spangled).— t. J. Walker. 2, G. Holmes.

c, A. C. Thompson. Chickens—I. J. Walker. 2, T. Cliff, Knareeborough.
Hamburgh or Chitteprat (Silver-pencilled).-1, J. Walker. 2, G.

Holmes. Chickem.—l and 2, J. Walker.
BEAnHA PooTBA.—1 and 3, F. Powell, Knaresborongh. 2, F. Horsman.

he, A. C. Thompson ; F. Powell ; J. Walker. Chickens.—1, 2, and c, F.

Powell, /ic, A. C. Thompson.
Gamk Bantams (.\nyvariety).—l, J.Pennington, Thirsk. 2, G. Holmes.

he, J. Walker ; A. C. Thompson ; F. Powell.
Bantams (Any other vai-iety not previously mentioned).—1, F. Powell.

2, G. Holmes.
Geese.-1 and he, J. Walker. 2, J. Joy, Preston Bottoms.
Docks (Aylesbury).— 1, A. C. Thompson.
Docks (Any other breed, not Aylesbury).- 1, C. Graham, Aldborough.

2, J. Walker.
TORKEVS.—1, J. Jov.
GoiNEA Fowls.—l', J. Walker.
Badkdoor Fowls.—1, G. Holmes.
-Extra Stock.—1, C. Walker.

.PiOEONS.

—

Tttmblcrs.—l and 2, J. Mason, Boronghhridge. Fantails.—
1 and 2, J. Mason, he, J. Watson, jun,, Knaresborough. c, J. Walker.
Croppers,—1, J. Watson, jnn. 2, J.Walker. ,/(tco6ias,— 1, J. Mason. 2, J.

Walker. Carriers.-l and 2, J. Watson, jun. he, J. Mason.

Mr. Hatton, of Pndsey, was the Judge,

WOODSOME POULTRY SHOW.
The fourteenth annual Exhibition of the Woodsome Society took

place on the 18th inst. It was a good Show, exceedingly well attended,

and the quality of the Pmdtnj and Rabbits first-rate, but the Piijeons

were not so good. The champion prize was closely contested by the

first-prize Brown Red Game and the first-prize Golden-spanfjled Ham-
bnrghs, the latter winning by one point only.

DoRKrNGS.—1 and 2, J. T. Beaumont, Greenhead, Huddersfield.
Spanish.-1, Burch & Boulter, Sheffield. 2, H. Beldon, Bingley.
CoCHiN-CnraA.— Ciiiiinnion or Buff'.-l and lie, C. Sidgwick, RyddleaJen

Hall, Keighley. 2, J. H. Dawes, Moselev Hall, Birmingham. Any other
imriety.-l, J. White, Whitley, Nttherton, near Wakefleld. 2, J. Ueeloy,
Hepworth, Holmfirth. he, C. Sidgwick.
Game (Blick-breasted or Brown Red).—1, E. Aykrovd, Bradford. 2, G.

White, Denhy. he, A. Senior, Riley, Kirkburton. e, H. Roberts, Highgato
Lane, Lepton.
PoLANDS.— 1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Buahmar.—1, G. H. Walker, Slaithwaitc. 2, C. Layland, Monia Brook,

near Warrington, c, J. T. Beaumont ; J. Battye ct Co., HUlhouse, Holm-
firth.

SJJlBVTiGBS.—OoUl-i:eneiUed.—i, H. Beldon. 2, W. Parr, Patricrott,
Manchester. Gold-spaniiled.—l, H. Beldon. 2, J. White, he, J. Eollin-
son. Lindley, Otley. e, G. Plaigb, Hogley Green, Holmfirth. Sih'cr-
pcneilled.—l an! 2, H. Beldon. Silvcr-spunghd.—l and 2, H. Beldon.
e, J. Bradbury, Bradshaw, Austonland.
Game Bantams.— 1, J. Walker, Bradford. 2, G. Noble, Staincliffe.

/jt;, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds; G.Noble; R. Armitage, Lepton ; A. Senior;
S. Binns, Spring Gate, Kirkburton ; W. Greaves, Bradfi,rd. Any other
rariety.—l, O. While, Donby. 2, H. Beldon. he, J. Walker, Halifax.
Chickens (Any breed).—!, J. Bradhnrv. 2, C. Sidgwick. he, J. T.

Beaumont; 8. Binns, Spring Gate, Kiikburton ; R. Ellis, Junction,
Saddlewoith. c. J. Smith, liirkbnrton.
V>0CK3.—J!ilcsbury.—l. J. T. Beaumont. 2, B. Kaye, Honley. he, 3.

North, jun., Huddersfield. Roucn.—l, J. White. 2, James Crossland,
Huddersfield. he, C. Sidgwick. e, S. H. Stott, Rochdale ; James Cross-
land.

TOEKETS.—1, S. H. Stott. 2, James Crossland, Huddersfield.

Pigeons.- Carriers.-!, James Crossland. 2, B. Shaw, Stirley, Berry
Brow. Pouters.— 1, James Crossland. 2, A. Broughton, Lockwood.
7'!/mMfrs.—1 and 2, J. Hawley, Bingley. Fnntai/s.-1, J. Hawley. 2, J.
Hey, Brockholes. c, J. H. Syhes, Elmwood, Huddersfield. Jacobins.—
1^ and 2, Jimee Crossland. Trumpeftrrs.—1, J. Hawley. 2 and he, J. H.
Sykes. c, James Crossland. Barbs.—!, J. fcfawley. 2, James Crossland.
he, J. H. SyUes. Commnn Doveeote.-l, L. Armitage. 2, J. H. Sykcs.
Equal 2, James Crossland. e, H. Sugden, Woodsome Lees.

Rabbits.-Busl-.-1 and he, T. Ingham, Leeds. 2, C. Gravil, Thorne.
Doe.—1 and he, T. Ingham. 2, C. Gravil.

.
The Judges were Mr. William Cannan, Bradford, and Mr. E.

Hnlton, Pudsey, Leeds.

Long Sctto:? Poultry Show.—We have received the prize
achedale of the Long Sutton Poultry Show, to be held on the
(jth and 7th of Octobe)f next, the entries closing on September
25th. It ia one of the most liberal that have been issued
for Borne time. Twelve silver cups are offered for competition,
nine of which are of the value of five guineas each, and three
of three guineas each. There are separate classes for young
and old birds, consequently these cnps caunot be monopolised
by either yonug or old birds, each competing separately ia
their respective classfs, and the competition is open to any
part of the hingdom. There are also offered four other silver
cups, restricted to local exhibitors. The money prizes are
on a no lees liberal scale. The li.^t includes thirty classes
lor poultry, eighteen classes for Pigeons, and two for Rabbit.^.

The Judges appointed appear by name in the prize schedule,

and are Mr. Hewitt, of Birmingham, for poultry, and Mr.
Tegetmoier, of London, for Pigeons.

THE INTRODUCTION AND PROPAGATION OF
LIGURIANS.

{Continued from page 114.)

Having therefore, either by the purchase of a stock, or by

the introduction of one or more queens, succeeded in obtaining

the true breed, it is probable that most persons will expect to

be enabled at once to propagate the pure Italian race ; it is at

least certain that I myself did so, and it took some time and a

very considerable amount of rather unpalateable experience to

undeceive ma. It is true that if the Lignrian stocks be so ex-

ceptionally strong in early spring a.s to breed drones well in

advance of every black colony within a radius of three to four

miles, and young queens can be reared before any black drones

are produced, such queens will have every chance of obtaining

pure fertilisation. Although, singularly enough, I was so fortu-

nate as to obtain this result with the first queen I ever reared,

subsequent experience has satisfied me that success in the first

attempt with only one Italian colony is so rare, that it is far

better to devote the first season to furnishing every stock in

the apiary with a Ligurian queen, multiplying queens at the

same time as far as may be deemed desirable, but paying little

or no heed to the character of their impregnation. For reasons

which need not be entered upon here, but which have been

already specified by me in discussing the subject of partheno-

genesis in the honey bee, all these queens, although they may,

and most of them probably will, breed a mixed worker progeny,

will in the next and succeeding years breed only puie Italian

drones, by the multitude of which the chances of a true im-

pregnation will in the ensuing season be so much increased

that the purity of the majority of young queens of the second

year is not improbable ; whilst if care be taken to keep all the

stocks well up to the mark, success in the case of early-bred

queens becomes nearly certain. During this second season,

therefore, all doubtful queens of the first year should be weeded

out and replaced by those of the current year.

Queens may also be bred in the autumn, and when all black

drones have disappeared can scarcely fail of true impregnation,

if a Bufflcient number of Italian drones can be preserved, and

if the weather be warm enough.* For this purpose the usual

drone massacre may ba deferred almost indefinitely in one or

more stocks by removing their queens. It is, however, in this

case necessary to recruit the population, and at the same time

to revive the courage of the bees by the occasional addition

(or rather substitution of full brood-combs for empty ones), of

combs filled with worker brood ;
whilst it is also essential

promptly to destroy or remove any young princesses that may
be raised, since not only will all the drones be speedily ex-

terminated in the event of a princess becoming fertile, but the

workers sometimes become so impatient of their presence

under such circumstances, that a partial, or even an entire,

massacre may take place even before the juvenile monarch has

been able to avail herself of their services.

The Kohler-Dathe process, the revelation of which was an-

ticipated in this country by my valued friend and correspon-

dent, "E. S," whose contribulions to " our Journal " are un-

fortunately but too infrequent, can scarcely be of much uso

when the season is somewhat advanced, and so many old stocks

and second swarms of common bees with young queens are

worrying their drones that these persecuted unfoitunates are

incessantly on the wing, but up to and during the month of

June, it will probably be found valuable in securing the pure

impregnation of Italian queens. Mr. Kiililer says the operation

"is founded on my observation, that duiiog many fine fore-

noons and afternoons the eir ii stiil warm enough for queens

to fly out when drones usually have not commenced flying or

have ceased to lake wing. Until, therefore, the young queens

become fertilised, we must compel tlie Italian queens and

drones to go forth at such times a.s the German drores cannot

possibly be a')road. The time during which drones are cu the

wing seldom extends with ua to later ibau 4 or 5 r m. If, there-

fore, we hava one or more colonies with young qmens which

we know lo a certainty have not yet been fertilised, we place

these hives for three, four, or five days in a perlectly dark and

cool cellar, and with them al-^o the sti.ck sbi.h ctntains tbe

Italian dron-». Whenever a verv 'v,rm or..! «""ry day 00CUC3

Dzierzon states that a tempwatnre of above 70
'
is required.
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we watoh the German etooka antil the dronea have ceaeed their

flight. As soon as thin occurs we restore the hives containing

the Italian qneens and drones to their accustomed stands, and
set them at liberty, after giving to each a capful of liquid honey.
The queen and drones being ardent, and having been unable to

fly for days, the bees excited by the honey and their previous

confinement become so eager after flight, that all play as if

mad, and fertilisation follows. We must, however, be careful

to return to the cellar in the evening every colony the queen
of which has not been seen to return with the signs of a suc-

oeasful flight, and repeat the process until it is certain that the

desired result has been obtained. This is essential, because it

is well known that under ordinary circumstances some queens
take flight several times before they succeed in meeting with a
drone."
Dr. Preuss proposes still further to control the queen, and

hia method may, perhaps, bo considered an improvement on
the Kiihler-Dathe process. lie advises imprisoning the young
queen on the fourth or fifth day of her existence, either under
a wire pipe-cover, or by dividing off a part of the hive by means
of a wire gauze partition, and then in the afternoon of the
eighth or ninth day of her existence, and after the common
drones have ceased to fly abroad, take out one or two combs
with pure drones on tbem, stand them in the neighbourhood
of the queen's hive, and then releas-ing her on a comb, rest it

against the front of her hive, and permit her to take wing from
it. He states that " as soon as the queen perceives the drones
buzzing about her, she usually in less than r minute soars into

the air, whence in from a quarter of an hour to an hour she
returns fertilised to the hive, in order after three days to com-
mence egg-laying." The combs are, of course, returned to their
respective hives when the queen and drones have taken flight

;

and if the operation be not at once successful, the queen must
be again imprisoned, and the process repeated on subsequent
days until the desired result be attained.*

Mr. Kohler also describes another method which may be
valuable where common hives are in use, and by which, as he
expresses it, he obtains natural ' swarms by an artificial

process, and can at the same time with one good Ligurian
stock, Italianise a dozen colonies with the least possible
trouble. The process is as follows :

—" We take a hive from
which a swarm has just issued, and put it in the place of

another very populous colony. After nine days, by means of

the population received from the removed hive, it will certainly
swarm again. If it is now shifted to the stand of another
strong stock, it will, after two or three days, swarm again. We
continue this process as long as we can hear queens piping in
the hive of an evening. Under favourable circumstances, we
may in this way obtain ten or twelve swarms, as the first hive
supplies the queens and the others the bees. If, therefore,
we have one or two Italian stocks, and feed tbem well early in
the spring—say from the 20lh of March, especially if they are
well supplied with pollen, we may be sure that these hives will
swarm first. By transposing them in this way with German
stocks we shall obtain swarms with Italian queens and German
bees."t—A Devonshire Bee-keefeh.

(To be continaed.)

REMOMNG BEES TO THE MOORS IN HOT
WEATHER.

I was sorry to see, in page 136, that " B." had been so un-
fortunate as to lose his bees ia removing them to the heather.
If he had followed ray instructions in the Journal of July 2l3t,
and September Ist, 18(J3. he would not have had to deplore the
death of his bees ; but they would have been now repaying him
for taking them to such luxuriant pastures, where hundreds
of tons of honey and wax are annually lost to the nation from
want of collectors.

—

William Carr,

•J*"'
Pi'^'^ss's article appeared in externa in Ko. 425 of " oar Journal."

+ The text ol Mr. Kohler'a article may be referred to in No. 886 of " oar
Journal.''

OUR LETTER BOX.
Sickle Feather in Tail of a Brahma Pootra (H, L.).—Tbft feather

you Bent is not a disqualification. It oftou arisog from ago. The older
the cock the longer and lnr|,ier the tail, and it often comes white at the
points. Nothing jostifies puHinR out a tail. If the birds are properly
judged tampering is sure to bo detected, and that is more fjtal than any
excess of feather.

Sn.yER-spAN.-iLFD Hambcrghs DABKco>rBED (C. P.).—The nature of
the diet you arc giving your birdsis unsatisfactory. Give them an entire
cbange. Withdraw for a time all the maize, rice meal, grains, Ac. and give

thorn good barley meal made into dongh, and thrown down to them on
the ground. If the change shitutd produce no clTiCt in appearance, tr;
them with one meal a-day of stale broad soaked in ale.

Fowls Dvtno {BuUo).—We imagine yoar fowls have poison among the
refuse wheat. You describe the symptoms of it. It is muro than pro-
babto some of it has boon dressed wltli arsenio for sowing. There iB

nothing romarkAblo about the stones ; they are tfao griudors thnt onablo
the fowl to digest the fond. When found in largo nnoiburs they aro on
indioalion of iudigoslion or diaomfort. Wheal has a tondoncy to swell
In the orop, and i\^ noon ae it ia nnconifortably diHtondtd the patient fllee

to the water and drinks to excess; this canses the wheat to swell more,
and then by iu^tinct the bird picks np stont-s in tbc vain hnpo of getting
rid of the discomfort in a natural way. All those symptoms would be
aggravated tenfold if there were any arsenic. It would cnuse intcDEO
thirst and huriiiug heat. If the intestlnos are ex«miucd there will pro-
bably ho briglit retl spott ^ilwayain a bleL-ding state, and these will iiccoont
fur ihe p;iin the birds sufl'er. Discontinue the "refuse wheat;" feed on
good nut or barU^y meal mixed with milk; give them lettuces that have
run to seed ; withhold all other food save that which they pick np. I!

you have nnysovoro castjs now, shut up the birds, purge freely with a
table spoonful of castor-oil every day for three days, give milk to drink*
and if nocoflsary administer it with a syringe; afterwords give Baily'B
pills, and adopt a nourishing and slightly stimulating diet,

FEATiiER-EiTrxo Fowf.s (J. O. iV.*.—Wc are nfraid wo can tell yon ol
no plan by which you can prevent tho French fowls from ea'ingeach
other's feathers, if they aro at all confined. Wo do not find tbey do it

when at liberty. Wo have triod all wo know in medicine and food withont
success.

Rearing Younq Pheasants (Younrj Countryman).—Yon will have no
difficulty whatever in keeping your Pboasants. They have arrived at an
ago when they cause no trouble. You must enelope a place, on grass il

possible, about SO feet by HO. with hurdles made of split fir or other wood.
Tho hurdles should be H feet high, and the Inths forming Ihem 1 inch
apart. They should be faetencd to upright poles, to which they should be
attached. This is all that is necessary, as the birds require no shelter ol

any kind, and In such a place ton Pheasants m;iy be kept as long as it is

wishfd. Their food should be barley. It is nccf-asary to out ore wing
before thoy are put in such a pen ; and as it may bo desired to turn somd
out, aud to keep in others, you should select the l^e^it and strongest, cnt
their wings, and put tbem in. Let tho others fly away as i-oon as thej
will. As a rule, they take to roo><ting iu the hedges, thry go higher and
higher till they reach the trees; in the same way they become lesB

punctual at feeding tirao. till they absent themselves altogether. If yon
keep up only four birds you will require a pen only half the size of that
we have mentioned. You may change their food at times by giving Indian
corn or dough made of barleymeal, and slaked with milk or water. They
should havG fresh water always by them. There i« nn excellent work OD
Pheasants, published by Daily, Mount Street, price 1*.

GmNEA FowT.s (O. 3/cK).—Wo do not in England know go much of

Guinea Fowls as we should. Much of our treatment of them is guess-

work. It is believed, and we believe, they are monogamous, yet a perBOQ

whom we can trust, says, he keeps a cock and four hens, and nil the eggs
are good. We believe they pair as strictly as Partridges. It is difflcmt

to tell the sex. We tried to keep pairs, but we never did, and tho eggs
were very bad. Wo were once shooting on a wild track, where no honsa
wfts in sight, and there was none within a quarter of a mile. The pointer

stood iu a patch of gorse. It was long before we could find the csose;
when we did, we sprang a Guinea Fowl ; she had forty-lhrce eggs under
her. None of them had been sat upon. When the hen wants to sit, eho
will go to the eggs and remain there. Wo have recounted the above
anecdote only to show how prone they are to steal their ncets, and it is

more than likely your hen has a corner somewhere ready furnished.

YouNo Pigeons Diseased (Pirycon).—The enu^^os of roup are cold and
damp, and what are similar— draughts, and tho cure is wnrmth. Con-
sidering the season is summer, we doubt if the complnnt is roup, bnt
rather canker, for the cure of which in young Pigeons we quote from a
very old author:—"Take a half-pint phial and fill it three-parts full of

the boi' J egar, and drop into it as many drops of spirit of vitriol as

will ma'vo it sufficiently pungent, which may bo ascertained by trying it

on the tongue a few times; sweeten it with a little honey, which will

make it adhere to the throat, shake them well together, and take a
feather and anoint the inside of the throat of the bird afl'octed two or

three times a-d^y. and in general a cure will bo accomplished ; hang the

phial up in the loft where it will be ready for fatnro oc asions, aside not

perceive that the specific loses its virtue by keeping."

Australian Ground Parrakeet {Old .Sii^s^rriftrr).—Canary Feed and
dry crumbled bread appear to suit this bird best. In constipation we
should try bread and milk if the bird would eat it. or give four drops ol

castor oU. Wo should advise trying the bird with various kinds of Xood

iu order to save it.

Books U. B. B. .V.).—" Profitable Bee-keeping," by the Rev. P. V. M.
Filleul, M.A., is published by tho Societv for Promoting Christian Know-
ledge, and may be obtained through anv bookseller.

Black Stock Becoming Liourianised (li. K ) —There Pcems no doubt

that I ho young queen of the whilom bbiek colony has mated with a Li-

gurian drone, wbich causes her to produce a mixed progeny.

DaiviSG AND Uniting (O. Sco/()-—Wo should k.n-p the stock hive and
the second swarm if, as is most probably the case, tho latter has filled its

hive with comb. You will thus secure a harvest of fine honey in new
combs, and may hope to leave young qnctns at the head of tbe two re-

maining colonies. It is well to remove one queen if it can be managed,

preserving the vounger or the larger of the two. The mode of uniting

which you describe often answers completely, bnt on tho other hand it

sometimes fails altogether. The best plan is to drive both lota of bees

into an empty hive, and then induct them into tho one which they are

permanently to occupy. You will find much valuable information on this

and other points in Mr. Woodbury's articles on "Utilising and Uniting

Condemned Bees," which appeared in Nos. 356, 857. 358, and 369 of onr

new series. Tho honey harvest ceases in onr locality as %o:^T^ as the ftno

weather breaks up in July, and if vou can utilise the nnhatcheu brood

perhaps this is the best time for" uniting. If not, you must balance

matters as host you can between the de?truction of brood and the possible

waste of honey until, perhaps, about the end of September, when breeding

comes nearly to a standstill.
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inch apart. Betarn them to the frame, and keep them close

and moist, ebading from bright sun for a few day^ until they
recover, and are growing freely ; then give them plenty of air,

harden them well off by the beginning of May, and plant them
out where they are to fruit.

In planting, three lines maybe placed in a I feet bed at

li inches apart, and the plants I font from each other in the

lines. The outside lines may be inches from the edges, and
1-foot alleys being left, they will be 2 feet from the opposite

oatside lines of each bed. They may also be planted in lines

IS inches apart, and the plants 1 foot apart in the lines, put-

ting in two lines, and then allowing 2 feet between these and
the next two lines, which space will serve as an alley, afford-

iag access to the plants for gathering the fruit and watering.

The plants should be lifted carefully, preserving the roots as

far as possible, and a good watering given, which should be
repeated in dry weather. Before the dog-days, the intervals

between the rows should every year be mulched with short

manure or leaf mould. This to a great extent prevents eva-

poration, furnishes a good material for the runners to root in,

and watering carries down a portion of the nourinhing matters

o( the top-dressing to the Strawberry roots. The better the

plants are attended to with water the better they will grow.
They will not bear much the first year, though in autumn they
may afford a tolerably good supply.

For autumn fruiting in the first year, the seed ought to be
sown at the end of January or beginning of February in heat,

the seedlings pricked off when large enough, forwarded in heat,

and hardened off by the end of April, when they should be
planted out.

When the plants commence blooming, elates or tiles should
be placed between the rows to prevent the dampness of the
soil in autumn causing the fruit to decay. There is another
advantage in the slates, besides preserving the fruit—they be-
come heated by the sun's rays, and the fruit acquire a better

flavour. The runners ought to be allowed to grow ; they should
not be cut off as they appear, for from them we hope for fruit

in autumn, as well as from the parent plants.

Instead of raising plants from seed for autumn fruiting,

runners of the previous year may be planted in March or the
beginning of April, and treated like the seedlings, only they
are not put under glass. For summer fruiting, and continu-
ing the supply until autumn, the runners should be planted
out when they become well rooted, and during the year in
which they are produced by the parent plants. The trusses of

bloom ought to be pinched off as they show on those planted
ia spring to farnish late autumn fruit, until August, as by
allowing them to fruit before they become established we keep
them weak, unable to give more than a moiety of autumn fruit.

Having the plants now established from seed or runners, in
March I cut away all the runners not rooted, point the soil

between the lines and around the plants, and cive a top-dress-

ing of rotten manure fully an inch thick. When the plants

are coming into bloom give a similar top-dressing, and after-

wards water copiously in dry weather. There is no necessity for

putting down slates in summer or in the second year, for the
crop will come in from July to the end of August. When the
gatherings are becoming smaller—the plants are very sluggish
in August, as most Alpines are from the drought— I take away
any runners where too crowded, but not many, and top-dress
again, putting the top-dressing neatly round the plants and
rtinners, and give a good soaking of water then and every third

day as long as the weather continues dry. I place some slates

between the rows by the end of September, desirojing some
runners which woul I have fruited, no doubt, but for "the slates

;

but any loss from this cause is compensated for by the fruit

being prevented from decaying. The result the second year is

plenty of fruit in July and August, the supply slackening a
little at the end of the month ; and from September to Christ-
mas, if the weather is mild, I have fruit—not a dish every day,
but very often, and might have a dish every day if a suflicient

Dumber of plants were grown.
In the third year trim and top-dress in March. Leave a

good many runners at that time between the rows, and water
well after they come into bloom. They will bear an immense
number of fruit—small, but the finest of all for preserving, as
they keep their form so well, and they are particularly desirable
for glasBes on the table. It is hard to tell whether the red or
white are the more beautiful. After they have borne all the
fruit they will in the third year, break up the bed, and plant
the ground with anything Except Strawberries, the most ex
hausting crop I know. To keep up a supply we must sow or

plant every year, or not more seldom than every alternate
year.

The following varieties, besides the Bed and White Alpine,
are the best—viz., Blanche d'Orlfans, white ; fruit larger than
the White Alpine, which it must supersede. Brune de tiilbert,

dark red, nearly black ; it fruits abundantly in autumn, bat
is small. Galande, dark red ; an abundant bearer, perhaps
the best-flavoured Alpine.

If blight appear it is a sign that the watering is insuffi-

cient, or runs off by the surface without wetting the soil, as
water often does on elopes. In this case holes should be made
with an iron bar or rod, and the water given gently; by the
exercise of a little patience the soil may thus be made
thoroughly moist. The blight or mildew disappears when the
soil becomes moist, and a good wetting overhead on the even-
ings of hot days will wash it off the fruit, and keep the latter

from becoming deformed, and from not swelling ; indeed, if

the mildew Le left to itself the blooms turn blind. Plenty of
air. water, and a liroiling sun are the delight of the Strawberry.

It may not be known that seedlings grown in 0-incb pots,

placed in a frame early in November, always afforded air, but
protected from frost, if removed to a light, airy bouse in Decem-
ber, and set on a shelf near the glass, will fruit in winter.
Their handsome fruit and pretty foliage render them fine ob-
jects for table decoration, the red variety contrasting well with
the white. The plants should be grown in partial shade until

the end of August, have all blooms picked off, and then be
potted in Ci-inch pots, layering the first runners just within the
rim, as a fringe all round. Set the pots in the full sun, and
water well. The plants may be had in bearing throughout the
autumn, and at any time you like by picking off the flowers

six weeks before you want them. Kemove all runners but
those wanted for the fringe.—G. Abbey.

NOTES ON HOSES.
DuBiNO the last few weeks I have had several exceedingly

fine flowers from Boses grafted as standards on the Briar in

March last, many of which are now coming into bloom again,

and by the end of the autumn, should nothing unforeseen occur,

will form excellent bushy heads. I am led to make the above
remark from the observations contained in some letters I re-

ceived after the appearance of my article on Bose-grafting in

the open air on the Briar (see Vol. XVI., page 178), as the
quickest and best method for obtaining good and lasting

standard Hoses, many persons expressing an opinion that if

grafted instead of budded the flowers would deteriorate. This I

have found not to be the case, but, on the contrary, some of

the weaker kinds grow much better, and the top of the Briar
being closed over, no insects make their way in and eat down
into the pith of the stock, as with those budded.

I am fully aware that the stock on which a plant or tree is

budded or grafted will, and does, often alter the colour of the

flower or flavour of the fruit of the scion, and I have an in-

stance of this. Two standard Roses (both budded) of Lord
Riglan, have been producing quite distinct flowers in the way
of colour; the flowers of one tree being of a deep reddish-

coloured purple, while those of the other had much blue or

violet. In all other respects they are similar. Possibly had
these two trees been grafted, the grafting might have been

urged as the cause. However, what I want to make known at

the present time, is the perfect success of grafting Boses as stan-

dards on the cleft or wedge principl.;, which I have heard has

been, and still is doubted.

My Boses have done well this year so far, thanks to Fowler's

Insecticide, two syringings of which effectually cleared them of

the aphis. I have also used it wi.h some success for the

yellow fungus on other trees.

Amongst my newer varieties, I purchased MarCohal Neil.

This is the only Rose I can do nothing with at present. I have

tried it on its own roots, on the Briar, on the Manetti, in the

border, and against a south wall, and still it eludes my utmost

endeavours to make it grow. Tea Roses, as a rule, do very

well with me, but Mate ohal Neil does not ; it loses its foliage,

and finally dies. I mention this, as I find others, hke myself,

have lost their plants. I shall try it once more worked on the

Gloire de Dijon as a stock. This" is my last hope.

As a white—a clear good white, I am much pleased with

Boule de Neige, the habit is good, the petals thick, and it is of

good form, though small, and with me it has been much ad

mired. Xavior OUbo, Victor VerJier, Alfred Colomb, Duke of
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WellingtoD, John Hopper, Rushton Eadeljfie, Charles Lefebvre,

and the old but not to be despised Baronne Prerost, have been

grand this year.

—

Harbison Weib, Weirleigh.

ORCHARD-HOUSE FMLURES.
I THINK it redounds to the credit of orchard-house cultivators

that they have given vent to so few jeremiads such a confes-

sedly disastrous season as this. The absence of complaints

argues a considerable amount of patience, and this is just as it

should be. "The husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit

of the earth, and hath great patience for it." But how much
more patience is requisite when we have to wait two whole

years instead of one ! How largely have orchard-house growers

had occasion to draw upon their stock of " sufferance "—the

badge of all their tribe—during a season which, to the majority

of them, has proved barren of all fruitful results ! They may
truly say with Mark Tapley, that there is some credit in being

jolly under such depressing circumstances. Should, however,

the disappointment have proved too keen to any brother ama-
teur when surveying his fruitless boughs, to admit that he
has escaped what he may deem a very pardonable amount
of chagrin, I would hope to administer balm to his spirit

by the suggestion of two considerations. The i5rst is, others

are rowing in the same boat. Disappointment has attended

human endeavour time out of mind. If even Solomon, after

having made him gardens and orchards, and planted trees in

them of all kinds of fruits (and oh, what gardens, what orchards
mast his have been !), yet acknowledged when he looked on
these, that behold all was vanity and vexation of spirit, surely

we, who cannot boast of his wisdom, who live in a colder cli-

mate than he enjoyed, and who, even in glass houses, have
tenfold more chances against success than he had, should not
be surprised at a failure for once in our lives, or suffer ourselves

to be too much cast down by unavoidable misfortune. The
second consideration is one that applies to young cultivators

rather than those who have possessed orchard houses for several

years. Depend upon it, Nature has done the best thing that
could have possibly happened to you. Yon know you never
would have had the heart to have stripped your young trees of

their embryo fruits. But they will bear all the better another
year. Remember how honest Will Shakespeare represents
John of Gaunt as saying

—

" Teach thy necessity to reason thus

—

There is do virtue lilie necessity

:

Think not the king did banish thee,
But thou the king."

Which I parody thns

—

Think not that Nature banlks thy fond parsoit,
Bat thou thyself hast wiiely thinned thy fruit.

Would any one of us surpass Solomon in wisdom ? Then let

him meet reverses without sharing his vexation of spirit.

Honour, all honour, to those who, in spite of sullen skies,

have retained their own serenity of spirit—who, in the face of
a dearth of Peaches and Nectarines this year (but not of Apri-
cots; with me they have been plentiful), have themselves
brought forth the precious fruits of longsuffering and of patience
—who have prosecuted their daily routine of orchard-house
labour, pinching, root-piuning, syringing, and watering, just
the same as though their trees were well laden with fruit, in
anticipation of better luck next year. And honour to those
also who, in a manly spirit, have candidly owned to a failure
this year, yet fully assured that the well-established principles
of_ orchard-house culture are not in fault, but that the general
failure is to be attributed to circumstances beyond control, and
so exceptional as to be likely to occur only once in a Lifetime.
My friends come to me and say, " Well, Mr. So-and-so, how
does your orchard house answer this year ?" I reply, " Fish-
ermen sometimes come home with empty creels, and I confess
to a failure this year." " Indeed ! " say they, somewhat super-
ciliously, " but we thought that glass insured a remunerative
crop." "As a general rule," I rejoin, "it does. But there is
an exception to every general rule. Have you considered," I
ask, " what we have had to contend against ? Last summer
onr trees fainted under a long continuance of tropical heat,
very prejudicial to the proper ripening of the wood, and causing
likewise a scarcity of water." And then (remembering how
old Socrates used to floor opponents by asking embarrassing
questions—questions the obvious answers to which proved the
case against them), I proceed to inquire, "How would you
like, after a long day's grouse-shooting in this August tempe-

rature, to get no sleep ? or, just as you were comfortably
snoozing off, to be awakened by an alarum in your ears, or some
other horrid sound, and after such a night as that to have to
renew your sport for another sultry day, as though nothing
had happened to mar your rest ?" " Not at all," responds my
friend. "Well, then," say I, "that is just what our poor
trees have had to do. Not only had they to endure last sum-
mer's baking, but root action was kept up to a late period in
the autumn—in other words, they could not go to sleep. They
had no rest all last winter ; or, whenever they did get a ghost
of a nap, some fine genial sunny morning, when it ought to

have been snowing, woke them up again. Then, poor things

!

they did all they could. They put forth a rich profusion of

buds and blossoms, and I fully believe they quite intended
keeping the fair promise which those blossoms indicated, even
to their own prejudice, but a cold ungenial spring set in, and
those smiling blossoms could make no progress. They re-

mained on the trees, looking very pretty, but almost in a dor-
mant condition, for a longer period than usual, during all which
time the bleak east wind prevailed ; the consequence being,
that when they should have set the blossoms fluffed off, as my
brother, writing from Horsham, classically expressed it. It

was not that the frost penetrated the glass and nipped the
blossoms—no fear of that ; but the cold depressing weather
lasted so long, that the blossoms sank under it, the flower
perished, and so the fruit failed."

I believe you invite your correspondents to record their own
experience as regards orchard-house culture, and so I will just

add a line to say, that although upon the whole I must class

myself with those who have failed to bring much fruit to per-
fection this year, yet I can show some very fine samples of
fruit, especially on one or two of my triple cordons, which have
been treated according to directions furnished in Mr. Brehaut's
invaluable work on that system, the perusal of which I cannot
too strongly recommend. My crop of Grapes is very satisfac-

tory. Many bunches have now coloured. I cover them in-

muslin bags, which will protect them from wasps, but not from
rats. Eats, by-the-by, would make excellent judges of the
flavour of Grapes. They always attack the best first ; and I
cannot blame them, for I know I should do just the same had
I been born, as Sam Weller would have said, in that station
of life. I have a Peach tree on a west wall outside my house,
the fruit of which has in two former years carried away the
first prize at a fruit show. It has fifty Peaches on it, which
promise to be remarkably fine. I did not give any protection
to this tree last spring, but by a thorough fumigation destroyed
all the aphides. I am convinced that an early fumigation is

one of the chief things to be attended to both in-doors and cut,

but is very often omitted until too late. Some of my trees, I
am sorry to say, are afflicted with mildew, and this is a disease
which at present baffles my skill.

In my miniature orchard I have a fair crop of Apples, Pears,

and Plums. With regard to the latter, it is quite a sight to
see the lady birds preying upon the innumerable aphides.
They go at it con amore, and I only wish that butchers' meat
(at this season when it wo'n't keep), were as tender as those
delicate morsels seem to be—I mean the aphides, not the lady
birds. Some ignoramus the other day in a newspaper spoke of
" the plague " of lady birds. Plague, indeed ! How little he
knew with what exuberant feelings of joy the Hop-grower wel-

comes an immigration of those red-jacketed beetles, or with,

what exquisite delight an orchard-house grower observes them
making a raid upon the " varmint " that infest his trees.
" They seem jolly hungry," my boy said to me as he viewed
them through a microscope. "Yes," I said; " they must have
fasted when they came across the sea." I hope they may long
continue to enjoy the same hearty appetite, and that they may
be troubled with no dyspeptic consequences.—A CoNSTANr
Eeadek, Herts.

LOUISA SMITH TRICOLOR PELARGONIUM.
" After all, is there anything better for a bed amongst the

Tricolors than Mrs. Pollock ?" is a question often asked in a
very triumphant tone by those lovers of old times who always
like to disparage novelties. It has been difficult to answer it,

inasmuch as the high price at which these Pelargoniums are
sold, has prevented persons from trying them in a mass. I
am, however, now enabled to assert, that in every respect Mrs.
Pollock is distanced by Louisa Smith ; the latter is brighter

in the yellow margin, smoother in leaf, and twice as good a

grower, and I would advise all who wish to have a good Tricolor
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bed to plaot it. It will heat Ls'ly Culliim. f <r, lirilHaut as tlie

latter i-', tlipre is tuu maoli dark b^owai^hc^im>jan iu the leaf tu

make it as efluaiive ; it wants lighting up.—D., Deal.

LANCASHIRE GOOSEBERRIES.
TDK GoosHlitrrii'B I fent. are not Blmw berries, but are all

fronj ilie gHri^en of Jnnios Muttbewr, of Hinsted, betneou Littlu-

boriuiKb Hiid B 'Chdttlf.and are verj fair specimeua of tbe average

of (mil ill a WL'll-Ohred-fur G.iosehprry purdea. TliB grower took

a oiipi er krtile with sumo from C imiianion, and 9s. wilh some
from G.iiilmliii, on Siturdny, July 31-<t, at tho first Oi'iseberry

show 'if Kie sia<on. It was held in a publio-honse iu Milorow,

Tim Bolibin'H binhpUce. Tbo hinlii;i>t prize given there is a

pan, the Beuuud a kettle, imd no on ihrouiib a great number of

deoroafinn uioi o.v prizes. I think I am right in snying that

four colour."! are bhown. and e'ght kindx iu eunh. The winner

of the pan can onl.v take 'fix other piizcs The best show of

the Res!-on, one i>p-n lo all Eoglund, i« held at " The rulstsfl,"

a pulilio-houi-c iu Mmket P..ice, Ma icbesler. The ompetitorB

all meet tliero uu August 7'.li, I believe at naon, and each

opening his lot, the specimens aro measured and weighed

before all ; ihey are then tnpi^ed and tailed, to ensure their not

being showi) a;»in, nn 1 put in open dishes, and the publio are

•admitted, 'ihu berries after the show here are the property of

the landlord. It seems that all these shoivs are held at public-

housen, and in other places begin at four iu the afiernoon.

Tbw trees are pruned of ih-ir middle hranches, and trained

so 8< to allov a free curim*. of air amongst the branches, which

are beiit or tied, so us to be uniform in prn»th, all buds near

tiie base of ttie stem being nipped nS. The berries are early

tliinned according lo the fnuoy and ambition of the owner, eomu
taking almost all <ff ; others, as in (he ca^o of the grower of

these specimens, merely thinning them pufljciontly to prevent

the winfl knocking the berries against laih <tber. S>me grow

them in liiile glass gl.b s nith a very smsU hole, into which
the Uoi'seberry when qui'e small is introduced, hut these are

fev; some grow tbem under shades of various sortt ; ull pro-

tect tbtm frim the north wind. With some kinds of berries

the old tree i< cboseu for the show f i nit, wilh others (he young
;

ip all the shoots of the last jejr bear the best fruit. Sumo kinds

reqiiir» stronger manure than others, but all that is used must
be well rotted. Somn use blood ; but as the roots grow wide

and not deep, such rich manure as would be used for the Vine
or the Plum is to be avoided. Bioks are written on these

shows, which are only to be had by tbo groner. The real Goose-
berry showers do not send their fruit to mixed shows, nor is

the prize fruit to be bought.

I could not get the show Gooseberries at the show of August
7th, so send soma of the laruest of the rejected tha' I could ob-

tain Ht the show. I sent ild John over to see it, and his account

was noy. I asked him if it was a sort of thing I could have
got e to. "Yes," he said, "it was as husht as a chapel. A
route of f"lk cowered down on bencbc! all round th' room, and
the lardlird tappit on the table if onybody stirred, and then he
and the judges weigbed and measured the berries in things on
purpose, and turned tbem oil sei, and if there was a spot, or a
mark, or nui<ht it would naw do. One man had brought one
weighed 89 pennyweights, and were 7 inches round, but it were
just a bit bur'. The bic^est wiuut blemish were 27 penny-
weights, and 5 inches. Man as took that had a route mora
same sort. I said, ' I'm a man as knows a Gooseberry when I

gee-s it, and what's fair for it ; win yon sell onj ?' He says,

'Well, you're a man as I never sot ees ou afore. I've friends

who'll want all as theie is, or I'd have let yon have some.'
Ano'li'^r chap said, 'You shaw ha all I have for half a flove-

reifn ' I said, 'Dun yo think I'm a foo, mon ?' But if you
oould ba seen show berries, missus, you wouldn't have lookit

at the-e." I said, " Did you get any fresh information about
the Browib? Did that man with the big one tell you how he
mtniged his?" "I'll tell yo what, missus, if you want to

get HUt^ht out of a gardener, yo win get a mon wi wite and ma
him f"n wi diiuk afore he'll tell yo aught. Biggest I ever had
wern 6 inches, and weighed 35 pennyweights and a bit over."
That is John's account as truly as I can render it, John's

totiyue loosened by moderate imliibing.

Tlie year is a bad one for Gooseberries. The largest are grown
ill N'l'tinghamshire, the next in Yorkshire and Cheshire, the
next in ljino«>hire, I think, since these last are from Cheshire.

Tlie fiist I sent were from about the coldest Gooseberry garden

I know of, the last were uot so ver; much better. I put them

by the side of Green Gages and other Plums, and the GooseberriM
were the largest. J,<hu adds, "Landlord had a room o' pur-
pose, boards as white yo niit a eaten on them, and glass ooMI
for berries. He would ha let yo have some wi a' pleasure in the
world, he said, but they mon bide there for volk to see, till

Tuesday or so," by whuh lime I ihiuk they would not be
worth much, judging from tlie specimens at the Uortioultoral

Society's Fruit Committee.—V.

BEGONIA WELTONIENSIS.
Those who examined the new and rare plants at the lait

Eenent's Park Show could not fail to notice this hybrid Be-
gonia in the collection exhibited by Messrs. A. Henderson and
Co., of the Pine Apple Nurseries, and which was awarded a

first-class certificate of merit. I had previously purchased the

plant nuder the name of B,'gonia Clarkei ; and I now wish
to call attention to it as being one of the most useful, if not

the most lovely, of the varieties that I am acquainted with.

Its foliage is a bright glossy green, while contrasting favour-

ably with this is the almost blood-red colour of the stem and
veins of the leaves. The bloom is in trusses of four or fiye

bright rose-coloured flowers, coming freely from every shoot.

The plant bears slopping well, and produces vigorous shoots

at every joint ; but without Ibis stopping it has a dwarf com-
pact habit of growth, its foliage is very attractive, and the

plant thrives as well in small as ia large pots,

'I he decorative qualities of this plant, which can be brought

to perfection in a warm greenhouse temperature, make it a
most valuable addition to the stock of a large class of cultiva-

tors ; for many of these have been prevented, through tha

amount of heat required, from enjoying the beauty of Be-
gonias. I tried a few plants for winter flowering in the con-

servatory last season, and v,aB so much pleased with it as to be

induced to grow it largely for that purpose during the coming
winter. It would be difficult to find a more suitable one as a
dinner-table or drawing-room plant. It is easily kept through

the winter, and my plan is to throw away all hut half a dozen

plants, which may be taken out of the pots and stored away,

like Dahlia roots, in dry earth on a damp bottom until wanted

in spring. They should then have all the old soil shaken

from them, he potted, and placed in any structure affording an
intermediate temperature, when the stools soon put forth shoots.

If a stock of plants he wanted, make cuttings of these, and
strike them in sandy peat soil, sifted fine, in a gentle heat.

After they are rooted pot them singly in 4 inch pots, using for

a compost two-thirds turfy loam, the remainder peat, silver

sand, and dried cow dung; this dung must be sifted through a

fine-meshed sieve. Of course if larger plants are wanted
potting and stopping must he attended to, but they will grow

into very fair-sized and useful specimens in 6-inch pots. When
growing, they like a good share of moisture both at the roots and
branches.

I have not been without a number of this useful plant in

h'oom for more than twelve months, and its beautiful foliage

and flowers have performed no unimportant part in the decora-

tion of flower-stands, vases, and ^pergnes. From its useful-

ness and easy culture I expect it to become a general favourite.

It is very cheap, being catalogued at 5s. per plant.

I have an idea that Begonia weltoniensis will be U'eful in

the subtropical department of the flower garden, and for out-

door vases or rustic baskets. Should anyone be trying it in

this way, I hope to hear more about it ot the end of the bedding

season.—Thomas Eecorc, IlaiDkhirst, Kent.

SUPPLY FROM A KITCHEN GARDEN.
I CAN fully sympathise wilh " A Perskverino GAanKNEB's"

complaint iu page 125 respecting the limited space of ground

from which he is expected to supply a family of eleven person*,

for I am placed under similar circumstances.

Mv garden is 103 yards in length and 28 yards in width,

runiiing north and south, and its numerous disadvantages are

death to many crops. Ou the east side and two ends are walls,

on the west side a fence. Within the boundary there is a walk

5 feet wide which takes up a large extent of ground. The soil,

too, is a liiiht sandy loam, very sballiiv, and resting on chalk

and graveh On the east side. 35 feet from the wall, is a wood

of some hundreds of acres. On the west side, at 30 feet from

the fence which divides the kitchen garden from the pleaspa

grounds, stand on the lawn several huge Elm trees, thrusting
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their roots into tbe kitohen garden, and especially into the

Asparagus bed. The family and servants whom I have to

supply are ton in numbur, and with company the average num-
ber supplied with fruit and vegetables through the summer
has been eighteen persons. How is it possible for a gardener

with so many disadvantages to give satisfaction to employers,

who expect the same delicacies in small gardens as in tliose

of much greater extent, with position and soil good, and

every means favourable to securing abundant crops ? This is

a point I should like to see urged with proprietors, and pos-

sibly if an improvement could be eSected gentlemen would not

hesitate. Tbeee improvemfnts would generally be enlarging

the garden according to the wants of the family, making the

Boil good where required, and if practicable, felling all huge
trees that are too near the garden,—A Qakdeneb.

VEGETABLE MARROWS, MARROW PEAS,
AND APHIDES.

[The following is in answer to " Constant Reader, Croydon"
who complains that his Vegetable Marrows turn jellow nnd die

oS when 2 inches in length, and that his Marrow Peas are

destroyed by aphides.]

I woDLD undertake to grow Marrow Peas and Vegetable

Marrows to perfection at Cr<iydon, as I know the place, and the

texture of its soil. As to the myriads of aphides, for this ex-

ceptional season they must be left to the lady birds, which by
the time this appears in print will most likely have devoured
them all. The lady birds have done so here, in concert with

another more gay and lively set, the horizontal- winged Syr-

phid£G, and most thankful am I for their appearance. I re-

member in the autumn, some few year."! ago, just such a flight

of the black aphis—a Ufij^hbour told me he could scarcely see

to drive along tbe road for them—and in this garden they

settled mure especially upon the Convolvuluses, and the
Peach and Nectarine trees. I couid now point out Peach and
Nectarine trees in my neighbours' gardens, where the aphides

were allowed to remain undisturbed, and which are still mere
skeletons, i syringed my own trees, and the Convolvuluses,

with house sewage heated to 120° ; that settled the aphis, and
saved my trees, and I think I can now say without boasting,

that I can gather very line fruit. Heated sewage is my remedy
for aphis, red spider, and mildew. Its smell is unsavoury,

and as something less oljociionable, though effectual for de-

stroying aphis, Pooley's tobacco powder could scarcely fail to

be acceptable.

Now, with regard to the Marrow Peas not coming to per-

fection, and the Vegetable Marrows casting their fruit, these

disappointments may be avoided by adopting the following

system of cultivation :—Pepth of soil is the first requisite for

both crops ; therefore, bastard or half-trench the ground. If

for Peas, make a mark or line no the middle of the piece of

ground ; then at one end of the line to one side of the half of

the ground, mfanire f<ir a trench 1 yard wide, and oast out the

soil opposite the end on tbe other half of the ground, taking

out the soil one spit or spade deep, also the shovellings, or

loose soil. With a Foster's patent fork break up tbe bottom
spit or subsoil thoroughly, and allow it to remain at the bottom,
Before we dig any farther, wheel a part of the large heap of

manure or compost, which in all well-regulated gardens is

being constantly collected, and further enriched by tbe addition

of house-slops, soapsuds, &o., and place as much of it as one
can afford—a wheelbarrow load to a square yard may be con-
sidered quite sufficient—over as much of the ground as is

likely to be trenched in one day. Spread evenly over the sur-

face of the soil suffi lent for a trench at a time ; to spread at

once the whole bulk over the surface would be to allow the
sun and air to dry the manure, and to half-spoil it by driving off

the ammonia. Attention should be paid to this point in ap-
plying all manures. Nuw shake enough of the roughest of the
manure into the trench, measure another trench, and fork the
top spit on to ihe bottom one previously broken up, and the
shovellings on to that, taking care in so doing that the manure
is well apportioned throughnut the mass; fork up the bottom
again, and so on till the work is completed to opposite the
trench that was first made, where the top spit first thrown
out is found quite ready to fill up the last trench. If fruit

trees have been planted in the centre of garden quarters, do
not dig within the drip of their brdncbes, and as their roots are
•ut oft up to that boundary, smooth the wounds with a knife ;

this will make the roots throw out young tibres and do good

rather than harm. Always reserve the emptyings of the dry-
earth-closets to bo used on these special tiuuchiug ocCdSioas.

Having thoroughly prepared the grauud, you m*y suvv yoOE
Peas thinly, and autiuipate grand result^, especially if in dry
weather thorough soakiugs of sewage from the house tank
be occasionally given to the rows. There will u >t be tha
slightest chance of stunted growth, aphis, or mildew, where the
above m )de of proceeding is adopted.

Next with regard to the Vegetable Mirrows. Of course, the
proportion of ground for them would be very small iu com-
parison to that requited for the Peas. I shall suppose a warm
corner sloping to the south, mea.turing, say 12 leet liy 6 feet

;

or if in the open what matter 1 Trench and itioiouglily manure
the allotted space as for the Peas, and this alune will generally

be satisfactory for their cultivation ; but if iu addition some or
all of the following ingredients can be had (especially tue rotted

turf and charred refuse), and iuid so as to form a slope 'i feet

high at back, and 1 fuol high iu front, so as to catch the snn-
shine, doubtless greater results nill he obtained. My last sur-

facing for the purpose was formed in the proportion of a cart-

load of rotted tuif, two bushels of chaiied and coarse wood
ashes, three barrowlouds of leaf mould, three barrowloads o£

thoroughly rotted horse manure, and half a dozen ehovelefnl

of soot, the whole thoroughly mixed. We were ourfeited with
Vegetable Marrows. At the end of May, foim two small
hillocks at 2 feet from each end, and midway between the sides

of the bed, as I shall call it, and place in the crown of each two
joung plants, either raised in a cool frame, or obtained in any
other way; but if plants are not to be had. sow three or four

seeds on the top of each hill. Shade the plants from the sun,

and protect them from cold winds, and both for plants and
seeds keep the ground sufficiently moistened with warm soft

water, if it be necessary. If seed be sown, the young plants

will come up in a few days. If three see llings germinate in

each hillock, thin them out to twi>, and by a little manage-
ment and shading, their rough leaves will soon be of no further

use, as young shoots will begin to start from the hearts of;l»9

plants. As soon as they can be taken hold of, tenderly pinch
the hearts from out of two of tne plants, one on each hill, and
allow the others to grow without stopping. The plants will

now be showing a length of bare stem which is not gojd for

them, BO place a little reserved soil round ihem, and press the
stems gently outwards, and in so doing away from each other.

This will not only encourage them to emit fresh rootlets, but
will prevent their being too close together. Young roots will

soon appear at the circumference of each mound ; cover them
with a few inches thick uf the reserved soil, and so ou till the
bed is quite levelled.

As the runners of the unstopped plants advance, fix them to

the soil with hooked pegs, or train them to a fence, if such is

intended to be covered for ornament. The plants which were
stopped will soon show a dispoeiiiou to fmit upon the laterals,

which spring from the bases of the leafstalks ; with small hooked
pegs fasten down the laterals ou the top uf the soil, and they
will generally produce roots at their joints. Tha blossoms,

male first, and then the female, will next claim notice, and the

setting of the fruit would be rendered more certain if the female
flowers were artificially fertilised. This is especially worthy of

"Constant Reader's" attention.

As the plants continue growing, do not let their shoots

become too crowded. A young thoot will appear at the base

of every leafstalk, and if all weie allowed to giow they would
weaken the plants at the expense of the fruit, whicn would to

a large extent fall ofii prematuiely. Two feet of space thould be
allowed between the main stems, and tbe supeifluous laterals

springing from these should be completely pinched out from.

the bases of their leaves to a foot distance from each other.

Do not interfere with the large leaves, except to carefully

pinch off a few now and then where too crowded for the free

access of light and air to the soil ; or, iu the case of their

acquiring a yellow tinge, when ihe plant's bearing powers are

becoming exhausted. When a fiuit is fairly set ou a lateral,

pinch off the head of the lateral, and iu a few days the fruit

will arrive at perfection, and the shoot will push again, and bear

more, or, according to judgment, may ho cut away. Thus the

juices of the plant and the action of ihe leaves aie devoted to

fruit-prodocing, but the case is different with plants which are

allowed to grow nucbecked for ornament, and upon which very

few fruit may be anticipated.

If dry weather prevail, water the plants thoroughly every

evening with water which has been allowed to stand all day in a

tub exposed to the sun, for they lequiie a laigu amouut of
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moistnre, and hard cold water Btants or kills them. Use soap-
aads or sewage water someiimep. and let both be mixed with
an equal qaantity of clear water ; bat do not wtt the leaves
with the mixture more than is unavoidable. Water the soil

between them equally and steadily from the long spout of the
watering-pot, and not very near the places where the main
stems start from the soil, as gangrene and canker very often
follow that bad practice.

The above system may also be adopted for ridge or any
-Other Cacambers.—Upwabds and Onwabds,

ADULTERATION OF SEEDS BILL.
It i3 well known that a practice has been in use for many

years past of mixing good seeds with seeds the vitality of which
has been destroyed for the purpose of adulteration and profit.

So general and extensive had this become, that even the seed
trade itself regarded it as a scandal, and honourable men con-
nected with the trade shrunk from a system which through
custom and competitiun thoy were compelled in self-defence to
follow. It mattered not how desirous a few individuals may
have been to escape from this dishonourable course and to sell

genuine seeds ; it was practically impossible for them to do so,

so long as others with whom they were brought into compe-
tition could undersell them with seeds which were to a large
extent adulterated. The public, ignorant of these matters,
naturally buy where they can do so cheapest, regardless of the
maxim, that "the cheapest is not always the best," and acting
on that principle of buying in the cheapest market, the public
have themselves been active accessories in encouraging this
system of '* doctoring seeds." To such a pass had this practice
reached, that some of the active members of the seed trade
'bestirred themselves with a determination to rid themselves of
the reproach of systematically deceiving the pubhc, and the
result has been the passing of a bill in the last session of
Parliament (32 and 33 Vic, chap. 112), rendering it penal
after the 1st of May next, to infringe the clauses of the Act,
which is as follows :

—

AN ACT TO PKEVEN'T THE ADULTER.VTIOS OF SEEDS.
"Whereas the practice of adnlterating seeds, in fraud of Her

Majesty's snbjects, and to the great detriment of agriculture, requires
to be repressed by more effectual laws than those which are now in
force for that purpose :

Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by
and with the advice and consent of the Lord Spiritual and Temporal,
and Commons, in this present ParUament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows :

—

1. This Act may be cited as " The Adulteration of Seeds Act, 1869."
2. In this Act—
The term " to kill seeds " means to destroy by artificial means the

vitality or germinatinji power of sach seeds :

The term "to dye seeds " means to give to seeds by any process of
colouring, dyeing, sulphur-smoking, or other artificial means the
appearance of seeds of another kind.

3. Every person who, with intent to defraud or to enable another
person to defraud, does any of the following things—that is to say,

(1.) Kills or causes to be killed any seeds ; or,

(2.) Dyes or causes to be dyed any seeds ; or,

(3. J Sells or causes to be sold any killed or dyed seeds, shall be
punished as follows—that is to say,

(1.) For the first offence he shall be liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing £5

;

\2.) For the second and any subsequent offence he shall be liable to
pay a penaltv not exceeding £50.

Moreover, in everj- case of a second or any subsequent offenre
against this Act, it shall be lawful for the court, besides inflicting upon
the person guilty of such offence the punishment directed by this Act.
to order the offender's name, occupation, place of abode, and place of

busiuess, and particulars of his punishment under this Act, to be
published, at the expense of such offender, in such newspaper or news-
papers, or in such other manner as the court may think fit to prescribe.

4. Any forfeiture or penalty under this Act may be recovered, en-
forced, and applied aa follows :

—

In England, before two justices of the peace in manner directed by
the Act of the session of the eleventh and twelfth years of the
reign of Her present Majesty, chapter 43. intituled " An Act to

facihtate the performance of the duties of justices of the peace
out of sessions Mrithin England and Wales with respect to sum-
mary convictions and orders," and any Act amending the same.

In Scotland, in manner directed by the Summary Procedure Act,
lriG4, and any Act amending the same, or by any police or other
Act for the time being in force in any place, and providing for the
recovery of forfeitures and penalties.

In Irpland. in manner directed^by the Petty Sessions (Ireland) Act
1S51, and any Act amending the same ; and in Dublin by the Acta

regulating the powers of justices of the peace, or of the police of
Dublin metropolis.

Any jurisdiction by this section authorised to be exercised by two
justices may be exercised by any of the following magistrates within
their respective jurisdictions—that is to say,
As to Knglaud, by any metropolitan police magistrate sitting alone

at a police court or other appointed place, or by the Lord Mayor
or any alderman of the city of London, sitting alone or with
others within the said city.

As to Scotland, by the sheriff or sheriff substitute, or by any poUco
magistrate of a burgh.

Afl to Ireland, by any one or more divisional magistrate of poUce in
the police district of Dublin, and elsewhere by one or more josticA
or justices of the peace in petty sessions.

The term " court " shall include the justices, magistrate, or other
person or persons before whom proceedings may be had for tha re-
covery of any forfeiture or penalty.

5. In any proceeding for any offence against this Act. it shall be
sufficient to allege that the party accused did the act charged with
intent to defraud or to enable some other ptrson to defraud, without
alleging an intent to defraud any particular person or an intent to
enable any particular person to defraud any particular person ; and
on the trial of any such offence it shall not be necessary to prove an
intent to defraud any particular perpon, or an intent to enable any
particular person to defraud any particular person, but it shall bo
sufficient to prove that the party accused did the ac^charged with an
intent to defraud, or with intent to enable some other person to defraud,
or with the intent that any other person might be enabled to defraud.

6. In England, where the person who is convicted under this Act
thinks himself aggrieved by the conviction, such person may appeal
to the next court of general or quarter sessions, held not less than
twelve days alter the day of such conviction for the county or place
where the conviction is had, in manner aud upon the conditions in
and upon which a person aggrieved by a summary conviction under
the Act of the session of the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth years of
the reign of Her present Majesty, chapter 96, may appeal in pur-
suance of the 110th section of the' said Act.

In Scotland and Ireland, in like cases as in England, an appeal
shall he in manner in that behalf provided by the law of Scothind
aud of Ireland respectively.

A summary conviction under this Act in England shall not be
quashed for want of form, or be removed by certiorari ; and a warrant
of commitment on any such conviction shall not be held void by
reason of any defect therein, if it is therein alleged that the person
therein named has been convicted, and there is a good conviction to

sustain the same.
7. Every complaint under this Act against any person in respect of

selling or causing to be sold any killed or dyed seeds shall be com-
menced within twenty-one days from the time of the commission of

the offence complained of.

8. Whenever any complaint is preferred against any person under
this Act, and the court upon the bearing thereof determines that it is

not f}07ifi jide made upon reasonable and probable cause, it shall be
lawful for the court in its discretion to direct and order that the pro-

secator or other person by whom or at whose instance such complaint
has been preferred, shall pay unto the accused person the just and
reasonable costs, charges, and expenses, to be settled by the court, of

such accused person and his witnesses, occasioned by or consequent
upon the preferring of such complaint ; and upon nonpayment of

such costs, charges, and expenses within fourteen days after the date

of such direction and order, it shall bo lawful for the court to enforce

payment of the same in the same manuer as if such costs were a
penalty incorredby the person liable to pay the same.

9. Nothing in this Act contained shall prejudice or affect the power
of proceeding by indictment or libel in respect of any offence herein

provided for, nor shall any proceeding, conviction, or judgment to be

had or token under the provisior-s hereof against any person prevent,

lessen, or impeach any remedy by civil process at law or in equity

which any party aggrieved by any offence against this Act might have

had if this Act had not been passed.

10. This Act shall commence and take effect on the Ist day of May,
1S70.

A BULKY bine book has been published with the whole

of the evidence taken before a committee of the House of Com-
mons on the subject;* but as this alludes merely to Clover

and other agricultural seeds, we confine our extract to that

part which refers more immediately to garden seeds. The
following is the evidence of Mr. Bumell, of Waite, Bumell.

and Co., and nest week we shall give that of Mr. D. Nash, of

Minier, Nash, k Nash.

Evidence of Mb. John Thostpsos BtravEU..

CH.URM-iN.—You are a member of the firm of Waite, Bomell,

Hnggins, & Company, of Southwark Street ?—Yes.

• The members of the Committee were—Mr. W. Earle Welby (Chair-

mant, Mr. Henry Brand, Sir Michael Hicks Beach. Bart, Mr. Shaw
Lefevre, Mr. Collins, Mr. Cross, Mr. Norwood. Mr. M'Lagan. Sir Henry
Selwiu-Ibbetson, Bart., Mr. Morrison, Mr. Cogan, Mr. Backhouse, Mr.

O'Neill, Dr. Playfair, and Mr. Pell.
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Are yon tlie senior partner in that firm ?—I am the active partner

in the firm.

May I ask how long yon have been in the business ?—Our firm has
been in business about live years. I have been in business about
twenty years: fifteen years, with my step-father, the late Mr. Waite,
and five years as the active partner and manager of the present fijm.

You do, I think a very large trade ?

—

Yob.
Probably one of the largest in London ?—About one of the largest.

Is your trade confined to the United Kingdom ?—No; oar trade is

in England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, America, and in various parts

of the world.

I think, also, that your business is not confined to any one descrip-

tion of seeds ?—We are not largely engaged in the Clover seed trade.

I do not profess to be an authority on the Clover seed ; our trade is

principally confined to Turnip seed, Mangold Wurtzel, and garden

seeds generally; Clover seed, Flax seed, bird seed, and seeds of those

kinds, we do little or nothing in.

Have you for some time past set your face against these practices of

adulteration ?—As far as I have been able to do so, I have.

Are you able generally to confirm what Mr. Sharpe and Mr.
Kennedy have told us as to the practice of killing and colouring seeds ?

—Generally, I think that I can confirm all that was said by those

gentlemen.
Particularly as far as regards Turnip seed ?—Yes.
And that that has been the practice for many years past '?—It

has.

lu fact, as long as yon have been acqaainted with the trade ?—I'es.

Should you say, generally, that the large wholesale houses are
anxious to get rid of the practice, but have it forced upon them by the

competition that they have been subjected to ?—I should say that they
are very anxious to get rid of it.

I think that you are one of the gentlemen who signed a memorial on
the 2"2nd of June to the President of the Board of Trade ?—I did sign it

with great reluctance.

Will you just look at that, and see if it is a correct copy {handing a
2>aper to the Witness) ?—I should say that this is a copy of it ; I was
the last to sign it ; and my reason for signing it was, simply, that
there should be unanimity among the Loudon seedsmen. Although I

signed it, I certainly had a strong opinion that the memorial, so far as

the bill is concerned, would be of very little good indeed.

Will yon read that memorial ?— '* To the Right Honourable John
Bright, M.P. Adulteration of Seeds Bill. London, 2'2nd June, 1869.
Sir,—We, the undersigned seed merchants, beg respectfully to suggest
that from the difficulty of proof that genuine seeds have been mixed
with killed or dyed seeds, and that deficiency of growth may arise from
outavourable seasons for maturing seeds, bad harvests, or heating in
the stack. It would simplify the bill and render it much more effective

by expunging the clauses 4 and 5 ; this would afford protection to the
merchant against being charged by any unprincipled party ' who could
not pay his account, or the market had gone against him,' with having
sold adulterated seed. That in clause 7, for whosoever shall be con-
victed ' of any offence against this Act,' substitute ' of killing or dyeing
seed, or knowingly shall import killed or dyed seed.' Thus altered the
clause woald read, ' Whosoever shall be convicted of killing or dyeing
seed, or knowingly shall import killed or dyed seed, shall, for every
such offence,' &c. This would, in the opinion of the undersigned,
effectually put an end to the manufacture of killed and dyed seed, as
no party would like to subject himself to being informed against by
any person who is or may have been in his employ. We have the
hoQOor to remain, your very obedient servants, Minier, Nash, & Nash,
60, Strand, London ; Ratley & Silverlock, 412, Strand ; Eraser, Goad,
and Ratford. 82. Bishopsgate Street Within; James Carter &; Co.,
237, and 238, High Holborn ; Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street;
Charlwood & Cummina. 14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden ; Henry
Clarke & Sons, 39, King Street, Covent Garden ; Robert Cooper, 152,
Fleet Street ; Beck, Henderson, & Child, 221, and 222, Upper Thames
Street; Waite, Bumell, Sc Co.. Southwark Street. S.E. ; Nutting and
Sons, 60, Barbican, E.G." Will you allow me to say that Messrs.
Nutting & Son were not present, but they signed the memorial after
the meeting?

Are you still of the same opinion as is expressed in that memorial,
as to the difficulty of detecting killed seeds ?—No, I am of a con-
trary opinion.

In fact, then, you agree rather with the evidence that has been given
to thi? Committee that the presence of killed seed can be detected with
great facility and certainty ?—Yes.
And do you still hold the opinions expressed in that memorial, that

the bill would, with the clauses 4 and 5 expunged, be effective for all

the purposes for which it is desired?—I did not agree witli that me-
morial at all. I signed it merely that there should be unanimity
amongst the London seedsmen ; but I do not agree that the omission
of those clauses would be effective.

If the bill was confined to the third clause simply, the killing and
dyeing of the seed, it would virtually result merely in a transfer of the
scene of adalteration ?—Y'es. it would amount to this, that once get
killed seed by any means, and let it pass through two or three dealers'

hands, it would then come into the hands of the miser, the person
who would mix the seed, aud I take it that you could not then convict
tliat man for selling mixed seeds.

With regard to including dead seed in the provisions of the bill, did

you hear the evidence that was given by Mr. Murray ?—Yes ; but I

could not follow it exactly.

Perhaps you have not had an opportunity of seeing that evidence

since ?—I have not.

To put it shortly, are you of opinion that it would be possible to

compel the seller to give a guarantee that his seed should germinate a
certain per-centage, and to make him liable to a penalty if it did not

come up to that per-centage ?—I think that it would be utterly impossible,

because some seeds in the autumn may produce a good growth, say

90 per cent., or 80 per cent., or any given per-centage, and in the

spring the same seeds very likely would fall off in growth ; so that if

we were to give a guarantee with each parcel, we should have to try oar

seeds every week, and even then oue could not be ijuite sure.

In fact, you would say that that was not the suggestion of a practical

man ?—It is quite impracticable.

We have had a great deal of evidence about Turnip seed and Clover

seed ; but I should like to ask you whether there are any other vege-

table seeds in which this practice of adulteiation exists to any extent ?

—Yes ; Cabbage seed. Broccoli, CauUtlower, Kale, aud all round seeds,

the killed seeds of which could be easily detected, as in Turnip seeds.

And do you think that the injury to the consumer by tlie adulteration

of them is as large in proportion to the extent of the seed used as it is

in the branches of which we have heard so much ?—I should say more
so, because take, for instance. Cabbage and Caulifiower ; the seeds are

sown in beds for plants, and all those plants are wanted, either for

transplanting where they are to become vegetables, or to sell as plants,

aud, of course, the fewer the seeds whi:;h grow the fewer the plants ;

consequently, the loss to the gardener would be greater in proportion

than in the case of Turnip seed.

You mean that in the case of a field sown with Turnip seed, if 70 or

80 per cent, comes np, it is probably sufficient for the farmer for

practical purposes ?—Y'es.

But that in the case of a market gardener he requires 100 per cent. ?

He requires all the plants he can get from the seed.

Mangold Wurtzel is an important seed in agriculture ;
is that adul-

terated within your knowledge ?—It is adulterated.

By what means ?—Common kinds, of Sugar Beet, for instance, may
be killed and mixed with Mangold seeds, or a bad stock of Mangold
Wurtzel may be killed and mixed with a better kind. I think that is

about all I Imow of it.

Should you say that Mangold Wurtzel seed is regularly adulterated

every year, or does it vary according to the season ?—It would vary

according to the season, because some Mangold Wurtzel in a bad
autumn is of a very inferior quality indeed, and, in fact, we have
known Mangold Wurtzel seed in some seasons to be of such quality as

to be scarcely saleable by a merchant, and then oue or two-year-old

seed would be preferable.

An honourable member spoke the other day about Onion seed being

killed occasionally; can you tell me whether that can be discovered?

—It can.

By the same test ?—No ; the only means I think that we should

have would be by tasting the flavour of the seed, besides of course test-

ting it in soil ; the flavour of new Onion seed is very strong inleed.

The killed Onion seed has not the Onion seed flavour at all, but a

burnt flavour.

As to the flower seeds, seeds used in flower gardens, is there much
killing in regard to them?—Not much.
Aud you would not consider it of the same importance to include

them in the bill ?—I should not ; I should consider them of very little

importance.
And perhaps the practice will be not so easily detected, even where

it is carried on?—Well, I should say it would scarcely be detected; it

is of such little moment that I do not think much attention has been

paid to the adulteration of flower seeds.

Can yon recall any other sorts of seeds besides those which yon have

mentioned, in which adulteration is carried on to any extent?—To a

limited extent Radish may be adulterated ; but it is easily detected,

even though it is adulterated to a very small extent.

The list you have given me comprises, virtually, all the seeds in

which adulteration is carried on extensively?—Yes.

Mr. Shaw-Lefevbe.—You come here, principally, with the pur-

pose of withdrawing your name from this memorial, which has been

presented to the Board of Trade, against certain portions of the bill ?

—I am not aware of that.

I understood you to say that you no longer agree with that memorial ?

—Decidedly so.

You signed your name to it on the 22nd of June, not agreeing with

the terms of it'?—Yes. Allow me to say that there were two other firms

who likewise signed that memorial, but who protested against it as

being weak and ineffectual ; those firms are Hurst it Son, and Carter

and Company.
At all events you yourself signed it without agreeing with its terms

.

—Y'es.

And you now come for the purpose of saying that you do not agree

with its terms, and that you are in favour of the bill as it stands .—

i

am in favour of the bill as it stands.

You stated that your reason for signing the memorial was that there

might be a unanimity in the trade?—Y'es.

You signed one of the last with that view ?—Yes.

Then you had found that at that time there was aomething lika
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mftnimitv in the trade ?—I was pleased to dud there was, and I did
aot wiKh tu htaiid ulouo.

Al that time there was Bomothing like a UQ'\Dicnond feeling on the
jMU-t of Ibe iratJe a<{aiust otTtaLu cUuses of the bUl, is that so ?—No, I
do not kiiovr thut lh«ro was.
"Whul I nnderstood yon to Fay was thi^; that yon nigncd the mo-

norial ht-canse yoa wished there to he aunuimily on the part of the
trade ?—Yea.

Bui ynu did not agree with it ?—I did not.

I ask voQ wtiethcr at that time jon had foand that there was Bome-
ilkio^ Jiku tioaoiujity ?—There was not a verv strong nuaniioity, be-
canitf, tin I have already told jon, there wem two tirms who protested
Sgaiii>t it. altliongh {huy did sign it, and the mnjority of the trade
wanted 11 lill of sumo kind, and wanted it to b« us effectual as posijiUe.
But ihty did not wish those cluuscs wbicb imposed penalties very

specitiJly in the event of their having killed beed iu their possesBiou?
—njuf.1 so.

Tbey thonght that wonld be an interfence with their trade ?—Yes.
Tlitit it mij^ht render them linlde to proHecutiou from farmers, who

thoa^ht that the seeds had been improperly duutored, when they had
lK>t7~Ye8 ; I j.resnme that was tbe feeling.

y<>u siiid that you had done year beet to set yonr face against adnltera-
iioti ?—Yes.

Havti you sold any samples of adalterated seed ?—Oh, yes.
Tht n ^on have not gone against it to th« extent of abstaining yonr-

seli altog. iher ?— Certainly not ; I could not HlTord to do it.

What measures did you take?—I have iu>truuted my travellers,
where practicublH (o sell net genuine seeds ro do 30 ; and I have taken
llie earliest opportnuify that presented itself hince I have been master
<tl my own actions to combine to pot it down if possible.

But for many yeiirayou continued to sell these adulterated samples ?

Por five years, I have been niueter of my o*n actions, and for fifteen
jetrH I was with my step father, Mr. Waite.

Since you have been master of your own actions, have you sold any
Jfcdnlterat«d eeeds of this kind ?—I have.

Mr. Cross. — You say you have instructed your travellers to sell
set seeds, if possible ?—Yes.
Were they to tell the customers that yon have two kinds of seeds,

one adulterated and one not?—Where the (jnefition of net seed was
luuned. theu it would be nnderstood that if they bought net seed they
would have net seed, hot that if they did not buy net seed they would
have seed used according to the custom of the triide.

Are tbe customers that you are speaking of those retail shopkeepers ?

Some of them.
Any farmers?—No.
No actual consnmcri of the seeds ?—No; what trade we do direct

with the consumer is all done with net genuine seed.

You never have ventured to Sfll adulterated seed direct to the con-
somer ?—Well, I should not do that, because competition does not
demand it.

I say have yon ever ventnred to sell adulterated seed to the con-
sumer ?—I should say not.

Do all the country dealers know porfenHy well that the seeds they
boy of you are adulterated ?—A preat maLy'of tliem would ; I had one
oise ouly last season: my travelK-r had booked a very large order,
amounting probably to £1*200 or £1300, and tbo order was submitted
lo me by my traveller to decline or accept at tlie prices. There were
some items of Tnrnip seed, at very low prioes imleed, so low, in fact,
that there was no profit attached to them ; but the order, taken as a
whole, I could execute at the prices. On these Turnip seeds I wished
io get an advance in the price of Is. a-bueht-l, merely to pay common
interest of money ; to my surprise, X heard from the people that as I
h^d not accepted the order as it stood, they were very sorry, but they
liad given it to somebody else. I have suhsequentiyheard that that
order was given to another firm, because that (inn agreed to reduce the
eed to a growth of something about 60 per cent. So that it was a
qaeation of growth that lost me the order.

It was not that ynn stuck up for selling net seed that lost yon the
order?—I did not offer net seed ; tbe seed oflft-red by my traveller was
aeed understood to grow about 70 to 75 per cent.
How much of the profit of the adulteration goes into the seed mer-

chant's pocket?—Vtry little ; I shnnbl say notliing.
Do you mean that all the profit of the adulteration goes into the

•onflnmer's packet?—I should say that there is no profit attached to
it, either to the merchant or the retailer, or tbe con-umer. The re-
daction in the quality has broui^ht about such an amount of competi-
tion that the consumer must suffer ; he must bo the only person, I
ahoold say, who wonld suffer.

Dr. Pl 4YF.VIR.—You spoke of the tost of a certain per-centage grow-
ls not beio;? a good one for seed ; how old was the seed you spoke of
when you said that a test madu in the autumn ntij-ht be a very di£fer-
•nt test if tried in the sprinii?—I only gave that as au instance ; I did
aot apply it to any speci il kind of srtd.

Take the case of a seed a year old, would th^^re be any great differ-
ence betw.-en a young seed in the autumn and that, -.ame seed in the
epring?

—

We will take the case of a wet autumn. The seed would not
be in so g>od a condition as in a fine antaoiu- That seed would be
longer ab-»ut in the harvest and maturing, and pmbibly would bo of a
waak growth when it came in. The r.hauces are that that seed woold
fftll off in its vitality in the spring of the year.

Considerably ?—Somatimes considerably.
Kven the i.oed of the la»t autumn ?—Yes. even the seed of the laat

autumn ; that Hpplteit, of coar-ie, to s bad faarveftt.

And thu uiun- inpidly, I suppose, the older the seed was, if yoo hmd
a three-Tears-old need for instance?—I have Itoown a three-yearS'Old
seed to grow as well aUuobt tho third year as when hArrestod, ii it ii

good KireJ.

Yon are not afraid, then, of the three-years-old seed fallingoff moeh
more rajiidiy in the test between the autumn and the spring?—In somt
cases il might, but thoroughly good harvest seeds of some kinds would
do well for two or thr«e ^ears and even longer sonu-timefl.

Then it would be the exceptional cases where there was such a ipeedj
falliui! off as yon Mpoke of 7—It would be the effect of a bad harresl, or
of a had barveHtiug.

Mr. M'Laoan.—Yon said it might arise from bad harvesting or bad
crops, bntmi;:ht it not arise mere from bad keeping than anything olMf
—It might aiise from bad keej»ing.

In many caAes it does arise from bad keeping, does it not?—W«n
not in thu bunds of a merchant who has tho facilities for keeping eeedf,
who has j:ood stores.

Have you b* eu present during the few days we have been taking
evidence?— I have, every day.
The qne^tion has been frequently put as to what time should b*

allowtrd fur information to be brought against the merchant for selling
adulterated seed, now what time would ynn allow ?—That is a very im-
portant question, but so far as it is one affecting myself as a merchant
it is not no important as it is considered as affecting the commission
agents, the faeiors. where short credit is taken ; and I think that more
important evidence mi;>ht be given on that point than I should be abU
to give. So far es I am concerned, I should say that my castomen
would be able to tefet their seeds and should make complaints, if they
have any cause to make any complaints, within twenty-one days. I

should considrr that that would be allowing them .imple time.
The time that has bt en suid, gouenUly, is thirty days or a month ?

—

I think you will find that that would be a serious matter as regards tba
factors.

Even a month ?—Yes.
Take tweutyone days; docs it matter at all to the factor, or tbe

wholesale merchant, if tbe time is to be twenty-one da} s, whether thei*
is any deterioration in the growing quality of tbe seed from autumn till

spriug ; there surely will be no gieat difference, at all events, in the
germinating power of the seed iu twenty-one days ?—I should say none.

Therefore it is of litllo consequence whether tho seed does become
deteriorated in its germinating power from autumn to spring? So far

aa adulteration is concerned, I should say that it is of Tery littU
importance.
But 60 far as mixing with old seed is concerned?—I do not exftotly

understand the qutf^iiou in that form.
I untleratood voo to say to the honourable Member for the University

of Edinburgh that s^-eds often lose in their gcrminatrng power from
autumn to sprint,'?— YtrB.

Unmixed seed I understood you to mean?—Y'cs. nnmixed seed ; we
will take an instance of that kind. If we had seed of a weak growth in
the autumn wh should mako allowances for its going off in the spring

;

at least 1 t<houI(l.

I want to know will it make any difference if you limit the time for
laying an iuformatiou to three weeks, whether the seed hasdeterioratod
in its growing quality from autumn to spring?—I should say not.

And ih'^refore tlo yon think that there would bu any difficulty in yon
guarantet-ing to the purrha^er a proportion of germinatiui> power in tbe

Beed which yon may sell?—What proportion wonld you wish guaranteed?
I men ly ask a general question. You said it would bo impossible to

do it, I think, in tbe answer you gave just now ?—Yes ; that is, taking

the extreme growth, whieh probably mi^ht be demanded of na. I would
guarantee seed with safety to grow 50 jxr cent., but if a seedsman
demanded of me whether that seed should grow 90 or 9j per cent., I

should not venture to give a guarantee as to growth.

You are quite prepared, however, to guarantee a certain proportion

of germinating power in tbe seed?—If guarantees were introducod in

that way iuto thu seed trade, I have no hesitation in saying that there

would bo very few seedsmen.
But I understood you to say chat yon lost a particular transaction

from another murchhnt coming iu and selling seed which he guaranteed?
—I do not know th»t ha guaranteed it. It would bu merely a represen-

tation ; there would be an understanding.

But I understaui^ that yon gentlemen are all men of honour, and an
understanding is quite equal to a guarantee?—Decidedly.

Ho gnarnnteed it in that case to have a germinating power of 60 per

cent. ?— He so represented.

Tbertfore there is, at the present time, an understanding that the

Beed you sell has a certain germioatug power ?—Y'es, it is tacitly under-
stood iu the tradt'.

And that is quite equivalent to a guarantee amongst the merchant*
themselves?—I du not know that it is equivalent to a guarantee.

Yon could not 8nen|ion it, but as an houomable trauiiactiou it wonld
bo ?—As an hommrable transaction it would be.

If it i& a point of honour, why not make it a point of law ?—I am
not competent Uy answer that question.

Yon deal extensively in Manifold Wurtzel. do not you ?—Yes.

And I think you stated that it id considerably adnlteratod abo ?—It
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is not acIaUerated, ro fur as my own experience is concerned, to the

extent that other Beed^ are.

It is, however, mixed somttimes with the seed of the Sugar Beet ?

—

Tea, sometimeB.
And ia that seed kilUd ?—Yeq.

Con yoo easily Jiatinf^aish Mangold Wnrtzel adnlterattd with Beot-

lOot ?—Yon cannot.

Not even an expert?—No, I wonid not profess to judge Mangold
Wnrtzel.

I have a sample here, and I was going to aak if you could tell the

differeuce ?—No.
What ia the diflfert^nce in the price of Beet seed and Mangold Wnrtzel

geed?—It all depeuds u[)on the season; sometimts we have Mangold
Wnrtzel seed as cheap as Bpet seed.

Take the average ?— Well. I suppose £20 a-ton for Sugar Beet, and

for Mangold Wnrtzel £30 to £32.

Therefore there is a difference of ahont 50 per cent, in the price ?

—

About that.

And yon say that the seed merchant who mixns these two hinds of

seeds derives uo profit from that mixture ?—Well, the profit I should

say is very little on account of competition : there is as much profit out

of genuine seed as there is out of adulterated seed, generally speaking.

That is to say if all the merchants sold genuine seed there would be

as much profit a^ if they all sold adulterated seed?—Yes.

Therefore the only loser in this trade of mixing is the poor farmer ?

I should say he is the loser, from my own observation in the matter.

But he is a loser ?—I should say so.

It has been given in evidence that he is not, in as far as he gets his

seeds cheaper ; what have jou to sdy to that ?—That is another matter

altogether ; so far as he gets his seed cheaper he may not be a loser ;

but the question is whether adulterated eeeds are as cheap as good seeds.

If you look to the ultimate produce of the crops there is no doubt

that he is a very great loser by buying adulterated instead of unadul-

terated seed ?—Yes, in that light he ia.

Mr. Brand.—I understand you to say that you have been about

twenty years in the seed trade ?—Yes.

Has that practice of adulteration increased within your experience ?

—I should say it has.

Has it extended to different classes of seeds?—Yes, all classes.

That is to say, tliat seed which, when yon began business, were not

adulterated, are adulterated now ?—No, I should say that all kinds of

seeds that were adulterated when I first had a knowledge of the trade

are still adulterated, and I do not know that they have increased in

aorta, though they may have done ao ; bnt I should say that in general

the practice has increased.

And the demand for thesn seeds, especially Turnip and Manso?d, and
Clover, has increased very largely in your recollection ?—Yes, very

largely ; more particularly in Ireland.

Chairiian-—I think you eaid that yon consileredthat the Bill would
be operative iu the form, or nearly in the form, in which itnow stands ?

—

I think so ; at least, I have very little doubt about it.

Do you think that the seedsmen themselves would take any steps to

assist its operation by forming themselves into an association ?—There
is no doubt that there will be an as'^ociati^n of some kind formed.

With the object of assisting the operation of the Bill ?—Yes.

Under which the seedsmen would constitute themselves, as members
of their own bodies, inspectors to report caaes to the trade, and lay in-

formation where they discovered practice.* of adulteration to be carried

on ?—Yes.

Now I should just like to ask you what yon think would be the effect

of all this inquiry, supposing that this Bill was not passed into law

;

do yon think the publicity given to the matter will have the effect of

discoaragiug the (iractice, or, on the contrary, do yon think that the

adulteration woul I increase from the greater knowledge of the practice

that would bo obtained ?—While it is fresh in the mind of the public it

may probably deter the practice to a limited extent ; but we shall soon
forget it again, and more particularly when we have a scarcity of seeds.

If Parliament does not interfere with it, I believe that iu a very short

tiine it will be even more on the increase; I believe that it will be

carried on by inexperienced persons, and coDsequently a great deal

more injury will be done in the use of the killed seeds than nuder the
present system, as it is now carried on by experienced persons.

You have said that you thinl' the number of snrta of seeds to which
the practice of adulteration is applied has not increased^ do yon think
that the number of districts in which it prevails bus increased ?—Well,
I cannot exactly answer that question. I thiuk that the headquarters
for colouring aud fur killing seeds wonld be in London. There may bo
other places which have not come to my knowledge ; in fact, I have no
doabt that there are other places.

Bat, speaking generally, you think that the practice is rather on the
increase than on the decrease?—I should say so.

Mr. Shaw-Lefbvre.—Do yon test your seeds before sending them
Ont?—As soon as wo receive them from onr growers wo test them.

So that you know their germinating power before you send them out ?

—Yes, that is, we test them when they come in in the autumn, and if

there is a weakness of growth, wo note it. In fact, we note all the
growths, bnt we take ppe<ial notice of a weak growth.
You aj,'ree. then, witli Mr. Sharjie and other wituesses, that in adul-

terating samples with killed seeds, tlie practice has been to adulterate

them down to a certain per-ceutage of germinating power ?—X do not

quite agree with what has been said about that, beonu^e I believe tbftt

{generally the seeds are made np on an avernpe ; that is, in Tnrnip seed,
three of the geunine seeds to one killed seed.

But what has been yonr own practice in mixing killed seeds wHh
genuine seeds ?—Upon that rule.

Then your endeavour has been to reduce the germinatinii power of
the sample to 75 per cent., or nbout that?—Well,it comes bulow that;
about 70 per cent , I s-honld say.

But supposin:; that in testius^ your seed you have fonnl it to be notwp
to the average, you ha^^e mixed somewhat lesi nf killed seed?—When
it is a bad growth, much below an average, then of course we shonid
not reduce ic to such an extent.

Your eudeavour has been to keep the standard at the same level year
by year?—Sometiuiea we deviate from the rule.

As a general rule, that has been your eudeavour ?—As ageneral rule
it has.

What do yon consider that standard to be ; between 70 and 75 per
cent. ?—About 70 per cent. ; to get 75 per cent, when the proportion is

three and one, erery genuine seed must grow.
Dn Playp-UR —Do yon agree with Mr. Sharpe in desiring that ther©

shall not be included iu clause 3 any prohibition again'%t oiling seeds l»
improve their appearance ?—I think that oiling seeds beiu^ part of thft

preparation for cleaning seeds, would he beneficial to the seeds.

What makes you think so?—From my own experience ; for instance*

it cleans them from dust aud mites (a very small insei't). It would
congeal tho seed sometimes, unless we had a process of <-IeaDing the
seed from those little insects, to shv nothing of dust ; I think it would
be wrong, therefore, to prohibit oiling the fljeds.

Did you ever try any experiment ai to the germinating power of
oiled seeds and seeds not so treated?—Oiling seeds would nut afTeot

the growth of them.
Have you tried any positive eupcriments on them ?—I have general

experience ; but I have not tried positive experiments.

You do not know whether it affects their germinating power?—I do
not hesitate to say that it does not affect the growth or the germiuating
power.

And therefore yon would not wish it included in (his clause ?—No;
I think it wonld be wrong to include it, aud to consider it as ftB.

adulteration.

Mr. M'Lagan.—Though it may not destroy the germinating power
of the seed, would it not retard the germinating power ?—No, uot at aD.

Will the oil ou the ou'side of the husk of the seed not prevent that
seed being properly moisteoed with water before it can germinate?—^I

should say uot at all.

We had in evidence that the seeds with which Turnip seed is adulte-
rated are sold ua warmuted uot to grow; are you aware whether that
killed Beetroot seed, which yon have alluded to as used to adulterato
Mangold Wnrtzel, is tometimes sold, too, as warranted not to ^row?

—

I should say that it is sold with the understanding that it will not grow.
But not with a warrant not to grow ?—No ; but it is generally under-

stood it will not.

Are yon aware of the lowest price at which that Beetroot is some-
times sold?—I do not I.now; I have had so very little to do with that.

I thought >on dealt extensively in Mangold Wuri?,el ?—Yes; bat I
have uot bad much to do with Beetroot; Mangold Wurtzel is not
adulterated to the extent that other Si^eds are.

Have you known Mangold Wurtzel seed to sell for £120 a-ton ?—^Tes.

Of course, in that year there would be extensive mixing with Beetroot
at £10 a-ton?—Yes.
Would there not l»e a great profit in that case to the salesman?—

I

daresay there would be iu many transactions.

And a great loss to the farmer?—Yes.

Are there any other seeds with which Turnip seeds are adulterated^

excepting Rubsen «t ed ?—None except Rubsen seed, and the seed some-
times called Indian Rtipe ; it is very much like Rubsen seed. And tboB
there is tho black Rape for Swede Turnip.

There is a small sted very often found as a weed amongst onr crop^
in Scotland aud IreJund, is that ever riddled ont?— I presume joa aro
alluding to Charlock seed. Any merchant knowing his business would
not use that, because it is so utterly distinct from auvthiii'^ else.

Though an expert mi^jht distint^uish it, do you think a farmer coTiId

distinguish it?— Prolialdy he might not; he would if he had once giren
himself the trouble to think about it.

PREVENTING AND DESTROYING MILDEW.
Feeling mji-fl( to be largely iodebted to " iho JoiirnaV'

for tbe varied iijf>'ruiuti<iu wbich I have frotn time to tim6
gathered from it* most irjRlruclive Coiamnt^, aud regnrHing it.

as I do, in tbe lipbi. of tbe must tffiuient. aid acci-sBihla to

amateurs like iii.m-«-I', who in all their numeroua diffiuullieB

turn to it for coiiukfI and assistatcf, I venture to < fi^r a few
observations for iIik unnKideratiim of such of your readers Ul
have suffered fmm ibis moat iusidioua enemy, and unfor-

tunately tbeir nitoH is legiun.

I have been in He baliit of keejdng pot Kises in an orchard

house, and Boiueboiv, nrdwilbatauding plemy of air being re-

gularly admitted, my Bosea were frequently aud periodically
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attacked by mildew in a most aggravatod form. I tried Mr.
Radcljffe'e remedy of blue vitriol and water, but with very

little effect. I afterwards used reRulnrly a dredging of flowers

of sulphur, and by this means I could cure it ; but the cure

was slow, and therefore unsatiBfactory. I was one day in the

orchard houEte with my medical man, and be, noticing the

Roees covered with their yellow sprinkling, inquired the cause.

Upon being informed, he proceeded to enlarge upon the par-

ticular effect produced upon vegetation by flowers of sulphur,

and in checking the mildew, and at the same time went on to

observe, that if the heated fumes of the flowers of sulphur,

accompanied with considerable moisture, could be brought

directly to bear upon the plants, the effect would be much
more speedy and complete than that produced by the mere
contact of the sulphur when sprinkled over the foliage.

1 took the hint, and proceeded to endeavour to improve upon
it, and the result has been most satisfactory. I can now cure

the very worst cases of mildew, or, at all events, effectually

check them in about two days.
The modus ojtcra mil is as follows:—Place the plants on a

common greenhouse stage in a small greenhouse or summer
house, or any other place where the fumes of the sulphur
will be well confined. Under the stage place a large fiat

milk dish or other vessel, and having heated three or four

common bricks nearly red hot {hrebricka would be better, as

the common ones are rather apt to fly with the heat), place

them in the bottom of the vessel ; then fill it, up nearly even
with the upper surface of the bricks with boiling water, and on
the bricks lay flowers of sulphur; scatter some over the surface

of the hot water, and renew the sprinkling from time to time, as

long as the bricks and water keep sufficiently hot. The fumes
pass among the foliage of the plants ranged in tiers on the

stage above. The following day syringe the plants well with

cold water, and you will have no more trouble with them for

some time.—A, Dcmtell, Iiarjiscij, Isle of Man.

[We have seen this season the mildew on Roses effectually

cured at Sawbridgeworth, by the application of soot dusted over

the plants in pots. This not only destroys the mildew, but
improves the colour of the Roses.—Ens.]

HARDY CLIMBERS AND OTHER PLANTS FOR
WALLS.—No. 2.

It may be well to distinguish between the climbing and

other plants suitable for covering walls. " Chmbers," states

the " Cottage Gardeners* Dictionary," " are plants which attach

themselves to supporters by their natural appendages, as by

their tendrils, by their hooks, or by other modes of attach-

ment." This wiil be suflicient to distinguish them from other

plants.
cluieers.

Akebia QiTiNATA.—Evergreen twiner. Flowers lilac pink, in spring

and early in Bommer. Propagated by division of the root, and cattiugs

of the half-ripened shoots in sand on a gentle hotbed. It requires a

sonth wall, and peat and sandy loam.
Ampelopsis hederacea {Virginian Creeper).—Tbe most vigorons

of all climbers, succeeding on any aspect, and excellent for covering

trellises and rustic work, thriving where many other climbers will not

do so, especially on a north aspect. Tbe flowers are inconspicnoue,

bnt the fohage is a foil compensation for any deficiency of flowering.

It gives a close mantling to any building or object, the leaves

dying-off a bright purplish red. It will grow in anv kind of soil, but

succeeds best when encouraged with good, rich, well-stirred loam. It

is deciduous, and increased by layers and cuttings of tbe ripened shoots.

Being of vigorous growth it is very suitable for covering high walla

and buildings with unfavourable aspects. A. quinque/oUa does not

differ from A. hederacea.

A. j.vpoNicA.—A new Virginian Creeper, of a compact shrubby habit,

the leaves being broad, ovate-oblong, and in autumn assuming a bripht

red tint, in this respect surpassing A. hederacea. It will doubtless

prove as hardy as tbe preceding.

A. Veitchu.—Foliage smaller than that of A. hederacea ; tbe leaves

are sometimes entire and occasionally thrice-divided, and are very

close and dense ; colour green, shaded with purple. ^ ery fine for

walls with north aspects, and rustic work of all kinds, being very

hardv ; and on account of its peculiar-coloured foUage and yonag

shoots, which are quite purple, it is worthy of greater attention than

it has yet received. It is the best chmber for planting against walls

where naihng cannot be practised, as it needs no training, but clings

to any building with tbe greatest tenacity. The leaves turn red in

autumn before falling,

AaiSTOLOcuiA SiPHO.—Foliage bold, not unlike Eiegner's Ivy;

flowers yellow and brown, produced in July. It is suitable for walla

with east or west aspects, and for verandahs and eommer-houses, but

in warm sitnationB only. Sandy loam is tbe mo8t suitable soil. De-
ciilaon>(. Propagated by divisioD of tbe roots or layera, either in

spring or antumn. 30 feet.

Atr.\oknf AMEuic.iNA.—BecidootiB, fioeceeding in any rommon
soil. Fine for rustic work. Flowers purple, in July. 15 feet. A. Aca*
THiACA.—Flowers brown and yellow. July. H to 10 feet. A. suiuucA.
—Whitish-yellow flowern. July. 12 feet. IncrcflRed by seeds sown iD
sandy soil in a frame, the 6eed]inf;8 beinR pricked o£F vhen large
enough, and fi^adnally hardened off; aUo by layers in autumn, or by
cuttings under a hand-glass or iu gentle heat, cither in spring or
summer.

litiRUERiDOPSTS CORALLINA.—EvergTcen, Tiot exactly a climber, being
only Bub-scandent. Flowers fine deep red, iu clusters of two or
three, on long pedicels. It is bnt little known, and appears very
hardy.

iJiiisosiA ORAXDIFLORA.— Frec-growiug climber with orange-r©d
flowers produced in summer, but it requires a sonth wall. The foliage

is bold and handsome. As tbo flowers are produced on the short

shoots which proceed from the wood of tbe previous year, care must
be taken to have tbe latter well ripened by thorouKh exposure, keeping
the shoots moderately thin and rather closely nailed or tied-up.

BioNONiA RADicAS.s.— Flowcrs Orange, in July. Viqorons, and
similar to the preceding, but not no pood, thoufih it is hardier. There
is ft better-coloured variety called superba. This and the preceding
are deciduous, aad only suitable for trelli.ses against walls, verandahs,
and Other warm situations. They are increased by cattiogs of the
shoots, and by pieces of the roots in gentle heat.

BiGNO.viA CAPREOLATA.—Flowers red. In warm situations, against

a south or west wall, it is very ornamental.

The Bignonias succeed beet in a compost of equal parts of peat
and loam. Protection should be given this in severe weather.

BiLLARDiERA L0NGIFLOR.4.—Red flowcrs in July. B. imTAEIUS.

—

Red, August. B. scankens.—Purple, August. All evei^^recns requir-

ing a south aspect, and peat and loam compost. Propagation by seeds

sown in a hotbed in spring, and from cuttings in Jane in a hotbed,

covering them with a bell-glass.

Caprifolium fla^tm.—Yellow. 10 feet. Deciduons. Trelhsesin
warm situations. C. DouoLAsn.—Orange. '20 feet. Deciduous. Pillars,

arbours, and rustic work. C. Periclvmenvm.—Yellow ; 20 feet ; the

Woodbine so fine for covering rustic trellises, arbours, or trunks of trees.

Jnne. It and the varieties are deciduous. Periclymenum bclgicuin,

or Dutch, larger and earlier-flowering, June. 20 feet ; Periclymennm
serotinum (late Dutch), yellow and red, 20 feet. Jnne ; Periclymennm
quercifolinm, yellow and red flowers, June. There is a variegated

variety of this. Except the first all are tine for pillars, arches, and
covering all kinds of rustic work, but they should have open sitn-

atious, for though they may grow, they do not flower freely on north
aspects or in the shade. Against walls they are smothered with aphis.

C. sempfrvirens. — Evergreen, also its varieties Brownii, tlori-

bunda, and Youngii, all with scarlet flowers. Fine for trellises, veran-

dahs, and poles, tbe flowers being long and tmmpet-shaped. Rather
Ught soil is most suitable.

The Caprifoliums are increased by cuttings of the ripened

shoots in autumn, in a shady border, covering them with a

hand-glass or inserting them under a frame. Layering in au-

tumn when the leaves are falling is the most certain method o5

propagation.

Celastrus scan*deks.— Deciduons. Flowers yellow, in May or

June. 15 feet. Seeds in a hotbed in spring.

Clematises.—Cierulea grandiflora, pale azure blue, 10 feet ; fla^

mula, white, 20 feet, sweet-scented; fiorida, white, 10 feet; and its

doable variety, wbite, tinged with green; bicolor (Sieboldi), straw,

pnce and green centre; Fortunei, large, double, white ; hybrida splen-

dida, deep violet, stamens green ; Jackmanni, violet purple, centre

veined, stamens light green ; lannginosa, lavender, larpc ; lanuginosa

Candida, large, white ; lanuginosa pallida, pale l.ivcuder ; montana,

white, stamens green ; montana grandiflora, larger than the species,

flowers white ; Helena, large, semi-doable, white ; Louisa, white, with

purpie-tipped stamens ; Sophia, mauve, centre of petals straw-coloured,

stamens tipped with chocolate ; there is a double variety of this similar

in colour ; rubro-violacea, maroon, shaded reddish violet, stamens pale

green ; Standishii, deep bluish violet ; Viticella, purplish violet ; and its

variety multiplex with double flowers of tbe same colour ; Viticella atro-

rnbens, deep purplish red; venosa. reddish purple, veined crimson,

light centre, stamens chocolate; Vitalba, or Traveller's Joy, white.

This is tbe most hardy, and quickly covers any surface.

All the Clematises are fast-growing and free-blooming, indis-

pensable for covering trellises, walls, rustic, and all kinds of

ornamental wirework. Their rich and varied-coloured flowers,

many of them large and sweet-ecented, render them particu-

larly desirable. All are deciduous. Propagation is effected by
cuttings of the firm side shoots in summer, inserted in sand

under a hand-glass or frame, keeping them shaded and close;

or by layers in September. A light, rich, well-drained soil is

most Boitable.

Hedera algeriensis, fine large leaves, requires a warm situation

;

algeriensis variegata, a fine silver-variegated Ivy ; canariensis (Irisk
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Ivy), free, close-Rrowinp, larpe handsome foliage ; canarlensis varie-

gata, slightly variegated, free growth, close habit ; canariensis aureo-

macTilata, golden variegation in blotches, not very constant ; canarl-

ensis latifolia macnlata (marmorata), gold-clonded, but often green
;

Helix (English Ivy), fine, large, green leaves ; Helix aureo-maculata,

golden variegation, but not constant ; Helix cbrysocarisa, yellow-

berried ; Helix variegata (foliis argenteis), silver variegation, and very-

fine for buildings required to appear antiijue ; digitata, fine for rustic

work of all kinds ; taurica, small, much-divided leaves, neat and dis-

tinct : Ripgneriana, large, deep-green, heart-shaped leaves, forming a

beautiful covering for a wall.

All the Ivies are evergreen, and invaluable for covering walls

with north or east aspects, old and dead trees, &c., and to form
a green carpet beneath trees, and in shady places where nothing

else will grow. Ivy may also be employed to give architec-

tural effect. Light, well-drained soil is the most suitable, but

it will succeed almost in any soil and situation. Propagation

is best effected by cuttings or slips put in at the end of sum-
mer in a north border, and kept moist. When quick growth is

wanted, rich light soil and liberal waterings in dry weather
should be afforded. To have Ivies in their greatest perfection,

they require east or north aspects.

HoLBOLLiA (Stauntonta) lattfolla.—Evergreen, having fragrant

green flowers in spring. It requires a south wall, with protection in

severe weather, and peat and sandy loam. Increased by cuttings of the

half-ripened young shoots in sand nnder a bell-glass, in a gentle

heat.

jASjrrxTM officinale (White Sweet Jasmine).—Deciduous ; valued
on account of its white sweet-scented fiowers. The variety grandi-

floram only differs from it in having larger flowers. Jasminum oih-

cinale foliis anreis has golden-variegated leaves. There is a kind

with white variation, but very scarce, and a double variety, which I

believe is not in cultivation. It is remarkable that a bud of the

variegated .Jasmine taking on the common or green, will frequently

cause the whole of the plant to become variegated. To thrive well,

these varieties require south-east, south, or south-west aspects, not
succeeding on trellises in the open ground. The flowers are produced
in Jnly.

J. FRtjTiCANS.—Deciduous. Flowers yellow; only suitable for low
walls. Jnly.

J. NTTDlFLORUil.—Decidnous. Yellow flowers, produced in mid-
winter. It is so hardy, that in Yorkshire. .500 feet above the sea level,

it grows vigorously, and blooms most profusely on a nortu wall in

January. It attains a height of 1.5 feet, perhaps more, and is a rapid

grower. It is very well adapted for forcing or the greenhouse, aud
succeeds on any aspect out of doors. The flowers are produced before

the leaves. It ought to have a place in every garden.
J. REVOLUTU.M.—Evergreen. Flowers yellow, in June. It is only

suitable for south aspects aud warm situations, and should have pro-

tection in severe weather.

The Jasmines are propagated by cuttings of the shoots after

these become firm, inserted under a hand-glass in sandy soil

;

also by suckers and layers in autumn. Good, rich, light soil,

with a little leaf mould or peat, is the most suitable.

La&dizabala biternata.—Evergreen, of rapid growth, and having
porple flowers. It requires a south wall, or warm situation. It

flowers in winter, and in severe weather needs protection. Soil, sanoy
loam and peat. Propagated by cuttings of the half-ripened young
shoots under a bell-glass in gentle heat.

Lycitjm barbaru-m.—Deciduous. Flowers violet, in June. 1'2 feet.

L. ETjROP.ErM.—Deciduous. Flowers lilac, in June, followed by yellow
fmit. L. AFRUM.—Deciduous. Violet flowers, in June, succeeded by
pretty fruit, of which birds are very fond.

The Lyciums are suitable for walls, trellises, or arbours, being
of a free, rambling, half-shrubby nature. They are propagated
by cuttings of the ripened shoots in autumn or spring, in a
frame or under a hand-glass.

Menispermum canadesse.—Deciduous twiner. Flowers green and
yellow. June. Suitable for trellises. Cuttings in spring under a
hand-glass, division of the roots, and seeds sown in spring. Sandy
rich loam.
MnrisiA decurrexs.—Deep orange-coloured flowers, in autumn.

Hardy, but of its other qualities I have no experience, though I think
it will prove one of the finest hardy climbers, and an evergreen, being
BO in a young state.

Passu-loba c.erulea.—The only hardy Passion-flower, and it re-

quires a south wall, and in cold localities protection in severe weather.
Flowers bine and white. Cuttings of the young wood a little ripened,
inserted in sand under a bell-glass in gentle heat. Peat and loam
form the most suitable soil.

Periploca gr.i;ca.—A deciduous twiner of rapid growth, and
quickly covering an arbonr or wall. The flowers are brown, aud ap-
pear in July. Cuttings in summer nnder a hand-glass, or layers in
autumn.
Vms viNiFERA aphfolia.—Leaves crumpled or Parsley-like; its

only merit.

Vms HETEROPHYELA VARIEGATA.—White and red variegation on
a green ground, pretty. The Vitises are suitable for south walla or

trellises in warm situations. Light rich soil. Cuttings of the ripe

wood, or eyes, in a mild hotbed early in spring.

Wistaria (GLYcraE) sinensis.— Deciduous, and of free growth;

foliage light brownish green ; flowers light purplish blue, in clusters

not unlike bunches of Grapes. A south aspect is most suitable, though

it will succeed on east and west walls and other warm situations.

It is increased by cuttings of the young shoots when their wood
is becoming firm, inserted in sand under a hand-glass or in a frame.

Layers, however, form the best mode of propagation. If a young

well-ripened shoot, the longer the better, layered its full length ia

autumn, almost every eye will form a plant or shoot, which will be

well rijiened and rooted by the following autumn. The variety alba

has white flowers.

All climbers should be so trained whilst young that the lower

part of the wall or trellis will first be covered, training the

shoots out straight and with regularity, and stopping or cutting

back, so as to furnish shoots to cover the wall regularly and

closely. The shoots, as they advance, must be tied or nailed-

up, not so thickly as to crowd and cross each other, but so that

each may have a proper share of light, air, and room to grow

in. They must, therefore, be thinned-out where too close

together, and in tying or nailing allow space for the farther

thickening of the shoot.

Pruning should be performed at two seasons—namely, in

summer and in winter. The summer pruning will in most

cises be confined to the regulation of the shoots, thinning them
out where too close together, and shortening them whsre too

long. While shoots of some length should be laid-in, there

will be far too many for such a purpose, and if they are cut off,

the main shoots or branches will be rendered bare
;

if not

required for extension, all but the flowering shoots may be

shortened to within a few leaves of their base. The flowering

shoots, of course, should be preserved. Wistarias and the like

may be closely spurred-in ; but the Bignonias, as they produce

their flowers on the long shoots, should not be pinched back

at the summer pruning, though they may be closely pruned

before growth commences in spring. The best method is to

secure the covering of the wall, then train-in the shoots where

practicable, and if not, to shorten them so as to form an

even surface. The winter pruning may be performed early in

autumn in the case of the deciduous and hardier kinds, when
the leaves have fallen ; or, it the climbers are tender, defer

pruning until spring. It must be limited to cutting out the old

wood, training young in its place, and cutting back the other

shoots to within an inch of their base—that is, those not

required for extension or covering the wall.

Evergreens will be best pruned in spring before they begin

to grow, if much pruning be needed, so that fresh shoots may
be produced early, and become well ripened before autumn, or

pruning may be performed after flowering. Ivy is, perhaps,

the only climber that can be pruned with the shears. Tne

best time to clip it is April ; the surface will then be quite

green again in a few weeks, and any irregular growths may b«

trimmed off in August with a knife.—G. Abbey.

SUDDEN CHANGE OF TEMPERATURE.
There has been a change of temperature at Blantyre, N.B ,

from 83° on Saturday, August 28th, at midday in the shad<

,

to 23° on the morning of Monday, August 30th, turning Pota-

toes black, and giving the gardens an appearance of approach-

ing winter. "Wiltshire Rector," writing from near Chip-

penham, quotes the temperatures on the same days as 85°

and 55°.

Mr. Quintin Read, Pleasley Vale, Mansfield, states that on

the morning of August Slst the temperature " was 4° below-

freezing. In the kitchen garden Vegetable Marrows, Gourdf,

Kidney Beans, and Potatoes have been destroyed, and in tho

flower garden PeriUa nankinensis, Coleus Verschaffelti, Helio-

tropes, Dahlias, and Salvias. The Cloth of Gold Pelargoniam

and Golden Feather Pyrethrum have been much disfigured.

Zonal Pelargoniums (except Maid of Kent and Excellent), tnd

other bedding plants, appear to have withstood the frost wiLu-

out being much injured."

Mr. Kerr, writing from Netherby, Cumberland, says, " After

a week of very warm weather, the thermometer standing at 80"

in the shade on Friday and Saturday, the wind veered to north

by east, and on the morning of August 30th the thermometer

registered 3° of frost. Dahlias, Perilla, Dwarf Kidney Bean?,

Vegetable Marrows, &c., have suffered considerably. On tie
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morniag of AofinEt 31~t the tb«rmnmeter legieteied the Bame
temperatare— vir., 3* btlow freeEiu«."

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Tire tola! nnraber of vi-itore to tbe RoTiL HonTicoLTDB.iL

Socteiy'8 Gabdend on AngUHt 26lh. Ilie onnivercary of tbe
late Prince Cjof^oriV birtliday, was 60,870. This year, bad it

not been for tbe ffficieut eervioea of tbe metropolitan police,
the gardens wcold bave become tbe rendezvous of the coster-
moDger and cheap jiok. Tbe "dodges" tried on by these at
the galea were surprising, and a great many passed tbrongh,
but were soon tnrned out by the pidice. It is tbe mischievous
boys that the Rjval Horticultural S icieiy want to keep out.
We regret to say that another of those beautiful vases on the
majolica fountain oanie to grief l>y these urchins. The class
of people for whom tbe day was intended keep away, although
B few respectable peoijle are to be seen, and tbe gardens be-
come for tbe time the property of the roughs. If it were not
for the services of the police, who deservo all credit, consider-
able injury would be done to the 8t<!iety'8 property.

We received last autumn from America a small parcel
of Early Kose Potato which v planted tbe same day with
Asbleaved Kidney, Ten-weeks, Gloucestershire Kidney, and
Coldstream tarly. As regards earliness, it is not to be com-
pared with either of these, being hardly even a second early.
The produce was on «n average i-ix good-sized and eight small
tubers to a stock. When o.Miked they boiled beautifully white,
and were mealy outside ; but inside they were close and watery
(not even wax.i), and tbe flavour rather disagreeable than
otherwise.

"WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEK.

The advancing erops of winter Broccoli and Borecole should
be kept frequently hoed, and vacant ground may yet be filled
up with the later kinds. Tbe autumn Cauliflowers and Broccoli
planted in shallow trenches ebouM bave these filled up, for
except in very dry situations the natural rains will afford suffi-

dent moisture. In earthing-up Celery, tbe greatest care is
necessary to prevent any portion of the" earth from falling into
the heart of the plant, which would prevent tbe uptight growth
of the inside leaves, and spoil its eppearance for the table ; nor
should the earth be pressed too closely round the upper part of
the plant, as frequently, when this is done, it bulges out below.
The beet practice is to tie each plant loosely with matting, after
removing tbe suckers and small leaves, and then a little earth
can be added every week as the plant grows taller. Another
common error, is earthing-up Celery too soon. It sh' nM be
allowed to grow to a considerable size before earthing-up is at-
tempted, and the ground should be frequency soaked with
water, as but little rain will reach the roots after earthing-up.
The plants should never be touched when at all damp. Car-
doovs will require similar treatment. Leeks in drills may have
earth drawn to them with the hoe. Onions must be stored in
a dry state, or they will not keep. As time permits, the Potato
crops may be taken up, beginning with tbe earliest kinds first.

Late Peas and Beans will require close attention to prevent
mildew

; well supply the farmer with liquid manure. Tomitocs
are likely to be late, and tbe leaves shading the fruit should
be removed

; prevent the plants making any further growth,
by constant stopping. On dry days, when the ground is in
working order, take up and store r.iota. stacking them in sand
in a cool place, whence they can he conveniently taken when
wanted for use.

FRUIT OARDEX.
For the last time go over Peaches and Nectarines, and nail

or tie-in further growths, at tbe same time remo\iDg any very
weak or eir-essively strong shoots not wanted for froilitg next
season. Tbe remaining shoots, being thinner, will derive
greater benefit, from tbe euuV rajs increasing the temperature
of tbe wall Remove leaves wbrre they prevent tbe fruit from
properly colouring. Tbe best kinds of Plums and Nectarines
shonld be protected from wasps and flies by some kind of
hexagonal netting. Continue to tie-in and stop Fig trees and
Vines on walls, and protect the frnit as above. Look fre-

qnently over Pears and Apples ripening, and gather those fit

for floriiig. Where Corrants are closely netted up, the trees
shonld he uncovered ocna^iomilly on fine dry days, so as to ex-
pose the fruit thoroughly to air, in <rrder to prevent injury from
damp. T:i-a and dress Strawberry plantations.

rLOKBB OARDEN.
Unless some preoantiona he taken to keep the taller plant* ia

the beds of geometric flower gardens wiihiu pioper limits, th«7
will be likely, towards the end of the sen« to lircome too
high, and mil destroy tbe uniform nppearoui'e es.-eutial to this
st}le of gardeoiiig. Planta likely to exueed tbe >-iabdard height
should, tberef.ire, he conslanlly wanhed ; and by fiequently
pinching back ur pegging-down, endeavour to keep beds o(
the same pattern at tbe same bei)jht. At ihia season beds of
flowering plants reqriire frequent cutiing back aud trimming,
to prevent a straggliug habit in free.gio»ii<K plants, a tendency
which the Ute raius «ill a'so increase. Allow no dead flowers
or seed-pods to remain on tbe plaoia. Dj cnreful aliention to
these matters, ihn season of blooming miy tre prolonged till th*
plants are deatri'yed by frost, lawns sboiild Ire well swept in
dry weather t'> remove wormcasts, and sloruld afterwards b«
well rolled. Where worms are very troiitrler-ome, water with
dear lime water of full strenglb, this will bring them to the
surface, when iliey may be desirojed. Cuttings of varioas
evergreens should now be planted to keep irp tbe stock in tbe
reserve garden. It will soon be time to h nise tender plants
from which cuttings are to be taken next spring, or which are
to be nsed again next season. Viriegaied Pelargoniums will
not bear much frost, and where plauts have to be wintered ill

situations which are not very suitable for them, they shoold
be taken up before they are at all iuj'ired, as they will be more
liable to damp, and to die back in winter, if the wrrod be at all

touched by frost. Except where there is a sofljuieut stock of
the variegated sorts, they should not be cot bauk, aa is usually
done with tbe oM scarlets, but should be kept over the winter
just as they are lilted from the beds, and cut back early in
spring after starting them into growth. Tbe cuttings will then
root very freely io heat, and in tbe ca-^e of Flower of the Day,
or other free-growing varieties, will make plants of a nsetol
size by turning-ou>i time, aud even tire strongest growers of
these do not cover a bed very quickly unless p'atited thickly.

The plants should, therefore, be wintered iu as large a state as
the accommodation will permit. Rroied cuttings of Verbenas,
and other plarrts, must he well attended to, keeping ihem per-
fectly clear of green fly, and exposing ihem fieely to air on
every favourable (rpportunity, so as to prevent growth after this

season, and keep tbe plants hardy, in which state they will be
much less liable to die off under a week or two of confinement
in winter, than if they were kept in a growing soft state until

overtaken by severe weather. Cuttings which are not suffi-

ciently established must, however, be treated somewhat more
tenderly, and should bave a gentle bottom heat to encourage
roots, but do nut keep tbe atmosphere close or moist,

GUEENBoDSK AND CONSERVATOR!.
In arranging pinn's in their wiuter quarters, on no accoont

allow them to be placed loo closely together. It should he re-

membered that but very few plants have as yet perfectly ma-
tured their wood, aud, consequently, as that ptircess is still

going on, they wilt rtquire air to play freely around them.
Plants, too, are expected to bear examination on all sides, and
it is impossible to obtain busby, compact plants, if they are

allowed to touch eiich other. On flat stages a lew may here
and there he elevated on inverted pots, to give a li'ilo relief to

the mass of gre n. As from placing the plart' fnitlier apart,

possibly room may not he found for all, the oldest and worst-

formed should be set aside to make way fur the more choice;

and as cut flowers are always iu request, the above may be
found useful to keep for that purpose, atrd msy he wintered in

vineiies, pits, or other bouses, where they will not interfere

with the arrangements. Unless tbe weaiher comioue dry.

Orange trees, if at all large, will soon require to be honsed,
as if heavy rains occur the soil in which they are growing
will be saturated with wet, end the leaves will turn to a sickly

yellow, which frequently remains throughout the wiuter. Be-
fore removing tbein to their winter quarters any that reqoin
additional room should bave fie^b pots or tubs, the present time
being the most favourable for the operation. As a compost
for the Citrua tr be, French gardeners use a mixture of loam,

peat, and rotten dimg in a state of black mould ; but the whole
will thrive in yellow tuify hram, snd thonrugbly rotten cow
dung, mixing a portion of broken charcoal with (be mass. Ira-

perfect draioage will soon cause disastrous results. Tbe plants

thrive all the belter if a little under rather ihan over-potted.

1 ho^e not requiring a complete shift bhonid have their drain-

age examined, and ihe diytiess of the si il noted, in order tO

regulate tbe winter treatment accordint^ty. As strrru as Japan
Lilies, Gladioluses, and plants of similar habit have ceased
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bloomiog, remove them to the foot of a eonth wall to ripen

their growth, water them moderately till their tops show eigne

of decay, aixl Ihe pots may then be laid on theii' eides till

potting time.—W. Keake.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

OtUons —Cure are still too firm to take np, though the leaves

are changing colour and drooping. As long aa the foliase re-

mains green and Ihe roots firm, it is a pity to saciifice size of

balb to mere quit^kuees of pulling. Our sample will lie very

fair, thf-ngh th«i Onions will not be so large as if we had had a

little ruiu earlier. la all eiiff soils, when large Onions are

required, as soon as the winter. stored ones are over, it is well

to sow a piece of Tripoli and White or Brown Spanish without

delay. Uur aotumn-sown ones were very large without trans-

planting this season, bnt in general we have the best bulbs

from those Iruusplanted about Miirch. The great secret of

snocees n doing tiiH well, after the ground is properly prepared,

and trodOen rather firmly before transplanting, is to take up
the roots as carefully, and preserving them of as great a length

aa posi-ible. Make the hole deep enough with the dibble to let

the whole length of the roots easily in, fasten with one
stroke of the dibble in the usual way, but only put the roots in

the ground, leading the base of the Onion, if covered at all,

covered not, more than one-eighth of an inch. Plant deeper,

and you have every chance of obtaining huge thick-necke instead
of fine bull)?.

In such tropical weather as we had at the end of the week,
with not a single cloud to give ua a little relief, we advise
all who must take up their spring-sown Onions not to leave

them fully exposed to the sun any longer than is pufiicient to

wither the roots, as the.=e are exposed upwards. What further
drying the Oijions require should be given them in a compara-
tively shaded place. We have times oat of number found fine
Onions decaying in winter and spring, from Ihe roasting they
had from the sun in the open air after being taken up. Pieces
of the Ooion thus become blistered, and then the bulb decays,
especially wben kept at all warm. Many lessen the time of

the Onions' keeping from being too careful of them. If the
bulbs are kept dry, no frost that we have ever had will harm
them. They never do better than when plaited in a string in

the old-fasbioned way, either plaiting them with their own
tops alone, or using a few straws or a bit of string along with
them to make them more secure. These strings may be of any
length, but tbey are most useful when the Onions are all sized,

and are from twenty to thirty in number. There is no better
way of keeping them than suspended from nails in the wall
nnder the projecting eaves of an old-fashioned thatched cottage,
where little snow or rain can reach tbem. The back wall of a
shed, open in front, is also a good place for keeping them long
»nd well. Thote who are short of close structures from which
frost can be excluded, may thus find some ra'her open dry
place in which to store their Onions. Provided there was
dryness, we have never known the most severe frost hurt an
Onion. Though a great necessary for Ihe kitchen, there is

nothing particularly savoury in it to some people ; but an easy
mode of keeping the Onion long sound is a matter of im-
portance to many labourers, who could not get on as they do
without tlieir large raw Onion as a help to their dinner
when too far removed from their own cottages. In many cases
their carefully harvested Onions shoot prematurely in spring,
from being kept too warm in winter. Bear in mind that the
openest and coolest place will be the best if it be but mode-
rately dry.

We musk take up a part ere long to make room for our first
Cabbages tor spring. Meantime we have turned out three
Bucoessions of Coleworts, the first about ready to encoeed the
Cabbages. Our main Cabbage plantations of last autumn, be-
sides giving some good second-crop Cabbages, are now densely
covered with fine y.iung sprouts, and would be greatly benefited
by manure- watering as soon aa we can give it to them.' We never
loand the strongest sewage do them much harm, as it requires
some time to reach the roots, and is most effective when applied
to the ground before a good rain or heavy shower. The decayed
large leaves act very well as a mulching, if better cannot be
had. We have been obliged to mulch C-mliflowers, Peas,
Beans, &o., as the heat was so excessive. Watering in such
weather was out of the question, unless it could be applied so
efleotuallv as to reach all the fibres of the plants.

Watering.— Several oases have been brought toonr notice, in

which plants have fairly succumbed in this broiling weather,
owing to a mistaken kindness. "A" has only a limited allow-

ance of water, bnt the leaves of his plants flag, and he runs
along the rows, giving a little to-day and a little to-morrow,
and the following day the plants look worse than ever, and
ultimately succumb, after all the attention paid to them. "B,"
after pursuing a similar course, is perfectly astonished on
taking up the plants to find the roots of most of them thoroughly
dry. If all these waterings had been given in one soaking, and
the surface stirred or mulched directly afterwards, the plants
might have withstood the scorching, and never been injured.

Wetting the surface merely encouraged surface-rooting, and
the roots there formed were thrivelled up by then'Xt day's

sun. The bulk of the roots was never reached, and what
is worse, whilst evaporation was carrjing off moisture in
vapour from the foliage, the roots, as a whole, were rendered
powerless to absorb moisture from beneath, as the surface-
watering had paralysed for a time their full action, and until

the surface soil becomes dry again, the roots deep down derive
no advantage, or bnt little, from the reservoirs of moisture
stored up beneath them. Our Wheat fields always yield best

after a dry summer; yet the Wheat plant cannot perfect itself

in mere dry soil, but the roots go down a long way after mois-
ture, and the free radiation of heat from the surface enables
tbem to appropriate it as it passes the fibres. A few very slight

showers, though at first seemingly refreshing, do no more real

good, except from the cloudy atmosphere, than mere sur-

face-watering. Many and many a time we have looked on
quarters of Cauliflower, and fields of Turnips, withstanding a

fierce sun, and the soil at the suiface dry enough, and there

has come a gentle refreshing shower that has cleaned the
foliage, though doing little more than lajingthe dust ; and often

on the following day, when the bright sun came out, we have
noticed that the leaves would flag for a time, though they stood
up boldly before. The slight sbo.ver, like our mere surface-

waterings, had arrested for a time the rise of vapour from
beneath. In our fields and gardens, it is not always true
policy to water when a plant shows a little distress. A little

fiigging of the foliage will often take place when there is

abundance of moisture at the roots. The flagging may merely
be the result of a sudden change of weather from dull to

bright, in other words, from a very languid evaporation to an
extremely active evaporation of moisture from the foliage. The
foliage at once responds to the sunbeam, but it requires a little

lime before the roots, previously in a comparatively inert

state, can be aroused into such activity as to absorb siiiScient

to meet the demands on the expanded leaves. Hence, as re-

spects tender plants, it is often better to arrest the rapid eva-

poration or perspiration, instead of giving deluges of water
where the roots are moist enough already. In the case of many
hardy plants, say a quarter of Caulifljwer, if satisfied there is

moisture at the roots, the little flagging and drooping nnder
such circumstances is of no consequence. When the sun de-

clines in power and sets, the leaves will recover, and will resist

a second and a third day's sun much better than the first. It

is quite as possible to kill plants by ill-timed, injudicious, fre-

quent watering, as by giving them no water at all. Plants
when well established out of doors, would often do better after-

wards if they never had any artificial watering.

Mushrooms.—As the material came in so useful for mulching
and other purposes, we have been glad to clear out all our beds
in the Mushroom house, with the exception of one piece which
has continued in bearing, but we shall remove it shortly, as we
have been gathering some time from the shallow beds in the
open shed in a shady place. Our Mushroom house is a very

common affair, made of wood, which often needs repairing,

and harbours more enemies than slate would do. Aa soon

as it is cleared out we shall smoke the house with sulphur and
a little turpentine, and then whitewash the walls. The lean-to

shed has a sloping ceiled roof of the same slope as Ihe outside

roof, and we generally, every two or three years, paint the

former thinly with boiled oil, instead of whitewashing it. Oar
reasons for this are chiefly two. If in making fresh beds,

whil-t others are bearing, there should be any moisture from
the manure condensed against the roof, it trickles down to the

front wall, and does not fall or drop on ihe beds. However
well the lath and plastering of such a roof may be done, the steam
and vapour from the manure will in time penetrate the best

plaster, and when that is Ihe case, the lath and woodwork will

soon decay and fall down, most likely when least expected. If

the roof were coated with Eoman or with Portland cement,

probably no moisture would penetrate ; but we have found that
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a mixluro of the cement and mortar will not keep it oat. The
oil—and when heated it does not take much—has saved us
trom snch casualties for many years. We may mention that
the roof is closely hoarded for the elates, and the space between
the lath and boards is stalled with clean wheaten straw, and
after many years the straw seems as dry and clean as when it

was put in.

So much for a very common Mushroom house. We may
have a little prejudice for shelves in such a house on the Old-
aker system, and there is at times an advantage in having a
raised bed in a house, as being more under command than
one made on the level. The chief advantage of all raised shelf

beds is having so many beds in so small a space, but at a
great waste of labour in carrying and lifting the material.
Our correspondent, " Forwahd," does not like the idea of wood
always rotting and goinc to pieces for bods, and wants to know
what we should think of iron. We prefer slate or flagstone for

constant wear, and permitting always of cleanliness and neat-
ness. Iron, however treated, will be sure to rust. If we had
onr choice, and were making a Mushroom house, we would have
a low house, such as one in which we c<iald merely pass along
to carry in the materials with a barrow, X-c, without the trouble
of lifting or carrying, and we would have the bods entirely on
the floor, with or without a slate, stone, or brick-and-cement
Biding, or edging. Be the roof lean-to or span—in the latter

case the pathway under the ridge could be sunk, so as to have
the house low—we could have pitco after piece on the ground,
and have no trouble or expense with shelves, which are always
costly, of whatever they are made.
We spawned our third piece in the open shed. These beds

wore formed chiefly of rathor long litter, with i or 5 inches on
the surface in which droppings predominated. We have a
heap of rather long litter fermenting now, which when turned
once or twice will form the basis of some of our beds in the
Mnshroom house, and then that will be covered with a layer
chiefly of droppings mixed with rough fibrous soil. We should
like quite as well if for shallow beds we had more droppings,
but in general our gatherings are regular and abundant. One
oJ the best beds we ever had in the open air was formed chiefly
of Btabble, litter, and a few tree leaves thrown together, and
watered so as to ferment, hut on the whole it was dryish rather
than very wet. This was surfaced with 2 or :i inches of drop-
pings, and bore long and abundantly. The great point is to
avoid too much heat for the spawn. The next is not to starve
the spawn with dryness, nor destroy it with moisture. Where
there is room and time, we prefer the droppings to be mode-
rately dried without heating much before being used, but we
have scarcely been able to see the difference in results when we
have thrown them in a heap to dry themselves by fermentation,
and even when very damp, and mixed with cat dry straw to
oanae them to heat and dry themselves sooner. We know we
thus lost much of the most nutritive part of the manure, but
so we do when we spread it out thinly to be diied by the atmo-
sphere. In fact, we have known material for Mushroom beds
tamed, and dried, and turned again out of doors, until there was
scarcely any nutritive matter left in it ; and thus the Mush-
rooms, when produced, were little better than if the spawn had
been inserted in the open soil, if that was at all good. Though
the material should not be wet, neither should it be dust dry

;

many beds are starved by the dryness of the material. When
fleshy Mushrooms are wanted, a slight casing before earth-
ing-np, with sweet moist cow dung will be of great assistance

;

but too much will make them so thick that it will be diflieult

to cook thrm thoroughly without cutting or slicing them,
which militates against their appearance at table. It matters
little how thick the Mushrooms are when chopped up for fla-

yonring, and Mushrooms are thus often largely used when their
presence, except for flavour, would not be detected.

Mushroom Spairn.—It is now a good time lor making spawn
in dry weather. We have more than once given detailed in-
structions. Thin cakes are more easily managed than thick
ones, as they become dry enough much sooner. Where only
a little, or even a few bushels are wanted, it is in every way
best and cheapest to purchase from a nurseryman. We know
of nothing that has made greater progress than the making of
Mushroom spawn, nothing that shows more thoroughly the
advantage to be derived from the division of labour. Once in
our younger days there was a great inducement to make Mush-
room spawn at home. We have had hampers sent from long
distances, and it was only worth its weight as a second-rate
manure. Now we rarely see a bad cake or brick of spawn turned
out. We say this all the more readily because, though we

know many firms that would not send out what was not good,
we do not know one of the large makers from whom these
nurserymen and seedsmen receive the spawn, for very few o{

these, we believe, make their own. If any try to make
it for themselves, by attending to the details previously
given, they will find out that the same close attention will

be required for a few bushels as if they made some thoncands
of bushels. It is in this way that the large maker, on the mere
principle of the division of labour, will ever be able to make
and sell more cheaply than the small maker can. Still, it is

well to bo able to make Mushroom spawn.

FBUIT GABDEX.
We should have liked to have watered some dwarf Apple and

Pear trees in the open air, but we found it beyond our reach.

We have no doubt that these trees will be equally fruitful and
more healthy next season. This year they have dropped their

fruit, in some cases rather beyond the thinning point, and the

foliage still shows traces of the awful scorching the trees had
last season. Though the buds are looking healthy, the foliage

has not the fine deep green it used to have. Besides watering

our houses, and syringing walls, as a relief after these hot

days, onr chief work has been planting-oat and potticg Straw-

berry plants for forcing. At the end of the week we slightly

shaded orchard houses and the Fig house with whitened water,

merely throwing it on slightly with the syringe. This greatly

moderated the heat, and rendered watering less necessary.

Sprinkling the paths and floors did much to keep an agreeable

coolness.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAETMENT.
We have been potting, and cutting-making for the flower

garden. We have put in our first batch of Verbenas, <tc., are

following fast with Variegated Pelargoniums, and will proceed

next with the zonal and plain-leaved kinds, using chiefly

shallow boxes—say 2} foot long, 1 foot wide, and 4 inches

deep. We become every year fonder of simple methods. We
seldom use anything for these boxes except sandy loam riddled,

the riddlings to go at the bottom, and a sprinkling of sand on
the surface. For the sake of economy, we find pots and boxes

better than inserting the cuttings in a border, as we thus save

the trouble of lifting, and eitlier potting or boxing. We have

put some hundreds of Contaurea in small pots singly, or two

in a 3 inch pot, with a piece of slate between them. We shall

find a frame or cold pit warm enough for all such cuttings.

Verbenas, &a. ; and the open air will do for Pelargoniums of all

kinds, only if a little shaded and protected they will not flag,

though that with good strong cuttings is of little consequence.

In the pleasure grounds, in using the mowing machine, w8
passed over the grass lightly, as we were afraid to cut too closely,

in case this weather should continue ; this day (August 2Stb)

being excessively trying, but a falling barometer leads us to

hope for a change. People continue telling us, Give us general

principles, if you like, but give us the details of your own
pract C3. To-day we have watered nothing in the flower garden,

except some lines of Salvia fulgens, and some edgings, very

pretty ones, of the purple-leaved Oxahs. Calceolarias are still

very fine without watering. Scarlet Pelargoniums have long

prevented any ground being seen. We knew they were very

dry at the surface, but then the roots were going down after

moisture, and, except in the hottest part of the day, showed

no signs of distress. A surface-watering would have done no

good, and especially in such cloudless days. If the weather,

as we expect, prove cloudy next week, or even if a few passing

gentle showers should come, we shall most likely water Cal-

ceolarias. We attribute the plants' standing the heat and

drought so well chitlly to mulching when we thought the

soil had become warm enough. Some visitors who have dis-

carded Calceolarias, begin to see that a garden is tame without

the yellow, and we have reason as yet to be satisfied with onrs.

Last season was very trying, because after our hottest and

driest days we had no dew at night. Moisture seemed to have

bid us good-bye ; but after the hottest days of this week the

clear sky at night was accompanied, as we generally expect it

to be, with a heavy deposition of dew, which filled out the

tissues of the stems and leaves. The wise laws of compensa-

tion often come in to our aid. In a hot, sunny day there is

more vapour generally in our atmosphere, and then how grate-

ful is the gentle refreshing dew in a clear, calm night. To end

almost as we began, we have heard of some flower gardens

that are not what they used to be, and yet the water has been

abundant, and used most unsparingly as respects frequency,

and often in large quantity. We believe if the plants bad
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been watered mnch more seldom that they would have thriven

better. In dusty, exposed places a slight syringing overhead

is different from always drenching the roots.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—SEriEMBEr. 1.

Large quantities of the coarser descriptions of vegetables and frnits

are eopplicd and exchange hands freely. The supply of pood Plums,
with the exception of Victoria, is nnusnally short ; and owinfi to the
heavy importations of foreign varieties, high prices cannot be obtained.

Apricots seem to have gone altogether for this season. Potato trade dull.

FRUIT,
d

Apples ? J sieve 1

Apricots dox. 3
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts.... bushel
Currants >.< sieve 4

Black do. 5
Figs doz. 2
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs Ih. 1

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb. 2
Lemons 100 8

Artichokes doz. S
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney }• sieve 2
Beet, Red doz. 2
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts ^^ sieve
Cabbage doz. 1

Capsicums 100 2
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz. 3
Celery bundle 1

Cncnmbers .... each
Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle 3

d.
Otol

6
Melons each 2
Nectarines doz. 6
Oranges 100 10
Peaches doz. 8
Pears (dessert) .. doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 3
Plums J^ sieve 3
Quinces doz.

Raspberries lb.

Strawberries .... lb.

Walnuts busbel 10
do 100 1

d. s.

Oto 5

VEGETABLES,
dd. 8.

Oto 6 Leeks bunch
Lettnce score
Mushrooms pottle

Mustd.& Cress,punnet
Onions., doz. bunches
Parsley sieve
Parsnirs doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney ditto
Radishes doz.bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
Veget. Marrows, .doz.

d. B.

4 too

TRADE CATALOGUES KECEIVED.
Downie, Laird, tt Laing, Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, Lon-

don, S.E., and 17, Sonth Frederick vStreet, Edinburgh.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Dutch Flower Boots.
George John Child, 49, Darlej Street, Bradford, and Bradford

Nurseries, Shipley.—Ca/a%ut' of Dutch Bulbs, cCr,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, tf-c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, B.C.

"We also request that correspondents will not mis up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Seedling Plum and Apple (TT. C/ia?H;ji()n).—Neither your Plum nor
Apple is good enough to be introduced as new and desirable.

Williams's Bon Chrktien Pear (Old Suhscriber). ~ It should be
gathered before it becomes yellow. If allowed to ripen fully before
gathering, it turns mealy and decays at the core.

Fungus on Plum Leaves (Cleric hs).—The fungus on your Plum leaves
is Puccinia prunorura, Lk. The yellow base is the early Uredo form of
the same species. It occurs, we believe, wherever Plums are cultivated.
—M. J. B.

GOOSEBEREY AND CURRANT TrEES AFTER FrUITING {Amateur).—YoU
need not do anything to yonr Gooseberry and Currant trees for the
present. Let them ripen their wood, and prune them in winter in the
way we intend shortly to explain at full length.

Pruning Bush and Pyramid Fruit Trees (Idem).—If your trees
have been properly attended to in respect to the summer pinching, they
should require but little pruning. You may, however, shorten some of
the shoots any time after the fall of the leaf ; then pinch the points of
the growing shoots as they appear, in the same way as we continually re-
commend in these columns. Before transplanting, give your tenacious
«oi! a liher«l (ii-^qeing of unslaked lime and burnt soil, bo to render it a
little more friable.

Peach Leaves Injured (FiVar).—We incline to think that earwigs
and woodlice are attacking the leaves of your Peach trees, and Bean-
Btwlks, &c., would be good traps. We discovered a few red spider; and
plenty of the syringe, and wenk, clear, soft-soap water would be the
quickest cure, unless you used Gishurst, after making it and allowint? it

to settle in a pail before putting it into the engine or syringe-pail. The
curl and blister at the points of the shoots show there is a want of re-

ciprocal action between roots and shoots; these blistered parts should
be removed, nothing will make them healthy again. So much for the
first look at the leaves. On examining them more minutely, we fear

that fungus will be found at the roots, and if so nothing will cure it but
a little sulphur in the soil, which should be removed from the roots when
these are at rest, replacing it with fresh sandy loam.

Grapes Colouring Without Swelling (An Old Subscriber).—Your
case of usually productive Vines, now refusing to swell their berries

before colouring, is one of those apparent mysteries which it is most diffi-

cult to account for. Perhaps the tendencv to shrivel and shank in the
earlier house may form some clue as to the cause, and as the Vines are

so healthy, it is not likely that the same result would be repeated. We
throw out the idea that the crops of previous years may have somewhat
exhausted the fruitfulress of the Vines, and as the later houses chiefly

suffer, we should be inclined to think that the wood had become over-

indurated in the excessive heat of last summer, with, perhaps, an in-

sufficient amount of moisture at the roots. We have suffered a little in
a late vinery, and more particularly in a late orchard house, and we
think from the latter causes, as the early houses had more attention as
to moisture, &c., than the late ones could have, when we could scarcely

keep tbem, alive in the excessive beat.

Cultivating MushromMS in the Open Air (TVcnr).—What are your
resources, the position of the place, or the circumstances in which you
propose to cultivate ? for without knowing these we might specify many
modes, and yet not one of them suit you. For instance : we have in-

serted spawn in a piece of ground, much as we would Potatoes, ii inches

deep from the surface, beat the ground rather firm, and covered it with a

I

little litter to keep the place in a medium condition of heat and mois-

ture. We have done the s.anie, drawn out a ridge as for dwarf Peas or

Beans, put in from 3 inches to 6 inches of horse droppings, in these in-

serted the spawn, and covered up as above. Again, we have used a deeper
' furrow or trench, treated it in the same wny, and 18 inches on each side

sowed with Altrincham Can-ots. and by the time the Mushrooms ap-

peared, the Carrots kept them sufliciently shaded to render it unneces-
sary to have any litter. We have also had good produce in beds in the

open air intended for Vegetable Marrows and pickling Cucumbers. In
all cases, however, where large continuous gatherings were wanted, we
would make regular beds in the open air, say of litter and horse drop-

pings ; if on the flat, from 12 to 18 inches deep ; if in the ridge form,

from 30 to f!6 inches wide at the h.ise, and almost as high to the apex.

In both kinds of beds the Mushrooms must be protected from the changes
of the weather, as too much dryness, too much moisture, and too much
heat are equally prejudicial to the Mushroom. In the hottest days in

summer and autumn, with the thermometer ranging from 85° to 90^ in

the shade, we have bad the surface of these ridged beds, and in an open
space too, not more than 62", owing to the rough litter keeping off the

heat, assisted, too, in this respect at times by a sprinkling of water over
the litter, which tended to cool the bed and produce a moist close atmo-
sphere close to the surface where the Mushrooms were. The advantage
of a shed open on all sides, or on one side, or even closed all round, is

chiefly this, that you have your bed so far protected from heavy rain,

snow, &c.

LucERN (T.).—By all means plough it up and sow again; or if yon
would rather not, give a dressing of superphosphate of lime or wood
ashes.

Basket Plants for a Greenhouse ( W. £.).—Convolvulus mauritanicns,

Sasifraga sarmentosa and S. Fortune!, Sedum carneum variegatum.

Campanula garganica, and Tradescantia zebrina.

Sedum carneum (T.).—It is hardy in light, sandy, dry soils, especially

in soils which are gravelly ; but in heavy, wet ground it is liable to injury

from frost, and sometimes perishes. The variegated form ought to be

wintered in a cold pit cr greenhouse, hardened-off, nnd planted out in

spring, but it survives the winter in open, well-drained soils. It forms a

fine edging to a flower bed. We winter it in a cool, dry pit, where it

needs no water all winter. It is readily propagated by cuttings in sand
during the summer. To winter tho plants thus obtained, they ought to

be well rooted by September, potted in poor sandy soil, and well exposed

before severe weather sets in.

Spring Gardening (P.).—With the common Primrose, white and red

Daisies, common and variegated Arabis, you vriU be able to make a tole-

rably good display, if you have Crocuses, Hepaticas, Winter Aconite, and
Snowdrops, all of'which will flower some time before those you name, and
the Tulips and the plants first mentioned will succeed them. Wo would
add Alyssum saxatile, Aubrietia deltoidea, and the Aucuba-'eaved Daisy.

Of annuals you may now sow Silene pendula, Limnantbes Douglasii

;

Candytuft, purple, crimson, and white; Erysimum PeroflTskiannm, Vir-

ginian Stock, Siiponaria calabrica, and Eschscholtzia californica ;
andii

the winter be not unusually severe they will be very useful for blooming

next spring and curly in summer. We have found them withstand the

winter farther north than you, and in a more smoky town than Man-
chester.

Propagating Stachys lanata (/(f^m).—You may sow the seed now in

sandy soil in a warm situation, and keep the ground moist but not very

wet. The plants would then, perhaps, gain sufficient strength to stand

the winter, and might be planted out next May. The best mode of propa-

gation is by cuttings, or by slips which in most cases have roots partially

formed. A"11 that is required is to pare the end smooth below a joint,

trim off a few of the lower leaves, and insert the cutting in sandy soil in

a shady place now, early in April where the plants are to remain, and

throughout the summer. Plants from cuttings are better than those

from seed. They do not grow so vigorously, are of more prostrate habit,

and of far better colour. Stachvs lanata is an excellent plant for carpet-

ing, edgings, and broad lines, especially in shady positions. PJ^nts are

not expensive. In some places cuttings could be had by the cartload.

PELARGONIU5IS Stanstead Rival AND Lady Hawley.—In the Floral

Committee report, page 144, the colour of Stanstead Rival should have

been stated as dark crimsoi-, that of Lady Hawley as light orange scarlet
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WiKTEBiNo pBLARonNiriKi I R. ,S ) — In yonr cnim, whf>n yon hive a
brat* d cnHtrviilnry, all y.-u hnv.- 1*. d'l h obmit thf bfuiuDini; of Oclohor
to tskf' np your IVlirg'-niatuB mjH put tht-na (u pots htiit^-l t<» Ihoir fliio,

and utore tbcm in Itie roiBervrtlurv, Tb*-y wtU bloom nil the winter. Tbe
ontt^nr*<', wbieb ihoutd bo tukcD off uuw, will boito Xor L)«aditig-uut next
fieason.

LrNHoom AW Iikracoitbe (An Old SuhaeHber).- Thpy ara th** mnol
beautiful Ent;1i>-h Mn-conbt towi h wt- kno«. You will hive no rllfBcnUy
in otUiiiiinji Mdini^ttioii to tbe R.»r(b ns nowf. Tbey nreopf-n to the p ihiic
oo ct-rtiiin (iavfi wttkly. Vf>n »ill o* c n> mo ontck in otir Joarnal -n the
oombfK tin re bhortly. Lyutou aoU LvDmoulb just now aru overfluwiug
with Tititt'rF.

Cacti and MRSKiniRVANTnEuuMS fob Window CtTLTUBK (Satopiafr).—01 burcului'ts fur llie wiudow, wo wmid aoltct til .VI. if. incnrvn, t4*niii-

folia. nod ariHtnt* ; Ctnna speclowft, UatlietoDii, fla^^ellif rmlR ; Oictos
MelucHL-tus : ^idiini ^tftioMii ; SoropTvivuiu nrboruuin «Dd tt-ct .ram ;

Rcfatvi-ri-i gibbiQora Cnissula ooccIuoh ; anl th-3 f.>.lowin«i Mibiuj-
bryaiiilifcmmiih or t-iroilirr ones— viz :— M<'ppmbry«Dtbeiniim cutvcinu ",
deDSQiJi. crnbsifoliQin, filamen'o-tiiin, noribimdani, t;lnuCti>-ceDf<, lasvi-
gatUDJ, nitiro-tiDCtum, 8Hriaciitn>um. BMrralatiim, Bubittatain. and vir-
gatuni. Thf^^e trail Io=s or morf, nil will be ea<«ily m-iu'igt-d, nnd w<il
need > c rcely noy wtt-^r io dm) v en tur n w cti r. t Dd ixay be erown
ineaDdy iuttiu with a. little brick nibbJAh and leaf mould. Tbcy suuuM
have ^ood uraiutige, and bo polled nnniy.

Hanaoehknt op Rlandpordia plahmba (J. B.).—The Blandfordlaa
are Lilifictous plants like tbe H> m-ri'calH'*, with everureen f-)Inice.

B. flfinnira in n stroDL'-pr-wiri^ bu bousplaot, from An^ira'iu, and cbould,
lUie ihf I]y:uinth, receive but litLo moiBtiuc alter tbo leaves loll nutil
growth agnin comtucoce.

pLOWEniNfi .EsCnTNANTHDS ORANDIFLORUR lldem) —GlVO ft Httlo BW^et
rotten cow dung, and fotae lonm and he^th suii, in uddilion to yoor
Bpbafinuiii and crocks. In wintt-r tiive liillo water, and in spring and
samnifr yon may expect Iree-flowtrinp. Either the 8'»il is too poor, or
70a have keiit the plant growing ooDstantly without any resting period.

Londoa
It cannb

Fnrtliflr

If tho rest rin h*) cnnveDiontW gl7en in a bright autumn ao much tba
better. Tbe re<-t tbuD would bu \-* much Buu aa posbiblo, and as Utile
wiittr as would ..eop the paut fruiu flagging.

Carnation M Lady in C^«Mr«j.—It la no Dorelty. Wo cansot name
tho Vitrleties of .1 triniH' flowora.

Oardbxino AKiTHMETio (J. T. R)—«incfl you do not consider tbe
pmhlMm aolved, wo prt'Snmo you nlrmdy know tbe BMlutlnn. However
willfni? wo iiro to uivo infiiriiiati>>n on all gtrdt-ning Hubjtct>4.y"n miutDot
ask us to occupy our timo in workiog numb in diuip e aritbuit.-tiv.

NunsEnTMBN'fl Horna (O. B)—-omn of the nnrsi-r ei« tttw.

cl')B«at five on Satnr-lnys ; but we know of no rule to thi»t « ffi^ct.

depends on tbo naturu of thu hnsiueas • i tho eHtabtiBbmrnt.

Rrndlk's Plant Prott-ctohb (0. A. ft 1.— See la^t liUmber.
pirticiiUrB are tbe pn.viuoo of an advertieiemont.

Rtddrll'h Slow coscbostion Boii.kr (O. ffrotm).—It is good, bat all

boilerfl miy bo mido slow-c/)mbQ8ltuu if uuittbly treated.

Hbatiso a Shall GnF:F.Nnou^« ( An Amateur].— \» wo know nothini;
nf tlie dimenfiiuDB or other ciruumntatice>«, we oxn only ^ivo a general
answer. On tho ^coro o( ccunotiiy, we would prefer a flue to a b >iler, and
nno of the bent modes of bavins tbe flue would be to Imve it below the
fli>i>r, F!i) that the tile covorinii< would form ptrt of the flue For cleanli-
neK", howevt-r, the bnt water would bti jte^t, and a faddiu boiler of a small
Bi'Ad—say 20 inches by It by U, coBliLig about SUa would suit yon.

Naves op Fruitb (Ponurni).— WiiliamVs Bon Chreti.-n. (ff. Fojf).—
AppU$ : 1. Keewick Codlin ; 2, U'twthorudeu. Pear$: 1, Bourr^ d'Aren*
berk*; 3. Glou M<«r^eau ; &, Dunuoro.
Named op Plants i^'i).—We cannot nndcrtnke to nftmc plants from

their ItavoB only. (A/. C.).—Kmp-trum ntt>ram. (OU Subieriber).—
Cletbra alnifnlia.' (7*. H. C. D ) --No. 1. Atropa holladuuna ; a, Medicago

I

tiaiiva ; S, Impossible to name from tlio scrap Kciit. Forward a more
complfte and furtber-duvtlofied t!>pect nen. ( arotinei.— Impossible to
name from a single lenf. i tv. B ).— 1, Too yonnt; to determine ; perhape
rteris excelsa ; 2, Polystichum augalare ; S. Not a Fern.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Lnndon for the week ending August 3lBt.

Date.
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ongbt not to be an objeotion, provided economy is not neglected

and Bucoees enBured. I need hardly point out more th»a one

fact to you to entirely dinpr ive this tbeory of " E. M. B. A."

At the present moment there are thousands of Pheasants which

have been reared on tho food till fit to go into the covers, and

are then turned ont io great part to forage lor themselves.

What difference can exist between the Pheasant and the fowl?

If any, it is simply ihin, that whilst the Pheasant, used to the

soft lap of luxury, and turned out to roam and forage for its

existence, is, to a certain extent, exposed to the variations of

temperature and season by day and night, the fowl, on the

contrary, i< provided with natrilious food at stated limes, warm
shelter, and has every cure and attention paid to it on the

slightest appearanie of uilmeot. That chickens reared on the

food goba"k when it is omitted in their daily diet is unquestion-

able, and I think it one of the strongest arguments in its favour.

"E. M. B A." kindly oiutions his readers against purchas-

ing fowls which hive been fed on my food, as in all probability

they will lose them when it is discontinued. I am a large

breeder of Game fowl exclusively, and send away some hun-

dreds during the seasnn to parties who never have, and per-

haps never will use the food. Every bird of these has been

reared on it from ihe day it was ha.tchc'd till sent away, and
yet is there a purchaser of any of my fowls (and amongst your

readers there must be maD>) who can come forward and say he

has lost a single mature bird when deprived of it? or, to go

even further, will any finder who, after a bird has come into

his possession as a fre-h purchase, say he has found his ac-

qnisition droop and die?

Here is the clue to the whole. I can gather from the letter

of " E. M. B. A." that he deputes the attention of his "yards "

to other people, for does he not say, " I found that Dear's food

had been omitted for a week ?
"

—

ergo, he was unaware of what

was taking place for a week. Mr. Wragg. Mr. Loe and myself,

are practical men, who personally superintend our yards, see

that every order given is rigidly carried out, and that the most
minute details of daily occurrences in connection with them
are instantly communioated to us. Here is where nine out of

ten fail to rear their chickens, or show a wimjiog pen of birds.

—H. C. Dear, North Stoneham Park, Southampton.

[We have been obliged to omit much from this commnnioa-
tion, and mast decline inserting any more on tho subjeot.

—

Eds.]

FEEDING POULTRY.
Of tho oircumstanoes under which I have observed fowls

healthy and unhealthy, I shall first describe those in which
they were in the former condition. This was where they had
a free run, plenty of light food—such as mashed potatoes with
a little graia, so that the crop was kept well distended, and
the contents easily digested—plenty of water, abundance of

battermilk, the latter being beneficial to an irritable consti-

tution, and lastly, the house so ventilated that a candle would
burn brightly in it without flickering. Under sneh treatment
poultry l»y well, are firm in flesh, and I have scarcely ever
found them otherwise than healthy.

I now come to fowls which are shut up part of the day.

When partly confined, more green vegetable matter should be

given, and less strong food, with an abundance of drink mixed
with gelatinous matter. They ought to have their liberty early

in the morning, as then is their natural time to seek dainty

morsels—in fact, it is the only time they can find them; so

that poultry not let out until the after part of the day might
as well be not let out at all. Poultry wholly in contioement
ought to be fed in the morning with light food partly consisiing

of green vegetables, plenty of milk and water, and graia, which
ought to be crushed, and given only at night as their last meal.
When let ont in the morning, attended to properly, and much
irritating food is not given, fowls are generally healihy. With
those wholly in confinement I have found more difficulty ; but
whenever abundance of milk, vegetables, and clean sand were
given, they were healthy. It is vain to expect the same nnrn-
ber of eggs from fowls kept iu a? from those at liberty. En-
couragement to lay only brings on diBea<^e and ph>rten^ life.

Such has been my experience.—A LANABEsaiaB Bjse-keefeb.

THE HEN FEVER.
Why fhould not people have the "hen fever?" The hens

are happily free from it. From Christmas time to near epiiug,

fresh-laid eggs are worth from 3 to 6 cents a-| i-ce, 40 m CO cents

a-dozen, and rarely less than 3 dollar- a buiidred. From May
to September, " broilers,"—that is, (uU-fledged chickens weigh-
ing I to 2 lbs. each, and actually 3 lbs. to the pair, will sell at
from 1 to 2 dollars a-pair, alive.

The demand for eggs is inaatiable. The " IrnnsBc'ions" in

New Y'lr k alone are estimated to amount to arm- 3,000,000 dollars

or 4,000,000 dollars a-monih ; and during ihe cool weatberfrom
September to April, the sales in the doad-fo»l market, not ex-

clusively cl i-'-ens, however, probably exceed those figares.

The value of ;- .ultty-yard products in the wh^de country is said

to be not les,< iban 100 000,000 dollars a year. The best breeds

for eggs are no', the best as winter l.tyerB. The best for flesh

are not the b--t for eggs, nor are those whi^h quickly attain

marketable siz * the best for fattening fur the fall and winter

market. Tbe most beautiful fowls are found among those

famous as layers, yet this class includes also tbe homeliest.

Every breed has its uses, each ha.s its fanciers; enrae are in

fashion now, others will be two years hence.

—

(Boston Cultivator.)

DORKINGS AT THE WHITWORTH AND
ROCHD.iLE POULTkY SHOW.

An observati'jD io tbe account of tbis Show in list week'*

number, to the tSect that " the Dorkiog classes were scantily

filled," has led rae to look at the catalogue, from which I find

that the ehioken entries were more numerous than in any other

class, with tbe exception of the selling class. There were, in

fact, twelve pens entered, three of which were highly com-
mended, in addition to the two prize-winners. Your corre-

spondent's observation must, I thiuk, refer to the adult class,

for which there were four entries only. I question, indeed,

whether committees are wise in offeriug prizes for Dorkings

over one year old during the moulting season. Few breeders,

unless their yards are very large, can make up a good pen of

adult birds from July to October, and the small entry of this

class atKoohdale points to the same conclusion.

—

An ExHisno*.

THE UTTOXETER POULTRY SHOW
This Show was held on Ausnst '27th, ia a very large tent veil adapted

for the purpose. Tbe ventilatiou was excellent, and the shide afforded

to the really oppressed poultry was most acceptable. The day was

excessively hot, and we regret to say several very valuabie fowls died

daring transit by rail to Uttoxeter ; coa-»equently, apart from the money
value of the fowls, the pens of which they formed part were rendered

incapable of prize-taking. As oar p:*ge8 may be read by some of the

railway officials, we would draw attention to the want of judgment

shown" in stowiug as many baskets as possible of the most valuable of

exhibition poultry in a van, without ventilation, anl exposed to the

burning rays of the snn. This, beyond question, is the canse of the

serious losses we have named. A proper admission of air to highly-

fed poultry, more especially when closely packed, is indispensable, other-

wise serioas injury, and often death, will be the consequence. Railway

managers cannot be too careful on snch occasions. We cannot speak

more "highly than they deserve of tbe strennous efforts of MessM.

Banting, Dams, and others of the Committee, in doing all they conid,

on the arrival of the birds, to counteract tbe iuflnences jnst named.

The birds being placed in large open pens without delay, and supplied

with abundance of spring water, we believe not a single death took place

after arrival ; thouob many when they arrived looked faint and almoet

hopeless. Those found dead on opening the baskets were carefully re-

turned to the owners for their inspection.

Tbe Show was admirable, the Dark Bralimas taking a strong lead as

pnblic favourites. The Hnmlmri/hs and Grey Dorkings were not less

commendable. In a good class for French Fowls, Creve-Co-nrs were

first, and Hondans second, no La Flecbe being shown. The GeeM,

Turlri/s, and Diicks were first-rate. The general classes were confined

to birds of the present year ; but earnestly desirous to meet the wishei

of every patron, the Committee wisely added a general class for " Any
variety of poultry, irrespective of age." A valuable pen of Spanish

received tbe first prize, and nnqncstionably tbe very beat pi n of Golden-

spangled Hamburghs shown at Uttoxeter the second. Tbe Exhibition

was exceedingly well filled, a Horticultural Show being united to it,

and tbe satisfacti-jn of the visitors was freely expressed.

DoRETNOs (Any varietv).—1 and 2, Mrs. Arkwrigbt, Etwnll Hall. Derby.

he. G. A. Crewe, Etwn'l. Derby; Miss E. WiUiams. HeuU.va Bemew,
Montitomeryshire (White Bose-ooinbBitl: E. Leecli, Rochdale, c. KeT.B.

Bartrum, Great Berkhampslead (Coloured) ; Lady Bagot, Blithaeld Hall

iGrev).
Cochin-Chini (Arvvariely).-l. T. Rogers, WabiaU. 2, J. RohinBon,

GarstaagtBuff . ftc, 'G A. Crewe (Buffi. „ , „
Game (Black or Brown-bra strd Ke ls).-1. Rev. T. O'Gradv. Hoimaston

Vicarage, Ashlouroe iBLick-breasted Bed). 2. G. Baenall. Draycott,

Cheadle. *i;, J. Piatt, Swanlow, Winslord (Eedj ; G. Bentley, btone,
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SUffordshiro (BUckhrcaBtedl ; C. Minore, Sadliniy, Derby (Brown-
bre»»ted R«d) ; G. Bulthpw. Uttoxetor (Blackbri'ilsUd).
OA]lE(ADy other variBlj).— I, Withhold. 2, W. U. Mitchell, MoBolcy,

Birmingham. Eilra 2, T. Hoitere.
Hambdeohs.—OoWcn or Silrer-prneilUd.— l, Duke of Salherland,

Trentham HalL 2, Col. Filzherhert. Somorshall Hall. Ooldrn or Silrer-
•ponylfd—1, T. Bolton. Handlord, Stoke-opon-Trent (Golden). 2, Aahton
Bad Booth, Broadbottom, Mottram. he, T. May, W'olverhamiitou : Doko
ol Satherland.
Bbahma Pootra (Any variety).—!. Rot. E. Alder, Etwall Vicarage,

Derby, a, C. Layland, Morrishrook Villa, Warrinrton. (i.;, A. O. Wor-
thington, Bnrton-on-Trent (Lightl ; Rev. E. Alder (Dark); E. Leech. ;<:, J.
Holmes, M.D , Chesterfield (Dark).
Fbench Fowls (Any variety).— !. Miss E. Willinms (Cnvc-Cdnr).

2, R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter (Hondans). he, W. O. Quibell, Newark (Hondans)

;

W. Dring, Faversham (Hondans).
DccKs.—JyUtbury.—l, E. Leech. 2, Lady C. Bheppard, Crakemarsh

Hall, itouen.—!, E. Leech 2, O. Bngnoll. *<:, J. H Lasbroj', Uttoicter.
Geese (Any colonr).— 1, E. Leech. 2, O. Bagnall (Toulunse). he, O.

A. Crewe, Etwall, Derby ; 0. Bagnall. e, F. E. Richardson, Bramshall,
Lttoieter (Toulouse).
TcRKEYS (Any variety).—!, E. Leech. 2 and he, F. E. Richardson

(Cambridge).
ExTRi Class (Any variety).-!, J. Mnnscll (Spanish). 2, T. Bolton,

Handlord, near Stoke-upon-Trent. he, J. ManscU, Longion (Polands);
H. Bagshaw, Uttoieter (Black Hamburgh) ; G. A. Crewe (Grey Dorkings)

;

A. <). Worthington (Partridge Cochins); C. Layland (Dark Brahmal;
R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter (Houdans); Mrs. Dring, Faversham (Houdans)

;

W. O. Quiboll (Hondans); G. Bitgnall (Game); Duke of Hutherland.
e, J. B&kewcll, jon., rttoxeterlColnured Dorkings); Rev. T. O'Grady, Aeb-
bonme (Silvur-Grey Dorking) ; S. Bagshaw (Partridge Cochins); Duke of
Satberland.

The Jndge was Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook, Birmizigliam.

BURNLEY POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, which forms a part of the North Lancashire Agricul-

tural Society's Meeting, took place on the 26th ult., and a liberal prize

Bchednle was productive of a pood competition. It was held in an
open field, and the intense heat of the midday sun was so insupport-

able that not only were the Judges compelled to rest at intervals, but
Bome of the most ailing of the birds had to be taken from the pens
and placed in their baskets in the shade, to prevent ennstroke. A
slight protection of some kind from botli sun and rain would be a
great improvement.
The Grey Dorhiif/s, Cuchins, and Brahnias were decidedly the best

classes, though the Gft\'ic, VucL^, and Ornamental Water Fowl were
very good. Mr. Brierley's cup Game cock was splendidly shown, but
the Game fowls generally were deficient in quality.

DoRKisos (Grey).—1, J. Stott, Healey, Rochdale. 2 and he, D. Parsons,
Cnerden, Preston.
DoEKiNGS ( White).—1, G. and C. Fumess. Accrington. 2, D. Parsons.
Brahua Pootra.—1, J. H. Pickles, Birkdale, Southport (Dark). 2. E.

Leacb, Rochdale (Dark), he, J. Heap, Todmorden. c, W. Hargreaves,
Bacnp (Dark).
Spanish.—1, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. 2, H. 'Wilkinson, Earby,

Skipton. Ac, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley.
Game (Any colour).—!, C. W. Brierley. 2, T. WareiuR, Preston.
Cochin-China.—1, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. 2. C. Sidgwick, Ryddlesden

Hall. Keighley. he, Mrs. Wilkin, Bootle, Holbom Hill, Cumberland
(BufiO; C. W. Brierley.
Hambcbohs (Golden-pencilled).—1 and 2, H. Beldon. he, H. Pickles,

jon.
Hambchohs (Silver-pencilled).—1 and 2, H. Beldon. c, J. Robinson,

Garstan^.
Hamburghs (Golden-ppancled).—1, H. Beldon. 2, S. & R. Ashton,

Boe Cross, Mottram, Cheshire, he, J. Kewton, Silsden, Leeds, c, H.
Pickles, jun.
Hameurohs (Silver-spangled).—1, H. Beldon. 2, J.Robinson, he, H.

Beldon ; J. Robinson.
Poland.—1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Bantams (Any colour).—!, H. Beldon. 2, C. W. Brierley. he, E. L.

Waddington, Heasandford, Burnley, r, D. Parsons; W. F. Entwisle,
Leeds ; B. Bee. Goosnargh, near Preston (Game, Black-breasted Red).
Cbeve Ca;uB.— 1, C. Layland, Warrington. 2, H. Wyndham, Beverley.

YorkBhire.
HoDDANS.—1, W. O. Quibell, Newark, Notts. 2, Mrs. Wilkin.
Single Cocks.—Dorking —1, W. H. Butcher, Preston. 2. T. Briden,

Earby, Skipton. hr, D. Parsons, Cuerden. Preston (Grey). Gaue (Any
colour).—! and Cop, C. W. Brierley. 2, R. Payne, he, E. L. Waddington,
Heasandford, Burnley.
Geese.—1, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, T. Houlker, Revidce. Blackburn.

h^. Rev. G. Hostler, Stillingfleet, York ; S. H. Stott, Rochdale.
Docks (Aylesbury).—1, M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury, Bucks. 2, J.

Bobinton.
DccKS (Rouen).-1, E. Leech ; 2, T. Wareing, Preston, he, T. Houlker,

Bevidge, Blackburn ; J, Newton ; J. Rnhinson.
Ducks (Any other variety).—!, C. W. Brierley. 2, A. & T, Trickett,

Waterfoot, near Manchester, he. C. W. Brierley.
TUBEEYS.-1, E. Leech. 2, S. H. Stott.

YOUNG POULTRY.
DoBKiNos (Grey).—1, Stott, Healey, near Rochdale. 2, T. Briden,

Earby, Skipton. he, J. Robinson, e, W. H. King, Rochdale.
Dorkings (Wnite).—1, J. Kobinson. 2, D. Parsons, he, Mrs. M. Fair-

hnrst. Woodlands, Ormskirk.
SPANisa.-1, H. Beldon. 2, H. Wilkinson.
Game (Any colour).—1, J. Farrer, Tbomeyholme, Burnley (Brown-

breastedi. 2, R. Payne, Brierfield, near Burnley (Brown Red), he, H.
Martin, Ulverston (Duckwing); J. Farrer (Browu-breasted); J. Carlisle,

Earby, near Skipton (Brown Kedj.

CocHiN-CiiiNA.—1 and 2, C. Sidgwlck, Ryddlesdcn Uall, Keighley.
he. J. Kobinson.
Hamduhoii (GoIdon-pencUlod),—1, H. Beldon. 2, W. Carr, Patricrolt,

Mnnchester. he, H. Picklef. jnu., Earby, Skipton.
HAMBPttcns (Silvfr-pencillcdl.— 1. U. Beldon. 2, II. Pickles.
Hamticrgiih Goldcn-f'pnngled).-1, H. Beldon. 2, No competition.
Haububohs (silver-spaDKlodt.—1, W. Bairstow, FomcUIT, Bingley,

Yorkshire. 2. H. Beldon. he, W. Cairstow ; J. Robinson.
PoLANDs.— 1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Bantams.- 1, G. Anderton. Accrington. 2, W. F. Entwinle, Leeds.

he, H. Beldon ; E. L. Waddington, Heasandford, Bomley. c, W. F. Ent-
wisle.

Gbcsk.—1, E. Leech. Eijuall, Mrs. M. Seamons. 2, Rev. G. Hastier,
he, J. Lancajiter, Burnley.
DccKS (Aylesbury).—! and he, Mrs. M. Seamons: 2, E. Leech, e, S. H.

Stott.

Ducks (Ronco).-1, E. Leech. 2, C. Sidgwick. Ac, W.Bloaztrd, Brl«r*
field, Burnley; J. Robinson.
Ducks (Any other variety).—1, A. & T. Trickett. 2. C. W. Brierley.
Turkeys.— 1, T. Houlker, Revidge, Blackbom. 2, E. Leech.
Extra Stock.—Ac, ~ Wilkin {Padue Chamois) ; D. Lord, Stacksteads,.

near Manchester (Black Hamburghs). e, W.Moore, Bomley (Blue Dragon
Pigeons) ; C. W. Brierley (Spanish Geese).

Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay were the Judges.

BIRKENHEAD POULTRY SHOW.
Tms was held on Anjnist '2Jth and 26th, in Birkenhead Park. The

followint^ are the awards made hy the Jndges, Mr. U. Tcebay, Mr.
Coi, and Mr. Hindson :

—

DoRKisGs.— 1. Visconnt Tom.'nr, ShillinRlee. 2, E. Leoch. Greave
Honse, Rochdale. 3, T. Briden, Earby, Skipton. he, E. Shaw; H.
Ravensbaw,
Cochin-china.—1 and 3, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. 2, T. Stretch,

Ormskirk. he, J. K. Fowler. Aylesbury.
Brahma Pootra.—1, C. Leylsnd, WarrioRton. 2, E. Leech. 3, J. K.

Fowler, he, F. C. Hawortb, Newfield, Haslingden.
Spanish.—1 and 2, F. i C. Haworth. 3, T. & E. Comber, Warrington.

he, U. Davies.
Game.—1, C. Chnloncr. Whitwell, Cbesterfleld. 2. W. Bonlton, Dalton-

in-Furness. 3, Master J. li. Fletcher, Stuneclongh, Manchester, he, Dake
of Sntherland, Trentham.
Bantams.-1, T. Sharpies, Forest Bank, Eawtenstall. 2, J. Meardle,

Liverpool. 3. J. L. BromSeld.
Hambcrohs.—1, T. Bolton, Hawtord, Stoke-on-Trent. 2, Dnke of

Sntherland. 3, T. Edwards, Jan., Baruton, Northwich. he, A. Hasan.
Any other Breed.- 1, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam. Wentworth Woodhouse.

2 and S, W, Ganion, Chester (Polish), he. J. K. Fowler (CrOve-CtEOr).
Game Cock.—1. C. Chaloner. 2, Master J. K Fletcher. 8, W. Boyes,

Beverley, he, J. Statter.
DccKS.—J!ou.-n.—1. W. Gamon. 2, S. H. Stott, Rochdale. S, E. Leech.

Any other Breed.—I, Mrs. M. Seamons, Aylesbury. 2, E. Leech, c, R. M.
Townsend.
Geese.—1, Mrs. M. Seamons. 2, J. K. Fowler. S, £. Leecb. he, E.

Tamer.
Turkeys.-1, E. Leecb.
Any Breed.-1, W. Bale.

Pigeons.— CoTTiVrs.—l, J. Ilawley. Bingley, Yorkshire. 2, H. Yardley,
Birminghain. he, W. Wcolley. Poutera.—l and 2, W. Gamon. Tumblers
(Almond).—1, F. Diion. 2, J. Fielding, Jan., Kochdale. he, J. Hawley.
Twrnblirs (Any other variety).—1 and 2, F. Dixon, /ic. J. Fielding. OtcU.
—1. Cup, and 2. J. Fielding. Jaeobiiit.—l, J. Hawley. 2, H. Yardley.
/ii:, J. Hawley ; W. Gamon. Turbilt.—l, }. Fielding, jun. 2, J. Hawley.
he, F. Dilon ; H. Yardley. FanlaiU.—l, J. Hawley. 2, T. H. Frean,
Liverpool, he, F. Dixon; J. Hawley; W. Gamon. Anti other variety.—
1, J. Fielding, jun. 2. H. Yardley. he, G. S. Coombe ; F. Dixon ; T.

Fumival ; J. Hawley ; J. H. Ivimy. c, F. Dixon.

GREEN-HAMMERTON POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, held on the 31st of An|;nst, was much larger than any

previous one, and the quality of the fowls better. The Sjtauuih, Dorh-
tiirf.'i, and Ilambnrtjhs, were very good.

Spanish.—1, W. 4 F. Pickard, Thomer. 2, W. Bearpark. Alnderby
Steeple. <:, Miss York, Wighill Park ; O. A. Young, Driffield. Chielceiu.—

1 and 2, W. 4 F. Pickard. e, H. S. Thompson.
DoRKisos—l, J. i R.Potter. Whiilev. 2. W. Bearpark. c. Miss Thomp-

son, Kirk-Hamincrton Hall ; D. W. Brook, Driffield ; C. Triffltt. CattaL
Hens.—1,D.W. Brook. 2, W. Bearpark. e, H. S. Thompson. Chielcem.—
1, W. Bearpark. 2, O. A. Young. Equal 2, C. Triffltt. e, T. Seymonr,
Oreen-Hammerton.
Game.—1, J. Watson, Enaresborougb. 3, W. Bearpark. c, J. Watson ;

O. A. Young ; Miss Hawkes, Hunsingorc. Chicken*.—\, W. Bearpark.

2, Miss Hawkes.
Cochin-china—1,W. 4 H. Pickard. 2, Miss York, c, T. H. Readmu,

Whitby ; J. Walker.
Hamrurohs (Golden-spangled).—1. J. Walker. 2, W. Bearpark. c, B.

Marshall, Enarcsborough. Chiet:en.t.—\ and 2. J. Walker.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—1. J. Walker. 2, H. S. Thompson.

Chickent.—l, 3. Walker. 2, W. Bearpark.
Hamburghs (Siiver-spanglcdj.—1, J. Walker. 2, Miss A. L. Farrer.

Cfiiekeng.—1 and 2. J. Walker.
Hambcrohs (Silver-pencilled).—!, J. Walker. Chiekeni.—l and 2, J.

Walker.
Game Bantams.—1, J. Watson, jon. 2, T. Mason, Green-Hammerton.

e, H. S. Thompson.
Bantams (Any other variety).—! and 2, J. Walker, e. P.. Gamble,

Boston Spa.
Barnbooe Fowls.—!, Mies Thompson. 2, O. A. Young, c, J. Cocker..
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Nan Monkton ; Mrs. SlinEoby ; C. Triffltt. Chickrnx.—l, J. Cocker. 2, T.

C. Back, Green-Hammerton.
Gkese.— 1, Miss Thompson. 2, J. Walker. Goatings.—l, T. Back, Green-

Hammerton. 2, Miss Thompson.
Ducks (White Aylesboryl.—1, H. S. Thompson. 2, O. A. Toang. Duck-

lings—1, O. A. Young. 2, H. S. Thompson.
DDCK3 (Roaen).—1, C. Graham, Aldboroagh. 2, O. A. Young, c, Mrs.

Sllngsby. Ducklings.—I, O. A. Young. 2, Mrs. Slingsby.

Ducks (.\ny cro^s-breed).—1 and 2, J. Walker. Ducklings.—1, O, A.

Young. 2, T. Buck.
ToEKEVS.—Prize, W. Firth, Sloarton. Poults.—1 and 2, W. Candall.

Sellixg Class.—1 and c, C. Ttiffitl. 2, H. S. Thompson.

Pigeons.— riiti;6;.Ts.—l and 2, G. Sadler, Boroaghhridge. FantoiU.—
1 and 2, G. Sadler, c, J. Walker. Pouter>.—l, J. Watson, Jan. 2, J.

Walker. Any Distinct Breed.—1 and 2, G. Sadler.

Selling Class.-1 and 2, G. Sadler.

Rabbits.— 1 and 2, Miss A. L. Farrer.

ExTBA Stock.—1, H. S. Thompson. 2, C. Walker, Boroagbbrldge.

Judges.—Mr. Hutchinson, and Mr. E. Hatton, Pudsey.

RABBITS AND THEIR JUDGES.
If there is trnth in the saying, that a man's knowledge of

things in general must keep pace with the times (and the know-
ledge our grandfathers possessed of things in general, and of

poultry. Pigeons, and Eabbits in particular, was vastly inferior

to ours), I think the poultry-fancier is placed in an enviable

position ; for, perhaps, there never was a period in the history

of poultry and Pigeon rearing and exhibiting when a greater

number of competent judges could be found. Their names
always inspire the exhibitor with confidence, and prompt him
to forward more entries, feeling assured that the points of ex-

cellence of the varieties to be decided upon will be observed

by a very critical and experienced eye. The varieties are nu-

merous, compared to what they were in our grandfathers' days,

when, if one happened to be the owner of a good Game cock

and hens, and perhaps one or two more varieties, he was a

fortunate man, " The good time coming," I am sorry to say,

is yet the hope of the Kabbit-fancier, and, less fortunate than
the poultry and Pigeon-fancier, he does not know which way to

look for a competent judge of his pets, and they have to be

left to the mercy of anyone chosen to award the prizes in some
other department of the show. The Rabbits, too, are treated

at times in a sort of " anything-will-do-for-them " manner, very

unsatisfactory to the exhibitor in its result, and very injurious

to any show. If competent judges of poultry and Pigeons will

venture an opinion respecting the merits of Rabbits, in justice

to the exhibitor they ought to make themselves acquainted with

the points of the varieties, just as they have had to do with

those of poultry and Pigeons, and not commit themselves, as

frequently happens, and thus lay themselves open to censure

in consequence of their inexperience.

I am inclined to think that the judging of Rabbits is too

little cared for by committees, and no competent judge is pro-

vided. This I consider a great injustice to the exhibitor, as he
sends his entries in the belief that his specimens will be in the

hands of a judge, not of horses, poultry, and Pigeons, but of

Rabbits ; and when he finds no judge is provided, he very justly

complains of the result. I am of opinion that many who
decide upon the merits of Rabbits are almost obliged to do so

by the secretary or some other of the " powers that be " for

the day. I have heard more than one confirm my opinion,

by saying that after their real duties were over they had been
asked to " look over " the Babbits, as a sort of " make-weight "

or supplement to the arduous duties they were engaged to per-

farm, and which they could carry out well with the knowledge
they possessed ; whilst the latter was less pleasurable, because
they were in doubt as to what they were doing. I know more
than one excellent judge of the feathered tribe who has objected
to giving his opinion as to the best Rabbits. I think competent
men ought to be provided, and I know more than one fully

able for the work. If the expense is the objection, that would
soon be more than compensated by the increased number of

entries, which would be obtained when it was known that a

competent judge was to award the prizes. I think competent
men might be found within twenty miles of each large show.
I am also of opinion that the large breeders and exhibitors of

every variety are the most competent judges, as one who exhibits

and sees many specimens is generally a critical observer, and I

should attach great importance to his opinion.
I would, in conclusion, hint to committees and officers of

shows generally, not to exhibit so many specimens themselves.
I remember some time ago a show of Rabbit.s, at which the
secretary took nearly one-half the prizes. I admire the deci-

sion of some well-known breeders in reference to a show with

which they are connected in the north of England, that being
not to allow any of their birds to be sent for competition, thna
preventing any remarks. I hope some fanciers will state their
views on this Rabbit-right question, and suggest a mode of
operation for the future, in order to insure justice being done
where Rabbits are exhibited.^HiMALAYAN.

DOES THE OLD QUEEN ALWAYS HEAD THE
FIRST SWARM'.'

The above question is one which I have hitherto deemed it

almost a matter of course to answer in the affirmative, until

induced to arrive at a contrary conclusion, from an incident
which has lately occurred in my apiary, and which I mention
in case yon may think it worth recording in your columns.
On the 2nd of June last one of my hives swarmed, but the

original colony remained strong enough to necessitate keeping
on a good-sized super for some time afterwards. The hive
was one known as " Neighbour's Cottage," but enlarged by me
two years ago, to a depth of about 10 inches. It was not long
before the bees seemed to diminish in number, and as this re-

trogression went on, I attempted to account for it by attribut-

ing the fact to the extirpation of the drones ; but as week after

week the condition of the stock became worse and worse, I

began to fear that the young queen, which had, as I took it for

granted, succeeded the old one, must have met with a calamity
while on her wedding trip.

So matters went on until about a week since, when that un-
failing sign of a helpless hive manifested itself in the general

and continued attack made upon it by robber bees. Having
observed before, that in such a case to narrow the entrance, as

a general rule, protracts the struggle of defence against victory,

but does not avert the destruction of any hive that cannot,

under ordinary circumstances, hold its own against all comers,
and with a desire, also, to save the robbers themselves from
many of them paying a freebooter's pena'.ty, I shut off all

communication between the remnant of the colony and the

outside world, and at the earliest opportunity I carefully took

out and examined all the comb in the hive. First, let me say,

there was not a particle of honey to be seen anywhere, and
believing that the hive was queenless, I saw, with some sur-

prise, contrary evidence, although this was of the feeblest kind,

consisting only of two small patches, one of drone cells, the
other of worker larva", both of these in all stages from the egg
when hardly visible, to the bee just breaking through its cover-

ing, suggesting a rate of increase of but two or three a-day.

Upon this I searched for the queen and found her with every

mark accompanying old age unmistakeably impressed upon
her; the legs bent under and carrying their owner as though
the effort was a painful one, while the wings were ragged and
battered in an extreme degree—an appearance of things which
fully accounted for the diminished strength and ultimate de-

struction to which I have before referred.

Now, this queen's age could not, with every desire to be as

polite as possible on the delicate subject, be reckoned at some
two and a half months only, taking it as from the 2Qd of June
last, the date of the swarm ; and as no swarm at all issued

from the hive in 18G8 (the last previous swarm having been
sent out on the 12th of June, 18G7), this queen cannot be

less than two years old, and I believe her age must considerably

exceed that. I would with pleasure send the queen to you if you
cared to see her ; she is still alive and well attended to ; but,

deprived of her former attendants, and with only a little honey
to console her, I fear her term of life must now be brief indeed.

— C. H. H.

[On receipt of the above we wrote for the queen, but un-

fortunately she had been dead five days when she reached us,

and our attempt at a post-mortem examination was therefore

wholly abortive. AU we can say is, that she looked like a very

old queen, and we shall be glad if any of our correspondents

can offer a probable solution of a mystery which our own ex-

perience fails to explain.]

THE USES OF CARBOLIC ACID.

As a preliminary to an intended relation of my experience

of the comploint called "dropsy" during the spring and sum-

mer, I shall describe a simple method of rescuing from their

assailants weak hives that are being plundered. It is as follows

:
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—E»ly io llie mornioK, "r as bood as corsair bees are on the
TAld, dip a feather io Oiirb>>lio acia bdiI wt^t iht* entrance of the
MBftiled bive all rniiud, p-niiing at the fiame timo a few drops
on the landini;. R-'pott the iliiae during tbe day nx Die oduar
passes ofl. If propmlv luanagvd, tbe niiDates will remain at

home TeniiUiin^, wbilHl tiut a hin^le rubber dare cross tbe
thiesbold. It i:i even dexirnble tbat nome if tbe robber bees

thoold wet tbt^ir feet in tbe acid, that on retumiug to tbeir

own Liven tbev may spread consternation at borne. Ou two
OMaeions Ibe procera baa been tried with ureat encceas, render-

ing &Uo)jetlier uiincceH»aiy tbe removal of Ibe weak and plun-
dered hivi-8 to a <'j-*i«i)re. If robi>ers are in pOHsespion <)f the
hive, lift It lip and pour a liitle of tbe ecid in the middle of

the floorhnnrd. and IhtD leplace the hive. The robbers will

pecdily dt^immp.

I do not know itt a more nnefiil anxiHary in the apiary than
•arbolic ftiiid. Ii i!< cheap, i^oiiiiigDijlv C(i a-pbi*l, and itis one
of the best di^iuleclaIll^. A" ii (!Hiioii-ly used by " Apioola"
on a pifCH (>f i-poD^e inl^erl^d in a fuuiigator, aud blown
throngh with the breath or a pair of bellnws, it answers nearly

all tbe purposes i.f unolie. Tnip, that uentleman, when I

visited hiw ii| 'my in June, lisd S'liie very ferocions hives, that

are only MueuaMe to tobscco sm< ke. Not ex|>ectinR to see

raeh tiger?, I approaibrd them wi'hunt my nsual accompani-
meot of a pipe nr ciijar. Tiie conn q'luiee was, that with a

panoply vnltierable at several poiiitp^ I was chased over the

lawn, and oomi elled to bide njy^elf in the sbriibhery. No
Egyptians ei.uld be more feiocinns. If '• Apicola," however,
when inFpioiiiiK tbeiu will yn-l let fall a drop or two of car-

bolic acid in the floorbiiard and on Die upper interior edges of

the box, I have no dt'ulit they will quietly succumb to mani-
polAtion. Bees have been iiiiii'^iially ferociona this season, no
donbt owii'^ to tlie scarcity i^f f.iofl.

In this locality (Diim(rie"-hiri) we have had a good honey
harvest, but culleciionR could nut he made after tbe 26th of

July, and up to ttiis d^'e. August 27'li, there has been no re-

turn from the heather. It is said to be la'er in .lowerinn than
nsua!, but I suspect it is partly blasted, and tbat the flowers

eannot open in consequence of the dry weather. " Apicola "

has only obiuiued in supers from, I believe, tighteen stocks,

692 lbs.—R. S.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Enxnco Old Hbks fTirohma).—Tf yon meiii in pnt yoor bens or rhiok-

tfi8 either riiiteteii or boDcd, we nro honnd to tell vou ibey are ton old for

snob puipoSfB. Y"iir friends will p^raphrasa Builoau ut ;our oxpeusei
and Bay c( jour ponltr;

—

" Mil pnnlette ^tiqnn, Pur Iti tnbV Hf\\6.

Quo do nom de " chicken " ae troQve d6eorfiQ.

'

niere are ofher modcB of dre^sinp the antiqnities of Die yard. They nre
e«pit(il in tbftt moft n t'ltrttd but nmst «s(fiil nrticlp tbe "stock-pot."
We hare niniiy tinn 8 civen tlie receipt for mikiDfr old omcIib nnd hens
into pies tbnt would tcm|it nn <>picurp, nnd ut no cost b(>yoDd trouble and
pamstakint,'. Keiptbem an 1< dc »6 thr>y will Iny, nnd then hill tbem.
Let them be empty of }<iod. nn'l Ift the wentbnr be cool, tbnt yon may be
ftble to keep them with a view t'> their beooroiuR t^ndt-r. Some pallets
Hill lay in Decemltr or Jananry ; some idbt lay earlier.

Orain for Pocltry (A Z, ).—Y.m may fairly believo tbat thebest food
for all ponitry ie ih it which i-* b-nt in qn ility. No error is so f^reat as to
fall into the popnlnr 'dna thnt any rnhhish will dit (or thtt which is con-
ventionally termed " chiokeni*' m iit." All refii-^e is etived in order to
form part of it. Niw ^rrtin Im only valuable acoording to its weight, and
those whohtvehad to feed Hacks bv hnnd Boon learn an easv metbod of
ascertainiDR Ih'it point. Fond i-* (rivrn to Diirks in wHier. Take heavy
oateorbiilo , nnii put them io warer; tbey will rU sink to 'he bottmii.
Take light cheap cirn, and it will tiearly all 6')nt on the top of the water.
The nece8>nrv wt-i^lit of f.ii.l for feedinu; fowJB pr.ifitubly will ha honght
for lesB money laid cut in tbe heat and hciviest gr^iin, thsn in (hat which
ifi called chenper hcc'inse it rn«t8 lews. Nd^'cct of ih'B truth onasesmany
to be discour^iged nnd to relinqaisb a piir-<tiit which ha-* been a source of
pleosore to tht-m. We f^ed onr poultry on tbe best barley, the best small
Indian corn, nnd barley or oaimeiil. Our mode of fording is io rIvo meal
slaked with w^ter the tirm thin^ in (he morninjf. a few haudfulu of com
(barley) ab"ut ten, a r- gnlir ninnl of birley or Indian com at one, and
slaked meal agxin iu the evininy half an hour hi fore dusk. Your food is

light for Figeone, but the Indinu corn should be email.

EotTP—Rich ab Food for Chickkks (J. O ).—W^b the bead daily, or
twice daily, with tep'd water, f^uiphate of copper, one grain dii'y. mixed
in oatmeal m •she'l with iil>'. an'1 plenty of green food. Separate the fowl
from all others. If not betttr within a week kill the fowl Rico ie worse
than nothing' for pouUry Tt f )rm.^ no thcr bone, muscle, nor flefh, and
it always caupes vermin. The b» ut and chenpest fnod is that we have
described above. Yoa will not ht- ir.'nbtrd with Injing, if yoa f^ed on
rice. CbioKe s ilo not inte'fore with l^iyins h»nfl. In January fiur,
Febmary six, Mnrrh eight, an-i ro on increasins t«ll in summer any mode-
rate ntimber ; but this adsuraca proper and nouriuhtug food.

T>UCKS WHEN MopLTiKG (A Suhttrribt^) —The Ronrn drnke yoa mw
with the bro^n feathers was merely in deep moiilU The malce of all tbe

Dark tribe, even the hnndftomeert, ire Dookt ta feather for a short tima
before they renew their bright colours.

Tuhkrt Hem DiflORDanaD (J. If 1.—It voald have aoslxtrd ns In an-
Bwerinu if von b id t<dd a* wbetl er there w^n my reafoi. to h- II. ve then
was a stoppaije. and that tbe crop was disKmHud wirh food ht-cnase it
found no ti&o<pe. If you ascortain patlpfMCtorlly thi-ro is no hioppaffe,
and that the food in the crop is only thit rcoetiily i^'ven, nil voo h tve to
do will be to empty th" crop, and then to !»*ed very sparintfly and fre-
qacntly, allowing O'lther food nor wat- r, t-zo^pt when given by hand.
The crop will empty itself if the bird bo bold up hy ih" bsa with the
head banging rt wo When the crop is empty a lihle-'-p.ionfui of castor
oil may be civen. If tho evacnationt nre grt-en and a'lmv tbire will be
nor.covery till they are changed to browi:-whi*«> and Agiirfd Diseon-
tinae the stimiilaiits at present. Wh*'n you ti*kd to tlium Hguiu, gife
btrong beer. Nettle tops bbould be boiled, oDiun tops given raw.

Breeding and Management op Gevrr J. T. L.> —To i/ivc all tbe
informatJuD you ahk would rtquire a li>n<; i<rtiulu. but tho rdinwiog ex-
tract from tho '• PoaltrykeeperV Manail" >i* no nn-wrr t-i moot of yonr
qn'-Btions :

— '• For breeding, not mor • thsn ihr»^e Ole^e to » ne gander
must be kept, and their brue'ling powi>r8 o-iniinne undi'Ttinlsbed aotil
more thnn twenty yenrs old. Thiy require a wnIh r int^e. Hfford'nt; plenty
of gr,iB8. and atill water. Tbe Oota h lusc for ibe ( mr should not be leas
tlnm 8 leet long bj (i feet ^^tJe, nnd hit{ti enoori'i for a ma • to stand in
upright. A smooth fljor of brick and irofid ventiUiio'i aru necessary.
Over the fl lor a litt'e clean 8tr.iw shouM be aprnad every 6eC"nd day,
after removing tb it pr viously need, and wishing d'>wu the floor. A
compartment nbimt ^ f(--et squara fbould bo as it-ned to each Gi>ose for
laying and Milling, nnd when one Is hatobiug. th*^ gander >ind othtr Ueeea
must be Rhnt out frorn ber. Wherever a Ooo^m UyK br flr-t eg< she is
very pi-rtin icioiiH in thtia depoBitiog the r>miiud<r Tt.e T.mtoQM
GooBe in a very Kood I »y» r, hut rar»ly r-quirea io nil, and, it whe does, is
a very bad tnolber. Where laying Geeso art! kt-pt t ti,'eib<*r. and Iht-y are
liable to interrupt e>ch otbtr, rem'tva t^ie <gi/- daily, and mtrk on each
the day it WHS laid. They will ounttnue goo.i f -r thrt-e wt-ek-*; but the
freshtst ongw should ht, ^at tipi'n. If tboOeefoket-p well to th«-ir xenarate
nosts, let ttie eg^H remain. March and early in A nl ia ti>e b at period for
posliogs to bo h itched iu. In February, or early iu M-rcli, ibercfore, the
Geepe Fliould cmmence sittini;; fur the pt-riol ut iucu a i >ii is from
thirty to thirty-five days. Goslings ba'rbed ater April nud at any time
in Rammer, are reared with great diffl'^ulty. Thiit'-en o.vb nre qolte
enoQ'.'h for the largeBt Goo8<' to eit apon. food nnd wattT isbould be
pljLced cloHo to her, for she aits very closely. It i-^ b' »t for ht-r to come
fromhtrnet^t d>tily. and take a bnth iu some D'-iuhhouring pond. The
moisture of her brc.ist fi-atbers evidently is favourable to th-- eg^a hatch-
ing, so that when they are placed ander a 0')minuu li^u. 'tr utiier dnmaa-
tic fowl, these eun<i should he sprinkled with water i<v<-ry second day.
Wlien batching his commenced, do no*, in any w-.y int<rf.re, for more
himi rcsnits than henefl' ; both Qooeo and [.'o^ling^ are t«tr -ue enongh
to take cire of themselves. On tbe 0eo*>nd dty after h itching put a tnrf
bt'fore tho goslings ; and a little boiled uatmeai, boiled rioe, hre-ni rrumbs,
and pond water are th^ir beet supplits for tiie first week. I'ut tbe water
into a Rballow di'^h, with means for them to gi-t in ani O'lt easily. When
a fortni:.^'ht old tbey can shift for themselves, if allowed to go abrtad with
tbeir mother, and not nnlll then must tbey bo allowed Iu f-eqnectthe
pond. Tbey require extra feeding, howevtr, Hud this mar be tho same
R^ given to other fowlt;. The only d infers they r- q'ure to be sheltered
from Rro heavy rain 9 and a d:imp floor. Duriug tiro d lyn of tbe first

fortnight the GooBe may be pat nnder a crate or l.-trgo coop on graBS.
Whf^n put up fur f tttening, from six to ton thrive better ti)an tf only two
or three are confined for the purpose. For the first forln^'ht ciV" them
Oiita nnd water m>xed together, and afterwards b rloym«-nl m-de of a
crumbling conHistency with water. Tbeyahoald be n a dark boiiae, and
kept quite quiet. Tbey nhjutd ba allowed V* b\tbe iu a pond for a l«w
hoars before being killed. Thoy aro theu plncked nutrt) uat-ily, and the
feathers are more serviceable."' CorreBpondents (-hould t>e reasonable in
their requests, especially when they send their qacbtiuu« at tbe last

moment.
Names of Dotbb (H. E. Kel«Tr)-—It is not easy to decide aeoarately

ap> I I cames of birds unseen and only deecr<bt^^ by word-, as people
diffjr • p (o their views and names of coh>urs. Wj rather exp*ct that the
oock bird is a Stock Dove (Colnmba CEnas). The one depcribcd as the

hen is, we fancy, a Turtle Dove (Goluiubi Turinrt. Wri bivo recently
Been both birds in an aviarv, and in per.cct heii'b. Tbe Turtle l>ove

being a bird of pasaagt), will bhow mucii nneasiuotiS, and a denire to

escape as autumn advances.

What ahk Rosbwinos? iIi\quirer).—U yonr qncMlon refers to a bird,

we are not awure of an v called by th^t name; There Is an Au.<«tralian

Parrot or Parakeet called the Bloodwing. Koaewiug may probably be
only a local appellatioo.

Dandepratt (QMTo).~Va Yorkshire the Bantam La so called ; but we
think it is a fond name for other email things.

Food poh a Flycatcher (Biu).—It will eat any kind of soft food, such
ae boiled rice, boiled potato, a little hard-boiled egi* chopped fln«, with
bruised htmpsoed and sovked bread added, scnipt-d met. pmad meal-
worms, or garden worma.Hnd insoctiof any description. We do not think
thnt there is mnch ch:«nce of your being able to keep tbe bird through the
winter on account of its migratory habits.

Krbpino Honbt {Amateur).—!! your cellar be perfectly dry, there can
be no better place.

POULTRY MARKET.—Sbptbmber 1.

Tbb Lot weatber has made quotations difflcnlt. Senders were wearied

with f>polling, and dlsooBtinaod a small snppl; ; an incrcise in price wa£
tbe result.

8. d ». d
G to 4 G

:j 6
Large FowU 3
BmaUer do S
Chickens 2 2
Goaings
Ducks 2 3
Yuong GroDEe 2 '2

Old Grouse 1

Gee^e 6
Pigeons
Hares
Rabbits 1

Wild da

d a. d
to 1 6

6 C
8 9

1 6
9
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sojonro, I saw these bulbs with vigoroas sboota and spikes of
bloom.
The plan adopted by M. Soucbet witb tbe young bulblots or

spawn ia to place them, nben taken ofl, in dry eand, and leave
them tbuB until the fpring. Tbe sand is tlien gradually moist-
ened until tbe outer coat begins to soften, and tbey are tben
planted or fown io rows, almost like Onions in drills. VVbore the
time and space can be given to tbem, it is bettor to place tbem
in pots first, and tben to plant tbem out afterwards. liot in
trntb, in tbe matter of cultivation, I do not tbink tbat we are
mncb bebiodband, and am inclined to fiucy tbat, taking tbe
Bamo varieties, Mr. Kelway could exbibit as good a stand as
M. Soucbet. One tbing I remarked, tbat a larger number of
blooms were on tbe truss, generally speaking, tban witb us,
bat tbis, I tbink, is to be attributed in part to tbe warmer
climate ; for I notice even bere tbat in sunny weatber one gets
longer spikes in bloom than when tbe weatber is cloudy and
cold.

I sball have more to say of tbe Gladiolus at home next
week.—D., Deal.

STOCKS FOR FRUIT TREES-THE PORTUGAL
AND ANGERS QUINCES.

It is really an act of kindness in Mr. J. Scott (see page 103)
to give one an opportunity of going into—" ventilating "—this
trifling subject, and it is much to be regretted tbat be has for

so many years laboured under a mistake as to these kinds of
Quinces, for it seems almost probable tbat be has neither one
nor the other true to name, by which he must have been a
great loser; still, it may be only bis climate that has changed
the nature of the Angers Quince. It was about the year 18.!1,

that on reading Mr. R. Thompson's remarks on the Portugal
Quince in the "Catalogue" of the Horticultural Society, and
especially his recommendation of it as a stock fit for the Pear,
tbat I was induced to procure some grafts of tbe sort from tbe
garden at Chiswick. This variety proved larger than tbe com-
mon Quince, and a free grower ; but, as 1 soon learnt from a
Lisbon friend, it was not the true sort. This I soon procured
from some source, and have now for many years grown it

as the only kind of Quince worthy of cultivation for its fruit.

It is not unfavourable as a stock for tbe Pear, but, at least bere,
it does not form so good a stock as the Angers Quince, nor can
it ever be used to any great extent, for it does not strike freely
from cuttings, but must be propagated by budding or layering.
This quality tells against its use. for a hundred thousand Angers
Quince stocks could be raised in the period reqoired to raise
onfl thousand Portugal Quinces.
With respect to tbe Angers Quince not being hardy with Mr.

Scott, it may be operated upon by tbe warm nursing nature of

the Somersetshire climate making it almost an evergreen
;

here, in our cold, dry air, it is as hardy as tbe Oak, and never
suffers from frost or wet. In France it is employed as a stock
for the Pear to a very large extent.

As Mr. Scott may not know its history, it will, I hope, be
grateful to him it I narrate it. Some time between IS.SO and
1835 I visited Angers, and in the lioute de Paris, near tbe
town, I observed a large nursery, called " Le Grand Jardin."
Soon after my arrival I made my way to it, and was much
gratified at its extent and witb its venerable proprietor, uncle
to tbe present M. Andre Leroy ; he was a grand old gentleman,
lull of intelligence. Among the subjects we discussed was tbat
of Quince stocks, as I wished to learn which be considered the
best. I forget now what passed, but it ended in his sending
me three or four sorts of Quinces, one of which was tbe Cog-
nassier d'Angere, or Angers Quince. In a short time I found
this variety more succulent tban the Quince stocks I had re-

ceived from Paris, swelling with the graft, and making tbe
healthiest trees. From tbat period to the present I have never
deviated from this opinion, and from the single tree sent to me
by M. Leroy I have propagated hundreds of thousands, which
have been widely dispersed in America and elsewhere. With
skill it can be propagated by cuttings, but these require careful
cultivation. One hundred thousand per annum are grown here.
There is another variety of Quince, approaching tbe Angers in
•vigour, with leaves more glossy, but its tissues harder ; tbis is

tbe DouC Quince. After propagating it for some years, it bss
given way to the Angers, which is to a certainly the best of all.

Tbe leaves of the four sorts of Quinces measure as follows ;—Tie Portugal Quince, 3 to 3J inches in width; tbe Angers
and Doufi Quinces, 2 inches ; the Paris Quince, Ij. The I'or-

tngal Quince is remarkable for the thick coat of light fawn-

coloured down on tbe nnder snrfsce of its lesveB. It is the
most free-bearing of all, and if planted against a sontb wall,
gives superb fruit. Pears budded on it do well enough, but not
better tban those budded on the Angers Quince. Tbe last
batch budded on this stock, some fifteen years tince, did not
make such vigorous, healthy trees as those budded alongside of
them on tbe Angers Quince.
Tbe Nain vert (Dwarf Green) Pear, mentioned in page 166,

was raised from seed in France, and fruited for tbe first time
about 1810. It is agreat curiosity, for like tbe Dwarf Elm, Ulmns
montana nana, it seldom or never makes shoots more than
from 2 to 3 inches long in one season, even when grafted on a
vigorous-growing Pear stock, like tbe Dwarf Elm when grafted
on Ulmus montana. As with it, when double grafted, it does
not dwarf tbe graft to any extent, but something like the
Blenheim Pippin when double grafted on the Uawthomden
Apple grafted on the Crab, it has some effect in moderating the
habit of a vigorous-growing variety. It would seem that the
tissue of these dwarf trees is changed when need as inter-

mediate stocks. By a vigorous graft tbe cells are possibly rup-
tured by tbe suction of the graft, for if a common kind of

Peach is budded on tbe Dwarf Oil ana Peach, which rarely
grows more tban 3 inches in one season, tbe stock does not
dwarf the sort budded on it, as do the Rurfacc-rooting Paradise
and Quiuce stocks the Apple and tie Pear, for both the dwarf
Peach and dwarf Pear root deeply in the soil.

If seedlings are raised from tbe Nain vert Pear they adhere
to a great extent to the habit of the parent ; but, I repeat,
owing to their rooting deeply, it is not probable tbey will form
dwarfing stocks. To think of raiding seedlings of Nain vert
Pears, to graft with Pears for a commercial object, is a "chateau
en Espagne." My tree of Nain vert is some ten or twelve
years old, is about 3 feet in height, is full of fair-sized green
fruit, not bad, but not good.

To diverge from Quinces and Pears to the Apple, I may,
perhaps, be allowed to mention tbat last spring I planted a
border of a rather stiff, clayey soil with fifteen kinds of Para-
dise stocks, including tbe Doncin ; for the most part a row of

stocks and a row of Apple trees, grafted on tbe stock nnder
observation. Four of these are Dutch stocks, imported last

spring. One among tbem is tbe Creeping Paradise, mentioned
by Miller. They are all of inferior quality, and the latter in
particular is a pestilent thing, a^ it throws out suckers from its

roots. Two kinds of English Paradise stock?, one from Mr.
Waterer, of Knap Hill, and one from Mr. Pearson, seem
nearly identical, and as good as stocks can be. Three are
varieties of the French Paradise (Pommier de Paradis)—one
from Dou£ on the Loire, which seems healthy, one from tbe
neighbourhood of Paris, which, as has always been the case
here, whether planted in light or stiff soils, has failed, all the
stocks being leafless and cankered ; still, I should note tbat
some of the same batch of stocks, potted in liubt mould, have
done well, the pots standing on tbe surface, but moulded np
with cocoa fibre. These little trees, grafted in pots, make
pretty bushes, but they are not more fertile than those grafted

on the Nonesuch Paradise, for I have to-day seen a tree grafted

on this stock, only "J inches high, with three full-sized Apples
on it, and hundreds of trees, from 12 to 15 inches in height,

smothered with fruit. What more can we want? My third

variety of Pommier de Paradis is one received from Mr. Scott.

It has more vigour than the other two, and is the best of the

three sorts. Last spring, when the stock mania was rife, I

sent Mr. Scott some fine young Apple trees, gralied on my two
kinds of Paradise stock, the Broad-leaved and the Nonesuch,
begping bis acceptance of tbem, and requesting him to send
me in return two or three trees grafted on bis kind of stock.

I regret that, owing as I suppose to hia being deeply immersed
in business, he neither acknowledged my civil ruts, nor sent

me tbe trees, and so I procured some through a friend, who
ordered them and sent them to me.
With respect to tbe sale cf Pears for double grafting in

France, tbis is a comparatively modern practice. A member
of tbe firm which sells them, worked bere some jeirs ago to

learn our language and our ways. Tbe trees offered are of all

kinds, such as have not been sent out for orders. I bought
some once, and only or.ce—in truth, they are rot worth car-

riage. Budding the Apricot on seeilling Apricots requires skill

and care. It is now many years since I saw a wall covered

with Moorpark Apricot trees of my own budding; they were
budded on seedling Apricots. Tlieir aspect to me was very in-

teresting, for instead of the strong pleihntio habit < f tbe same
sort budded on the Plum stock, which tbe owner of the garden
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told me disgnsted him, by large branches dying almost every

season, these trees had no gouiy protuberances, but had slender

healthy shoots. The owner of the gardens dying, and the

place being far from home, I did not again see the trees. I

only know that the Apricot stock is most difficult to manage.
My wish to make your readers acquainted with the nature of

different kinds of Quince stocks, has led me into a stock dis-

cussion more lengthy than I intended. The subject is, however,

full of interest, and many things are yet to be discovered rela-

tive to stocks. I can only say that my life has been, and still

is, a life of experiment, and although I am aged, and some-

times inclined to think that another threescore-and-teu years

should be added to my life to finish my tasks, the pleasure of

experimental horticulture never flags, for, assisted as I am by
a well-tried staff of employee, I can carry on my fancies with

less fatigue than ever.

—

Thomas Eivees.

NOTES ON ROSES.
Most questions, including, of course, those arising from hor-

ticultural matters, have two sides, a j"'') and contra, and " D.,

Deal's," query why amateurs do not give their experience of

Roses is by no means an exception. To write commonplace
facts which every Rose-amateur knows, even if tolerated by the

reader, must be an infliction on the Editors, and they have
enough in that way. There is also a sort of egotism in putting

into print what is going on in one's own garden when the in-

formation accorded is little else than trite truisms. These are

some of the difficulties that beset a reply to "D., Deal's,"

invitation in bis late article, " Among the Roses," yet I for

one hope that it will meet with ample response. A rosarian

can always find something to say about his favourites. He is

always glad to read, if not to write, about them. He is pleased

to meet with jottingi of them, or even any one of them, whether
they come from the antipodes. Loch Ness, Canada, or the

North Pole. Roses at the North Pole! Why not? Ancient
readers of " our Journal," as " Wiltshire Ekctor " has it,

will remember very long ago that there appeared an article on
" Gardening at the North Pole ;" and where there is a garden,

logically or illogically it follows there must be Roses.
In one of the papers read at the Manchester meeting, the

writer stated his opinion that the strain of Remontants (the

Hybrid Perpetuals) had "got into a rut." This is precisely

the case. The seedlings are reproductions of the parents

without any distinguishable improvement, and the selection

is made with little difcrimination in a floral point of view.

One becomes tired of proving the worthlessness of the great

majority of new Roses announced every season to tempt
the unwary and disappoint the rosarian. We must therefore

fall back upon our tried friends ; they are yet numerous, most
beautiful, and afford unfailing pleasure season alter season to

the careful cultivator. But even with them no true rosarian
will be content to *' rest and be thankful ;" the process of

selection may be caiTied much further. It is quite a probability

that greater perfection is attainable both in the flowers and
habits of kinds which are still far behind our standard of real

or ideal excellence. Take, for example, light-coloured varieties,

as Caroline de Sansal, Mdlle. Bonnaire, or even La Baronne de
Rothschild ; these are the best of the light kinds, but not one
is equal to Charles Lefebvre or Senateur Vaisse in comparative
merit. Take, again, dark varieties. Prince Camille de Rohan
is still the best, but no one would compare it with the above-

named two. Take, for a third instance, purple kinds, or kinds
in which purple should predominate. There is yet scarcely

one worth cultivating, and we keep Souvenir de Dr. Jamain,
Gloire de Ducher, and one or two more only for the sake of

their colour. If these desiderata can be supplied by selection

only, there is still much to be done ; but selection alone will

not bring us out of that " rnt " that we have been trundling
along in lately. Were the French growers to take the full ad-

vantage of their better climate and turn their attention to

crossing, they might be well assured that any important result

would meet with its reward. The Remontants were obtained
by artificial means, there is no evidence that these means are

exhausted ; there is, then, every reason to believe that new
races, with new forms and new colours, may be brought into
existence.

Till these things come to pass we may, therefore, be allowed
to gossip about the Roses we have. Tbe soil of this garden is

cf the lightest description, as it has been frequently stated in

these columns. The situation is rather high, being about

425 feet above the sea level. The wind is troublesome at times,

but there is a great advantage to balance it, which is the com-
parative freedom from or tbe harmlessness of spring frosts.

Nearly all the Conifera; thrive admirably, and many species are

in vigorous growth that are scarcely ever met with except in

similar situations. My Roses are on tbe Manetli stock, which
I have adopted for several years. The Briar was a failure, and
except for Gloire de Dijon, Celine Forestier, Martchal Nie),

Charles Lawson, Blairii No. 2, Coupe d'Hebg, and a few of the

most vigorous Remontants, I have almost discontinued it. I

adopt Mr. Radcljffe's dictum of giving my plants " plenty to

eat and drink." Let our less experienced Rose friends pay at-

tention to these few simple facts : Give the plants plenty to eat

and drink ; neither stint nor overdo it. Wa'ch carefully for

that safe medium that, when they are doing well, keep them so.

Note the habit of growth of each variety, and regulate pruning
accordingly, neither timialy leaving what ought to be cut away,

nor barbarously mutilating healthy stems that yield good flowers.

Cut off the dead flower-heads, especially after the first bloom
is past, to one, two, or more joints, according to the strength

of the shoot producing them ; this will do much to insure suc-

cession of bloom. Pinch off in autumn the ends of long shoots

that show no sign of bloom in the current season to develop

buds lower down. Prune shorter in spring. Cut out as soon

as discovered, and at any time of the year, all shoots that show
signs of unsoundness, disease, or decay—they never recover.

These are some of the more prominent points to be attended

to in the cultivation of Manetti-stocked Roses. By carrying

them out a succession of bloom, greater or less, may be obtained

from May to December.
I intend to forward shortly a few notes on some of the Roses

that I have in cultivation here.—AuoLrnus H. Kent.

It is always a pleasure to take a stroll with " the Dean,"
" among the Roses," even though it be in these pages, and not

over the wonderful Hertfordshire soil ; and as he invites the

experiences of other amateur growers, it may be well that

some of us should respond to the call.

This, on the whole, has been a cruel Rose year with us in

the centre of Ireland. I walked in the end of June through

the garden of a fiiend, distinguished for his Roses (he has,

probably, somewhere about one thousand plants, or more), on
the eve cf a local show, and I doubt whether there were six

blossoms in the entire garden which would have satisfied us

any other season. I may say the same of most other gardens

at the same time of year, though things improved very much
after that. I myself am unfortunately circumstanced. My
garden is about the most evil-minded one I ever came across.

Before it came into my hands its life had been torn out of it by
repeated doses of Potatoes without one atom of fresh material,

except manure, ever compassionating its misery. It is too

much confined by neighbouring hedges, and mildew and orange

fungus run riot in it, and require incessant watching. Added
to this, I am on the top of a cold, high plateau land. Any
Rose that docs well with me, will probably do well anywhere.

I shall notice some of the Roses mentioned by " D., Deal,"

with any others I have, which seem to me to call for remark.

Paul Verdier bloomed splendidly ; the blossoms were nearly

5 inches across, and opened freely. I am in despair at hearing

"D." pronounce it not to be an autumnal bloomer. Mine,

certainly, shows no signs of a second bloom. Charles Verdier,

a lovely colour, would not open in July, though I gave it the

copious drenchings of water ordered by Mr. Radcljffe. It is

now giving a second series of blossom, opening quite freely,

but is deficient in size. I have to state precisely the same of

Sceur des Anges, Sombreuil, and Mdlle. Julie Daran. Jotephine

Beanharnais has grown miserably, and has never opened at

all ; likewise Ville de St. Denis, Mrs. John Berners, Exposition

de Brie, and King's Acre, except that the Itist-named is toler-

ably vigorous in growth. Mdlle. Annie Wood, though showing

a centre, I confess, generally is, I think, a lovely Rose, and a

most useful one ; very vigorous, very free in blooming and
opening, and a most enchanting colour when first expanded,

very like a light Senateur Vaisse. Fisher Holmes is dull and
ragged ; Antoine Ducher very good indeed, though rather com-

mon in colour, small ; Thorin. lovely in colour, something like

Alfred Colomb, very large, and with me full ; Monsieur Noman,
very pretty in colour, sufficiently vigorous, but the blossoms

soil with me in the most provoking way. I never had a single

blossom that did not look as if it had been taken out of a basket

of wet moss. Black Prince, I think, is a very poor affair, very

dull in colour, and not nearly double enough. It seems a
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healtby grower. Jean Lambert is jast the contrary, a beautiful

blossom on a wretched grower. I have bad it two years, and
it never Krone an inch.

Abel Grand is of a most beautiful coloar, fine eize, healthy
habit, but no sign of autumnal bloom. Marie Baumanu, very
lilie Tborin, bns dropped the leaves, and looks rather like a
sick turkey. Princess Mary of Cambridge is a very abundant
bloomer both in July aud now, but tbe individuiil blossoms
have not, I tbink, much to recommend them. Professor Koch
did very badly with mo last year against a wall, and I removed
it to an open border, and cut it down very closely. I have
been much pleasid with it. It has been full and highly co-

loured, and is about to give a fine second bloom. Camille Ber-
nardin has been most curiously different from what it was last

year, when it bloomed miserably in summer and superbly in

autumn ; this year superbly in summer ; but now it does not
seem inclined to stir at all, though remarkably well fed. Mar-
guerite de St. Amand is good in every way, I should say about
the best Eose of its colour'.

I cannot induce Ci-cile de Chabrillant, Madamn Rivers, or
Madame Vidot to succeed even moderately well. By Mr. Ead-
clyffo's advice I moved thtm to a wall last autumn, but they
are coy beauties, and I woo them in voin. Why ia not Mdlle.
Eonnaire more spoken of ? It is exquisitely beautiful, and ia

places not subject to mildew, its enemy here, would, I tbink,

be about the best blush white Kose we have. JIarcchal Nicl
was covered with buds in spring. These were all nipped, with
the exception of six, which opened well. It is now again
covered with buds, and has one tine blossom expanded. At
this time of year it seems to overcome the ecragginess which
distinguishes it in the earlier part of the season. From Climb-
ing Devoniensis I cannot obtain a flower. It is on a south
wall, and made shoots last year 10 feet long, which I expected
to give blooming spurs this year; but no, nothiug but mere
sappy shoots and barren spurs. Tiiomphe de Eennes soils

something like Monsieur Noman. Madame Filliou I think may
go ; small, ill-formed, and hard to open. Madame Margottin
against a wall, and well treated, thrives badly ; the blossoms fall

oft before opening, and the whole plant looks scraggy. Charles
Bouillard has blossomed very abundantly and opened very
freely, but I do not care for it ; the lilac pink colour is poor,
and the plant is terribly given to mildew.
But one forgets how fast tie sheets multiply when on the

subject of Hoses. There are many Rose-growers in Ireland
who could give us valuable information—for example, Mr.
Nicholson and Mr. Coddington, of Oldbridge, whose Boses are
simply superb ; but they hail from a very different soil and
climate from mine. As far as my experience goes there has
been a want this season both in size and colour.—Q. Q.

I HAVE been a grower for nine years, and have about three
hundred varieties and six hundred plants, partly on the Briar,
but chiefly on the Manetti. This is the sixth consecutive
season in which I have had to contend with a long drought

;

this season has been the most severe trial of all, as we have
had no rain to enter the ground since the end of the first week
in May. The cold of that month and till the middle of June,
showed its effects in black spot, stripping some varieties of
their leaves. Gfiant des Batailles and its progeny I found
most affected. After some very hot dry weather in the first

week in July orange rust and mildew came on, and have con-
tinued their ravages more or less ever since. In spite of all,

with mulching and thorough watering, I have had a fine show
of bloom, though smaller than last year. My soil is the Devon
red, where not manured and worked frequently, cracking very
much. This season, after waiting three years, I have had some
splendid blooms of Hippolyte Flandrin on its own roots, mea-
suring 5 inches in diameter, beautifully imbricated, of a lovely
rose colour, and superior in shape to Marguerite Dombrain,
which has also bloomed well with me this season. Neither of
them stood drought well. Charles Verdier and Antoine Ducher
have both been good. NapolCon III. has proved a grand, bril-

liant flower, and continuous-blooming. The earlier b!o.ms of
Exposition de Brie were very fine in form and colour, the
under side of the petals a fine bronzed purple. Sophie Coque-
relle, a large light Eose, opens well, two or three blooms ex-
panding freely at one time on a truss, and it has resisted mil-
dew, &o., though close to Annie Wood most severely attacked.
Acidalie has been very beautiful, throwing up shoots from
4 to .5 feet high, crowned with a boss of seven or eight perfectly-
cupped, pure white flowers, slightly splashed with pink. Xavier
Olibo lias been very fine and strong in growth on the Manetti

stock, and with me i.^ decidedly the beet dark Eose. Charles
Wood is very strong, blooming finely at the terminals of new
shoots from the root. It is kept constantly watered, is on the
Manetti, and in very light stony soil. My blooms of Mai£cbal
Kiel against an east wall, where it bloomed well last year, were
nearly all destroyed by the late frosts in June. It, as well M
one on the Manetti, are now, particularly the latter, covered
with buds, some nearly expanded. The latter was budded in
18C7, and made a shoot feet long last year, and ia trained as
a pillar Eose.
Buds of all Eosea have succeeded well this year, I have only

lost two out of 2o0. Narcisse expanded a fine bloom with
eight buds just forty-two days after budding ; several others
are in bud. Devienne Lamy has opened this day (September
1st) from a bud of June lOth ; a fine-formed rich crimson,
somewhat like Senateur Yaisse, and it will be a very free

bloomer.

—

Ide.

THE EARLY ROSE POTATO.
Havisg seen the account of the Early Eose Potatoes given

by " A Sdbscbibek," I also wish to say that I purchased 1 lb.

of the above. " Sudscbibee " states he cut his into sixty-five

pieces, and the produce was 41 lbs. ; I cut mine into thirty-two
sets, having one eye to each, all of which grew. I planted them,
March 25th, about 4 inches deep, in a light soil, and when the
tops were (i or 8 inches high I moulded them. I dug up the
crop on August 24th, and weighed them, having 48 lbs. pro-
duce from the 1 lb. Fifteen of the tubers average i lb. each.
It is a smooth, well-formed Potato, and not deep-eyed. When
cooked, it ia as good as I could wish.—A Wobcestebshibk
SciJSCRIBEE.

I COT 2 lbs. into sixty-four sets, and planted them in ground
of very moderate quality in the last week of April. Three sets
did not grow, and five came up yellow and died off, so that I
only had fifty-six good plants. All went on well until May
29th, when frost cut some to the ground, and some were only
blackened. However, notwithstanding these mishaps, I took
up 40 lbs. in the last week of July. There were about a dozen
plants which the frost did not injure, and one-third of the
produce was from these. Had the season been more favour-
able and the ground been in better heart, the produce would
have much larger. I believe that it is a fine Potato.—E. Nash,
Scedbma7i, dc, Threcltouseholds.

I THINK "A SuBSCRiEEE " has been very unfortunate with the
Early American Eose Potato. I purchased 1 lb., consisting of

two Potatoes ; I cut these into forty-two sets, which I planted
on the 25th of March at 2 feet apart each way ; thirty-nine
sets came up. I lifted the Potatoes on the 28th of August,
and there were lOS lbs. 12 ozs. of Potatoes.

—

Abthdb Wilein,
Bootle.

PLANTS LOSING THEIR VARIEGATION.
This season some of my plants of Polemonium oairuleum

variegatum have reverted to the green state, not having a
vestige of variegation. They were all propagated from the
same stock. As the plant is so beautiful when in good con-
dition, and so useful for bedding, it will be a matter of regret

if this continue. Perhaps the season is the cause. Early in

summer my plants of Dactylis glomerata variegata and Poa
trivialis variegata were likewise quite green, and I was half

inclined to discard tbem. but I cut them in closely, and as the
new growth showed signs of variegation. I left them, and now
they are all that can be desired. They have withstood the late

hot dry weather well (we had on the morning of August 31st

a white frost). Of the Ancnbaleaved Daisy many of the plants

have lost all traces of their golden variegation, and some o{

them have died ; they do best in a moist shady situation.

Bambusa Fortunei does not answer well with us as a bedding
plant, and is very undecided in its colour, sometimes being all

white, sometimes green. Sedum aizoideum variegatum has in

a great measure turned green, but if it would retain the varie-

gated character it would be very desirable as a dwarf edging

plant. Many plants of Arabia albida variegata hive also be-

come quite green, marring the effect intended to be produced.

Hydrangea japonica variegata has likewise lost much of its

variegation, and Philadelphus coronarius variegatns has in some
instances become nearly green.

Other variegated plants have also shown a disposition to
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become green-leaved, but what surprises me most is Pelargo-

nium Bijou, some plants of which appear determined to become
Tom Thumbs over again. I knew a gentleman who used to

say he did not like those sicily-looking plants called variegated

—the variegation was only the result of disease. I think them
very useful and effective when they are what they ought to be.

Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium has likewise changed from its usual

character, and some of the plants would not be recognised as

Mrs. Pollock. It would almost appear that variegated plants

are a degenerating race, and when they assume an appearance
different from that which they are expected to present, they
destroy the effect they are intended to produce. The only
remedy I can suggest is to discard those which do not exhibit

a fixed character, and to select for propagation those in which
the variegation is best defined.—M. H., Acklam Hall, Middles-
brough-on-Tecs.

THE INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION AT HAMBURG.

Hamburg, or Hamburgh as we are accustomed to call it in

England, the very ancient, prosperous, free city, and general
seaport for the whole of northern Germany, is just now hold-

ing high holiday with one of the most varied and extensive

horticultural exhibitions that has yet been seen. This great

Show, which was opened on Thursday last with all due for-

mality, will continue until Saturday next.

As an exhibition of horticulture it is in many senses a
great one. Far finer examples of cultivation we are accustomed
to see in this country in almost every particular, but aa a

general exhibition of horticulture, embracing as it does almost
every article connected with gardening—as a beautiful and a
pleasing sight, for which no expense has been spared, it is

certainly deserving of our highest praise, and unhesitatingly

W3 say it is one of the greatest exhibitions that has come
under our notice.

The promoters of this great Exhibition have had a most
herculean task before them. The time they must have sacri-

ficed, the trouble they have undergone, the great fatigue, and
the immense expense involved, are little thought of now that

it is all crowned by a triumphant success. Wo must congra-
tulate them on the happy result. No little of the credit is due
to the untiring exertions of its esteemed President, Syndic Dr.
Merck, and its zealous Secretaries, Dr. Gii'ze and Dr. Don-
nenberg. The most unbounded praise is also due to the able

designer of the beautiful grounds, Herr Jiirgens, the architect.

Dr. Halle, and M. Kramer.
The Jury, which numbered nearly two hundred, consisted of

some of the leading horticulturists from all countries. It was
presided over by the Burgomeister of Hamburg; this country
being represented by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, from the Govern-
ment, Messrs. Harry J. Veitch, Thomas Osborn, Fulham, and
A. F. Birron, Cliiswick. The judging of the numerous classes

occupied the greater part of three days. At the termination of

their labours, the Jury, Committee, Town Councillors, &c.,

were entertained at a magnificent banquet. The beaatiful

Zoological Gardens were also thrown open to the Jurors, and a

grand concert and Ulumination took place on Saturday evening.
Horticultural Congress Meetings are also held every day, when
discussions are held, and trips by steamboat to Blankenose, the
beautiful suburb of Hamburg, on the Elbe. Everthing is con-
ducted on a magnificent scale.

To give any adequate idea of the beauty of the situation, or
of the labour that has been bestowed upon it to render it as it

now appears, is quite impossible. It is on the north bank
of the Elbe. Six months ago, or even less, it was an unculti-
vated valley, with steep rough banks on either side, and a
dirty, weedy, piece of water at the bottom—a portion of the old
moat which surrounded the city ; now, under the hands of Herr
Jiirgens, the able landscape gardener, it has assumed a most
fairy-like aspect. The ground is of a rather irregular oblong
shape, one end of the valley opening on the river, and might
measure over 20 acres, the otherend is on the main street joining
Altona and Hamburg. The situation and grounds are naturally
beautiful, and the very excellent manner in which they have
been laid out for the display of the different subjects render
the grounds themselves quite an exhibition. The whole place
has been remodelled, the piece of water much improved and
enlarged. It lacks, however, gracefulness of form, and the
steep banks on each side nicely moulded down are covered
with a fine herbage, which is very remarkable considering that
it was only sown about six weeks ago. It looks to the eye as

if it had been so tor years. The walks are judiciously planned,
and the various groups of trees, shrubs, and flowers very well
placed. To this are added some fancy bridges, islands, temples,
pieces of rockwork, &c., here and there, and at the river end
a graceful suspension bridge, 50 feet high, connecting the one
side with the other. A pretty whole is produced.
On the level sides at the top on each side of this valley, are

arranged in beds and groups in the open ground, such plants
as Coniferas, of which there are large exhibitions, Roses, Pelar-
goniums, Fuchsias, &c., and all such as are suited for the open
air, and by this means the grounds are lichly embellished with
some of the choicest ornaments of the show. On each side
are erected commodious, although not particularly handsome
skeleton houses, covered with canvas, for the accommodation
of all such plants, fruits, &c., as require it. On one fide there
is a large plan*, house, in which are exposed Palms, stove
and fine-foliaged plants, and another large circular building
for cut flowers and plants of smaller size. There is a great
degree of roughness and darkness throughout these buildings,
commodious and well adapted for their intended purposes as
they may otherwise be. On the opposite side is, first, a large

building devoted to vegetables, and another to what forms one
of the most interesting portions of the entire exhibition, and
in which the Germans seem far to excel us—viz., the exhibition
of bouquets of dried flowers, for which every flower almost ia

used, most magnificent bouquet-holders, preserved fruits, wines,
samples of seeds, &o.

Connected with this first piece of ground, quite enough for

any ordinary show, is yet another portion of some acres.

Access is had by a substantial wooden bridge across the street.

Here are displayed the various pieces of machinery, garden im-
plements, tree-transplanters, &c., and at the farther end about
three-quarters of an acre devoted to the exhibition of specimens
of the different modes of training fruit trees, a very important
feature, and samples of general nursery stock. This portion is

well displayed, and extremely interesting. The leaves having
been all stripped from the trees, thus exhibiting but a lot of

naked stems, give the place rather a wintry aspect.

Here, also, are two very long tents for the ftuit-exhibitors.
Apples and Pears occupy the greater space, an immense va-
riety being exhibited. Grapes, however, are the grand feature,

and these—the best examples, at least—come from our own
country, and are shown by our champion growers, Thomson and
Meredith, to the latter of whom the Queen's cup was awarded.
Pine Apples are very good. It is impossible, however, to over-
look the fact of the wretched and miserable appearance which
the fruit in these tents, taken as a whole, presents ; so much
decayed and imperfect fruit has rarely been gathered together
to greet the eyes at the opening of any exhibition.
Having now taken a rapid survey of the chief features of this

great Show, we would, before proceeding to details, say a few
words on the administration. Nothing, we are sure, could
exceed the good intentions of its promoters and managers. We
ourselves have bad personal experience of this, and can truly
say, that individ\ially we have found them ever ready to assist

us. It is with extreme reluctance, therefore, that we make the
following remarks. In all great undertakings of this kind, in
which so many interests are involved, a certain set of rules

for guidance and management are established, which it is ex-
pected are to be equally binding on all parties, managers and
exhibitors. Here, however, although the rules have been laid

down clearly enough, we have been sorry to observe that in
many cases they have been totally disregarded. A painful
sense of shiftiness and vacillation is abundantly manifest. To
be particular, all plants for exhibition in the open ground,
implements, and machinery, had to be here not later than the
24th of August. Exhibitors from a distance complied with this

rule, whilst soma of those in the immediate neighbourhood
were introducing their subjects up to the very day of opening.
Another serious ground of complaint is the cavalier way in

which all exhibitors who have put themselves to very consider-
able expense have been treated. It is customary to grant
passes of admission to exhibitors in accordance with their

articles, and to a show which lasts twelve days like this it is

abundantly necessary that exhibitors should be admitted. Not
so at Hamburg, however. Every exhibitor, no matter what his
contribution, or however mucii it may have added to the in-

terest of the exhibition, has to pay for his admission, and that,

too, at a high figure—about 18s. A strong protest signed by
most of the exhibitors native and foreign was sent in to the
Committee of Management against this rule : with no result,

however. Representatives of the press, excepting those o*
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Hamburg, were allowed do privilege whatever. We cannot bat

think this extremely Bbort-aigbted policy of the Committee,

which in the case of another eidiibilion being attempted will

tell heavily against them. ^Ve are sure that Eoglieh exhibitors,

who are accustomed to such privileges, wiil know how to appre-

ciate such treatment.

We now come to speak of a still more diiagreeable subject,

that in relation to the gold cup given by Her Majesty the Qaeen

lor Grapes. The exact deCniti in of the words " for the best

specimen Grapes" first communicated to England was some-

what difficult, so that the English committee applied to Ham-
burg, and received the information the cup was to be awarded
" for the three best specimen Grapep," that signifying the best

three bunches. In the German catalogue of the Kxhibition it

is, however, worded, " For the three best specimen Grapes in

three varieties." On the simple understanding that it was

offered for the best three bunches, Mr. Meredith entered and

staged his fruit ; and on the understanding that it was for the

three bunches in three varieties Mr. Thomson entered and

staged his. There was yet, however, another interpretation

nnderstood by Herr Weaselhoeft, of Altona, who staged his

fruit as an assortment. To the intense astonishment of all the

English exhibitors, it was then announced that a telegram had

been received from Her Majesty that the cup was to be given

" for the best assortment of Grapes," thus putting the English

exhibitors at a complete nonplus. I3y chance, Mr. Meredith,

having brought a collection of Grapes, was enabled to com-

pete either for specimens or as an assortment, and thus he has

the good fortune to bring back with him to England Her
Majesty's cup. We cannot, however, too severely comment on

the way in which this result has been brought about. The cup

was distinctly offered for the best specimens of Grapes, and on

this ground alone it should have been awarded. No alteration

can by any fairness be allowed to take place, however exalted

the donor may be. It is all very well to consult the wishes of

Her Majesty as to its disposal. It was too late, however, to

do so after the fruit was staged. We do not believe that if

the matter had been properly repre.^^ented to Her Majesty,

that such an unjust proceeding would have been permitted.

That the ultimate issue might not have been otherwise does

not signify. A great injustice was perpetrated, especially to

Mr. Thomson, whose exhibition was the only one strictly in

accordance with the schedule, and his three hunches were,

without doubt, the finest examples of cultivation. They had,

however, the misfortune to be somewhat damaged in transit

;

Mr. Meredith's, on the contrary, arrived in splendid condition.

BegiBning. now. with the plants in the large and principal bnild-

ing already allnded to, one end of which is principally filled with

Palms and Ferns from temperate parts, and the other with natives of

warmer climes, at the farther end we find the very splendid lot of new
plants exhibited by Messrs. Yeitcb it Sons. These, altbough not

entered for competition, form decidedly the finest gronp of plants in

the whole Exhibition, and attract an immense amonnt of attention.

They are so far superior to anything else here, that we believe, altboagh

they have not been entered, it is in contemplation to award tbem the

pold medal for new plants. In the group are eight splendid plants of

Nepenthes, that of Ilafflesiana very larfjo and fine ; Hookeri ; and the

new hybrid between these two, one of the very finest, the pitchers very

large ; six of the new Dracsenas, which are models of fine cultivation
;

the new Crotons ; Japanese Amaranthns ; hybrid Cypripediams ; the

new Dieffenbacbia Bowmanni. a splendid kind ; Lapageria alba, &c.

Messrs. Linden, who compete, have here the next finest gronp, more
nnmerons than Messrs. Yeitch's, but not nearly so select. There are,

however, some very fine plants, such as Palms, «fec. ; Dieffenbaehia

princeps, nobilis; Tillandsia Lindcni. a fine plant; the curions Coeh-

liostema Jacobiannm ; Fourcroya Lindeni, a fine plant, greatly re-

sembling in appearance the variegated American Aloe; Cissas Lin-

deni, &c.
Of Orchids Messrs. Linden are the only contributors who stage a

^ronp of ahont twi'nty plants, amongst which we find fine plants of

Acrides qninquevalnerum, Angnloa Clowesii, Cattleya maxima, a large

plant of the strange Trichotosia ferox, Odontoclossnm Alexandra}

Trian.Ti, the splendid Cattleya Eldorado, &c. The .'iW) thaler prize

for the best gronp of fifty plants, one half of which must bo in flower,

has been awarded to M. Kramer, the very skilfal gardener to Senator

Jenicfa, Flottbeck, Ilolstein. The great mass of the plants in this

group are of the most ordinary description. There are. however, a

few splendid plants of Disa granditlora, which tell well ; they have

from seven to eight stems from each pot, and each stem bearing from

three to seven large and beautiful flowers. The cnltivation of this fine

cool terrestrial Orchid seems hero to be perfectly understood.

A very beautiful collection of An&ctocbils are exhibited also by
M. Kramer, to which the first prize has been awarded. The speci-

mens are small. The selection is, however, excellent.

Herr Wcndland, Royal Gardens, Herrenhansen, carries off the first

hononr^ amoni^ Palms, of which tribe there ii an immeoM variety

exhibited. In Mr. Wendland's lot, the specimens of which »r» very

largo and fine, arc the beantifnl Georamas Martians, sarmpigienaii, and

Wildonovii ; and Chamirrops bamilis bilaminata. Messrs. Linden,

Brussels, have also some fine plantu—Phiinicophoriam Verschafleltii,

Areca Verschafleltii and ttlba, Verschafltltia siilendida. Arc. Fine

plants of Cyc«B revolnta are contributed by Herr A. F. Kcichers, Ham-
bnrR, which receive the first prize. This is a plant held in very high

estimation in Germanv. M. Jean Vcrschafftlt further exhibits »ome

splendid Palms and a noble specimen of that beantifnl tree Fern,

baliintium nntarcticnm. with a stem abont 10 feet in height.

Wo now pass to hnilding No. '2, a very large oval structnre, the

interior being arranged with a sort of concentric circles and itoeea

concfashion. Here arc exhibited large groups of what are called

market plants in lots of fifties or so, anch as Azaleas, Camellias, Pri-

muli

ord

las, ileaths, and very fine Drocienas. The most of these are inat

«inarv stoff, such as may be seen in any nnrsery by the thousand.

Cnt flowers of all descriptions and in immense variety are exhibil«d

by Messrs. F.mst & Von Spreckelsen, seedsmen. Hamburg. Tbeie

are staged so nicely, and so many of tbem together, that they really

look well. Their double Zinnias, Asters, and Everlastings are very

line indeed. If wo could only get such from their seeds, we should be

satisfied.

Asters form a great feature of the Exhibition, an immense variety

being exhibited from all the German seed-growers, F. Haage. Haoge

and Schmidt, Benary. Mnhring of Amstadt, itc. By far the finest lot,

however, came from Dippc Brothers, seed-growers, Qaedlenburg ; these

are really splendid.

Of Hollyhocks thirtrsix varieties are shown by Messrs. Dowme,

Laird. & Laing, Stanstcad Park, Forest Hill, and very fine they are,

as also are their Pansies. A very pretty lot of Fancy Pansies, cnrions-

looking things, come from Herr H. Wre'de, Lunebnrg. These German

Fancy Pansies take onr taste more than the English strain ; they are

some of them so verv singular in appearance. Cot Boses are weU

shown by Friedrich Harms, nnrscryman, Hamburg. Dahlias and

Gladiolus are here also shown, but none of particular merit.

An extremely intere.iting and extensive variety of Oaks, Elms, &c.,

small plants in pots, are exhibited from Moscow.

Tricolor Pelargoniums are exhibited by Messrs. Carter & Co., and

Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dalwicb, whose plants are extremely fine and

much admired. Bronze varieties come from Messrs. Carter and

Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, and a glass case of leaves of the

same from Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sons. Some of these leaves

are so very vividly coloured that the visitors do not believe tbem to bo

Kcnnine. Colenscs are abundantly displayed in variety. They do not

look well, however, in this dark tent. The best come from Messrs.

Carter A: Co. One large plant grafted with twenty-eight varieties

attracts a good deal of attention.

Passing now to the open ground, where the most of the plants snjt-

nble for the open air are exhibited, we find tbem placed hero and there

in groups or smgly, according to their character. The placing and

arrangement of all these plants must have been a task of considerable

difliculty. We are bound to admit that it has been ably executed, and

a most" beantifnl effect produced. It is a very excellent method

of exhibiting such plants as Conifers, Roses in summer. Oranges,

&c. They tell to greater advantage when placed thus in a natural

position.

Conifers are largelv shown, and form a grand feature in the gronnda

They are principally'contrihated by Messrs. Peter Smith & Co., nnr

serymen, Hamburg: Jiirgens, Nieustadten ; and Barron & Son8,Bor-

rowash, Derhv. The first prize for the Rroup of 100 distinct varieties

has been awaVded to Messrs. Peter Smith & Co. There are some

good varieties in this lot, but a great number are very coarse ani

inferior, and we question verv much if there are UK) varieties. There

were at least two Thuja Warreana which came under our own notice.

M Van Geert, Belgium, exhibits a very pretty lot of 100 smaUish

plants, which were awarded the third prize. In the class for twenty-

five Abies and Picea the first prize was deservedly awarded to Messrs.

Barren & Sons for a very choice collection, the planU about 3 feet in

height nil pretty specimens. Messrs. Barron are agam first for six

distinct Kctinosporas—viz., R. obtusa, oblnsa nana aurea, plumosa

anrea, plumosa alba variegata, pisifera, and lycopodioides. Second

prize M. J. Vcrschaffelt. The first-prize Wellingtonia. a plant abont

10 feet high, from Borkoop. Holland, is a verj- wretched object, one-

sided, and almost dead. Herr Jurgens carries off the honours for the

specimen Abies lasiocarpa. Messrs. Barron's plant having lost ita

leader thus lost the prize. The first-prize group of Cnpressns Law-

soniana comes from Borkoop, Holland, and is a very Rood lot indeed,

lu this class there is strong competition. Cedrus Deodara is wcU

shown, .the first prize going to Juricssen & Sons. Messrs. »"">«
i.lant. altbouKh smaller, is in every respect a finer specimen, the lead-

in" shoot of the prize plant being very poor. Some fine Thuja Lobbi,

Warreana, &c.. are exhibited. Messrs. Peter Smith & Co. obtam the

first prize for Abies Nordmanniana with a beautiful plant about 5 or

C feet high. AVc cannot, however, say so much for the prize phint of

Abies nobilis shown bv Messrs. Peter Smith & Co. It is a smoU

plant quite out of health, without a leader, bnt bearing some four or

live cones, which we suppose must in the opinion of the Jurors have

been a wonderful phenomenon. Messrs. Barron s plant opposed to

this is twice the size and in most cxceUent health. Judgments of Uus
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sort are perfectly ridicnlons. The first-prize Arancaria imbncata

from M. Jean Verschaffelt is a very beautiful specimen, from 10 to

12 feet in height. Little need be said of the other kinds of Arancaria—

excelsa, Cnnninghamii, Cookii, Sec. cicept that they are very ordinary

plants. Messrs. Barron carrv oS the first honours for Thajopsis dola-

l.rata with very fine plants. 'No notice, however, seems to have been

taken of the new varieties of Abies Donglasii exhibited by Messrs.

Barron, -which have received numerous first-class certificates in Eng-

land. In Conifers the competition was more spirited than in any

other section. We cannot, however, say much for the justice of the

awards in many instances, or the judgment of the Judges. Favour-

itism seems to have been stronglv present.

A very fine group of fifty varieties of Hollies are contribnted by

Messrs. Krelage & Sons, Haarlem, Holland. Standard Eoses are

largely shown.^and in good condition in numerous groups by Herr

Harms, nurseryman, Hamburg. A great quantity of standard Bay

trees, and Oranges and Pomegranates in tubs are also shown, which

kwk well arranged in lines along the walks. There is, however,

nothing very remarkable amongst them. The Orange trees are as a

mle rather' interior. Some pretty groups of standard Fuchsias are

also shown by Herr Harms ; the 'plants about 5 feet in height, with

good heads of flowers in fine condition. The splendid way in which

these were cultivated, although we hate standards, pleased us much.

Ornamental trees and shrubs are contributed principally by Herr

Jurgens, of Nienstadten. and amongst them are some fine specimens.

They do not show, however, to much advantage.

Prizes were also offered for the finest groups of omamental-foliaged

plants. The prize lot, which is shown by A. F. Brockenberg, Ham-
kurg, consists chiefly of Cannas, Ricinus, Draccenas, Wigandias, Sec,

the plants themselves are good enough, the arrangement, however—the

effect produced—is not good. The same may be said of the com-

petition for the best arranged flower beds. The designs are elaborate

enough, yet there is no harmony, too much variety, and little taste.

A few simple articles well used would have produced a better effect

than anything here shown. We must just except some scroll leaf-

work in front of the plant honse traced out and shaded off with

coloured gravel and glass, and little dots of Sempervivum caUfomicum

and Echeveria secnnda. That is extremely pretty and chaste. Some

pretty patches of grottoes and rockwork are also displayed, which,

towever, it is altogether impossible to describe.

FRUIT.

The gold cnp given by Her Majesty the Queen 'returns to England

to grace the already bountifully bedecked tables of Mr. Meredith.

Mr. Meredith exhibits for this honour several lots—1st, three very

large, but rather ugly, bunches of Mrs. Pince's BHck Muscat. They
appear scarcely ripe, and are not fully coloured. 2ndly, three bunches

of Frankenthal, which are magnificent. In his collection, besides

these, are good examples of Black Hamburgh, Lady Downe's, Black

Prince, Muscat Hamburgh, Trentham Black, Muscat of Alexandria,

and Bnckland Sweetwater, all very excellent examples of good cultiva-

tion. Mr. Thomson, of Dalkeith, competes with a stand of three

remarkable bunches—Muscat of Alexandria, .Ij lbs. ; Chasselas Na-

poleon, 4 lbs., one of the best models of bunches we have ever seen

;

Black Hamburgh, 3J lbs., scarcely up in colour. These, however, had

the misfortune to be somewhat damaged (we believe after their arrival),

which told against them. Judging them as three specimen bunches they

are decidedly in advance of those of Mr. Meredith. This exhibition

was awarded'a gold medal. Herr Wesselboeft, of Flottbeck, Holstein,

exhibits a pictty stand, having the bunches suspended thereon. His

specimens of Alicante, Black Hamburgh, Trebbiano, llaisin de Cala-

bre, Muscat of Alexandria, &c., although very good, and displaying

considerable merit, can in no way compare with the English compe-

titors. They were awarded a cup given by the Duke of Mecklenburg,

imi upon what grounds it would be difficult to tell.

Mr. Thomson exhibits a small bunch of the new Golden Champion,

wliich very deservedly was awarded a gold medal as a new variety. It

is amusing to observe with what astonishment these English Grapes

are viewed by the visitors to the Show, mixed as it is with a consider-

able amount of jealousy.

For the three best Black Grapes, Mr. Meredith, who competed, was

disqualified on account of having been awarded the cup, and the first

prize, therefore, went to Herr Heimendinger, a fruiterer in Ham-
burg. In the class, however, for the best White Grapes, Mr. Mere-

dith has been awarded the first prize, although his exhibitions here are

open to exactly the same objection as in the former.

From the gardens of the Duke of Augustenburg, Flottbeck, Holstein,

come a good assortment of Grapes ; the bunches are small, and many
of them only half-ripe. A very pretty little lot of the small black wine

Grapes, Chateau Lafitte, Chateau Larose, Chateau Gascours, Arc,

are also shown, but we cannot learn the exhibitor's name. From the

Horticultural Society of Lower Tyrol, Austria, come upwards of

seventy varieties of Grapes. These are under number, however, so that

no names can be ascertained. There are some large bunches amongst

them. Messrs. Demouilles, horticultenrs, Toulouse, France, exhibit

a vast variety of fruits ; eighty-four of Grapes, quite ripe, neatly

packed in little boxes for export, as we see them in the shop windows.

The various varieties of Chasselas have the prettiest and sweetest

look. St. Antoine, a round black sort, looks well, as also Aramnn, a

sort much cultivated in the South of France. Diamant Tranbe,

Marocain Noir, Muscat iiomain, &c., all look very tempting. There

are, besides these, a great number of other exhibitions of Grape, which,

however, have no particular merit.

Pine Apples are well shown. The fruits, although none of them of

enormous size, are all above the medium, beautifully swelled, and

juicy. The varieties are chiefly Ripley Queen and Prickly Cayenne.

The fruits, however, are of a much thicker and broader character

than ours, not nearly so tapering. The prize lots of three cut fruit

came from H. Fichtner, Breslau, and Oswald Hnbner, of Breslau

;

the best fruit in pots from C. Delpeich, Lucbau, Schleswig.

Peaches do not form a very interesting feature. M. Lept re fils, the

great Peach-cultivator of Montreuil, however, sends some fair fruit

—

twenty-four varieties of Peaches, and six of Nectarines, the best

amongst which are Heine des Vergers, Gain de Montreuil, Tardive

Lepcre, Grosso Mignonne, and Belle Beauce. A few good fruits of

Stanwick Nectarine are also amongst them. This variety is named
Standish's Nectarine. It seems to be nearly always wrongly named.

The Peach crop on the Continent seems just to have been as great a

failure as in this country.

Melons are largely shown, and amongst them some very splendid

fruit. The first-pri'ze lot of six came from Messrs. F. W. Friso-

nette & Sous, Nurserymen, Copenhagen, amongst which we find onr

own favourites, Beechwood and Bromham Hall. Herr Heimendinger,

fruiterer, obtains a medal for a collection of North American and

other Water Melons, which are to be found very frequently exposed

for sale in the shop windows.

Fruit trees in pots are contributed largely and well. Apples, es-

pecially, are so well grown, the trees so healthy, the fruit so large and

fine. Some examples of Calville Blanche are exceedingly large and

beautiful, with a fine bright flush on their cheeks, that would make

the month of a Rivers water to see them. The worthy President

himself. Syndic Dr. Merck, shows his skill here. M. Wesselboeft has

also a fine lot. Senator Goddeffrey, of Holstein, and W. Schwab and

Sons, nurserymen, Darmstadt, show so well here, that it is diflicult

to say which is best. The Apple trees are for the most part small,

not more than 2 feet in height, in lOinch pots, and are beanng on an

average from eight to twelve very fine fruit. The Pear trees are

larger" and bearing some two dozen fruits each. The beauty of these

trees is this—that every fruit is a marked specimen, and never do we

recollect having seen them finer.
,

Messrs. Croux et Fils, horticultenrs, Avenay, Liz-Sceaux, Seine,

France, exhibit an enormous collection of fruits of all sorts. Apples

amount to 150 varieties, and amongst them are some most magnificent

examples. The best wasEibston Pippin ; Alexander ; Wormsley Pippin,

Mcnagcre, a fine large sort ; Reinette du Canada, Calville Blanche, with

a pretty rosy cheek ; Lord Suffield, altered here, however, to Lady

Snflield, Gooseberry, Pepin d'Or, like our Sturmur ; Prince of Wales,

a variety entirely new to us ; Calville Impcriale, a pretty, large, smooth,

white sort; Cox's Pomona Sainte Barbe seemed to be our Mere de

Menage; and Beauty of Kent was named Herefordshire Pearmain.

The collection of Pears consisted ot 320 sorts, amongst which were

some exceedingly beautiful specimens. We noted especially Beurre

de Montgeron, a very beantifnl, highly-coloured sort ; Beurre Spence,

which is evidently our Flemish Beauty—a Pear about which there

always has been a lot of confusion, Thompson's, Glou Mor^eau,

Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre Bachelier, Duchesse d'Angoukme, Beurre

Hardy, Louise Bonne, Senateur Reveil, a new and fine-looHng sort

;

Madame Treyve, De Tongrcs, Doyenne dn Comice, etc. M.M. Croux

further exhibit fifty varieties of Grapes, thirty of Plums, Peaches, &c.,

amonost which, however, there is nothing at all worthy of notice.

Messrs. Jamain et Durand, nurserymen, Bonrg-la-Reme, France,

also stage an enormous variety of Apples, Pears, Plums, &c The

Apples and Pears are many of them exceedmgly fine. 01 the former,

we may mention Reinette g'rise, Pomme Suisse, Calville Blanche, very

large- Frankoter Romainc, a very large, green, kitchen variety;

Riviere a handsome Pearmain-shaped fruit ; Calville des Femmes, a

very large green sort ; Belle Dubois, our Gloria Mundi, &o. Ot Pears,

we noticed Draconon, a large sort in the way of Easter Beurre, Beurre

Hardy, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Sterckmans, General lodtle-

ben, a fine-looking Pear, and Josiphine de Malines. Knight's Monarch,

Urbaniste, and Thompson's were here wrongly named.

Another very large collection of Apples and Pears came from

Messrs. Martin Miiller, nurserymen, of Strasbourg, France. Many

of these consieted of our EngU'sh varieties, the names ot which were

in veiy numerous instances misplaced and entirely wrong.

General Consul Ed. Lade, Villa Mauressas, Hesse, Prussia, ex-

hibited a very fine collection of Apples and Pears, Grapes, N uts, &c.

Amon"st the Apples we noted the following very fine—viz.. Bar-

chard's Reinette, Lelienr, a large pale sort ;
Hausmutterchen, a very

handsome variety, in shape like Emperor Alexander, but quite dis-

tinct ; Chai-lamowsky, pretty ; Lansrton's Landergleichen, a very pretty

medium-sized fmit. Amongst the Pears were good esanaples ot

Williams' Bon Chretien, Doyi-nn^ .lamin. Doyenne du Comice, «c.,

and a dish of Bigarreau Mauresses Cherries, a very smaU hard sort oi

but little merit.

From the Horticultural Society, Bazen, Lower Tyi-ol, Austria, come

a very magniflcent assortment of Apples and Pears, which being unaer

number however, and not named, could not be noticed. A good many

fruits of the Madura aurantiaca, or Osage Orange, are also in tbis lot.

Messrs. Demouilles, hortionlteurs, Toulouse, exhibit seventy-e.ght

varieties of Apples, amongst which were splendid specimens of Reinette
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aa GraoTiUe, Eoiuotlo de Can^. Roinette de Cossel. a l^reo preen sort ,

iso sorts o Pears, amouRst which the best are \\ .Umm, » Bon

ChrOaoD, vorylarRe and tine; Bon Chrc-Uen ^o \ erno.s, a lar^e

findy CO oured, Rood-looking sort ; Draconot, hke GIonMor.can .ic

twentvnino sorts of l-i.-s. which however, aro very poor '"'1
'""^^J;

tho oilv prosontablo sort beins NcapoUtnn, a .lurl;. skinned oblate

shaped,- mediom.si.ed fruit; t^velvo vunetjes of Hams ami of this

froit it may be said that there ia not a smg o good d.sh "l'"'™;

Verylar<.e collections of frnit, prmo.pally Al>pl«'""dl ears are

also oihibited U tho following gentlemen and scores of "l''": •-7'"°,''

Kern, Neassdorf, Landan ; and L. V. A.chmgor, Innsbrnck, lyrol,

S^^^hose collection are the following l><^a°''f°l Ar}'l«''-B"J'"^°' ";;

diani size, fine clear skin, scarlet flesh ;
Gra.mt

; M"'J=l>-°'«^;' J^-^'^y

'

Qestreifte llainetto. From the gardens of tho Kmg of Wnrumucrg

cor^^s atlSon in which are a'prettily shaped form of Kome to da

Canada Apple, and Kother Strcipfen, resembUng oar Hoary Mormng^

G^en Inspector Wrede. Lunebarg, Hanover, has m h>s eollect.on

some of tho most bcaalifnlly coloured Apple, wo have 7«;j'<="'-X
ciaUyone named Rosenappel b,.hmiscbei-, of flatt.sh form, angalar

mth a deep hollow eye and a clear transparent skm. neavy entirely

^vered with the most brilliant' scarlet as mtenso as .n the t owep of a

scarlet Pelar"oniam. Cramoisenapfel 19 also very beautJul, imd

Strien B^nmCn'rotherWrnter, an'd K/-f« ««^'-'"''^°7^tbe^-
Kramer, of Flottbeck, also stages a good eollect.on, and »"°y "'^era

bnt their collections call for no part.calar notice
:
a very ff^e^ P<^^°°

of the remainder, indeed, being
T^-^.f°'=l'.'>«'=»y">^^"f/,XS'^"the

most nnseomly appearance. It is ntter y impossible to tell how he

prizes have been awarded in many of these classes, <"•

J^^^*^" ?^^
irnits are really for competition or not. Tho whole system of jadging

S^a"angng%om beginning to end is so utterly different from oar

English s/stems that we confess car inability to
'''\«7'»''f

.

^'' °'^
''

aU events" to appreciate it. We manage these things better at home.

Oar remarks on tho trained fniit trees, machinery, "np ements

vegetables, boaqnets, Uower decorations, and other m.seellaneoas

matters, will be given next week.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Septembek 7th.

FRCrr Co>rarrrEE.-G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair

Messrs Lane & Son, of Bcrkhampstead, sent a collection of six varieties

rfNusrd Filbert's, including Ld and White Fi'"-'
•
C"^-^- La'«

Cob, Porple, and Frizzled. Mr. Lockie, gardener to 1-. ^ • Be^S^^l

Esq , Court Gardens, Great Marlow, sent a valuable collection of

nineteen variedes of Apples, Pears, and Plums, gi-own on pot trees m
an orchard house. They were in everj- case

^^"«'<»V''w°n-/™,', Bon
The Gansel's Bergamot, Fond..nte d'Auf^mne,

^^'l.^lf'tTa^fiel
ChTitien, were quite ripe and delicious in flavour. The Coes Golden

Drop Plim, Transparent Gage, Magnnm Bonnm and Pond s Seed-

tog^ wcre^imarkably fine specimens. The coUect.on, a toge her, was

so meritorious that the Committee awarded a special certificate

Messrs. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, sent a collection of six dishes of

Grapes, consisting of the Early Auvergne, Pnmav.s Eugemen, Early

SanSin;, Tokay, and Eariy Golden. A specja ceriificate was awarded

for the Collection. Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Gross sent an in-

teresting collection of fonrteen distinct sorts of early and mid-season

Apples, to which a special certificate was awarded.

Mr. Richbell, gardener, Tadworth Court, Epsom, sent frait of the

Honeycomb Melo". It was a good, large, green-fleshed variety but

SS far gone, and tho flavour was inferior. Mr P. Frost, gardener to

S?M. Fortescne, Esq., Dropmore, ^^nt ^'''^'""'^^
M'^^''"' Z,Vffr„i

also passed. Mr. Beach, of Kingswood Warren. Epsom, sent a frni

ofBeach'B Green-flesh, and this was of excellent quaUty and in good

condition. Mr. Beach also sent a S-^arlet-fleshed variety wluch was

quite unripe. Mr. Loclrie, of Court Gardens, Mariow, sent a seedl ng

klon raised between Golden (Jueen and BaUey's G«™«^f ' ^^'"i
was inferior in flavour. Mr. Dancer, of Little Sntton sent fruit of

Warner's King, and Cox's Pomona, two fine large early Apples worthy

of general cultivation. -

Sir Watkin Williams Wynn, Bart., of Wynn^tay, sent a very fine

dish of the Winter Greening Apple, the crop of 1868 They were in

fine condition. G, F. Wilson, Esq., of Gishurst Cottage, -ft eybndge

Heath, sent a very fine dish of Louise Bonne of Jersey.^grown on po

trees turned out in the open ground, the flavour of which ^^as most

excellent. Mr. Cadger, of Luton Hoo gardens, sent a secLUmg Melon,

which was too far gone, and had begun to ferment.
, ,„ i,„

There were nnmerons ilishes of Potatoes, which were ordered to be

cooked before any opinion was formed of them, and the report to bo

made at Chiswick this day.

rLOR.u. Committee.—Mr. Eobinson, -Wartington, sent cut speci-

mens of a scarlet zonal Pelargonium, which conld not bo noticed

without the plant ; Mr. Tillery, gardener to the Da'^o of Portland,

four seedling Gladioli qnite out of condition. Mr. Backhonse^ork

sent a very fine specimen of Odontoglossum Alexandra). The plant

had two fine spikes of flowers. A special certihcate was awarded it.

Mr. Dobson, gardener to F. W. Scott, Esq., sent a box of ™t flowers

of a seedling Pansy of great promise if the hab.t of tho plant should

prove to be like V. comuta. The flower is much larger and of a deeper

Lt of colour. It must be seen growing to give any idea of its ments.

Mr. Eokford, gardener to tho J:arl of Radnor sent a «»dlu.ghybna

U-y-loaf Pelargonmm, Lady Kdith, of robust habit ;
the fo mge mark^

wiTh a well-defined zone; colour of t''\^.°"''™. P"'T''''', "'"';•
tjl„

very fair-sized truss. This is « movemon in a right 'l'y«'^'™ •
""•"

Ivy-leaved hybrids wiU be foand most useful for
^'^."'^"JX^^-

A first-class 'certificate was awarded. Mr. hckiord also »«"' « l";^"

eoUoction of seedling Verbenas; one of them.
f-.-Jf

,' »' ?^°^
received a first-class certificate-pale lilac pronnd with J"\";^fa*^

centre, a very distinct and pretty flower. The otber seedlmgs^

many of them good, but not distinct rom "fJ ""'";^"^"'^
mens of tho hardy and ornamental Clerodondron foct.dum were al»

brought from the same gardens.
. ^.-r,^... i„. .

Mr. Williams, HoUoway, was awarded a special certificate for a

coUection of Orctids, also a special certificate for a fino plant of

Eucharisaiazonica.' Messrs. Vor^^.^r".' * Vsnn'sCe'fro.^
hybrid Xosegav Pelargoniams. Lady KirklMid a"* Snns'ime

V°"
Messrs. E. G Henderson came Caladiam Pnnco of Wales and Prm-

cess of Wales, with white-veined foliage, marked with broader rosy

bands and two fine specimens of Kochea falcata, an od but vei7

beantiiul plant. Mr. Cooper, Pveigate, exhibited a col ect.on of new

Euphorbias, which were awarded a special certificate ; a so a -llecUon

of named kinds of great interest from their curious and varied forms.

"'MrPar^onrg^rdSTerto W. Bhike. K^q-- Danesbury Park, r«^^
first-ehiss certificates for two very smgular forms o' Lastrea-Lw^

FiUx-mas ramisissima, and a diminutive Parsley-l^e form-L. FU«

maspaivula. Two more opposite fonns of this I'^.w these de
well magined. It is a question worth considering, whether hesedc

formities reallv merit tho high awards they so often meet with. Mr.

Parsons also brought a very pretty Glox.ma. caUed ^.^Ip^, wlute

ground with pale lavender spots. Mr. Frost, Uropmore, sent cut

specimens of Passiflora cmcinnata.
. v.iuto nnr

G. E. Blenkins, Esq., brought a well-grown specimen of yal'"^ P"'

purea; this plant was exhibited to show tow easily it might be c^U-

vated in a greenhouse in London, and without any particular rare.

The original bulb had been six years in '>"?,«»"?f "''^""'t^
shifted,^and produced from its offsets five spikes of "eauhfal ^.o^^^;

How this plant obtained the name of purpurea '«;"""i°°i^/ ;
!^„'J|

is nothini purple about it. Can any of our l-ort-cu tural "ends

throw li»ht on this subject? Although a very old favourite, few

flowers ever excited mori attention than this »P--- ^
"-/ "=«

the inquiries made after the meetmg as to its name, <="""«•
Z^";

^

Mr Barker, Littlehampton, Sussex, sent a box of cut Pehmia

flowers of considerable merit ; a special ^ortificate was awardedjhem^

Mr Thornicroft, Floore, near Weedon. sent Caladiam t'<;notuu

Me-ssrs Lee, Hammersmith, sent seedling Rose Cle-once Raoux, pale

salmon, tipped with deep rose, a very highly-scented ^arie^. It

received a'Lt-class certificate. A variety of Adjantum capJlua-

Veneris, from the same firm, also had a fivst-class certificate

Mr Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq., received a sp«ial

cerUficate for a veiT carious group of plants, Orchids and others. One

Orchid 0? a very singular form and of great beauty was recommended

for notke as a bofanical curiosity. It was thought worthy of the

bronze medtd-a distinction or mark of honour la**!/ ^°gS«?'*l*3

tirCouncil to be conferred on certain --.i-'-^'' -\""
f^'^tS!

botanical interest. The name of this cunosity was
f/^*'^?'* ^^.

nifcra. G. F. WUson, Esq., brought cut specimens of Lilium speci

Sim many of them highly coloured varying in shade o^eolour ^d
Tirorin" themselves to be varieties of Lilium speciosam. W

.

^arsnau.

Esq , s^ent cut specimens of a variety of Cattleya Mossue, also two of

LiBlia elegans Marshallii and La;lia elogans vane^.
. ,

cr^thrr^ ^^^>^^ ^i^riif'^'^- --
-Mrti-^rsruXre^eit^d^7^!^^^ /- -^6
D^Uas T™isson dOr siid Harvard, and a specie certificate for a v^
fiuTcoUection of cut named flowers. Mr. Rawhngs rec«ved a fc*-

class certificate for Dahlia -^"^''^es ; Mr. Parker, WmgfieUl, a taW

class certificate for Dahlia (Jueen of the \d ;™^' /^^,'^-
^'^^^'

Chelsea a first-class certificate for Daldia WiUiam Lund

A social certificate was awarded for a coUect.on of Oroh'ds from

thrSoWs gardens, among them a new and uninteresting foiro of

C,Triped1^m Keichenbaehii" Mr. J Cooper exhibited a specimen of

Ipomaa Chambcrsii with variegated foliage.
„„,.v^„„„o oroM-

Mr Looker exhibited specimens of his patent «arthenwaro pro^

gaUng-toxes. These will be found usefu by lady ajnateurs who have

no convenience for striking cuttings, and maybe plf^ed in a stu^

windoJ, and will be equally avaUable for ra.smg seeds
;
^^y »" "^

^orUbli and not unsightly. A photograph of a Ldium aara'"?'
J^' • 4 f.„™ \tr «;mith pardener to .lames Bland, Esq.. leuarrjS 1th "on ThU bulb' produced IW flowers on a ^gle stem.

?he bulb wis planted in lsfi5, thus showing how much tho bulbs m-

prove as they become older and estabhshed.

Tu-v-irniT Mfftino—W. Wilsou Saunders, Esq., F.ES.. to the

chair A^r the eketion of one new Fellow, the Rev. J-l"-JJix ^
reporting the awards of the Floral Committee, directed a tention to

Looker spropa^ating-boxes, which the Committee had highly aPP™T™

of esnecirih for the use of amateurs in strik-ing cutUngs and ra^i^

s^d*^ The Committee had suggested it would be an ""P^^"'^^"'^

make the boxes without bottoms instead of -^P^^^^^^e'aS
from Mr. Green, of Garforth, was considered to require a gre»»
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oxpenditnre of labonr than the present system. Some coloured

drawings of plants and leaves from Mr. Macfarlane, of Upper Hollo-

way, were noticed as being praisewoi-thy, and a photograph of a re-

markably fine plant of Lilium anratnm was pointed out. This plant,

it was stated, had produced 193 flowers between August 1th and Sep-

tember 6th, as many as sixty-tive being expanded at one time. The
Chairman of the Fruit Committee, Mr. Wilson, mentioned as a fact,

the knowledge of which might be nsefol now that persons are staining

their fingers in picking Mulberries, that the juice of the berries in the

red stage takes away the purple stain of the ripe ones.

Mr. Wilson Saunders remarked, in connection with Ivy-leaved

Pelargonium Lady Edith, shown by Mr. Eckford, that it was very

desirable to unite large bright-coloured flowers to the succulent glossy

leaf and pendulous habit of the Ivy-leaved kinds ; and he had no

doubt, if the attempt were made, new and important varieties wonld

be obtained. The line specimen of Encharis amazonica, from Mr.

Williams, next claimed attention, and Mr. Saunders said there was no

better plant than it for a moist hothouse, for if properly treated it is

always in flower. A pot of Vallota purpurea, grown by G. E. Blen-

kins, Esq., in a London greenhouse, was next referred to as a success-

ful instance of culture, and Mr. Saunders asked Mr. Blenkins what

was the mode of culture pursued.

Mr. Blenkins said the bulbs, originally very small, were kept three

years without the soil being changed ; they had been once changed,

three yeara ago, and had been six years in the same pot. The soil

used consisted of one-third peat and two-thirds loam, with a little

silver sand. His sole object in exhibiting the pot was to induce people

to grow this bnlb, and to show with how little trouble it could be done.

Mr. Saunders remarked that plants of the Vallota and other Ama-
ryllids are very impatient of their roots being meddled with. The
Rose Clemence Raoux was then noticed as having a most delicious

perfume—a property in a Rose which florists of late years had too

much neglected. For his own part, he did not see why the sense of

smell should not be gratified as well as that of sight. After noticing

Tritoma Uvaria as a very ornamental plant not so commonly grown as

it ought to be, Mr. Saunders concluded by stating that the exhibition

of Fungi voold be held at the next meeting, on September 21st, or in

October.

BOUQUETS AT THE MANCHESTER SHOW.
I TOOE two bouquets for myself, and two for my son, to the

Manchester Exhibition, and after the awards were made I

found the first prize was awarded to me, and the second to my
son. About two hours after the awards were made a friend

was standing with me near the bouquets, when we found they

were going to alter the awards, and one of the judges said,

"No. 9 card is the prize card." Now, how did he know this,

when there was no No. 9 card ? for the first-prize card was
No. 10, the second-prize card No. 8. As there was no No. 9
card, he said, " There is some mistake, we must go back."

They did so, and came again, when I drew their attention to

the rules for the guidance of exhibitors. He read them care-

fully, and then said, " We can do nothing in this matter, we
most let the awards remain," and away they went. In half an
hour they returned, exclaiming, " We must alter these awards,"
and they did so. I applied at the Secretary's office to protest

against any alteration in the awards. I was told there was no
protest allowed. Now, if there was no protest for me, whence
did Mr. Yates get the privilege to protest ? The schednle says

the decision of the judges is final. If so, why do they revise

their judgment ? If mine had been the finest bouquet ever
made, if I had omitted to place proper cards, there evidently
would have been no appeal for me. The schednle says ex-

pressly exhibitors are responsible for the placing of cards, and
as Mr. Yates did not put any cards to distinguish his bouquets,
I maintain it was an act of injustice to alter the awards ; in
fact, the judges' decision is final, and they have no power to

alter them.—W. H. Tuknee.

WHO IS TO BLAME?
Who is to blame for the misrepresentations of catalogues ?

To illustrate. Who has not seen the grand picture of Laxton's
Supreme Pea, short-stemmed, closely-set, magnificent pods,
revealing their fourteen fat Peas within, described to grow
"abontSJ feet high?" but who has seen it anything like its

description ? Wishing to grow the best of everything, and re-

vering the name of Laxton, and having the utmost confidence
in my seedsmen, I invested in half a pint, at the moderate (?)
cost of 3s. 6(1. ; these I planted in a row 24 yards long, to give
them every chance. The result was straw 7 feet 7 inches high,

instead of 3^ feet; inste.ad of fourteen Peas in a pod, out of

many hundreds counted I never once found ten ; instead of a

total growth of 3^ feet, they did not " corn " within 3^ feet, and

generally -1 feet of the ground ; they required twice sticking,

and smothered their far more worthy neighbour, Veitch'B
Perfection, and, save in the shape of their pods, in no way re-

sembled their description. The same complaint is made by
other gardeners who have grown it in this neighbourhood.
Take one other instance : Lemaitre's [Lenormand's] short-

stemmed (new), very fine Cauliflower, was sent out at 2s. 6d.
per packet. I weighed the contents accurately, and found it

cost at the rate of about £80 per lb. Surely it must be good

;

bat with all the care in cultivation possible, it is no better than
many old sorts. Who is to blame for these great disappoint-
ments ? and who can wonder if gardeners manifest an increasing
reluctance to be the first to risk a trial of the wonders of the
catalogues?—C. C. E.

PLANTS FLOWERING IN AUGUST.
An^st 3. Ftmkia lance^tolia

Gentiana Pnenmonantho
lutea

Hedysarum coronarium
Hemerocallls flava

^aminea
Monna persica
Lj'chnis coronata
Phlomia Rasselliana
Physalis Alkekensi
PotentUla reptana
tiaillardia picta

Richardsoni
Geranium lancastrienee
Xamim pereuno

Lewisii
Sedam Aizoon

album
mpestre

Statice bellidifolia
latifolla

Tifrridia pavonia
Viola tricolor
Watsonia anguatifolia
LotnB comiculatus plenna

„ 7. MimolDs cupreufl
Phlox decnssata
Polygonum orientale
Sempervivum tectorum
Sibthorpia europsa
Silene compacta

Schafta
rubella

Stipa pennata
Taney
Tradescantia virginica
Veronica Candida

tanrica
sibirica alba

Digitalis crandiflora
Fuchsia globosa

falgens
corallina

Getim montannm
Mirabilis Jalapa
Lubeliu I'ulgens

eardinalis
ramosua

„ 10. Nepeta violacea
Rhodiola rosea
Phyteuma orbiculare
Hudbeckia laciniata

Newmanni
Verbena venoBa

tencrioides
Althfea sinensis
Aloyaia citriodora
Mimulus cardinalis
JIatthioIa annua
Abronia umbellata
Aqeratum cseruleum

mexicanum
odoratum

Alonsoa incisifolia
"Warscewiczii

„ 14, Gazania splendena
Spii'iea Ulmaria
Pyrethi-nm Partheniiua

Golden Feather
Cineraria maritima
CiadaDthus arabicus
Godetia bifrons

rubicunda
Gypsophila elepana
Hibiscus africanua
Eryngium alpinum
Polygonatum multiflorum
Sapittaria sagittifoiia
Stachya lanata
yjTnphytum asperrimum

caucasicum
„ 17. Acanthus mollis

Aconitum autuinnale

August 17. Aster tenellus
Claytonia perfoliata
Athanasia annua
Encharidium grandifiorani
HeUchrysum macrautboill
Funkia Sieboldi
Rosemary
Saxilraga rosalaria

Aizoon
Yucca glaucescens

filamentosa
Stenactis speciosa
Oxalis speciosa

floribunda
versicolor
Bowieana

Vinca major
Salvia fulgens

tricolor
patens
bicolor

M 23. Lilium Thanbergianum
longiflorum
tigrinum
Martagon

Lysimachia ciliata
Nnmmularia
thrysiflora

Cytisus capitatua
Alyssum eaxatlle
Arctotis breviscapa
Campanula carpatiCA

Medium
pyramidalis

Eupatorium pnrpureanj
<3orydali8 lutea

Bempervirens
Musk
Gladiolus gandavensis

ramosus
Liatris pjcnostachya
Agrimonia odorata

n 27. Sedum grandiflorum
Agapanthus umbellatos
Cbamfepeuce Casabonae
Calandrinia umbellata
Anthericum Liliago

graminifolium
Colchicum autumnale
Nierembergia rivularis

gracilis
Nuphar lutea
Nj-mph^a alba
Kouiga maritima
Lychnis Haageana
"Wistaria sinensis
Clematis Henderaoni ;

Sedum monstrosum
dasypbyllum

„ SO. Tencriuin Chamaedrys
Spirjea Standiahii
Asathsea ctclestis
Artemisia maritima
Calistegia pubescens
Pentstemon glabnun
Zinnia elegaua
Vibcaria oculata
Eutoca viscida
Erica stricta

vagans
Scrophularia nodosa TOrie*

gata
Meconopsis cambrica
Epilobium angustifoliam
Portulaca grandiflora
"Whitlavia grandiflora
Rue
Sedum dentatum
Centaurea caadidissima

depressa
Santolina ineana
Sanvitalia procumbens

-M. H., AcJclam Hall, 3Iiddleshrough-on-Tees.

SUDDEN CHANGE OF TEMPERATURE.
"What a season this lias been for violent changes. On Friday,

August 27th, the thermometer was 85° in the shade, on Satur-
day 86°, on Sunday evening 52°, On Monday morning my lawn
was as white with froat as if it had been midwinter. Kidney
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Beano, Potatoes, Vegetable Marrows in the kitchen garden are

all black, and in the flower garden Scarlet Pelargoninms quite
spoilt for the Beaion. I hear that at Lord Bronnlow'e, near
Grantham, even Broccoli is killed. I think the "olJeet in-

haliiant " cannot remember a iroat in Aagugt.— J. li. Peabson,
Chilicell, Notts.

G.VIIDENEES' EXAMINATIONS.
TiiE following are the names of those who took certificates,

and the number of marks obtained at the Boyal Horticultural
Society's examination of gardeners, .July l">th. The names of

Chiswick etadents are marked with an asterisk. James Hudson
obtained the whole number of marks in Fruit and Vegetable
Culture, being the first candidate who has done bo.

NlUE.
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ont as those potted-off and grown in a cold frame. The ground
where they are to be planted mast be well forked over, and, if

possible, at every 3 feet make a bole IS inches square and a

foot deep, and fill it with hot dung; after drawing the soil

over it, each set of plants will stand on a slightly-raised mound,
the top of which shculd be made flat. Three or four plants

will be snflicient for each mound. Allow inches from plant

to plant every way. Give a gentle watering, and protect from
Bun and cold with an inverted flower-pot. Water will be re-

quired every second or third day, according to the heat or dry-

ness of the weather. Tbe distance between the rows may be

U feet. Watering should take ^ilace in the evening, or early in

the morning. No stopping will be required if the shoots be

equally distributed over the surface. AH but four plants may
be taken from each hand-lifiht. It usually takes a month from
sowing until the plants are of a size fit to plant out. They
will fruit in August and September.

Instead of sowing under band-glasses and planting out after-

wards, seed may be sown in pots, and the plants pricked off

when large enough, sowing and forwarding them in a frame,
and when they have three roueh leaves they may be planted
out where they are to fruit. Tbe sorts most suitable for ridge

culture are Stockwood Long Ridge, Bedfordshire Snrprise, and
Long Prickly ; for open-ground crops the Long Prickly, and
the Short Prickly for pickling.—G. Abbey.

THINNING MELONS.
Having on several occasions been unfortunate in Melon-

growing, owing to tbe first-setting fruit having taken the lead,

and appropriated all the nutriment to itself, I have this season
experimented on one of my plants, by cutting off the fruit

when it had attained a suffiuient size to show me that it would
deprive the others of a fair share of sap. This practice has
proved a success ; in fact, it has more than answered my ex-

pectations. The plant I selected for the experiment was
Trentham Hybrid, which at the time of flowering produced
eight female blossoms, all of which I fertilised, but I soon
found that one of them was swelling much more quickly than
the rest. I allowed it to attain the weight of 2 lbs.; the others
at this time were all turning yellow, and were not larger than
a pigeon's egg. Tbe result was, that every Melon on the plant
began to swell rapidly, thus allowing me to choose whether I

would allow them all to grow, or reduce them to my usual
number, which is four to a plant, and by preferring the latter

I have obtained some fine fruit.—W. Wkench, Padnall Grove,
near Chadwell Heath.

[The plan you have adopted has been advocated by Mr. Fish
and others, only we would not let a Melon grow to the weight
of 2 lbs., and then cut it off, but would do so at a much earlier

period. If one Melon sets and swelU freely on a plant, later

ones will not often swell whilst it remains ; hence the impor-
tance of having the requisite number set, and commencing to
swell at once.

—

Eds.]

DEATH OF MR. ROBERT THOMPSON.
It is our painful duty to announce the death of Mr. Robert

Thompson, so long known and so highly esteemed as the
Superintendent of tbe Fruit Department in the garden of the
Eoyal Horticultural Society at Chiswick, author of the " Gar-
dener's Assistant," and numerous other contributions to gar-
dening literature. The sad event occurred on Tuesday last, the
7th of September, at 7 25 p.m. For a considerable time past
llr. Thompson hes been gradually declining since suffering from
a stroke of paralysis, with which he was attacked about two
years ago ; and although he was latterly incapacitated from
doing anything either in the way of work or amusement, his
inteUect never failed him to the last.

From 1824 to the day of his death Mr. Thompson may be
said to have been connected with the Horticultural Society, for
although his active duties ceased only eighteen months ago,
the Society, in recognition of his worth, retained him after
affliction had incapacitated him from farther service, and now,
after a life of forty-four years of great activity, this kind-
hearted amiable old man has gone to his rest. There are
many who will read this record with feelings of regret. There
are those, and they are now few, who began life with him

;

who shared with him as young men in those early days of
Chiswick gardens, tbe pleasures and privileges attendant on
the impetus then given to gardening, such as it had never

before received—those days of Thomas Andrew Knight, Sabine,

and Lindley. And there is the younger and far more nu-
merous class who have sat at his feet, and have drunk-in in-

struction from his words and his writings. They, too, will

regret him.
Mr. Thompson was born at Echt, in Aberdeenshire, early in

September, 1798. The precise date of his birth is not known,
as at that period the birth registers of Scotland were not pre-

served with that care with which they are now. But from his

baptism having been on the 16th of October in the same year,

we may reckon with some degree of certainty that this cere-

mony was performed, as it usually is in Scotland, a month or

six weeks after birth. His father was a small farmer, and after

be had received the solid education of his native parochial

school, he was placed under his uncle, who was gardener to

Mr. Skene, of Skene, where he was employed in the garden and
plantations. He then removed to Haddo House, the seat oJ

the Earl of Aberdeen, where he remained till 1820, and then
left for the garden at Dunottar Castle, the residence of Lord
Kennedy. After remaining there for one year, he removed in

November, 1821, to the gardens of Robert Ferguson, Esq., of

Raith. in Fifesbire, where he was for nearly three years.

In 1824 Mr. Thompson reached London, and went directly to

the garden of the Horticultural Society, at Chiswick, to which
be had been recommended by his late employer's brother.

Sir B. Ferguson. The garden was then nearly completed;
tbe collection of fruit trees had just been planted, some of them
which were worked on Paradise stocks were coming into fruit

;

and the walls which enclose the orchard and kitchen garden had
then been just finished. Mr. Thompson was at once placed in

the fruit department, which was then superintended by a Mr,
Coristie, and no time could have been more opportune for his

entering on his duties, as from the first he had under his ob-

servation the immense collection of fruits which then and sub-

sequently has existed in the gardens. Early initiated by Mr.
Kuight and Mr. Sabine into a knowledge of the characters and
merits of the then existing varieties, Mr. Thompson acquired

a knowledge and taste for the study of fruits and fruit trees

which increased with his years, and which he retained to the

last. During the whole of the forty-four years of his active

life at Chiswick, pomology was his special and passionate

study, not only as it was exhibited under his eye in the garden,

but in the literature and practice of the pursuit, as existing on
the Continent. It was this well-grounded and thorough know-
ledge of the subject which enabled Mr. Thompson so well to

produce that laborious work, the " Catalogue of Fruits culti-

vated in the Garden of the Horticultural Society of London,"
which has formed the foundation of modern pomological

synonymy. No one, except such a person as Mr. Thompson,
could have done this work so well. His proverbial patience

and painstaking, his excessive care and caution, admirably

fitted him for such a work, and stamp it with an authority which
has never been assailed. It was not, however, in pomology alone

that Mr. Thompson excelled. Every department of horticul-

ture received from him its due share of attention ; and not in

the practice only, but also in the higher principles of the pur-

suit, did Mr. Thompson eminently shine. In physics, we be-

lieve we are doing none of his contemporaries an injustice

when we say he excelled them all. His love of physical

science was equalled only by his love of gardening ; and hig

knowledge of mathematics was of a high order. No better

evidence of the combination of these qualities can be given

than that which is furnished in that admirable compendium
of horticulture " The Gardener's Assistant." Meteorological

science is much indsbted to him for the constancy and correct-

ness of the observations he conducted at Chiswick from 1830
till within a few months of his death; a period of thirty-nine

years. And here we may take the opportunity of noticing

a remark we sometimes have heard made by others who note

meteorological observations. Doubts have been expressed as to

the correctness of the instruments used at Chiswick. It has
been said that the temperatures announced by Mr. Thompson
were, when excessive, too high or too low, and that they did

not correspond with those of other observers. It is, neverthe-

less, a striking fact that on an average of thirty years' obser-

vations—from 182(5 to 1855—the difference in the records of

mean temperature between Chiswick and Greenwich amounts
only to 0.0(3°—a lasting tribute to the care with which the

Chiswick meteorological observations were made.
Mr. Thompson was a voluminous writer, though he does not

appear as the author of many works. In the " Transactions

of the Horticultural Society," besides the bulky meteorological
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tables, tliere are many valnable papers on borticoltaral 8nb-
jeots. To Loudon's " Gardener's Magazine," the Garihut-rs'
Chronicle, the " EJinbnrgb Philosophical Magazine," and other
periodical publications be was a frequent contributor. In the
preparation of most of bis great works, Mr. Loudon acknow-
ledges the aid rendered by Mr. Thompson, and especially in
the " Encyclopedia of GardeninR," and the " Suburban Horti-
oaltorist." He contributed also to the " Penny Cyclopedia,"
Morton's " Cyclopedia of Agriculture," Maunder's •' Treasury
of Botany," and, we believe, he was the sole author of the
letterpress of the " Pomological Magazine."
Towards the close of his career a tribute to the services he

had rendered to horticulture was paid to Mr. Thompson, by
the presentation of a testimonial, amounting to the sum of
£400, raised by public subscription, and on the end of his
active services in connection with the IJoyal Horticultural
Society he retired on full pay.
We understand that the funeral will take place at Brompton

Cemetery, on Saturday neit.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
TiTE Knight of Kerry writes with reference to the Beech-

wood Melon, noticed in page 169 :—" Another Melon from
the same frame and of the same kind was cut on August 28th,
which, I am assured, weighed rather over 11 lbs. I was not
present, but have just now seen it carefully weighed, and it

reached VA lbs. 10 czs. The length of time that has elapsed
since cutting will, I suppose, account for that reduction. My
gardener is quite positive that it is Beechwood ; he says he
knows that Melon perfectly well, and that it entirely corre-
sponds in all particulars ; "that he had the seed of the Melon
from which it is descended some eight or nine years ago when
in the service of the Earl of Meath, near Dublin, and that he
has carefully preserved the seed of the successive generations
year by year. He says that the soil at Valencia is peculiarly
suited to the growth of Melons, and has no other way of
accounting for the extraordinary size."

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OAEDEN.

Pbohitxy clear away the remains of all crops as they decay.
Quarters which require to be trenched during the autumn
should be kept free of any crops after this time, in order that
the work may be performed before winter. The weather is

now favourable for destroying weeds. Cclenj, th« ground is in
good condition for earthing this up, and itsquaiity depends to
a considerable extent on the care bestowed in doing so, and on
earthing up in time. Some of the very latest crop may also
be planted in rows to remain through the winter. The haulm
of Peas, stored now in a dry place, is a good material for cover-
ing Celery during severe frost. Cabbage, the seedling plants
intended to stand through the winter must now be pricked out
in nursery beds of light soil at 5 inches apart ; this wiU cause
a stocky hardy growth. The July sowing of Endive may now be
pricked-out on a warm border, and as the early plantation
attains a proper size, the plants should be tied for blanching.
No time should be lost in storing the crops of Onions when
dry, as the ground from which they are taken is generally
used for Cabbages

; it should be immediately trenched-up, and
if manure is necessary, let it be laid on the top of the trenched
soil and fork it in. If, however, the gi'ound was well manured
for the Onions, it ought to carry the Cabbages without further
manuring, and they will thus always come in better, because
if too much manure be in contact with the roots in the
autumn, it causes a succulent luxuriant growth, which renders
the crop more liable to injury from alternations of frost and
thaw in winter. Lettuce, a small patch of Bath Cos sown now
will, if the autumn prove mild, be more valuable than that
sown earUer. Now is the last time to make Mushroom-beds out
of doors. Wijiter Spinach and Tui-nip beds must be kept hoed,
and the plants thinned out, the former to 9 inches or so apart.

FBUIT CVRDEX.
It will be an advantage to have the fruit-tree borders free

and unshaded by any crop at this season; planting Endive,
Turnips, and similar crops, keeps the border cold and wet when
warmth and air are more particularly required. It would even
be more satisfactory to reduce the width of the borders, if

even a more limited space could be exclusively secured to the
wall trees. If snfllcient material, such as sods of sandy loam

are not in hand, no further delay should take place in collect-
ing enough for carrying out any proposed alterations.

FLOWER OABCEN.
A Borplas stock of bedding plants should always be pro-

vided against contingencies. The propagation of Heliotropes,
Verbenas, Pelargoniums, and Calceolarias should be proceeded
with, as the general utility of these plants for decorative pur-
poses is unquestionable. Chrysanthemums out of doors should
be carefully staked ; if against a wall, where they thrive better,
they should be trained while the shoots are succulent. Pro-
pagate them by cuttings for blooming in pots. Budded Bose
stocks should be carefully attended to. It is time that buds
which have started should be encouraged to form a more vigor-
ous growth by stopping the wild branches of the stock. If

Paneies aie to bo grown well the bed must be renewed yearly,
and in order to insure a good spring bloom, the young plants
obtained as cuttings or side shoots from the old favourites, in
addition to any new varieties which may be bought, should be
soon planted. The bed for their reception should be prepared
in order that they may be turned out in the end of the month.
Auriculas will now begin to excite and require more attention

;

all decaying leaves must be removed, and occasional top-dress-
ings given. From the wet weather early in the season, it is

possible we may have a fine dry autumn ; therefore, they must
be kept in a moist state, never allowing them to become
thoroughly dry. Examine seedlings that aro pricked ont; il

the roots are raised above the surface, which is often the case,
re-insert them by making a notch in the soil with the handle
of a budding-knife, or a piece of ivory. Pinks should be
planted out without delay. Look after seed of Carnations and
Picotees, and carefully examine all pods, as the late dry
weather has been favourable for ripening. The soil for potting-
off the layers ought to be in readiness, keeping it, if possible,

under an open shed. Dahlias must, to insure success, have
unremitting attention. Take off all blooms which are not
promising, and cover, &c., as required.

GREESnonsE AND CONSERVATORY.
Continue to introduce plants, fcr however fine the days may

be it is dangerous to trust anything out of doors at this period
of the year. Cloudless days are very delightful, but it fre-

quently happens they are succeeded by nights as clear, and
a nipping frost. Where partial protection exists, many hard-
wooded plants may with advantage be allowed to remain ont of

doors until the end of the month. Carefully examine the con-
dition of each plant, and remedy any defects in the soil or
drainage ; clear off moss, remove insects, and replace stakes.

The ordinary precautions for obtaining a supply of common
flowering plants throughout the winter months should be
taken. Violets should be potted or planted in a frame ; Mig-
nonette thinned and sown ; Hyacinths, Tulips, and other
bulbs potted and plunged ; Pinks for forcing encouraged; and
Cinerarias duly attended to. Boses in pots should occupy a

fair share of attention
;
young plants may yet receive a sluft,

and manure water may be applied to plants in active growth.

ETOVE.

Twiners on the roof should now be more than ever kept
within bounds, cutting back all shoots that have done Hower-
ing, and tying the others so as to obstruct light as little as

possible. Place specimens ripening their wood in the coolest

part of the house, and water sparingly at the roots. Achimenes,
Gloxinias, and Gesneras that are properly ripened-off may bo
stored in any dry place where they will be secure from frost,

but take care to place them where they will be free from damp,
and they should not be exposed to a lower temperature than 45°

or 50°. Many valuable plants of this kind have been lost

owing to storing them in dry sheds. Hardwooded shrubs, such
as Ixoras, that have not made their wood after flowering, should

be encouraged with a warm moist temperature, syringing

them lightly overhead, and shutting-up the house early in the

afternoon. Let any growing plants that require more pot-

room be shifted as soon as convenient, in order that they may
be well-rooted in the fresh soil before winter. Keep a sharp

look-out for insects, especially thrips, which are often trouble-

some at this season on such plants as are growing in a close

warm house ; either fumigate or remove the plants affected,

and thoroughly clean them as soon as this pest is perceived.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Neveb was there such a change as from August 28th to 29th,

pretty well roasted the one day and frozen the next. The evening
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of the 29th was piercingly cold, and on the 30th and the three

following mornings we bad hoar frost thick on the grass, and a

thermometer showing from 1° to 2' below freezing-point.

Some fine scarlet Pelargoniums were blanched a little in con-

sequence. A few Perillas on raised beds were touched, whilst

others on the level were not at all affected. Almost every kind

of Coleus was affected, except the brown Coleus Yorschaffelli,

and Dwarf Kidney Beans passed uninjured. The cold would

have had a greater effect but for the dryness. On the 29th

we heard of heavy rains farther north, yet we had none that

reached the ground here, but a singular phenomenon presented

itself during fully half the day. There seemed to be more than

a thick Scotch mist in the air, and as you looked at it between

the eye and some lofty trees, you could see the rain drops

thick and eddying in great waves, as if resolved to give every-

thing a refreshing shower, but so far as we saw not a drop

reached the ground, the roads being dust-dry all day. The
only exception took place beneath lofty trees, as from the

highest branches and loaves there were droppings of moisture.

No week could have been more suitable for harvest operations,

and the fields are being fast cleared. A good rain would greatly

help the Turnips.

In the kitchen garden and fruit garden, besides sowing Cauli-

flower for the last time, and Lettuces, the work has been mostly

a continuation of that largely dwelt on in the notices of previous

weeks, chiefly surface-stirriog, watering, planting, &c. We shall

just allude to some matters shortly this week, as more pro-

minently coming under our attention.

Wasps.—For a few days we were quite overrun with these, but

the cold nights seemed to have much lefseued their numbers,

so that as yet we have not put np hand-light traps or bottles to

catch them. We feared for our Morello Cherries, as even with

the best covering the wasps will find their way to them, and
therefore we gathered all the fruit, thinking it safest in bottles,

however preserved. Currants, &c., are not safe from their de-

predations, nnless under gauze or fine wire netting. Goose-

berries with U8 are ju&t over. We have often had the War-
rington in a shady border very fair in October.

Cabbage Butterfly, and Moths.—We lately alluded to the

extraordinary numbers of the ladybird this season, and the

popular errors respecting it as destroying the Bean crops. We
never saw so few moths as we have done tuis season. Onr
Cabbages and Cauliflower have suffered a little from dryness,

but that is an evil not felt where there is abundance of water
;

but in such a summer we often have had in addition whole
clouds of white butterflies depositing their eggs, on all the Cab-
bage tribe especially, followed by myriads of larvae, which
threatened to clear all before them. Finding cleaning and
liming the foliage a troublesome operation, when we had young
boys we used to send them on the pleasant work, to them, of

hunting down the butterflies, and it was amazing how many
they would capture in a sunny forenoon. We do not think we
have seen half a dozen white butterflies during the season, and
yet the winter was so mild, so free from frost. It just confirms

what we lately referred to, the falsity of the common idea that a

continued severe frost is good for ridding us of grub and insect

enemies. The reverse is often the case. Their instinct tells

them how to guard against all such casualties, by securing

warm places, or going down greater depths in the soil. In
mild winters they are encouraged to make their appearance too

soon, and are killed by the succeeding cold. This theory seems
at least plausible, and is so far confirmed by results. We have
noticed the same thing frequently with self-sown annual seeds.

When a sharp frost had set in about the beginning of Novem-
ber, and the first part of the winter was cold, the seed, not
having vegetated, would withstand the cold and come up
strongly in spring; on the other hand, when the winter was
mild up to Christmas and afterwards, and then we had severe
frosts in January, February, and later, there were fewer plants
from self-sown seeds, or even sown by hand, because they had
vegetated in the first part of the winter, and were cut up by
the following frosts. We have noticed this chiefly in the case
of annuals not quite hardy under general circumstances, as

there are some of our annual weeds that no frost or changes
seem able to destroy. We have rarely known the smallest
plants of Thistles or Groundsel injured ; even seeds which
have just germinated, do not seem to suffer, but many young
seedlings do, and in this case there may be an analogy between
them and insects, as respects the effects of mild and severe
Trinters.

OKSAMENTAL DEPAKTITENT.
Besides patting the flower gardens and pleasure grounds in

first-rate order, making lots of cuttings, .fcc, we may mention
the following :

—

Lavender.—There is no better mode of making a plantation

than taking off slips in autumn or early in spring, and planting

them firmly at once. To have the Lavender healthy, and for it

to continue so, the ground should be well stirred, but not much
enriched. We have seen many instances in which greater

vigour was required, where it was better to enrich with surface-

dressings instead of digging manure into the soil. As the

stalks have opened about half their flowers they should be
gathered and sorted, and no plan is better for keeping than
tying in small bundles and enclosing in muslin bags. What
falls off, or even the stalks chopped, come in useful for mixing
with Eose leaves. On the manufacture of oil of Lavender,
Lavender water, &c., it is not our province to enter.

Biennial plants, as Canterbury Bells, Sweet Williams, and
even Wallflowers, Daisies, Heartsease, and Violets, should now
be planted-out, or pricked-out to be planted when the ground is

cleared. All Violets will need watering when the weather is

dry. Our beds of Neapolitan Violets have been several times

cleared of runners, as we mean to lift and transplant with balls

under glass in a month or so. A little red spider and mOdew
made their appearance on them, owing to the dryness, and,

therefore, they were dredged a little with soot and sulphur, and
syringed with clear water a few days afterwards. It is ad-

visable always to have them clean before placing them under
glass.

Hollyhocks, Dahlias, Phloxes, dc.—Hollyhocks have been
fine this season, without having a drop of water given to them.
When in masses, we often fix them in rows by running a stout

string from stake to stake, and fastening the stems individually

to the string, and thus a few stakes serve for a row or belt. We
should remember that it must be a fine stake that becomes any
ornament in itself. The aim should be to conceal all such

necessary propping as much as possible. We have seen

Dahlias so spread out and staked, as to be perfect deformities

to the eye—to be grown, in fact, as if for the purpose of having

a forest of sticks put in about them. The only way to render

Dahlias a pleasing feature to the eye, and thus have every plant

symmetrical and natural in outline, is to have only one stake

to a plant, and that not quite so high as the top shoots. We
are supposing that each plant, as il ought to be, is grown to

one stem. This is secured to the stake as it grows, and then

all side shoots are seciued in their natural position by passing

a looped string from the stake round the under side of the side

branch. A Dahlia may thus be rendered secure from the force

of the wind, and the weight of rains and heavy dews, and yet

show neither stake nor tying.

Time of Watering.—With scarcely any watering the flower

beds, when not interfered with by intruders, are rather better

than on the average of seasons. If we must water some of them,

and most likely such free-growers as Salvias and Calceolarias

may want it, we shaU prefer giving the water in the forenoon,

instead of in the afternoon, that the surface soil may be dry

before evening. As we may expect the nights to become cooler,

all plants in pots out of doors we shall now, as a rule, water

early in the day, so that the pots and soil may not be so much
cooled at night. Many plants that would not suffer in the

least from a little cold at their tops, will be much injured by
the free exposure of a damp pot to the air, more especially if

the young roots are clustered near the sides of the pot. Plung-

ing, or something wrapped round the pot, would prevent many
a casualty. Where that cannot be conveniently done, all tender

plants should be placed under cover before long. The mere
standing exposed in a pot, even when the precaution of

watering in the first part of the day is taken, exposes plants

to more danger than if they were planted or plunged in the

ground. At one time, for a furnishing purpose, we used to grow
Dahlias, and they succeeded admirably in 12-ineh pots, but

year after year we found the plants in pots suffered from cold

some days and even weeks before their neighbours which were

planted out in the usual way, even though the latter were more
luxuriant, and on that account more liable to injury. This we
considered was owing to the free exposure of the pot, because

when the pots were plunged, the plants withstood the cold of

autumn better than those planted out.

Pinks, Cloves, Carnations, and Picotees.—Booted slips if

planted out now will be well-established before winter ; never-

theless, where a spare frame or cold pit can be given them, we
prefer potting fine kinds, and sheltering them during the

winter, not so much to protect them from cold as from their

many enemies. We have had and lost several good collections
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from the incnrsions of enemies. Slags, ^c, are bad enoaKb,
bat they are nothiog compared to rabbits, rate, and mice. ^Ve
ODce had several hundreds ol good kinds, pretty plants in
4inch pots, cut down to the surface of the pots in one night
by rats, and in the pleasure grounds we have found massive
beds like a de^^ert in the spring by the incursions of hares and
rabbits. Hardly any fence will keep such intruders from them,
nothing but a solid wall which they cannot leap. Efforts must
be made to have the plants referred to somewhere, as for cut
flowers they cannot be dispensed with.

Cutting-iiiakimj.—This has formed one of onr chief employ-
ments, so as to provide for the flower garden next year. Vie
have already alluded to particulars. It is of importance to
strike all we can in a cool place. Verbenas, Petunias, Lobelias,
Ageratums, and Pentstemons, do better under glass, shaded by
day, kept close, and with a little air at night, which prevents
drawing and damping. The air at night is very essential.
The simpler and lighter the material in which they are put the
better. All mixture of old soil should be avoided if possible.
Nothing is better than the sandy gritty loam which is obtained
from the sides of the highways, with a sprinkling of sand or
road drift. If leaf mould or dung is mixed with it, there is

the chance of fungus troubling the cuttings and young plants.
Sedding Pelargoniums will still strike well enough in the open
air. A little flagging is of no consequence. The cuttings of
all such plants as Verbenas should be drawn through weak
tobacco or quassia water, as it is better to secure the cuttings
being clean than to clean them afterwards.

Where gorgeous beds and borders are desired, neither a

eutting nor a bloom should ever be taken from them until
the latter is faded. What we advocate in this respect, we have
not been able to practise. We have no space in which we can
form mixed borders for cuttings and cut flowers. We must
take both from beds and borders that come prominently before
the eye, but no one feels the impropriety of doing so more
than we do. We, therefore, delay as long as possible taking
off cuttings, and these and numbers of cut flowers diminish
the symmetry and massiveness of the beds. Lately we took
about two hundred cuttings from a line of Bijou Pelargonium,
and we wished afterwards we had delayed for a week. Where
there are large kitchen gardens, borders for flowers and cut-
tings could easily he placed there, and the show beds remain
SB such.—K. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September 8.

A VERT Blow trade indeed, with little signs of improvement. Im-
portations have largely added to our stocks this week, which comprise
all the nsaal varieties of Pears and Apples at this season. Flnms are
sofiiclent for the demand.

FRUIT.
d. s. d
tol 6Apples 3j sieve

Apricots doz.
Oherries lb.

Chestnuts bnehel
Cmrants y. sieve

Black do.
FiKS doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs Ih.

Gooseberries . . qnart
Grapes, Hothonse . lb.

Lemons 100 do.

VEGETABLES.

Melons each 2
Nectarines doz. 4
Oranges 100 10
Peaches doz. 6
Pears (dessert) .. doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 8
Plums J'j sieve S
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb,

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts busbel 10

d. s.

Oto 5
8

.100 1

8. d. B.

3 Oto6Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney fj sieve 2 6 4
Beet, Bed duz. 2 3
Broccoli bundle 10
Bms. Sprouts 3-i sieve
Cabbage doz. 10 2
Capsicums 100 2 2
Carrots bunch 8 1
Cauliflower doz. 3 C
Celery bundle 16 2
Cucumbers .... each 6 1
Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch 8
Garlic lb. 8
Herbs bunch 8

6

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms pottle

d. 8.

4to0
2

MuBtd.S CresB.punnet 2

Horseradish ..bundle 3

Onions, .doz, bunches
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney ditto

I
Radishes doz.bunches

' Rhubarb bundle
; Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel

I

Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch

i
Vcget. Marrows.. doz.

TRADE CATALOGUES EECEm^D.
James Carter &, Co.. 237 and '2r.8, High Holborn. London,

W.C.— Carter's LUt of Dutch Bulbs, Fruit Trees, Hoses, rfc,
for 1869.

I>. Gold McKay. Market Hill. Sndbnry, ?^nffo\\c,—Catalogue
of Dutch Flovcrr Rootj^ Scfds for Autumti Sowiti^t Herbaceous
VlanU, liofen. Fruit Tre^s, (tc.

F. fc A. Dickson & Rons, 106, E<i8tf^te Street, and Upton
Nuraeries, Chewier,—Select Dutch Flower Rooti, t(c.

Smith A: Simons, H6 and 3S. How&rd Street, St. Enoch
Square, GUprow.—Z>»(<r/i Root List.

Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slongh.

—

Catalogue of
Hyacinths, Narcvisn.i, dc*—List of Straxcherrifs.

Stuart A; Mein, Kelso.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Choice Hya-

cintlis and other Dutch Bulbs.
Hooper & Co., Central Avenne. Covent Garden Market,

London.

—

Autumnol Supplement to Uooprrd- Go's Genrral Cata-
lopue, containing Descriptive Lists of Dutch and other Bu bs, (tc.

Robert Parker, Exotic Nursery. Tootiog. Surrey.

—

Cataloffue

of Hyacinths and other Bulbous Roots, Fruit Trees, d'C,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the '* Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By bo doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
pame sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get ihem an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered nntU next
week.

Books {An Old SubstfribiT) —" Briti'fh F^m*'," price 3*. 6(/.. or free by
post from onr office for 2t.\Qd. {W. ''.).—You cm have the "Cottage
Gardeners' Dictionary " free by post from oar office if you enclose Is. 2d.
in postage stamps with yoar address.

Veebenas Fon ExeniiTros {A Learner).—The loUowinR are six good
kinds for the purpose—viz., Foxhnnter. Mrs. Revnolds Hole. Mrs. Perry,
Madnme E. Stengcr, Geant des Batailtes, and King of the Lilacs. The
" Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," dt. 6d., or free by post Is. 2d.

Seedling Pelargoxiuu {E. O.}.—It is impossible to give an opinion
without peeing the flowers.

DiNT^EB LoDGK ( ).—The information in the "Horticultural Direc-
tory " is quite correct.

QuEHCua Cerrib fTT.).—This, the Turkey or Mossy-cupped Oak, like

all the species, flourishes most on a deep rather tenacious boll, but we
hive seen good specimens on a light soil; and a chalky soil would pro-
bably produce it well if of good depth.

CcxTUEE OF Leptopteris scterra (J. W. K" ).—The temperature and
moisture of your Fern house is too uneven for the Leptopteris. It

should be potted in a compost of two p^rts oaady fibrons p^at one part
yellovr light loam, and one part grit or sandstone, in pieces not larger

than a hazel nut, nor les^ than a poa. Use a pot just large enough to

hold the roots well, and allow for an incrcise in growth. Drnin it well,

and place it in a pot or pan. so that the rim^ of the two will be on the

uame level, placing the inner one on crocks The outer pot should bo
large enough to contain the fronds without their tonchinc the glass they

are to be covered with. Fill the space between th" pots wiih crocks to

within an inch of the rim, and the remiind'?r of the space with charcoal

made small, sifting it first through a haif inch Fiev.\ then Ihrough a

8 eve with an eii;htb-of-aninch mesh, and use what remains in the sieve.

Cove^ with a bell-qlass having hoU s in the top. It should rest on the

charcoal. The glass should be tikt-n off every morning and wiped dry.

If the bell-glass have three holes at top. it will girc Hufficient ventilation.

We find the plant succeeds well when thus treated, or in a honso kept
uniformly moist, but not from syriuciog over the fronds ; avoid tbaU
A glazed frame is useful for such plants.

Marchioness of Hastikos Grape (W. F.).—It produces very large,

loose bunches, with watery and flivnnriess berries. Its only recom-
mendation is its size. It is an early Grape, and ripens in an ordinary
vinery.

Muscat Grapes (An Old Su6«cn'6(rr).—Thoy are only slightly rusted,

and being ripe, it will not injar« their quaiilv. hust, wo bcliove, ia

induced by sudden exposure to cold currents of air.

Grapes {T. G. Partridge).—We do not know any private garden fn

which the (Jlliade noir and Schirns are cultivated, bnt you may see them
in the Koyal Horticultural Socitrty'H gordt-n at Chiswick.

Vises not Growixo (A Be{}\nncr).~T\ie shoot and leaves are attacked
by red spider. Little can ho di-no this year beyond springing the Vines
every morning and evening, and shutting np the housi.- eirly in the
afternoon. ConUane this treatment throughout the present month,
alter which the house should be kept drier. Air should bo given early

in the morning, so as to have the fo!i.ige cool and the -ir in motion when
the sun shines powerfully, otherwi^^e the leaves may become frntted. A.

cood watering ought to !>e given the roots without dolav. and repeat it

in a forUiight. Cut the Vines btck lo two or three eves in !>ecember,
and paint them with Rulphur bron^ht to the consistency of paint by
mixing with it 8 ozs of Foft eoap ti a q.illon of tobicco water. Apply
the sulphur mixture with a brush, rubbing it well into every crovice, but
being careful of the buds. The liouse ought to be thoronglily cleaned,
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nnd the wrIIs washed with lime and Bulphnr in equal parts, brouRht to
the consigtency of whitewash by 4 ozs. of soft soap to the gallon of
water. Do not pive the Vines very much water nntil they are prowinR
freely, then afford copious sapplies every fortnight or three weeks, and
maintain a moist atnuisphere by spriokling the paths, walls, &c., twice
or thrice a-day. Select the stronRcst shoot, train it carefully, stop the
laterals at the second or third joint, nnd when they break ajinin let them
make three or four leaves, and then take out their "points. We think the
Vines will grow next year

Vine Leaves DiscoLorBED (J. i7.1.—The leaves are very like those of
the Espiran, but you say they are from the Black Hamburgh. We bt-lieve

the discoloration arises froui the leaves being formed iu ur exposed to a
cool, moipt atmosphere, followed by heat or much sunshine. They are un-
prepared for the consequent esceBblve evaporation, and ripen prematurely
and assume their untumn tints. Such foliage is often a sign of good,
rather than bad health. Perhaps a s)itjht shade for a few days in bright
weather, after a dull period, would prevent the discoloration, but we do
not advise shading for Vines, or only of a very temporary description.
The best time to lift Vines is early in March, or before the eyes begin to
swell. We do not think the discoloration arises from the roots bein»
deep, but the contrary, and we do not advise the lifting of Vines as long
as they c<iDtinue to produce good crops and firm, well-r'pened wood.
Besides, Vines five years planted ciinnot now require lifting if the
tiorder is good, and means h.ave been adopted to prevent the roots going
down into bad soil ; indeed, the roots oueht to be restricted to the border
by a concrete or flagged bottom, and walls at the sides and ends. They
are then entirely under command.
Vines Breaking {yoncood).—We cin hardly understand about the

Vines you want to start in January breaking now. You had better let

them alone. Give them all * he air possible ; if very hot, even shade ; and
defer pruning till the end of October or November. If the Vines are
breaking and you prune now, you must keep on growing them; better
defer in ordinary circumstances.

Placing Pot Peach Trees out of Poohs—Pots for Vines (Reader).
—There will be no danger in leaving your Peach trees in pots out all the
winter if the pots be plunged and mulched, and the buds protected from
birds and very severe froht. Probably the trees in the vinery were too
much shaded. Most likely the Vines planted out in July received a little

check. They should have been shaded at first. No doubt the roots are
catering for themselves. Your pots 2 feet deep and 20 inches in diameter
are ample in size for Vines in pots. Instead of enlarging the size of the
pot we would mulch and top-dress with rich material. This will prevent
all starving at any period.

Peach Tree Dropping Its Fruit (J. B. L. H.I.—As the tree, the
fruit of which we do not recognise, is so healthy, the dropping of the
fruit premfiturely is owing most likely to excessively vigorous f^rowth and
the full ripening of the wood. We would continue giving plenty of air
and abundance of water after the fruit is fairly set and swelling; but
when it is ripe we would give but little water, and be more anxious to
harden the wood than to keep it growing. Allowing a tree to become dry
and then watering freely will often cause the fruit to fall. It is safest to
water a widlh of. say, 3j inches from the wall at a time, and then follow
in a few days with 24 inches or more in width.

Peach Trees Infested with Aphts (Old Correspondent).~The Peach
leaf sent is infested with the brown Peach aphis. It may be destroyed
by an efficient syringing with tobacco water, that of the shops being
diluted wiih six times its volume of water, or it may be made by pouring
a gallon of boiling water over 2 ozs. of the strongest shag tobacco, cover-
up closely, letting it stand until cool, and then straining, applying to the
trees with a finely-rosed syringe, thoroughly wetting the tree's in every
part. The best means of riddance is fumigation with tobacco, the house
being made quite full of the smoke, so that a plant cannot be seen
through the glass from the outside. The size of the fruit would be in-
creased by top-dressings with rich compost, and abundant supplies of
water, and occasionally liquid manure. Probably too many Peaches are
left on the trees, so that the trees are unable to swell the fruit to a good
size.

House for Pise-Apple Culture [H. S.).—Both a lean-to and a span-
roofed house are good for the purpose, but had we onr choice we would
have a span-roof, wide enough to have a walk all round, and a walk
down the centre, with a bed on each side, and we would heat each bed
beneath, either with pipes or a tank, or both, and hive enough of top
heat for the atmosphere of the house. Thomson on the Pine Apple is
plain, terse, and much to the purpose. The ** Pine Apple Manual" would
probably suit you, and may be had from our office by post for 2s. 8d.

Peaches Mealy (J(/fm).—Peaches become mealy and fall off, chiefly
Irom a too heavy crop, or from some irregularity as to moisture at the
roots. Strignant water will cause tht^m to fall, so will too much dryness,
and dryness succeeded by abundant watering at once. It is better to
water gradually.

LtLiUM auratum after Flowering (A. r.).—Pot it as soon as the
leaves fall and the stem b-comes vellow. Do not disturb theroots, merely
remove anv loose soil. Give a moderate shift. Equal parts of fibrous
loam, sandy peat, and leaf mould will grovr it well. Drain the pots well,
pive a gentle watering after potting, and keep the soil just moist during
the winter. In potting leave space for top-dressing in spring. Winter in
n pit or house from which frost is excluded, though a few degrees of frost
will not injure the roots if the pots are plunged. Do not take the
bnlbs up.

Tbop3:olum tricolorcm Culture (Id€m).~n ought to be potted
without delay, indeed it wi'l soon be in growth. It is well to use a rather
small pot. eay one G inches in diameter, and place it in one of larger size,
so that the rims of both may be on the same level, filling the space
between halfway up with crocks or the roughest part of the compost.
This may consist of two parts light fibrous loam, one part peat, one part
leaf soil or old cow dang, and one-sixth silver sand. Cover the bulb with
soil, and keep the soil moist. Never overwater. Commence training
early. Alight airy position in a greenhouse with a winter temperature
from fire heat of 40- to 45=' puits it. It will flower nest March or April.

Trop^olums for Winter Decoration (J Salopian).—Tropxalnma
are excellent forwinter decoration. We employ the Lobbianum varieties.
Triomphe de Gaud, Brilliant, and Elegans, we like bes^t. We grow them
in two ways

—

us chmbers, and as poi plants ; in the first case we take olT

cnttings in spring, or early in sammer, pot as required, and shift into
9inch pots in August, or at the beginning of September. The shoots are
trained to wires fixe.1 about 9 inches from th^ gl isa, but they will succeed
equally well on trellises iu a light situation. Triomphe de Gand is best
for this purpose. The soil nsed is a mixture of lurfy light loam, old
mortar rubbish, or broken pots, lenf mould or old cow duug, in equal
parts. Good drainage is necessary. Pot plants we raise from cuttinga
inserted at the end of July, or early in Ausust, in a gentle heat, placing
one cutting in a 3-inch pot. When the cuttings are rooted, we pinch out
their points three joints from the soil. When they begin to grow again
we harden them off, remove them to a o 1, airy house, shift into 4^-inch
poti^, and to each plnce a neat stake painted green, and not more than
13 inchea high. Tie thu shoots to the stake, and pinch off all flowar-buda
as they appear, stopping when the shoot has grown 6 inches. When it

again pushes select a leader, tie it to the stake, and pinch out the points
of the side shoots when they have grown so as to have three or four joints,
and stop the leader when it has grown 6 inches. Shift into a 6-inch pot,
and stop again at the third joint. The leider will now be at the top of
the stake. The plants will now begin to flower; keep them compact by
stopping at the fourth leaf. They will continue to grow and bloom most
of the winter, in a temperature of 45^ to 50=. If larger plants are wanted,
7, H, or even 9-inch pots may be used. Give no more water than enough
to keep them fresh. When the soil lecomes dry, give a good supply.
The tuberous-rooted Tropasolums, as tricolorum. Jarratti, &c., are also
good. Some notes on their culture will be fouod in answer to another
correspondent. They are very handsome if trained to a wire trellis, or to
the top of a young Spruce or Larch. 2 or 3 feet high, and the twigs of the
Spruce or Larch covered with the wire-like shoots of the Tropffioluma,
the pretty bright green leaves, and rich orange, yellow, and brown
flowers, have a fine effect on the centre of a dinner-table The Larch
tops make excellent supports for this class of plants much better than
wire trellises. The tops should have parted with the bark, or it should be
removed, the shoots thinned out, and the twig^ equally disposed, widest
at bottom, and gradually tapering upwards like a cone. Except for

dinner-table decorations, and particular purposes, so much care need not
be taken.

Salt as a Manure for Strawberries (TT. 7.).—We should have no
idea of, as yon say, "pickling" Strawberry plants even in winter, but a
little thrown between the rows would be beneficial rather than otherwise.
No doubt salt would help to keep the soil moist. A Potato that grows
only 7 inches in height and ripens its tubers in two months from the tima
of planting, would no doubt be useful for pot culture.

Flower-garden Arrangements (D. C).—Your arraiigement of the
fleur de lis will look very well, but we would border all ; thus, instead of
mixing 2, 2, in the first, we would centre with Golden Chain Pelargonium
and edge with Viola comuta ; and if we edged 3 with white Aiyssum we
would centre with a purple or chocolate-coloured Verbena Similar re-
marks may apply to the second group. The circles 4 an 18 may be planted
in almost any way, as they form no part of the groups. They will look
very fair, though we do not much like the Beet so near so many pretty
plants. (VitU).—We have no doubt you can make any of your proposed
arrangements look well ; but for the tank breaking the view we would
have preferred all the border being the same We like the plan first pro-
posed best, as the simplest and most effective. We do not enter into your
proposed panelling, as we do not see how you will have room for that and
so many regular rows besides. We would rather panel entirely the borders
round the tank, or vandyke them, and that would make a change. Any-
thing like intricacy in such borders generally mars the effect.

Setting a Saddle-boiler IL I. F.>.—Your plan of setting the boiler

seems correct. A terminal saddle boiler is better than the common one,
as the end of the boiler is filled up. and with one tap you can empty both
sides. The great point is to have the top of the boiler considerably lower
than the lowest pipes in the house ; to have the flow pipe as near the
top, and the return pipe as near the bottoui of the boiler as possible: The
advantage of having a plate 15 inches from the furnace-door to the boiler,

chiefly consists in making the furnace larger, and securing when neces-
sary a slower combustion. The smaller boiler should suit your purpose
for such a small house ; but as changes of purpose cften take place, we
would prefer the larger-sized boiler named, as the expense of setting will

be much the same. The economy of working a sm^ll boiler will greatly

depend on the having a close-fitting furnace, and especially ash-pit doors,

also on having a damper in the chimney. As frequently stated, for

general purposes a flue or brick stove is cheaper for small houses, as do
what you will much heat will go up the chimney. The hot water, how-
ever, is the cleanliest way of applying heat, when a little more for fuel

is no consideration.

Truss's Pipes and Joints {A. W. L.).—We hear that the advantages of

these pipes aud joints are neatness of appearance with perfect tightness.

The pipes miy be moved in any direction without impairing the joint;

any length of pipe can be taken out in a few moments and as quickly

inserted as required. They are made to any size, and are now laid by large

companies to 4-feet bore. The saving in cost of work is very considerable.

Various (Erin-go-Bragh).— The best way of heating such a conserva-
tory, opening into a drawing-room and dining-room, would be by hot-

water pipes beneath an open trellised pathway, and the beds or tables

so formed as to look most effdctive from the rooms. The large pond at

the bottom of the garden would do well for aquat cs, either pHnted out
or submerged in large boxes, or lashed. Such as the following would
suit you :— Aponofjetou distnchyon, Bu'omus umbellatus, Cilia palustris

Nuphar lutea, Nymphsea alba, and Hottonia palustris. There are few
Ferns that would grow on the sides of such a pond, unless there were
shade as well; but that noble Fern, the Osmunda regilis, would be in

its element in places at the sides, made like a marsh with a little bog or

heath soil. Ducks will dirty a pond, if shallow, with their movements,
and a pond of any kind, so far, with their droppings. Swans will not

thrive in very shallow water, and they prefer moving water to a pond,

however large. They live chiefly on vegetable matter, and thus do much
to keep water free from weeds, but at times they will also fare sumptu-

ously on the young of carp, tench, &c.. and such fish as are found in

still water. We do not give plans or plant plans of flower gardens, but

we criticise, and thus help. You mav easily change to your own mind
the form of the b°ds, and change of plan is often pleasing in itself. We
ourselves have had the same plan mnny years, but we change the plant-

ing every season. Most likely von would be assisted by " Flower Gar-
finnincFfnr the, Manv." pnce 4d., from our office, aud "Flower Gardendening for the Many,''
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Finns, Ac." prico Z»., where rainy plans nnd modes of plnntiof; aro pivcn.
We know of nnthinff better for cm'crlnR your pnlUifj by tbo side of tho
avonuo than different kinds of Ivy, and ycm minbt ruUeve thu vnmoDcsR
with C'lenmtis, Ac. We Ao not know the K-u^lb of vour Tefich w.ill fiiciuc

tbo soutb, the wrJl itself bc-in^ Blnto, or faci-d with Hlatc, but tbo follow-
ing will give s\ cood sncrest^ion :—Eaily Grosso Mi(aiuQDC, lii>Tal Gcorpo,
Noblesse, B»rrinpton, Wulbarton Admirttblc, tho Inst a Into one. Uy
plovers, we pretuniL' you mcHn tbe InpwinK' <^r peewit^', itO'l thf^o when
tamed ore more u'^cful in a pnrden in diKpo^tu;; of ^ni)).'*, snuiU, and
insects than even Ducks, nnd most iif^cful tho yoiniK of tbe bitter are, as
tboy never scrAtcb ns bc-us do, and tbcir puddlo fcut do little barm.

STRAWBKunv Punts (R. H.).—Wo cannot rocnmmond nursoryraen. If

yon refer to our ndvertising columns you will eoo joveral anaonucomonts
of what you require.

ApPLnNO AsHKs (TT. B. C).—Yon may apply ashes to your adhesivo
soil with advnntnpo. It will make tbo soil moro free-working nnd open,
and considerably improve tho staplo. Tbo ashes f«)iould ho applied in
antnmn, nnd worked into tho soil, it bcim: well in such soils as yours to
throw it up in ridges in autumn, and turn it over frr(inently in dry frosty
weather dnrini; tho winter and oirly sprin;; moutb'^. Tbo soil will ho
ameliorated by tho frost and exposure to tho air. nnd Uvi ashes will bo
more equally disposed through tho eoil by tho frequent stirrings,

BcDDiNO Pears, Arrr.ns, and Plcms (Idem .—It is lato to bnd these
but you may try bud'ling now, and if they fail yon can graft iu March*
The stocks to be praftod next sprin;; miy bo pnrtiiilly cut back this
antnmn, but not much, the heading being lelt until tho grafting is done
in spring.

HoLLVHocK PnoPAOATioN (.<;/««).— Of tho thi'oe soi-ts of stoma we
should prefer tho short Btubbyoues that come from the base of the plants,
particulars of which you will s-o at panes I'iiJ and 172 of tho Journal of
Au^'ust 26th. N'9 time should he lost in gotting-in tho cuttings so as to
havo tbim I'stiihlished heloro winter.

PiNcniNii-otiT THE HEARTS OF BnusBELg SpuotTTS ffl". TT.).—We do not
advise tbe cnttinj^ of tho hearts, as it tends to bring the crop all iu to-

gether, the Sprouts swelling tho whole length of tho stem, come in simul-
taneously ; and by loavinjr thom entire the plants produce a succession of

Sprouts for alonj^ time. By pinchins-out tho heart, however, tbe Sprouts
become of a good useable size the full length of the plant, andean all

be taken from tho plwnt at once, or within a short period, and the ground
is thus earlier set at liberty for other crops.

Hyacinths. Tuur?, and Crocttses in a Pit (.-iHm/CHfO.—Yonrpit will

answer admirably. It will not bo too damp in winter, and you could
employ a gentle tire in dull weather to cauye a circuLition of air, which
would dit^sipnte tbe damp, a little air being given. The flue, wc presume,
is not covered with the nsbee, or if it he, we do not see its utility. It

should run along the front of tho pit and have tho top, at least, un-
covered. Bottom heat is not necessary. Air should be freely given in

mild weather, am^ in severe a covering of mats over the lights will lessen
the need for fire heat, and that should be kept at a minimum.
Tacsonia. Rbynchospeemdm, and Paskiklora Cdltcre (E. M. M.).—

The Tacsonia not having flowered, may do so this autumn. Train the shoots
oat moderately thin, keeping them from becoming too crowded, so as to

fnlly oxposo tbora to light and air. Tbo shoots onght not to be further from
tho glass than 9 inchoH, nor nearer than 6 inches. If it do not Oower,
keep ratbor dry iu winter, nnd in o.irly spring tbin out tbo weak baro
shoots, and train the y jiing growths as they proccud in thoir place. Tbo
Rbyncbospermum should have tho sbootn iraln<-d in, and nut tuo closely
together, not shortening or pruning otherwise thun to thin them out whoro
tno thick, and bhortenin^; when t^boots aro required to All vacant space.
Tho old baro frbonts may bo cut rlo^n out, replacing wiih young. Giro
enough water to keep tho foliu^re fresh, but inclining to drym-hH during
tho winter months. Keep the Pa-<siflor.i dry at the root, and thin out tbo
shoots so as to expago fully to light and air, thereby securing tbe well-
ripening of tbo shont'-:. Do not prune, however, too closely at this scasoD,
for if that be done it is likely the plant will start into growth, c-pociolly
if tbo atmosphere be moist. Tho dryness f.( tho soil should not bo
greater than to keep tho plant inactive through tho winter. Motstoro
must bo given as required to keep tho wood from shrivelling. Prnno-ln
rather closely at tho end of January or beginning of Kehruarj', and aa
tbe growth progresses give increased supplies of water.

Hardy Ferns under a Beech Tree {A Tiegulnr Suhxcribrr).—Yoa
will, wo presume, have tho moimd formed into rockwork with stones. It

will be a good position for Ferns, water being givt-n during dry weather
iu summer. Tho following kinds would succeed :—Asplenium .-Vdiuntnm
nigrum. A. Trichomanes, A. viride, Athyrium Filix-ficuiina and varieties,

corymbiferum, multilldum, and plumosum ; Itlechnnm spicaut, and its

variety ramo^nm ; Cystopteris Diekieami, C. fragiUs ; Litstroa montanm
fOronptcris), L. Filix-mas r.nd variety cristata, L. rigida, L. cristata,

L. dibitata. Or-muuda r.galis iTor damp situations at the foot of tho rock-
work) ; PoI>-podium vulgare, P. camhricum, P. Phegopioi is, P. I>ryopteri«,

P. alpostre ; P.ihstichnm angularo and variety prolifernm, P. aculoatnm,
and P. Lourhitis ; Scolopendrium vulgare, and varieties latifolium, mnl-
tifidnra, ramoaum m:tjus, subcornutnm, nnd suhmarfjinatum multiQdum.
The best timo to procaro them is iu spring, phinting out at the end of
JUarcb or beginning of April.

Fruit (A .Su?jjcr(?;rr).—ilessrs. Webber & Co.. Covent Garden Market.
Mr. Mart is still in Oxford (Street, and that direction would ho sufficient.

Skeletonising Leavcs (E. 71.).—Ivy, Chestnut, Oak, and almost any
other loaves with prominent nerves and veins aro suitable. We know of

no flower the petals of which can be skeletonised; but the seed-vossela
of l*hysalis Alkekengi (Winter Cherry), Oi-d P. edulis (Cai>e Gooseberry),
answer very wel'.
Names of Fruits (TT. ^ftip^iO-—The Fig you sent us was crushed aa

flat as it was possible for it to be. Scud il agnin in a stouter box. and by
som« conveyance by which it will not be so damaged as by the p >st. It

is a very fiac-Iooklug fruit. We had 5d. postage to pay, pirtly as a flae.

Names or Pl\nts (F. S. .4.1.—Aster AmoUus. (£.th*Tl.—Phygeliui ca-

peusis. {Ann Cin-r).—I, Cheilauthes micripbylla ; 2, Tamarix gallica.

(H. f7. F.).—Bignonia radicaus. Cut aw ly tho small weak shoots of tho
former year in winter, and sUorton tho strong ones to about 2 feet long,

that young shaots miy bo obtained for flowering the following summer.
(Alfred Hqiiircs).—Houlletia Brocklehurstiana. iJaints Scott).—\ and 2,

Vorh.iscntu nigrum ; 8. Pentstem >n veuustum or Rich^rdsoni. ( (T. i'')"~

1, Puruettia imgustifolia ; 2, Hypericum patulum var. ; 8, Ligustram lucl-

dum; 4, Spiriea Fortunei. (Henry Bottomhy).—Hibiscus syriacus.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending September 7tli.

Date.
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Duces (Rouen).—1, A. O. Wortbington. 2, J. Wrigbt, Sysonby. he, A. O.

Wortbington. .•, W. T. Evcrnrd ; J. Wrigbt.
ToRKEVs.—1, J. Bleasby, Pitsford Hall. 2 and e, W. H. Johnson, Brann-

stone.
Geese.—1, .J. Choyce. 2, W. Cockram, Smisby, Burton-on-Ti-ent.

he, A. O. Wortbington. c, 3. W. Faux, Coleorton.

PIOEONS.—Carrie™.—1 and 2, F. F. Foster. Birmingham. Tiirbils.—

1, F. F. Foster. Equal 1, W. Chovce. 2, J. J. Sharp, Kettering, c, F. P.

Foster. Pouters.— I, F. F. Foster. 2, H. E. Emberlin, Oadby. c, J. J.

Sharp ; F. F. Foster. Jacodiiis.—l. F. F. Foster. 2, W. Choyce. Fantails.

—1 and 2, F. F. Foster, he, H. E. Emberlin, Oadby ; H. Draycott. c, W.
Choice. Maijpies.—l and 2, H. Draycott. Aiuj other rari<iii.—l and 2, H.
Draycott. lie, P. F. Foster; W. Choyce; H. Draycott; J. Choyce.
c. Lord Mauchiine.

Rabbits.—Hcaiiicsf.—l, W. Fonlds, Loughborough. Greatest Length of
Ears.—1 and he, H. Wamor. 2, Right Hon. P. Hastings, Donington Park.

Ann other Variety.—Prize, W. Foulds.

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparlibrook, Birmingham, was Judge.

DRIGHLINGTON AND ADWALTON POULTRY
SHOW.

This took place on the 4111 inst., and was more successful than any
which has been held by the Society for many years. The Show had
grown worse and worse year after year, until it seemed probable it

would cease, but the appointment of an energetic Secretary has altered

things for the better ; and if the prizes be augmented every year in the

same proportion as in the present one, there is little doubt but ere

long this will become a most important Exhibition.

Spanish.—1, T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth.'i2, H. Beldon, Goitstook,
Bingley. he, J. Thresh, Brodfora.
Dorkings.— 1, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, J. Codd, Idle, he, H. Beldon.
Cochins.—1 and 2, C. Sidgwicli, Ryddlesden Hall, Keighley. he, H.

Firth.
Brahma Pootra.—1, E. Leech. 2,1 J. T. Wood, Saddleworth. he, M.

Scott.
Game.—Blaek-brcasted or other Iteds.—1, and Cup E. Ackroyd, Bradford.

2, H. Jowett, Idle. Duckicing or other Grey or Blue.—1, H. Jowctt. 2, G.
Noble, Stftincliffe. he, J, Fell, .\dwalton. Any other variety.—1, R. Hem-
ingway, Shelf. 2, J. Brook, Gomersal. he, R. Turner, Drighlington.
Hambdrghs.— Golden-spangle d.—land 3, H. Beldon. Silver- spangled.—

1 and 2, H. Beldon. Golden-peneilled.—l, W. Clayton, Keighley. 2 and
he, H. Beldon. SHver-pencilled.—l, Cup, and 2, H. Beldon. Black.—
1, C. Sidgwick. 2, H. W. Illingworth, Idle, e, W. Brown, Birstall.

Any other Distinct Variety.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. B. Senior, Dews-
bury.
Game Bantams.—1 and he, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds. 2, J. Hamsden,

Drighlington. e, J. Fell, Adwalton.
Bantams {Any other variety).-1, H. Beldon. 2, J. White, Netherton,

Wakefield, he, T. 0. Harrison, HuU.
Turkeys.— 1, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, J. Sa^ille, Birstall.
Guinea Fowls.—1, W. Buttrey, Gildersome.
Geese {Any variety).—1, E. Leech. 2, J. White.
Ducks.—Aylesbury.—1, E. Leech. 2, D. Render, Adwalton. Bouen.—

1, J. White. 2, J. S. Senior, Dewsbury. he, C. Sidgwick ; E. Leech ; H.
Joweit ; J. Ward, Drighlington.
Any Breed.—Coct.-l, J. White, Wakefield. 2, H. Jowett. 3, T.Denton,

SouthowTam. he, C. Sidgwick, Keighley ; H. Beldon; J. S. Senior; T. C.
and E. Newbitt.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-1, J. Hawley. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Pouters.—1, T. Tetley, Eirkenahaw. 2, W. Ackroyd, jun., Birkcnshaw.
Tumblers {Almond).—1, J. Hawley. 2. H. Yardley. ft c, W. Lund, Shipley.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—1. J. Hawley. 2, W. Lund, he, H.

Yardley, Birmingham, e, H. O. Steel, Gomersal ; J. T. Lishman, Gii'lington.
Barbs.—1, H. Yardley. 2, J. Hawley. e, W. Lund.
Antwerps.-1, J. T. Lishman. 2, B. Field, Birkenshaw ; J. S. Senior,

Dewsbury ; S. Smith, Bradford, he, J. Dawson, Gildersome ; W. Lund.
Tuebits.—1, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, W. Lnud ; H. Yardley ; J. T. Lish-

man. he, J. Hawley.
Fantails.—1, J. Hawley. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt.
Jacobins.—1, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, J. Hawley.
Trumpeters.—1, J. S. Senior. 2, J. Hawley. he, H. O.' Steele ; J. T.

Lishman.
Any other Variety.—1, J. T. Lishman. 2, J. Hawley ; S. Smith ; J.

T. Lishman. he, J. Thresh ; W. Lund ; H. Yardley ; H. O. Steele. Extra
prize for greatest number of points.—J. Hawley.

Judge.—Mr. E. Button, Pudsey.

BLACKPOOL POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on September 2nd. The entries were not very

numerous. The following are the awards :

—

Spanish.—1, C. W. Erierley, Middleton. 2 and he, J. Leeming,
Broughton.
Dorkings.-1 and he, J. Smith. Manchester. 2, W. H. Butcher, Lea.
Cochin-Ghina.— 1, C. W. Brierley. 2, Miss Jackson, Garstang.
Gaute.-1, C. W. Brierley (Brown Red). 2 and he, W. Haughton, Inskin

(Black Red).
HAMBURGHa.—Go!c/cn-ji;Mni7!i-r;.—1, Miss Jackson. Garstang. .Silver-

spangled.— 1, Miss Jackson. 2, J. Leeming, Broughton. Golden-pencilled.
—1 and 2, B. Bee, Goosnargh. Silmr-penciUcd.—l and ftc, B. Bee. 2, C.
Moore, Poultou. Any other Variety.—1, J. Noblet, Layton. 2, J. Parting-
ton, Leigh. S, J. Smith.
Game Bantams. — 1, J. Walker, Halifax. 2, W. Milner, Inskip.

he. Bonny & Davis, Blackpool,
Bantams (Any other variety).—1, J. Walker, Halifax. 2, R. B.Riley,

HaUfax.
Game Cock.—1, C. W. Brierley. he, W. Haughton.

Ducks.—Aylesbur}i.—1, B. Bee. c, W. Milner. Any other Variety,—
1, C. W. Brierley (Kouen). 2, M. B, Riley, Hipperholme (Rouen), he, C,
W. Brierley ; J. Smith.
Geese.—1, W. H. Butcher, Lea. he, J. Grime, St. Michael's.

Ornamentai. Fowls.—1, C. W. Brierley.

WAKEFIELD POULTRY SHOW.
This Show opened on the 2nd iuat., and was very creditable to the

Managers. The poultry and Pigeons were exhibited in pens in a large

tent, which admitted of excellent ventilation, and the pens (Turner's),

were so arranged round the sides and through the centre as to secure

two large promenades, and at the most busy period of the day no in-

convenience was felt as regards either room or heat.

The Gfime were very good as a whole, but most of the adult birds

were moulting. The cup for the best pen was given to adult Black

Reds in fine feather and condition. Game Bantam.'^ were good, and
the cup went to Duckwings, and in other varieties Pekins won both

prizes. The Hamhurejlis were excellent though not numerous, and the

cup went to a fine pen of adult Gold-spangled. Adult Spanish looked

badly, but the chickens were well shown. The adult DurJcinrjs were

only of moderate quality, but the chickens were good. In this section

the cup was won by such a pen of Buff Cochin chickens as is rarely

seen, and the Brahmas were good throughout. Polamls were first in

the "Variety" class, and handsome Crivc-Caurs were second. The
Kouen Diiclcs were of very great size.

There was a good show of Fir/cons. The Carriers, winning Pouters,

and Trumpeters were exceptionally good, and the Owls, Nuns, Turbits,

and Jacobins were also noteworthy. In Almonds, Mr. Fulton showed

a fine pen of excellent ground colour.

Among Lop-eared Itahblls, Mr. Hudson's excellent Tortoiseshell

buck stood first, and a good Fawn second. Nothing can excel the

beauty and neatness of the winners in the class for Himalayan, and
the quality of fur in the Chinchilla in the " Variety " class.

Game (Black-breasted or other Reds).—1, C. Chaloner, Steetly, Whit-
well, Chesterfield. 2. H. Jowett, Idle, c, H. M. Julian, Hull. Chickens.

—1, C. Chaloner. 2, Master G. Crosland, Wakefield.
G-iME (Brown-breasted Red).— CTiri-ciis.—l, H. Jowett. 2, H. Hatton,

Cleckheatou. he, H. Beanlaiid, Bradford ; C Chaloner.
Game (Duckwing, Blues, or Greys).—1, C. Chaloner. 2, H. Jowett. he,

H. M. Julian.
Game (Any other variety).—1, H. C.Mason, Drighlington. 2, J. Sunder-

land, Halifax, he, J. W. 'Thompson, Soutbowram.
Game (Any colour).

—

Cock or Coekerel.—Gup and 1, C. Chaloner. 2, J.

W. Thompson, lie, H. Jowett. e, H. Hatton. Hen or Pullet.— I, H. C.

Mason. 2, E, A. Johnson, Wath-upon-Dearne. he, Miss K. Crosland,
Wakefield.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted or other Reds).—1, W. F. Entwislo,

Leeds. 2, J. Crosland, jun., Wakefield, he, J. Crosland, jun. ; J. R.

Robinson, Sunderland; G. Noble, Staincliffe, Batley.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).—Cup and 1, Miss A. Crosland,

Wakefield.
Bantams {.tay variety).—1, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 2, J. White,

Netherton. he, J. H. Dawes, Birmingham ; S. S. Mossop, Long Sutton ;

S. & R. Ashton, Mottram ; S. H. Stott, Rochdale.
Hamburghs (Gold-spauKled).-Cup and 1, H. Beldon. 2, J. White.

he, S. & R. Ashton. Chickens.—1, H. Beldon. 2, E. Brierley, Heywood.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).— 1 and 2, H. Beldon, he, W. A. Taylor,

Manchester. Chiekens.—l, H. Beldon. 2, W. Bairatow, Pearnchfre,

Bingley.
HAimuRGHS (Golden-pencilled).—1, H. Beldon, 2, S. Smith, Northow-

ram. Halifax. CJicfrcns.-l, H. Beldon. 2, S. Smith.

Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).-1 and 2, H. Beldon. Cliiekens.—l, H
Beldon.
Spanish.—1, J. Thresh. Bradford. 2, H. Beldon. he, T. C. & E. New-

bitt, Epworth. e, J. Hornsby, Grantham. Chickens.—1, H. Beldon.

2, W. & P. Pickard, Thorner, Leeds, he, J. Thresh.
Dorkings (Any variety).-1, W. Bearpark, Aiodcrby, Northallerton.

2, J. Codd, Shiploy, Leeds. Cluekens.-l, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, Rev. E.

Bartrum, Berkhniupstead. he, W. H. King, Sandfleld, Rochdale.

Cochin-China (Cinnamon or Buff).— 1 and 2, W. A. Taylor, c, J. H.
Dawes, Birmingham.
Cochin-Ghina (Any other variety).-1, W. A. Taylor. 2, J. Turton,

Ackworth. he, J. White, Chiekens.—l, W. A. Taylor. 2 and he, C. Sidg-

wick, Keighley.
Brahma Pootka (Any variety).— ' , E. Leech. 2, J. H. Pickles, Birk-

dale, Southport. Chickens.—1, J. H, Dawes. 2, E. Leech, he, J. H.
Pickles.
Any other Variety not Classed above.—1, H. Beldon (Polands).

2, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Wentworth Woodhouse (Crcvo-Cfflurs). he,

Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam (La Fbche) ; C. Chaloner.
Ducks (Aylesbury).— 1, E. Leech, 2, S. H. Stott, Rochdale, he, J. T.

Beaumont, Greenhead. Huddersfield.
Ducks (Rouen I.—1, J. Dixon, Bradford. 2, J. White, /ii;, E. Leech

;

S. H. Stott ; J. Dixon.
Any other Variety.-1, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. 2, J. Dixon, he,

A. &. J. Trickett, Waterfoot, Manchester ; J. Dixon.
Geese.—1, E. Leech. 2, J. White, he. Rev. G. Hustler, York.

Turkeys —1, E. Leech. 2. S. H. Stott.
, „. „

Selling Glass.—1, C. W. Brierley. 2, H. Beanlaud. he, W. Firth,

Birkenshaw ; W. Fell, Adwalton, Leeds.

PIGEONS.
, „

CARRIERS.—1, E. Homer, Harewood. 2, J. Hawley, Bingley. he, E.

Walker, Leicester; R, Fulton, Deptford.
Dragoons.—1, E. Horner. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Zic, J. L. Lish-

man, Girlington, Bradford.
PeUTERS.-1 and 2. E. Horner.
Trumpeters.-1 and Cup J. Hawley. 2, E, Homer, he, Hudson ana

Burnip, Epworth ; E. Horner.
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Babbs.—1, R. Fulton. 2, J. FigldiDg, nn., Rochdale j E. [Jlorncr ; J
Uawlcy; J. Fioldioi;.
OwLB.— 1 and 2, J. FicIdliiR, jan
TUEBITS — 1 and c E Hornir. 2, J. Fielding, Jan. he, 3. T. IJehman.
Fa.ntaii.9— 1, J. Uawlvy. 2, J. F. Livereidtte, Newark-on-Trcnt. he, J.

Hawley ; H. Yardley ; E Homer ; T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth.
JiCOBIMS.—1, J. Uawky. 2, T. C. 4 K. Newbitl. he, H. Yaidloy: E.

Fnlton.
Ncsa.—1, W. CroJt, KillioghaU, Kipley. 2, J. E. Thompson, Hull.

he, £. Horuer.
TUMBIXK8.—1, R. Fnlton. 2, J. Fielding, inn. he, J. Ilawlcy ; E.

rmion.
Antwirps.—1, E. Homer. 2, J. T. Llshman. he, J. Crosland, Jan.,

Wakefield.
Any OTHER ViniKTT.—l, E Homer. 2. J. T. Lishman. fcc, H. Yardley.
Sellixo Class (Any variety).—1, J. Hawlcy. 2, Hudson & Bomip,

Epfforth.

Rabbits.— top-fare^ BikAt.—I, B. Hadson, HoU. 2, T. Ingham, Leeds.
he, S. Bardcastlo, Walmgatc, Yorl; ; F. Mosy, Leeds. Lop-eared boe.^
1 and 2, T. Ingbnnl, Lecdn. he, A. H. Ensten, Hull. Himalayan.-1. J. R.
Jeesop, Unli. 2, S. G. Hndson, Hull. he. i. Bntlerworth. Stony Field,
Rochdale. Any other Viirielii.—l, J. R. Jeseop, Hull. 2, 8. G. Undeon.
he, C. Bayson, Prestwicb, Manchester.

Judges.—Pimlln/, Pir/eom, ami HiMiiU: Mr. J. Douglas,' Clamber,
Worksop ; and Mr. E. Hatton, Podsey, Leeds.

BINGLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The third annnal Show of the Airedale Agricultural Society was

held in Myrtle Park, Bingley, on the 1st inst. The following is the
prize Hat :

—

Game (Black and other Reds).—Cop, H. Jowett, Idle. 2, J. nird, Feam-
Cliffe. 8, W. Drake, Allcrton.
Game (Any other variety).—!, T. Dyson, Halifax. 2, Mrs. E. Winwood.

Worcester. 3, J. Bentham.
Spasish.—Cup, F. & C. Haworlh, Newfleld, Ilasllngden. 2, W. & F.

Pickard, Thorner, Leeds. S, J. Berry, Bilsden. he, R, Longbottom,
Bingley ; J. Thresh, Bradforn.
Dorkings —1, J. White, Warlaby. 2, E. Leech, Rochdale. 3, T. E.

Kell, Wetherby. he, T. E. Kell ; D. Gellatly, Mcigle.
Cochins—Cup and 2, C. SidgwJck, Eyddlesdcn Hall, Keighley. 3, W.

Harvey, Sheffield.

Beabmas.—1, C Layland, Warrint^on. 2, E. Leech. S, M. Scott, Cote,
Idle, he, D. Gellatly ; J. Smith, Long Lee, Keighley.
HAMBrEGHS (Gold-spongled).-1, E. Brierlcy, Heywood. 2 and 3, W.

Driver, Keighley
Uaubdrgus (-^ilver-spangled).-Cnp, 2, and 3, W. Bairslow, Bingley.

he, T. Fawcett, Baildon.
Haxbubgbs (Gold-pencilled) —Cup, R. Longbottom, Bingley. 2, R.

Anderton, Gilstead. 3, S. Smith, Xurthowrara. he. W. Clayton, Morton
Banks, Keighley; J. Scnith, Gilstead; S. Bum, Whitby; H. Pickles,
Earby.
Hambcrghs (Silver-pencilled).-1 and 3, J. Walker. 2, H. Pickles.

he. H. Pickles; B. Hotton. Bingley.
Hamborghs (Black).—Cup and 2, C. Sidgwick. 3, J. Cockcroft.

he, Baxter & Murgatroyd. Idle.
Any otheb VABltxY Except Bantams.-1, J. S. Senir.r, Dewsbury

(Polands). 2, J Bosker, Keighlev (silver Polands). 3, W. Harvey.
Game Bantams.—Cup and 2, W. F. EntwisUe, Leeds. 3, G. Noble,

Etaencliffe.

Bantams (Any other variety) —1 and S, Miss Robinson, Long Lee,
Keighley. 2, T. C. Harrison. HulL
Selliho Class—1, R. Berrv, Silsden (Spanish). 2, J. I. Booth

(Spanish). 3, M. Scott, he, S. Felgate, Ipswich ; F. & C. Haworth. c, J.

Berry.
DnCKS (Aylesbury).—1, E. leech. 2, J. I. Booth.
DccKs (Ronen).—Extra 1, E. Leech. 2, S. H. Stott, Rochdale. 3, C.

Sidgwick.
PIGEON'S.

Pocter—Cod-.—1, E. Homer, Harewood. 2, R. Fulton, Peptford.
3, F. Crosslev, Elland, Halifax, he, IL Fulton. Hen.—1, F. Crossley.
2, 3, and he, R. Fnltou.
Caeeier — r oe1:.—\, E. Homer. 2. F. Crossley. S, R. Fnlton. he, J.

Watts. King's Heath, Birmiughfcm. Htn.—1, 2, and ftc, F. Crossley. 3, R.
Fnlton.
TCMBLERS (Almond).—Cup and 2, R. Fulton. 3, J. Fielding, Rochdale.

he, W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop. Newcastle-on-Tyne ; F. Graham.
Tumblers (Auy other variety,.—1, R. Fulton. 2, W. Whitaker, Belpcr

(Bronze Balds). 3. J. Hawley. he, P. Graham.
Babbs.—I, F. Crossley. 2. .7. Fielding. 8, E. Homer, ftc, F. Oossley.
Owls.— 1 , F. Crossley. 2, D. llcCollin. 3, J. Fielding, /ic, F. Graham.

Birkenhead.
Jacobins.—1, R. Fulton. 2, E. E. M. Royds, Greenhill, Rochdale. 3, J.

Hawley. he, E. Horner.
Trumpeters.-Cap and 3, J. Hawley. 2 nnd he, E. Homer.
Fantailp.— 1, E. Uorntr. 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 3, J. Hawley.

he, W. 11. Tomlinson, Newark.
TOEBITS.—1 & 8, E. Homer. 2, R. Wilson, Thirsk (Black), e, W. R.

Park, Melrose.
Dbagoons—1, E. Homer. 2 and he, 1. Smith, Keighley. 3, S. Smith,

Bradford.
Antwerps,—1. J. Fortune. 2, C. Anton, Jan., York. 8, W. Harvey.

e, W. H. Mitchell, Mosele}, BirmiDghftm.
Any other Variety.—1. U. Yardley, Birmingham (SatinetteB). 2, E.

Homer. 3, W. Harvey, he, J. Watts.
AST Variety.—1, W. Harvey. 2, W. Lund, Shipley. 8, E. Corner.

CANARIES.
Belgian (Yellow).—1, J. Smith, Bocking, Keighley. 2, J. Shepherd.

3, J. BexBon, Derby, e. J. Hollings. Binglev.
Belgian (Buff)—1, J. Smith. 3, W. Needier, Hull. 3, J. Shepherd.
Norwich lY'ellow).-1, W. Heap, Bradford. 2, Allen & Baiues, York.

8, J. Heaton, Feamcliffe.

Norwich (Buff).— 1, J. Boison. 2, Allen 4 Haines. 8, W. Heap.
Yellow Marked.— 1, W. Heap. 2 au'l :i. J. Shepherd.
Bvrr Marku',— 1, J. Shepherd. 2, I. Wildman, Bingley. 3, W. KcedlOT.
CoppiE.— 1 and ?. J. hheplierd. 3. Allen & Baines.
Mole.—I and 2, W. Heap. :l, W. Needier.
Any othei! Vabietv.—I, J. .Shepherd. 2, G. Midglcy, Bocking. 3, J.

Banister. Micklethwuile.
Crci OP any Breed.-1, J. Cocksholt, Bingley. 2, J. Heaton. 8, W.

Heap.
RABBITS.

Heaviist Il»rnrr.—1, H. Firth. Sheffield (Black and Whito Doe). 2, J.
Pearson iTortoiseshell Doe). 8, C. Grarill, Thome.
Lop-eared.- 1, S. Bardcastlo (Fawn Buck). 2, T. Ingham. 3, W.

Allison, Shipley.
Any other Variety.-1, A. H. Easten, Hull (Himalayan). 2, J, B,

Jeseop, Hull. S, A. G. Poole (AngoU). e, U. Jennings.

The .Jadj;cg were—for Pouhnj and Jiabbits, Mr. R. Teehny, Fnlwood,
Preston; riijffmn. D. Wolstcnholme, Esq., Highgate, London; and
Canaries, R. Glcdstonc, Esq., Idle.

MIDDLESBROUGH POULTRY SHOW.
Tm; Meeting of the Cleveland Agricultural Society was this year

held at Middlcsbronyb, and the Exhibition was excellent. The poiiltry

were placed under two large tents, and the entries were much more
numerons than in any previous year. The first-prize adult Syanifh
were a neat pen, and the winninc; Ihrhiut/s were the same. Of
BraJtmas there was a good entry, and the competition was close. Of
Game, the Brst-prize Reds were fine, firm-handling birds ; so were the
winning single cocks. The winning Jlamfmrffh.^ were almost perfect,
and an excellent pen of Hondans was first in the " Variety " class.

The Avleshury Duel:^ were wonderful for a show so far north, and
the Rouens were also quite as noteworthy for both size, colonr, and
marking of beak.

The Geese, however, were the leading feature of the Exhibition.
The While Embden in the adnlt class were extremely difficult to
judge, so large was the number, and so close the competition. The
first-prixo Toulouse goslings were almost as large as adnlt birds, and
an extra first pri?e was awarded to an equally tine pen of White.
The Turhetfn were large, but the young birds shown were almost al]

cocks. The Himalayan lUOMts were very pretty.

Spanish (Black).—1, W. Bearpark, Ainderby Steeple, Northallerton-
2, G. Holmes, Great Driffield.

Dorkings.—1, J. White, Warlaby, Northallerton. 2, E. Leech, Rochdale.
he, W. Bearpark ; J. White.
Cochin-Chisa (Buffer Cinnamon).—1, G. H. Proctor, Durham. 2, G.

Calvert, Darlington.
CocuiN-CuiXA (While).—1 nnd 2, G. Calvert.
Cochin-Chin.*, Partridge, or Groc^^e.— 1. R. E. Brown, Wass, Oswald-

kirk, York. 2, W. Barnes, lugramgate, Thirck.
BiiAUMA Pootea (Any colour).—1, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, J. Walker,

Haya-Park, Knarcsborough. he, J. Rutherford, Kirkleatham, Itedcar ; Rev.
J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-Cleveland.
Game (Black-breasted or other Reds).—1 and 2, T. Blackbum, jon.,

Bronghton, Northallerton, lie, J. Walker.
Game (Any other variety).—1, W. Bearpark. 2, G. Pounder, Kirby

Moorside.
Game Cock.—1, T. Blackbum, jun. 2, W. Bearpark. he, T. E. Loy,

Stokesley; G. Pounder; G. Ingledew, Great Ayton, Northallerton.
Game Bantams. — 1, J. Pennington, Market Place, Thirsk. 2, W.

Lawrenson, Egglescliffe, Y'arm. he, G. Carter, Sand Hill, Bedale; J.
Itamsey ; G. Holmes.
Hamburghs.—Gotden-prncUUd.—l, J. Walker. 2, W. Bearpark. he, J.

Webster, Whitby ; G. Holmes, Great Driffield. Siherpeneillerl.—l, J.
Walker. 2, W. Bearpark. Qoid-ipanglcd —1, J. Walton. 2, G. Holmes.
li<-, W. Bearpark. SUecr-fpangled.—\,i.ViK\)LeT. 2, G. Holmes.
Any Distinct Variety.-1 and he, Kev. J. G. Miiner, Bellerby, Leybnra.

2, W. T. Wilton, Kyhope, Sunderland.
Any Variety of Cross.—1 and 2, G. Pounder.
Docks.—Aylesbury.—1, K. Leech, Rochdale. 2. M. Harrison, Waiter,

Pocklington. he. Miss Smith, Stokeslcv ; Mrs. SU»rey, Stokesley ; W,
Stonehouse, Whitby. lioiLcn —1, O. A. Young, Driffield. 2, C. Stamper,
Highfield House, Uswaldkirk. he. C. Stamper ; E. Leech ; J. Walker.
Any Variel]/.—! and he, Kev. J. G. Milner. 2, S. & R. A>hlon.
Geese. — 1. Miss Walton, Acklam, Miiidlesborongh. 2, E. Leech.

he, Mrs. Buffham, Lofthonse, Saltbum.by.the-Sea ; Mrs. Braithwaite,
Stokesley. c, \V. Sherwood, Incleby, Urcenhow. OoiUngn.— I, Rev. G.
Hustler, StilliDfUeet Vicarage, York. 2, O. A. Young, DrilBeld. Equal
2 and he, Mrs. Braithwaite.
Turkeys.—!, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, Mrs. Braithwaite. he. Miss B.

Barker, Battersby, Ingleby Greenhow ; O. A. Y'oung. PoulU.—1, Mrs.
Ikidhead, Picton, Yarm. 2, L. Manfeld, Thirsk.

Rabbits.—Lcnafft of Ears (Any colour).- 1, T. Bensley, Egglessliffe,

Yarm. 2. W. Wilson, Middlesbrcngh. Beovieft (.\ny colour).- 1, W.
Wilson. 2, T. Bensley. Fanetj Breed.— I and 2, W. Balnbridge, Newport,
Middlesbrough (Himalayas.) he, T. Bensley.

JtnjoE.—Mr. E. Hntton.

RABBITS AND THEIR JUDGES.
I WAS much pleased with the remark of " Hijialavan," id

page 197, for there is no class of exhibitors who are subject to

to mncb annojance, and who have so much right to complain

of the conduct of committees with respect to judges as the

Rabbit-fanciers. Having had more experience in these matters

than most exhibitois, and being now out of the fancy, thoD^
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still taking a deep interest in Rabbits, I can add some remarks
without being thought an interested party. The whole fault

can be summed up in a few words—gentlemen who know
nothing about Rabbits, and do not understand them, under-
take the duties of Rabbit judges. Some of these judges, too,

have an idea that, as compared to the poultry and Pigeons, the

Rabbits are worthless, and treat them accordingly. Now, if

they would take the trouble to inquire they would find that the

Rabbit-fanciers are at as great an expense as exhibitors of

poultry and Pigeons, and if committees will not be at the

expense to provide a competent person as judge, they ought
not to offer prizes, I have repeatedly heard committeemen and
jadges say, that the Rabbit men are the most discontented and
dissatisfied of all exhibitors. TVhy, I ask, have they this

character? If the services of a man who could judge the

Babbits aright were secured, it would soon be found that the

Rabbit-finciers were as contented a lot of men as other ex-

hibitors.

It would be a good plan for Rabbit exhibitors to name a

person they know to be a good practical Rabbit judge, so that

committees may know who are the men who would be accept-

able to the fancy.—M. Mlllingion, York.

In answer to the latter part of " Himalitan's " letter, I for

one see no reason why the Vice-Presidents, Committee, or

Stewards of a show should not exhibit what they like, and as

many specimens as they think fit. If exhibitors cannot trust

the different Show Committees to appoint Judges, who will

work fairly and honestly, without awarding the prize or prizes

to an exhibitor solely because he is the owner of the field in

which the Show is held (which one exhibitor at the Rochdale
Show last year stated as a fict), they had much better keep
both themselves and their specimens away. And latterly, with
regard to the jadgiog of Ribbits which seems to trouble " Hima-
layan " so very much, I am at a loss to know what will

satisfy exhibitors, when I tell them that at the Rochdale Show
this year there were three Judges appointed for Rabbits, to

adjudicate inonly three classes ; they had six prizes to distribute

nmongst twenty-nine Ribbits, and yet there is grumbling, and
that by our leading and oldest exhibitors.

—

The Winner of all
THE Siltee-Gkey Peizes at the Last Rochdale Show.

FOUL BROOD—ITS PRODUCTION AND CURE.
I hate received another letter from Mr. Lambreeht, in which

after sundry compliments to myself, he proceeds to combat the

conclusions of Dr. Preuss. The line of argument taken by him
is identical with the doubts expressed as to the correctness of

the mvcological theory in page 372 of the fifteenth volume of

"our Journal," by tlmt excellent observer, ''R. S." Mr. Lam-
brecht urges that the fungi described by the learned doctor are

the effect and not the cause of foul brood, and that instead of

origiualing the disease, they are in point of fact produced by it.

His letter is accompanied by an article, of which I append a

translation. It is scarcely to be expected that five hundred
Bubsoribers will be found in Great Britain, but I shall be happy
to receive the names of those who may be willing to subscribe,

and when we see how many we can muster, will submit the list

to Mr. Lambrecht.—T. W. Woodbcrt, Mount Radford, Eieter.

REPORT OF THE CURE OF VIRULENT FOUL BROOD IN THE EX-
rF.EIMENTAL IIIVE AT BRUNSWICK, TOGETHER WITH MINUTES
TAKEN ON THE SUBJECT.

** lie who woiUd extirpate an evil must learn to commence at its root."

The apiarian readers of this Journal will probably remember
that we had been requested by the Brunswick Apioultural So-
ciety to produce f..ul brood in an experimental hive by the ad-
ministration of fermented pollen, and then to cure the pes-
tilence which had been thus produced. The former having
been satiBfHctoiiiy accomplifhed, as proved by the reports pub-
lished in The Journal of Horticulture of the 8th of July,

we now embrace the opportunity of making public the result of

he latter part of our undertaking.
The experimental hive having been declared foul-broody ac-

cording to the report of the 2;ird of May, we in vain expected
to be required by the Commission to undertake its cure ; but it

was only after the lapse of nearly four weeks, when the stock
was declared by the eommissioners to be "rotten-foul," and
when one might clearly perceive that it was their intention to

render the cure altogether impossible, that we were called upon
to proceed. But what a sight revealed itself upon removing
the crown-board, and what a task ! A handful of disheartened
and inactive bees were found scattered over rotten and stinking
combs, and upon these we were to exercise our abilities, and
prove the efiBciency of our means of cure ! The hive and its

contents having been brought into a room with but one window,
we again surveyed the disgusting rotten combs, and at once
decided upon our mode of action. Had we been called upon to

effect a cure three weeks before, it would have required only
ordinary means, but in the present wretched condition of the
hive we must resort to extraordinary measures in order to be
certain of effecting a cure. We therefore took the combs from
the infected hive and put them into a reserve hive, sweeping
all the remaining bees on to a cloth spread in front of the
entrance to the latter. We then threw various doses of powder
of our own composition on red hot coals, held the infected hive
over it, and let the developed gases act upon it during five

minutes. These gases penetrated through the crown-board
where it had been cemented by the bees, as well as through the
material of which it was made, so that a bystander exclaimed,

"Law! what a powerful remedy!" We then took from dif-

ferent bottles such fluids as we deemed most appropriate, and
with a syringe sprinkled them all over the interior of the hive,

into which we put frames with old comb foundations, swept
the bees from the foul combs into it by means of a small

brush, and finally added to them the clusters of bees which had
formed against the window. The whole business occupied but
a short time, and ere half an hour had elapsed the bees were
returned to, and were in full flight upon, their stand, which in

order to prevent infection was placed in a garden half an hour's

walk from Brunswick, close to a hedge which bordered an open
field.

On the 15th of Jaly we inspected the cured hive (we live at

four hours' walk

—

i.e., 16 miles—from the place), for the first

time, and what did we then see ? The bees were clustering on
the alighting-board, drone-combs and worker cells were filled

with beautiful sealed brood, whilst on their edges were royal

cells just ready for closing. The first swarm would have flown

off in a few days. We now inspected all the cells, and were
just going to give vent to our joy, when in the last comb we
found two cells, the contents of which proved clearly that the

pest had not yet entirely disappeared. We therefore at once
resorted to a little after-cure, and again took leave of our child

of trouble and pains. On the 27ih of July we were at length

invited by the Commissioners to view the hive. We went to

the spot, and began the inspection, whilst twelve eyes scruti-

nised combs and cells, drone-combs and queen-cells, which
latter had been excised by Mr. Gravenhorst to prevent swarm-
ing, but which had now been renewed in readiness for swarm-
ing as before. But we leave it to the report of the Commis-
sioners to describe what they saw :

—

" Brnnswick, 27th July, 1869.
" This afternoon abont four o'clock, the Examining Commission

visited the experimental hive. Each comb waa tnken separately and
examined twice over, and in order to do tbia more tlioronghly the bees
were swept off and each separate cell examined. We found the stock, to

the best of our knowledge, strong and ready for swarming—royal cella

about to be sealed over—and the whole colony in such excellent con-
dition that we cannot but declare the hive completely and entirely cared
of virulent foul brood.

" (Signed) " C. .1. H. GRAVENHORST,
"HEINRICH OPl-ERMANN,
" H. HEKBST
" H. WLEDENWROTH."

Foul brood, therefore, has no longer its former terrors for

bee-keepers. He who is afflicted by it can free himself from
it, whilst he who has been spared may stand armed and pre-

pared if it should approach him. The means of completely

curing foul brood, of keeping it from the apiary, of rendering

infected honey again fit for bee-food, of at once freeing the

pest from its contagious character, &o., will be published in a

pamphlet by subscription. It will be printed in English, and
if you find in England five hundred subscribers its price will

be four thalers (12s.). Subscriptions are received by Mr.
Gravenhorst, Brunswick, for North Germany ; and by Mr.
Woodbury, Mount Radford, Exeter.—A. Lambeecht, Bomuvi,

near B'orssum, Brunswick.

We are indebted to an esteemed correspondent for the follow,

ing additional particulars of this interesting and important

experiment :

—

"Mr. Graverjhorst particularly requested that the means of

core should cot be aprlied on the 23rd of May, but be post-
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poned to the 17th of Jane, in order, first, to be more certain o(

the presence of virnlent foal brood ; second, that foul brood
might reach its highest possible point of development, eo as to

test the process as seTerely as might bo. Scarcely a day passed
in the interval when some bee-keeper did not visit Mr. Graven-
horst, and one and all declared that there was no mistaking
the presence of foul brood. To convince himself still farther,

Mr. Gravenhorst procured from a friend saflering from foal

brood two pieces of comb and compared them most carefully,

and found precisely the same appearances and smell in each.

On the 17th of June Mr. Lambrecht was sent for to exercise

his ^kill. When he saw the state of the stock, he at once said

that it was a case requiring extraordinary means, and that

whereas a fortnight sooner it woald have been a simple matter
to cure it, the case was now very different. The stock was
brought into a room, the process gone throngh, and in about
half an hoar the bees were once more in the same hive in their

previous situation.
" In the beginning of July Mr. Gravenhorst was visited by

another well-known German bee-keeper, and in company with
him examined the stock, and they found one foul-broody cell.

On the 8;h of July some members of the Committee discovered
three or four cells in the same state, and Mr. Lambrecht was
communicated with, and on the l^>th of July again applied his

remedy. At this date, however, the stock had nearly recovered
itself ; there was abundance of brood, and from twelve to

£fteen royal cells. For fear of swarming, the latter together
with the drone brood were removed, and the same process was
repeated on the 27ih.

" The above is Mr. Gravenhorst's account. He goes on to

say, that at first, like Dzierzon and von Berlepsch, he was an
opponent of Lambrecht's theory ; but being unacquainted with
chemistry, or the manner of conducting microscopical investi-

gations, he could only speak as a practical man, and say that
if proved by facts he should he satisfied ; and, he adds, facts

have spoken. The stock was thoroughly healthy, was fed with
fermenting pollen and honey, became foul-broody, and is once
more, after being subjected to the Lambrecht process, as sound
as ever.

" As, he adds, a practical bee-keeper will not care whose a
theory may be, whether Lambrecht's, or Preuss's, or Dzierzon's,
&c. ; if he has foul brood amongst his bees he will be perfectly

satisfied with a means of curing it ; and he ends by declaring
that he and those who saw the stock are satisfied with the pro-
cess used by Mr. Lambrecht."

REMO\aNG A LIGURIAN QUEEN.
On the 11th of April I received a hive of Italian bees from

Mr. Woodbury, and on the 4th of July took an artificial swarm,
which, aliboiigh rather late, was a very good one. The old hive

I removed a few paces off in the manner described ; the swarm,
although only three weeks old, was working well in a super,

and during the very hot weather in June or July, I found the
combs had fallen from their frames, and presented nothing but
confusion. The old hive up to this time had shown no signs of

breeding, and on examining the combs I could not find a queen,
nor a single prab. I therefore resolved upon giving back the

old queen, thinking the swarm (after having the combs which
had fallen removed) would hatch another queen. This I did on
August 1st, and on the Hh liberated her majesty—when to my
unspeakable sorrow she was brought out dead in five minutes.
I have examined the hive twice since that time, and neither
time could I discover either queen or brood.
The htea have wonderfully degenerated, but not wholly left

off pollen-gathering ; they bring home very little ; of honey there

is at a guess, 40 or 50 lbs. weight. Well, to-day I had another
search before uniting them to a black stock, and judge my
surprise when I found a princess, with ragged wings, dark
abdtmtn (neatly black), and more like an old worn-out worker
than anything else; but undoubtedly a princess. There are
very few drones left in the hive. Now what shall I do 7 Is it

too late for fertilisation, or shall I wait another week or two ?

The swarm hatched a queen, and although there is not yet any
signs of brood, still the bees carry pollen freely, and I do not
apprehend two sterile queens.—IIiuncATr:.

P.3.—I find that by transposing, the black bees receive the
Italians peacefully, but have always lost the black bees when
trying to strengthen the Itahans.

[The hive containing the artificial swarm conld not have been
properly sheltered from the sun, hence the collapse and fall of

its combs. It was, of coarse, a mistake in any case to transfer
the original Ligarian queen, bat the presence of the ragged-
winged princess donbtless rendered the catastrophe more certain.
We should get rid of the latter at all events, and we advise yoor
communicating with Mr. Woodburj', who, we doubt not, will be
willing to assist you.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Chickens Dying (E. F. ir.).—There is probably eomo fault in Tour

feeding, as thoro is no reason why your cbickens should die at this time
of year. Fuod them on bread soaked in milk, dough made of ont orbarlcy-
munl. Let tlicm hive a grasB run, and be well supplied witli duet or road
firit, also with pure spriug water. Keep the hens under the rip till the
chickens arc seven weeks old. If you do this, wo do not believe they will
die. Yon may add to tho dietary given above, the knuckle of a leg or
sboiildor of mutton, cooked and chopped fine. (C. B. if.).—Your food is

hardly pood enough for verv young chickens, but ft Is quite enough to
support life, and they ehould not therefore die. We believe your mitiijUie
has been you let tho hen out too soon. We never allow our hens their
liberty till the chicks -are six weeks old, and in the winter use them in con-
fincmcnt longer. We are not very friendly to wheat for small chicken?,
we prefer barley, but we also give chopped egg ; wo mix our meal with
milk; we also give cooked meat choppe'l fine. The rips in which the
hens are kept should be daily changed in place, so that there is always
a fresh roost, and taint is avoided. They want more care and feeding
between a fortnight and a month old, than at any other time. Provide
them with dust.

Fowls Roosting over an Oven (Xorihrm Subtcriber).—We should be
disposed to attribute the snuffling, which is catarrh or incipient roup, to
rongtiug over the heated oven. All such heat is injurious to poultry. We
have enough of change in our climate without inventing any. As wa
read your query, the fowls also have a roosting place with a brick floor.

Nothing can be' worse. Find some place where they can roost without
artilicial heat, and where there is a floor they can scratch upon. If yon
can do this, all tho medicine they will want for a few dr.vs will be a sti-

mulant in the shape of toasted bread steeped in strong alo. The heated
roosting would be more dangerous in T^'inter than now.

Fowls ?rFFERrNO fbom Catarrh (CoMtnnt Rfcidfr).—Your fowls are
Enffcring from very severe cold. It is common at present, and not to be
wondered at with frosty nights and unusually hot days. Improve the
feeding a little, and while the discharge lasts give two doscB daily at the
longest intervals, of bread soaked in strong ale.

Gahe Bantams (T. M.}.—The cock Bboold be dabbed for exhibition
purposes.

Trimming—Names of Judges (Rerd. G.J.Milner).—The memorial, we
believe, was sent to the Committees. The judges' names are pre-pnblished
by some Committees ; but there are objections to, as well as rca.sons for,

the practice.

Jacobin Pigeons (AmaUur Pigeon FanctVr).—The points of a Jacobin
show Pigeon are as follows :—A short beak, the shorter tho better ; bead,
tail, flight, rump, and thighs pure white ; eye clear pearl ; hood compact
and long, at^o the chain ; size of the bird small ; plumage rich and good,
not washed out. The white of the heid shoold not extend below tho
beak, shape a little long but neat and elegant. Feed well and wash
clean for exhibition.

IXTRODCCtNG A QUEEN TO HiTE CONTAINING A FeRTILB WoUKER
(J, c.).—It is too great a risk to attempt the introduction of a valuable
queen to a stock in which a fertile worker may bo presumed to exist. We
should drive and unite to it tho inhabitants of a condemned hive.

Removing a Partly-filled Eell-glass E. M. M.).—li should be

taken ofl* at all events; and we should appropriate its contents, which
cannot but deteriorate by keeping.

Uniting a Swarm and Stock (M. J. F.).—The bees of the Bwarm shonld

be driven into the same hive as those from the old stock as soon as the

expulsion of the latter is completed. They will fratcmi-ie amicably, and
little or no confusion is likely lo arise even if they nre left until the

evening. This delay is, however, better avoided, and th-y may be at once
indnctedinto their permanent domicile by being knocked out imme<ii3tcly

in front of the furnished hive, which should ha blocked up an inch or so,

and stand upon a cloth spread upon tho ground. As soon as nearly all arc

inside, it should be placed on its floor-lward and returned to the old

stance. Mr. Payne's plan is unfortunately liable to failure, although it is

often entirely successful.

Cooking Indian Maize {A Sii?j«cri&^r).—Your maize is ripe very early.

As soon ns the grains give out a milky fluid when pressed, the cobs can be

used. They require then about twenty minutes' boihng. but a week's

further growth makes much difference in the time. The common practice

is, after spreading butter and a little Fait over the grains, to eat them oflf

the cob, when the flavour is supposed to bo fully reali-^ed; others pick

them off with a fork at table. When older, forty-five minutes boiling are

not too much.

POULTRY M.VRKET.—SEPTEMnEu 8.

It is very difficult to make any qnotitiona for poultry. The supply is

moderate, the weather trying, and tho tnule very small. There is a g<»od

average supplv of Grouse. Young Partridges are fc.ircc, except very

small ones. There are large numbers of these; old ones are also very

plentiful.

ft. d B. d
Old Grouse I to 1 6
Gee?e CO 6 6
Pigeons 8 9
Hares
Rabbits 14 15
Wilddo 8 D

Large Fowls 3
Smaller do H
Chickens 2
Goslings
Dncka 2
Young Groase 2

d s.
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ing llie flower I love so well. I Buspeot the reason wby ao few

contribute their expeiienoe— and the experience of others is

OBeful to the beat of us—is the same as that which keeps many
good cultivators from competing nt our shows^—viz., the fear

lest what little they can do is sure to be excelled by the doings

of others who enter the lists. We all know the results—in the

one case a few bold exhibitors carrying off all the prizes from

want of a healthy competition ; in the other, an eager and

earnest seeking, week by week, after Rose articles, and the in-

evitable disappointment.

What a fortunate rosarian is he whose habitation is upon

B Rose soil ! Nearly three years ago 1 came into Warwickshire,

and became the tenant of a newly-built house. The garden

had never been cultivated, save as a portion of a field ; it was

full of large and small atones, and so deveid of fertility that

hardly anything would grow therein ; sand and gravel could be

obtained, and can now, at a depth of 2 feet ; in fine, it was a

sandy waste, only fit for' the growth of Potatoes. During my
first summer, therefore, my Roses did no good, especially as

1 possesi-ed nothing but standards, which should be almost

entirely discarded from sandy soils. Last year I began with

Roses on their own roots and on the Manetti stock, which I

planted in well, though freshly, manured ground. A great

improvement was the result, even the standards showing their

gratitude for the better feeding. During the spring and sum-

mer I accumulated a couple of tons of horse manure, which I

used for Vegetable ilarrows, and in November last, when well

rotted, I dug it deeply into my Rose beds, and as I transplanted

nearly the whole of my stock I took particular care that the

manure should be under as well as around the roots. And
what a reward I have had ! Since the beginning of May, in

apite of the unfavourable weather of the spring, vigorous

growth, clean fidiage, fine buds, and noble blooms have been

the rule, and afforded pioof that the disadvantages of a wretch-

edlv poor soil and exposed site (for we are very bleak), may be

ameliorated.

Although my standards have done well this season, the Ma-

netti-stocked Rosea have done so much better as to make me a

convert to the new faith—that the Briar must soon become a

thing of the past so far as the true rosarian is concerned. I

can understand the repngnance which many old cultivators

will have acainst changing their creed ; but I would respect-

fully submit that although they should not be

" The first by whom the new is tried,"

neither should they be
" Th3 last to cast the old aside,"

for, depend upon it, the Briar is doomed.

Luckily for me, I purchased in November last a lot of Roses

on the ^lanetli stock, and among them was Monsieur Noman.

It has delighted me as much as did Alfred Colomb last year at

our BiimiDgbara show. Was ever such a pink Rose seen ?

Your readers will remember the spell which Marie Eaumann
cast over the Rev. Mr. Radclyfie—how he returned to it time

after time with the ardour of a devoted lover ; and of such a

nature was the fascination which glorious Monsieur Noman
exercised over me. I was never tired of looking at its splendid

form, and colour, and size, and bringing others to drink of the

intoxicating cup. I am afraid, however, that its great beauty

departs in the early summer, for I have had no such blooms

since. And Alfred Colomb, too—where is its equal for bright-

ness, clearness, and form ? It is a class in itself, and, like

Charles Lefebvre, will live for ever. Talking about the latter,

I must not forget to say that it has done as well with me on

a standard as on the Manetti. Perhaps there is no belter

Rose than this is for all general purposes. Another of my
loves is Anna de Diesbacli, which was the universal favourite

at my house. Even my little children would arrest their

gambols to point it out to one another; and a reverend friend

of ours w>.=; so enchanted with it, that he could only be brought

back to his usual frame of mind by my promising that he

should possess a similar Rose before Father Christmas paid ua

another visit. 1 have been quite disappointed with Charlea

Rouillard, which does not open well with me, nor does it show

any distinct colour. I imagine it requires a stiff soil to bring

out the qualities which nttrnct one in the catalogues.

Talking about catalogue?, X look in vain for two great fa-

-rouritea of mine—R)3ea not for exhibition, but to be tenderly

regarded in one's own garden. I allude to Qaeen of the City

and Armide. The former grows finelv, is compact, well built

ap, and of a pretty shade of pink. The latter, though rather

only rather—ilat, is a charming flower, a free bloomer, and

of a rich salmon tint ; its foliage is aoiqae, and nearly always
keeps in good condition.
Climbing Devonieneia doea well ; its growth ia enrprieingly

vigorous, its flowers fairly good, and its perfume delicious.
Everyone should have this who likea a climber. Will the
Comtesse de Jaucourt turn out first or third-class ? It baa
grown and bloomed capitally, yet I cannot become enthusiastic
about it. I know those who think it perfection. Another
glorious Rose for a soil like mine is Dr. Andry, which baa
gratified me beyond measure. Do all your readers grow General
Washington ? If not, let those who wish to have the finest

and most brilliant of the autumn bloomers order it at once.
Even on a cutting struck last year it has given me a flower to
be proud of. Vicomtesse de Vizins ia a pink General Washing-
ton, and worth a place in every rosery. Elie Morel will turn
out a first-clasa Rose; it is large, has a perfect form, with a
charming disposition of its petals. A neighbour of mine has
grown such a prodigy on a plant of Hippolyte Flandrin aa I
never saw before. It is certainly a prime exhibition Rose,
though I am of opinion it will require very high feeding.
Duchesse de Caylus is a Rose of exquisite form and of fine
colour, and it also blooms abundantly ; the same remarks will

also apply to Abel Grand, a noble Rose. Duo de Wellington ia

superb in its colouring, and in the duration of its bloom ex-
traordinary

; its growth is only moderate. Duo de Rohan I

cannot get to bloom properly, yet it is such a fine Roae that I
cannot give it up without another trial. I suppose a strong
soil suits it best. One of those I could ill spare is the old
Duchess of Sutherland ; it does equally well on the Manetti,
Briar, and on its own roots, and blooms continually and in
profusion—in fact, for general good qualities it approaches
Charles Lefebvre.
To those who are fond of purples, let me recommend Lady

SuflSeld, which has a luxuriant growth, fine foliage, and large,

well-shaped blooms. Madame Fillion, a salmon colour, is a
little gem. Marguerite Dombrain suits a light soil, and it ia,

moreover, a Rose which must be in every collection. Another
Margaret—her of St. Amand, I regret to say will not repay me
for the trouble which I take to obtain blooms. However, I will

give another trial before discarding a Rose which appears in

every exhibitor's box. Can anybody speak from experience
about Napoleon III. ? It grows well enough, though I do not
admire tlbe foliage, which is too much hke that of the Briar
itself; yet for two seasons I have been unable to obtain a single

bloom, or even a bud. William Grifliths, although very stiff

in its growth, and inclining to raggedness, always bears a first-

class flower, which endures for a longer time than any other in

my garden. It does well on the Briar.—0. W. M., Wijlde Green.

PROTECTING GRAPES FROM WASPS.
I HAVE been for several years very much plagued with wasps

eating my Grapes. Netting over the ventilators ia of little or

no use, as my house is old, and consequently there are many
little crevices which the wasps soon find out. This year I

was recommended by a friend to tiy tissue paper, and I may
say with perfect success, as not a bunch has been touched since

it has been put on. It is simple and cheap, and the paper will

last for several years it care be taken of it. The way I use it

is to take a sheet, or half a sheet, according to the size of the

bunch, place it round the bunch, doubling the edges together,

and tie it at the top and bottom with a piece of bast. This forms
an effectual barrier, and if put on with care, the bloom is very

little injured. If the paper be put on when the Grapes are

only partly coloured, it does not prevent them from colonring

beautifully. I certainly prefer it to muslin.
In a gentleman's garden I saw a more easily applied remedy,

but more costly, at first at any rate—namely, an oval, fine wire

gauze covering, with a hinge in the centre, a slight catch for

a fastening on the opposite side, and a small notch in the

top ; this was opened and the bunch clasped inside, the

shoulder of the bunch holding up the covering. This was of

French manufacture. Is it made in England ? I understand

that bunches kept thus are not liable to damp and mould.
Perhaps some of your correspondents have tried them, and can
tell if it is the case.—W.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.
Having read Mr. Robson's remarks, in page lOS, on the

Wellingtonia, I feel pleasure in stating I have under my care

several specimens of this mapcificent tree in the most robust
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health, and perfect in shape. One is 20 feet in height, 4(j feet

in the circumference of the branches, and 5 feet inches in

that of the trunk, and is a very handsome tree. I hope this

favourite tree will retain its position in our parks and pleasure
grounds.

I also wish to ask the question, If a plant of Cupressus
Lambertiana measuring 39 feet high and 30 feet through the
branches, exceeds the usual size ?—W. Mayo, Gardener, Shal-
stoiie House, Buckingham.

APPLICATION OF MANURES.
I SEE one of your correspondents lays great stress on the

necessity of covering manure as soon after it is spread as

possible, to prevent its being injured by sun and wind. Many
years ago I wrote a paper attacking this mischievous notion,

and I think it was published in " our Journal." I call it mis-
chievous, not only because it is erroneous, but because it leads

to injurious practice.

I have acres of land now covered with manure as dry as

wind and sun can make it, and, of course, according to many
persons' ideas such manure is worth but little. If in my place,

they would prefer seeing it in an open yard exposed to every
shower, or in a heap losing bulk every day, and when rain

comes and their land is wet they would cart it on to the ground,
spread it, and plough it in immediately. Now, I prefer carting

on land when it is dry ; when rain comes to soften the land I

am glad to be able to set the ploughs to work at once, and am
glad the land i-i already manured. But is not your manure
spoilt ? some will ask ; I would ask, How ? What has it lost ?

Spread evenly over the surface there has been no fermentation,
and, consequently, no ammonia has been formed. What has
it lost besides water? If the manure is intended to grow a
summer crop in dry weather, the moisture in the manure is

valuable, but not otherwise. It this very common notion of

manure being injured by sun and wind be correct, then guano,
the excrement of birds deposited drop by drop under a burn-
ing sun, is of no value, the top-dressing of grass land is a
most wasteful process, and the manure of sheep is in a great
part lost to the farm.—J. R. Peakson, ChilwcU.

[We somewhat differ from our clever correspondent, but
shall be glad to hear the opinions of others who also combine
science with practice.

—

Eds.]

UNSEASONABLE BLOSSOMING.
When staying at Weymouth in the month of June I paid

great attention to the state of the fruit crops in that neighbour-
hood. One day I was much amused, and not a little surprised,

to see an orchard, just two miles out of the town, on the Ware-
ham road, in full flower, all the trees, twenty-four in number,
being literally a mass of bloom. I first saw it about the ICth
of June, and it was not then quite in its full glory ; as I passed
it nearly every day I took great interest in watching its deve-
lopment, which it reached about the 24th, and by the end of

th month had nearly all passed away. The trees appeared
to me to be of different kinds, but not of those two late-

blooming kinds so largely grown here for cider, the Horner
and Chisel Jersey. How they may have set their fruit, or in

what condition that now is, I am unable to say ; but I shall

ask a friend at Weymouth to visit the orchard, and let me
know how the crop is, more especially as most other trees in
the neighbourhood had their fruit of a considerable size at the
time.

Although in many places south and west of us there is but a
very poor crop of fruit generally, here we have an abundance,
and of good quality. Pears, particularly upon large trees, are
a heavy crop. On my young trees I have a fair lot, somewhere
from 4.50 to 500 sorts having fruited. The Quince stocks are
especially rich in fruit of fine quality, and the Apples on my
Pommier de Paradis stock are a wonder to see.—J. Scott,
Merriott Nurstrics, Crewkemc.

AN ABUNDANT-FLOWERING DEVONIENSIS
ROSE.

We have a plant from which we out from 200 to 250 flowers
every year. It was raised from a cutting, and planted-out at
the end of a vinery facing due south, and partly sheltered from
the north winds by an Orange house. The soil is sandy loam,
mixed with old mortar and bricks. We sprinkle a little guano

every year round the roots, and with the help of the engine
once or twice a-week we keep down green fiy, and preserve the
plant in a very healthy state. Very little pruning is given, for

as soon as the shoots push in spring we are sure there are

flowers on them,'but a little thinning is practised when they
become too crowded.—J. H. S.

BOUQUETS AT THE MANCHESTER SHOW.
As an exhibitor of bouquets, I quite agree with Mr. W. H.

Turner respecting the awards of the Judges being final, unless

some fraud has been practised ; but there was something radi-

cally wrong in the exhibition of the bouquets, for all the

staging cards were turned topsy-turvy. I came into the tent

after the Judges had altered their award from Turner to Yates.

I remarked to the Rev. S. R. Hole I could not see what standard
they had adopted in judging, as I had two bouquets which
must have been overlooked. When he saw them he said,

"These two bouquets have been smuggled in since we gave
our award, or we should have given them the first prize," and
he called the other Judges' attention to them to confirm his

opinion, and they coincided with him.
From what I have gleaned since, I believe the Judges were

right respecting the smuggling business. If they were not on
the table, they were out of sight during the awards being made,
and replaced after the decision. It is a pity that any feeling

should exist, except an honourable rivalry, at our floral exhi-

bitions.—J. Delamere, Orton, Cheshire.

MARECHAL NIEL ROSE—BUDDING ON GLOIRE
DE DI.JON.

In page 180, 1 see Mr. Harrison Weir has almost given up
trying to grow Marechal Niel. I hope his last attempt may
prove more successful, for it is, without doubt, a gem with
those who succeed in flowering it. Although I had not seen it

growing, and only knew it from cut blooms at exhibitions and
notes that appeared from time to time in this Journal, I de-

termined last spring to give it a trial. I ordered two strong

plants from a respectable nurseryman, but instead of being

strong, they were very poor. From the weakness of the plants

I knew they would not bear forcing, accordingly I plunged them
in one corner of a Potato frame with a gentle bottom heat, the

lights being taken oS during fine days. They soon began to

grow, made good plants by the end of May, but showed no signs

of flowering ; so I potted the strongest plant, and let it grow
at full length. It has now shoots 8 feet long. The other I cut

down, making six cuttings, which have all struck, and are now
established plants in 6-inch pots, with strong shoots 4 feet long.

One of the cuttings struck produced a flower, and it was a little

gem.
After cutting down the weakest of my two plants, it was re-

potted in an 8-inch pot, and returned to a cold pit, where it

remained about three weeks till the young shoots began to

appear, when it was turned out of doors, and set among other

plants in one corner of the frameyard. There it remained
for some weeks, and was soon smothered with green fly, which
was syringed off with soot water. Up to this point no flower-

buds had appeared, and I began to think it would not flower

this season ; however, 1 was mistaken, for shortly afterwards I

perceived three very small flower-buds. I removed it at once to

a cold pit, where it was regularly syringed, and supplied with

liquid manure at every alternate watering. It soon began to

swell more buds, and has at present seven fuUy-expnnded
flowers, besides several promising buds. It is admired by all

who have seen it.—E. Rookeb, The Gardens, Colon llaV,

Mr. HAF.rasoN Weir tells us of his success and non-success.

This is as it ought to be. Like him, many have had failures

with that gem of Roses Maiuchal Niel, and myself among the

number. I know of some good plants budded on the Briar,

and they produce some fine Roses. I have tried it on its own
roots, grafted and budded on the Manetti stock, in pots, and in

other ways, but all to no purpose ; die the Maruchal would, and
did. I had almost given up the hope of ever succeeding ; but

as I did not hke to be deprived of the Marechal's company I

thought I would try him again budded on Gloire de l^ijon. It;

proved a first-rate union, and during the past summer I have

been rewarded with yellow Roses as large as Jules Margottin

and of great substance, the colour being exquisite, and the
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perfame ttll that coold be desired. I think Gloire de Dijon
will be a good stock for the MaierlaK I ha*o this 8ea«oD
budded it on Soareuir de Ma1ma:eoii and other Bosen. The
bad« have taker, but I ninst wait the letult.—M. H., Acklam
Hail, ]Uiddleihrough-onT<e4.

ROYAL HORTICULTUPaL SOCIETY.
FKCIT COMlflTTEE.

As adjonmcd meeting of this Committee w«a held at Cbiswick on
the Uth inst., when the collection of Potatoes, which was reserved from
last me- tin^r. was&nbmiUed to the ComnjilUi-. after baring been cooked.

Mr. Nasb. Tbrecbousehol(3s, near Slou^li. ttnt four rarit-'ties—Wiiite
Blosiiom was lIosb. waxT. and vtrr inftrn^r in qnahtv; Uyatt's Asb-
leat. verr excellent ; Prince of WaUbboild flonry. bnt is Jeficienl in
flaronr ; Karly Rose boils white and flonry, but has a Tcry objection-
able flavonr.

Mr. Headley. of Staplcton, sent a seedling Kidney Potato of medium
size aiiJ good form ; when cooked it is of rather a deep yellow, rery
flonrj-, and possesses an excclient llaToar.

Mr. Fryer, of Chatu;ri.=;, g€Lt Kon-^h lied, which is a fiDe-flavoored
and fionry Potato ; bat a great objection to it i& being go deep in the
eye, nectr?sitatinp so mnch waste in peeling.
Mr. Walton, gardener to K. Pottle. Esq., sent a seedling, called

Walton's Late Kidney. It is a fine-looLing Potato, but was not ripe ;

the tJavoar was excelient ereu then.
Me«=r=. J. Carter & Co.. Holbom. sent Early Rose Potato. These,

like tho=e stnt by .Mr. Xasb, boiled white and tloury, but they, too,
had the =ame objectionable and disagreeable flaronr. ' In tho opinion
of the Comm^ittee, this is an inferior Potato for table nse.

Mes£r>. Stoart <t Co.. of Nice, sent a seediiog Melon, called Tri-
ompbe Je Xice—a large, round, yellow, promiuently-netted, green-
fleshed fruit, with great thickness of flesh, and with a rich flaronr and
fine aroma. It was awarded a flrst-class certiflcate.

ADULTERATION OF SEEDS BILL.
Is Cin'incauon of oor extract respecting garden seeds from

the blae hjvk lelative to thi:^ Bill, wu give this week the

EviOENCi: OF Ma. Daxiel Nash.

Mr. SaA'w-LEFKvp.E.—You aie a partner io the firm of Minier,
Kash, A: Nash, seedsmen of London ?—Yes, of the Strand.
Hare yoa for many years been engaged in the seed trade ?—Yes,

upwards of forty years.

Has your business been mostly of a wholesale character ?—Mostly
wholesale ; but we hare done retuil.

And Toa hare paid some attention to the question now before the
Committee?—Y'es, I have giren it the best attention in my power.
And in the end of June la=t yon presented a memorial to the Board

of Trade agiunst certain clauses of this Bill ?—I did. ioasmnch as I
thoQEiht that the form of the Bill was such that it would create the
utmost possille confusion in the trade, and that there would be an
enormous aiiionnc of dilKcnlty in any person wanting to swear that
snch-an>i-sni:li <^e«ds bad a proportion of adulterale/l seed amongst
them, althocsh if yon were to see a sample, in bulk, of killed T»imip
seed, or adulterated Clover seed, von would say, " Yes, that is adulte-

rated."

I apprehend that what yon wish to say is this, as regards adnlteration,

that tiiough in balk it is rery easy to t*ll whether the seeds hare been
doctored or hare been killed by the process that we hare heard of, yet,

when the kiUed seeds are mi.Ted in small quantities with genuine seeds,

it is exceediucly difficult to tell their presence ?—I would hardly say
that it is ea^y to tell it in bulk : in some kinds they do it so nicely ; I
consider that in some cases it is almost impossible for a person to eay
on examination whether there l3 seed which has been kiiKd to represent
Tormp =eed, or coloured Trefoil to represent Clorer : when it is mixed
in the bulk in the small proportion that is put in, I think it would be
impossible for any one to go into tho witness-box and swear that there
was any killed or eilnnrp^l ^c^A.

You c -.'.*• • - •.
jjg pi^pcnt form there would

be com:
"

sellers of seeds on the ground
that CO! ;

. against them, and charges
produced wiiiiout jus: can^e ;—Yes : it was on those grounds that I
took the Ubcrty of writing a letter to the Board of Trade stating that I
thought I mi^Iit give some hints that wonld make the Bill more efifec-

tire; I wa^ j.inl. nlarly anxious to Lave a Bill fordoing away with the
adalter.ition i-f seeds ; it w.is done, no doubt. originaUv, to get some-
thing like a fair avenice growth, for seeds rary rery mnch in one year
aa compared with another : I hare known the germinating power of
them to be in one year 40. and the next y« ar i^ per cent.

Yon are now speaking of the process of mixing old and new seeds
t4^ther ?—I am speakin^of mixing killed seeds particularly : I do not
thuik it is possible for a man to say with certainty that the seed is

adulterated with killed or coloured seed.

Yon agree with prerious witnesses, that the custom of mixing killed
seeds has existed of late years to some extent ?—Y'es.

In your opinion, is the practice as prer&lent aa it was or not ?—I do
not think it is ; I think that there has been a general improrement in

the trade, and I think that now. though there are cheap Bellan. no
doubt, as in all trades, if yon take the great bulk of the trade, leeda
are sent out now in the ordinary way rciy much better than they wero
twenty rear* ago.

Have yon found any di£calty yourself in buying pure samples of
seed ?—We hare our Seeds grown for ua expressly.

I think you grow them under contract 7—We grow them by contract

;

I do not do much in Clorer seed ; I sell pounds where some of the la^ga
Borough bouses wonld sell tons : that is their trade.

Do you deal in Turnip seed largely ?—Very largely.

Then yoo can speak with reference to that class of seed ?—Yes ; and
I think there is consideral-le difliculty in saying, and it would be almoct
an impossibility to say. that Ruch-and-sucb seed was adulterated with
killed seed ; killed seed and old seed come so close.

Has there been, in your knowledge, a considerable mixture of old
seed with recent genuine seed for the purpose of adnlteration '.'—I will

not say that it is for the purpose of adulteration ; bat it is a common
practice to mix old seed with new seed ; and for this reason, that wa
cannot get an arerage growth without resorting rery fre<|aently to tha
seed of the prerious year, or the year before that.

Therefore, in conse^jaence of that, in a bad barrest. you are obliged
to mix one-year-old, or two-year-old, seed with the new seed for the
purpose of increasing the arerage, and. I suppose, sometimes yon
reduce the arerage by the same process ?—Y'es, that is precisely the
way in which the thing got into use at flrst ; our inrariable practice ia

to test the growth of any seed of any importance when it comes in, and
if the seed is beyond what you may call a fair arerage growth of ita

year, then yon bring it down.
By mixing with it old seed?—By mixing with it either old seed or

killed seed, as the case may be ; but if, on the contrary, it is below what
you consider the arerage, you resort to the seed which you hare in
hand ; if we bare had two consccntire bad years for Carrot seed, sav, as
you cannot make Carrot see*^. or buy it, you must take it as it comes

;

tben it ia the custom of the trade to say that it would be nece.^^.^ary to
sow such-and-such a seed " thicker than usual.'' or " much thicker

than usual :" the great object of the trade is to keep their seeds as
nearly as they can at one arerage growth.

Can yon tell us what that^arerage growth is ?—It Taries very mnch
in different rarieties.

Take the case of Turnip ?—It will grow from SO to 00 per cent.

Mk. Pell.—Is that Swede ?—Swede or White Turnip ; taking the
arerage of seren years, I think that Onions at the extreme would not
grow more than ftDper cent- : we endearonr to get that. Take the case

of Broccoli and Cabbage : they come about the same as Turnip seed,

not quite so mnch ; then look at Cauliflower, that is an article that
ripens rery late, generally in the month of September. Last year
Cauliflower up to the month of August looked one of the most promis-
ing crops I erer knew, but whether from heat or drought that seed
generally collapsed, and what little was sared was of such inferior

growth that it was good for nothing rirtually ; you hare to take that,

therefore, o? roar arerage of seren years : I say that Cauliflower will

not arerage 5o per cent. ; Mr. Murray said that different seeds razied

very much in their growth, and there is no doubt of thaL
Then I understand from you that it has been the custom of your

trade to mix the seeds of sereral years U^gether in order to produce an
arerage germinating power?—Y'es.

And that in some cases that has been airired at by mixing Idlled

seeds with genuine seeds ?—Y'es.

But you think that that process is not carried out to the same extent

as it used to be ?—I think that, taking the larger amount of seed sold

there is no doubt that there is a larger quantity of seed killed, but then

the increaf^e in the sale of Tcmip and Mangold Wurtzel seed has been
enormous fir the last twenty years.

Do you think that the arerage standard of germinatins power daring

the last few years has been lowered or not?—I think it has been
increased.

Then vou siizned this memorial to the Board of Trade on the ground
that you'considered that the Bill, as it now stands, would subject the

Sellers of the seed? to possible persecution ?—I did. Might I be allowed

to state that, in the tirst instance. I had drawn out that memori.il. and
intended only to strike out clauses 1 and 5. and hare notLing to

do with the importatim of seed, but I conrersed with some gentlemen

at Mark Lane one Monday, the rery gentlemen who hare their names
down as Promoters of the Bill, and who hare since said that they signed

that memorial under a certain restraint as it were, and I pnt that

clause referring to importing killed or dyed seeds in. in order to meet
their objections as far as I conld. not that I thought it of much value

;

I wished to do away with the killing of sceJs.

Y'ou wi,hed to confine the Bill to the prerention of killing?—Yea,

killing and dyeing.

And not to tonch the seller of seeds, on the ground that it would not

be possible in eridence to prove with certainty whether killed seed or

naturally dead seed had been mixed in the sample ?—That is precisely

what I wish to state.

De. Platt-UB.—Whatisthe great adrantage of obtaining an arerage?

—That farmers and market gardeners should hare no dilhculty in get-

tins what you may term an average crop.

Do the farmers attach rery much value to that arerage ?—I do not

suppose that they eren know it.

SuppOGing that there is a great advantage in obtaining that aven^>
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where is the (Usa(lvanta;:;e in the employment of killed seed to prodnce
that average?—I do not think there is any disadvantage whatever.

Then why would yon legislate against killed seed and not le^jislate

against reducing the average hy old or naturally dead seed ?—I do not
think that that is in the clause at all.

This clause is confined to killed seed ?—Yes.
But where is the disadvantage to the farmer if he wishes to produce

a general average of neiug the killed seed for that purpose?—It is a
disagreeable practice, no doubt of it, although it is attended with
convenience ; I myself detest it.

What is the difference to the farmer between using killed seed to

reduce seed of 90 per cent, to 75 per cent., and using old seed to reduce
it to 75 per cent. ?—Xo difference.

Then if the killed seed produce no disadvantage to the farmer, why
legislate against it ?—I consider it to be a disagreeable practice, and I

would rather see it done away with.

But you would still, as a seedsman, allow yourself to mis bad seed

with good, to reduce it to an average ?—I would not say bad seed, but
old seed ; there are individuals who wish to sell, and parties who wish
to buy cheap, and below what you may call a fair market price, and it

gives those parties an opportunity, by reducing that seed, instead of

sending it out at 75, to send it out at 50 per cent. ; I want to put a
stop to that kind of thing, and to have the trade carried on in a more
legitimate way.
Would yon have an objection to warranting the standard of germinat-

ing power with rega'-d to different seeds?—I do not think it can be
carried out ; so mach depends on those who test seed, the soil it is tried

in, and the attention that is paid to it. If a man puts a little too much
water, it may turn some seeds into a jelly. It is men, whose business
it is to try these seeds, who will do it with accuracy ; it may answer all

the purposes which a farmer may require to put the seed in a flower

pot, and I wish that every farmer would do so.

To whoso advantage is this Act to be, to that of the farmer or to that
of the seller of the seed ?—I do not know that it is a particular

advantage to either one or the other ; I believe one thing, that the
fanner gets now regularity of crops ; I believe that under a different

system, in some seasons, when there have been two successive failures,

lie would get a very inferior growth ; he does not pay for his seed now
what he wonlJ do if he had it to grow loO per cent.

But will he derive any more advantage ii an Act is passed to prevent
MUed seed being used for the purpose of reduction, than he does now,
because you may use inferior seed for the purposes of reduction, may
yon not ?—You may do it, certainly.

We are supposing that this Act is for the benefit of the farmer, do
you see any likelihood of the fanrer obtaining any such advantage ?

—

I think it would be decidedly in his favour ; that he would get seed of

a larger growth than he does now, upon an average.
But I thought you said the object of seed-sellers was to reduce the

seed to a. general average by mixing the seed ?—That is the object, no
doubt; the farmer would otherwise get for two or three years conse-
cutively, perhaps, a good growth, and then for two or three j'ears a bad
growth.

Do you think that he would get true net seed, unmixed with inferior

seed, if this Act were passed ?—I think that he would get old seed mixed
with the newer.

Seed producing a general average ?—Yes.
Then I do not see where the farmer is to obtain much advantage ?—

Not a very considerable advantage, I do not think he would ; I say that
the practice of using killed seed is a nasty practice.

But does the kUled seed in the slightest degree interfere with, the
vitality of the other seed ?—Not in the elighicst.

Where then is the disadvantage to the farmer of getting the same aver-
age by killed seed as by seed of an inferior growth, supposingyou reduce
it to 75 per cent, in both cases ?—There is not the slightest difference.

Mr. Cross.—You sell both wholesale and retail?—I do.

Do you ever sell seeds, what they call net ?—Yes.
When is it you sell seeds net ?—Where they inquire of the travellers

for it. It is well known that seeds are sent out in the ordinary way,
what you may term a fair average growth, and of course every man who
has been in the trade knows that in some years seeds will grow much
better than in others, and he trusts to the seedsman he deals with to

send him a fair average quality; but if that man had stock on hand
below an average growth, he would say "Mr. Nash, will you send me
an extra quality, and I will pay an extra price for it ?"

When the retail dealer has some old seed he wants to improve, he
asks for net seed ?—Yes.
But do you ever sell net seed under any circumstances as net seed ?—Not unless they pay a different price.

Do you ever sell net seed to a retail man ?—Y'es.

If I were to write op from the country for Turnip seed, would you
send me net or adulterated ?—I would send net as a rule ; I might not
send you all new seed.

But no killed seed ?—No killed seed ; it is always net seed in Turnip
seed that we send out to private gentlemen.
But not to the retail dealer ?—No.
But why am I not to have the benefit, as a private gentleman, of

the average growth, as well as the farmer ?—You would have it.

Then (to put it in another way) why should not the farmer have the
same benefit of average growth as I have ?—If the farmer applied to
me he would get it ; but the farmer does not apply to me.

Will yon tell me where is the injustice yon speak of in this Bill ; you
say that it would be unjust, do you not ?—Unjust with regard to charges
that might be made against individuals for selling seed that was
adulterated.

Supposing a charge was made, and the case not made out, what
injury would happen then ?—You cannot go before a magistrate without
having your name paraded in the country newspapers; and people
naturally say, " Where there is smoke there is fire," and it would be
exceedingly annoying to be taken down to Cornwall, say, with your
books, to prove that that seed was as you imported it.

You would rather keep away from the magistrate altogether ?—^Tes.

You say that your great object in the seed trade is to give a fair
average growth ?—Y'es.

In Turnip seed you put that at SO and 90 per cent. ?—Taking this
year I should question if it would come to that.

At all events your object is to put it down to the very minimum
average growth, that is to say, to make it as much adulterated as you
can ?—You can more easily do that than the other way

;
you can carry

on your business more conveniently in that way
; you cannot increase

your growth, but you can decrease it.

Supposing that there is an increase of growth in any one year, does
not that make a difference in the mixture you put in ?—Yes.
But if there were a small quantity of good growth in one year you

would still adulterate it, in order to meet the demand ?—If thtre were
a small quantity of good seed, you would have to spread it all over the
country.

But it would never enter your head to say that the growth of seed
was so small one year that you could not meet the demand?—Yes ; if

all new seed was required, sometimes, if you were to give gold, you
could not have it.

Do you, as a matter of practice, ever give out that you have no seed?—No ; because I can generally get it from a trader ii I have not got it

myself.

If there is a deficiency in the gi-owth of one year, is it not the practice
of the trade to makfi it more plentiful by reducing it with the seed of
old years ?—No, that has not been so to my knowledge, because of seed
that will grow for three or four years there is generally a pretty good
stock.

Now, you stated that you wanted to mend this Bill. Will yon tell us
how you want to mend the Bill ?—The memorial which I drew out, and
which has been read to you, expresses my view ; I gave to each, party
who attended the meeting a copy of it. I want to make clause 7 run
thus :

—
" Whosoever shall be convicted of killing or dyeing seed, or know-

ingly shall import killed or dyed seed, shall for every such offence," &c.
AU you want to affect by the Bill is the actual killing of the seed, or

dyeing it, or importing killed or dyed seed ?—Yes.
Dr. Lyon Playfair has asked you several questions on this point, why

is it better for the farmer that killed seed should be prohibited than old
worthless seed. Can you say why?—I do not think that it would be
any better.

But you have also said that if killed seed were not allowed to be used,
old seed would certainly be used, in order to keep up the average
growth ?—It would, so long as old seed existed.

Then I want to know, as Dr. Lyon Playfair wanted to know, what
would be the benefit which the farmer would get from killed seed being
prohibited?—Between using killed and old seed, I do not, think that
there would be any benefit at first.

When would he get benefit ?—Perhaps some years hence, when the
old stock is eshaasted.
In your opinion there is a great quantity of old seed still in the

country?—Of some sorts ; I think that there is a very small stock of
Turnip seed ; of other seeds there is a relatively large stock.
And in your opinion it is just as injurious to the farmer to have this

old worthless seed mixed up as killed seed ?—Yes.
Do not you think, therefore, that in the first clause of this Bill words

should be introduced to prohibit the mixing of old worthless seed, as
well as killed sted ?—Where are you to draw the line ?

Old worthless seed, practically dead seed, I mean?—Well, I do not
think you would get such a thing ; they will not allow it to get dead.

Inferior seed, seed of 5 or 10 or 15 per cent, growth ?^There is

virtually no gi-eat difference whether a man uses that or uses killed seed.

De. Playfaip..—Is it not a fact that the qualities of seed are con-
tinually varying according to the harvest, and the climate, and the
coniitions of giowth?—Undoubtedly so.

Then is it not the fact that there will always be inferior seed which
you can use to mis with the superior ssed ? It is not the question of
using up of old stock, but is it not the fact that inferior seed will
constantly be gro^vn under vai7ing conditions of climate and of harvest ?

—Undoubtedly.
Then the farmer still might have the seed, whether for hisbenefit or

not, reduced to an average by that inferior seed being used to mix with
the superior, even though the old stock were exhausted ?—Y'es.

And different placts in the same year may prodnce seeds of different

growth ?—Yes, more especially upon heavy lauds ; last year upon
heavy lands Onion seed grew belter than I ever knew it in my Ufe,
*HJ and 95 per cent. This year, in all probabihty, the seed will not ripen
till the month of October, when we often get autumn frost, and it may
not grow 2ij per cent.

And you would use that seed to mis with the higher quality?—We
should use the last year's growth to mix with that if we could do it.\

,
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Mil. Cnoss.—If I, as a private centlemfin, were to write to yoa an
order for Tnmip seed I ghoald roI net seed. I understand von to »aj ?— Yes, at least, no killed seed with it.

If I wore to \vrite to an ordinorj- seedcman in the same town speeify-
itiR tbat I wanted some of your seed, I shoald get mixed seed .'—Most
probably.

i):t pL.iYt Ain.—Yonr interpretation of not seed is not seed of tbat
year'8 growth, bat nuaJnlterated seed of a certain average :'—I would
not say of a certain average.

It may be superior mixed with inferior, or inferior miicd with
superior ?—Yes.

Mil. Cross.—But I shonlJ get a different (loss of seed if I went to
you direct from what I should get if I wont to one of your retail
customers ?—You might for one year, but I do not think thot yon would
for seven years togetl-er.

Dr. PL.ivnin.—Why do yon take seven years:'—I tske seven years
a.? a fair datum to go upon, but yon might take fourteen, if it were
preferred.

Mb. M'Laoan.—Did I rightly understand yon to say, that you do
not mix to increase the gemiiiiating power of the seeds, but always to
decrease it ?—Most certoinly not. If the seed this year is bad. and last
year s seed is good, we mix to increase ; we keep the best growth for that
very purpose in case of a failure or depreciated growth in the nest year.

Y'oa said that it was immaterial to the farmer whether killed seed or
old seed was mixed to bring the growth of the seed to the average ?—If
a man gets seed to grow, soy, 7.) per cent., and if we know that for all
ordinary purposes it will give him a good average crop, I cannot see
what difference it makes to the fanner whether that seed is mixed with
killed seed or with .seed of an inferior growth.
Supposing that it is mixed with killed seed first, that seed is warranted

not to grow, therefore the farmer will not expect to see a plant from it ?—It is not warranted.
You do not expect that killed seed to grow ?

to see it grow.
-No ; I should he sorry

If yon substitute old seed for that killed seed, that old seed may be
several years of age, and as seed gets older it is longer in germination,
13 it not ?—Xot very materially.
Do you mean that three-years -old seed will germinate in the same

time as one-year-old seed ?—No, but two-year-old seed and three-year-
old seed will not differ much in that respect.
Between ten year-old seed and two-year-old seed will there he much

difference ?—If you go to those long dates, yon would treat it as dead
altogether

;
you would not take into consideration the growth of that

seed.

How many years would yon go down to ?—It would depend on how
the seeds were ripened ; I have known Mangold Wnrtzel grow well
when it was a dozen years old, and Broccoli.

If you sold new seed mixed with old seed of different years, you
would have an irregular braird, wonld you not ?—Yes.

Is not that irregular braird a disadvantage to the farmer ?—It would
be. possibly

; but if yon could have yonr field as level as this floor,
and if you could get yonr drill to go in the same depth, you wonld get
a regular braird. In the same season yon may see a long row of Man-
gold Wurtzel without a miss in the plant, and in the same row von
may also see several yards with scarcely a plant, from the drill go'ing
deeper into the soil.

Take the case of a farmer having his land in the best condition, and
the weather as favourable as possible, and supposing that he sows
there some of that new seed mixed with old, and after a while an
irregular braird comes up, do yon think that an advantage for a
farmer?—I think the seedsman who knows his business will talte care
that he shall have seed where there is no material difference in time.
How could yon do that ?—There is not more than two days' differ-

-ence between good Tnmip seed, one, two, and three years oldl
Take it seven years old ?—Y'on seldom get that.
I think yon said in yonr evidence that yon do not object at all to

mixing seed of different quality?—I do not.
But what you object to is the killing of the seed

; you want to do
away with that ?—Y'es.

Supposing that this Bill should pass, and that yon stamped out old
seed altogether, and that yon want still to reduce yonr germinating
power of seed to a certain standard, where will von get a sufficient
qnantity of old seed iu the country to do it ?—I do' not at all know ; I
think that when the old stock of seed was exhausted there would be an
end of the matter.
Then you think that the effect of this Bill would be to do away with

having large quantities of old seed on hand ?—I think it will, so'far as
killed seed is concerned.
In fact, whether you introduce old seed or not into the Bill, yon

will do away with the use of old seed through doing away with killed
seed ?—I think that it will pet used np.
And consequently you think that tlio effect of this BUI wiU be to do

away with mixing altogether ?—It cannot do away with it. If we were
not to keep an old stock, sometimes the country would be bare.
As I understand you, there is a large qnantity of killed seed mixed

and sold at the present time ?—Y'es.

By the Bill you do away with that, and therefore you withdraw from
the market a very large quantity of seed ?—Y'es.

That being the case, old seed wonld have to be snhstituted for a few
years for that killed seed ?—Yes.

And afterwards, what send wonld yon have for mixing ?—No seed at
all, it would all go away as received from the growers.
Yon wonld do away with mixing?—Yon might have an excess in

some years; Yes. Jn l^(».s you wend out what you want to come in
in IHtiU. You may ** calculate ou getting from that 21 bosheli an
acre." and instead of doing so you may get 40 bushels an acre. The
same thing may apply iu the following year. Then you get an excess
for your demand.

I think you have admitted in your evidence already that there is

voiy little stock of old Tnmip seed in hand ?—I think there is Terr
little.

And consequently the passing of this Bill wonld do away with the
mixing at all of any old seed, even with Tnmip seed ?—It wonld in a
year or two.

If the Bill should pass, and killed seed should bo withdrawn from
the market altogether, would you still have the mixing carried on ?

—

Y'ou must do It : you cannot carry ou the trade otherwise. Very often
you do not get enough seed of one year's growth, not half or a fourth
enough, to supply the wants of the country.
Wonld yoQ be able to arrive at your standard as easily by mixing the

I new seed with old seed as by mixing it with killed seed?—Yes; there

I
would be no difficulty about that. We always have our regular test

,
every autumn.

]
And how often do yon test ?—Always in the autumn ; and if we hare

any doubts abont it at all we test again in the spring.
That is after you have mixed the seed ?—That does not follow at all

;

probably it is before.

Then do yon test both your new seed and your old seed in the
autumn and the spring?—Not always in the spring; we test them
when they come in. and if there is anything we have left over, we al-

ways test that ; and if there is anything doubtful in regard to our
growers as to the seed tested in lst>8, before we send that seed out in
the spring, we have it re-tried.

Then you admit that seed is very apt to lose some germinating power
in six months, that is to say, from autumn to spring ?—Y'es ; it very
often does.

Still yon scarcely admit that it will lose much germinating power in
the same number of years ?—It depends upon how ic has ripened

;

take late-ripening seeds, like Radish seed ; I knew seed the growth
of 1868 thrashed the same autumn, which grew very fair when it came
in, but in the following spring it grew very badly. So much depends
upon bow they ripened, and fifty different things. Y'on may get a
heavy frost in the mouth of October : that seed does not show it very
much at the time, but it does show it after yon have kept it three or
four or five months.

After two years have passed, and you have a supply of old seed in

your stores, do you keep all the different years' growth separate ?—Not
always.

They become mixed after a year or two ?—They become mixed of
necessity in this way. that you have mixed two already, and have not
sold all of that mixtute.
You always have a qnantity of old seeds about yon?—Of some kinds.
Say of Turnip seed ?

—
'We have a very small qnantity of that now.

But in prerious years had you always a small quantity ?—No ; some-
times we had a very large stock. If the seed comes down very low, yon
buy two years' consumption. I once knew seed to be worth 505.

a-bushel, and the next year it was bought for T.t.

Now you have admitted that you generally mix seeds to bring them
to a certain standard ?—Yes.
Having admitted that, do you see any difficulty in selling yonr seeds

according to that standard ; I mean in warranting them at that stan-

dard when you sell them ?—I think that there is a great difficulty in

that, because I would not rely upon people making a proper test.

There is your own test to pot against theirs. That would be taken
in evidence against their test, would it not ?—I can give yon no other
reason than that of the diflicnlty of testing.

But yon test yourself*?—I test myself.

.\nd yon sell it according to your test?—I wonld not guarantee it;

I could be prepared to prove that, according to my test, it grew so-and-

so ; but I cannot make other people bring out the same result.

Do von keep samples of all the seeds that you sell ?—For a certain

time.

Suppose that a complaint came in that some seeds which yon had
sold did not come up to the standard, wonld you not say that you were
quite ready te test it ?—Most certainly.

What difficulty, then, wonld there be in guaranteeing it ?—That is

another thing. I could not bo certain that a man wonld use proper
discretion in sowing that seed and growing it. One man will get a
crop from seed, and another will get a total failure with seed out of the

same bag sown on the same day. I have this from a market gardener
within a fortnight with regard to Carrot seed ; and that is one of the

most difficult seeds we have to manage. He said that he was not going

to drill it: I said, '• Why not ? " He said, " Because last year he had
almost a tetal failure in that which was drilled, and just where it

happened to be on the headlands and to be trodden down it came as

thick as grass." He said, " If it had not been that I saw it grow, as

it did, on the headlands I should have believed that all the seed wliich

yon gave me was bad."
I am supposing that yon sell guaranteed seed according to yonr

own test ; would yon object to that ?—^I could not goarantee it. How
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conld I gnarantee it ? I coald only say that, according to my books,

my seed would grow so-and-so ; but I would not guarantee for yon to

make it grow. Ask any f;entlemau"s gardener how he makes seed grow

cue time and not another. Give half-a-dozen people samples out of

one lot of seed, and I have no hesitation in saying that you will find a

difiference of 10 or 15 per cent., according to the different seeds that

are sown from the same sample. It is a most difficult thing, and the

seed trade is one of the most difficult trades that I know.

Mr. CoGAN.—Do you believe that it is difficult to distiuguish arti-

ficially k-illed Turnip seed from Turnip seed that has become naturally

dead ?—I think that it is. to a great extent. Seed may get a nasty

sweat on the barn floors. That is where it is more injured than in any

other way : particularly where large fjuantities of Turnip seed are grown

and they have very little bam room, that seed does get damaged more in

that way thiiu in any other. If you go to Romney Marsh, there are

hundreds, and, perhaps thousands, of acres grown, and in that whole

district yon hardly see a barn.
By crashing, is it not possible to distinguish artificially killed seed

from naturally dead seed?—I do not think that yon can distinguish it

with a certainty ; I tbiuk that yoa may get a jjretty fair idea of it, but

not to distinguish it with certainty.

Have yon tried that as a test yourself '?—Yes.

Do yon use it as a test of the seeds that you buy ?—I cannot say that

I do, for I never have any doubt of them ; I not think that the growers

that we deal with would be likely to have any killed seed to mix with it.

Are the seeds that yon sell exclusively seeds that you buy from the

growers, or do you buy killed seeds and mis them with the other seeds /

—

I have admitted that fact, that we do it to reduce the average sometimes.

Yon think that it is difficult to distinguish the artificially killed

from the naturally dead ?—I do ; in regard to Clover seed, I may say

that I am not much in the Clover seed trade, hut I think that if you

get a small sample of what is called Red Clover of foreign growth, a

f^eat many of those seeds are exceedingly small and scarcely any
larger than Trefoil seed, and a person's eyes must be much better than

mine to tell the difference ; and then what man on earth can tell

whether White Clover is adulterated by looking at it, when only a small

per-centage of coloured is used ?

Mr. Pell.—Did I rightly understand yon to say that it is the practice

of the trade to sell all the seed as near as possible with one average

germinating power ?—That is my pi-actice, and I believe it is the prac-

tice of other houses.

And that that is done for expediency, in order that the farmer or

gardener may know about what to expect from the seed that is furnished

to him ?—Most decidedly.

And, so far as the matter of expediency goes, you would not object

to have some old or killed seed in order to reduce some very good seed

down to the standard ?—That is my present system.

Yoa know something about seed-growing yourself; does not the

amount of germinating seed in any sample depend very much upon the

way in which the seed is dressed ?—Yes.
Would it not be possible to dresa inferior seed np to a sample, as well

as to tone good seed down to a sample ?—Not altogether.

Nearly so''—Not in an unfavourable season.

Is it not the practice in the growth of Turnip seed, that when they

are dressing, theie are two samples made of it—namely, the head which

is the very beit, and then the next quality which would have vitality in

it» but not to the same amount as the head ?—Xo ; I think that yoa are

erroneoasly informed there.

I have grown several hundredweight of it myself. Y'on do not think

that it conld be as well dressed up ?—You could not improve that by
dressing o per cent., I should think.

I want to know whether it would not be possible by giving extra dress-

ing to the seed in a bad year to bring it up to the standard, instead of

doing what is the practice of the trade—namely, reducing the seed down
to a sample '.*—Xo ; it must he in a very extreme case indeed that that

conld occur. It could only be where seed was very much blighted
;

then you might, by extra dressing, bring it up to a better growth. But
yon can never make a bad sample grow well.

Then, putting honesty out of the question, and going to expediency
and practice, it would hardly be possible, without killed seed, to sell

stock that should average 75 per cent. ?—I do not think it would.
What would the trade do, supposing that this Bill became law, when

they were deprived of those means of bringing their seed down to a
particular standard *.'—I think that there would be a certain amount of

inconvenience ; the farmer at some time would get much thicker crops

than at others.

Then though you are against the morals of the practice, you think

that there is some expediency in it?—There is some expediency in it.

Mr. Brand.—I understand you to say that speaking as a seed mer-
chant, yoa aro auxious for legislation on this question in the seed

trade?—In the first instance, I did not think legislation necessary. I

thought that the trade had worked very well for a great many years,

and that those who sold a good article had retained their customers.
But on second thoughts you have come round to the view that it

would be desirable to legislate on the subject ?—The view that I take

is this, that there has been so much said about it. and that so many
questions might arise, that I should rather have the operation com-
pletely taken out of onr hands by making it penal to kill or colour seeds.

Several questions have been asked you with regard to the interest of

the farmers in this matter ; I presume that the farmers are very much

like other people in this respect, that when they bay an article they

wish to have it genuine ?—Yes.

There are two ways of toning down seed, one is by introducing lolled

seed, and the other by introducing old or dead seed ?—Y'es.

The supply of killed seed is almost without limit, is it not ?—Yes.

But the supply of old seed is comparatively small?—Yes.

And you as a seed merchant, are very anxious to reduce as much as

you can the supply of old seed in your warehouse, I presume?—Yes, I am.

And therefore in the course of a short time, if this BiU were passed,

and the supplv of killed seed were stopped, you would have very little

old seed to fall back npon ?—Very little.

Chais^ian.—I think that yoa were formerly a miller at Biggleswade ?

No, but my father was.

You yourself have been in the seed trade for forty years, yon have

told us?—Yes.

And for twenty-one years of that time you have been chairman of the

trade association ?—Yes.

Do you remember receiving a letter from Mr. Sharpe, of Sleaford,

addressed to you, urging upon the trade that it was time to abandon the

system of adulteration now in practice ?—I do.
* And I think in consequence of that a meeting of certain members of

the trade was called, you being one of them ?—Yea.

And his proposition was favourably entertained ?—Well, we heard

what he had to say.

And you agreed with him generally in the expediency of patting an

end to the system of adulteration ?—Not at that time.

The meeting was adjourned to lay it more generally before the trade ?

—The meeting was adjourned to the ^'^nd of .June.

By way of laying his proposals before the whole of the London trade ?

—Yes.

And when the 22nd of June came you were the chairman of the

meeting. I think ?—Y'^es.

I think a resolution was then pasped condemning the use of killed

seed?—Y'es; the minute of that was to this effect: "The Committee

have become aware, in their investigations, that a system has been

carried on which they consider prejudicial to the interests of the seed

trade, and recommend that every means should be used to prevent

further use of prepared seed for adulteration."'

And it is very much en the proceedings of that meeting that the pre-

sent Bill has been introduced into Parliament ?—Well, I cannot say

that : I must tell you very candidly that I have told Jlr. Sharpe more

than one or twice that I did not think the project would be can'ied out

with any probability of success.

Mr. Brand.—Did you approve of that resolution to which you have

referred ?—Yes.

You were chairman of the meeting ?—Yes.

Yoa did not express any dissent?—It was the sense of the meeting, and

I approved of it to that extent.

Ch-URMAN.—You have told us candidly that it has been your practice*

during the whole of the time that you have been in business, to reduce

your seeds down to a certain growth ?—Yes.

That is, in other words, to adulterate them?—Yes.

Have you continned that practice up to this season ?—I have.

Using killed seeds, or simply inferior seeds ?—Principally the lower

class seed ; but I have used killed seed too.

Nevertheless, I think that you told the honourable member for

South-west Lancashire, that if a customer wrote to you for seed, with-

out giving any special orders, you would send him net seed ?—I said a

private customer.

Then you draw a distinction between a private customer and a

customer in the trade ?—Y'es.

If a customer in the trade had written to you, without giving special

instructions, you would have sent him seed which the trade term " seed

as the trade use it ? "—Yes ; seed of the average growth and quality.

That average being in some cases reduced by the use of killed seed ?

What should you say would be about the average which yon generally

used, about 75 per cent. ?—About 75 for some sorts. For some sorts

you cannot get that average. Mangold, I suppose, would be 100 per cent.

If the retail dealer wished to buy net seed of you, he would not get

it unless he specially stated that he wished it ?—No.

Are you aware whether Melon seed is evtr adulterated ?—It would

not be worth while. All the Melon seed that you would sell would not

be more than two or three pounds a-year. I can answer the question

so far that I never knew it killed.

I suppose that you consider that selling to the retailer in the way in

which you have mentioned is scarcely a fraud, inasmuch as it is the

recognised custom of the trade, and the dealer would be able to a certam

extent, by his own knowledge, to protect himself ?—Unquestionab^ so.

Are you of opinion that'the retail dealers as a rule have a sufficient

knowledge to be able to distinguish pure seed from adulterated :
—Only

hv trial ; proof of growth.

"And with regard to trial, they have no special advantages over tbe

farmer or the eventual consumer of the seed ?—A great number of the

seedsmen who use it are nurserymen who have every advantage, hot-

houses, and so on.
o c *. *i, t

A great many are gi-ccers, and ironmongers, and soon.—But tnat

chiefly applies to the Clover trade ; it does not apply so much to our

trade. .... ,

You have said that yon have been in the habit of mixing your seed
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Bimply for the pnrposo of making it an averago growth*.*—Yes, from no
other motive wlmtcvor.

Ithiishnd notbin;; to <1o with the profit to bo gained by it?—Not n bit.

"\Vo huvo hud it stattd iu tvidenco by ouo witness that there ia no
profit to tlie dcftlor by the aduUerntion ; and by another witness, that
the profit sometimes runs np to y>00 per cent. You oj:;ree with the
former witness ?—Most cortuiuly. The other witness must have meant.
when he spoke of :i{JU per cent., some little trivial thing ; because, iu
imythinq like wholesale transactions, wo know notbin;; of that per-ceut-
age. lie must have meant something like Melon seed, which is worth
a gninoa an ounce.
Then I think I understand from your evidence, that yon would be in

favour of n Bill for preventing the killing of seeds only ?— Killing and
colonrijiL,'.

Bat thut anything beyond that yon consider would create such a con-
fusion iu tho trade that it would bo inexpedient and inadvisable?—

I

think so.

I imac^ine that, in that answer, you arc cousidorini^ simply tho in-
terest of tho trade, and not tlie iutfiest of the public, that is to say, of
-the consumer ?—What would-be to the interest of one would almost be
to the interest of tho other. I think that there mij^ht be some cases
where people who were disposed to bo litigious, or who wanted to back
ont of a transaction, might take advantage of the Bill to do i-o : for in-
stance, if a man bought Clover seed, and the market varied ;'':;. on a
single market, as it docs sometimes, he might have an opportunity of
repudiating that seed by saying, " Oh, your seed is adulterated." He
might buy Mustard seed of me, for instance (these seeds are generally
bought by saiall sample in Mark Laue. of lialf-a-pint to a pint), and look-
ing at it aftei-wards, when tho price had changed, he might say, " Oh,
yoor seed has some Clmrlock in it, and I shall go before a niagi*strate if

yon do not let me off the bargain, and say that it is adulterated."
AVonld not the introduction of a clause that tho information must be

laid ivithin a certain time obviate a difficulty of that sort?—He could
do it iu less than a week. I have known Mustard seed vary 5s. ou a
market day.

Still, all that is in the interest of the dealer that yon are now speak-
ing of ?--More in tho iutere.st of tho trade than anything else.
Can it be in tho interest of the public by any possibihty ?—I do not

know that it can.

Mr. Sh-uv-Lefevke.—Y'on told na that in some seeds the growth
varies very mnch from year to year ?—Yes.
And you mentioned that in Onions there was a variation from 21 per

cent, to UG ?—Y'es.

Supposing that you have grown, under contract with some farmer.
Onion, of which tho germinating power is '24. percent., you do not
destroy that seed ?—No.
Yon keep that and mix it with older seed of a superior germinating

power ?—Yes.
It would not bo to the advantage of the farmers to buy from you that

seed of '21 per cent., as I imagine, though it is net seed ?—No ; they
like to have the best seed.

It is for the convenience of the farmer to mix it with the older seed,
then ?—Yes.

And therefore yon have a large bulk of the superior seed on hand to
mix with the inferior in such a case?—Y'es.

And in that way the custom has arisen of selling seed of an average
growth instead of one varying from year to year?—Yes.
Dr. Playfair.—Is it not a fact that in almost all kinds of seeds yon

have in different countries different growths ?—Yes.
Supposing that you go to the Continent, it may be diffeieut from what

you are growing in England, and so on?—Yes.
There may be large variation in any one year in different districts

and countries ?—Do you alluile now, may I ask, to seed generally ?

Say Turnip and Clover seed, if you like?—Clover I cannot speak to,
Tnmip seed we never import ; then take Onion seed, that seed will
often vary considerably.

Y'ou have told us that you cannot tell seed that is mixed with killed
seed from seed that is mixed with inferior sample, or that it is diilicult
to tell it ?—I think it is difficult. I would bo sorry to swear to it.

Then if this Bill becomes an Act, how are yon' to prove that the seed
of the average which is sold has been brought to that average, cither by
killed seed or by seed of inferior growth?—I think you would have
great difficulty in doing so; if you stopped the killing of seed it would
go a long way to get rid of the evil ; a man who killed seed might be
informed against, but I fear you would not altogether get rid of tho
evil by this Bill,

How am I to tell inferior imported seed which maybe reduced by
tilled seed, if you cannot detect the killed seed?—I do'uot see how you
are to do it.

Chairman.—\Vould you tako in seed which has been naturally
damaged before it leaves the hand of the grower, would you buy such an
article ?—I would not buy it, but I might bo obliged to take it in, because
our contracts are, that they shall be delivered a fair averago sample for
the year, but there is nothing said about tho growth, and that man, per-
haps, is not in any way responsible for the giowth.

^
I think yonr business is principally in garden and Turnip seed ?

Y'es, principally ; we also do In Sainfoin. If you will allow m? to refer
to the subject, that is one of the things which you are reported to have
mentioned in your speech, as being adulterated with Burnet ; well, von
cannot buy Burnet seed so cheap as you can Sainfoin ; it is not tho

seedsman who docs tlie mischief, but the farmer by not pulling the

Bnruet out when he saves seed.

Mit. CoGAN.—You stated that you objected to the provisions of this

Bill, and you gave as an example, that if yon sold Mnstord in which

there happened to be some Charlock, you might bo liable to a penally ?

—I thiul: you mi^^ht, for adulterating it.

The only peualty imposed under this Bill is for mixing hilled and
dyed sef'd with otiier seed, but not for mixing one kind of seed with

another?—Then, perhaps, in my mind I have blended my ideas of the

Bill with what was stated in the Chairmau'f opening speech.

THE INTEUN.\TIOXAL HORTICULTUILVL
EXHIBITION AT H a:\IBUKG.

[Concluded from parfc 206.)

FKUIT TREES AXD NURSERY STOCK.
This portion formed a verj' interesting feature of the Exhibition, to

the gardening commnnity at least. Prizes were offered for all sorts of

fruit trees, sucli as are exposed for sale in the different nurseriea.

This was distinctly a nurseryman's class, so that the competition was
confined to jtist a few of the great fruit-tree nurserymen of France

—

viz.. MM.Jamiu et Dnrand, AndrO Leroy. Louis Leroy, Croux et fila,

Martin lluUer, Baltet, ifcc, closely pressed, however, by Ilerr Jurgens,
of Xienstadten, Holstein, the able designer of the Exhibition grounds.

It was at the International Horticultural Kxhibition in Paris in lS67
that we first saw an exhibition of this sort, and we were well pleased

with it. At Hamburg, however, the Show was on a much larger

scale, covering nearly an acre of ground, which was formed into con-

venieut'sized beds, and tlie trees planted therein, with good broad
gravel walks between. The trees, however, having only been planted
iiere a week or two, had to be divested of all their leaves, which RftTe

the place quite a wintry appearance. All sorts were exhibited, as
common orchard standards, pyramids of all forms, wall fruit trees,

palmetto espaliers, cordons, itc. Many of these forms of trees were
extremely handsome, some very fanciful ; nearly all were exceedingly

good specimens, with their various parts evenly and regularly pro-

portioned. In the matter of fruit-tree training our continental friends

are certainly a long way ahead of us. and from this part of the Exhi-
bition some valuable lessons might have been learned.

^Ve cannot here give a list of all the articles exhibited, or the prizes

awarded to each. We may, however, state that Herr Jiirgens had a

verj- splendid lot of Pear trees, to which the first prize was awarded,
" en pyramide aux ailes "

—

i.e., of pyramidal shape, with the branches

all coming out in regular tiers over each other, so as to give the tree a
sort of winged appearance. These were very regular and very pretty.

Baltet, fi-L-res, horticulteurs, Troyes, came in second with the same
style. For the best wall tree, palmetto form, MAI. Croux et tils were first

with a fine example of a Pear ; M. Baltet second with a Peach which
in our opinion should have been first. For cup-shaped trees M. Baltet

carried off the first prize, and for cordons of three different sizes w©
believe Herr Jurgens was placed first. These trees, however, did not

please us much, as, although they were remarkably well grown, we
could discern but little trace of fruiting buds apou them ; they seemed
more inclined for a rambling growth.
For twelve common standard fruit trees three-years-budded, three

each of Apple, Pear, PInm. and Chcrrv, there were no less than
eighteen competitors, and tho first prize was awarded to a very splendid

lot exhibited by C. Million, Nurseryman, Lubeck. MM. Jamin et

Durand, Andre Leroy, Louis Leroy, Croux et fils, MuUcr, A-'C, all

exhibited a great quantity of their different forms of fruit trees, with

samples of the stocks they are worked on, such as they grow for sale,

which were all deserving of attention.

VEGETABLES.
Of these there was but a very poor display, so far as quality was

concerned. A great number of Potatoes were exhibited : they were,

however, as a rule, small, but some were very large, deep-eyed, and of

a very coarse appearance—not nearly so daiuty as the " praties" of

our own country. Cucumbers were shown largely—but how ? Not as

wo ever see them in this country, but big, yellow, almost ripe, and full

of seeds. In this condition they are always exposed for sale in the

market. How they can be used iu sach condition, however, we have
not the remotest idea, excepting it be for soups—certainly not for

salads as we are accustomed to. An immense quantity of Haricots

(Kidney Beans) and Celeriac (Turnip-rooted Celer}). was also shown,

both of which vegetables are grown and n^isod to a very great extent in

Germany. A beautiful dish of fresh forced Asparagus was shown, and
excellent Cauliflower. Great quantities of Pumpkins, Kohl Rabi,

Black-skinned Turnips, and fine Carrots were also present. The
majority of the articles here, however, presented anything but an
inviting aspect, and contrasted very unfavourably with our own home
productions.

ARRANGEMENT OF FLOWERS.-BOUQUETS, Ac.

For this section a great number of prizes were offered for all styles

of arrangement of Cut Flowers—in the cpergue, for tho dinner-table ;

bouquets in vases, for ball-rooms, for weddings ; for coiffures, wreaths,

garlands, itrc. It was expected that this would form a ver\' interesting

portion of the Show ; with it, however, we were mnch disappointed, as

wo had formed \ery high notions of the skill displayed in flower*
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arrangement by oar German friends. We shall not, however, be going

beyond the bounds of truth when we say that out of the whole collec-

tion (some 200) there was not a single good arrangement of flowers

shown. The common error of attempting to do too much was hero

fully displayed. Instead of a few simple colours being used, har-

monising well the one with the other, the endeavour in every instance

seemed to have been to have variety, the whole being without harmony
and without taste. That which pleased us most was truly the most
simple—composed entirely of sprigs of green Myrtle, with the pretty

white Myrtle dowers intermixed, or stndded over the surface. A little

wreath, composed of the same materials, was also pretty. In contrast

with this modest quiet beauty there was another wreath formed entirely

of the flowers of the double red Pelargonium, also a bouquet in a vase

of the same, intermixed with a little green Fern, which pleased greatly.

These had such an artificial look that it was necessaiy to inspect them
very closely to mate sure of their reality. The novelty of the articles

aged, added to their tasteful arrangement, attracted much attention.

A large bouquet of Roses, measuring about 2 feet in diameter, attracted

a considerable amount of attention, the flowers being beautifully shaded
off in their lUfferent colours, from white in the centre to deep red

outside, reminding one much of the shading of colour in Berlin wool
work. Some of the bouquets and vases of flowers were of an enormous
size, from 2 to ii feet across, and composed of every possible variety

of flower.

Here we observed also, for which prizes were awarded, some fronds

of Cycas revoluta. having attached a small bouquet of white flowers tied

apwith white satin ribbon. It is a custom peculiar to some parts of

Germany, on funeral occasions, for the mourners to carry fronds or

leaves of this plant, and for the coflin, iSrc, to be similarly arrayed.

For this purpose these plants are largely cultivated in Germany, and
the sale of theii- leaves forms one of the most lucrative portions of the
Irade in some of the nurseries.

MACHINERY AND UIPLEMENTS.
In this important section the Exhibition was not so good as might

have been anticipated. Here, however, the English exhibitors greatly

predominated over the German, both in the number and quality of

their articles. Prizes were offered for the best machine for trans-

planting large trees, and for this Messrs. Barron & Son, of BoiTowash,
Derby, Messrs. Peter Smith & Co., of Hamburg, and others competed.
The iirst prize was awarded to Messrs. Smith & Co. ; but upon what
grotmds this judgment could have been arrived at, excepting that in

the one case the machine was altogether larger, and happened to be
loaded with a bigger tree, we, like everyone else who saw the two
machines, entirely failed to make out. We consider this judgment
very unjust, and a piece of gross partiality. We all know in this

country with what perfection Messrs. Barron can and have for many
years conducted this sort of work, and we confess we think it rather
hard for them to be thus beaten by a clumsy lumbering machine like

Messrs. Smith's, which is entirely incapable of performing its work.
The prizes were awarded without a trial of the machines, so that the

Jtiry had nothing to guide them. If Messrs. Barron's request for a
trial had been allowed, the decision must certainly have been reversed.

For mowing machines several English firms competed—viz., Messrs.
Green, Bonlton, Kansomes 6c Sims, and others, the first prize being
awarded to Messrs. Ransomes for, no doubt, a very excellent machine.
Williams's new patent Archimedean lawn mower was also shown.
This, it may be observed, is of an entirely novel construction, the
most simple of aU. There is no box for gathering the grass, that being
scattered on the lawn. It is, in our opinion, the best lawn mower yet
introduced, and the greatest eonomiser of time in the operation.

Messrs. W. S. Boulton, of Norwich, horticultural engineers rising

rapidly into notice, exhibited a large number of garden engines, water-
barrows, garden chairs, Arc, for which they received the prize given
for the largest and best assortment of garden furnitui'e. We can
speak in very favourable terms of their garden engines, which are of

extremely powerful action, and of simple adjustment. Avery inge-

nious watering-pot engine, or syringe combined, was also exhibited,

and for small gardens it might prove extremely useful. Messrs.
Boulton's swing water-barrows are also a great improvement, and
deserve to be better known. The new hydronettts were also exhibited.
We cannot, however, say we admire their action much; the water is

thrown forth in too jerky a fashion instead of gently continuous.
Messrs. Schmidt & Francke, of Osnabruck and New York, exhibited a
great quantity of garden tools—hoes, forks, rakes, axes, hatchets, bill-

hooks, tfcc, of many peculiar forms and patterns. Excepting in the
case of some of the hatchets, which were certainly very recommend-
able. we could see little to take our attention. Messrs. Ch. Delacroix,
Ghent, exhibited a peculiar style of heating apparatus, so peculiar that
we did not in the least understand it, or how the water was made
to circulate

; all the three pipes proceeding from the boiler, and con-
tinuing exactly on the same level the entire distance, which was the
flow or which the return we knew not. All were equally hot through-
out a distance of 50 feet. A first prize was awarded. Shading for

hothouses was also exhibited largely ; the prize was awarded to an
article peculiar to the Continent, where the houses require a thicker
shade than in this country. This shading is simply thin laths, about
an inch in breadth, fastened together by some thick string. This, when
painted green, as it usually is, has a very pretty appearance on the
roofs of the bonses, and may be rolled up as easily as canvas. We
wonder it has never been adopted in this country.

Messrs. C. Buhring & Co., Hamburg, and Silver Street, London,
exhibited a quantity of their new Charcoal Flower Pot. which they are
attempting to introduce. We can as yet say but little about these,
only that we know charcoal is a material very much relished by the
roots of plants. The pots themselves, which are made of a composition
of pitch and charcoal, afterwards burnt, are of very firm substance, yet
very porous, absorbing a great quantity of water, which the charcoal
sweetens, the material acting as a filter. Slabs are also made of this,

which are intended for use as stages, instead of slates, also linings for

walls, &c. We are of opinion that some good will come out of this,

aud that if these charcoal pots, &c., can be produced at a reasonable
price, they will prove very serviceable for some classes of plants.
They deserve a trial, at all events,

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited also a great quantity of

garden tools, knives, tSrc, and there were, besides, many other exhi-
bitions in this section which our space forbids us to notice.

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

One large building was entirely devoted to subjects of a miscellaneons
character—a sort of horticultural museum. Here Senator Goddeffroy,
of Holstein, exhibited an extremely interesting selection of articles

from his private museum—an immense variety of dried Fungi and
Herbaria, &c. Here also Dr. Landois and Dr. Altun exhibited one
of the most interesting collections of Insects, itc, such as are useful or
injurious to vegetable life, that has perhaps ever been seen, these being
accompanied with specimens of their works or depredations on the
various plants. In their various stages of development, they formed a
really useful and instructive exhibition. There was also exhibited a
very tine collection of all resinous matters, copal and other gums, Sec.

Immense quantities of fruits, preserved and dried in every conceivable

way, were likewise shown.
Messrs. Ernst & Von Spreckelsen, -seedsmen, Hamburg, exhibited a

very large and excellent assortment of all kinds of grain, garden seeds,

&"c., arranged in very beautiful order in pretty conical glass bottles.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons also showed a fine collectiou of English garden
seeds.

Messrs. J. M. Krannick, Thuringen, F. & A. Haage, Erftirt, and
A. H. Hdbbel, Hamburg, each exhibited great quantities of flower

stakes, labels, trellises, and fruit boxes, all made and arranged so neatly

that, simple objects as they were, they did not fail to attract a consider-

able amount of attention.

Dried flowers. Everlastings as we call them, were also exhibited in

endless array by Messrs. Hobbel, Hamburg, Handel, & Co., Hamburg,
and others. This is a feature in the floral line which is carried to a
great extent in Germany, and enormous qnantities of these dried

flowers are annually exported. Almost every flower, even the Rose, ia

dried and preserved in the same manner. We believe it is accomplished
by some process of slow baking. The dark colours seem to hold
pretty well ; the light ones, however, are all dingy, and all the bouquets
we have seen made of them have a very flimsy tinselly look, not at all

pretty,

A very remarkable lot of bouquet papers and holders was here also

shown by M. VoUmer and Gustav Demmier, of Berlin. Everj-one who
has had any practice in bouquet-making, and the fitting of the papers

now in common use, well knows what ill-fitting, inconvenient things

they are. Some of the papers exhibited were exceedingly well adapted

for their intended purposes, being made of such a shape as exactly

to fit the shape of the bouquet without cutting or pinning. Some
others of these papers were so elaborately got up—so much fancywork
executed upon them, and so bedecked with ribbons, &c., that, as many
observed, even with the choicest flowers it would be diliicult to teU

which were the prettier, the flowers or the paper holders. These, how-
ever, were simply overdone, in order to show the maker's skill in orna-

mentation.
In the gallery of the great plant house were exhibited a number of

di'awings of horticultural buildings, &c., amongst which there was
nothing very striking. Herr W. Hochstetter, University gardener,

Tubingen, Wuilemburg, exhibited here a vei-y extensive and excellent

collection of dried Conifers—some hundreds of species, all in most
excellent condition, and full of interest.

A very splendid lot of drawings of fruits—Apples and Pears—was
also exhibited by Dr. Ed. Lucas, Director of the Pomological Institut,

Rutlingen. These were well and faithfully executed in colours, and
deservedly admired.
We now close our report of this great Show. Many objects in this vast

gathering, although of much interest, must have necessarily escaped

our notice. It would have been, indeed, impossible to have noticed

all. We have, however, we hope, reported faithfully, and if at times

we have been severe, we believe we have been just.

In the report of last week read " Blankenase," not " Blankenose ;

'

" Nie/istadten," not " Nie^/stadten ;

" "Bo.vkoop," not "Borkoop;"
" Brockenberg,'' not " Brockenberg ;" " Aulnay Lez-Sceaux," not
" Av€iia.y liiz-Seea-ux ;" " Villa Monrepos," not^Maunssas :" "Bigar-

reau Monrepos," not " Bigarreau Jllauresses ;'* "Marien, Baumanns
rother winter," not "Marien Baumanns rother winter."

Crystal Palace.—A fine spar of Abies Douglasii (135 feet

above the ground) has been erected as a flag mast adjoining the

Tropical Department on the road front of the Palace ; a flag
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was hoisted npon it for the fiiBt time on Wednesday, the 8tb

inst., the stars and stripes being appropriately bo faononred.

The mast was presented to the Company by the late Governor
of British Colombia, Frederick Seymour, Esq.

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
Hathen's Red Gage (Reine Claude Ronge de Hathen).

—

This is a new Plam, sent us by Mr. Rivers. It is large ; in

size, form, and coloor, it is very like Victoria ; but the flavour

is like that of a Gage, the flesh separates freely from the stone,

and the juice is very rich. This is a great acquiBition ; the

young wood is bright and smooth, while that of Victoria is

downy.

Yellow JIagnum Bokcm.—This is another Plum sent

by Mr. Rivers. It is perfectly distinct from 'White Magnum
Bonum. It is a medinm-sized oval fruit, with a dull yellow

skin sprinkled with red dots ; it is also a clingstone and with
a rich flavour ; the young shoots are smooth. All these are

characters which bring it very near Jefferson and Coe's Golden
Drop.

My Lawtok and Dohchester Blackeekhieb are ripe

(August 20th). They are at least five or six weeks earlier than
our English sort, their berries more conical, and not quite so

large as we have on our Brambles in good soils. They have the

same flat, mawkish flavour. Thousands of bushels are sent

to the markets in the northern States of America, where they
are very popular. It is curious to note this boyish taste in

our transatlantic cousins ; they must be very simple and inno-

cent, for here Blackberries are only eaten by very young folks.

The Early Favocbite Plc^si.—This nice early Plum
was raised many years ago by Mr. Rivers with the Early Pro-
lific, and is often mistaken and sent for it. It is, however, '

quite distinct, having downy shoots, and fruit smaller and more '

round. Against a south wall it often ripens early in July. It

is so juicy and refreshing, as to remind one of a Black Ham-
burgh Grape.

Messes. Bunyaed & Som, of Maidstone, have sent us
again fruit of that delicious little seedling Apple we figured

and described last year, in Vol. XV., page 281. It is all

flavour, and the flesh is very tender. It is a pity it is so small,

bnt in this respect it will rank among Apples, as the Seckle

does among Fears.

TiiE Atlas Nct.—We have had a Nut sent us by Mr.
Rivers called the Atlas Nut, bnt why so named we do not know.
The nut is short and roundish, and of a good size, a good deal
like the true Cob (not the Kentish Cob) ; but has a long huek
projeciing beyond the nut. It produces fruit from seven to

eigbt in a cluster, and the kernel is very fall and firm. The
shell is pale brown.

THE STORM OF SEPTEMBER lliii.

Last night (11th inst.j, or rather this morning, this neigh-
bourhood was visited by a most terrific storm of wind and rain,

doing great damage to the Hop plantations and fruit crops in

the neighbourhood. Coming as it did from the south-west,

and there being a valley from that direction to Lillesden, it

bad a most damaging effect on these gardens. Bushels of fruit

of different kinds are blown down, and some trees ; while the
green crops, such as late Peas, Scarlet Runners, and Broccoli,

are blown in all directions, and the foliage much battered

about. In the more ornamental portion of the grounds Urge
limbs are blown off trees, and other damage done. Even some
standard Laurustinuses in slate tubs, weighing 2cwt. each,
were blown over; but it is surprising to see how well the
Wellingtonia, Pinus insignia, and Taxodium sempervirens
stand the wind in an exposed place like this, while the Deodar,
Douglas Fir, and Pinus excelsa, appear affected by it, though
not so much so as at some places.—T. Record, Lillesden Gar-
dens, Staplehunt, Kent.

[We have received similar accounts from Mr. Perkins,

Thornham Hall Gardens, Suffolk, and other correspondents.]

"•\XTLO IS TO BLAME'.'"
The remarks of " C. C. E.," in last week's Journal surprise

OS, and as we (in conjunction with Messre. Hurst & Son),

introduced Laxton's Supreme Pea to the public, we hasten
to reply.

Presuming that your correspondent purchased the true va-
riety in a sealed packet, his experience is astonishing, and as
far as onr reports go, exceptional. It is a well-known fact,

that to publish an actual standard of the height of Peas is

impossible, inasmuch as on some soils and under certain in-
fluences Peas run quite away from their real character. With
this fact in view, we endeavour, when deciding the description
of any new Pea we may introduce, to fix the standard as that
most likely to be generally acknowledged, and in this instance
we were guided by the reports of the Royal Horticultural
Society, and our own observations during trial.

We feel sure, therefore, many readers of the Journal will be as
much surprised as ourselves at • C. C. E.'e " remarks on this

point. Now, as to our statement of the qualities of Laxton's
Supreme Pea, it is sustained by several published authorities.

In addition, a correspondent in Yorkshire forwards a provincial
newspaper announcing a show of Peas, from which we extract

the following :
—" All the Peas shown were Laxton's Supreme,

a new and superior kind. There were twenty dishes shown.
The smallest number of Peas in each pod was eigbt, the
largest containing thirteen, the average being ten."

Another correspondent. Mr. Henry May, seedsman, Bedale,
says— '• I think Laxton's Supreme an improvement on Prolific.

It took the first prize at Carthorpe Show, beating Veitch'e Per-
fection and other well-known kinds."
We may also mention, that at the Manchester Meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society, in the collection of vegeta-
bles that secured the Cellini cup prize, the Peas shown were
Laxton's Supreme and Laxton's Prolific. We are constantly
receiving similar evidence, whilst the gratifying reports ap-
pearing almost incessantly in the gardening journals are
worthy of note. As regards the price of an article, it is worth
just what it will fetch, and in practice we may mention, that

if we had possessed three times the quantity of the Pea in
question, we could have sold it at the same price. From
this it appears to us that there is a large section of the garden-
ing world who do not look upon Ss. lid. per half pint as a high
price for a first-class novelty. In his condemnation of Lax-
ton's Supreme, " C. C. E." pits his judgment against the
decisions of the Royal Horticultural Society's trials at Chis-
wick during two years, and also against the judgment of our-
selves and Messrs. Hurst & Son, who were induced to give

something like £100 per bushel for stock seed, because we
fancied, and are still of opinion, that it is a grand Pea.

If seedsmen are enterprising enough to give these large

amounts for really good novelties, " C. C. E." must expect to

pay 3^-. 6d. for a sample, or look at the Peas in his neighbour's
garden instead of his own. We may add, that we have several

other first-class Peas of Mr. Laxton's which we intend offering

to the public, and before we introduce them we do not expect

them to please everybody, but we are equally certain the
majority of the gardening community will thank us for bring-

ing them under the pubUc notice.

—

James Cabteb & Co.

A FE"W OF THE FERNY COMBES OF NORTH
DEVON.

The angle formed by the meeting of the bases of two ad-
joining bills has various names, and I have seen examples of

all such angles—the Valleys of Switzerland, the Glens of Scot-

land, the Dales of Derbyshire, the Vales of Somersetshire and
Wales, the Ghauts of India, and the Passes in many lands, yet

none resemble the Combes of Devon. These Combes are many-
branched ; have breadths of grass so green, have such steep

sides, often wooded, always densely clothed with entangled
underwood and briars, are threaded by a stream, and are rich

in Ferns. Their soil, their climate, their shade, render them
specially the home of Ferns—they abound and thrive rarely.

And so do legends. There are near the shore of North Devon
more than twenty places with names ending in Combe, and I

verily believe each Combe has its legendary tale, always a com-
bination of love, murder, catastrophes, skeletons, and ghosts.

I have heard a dozen such. There is Crosscombe near Lynton
has two legends, for there flits the ghost of the daughter of

one with the unpronounceable name of De Wchchalse, who
threw herself in despair from Duty Point when the noble lover

who had wooed and won her proved false ; and there the spirit

of Sir Arthur Chichester wanders on the coast as penance for

his sins. Then there is Woolacombe, where the ghost of the
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De Tracy who aided in mardericg Becket is doomed for ever

to make wisps of unadhesive sand. Since that murder they

say hereabouts
" All the Tracevs
Have the wind in their faces."

Shall I mention any more of these wild traditions ? Yes, one

more, that of Chambercombe. This genuine example of a

North Devon Combe is about two miles from Ilfracombe, about

one mile from Bicklescombe, and the same distance from

Warmscombe ! Its steep sides are clothed with Oaks ; along

its bottom rapidly runs a stream ; Ferns, as well as Geranium
phseom, and EroJium moschatum, and Aquilegia vulgaris

abound ; and not far off—at Hele, is found the wild Balm.

Long have the Champemownes been connected with this por-

tion of Devon ; but the earliest notice of their connection is

especially applicable to my notes, for in the eighteenth year

of the third Edward's reign, more than five centuries since,

" William Champernoun " had wrongfully deprived James de

Audeley of the right

of presentation to the
church of " Ilfrid-

oombe," as it was
then spelt. Champer-
nonscombe, as it was
once called from be-

longingto that family,

was estreated to the

crown
;
yet a member

of the family con-

tinued its tenant, and
by his ability as a far-

mer acctunulated mo-
ney. His only child, a

daughter, was united
to a wealthy foreigner,

and her father after

the lapse of some
years began to see a
prospect of repurchas-
ing the forfeited es-

tate. At this juncture,

during the night.when
one of those fearful

storms which visit our
western coasts was
raging, a vessel bound
for Bristol was driven
on the rocks nearest to

Champernonscombe.
The tenant saved a

lady from the wreck,

and carried her home.
About her person and
fastened round her
waist were jewels of

great value and a large

Bum of money. To all

inquirers he said he
knew of no survivor

of the wreck. He appropriated her property to his own
use. and was thus enabled to complete the purchase of the
estate. The lady had not survived the injuries she had re-

ceived ; and to conceal the body he boarded up the window,
and built up with cob the doorway of the small room in which
her body was lying. Ere long information reached him. show-
ing that it was his own widowed daughter who had thus
perished on her voyage back to her old home. Her father
could now no longer endure to dwell on the estate he had so
long coveted and by intended fraud had purchased. He let the
whole, stipulating that no one should reside in the house, and
this vacancy he provided should be continued for several gene-
rations. At length it passed into other hands ; and it being
observed that there were five windows but only four chambers,
an opening was broken into the closed room. In it were a bed
druped and a lady's dresses, all of the style prevalent during
the days of the last of the Stuarts, and "in the bed was the
skeleton of a woman. The confessional narrative was found
among the papers of her father. The house, of which I send
you a sketch, is at the end of a Combe which I visited oftener
than others in search of Ferns.

North Devon is truly " The Land of Ferns," and deserves
this title, not only because of their there abotrnding, but because

you continually fall in with something or some one demon-
strating their prevalence and their culture. By the [side of

every country path you observe fragments of fronds, j telling

that collectors have passed that way. In the front of cottage

! doors, far away from a town, you see boards bearing inscrip-

tions such as this—" Ferns sold here by John Lewis." In the
towns there are professed Fern-growers and Fern-propagators.
There are two such in Ilfracombe, named Moule and Didds.
They have followed the employment for years, and have ferne-

ries—terraces cut on the shady side of a rock, in which they
grow not only the species but many of their chief varieties.

j

They have small greenhouses, and there in pans I saw thou-
' sands of seedlings raised for sale and to test whether the varie-

ties are permanent. I have always upheld local naturalists'

clubs, because I know from personal experience the protecting

influence of those associations. The man who has such a
mental employment and congenial companions for his leisure

hours, has a sound and evergreen fence against evil. Such a club
is that of Todmorden
in Lancashire, and no
belter evidence of its

good infiuence need be
quoted than that its

secretary and some of

its members had tra-

velled into North De-
von, and enlisted Sir.

Dadds as their guide

in search of Ferns.

The very donkey-
drivers are learned in

Ferns, and I especially

recommend one of

them, Mrs. Eowe, to

those of your readers
who are lovers of

Ferns and whovisitll-
fracombe. She knows
where the species

are to be found, and
I tried in vain to

puzzle her by show-
ing her mutilated
fronds. The Maiden-
hair, she says, is ob-

tained now not only

from 'U'hite Pebble
Bay, but from a bay
just beyond Helesbo-

rough and from Luudy
Island. The history

of this worthy Fem-
and-donkey woman is

not without interest,

and points a moral.

She was a lady's ser-

vant, took to herself

a husband, and when
the loss of an arm

disabled him from pursuing his usual occupation, they, noway
daunted, became the owners of donkeys and donkey-chairs,

and guides to the Fern-seekers.

Here, too, resides the authoress of that pleasant little book
" Ferny Combes.'' None but a lover of the wUd and the beau-

tiful could have written its eight introductory chapters. She
is the wife of the Rev. Mr. Chanter, rector of Ilfracombe, and
there is a biography in this dedication of her volume—" To
the Reverend Charles Eingsley and Mrs. Eingsley, this little

book is affectionately dedicated by their daughter, as a small

token of the gratitude due to them for awakening and fostering

in their children a love of nature and beauty." May she and
her husband attain the age and be as adhesive as his ancestor,

whose memorial in the churchyard records that he lived for

ninety-three years, during seventy of which he was perpetual

curate of Hartland.
Every one who is not blind must have noticed here and else-

where how the love of plants and their culture clings to man,
woman, and child ; even when Uving in an attic in the closest

alley of a town they will have a " Geranium " or a Fuchsia in

a pickle-jar or a dilapidated teapot. I once saw a permanent

garden on a canal barge. Schoolboys have thek gardens,

and even old college professors, like Dr. Jowitt, will have a
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plot, and stir it with a trowel, even after being lampooned
thiu :

—

" Professor Ji»witt a littlo garden made,
And round it put a little palllsade.
A little Rardcn tiikolh littlo wit to show it,

And little wit had littlo Dr. Jowltt."

This, and much more to tho same purpose, came to my re-
membrance when looliinp from my window at Ilfracombe I saw
a miniature garden, which a table-cloth would cover, havinR a
narrow walk all round, a narrower border crammed with pigmy
plants next the enclosing walls, and a grass plot in tho centre,
BO small that its owner was mowing it—clipping it I should
say, with a pair of scissors.

Of extensive gardens I saw but few in North Devon, and in
them Die horticulture was not of superlative excellence. Tho
culture of culinary vegetables is there more successfully pur-
sued than that of ornamental plants, and I was esrcciallv in-
terested by the prevalent mode of taking up the Potato crop.
The soil is light, and usually are the ridges of Potatoes on a
Bteep slope. The only implement used is a long-bladed hoe,
and beginning at the lowest end of each ridge, this long blade
is struck into it beneath each Potato plant, and a pull towards
the operator brings all the tubers rolling to his feet. The soil
and climate are favourable to the growth of the Potato, and
upon my so observing to a gentleman whom I casually met
daring i,ne of my rambles, he repUed, " So my ancestor thought,
when he, the first field-cultivator of it, planted them near
Exeter, exactly one hundred years since." Who mv informant
was I know not; but i\[r. Huberts, in his " Social History," i

eays " One Moore, an Irishman, planted the first field of Pota- •

toes in Devon, at Poltimore, where he resided." Poltimore is I

about five miles from Exeter.
Although there is no very superior flower gardening in North

Devon, yet a love of flowering plants prevails there among all
classes, as it does elsewhere in England ; and if a Eose tree,
Fuchsia, or Myrtle is planted and left to itself, and unprotected,
the climate is so genial, that it attains a size and vigour never
witnessed in our colder localities. This was further impressed
upon me by seeing near Lee Bay a hedge of Veronica Ander-
sonu. It is a common error to connect the name of North
Devon with the conclusion that its climate must be more severe
than that of South Devon. So far is this from being tho truth,
that the mean temperature of Ilfracombe, Lynmouth, and
their coast vicinities is slightly higher than that of Torquay,
%vith this additional advantage, that the average summer tem-
perature is lower, and the average winter temperature is higher
—a fact explicable by our knowledge of the Gulf stream flow-
ing along its shore.

In no other year have I noted such a frequent occurrence of
white variegation in the foliage of our native hedge-row plants.
Such abnormal colouring is rarely permanent ; but this is not
the case, we know, with our garden plants, cultivated for this
peculiarity. I was introduced, at Chippenham, to a geutlemnu
who admires especially white-variegated-leaved plants, and he
showed me a Wych Elm in his garden that has the natural
green foliage on its topmost and lowest boughs, whilst those on
the central branches are white. This gentleman, Charles
Bailey. Esq., is onoof those who indulge largely in " the luxury
of doing good." Not only has he built residences and endowed
them for decayed practitioners of medicine and their widows,
but 15 generally the friend of the distressed. His scientific
collections show that his head as well as heart " turns to what 's

most wholesome," and liis garden evinces that admiration of
things graceful is not incompatible with a love of things of
thought, and things of kindhness.

I must now lay down my pen, for I had only a Parthian glance
at that most Swiss-like district of North Devon about Lynton.
If Moore had seen the "Waters' Meet" near Lvnmouth, he
would not have written, unless as specially applicable to it—

"Tliero is not in tlie wide world a valloy so sweet
As tho vale in whoso bosom tho bright waters meet."

If the poet had looked upon the North Devon " Waters'
Meet," he would have seen that the Combe, in which join the
streams of the Lyn and the Brend, is quite as " sweet " as that
•valley in Ireland where those of the Avon and Avoca unite.—G.

DEATH OF MR. A^EITCH.
It is again our painful duty to record tho death of another

eminent horticulturist—one whose name has been often on the
lips, and prominently in the minds, of all lovers of plants
wherever civilisation has spread. On Friday last, tho 10th

inst., died at Stanley Hodm, King's Bnad, Chelsea, Mr. Jimsb
Veitch, the head of the firm of James Veitch & Sons, aged 51.
Mr. Veitoh was the third in succession of three generations

of nurserymen of his name, who for nearly n century have
occupied a prominent poaition in that branch of indastry. His
grandfather, n native of Jedburgh, in Scotland, oalahlished a
nursery at Kdlerton, near Exeter, towards the end of the last
century, and there the subject of this notice and his father
were born ; the former on the 24lh of May, 1815, and the
latter in 1792.

Early in hfe Mr. Veitch exhibited those tastes and qualities
of mind which developed with his yeors, and combined to
make him in afterlife Ibe man he was. When yet young Lis
father cent him to London to gain the experience which at
that time could only bo obtained in a London nursery. The
provincial cstsblii^bmenls were in those days much more de-
pendant on the London nurseries for novelties and sapplies
than they are now; and it was to Lnndon—severed though
it was at that lime from the rest of the country by long
roads, and reached only by stage coaches and stage waggons
—that all who wanted improvement and extended experience
and knowledge, were usually attracted. Mr. Veitch, always
ardent in the love of his pursuit, was first sent to the nursery
of Chandler .t Son, of Vauxhall. at that time the special at-
traction for the culture of the Camellia, and then lor a short
time to that of Mr. lloUisson, of Tooting, in whose family he
resided. We mention this fact because it has a bearing on
Mr. Veitch's future, and on that of the Exeter and Chelsea
nurseries. As his son was at Mr. llollisson's for improvement,
and at the same time living in his family, Mr. Veiich, senior,
prudently thought that some compensation was due for the
favours his son was receiving, but the Messrs. EoUi.'^son firmly
declined to entertain any such proposition ; and Mr. Veitch
commissioned the subject of this memoir, before leaving
Messrs. Fiullisson, to purchase from them plants to a certain

amount, as a graceful acknowledgement of the favours and ad-
vantages he had received in their establishment. Orchids
were at that time just coming into vogue, and our young nnr-
seryman exercised his taste and his judgment in making a
selection of Orchids, among which were Oocidium papilio and
other rarities of that period, with which he started on his way
homewards ; and these were the beginnings of those Orchid
collections %vhich have now for many years made the nurseries
of the Veitches famous.
About this time the long-contemplated removal of the nur-

sery from KiUerton was being carried out ; and whether it was
in consequence of the new ideas and fresh impulse he had
acquired by his experiences in London, or the natural develop-
ment of an establishment which had still within it the united
judgment of sire and grandsire. true it is that from the time of
Mr. James Veitch's return to Devonshire the Exeter establish-
ment took a development which progressed with wonderful
rapidity, and never ceased till it became without exception the
most important and noted of the provincial nurseries. The
Orchid purchase, and we suspect also the fresh knowledge
which only stimulated a taste already strong, had their effects

in giving a direction to the nature of the business which was
in future to be the distinguishing characteristic of Mr. Veitch's

life. It was not long before a search for Orchids and new
plants was to be made in their native habitats rather than in
the London nurseries, and accordingly in the year 1840 Mr.
William Lobb was despatched to Brazil to enrich tho Exeter
Nurseries, and through them the plant collections of England.
A house was erected specially in which to raise (he seeds sent
home by Mr. Lobb ; and among the first of his introductions

were Dipladeuia spleudens, Hindsia violscea. Gloxinia epeciosa
var. maorophylla variegate. Begonia coccinca, Mauettia bicolor,

Echitcs atropurpurea and hirsuta, Hypccyrta strigillosa, Stig-

mapbyllon ciliatum and heterophyllum, Tropiculum azureum,
Kondektia longiflora, Gesiiera polyantha, and many others.

Encournged by tho success that attended Mr. William Lobb's
mission, about three years after his departure for Brazil his

brother, Mr. Thomas Lobb, was sent to Java, and there began
the foundation of tho Orchid collections, which culminated iu

what may be now seen in the exhibitions of Messrs. Veitch and
Sons at the great shows and in their immense collection at

Chelsea. Those who knew Mr. Veitch well could imagine tha
delight with which he would hail among the first receipts from
Java such plants as Phalirnopsis grandiflora and Vanda suavis,

for they were of the earliest that arrived. To follow out in
detail all that was done by the Messrs. Veitch of Exeter would
occupy more space than we have at command. The time came
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when the eubjecl; of our notice was constrained to remove from
the parent establishmout. An opportunity offered which, with

his keen perception, ho saw opened a field for his energy and
enterprise, which the narrow hmits of a country nursery did

not ailord, and accordingly in April, 1853, he left Exeter and
came to Loudon.
For a loQ^ series of years the Exotic Nursery of Joseph

Knight, of Chelsea, carried the swsy as the centre of attraction

for new and rare plants ; but at the period about which we are

now writing it had fallen much into decay, and required new
life and energy to resuscitate it. Tiiere was none better quali-

fied for such a task than Mr. Veitcb, who in April, 1853, be-

came the purchaser and sole proprietor, though the designation

of the firm was " Veitch & Sou, of Chelsea and Exeter ;" the

same accord continuing between the two establishments, al-

though in reality separate and distinct. The history of this

establishment has been the history of English horticulture

for the last sixteen yeors. The collectors who were sent out
and the plants which were sent home all added fresh lustre

to a nursery which bad at its head more fire and energy,
coupled with keen perception and sound judgtnent, than perhaps
fell to the lot of any other in the kingdom. Among these
collectors let us not forget to mention his own son Mr. John
Gould Veitch, who in his one journey to Japan and tlie East,
and his other to Australia and the South Pacitic Archipelago,
added numerous treasures to the botanical and horticultural
wealth of this country.
In sixteen years, through the exertions of this one man, and

yet ably seconded by two sons, who.«e devotion has been only
second to that of their father, the Exotic Nursery at Chelsea,
with its extensive adjuncts of Coombe Wood and Fulham, has
risen to be the largest and most prosperous in England. May
we not say in Europe?
And now his labours are ended, the work he had to do has

been accomplished, and ho has retired to his rest, leaving be-
hind him those who are fully qualified by their knowledge and
experience, and devotedness to their pursuit, to maintain the
position and reputation their father has built up.
The disease from which Mr. Ytitch suffered was an affection

of the heart. For nearly twelve months he has not taken an
active part in busines?, the whole management having devolved
on his sons. Yet there were no symptoms which gave rise to
any immediate appreheusion of danger. Three days before his
death he deliberately walked up to Brompton Cemetery, which
is close by, and without the knowledge of any of his family
selected the spot for a family grave. He could not be assured
as to the depth which he required being attained, and left the
completion of the purchase till that could be decided ; but
with all his business habits to the last, ho stood by till the
attendant with a spade marked out the space, so that, as he
expressed it, " If anybody should want it, it belongs to me."
The day previous to his death ho received a visit from his old
collector, Mr. Thomas Lobb, and whether the excitement con-
sequent on the pleasure he derived from seeing his old friend,

or that nature itself was exhausted, is not known, but on the
following morning at a little after three o'clock, he felt an op-
pression in breathing, and with all his faculties about him, and
surrounded by the members of his family, he breathed his last.

We understand that the business of the Rjyal Exotic Nur-
sery will be continued as usual in its integrity. No change
will take place either in the organisation or in the working,
but all will be conducted as it has hitherto been with that care
and energy which havealready secured for it so high a position.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OAKDEN.

The weather being favourable, proceed with work which can
be most advantageously done when the soil is in good condi-
tion. It is advisable to adopt precautions at this moment, to
avert the effects of early frosts from the last crops of Kidney
Beam and other tender vegetables. If Globe Artichokes are
desired at an early period of the year, some strong suckers
should now be selected and potted ; if protected by being placed
in a cold pit throughout the winter, and planted out early in
the spring, they will bear at least a fortnight sooner than the
old plants. Prick out an adequate supply of young Cabbage
plants. A good store of Lettuces should bo planted in a posi-
tion where they can be protected from heavy rains. The
general crop of Onions will be fit for housing by this time ; see
that no decayed bulbs are stored with the rest. The ground
they have occupied should be dug on their removal. Cabbages

would be a good successional crop. Lights from the Melon
pits, sloped against the wall, will both protect the Tu}natocs and
hasten the progress of their fruit. Thin young crops of
Spinach, Turnips, &c., before they become weakly and drawn
through standing too closely together. Slir the surface of the
soil deeply among growing crops, to admit air to the roots and
keep down weeds. Manure spare ground, and dig or trench it

for another crop whenever time eau be spared.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Remove rubliih of all descriptions from fruit-tree borders.

No obstacles should prevent the roots having the full advantage
of favourable weather. Gather carefully the various Pears and
A <ples as they arrive at their full growth. Discard at once
bruised fruit, it entails ultimate trouble.

FLOWEI; GAKDEN.
Should the Verbenas or other mass flowers show signs of ex-

haustion, manure water will be found a useful stimulant ; it is

advisable to induce a vigorous growth in Verbenas at this
period, and so manage to repress the mildew. See that faded
blossoms and seeds are regularly removed from beds, other
blossoms will be thus encouraged ; much of the vital energy
of a plant is expended in the perfection of its seeds. As soon
as the beds can be spared they should be prepared for the re-

ception of bulbs. Where many cut flowers are required, it is

of great advantage to possess a flower border near any large

building, for the heat thrown off by the latter at night is suffi-

cient to prevent injury from early frosts, or a little covering at

night secures their safety. In other cases certain beds should
be selected and regularly matted at night. Use the present
opportunity of effecting a complete clearance of weeds from
walks and borders. As has been often recommended, give care-

ful attention to young stock, and recollect that sturdy, well-

rooted plants are much easier to winter than large plants with
long-jointed soft wood. With good convenience, late-rooted

cuttings may still be potted-off, but unless they are very close

together in the cutling-pots, it is better to winter them in
these rather than shift at this season, for they occupy much
less space in the cutting-pots, and having more room for
their roots, they are frequently more healthy, and require less

attention in winter than those which are potted singly. Square
pans, 12 inches wide f.nd 5 inches deep, are very suitable for

wintering cuttings of Verbenas, Lobelias, and other plants
which can be kept in a small state. One of these will hold
twenty good plants, and with care, to prevent their being in-

jured by damp, they may ba wintered quite as well treated in

this manner, as if potted singly in 4-inch pots, and a vast

number may be stored in a small space. Where cuttings of

such plants have to be kept in cold frames or pits, the plants
should be potted singly, as they would be very liable to damp-
off, notwithstanding every care, if placed thickly together in
pans, and put where it may be impossible to give sir for weeks
together. The practice of wintering bedding stock in unsuit-
able places, is generally adopted from some mistaken notion of

economy ; but if a fair calculation of the time required to

attend to plants wintered in this way could be made, and all

the losses taken into account, it would be found to greatly

overbalance the trifling cost of putting up a proper heating
apparatus, and consuming a few bushels of coke or coal an-
nually.

GEEENHODSE AND CONSERVATOET.
In the management of the majority of plants in these struc-

tures, it is very desirable to produce a robust hardy growth,
and afterwards to lessen the activity of vegetation, that they
may gradra'ly accommodate themselves to the changing cir-

cumstances of the season. Ventilation judiciously managed
will assist in accomplishing the desired result, and water will be
required in less quantities both for the roots and foliage. Be
prepared with specimen plants in flower to supply the place of

those going out of bloom. If early Camellias are wanted, let

some of the most forward be placed in a rather close house to

induce them to open their buds, giving them a regular supply of

manure water. Some of the earliest Epacrises may be placed
in a close part of the greenhouse, where they will soon open their

blossoms ; also Daphnes and many other plants, provided their

flowering buds are prominent. Aim at keeping the atmosphere
of the house rather dry, using just enough fire heat in damp
cold nights to allow of giving suflicient air to keep the atmo-
sphere in motion, so as to prevent damp from being injurious.

Shake out and repot Pelargoniums which are sufficiently ad-

vanced after having been cut back, keeping them rather close

and moist until they strike into the fresh soil. Plants, how-
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ever, that are fairly establisbed after repotting caa bardly be too
freely exposed to the air, or kept too cool. Let Cinerarias also
be kept cool and moist, and attend to repotting sucb as may
require it. Trimulas must likewise be carefully attended to iu
order to encourage lliom to make rapid growtb, particularly the
double varieties. Summer flowering twiners, which usually
become unsightly about this season, should be cut back rather
freely, likeivise any others that will bear this treatment.
Shade can now well be dispen'sed with ; therefore, not a spray
that can be spared should be left to obstruct the light.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Continue to pot-off cuttings from the first batch of bedding

plants. It is important to have Scarlet Pelargoniums esta-
blished and hardened before winter. Pot Neapolitan Violets,
and let them be plunged in a frame. Lily of the Valley for
forcing should now be potted, and Mignonette placed on an
exposed and warm shelf in the greenhouse. A week or two
after the cuttings are struck, let them have a few weeks out
cf doors if possible. This will revive them much before
winter, and will also enable them to bear confinement better.—W. EzAXE.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
What a pity that fine bright weather should ever do harm !

For a month or six weeks, we question if the flower beds ever I

looked more full of bright blossoms, and the foliage, though not
massive, was of a healthy preen. By the 7th one of our chief
reservoirs of water was "exhausted, and watering flower beds
became quite out of the question. On the afternoon of the 9th
the plants in some beds began to flag, though they had been
mulched to keep moisture in. We had lightning all night
on the inh, and thunder and rain on the 10th, and though
the rain has been a blessing to fields, pastures, gardens, and
even eventually to flower gardens, it has in the meantime, in
connection with the strong winds in the afternoon, shorn the
beds for a time of their beauty. Blooms that would have stood
the dryness a few days longer, fell or became blotched under
the force of the rain and winda. Some excellent masses of the
old Brilliant Pelargonium looked on Saturday morning like so
many half-drowned mice. Fortunately we had picked a number
cf beds, removing the decayed flowers, and these picked beds
stood the rains well. If it can be accomplished, it is better to
remove such flowers before than after rain, as many faded
blooms disfigure and discoluur what would be sound blooms.
The refreshing showers, the most effective we have had since
May, will give us a fine appearance again in a few days, and, if

we have a fine open autumn, will render us independent of
much rain for some time. The frost hurt us a little, still

nothing to speak about, but the drought, notwithstanding all

our care, was beginning to tell upon us, and all the more as we
were husbanding the little water left. We went over a bed
lately to gather a handful of Heliotrope flowers, as these were
dropping and withering from the dryness, but now they are
coming plump again. The lawn, just showing a little sign of
distress, is now assuming its bright green mantle, which helps
to make everything look so much better. For some time we
have allowed the machines to do no more than just nip the
outjutting points, as it is bad policy to cut close in such dry
weather. The effects of the rain on the kitchen garden have
been such that we shall not need the water barrel, except for
fresh-planted crops. Turnips will be greatly benefited.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Cleared oil a part of our crop of DnUms, placing the bulbs

under cover until we find time to string them. Put a little
dung on tne surface, and trenched it down fully IS inches,
thinking the ground rich enough to bear a heavy" crop of Cab-
bages. In this ground planted our earliest plants intended for
the spring, in rows, makiug a furrow for the plants, so as to
hold water. Our Onions, though there is a heavy crop, are not
individually very large, and in trenching up the ground our
only surprise was, that the bulbs were so fine as they are, as,
for the depth specified, the soil seemed to be next to dust-dry

;

so dry that, though it is rather stiff, it would scarcely lie on the
spade to be turned over. Roots of Onions were found, however,
deeper than our trenching. There seemed to be a good quantity
of sweet decayed dung in the ground, and we preferred giving
no more, as too much at this time, if at all rank, is apt to make
the plants over-luxuriant in winter, and, therefore, more liable
to be injured by severe frosts, and if the weather is very mild,
makes them liable to bolt instead of heart in the spring."

Almost every one has his pet vegetable, bat commend as to
a crisp Cabbage in spring, just hearted enough to begin to
blanch its heart leaves a little without being hard. To obtain
a nice Cabbage early, and yet prevent running to flower, is a
matter demanding some consideration, and one means of se-

curing it is to avoid heavily manuring with rank dung at this
season. If an Onion quarrer was well treated in spring, the
dung given now should chiefly go to the bottom of the trench.
As rotation, we like Onions to follow Celery, and Cabbage to

follow Onions. Without extra preparations. Onions after Cab-
bages are one of the worst of rotations : under ordinary treat-

ment we should expect to see all the ills to which Onions are
liable.

Sowed the last Cauliflowers and Lettuces ; we merely scratched
the surface of the ground for the latter, and covered with
fine soil. These are intended to be thinned, and to stand and
perfect themselves in spring. When thinned, it is easy to give

a little help from manure then, if deemed necessary. They
will withstand the winter all the better if the soil beneath them
is comparatively hard and poor. Firm, not luxuriant, growth
is desirable. Cauliflower viiU often succeed well if sown at the
foot of a wall, and treated in the same way. In fact, we have
often known the plants withstand a severe winter, when those
protected by frames and hand-lights had gi%en way. Sowed
Radishes, thinned and hoed Spinach, itc.

FRUIT GAEDEN.
We shall not be greatly troubled with late fruit on walls this

season. Even Plums will soon be over, and we gather them
when about ripe, or rather before it, to keep flies and wasps
from them. The most forward Apples and Pears are being
gathered for use, and such kinds as Williams's Bon Chrttien
are gathered at intervals, and forwarded in rotation in a warm
place, so as to prolong the season.

ORNAMENTAL DEP.lETltENT.

The rains, as already stated, have tarnished for a time the
brightness of the flower beds, but less so than might be ex-

pected. The dryness of the beds so far increased the evil, as

then the flowers and their petals are more easily shaken off.

We have often proved that when plants are artificially watered
at the roots previously, rains, though heavy, do less injury to

the blooms. In our case we saw clearly, that without rain or

watering, some of our best beds would not have stood many
more days of such scorching weather. There are some plants

that no rains will over hurt, as Heliotropes and Ageratums.
Calceolarias are only deprived of the blooms that would soon

fall naturally, whilst the very thing is given that will ensure a
continuance. Scarlet Pelargoniums with many massive heads
of bloom fully ripe, suffer most. The Nosegay section suffer

least, and in proportion to the smallness of the petals, as the

wind and the rains pass between them. The other kinds suffer

in proportion to the size of the truss and of the flowers indi-

vidually. Here, this season, we observe a difference among
the large-petaled kinds, as the scarlets, like Punch, Boule de

Feu, Defiance, the old kind of Excellence, i-c, have suffered

more than the rose-coloured ones, as Trentham Rose, Rubens,

i
Admiral Porteous, Ac. Such light scarlets as Donald Beaton

have also stood better tban the dark scarlets. Donald Beaton is

1
very good as a late bloomer. It does not mass so early as some
of the others. The deep pink kinds seem also to stand better

than the dark scarlets. In Verbenas the same rule holds good

—the largest-petaled flowers feel the effects of rainy weather

most. No rains we have seen would affect the trailing Verbena
pulchella, except to make it brighter. We have a line of Im-

proved Ariosto that was splendid in the dry weather, but to-day

is looking washed and dull, whilst a broad line of Purple King,

owing to the comparative smallness of the trusses and flowers,

is looking all the brighter. Both wanted moisture at the roots,

and both will be fine when we have bright sunny weather.

Under ordinary circumstances we may calculate on a fine show
for five weeks. We notice that some foreboders of evil are

already counselling taking up the best bedding plants. If such

work must be done in the beginning of September, then the

doom of the grouping system with tender plants must be nearly

consummated. With favourable weather we expect increased

brilliancy in a few days—but this will mainly depend on sun-

shine—and that with but little trouble further than picking off

some decayed blooms, and removing some of the larger leaves,

that there may be a due proportion between flowers and foliage.

In the dry weather this was scarcely the ease, as some beds,

as of Christine pink Pelargonium, were so densely covered

with bloom that there was not enough seen of the pretty green
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foliage. A due proportion betncpn green and bright colouring

is essential to a pleasing effect.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Septembeu 15.

Heavy arrivals nc.iin this week, in addition to Urge quantities of fruit

BtrippeJ off Ihe trees by the late gsles, have caused a temporary re-

daction in prices. Cob nuts are ploutilul ; Filbt?rts not more than
enougii for the demand.

FRUIT.

Apples J^ sieve 1
Apricots doz.
Cberries lb.

Cheatnats bushel
Corrants ^^ sieve

Biack do.
Fiss doz. 2
Filberts lb. 6

Cobs lb. 6
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapas. Hothouse .lb. 2
Lemcns 100 8

Artichokes doz.
Asparajzus 100
Beans, Kidney J^ sieve
Beet. Red doz.
Br'-ccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts i^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicams 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cncurabers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

tol
d
G

9 9

5
12
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stop the circulatioD to r, aclcsa wbon wanted. Wo \huA mnko those two
pipes the muins or feoJcrs. and fruu tbcm we tnko wbut wo doom
necessary (ur CAcb liousi'. Fur iiiHlauco* your CucumltL^r bouse may
have coDVonicoccs fur duuR iu the clinrator bouontli. art you propose

;

bnt, liaving tho but watt-r, wo would disptnso witb Uuiik, uud bave two
4-iuch plpet) bcufatb each of tlio two piti<, and two pipu^* ahovo tho soil
on each bhIo fur tho top heat that would ho requin-d for mrly Cucum-
bers. To have plenty of heat iu a. yoii will Di;td thr<"o ro*a of pipes
—two fiowii and one rt-turo. Two pipes would do for the conservatory,
but three would bu better, as in aevero weathrr tho two v/>>ald do littio

'

more than kuepnut fro^t, and it is advlnnhio nuvr to have the pipes too
bot. The outsiiie border of 4 feet will do for the Vmea, but wo would
widen it inHi<lo to 5 or 6 feet, and plant inside. You may easily place
good soil under your (v'ravel piilba.

Bbick Arnotts Stove fop. a GnKrsaocsE (IT. P.)-—We have not a
doabt that tho lirick Aruotl's Btovo will answer admirably. The S-inch
pipe will do for a chimney if tho itebt coko be used, and tho pipe be
lre<iuently c1eaue<^. For a pipe of this htzti wu nso n rod nearly the
diameter of thi> iuside, and ihut cleans b*:ttcr than any hind of brash.
All !^uch stovuii should have only a elicit horizontal pipe, not more than
Irom IB to '2i inches long. Your pmpotied oblique pipe, if tho iucliuo
were sharp, would answer ; but it wuiild be more complicated than a abort
horizontal and then on upri^;htp;po at onco. You would need more clean-
ing, and bavu more trouble with joints. Of course you could have your
pipe movca)>le at tho elbow ; but for the littlu additional cxp^nso it

would be better to havu no elbow at all, but take your short horizontal
pipe into a box, say of 6 or 8 inched tqunrc, and the same iu depth. From
the top of the box take your upii-^ht pipe, liaTo a door in the box on one
side, and you can do all the cleaning witJn>ul moving the pipes. The
door can escily bo made smoke-proof after each cleaning. When the lire

is much used it would bo well to put tho rod referred to through the
pipe every month or so, as a greasy matter w-iU collect and cake the
sides. Wti tbiuka ofeet upright pipe will answer, but would prefer it one
a foot or two more, that the upper end may stand free of the gluBR, and
that end should be pr'^tected witb a cowl to prevent ruiu from freely
entering We have niadcj n fixed cowl by bending a biond slip of tin over
the end of the pipe, and tying it there with a wire, so as to allow two
ontlets for the smoke. Very dry wood ehould bo used for lifihting. The.
combastion must be rcgulnted from the ashpit door, especially after tho
Stovo is fairly warmed. A great help to the combustion of the smoke is

to have a SDjall opening at the top of tho furnace door, from onc-eigbth to
one-fourth of an inch in diameter, to be clo:^ed with a stopper at pleasure.
This allows a stream of air to pass over the top of the fuel, and smoke
and gases arc thus hnrned.

Heating a CccniniEE House (Comtant /?ca<fer).—Many fine Cucum-
bers ore grown witb the help of a strong brick flue. It is always expen-
sive to use bot water for such a small house as one 12 feet by 0, and a
lean-to. We cannot tell you the expense, but a boiler would be about 5 «.,

and 4-incb pipes, without elbows, would be about a shilling a-foot. To
beat such a bou&o for early or winter Cucumbers, you would require a
bed from 4 to 5 feet wide, and three pipes beneath the bed for bottom
heat, and then you would want from three to foui- pipes the length of the
bonso for top beat—that is, fully 8(J feet altogether For late spring work
less piping wontd do. For your conservatory, as you cannot bave a stoke-
hole, yon had better have a selfcontaJbed bitiler, which needs no brick-
work roand ; several are advertised in our p;iges. If the conservatory is

small, you might have an iron etovo with a pipe tbrouRh the roof. Cinild
yon not beat the conservatory from some of the lower tires in the dwBll-
ing-bouse? The fireplace in the diuin-^-room, witb an iron plate at the
back intitead of brickwork, would almost keep out frost.

Arrangement of a Gbeekhouse and Vinery (X. X. XX—The best
way to arrange such a small vinery and greenhouse, would be to bave a
path down tho middle, and a platform for plants on each hide, as the
bonse is rather narrow to walk round. To lose no space, yon could have
a wide shelf suspended over the pathway. Both divi^ious wuuld then
look alike. You could store many things below tho platforms. Your
heating w-ill be sufficient for ordinary purposes. You can grow Cucum-
bers in tho greenhouse in summer, bnt you must take out your green-
house plants. You will not have beat for early Cucumbers, neither will

you bave b^at euouph in the vinery for early Cucumber?. If you must
have the boiler and furnace inside the bouse, you bad better have a
Riddell's, Marriott's, or Green's boiler. These will need no brickwork.
Yon must use a little care in lighting and cleaning, and there need be no
detriment. We do not know exactly about excavating. Flooring is a
matter of taste; some use nice gravel, others tiles, others stone slabs, &c.
Tiles look very neat

;
gravel is easily kept clean.

CrcLAMEN Culture (^.).—The corms of all the species and varieties
ought to be covered with soil ; they will grow if but partly covered, but
they do not succeed so well as when covered from three-fourths to an
inch deep witb soil. Wo have no experience of tho cultivation of Cycla-
mens in sand and water in glasses, and we do not think it desirable, even
if practicable.

Compost for Alocasia metallica (J. B.).—It may be grown either
in pots or pans, but wo prefer pots. Use a compost of one-bftlf fibrous
sandy peat, torn to pieces with the hand and left rather coarse, ont-
fonrth librons loam, one-eighth charcoal in pieces from the size of a pea
up to that of a hazel nnt, and a like quan'ity of silver sand, the whole
well mixed One-eighth of old dry cow dung may be added with ad-
vantage. Good draiunge is necessary.

Flax Refuse for Oncnina (Idem).—It is a good manure, and desir-
able when partially decompoBcd for mixing with the compost for plants,
In the proportion of one-third. We have no experience of it as a com-
post for Orchids, but think it a likely material, as they seem to thrive in
decayed vegetable matter.

FccHSiAs NOT Flowering (Wtfrnl,—The tipsof the Fuchsia shoota en-
closed to us are very weak and poor, we think in consequence of the
plants having been kept too dry last winter whilst in a state of rest, the
wood probatiy having shrivelled. .\ little water ought to bave been given
to prevent that. Cut them d^iwn and encfjurage the shoots from the base.
The sprig belongs, we think, to Abntilon venosum, a greenhouse plnut,

succeeding in a compost of two parts sandy flb:ous loam, and one part
leaf soil. Prune the plant iu spring, keep it dry in winter, and grow it

in a light airy position. It is a fine greenhouse plant for late summer or
autamn flowering.

Carbotb SfLiTTixo (TilburMtonc).~The couso of Corrota Rplittlng is
their growth helng arrested by dryness, nndthoy become mature. They
oucht to bo token up and stored In sand in a cool, mthcr dr>- pinro, for if

left in tho ground after tho fir»t moI»<lcnlng of tho soil i'.y r.»ins, they
bPKin to grow and split. Tho Enrly Horn and all early C 'rrolH arc more
subject to splitting than the later ones, as ibo Long Surroy, tho best of
all Carrots for winter use.

Mealy Ilro on Vrxrs (.4. J. J.).—The fumigation of tbo house with
burning sulphur wilt kill tho iii« aly bug. and every Hving Ibins in the
bonse. Though, porhap=, it might iiot kill Vmes lenflr^s and iu a etat**

of rest, it is an e\|n ritnent we would nnt advise. The lumca of burning
sulphur aro destrndive to all vog<*tablo as well as animal life. If you
me'in by *' funiig aion with fiul|ihur." the painting of tho hot-water i>ipcs
or tlues with sulphur when they are heated to & temperature not exceeding
ISO', nor less than IGO. wo SCO no cvU in the proceeding; it will destroy
tho red Hijid»-r but not mealy hug. The Gripes bt^ing cut, wa would
syringe the Vines forcibly a few tiuies with water at 14 > , and tliii will to
a gre«t extent clean tbcVinefl As tho leaves fall they t-boiild bo col-

lected and burnt; and wbon thoy are all otfwath tbo Vinen, uf;< r freeing
them of tbo loose bark, «ith water at 140 , clearing out well all novice*
andufsiog a rather slilTbrush. but tnkingcaro not toiLJuro tbo ey.>-. After
tho Vines are pruned repent the washing, and |crm* every part of the-

house thoroughly witb water as bot as can be borne, and 1 <»7-«. of soft
soap dts<>oIved iu every gallon uf water. Tho sr>ap water on;;ht nnt to be
put on the gia^:. Wa^h the w.iUs witb lime and t^ulphur in equal parts,
entploying the sonp s-lution for mixing witb. Have nil tI»o woodwork
p-iinted. and then dress the Vines witb a composition formed of snlphnr
vivum, 1 lb. : fr. sb lime, 8 ozs. ; i^oft soap. 8 oza., tbo whole brought to
the consist-ncy of paint, by adding the tobncco water of tbo ?.bop8 un-
diluted, f.r thill made by pouring a gallon of boiling water over 4 o7«. of
the strongest shag tobacco, covering up until cool and then spraining.
Apply with a brush, rabbing it well into every crevice. To every galloD,
add six drops of spirits of turpentine.

Melon Sowing (S, i".).—To have Melono early, tho seed may be sown
in January, but wc do not row, or if we do. only a few seeds, until Ibo
beginning of February. Melons succeed well iu "pits, but the fruit does
not attain the sume size as on plants turned out. The mo>t suitable pots
are those 11 or 13 inches in diameter. The plant:^ sb )uld havo a bottom
beat aver-iging 75'; not less than 7C»". nor exceeding 81''. The top heat
may be from P5^ to 7o'^ at night iu tbo early i>tages of their growth, from
fiO° to G^- further on, and 7i»'^ or 7J" by day'without suQ, and from 8i- to
80- or 90^ witb sun and abnndanco of air.

Wintering Caladiujis (Idem).-~Tbe leaves will decay when the
growth is complete, and its completion may be promoted by keeping up a
good beat «rd withholding water, but not allowing the soil to become
very dry ; even after the plants have died down, a Jiltle water should be
given occasionally. If the Soil be allowed to become dust dry. the roots
are apt to become farinaceous, and to rot when water is applied in spring.
When at ro:-t they should have a teniperntnre of not less than C>. From
eo'' to G5- from fire beat, or at night, will be suiuble, though the tempe-
rature may at times bo lower.

Planting Tea-scented Noisette Roses ^13.).—"There nrc no Roses
equal to them for earliuess, continuity, and lateness of blooming. The
most successful are Solfaterre, Glotre do Dijon, Triompho do Renncs, and
Celine Foreslier. The first must have a south wall ; the others will do well

anywhere, with or without a wall, on their own roots, on the Manetti, or
on tho Briar. I have not Solfaterre here, but the other throo .are here,

and the gnrden is now (Septemher 18th). full of Yello.v Rosos. Polfaterro

,
and Celine Forcstier require a grenter height of wfiU than 7 feet. For such

i a hoigbt have (iloiro fle Uijon and Triomphe de Rcnnes. Ctlino Forcstier

is the best of all Roses for a standard. This and Gloire do Dijon are the
only Roses that I keep on a Rriar ; all the others are on Manetti or their

own roots.—W. F. RADCLYtTE."

Cdttins-eack an Old Yew Hedge (AUcp).—The best time to cut
back the Yew and all evergreens is in Bprinc, before they begin to grow.
You may cut it back as much aa you like ; it will push srhoots Ai.aia from
the stem and brunches, of whatever thickness or age. and iu a sbi^it lime
become quite green ag;un. It is tbo best of hedge shrubs.

Plants for South Aspect of IIousf. (iiit-m).—Akebia quinata, Jilac

pluk; Rerbcridopsis corallina, red; Biltardiera longiflora, red; B. 5ca.n-

dcas, purple ; Escallouia macranthn, red ; Girrya elbptica, greenish

yellow ; and Lignstrum j;iponicum, white. Common ones aro Cratiegns

Pyracantha and Cotoneasler raicrophylln, both with white flowcr=,_«nc-

ceeded by rod berries, and having splendid deep green foliage, giring a

close mantling.

Select Gooseberries and Ti^^sttso (K H P.).—Of tho sm all high

-

flavoured sorts. Champagne, Yellow Champagne, Early Green Hairy,

Keens' Seedling, Red Warriugtou, and Pitmaston Green G;tge. Of the

Lancashire, or large sort^, leU— Hopley's Campauiou, Atlas !uu1 Crown
Bob. White—Sheba's Queen, Wandering Girl, and Ostrich. Green-
Thumper, Angler, and Conquering Hero. Yellow—Broom Girl. Marigold,

and Husbandman. The he^t time to plant them is early in Nuveniber, or

as early in autumn as the leaves have fallen. The ground should be well

and deeply dug or trenched, and a 3-inch dressing of manure mixed with

it. The manure should be well rotted ; farmyard mmure is best, though
stable maunro will do, but if tho soil is light, preference should be given
to cow dimg, as it is cool, and retains moisture better than others.

Currants for Walls iIdrm).—Red : Red Dutch, Knight's Early,

Knight's Large, and Houghton Castle or Victoria, are the btst Red Car-

rants. Whitt': White Dutch is the only really good White Currant.

They require the same preparation of the soil as Gooseberries.

Replanting Vines (.-f Suhxerihrr).—By replanting the Vines at the

end of this month you will obtain a certain amount of root action this

HUtumn, and in that respect they will have on advantage over tborO

planted next March or April. Nevertheless, wo consider the latter a
better time to lift and plant Vinos than the former. If you move them
now, no water should be given this autumn beyond that needful at plant-

ing to settio the soil about the roots, and they ought to have a gentle

heat, putting on fire in the day only, with abundance of air. until the
leaves are all off. It will be well if yon can remove them and get the

wood properly ripened without inducing second growth, but wo doubt
that as the border is outside. We recommend you to plant iu March.

Desteoyino LEATHEa-jAC»:BT8 {Idim).—\?6 do not know of any other
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mode of destroying Ihem except hand-pickiog. It is a tedious but
certain mode of clearing them off,

Variods {.S'. P.\ —Beaumontia grandiflora is a sub^icandent evergreen

stove plant, with whitish flowers in June- Pot it in spring in one-half

sandy peat, one-fourth fibrous loam. one-eiRhth charcoal, in pieces not

larger than a hazel nut. and one-eighth silver sand. Keep it moist, and
donot overwftter, or rather water sparingly, until the roots are working
freelv in the fre-h soil, then water freely. In winter keep the plants dry.

For the culture of Dioon? i muscipala, see vol. svi., pafte 247. Nepenthes
are ornamental plants, besiring pitchers at the ends of the leaves when
vigorous. They require a moist stove, and ft compost of tibrous peat,

chopped sphRLjnum, charcoal or broken pots, in equal parts, well mixed.
Drain the pots well, and set them in a saucer of water when the plants are

growing, keeping the atmosphere very moist. In winter keep the plants

drier. Afford them partial shade in summer. Gymnostachynm Pearcei and
Verschaffeltii grow in large shallow pans, in a compost of one-half sandy
fibrous peat, one-fom-th turfy light lonm, and one-eighth broken charcoal,

the rest crocks broken rather small, and bilver sand. Drain the paus
well, keep both the soil and the atmosphere moist in summer, and avoid

wetting the foliage by syringing. Train the shoots over the surface of

the pans, and in winter keep rather dry. They require a stove. Cut
down the Cyanophyllum magnificum to the oves nest the soil in Febru-

ary, make a cutting of the shoot, and you will have a better old plant,

and ft young plant which, with good cultivation, will be finer than it

before autumn. Charcoal is best made from Oak, but Elm, Ash, and all

hard woods are good for the purpose.

Insects Attacking Peas (O. TT.l.—Your Peas saved for seed have
been attacked by the larvre of the white-shouldered moth. Tinea sarci-

tella, common in houses. Keeping them in dry sand would prevent the
moth from depositing her eggs on them ; but care must be taken to cover

them to the depth of at least half an inch below the surface of the sand.

Pear Leaves {E. fl".).—The rust-coloured spots on your Pear leaves are

caused by a disease of the tissues of the tree. The " minute eggs," as

you miscall them, are vegetable pustules. Possibly they may bo caused

by insufficient drainage at the roots of the tree.

Names of Fruit {nev. E. B.\~YonT Grape is StiUward'a Sweetwater.

{J. Emit).—Your Pear is Doyenne Blunc.

Names of Plants {Manj Cnpulick).—!, If a Fern, impossible to deter-

mine from the scrap sent ; 2, Tradescantia virginica. {J. E., Oswestry).—
An abnormal state of Ulmus montana. (H. !>.).—Plum crushed, but pro-

bably the Woolston Black. 1 and 2, Hibiscus syriacus; Z. Ceanothus
azureus. (T. V. L.).—Achillea Millefolium. No. {Ladij HijUon).—"Poly'

stichnm angulare var. lobatum. [Devon].—\, Dactylis glomerata varie-

gata; '2, Molinia c:erulea variegata ; 3, Nepeta Mussinii ; 4 and 5. insuffi-

cient for naming —4 (a solitary flower), is a Dracoccphalnm, probably

peregrinum; 5, a Helicbryaum. (If. H.).—1, Aster puniceus; 2, Sedum
gpectabile.

METEOEOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending September Uth.

Wed.
Thurs. 9

10Fri..

Sdt.... 11
Sun... 12
Mod.. . 13
Tues. . 14

Mean..

BABOUETEB.

Max.

29.773
29.753
29.376
29.482
29 538
29.740
29.793

29.635

Min.

29.7.19

29.78*
29.2*18

29.073

29.081

29.260
29.683

29.402 69 S3

THEBAIOUETEK

78
74
71
70
63
65
68

53
60
48
51
49
5)
58

51.71

1 ft. dp. i tt. dp.

64
65
62
61
60
59
58

61.29

69
59
59
59
68
63
57

S.
S.

S.
S.

w.
w.
s.w.

Rain in
inches.

.00

.42

.24

.70

.14

.24

.18

1.92

GESEEAL EEMAEK3.

Overcast ; fine, but cloudy ; densely clouded.

Cloudy ; very One, showery ; thunder, li(?hlning, and rain.

Showery; stormy and boisterous ; heavy min.

Very fine ; fine, but cloudy ; boisterous with rain.

Stormy and very boisterous ; esceediufily boisterous; clear and cold.

Boisterous ; exceedingly boisterous : clear, starlight.

Eain; overcast; boisterous, slight rain.

POULTRY. BEE, AND PIGEON CHSONICLE.

A POULxrA' snow for london.
It has always been a mystery to me why we in London have

not our annual poultry, Pigeon, and Rabbit show. We read in

the Journal of country towns, some of them with a population

of only a few thousands, having their annual shows ; of valu-

able prize5 being offered, of numerous entries being obtained,

of a good show of birds and Kahbits being the result, and of

the whole proving most successful. Here we have nothing of

the kind, except one tried this year at Peckham, which I am
sorry to hear was financially a failure, owing, no doubt, to its

being held in such an out-of-the-way place. It appears there

will be no attempt to renew it. Tbis absence of an annual
and a successful show cannot be through any want of public

interest in fowls or Pigeons. In London ami its suburbs are

to be found some of our most famous poultry and Pigeon-
breeders, our railways connect us with all parts of the United
Kingdom, we possess a larger population than any other city,

and there is no want of interest in poultry and Pigeon-breeding,

for go in whatever direction you may—to the most densely
crowded, or to the more aristocratic parts of the metropolis,

and you are nearly sure to see or hear poultry or Pigeons.

Here we have the best cattle, horse, and bird shows ; then
why not our poultry show ?

What we want is an energetic committee, composed of really

practical men, who are acquainted with the manngpmeut and
treatment of birds and Fiabbits, and are men of business, who
feel an interest in what they have taken in hand, and not men
who are only calculating on how much they can get out of the
affair, or how much beer or gin they are likely to obtain from
this or that successful exhibitor. What is more annoying, or
sooner disgusts a man, than to be bothered by a number of

half-drunken haogers-oD, who follow him, and keep dunning
for drink ? and yet we often find this at some of our shows.
i place for the show should be chosen somewhere in the centre
of London, easy of access by rail or omnibus. The time
should be during the Cattle Show week, for then we have our
country cousins with ns, who would gladly patronise our show,
both by sending ua their birds for exhibition, and by their own
presence. I venture to say a show held about that time, well

managed, would turn out a success, and would become the first

show in the kingdom.
My reason for writing is to try to ascertain the feelings of

some of yonr readers, also to induce some of our well-known

breeders to take the matter up. If a meeting of those who

feel an interest in such an exhibition could be arranged, some-

thing might be done.—An Amateuk.

WHITBY POULTRY SHOW.
The thirty-fifth annual Sbow of the Whitby Agricnltural Society

was held September 8tb, in a field admirably adapted for the purpose.

Tbe day was all tbat could be desired, and there was a much larger

attendance tban in former years. The receipts at the gates were up-

wards of £122, being abont £37 more tban last year.

The poultry entries amounted to 279, a less number tban last year,

but tbe quality of the birds sbown in most of classes was first-rate.

The Show was in all respects well managed by tbe Secretary, who ia

ever ready to give any information.

Tbe DorUngs were of very middling qn.^lity. Tbe first-prize chickens

were the best in tbe two classes, and a pen belonging to Mr. Burn

would have been second but for tbe cock baving spurs on tbe outside

of bis legs ; in other respects it was a good pen. The ^Spanish were

not so good as we bad expected to see. but the prize pens were fair.

The prize pens of Game were vei-y good and in pood condition ;
tbe

rest of tbe classes only of average merit. The CocJihis were not good.

The Brahnias were mucb better tban the Cochins, and all were Dark.

Of French fowls. Blr. Quibell's pen of Houdans was good. The second

prize was awarded to Crtve-Cccurs. Many of tbe Uamhurghs were

very good, more particularly tbe chickens Mr. Walker showed some

veiT good pens, also Mr. Holmes. Some of the Bantams were very

good.
The Eouen DucJcs were an excellent class, and fifteen pens com-

peted ; four were highly commended. Some of tbo Aylesbni^s were

very good, also tbe Black East Indians, which bad a separate class.

In the class for " Any other variety," both prizes went to Carolinas,

tbe Mandarin being q'uite out of plumage, but in other respects rery

good. The GeciC and TiiHei/s were veiy good.

The Flrii'ons were good, and attracted great attention from the lady

visitors. The Itahbits were not numerous, but some good specimens

were sbown.

2, W. Bearparli. Chielens.—l,G. F. Wormald.

2, T. E. Tymad. Chiclcem.—l, S. Burn. 2,

2, J. Walker. C/iuAetw.—1, G. Pounder. 2, T.

T. H. Readman. Chickens.—'i, T. H. Read-

DoHKlNG.— 1, H. Smith.
2, Kcv. G. Hustler.

Spanish.—1, G.Holmes.
J. B. Stephenson.
Game.—1, H. U. Julian.

Blackliurn.
CocniN-CHTNA.—1 and 2,

man. 2, E. Noble
BK.vnjiA PooTHA.—l. E. Leech. 2. J. Walker. 8, C. Layband.

French.— 1, W. O. Quibell. 2, C. Lavlnnd.
nAjiBOEGHS (Golden-spangled).-1, G. Holmes. 2, J. Walker.

GarHutt. „. . , , JOT
Hameueohs (SUver-spanglel).—1, G. Holmes. Ctachens.—i and 2, J.

Wnlkcr. „ „ ,

Hambcbghs (Golden-pencilled).—1, .T. Walker. 2, G. Holmes.

UAMBnBGHS (Silver-pencilled).—1, G. Holmes. 2, T. H. Eeadman.

, G.
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C*icltfM.—l, J. Walker. 2, J. Webster, c, T. U. Readmiia : G. Girbatt

'

J. Walker.
Game BiSTlM.—1 nnd 3. W. F. Enlwislo. 2, J. DoBRlcby.
BiNTAM.—1 and 2. T. C. Harrison. 8. S. 4 K. Asbton.
Bantams (Any otber variety).—1, K. Loft. 2, G. D. Yeoman. 3, W.

reherwood.
Decks (Blick Eost India!.—1 and 2. S. Bnm.
Ducks (Ayle8bury>.—1, E. Leech. 2, W. Sloneboase. c, 0..\. Totmg;

W. Stonebon^e.
DccKS (Ronen).—I.G. Garbntt. 2, — Stott. c, O. A. Yonng; Mrs. C.

Stamper ; T. P. Scoby.
DccKS (Any other variety).—!, J. Walker. 3, T. C. Harrison, he, S.

Bnm.
Geese.— 1, Rev. G. Hnstler. 2, — Stott. he, E. Loeeb ; O. A. Yoang.
Geese.-1, O. A. Young. 2, Rev. G. HurII.t. he, J. Wilkinsjn.
TcHKETS.—1, O. A. Younc. 2. Mrs. W. Ward, e, J. U. Allen.
TuBKEVS — 1. J. Plews. 2 and r. Sirs. W. Ward.
AST Vabietv.—1, W. English. 2, K. E. Stratford. 3, G. Holmes.
PlflEoxs.—Poulfri.-l and 2, E. Horner. rum),;<r».—1, .1. Hawley. 2,

H. Yardley. Carr(<T« —1 nnd 2, E. Homer, /(infailj.— 1, J. Huivley. 2,
J. F. Loversidge. e. E.Horner: W. H. Tomlinton. Jucotinj.-1 and 2,
E. Homer. Trunipetert.—l, 3. Ciindale. 2, E. Homer, e, J. Hawlcv

;

R. Wilson. Bori«.—land 2, E. Homer. Any other Variety.—1. J. Hawlev.
2, R. Wilson, e, H. Yardley. " Setling CTosj.—1, Hudson & Burnlp. 2, U.
Gravil.
Rabbits.- IVKoi.- nnrl niiile, or Tortoiaethell—l, C. Gravil. 2, B.

Hudson. Any other raricli(.—l, G. S. Hndson. 2, R. W. Andrevr.
Selling ClaK.—l. C. Gravil. 2. W. Donkin.

Judges.—Mr. Adams, of Beverlev : and Mr. James Dixon, of Brad-
ford.

MARKET DRAYTON POULTRY SHOW.
The entries for this Show, licld on the K'th inst., were nnnsuftlly

limited, and it appears tliat the time of holding the Exhibition was
known to Lot very few poultry amateurs. Wo wonld snsgest another
season more publicity, and cannot but imagine, were the Show pro-
perly advertised, the entries might easily be quadmpled. There were,
however, many most excellent pens. The Duke of Sutherland's two
pens of ffajtihurtjli^ were especially good. There were also some first-

rate Game, Crt'v<:- Occurs, Dorluuia^ and Dczrl Tirahnuts. The Gee^^e

and Duels were one of the chief features of the Market Drayton Show.
Perhaps another year the most beneficial rule would be to let the com-
petition be open to birds of any age. It would hpyond f|aestion greatly
increase the number of entries, and prevent the annoyance several
exhibitors felt on this occasion from the disqualification of adult spe-

cimens, as this Exhibition was restricted exclnaively to chickens. The
forenoon of the Show day was fine, but the evening was most nn-
favonrable.

Game Cock.—1, R. Ashlev, N'antwich. 2. W. Perrin, Nanfwicb (Brown
Red). c,T. Eaton. Audlem" (Cheshire Piles); J. Pl.itt, ^wanlow.
Game Black or Brown Red).—1, K. Afhley. 2. T. Eaton fBrownEeds).

/ic, G. F.Ward, Wrenbury, Nantwich (Brown Reds), c, W. 21iller, Wy-
bonbury, Nantwich (Brown Reds).
Game {.\ny other variety).—!, K. Ashley. 2, T. W. Jones, Wellington,

Salop (Duckwings).
Dorkings —1, Viscount 17111. Hawkstone [Silver-Grcyi. 2, J. Edwards,

Wellinpton (Greys), c, J. Edwards (Greys; ; Miss E. Williams, Henllys,
Berriew (White R-^so-coralied).

Hameurghs (Gold or Silver-spnngled or Pencilled).—1 nnd 2, Duke of
Sutherland. Itc, T. M.iy, Wolverhampton (Golden-spantrled).
Ant other Distinct Varietv.—1 and (ic, W. B. Etches, Whitchurch

(Dark Brahma Pootras). 2, Miss E. Williams (Crt-ve-Coeurs). c, F. E.
Hume, Market Drayton (Game Bantams).
Ducks.—1, Mrs. M. Hornby, Swanlow (Aylesbury). 2, H. B. CHve,

Market Drayton (Aylesbury), c, H. R. Corbet, Adderley Hall (Buenos
Ayres).
Geese.-1 and 2, W. Mate. Market Drayton. Ac, J. Edwards; H.

Pooler, Caivington, Kewport (White).
TcnKETS.— 1, H. Pv, Corbet. 2, Viscount Hill (American).

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, was the Judge.

LEIGH POULTRY SHOW.
This was an admirable and well-condncted Show, and the entries

embraced a large number of tbe best pens of ponltry. The weather
on the day of the Show, the Mb inst.. was exceedingly fine, and the

attendance a great improvement on that of previous years. From
acme delay in transit, a large number of most excellent pens did not
arrive until long after all tbe prizes had been awarded and the final

returns made by the Judges, although the Committee, bearing of the

delay, awaited their arrival till fome hours after the time appointed to

commence judging. Quite unexpectedly, one of the best filled of any
of the classes, both in respect to numbers and quality, was that for

Potaiuls. These were in first-rate feather, and comprised all the gene-

ral varieties of Folands, and the visitors were much interested io so

perfect a display.

Game (Black-bieasted Red).—1, C. Y!. Brierley, Middleton. 2, J.

Halsall, luce.
Game (Brown Red).—1, C. W. Brierley. 2, R. & W. Barton. Westleigh.
Game (.\ny other variety).—1, C. W.Brierley. 2 and c, J. Halsall (Piles

and Duckwings).
Spanish iBlack).—1, C. W. Brierley. 2, Enrch & Boulter, Sheffield.

he, W. Gamon, Chester; N. Cook, Chowbent.
CocHiHa (Buff).—1 and 2, W. A. Taylor, Manchester.
Cochins (Any otber colour).—1 and 2, W. A. Taylor (Partridge), he, E.

Shaw, Plas Wilmct, Oswestry (Partridge).

BbahxA PooTBA.—1, E. Lcecb, Rochdale. 2, C. Leylasd, Mortisbrook,
Warrington.
DonKiNos.-1. J. Stott, Bcaley, Bocbdale. 2, E. Shaw, he, 3. Pirting-

ton, Leigb. c, E. Lcecb.
HAMBURons.— Ool.lfn./icnri/l^d —1, T. Wrigley. Tonco Hall, Middleton.

2. H. PicklCK, jnn., Earl.y, Kklpton. he, W. Clayton. Morton Hank, near
Eeigbley. r, Bnrch .4 Koultcr. Iillreri>eneilled 1, H Pickles, jun. 2,J.
Piatt, Deanc. «<.W(n-.;.(i.i.()/<(2.—1, H. PickUn, inn. 2and hr.l. WaU'r,
jun., Denton, Manchester. Silver^spangled.—l, W.A. Turner, Mancbctter.
2, H. Pickles, jnn.
PoLANDB (Any viriety!.-1, H. Pickles, jun. 2, J. Partinclon (Silvn-

spangled). he, H. Smitb. Westleigh: W. Onmon, Chcf.ter ; J. Partington
(Silver-spangled), r. T. IVakenold, Golbc.me: W. Gamnn.
Game Bantams— 1, J. Morris, Rochdale. 2, J. Hcusball, S.ilford. c,0.

Anderton, .\ccrIngton.
Bantams (Anv other variety).-1, S. & R. Ashlon. Mollrnm. 2. Miss K.

Piatt, Deano (While roso.combcd). e, T. Walker, jun (Black); H.
Pickles, jun.
Any other Dibtinct Bbeed.—1, C. Leyland (French). 2, T. Walker,

jun (Black Hambnrgbs).
Game (Any varietv).— C<itl: —1, C. W. Brierley. 2. P. West, Abram,

Wigan. Coet;ere!.—\, J. Eives, Proscott. 2, J. Halsall (Ubick Red ,

he, A. Haslani, Close Lanee, Hindlcy.
Bantam (Any variety).— C'Of^-.—l, J. W. Morris, 2, Harewood 4 Buckley.

Aecrington (Tilnck Red Gomel. PiiUrl.—l and e, A. Hiu-Iam. 2, J.
Thomasin. We.-tleigh. he. J. Halsall (Black Red Camel.
Selling Class— 1, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. 2, S. tarricgton, Chst-

moss, Astley. he, E. Show.
Docks (Aylesbury).—1, II. Pickles, jnn. 2. F. Leccb.
Ducks (Rouen).- 1, E. Leech. 2 and hr, W. Gamon, Chester.
DccKS (Any other variety).—1 and 2, C. W. Brierley. he, S. i R.

.\shtoD, Mottram.
Geese (Any colour).-1, E. Leech. 2, H. RatelifTi., Fe.amhond.
Tcekets (Any colonr).-1, E. Leacb. 2, J. Bent, Bradshawleacb,

Pennington
Extra Stock.—Extra prize, J. Lang, Uindley (Fallow and White Doe

Rabbit).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, and 3[r. Elijah
Smith, of Middleton near Manchester, wore the Judges.

MORPETH POULTRY SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, held on the !Uh inst.

:

Game (Any variety I.—1, G. Taylor, Slcokhnrn (Black Red). 2, M.
Bnllock, Morpeth (Black Red).
Game (Black-breasted or other Reds).—1, D. Kichol, Morpeth. 2, M.

Bullock.
Game (Any other variety).—2, D. Nicbol.
DoRKiNG8*(Any variety)'.—1, J. Sim, West Cramlington. 2, J. O'Leary,

Mori)etL.
Cochin-china (.\nv variety i.—l, J. Dodds.Nctberton {Bnlfi. 2. T. Fen-

wick, Netherton New Row. he, J. Yellowley. Bartington Colliery (Partridge).

Brahma Pootras.-1, J. Stalker. 2, Mrs. Davie, Hepscott Red House.
Spanish.—1, Cup, .ind 2, J. Stalker.
Hambcrghs. — Ooldrn-fpangled. — 1, W. Dixon, Choppicpton. 2, G.

Stalker, he, G. Johnson, Choppiopton. Silrer-rpanfjled.—l, 8tel>heD60n
and Chej-ne. 2, Cook & Stalker, Bebside, he, C. Armstrunc, Bebside;
D. Cheyne. Gold or SUrcr-yeneilled.—2, W. Hall (Golilen-pencillcd).

Any OTHER Variety except Bantams —2, T. Thornton, Beb.ide (Black).

Game Bantams (Blsck-breasted or otber Reds'.- 1 and 2, G. Dowie,
Netherton Colliery (Black-breasted Red', ftc, W.Kaiussy, West Cramling-
ton (Black.broanted Red).
Any other Variety except Game.—1, T. Thornton (Black). 2, J»

Robson. Bebside (Sebright), c, W. J. Thompson, Woodbora Manor
(Black Bantams).
DccKS.—Ji;(c<(.i(r;;.—1, Mrs. Davison, Eastmills. 2, D. Kichol. Bonen.

—1, Miss F.Wilson, Woodhom Manor. 2, Mrs. Davie. Any other Variety .

—1, J. Simm, West Cram'ing^ln. 2, Mrs. Davie. CH^J*
Selling Class.-1, J. Stalker (Black Spanish). 2, D. Cheyne (Golden-

pencilled Hambnrgbs). /(C, J. Neasbam iGolden.spangled liamborghfl)

:

W. Cowens, Morpeth (Silver.spangleil Hambarghs).
Cop for best pen in the show.-J. Stalker.

Judge.—Mr. Shorthose, Hartford Bridge.

CROOK POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on September Stli. and was much larger than any

previous Show held at tiio same place. The winning .^jHiiiUh and
Ihinihiiriihs were in splendid condition.

Game (Black.breastcd orotberReds)—1, W. Bearpark, Aiadcrby. 2,A.

Euglass, Carville.

GA>rE (Duckwings or otber Grevsi.— 1, J. Robson, Bi'bop Ancklnnd.

2, R Wilkinson, Stanhope. CJicteru.—l. R. Williamson. 2,T. Bnttcifield.

Spanish.- 1, W. Bi'arpark. 2, A. Young, he, Mrs. Sanderson, e, W,
Bum, Hope Street. Chiekeni.—'l. A. Euglass.
Dorkings.-1, W. Bearpark. 2, T. Hvniers, Birtlcy. he. .T. T. Prond,

Bishop Auckland, e. 3. Arniorv, Gil.bet Hill, Witton. Ch\ckent—\, W.
Bearpark. 2. A. Young, he.. J. Aniiorv. i , Miss Uu'l, Ball Hill. Erancepeth.

Brahma Pootras— 1, T. W. Kilburn. Bishop Aucklunil. 2. W. Bear-

park. he. Rev. G. Llovd. Crook, e, Miss D. D. ShaJto, lirnncepcth Rectory,

aiiekent.—\, G. Beli, North Bcechburn. 2, T. Mitchell, e, 3. Bird,

Brancepeth.
Hamboeghs (Golden-pencilled).—!, M. Ridley, West PeakBeld. 2, J.

Wilson. Ckieken'—\, W. Bearpark. 2, R, Moore.
EtAMBtiBOHS (Silver pencilled).— 1, J. Taylor, Bollihope. 2, M. Ridley.

C/iiclcrnA.-2. W. Whitfield.

Hambcrghs (Golden-spangled).—1, W. Bearpark. 2, J. Potts, he, J.

Sanderson. WoKinghim. c, G. Brustcr, Byers Green. Cl.ck<nt.~>, B.

Moore. 2, T. Mitchell.

Hamboeghs (Silver-spangled).—1, B. Moore. 2, T. H.vmers, Birtley.

Chickeru.—\, W. Beaipaik. 2, R. Moore, c, J. Gardner, Frosterley.
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Bantams.—1. A. Bnglass, Carville. 3, T. MitcheU. Mount Pleasant.

Geese.—1, M. Heslop, Harthope MiU. 2, MrB. Hedley, Qaarry Bom.
Docks (.\ylesburv).— i, G. .Mlison, Park Wall. 2, M. Harrison, Warter,

Pocklington. he. A. Young, Driffield; Mrs. Sanderson.
DDCK3 (Anv other breed).— 1, A. Young. 2, J. Emmerson, Low Joffies.

TnKKEYs.—1, G. Thompson, Bog Hole Farm. 2, Mrs. Sanderson,

Bradley Hall. „ ^
Extra Class.—1, Miss D. D. Shafto (Cochin-Cbina). 2, J. Hardy

(White Cochin chickens).
Pigeons.— 1, R. Thompson, Sonnybrow. 2, G. Adamson.

Judge.—ilr. F. Greathead, Darlington.

DOVER FANCY RABBIT SHOW.
The fourth half-yearlv Show was held, September 1st, at the Wel-

lington Inn, BigRin'Street. The show of prize Rabbits was exceedingly

good, and demonstrated that there were many strong and practical

breeders connected with this now well-known society. It gave great

satisfaction to the nnmerous company that attended on the occasion.

Lexgth of Eaes.—Mr. Stanton, fawn doe; 21? by 6 inches ; weiRht,

9 lbs. 6 ozs. Mr. Wberwell, fiwn doe; 21i by 4^ inches; weight 6 lbs.

9 ozs. Mr. Burton, yellow and white doe ; 21 inches ; weight 9 lbs. 4 ozs.

AxL Properties.— 1, Mr. Jasper, black and white buck ; length of ears,

19J by 4^ inches ; weight, 4 lbs. Mr. Bai-wicls, yellow and white doe : 21 by

4| inches; Tibs. Mr. Corry, tortoiseshell doe; 20 by 4j inches; weight

8 lbs. 5 ozs. Mr. Everest, gfev and white doe ; 18^ by 4+ inches ; weight,

6 lbs. Mr. Thome, fawn doe ; 20? by 4; inches ; weight, 6 lbs. 12 ozs. Mr.
Pritchard. fawn buck ; 20^ bv 4^ inches ; weight, 8 lbs.

Weight. — Mr. Young, tortoiseshell doe ; 20 by 4J inches ; weight,

10 lbs. 6oES.

The Judges were Messrs. Whorwell, Stanton, Barton, and Everest.
—(Doyrr Chronicle,)

SUBURBAN PIGEONS AND FOWLS A CENTURY
AND A H.VLF AGO.

Gay, in his " Epistle to the Karl of Barlington," in which
he so amusingly details his equestrian ride to Exeter, says

—

"Then Tnmham Green, which dainty Pigeons fed,

But feeds no more, for Solomon is dead.
Three dusty miles reach Branford's tedious town

—

For dirty streets and white-legg'd chickens known."

A foot-note says, •• Solomon was a man famed for feeding

Pigeons." Is anything known about him ? and are chickens

still a Brentford export ?

—

Vectis.

'DROPSY" IN BEES.
liR. WooDBUP.T in an article which appeared in the Journal

of December '2Gth, 1S65, described as a new disease under the

name of " dropsy," a malady which he supposed to have been

previously unnoticed by apiarian writers. To this view of the

complaint I took exception at the time, believing it to be identi-

cal with what had long been known as dysentery ; but I now
confess I was altogether in error, and I might at once have
perceived my mistake it I had given due consideration to his

statement that, " all through spring and during the finest sum-
mer weather the ground in front of the hives was perpetually

covered with hundreds of disabled and dying bees, which
crawled about in all directions." Dysentery seldom if ever

attacks bees during the finest summer weather, and when a

hive is afflicted with it, a few fine days are generally sufficient

to restore it to health.

This disease may be said to be at an end as soon as the over-

loaded bees have rlischarged themselves ; but it is not so in
" dropsy," where tho parting with its contents gives the afilicted

bee no relief. Although the general characteristic of the com-
plaint is a swollen abdomen filled with a watery fluid, there

are alsj amongst the sufferers great numbers with little visible

enlargement that are yet unable to do more than bobble over

an inch or two of .ground and make a feeble movement with
their wings. la crawling out of the hive they appear very
sensitive to cold, and will often turn back.

Tutir boiliea, too, have a glistening appearince as if covered
with perspiration, forcibly reminding one of a plague of former
days called the "sweating sickness." But as Mr. Woodbury
has given so full and so accurate an account of the malady in

the article referred to, I shall briefly state what recently came
nnder my observation, as I think it corroborates the truth of

what be has there narrated, and any tyro in bee-keeping may
put in practice the simple mode of cure prescribed.

My first experience of "dropsy" commenced in January
las;. When walking round my apiary towards the close of the

month, I found one of the hives in a state of fever-heat, and
iuz"iug as loudly as it often did in summer. The outer glass,

which should have been cold, felt quite warm to the touch, and
the bees showed evident symptoms of distress by retiring from

the entrance the moment they approached it. I did not at

the time apprehend mischief, but in the course of a few days a

fearful mortality set in. Bees unable to fly hobbled to the

edge of the landing-board, and fell to the ground. On elevat-

ing the hive I found the board much soiled, and covered with

hundreds of dead and dying. These were immediately cleared-

off, the board was washed and dried, and the first favourable

opportunity seized for feeding with honey and port wine, which
was quickly deposited in the combs. But this nostrum, al-

though a fine day occurred at intervals, allowing such bees as

were disposed to go out for an airing, had no effect on the health

of the hive. All through February and March the daily death-

rate would average two hundred.

The hive had been in splendid condition, and was not only

full of bees on the 28th of January, but three of its combs
were filled with brood in all stages. On the 19th of March the

population was reduced to a mere handful, covering only a

portion of two combs. In the short space of six weeks I am
persuaded more than 10,000 bees perished, and I conjecture

that the whole of the old inhabitants died-off, and that the

young bees coming forward in the early part of February alone

survived. Egg-laying was entirely suspended, and at the date

last mentioned, there was no brood, save two, which were ready

to leave the cells. I gave up the hive as lost, but in the

beginning of April a bee might be seen to go out occasionally

and return with pollen. Contrary to all expectations the hive

rallied, its progress towards prosperity was amazingly rapid,

and on the 30th of June it was able to send out a good swarm.
Though I give an account of the ravages made in this single

hive only, I must add that the malady in question attacked

other hives sucsessively in March, April, and May. In two of

them the queens perished. One hive in particular escaped a

visitation till the middle of May. On the 19th of May, when
I left home for ten days, it promised to swarm before any of

its neighbours ; but when I returned on the 30 th I found it

one of my weakest, and the ground in front of it literally

covered with thousands upon thousands of dead bees. Towards
the middle of Juno I found on examination the brocd in two

frames, which the small and reduced population could not

cover, quite dead, and some of it in a decaying state. A drone

comb, which was empty, intervened between these two frames

and the other brood combs. I left these frames containing

decaying brood in the hive, and I am happy to say that on
making an inspection of them on the 19th of August, no evil

results had followed.

Owing to the late period of the season when the hive in

question was seized with dropsy, there was no return from it

in the shape of supers or honey, but it recovered sufficient

strength to enable it to lay up ample store for the winter, and

it is now as populous as could be desired. There were two

swarms among my early casts that carried the complaint

with them, but they threw it off in less than a week. Not,

however, until the middle of July did it entirely disappear

from my apiary, and its departure could not be said to be

due to any remedial measures that were employed on my part.

I have now the satisfaction of knowing from an experience

extending over five months, that the complaint which Mr.
Woodbury described and designated " dropsy," is specifically

distinct from dysentery, and that however closely it may re-

semble the latter in some of its features, it is yet far from
being identicil with it.

Though I could not be said to have tried the cure recom-

mended by Mr. Woodbury for the malady, I have no doubt it

will be found amenable to the process he adopted, which was,

after securing the safety of the queen, to remove the hive to a

little distance, and plant an empty box in its room. This

done, the bees are to be brushed off each comb on to a cloth,

and each comb when divested of bees is to be placed in the

empty box. As the bees that are able to fly will return to

their accustomed stance, the diseased ones will be left to perish,

and the hive, thus purified by having the whole separated from

the sick, will afterwards enjoy health.—R. S.

P.S.—I forgot to mention in my last, that by letting fall two

or three drops of carbolic acid within the hive, swarms inigbt

be made to go together peaceably, and an end put to hostilities.

FEROCITY OF INDIAN BEES.
Many stories have already been related in " our Journal "

illustrative of the ferocity of the large Indian honey bee, Apis

clorsata. To these I now add the following :

—

The first is extracted from a note just received from an
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Icdian officer, at present repiding in my neighbourhood:—
•' In my last letter from India I hear that an officer of my
regiment has just arrived in Cashmere after a fearful march
through Chumba, where he was attacked by a ewarm of beee.
He took off his coat, and tried to defend himself with it as
long aa he could, but the venomous brutes got round him, and
be had to execute * a retrograde strategic movement,' followed
by the infuriated insects for four miles and a half, when his
powers of 'running drill* being exhausted, ho had to give in
and let them have their wicked will of him, the natural con-
sequence of which was, that he got fever very badly, and had to
be carried into Islamabad in a jampan, constructed of branches
of trees and grass rope. Not a bad story of real life in the gorge-
ous Himalayas! Sweet things, our Indian bees, are they not ?"

Another Indian letter says :— '* The wild bees of India are
very dangerous customers, as they attack any animal that
happens to disturb them, and it is even said elephants have
died from the inflammation caused by their stings. Two years
ago, in Agra, the K *8 lost both their carriage horses at the
church door on Sunday morning, and the coachman was very
nearly killed too. Furiunately the other people had all left, or
it would have been much more serious. Something disturbed
one of the nests in the church steeple, and the bees all settled
on horees and carriage."

General Sir Andrew S. Wdugh, late Surveyor-General of
India, who was on the Cnmmitlte of the Geographical Section
of the Britit-h Association during its recent visit to our ancient
and loyal city, also informed me that these bees were the great
enemies of tiger-shooters, for if by any chance, daring their
progress through the forest, the elephaut liappened to shake a
tree in wliich was one of their nests, down would come the
beep, and off would go the elephant crashing through the
jungle in uncontrollable terror, whilst the overhanging branches
swept everything and everybody from his back. On mention-
ing this to the writer of the note first quoted, he fully confirmed
it, and described how on one occasion a gentleman, weighing
at least 14 stone, and therefore as remarkable for his bulk as
his bravery, was discovered in a most unenviable predicament,
clinging for dear life, with the wind knocked out of him, to a
branch of a tree, some dozen feet from the ground, and from
which he was afraid to drop, as much out of regard for his
limbs as from the dread of certain imaginary tigers which he
fancied were prowling around him in all directions. After
assisting him to descend from his uncomfortable perch, it was
found that he had been incontinently deposited thereon in the
course of an elephantine stampede, produced by bees.—

A

DsTONSHinz Bes-keeper.

TOMATO SALAD.
As there is every probability of a good crop of tomatoes

again, 1 thought perhaps that some of your readers may be
glad to know that, independently of making an excellent sauce
and a splendid jam, they also make a most delicious salad, the
recipe for which is as follows:— Slice ripe tomatoes very thin
into a soup-plate

; take a little salad oil, vinegar, ground ginger,
pepper, salt, and a little sugar; mix aU_ together, and pour on
to the sliced tomatoes.

It may be eaten with fish, hot or cold meat, or cheese.
Those who are fond of the taste and perfume of onions may
take a very small piece, cut very tine, and add to the above,
which is decidedly an improvement if not overdone.—John
Pebkiks, Thomham.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Catarrh, or Coi.d. in Chickens [J. yj._We believe vnnr chickens

are siiffermjf from 8c<.rchiiiK days iind fro^-ty nit'bU. This' occasions ti;e
cnUrrh and couch. A eli^bt htiuiulatit will relievo it. Mrong beer (ii.d
CMUpbor are both guod. Uouses Ui:.t were only partly ventilated when
theKlasswiiF at7u\ lue more than unfficientlv ho when it (iilld. ns it has
doDe withm the last fortniRht. to JU". Tre»l your chickens h8 vou wooM
your*tlf, avoid flndden clMoctea of temperature, and do not neglect Ibe
premonitory ttckliuj- in the tliront.
GoLDEN-si'ANrtLKi) PoLAHDs—Veutigo {Coitcufe Oarrffrtirr).—YoD will

find entries of Guldpn-spangled Polands onlv at the lariio fihows. Thev
are not remuuerftlive cl;ii-ses, aud sm.ill shows cannot nlTurd thera. Any
of tb*- principal dealers will sup^ily them. Fowls 8uflur from vertipo from
derantrod insidt^s. In extreme cases, hlced at the root of the comb, vou
will find the blood black, let it hle«'d till it becomes flnrid. When 'the
case pcrtnitK, it is better to proceed by nir-ftns of purgatives, none is more
effectunl Ibnn castor oil. Dose, a lables^poouful, to be continued daily till
a core is eflucted.
CocaiN-CHiKA Fowls (8. J. 7? 1.—Your Cochins, aceoroinff to?jonr

nhowii r, nre doing yon ^okI service, ihev lav for three months at the
time wb'n ejrRfi ar e scare* st. noH then with onlv % short intervnl commence
aea:c. You mast not expect th.m, n*r aayloiv^, to do mor.^j botytu

may improve tbcir diet by ffivinff tbem meal instead of whole com. Give
them meal compo*<cd of two-thirdRground oats, and the remainder ffround
maise. and the p<*aa and barley alone in small quftntitii^ f^r a clanpe.
Lettuce, watercre--!, k mrf of fresh graaa, all or any of tbem, woald be
better tliau the CAt>bsi{e leavea.

Crassi.-co Dobkinos {A'. H. B.).—Yon can have chlckon^ from your
Dorking much hardier by crosKin^ them with Urahoias. Hondans are
not a k'ood crobx. because they are non-sUtem. and are, therefore, an-
do'iral'Io where tible fowls are wanted. Your Brabmaa want none of
the appliances you montioii. If you place perches across your moTeable
liouBts they will r'^ost on tbem. No floorinft is so good as hard earth lor
a jxioltry house. The straw is dirty and injurious.
Fowls von Confined Space {I'wun^ ifc-jinn^r*.—Keep Hondans and

Er.ihmas. TLo former are good winter layers, the litter are g')od litters
and mothers. Juno chickens ara too late fur winter Uyers. It is more
than pr-.b-iblo they will not lay till February. You should have chickens
hatched in April and May, and to insure a succession of onus you mitfit
huvo a Kuccciision of pnllois arriving at their Isyint; a^jes in due order.
You must feed well, but do not give too stimulating di-t. Their honse
should ho drj- and warm, because secured from draughts, hut giv© no
srtificial heat. I^)Oollect nothing will make a hen lay in the wiuleir;
that is the province of a pullet.
Keei>ing Poultbt ExTessiVKLV {Bolton\an).~k thousand fowls will

want forty acres— >.«., they want the run of them. Those which have
acted as luvers tUr lugh the spring will be t<>o old for table poultry in tlie

autumn. To acov^mplish what you propose you mn<it never keep a ben
more than two soasoos. We advise you to try first with a hundred hens.
U'e con give no decided opinion, because we know neither the locoHty
nor the market ; but. na a rule, if the land must he rented, and all neowe-
saries bought, wc do not think you will lind it proQtible. We ehail be
h.ippy t > answer any plain questions you may put to as.
KxaiiiiTiNG iSrAMsu Fowls (Spaniarrfj.—our experience doct not

trilly with yocrs Wo have Spanish hens thnt are now ;i.'etting well
thruUKh their moult, their combs becominic redder every d-y. We have
about a score of them, and shall be disAppoint<*d if they are not all In
tine conditii<n in November. The only treatment we know of, is to con-
fine them in a turee-parta darkened place for a we<.-k bi-fore tbt-y are
exhibited. This touds very much to develope the comb, and to harry on
condition. Feed on soft food, varied with a few white peas.
DI4RRHCEA IN FowLS {Buhrt).~ln reply to yourquerv wc should advise

yon to do that about which you hesitate—namely, to pivc a copious dose
uf castor oil on the tirst symptom of diarrba-i, f .llow it with broad and
mitV, or broad and ale, and avoid any description of bard fi>:>'t.

Wakefield Poultry Snow.—We arc infurmfd thnt in the *' Selling
class" for Pigeons, the second prize was not awarded to Hudson & Bomip,
but to Mr. E. Wnll:er, Leicester
MiDDLESBROUOEi PooLTRV Show.—We are iofonued Ihut Mr. Calvert

'^btaiut'd first and second prizes for White Cochins, and Mr, G. H. Procter
lirst and second for BnlT Cochins: also that Mr. C Layland, of MorriB
Brook. Warrington, took the first prize for Brnhma Po::tra chickens, and
not Mr. Dawes.
Feeding Young Guinea Fowls and Bantaus '^^.B.).—We cannot see

that your Guinea fowls lack anything nfcessary for healtli. Give them
si>nie oatmeal mixed with WArm milk, and .-v>'me onion tons or ii>ome gar-
lick chopped up and mixed with it in go -d qnantJties. Younc Bantams
reiiu're chopped eg/, groats, brend and milk, curd, and waste meat cooked
au'i chopped fine. All chickens want gr iss, nnd must have dust.
Oldfowt, Pie \Old Cock).—Cut the old cock in pieces in proper joints,

collect all the odd scraps of meat yon have; 8n>tting is ^ood enoagb
that is sweet and clean—remuanta of letfs or shoulders of mutton, pieces
of knuckle, shreds uf bacon, lean of ham. f tt of neck or loin of mutton,
all cut in pieces. Take an oval or a roun-l dish of earthenware with a lid,

and a hole tbrougli tbe handle to allow the t-team to escape. Old crusts
are acceptable. If you can, prepare tbe dish by lining it with thin slices^

of bacon all round and at bottom ; it is an imnrovKment. Then beuin to
lay in the meat, piece by piece, till the dish is full

; place some slices of
bacon on tbe top, pour in water till the vessel is full, put on the lid, tie it

down, and leave the dish in a Black ovrn all ni^bt. T<ikc it out in th«i

morning, and put it in a cold place that it may set ttiorongbiy. Wh*:u cold
you will find alt the water has become t'rivy, and the odds r.nd ends are
"et in jelly. It en be more expensiv.Iy mide. W« shall treat of that
herotfter. {K. It P.),—See the precedin*/ answer. You may keep hens
till they are three years old. Cocks the same. You may keep hen
Turkeys longer. Ducks should not be kept after two years, and in all

breeds it is profitable and advisable to chnnee the mcle frctinenlly.

Various Diskases in a PioEt)S Loft i.V. Y. Z.).—Wo are parzlod to
understand the cause of such a vaiied and general state of disease
among your Pigeons. WiUi htrict c]cati1jiu--s, gtMxi food, pnro water in
clean vessels, no crowding, and cx*-rc;se. Pigeons have rarely any diseases.
Open the hoils nnd dress with weak alum and water. Perhaj's the Indian
c{irfi being moni<ly and molhy may be part of the cause; but we sboald
incline to think t'.iat your loft has become |Hli^onMd hy loui: use, and that
roiiioval of all ilio birds for ntime, and a ihuroii-^h limeAHbliir.g, would bn
best. Mix fresh loam and salt, aud ht ini' birds p< c^ at it Wing disease
is sometimes cured in ite earlitrr htaees by applying iodine paint, to be
had of any chemist. Are the wnt<-r-vt:SHels verfvct y clean and in good
order? There is no known cnru i'»r " going li«ht."

Piokon Latinij Four Egos {J. Scoff ;.—We believe it is rare for a
Pigeon to Ity four egcr^. and still more rJire that she should hatch three
young imcs. Some years eince wc bad n bird that luid three but batch* d
oiiiy two. Webnvenow a Fanti'l cock wbich ht\x two wives ; he x»*i'^''

with each hen f>i]d they sit in ndjoiuin;: nests, but only one manages to
hatch younc, Ttio finttwife was for a time truly jealous and beat tbe
second, but now the two matrons arc gooii frit-U''.s. hml earn I'^oks on nn-
coocerncd at th< endearments of the other with her lord. We may add
thnt these 5Iori-:onite birds did not come from tne Salt Lake City

!

iioNRY iM. S.).—Mcs«r*. Neighbonr* bons, and Mesiirs. Fortuuu and
Ua^n, are extensive dealers in honey.

POULTRY MARKET.— SEiTESiDKr. 15.

Thf prevalence of hot veather makts any quotnlion of prices a tbirg
nK^re likely to uiislend thnn to help. At sucli times much is sold at A
heavv sarriflce. wliiJe a few rhidre iirticlus m^kit g"M>d prices. I'^e pri>-

P jrtioa of old Partrirlges in still very large, and the >uang UakU ore siuali.

Groase arc rather more pleutUal.
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\s'C bare 20 feet, a good width, but not too wide. Tlie glasD on
both Bides should reach down to the shelves. A hundred-feet

length of glass of this sort might be divided into three com-
partments—one to be kept at between oo° and tiu' at night,

and from 05° to 70° by day, with a rise of li>' from sun heat

;

the second to be kept 10' lower; and the third to be kept at

from -10° to 45° at night, 5' higher by day, and 10° or 15° higher

ou iluo days. A house of this desoriplion would be a great

advance on the present system of spoiling the ordinary occu-

pants of our greenhouses and hothouses by there maintaining

the temperatures required for forcing plants. The plants ore

brought from a position much colder than that in which they

aro placed, they swell their buJs, make weak growths, aud
form badly-flowered specimens. lu all the three divisions I

woiUd have means of afi'oruiug bottom heat, for it is quite ns

necessary in the cool house as in the warmer, to give newly-
potted plants a start at the roots before they are excited at top.

The means for giving bottom heat should ba such that they
could be worked separately from the system for top heat, or

together, as might ba necessary. The bottom heat in the cool

house would be valuable for plants lilted from the open ground,
potted, and at once placed in-doors for forcing ; for by plung-
ing the pots in the bed with a temperature 5° or 10' higher
than that of the atmosphere new roots would speedily form,
aud wo should have them better prepared to cater for the
swelling buds ; after a time these would puEh more strongly

and more certainly. If the plants had been established in

pots, and these were fnll of healthy roots, and therefore not
needing bottom heat, it would be easy to sot them on the
plunging material instead of placing them in it.

Tne cool house would be sufficient for forcing every kind of
hardy shrub or plant for three weeks. At the end of that time
the plant could be placed in the next warmer division for

another three weeks, aud if wanted to bloom at once might be
placed in the warmest house of all, where it would soon flower

;

but the second house would be sufficient forcing for many
liardy plants. The hottest house would be very serviceable for

bringing forward a class of plants that need a temperature
intermediate between that of a stove and greenhouse, and for

plants which, from requiring more moisture than the regular
occupants of the stove, cannot well be bloomed there in winter.
The houses used for forcing could be employed for Amines in

summer, which could be kept while at rest in covered boxes
along the sides, or by using moveable sides, as described in
'• Sanders on the Vine." They might also be employed for

Melons, Cucumbers, and a variety of other purposes.

—

G.'Abbet.

SEEDLING KOSES.
We have had in " our Journal " two or three letters lately,

complaining that the cultivation of seedling Boses has, to use
the words of the writers, " got into a rut," by which the writers

mean that oar new seedlings exhibit no decided novelty, but
are almost without exception repetitions, or at most but slight

improvements, of long-existing varieties.

There are two questions arising from this fact, the truth of

•which wo all allow. The first in, Is this more true of Eoses
than of any other flowers which have been long cultivated ?

Every florists' flower of which seedlings are raised by hundreds
and thousands, must after a certain time arrive at a stage in
which improvement is only possible in one of two ways ; either
by gradual degrees, the seedlings still retaining the impress of
their parents—f rr the most usual mode ;—or, more rarely, by
the uuexpected appearance of some new quality, or, at least,

remarkable advance in perfection. The former is the case
with ninety-nine out of a hundred of our novelties, whose
novelty, indeed, is in most cases their only recommendation

;

in others, however, the advance is certain, though slight ; and
so it is that with Eoses, as with other flowers, ten years or so
will find us with flowers not much diiiering in class, yet much
improved in those characters which we require.
With Bases, if I mistake not, the advance in this -way has

been more rapid than with other florists' flowers. I am not a
gixiwer of Dahlias or Auriculas, but the former do not seem to
me very different at exhibitions from those I used to see in
my long-past undergraduate days at Widuali's, of Cambridge,
nor the latter from those that filled the shed in the garden
opposite my old school ; while this distance of time, nearer
thirty than twenty years, has made an entire revolution in the
character and quality of our Roses. And although we may be
sometimes impatient when we see the new Hoses of one vear

difloring so little from those of the year before, and after grow-
ing our expensive aequisitioDS for a year or two, may indulge
in a hearty growl when we consign the majority to the rnbbiab-
heap ; stiU, anyone who can compare his list at present with
that of a few years past, will see that his collection has im-
proved much, even though many of his recent acquisitions
have by no means equalled the glowing description given o£
them in the lists whence they have been selected.

Occasionally, however, by no chance, yet in some way which
we cannot comprehend, an absolutely new Rose is originated

—

a liose which not only makes a sensation when introduced, bat
gives rise to a new race. Thus the Noisette Bone, which we
call a chance seedling, has been the parent of all that class and
of many of our Tea-scented, the Bose dn Boi of our Hybrid
Perpetuals, and so forth, the parent being not so much an
improvement on the grandparent as a sport from it. And in
our time we have seen this process at work, but, as might be
expected, only at rare intervals. Some twenty-five years ago
Guant des Batailles made its appearance among a host of doll-

coloured Hybrid Perpetuals ; then General Jacqueminot was,
perhaps, as great a stiide; then Gloire de Dijon, and more
recently, Marechal Kiel, each of these scarcely foreshadowed
by previous flowers, and each destined to be the founder of a
more or less extensive family. These are, however, necessarily

few and far between, and in the intervals when we are waiting
for them, what can the growers do but improve the families

which we already possess ? Here the grower of Ruses has a great

advantage over his fellows ; he is not practically such a slave

to fancy-points as others. Let a Dahlia have notched petals, a
green eye, or an irregular outline, however fine it may be in
other respects, no grower wili keep it, were it even the long-

desired " blue D.ihlia " which we used to be promised in

country newspapers in the days when I was young. But the
most formal of all our fanciers keeps in his garden such Boses
as Eugene Appert aud General Jacqueminot, deficient thoagh
they be in some one or other of those points on which he will

insist as necessary. He abuses them, but he keeps them on,

and admires them ; and a Bose, though it may fall short of

perfection in one or two poiuts, yet if it be either new-high or

new-delicately-colouref), and free to flower and open, will always

have its admirers, auJ, more important to the raiser, its pur-

chasers.

StiU, if we are in a rut aud wish to get out of it, the reason
is simple enough, and a guess may be made at a remedy.
Seedlings are raised in abundance from our best known and
most prized Roses, and only those are retained which are abso-

lutely good—at least, good enough to sell—while all the rest

are destroyed, quite irrespectively of any special peculiarities

which they may show, and no one, if I mistake not, ever thinks

of retaining a Rose as a breeder which is not worth retention

for sale ; and so it is quite possible that plants which have

shown a tendency to be the parents of yellow Hybrid Per-

petuals, striped Teas, itc, have perished, because they were

not good enough for sale, and no one cared to keep them to

see what their seed would produce.
One of your contributors told us, among other matters, last

autumn, that he had a quantity of seeds of Souvenir de Dr.

Jamain. Here is a case in point. The Rose is third-rate—

with me, at least, small and not full, but the colour quite a

novelty, and were I inclined to foretell our next sensation, I

should pitch upon a good seedling of Dr. Jamain as likely to

cause it. This will be a step out of the rut.

But in the meantime let me ask our seedling growers

whether it would not be worth their while to save as stock

peculiar Roses, good or bad, for the chance of raising from

them seedlings preserving their peculiarities, and snrpaesing

them in quality.

We certainly want change—improvement we have, not very

rapid, but still marked and evident. We cannot expect to have

good novelties constantly, but more might be done if we were

less contented to choose as parents of our seedlings Boses

which have been parents of thonsauds of seedlings before.

—

DUCKWISO.

GOLDEN CHAlinON GRVPE.
TuEBE is a general complaint in this neighbourhood abont

the growth and progress of the above Vine, and if I may judge

by my own experience of it, the complaints are not made with-

out a just cause. Like myself, everyone complains of its weak

growth and debilitated appearance, which aro quite different

from the description, or even from what the appearance of the
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Grape itself woTild lead one to expect. I planted it in April

last, iu a newly-prepared border, along with more than twenty

other Vines of different sort?, inclndinc; Mrs. Piuee'a Black

Muscat, Riyal Ascot, and Madresfield Court. Most of these

have carried iheir growth to the length of a 17-feet rafter,

but the Golden Champion not only failed to start into growth

at the same time as the others, but when it did start its

growth was very weak, and tho foliage very thin and bad iu

colour.

All the Vines in this house were allowed to grow as the

season advanced, and owing to the weakness of the Golden

Champion Vine I gave it more than its share of attention, but

to my surprise it gradually became weaker until the point of

its leader died off, and there it remains a miserable object,

which to all appearance would be dear at a gift.

Now, if from my own experience I may conclude that many
others in different parts of the country havo tailed to grow this

Vine suooessfuUy under the usual treatment accorded to other

Vines, I may fairly ask. What is the cause of this debility V also.

What treatment are we to pursue in •rder to roar it up to tho

fruiting state, so anxiously sought for by everyone ? In reply

to the first question I shall venture to say it is more owing_ to

the exhausting effects of a rapid propagation than anything

else, for when a person considers the noble and attractive ap-

pearance of the fruit, together with the suitable parentage and
likelihood of its becoming a desirable companion to the famous
Black Hamburgh, it is not surprising that the demand for plants

was enormous, and from the brisk propagation forced upon
the raisers in consequence, the juices of the Vine were never

thoroughly at rest before propagation commenced again, hence

its weakness. In answer to the second question, I should say

that no better plan could be advised than inarching on the

Black Hamburgh, but I think all those who have their Vines

already planted will do well to let them remain, but take care

to thoroughly ripen the wood. I think Golden Champion will

yet do well on its own roots, by making a good growth next

year.

—

Thomas Eeoord, Hawkhnrst.

THE GLADIOLUS.—No. 2.

FONTAINEBLEAU.

I STILL linger about this classic spot—not, our readers may
be sure, on account of the gilded salons of Diana de Poitiers,

nor the charming glades of its wide forest, but on account of

the interest I feel in the lovely autumn flower which has made
this historic place dear to all who cultivate it ; and I could not

very well leave the mention of it without adding something a.^

to tho new varieties ; and what more fitting time to write one's

experience of those of this season as well as to indicate those

yet to come ? Before doing so, let me correct one or two errors

which my unfortunate habit of scribbling has made me appear

to make (I do not blame the printer, for I sometimes wonder
how he does so well)—thus, I am made to say the Parisian

"fairs," instead of Parisian firms; "pretty rough," instead

of pretty enough ;
" arrachc," instead of nn-ac/icc ;" while by

a lapsus plumai I wrote " Moliere instead of Ulysse.

There can be, I think, little doubt that the collection sent

out by Monsieur Souchet last season comprised finer flowers

and more of them than in the previous season, and, indeed, I

make bold to say, than any former one ; and as I have grown
all the varieties named below under my own eye, have seen

them with other growers, and compared notes, I rather fancy

the judgment now given will prove tolerably correct.

Michel Ange.—1 place this foremost, for it is a most remark-
able flower. The description given of it in the catalogues led

many to suppose that the spike would not be regular, but, as

some one expressed it to me, all about the place. But this is

not so. The spike is regularly formed , and tho flowers are very
remarkable, having more the appearance of a Lily than a

Gladiolus, a peculiar dark crimson purple with white lines.

In the bed it has a most effective appearance.
Homire, Thomas ilethven, a.nd Madame Dombrain.—I place

these three together, for there is a great similarity between
them. Of the three Thomas Methven is, I think, the best

—

a large, fine, and well-formed spike ; the colour deep violet

rose, flamed with farmine violet. Homere has more purple in

it, the flaming, perhaps, not quite so brilliant ; while Madame
Dombrain has less rose colour. All these have the regular form
of spike, and all are desirable flowers.

SchUler.—A ouriona shade of colour, having novelty to re-

commend it ; it is called a sulphur yellow, and has the very

faintest tinge of primrose. It bears some analogy to Anai's,

but is Lirger and finer in every respect.

Ularic Stuart.—A very fine (lower withjong spike ; the ground
colour a very pale blush, flameil and striped with carmine cerise.

Argus.—A brilliant-looking flower, admirable for eff'jct, but
wanting in shape. The same may be said still more of

Romulus.—Dark crimson with large white spots, but the

petals are pointed and irregular ; still for its colour it may and
will be grown.

Legouve.—A magnificent flower, long spike. Individual

flowers large and well shaped, fiery red colour ; upper petals

with a white !ine in them, large white spot on the lower ones.

One of the best flowers of the year.

Madame Desportes.—A beautiful pure white, purer, I thint,

than La France or Norma of the year previous, with a very
light violet stripe ia the lower petals. Very fine.

Fenelon.—A very long spike. Very light rose colour with

a violet tinge, but rather mnddly.
Racine.—A long spike. Flowers, cerise tinted with violet.

A well-formed spike.

Virgile.—A brilliant scarlet red flower. Long spike, well-

formed flowers. A striking plant.

Circii.—A rose-coloured flower, largely tinted with lilac, and
flamed with crimson, somewhat after Madame Furtado. Very

pretty.

CornciUc.—Well-formed spike. Clear cerise ; the edges of

the petals with deeper shade of the same colour.

I have not seen Autonius, Buffon, Isis, Jenny Lind, Mon-
taigne, Picciola, or Van Djck, but I do not think that they

equal those I have named. Those who do not possess them
will do well to procure Michel Ange, Homere, Thomas Methven,
Madame Dombrain, Legouve, Marie Stuart, Eacine, Madame
Desportes, Virgile, and Schiller.

With regard to the new varieties coming out this autumn,
my notes on them were rapidly made. Madame Souchet was

in despair ; the baptism had taken so long that the dinner was
behindhand, and yet here were two enthusiasts still poring

over them, and then, surrounded as they were by other flowers,

what wonder that one's head almost got off its balance. I

believe, however, that the following is a tolerably correct rtsmni.

There are twenty-four to be brought out, divided into four

separate classes, varying, of course, in price.

In the first class are Phcenix, a fine cerise colour ; Eoseta, very

beautiful white with cerise blotches ; Petrarch ; La Candeur,

a fine white ; Eobert Fortune, with deep spot ; and Orphee.
In the second class, Elizabeth, bright pink ; La Sylphide,

white with large blotch ; Perfection, white with deep flame

;

Mariana, very large pink ; Agathoe ; and De Humboldt.
In the third class, Spectabilis, fine colour ; Adanson, some-

thing in the stylo of Anais ; Bossin ; Asmodue, excellent spike
of deep scarlet ; Delicatus ; and Rosea perfecta.

In the fourth class, Welpers, Eieanora, Sultan, Gloria

Florum, large white ; and Dr. Livingstone, very bright, but
not very large.

It is clear that we must be gradually thinning out our older

varieties when newer kinds of the same style are so far supe-

rior, and yet we do not like to give them up. It has been
feared by some that we were losing vigour in these new kinds
and gaining beauty at the expense of constitution, but I hardly
think so. Some of the older kinds—Napolfiou III., Achille,

and James Veitch, for example—are far more delicate than
Norma, La France, or Meyerbeer. Some of the new kinds are

undoubtedly so, Semiramis for example, but they are out-

numbered by the more vigorous sorts. M. Souchet has clearly

understood, that it is better to give short than long names
to things ; we have no " Souvenir de Madame la Comtesse
de ," and such-like absurdities, as in tho Roses.

I have not ventured upon giving any selection of the older

varieties, as I have done so before, but have merely referred

to the newer sorts, and iu my next shall havo something to say

of the difficulties that beset the cultivation of this fine autumnal
flower.—D., Deal.

HuEEicAXE IN Jeeset.—From early in tho evening of Satur-

day, September 11th, to Sunday morning, Jersey was visited

by such a hurricane as has not been known there, so say the
inhabitants, for more than thirty years. Thriving, blooming
gardens are left like wildernesses, and plentiful crops of Pears,

without any exception that I have heard of, have positively

been cleared and scattered on the ground ; nor have the Apples
fared better. By Sunday morning the Tomatoes and plants
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of tUat kind had the same appearance as they would have wom
in England, after a very severe night frost. The plants were
lying along the gronnd, the leaves black, shrivelled, limp, and
withered We are about 300 yards from the sea, and from a
gnliy of the garden which receives the wind in its force, some
Apples which wore tasted had a strong flavoar of salt. Flowers,
of coarse, for the present, are done for

; the vegetable crops are
injared, and the trees much shaken in the earth. The wind
was, I believe, S.W., and the barometer went down and up with
wonderful variations throughout the night.—E. W., Jereetj.

FRUIT-TREE STOCKS. PARTICULARLY THE
QUINCE.

At page 200 of The Jouhxal of IIorticultcre, Mr. Rivers
seems to be pleased with the opportunity I have given him of
" ventilating " the above subject. He thinks I have laboured
under a mistake for many years about the Portugal and Angers
Quinces. I must say that the supposition is gratuitous on his
part, and that I think myself at least his equal on the subject.
He further says it is probable that I have neither the one nor
tbe other true to name. Why should I not have them as well
as himself? I think he pays my intelligence a bad compli-
ment. Mr. Eivors refers to his having obtained his knowledge

^ the Quince stock from the " Catalogue " of the Horticultural
Society, compiled by Mr. Thompson about 1831. Mr. Thomp-
son's knowledge of this stock could not then have been very
great, as he had been only in the gardens about six or seven
years. But what Mr. Thompson recommended in the first
edition of the " Catalogue " I do not know, but he has made no
reference in the edition of 1812 beyond the remark that the
Portugal Quince "is the best sort for grafting Pears upon,"
4tld this is my opinion also. Merlet, who wrote three hundred
years ago, says upon the choice of Quince stocks for grafting,
'• that the Portugal is the best and most favourable of all for
grafting our good Pears upon ; that the rise of the sap is so
strong therein, that it produces large and excellent fruit of a
beauty and bounty extraordinary

; besides that the graft does
not make a swelhng at its junction with the stock, this latter
being so strong that it has complete mastery of the subject
grafted upon it." Now, this is just what I find. Mr. Eivers
'likeE the Angers Quince because it is easily propagated, as is

also the sort called Done, but a facility of propagation does not
always constitnte a stock's being the best. However, I have no
more dilficnlty in propagating thousands of the Portugal Quince
than I have of the others, but my system of doing so is quite
different from that pursued by Mr. Eivers

—

i.e., layering, by
lOUttings, or by grafting.

Mr. Rivers has a little hit at our Somerset climate—whereas

our Somerset climate is just the sort to produce fine healthy

trees with well-ripened wood that Vfill withstand most winters

—that is, if the trees were originally from a country where

firosis prevail, not such as Candia or ancient Crete, the birth-

place of the sort of Quince from which all those we use as

stocks have sprung, more especially the Angers and Doue
varieties. Mr. Eivers obtained from M. Leroy one of each

Mnd of Quince, as mentioned by himself in an article written

not very long ago, if my memory is ii{:iit ; and from this same

source I obtained not only all the sorts of Quinces that Mr.

Rivers did, but I also had from M. Leroy fruits of above twenty

other kinds, out of which I extracted the seeds, and from these

raised several hundreds of plants, many of which bid fair to

be rivals of the veritable Angers. In fact, I think I am pretty

well up in the subject of Quinces. When I commenced I

intended to have gone into the subject botanically, but I have

not done so, and I daresay the Editors are as well pleased.

I now come to the Pear Nain Vert, and will quote a passage

•from M. Leroy, the accomplished and learned author of the
" Dictionnaire de Pomologie," a work at once a marvel of re-

search, learning, and cheapness. He says, " I will add, having

grafted upon this little fat tree (egrasuaxt), the Belle Angevine,

which is now eight years old, has remained dwarf, and produced

enormous Pears." So much for the "chateau en Expagne."

We shall see some day, if we all live.

Mr. Rivers, however, in the same paragraph broaches a sub-

ject, althougii not differing much from the Nain Tert one,

dismissed with a supposition that I think is not borne out by
any physiological reasoning that I am acquainted with—viz.,

the disruption of the vessels of the stock to meet the require-

ments of the graft. This supposition is in my opinion a bigger

_" chateau " than the possibiUty of obtaining enough of seeds

from the Nain Vert Pear for commercial purposes. Let only a
demand arise, and we shall see.

I now come to a bewildering paragraph—why fifteen Boris of
Paradise stocks? I do not think I shall try to procnre W)
many Paradise stocks as fifteen, being perfectly contented to
think that I have already the best stock of this kind in exist-
ence. Mr. Rivers has obtained it in a roondabout way, and is
forced to give it at least no secondary place. Mr. Eivers, in
commenting upon what I wrote about the sale of Pear trees for
double-grafting, tries to shove them overboard by saying that
those I mentioned were of all kinds of refuse, and not worth
packing and carnage, and further hints that the person who
sells them got his knowledge from him. Now I know the party
allnded to, but did not know that he sold such rubbish. The
parties I deal with graft special kinds for the purpose, as Mr.
Eivers does BeunC- d'Amanhs.

I now come to the last portion of this knotty subject, the
working of Apricots upon Apricots, ic. As far as my own
experience goes, it is this : Having several times imported
Apricot stones and raised thousands of them, I had a good op-
portunity of trying how the best sorts would do upon them,
ily success was very, very indifferent. Most of the stocks
proved so tender that it was difficult to keep enough alive to

experiment with. Those which I was enabled to work produced
such weak wiry shoots that there seemel but little hope of ever
obtaining fruit from them ; those that were budded and came to

a bearing state, produced fruit either hard and close-fleshed, or

BO watery and sour that they were perfectly uneatable. Added
to this, the very kernels partook of their austerity, and even
under the most favourable conditions the fruit remained unripe,

and in all cases the flesh was adherent to the stones. It seems,
therefore, from my experiences that the stock exercises a great

influence upon the quality of the fruit, more especially in cer-

tain seasons, and that the graft but rarely, or very little, influ-

ences the stock. The subject of stock culture is, therefore, on»
fraught with great interest, and deserves the utmost attention.

That it will receive that attention from some there is no doubt

;

but I am afraid that the generality of cultivators are indifferent

to the benefits that would accrue from a careful study of the

subject. It is now just half a century since I commenced the
study of horticulture, and I have spent that time in ardent

research in all branches connected with it, and with Mr. Eivers
I may say that " my life has been, and still is, a life of re-

search and experiment ;" and although the allotted threescore

years and ten are in my case, as in Mr. Rivers's, fast filling

up, yet I can say my love of Flora and Pomona knows no
abatement.

There is one portion of Mr. Rivers's article which I have not

touched upon—that is, where he speaks of sending mo soma
of his Apple trees. I beheve some trees did arrive here, but

being without names were consigned to the faggot-heap. As
to answering his note, this I did not do for reasons I need not

mention here.

—

John Scott.

VIOLA CORNUTA PERFECTION.
I SAW this superb seedling Pansy at Rotherfield about a fort-

night ago, and regret that I could not attend the meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society's Floral Committee, on the 7th

inst.,to record what an opinion I had formed of its superiority

over all other Violas in respect to its profusion of bloom and

rich colour, which is as much like that of Achimenes Mauve

Queen as it is possible to be. Mr. Scott, the gardener, first

pointed it out surrounding one or two beds in the flower gar-

den, which is in one of the driest spots that could be well con-

ceived, being on the top of a bill, and having a light sandy

soil resting on a gravelly base. I then said, " Very beautiful !"

but on his pointing out a bed, 11 feet by 4 feet, immediately

under a west waU in the kitchen garden, exposed to the full

blaze of this extraordinary summer's sun, such a display of

bloom and healthy foliage (which partakes more of the charac-

ter of the ordinary Pansy, V. tricolor, than that of V. comr-ta),

met my eye, that I could not help exclaiming, that it was the

finest thing I had met with this season ; and to such a man

as a Gibson or a Bennett it will prove invaluable.—Jasibs

CCTBCSH.

PROPAGATING POTATOES FROM EYES.

I TLASTED in March last, 1 lb. of Early Rose Potato in the

garden of the Provost of King's CoUege, Cambridge, and when

I took them up, August 30th, there were no less than 112 lbs.
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They are a very fine sample, and when cooked they are white
and flonry. I treated them in the following manner :—I had five

Potatoes of equal size, I put them in the vinery and started

the eyes. I then cat them into sixty-two sets, and gave the

ground a coating of manure from the Melon pit, 2 inches thick.

I placed the sets 4 inches deep, and 16 inches by 30 inches
apart.—N. Castle, Gardener.

[Any other Potato would have done the same.

—

Eds.]

HOUSE FOR ROSES.
I HAVE had erected a Rose house in which the Roses are

planted in beds and borders. The novelties are— 1st, The
height of the sides, thereby allowing space for rampant clim-

bers, suoh as Mai6chal Niel, Isabella Gray, Cloth of Gold,

Solfaterre, &a. ; and 2nd (which is most important, and, I

think, an entirely new idea), that the side lights open on a

level with the ground' inside the house, so that the air cir-

culates well round the plants.

Most Rose houses are built with a wall 3 or 4 feet high, and
then the glasswork is placed upon the wall, so that one of the
first principles of Rose-growing is violated by the plant being,

so to speak, in a hole. In cultivating Roses out of doors one
is continually stirring the soil round the roots in order to let

in the air. Now, what I wish to show is, that if a Rose house
is built in the ordinary manner, it is quite impossible that the
air can reach the roots and circulate round the lower part of

the plants, as it should; and, keep the soil stirred as one will,

there will always be a state of semi-stagnation highly pro-
ductive of mildew and other evils.

To amateurs far enough advanced in Eose-growing to have
a Rose house built, I need not point out the benefit of syring-

ing often, and the advantage of having a liquid-manure well

not far ofit ; it is also good to have a butt at one end of the
house to lead the gutter-pipe into, so as to insure a supply of

rain water. This house is 32 feet long, 18 feet wide, 12 feet

high in the centre, and the height of the sides is 7i feet. It

is built on a brick foundation, and is made to take to pieces.

It is lined with wirework, so that the climbing Roses are inde-
pendent of the woodwork.

I annex a hst of Tea Roses grown in the above house which
may be useful to some of your readers, with a few remarks on
the newer or more uncommon sorts.

Celine Foresticr
Cloth of Gold
Isabella Gray
Lflmarqne, elegant, not fall enoagh.
Marechal Niel
Narcisse
SoUaterre, fine grower
Triomphe de Reunes
America, first-rate at limes, but not

to be depended on
Adam
Alba rosea
Arcbim^de, good
Bouton d'Or. pretty button-hole
flower

Eongere, first-rate

Climbing Devoniensis, too much
wood in proportion to the flowers

Comte de Paris, very good, rather
variable

Devoniensis
Dnc de Magenta, good
Eliso Sanvage, very elegant

—G. H. M.

Goabault
Homer
Jean Pemet, middling
La Boule d'Or, fine nnder glass
L'Enfant Troayt-
Louise de Savoie, good under glass,
wiD not open here out of doors

Madame Bravy
Madame Falcot
Madame Margottin, very fina

Madame Willermoz
M. Furtado, a fine yellow Rose
Niphetos
Pi-esident
Rubens
Reine de Portugal, bright orange, a

first-rate new Rose, slow opener,
wants growing under glass

Sombreuil
Souvenir d'Elise
Souvenir d' uu Ami
Vicomtesse de Cazes

QUACICERY AMONGST THE GARDENERS.
The pursuit of horticulture is generally thought to have a good

effect on the mind. The striving after truth, the effort at per-

fection, must ennoble. The gardener who loves his art has no
idea of keeping as a secret any improvement he has discovered
in culture. The readiness, nay, the anxiety, of our first-class

gardeners to impart knowledge is well known ; the pages of

"our Journal," and similar publications, bear evidence of this.

If a gardener professes to have secrets he is unwilling to im-
part, most persons set him down at once as a fool.

Nor is this willingness to impart information unknown
amongst nurserymen, and there are few of whom I should
hesitate to ask a question, either concerning culture or pro-
pagation. There may be a few ignorant men who, with low
cunning, will seek by any means to derive information, and
impart none in retum^to enter their neighbour's propagating
honse, for instance, whilst carefnlly locking the doors of their

own ; but I am glad to say a more liberal spirit is now the rule.
The first-class horticulturist has the fcehng of a first-class

medical man, that knowledge ought to be disseminated for the
public good, and that it is as mean to withhold information as
it is foolish not to desire it. In spite of this increasing liberal
feeling, there are still symptoms of a quackish spirit abroad.
What is it but quackery, when nostrums are advertised at un-
heard-of prices? One can imagine a man unconnected with
horticulture advertising something for the benefit of gardeners,
and if it proves good and worth the money charged, gardeners
will use it till they discover something equally efficacious. But
for a man, whether gardener or nurseryman, to advertise any-
thing, a manure, for instance, at double or treble the price it

can possibly be worth, and to try to make people beUeve his
success as a cultivator is due to its use, is, in my opinion,
rank quackery.

I have at the present time plants of Golden Champion and
Madresfield Court Vines, about 20 feet long, and as thick as many
walking sticks ; these have had good soil, plenty of heat, and a
little sheep-manure water, with plenty of attention, which are
all that Vines require, and I do not think any patent manure
would improve them. No doubt, competition in business is

great, and the profits of business small, but let us choose
rather the respect which follows professional conduct, if asso-

ciated with small profits, to the larger gains which sometimes
reward quackery.—J. R. Peabson, Chilwell.

BOUQUETS AT THE MANCHESTER SHOW.
My attention has been called to some remarks of Mr. W. H.

Turner respecting bouquets at the Manchester Exhibition, in

which he charges me with neglecting to place cards upon those

shown by me. Were it necessary, myself and four others are

prepared to state on oath that the Society's cards were placed

upon the vases holding the bouquets, and were there up to

the time the tent was cleared. When the judges came round
the cards had been abstracted, and the judges supposed the

bouquets were not for competition. Possibly some of the

baffled competitors may know something of the matter.

—

RicHD. S. Tates, Sale, Cheshire.

WHO IS TO blame;
^ QUESTION certainly not answered by Messrs. Carter & Co.,

who, I learn for the first time, are, in conjunction with Messrs.

Hurst & Son, the fosterfathers of Laxton's Supreme Pea. If

Messrs. Carter will re-read my notice of it, they will see that

they have not the least reason for saying that I pit my judg-

ment of the ijeneral character of that much-exalted Pea against

their own or anyone else's, I simply state a few facts (mighty

ugly ones, too, against the popularity of the said Pea), with

reference to its growth with me, and the manner in which it

has belied its character. I bought a sealed packet, and I re-

peat that it in no way resembled its picture and description,

save in the least important particular—the shape of its pods.

Remembering what the astute Horace says, that "pictoribus

atque poelis " a certain (rery uncertain) license is given, I

would not have complained of anything so trivial as the num-
ber of Peas per pod, but when one of the main points of excel-

lence for certain purposes is entirely mis-stated—viz., dwarf

habit, there is something to complain of. Nor would I have

been too particular here ; had it been 50 per cent, taller than

advertised, and in other respects true to its description, I

would have remained silent ; but when it exceeds by 100 per

cent., being 7J feet high), I am very slow to believe its average

height is 3! feet ; and I shall be glad to know whether anyone

has found Laxton's Supreme true to its character, especially

in this particular.

Messrs. Carter's remark that, " as regards the price of an

article, it is worth just what it' will fetch," is at once both true

and false; it is the answer which the "cheap Jack" made to

the countryman who purchased the historical razors, "made
to sell." True in a sense in which Messrs. Carter would be the

last to accept it, it is false in this, that an article not worth

ed. would, backed by Messrs. Carter's name, sell readily for

3s. ed. ; but, then, they would sell not the article only, but so

much of their own reputation. Confidence in the integrity of

such firms as Messrs. Carter & Co. induces growers to give any

price asked for such novelties as they may desire ;
nor can they

in reason complain of the price, if they get uhat the catalogue

says they pay for. In the present instance I certainly have
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not, and I ask, Who is to blame ? Aa to the retail price—8«. Od,

per half pint—let anyone who iloubta its being high, search

through his old catalogues till he find its liko.

As to enterprising seedsmen giving £100 per bushel for atock

seed, it matters not to the grower whether they give £100 or

100 pence ; ho regards what they promifie, what ho pays, and,

most of all, what he gets. Unquestionably ench Urms as Messrs.

Carter Sc Co., cmn mullis aliis, have done great things in the

cause of hortioulture, and every grower muht wish them well

;

but their prices for etock ceod ia their aliair, not the grower's,

being purely a trade speculation, founded on thtir own expe-

rience and acumen.
As to my "looking at Peas in my neighbour's garden ir stead

cf my own," I can only wish that I had had such luck in the

case of Laston's Supreme. From all I know of it at present,

I am inclined to adopt Messrs. Carter's hint with regard to the

other first-class Peas of Mr. Laxton which they intend offer-

ing to the public—viz., to look at them in my neighbour's

garden before I introduce them to my own, thnngh no one is

more willing to pay such a price as will remunerate the labours

of crossing, selection, tSrc, whereby our fruits and vegBtables

are improved, than—C. C. E.

EOYAL IIORTICULTUK.VL SOCIETY.
September 21st.

Fruit Co^niiTTEE.—George F. Wilsoii, Esq.^ F,R.S., in the cbnir.

A prize was offered by H. G. Bobn, Fsq., for a dish of I'caclies growu
on standards in the 0])en air, bat there were uo competitors. IVIi-.

TViUiam Paul, of Waltham Cross, Eont four sorts of seedling Grapes
merely for exhibition, Mr. Paul desiring only the opinion of the Com-
mittee as to tho^e varieties which it would he dcGirable to cultivate.

Nos. 2, !, 10, and 15 were selected by the Committee, and Mr. Paul
promised to exhibit them again at nest meeting, when there would be
a collection brought from the garden at Chiswich. No. 10 is a very
fine Frontignau ; No. 2 a large-bunched variety with a rich Muscadine
flavour, as also is No. 15. Mr. Koss, of V.'elford Park, Newbury,
sent a seedling Plum which did not possess suflicient merit to warrant
a certiBcate.

G. F. "Wilson, Esq., brought a dish of very handsome fruit of Trans-
parent Gage Plums. Mr. ^Vilson also brought a quantity of nuts iu

clusters as taken from the trees, all of which were pierced with larpo

holes and the kernels abstracted. This was protUiced by the attacks

of field mice, which climb up the branches niid attack the fruit.

Several of the members have ohserved these mice nttacliius the Filbert

and liut plantations. An erroneous impression is abroad that these

attacks are due to the Coal Tit (Parus uter), the beak of which co#d
not possibly have caused the effects produced.

Messrs. Bnnyard it Son, Maidstone, sent fruit of a seedling Apple,
which was so small and so much decayed that they were requested to

send it again another season. The Rev. George Kemp, of Sevenoaks,
brought frait of Kivers's Summer Beun-e d'Aremberg, of excellent
flavour, though small on account of the season.
Mr. Gilbert, fjardener to the Marquis of Exeter at Burghley, sent

Iruit of Duke of Cornwall Melon, a vci-y large fruit, weighing S\ lbs.

It has a clear yellow, smooth skin and a very thick green flesh, and was
scarcely ripe, hut it had all the properties of a first-rate fruit. He
also sent a seedling raised between the Duke of Cornwall and the
Victory of Rath. It is a white-skinned variety with a thick grocn
flesh, and very richly flavoured. It was awarded a first-class certifi-

cate, and named Burghley Green- flesh. Mr. Goldsmith, gardener,
Poleaden Lacy, Dorking, sent fruit of the old "Windsor Prize, a scarlet-
fleshed variety of good flavour. Mr. Stacey, the Gardens, South Bank,
Ed gbastou, Birmingham, sent a seedhng Melon, which also proved to
Jbethe Windsor Prize.

Mr. Fairbaim, gardener to W. Death, Esq., Bishop Stortford, sent
a good specimen of the Blood Pine, weighing lbs. *1 o;:8., to which a
special certificate was awarded for meritorious cultivation. Mr. George,
of Pntnoy "Heath, sent a Strawben-y plant in a pot hearing fruit on a
mnner of the current season. Mr. John Haisman, gai'dener to Horace
Martin, Esq.. Oldbury Place, Ightliam, sent very good specimens of
Forbidden Fruit.

Mr. Fcnn, of the Rectory, Woodstock, brought specimens of Eibston
Pippin gi-own on trees giafted on the Blenheim Pippin, exhibiting
Tei7 remarkable results as to the influence of the stock on the graft.
An account of this interesting subject will be found in our nest num-
ber. Mr. Feuu aUo exhibited three hinds of home-made wines, onq,
from the Espiran, another from the Boyal Muscadine, and a third
from Muscat of Alexandria, all grown in the open air. All of them
were very well manufactured wines, and the rcsnlt of a persevering
course of experiments which Mr. Fenn has been carrying on for a great
number of years to ascertain the practicability of producing in this
counti-y a cheap and wholesome wino from home-grown Grapes. Mr.
Fenna efTorts have at last been crowned with groat success. Tho first

sample, which is red, was a very good light wine, with a good deal of
body and flavour, and far superior to many of the vi/is du ^mi/s one
gets in France and Switzerland. The second was ^aite a first-rate

wino, somewhat of tho character of n white Bargundy, and this re-

ceived a first-class certificate. Tho tliird was a light uparkiiag wine
very pleasant to drink, but thin, and would not keep loug ; neverthe-
less a great advance cu houio-mado Hpnrkling wines geuerally,

Mr. Fcnn olso Eent two varieties of seedling Potatoes—one, nnmcil
Tho Rector of Wooilstock, a fine flavoured and very prolific Potato,
wliich was awarded a fii-flt*clasfl ccrtificato. Tho other was not con-
sidered of suflieient merit, it being without much flavour, though very
flonn.-. and a fiuo-looking Potato. Besides these, Mr. Fenn hod a
collection of what he cousidercd the twelve beat sorts of Potatoes, for

which he received a special certificate. From Messrs. Barr iV Sngdeo,
King Sti-eet, Covcnt Garden, came a very largo and interesting col-

lection of Onions, for which a special certificate was awarded.

Floral Committee.—Rev. J. Dix in the chair. W. Lacey, Esq.,

Southampton, sent a seedling bronze Zoual Pelargonium. From Mr.
'Warreu, Salisbnry, camo some very neat plants of a dwarf sraall-

flowering Veronica, named Bine Gem. This is one of the prettiest

plants that have been cUiibited this year; its dwarf, neat habit will

make it very useful for bedding and decorative pnrposeii. Mr. Warren
also brought a plant of Viola Perfection, aud^owers of the same were
sent by Sir. Dobson, of Alton Park, to a previous mLCtinp. A first-

class certificato was.awardcd.it as a valuable bedding variety. Mr. E.
Bland, Richmond Hill, sent four seedling hybrid Kosegay Pelai^o-

niums and others, but of no special merit. Symmetry, a well-formed

scarlet llower, was good, but not equal to some others.

A collection of Orchids from the SociotyH gardens was awarded a
special certificate. Among them a C_\pripedinui Reichenbachii, a new
plant of no particular beauty, which is reported to produce from
twenty to forty flowers on each spike, was awarded a first-class certificate.

Mr. Wimsett, Chelsea, sent his two hybrid Ivy-leaved Pelargoninms
—viz., Willsii rosea, dark bright rose, which hod received a first-class

certificate, also Willsii, a lighter and paler rose, to which a first-claas

certificate was awarded. Those aro very beautiful jlants, and will,

donbtless, be in great request. Mr. Whitchom, Southampton, sent

seo31ing Zonal Pelargoniums Queen of tho South, Delicatnm, and
Jolly Captain. Mr. Cutbusb, Highgate, exhibited two very well grown
specimens of Cockscomb, which were awarded a special certificate for

good cultivation. Mr. Nash sent flowers of two seedling Panhiefl, also

cut trasses of Zonal Pelargoniums ; tho latter without petals, the Pan-
sics of no merit, of the usual character found among any batch oi

seedlings. Mr. Cannell sent seedling Zonal Pelargonium Mrs.CanneUt
pale pink, of moderate form ; olso W-Uow May, golden-leaved.

Dr, H. Rogers, East Grinatead, sent an Epidendrum to be named,
and C.itHeya Harrisonin?. From Messrs. Bell S: Thoiiie came a col-

lection of cut Petunias, many of them vei^ pretty, also double Zonal
Pelargonium Miss Evelyn. This beiug the seedling plant, was not

eligible for a certificate ; it is very promising, the flower of a bright

rose colour. Messrs. Salter sent a very good collection of snccnlcnt

plants, for which a special certificate was given ; also Ccntaurea hj-

hrida, a seedling of great merit with fiue broad foliage. A first-class

certificate was awarded it. Mr. Cripps, Tunbridgo Wells, sent Hy-
drangea panicnlata grandiflora, a very ornamental, bardy, Japanese
])lant, producing large erect spikes of white flowers. A first-clasfl

certificato was awarded it. Mr. Cripps likewise exhibited Cedrofi

verticillata glauca, a glaucous variety of Deodar. From Mr. G. Smith,

nurseryman, Homsey Road, came Zonal Pelargonium Formosa, a fine

shaded salmon flower.

Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq., brought a new fomj

of Agave, Agave pectinata—a first-chvss certificate was given. Messrs.

Lee had plants of Cupressus alba-spica ; there was some donbt ex-

pressed as to its correct name. A first-class certificate was awarded,

and it was requested that it should bo sent again. Messrs. Lee also

exhibited Thuja Tom Thumb, a diminutive plant, fit for a glass ca«e

or window; a collection of Centaureas, not sufficiently distinct from

others, end Altemantheva magnifica, a free-growing variety. Mr,
George. Putney Heath, brought several Zonal Pelargoniums, somo of

them being seedling jilants, which by one of the Society's rules can-

not receive certificiites ; also a collection of cnt flowers of seedling

Zonal Pelargoniums, among which were two of considerable merit,

these being Mrs. Cannell, a fine, bold, white flower, the centre striped

with pink, and King of the Roses, a very promising flower.

5Ir. Wheeler, Warminster, exhibited a seedling Dahlia, Lord Wey-
mouth, a bright yellow, the petals deeply margined with dark red ; the

flower is, perhaps, too coarse for the florist's eye, but as a decorative

flower for the border it is very useful ; a second-class certificato was

awarded it. Mr. C. Turner received a second-class certificate for

seedling Dahlia Alice Gair, a first-class certificate for Provost, and a

special certificate for a very fine collection of cnt flowers. Mr. Bor-

gess. Chelsea, sent seeilling Dahlias Cottage Girl and Mrs. Bargesfl-

Mr. Rawliuga had scedlijig Dahlia Royalty, the finest seedling exhi-

bited, of excellent form, and bright yellow colour; a first-class certi-

ficate was awarded it. Mr. C. Parker, Winkfield, sent two seedling

Dahlias. Mr. Cox, gardener to W. Wells, Esq., brought an interest-

ing coUootion of cut specimens of Conifers with fine cones on them,

some of them having been rarely known to produce cones in thifl

country. A special certificate was awarded the collection.

GeveR-VL Mef.tino.-^T Russell Reeves. Esq., F.R.S., in tho chair.

The election of one new Fellow was followed by the usual announce-

mcnt of awards, and the Rev. Joshna Dii took tho opportunity to
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meution in feeling terms the loss which the Society had sustained in

Mr. Veitch, of Cbelsea^and Mr. Robert Thompson.
The Rev. M. J. Berkeley then pointed out to the meetinf* the fine

specimens of Pino cones from Mr. Cox, of KedJeaf, particularly Finns
Smithiana, commonly known as Finns Morinda, and the species under
the name of Ficea ccphalouica, which, however, he believed not to be

true to name, Ficea cephalonica leing rather tender. The fruiting of these

Conifers he believed to be in some measure owing to the wood being so

well ripened last year. A Fungus found in a sewer was next noticed

as being probably a singnlar form of Agaricus ostreatns; and in con

nection with this it was mentioned that the exhibition of eilible and
poisonons Fungi is fixed for the next meeting.

Mr. Berkeley having adverted to Mr. Fenn's exhibition of Potatoes,

consisting of two series, in which Hogg's Coldstream and Shutford

Seedling, and Early Emperor and Fenn's Onwards, were respectively

the male and female parents, mentioned that some of the progeny had
actually degenerated so mnch as to resemble the wild Potato. He
then read tho f jilowing paper by Mr. Fenn on the results of grafting

Potatoes :

—

I grafted tbia year Rett Ashleaf on Dickson's Premier, Paterson's
Scotch Blue on Royal Albert, and vice versd. I have been unfortunate
this season in regard to the " taking " oi the grafts. I pliinted and kept
the grafted sets in 6-inch pate, contrary to ray later practice of planting
them in the open ground when the shoots in the pots have pushed 5 or
6 Inches out of the soil. This may have tended to cause non-success
as regards the cicatrisation of the skins ; nevertheless, suffieiout results
have been arrived at to aflord conclusive evidence as to the possibility
of grafting one Potato with the eye of another.
On July 14th, I examined two sets, an eye of Royal Albert (a handsome,

round, white Potato), grafted on Paterson's Scotch Blue. The eye had
held perfectly i;ist to the tuber, thereby giving hope of some inflaence
being exerted between the stock and the graft. I made the ^raft fit as
perfectly as possible into the wedge-'ike, sliced-out cavity in the tuber,
but at the above date tho gi-nft liad swelled-out of its first position,

though not sufficiently to disunite itself from the cicatrix of its own skin
and that of the stock on one side. I gave several good tugs at the graft,

but I could not displace it, and I sent it to Dr. Masters to verify this

result. Dr. Masters wrote me in answer, " In one case the cohesion was
evident, but I do not see that the new tuber or the haulm is at all

afl'ected by the grafting process. We must have more conclusive evidence
than that. I see the union is not merely along the rinds, but in the
cellular mass of the Potato as well. I have forwarded the tubers to
Chiswick. Tho whole subject is very interesting."
The other sort sent to Dr. Masters was the eye of a Paterson's Scotch

Blue on Royal Albert, no cicatrix, or union of the skins, had formed,
but some of the young tubers were half-coloured, others less coloured,
and one was perfectly white, none of them showing bliie all over like the
sort. I asked Dr. Masters to forward them to Mr. Barron, and request
him to plant them and note %vhether the colouring was permanent.
Now for " more couclu'^ive evidence." I wrote on the 14th of July

that I durst nL>t then meddle with tho roots of my last year's grafted
Potatoes. Their appearance I noted thus :—Fenn's Onwards on Almond's
Yorkshire Hero : an Onwards bauim, but earlier, and very diminutive in

comparison. Hero on Onwards: I cin perceive no difi'ei-ence in the
haulm as compared with those not grafted, except, perhaps, that the
foliage of the grafted sets is of a moro g'nzcd prpt-n. Yorkshire Hero on
Fluke : haulm looldng like that of the true Yorkbhire Hero, with not a
symptom of the dark green tinge of the Fluke foliage. Milky White oil

Yorkshire Hero : haulm like that of a diminutive Milky White, quite
ripenint: off, whilst its namestike by its side was in full vigour of leaf.

Milky White £!rafted on Fluke (this I did fcy mistake; 1 intended to have
grafted the Milky White un itself, to try what would be the efl'eet, if

any) : haulm showing quite a different character from that of Milky
White, being not so branching, and of a darker, more upright, and more
robust habit. All tho above examples in 18G3 united at theii- rinds more
or less completely soon after they were planted out—a fact which I proved
by inspection.

I planted tho above-named Potatoes on April I5th, when tho grRft of

Onwards on Hei'o showed sprouts decidedly gi-eener than those of the
true Onwards ; and when I dug them up, on August 9th, their haulm was
not nearly so ripe as that of the latter, and their produce generally, for

form, proved rounder than Onwards. The Milky White grafted on the
Fluke is the only other decided '•conclusive evidence," and that is con-
clusive enough in tho wrong direction ; the character, as well as the
Potato, being quite spoilt. In short, I may have gained {but I must wait
another year to prove it), an improvement by grafting tho Onwards on
Yorkshire Hero, and that I fear will prove at the most bat a mere penny-
worth of Potato to a sack of trouble, though I shall be well content if, by
the experiment, I have added my mite to the science of horticulture.

The subject, Mr. Berkeley said, was one of great imjiortance, and
Mr. Fenn's paper very suggestive-

Mr. Murray drew attention to a collection of Cacti from Mr. Wick-
ham, who was travtjlling on the banks of the Orinoco, and moved a
vote of thanks to the exhibitor, and this having been passed, the pro-

ceedings closed by the Chaii-man anuounning the next meeting would
be held on October 5th, when there would be an exhibition of Grapes
as well as that of Fungi previously referred to.

it onght to have been two months after coming through the
ground.—W. T.

[The bonefifc to the Strawberries must not be altogether
ascribed to the salt in this instance, for the oil and other refuse
from the herrings are powerful fertilisers.—Eds.]

EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES.
We give below the results of experiments with fourteen

varieties of seed Potatoes conducted under the direction of
Admiral Hornby. All the varieties are treated alike, and sown
in black soil on the Kuowsley Cottage Farm. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5,

0, 8, 9, 13, and 14, ware obtained from Scotland. AU these are
good eatiug Potatoes, the first particularly so ; and of this kind
beautifully shaped single Potatoes have been turned up from
28 to 31 ozs. in weight.

Ko. ^e'd^go^f Names of Potatoes. Weit^'ht of Marketable Produce.

1. 34 lbs. ., Paterson's Blue 618 lbs., or 44 times weight sowU.
2. 141bs. .. Paterson's Kegent 539 lbs., or 38 times.
3. 14]ba. .. Paterson's Red 401 lbs., or 38^ times.
4. 14 lbs. .. Daintree's Early 394 lbs., or 28 times.
5. 1411)3. .. Paterson's Oval Blue .. 359 lbs., or 25 times.
6. 14 lbs. .. Puter.^on's Victoria .... 829 lbs., or ii3A times.
7. 14 lbs. .. Webb's Imperial 272 lbs., or 19 times.
8. 14 lbs .. Paterson's Napoleon .. 229 lbs., or 16 times.
9. 341bs. .. Dalmahoy 221 lbs., nearly 16 times.

1?. 14 lbs. .. Pinkeye iiemp 200 lbs., over 14 times.
11. 14 lbs. .. Arrowsmith's Seedling 179 lbs., or 13 times.
12. 14 lbs. .. Fluke 95 lbs., or 7 times.
13. 14 lbs. .. Bloomer 92 lbs., or G.^ times.
14. Bibs. .. Rosse's Early 272 lbs., or 34 times.

—(The Gardener.)

SALT FOR STRAWBERRIES.
The quantity of salt used by mo for the Strawberry plants

(see page 218), was the contents of a hernug barrel—that is,

the brine that a barrel of herrings contained, and I spread it

between two rows of about sixteen plants on each tide, thirty-

two plants altogether. You will see, therefore, it was a good
pickling, and to all appearance yet the plants ure much bene-
fited by it, being the most healthy of any. There has been a
mistake with the Potato ripening in two months from planting

;

GARDENS IN EAST KENT—NEWLANDS.
Newlands, the residence of James Lake, Esq., is near the

direct road from Faversbam to Sittingbourne, aud about three
miles from Faversham. The surrounding country presents no
striking feature, no view on which the eje "loves to linger;"

the only prospect of any considerable extent being across the
low, flat marshes of TL\vnham, over the dreamy Swale, famous
for its oyster beds, with the Isle of Sheppy in the distance.

The soil of the neighbourhood is generally a deep rich loam,
but it varies very much, and would form an interesting study
for the geologist ; in a radius of a few miles may be found deep
beds of clay or brick earth nest to equal depths of a smooth
kind of sand containing very little gritty matter ; then may be
seen beds of gravel of irregular depths, and then, as at New-
lands, solid beds of chalk of immense thickness.

Passing from the entrance along the carriage drive, bordered
with shrubs, the mansion, a modern buildiug of moderate di-

mensions, is before us. At the extremity of this drive, on the

right, advantage has been taken of a vacancy in the shrubs,

caused, probably, by the proximity and shade of many lofty

deciduous trees, to form an ornamental fernery, which struck

me as being in very good taste. It consists principally of a
prettily-constructed archway leading to a winding path which
is lost among tho trees ; the vacant space on each side of the

archway is occupied by irregular masses of brick burrs, of

which material the arch is also formed. The burrs are a

number of bricks, which, having run together in the kiln, are

useless for building purposes ; they are slate-coloured or bluish

grey, a fine neutral tint, harmonising well with the sombre
hue of the daik foliage of the surrounding trees. Many choice

Ferns were flourishing among the burrs. I particularly noticed

a handsome specimen of Lastrea Filix-mas cristata angustata.

A door close to the fernery opeas into a back yard, on the

oppo&it,e eidecf which is the principal kitchen gardeu, enclosed

by walls and glass houses. Turniug to the right from the

entrance we at once come to the orchard house, a somewhat
low lean-to 80 feet long by 1-1 feet wide; it is glazed with

Hartley's rough plate glass, and heated by two 4-iuch pipes.

The front is occupied with Peach and Nectarine trees planted

in the border, and trained to the roof, which is supported by a

number of light iron pillars along the centre. At each of these

pillars a Vine is planted, tho principal kind boiog Blacl^JIam-

burgh. These Vines are trained under the upper part of the

roof, and were in full health and vigour, and laden with a

heavy crop of fine, well-t^houldered bunches, numbering fully

five hundred—a splendid crop, but not superior to that of last

year, which I saw a little later in the season. As the fruit

hangs on a level with the eyes of a person standing erect, the

number of bunches appears perfectly bewildering, but notwith-
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BtandiDg the attractiTcceBS of tbie magnificent crop of Grapes,

as one pasBes alotif; tbe house the e;e is qnickly attracted by
the fine health; foliage and abundant crop of Peaches and Nec-

tarinee. It would occupy so much space were I to notice tbe

trees individually, that I will only note here a few of the more
prominent kinds. Of Peaches, Vineuee is a favourite sort ; it

has a fine, evenly-disposed crop. Early York is much valued

for its earliness, ripening before any other kind. Among the

others are Royal George, Red Magdalen, Noblesse, Barringlon,

and Bellegarde, highly valued for its keeping qualities. Amongst
Nectarines, Monstraeuse comes lirst ; it had an abundant crop

very highly coloured, and was named to me as a splendid va-

riety. The others are Violette Hiitive, Roman, Hunt's Tawny,
and Stanwiek ; the last is cropping freely, but here, as at many
other places, its propensity to crack has brought it somewhat
into disrepute. Pun^ing to take one last glance, tbe only thing

to regret was that the house was not loftier, and it might have
been easily made so, by making it hip-roofed. From the skilful

way in which every inch of space was turned to account, and
the high state of health and fruitfulness of the whole of the

occupants, I could not but think so much success must be a

matter for congratulation, especially in a season like the present,

of orchard-house failures.

In an early vinery adjoining, from which the Grapes bad
just been cleared, a few fine examples of Orchids treated on
the cool-house system were looking very healthy. A fine plant
of Oncidium altissimum had produced a short time previous to

my visit thirteen largo flower-spikes, and it was calculated that
they bore at least two thousand blossoms. A Maxillaria 4 feet

in diameter, Trichopilia tortilis, and Miltonia spectabilis just

coming well into bloom, were the most prominent plants. At
the extremity of this range is another early vinery, from which
the fruit had all been taken, but the Vines were still clothed
with large foliage of a deep green hue. Here were some hand-
some specimen zonal Pelargoniums. From these, as being of

first-class excellence as pot kinds, I selected Lucius, bright
rose with an abundance of large trusses ; Eoi de Platze, Re-
becca, and Madame Mfizard, very deep red; Alexandrine, a
bright pink ; and Louis Veuillot, a fine bold scarlet.

In front of the house last mentioned are two short ranges of
glass, the first a pit in which some Melons were fruiting well,

and the next a low hip-roofed Cucumber house ; tbe plants
here had been fruiting for a length of time, and a few good
Cucumbers were still hanging on the trellis. The kind most
iiked is a hybrid bearing a close resemblance in all points to

Rollisson's Telegraph. The flue by which tbe house is heated
is carried on into a Mushroom house adjoining. A glance at
the beds showed that tbe culture of Mushrooms was thoroughly
understood. Nothing could he more satisfactory than the
abundant crops of Mushrooms, varying in size from the smallest
button to the full-sized Mushroom. I have frequently heard
it remarked that cultivated Mushrooms are rarely equal to
those gathered from a meadow. If cultivated Jlusbrooms could
always be cooked when just expanding from the button state,

this complaint would never be heard ; but, in order to maintain
a constant supply, some Mushrooms must always be left on the
beds for a day or two after attaining maturity, and it is in
these that a deficiency of tenderness and delicacy of flavour is

perceptible.

On passing from this garden under an archway in the wall
opposite to the orchard house, a small lean-to stove facing the
pleasure grounds is the next object of interest. It contains an
interesting and healthy collection of stove plants. Ferns, and
Lycopods. The usual kinds of Caladiums were here too, and
good plants of Alocasia metallica, Sanchezia nobilis variegata,
Dioscorea marmorata, and a Gongora maoulata with some
fine spikes of bloom. Tbe collection of Selaginellas is good,
sJthougb many of the newer kinds are not yet grown

;
yet fine '

plants of S. variabilis, Willdenovii, umbrosa, and viticulosa
must always command attention. The Ferns are well-selected
and choice. I was much pleased with a handsome plant of the
beautiful Pteris tricolor ; a large plant of Nephrolepis distans
was also conepieuoua from its pretty fronds and graceful trail-

ing habit. The Fennel-like fronds of Asplenium viviparum
were i|eo very striking. Many other elegant kinds were equally
worthy of notice, but I do not think a long dry list of well-
known plants can possess much interest for the general reader

;

I shall, therefore, conclude my notice of this house by observing
that Passiflora Decaisneana trained under the greater part of
the roof afforded an agreeable and useful shade to the plants
beneath it.

From the etoye a winding path passing throngb, or rather

along, the margin of tbe lawn, leads to the oonaerratory and
mansion. On each side of this path are flroups of flower beds,
in tbe arrangement of which no particular design is followed,

yet tbe eflect produced is very pleasing. Tbe beda are simple
in form, and are well filled with plants, tbe colours of which arc

arranged in exceedingly good taste. Some beds were so beanti-

ful as to be quite worthy of notice. Tbe first that attracted my
attention had a broad margin of PeriUa pegged cloeely ; next
this was an equally broad band of Pelargonium Cryetal Palace
Gem, and in the centre was a bold mass of Pelargonium Rose
Queen. A circular bed had a broad margin of Mrs. Pollock, and
tbe centre was divided into quarters with the silver-variegated

Pelargonium Silver Queen. The quarters were filled with Ver-
bena Purple King, and a plant of Bicinua pnrpureua major oc-

cupied the centre. The lines of Silver Queen were very skil-

fully planted, tall plants concealing tbe stem, and meeting tbe
foliage, of tbe Ricinus ; and from these tall plants tbe lines

were beautifully graduated with others of suitable heights ont-

wards and downwards to the border of Mrs. Pollock. Although
this bed was very beautiful, yet had Lobelia specio-^a been used
in place of Purple King Verbena, the effect would have been
still better. In another bed a novel and pretty e£fcct was pro-

duced by planting a broad margin of Antennaria tomcntosa

;

inside this margin the surface of tbe bed rose abruptly in a kind
of miniature •' ramp " a few inches high, and tbe centre of the
bed was level with the top of the ramp, on the face of which
was a single row of carefully-selected plants of the common
Houseleek (Sempervivnm tectorum) ; next this came a row of

Lobelia speciosa, and the centre was filled with golden Tricolor

Pelargonium Lady CuUum. A striking feature in another bed
was a particularly handsome broad line of the silver EnonymuB.
The arrangement was— first row, .\rabis variegata ; second row,
Altemanthera spathulata; third row, Euonymus radicans va-

riepatus ; fourth row. Lobelia speciosa, and the centre, a mass
o' Pelargonium Mullifiorum, an excellent deep scarlet variety,

of a compact, yet spreading, very free-flowering habit. I was
especially struck with the simplicity both in the form and
arrangement of these beds ; there was no intricate geometrical

design, no attempt at any of those imitations of larger places

which so often prove abortive, but just a few simple beds well

filled with plants of sterling merit skilfully arranged ; and
when the eye became dazzled with iheir bright hues, tbe broad
expanse of the beautifully-kept lawn stretching away from them
till it was lost under the shade of overhanging trees, offered

the most agreeable repose.

The conservatory has a plain exterior, in perfect harmony
with the mansion, and is a few yards distant. It may te de-

scribed as a lean-to, but it has a few feet added to its origuial

width in a rather singular manner, very much increasing its

usefulness, but not adding to its beauty. This house contained
the finest collection of Fuchsias it has ever been my privilege

to see. Let my readers picture to themselves a bank of these

beautiful flowers formed of plants ranging from 1 to 2 feet high
up to enormous giant standards of 12 feet, with beads of bloom
many feet in diameter. There are nearly eighty varieties, not
one, but several plants of each kind, taking us as far back in

the history of Fuchsias as Banks's Glory, with its closely-

folded corolla, and enabling one at a glance to compare it and
other old " standards" with kinds of a later date, having such
expansive corollas and broad recurved sepals, as War Eagle, or

Father Ignatius. There was almost every shade of colour

hitherto developed in this charming family, and every plant
appeared in robust health, the rich hue of the deep green
foliage serving to increase the splendour of the thousands of

pendent blossoms. I had, therefore, before me such a sight

as is very rarely to be met with. Fuchsias, Fuchsias every-

where ; in the body of tbe conservatory the magnificent bank
I have attempted to describe ; along tbe front of the house a

row of fine pyramids plunged, and just coming into bloom,
most of tlem being from C to 8 feet high, and well furnished

with branches from "keel to truck;" on the side stages at

each end smaller plants ; and on the pillars, tbe stems of

others whose branches were trained to the roof, their blossoms
hanging in rich clusters overhead. Amongst these Madame
Comeliseen was very conspicuous, its pretty blossoms of white
and pink producing a charming effect. Tbe standards at tbe

back of the group were very fine ; one of Venus de Medici
must have been 12 feet high ; its enormous head was a perfect

mass of blossom ; so was that of Banks's Glory, which was
quite i feet in diameter, and the height was tbe same as that

of Venus de Medici. Souvenir de Chiswick, too, had a fine

head 4 feet in diameter; it was not so tall as some others, bat
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I eonsidered it the most perfect rpecimen of a standard Fucbeia

I had ever Been.

The most notable kinda in this collection were, amongst
double corollas, Blue Beauty, of good habit of growth, a fine

pyramid 7 feet high ; Tainquenr de Taebla, white corolla, a

pyramid 8 feet high; Sanspareil, double white; Humboldtii,

a fine standard ; Diadem; Norfolk Giant; and Serratipetala, a

fine distinct kind. The base of the dark violet corolla is striped

with crimson, and the edges are beautifully serrated. Of singles,

the best are King of the Fuchsias, Lncrezia Borgia, with an
immense mottleJ corolla ; Constellation, haviog its corolla so

much expanded as to he almost flat; Enoch Arden, Conquest,

BoderickDhu, Mademoiselle Tieljens, Bland's Floribunda, very

free-flowering; Guiding Star, a splendid pyramid; and Alex-

andrina, a pyramid 7 feet high. Father Ignatius, too, was

conspicuous among dark single kinds for the exquisite shape of

its corolla.

As I was reluctantly turning away from the Fuchsias, I

caught sight of plant after plant of the new Golden Coleuses,

fairly dazzling one by their brilliancy. In speaking of Fuchsias,

fine even as those I had just seen, one never thinks of apply-

ing such a term as gorgeous to them ; biit as regards these plants

of Coleus, no other word would serve to convey a just idea

of the richness of their leaf tints. I noted Queen Victoria and
BaMness Rjth?child as the most brilliant two kinds. Princess

Eo/al, Her Majesty, Duke of Edinburgh, and Princess of Wales,
are all very beautiful, and worthy of cultivation.

Passing across the lawn from the conservatory I noticed that

all the most prominent shrubs Eroufei around it bora tokens

of the exercise of great care in pruning, almost every shrub
being a handsome specimen. The P&r:ngal Laurels are par-

tictJarly fine ; one which I measured was 15 feet in diameter,

20 feet high, well clothed with foliage to the ground, and of

very handsome proportions. Growing amongst the shrubs was
a Paulownia imperialis, about 20 feet high, in full bloom at

the time of my visit, August 16:h. From the extremity of

that part of the lawn opposite to the conservatory, a walk

,

sheltered by the boughs of overhanging trees leads to an or-

namental pond paitly surrounded by a sloping bank of turf, on
which are healthy specimens of WcUiugtonias, Deodars, and
Pjcea Pinsapo.
From this pond a walk winding among the groups of shrubs

which belt the lawn leads to an enclosure, in which were some
good crops of vegetables, an extensive collection of the best

varieties of Goosebe.ries, and a plantation of Filbfr'.s laden

with an enormous crop, the trees being literally covered with

nuts from top to bottom. The position is certainly very

sheltered, but Mr. Wraight, the gardener, attributes his suc-

cess to moderate pruning ; for instead of pruning the side

Shoots in closely, the wood is left several inches in length.

Close to this enclosure is another principally occupied with

well-trained pyramidal Pear and Apple trees ; these have been
established in their present position for several years, and up
to the present time have been very productive, but some of

them show signs of incipient decay, and it is quite probable

that they will continue to decline. The soil of this garden is

an average depth of 1-1 inches of loam resting on a bed of

Bolid chalk of great thickness. In such a shallow soil fruit

trees naturally develope their fruiting properties very early, and
as the roots are so near the surface the production of blossom
buds would doubtless be very far in excess of that of wood
buds, and consequently the trees would, if permitted, go on
producing a heavy crop of fruit annually with but very little

wood growth ; moreover, trees growing in so shallow a soil

must be very susceptible of atmospheric influences, and, there-

fore, after so trying a summer as that of 18GS, unless ma-
terials for mulching and a good supply of water could he had,

trees so situated would be almost certain to exhibit signs of

constitutional debility, brought on by the severe trial to which
they have been subjected.

I have thus attempted to describe the more prominent
features of this attractive place, and whether taken in its

several departments or as a whole, nothing can be more satis-

factory ; everythiug gives evidence of being cared for with the

skill, energy, and intelligence of Mr. Wraight, under whom
these gardens have been gradually moulded into their present

form. Nor must I conclude these notes without referring to

Mr. Wraight's devotion to the science of entomology. In yearj

gone by, when we were neighbours, many a race have we had
together after some vagrant member of the Lepidopterous
family. That my friend has met with as great a share of

Buccess in this pursuit as he has amongst his plante, is evi-

dent from several cases of " subjects " suspended on the walls

of his cottage.—EnwiBi. Lcckhukst, Kgcrton House GarcUm,

Kent,

THE MANETTI ROSE AS A STOCK.
Will some of your correspondents furnish me with their

opinions of the Manetti stock as a substitute for the wild

Rose ? I have heard it condemned as an imposition on ama-

teurs, while a great success in a commercial point of view.

Does it, or does it not, eventually suffocate the scion by the

very rapid and strong growth which is said by some to con-

stitute it a sure money-maker for nurserymen ?—C. A. G.

[We asked the Eev. W. F. Radclyffe for his opinion on the

subject of the above query, and now publish his reply. There

have been so many doubts upon the subject that we shall be

obliged by reports of the experience of other practical men, cnl-

tivators of Roses in other soils and locahties :

—
" The Briar, or wild Rose, is a capital stock for strong cold

land, such as lieh clay or strong loams. It is not a good stock

for light hot lands, so far as Hybrid Perpetuals are coucenied.

It is curious but true, that in light lands strong growers such

as the summer Roses and Tea-scented Noisettes, do well on

the Briar. The others do not grow strongly enough to keep the

Briar heilthy. For dry lands, unsuitable to the Briar, the

Manetti stock is best. It is, moreover, more defensible than

the exposed Briar. In strong lands the Manetti stock drives

the Rose into pole-stuCt. In such a case the plant must be

severely root-pruned or removed annually, and little or no

manure given. The Manetti stock is not an impositiou. The

failure of Roses on this stock has arisen from propagators

budding the Rose so high on the stock, and from persons not

planting the Rose sufficiently deep to cover the stock over the

point of union. Buddiug on the Manetti is the easiest way to

obtain Roses on their own roots. Before you plant the Manetti-

stocked Rose, cut out all the eyes in the stock ;
then plant the

Rose, treading the earth close up to the stock, which will pre-

vent brood. If the land is poor put earth over the roots, and

then a layer of rotten dung alternately with earth, and tie the

Rose to a stake. Do not cut the Rose back till spring. Never

prune any Rose at planting time. Prune your Rose on the

Manetti stock, as if it were a Hybrid China; merely thin out

useless stuff, and cut the shoots and branches to a good eye.

If the plant should be seriously affected with chlorosis all over,

you had better in springeut it down, as good wood cannot come

from bad wood.—W. F. Radclvffe."]

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

CrpEiPEDicM Paeishii (Rev. Mr. Pari.-h's Lady's Slipper).

Nat. ord., Orchidaceffi. Linn., Gynandria Diandria.—Native

of the Moulmein Mountains. A superb species. Purple ana

green.

—

{Bot. Mag., t. 5791). • % ^r ,

Cekopegia Sasdebsoni (Mr. Sanderson's Ceropegia). Wat.

ord., Aselepiadacea;. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.—Native ot

Natal, on the banks of the Umgeni river. Flowers very coii-

spicuous, though pale green spotted with dark green. A tau

climber.— (Ziid., (. 5792.)
, , , j,

AcEE EUFiNEKVE var. albo-limbatum (White-edged, red-nerved

Maple). Nat. on(., Sapindaceie. L/hh., Polygamia Octandria.

—Native of very different climates in various parts of Japan.

—(Ibid., t. 5793.)
, ,w -J

Peimula Pedemon-tana (Piedmontese Primrose).
^

^at.ora.,

Primulacea;. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.—Native, and a

lovely one, of the high Alps of Piedmont and Switzerland.

Flowers purplish rose.

—

(Ihid., t. 5794.)
_

DoESTENiA AKGENiATA (Silvcr-lcaved Dorstenia). Aa«. era.,

Moracea;. Linn., Monceeia Diandria.—A stove variegated-leaved

plant from South Brazil. Leaves darkgreen, white-centred,

marbled with paler green.

—

[Ibid., t. oTi^o.) ..
RnoDODENDEON J/rs. John CiHK^H.-" This variety IS con-

sidered by competent judges to be the best hardy white at

present in cultivation. It has aU the symmetry o' truss, ana

smoothness of form and outline, that the most fastidious co.^(l

desire ; it is a remarkably free-bloomer ; its flowers, from tneir

thick and waxy texture, are, moreover, most enduring
;

and lu

comes in late, so that it is not often frost-bitten. The coloM

is white, just at first showing the sUghtest tint of ."" ^. Jl^'f
passes oil as the flowers become matured, when it stands out;

conspicuous by its purity-indeed. Purity itseU, another ex-
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cellent white variety, ia qnite snrpnsaed by it in all esBential
points of merit,—truss, form, colour, and eeascn. Tlie pyra-
midal outline of the truss, with the flowers regularly disposed,
each supporting its neighbour, is as near perfection as need
be desired, while the smooth outline of the blossoros adds very
greatly to its charms in the eyes of connoissenrs. Ehododen-
dron Mrs. John Glutton was raised from the variety named
Album elogans, in the marvellous collection at Mr. Anthony
Waterer's, Knaphill Nursery, Woking."— (F/orisi and Poiiwlo-
gist, 3 B., ii., 193.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The wet weather we have had lately has enoonragcd the
growth of weeds, and rendered their destruction a matter of
difficHlty. The best way to destroy them, when hoeing and
raking iire not praclicable, is to dig them down, especially the
yonng generation. Cardoom and Celery, earth-up at all favour-
able opportunities. The latest of the Celery plonts may be
planted without making ridges for them, using for maunre
only a little leaf mould and charred earth ; they will come in
for soups, and will keep up the supply till May or June. The
strongest plants of the early Cahharifs may be planted out for
late Coleworts. The main crop to "stand the winter must be
planted now in well-manured ground ; this is a most important
orop, and larger breadths ought to be planted than is usual.
Plant plenty of Endive near walls and wooden fences, to stand
the winter. Let all the old Scarlet Eiimwr pods be picked off,

except a few of the best for seed, as they exhaust the plants
for a succession. Winter Spinach must "be thinned, working
the hoe well through to loosen the soil. I'lirnips, thin the
latest crop. Lettuce for the last autumn supply, put in some
strong plants of the Bath Cos in a warm sheltered situation,
scattering plenty of charred earth on the surface to annoy the
slug3. Gather Camomile flowers, &c. Basil and Su-eet Mar-
joram should be bunched and packed in a close box to preserve
their aromatic flavour. But httle sowing is now required, pre-
suming that all the Cauliflowers, Lettuce.', Cabbages, and Spi-
nach have been sown in August. A patch of frame Radish
may be occasionally tried according to the consumption.

FnUIT GAnDEN.
Disbnd and stop Fig trees, and stop the points of all strong-

growing Peach and Nectarine trees ; take away all nails in the
way of fruit swelling. As previously recommended, frequently
look over fruit remaiuing out of doors, and gather it as it becomes
fit

;
also, examine that stored in the fruit room, as there will

occasionally be found a few decaying for some weeks after
housing, and such should be removed as tioon as perceived.
Keep the fruit room cool and well aired, in order to allow of
the escape of the moisture given off by the fruit, which is con-
siderable for a few weeks at first. 'Where it is intended to
make fresh plantations of frnit trees this season, the ground
should bo prepared at the earliest convenience, and any fresh
soil to be used for planting should be thoroughly exposed to
the action of the weather, so as to have it in a mellow state
when wanted for use. If not already done, clean and dress
Strawberry plantations, clearing away all useless runners, and
giving a good dressing of manure when necessary, but be
careful to select that which is thoroughly decayed, and which
can be covered without the necessity of digging deeply or
injuring the roots.

TLOWEE GAr.DES'.
The principal work in this department for the present will

be mowing and clearing up, and if neatness is to be maintained
sweeping up leaves will now require daily attention; also,
keep gravel walks free of weeds and moss," and roil them fre-
quently when wet. Continue to afford voung plants in pits
and frames the most careful attention, and endeavour to have
them well rooted and strong, without keeping them so close or
warm as to render them soft and liable to fog off on the first
approach of winter. Admit air freely to all plants that are
suflJciently rooted to bear it without flagging. Plants newly
potted oft" sbonlJ, however, bo placed in a gentle bottom heat,
which will impart a little warmth to the soil, and encourage
the formation of roots, but suflicient air should be given to pre-
vent anything like weakly growth. Cuttings of Scarlet Pelar-
goniums may still be put in where the stock is deficient.
Scarlet Pelargoniums will root almost anywhere. See to secur-
ing as many cuttings as possible of any scarce plants which it
may be desirable to increase, while there ifi a fair chance of
rooting them ; also, bo prepared to protect Pelargoniums and

other plants which it may be intended to take up and winter,
for we may expect frost any time after this season ; and if suck
plants can be protected, so as to prevent the foliage and young
wood from being much injured, they are much more easily
wintered. Where annuals have sown themselves on borders
let them, if possible, be retained; they will bloom early and
strongly in spring, especially the Californian kinds, and may
then, if desired, be transplanted to other situations.

GEEENnOUSE AND CONSEnVATOBT.
If the season continue mild—that is, if the theimometer do

not fall below the freezing point, I should recommend full ei-
posnro for the Heaths and greenhouso plants for a week or two
longer. These remarks apply more to hardwooded plants than
to Pelargoniums, and the like ; but oven with any plants, if

the weather is tolerably fine, it ij not advisable to commence
housing them too soon, except in situations where the lights
can be removed during the day. No time, however, must bo
lost in preparing the houses for the reception of the plants, by
cleaning every part thoroughly, and by forwarding such re-
pairs as may be necessary. The pots in which the plants are
growing should also be made thoroughly clean, so that should
any change of weather occur, no delay may be experienced in
housing them ; and if time can be spared to have the plants all

neatly staked, they will look all the btller, though staking may
be performed during the winter. All specimens should have
been potted before this time, but if any remain, it will be
better to pot them now than to leave them potbound throughout
the winter. Acacias and other winter-flowering plants, having
been subjected to a period of comparatively dry treatment to
insure their blooming profusely, should now bo supplied rather
liberally with water at the roots, in order to bring them into
flower during the dull season. They will then be much more
esteemed than in spring, when flowers are plentiful. Manure
water, if it can be used, should be given frequently to Chry-

I
santhemums. Give air freely on favourable occasions, avoiding

1
cold draughts against plants that have been brought from a
pwarm house, and guard against damp by using gentle fires,

I

with a little top air on wet days. Let pot specimens in bloom
be frequently re-arranged, so as to make the most of them, for

the finest specimens become too familiar to be interesting
when allowed to remain too long in one place. Ee careful not
to overvrater plants brought from the stove, and also to use the
water in a tepid state. Use weak liquid manure for Salvia
splendens, so as to preserve the plants in a vigorous state, and
keep them blooming as long as possible. Pay attention to

securing a plentiful succes.sion of plants for maintaining the
gaiety of the house during the winter. Of routine work, Violets
must either be potted, or placed in their blooming frames be-
fore long. Attend to Mignonette, by thinning it in time. Potln-
termediate Stocks for early blooming, also a few annuals for the
same purpose. Trop.tolums must also be started, and no time
must be lost in procuring and potting such Hyacinths, Tulips,

and other bulbs as may be required for forcing. Place Chry-
santhemums, Cinerarias, i-o., under cover as soon as possible.

STOVE.

Give abundance of air here at every convenient opportunity,
and assist the plants to complete their growth in a strong and
healthy manner. Do not attempt to bring plants which are
growing prematurely to rest, because of ripening the growth,
but keep them steadily growing until they go gradually into a
state of rest. Many stove plants, especially Ixoras, may be
induced to make as much growth during the winter as in the
summer, and there are other plants- which will do the same.
Sprinkle the walls and pathways twice or thrice daily, and
bedew the plants occasionally with tepid water on bright days.
Maintain a bii^k temperature during the day, bat allow tiie

thermometer to fall to about 60' during the night.—W. Keakb,

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Fob nearly a week we have had rain and wind every day, the

wind at times approaching a tempest. The weather on the

whole has been favourable to root and grass crops. Woods
and plantations have been thinned of their rotten branches and
weaker twigs by the wind, and even trees in pleasure grotmds
found its force, and so far bent before its influence ; but with
us little or no damage was done. We hear of sad wrecks made
in many flower gardens. Here, exposed as we are, the wind
did little injury except to some lofty Hollyhocks that escaped
from their tyings. though few were broken. The flower beds,

which were much exposed, were anything but bright ; but others,
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protected as a border in Uoni of a wall, suffered but little from

the effects of the wind and rain. 'We hear much of broken

plants, and the soft tops of Pelargoniums, Caloeolaiias, &8.,

careering over parks and fields, but of this we have had no
experience ; aud jet no place could well be more liable to injury

from the force of a gale, unless entirely exposed on the windy

side of a mountain. ^Ye attribute our security from breakages

to rather thick pl-utiny and bush-sticking every bed and border

as planted. This takos some time at planting, but it makes us

comparatively safe, which we never were before resorting to

the practice. Of course these bushy twigs and branches do not

look over-inviting in the beginning of June, though even then

they may be put in neatly, and the object seen does away with

the feeling of roughness and want of neatness. In a good grow-

ing season the sticks are soon concealed, and as the summer
advances, if a few twigs show beyond the plants and their

blooms, they are easily nipped off with the point of the knife.

We are not aware that a single plant has been broken in the

flower beds, though many of the plants are rather brittle, and
this in such storms we attribute to the plants being secured by
a network of twigs. There is no analogy in results between

using such twiggy branchlcts, and straight sticks or stakes and
tying. Very little tying is wauled with the twiggy brauchlets.

We take anything at a pinch—the small ends of Hazel branches,

the twiggy pieces of Larch branches ; but the best of all are

those of Spruce, especially the points of the branches, after

they have lain long enough to drop all their foliage. If such

have been iised as the bottoms of stacks, &c., all the better, as

the weight makes them straighter. These, according to the

size of the plants to be slicked, are cut in lengths of from 15

to 30 or more inches, and the more side shoots aud twigs these

short fan-like sticks have, the better do they answer. The
branches and shoots of the flowering plants grow through the

twigs, and it requires more wind than we have yet had this

season to dislodge them. We remarked lately that if the weather

became fine after the raius, the beds would again be beautiful.
;

All the week until the 17th we had dull showery weather when
there was not a g^.lo. On the 17th we had much sun, and a

dry morning without dew, so much so that we used our grass-

cutters at 6 A.M., aud by the afternoon the beds had regained

something of their former brilliancy. So far as the flower

garden is concerned, the autumn display will depend on dryness

and sunshine. We hope to see it good for at le.'',st a mouth or
j

six weeks.
KIICHEN GAr.DEM.

Celery.—The rains having given a good soaking to the Celery

ground, a part of what had been previously tied had a good
earthing-up at once. For what would be taken up early we
used the common soil at the sides, from which a row of Peas

[

had just been removed ; but for that which would stand longer

we put a little ashes from our furnaces round the plants—that

is, a thin layer of ashes between the plants and the earth,

which helps to keep worms and slugs from disfiguring the

stems. An easy mode of doing this is to have some semi-

circular pieces of tin or zinc, such as pieces of old house-

spouting, &c., in lengths, say, of 15 or 18 inches, two of these

nearly to enclose the plant and receive the riddled dry ashes

inside. When the earth is applied the tins are drawn up, and
the earth pressed firmly to the ashes. When ashes are plentiful,

it is a good method after earthing-up to throw some with a

spade all over the bed, as it helps to keep soft-skinned intruders

away. Took the opportunity of such a dry day as Friday to

clean and tie up more bods of Celery, and just put a sprinkling

of finely pulverised soil from the sides over the roots. This
will help to keep the moisture in if dry weather should follow.

A single fact is often worth a number of inferences. That fact

clearly shows us all that has been advanced on the bit-by-bit

earthing-up of early Celery is based on a principle that scarcely

permits of error. On examining some Celery washed aud ready

for use, we noticed it was harder and firmer to the touch than
it ought to be, so as to be short and crisp, as well as sweet, the

three essentials for good table Celery as an accompaniment to

cheese, &c. That Celery had been thoroughly soaked more
than once before eartbing-up, and yet on taking up some roots

we found these dry enough. The tops of the leaves exposed
had evaporated all the barrels of moisture we had given in the

parching weather. That Celery had been earthed-up at once.

1£ we had put the earth to at three or four times, and without
Iresh watering, we should have expected almost every plant to

have thrown up its floweratalk. If the weather had continued
dry and hot, we should have expected the same result. No
rains that fell would ever reach the roots ; they would only

act in lessening evaporation from the foliage. Openings and
holes were therefore made between the rows, and enough ol

water poured down to saturate the soil M the roots, and now
the Celery is crisp as it ought to be. The man who gave the
last waterings before earthing-up could scarcely believe that it

was possible for the great mass of roots to become so dust-dry.

There are few plants that evaporate more moisture than Celery

in a hot sunny day. By this or other means allow the roots to

become dust-dry, aud in self-defence the plant will throw np
its floweratalk to perpetuate the race. The same principle holds

true in all vegetable growth. A severe check to luxuriance is

the most effectual mode of securing early flowering and
seeding.

HoUiC Sewape.—Let us once more impress the importance
of the use of this on our cottager readers. For most growing

crops belonging to the Cabbage family it is iuvoluable, if

not given too strong, and that can be remedied where other

water is to be had. In general the water that comes from
laundry, scullery, &a., will not be too strong for such gross

feeders. It may be applied at any time, but a good watering

before rain is expected tells most quickly and suiely. We
would have used more could wo have obtained it. A border of

Cauliflowers showing the dull slaty appearance of the foliage,

had a dose on the Sth, and that and the rains of the 10th, and
onwards, have wrought wonders.

As far as our own observation and experience go, we think

too much has been said about deodorising liquid manure. We
would bo bold enough to say, that to produce the greatest effect,

it should be used fresh enough to save all trouble about deo-

dorisiug. We have noticed a very marked difierence in the

effects on grass land and growing crops between using liquid

manure after it had fermented in a reservoir, and similar liquid

used before fermentation had taken place, or to a very limited

degree. The fresher the liquid the more effective it was ; the

ammonia, &c., was not dissipated before using it. People

have fallen into the habit of valuing a manure in proportion to

the nasty scent that comes from it. Now, as a break-in on the

old idea, it would be a step in the right direction if we could

convince ourselves that liquid manure, if equally strong, would

be more effectual before it had acquired the iinpleasaut scent

than after it had done so. A very successful farmer, who
keeps a large stock, looks sharply after his manure tank, and
reduces its strength when too strong, but whenever piacticable

he puts it on the ground in its fresh unfermeuted state. The
extent to which the manure-water cart had gene could be seen

easily in Barley, h.iy, pasture, &c. Even where a crop of hay

had been taken, the young grass had a deeper green than

the other parts of the field. He found that even when applied

to grass pastures rather strong, so as to brown the young

herbage at first, the roots were so nourished that soon all trace

of the injury was lost. In gardens it is easy to avoid wetting

the leaves when applying it to the soil and roots. As already

stated, it is most effective when applied before rains. Strong

liquid manure, consisting chiefly of the urine of animals,

should be diluted with five times its quantity of water before

using it.

FKUIT OAKDEN.

The winds have shaken the fruit very much from tall trees,

but though some has fallen, comparatively little harm has

been done on low bushes or pyramids. We have no objection

to old-fashioned orchards, and especially when the under crop

is grass, manured at times. These are excellent for insuring

always an abundant supply to an establishment, and the gar-

dener is little troubled, if a few trees should be barren each

year, which he must be if he has only a few trees altogether in

a kitchen garden to depend upon. But where room is to be

made the most of, and the greatest pleasure is to be derived

from the culture of fruit trees, commend us to low bushes or

pyramids—say from 6 to 8 feet in height. The wind will have

but little power on these, comparatively speaking, and the

fruit is easily examined, and easily gathered. If we had the

chance, we should be inclined in small gardens to adopt the

cordon system of training—that is, having only one or two

shoots from a tree, and spurring them from top to bottom. We
have Utile faith in mere fanciful modes of training, but by the

one-shoot system a great variety can be grown in little space,

and each kind on its own bottom, as it were. We believe that

great results may be achieved by this plan in small gardens,

where tho lines of fruiting stems can be kept near the ground,

and a protection given in severe weather.

We have heard that several of our readers no farther north

than we are, have had Williams' Bon Chretien Pear fit for use
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natarall; for some time past. We could only gather some fit

for use by the 1-lth, and that after Riving tbem a help with
artificial heat for a week. This is a Pear in flavour by itself,

bnt it will only keep a short time if not gathered frequently,
seleotinR the most forward fruit first, and giving them a little

help. We have thus had it six weeks from the same tree, and
that not a largo one. It should be observed, that in forcing
after gathering, the Pears should not be exposed so as to lose
their moisture. We prefer placing them in o pot, with a cover-
ing of paper and sweet hay over them, and a stout cloth tied
over the pot. Other conveniences might be neater and better

;

the only thing is, in forwarding the mellow ripening, not to de-
prive the Pear of its natural juices, otherwise it will be apt to
eat either hard, or soft and sleepy. This Pear is worth a little

trouble.

We have bad some i3ne Figa from the open wall, where
no training was attempted, the shoots being left to dangle
from the wall. Some of these were larger in winter than
usual, but passed through it without protection, owing to its

mildness. These are higher-coloured and firmer in toxtuvo
than those we have under glass. Wo gathered a few at the
end of August, and more at the beginning of September, the
earliest that we have gathered out of doors in this district.
Of course, it is nothing to those who live in the sunny
south, as in Devonshire. We shall never forgot the sight
of the row of low standard Fig trees at Mambead, and the
weight of large luscious fruit they carried. It is well to have
all the shortening and regulating of the summer shoots of fruit
trees finished, so that the autumn sun shall have less to do in
insuring maturation of the wood. In shortening the shoots of
Peach and Nectarine trees, it is best to shorten to a wood or
triple bnJ, as some old trees produce wood buds rather spa-
ringly. All who contemplate planting fruit trees iu houses or
out of doors, should bear in mind, that it that work is done in
October, even if towards the end of it, nearly a season will be
gained over those trees planted iu March, or later. Where
time can be found, it is well to prepare for plantin?, by trench-
ing, border-making, or preparing small stations for the well-
being of the tree, whilst the bulk of the ground remains at first

untouched or unprepared. It should be kept in mind, that
frnitfulness and luxuriance are over opposed to each other;
therefore, avoid much dung, and the little used should be sweet.
Deep rooting encourages growth, shallow rooting encourages
IruitfnlneFS

; therefore, keep the roots near the surface, and it

more vigour is necessary give that vigour by surface dressings.
These matters attended to, pruning at the top, and especially
pruning at the roots, will be less necessary.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
As already stated, we do not yet despair of a fine autumn

display
; but everything will depend on sunshine. Several

times we have had Scarlet Pelargoniums and Calceolarias
better in the end of October than in .July ; and at anv rate we
shall not again suffer from drought this season. Our lawn
never was brown this season, but it was beginning to turn so,
and now it is beautifully green, just the colour to show off
brighter hues to the best advantage. Looked at separately, we
never had finer groups of Scarlet Pelargoniums than last year,
but then they looked so out of place with a burned-np lawn
alongside of them.

AnmiaU.—We could not use our flower beds for sowing;
bnt we sowed in a border rather thickly in rows, to bloom
there, or be transplanted in spring, such annuals as Nemo-
philas, Clarkias, Gilias, Erysimums, Godetiag, CoUinsias, es-
pecially bioolor, Sanvitalia, Saponaria, Silenes, especially
varieties of pendula, along with Candvtufts, Alyssum, and
Virginian Stocks. The last three will bloom early iu winter
if It be mild, and will come in as an addition to cut flowers.
The ground for these, if enriched at all, should merely have
a btUe very rotten and sweet manure forked in at the sur-
face

;
and the soil, if mellow, should not be deeply stirred

if transplftuting r.fterwards is the principal object, as it is in
general best to raise the seedlings that have come up thickly,
not singly, but in little tufts, and plant with a ball adhering to
them. The chief difficulty in making a fine show with these
and bulbs, Paidies, Heartsease, Forget-me-nots, .to., in spring,
and yet having beds brilliant in summer and autumn, arises
from the unwillingness of the owners of flower gardens fully
to appreciate the simple fact, that to do this a reserve garden
for storing and growing, and more labour power, are absolutely
essential.

We gave plenty of air to seedlings, in pots, of Mignonette,
Souizanthns, Stocks, and annuals intended for blooming early

in spring. When a little heat can be given in a frame in
spring, we prefer sowing Mignonette early then, instead of
making a second sowing now, involving the liouble of pro-
tecting it during the winter. Many common plants grown in
pots come in useful for cut flowers when house flowers are scarce.
Our Violets, Neapolitan and others, are not so clean as we

would wish, otherwise we should soon take them up and pot
them, or replant them in a bed or pit. The rains will help
to clear away the last of the red spider that attacked them
when we were short of water. Looked over many plants whose
blooming was over, as Achimenes, and set them in a dry place,
where, from receiving little water, they might perfect their
tubers. Now is a good time to pot the most forward lot of

bulbs, as the more naturally they fill the pots with roots before
starting them by forcing the better they will succeed. Pro-
ceeded as far as we could with putting in cuttings lor next
season, delaying as long as poseille for reasons recently stated.
As to looking after greenhouse plants out of doors, see recent
notices. Potted Cinerarias and Primulas for early flowering,

and inseited cuttings of the best kinds of Colcus, that we may
be able to keep them in little room in winter, and so dispense
with the large plants that would take up much space. For out-
door display, Coleus VerachalTelti is best with us. It has stood
the weather remarkably well ; all others Buffered more from the
drought, and the wind and rain. A brownish Coleus, Berkleyi,
is, perhaps, the next best. All of them would make splendid
beds under glass. No doubt in warm places—about London
and south of it, most of the varieties will do well out of doors.

Here we succeed with Coleus Verschaffelti by planting strong
plants late—not until the end of June at the earliest.—R. F.

COYENT GARDEN M.VRKET.—Seitembeh 22.

The iirrivflls of foreign produce have been considcrablv lighter this
week, anil wc have very little giithered fruit, but the windfixUs exceed in
quantity auythinR that has been known for many year?. Pears consist
of Williams's Bon CbrOtien, Duchesse li'AnKouKmo. LouiBO Bonne, and
Brown Beurre ; Apples of Kibston Pippin, Kiup of the Pippin?, and Kerry
Pippin. Potatoes ai-e plentiful. Complaints of finperluboriuR and blight
have reached us from heavy clay lands, but are not generally contirmed.

FRUIT.

Apples V, sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bushel

d. s.

Otol

Currants y\ sieve
Black do.

Figs doz.
FUberlB lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb.

Lemons 100 10

a. d. s.

Melons each 2 Oto S

Nectarines doz. -10 S
Oranges 100 10 14
Peaches doz. 6 12
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 2 3
Pine Apples lb. S 6
Plums J^ sieve 3 6 6
Quinces doz. 16 2
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bushel 10 16
do 100 1 2

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney }2 sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts J-a sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Caulitlower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bench
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

e. d.

3

2 6
2
1

!!

1

2
8

3
1

6
2

8
8
8

3

VEGETABLES.
d

to 6

4
3

2
2
1
6
2
1

6

Leeks bunch
Lettnce score
Mushrooms. . . . pottle

Mustd.& Cress.punnet
Onions .. doz. bunches
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes btifbol

Kidney ditto

Radishes doz.bnncbes
Rhubarb bundle
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
Veget. Marrows.. doz.

1

1

d. B.

4 too
2

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEmSD.
Andre Leroy, Angers, France.

—

Supplement au Catalogue A,"

1808.— Tableati ties arlirex Foreslirrs et d'Orncment deja forts.

Jabez J. Chater, GonviUe Nurseries, Cambridge.— GcneraJ

Descriptive Catalogue.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
AuRicrL.^, ITowAED's EcLirsK.—*' Auricula " says Ihnt mnuy years ago

thtro nppcared in " Harrison's Cabinet," some notice of an AoriciUa
called Howard's Eclipse, grey edge, and wishes to know il anyone can
supply him.

Black Pansy {Veier),—There can be no objertion to the name, al-

thongh there are several Pansios with flowers as dark and mnch better.

A» for the PolargoQiums, &c., they were far inferior to kinds now com-
monly grown.
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PANSIES AT THE Hambuko Show (S. S.).—TBe exhibitor of the Fancy
Ponsies, noticed in onr report of thia Show, is a nurseryman, biB full

address being—Herr H. Wrede, Handelsgiirtner, LUuebiirg, Hanovor.

Select Gladioli {W. H. JW.).—At the prices you state, the following
would bo a good selection :—Bernard Pnlissy, Fulton, James Veitrh, Le
Dante, Madame Eugene Verdier, Apollon, Madame Vilmorin, Noemi,
Madame Basseville, Due de Malakoff ,Comte de Morny, Le Poueein, Sir

Walter Scott, Stuart Lowe, Adele Souchet, Peter Lawson, James Carter,

Ophir, Stephenson, Reine Victoria, Belle Gabrielle, Madame de Vatry,
Marie Dumortier, and Madame Binder.

Six Single and Doitble Hyacinths (St. Edmitnd8).-~ThG following

lire cheap and good :—Charles Dickens, light blue; Baron Von Tayll,

dark blue; Madame Hodgson, pale pink, striped; La Tour d'Auv.:igue,

double, white; Laurens Koster, double, dark blue ; Grootvorst, double,

folaab.

Tacsonia VAN-VoLXEin Pruning ( ).—The leading shoots, as well

as the laterals, produce flowers. As yours is a young plant, we would not
prune it at all this autumn or next spring, but train-in the shoots aa they
grow, not nearer each other than 6 inches, and at from 6 to 9 inches from
the glass, and where too close together thin them out. Yon may stop

the shoots in order to produce more side shoots for covering the trellis.

Keep the plant rather dry during the winter. After it is established, and
has grown to the extent required, it may in February be pruned-in or
sparred like a Vine, leaviog two or three eyes on the side shoot? for the
production of shoots in summer for flowering. Summer pruning ought
to be confined to thinning out the shoots where too crowded, and train-

ing them in moderately thinly, so as to afford every part a Bnfficiency of

light and air. If the shoots do not push at the places required, stop
them, in order to obtain enough of shoots for covering the trellis. We
prefer the rod system of pruning and training, cutting out the shoots
which have flowered, and supplying their places with young shoots,
which are produced plentifully from the base of the plant.

CVPERUS ALTERNIFOLICS VARIEGATUS LEAVES BROWNING (Tilem).—The
cause is the sun shining on the leaves whilst wet. They would not be
liable to injury from this cause if air were given early, so as to dissipate
the moisture before the sun became powerful. We grow the plant in

sand, in order to have the leaves well variegated. From April to October
the pots should be set in saucers of water kept full, and in winter keep
them rather drier. Want of water will cause tlie leaves to wither and
brown, as yours appear to have done. A warm greenhouse, or one having
a heat of from 45'^ to 50- at night, ia the more suitable place to wintei*

them in. We cannot name plants from leaves only, flowers are needed.

Propagation of Grevillea, Hakea, Ac' (F. G.).—Take cuttings of

the young &hoota when they are ripened at the base. They should be
about 3 inches long. Cut across below a joint, trim olT the leaflets for

about 1 to 1^ inch up the cuttings, and insert them about an inch apart
round the side of a well-drained pot, filled to within an inch of the rim
with sandy peat, and to the top with silver sand. The pot phnuld bo
placed in one of larger size, the interval between the sides of the two
being filled with crocks to within an inch of the rim, and then with a
Kttie moss, surfacing with silver sand, on which a bell-glass should rest.

A gentle watering should be given after putting in the cuttings, but do
not cover them with the bell-glass until they are dry. Place them in a
cool house, shade them from bright sun, and do not water Ihem, or give
only a sprinkling to keep the soil just moist. If much moisture condense
on the bell-glasa. take it ofl" occasionally, wipe it dry, and replace it im-
mediately. In about a month a callus will be formed, and then give a
gentle bottom heat of 65- or 70', and when the cuttings begin to grow ,tiU

the glass a little on one side, removing it by degrees. We cannot name
plants from leaves. A better specimen and flowers are necessary for
identification.

Fuchsia Leaves Falling (An Old Subacrihcr).—Some of the leaves
are infested with red spider, others with thrips, both a result of the
atmosphere being too dry and hot. The plants ought to have been
syringed with water twice a-day, and a moist atmosphere maintained by
sprinkling the paths, &c., with water two or three times a-day. We
would shut the house up closely, fumigate with tobacco, and give the
plants a few forcible syringings. The plants will not be of any use this
year. Place them out of doors for a month, and take them in before frost.

Wintering Greenhouse Plants in a Room (Deron).—The plants you
name could not be wintered well in a barn or empty room. They might
survive the winter if it be mild, but the darkness would cause the leaves
to fall or render them useless. You may try them, however, not giving
more water than sufficient to keep the plants alive, and let them have all

the light and air you can in dry and mild weather. We have seen
Orange trees, Aloes, Cacti, Ac, wintered by such means tolerably well,

and there was no more light than that admitted by oiled-paper side
lights, wooden shutters being put up in severe weather.

Plants for Exhibition to Bloom in Mav {Inquirer),—Bulbous : Or-
nithogalum aureum, Stenomesson brovifolium, A'uphodelus albus, Cory-
dalis nobilis, Ranunculus buUatus, Trillium grandiflornm. Hrrbnceous :

Dielytra Fpectabilis, Aquilegia alpina. Campanula ]»yramidalis, Conval-
laria majalis variegata, Myoaotis alpicola, Ajuga alpina.

Early Potatoes (Z<ffm).—Royal Ashleaf, Huntingdon, both kidney-
shaped, and Coldstream, a round sort.

WellinoTonia gigantea Fruiting (J. T. K,),—We have made some
inquiry, but we cannot hear of thia tree having ever perfected its cones,
so as to produce good seed, but there ia no reason why it should not do
so when the specimens are older. Mr. Robson says that as far back as
1^63 one or two of his young trees showed signs of fruiting when scarcely
4 feet high ; but a more vigorous growth taking place, the fruits dropped
ofl" or did not ripen. In 1866 a robust, fast-growing specimen pro-
duced a cone, which, he says, never became larger than a full-sized

hen's egg, althongh it remained on the tree for tliree summers. This
year the tree, a very fine specimen, 18 or 19 feet high, has a fair crop
upon it, the cones being mostly produced at the tips of the shoots

;

being in clusters, they have a pretty appearance. He also says his cones
are mostly globular and not conical, and some are egg-shaped, but the
end not pointed. He is not ansioua to see either this or any other
Conifer in fruit at so early an age, as growth is checked in consequence,
and an appearance of premature old age is brought on. He would, there-
fore, advise you to pick oflT the greater portion of the cones on your tree,

reserving only a few of the best for noyelty, and to see if good seed a
likely to be produced.

Wintering Seedling Roses (.4ma(eur Bosanan).—Instead of winter-
ing the plants in the frames, we should prepare a bed for them in the
open ground. After digging it dtoply and working in tho mannre
liberally, we would plant out at once—those from the pots about 2 feet

apart, and those from the boi, which are upwards of 3 inches high, about
1 foot apart. Mulch with litter in November, before severe frost. The
plants have done very well—sown in February, now 18 or 20 inches high,
and some of them flowered. By planting them out you will be able to

see what th«y are, for as they will grow more vigorously from being
planted out they will be more in character. If they are Tea-scented, or
delicate sorts, the plants should be wintered in the frames, plunging the
pots in coal ashes, and planting-out in April. They cannot have too
much air while in the frames. Protection must be afforded from heavy
rains, and in severe weather put on a covering of mats in addition to the
lights. Dust with flowers of sulphur any that may be mildewed.

Roses in Pots (M. E. T.).—Anna Alexieff, Jules Margottin, Senateur
Vaisse, LfPlia, G^ntral Jacqueminot, Marie Baumann, Madame Victor
Verdier, Victor Verdier, Maurice Bemardin, Pierre Netting, Catherine
Guillot, Paul Perras, Madame Willermoz, Alba rosea, Madame Bravy,
Madame de St. Joseph, President, Souvenir d'un Ami, Mart'chal Nlel, Tri-

orapho de Rennes, d-line Forestier. The Tea Roses on their own roots,

the others either on their own roots or budded. Let the Jerusalem Arti-

chokes alone till you take them up.

Budding and Removing Roses (Nanny).—" You can move your budded
Roses to thpir intended places now, in November, or in the spring. Be
careful with the network of roots. Briar stocks should have roots.

Cuttings will not succeed. Why did you not put your Briar stocks in the
places intended for future occupation, and bud them there?—W. F.
Radclyffe."

Leaves of Peaches and Nectarines (C. G.).—There is no difference

in their form or other characters.

Peach Shoots Mildewed (J.H., ^»m(t'»r).—The shoot sent is severely

mildewed. It is induced by an iusuflicient supply of water at the root.

It may be destroyed by dusting with flowers of sulphur. Any trees

having shoots green and unripe, like the end of the one sent, ought to be

pinched off to check growth and promote tho ripening of the wood.
Shifting the trees into larger pots would be desirable nest month, not

!
disturbing the roots, however ;

pot whilst the leaves are on, and you will

from the descending sap secure a certain amount of root action thia

autumn. Give as much air as you can, and keep a dry atmosphere ; for

the wood, we should sav, is far from ripe. If you have means of afford-

ing gentle fire heat, apply it, accompanying it with air day and night.

Lessen the supply of water to the roots.

Black Hamburgh Grapes SHRrs-KiN'G (Subscriber, E. P.).—The Grape
are being converted into raisins from the great heat we have had lately,

I We do not know what would have made them more juicy except sapply-

I

iug them more plentifully with water at the roots, and maintaining a
! moister atmosphere when tbey were ripening. After they were ripe, the

I

house should have been kept cool and dry. Long-hanging Grapes do not

contain so much juice as those newly ripe.

Vine Leaves (J. T., Cojicnhapen Street).—Vfc C3.nnotn&mGXhieB from
their leaves ; we must see the Grapes too.

Vines (R. 7Hi7)fi/).—We think your proposed plan of planting would do
very well ; but why not havo a Vine on each side until the more strong-

growing one occupies the full width of both sides of the span ?

Gooseberries (P. J. H.).—London, Leader, Thumper, and Hero of the

Nile will produce the largest berries. Write to some friend at Manchester

ur Sheffield to purchase plants for you.

Transplanting Cttrrant and Gooseberry Bushes (A Eefjular Sub-

scriber).—Tho best time to transplant them is as soon as the leaves turn

yellow and are falling. Moist weather is best.

Removing Figs (G. C.).—Yon may remove all the large green Figs this

autumn, as they rarely survive the winter. Those not larger than a

hazel nut should be retained. We presume your trees are agamst an

open wall. If the trees are in pots, or in borders under glass, no part of

the crop ought to be removed, as those now on the trees will be the first

to ripen next Slay or June.

Stapelia speciosa Fruiting (Love J2H>te).~lt is rather nnusual for

this plant to fruit. We have no doubt you mit^ht dispose of the Stepha-

notis seed. Write to one of the principal London seedsmen;

CUPREPSUS TORDLOBA PROPAGATION (H. L.).—Take CUttiUgS HOW of

the well-ripened shoots of the current year's growth, from 3 to 6 inches

long, and insert them rather thickly round the sides of 6-iuch pots, drain-

ing these well, and filling them to within an inch of the rim with sandy

loam two parts, and one part sandy peat, then to the rim with silver

sand. Cut the shoots across below a joint, and insert them about 1 or

1^ inch in the soil or sand, and not more than 2 inches. Give them a gentle

watering, place tbem in a cold frame or under a hand-glass in a cold

house, and keep them close, shading in bright weather. Sprinkle them
with water occasionally so as to keep the soil moist, but not very wet.

They will strike root slowly but surely, and be well rooted in from six

to twelve months, when they may he potted, hardened-off, and planted

out. Do you find it succeed in the smoky atmosphere of the town yoa

name ?

Climber for a London House-front (Charles Ellis),—The YinevnU.

suit your purpose, but the Virginian Creeper will grow quicker. But for

the slowness of growth the White Jasmine flourishes delightfully m Lon-

don. For a screen for the window as you propose, nothing will answer

better than Ivy, nnd for the position, we would prefer the green to ine

variegated Ivy. The box should be in two distinct divisions, one lor the

Ivy roots, the other for the flowering plants.

Hot-water Tank {M. I?.).—You will do what yon propose with your

tanks, if yon have a return-pipe from them as well as a flow into tnem,

and divide each tank down the middle, except a space at the farther end.

and if you cover with iron or slate instead of wood ^^e have no laim

in your succeeding with a wood covering. Provided the cover is aU right,

wo would prefer sand to cocoa-nut fibre for setting the pots in.

Repotting Lilium auratum (W.A. 0.).-We would not repot/j^f,,^^^^^

potted last year if the drainage is good, but we should ^^emove the surface

soil as you propose, and give a top-dressing of rich compost bet^en now

nndFebrnary.and again between then and June. If y.«^ P«\*^?.^'.J^
not disturb the roots, but, removing the soU and dramage, pot with tho
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htM eatirc. All balboos plouts ore impatient of havlDg their roots difi-

turbod.

rELAROONIDM PrOPAOATION IN" LOOKER'B BoXES (/;7rtOr/in<'V). — Yon
BbotiM till tbe pnn willi brokon pots or cinders to withi'ii ;i n .K. :i o! tbo
filasg, coveriDg tlitm with n tliiu layer of mos"! or i' rtsof
tbe compost, Rod tlien put iu ^ incbes of soil, crii . parts
Bandy lonm, cno pnrt \cal soil, nud one part of fiiind, < i. t, nnd
cover with nn inch thick of snud. You in av then pu; in ti.o cuttings
nbont 1^ iuch apart, kIvo ft fiontlo watoriup, nud hCt tho liox otit of doors
in tho full sun. Yoa need not cover with the Rlnss, an the cuttioBs will
not ho Ro liable to damp off without it. and they may rcniaio out of doors
nntil the weather hecomee frosty at tho end of October or bcf^inuing of
Kovemhcr; then uniovd thcni 'to a I'Kht, airy v.indow. Take o tT tho
deail leaves ns they appear. Wo concludo vour pl'int^ nre the conin^on
bediliiiK' Ports. If you mean the tender kinds tho Lox should ho placed
in the uiudow at onto, tiud be covered with the glnsi-, adn.it'Jng a little

air evcrj- morniugfor a short time, so os to tjivo a chaiit^o "t aimud pic-
vent damp. Ko more water ought to he Riven than i.^ eutlicicnt to keep
the soil moist. In a month the phints will do beat without tho glass. Put
them off nest March, keeping them dry through tho winter.

CvANopnvLLUM MAOSiFiccM TRKAV>rENT (
»'. ^.).—Tho plant is an

evergreen. Tho phrivelliuR and falling of tho leaves is owini^ to a Buddeu
change of tenipemture, prubably from cold. During the winter no more
water should ho given than will keep tho soil just moist and tho foliagu
Iresh ; indeed, the plant ought to be kept dry, not causing tho leavts to
iall or tho wood to shrivel. A tempcrotare of 55' or CO at uight is Boit-
able until February, when an increase of temperature should be given,
and it maybe gradually raised to 60' or G:V at night, 70Mo 75 bv day
without sun, and Hlj^' to H5 with sun and abundance of air. A inoist
atmosphere should bo maintained by frequently sprinkling the p;itbs,
stages, wftilfl, Ac., but avoid Wtitting the foliage, and slight shade oucht to
be iiffi.rded from bright sun. The plant should have abundance of room,
and light on all eidey, so as to keep it from growing unequally. Pot it in
March or April when growth commences, using a compjst of four parts
fibrous loam, two parts leaf mould, two partn sandy peat, one part old
cow dung, one part charcoal, in lumps from tho size of a pea to a hazel
nut, and one part silver sand, the whole well mixed. Do not sift tbo
compost, but tear it in piecoa, and make rather fine, affording extra
drainnjj'o.

Sn-ENE PENDULA PLANTING (Sunny) —The plants mav be put into the
beds where they uro to bloom when the bedding plants are removed ; but
if that cannot be done until tbe season is advanced, say November, the
ground being then cold and wet planting should be deferred until Murch.

should be pl.ntid out in rfH<'r\-o be«lfl in
old.

:h*y
v.ifl

;.; li^tuj jiic. 'Ced
'_ stcds fho-; licrc

' ' ore very b.i- rubs,
i :.5ij, c:. . Tiiobtst of thtmaidCiioreus.
r.ndC.int':'gerriiiiU3. They have blue, Ulac,

lailielattaroaso tho i-Lints
open yet 6holtei.<:
Take Ihtm np u i

nro to Jlower, w.
flower ill April nrlI..v,;iLa t^:
sown now will 11 wcf early ii,

the pbiuts are to Moom. IJ
suitablo f.vr w.-vllswith (-->u'.!ii-

C. florilundup, C. I]iyr6ifl-,iu;. _ ____ .

and white I'owcrs fr m .Jun.^ to tbo end of Bumnior.
Fern Case (W. C.).—Iho Klobe or glass ehoald barloEC-fllting, with no

flpnco between tho gla*s and ttand to ndmit air. Tho y'.a'^-- would be
belter if it liad three small ho'es In V. • t .

. r? to allow cf tto plants
halving a chaiTc of nlr. Tlirce !: r.uarter of an Inch lo
diometer, would bo fcufllcicnt for a l : • ir; inches in diameter,
or one half-incli iiule in tht.* ci^ntrc ^. . ;. The gbi'^ (*lioMld then
only be token cff for wnl'rin.;. If there in no hule, the glav« maybe talien
off occasionally and wijHd dry ; on uUcrDalc days in suniiu. r. "nnd twice
a-week in winter wUl bo Rulticieut. Do not overwater, but kttp tho BOil
moist, and set the case iu a light bat not very eunny vrindow, turning tbe
fitand roDnd occasionally.

Fern {D. M.).—Wo cannot decide without seeing a matare frond.
There ore many species iu tho genus Oyuinogrammn. Yours may be
U. sulvhurca.

Names of Frcitb (C. Ii. Scho1/ichi).~~^, Yorkshire Greening; S, Uar'
nialado Pippin; 5 and 7, Winter Greening; 8, Purf-cmontb; 9, Benrri
Giffard. (William Bishop,.—1, Springro\'e Codlin ; 2, Mauks Codlin

;

S, Hawthoruden
; 4, Yorkshire Greening; 5, Dunmore; 0, Jli dfordshire

Fonndliug. (IV'. Jnlucell i.—Tho Fig is the Urunswick, and the Apple tiio
AlfrJstou. (Al Frcteo).—'lho Gr.apo you mention in your letttr nudec
tbe name of " De la Palestine," is decidedly tbe same as the Sp-ian.
White Nice, which is al?o somethnt-.-, but very erroneously, called Syrian,
IS quite distinct, nnd it is pot^illc that tho Syrian you have hillierto
known is V.'hite liicc. Thip, though producing very large bnnrbes, never
has them eo largo nor so long as the Svrian. All the new Grdpes yon
have named in your letter arc of iirst-rate quality, lire. Pincc's and
MfldrcsSeld Court oi-o noble Grapes.

NAJtES OF Plants (J. S. r.).—Wo have repeatedly said that we cannot
nemo llorists' varieties, nor any plants from leaves ouiv, and vou have
njw'sent us tv.pnty-eigbt lc:;ves, all of florists' varieties: iSopItic Web-
flier).—Er\tiirina crista-galli. (J. /.\).—Tho larger flower is tho Aithsa
frutex. Hibiscus sj riacns ; the smaller flower Leschenauliia formoaa.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending September 21st.

Date.
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I think, were returned to their owners minas certain cajrds of dis-

tinction, to which ttey were honestly entitled. In the "Any other

variety " class I missed some fine specimens of the PatnRouian and

Belgian Hare Rabbit exhibited last year, and which enabled Middleton

to say that at that Show the whole Rabbit family was fally represented.

The pretty little Dutch specimens of Mr. Hadsou I think deserved

the position they took. Might I snggest to the Committee a little

more attention to the crcatar'e comforts of the specimens, remembering

that some of them had travellod a great distance to the Show, and had

to return, I suppose, the same distance ? The pens were roomy and

well protected from the weather, which cannot be said of aU shows.

Gajee (Black-breasted and other Ueds).—Cockerel and Pnllet.—lani

Cup, C. Cbaloncr, Whitwell, Chestortteld. 2, J. Wood, Wiaan. 8, H.

Jowett, Idle, Leeds, he, T. Stattcr. Jan., Stand Hall, near MancheBter

;

E. Mann, Wallfield, Stand, Manchester. Cockerel—1 and Cup, T. Dyson,
Halifax. 2, T. statter, ion. 3, J. H. Smith, PlaiuTille, York. he,"!.

Statter, jun. : Master W. Fletcher, Stoneclougb, Manchester ; Capt.

Grove Price, Taynton. c, J. H. Wilson, St. Bees. Cockerel or Pullr.l.

—1, C. Chaloner. 2, J. Halsall, Ince, Wigan. 3, T. Dyson, e, Master W.
Fletcher.
Game (Any other Yuriolj).—Cockerel—1, C. Chaloner. 2, T. Dyson.

he, J. Halsall. Pulleta.—l and Cup, J. Wood, Wigan. 2. J. Holland, Man-
chester. 3, J. H. Wilson. 4, P. Norbnrv, Bowdon (Black Red), he, S.

Matthew, Stowmarket ; P. Norbnrv (Piles); Master W. Fletcher; E.

Pavne, Brierfleld, Burnley (Brown Reds) ; C. W. Brierley, Middleton.
Game (Any bi-eed).—Adulh.—l, C. W. Brierley. 2, J. V,'ood. 3, C.

Chaloner.
Spakisb.— Cockerel and Pullets.—1 and Cap, E. Jones, Clifton, Bristol.

2, W. & F. Pickard, Thomer, Leeds. 3, F. & C. Haworth, Newneld, Has-
Ungden. Cockerel.—1, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 2, T. & E. Comber,
Mvddleton Hall, Warrington. Pullets.—1, E. Jones. 2, T. & E. Comber.
boBKlNOS.— (JocJtfre! and Pullets.—I and Cop, T. E. Kel!, Wetherby.

2, T. Statter, jun. 8, Miss E. Whittington, Preston HiU, Henley-in-Arden.
c, J. White, Warlaby, Northallerton. Cockerel—1, J. Martin, Claines,

Worcester. 2, E. Leech, Rochdale, he. Rev. J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-

Cleveland; S. H. Stott, Rochdale. Pullets.—1, N. G. Russel, Womaston
Court. Kingston, Herefordshure. 2. J. Martin, he. Rev. J. F. Xewton ; J.

White ; N. G. Russell ; E. Leech ; E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Oswestry.
Bbahma Vootvla.— Cockerel and Pullets.—1, Cup, and 2, Rev. E. Alder,

Etwall Vicarage. Derby. 3, T. A.Dean, Moreton-on-Lugg. c. H. Dowsstt,
Pieahey, Chelmsford, Esses; C. Levland, Morris Brook, Warrington; E.
Leech." Cockerel—I and 2, Rev. E." Alder, c. Dr. Holmes, Chesterfield,

Pullels.—l and 2, Rev. E. Alder, he, T. A. Dean.
Cochix-China (Boffand Cinnamon).

—

Cockerel and Pullets.—1, C. Sidg-
wick, Rvddlesden Hall, Keighley. 2, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. 3,- D.
Young, LeamingtOD. Cockerel.—1, O. Sidgwick. 2, W. A. Taylor, Man-
chester, he, W. A. Taylor ; Mrs. AUsopp, Hindlep Hall, Worcester, c, J.

Holden, Moston, near Manchester. Pullefi.—1, J. Sichol, Timperlev.
2, W. A. Taylor, he, C. Sidgwick ; W. A. BurneU, Southwell, Notts ; C.
Banbery, Wolvtroampton ; Mrs. Allsopp ; Bowman & Feaioa, Whitehaven.
CocHiN-CiiiNA (Any other vainety).

—

Cockerel and PuUeh.—l and Cup,
C. Sidgwick. 2, A. Williamson, Queniborough, Leicester. 3, T. Stretch,
Ormskirk. he, W. A. Taylor. Cockerel—1, C. Sidgmck. 2, .\. Williamson.
c, A. P. Steedsman, Broomsgrove, Worcestershire. Pullets.—1, C. Sidg-
wick. 2, W. A. Taylor.
HAMBUfioas (Golden-pencilled).

—

Cockerel and Pullets.—1, H. Beldon.
2, W. R. Park, Abbotsmeadow, Melrose, N.B. 3, T. Wrigley. jun., Tonge
Hall, Middletnn. c, H. Pickles, jun., Earby. Cockerel—1, E. E. Parker,
Ipswich. 2, W. Bearpark, Ainderby. he, T. Wrigley, sen., Tonge Hall.
Pullets.—1, W. Speakman, Doddington Park, Nantwicb, Cheshire. 2, F.
H. Taylor, Middleton. c, J. Wrigley.
Hambdeghs (Silver-pencilled).— CocArerc! and Pullcts.—l, H. Beldon.

•2, H. Pickles, jun. 8, J. Lee, Middleton. c, F. & C. H.awortJ, Newfleld.
Cockerel—1, Mrs Allsopp. 2, H. Pickles, jun. Pullets.—1, A. Woods,
Seftoe. Liverpool. 2, Ashton & Booth, Broadbottom, Mottram.
Hambobghs (Golden-spangled).— Coctfrr( and Pullets.—1, J. Buckley,

Taunton, Ashton-under-Lyne. 2, J. Ogden, Denton Lane, Chadderton.
3, E. Brierley, Heywood. ftc, J. Lee, Middleton. c, N. Marlor, Denton,
Manchester ; E. Brierlev. Coekerel—l, W. Swii-e, Thwaites Bank, Keighley.
•2, T. May, Wolverhampton. Pullets.—1, T. May. 2, J. -Andrew, Water-
bouses, Ashton. e, E. Brierley.
Hambdeghs (Silver-spangled),— Cocfcercl and PuUsls.—l, J. Fielding,

Newchorcb, TVIanchester. 2. W. Bairstow, Fearnclitfe, Binglev. 3, H.
Beldon. Cockerel—1, J. Fielding. 2, W. .A. Taylor, iii:. Ashton A Booth.
Pullets.—1, J. Fielding. 2, Ashton & Booth, he, J. Partington, Littlo
Heaton, Middletou ; W. Bairstow, Feamclifif, Binglev.
Hambheghs (Black).— Cockerel and Pullets.—1 and Cup, C. Sidgwick.

2, Mason & Walker, Denton, Manchester. 3, Rev. W. Sergeantson. Acton
Burnell. c. Walker & Wood, slaithwaite. Coekerel.—l, Mason & Walker.
2, C. Sidgwick. c, J. Holt, Little Green, Middleton. Pullet].—1, Mason
and Walker. 2, J. M. Kilvcrt, Ludlow, he, A. E. Hanson, Castleton,
Heywood; Mas.n& Walker; Hoyle & Patrick, Trough Syke, B.-lcup ; H.
Bagshaw, Uttoxeter.
French Fowls.— Cockerel and Pullets.—1, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam,

Wentworth Woodhousc (Crevc-Cojurs). 2, R.B. Wood, Uttoieter, Stafford-
shure. 3, W. O. Quiball, Newark, he. W. O. Qnibel ; Mrs. Mc'Adam,
Woodfleld, Upper Banchory, Aberdeen (Houdans) ; Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam
(La Fleche). c, Mrs. Wilkin, Bootle Rectory, Cumberland (Crtvc-Cceur).
Cocrccrel—1, S. H. Stott, Rochdale. 2, W. 0. Qnibell. Pullcts.—l, W. O.
Qaibell. 2, R. Wiley, Tcttenhall. he, C. Layland, Morris Brook, Warring-
ton; K. B. Wood, Woodland Uall, Uttoxeter.
Akt othee Vabiety (Not included in the clusses).—Cockerel and

Pullets.— I, Cup, and 2, H. Beldon, Yorkshire. 3, W. Gamon, Hoole
Cottage, Chester. Cockerel.—I, }l. Belito. ^ J. Partington, Bury Lane,
Leigh. Pu(!s(j.—1, H. BeldoM 2, J " .I'fihgton. he. Vf. Gc.moa.
Game Bastams.—1 and Oup, J4aSaton, Farnsfiold, Notts. 2, W. F.

Entwisle, Leeds. S, W. Shamacli, wuthwell, Notts, he, J. Crosland, jun.,
Wakefield. C7iicJ.cna.—l .'lupj'ant 3, J. Crosland, jun. 2, Harwood and
Buckley, .iccrington. he, J. H. luce, Wigan ; T. Sharpies, Rawtenstall;
J. Eaten, Vine Cottage, I'arnslield, Notts ; W. Hastroell, Whitehaven.
Baht-uis (Any other variety).—!, W. A. Taylor. 2, S. & P.. Ashton,

Mottram. 3, S. U. Stott, Rochdale (Japanese).

Selling Class.-1, M. Cavanagh, Shaw Cloagh, Rochdale. 2. A. Bam-
tord, Peach Bank, Tonge, Middleton. 3, J. Horrocks, Tonge, Middleton.

he, D. Bamford, Hari>urhey (Buff Cochins). Chicketis.—l, A. Bamford^
2, W. A. BameU, Winkburn Hall, Sonthwell, Notts, he, W. A. Bnmell;
F. & C. Haworth.
Ddcklings (Aylesbury).—1 and 3, Mrs. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury.

2, E. Leech.
Ducklings (Rouen).—1 and Cup, E. Leech, Greave House, Rochdale.

2, W. Gamon. 3, J. Wright, Melton Mowbray, he, J. F. Bott, Cammas
liell, Morrell Roding ; T. Statter, jun ; W. (^amon ; L, Patton, Hillmore,
Bishop's Hill, Taunton ; S. H. Stott, Rochdale.
Ducklings (Any other variety).—! and 3, C. W. Brierley, Middleton

2, T. Statter, jun.
Goslings.—t, S. H. Stott. 2, Rev. G. Hustler, Stillingfleet Vicarage,

York, he, T. Statter, jun ; E. Leech ; S. H. Stott.
Tukkevs.—1, E. Leech. 2, Mrs. A. Guy, Eaton, Grantham.

PIGEONS.
TuMBLEBS (Almond).—1, he, and c, R. Fulton, Deptford. 2, J. Fielding,

jun., Rochdale.
TuMBLEBS (.\ny other variety).—1 and 2, R. Fulton (Mottles), he, K.

Fulton ; J. Fielding, jun.
Balds se Beaeds.-1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, T. Newell, Ashton-under-

Lyne,
Caekiebs.—Cocfc.—l, E. Homer, Harewood, Leeds. 2, R.Fulton. he^'R,

Fulton ; J. Chadwick, Bolton, e, W. R. & H. O. Blenkiusop, Newcastle-
on-Tyne. Hen.—1 and 2. R, Fulton, he, E. Walker. Leicester.
PouTEES.— Coefc.—1 and 2, R. Fulton, he, E. Homer. Hen.—1, E.

Horner. 2,R.Fulton. /le, R.Fulton ; E. Horner, c, W. Gamon, Cheatei;
W. B. Tegetmeier, Finchley.
Baebs.—I, Cup, and 2, Capt. Heaton, Eccles. ^c, J. Fielding, jun. c,E.

Horner.
TuBBiTS.-1, J. Fielding.jun. 2 and /ic.R. Wilson, Thirsk. e, R. Fulton.
Jacobins.-1, J. Hall, Blacklev. 2, R. Fulton, he, E. Horner.
Fanxail3.—1,E. Horner. 2, W. H. TomUnson, Newark, /ic, H. Yardley,

Bii'mingham ; T. H. Frean, Liverpool.
Owls.—1 and he, J. Fielding, jun. 2, F. Graham, c, Countess of Derby,

Kuowsloy.
Nuns.—1, F. Graham. 2, H. Yardlev.
Dragoons.-1 and 3, T. H. Frean. he, R. Marshall, Lower Broughton;

E. Horner, c, 11. Y'ardlcy.

Tbumpetebs.—1, E. Horner. 2, W. Gamon.
Any otheb Vabiety.—1, W. B. Tegetmeier. 2, H. Yardley. he, E.

Horner ; J. Watts, King's Heath, Birmingham, c, G. H. Withington,
Kersal Hill, Manchester (Silver-coloured Roman Runts) ; H. Yardley.
Selling Class—1, E. Walker, Leicester. 2. T. H. Frean (Magpies).

he, J. Fielding j un. c, W. MacLaren, Highfleld, Pendlebury, Manchester

;

T. H. Frean ; F. Key, Beverley ; J. Watts.

Rabbits.—iop-rareii.—l, A. H. Fasten, Hull. 2, J. T. Sykes, Rochdale.
he, G. Hopley, Manchester. Angora.—1, W. J. Butterworth, Stonyfield,

Rochdale. 2, T. Wild, Heywood. Himalayan. — 1, A. L. Rawstron,
Hasliugden. 2, W. J. Butterworth. Silcer-Oreii.-l, E. E. M, Royds,
Rochdale. 2, S. G. Hudson, Hull. Am/ other Variety.-l and 2, S. G.
Hudson. Sellittri Class.—1, E. Higham, Middleton. 2, W. J. Bntterworth.

The .Judges were Messrs. Hindson and Toebay for Game, Water-
fowl, &c. ; lilessrs. Hewitt and Tegetmeier for other classes of poultry;

and Mr. Esquilant for Pigeons and Rabbits.

DEKBY POULTRY SHOW.
It has always been a somewhat remarkable feature of the Derby

Poultry Shows, that those classes in which the competition was most

severe at one year's show, had almost invariably a slight entry in the

following year. It was again so this year, SjMiiish and Aylesbury

Ducks being the classes in which there was least competition ; in fact,

both were quite indifferent in quality. The Grey Dorlings, Dark
Brahmas, Rouen Ducks, Gecsc, and Tiirkei/s, have rarely been equalled

at any previous Derby Show, as at present restricted. Many of the

Iliimbanjis were of first-rate character, and the White Cochins were,

nndoubtedly, one of the greatest features of the show tent. The
Pirjcons were of excellent quality, and were well represented. Few
shows have proved themselves throughout so good. Occasional heavy

showers were a great di-awback to a large attendance. The Committee

were most untiring, and the proyision for the poultry, &c., was ex-

celle.nt.

DoBKiNos (Coloured).-1 and 2, Mrs, Arkwright, Etwall Hall, Derby.

he. Countess of Chesterfield.

DOEKINGS I
Whitei.— , J. Faulkner, Brothv. 2, W. R. Dick, Ticknall.

Spanish.—1, Withh-ld. 2, W. Cox, Brailsford.

Game (Dark-lireasted).-1, Rev. T. C. O'Grady, Hognaston Vicarage.

2, J. BakoweU, Draycott Mills, he, W. Cox. e, C. Minors, Suubury ; J .

Faulkner.
Game (White or Pile).—1, C. Spencer, Thulston. 2, E. Canner, Stanley

Grange. _
Hambueghs.-GoMeii-penciUfd.-1, G. J. Mitchell, Newton Mount. 2, J.

Bakewell. Godien-spun.jled.-1, J. Bakewell. 2, C. Mellor, Atlow. Silver-

lieneilled.—l, J. Bakewell. 2, H. King, Melbourne. Silver-spangled.—

1, J. Bakewell. 2, C. Pickering, Kirk Langley
CocHiN-CniNAS.—1 and 2, A. O. Worthington, Newton Park, Burton-on-

Trent.
BnAHMAS (Light).—1 and 2. A. O. Worthington.

, , „ t.

Bbahmas (Dark).—1 and 2, Rev. E. Alder, Etwall, Derby, he, Rev. Si,.

Alder ; A. F. Hurt, Alderwaslev.
Ceossbeed Fowls.—1, J. Faulkner. 2, G. J. Mitchell.

Ducks (Rouen .—1, J. Bakewell. 2 and he, A. O. Worthmgton.

Ducks (Aylesbury).-1, Withheld. 2, Miss S. Hurt, Chose Chffe.

Geese.—1, W. Cox. 2, J. Faulkner, he, A. O. Worthington.

Tdbkeys.—1, A. 0. Worthington. 2, A. M. Mundy, Shipley Hall, he, Jj

G Mitchell
Special Prize.-1, Mrs. Arkwright (Dorkings) 2. J. EakeweU (Geese).

ExTBA.-ftc, Lord Mauchliue Donin.gton P.ark (Bantam and pair ot

Greys).

Pigeons. — Rock or Dovecote. — 1, J. Faulkner. 2, F. Sale, Derby.

Antwerp or Belgians.—1, Mrs. Ai'Iiwright. 2, F. Sale, he, J. Langley^
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MIckleovor. Tumllfn.—\ anJ 2, F. Sale. FatilaiU.—\, F. Sale. 2. W, R-
Dick, TicknnlL he, A. O. Worthington ; F. S»lo. Any other Uittinel
Variety.—1, 2, and c, K. Sale '/rrumpotera, Magpies, and EagUsh OwU).
he, J. Uarpnr, Derby (Draguoae) ; O, Hoywood, Derby (harbs).

Mr. Drewrj-, of Uarton; Mr. Hewitt, of Birmingham; anil Mr.
Loire, of Combcrford, were the Jadgcs.

WHITBY CANARY SHOW.
This Exhibition of British and foreign cage and song birds

was held in connection with tlie thirtieth annual E.'chibition of
the Floral and Hortioultuial Society in the Congress Hall, on
Taesday, the 14th inst.

I am pleased to bo able to give a detailed report of it, for,

like those goutlemcn who have for the past week or two been
upholding the dignity of their hobby—the fancy Rabbit, I, too,

am jealous, very jealous, of my pet fancy— the Canary, and I
don't like to see him consigned to the fag end of a report. I
sympathise very sincerely with the writers to whom I refer,

but I would just aak them whether the neglect they complain
of is not to some extent their own fault ? Do they do all in
their power to raise their fancy to its proper level ? and are the
beauties of the fancy Kabbit, as developed by them, brought
Bufficiently before the million through the powerful agency of
the press? I am sure the pages of " our Journal " are open
to the lovers of all domestic pets. We have even had an en-
thusiastic writer on Ferrets ! Why not, then, write up your
favourites ? I, for one, would much like to see a series of prac-
tical papers on the modern fancy Kabbit, its varieties, &c.,
with details as to points and management. I have always had
a sneaking kindness for Rabbits, and who has not ? Mv boys
do a large stroke of business in the line, the balance always
being on the wrong side. Rest assured of this, that if you
love your pets and work for them, you will give untold pleasure
to many a reader, and the work will be a labour of love, re-
paying itself a thousandfold. Make up your minds that Rab-
bits shall not be consigned to the last half dozen lines of a
report, and you will soon liud them at the other end.

But, " rei-eitoiis u iws inoutom." I was obliged to make an
early start to reach 'SVhitby in good time, and 5.10 a.m. saw mo
en route. Nearly all my fellow-travellers in the early stage of
the journey were butchers or drovers, redolent of suet, bound
for Newcastle cattle market. The conversation, however, took
quite a literary turn, having reference chiefly to Pretender and
Harriet Beecber Stowe. While changing at Ferry Hill for
Stockton, I witnessed a very touching incident, now frequently
to be seen in this district. A small group of men and women,
waiting the arrival of the up train, were hanging on one
another's necks, giving utterance to such expressions of grief
as one could hardly listen to without emotion. The good-bye
scene was most affecting ; I cannot describe it. A bystander
gave me the clue to the whole in one word—America. It was
a small family leaving, most probably, their native village to
seek a home across the Atlantic. God speed them in their
joui-ney to the Far West !

Stockton was hardly astir when we ran into the station, at
least the refreshment-room was scarcely awake, the young lady
in charge telling mo I CDuld have no coffee, as " t' kettle wasn't
boiling," and as "f kettle " refused to boil in anything like a
reasonable time, I went my way minus my coffee. From
Stockton to WhitLy the scenery is very romantic, the Line fol-

lowing the windings of the Esk through the tortuous passes of
the Cleveland Hills, crossing and recrossing the river a score
of times, bounded on either side now by overhanging woods,
and now by wide moors, covered as far as the eye could reach
with blooming heather. Far up on a hillside a column of
smoke indicated the spot where, I was told, a jet mine had
taken fire. The stations are some of them beautifully situated,
but some in apparently the most out-of-the-way plnces, within
sight of no human habitation. I was informed at all of them
that " Bryant & May's matches would light only on the box ;"

and at one, wheie there seemed to be only a solitary station-
master and porter rolled into one, some' enterprising tailor
announced that he was prepared to make trousers at ICs. Cd.
a-pair. The match business seemed to thrive all through the
district, but the tailor gave up in despair further on, where
there seemed no legs to clothe, even at the ruinous figure of
8s. 3J. per leg, the only inhabitants being a few black-faced
sheep, who popped their heads above the heather to stare at
ns as we rushed past.

Arrived at Whitby, I was soon among the birds with my co-
adjutor, Mr. Allenby, of Durham. They were arranged on
either side of the Hall, the horticultural department occupying

the centre, producing a very charming effect. The Derby and
Northampton schools, as will be seen by the prize list, were
strongly represented by Mr. J. Bcxson and Messrs. Moore and
Wynn, who exhibited some very fine specimens. In condition,
the primary point, they coiJd not be excelled, taking into con-
sideration the early stage of the season. Both are evidently
in " form " this season, and " will be heard of to advantage "

at future shows. The prize birds in Clear Yellows and Clear
Buffs stood far out above their fellows, though the specimens
"mentioned " were all creditable birds. In Class 4, Bull Nor-
wich, Moore & Wynn were first and second with two lovely
birds, which will take some beating wherever they go. Class 5,
Yellow Norwich, a very interesting class, since it comprises the
" ciLine ih' la crime " of quality, and one which should be in
every schedule offering prizes for Norwich birds, contained
some glorious specimens. No. 52, first prize, J. Bexson, was
a beauty, while 57, second prize, Moore & Wynn, a bird of a
directly opposite character, was gorgeous in its colour. The
former was almost absolutely clean, the latter very hea\-ily

marked—fitting representatives of a class hitherto excluded
from our shows. Class (i was also well represented. The
Belgians were inferior, and Classes '.» and 10, with the exception
of the winning birds, were of no character whatever. Mr.
Bexson was first in Cinnamons, Yellow and Buff, beating the
veterans Moore & Wynn, though the second prize went to

Northampton through Mr. Irons. Lizards were inferior, and
in Class 14, Silver-spangled, a Mr. J. Stevens, of Middlesbrough,
exhibited a most palpably stained specimen. I wish all

societies would banish such offenders, and so stamp out the
disease. Refuse their entries, disown them, turn them out of

the society of gentlemen to matu with their own kind, and do
not even grant a ticket of leave for many a year. In Class
l(i, " Any other variety," the first prize went to Mr. Calvert,

of York, for the best Crested Norwich bird I ever saw, excepting
that shown by Mr. Youug at the Crystal Palace last February,
and in some respects he was superior even to that wonder.
No. 157, second prize, Mr. G. Gayton, Northampton, was a
splendid Crested bird, and 153, third prize, fell to Moore and
Wynn for a very neatly marked Cinnamon. No. 151, Mr. B.
Mills, Sunderland, was very neat, handsomely crested, of good
quality, but rather small. Among the Mules there were some
grand specimens exhibited by Mr. J. Young and Mr. George
Sbiol, of Sunderland, who divided the honours between them;
Mr. Hawman, of Middlesbrough, being very highly commended
in the Buff-variegated class for a bird of extraordinai^ merit.

In the Yariegated Yellow class the contest was very close,

though lying between two birds of widely different character,

the one a finely six-marked bird, but backward in condition,

tho other heavily marked with marvellous exactness, and in

the bloom of perfect condition, and it was not till a jary was
empanelled that the first prize was awarded to the lighter-

marked bird—a judgment from which I dissent, since I hold

peifection of condition to be a primary point, not to the ex-

clusion of all others certainly ; but I maintain that a half or

three-parts moulted bird, and not very clean either, must, in-

deed, be a veritable wonder to displace a high-class bird in

faultless trim. It is not for a judge to determine what any
bird might he made in a month, but to say what he !« on the

day of show when measured by the standard of the schedule,

according to the conditions of which the bird is shown—viz,,

" fur beauty of plumage and high condition." I am happy to

say that the respective owners of the birds endorsed my judg-

ment.
Excepting a very fine dark Mule, first prize, in Class 20,

with a wonderful " flourish," there was not much else worth

notice, except tho Parrots, the first prize for which was won by
Mrs. Wilkinson, the amiable lady of the indefatigable Honorary
Secretary. Of the flower show I can say but little, it is not so

much in my line ; but I was assured by competent judges that

it was the best ever held in Whitby. Of the arrangements it

is impossible to speak too highly. Everything was conducted

as it should be ; in fact, it is a model Show in this respect.

The Secretary is the right man in the right place, and with a

somewhat amended schedule he will make the Whitby Show
one of the best in Eugland.^Y. A, Bj^ksion.

The following is the prize list :— ffo -.

NonivicH (Yellow).—! ond 2, Moore & Wynn, Northampton, vhe, R.
Simiison, Whitbv. he, K Mills, Snnderland. e, J. Bexson, Derby.
NoEwiCH iBufTi.—1 and 2, J. Beison. vhc and he, Mooro & Wynn.

I^KoRwiou (Yellow, evenly mark«d). — 1, J. Bexaon. 2, G. Gayton.
vhe, Moore & Wyno. he, T. Irons.
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Norwich (Baff. evenly marked).—1 and 2, Mooro & Wynn. rhc, T.

Irons, he, G. Shiel.

Norwich (Yellow, tmevenly marked or ticked).—1 and c, J. Besson.
2, Moore & Wynn. vhc, Pennock & Blackstone. he, R. Hawman, Middles-
brongb.
Norwich (Buff, nnevenly marked or ticked).—!, J. Besson. 2, G,

Gayton. rftc, T. Irons ; R. Simpson, he, Pennock & Blackstone. c,

Moore & Wynne.
Belgian (Yollow).—1, J. Bexson. 2, Allan & Baines, York.
Beloian (Bull).—1, W. Parritt, Ruswarp. 2, F. Fritacliler.

YoEKSHiBE (Yellow).—1, R. Hawman. 2, G. Garbutt. vhc^ W. Handel,
Whitby, he, Mrs. J. Wilkinson.
Yorkshire (Ruff) —1 and he, J. Gray. 2, W. Winter.
Cinnamon fYellow).—1, J. Besson. 2, T. Irons, vhc, G. Gayton.
Cinnamon {Bnffj.—1, J. Bexson. 2, T, Irons, vkc, Mooro & Wynn.

he, R. Hawman.
Lizard (G:)lden .=paDgled).—1, Withheld. 3, E. Barker.
Lizard (^ Iver-ispangled).—1, R. Hawman. 9, E. Barker,
Canary (Green).—1, T. Irons. 2, Allan & Baines.
Ant other Variety.—1, J. Calvert, York. 2, G. Gayton. 3, Moore and

Wynn. vhc, G. Shiel ; E. Mills, he, J. Young (Crested) ; T. Armstrong.
Six Young Birds in one Cage.—1, J. Calvert. 2, R.Simpson. /;c,M.

Thompson, Whitby, c, T. Armstrong,
Goldfinch Mule (Yellow marked).—1, J. Young. 2. G. Shiel.

Goldfinch Mule (Buffmarked).—1, J. Yonng. 2 and Eixtra 2, G. Shiel.
vhCt R. Hawman. ftc, Allan & Baines.
Goldfinch Mule (Dark).—1, Allan & Baines. 2, Moore & Wynn.
Bullfinch.—1, M. Millington, York. 2, J. Howe.
Linnet.—1, J. Calvert. 2 and vhe, T.Philpot. he, McLachlin & Brown.
Parrot.-1, Mrs. J. Wilkinson. 2, J. Calvert.
Pabakeet.—1, G. T, Knaggs, Esplanade.

DISTRICT PRIZES.
Cawary.—Clfrtr.-1, Pennock & Blackstone. 2, E. Barker. Marked.—

1, W. Raw. 2, E. B.arker. vhe, W. Elders, he, W. Stevens, c. J. Read-
man. CreHed.—1, Pennock A Blackstone. 2, R. Simpson, vhc, W. Elders.
he, J. Hart. Half-bred Belgian.—1, J, Waters, Whitby. 2, T. Mastermtin,
Longstepa. Mule.—1, R. Simpson. 2, R. Comer, Whitby.

RABBITS AND THEIR JUDGES.
The letter by " Himalayas," under the above heacling, in

your number o£ September 2nd, is admirable in every respect,

and I venture to say that hundreds of your readers in the

Babbit fancy have thanked him in their hearts for so ably

taking up the Eibbit-right question. Indeed, no one, whether
personally interested in the fancy or not, will deny that the

Kahbit section in a show is more frequently than not judged
by men who are conscientious, and thoroughly up in the other
departments, but who will frankly admit that they are placed

in a false position when called upon to deal with Rabbits.

They come to this enforced part of their work tired out with
their previous labours ; their heart is not in it ; they have
either no confidence in themselves, or sadly too much ; they
poke a Lop-eared Rabbit with their stick as they would a pig

or a Game bird, to see its properties, and if they have ever
heard of such a thing as measuring, they have to ask somebody
whether it is the ear or the tail that Rabbit folks think such a
deal about. If it is replied that it would not pay to have a
special judge for Eibbits, I ask. How often has it been tried ?

and I echo the words of " Himalayan," " the expense would
soon be more than compensated by the increased number of

entries which would be obtained when it was known that a
competent judge was to award the prizes."

To prove the correctness of this view, I would adduce the
Hull Show as an illustration. They very wisely, as I thought,
printed the Judges' names in conspicuous type on the schedule,

and the well-known name of Mr. Millington, of York, being
down for the Rabbit section, it brought no less than eighty-five

Rabbits from all parts of England, and while there was a loss

in nearly every department, this one more than paid. I ven-
ture the opinion that there would not have been half so many
if there had been the usual uncertainty about the judge.

Again, I concur with " Himalayan " in thinking " that com-
petent men might be found within twenty miles of each large

ahow." Here let me give an illustration. Within seven miles
of the large town where I live there are two very fashionably
attended poultry and flower shows every year, where Rabbits
are exhibited, and yet, would it be believed ? the Committees
year after year ask some poultry man to go over and judge all

the live stock, when there are at least half a dozen good and
reliable judges of Ralibita within seven miles, who would go
for their mere railway fare, considering the compliment a suffi-

cient reward for their work. We could easily send them five-

and-twenty entries, and most certainly should do so, from the
place being so handy for us, but the judgment is generally so
ladicrous, that those who have the very best Rabbits will not
hazard the reputation of their pets by showing at all. And
then we hear that it is not worth their while being at the ex-
pense of an extra man ! This is a type of many larger shows,
and I know some gentlemen who have first-class specimens.

who simply keep them at home for their own amusement, be-
cause they will not run the double risk of bad judgment and
bad treatment.

This word " risk " brings me to another point, on which I
feel deeply as a lover of Rabbits, and I would ask to be allowed
to give another illustration, as showing that they are treated,
as " Himalayan " says, " iu a sort of anythiug-will-do-for-them
manner." Myself and a few friends ran over by excursion
train the other day to the Whitby Show, arriving about eleven.

The sun was intensely powerful, but at times during the day
it looked likely to rain, and some predicted a thuudershower.
We made for a part of the field where wo saw some live stock
under a covering of calico, but fin-ling that they were all two-
legged, we asked with great interest. Where are the Rabbits ?

To our amazement we were directed to a number of perfectly

open wire pens, raised upon some planks, without the least

pretence of any protection from heat, cold, or rain ; and yet

who does not know that Rabbits catch certain diseases from
exposure to sun, and that they have to be kept with equal care

from cold or wet ? With a humane intent we respectfully

asked an official how this was, as the schedule had most dis-

tinctly stated, " The Rabbits will be shown under cover." He
very respectfully answered that he was guilty in one sense, but
not in another, for he could assure us he himself had bought
up every yard of calico iu Whitby, but that, unfortunately, it

had only been sufficient to cover the poultry, and that he could

not obtain more in the town either for love or money ! Of
course we took this for a joke, and began to laugh ; but in tho

most gentlemanly, and evidently sincere manner, he reiterated

the statement, which was confirmed by the Secretary, who was
standing by ; both very sorry, of course. I could only exclaim,

"Poor Rabbits, always last thought of!" Yet I know for a

fact, that one of these exposed Rabbits was claimed at ten

guineas after winning the silver cup at a recent show, and that

the owner had some difficulty in persuading the buyer not to

enforce his claim—but, to be sure, it was only a Rabbit after

all ! Had it been a Duck or a Goose with a fine name, there

would have been the calico to protect it from sunstroke or the

watery element. Well, the Judges came round, and some
dozen of us were only 2 yards behind them ; but our suspense

was short, for they positively got through (1 don't say judged)

twenty-one specimens in a trifle short of two minutes ! The
last half minute was taken up in deciding between two Lop-
cared Rabbits close together, that were much alike in size,

colour, and some other points. Common sense and justice

would have cried o-.it, " Measure them if you are puzzled ;"

but though all their work was then done it was not worth

while, and they walked oS—having decided certainly, but most
certainly without knowing, and as clearly not oaring, which of

the two best Rabbits in the Show was the better of the two.

Now, I venture to affirm, without fear of contradiction from

Rabbit-fanciers, that the most practised eye could not deter-

mine to half an inch the length of ear, nor the width to an

inch, without measurement or opening the ear out, and yet not

one Rabbit was touched except by those gentlemen's sticks.

The delighted "Winner of" {tico) "Silver-Geey Peizes

AT Rochdale," wonders in your last issue what we Lop-ear

fanciers can find to grumble about. I have given him a nut

;

let him crack it.

I have only one more fault to find at present, and that is,

that the pairs were put into one pen without the division that

is generally made ; and as we all know what these little

creatures are, I call it an outrage on common decency, to say

nothing of the injustice to exhibitors, who may have their

pair unexpectedly spoiled by a litter before the next show.

There was the same mistake at Wakefield a few days before,

where two pairs were chasing round and round all the day, and

I observed many a gentleman discreetly walk his lady off from

an embarrassing position. I must, however, in justice say

that everything else at Wakefield was admirably arranged and

managed, and as to the judging, it was refreshing to many of

us, who could clearly see what was going on, to o'oserve that

the Rabbits occupied their full share of attention, every Ljp-

eared one being taken out and measured, and evidently re-

ceiving a most careful and conscientious consideration of its

claims. This is the right way to stop grumbhng.—One of

MANY Witnesses.

SOAP A REMEDY FOR A BEE'S STING.

Seeing from the papers recently, a sad and fatal result from

an attack of bees, and for the benefit of those who m*" be so
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nnfortnnate as to be similarly stung, allow me to snggest a most
simple and easy remedy within reach of everyone, and in every

household. Common soap, worked np into a lather on the

place stung, gives immediate relief. I think if such a remedy
had been applied at once in the recent fatal ca?e, no very

serious consequences would have ensued. I have tried it often,

and never found it fail ; it is instantaneous, easy, and clean. I

Bometimes when among my bees carry a small bit of soap dried

in my waistcoat pocket, and if^tiiDg I just wet and rnb the

place ; it is always suflicient.—D. H.

BUCKET HR'ES.
In my little book on " Profitable Bee-keeping," recently

published by the Society for the Promotion of Christian Know-
ledge, I recommended the use of bucket hives for cottagers.

I have had one in my garden during the last twelvemonth
whose dimensions are as follow :—Height, 81 inches ; diameter

at the upper and broader end, lo inches ; diameter at the base

where it rests on the floorboard, 12 inches, all inside measure.
The hive top is a flat round board an inch thick, which pro-

jects a little beyond the rim of the hive, and merely rests upon
it without any fixing.

Last August I received from Mr. Woodbury a good hybrid
Italian queen, which I established in this hive at the head of a

colony of common bees whose queen I had previously ab-

stracted, the bees themselves having been driven out of a hive
which stood in the same place. A few pieces of old honey-
comb affixed to bars, and tied with bits of string to the under
side of the moveable top of the new bucket hive were almost
all the help they had. I may have given them as much as

5 lbs. of sugar syrup, not more, during the autumn and early

spring. I should have given them more, but being weak in

population they did not feed kindly. They managed, however,
to survive the winter in good health, and began to show signs

of coming prosperity as June wore on. How they contrived to

live through May I cannot imagine, but by the middle of July
they were glad of a small super, from which I took G lbs. of

first-rate honeycomb a little later. This led me to hope that
after all I should be able to report well on the whole of my
bucket hive when the time came for the partial plunder of the
hive itself, which I had all along meditated.

This time ariived last Thursday, when assisted by an en-
thusiastic apiarian neighbour, whom I wished to convert to

my new method of cottage bee-keeping, I resolved to test the
practical value of my bucket hive. First, we drove the bees
into a temporary hive and put them on their accustomed
stand, ascertaining beyond doubt that the queen was with
them. Then with the aid of a few sulphur matches we stupe-
fied the remaining bees in the hive, most of whom recovered
afterwards and rejoined their companions. Next, after snip-
ping the bits of twine which had secured the bars (with combs
attached), to the under side of the top board, I passed a spatula
beneath it all round and separated the combs below from their
attachments to it. We then cut or scooped out 10-lbs. weight of

the best part of the honeycomb, leaving enough for their winter
supply, and not damaging the brood comb below. Only one of
the ten or eleven combs became detached from the sides and
was removed. All the rest were securely fastened to the sides
and to the cross-stick below, and remained unchanged in
position. The top board was then replaced, and after suffer-

ing the injured honeycombs within to drip into a pan, over
which during the operuti'n the hive had been placed, it was
put back on its stand and the temporary hive of refuge set
over it. The holes being open, the bees quickly descended, and
all was soon as quiet as it had been before.
Had the honey season been more favourable, and my stock

originally stronger, I doubt not I should have obtained a much
larger quantity of honey ; but most cottagers would be well
content with a harvest of 161bs., without destroying the hive.
If necessary, I shall feed this hive in October and March next,
which will, of course, somewhat diminish the profit, but a few
pounds of sugar at 4d. per lb. are a cheap substitute for honey
at Is. per lb.

The following extract from "Profitable Bee-keeping," will
explain the special uses of the bucket hive:

—

" One of the greatest objections to the common hive is the
impossibility of taking away the honey without destroying a
quantity of comb, which would be of value to the bees another
year—much more valuable than the wax to be got from them
would be to the bee-master. Not only so; there is often an
immense quantity of brood destroyed, which, if preserved,

would add greatly to the prosperity of the hive another year,
as these young bees will live till spring. Now, this hive with a
flat and moveable top will remedy both these evriU; for, alter
getting rid of the old bees by driving or fumigating, you may
remove the top board by passing a knifo with a thin blade com-
pletely under it all round, so as to separate the combs from it.

Then the comb which contains the honey can be easily cut out
without injuring the lower part of the combs at all, especially
if there are sticks in the middle of the hive to support them.
Everyone knows that the best honey is alwnys stored by the
bees in the upper part of the hive, while the queen lays her
eggs in the middle and lower part of the combs. A good bee-
keeper, therefore, will carefully preserve these oomts and the
young bees in them ; for these young bees will live till spring
and ought always to be saved."—B. is W.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowi.9 rs CoSTncED Space iSI. ivrlmimd*).—Wo recommend yon to

keep Hondans, Brnbrnas, or Crtve-Crcars. BrahmaR nro very hardy, and
are certainly excellent layers. They have the advanlnac of being (?ood
sitters and mothers if they arc required iu that capacity. Yoo m&y weU
keep a rock and eifiht or ten pnlletb in Bnch a space as yon describe. We
cannot recommend vendors.

PocTLTRY C03IPANT—Defective Black HAiiBonon (Jf. 0. 0.).—The
National Poaltry Company closed its establishment Inns since, and having
died a natnral death it had no successor. We ne%'cr Rive (?rcnt hopes ol
breeding good birds from faulty parents, and do not. therefore, approve of
your scheme. The semi-white face of the Black Hamburgh cock spe&hs
of his Spanish origin, and to mate him with a Minorca hen woald be to
increase the Spanish.

iKcuBATon (Cnfpc).—We cannot recommendany. Prom varlonsetnses
they have ceased to be patronised.

Feeding Poultry (Amateur Poultrn-krrprr).'—\on will lose all yoiur
chickens through bad feeding. Stocfc meat is a capital adjunct, but It

does not yield nourishment enongh to feed on ; tailing wheat is bad food,
and rice is worse. Your meal should bo mixed only stiff enoTlgb to
retain its form. Havo your fowls any grass run ? Diecontinue the lime.
We believe it is injurious if strewed ou the pronnd, but very beneficial ij

used as a wash for the walls. If they have no grass, give them lettuce or
green food. Chickens under two months old rcqniro chicken treatment
and food—bread boiled in milk, a little chopped egg. chopped meat and
bread, and beer. They should be fed away from the old birds. The
latter should have barleymeal or ground oats in the morning, whole com
or Indian com at midday, meal in the evening. Discontinne tailing wheat
and rice. Give some stock meat at times for a change, (.V. S. 3.).—We
disapprove of your feeding. Fowls cannot be healthy with hard crops, and
their crops cannot be otherwise than bard wrth your feeding. Having a
ran of a stack-yard and field, they need only have barleymeal in the
morning, barley or Indian com at midday, and barleymeal in the even-
ing. Buckwheat, potatoes, and Indian meal will produce the symptoms
you mention. They are all bad food. Treat the chickens as wo have
described in the preceding answer. They must be well cared for when
small, if they are not, they die as soon as they begin to make growth and
feather. If you feed chickens and adults together, the latter monopolise
the food and starve the former.

Game-fowl Points (.4 Subicriher).—No Game fowl should have a roBO
comb; such an appendage would disqualify the handsomest bird in the
world. Sharp snake-Uke head and face, hard feather, scanty plnmage,
body broad between the shoulders, and tapering to the tail, perfectly
straight breast-bone, are some of the principal characteristics of a good
Game fowl.

Dark i:n,irMA.<i' Feathers WmTE-sTHEAKED !J. TT.).—Is the white
streak on 'be shaft of the feather ? If it is, examine the parents closely
and ascertain from which it comes, and discontinue breeding from it. It
will be easy next season to put a darker cock with tli» hens, bat we are
hardly disposed to attach so much importance to the -tripe as yon do.
It may arise from inter-breeding, but nuder every ' ircumstance we
should advise fresh and carefully-selected blood. We luive seen where
breeding-in has been followed, the pencilling intermixed with distinct

white spots.

Pigeons Laving ForR Eggs.—A correspondent, roferring to a paragraph
in last week's Journal, says that a friend of his keeps " Pouting Horse-
men " Pigeons, and the hens almost invariably lay four eggs, and not at
all nnfrequently bring up four young ones.

Grey CoLomi of Honey (S. M. J.).—We can give no reason for the
grey colour of your honey, except that we imagine it must ariae from
some peculiarity in the season, or in the pasture from which it has been
collected.

Dogs' Meat (J. M. B.).—We have not the advantage of knowing a
single dealer in this food.

Dried Artichoke BoTioiia (Tijnnrrt^.— Pluck yonr artichokes from
the stalks just before they come to their full growth, which draws out all

the strings from the bottoms ; boil them till you can easily take ofl tbo
leaves ; then lay the bottoms on (his, and set them in a cool oven. Repeat
this until they are dry, which you may know by holding them np against

the light, when, if they ore dry enough, they will appear tranflparent.

Put them into paper bags, hang them up in a dry place, and they will

keep good the greater part, if not tho whole of the year.

POULTRY MARKET.—SEPTEMPKit 20.

It would be easy to dismiss our notice of the market by saying there

is a small supply and a very dull trade. Partridges are plentiful, bnt there

is a large proportion of old birds. There have been fewer Grouse than
nsaal at this time ol i ear. It is, perhaps, to be accounted for by the

boisterous weather.
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The diiTerence between Becdiinga and cuttings of this plant can
only be judged of by those who have Been them together, the
miperiority of the one over the other requiring no explana-
tion. I therefore advise all who have not grown this plant
from seed to eo raise it next spring, and they will not resoit

to cuttings again after seeing the two together. The seed must
be very plentiful now.

There are many other plants to which the observations made
above may equally apply, and I hope at some future time to

return to the eubject ; but what I have now stated may be
acted on with every certainty of success, and with a certainty

of lessening the cost and labour of obtaining those and some
other plants.—J. IIobson.

SELECT VERBENAS.
Ik fulSIment of a promise made some months ago, I now

offer some further notes on Verbenas, and in doing so I shall

con&ne myself to sorts sent out in the spring of 18G8, ioclud-

ing the collections of Messrs. Perry, Eokford, Wills, and others.

I have now had sufEcicnt experience of these varieties to offer

a selection which may be depended on. On the whole I never
remember seeing a better batch of novelties, or one con-

taining so many kinds of merit ; this is saying much for them,
but not more than they deserve, for it is quite the exception to

obtain a number of sterling varieties in the same year. I can
remember having once had a number of new varieties, out of

which an indifferent striped sort was the only one worth keeping.
Amongst the Verbenas of Mr. Perry, James Birbeck is con-

spicuous ; it is a rich rosy scarlet, with a very large pip and
truss, of line form, a strong grower, and altogether a magnifi-

cent Verbena. James Day has a somewhat small well-shaped
truss, and is of a very bright pleasing shade of violet ; it is an
attractive Verbena. Mrs. Mole has a rather loose, straggling

habit ; its abundant trusses of shaded lavender render it a

distinct and useful kind. Shirley Hibberd, a strong-growing

kind, is true to the description under which it was sent out

—

intense dark violet, wilh a small white eye, a rich-looking

flower of great substance and fine form. Thomas Harris forms
a compact, bushy plant, its trusses are also large, but its colour,

a deep mulberry, slightly relieved by a white eye of irregular

iorm, is rather dull ; it is what may be termed a good Verbena,
but it is hardly bright enough in colour.

In Mr. Eckford's lot, Isa Key deservedly occupies the first

place ; its colour may be described as bright rose, the trusses

and pips are large and finely formed, and its bold, clear white

eys gives it a novel and beautiful appearance. It is a splendid
Verbena, the most distinct and striking novelty of its year. In
Caroline Smith we have another splendid Verbena of a delicate

shade of rosy lilac, with a clear yellow eye ; it has a fine,

handsome truss, and is one of the best for exhibition purposes.

Next comes Imperial Purple, with an Ariosto-like shade of

colour, but richer ; it is very dwarf and compact in its growth.

This beautiful and useful variety will be cultivated extensively

for bedding, its very compact, dwarf habit and rich colour

rendering it peculiarly well adapted for such a purpose. A
broad band of it would be very effective next shades of yellow,

^Jiite, or grey. The Cure is a singular flower, curiously

blotched or i<haded with crimson ; it forms a novel variety in a

mixed bed, hut I do not think flowers of this type are ever so

useful or effective as those which, in addition to most other
leading points of merit, possess a clear, well-defined shade of

colour.

Of the Verbenas of Mr. Wills, a blue variety with a clear

white eye, named Miss Wimsett, deserves mention, as being
likely to hold a leading place both in the flower garden and
exhibition stand for some time ; it possesses all the points of

a good Verbena—a robust habit, a large truss of fine form, and
is of a distinct and pleasing shade of blue, rendered all the
more striking by the contrast of a large white centre.

Another very distinct and effective kind is Brilliant, sent out

by Messrs. Nunn & Hobday, of Norwich ; it is a very bright

shade of tcarlet, but what renders it peculiarly striking is its

Tery large clear white eye ; its whole appearance is quite in

•keeping with its name. My last selection is one of Sir. Can-
nell's, named Beauty of Kent ; in colour it is what is known
'33 a maroon blue. This is a splendid variety, the bright, rich

velvety gloss of its beautiful flowers is as attractive as it is un-

'Common. Madame Loiii^ Creuze may be noticed as a distinct

Btriped scarlet and white variety, but its growth is rather

weakly, and it has a decided tendency to become mildewed.

Xha foregoing Verbenas have been grown with and selected

from many other varieties, new and old. Probably some sorts
which I have rejected may be appreciated by others, but I have
a liking for decided colours.

I will conclude these notes by naming a very select dozen
Verbenas for exhibition. These are :—William Dean, Brilliant,
Guant des Batailles, La Grande Boule de Neige, Miss Wimsett,
Nemesis, Cooling's Annie, Isa Key, Caroline Smith, Beauty of
Kent, James Birbeck, and King of the Lilacs. These are all

first-class varieties. Many other kinds are worthy of notice,
but they are probably well known to all those who may require
a more extensive assortment.

—

Ehwabd LncEnnasr, EgerUm
Houte Gardens, Kent.

THE Ti;.VNSPARENT GAGE PLUM (REINE
CLAUDE DIAPHANl",).

I WAS in Paris in 183G, and in paying a visit to M. Laflay,
the originator of our Hybrid Perpetual Koses, then living at

that very pretty suburb. Belle Vue, he, after our usual fascinat-

ing Rose talk, tuld me that he had raised from seed a most
distinct and excellent variety of the Reine Claude (Green Gage)
Plum, which he intended to name lieine Claude Diaphane. I
was then much more interested in Roses than in Plums, but
as far as I remember I saw and tasted the fruit, which I
thought distinct and good. Some few years after this period,

I received a tree or two from M. Laffay. The sort seemed a
most vigorous grower, but the trees did not bear fruit, and con-
sequently I was not impressed with its excellence. I seem to

recollect that the trees did not bear any fruit till 1 had some of

them potted and placed in one of my earliest orchard houses,

and I then saw how distinct and excellent it was. Its robust,

smooth, and almost purple shoots give the tree a most distinct

character; and its beautiful Gage-like fruit, greenish yellow,

covered with crimson blotches, make it an ornament to the
dessert. Its flavour is most delicious, and I am sometimes
inclined to think it superior even to the Green Gage, that

universal favourite, its juice being less cloying and most re-

freshing. In cool climates it should be planted against a south
wall. It is late in ripening on standards this season, as the

fruit are still hard. What a long time often elapses before a

new fruit is appreciated I Grapes seem the exception.

—

Thomas
Rivers.

ROSE DOTTINGS.
Onn rosarian friend "D.," of Deal, has asked why more of

our readers who love the " queen of flowers " do not state their

opinions of the varieties in "our Journal," and thus give to

others the benefit of their experience. I remember many years

ago in our pages reading words to this effect from our other

grand rosarian, the Rev. W. F. Iladclyffe. He said that a
" rosarian " was a rara avis ; very, very few rosarians, but

many Rose-growers, and I fancy this distinction has made many
of us humble Rose-growers chary of offering our mites in the

discussion. I had certainly been medita iog a notice of my
favourites, and as often thought I could add nothing of any
value. The meditation might have ended iu smoke, instead of

pen and ink, as at present appears probihle, had not our good

friend " WiLTsninE Rectoii" unexpectedly turned up to visit

me in my new quarters. Amonsst other questions put to me
by " our mutual friend," he had the coolness to ask if I knew
whether one "Y.B. A.Z." was dead, as nothing had been heard

of him for some time. I was driving bim about in a carriage at

the time, and consider a debt of gra'itude due to me from all

readers of "our Journal" that I did not at once in a proper

damaging manner upset the carriage, aud turn our worthy

friend out. For this present Rose infliction, then, " Wiltshieb
Rector" is answerable. I might have replied to our friend's

query more truthfully than the Irishman, stunned in a scuffle,

who, when roused and asked if he was dead, replied, " I am
not dead, but I'm spacheless." Circumstances have made me
" spaobeless " as regards "our Journal." Like my shifted

Roses, lacking the bountiful supplies of water which onr great

rosarian would give them, I have not exactly settled down into

the fresh soil, and my time has beeu fully occnpied.

In aformer Rosecommunication [ .~taied my partiality for the

Manetti stock. Amongst my brother amateurs in my present

little Wiltshire town this stock is not appreciated as it deserreg

to be. We have a very hungry soil, one like Pharaoh's lean

kioe that devour the fat kine, anl are none the fatter for the

meal, acd one of our best amateur Bose-growers here, who
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Bpares no expense in the culture of his favourite flower, saya

he means to take his trees up every antumn, and give them
fresh food, <te. The great majority of bis plants are on the

Briar ; they are all well tended, thoroughly watered and fed,

and his plants are in prime condition ; this year, however,

hundreds of his Mat^uhal Niel buds dropped just as they were

expanding, the core being rotten, the stem rotting also. My
friend has six or eight plants against his wall in robust health,

with shoots 10 feet long. Just as the flowers were on the point

of opening we had very cold winds and rain. I went over his

garden before our local Rose show (amateur) ; it was pitiful to

see the ground strewn with buds. I pointed out to him, how-

ever, a break in the wall where two or three buds were sheltered

from the rain and had been kept dry ; these were perfectly

Bound, and made beautiful blooms ; and I fancy 1 learnt " a

wrinkle " from that accidental hole in the wall. About the

same time I saw in his garden a Marie Baumann on the Ma-
netti that was worth going a long way to see—some six or eight

blooms, all " fit for immediate exhibition," open at the same
time. It exerted the same spell on its master as on the Eev.

W. F. Kadcljffe ; he never tired of looking at it, declaring that

he never knew what a real Eose tree was before ! His partner,

an equally enthusiastic Rose-grower, showed at our annual

meeting six blooms, nearly all he had open, which obtained

easily the first prize in their class—they were triumphs of

Kose-growing ; Maiechal Niel, Triomphe de Eennes, and Cloth

of Gold especially. But this gentleman also exhibited as a

single a bloom of Marechal Kiel, as a curiosity, for it was too far

gone. I do not think I exaggerate, and certainly would not

willingly do so, but I believe it must have been i> iuches across

and 3 inches in depth. Many of the visitors could scarcely

believe their eyes, and it was likened to a Cabbage ! The
Maiuohals that do best here are budded on the Briar low down,
almost underground. I had budded it on the Gloire de Dijon

at Hinton, but had not seen it bloom before I left. I fancy

the Teas generally do not like the Manetti stock ; whilst I well

recollect some years ago somebody—was it Mr. Kivers ?—saying

in " our Journal" that Gloire de Dijon would prove the best

stock for the Marechal.
The most successful Eose-grower in our amateur society—he

may be fairly called a roearian, I think, as he has certainly

introduced one seedling—had tried the Manetti extensively.

This year his Manetti plants have suffered severely from mil-

dew, and he threatens to make a clean sweep of them. Is it

the fault of the stock ?

Bat to come home. What a pity it ia that that most lovely

Kose Cloth of Gold requires such an " age of years " to ripen

into womanhood. Planted against a house in a favourable

aspect, adorning it with its beautiful foliage, it will, when ten

or twelve years old, bloom abundantly ; in my old locality

several trees were noted. Does it not repay the waitiug? Tri-

omphe de Eennes is another great favourite of mine ;
vigorous

in growth, free in blooming, beautiful to the eye, delightful in

perfume, but disliking, as my experience goes, a sharp winter,

yet in my estimation among the first- raters of the Rose world.

Climbing Devoniensis is a most useful Eose, but will our master
rosarians give us a hint in the treatment '.' I have seen one
this year which has sent up a shoot fully an inch in diameter,

still growing, and fully 16 feet long now. What ought to be
done with it ? Should its progress have been nipped in the

bud? Will cutting it back to 3 feet in the spring make it

bloom at every joint ? Anyway, there are some who say that

it requires mure knite than it usually receives. I am surprised
that " C. W. M." does not name Souvenir d'un Ami, one of

the most lovely Eoses I have ever seen, faultless in shape, of

lovely colour, and as a pot plant most graceful. Sombreuil
this year has disappointed me ; it is hardy, and a useful Rose
all the same.

Of Hybrid Perpetuals Charles Lefebvre is magnificent ; it

certainly is not so full as I should like, but it is kind in its

nature, and will do well on the Briar, the Manetti, or on its

own account, and will never fail to have admirers. Alfred
Colomb and Maria Baumann are Charles Lawson's equals, if

not superiors ; both are first-class Eoses, and the former is

very kindly in taking hold when budded. Mdlle. Marie Eady
is not much behind these. But what has become of Kushton
Eadcljffa in some of our catalogues ? Is it discarded ? and
wherefore ? It may owe something to its name, but some of

the finest specimens of the Eose I have ever seen are from
thia discarded plant. Exquisite in colour and form, with
the petals so evenly and regularly placed, it has attracted the
attention of many of my friends ; it is, however, a rather

tender Bose. With me it is vigorous in growth. It is on the
Manetti.

In my hands General Washington has been continual disap-

pointment. Year after year have the most splendid buds of

immense proportions appeared, and just as it was opening it

would split to pieces. I still have one plant on its own roots,

and I have hopes that it will behave better in Wiltshire. If

it open well it is worthy a place in every collection. What ol

another American—viz., the Noisette America ? I have never

succeeded but once in obtaining a good bloom of it ; that, how-
ever, was worth waiting for. It seems to me that the petals

are too large and too numerous, and the lapping-over such that

it cannot overcome. Mr. Keynes shows it in perfection as an
opening bud, but even in his stands I have not seen it fully

expanded. Both these Americans suiier, it seems to me, from
a plethora of petal. Madame Victor Verdier, an improvement
on Senateur Vaisse, is always useful, like Senateur. Both are

magnificent Eoses, and will do on either stock.

I quite agree with " C. W. M." that Duchesse de Caylns is

of exquisite form and of fine colour—in fact, in every way it is

a first-class Eose. Its only fault, perhaps, is a deficiency oJ

size. Pierre Netting and Leopold Premier are also first-rate
;

the latter about here has this year come constantly with a large

green eye. I think they both prefer the Manetti stock. Com-
tesse de Jaucourt will, I fear, prove coarse, though for colour

it is desirable. Madame Moreau is perfectly distinct ; that is

something in these days. It is apt to appear crumpled and
not to open freely, but to me its distinctness is a very great

point. Xavier Olibo for brilliant richness of colour is perhaps

unrivalled, but it opens badly, and when fully expanded is thin

and poor. For exhibition purposes we want flowers that will

at least retain their shape for a few hours, and not expose the

nakedness of the land before even the judge's eyehaa been over

them. Hippolyte Flandrin is indeed a prodigy when you can

get it, but there's the rub. Is it true that its first year's growth

is the only growth worth having ? If so, this must greatly

detract from its merits. Mdlle. Marguerite Dombraiu is alt

that " C. W. M." thinks—it ought to be in every collection

;

still, we have old Eoses very like it—to wit, Louise Peyronny.

But what of its respected parent, I mean as a Kose ? Why is

the Eev. H. Dombrain discarded ? It is very distinct, in colour

often almost mauve, with a glossy brilliant softness which is

most pleasing. Moreover, it is an abundant bloomer and very

vigorous. I cannot give it up. Like many others, a few more
central petals would improve it. Monsieur Nomau is indeed a

splendid Eose. Certainly, the late blooms this year are poor,

but then what a summer ! Does not that account for the

poverty ? But if Monsieur Neman is grand, Madame Neman
is sweetly pretty ; to be sure it is small, but then who ever saw

a fine large man take a large woman for his wife '.' So we
must be content as regards size, but the fimbriated edges of

the petals and its lovely shape make amends. Of another

white, Boule de Neige, the same may be said as to size ; it is,

however, a pure white, and an acquisition. Still, among the

whites, why not more of Mdlle. Bonnaire ? It is a beautiful

Eose in every way with me, and carries the largest blooms that

I know amongst the white Eemontants.

Then who would be without John Hopper, a first-rate English.

Eose? There is something in the latter that ought to make
us cherish it. Moreover, its name is pronounceable in these

days of " Who's who." La France and Madame la Baronne

de Eothschild are both promising Eoses, but as yet I cannot

speak from experience. There is another Eose that I do not

see so often as I fancy its merits deserve, that ia La'lia ; it is a

great favourite of mine. Marechal Vaillant ia another old

friend for which I must always fiud room. It may be somewhat
straggling in growth, but in colour, shape, and perfume it is

very good; and it has this advantage in the garden, that it

flowers rather later than the others, when a fine bloom is

becoming rare.

Amongst the whites I have omitted one, a great favourite of

mine, Louise Magnan. It is a gem of a Eose, but has had

with me a serious drawback, which is, that even in its second

year it is very easily broken by the wind at its junction with

the stock. I have lost several in this way, even when the point

of junction was 2 inches underground.
After all, were I forced to select one single Eose as inost

suitable for every purpose, my vote must go for Gloire de Dijon

—free and vigorous in growth, hardy in constitution, profuse

and constant in bloom, almost our earliest, and certainly one

of our latest (I once picked a beautiful bunch of buds on

January Ist), of glorious colour and dehcious perfume, good
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in Eizo and beantifnl in form—over an old wall, against the
side o/ a bouse, in Ibe biting north aspect, or the sunny south,
commend me to glorious Gloire, our constant, firm, nnfiincbing
friend. My old tree nt Einton covered a space at least IC feet
wjuare, and I once counted upwards of four hundred blooms
out at the same time.

Time and space tuil me to write of many of my older favourites
—Jules Mnrgotlin.Mrs.lliverB, Madame Vidot.Baronne ileNoir-
mont, Franfi is Lacbarme, Cjmtesse Ctcile de Cbabrillant, a
gem ; AnRuste Mie, old, but often unsurpassed, in my humble
opinion ; Earonne Pi<; rost, Le Rhone, Madame Charles Crapelet,
yery lovely; Acidalie, small, but perfect in form, though very
soon dropping its petals; Madame Hector Jacquin ; Lurd Ma-
oaTiIay, brilliant in colour, very free in blooming; Vicomte
Vigier, a first-class Rose ; and Souvenir de la Malmaison, mag-
nificent though old, bnt a Cue-wealher Hose. Princess Mary of
Cambridge, like its royal godmother, must always be popular.

Accidentally, the other .day in an old rectory garden I saw
some aged standard Rose trees, the stems were of giant pro-
portions

; but there I renewed an acquaintance with an old
favourite almost forgotten—viz., Bonla de Nanteuil ; and truly,
though flat, it is still a grand Rose. Amongst these Roses
was another old friend, my intimacy with which has not been
interrupted—namely, Conpe d'Hubfi. It was, as always, lovely
and elegant. Is a Rose collection complete even for us poor
" Bose-growers " without her? or, again, without Charles Law-
son, a giant in bloom, and lavish of bloom in spite of the size ?

01, again, beautifully formed Piiul Ricaut ? I recollect old
Thomas Cole, of the Wellow Rosery, near Bath, a name well
known among rosarians and Rose-crowers in the west, was
wont to remark that were Paul only a Perpetual no Rose would
©qnal it. Another of his gieat favourites before the introduc-
tion of Gloire de Dijon was Lamarque. It was in those days
of old his Rose of selection ; bnt then it is decidedly tender

;

and oh ! that winter of some eight years ago, what havoc it

played with this identical Rose ! Many a grand tree iu my
" anld counthiie " was either entirely destroyed or reduced to
most diminutive propcrtions.

I am running on, and need, perhaps, a thorn from one of
my pets to stop me ; but just a word on stocks. "C. W. M."
says that to all "true rosarians" "the Briar is doomed."
Well, as I do not profess to be a rosarian, only a poor Rose-
grower, I suppose I shall still slick to the old "friend for some
things. I have before said that my belief in the Manetti is

unbounded ; still, my experience in budding Tea Roses says they
have not the same high opinion of the Manetti that I have,
and I confess that, after seeing the reasons, my faith in the
Manetti as a stock for Tea Roses is considerably weakened.
The Noisette Roses also, I fancy, do better on the Briar; still,

in general gardening for effect, it is often necessary to have
Rose trees as standards. I am not so certain that the Manetti
answers budded, say, 2 feet from the ground. I have no doubt
that it does answer with some Roses—that is, if seeing is

believing ; but in these days, when some suggest that you
should believe nothing that yon hear and only half what you
see, it may, perhaps, be a question whether my eyesight has
been at fault, yet generally for this higher budding I do not
fancy it will answer. We must then fall back on the Briar,
and, setting aside the annoying suckers, some of cur best Roses
behave grandly on it. No one who has seen sach Roses as
Jules Margottin, Madame Victor Terdier, Charles Lefebvre,
Gloire de Dijon, Baronne Prevost, Charles Lawson, Marechal
Vaiilaut, Monsieur Neman, and others doing well on the Briar
would cry out much against that stock for them. We need to
study each Rose for itself. Some, as Lonis XIT., prefer stand-
ing on their own merits ; some, again, prefer the Briar ; while
the gre.it majority will do well, or better, on the Manetti than
on anything else. We all have our whims, why should not
Roses ?—Y. E. A. Z.
P.S.—My advice to " C. A. G." ni re Manetti stock, is to try

a few. Any impartial person will soon see the difference of
the rapid growth and free blooming, compared to the same
Rose on the Briar. The Manetti has one disadvantge—that its

foliage being larger than the Briar, it is by young hands often
mistaken for the actual Rose, and a sucker I have frequently
known nurtured and tended as if certain to produce a store of
exhibition blooms. With the Briar such an error is impossible,
because it is discovered immediately. If the disbudding is

thorough and deep in the Manetti cutting, it can very rarely
happen there.

I must again repeat that I have seen very respectable heads
on the Manetti budded as a half-standard ; but as seeing, even,

is not always believing, I agree, humbly and at a long distanee,
with the Rev. W. F. Radclyffe, that the right way is to bury
the junction, and many Roses will the Urgt year throw out
their own roots.

The Rev. W. F. Badclyffa writes, " The Manetti stock is not
an imposition." If he will allow me, I will say ditto to him
as strongly as it is possible or allowable for me to say. It has
been my lot during the last few years to be constantly seeing
two of the largest nursery gardens in the neighbourhood of
Bath. One does not exhibit, the other is continually to the
front : both have a large stock of Manetti-budded Roses, and in
both it is considered for general purposes first-rate ; it is in one
of these gardens that I have seen the snccessfol half-standard
Manetti budding; but the soil where these half-standards were
is peculiar—very rich, and it had formed at one time, if I
recollect rightly, the bed of a canal. If the Manetti stock
were the only " imposition " in the gardening world, we
should all of us have reason to be proud of the purity of otir

hobby.—Y. B. A. Z.

IKFLUENCE OF THE STOCK UPON THE
GRAFT.

[Mr. Fej,-n, of the Rectory, Woodstock, whose specimens of

Ribston Pippin Apple, from trees grafted on the Blenheim
Pippin, were brought before the last meeting of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Frnit Committee (see page 24.5), has favoQied
us with the following account of his experiments.

—

Eds.]

Eleves years ago I happened to be near an old Ribston
Pippin tree, in the last stage of canker; near it were some old
but most vigorous trees of Blenheim Pippin. (This excellent
Apple was raised by a man of the name of Kempster, of Old
Woodstock ; I saw the original tree when I tirst came to reside

here, and afterwards when 1 wished to procure a piece of its

wood as a memento, I found that it had been cut down, and
given to the fire.) At the time 1 saw the above-mentioned
trees so flourishing by the side of my favourite Apple, the
Ribston Pippin, it occurred to me whether it would not be
possible to infuse new vigour and strength of constitution into

that stunted and unhealthy form of Ribston Pippin generaUy
met with about the country, producing ill-conditioned foliage,

and immature fruit. With this view I sowed some pips of the
Blenheim Pippin, as being most likely, from the healthy,
vigorous character of the variety, to produce a stock that would
bring about a change for the better; also to prove whether the
influence of fresh and vigorous sap from a young and free-

growing stock would remedy the destructive canker in the bark,
and, as a consequence, add fresh life to the Ribston Pippin.
By the time the second year's growth of the seedling Blen-

heim Pippins had arrived, I singled out the strongest stock of

the batch, one having a fork—that is to say, branches springing
from its base. This stock I grafted with two miserable-looking

scions from the diseased Ribston Pippin, both of which to my
astonishment succeeded, and by the folloning year they had
made strong growth. The tree was placed against a wall, and I

then determined to carry my experiment further by removing
one of the grafts just above its union with the stock. In order

to do so, I removed with a penknife about 2 inches of bark all

round quite down to the wood, h}' this means causing the for-

mation of a cicatrix. Further, 1 tied damp moss round the
limb, then bent it down, and fixed it horizontally upon the

earth, with which I covered the moss, keeping all constantly

moistened during the summer and autumn. The limb which
was thus ringed rooted into the moss and soil readily, and in

the following November, when it was safe to do so, I severed

the limb, or graft, entirely from the tree, and planted it in a
pot, where it has continued to make good and clean growths of

wood, though of not nearly so vigorous a character as its fellow

scion, which is still growing on its stock raised from the pip of

the Blenheim Pippin.

The tree agaiust the wall produced its first fruit in 1^66, and
it has produced good crops ever since, especially during the

present unfavourable season. The bark of the stem and
branches is remarkably smooth, and free from canker, and the

foliage is vigorous and highly developed, partaking very much of

the character of that of the Blenheim Pippin, whilst the fmit
bear a striking resemblance, in general form, to those of the

Ribston Pippin, and thcnph smaller this season, are usually

about the size of those on a healthy tree of the latter variety. In
textnre of flesh the fruit is not so solid as that of the Ribston
Pippin, and unfortunately it has not half the flavour of the
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lAtter, being a combination of the flavours of the Blenheim and

Bibston Pippins. I think it one of the best, if not the best,

of early autumn Apples which I know for pies, giving in August

that mellowness which one usually has to wait for in Apple

piee till March or April; thus singularly advancing on the

Blenheim Pippin, which in its early maturity has a mealy,

green rawness when cooked.

I have been waiting for some years with considerable in-

terest for fruit upon my second tree in the pot, and I am happy

to say it has this season ripened three fruit, with, on my
part, great battling against insects. I cannot, in fact, I dare

not, taste one ; all must come before the Kjyal Horticultural

Society's Fruit Committee; but if the property of smell can

lend me hopes, tben I have maintained the llibaton intact, and

restored the wood to its pristine health. Two of the fruit ate

not perfect in shape, but this I attribute to the season ; the

third is perfect in shape, and true in appearance
;
but like their

namesakes against the wall they are small. The tree is growing

in an 18-inch pot, and during its growth it has had four shifts.

It has ripened its fruit in the open air, and in consequence of

the mildness of last winter it was not placed in the orchard

hooBe.—EoBEST Fess, Woodstock.

THE HURRiaVNE OF SEPTEMBER l;iTH IX
GUERNSEY.

It seems naturally reserved for us dwellers on the stormy

coasts to relate our experience of the violent storms which

periodically devastate our shores. I have thus several times

recorded here our experiences of very severe gales, but that of

the morning of Sunday, September 12th, was the most fearful

of all, and, as such, requires a few remarks on its characteristics.

Though so near the autumnal equinox, no one could forecast

BO sudden a storm ; but the past summer has been altogether

remarkable, and what the winter will be can only be imagined, for

we have no reliable data nor experience to guide us. It seems

as if destructive currents of air must be pxpected to result from

the various marked alternations of rain, drought, and general

absence of sunshine. We are, therefore, promised tidal waves

of unusual heights, and concurrent storms, nor can we affect

to doubt their sad possibility.

Not only was the hurricane ®f September 12th sudden and
nnexpected, but it was, perhaps, also the most terrific ever felt

in these islands. On the Saturday afternoon so little appear-

ance was there of any unusual disturbance in the atmosphere

that my wife and myself were encamped close to the sea, and

in the immediate neighbourhood of a venerable cromlech, well

known to tourists at Perelle Bay. At about 3 p.m., a heavy
squall blew down the awning of our tent, and a drenching rain

warned us to strike tent and return home, to which we drove

subsequently, little anticipating the night that was to follow.

By nine o'clock the barometer had fallen 3( -tenths, and was

then 29.153, and the pressure of the wind per square foot was
already nearly 20 lbs., but during a squall it reached SO lbs.,

or 80 miles per hour. We carefully secured the various glass

houses, taking especial care to exclude back currents—and this

I would here strongly impress on others, for nothing cracks

glass so speedily—the wind being then from a dangerous

quarter, S.S.W. Having had nearly 100 feet in length of

orchard houses blown down nine years ago, and a somewhat
less accideut in ISjG, experience has shown what is needed in

ordinary gales of 30 lbs. or 3.5 lbs. pressure. Only last winter

we experienced, however, the pressure of 45 lbs. to the square

foot, but this occurred with a safer direction of wind, and was
of short duration. Still it was a surprise to me, thiuking, at

that time, that a pressure of 35 lbs. was something extremely

perilous to glass, as it prostrates many a noble tree. By mid-
night the wind raged with fearful strength from the dangerous
quarter S.W., which usually takes our numerous glass houses
in these islands obliquely, inferior only in risk to them to a

full blast directly in front. Then, and then for the first time,

did we hear the roaring of a hurricane of the power of no less

than 55 lbs. pressure, which equals a velocity of 105 miles an
hour ! Our old house rocked violently, and the sound of the

falling of slates and the cracking of glass was distinctly recog-

nised, indicating some dangerous unroofing, which the daylight

verified too surely. Vivid lightning accompanied the squalls,

and loud thunder, with rain. By the dim light it was easy to

see prostrate trees on the lawn. No one slept, and we " longed
for the day."
By 6 AM. the violence of the gale had sensibly diminisheJ,

and the anemometer recorded at that hoar a pressure of 31 lbs.,

or that of a rather severe equinoctial storm on the seacoasts,

which, however, was comparative quiet to us. The barometer
rose to 29.515, sea-level.

Of course the damage done was immense, chiefly, however, to

the trees of the island. Numerous chimney-stacks fell, the fish-

ing boats moored in the several bays were nearly all swamped,
and many injured, and numerous roofs of houses were damaged.
The gardens seem to have sutiered the most ; the fruit crop is

irreparably spoiled for the maiket, to the sensible loss of the

small growers here. Trees of all kinds exhibit the forlorn

appearance, noted in the English journals, of having been
scorched as by fire. Although the violence of the atmospherical
current seems sufficient to account for this blackened look, may
it not also be due to the presence of salt in suspension in the

air ? A seemingly inefficient obstacle appeared to turn the
stream of air aside or upwards in certain cases, and the pro-

tected portions are as healthy as usual, lying close to black

and scorched leaves. Does not this point to the unrecognised
value of tbiu screens of foliage, living or faded? Had I pos-

sessed screens of sufficient strength for open-air Peach trees

they should, without doubt, have been carefully spread over
the autumnal fuliage. There is more care really required in
protecting the leaves of plants from external injury than in
merely encouraging their free growth : hence one value of

glazed protections, which effect this without obscuring the
sun's rays.

To my great astonishment this unusual pressure of air has
not done the damage to glass which might be feared. The
largest panes of glass have stood as well, if not even better,

than those of the ordinary size. The first-named are thicker,

and I therefore conclude that a wide pane of glass of 21 ozs., or

thereabouts, is safer to resist a squall than a much smaller one
of only 16 ozs. The fact of these large panes being as secure

as the more ancient small ones is encouraging to builders of

orchard houses. All houses, however, should be solidly con-

structed, unless in unusually sheltered localities, as it is the

vibration which loosens the putty, and causes the gla.?s to slip

down or break. For a gale from any quarter, all ventilators

should be closely shut, and entrance by the doors avoided.

These destructive storms should prove that fruit culture in

the Channel Islands has its peculiar difliculties. There is

nothing more injurious to fruit and foliage than high wind.

—T. C. Beehaut.

BEDDING PLANTS AT THE ROYAL
NURSERIES, SLOUGH.

If anyone wishes to form some idea of the value of certain

plants for bedding purposes, he cannot do better than pay a
visit to the Eoyal Nurseries, Slough, during the summer
months. Every year Mr. Turner beds out on a considerable

space of ground, occupying one of the most prominent positions

in the home nursery. There is little attempt at a set display,

rather there is to be seen a very interesting trial ground oc-

cupied by all the leading new kinds of Pelargoniums of home
and continental origin. Verbenas, and the like. One piece of

ground at the east side of Mr. Tamer's dwelling-house con-

sisted of nineteen beds some 25 feet in length by 3 feet in

breadth ; fifteen of these were filled with Nosegay and Zonal
Pelargoniums, two with Variegated Pelargoniums, and the

two end beds were used as small ribbon-borders by way of im-
parting a little ornamentation to the whole. Somehow things

appear to do uncommonly well at Slough, let the weather be
never so dry ; and this summer, while many parts of the country
were suffering from a drought almost as disastrous in its effects

as that of last year, at Slough plants looked as if they at least

were unchecked by it in the least.

Looking over the Zonal Pelargoniums, the following were
first-rate as bedders :—Gloire de Corbeny, carmine salmon,
with pale edges, immense even trusses of bloom, and dark
zonate foliage. This stands the sun remarkably well for a
salmon-coloured variety, the general charge brought against

such being that the flowers burn and become sadly disfigured.

Virgile, salmon, with carmine centre round a large pale eye,

dark zonal foliage, excellent habit, and splendid trusses of

bloom. Forester, dark salmon rose tinted with purple, large

trusses of bloom, good habit, and dark zonate foliage. Lucius,

bright pale orange rose, very large and bold trusses of bloom,

faintly marked zonate foliage, and good habit. Jean Sisley

rich bright crimson, white centre ; very bright and showy. Dr.
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Bicci, a grand new continental variety, having brilliant Bcarlet

tlairers, pips very fine, and magnificent trusses ; foliage broadly
marked with a dark zone ; excellent habit. Theodore, soft

salmon rose, a finely-shaped flower, and striking dark zonate
foliage ; one of Messrs. Windebank & Kingsbury's fine new
varieties. Warrior, brilliant deep vermilion, immence trusses
of bloom, plain foliage ; very fine, one of the hybrid Nosegay
typo. I have no hesitation in heartily recommending the
foregoing to growers of this popular flower. Of the Nosegay
type, the following are well worthy a place with those just

described :—Gloirodea Massifs, brigbt orange crimson, very tine

trn.sses of bloom, foliage slightly zonate ; a grand bedder, most
effective in this relation, and one to be looked after by those
desirous of procuring something new and good. Monsieur E.
Bnenzod, soft pink, faintly zonate foliage, very dwarf grower,
and though furnishing very fine trusses of bloom, remarkably
free. Both these are new continental varieties. Nosegay St.

George, one of Mr. Williaih Paul's flowers, deserves the highest
commendation as a bedder. It is a plain-leaved variety, willi

rich deep crimson flowers, good trusses, and remarkably free ;

one of the flowers that deserve a place in every garden.
la another part of the grounds I saw a new continental

variety of very considerable promise under the name of

AmedCe Achard, the flowers rose, tinted purple, the upper part
of the flower dashed with orange, trusses large and bold,

dark zonate foliage, and remarkably dwarf close habit, and an
excellent bedder. Mr. W. Paul's Blue Bell was succeeding re-

markatily well here, and the same experience of this fine new
variety has met me wherever I have seen it during the present
season, liising Sun is another excellent variety, very dwarf in
growth, and having good trusses of bright crimson flowers,

and extra fine as a bedder. There was also an excellent Nose-
gay variety with rich deep crimson flowers, something in the
way of Le Grand, but brighter. Unfortunately I could not dis-

cover the name of it.

Of the Variegated Zonal section of bedding Pelargoniums,
Lady CuUum and Sophia Dumaresque are really good bedders,
and deserve to bo commended as such. By the side of the
path skirting the old Bath coach road, were a couple of large

stone vases, one filled with Lady Galium, the other with
Sophia Dumaresque, and both edged with blue Lobelia. These
were moat effective objects, the Pelargoniums being luxuriant
in growth and handsomely coloured. Of the Silver-edged
section. Bijou Improved is an excellent and most useful bedder;
having more white than the old Bijou, it is much softer-looking,
and it bears deep crimson flowers. Very fine indeed was old
Flower of the Day, by no means to be despised, though sur-

rounded by such a large group of new aspirants for popularity
;

but, alas ! how few are likely to run such a lengthened career
of usefulness as the perennial and constant Flower of the
Day. It will not be given up just yet by many.
A large bed of Chrysanthemum SeoBation, the creamy-varie-

gated kind, mingled with King of Tom Thumbs Nasturtium,
had a very pleasant appearance. The dark hue of both flowers

and foliage of the latter, contrasted admirably with the former,
and were most effective. An oval-shaped bed of the old Ivy-
leaf Pelargonium was just as effective ; there was a kind of

natural unevenness about it that rather added to than detracted
from its usefulness.

Mr. Turner's new Tropn-ilum Oohroleucum promises to be a
valuable golden-leaved bedding plant, the leaves being purely
of a creamy-golden hue. It grows freely and does not bloom,
or if it does, only produces a few half-developed flowers. For
colour, Pyrethrum Golden Feather is inferior to it, and the
Tropx^olum promises to displace it. It came up somewhere
about the nurseries self-sown, and will have to be propagated
by cuttings.

There were also to be seen several effective beds of Verbenas,
inclusive of Mr. Perry's new kiuds. Of the latter. Chastity,
pale pink ; and Richard Dean, shaded plum purple, with large

and showy pale eye, make capital bedders, the latter especially,

the habit being remarkably good. King of Lilacs, of a some-
what pale hue of colour, makes an excellent bedder also ; and
old G£ant des Batailles, and the almo.^t as old Firefly, were
both rerjarkably good as bedders also. A variety named Deli-

cata, with violet rose flowers, was very pretty and attractive,

and has a somewhat unusual dwarf and compact habit for a
Verbena.
Delphinium Madame Zelandais should be noted by those

—

and it is to be hoped their name is legion—who cling with a
loving regard to the somewhat reelected class of perennials.
It throws up a handsome spike of double flowers, in form like

that of a Hyacinth ; the individnal flowers are of a pale groaad
heavily edged with light azure blue.

But it is worth while glancing for a few micntes at some
aspects of Mr. Turner's garden ornamentation, or bedding-ont.
I have already stated that at each end of the Pelargonium beds
something hud been done in this way. There wan also a ribbon
border on the west side of the beds running at right angles to

them, and this was planted with a background of Perilla nan-
kinensis, then a line of Stachys lanata, then Pyrethrnm Golden
Feather, then an outer line of blue Lobelia. This was neat
and soft in appearance, even though there was such a glare of

colour behind it. On the north side there was a line of Madame
Vaucher white Pelargonium at the back, then a line of Perilla,

Stacbys, Pyrothrum, and blue Lobelia as before. On the sonth
side there was a background of the Catmint, Kepeta cassia,

with a profusion of lavender-coloured flowers, said to come
into bloom in May. and continue all the summer in flower

;

then a line of the Perilla and Iresine Herbstii mingled together,

contrasting the one with the other, and yet nicely blending

;

then the Golden Pyrethium ; then blue Lubelia, and an outer
edging of Cerastium tomentosum. On the east side of this

series of beds is a main walk running through the grounds
from south to north. Here was a ribbon border not nilhont
some elements of originality in its construction and some
novelty of arrangement. The background was composed of a
line of dark auJ li^lit Fuchsias, with white-corollaed varieties

at intervals. These Fuchsias were about 2 feet in height.
Then a line of Nosegay Pelargoniums composed of two plants
of Duchess of Sutherland and one of Lady Constance Grosvenor
planted alternately; next a good line of yellow Calceolarias,

then an excellent line of the Nepeta in full bloom, with Irish

Yews at intervals, a permanent row of them belonging to the
border. A line of Iresine Herbstii and Cei tauren candidissima
mingled together followed, then a line of scarlet Pelargoniums,
next the Pyrethrnm, then a line of the blue Lobelia and crim-
son Ivy-leaved Pelargonium mingled together, the crimson
flowers of the latter nicely blended with the blue of the Lobelia,

the whole edged with a broad band of Cerastium tomentosnm.
There was a pleasant stiffness about this border, so unlike
many ribbon borders where an undue and offensive glare of

colouring is the great feature.

Around the square span-roofed conservatory were other flower

beds, some of which were of more than average merit. Two of

these have already been mentioned. A third was of the shape
of half a circular band, and wos filled with Golden Fleece
Pelargonium mingled with Amaranthus elcgantissimns. This
is a very showy plant indeed, and will alwnys prove a great

attraction in localities suited to it. The arrangement of another
bed struck me as being remarkably good, but the shape of the
bed was altogether unique. Imagine a horse with the legs and
head close behind the ears severed from the body, and the
shape of the bed can be realised. A line of Echeveria metallica

was placed along the centre, on each side was Amaranthns
melancholicus ruber, then on each side again Centanrea can-

didisaima, and an outer efl(;ing of blue Lobelia. Another good
bed was a long oblong in shape, with a specimen of Colens

Verschaffelti in the centre, and from this a line of Echeveria
metallica ran to each corner. The angles at the ends were
both filled with Pyrethrnm Golden Feather ; and those at the

aides, one with Lobelia Erinus speciosa, bine, the other with
Tj. Paxtouiana.

On the north side of the conservatory was a large circular

group of plants, the arrangement of which was of such a nature

as to make it worthy the attention of the promoters of horti-

cultural exhibitions anxious to gain some idea of disposing

their forces, differing essentially from the stereotyped plans bo

invariably followed. Frequenters of the Royal Nurseries will

remember that on the north side of the conservatory there is a
broad open gravel space. Here Mr. Turner grouped twelve

standard Laurustinus in pots, bnt far enough apart to admit

of a free circulation of air among their head«. Then in among
them were placed flowering plants of Kalosanthcs coccinea,

scarlet and other Pelargoniums, and various plants, quite filling

np the intervening spaces ; then Humea elegans aud plants of

Campanula pyramidalis in pots were placed round these ; next

came a circle of Centaurea candidissima, then one of Amaran-
thus elegantissimus, another circle of a dense-growing Saxifrage,

with an outer edging of bine Lobelia, all the plants being in

pots. Finally, the plants of Campanula pyramidalis had been

bent down outwardly, and fastened to the ground between the

pots of the blue Lobelia. The effect was surprising— it was a

good idea well expressed.
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In a first-clasB nursery like this, with its extensive etocks of

plants of all kinds, there must always be something of interest

to the practical horticulturist. Much that is interestins and

inBtrnctive I have touched on, but one more allusion and I

have done. On the front stage of the long Pelargonium house

was a large number of plants of the double variety, Gloire de

Nancy, young stocky plants covered with large trusses of bloom.

They were simply growing in large 60-pots, and yet were in

finer condition as regards health and quality of flower, than

many more pretentions plants growing in larger pots. They

had become pot-bound, and then were kept freely watered.

This was the simple explanation made to me. It was " a

wrinkle," and one worth placing before your readers.—Via.

MESSRS. CARTER & GO'S CRYSTAL PiVLACE
NURSERY.

The increase of this nursery, both in extent of land and

extent of glass, during the last seven years has been most re-

markable. Seven years ago it was but a small place, chiefly

devoted to growing bedding plants ; now, not only these but

nearly all descriptions of ornamental plants are cultivated, and

by a "recent purchase of land there will soon be 40 acres of

ground occupied for nursery purposes. A portion of this area

is at present in grass, but even without it the additions made
since 18(32 have been very important ; for instance, a trial

ground of 6 acres, in which are tested the samples of seed fur-

nished to the firm from its own extensive seed farms, as well

as from independent growers. There are now eight large glass

houses variously occupied, besides twelve ranges of pits, all of

which Mr. Boston, the energetic manager, keeps constantly

employed.
After passing through the show house, where Palms, tree

Ferns, and a variety of other ornamental plants are effectively

arranged beneath the Black Uamburgh and Buckland Sweet-

water Vines on the roof, a flower garden is reached, the bright

colours of which catch the eye on the way to the nursery from
the Forest Hill station. Here Abutilon Thompsoni bad been

planted out at the end of May, and formed a very attractive

front row, its green foliage mottled with yellow being so dis-

tinct in character from the golden-leaved Pelargoniums. How
late in the season the plant may be trusted out of doors re-

mains to be seen. Sempervivum californicum, Echeveria me-
tallica, E. secunda glauca, and the dark reddish brown-leaved

Echeveria sanguinea, were also planted in considerable num-
bers ; there was likewise a seedling Echeveria, called metallica

glauca, which is of free growth, and of the colour of E. glauea.

Alternantheras, plunged in pots, were not doing well, with

the exception of A. amabilis ; but A. spathulata, though not
flourishing here out of doors, makes a fine pot plant. Among
Pelargoniums, Mrs. Dunnett and Sir Robert Napier were
noticeable as two of the best of the Tricolors, the latter being
especially conspicuous by its very broad and dark zone. Con-
spicuous among self golden-leaved kinds was Carrie Fowler

;

and among the silver-variegated. Snowdrop, which is of free

grewth, and exhibits a pure white variegation, but like others

of its class it has the fault of cupping its leaves, no doubt
owing to the green centre growing more rapidly than the white
circumference.

Proceeding to another part of the grounds we find a stock of

Strawberries in small pots of a made size, deeper than thumbs
and rather less in diameter, being 3 inches deep by 2{ in dia-

meter. These are very cheap, and can be ranged together
more closely than pots of larger diameter—an object where
room has to be found for 100,000 pots, which was about the
number here. Mr. Boston has now all his Strawberry runners
in pots, instead of taking them up ; and so with bedding plants,

eick cutting has its little pot, so that the roots are not inter-

fered with when the plants are sent out, and consequently the
plants soon become established in their new quarters. It may
here be mentioned that the spent hops from the London
breweries, and which can be had for little more than the cart-

age, are used as a plunging material and for mulching, and
answer exceedingly well, being moist and affording for a time a
slight bottom heat. A large number of herbaceous plants are
grown, and most of the new Clematises are likewise repre-
sented ; the double- flowered one, .John Gould Veilch, had been
magnificent, and was still fine, though its beauty was declining.

The stove and Orchid house, with which is combined the
propagating house, forms a span-roofed range 102 feet in

length, divided lengthwise by a glass partitioo, and crosswise

into three compartments. These contained good specimens of

Phalfenopsis Schilleriana, Vandas, Aijrides, Lajlias, Dendro-

biums, Odontoglossums, and other Orchids, nearly all of which
were out of flower, and a variety of ornamental-foliaged plants,

as Diohoriaandra mosaica, Anwotochils, new Marantas, the

beautiful Bertolonia guttata, and Sonerila margaritacea, Eran-
themums, Fittonia argyroneura, Passiflora trifasciata, &e.

There was also an excellent plant of Anthurinm Seherzeri-

anum. In a basket was a moderate-sized Monstera delioiosa,

which, though it has been recommended for cultivation aa a

fruit-bearing plant, will probably continue to be grown merely

as one remarkable for its foliage, the fruit, unless used at ex-

actly the proper state of ripeness, containing irritating spicala,

which more than counterbalance its Pine-Apple flavour. The
propagating house, which formed the back half of this range,

was filled with cuttings of miscellaneous stove and greenhouse

plants, grafted Camellias, Pereskia stocks for Cacti, &c. Another

house, 90 feet long by 15 wide, was being filled with cuttings of

Sir R. Napier and other new kinds of Pelargoniums, chiefly

Tricolors. These occupied one division ; another contained

several promising seedlings, fine specimens of L'Elegante, Ivy-

leaved, juet changing to the rose-coloured state, and several

excellent plants of double kinds, most noticeable among which

were the dwarf, compact, lose-flowerod Marie Lemoine, and

Wilhelm Pfitzer, a fine scarlet. Several of the best specimens,

however, had been sent to the Hamburg Exhibition. A third

division contained Coleuses, and one plant of Her Majesty was

grafted with twenty-eight varieties. In tbis division, too, was

Iresine Lindeni, which, it it prove hardy enough, will, from its

richly-coloured foliage, prove valuable for bedding.

The Fern houses contained a very good general collection,

among which, though not large, were several examples of the

lovely Adiantum farleyense, Selaginellas of various kinds, and

a number of seedling Ferns. Azaleas of the leading kinds, in

48-Bized pots, nearly occupied one house, and a pit as well ; and

a house 90 feet by 24 feet contained Vines for planting, most

of which, however, with the exception of those forming an

archway over the path, had been turned out of doors to ripen

their canes. The spent hops are here largely employed for

plunging the pots in.

Crossing the road to another piece of ground, we found this

chiefly occupied with fruit trees, seedling Pelargoniums, which

had passed the winter out of doors with slight protection, and

a variety of climbers in pots. Mr. Boston now always keeps a

considerable number in pots, so as to supply those who require

climbers at times unsuitable for the removal of plants in the

ground.
The neatness of the place, and the order which everywhere

prevails, reflect the highest credit on Mr. Boston's management.

As a proof of his consideration for the men, of whom he has

about seventy under him, it may be mentioned that he has

established a library, from which they are allowed to take books

for perusal at their homes.

WHO IS TO BLAME?
In reply to the queries of " C. C. E.," page 207, there is no

doubt of some misrepresentations being made from time to

time in seed catalogues of new introductions, but as to Laxton's

Supreme Pea and Lemaitre's [Lenormand's?] Cauliflower, I am
prepared to say that they have in no way been misrepresented.

In the first instance, I have not only seen the representation

of the Pea, but grown the Pea itself tbis season, and I can say

it is really grand. Having grown Peas extensively for many
years, I have not seen any sort to equal it as a second-crop

kind. I gave it a fair trial with Laxton's Prolific and Dickson's

Favourite. I did not go to any extreme in preparing the

ground for the seed, nothing more than usual, and the three

sorts were treated alike. Knowing that Dickson's Favourite

and Laxton's Prolific are really two good kinds of Peas, I con-

sidered if Laxton's Supreme should excel either of the other

two when treated in the same way, it then must be a first-class

Pea. and I am glad to say it has turned out so with me. The

result was quite the reverse of " C. C. E.'s," as the stem did

not exceed 5 feet in height, and began to pod within 10 mches

of the ground, and the whole line was completely covered with

beautiful, green, well-formed pods, and for many hundreds

opened I counted in each pod from nine to fourteen well-formed

Peas. I can, therefore, aflirm that it is quite equal to the

description given of it. ^ • u
In the second instance, I have not been disappointed with
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the Cauliflower, as it his proved itself an invaluable kind with
me, for I find that many more plants can be planted in a
given space than can be done with the larger-growing kinds

;

it cornea in much sooner, preserves its compactness much
longer, and does not sufler so mach as the taller kinds do
from the weather.

" Who is to blame " in these two instances is rather hard for

one to determine, as it not unfreqnently happens that the cry
may come from where the fault originates, for this reason

—

many persons are often toe fond of giving rather much atten-
tion to new introductions of seeds and plants, which ends in

disappointment, and then a hasty conclusion is arrived at, that
the seeds or plants are worthless and too dear. To those who
may be so disappointed I would recommend the old maxim of
" Try again." If gardeners were to manifest a reluctance to

try new introductions of seeds, &c., as ia said by " C. C. E.,"
they would soon retrograde, and many line varieties wonld
lie in oblivion.—Jons BoYiE, Narrow IVater Castle Gardens,
Co. Down, Ireland.

" C. C. E." rather runs down Laxton's Supreme Pea ; cer-

tainly it attains a greater height than is stated in any cata-

logue, but taking its bearing qualities and flavour into con-
sideration, it is a very desirable variety. This spiiug I sowed
half a pint of the seed alongside of Veitch'a Perfection, Won-
derful, Ne Plus Ultra, and other first-clasa sorts, but taking
everythiug into consideration, it yielded more and lasted longer
in gathering than any other variely I grew. I had about
thirty-two rows of diilerent kinds across one-half of the
garden. Its height did not exceed 4* feet, but the pods were
produced in such profusion, that to keep the haulm from
breaking down, my men ran three rows of tar cord on each
side. I must confess I never counted fourteen Peas in a pod,
but there were from eight to ten or twelve in most of the pods.
Everyone who saw it in bearing asked me its name. As for

flavour, the first time a dish was gathered for the room table,

my employer said, "What Peas had we in to-day, Bowlby?"
I said, " Laxton's Supreme." His answer was, " I thought it

either was a fresh sort, or else the cook had them prepared in
a fresh way." It certainly must prove an acquisition where
flavour, colour, and bearing are taken into consideration. It

must not be supposed that a Pea will keep to its stated height

;

ground, mannre, climate, and the difference of seasons have
all to be considered. As with other new subjects, there will

always be found some one to depreciate them, even in the face

of competent judges, and after full experiment. I think
Kessrs. Carter would not willingly impose an article upon the
pablic without giving it a fair trial, or having judgment pro-
nonnced in its favour.

—

John Bowlby.

I BOTTGHT a sealed packet of Laxton's Supreme Pea, and
sowed the seed in a part of the garden that was considered the
best in all respects ; it grew higher than my head (I am 6 feet),

and the pods were no larger than those of Ne Plus Ultra. In
short, you could not distinguish one from the other, except we
fancied Ne Plus Ultra had the finer flavour.—H. A., Prestwich,
Manchester.

POTATO-GROWING EXTRAORDINARY.
The Rev. B. Glazebrook, who last year succeeded in growing

two crops of Potatoes in the same ground in his garden at

Bodmin, fifty miles eastward of Penzance, and not the best
aspect—sloping to the north—has this year, by the simple
process of intercropping, thus gaining time, succeeded in grow-
ing two double crops, a feat probably never before accomplished,
if even attempted; whilst no larger breadth of ground was
occupied than is usually taken for one crop. The process was
the following :—
The first Ash-leaf Kidneys when banked, were intercropped

in the furrows with Bread Fruit of middle kind. This double
crop was dug seriatim, principally in June, banking with tbe
soil the adjoitiiug and forthcoming crop, and their places im-
mediately occupied with late Potatoes. Thus no time was lost.

The second double crop is now (September 4tb)—a month earlier

than last year—being dug, and is a fair average crop, not-
withstanding the drought. Mr. Glazebrook has preserved seed
and inspection specimens of the whole four products, crops, and
intercrops. A row of the first intercrop, 2'} feet long produced
when weighed 6* lbs. of Potatoes. A little additional manure
was used when the Potatoes were tilled. The above simple

process is likely, if properly earned out, to be many a ehilling,
if not crown , in a cottager's way, n ith his limited plot of gronnd.—{fVesIrm Morning News.)

LABELS FOR FRUIT TREES.
One of the most interesting features oi fiuit-growing is to

have the name. One of the simplest and best meiiioda ia writing
with a common lead pencil on a piece of zinc. We have some
which have been in use ten years, and the writing is blacker and
plainer than when first done ; indeed it can be scarcely traced
when first WTitten. A triangular piece is used, and the narrow
end coiled once or twice round a branch ; as the girth increases
the zinc opens. If it do happen to get tight, a moment sooD
corrects it. The following illustrates the phm.

-{American Gardener's Monthly.)

THE LADY-BIRD.
Whtle many conflicting opinions are going the round of tho

gardening and other papers as to the cause of such myriads of

this pretty Coccinella so suddenly visiting our gardens and
fields, and whether we are to consider them as enemies to onr
crops or as enemies to the aphides, I am glad to be able to give
some quite conclusive evidence respecting the great good they
have done by their visit. Although I have not actually seen
the lady-bird eating aphides, those trees which were laden with
them were after its appearance suddenly cleared of the destroyers,
while other trees which were healthy and free from green fly,

were also free from lady-birds. Now, if the aphides were not
destroyed by the lady-birds, their sudden disappearance is a
mystery. However, I have further evidence in favour of the
lady-bird being an aphis destroyer. I had a large old plant of
Franciscea angustifolia covered with mealy bug, and after leav-

ing it out of doors for a few hours it was invaded by lady-birds,

which cleared off every mealy bug. Of this I am certain, for I
saw the lady-birds eating the mealy bugs ; and after the bnlk
of these were consumed, it was curious to see the rapidity with
which the lady-birds travelled over every leaf and branch in

search of more. Finding none, they gradually left the plant.—Thomas Recobd, Hawkhurst.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It was stated by one of our contemporaries the week before

last that onr notice of the late Mr. Robert Thompson was
written by his son. It is but right to that gentleman for us to

say that no portion of that notice was either written or dictated

by him.

An Irish contemporary has thrown ont a suggestion

that the Rot.u. Hortici-ltubal SocrETiEs of London and
Dublin should unite in holding a Great loternational Exhi-
bition next year in the latter city. The notion is a praise-

worthy one, but we are afraid there are difiicnlties in the way
which will frustrate so good an intention. First of all, there

are the physical difficulties of those four hours of sea between
Holyhead and Kingstown ; the many changes that would neces-

sarily have to take place between such towns as London,
Manchester, and even Liverpool, to say nothing of more out-of-

the-way localities. There have been attempts to hold such
International Exhibitions in Edinburgh, and although there is

no break in the railway communication between England and
Scotland, these Edinburgh exhibitions are practically Scotch,

and only international in name. It would be the same if the

London and Dublin Societies were to combine ; the result

wotild be virtually an Irish exhibition. However, it is a
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matter for exhibitors to determine. If onr great nurserymen
and amateur exhibitors will take their coUeotiona a sea voyage
to Dublin, there is no reason why the exhibition should not be

held ; but in that case the Royal Horticultural Society of

Dublin might as well do the thing single-handed. The dis-

tance from London to Paris is not nearly so great as from
London to Dublin, and the facility for transmission of goods is

as great between the one place as the other
;
yet notwithstand-

ing the attractions of the gieat Paris Exhibition of 1807, how
few English horticulturists took their collections there. We
think the Scotch and Irish Societies would confer greater

benefits by holding country meetings in various parts of Scot-

land and Ireland, as the English Eoyal HorticiUtural Society

is doing in England.

At the meeting of the Rotal HoRTicnLTURAL Societt,

to be held on October 5th, the following prizes will be offered

—

viz., by W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., for collections of

Edible and Poisonous Fungi, to be tastefully set up, and, as

far as possible, correctly and conspicuously named, £5, £3, and
£2. : by Messrs. J. & C. Lee, for the best three bunches of

Madrestield Court Black Muscat Grape, £5. : by the Society

for the following kinds of Grapes—3 bunches of Chasselas
Musque, £1 and 10s.; 3 bunches of Muscat Hamburgh, £1
and 10s. ; 3 bunches of Frankenthal or Hamburgh, £1 and
10s. ; 3 bunches of White Muscat of Alexandria, £1 and 10s.

;

3 bunches of Alicante, £1 and 10s. ; 3 bunches of any new
or recent variety, £1 and 10s. ; and for the best collection,

named, £2 10s. The competition for the whole of these prizes

is open to all comers.

The widow of Mr. Henry C. Ogle, who for many years
filled the position of head gardener to the late Earl of Aberga-
venny, of Bridge Castle, near Tunbridge Wells, is in greatly

reduced circumstances. She is at present the lessee of a lodging-

house, in a fashionable watering place in Sussex, and unless a
sum of money to the amount of nearly £100 be almost im-
mediately forthcoming, she will be compelled to part with her
furniture at a sacrifice and with it her only chance of for the
future obtaining a living for herself. Messrs. Whitfield & Co.,

Bankers, Tunbridge Wells, have kindly consented (through their
manager) to receive the same. Mr. Cox, Eedleaf, Penshurst,
Kent, has permitted reference to him as to the truthfulness of

the facts.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The manure heap should now be occasionally thrown over
and mixed, to bring it into a good state to wheel on the land ;

if the liquid which runs from it can be directed to a receptacle
at hand, and occasionally thrown over the heap, it will be found
of great advantage in enriching the manure and hastening de-
composition. Trenching must be proceeded with as time will
permit. To those who have very light land, and have their
Turnips and other crops of the Cabbage tribe affected with
clnbroot, I would recommend the introduction at this season of
Bome hot newly-slacked lime a few inches below the surface

;

this, besides being a good manure for such lands, is also an
effectual cure for the clubroot. Plant out immediately the
main crop of spring Cahhuges ; on the first dry day after plant-
ing, fork between the plants; if this be occasionally done
there will be no necessity for earthing-np, as the plants, if not
put too close together, will grow short and stocky. Attend to
the earthing-up of Celery likely to be wanted for use soon,
keeping it closely soiled, so as to have it well blanched. Keep
the late crop well supplied with manure water while growing
weather continues. Cauliflowers should be looked over fre-
quently, turning down a few leaves over the heart, for these are
readily spoiled by frost. Continue to tie-up Endive for blanch-
ing

; it may also be blanched with slates or tiles, doing so saves
time, but at this season tying is to be preferred. Provision
should be made for protecting a quantity of Dwarf Kidnet/ Beans
from frost. Plant a lot of Brown Dutch or Ba,th Cos Lettuce
where the plants can be protected by frames, for spring use.
Transplant winter Onions on a warm border ; let them be put
in rather thickly, to allow for pulling out in the spring ; of
ooorse a portion may be left in the seed bed if required, but it

is preferable to transplant the whole.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pay attention to the gathering of Apples and Pears ; the late

high winds have made great havoc amongst them. Espaliers,
dwarf standards, and, indeed, any kind of fruit trees which ex-
hibit more tendency to produce useless wood than that likely

to furnish fruit, should be root-pruned as early in the autumn
as convenient, cutting out any useless shoots at the same time,
in order to expose as freely as possible to light and air the
wood expected to bear fruit. Continue to dress old Strawberry
beds with rich decomposed manure ; it is better done at this
season than in the spring. If time serve, it will be very bene-
ficial to Peach trees to go over them and cut out the shoots
which have borne fruit, but have not a terminal wood shoot.
Those remaining will be benefited by the thinning, as they can-
not be too open at this season. We must now begin to think
of making preparations for filling up vacancies on the walls
with young trees, and, perhaps, in some cases, judicious trans-
planting may be considered advisable. In either case the sites
must be properly prepared with fresh maiden soil ; it the
borders have been properly formed with regard to drainage and
a porous bottom, but little preparation, beyond removing a
considerable portion of the old soil and supplying its place
with new, will be required.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The removal of decayed flower stems, dead leaves, or any-

thing which injures or disfigures a scene, has a surprising
effect in making this department cheerful and attractive.
Sweeping, rolling, &c., should be attended to in the morning,
that the ground may have a tidy appearance when visited by
the family. Repair any damages occasioned by the late high
winds, by resticking those plants which have been blown over,
and nailing up shoots of climbers which have become detached
from the walls ; nothing looks bo untidy as these when blown
about by the wind. As frosty nights may now be expected,
scarce plants which it maybe desirable to secure before they
are injured, should be taken up and potted at once, or carefully
covered when there is the least chance of injury. Secure a
good stock of cuttings of variegated Pelargoniums before the
plants are injured by frost, for although these root more freely
in spring than at present, such varieties as Golden Chain and
Mountain of Light grow so slowly, that spring-rooted cuttings
make but very poor plants by turning-out time ; hence it is
desirable to gain size even at the expense of the loss of a
few cuttings. That cuttings taken from plants growing in
the open ground are liab'e to damp-oS in a moist, warm
place is well known, and the variegated Pelargoniums are, per-
haps, more so than most other plants ; but persons who can
command a gentle bottom heat, without keeping the atmo-
sphere warm and moist, will experience no difficulty in striking
them now. The old plants are, however, well worth wintering
wherever room can be found, for these go much further at
planting-out time, and cover the beds sooner with foliage and
flowers than either autumn or spring-rooted cuttings; hence
they should be carefully guarded from frost until the beauty of
the garden is destroyed, when they should be taken up, potted,
and stored for the winter in a cool dry bouse. Continue to
put in cuttings of Hollyhocks, as these can be obtained, until
there is an ample stock of rooted plants, and do not allow
those that were rooted early in the season to suffer from want
of pot room. Cut off the flower stems of herbaceous plants
as soon as they become shabby.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Keep New Holland plants, which have been placed under

glass, cool and airy, and avoid crowding, especially in the case
of plants which are in a growing state ; but everything must
be allowed sufficient space, so that the foliage may be fairly
exposed to light and air. Rather than crowd specimens to-
gether, some of the least valuable should be thrown away. To
do justice to a mixed collection of plants in one house is a
difficulty which too mauy have to contend against, for to have
in the same house plants which require a temperature of 40°
as^a minimum, and others, for instance. Heaths, for which
40° should be the maximum temperature, with one set demand-
ing a thorough current of air at all times, and others dying
even if exposed to it for a short time, is a state of things
rather puzzling to young gardeners. Polygalas, Borouias,
Croweas, Dracophyllums, Pimeleas, Lesehenaultias, and Gom-
pholobiums do not like to be much exposed to cold currents at
any time, and therefore they must be protected as much as
possible, of course bearing in mind that over-nursing is as bad
as no nursing at all. Give each plant all the room yon can
spare for it, and above all take care that the plant, the pot, and
every part about it are perfectly clean before the plant is taken
into the h'Use. Look sharply after milde\f upon Heaths, as it

is sometimes very troublesome upon plants that have been
growing freely in a shady situation in the open air, and are in
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a rather soft state nben taken io-doors ; apply Bolphor freely

on the fixet appearance of the enemy.

COLD riTS.

Plants which have mude their Beason's growth Bhould bo
freely exposed to sun and air on every favourable opportunity,

in order to ripen the wood well; bat those still in free growth
shoald be encouraged by every possible means while fine weather
oontinueti, keeping them rather close, guarding them carefully

from cold winds, and giving a liberal supply of water at the

root. If any plant requires more pot-room, let it be shifted as

early as convenient, keeping the atmoephere rather moist, and
watering very caulioualy for some time afterwards, until the
roots take hold of the fresh soil.—W. Kkane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Improving Croppuig Ground.—Now and farther on in the

season are good times for all such work. All ground that is

at liberty, if deep enough, will be improved by trenching and
mixing the different layers. If the soil is rather light it will

be best left rough on the level ; if stiff, leave it in rough ridges,

that the frost and even mild air may have free access, as frost

ia one of the best and cheapest of pulverisers. If the ground
is thin and the subsoil bad, but little of the latter should be
added every season, but it should be broken up at bottom and
left there, and thus it will bu gradually improved. Very light

sandy soil will be greatly improved both by clay and chalk.
The former will render it more cohesive ; the latter will make
it more retentive of moisture. Quick or caustic lime is chiefly
useful, when there is much rough insoluble organic matter
in the soil that needs to be decomposed. Very stiff soil is

greatly benefited by sand, by lime and chalk, and by burning
a portion of the clay and using it as a dressing. As a mere
lightener of the soil chalk is as good ss lime, nnd merely as a
mechanical agent it thus has a great effect on the produce and
ihe ease of cultivating. "When we used it with good results
we have often been surprised how soon it would sink away
from the surface and find its place in deeper layers ; hence the
importance of trenching, and mixing the layers. We have
inown garden soil resting on clay so stiff as to be unworkable
in damp weather, and yet at from 1,5 to 30 feet from the surface
there was a deposit of chalk, which by means of a shaft could
have been raised in quantities to the surface, and would have
greatly ameliorated the texture of the soil and rendered it

much easier to work. When a stiff soil rests on clay it will be
greatly improved by burning a piece of the subsoil every year,
nsing prunings aid rubbish for the purpose. When fairly set
going but httle fuel is necessary. Clay when burnt is as good
and even a better lightener than sand, and in our experience
does not so soon sink away from the surface. Many stems
and weeds, hardly fit for the charring-heap, might be used for
this purpose

; but hall-burned, halt-charred rubbish and earth
are among the best improvers of stiff soils, and come wrong
to no soil if used moderately. When clay is used for light
soils an inch, or from that to 2 inches, will generally be enough,
and that if possible should be applied dry and in a finely-
divided condition. We have known it used more freely and
in a damp close condition, and for years it seemed to do harm
rather than good, as whenever roots came in contact with the
clay, they turned away from it and would die sooner than pierce
it

:
hence the importance of using it in a finely-divided state.

In some cases clay may be used with great advantage as a
substratum for securing a cool moist bottom. We knew a pretty
flower garden on sandy soil, with a subsoil of open gravel and
porous rock. In a dry season no watering would keep the
plants moist, and the more water was given the more were the
nutritive properties of the soil washed away, unless, indeed,
manure water was used. The only chance in hot dry seasons
was a copious rich mulching at the surface, and this was out of
the question, as the owners liked to see the soil present a dressed
fine surface, almost as smooth and fine as the surface of a
dining-table—a degree of fine keeping which we always look
upon as worse than waste of time and labour, as the plants
have not the same chance as in soil with a rougher, more open
surface. Clay was not mixed with the soil, but the soil of the
beds, which were not large, was turned out between IS and
2-t inches deep, and 2 or H inches of clay were firmly hammered
at the bottom, some rough rubble placed over it, and then the
soil, and the plants have required not nearly the same amount
of care and watching since. The firm damp bottom in such a
case proved of great advantage to them. 1

KITCHEN OAJIDEN.

Much of the work was of a rontioe nature, as earthing-np
Celery in the fine, dry days, planting out Cabbages, pricking
out the same to be lifted as the ground becomes ready for them,
planting out some of the most forward Cauliiluwers in patches
for hand-lights, to come into use in spring, placing nine in a
square, to be thinned afterwards to four or five, and not giving
them the handlights for some time yet. Besides digging the
ground and firming the surface, we strewed a little drift sand
on each square patch, as snails and slugs do not like to craw)
over it, and the crop never looks so regular and well after it

has had several fillings-up, owing to deaths and depredations.
Scattered some fine ashes among the last-sown Caulifiowers,
Lettuces, Radishes, itc, which will help to keep intruders at
bay until washed off by the next rains, and even then wood
ashes, from their saline properties, will help to keep the
ground free of slugs, snails, and worms. The chief work,
however, has been hoeing and forking among all crops to keep
down icceils, and to prevent the surface caking after the rains.

Where not a vestige of a weed was to be seen a short time ago,
the rains soon presented us with a surface of tiny green weeds
that would soon become larger if left alone. We noticed in a
corner quite a mass of Groundsel, some '2 or 3 inches in
height—hundreds, it not thousands, of them, the progeny of a
single plant that was unnoticed before it arrived at the seeding
state. How far the seeds from that plant extended it would
be difficult to say. The other Sunday our coat was whitened
with Thistle down that must have come from some little dis-
tance. There is no hope of keeping down weeds except by
cutting them up as soon as they appear, and leaving the Bim
to scorch them up. It is a great waste of time and labour
when other utensils besides the hoe must be brought into
operation. Frequently, however, the stress of work is such,
that the weeds cannot be attended to in time, and pulling up,
or hand-wteding, and raking up must be resorted to at a sad
outlay of time and labour. We cannot always practise what
we teach, but the easiest and best way of keeping a place clean
is never to let weeds grow above 1 or at most 2 inches in
height.

Grubs on Cabbages.—As yet we have nearly escaped these,
so destructive to fresh-planted Cabbages, but they have been
very prevalent in this neighbourhood during the present
season. Some tell us that they lose half their plants in a night

;

others that they have filled up their plantation three or four
times, and still the plants go at the rate of from twenty to

thirty per cent, in a night. The only sure remedy is to
examine the cut-over plant, collect the fat lumpy grubs at
the roots a little below the surface, and make short work witb
them. Watering with soot water, lime water, soapsuds, itc,

will help to keep them away, and so will smearing the stems
with soot and lime previously to planting, as the plants are
generally cut-over close to the roots, and it is not uncommon
to find three or four of these grubs at one root. Wo have not
found such surface applications as soot or lime, or even a
sprinkling of tar between the rows, of much benefit; but fre-

quently stirring the ground annoys the grub, and strong bad
scents seem to deter the perfect winged insect from depositing
its eggs in the soil. A slight sprinkling of tar, even in winter,

seems to help to keep them away. Putting baits of sweeS
Carrots, Turnips, and even split stems of Cabbages, will help,

but only a little, to keep the visitors under, chiefly because of

all baits nothing is so agreeable to them as a young Cabbage
plant, and especially when the plant is in a languid state from
being recently dibbled out. Singularly enough, we have seldom
known these grubs attack the young plants in the seed bed,

and when they have done so, a watering of strong lime and
soot water has generally dislodged them. Neither do they so

often attack plants which are tolerably well established. We
have been recommended to hunt for them at night with a Ian-

thorn, but though others may be more fortunate, we never found
one, partly, no doubt, because thoujh the grubs are large,

generally from 1 to Ij inch in length, they are of a whitish
drab tint, and thus resemble the colour of most soils, and
partly because we have doubts if they ever show themselves
much at the surface, as during the wholeof their long existence

they seldom appear above ground, except in the winged state,

and even then do most of their work at night, instead of during
the day.

Besides catching the grubs as stated above, but too often
after they had done the mischief, we have in extreme cases
resorted to the following plan, as even the largest bed of seed-

lings would soon be exhausted in Ming np, when the grabs bad
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taken possession of the p-onnd. We have simply let the

plantation alone, killing the Rrubs as they killed the plants,

and inserted Lettuces, spare Broccoli, Ciiulifiowers, &c., for a

time in their places, to entice the grubs. We have then care-

fully turned over a piece of ground, and examined it pretty

carefully to the depth of 4 inches, looking after grubs. We
then added a dressing of soot and lime, and some very rotten

dung, and pointed and stirred all together for a depth of

3 inches, and in this turned out the young Cabbage plants,

3 or 4 inches apart ; here they grew vigorously for two or

three Vfeeks. Meanwhile, after all the Cabbage ground had been

well examined, and slightly turned over repeatedly, shallow

drills were drawn, the Cabbages turned out with balls by the

help of a trowel, and planted just deep enough to cover the

roots, and a little hillock of soot and lime was placed round

each plant—that is, fully as much as could be held between

the thumb and two fingers. We have then seldom lost a plant.

The operation is bised on what little we have observed of the

habits and tastes of the grub.

It may be interesting to some to state that the worst form of

Cabbage grub is the larva of the cockchafer, which insect,

nnlike many others, is destructive in its winged as well as

in its grub state, feeding as a beetle voraciously on the leaves

of trees, &c., at night. It deposits its whitish eggs in the soil,

and these soon hatch into grubs, which, as stated above, are

about 1 J inch in length, have a whitish buff skin, and seem
little except a mass of fat beneath it. The larva! of the larger

crane flies resemble this grub considerably, but generally they

have no feet. They are equally destructive beneath the surface

to the roots and stems of vegetation. But for crows, blackbirds,

and thrushes, who pounce on these grubs greedily, our pastures

would often resemble a bare turned-up field. The worst evil

is that the larvje of the cockchafer exist in the grub state

several years, some naturalists say five, and then they go down
to the depth of 4 or 5 ftet, change into the chrysalis state, and
emerge next spring as the perfect beetle. The only time in

which they do not act antagonistically to our labours is whilst

quiescent in the chrysalis state. On the other hand, the daddy-
longlegs is perfectly innocent in its winged state, living merely,

it would seem, for the purpose of depositing its eggs. We are

more surprised at the abundance of the grubs of the cock-

chafer than of those of the daddy-longlegs, as, though others

have seen myriads of cockchafers in the evenings flying about in

a seemingly blind stupid way, we have never seen many of

them ; whilst of the daddy-longlegs we often could have swept
up a peck from flagstones in a cool morning in autumn.
But for the unpleasant scent in a garden, we have reason to

believe that rags steeped in melted sulphur and in tar, sus-

pended from a stick or string, would deter the females from
depositing eggs, and that would be going to the fountain head
for a remedy.
By all accounts there will be some difficulty in making an

early plantation of Cabbages this season. We are so apt to

jump at conclusions as to cause and effect, or we would say
that a sprinkling of tar over our Celery ground before it was
trenched across preparatory for Onions, might be a reason why
not an Onion was touched by any sort of grub, and why the
Cabbages succeeding them are nnmeddled with. We have
bad no chance of trying it, but some correspondents may be
right in stating that weak ammoniacal liquor from the gas
works will keep all such grubs away. For years we have found
that when almost everything in a garden was left untouched,
the young planted-out Cabbages at this season were sure to be
attacked. We know of numbers of cases in which cottage
gardeners have exhausted their seed beds in filling up, and still

have almost empty ground. If, therefore, any of our readers
can supplement the above remarks with a better mode of cure
or prevention, they will confer a public benefit, and more espe-
cially on the holders of small gardens, to whom an early Cab-
bage is of importance.

FEUIT OAKDEN.
Attend to preparing for planting, gathering fruit, &o., as

detailed in previous notices. In cold, stiff soils above clay,

and that again above chalk, we find that fruit is a week or two
later than it is on darker and hghter soils. The exposure and
the altitude have also an effect in these matters. In a sunny
season we have found Strawberries eight days earlier on a
bank steeply sloping to the south, than immediately in front
of the bank on the level, whilst in a cloudy, dull season there
would scarcely be any difference. Little as yet has been done
as respects the colour of the soil, and husbanding and storing
the heat supplied by the son in securing early productions.

Were Strawberries and even cordons of trees trained within

a foot of a dark firm surface, and then protection given to pre-

vent the radiation of heat at night, fruit could be greatly for-

warded, provided V.6 could make sure of sun heat, and could

keep it when obtained. In dull weather the darker surface

would be of no advantage.
We gave different manure waters, as soot, cow dung, &c., to

Strawberry plants in pots, as it is yet rather early to begin to

ripen off the buds, especially in cur case. To save pots, we
shall plant out a lot of potted runners, and raise them in the

spring when wanted. Gathered fruit in fine days. Low bushes
and pyramids have suffered but little from the tempestuous
wind.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The few sunny days have wrought a charm in the flower

beds ; but for depredators interfering with lines of Lobelia and
Verbena, and the winds that still prevail, sending down the

leaves from the trees, wo would seem to have a second summer.
Not the cold, but the hi).'h winds, have made the foliage of trees

brown and rusty unusually early, merely from the branches
and leaves being brought so rudely in contact with each other.

Several parts of the grounds have needed sweeping every day,

and that tor a month or two will be a ceaseless operation. The
greatest drawback, however, is, that the finest floral display is

deprived of much of its beauty when surrounded by falling and
driving leaves. Walks treated as described some time ago have
needed nothing since—scarcely even rolling after rain, as they

are smooth enough without it.

Proceeded with sheltering the more tender plants in pots,

making cuttings of bedding plants which, with the exception

of Calceolarias, we hope soon to finish, but the Calceolarias we
shall leave until the end of October. With all our Tricolor

Pelargoniums, &3., nothing will take the place of the yellow

Calceolaria ; and this season, dry weather and all, they have
done well, and though shaken by the late tempests, they are

now coming iisto full bloom again. We have put in some more
cuttings of Verbenas, and placed them in a frame where they
would have the slightest bottom heat ; all else as yet has had no
help but a cold pit or the open air. Boxes when to be had are

preferable to pots. Last season we struck lots of Scarlet Pelar-

goniums, itc, in CO-sized or 4-inch pots, from six to nine cut-

tings in a pot, and they stood and turned out well. With us
cuttings or plants in single pots for bedding are not to be thought

of in winter ; all must stand thickly, from 1 to 2 inches apart,

until the spring. Proceeded with repotting Pelargoniums,

Primulas, Cinerarias, Coleuses, Ferns, &e. We have several

times noticed the mode of repotting old Pelargoniums, reducing

the roots, and placing them in smaller pots, when the cut-in

heads have broken into fresh growth.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September a'J.

We have had n very poor attendance of buyers during the past week,
and busiuess generally nas declined. There have been large arrivals of

Grapes from Portugal and Sp lin ; they are no^v offered in go jd condition

at very low price^i, the best not realising above Is. per Ih. Hothouse
Grapes are also plentiful. Peaches and Nectarines are nearly over.

FRUIT.

Apples y^ sieve 1

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts.... bushel
Currants .... 3^ sieve

Black do.
Figg doz. 2
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothonse . lb. 2
Lemons 100 10

d. s.

Otol Melons each 2
Nectarines doz. 4
Oranges 100 10
Peaches doz. 8
Pears (dessert) .. doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. S
Plums % sieve 3
Quinces doz. 1

Raspberries lb.

Strawberries .... lb.

Walnuts bushel 10
do 100 1

d. s.

Oto 5

2 6

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz. 3
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney ? j sieve 3
Beet, Ked doz, 2

Broccoli bundle 1

Bras. Sprouts J^ sieve 3
Cabbage doz. 1

Capsicums 100 2
Carrots bunch
Caulitlower doz. 3
Celery bundle 1
encumbers .... each
Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb. 8
Herbs bunch 3
Horseradish ..bundle 3

d. 8.

Oto 6 Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms. ... pottle

Mustd.& CresSjpunnet
Onions, .doz. bunches
Parsley sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney. . .. ditto

Radishes doz.bunchea
Rhubarb bundle
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.

Turnips bunch
Veget. Marrows. .doE.

d. B.

4 too
2
2

6

1
1

4
6

3
1

2
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TnAT-.!? /^ tT \T nr' ITT? G RTm?T\n?n l roots with dry soil, and not water before M»roh. Pick off all yellow and
IKAUt, CA1AJ^U(jU1!.B tiL.^jl^l\ r.U.

,icad lor.vo« na they appear, and any ahooU that decay cut oil cIom to the

LoniB Van Hontle, Ghent, Be]f,mm.—Catalogue of Azaleas, livlnR wood but not Into it. Select a dry ant warm lutaation.-ii. A.

Camelliax, Hhododmdrom, Liliums, iCc.

Gautreau ph't. Brie Comte-Bobert, Seine-et-Marne.

—

Cata-

Jogne des iteilleiirfs varictes de Tiosea.

'F. & A. DickBon & Sc^no, 106. EaatRate Street, and Upton

Nnrseries, Chester.

—

Catalogue of Bones and Ilolbjhnchs.

William MasterB, Exotic and TauihallNurserieB, Canterbury.

—Hortxts Durovemensis, a Catalogue of Useful and Ornamental

Plants, Trees, and Shnibs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•,• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet

Street, London. F..C.

U_B.—Many questions must remain unanswered tmtil next

week.

Notice to Qcit Service «7. S ).—As you receive yonr wages weekly,

yon are not rntitlcd to a month's notice.

Exotic pLowKRisn and Fine-foliaoed Plants (Sfcr«(arj/1.—An eiotic

Fern cuBht Dot to be exhibited in n class so restricted. A species of the

genus Begonin roiRbt be eihibiled in the class, for the restrictive words

^eiclndiuc flcirist's flowers," have not yet been applied even to varieties

of the Begonia.

Bci.Ba FBom South Asierica (Ker. J. IF. B.).—We believe them to bo

from the stem of Dioscoren aluta. If so, the root is often 8 feet long and

weighs SiJ lbs. It ie not even half-hardy hero. We did not intend to be

curt in oar former reply, bnt to have noticed the statement at all would

needlessly aronse attention : and even supposing our correspondent's

conclnsion correct, the error in chronology would no more effect the

Tolnme's basis of truth than its error in astronomy.

Solpbate of Iron (S. S.).—This, commonly called preen vitriol, is

only beneficial as a manure vh^n applied to soils containing a large

proportion of chalk, and then only for some crops. It is useful to mis

with fermenting stable manure, to detain, or iil, as it is termed, the

ammonia.
Garden PRonrcE (TT. B.).—You roust see or correspond with some of

the salesmen in Oovent Garden Market. A half-sieve contains three and

% half imperial gallons.

PAXXTi>-f, Glass for Shade (T.).—We have tried painting the glass

with a thin ctmt of white lend i)aint, and we find it answers admirably for

a fernery. The glass should be thoroughly dry, and as the paint is put

on das-h a painter's dust brui-h upon it porp. nrlicularly, so as to give it a

frosted appeariince. Our pirnt was put on outside. We have no experience

of it inside, and fear it would peel off from the continual condensation of

moisture on the glass. The painting would not stop the leakage. If it

bo from the laps thevmay be puttiod-up. but we are of opinion that the

putty is off in manv" places. All that is loose should be replaced .after

giving a coat of paint. Only one coat of paint must be given the glass,

and we would not paint until next March

TnASsPLASTiso RosEH (C. li. H.I.—The b(st time to Uke them np and
replant will bo the beginning of November. Kflii-ient drainage is essential,

but mildew is more a consequence of want of water in dry weather than
anything else. The ground being clayey we would trench it, working in

a liberal quantity of manure and ashes. Ait«r planting, mulch tboeoifaoe

with littery manure.

PnoPAOATiNO Roses bt Cdttinob (C. r.).—The best time to stiiko

Rose cuttings out of doora is the end of September, bnt now will answer
very well. They should be pluced in a shelter, d situition. as a north

border, and if \'uu use a Boil composed of equtil parti of sandy loam, le*f

mould, and sai'd well mixed together, it could not bo better. Six inches

thick will be sufUcicnt.

Roses or the Last Two Tbabs.—" ' D^conifMti' wishes me to give my
opinion of recently imported Hoses, and especially of those of the list

two years. It has been a bad season for novelties on weak atooka ; indeed

it bus been a trying season. I do not like to say much about now Roses
till I have them' upon strong stocks, and have had two or three seasons'

trial of them, liodiuse I have known Roses that I now appreciate do badly

when on weak stocks. The best of later years, and good, are:—Alfred
Colomb, Mario Baumonn, Baroness Rothschild, Lady Suffield, Felix

Genero, and Annie Wood, now out and beautiful : and tbe twoomamental
Roses, Dr. Jnmain nnd Baronne de Maynnrd. The whole of the above I

can recommend. As ornamental Roses (both jiraque pUine), I will name
as good growers, handsome, and free bloomers, Madame Barriott and

President Willermoi-.. The plants (two each), of these were weak and did

not grow well, but they may bo pronounoed promising—namely, Fran);ol8

Treyve, Monsieur Noman, and Mdlle. Marie R»dy. The last, I shoold

say, would on slrorg stocks be superior, but not, I fear, very distinct.

The following I have rejected—namely, Charles Verdlcr, not a tree

bloomer; Charlo« Rouillard. had colour and nim«y - it is not so good >8

Comte de Nanteuil or Felix Genero; Paul Verd'er, 1 cantilul, but not

late bloomer; Madame Morean, much given to mildew; and Mdlle. Jeenne

Marix, a hard opener, and not a late bloomer. Roine du Midi is also s

fine Rose, but like La Roine, its parent, it is as bird as a cncket baU. I

shall keep it on one vear more, though I had only one good bloom from

ten plants. Adrienne Chrislophle is beautiful and distinct. Clotllds

Holland I saw in bud nt Blandford ; it promised to be good. I saw the

Duke of Edinburgh and Baron Hnussmann in Mr. Keynes's boxes «t

Blandford they were good, and his best novelties The first. I shall buy.

I have incressed mv stock of Fisher Holmes ; it is fine, and better than

the Duke of Wellington and Horace Vemet. Horace Vemet and Thorin

have not yet been full enough.—W. F. Radclyffe."

Blairii Rose not BLOoxnjs U- Jiochf).—It is a fine Hybrid China,

espcciallv as a pillar Rose. The reason it does not bloom is. yon prune it

too closely. All that is required is to thin out tbe old shoots, andshorteo

a little those to bo retained.

Value of Turf and Ciittino (A. G.).—Good tnrf may be bad in most

places at 3.) per squire yanl, or 4d. it cut and loaded, but the price varies

with the localitv. For cutting and laying lid. is the usual price per

square vard. nnd for cutting and loading only M. per square yard. TWO

men will cut from 151 to 200 square yards per day, but the ground makes

a difference. Sometimes they do more, otlen less. For what yon de-

scribe the price per hundred ought not to exceed 10». for the turf and oat-

ting. Wo have known, however, 6d. per yard paid.

Plants fob Pot Cultcre (C. .1/.).—Lilinm candidum floro-pleno,

L tiTinnm, nnd Diolvtra spectibilis are suitable for pot culture. They

succeed equnllv well ib pots or planted out. Dielyira spectabiUs is one

of the best of plants for a greenhouse or gentle forcing.

Wintebiso Arctotis BEPT.ANS (Tij)—It should be kept near the glass

in a well-ventilated house from which frost is excluded. It ought to be

potted in poor sandy loam and a little peat, have good drainage, and no

Jnnro woterlhan is necessary to keep the plant alive. Cuttings struck

LniXAXTHES DOCOLASII FOB SPBINO BLOOJtlNO (7"., A'O. 2).—Tho
summer-sown plants now in flower are not likely to survive the winter.

A sowing ought to have been made in the middle of September, but you luu.c ..»." "--"----.;""'
,„..,j ,|-,.„ „ij„r nlants or those taken DP

may vet sow in the same bed.planting out the present occupants. If these in August are more casilj winK.edJlhan older Vi^l'-^0T^^^°2„i')^\^V

tail the seedlings may survive, and if so will flower in May. f* " """ "'

the best annuals for spring gardening.

Wintering Fig Trees in Pots (Idcral—Tho trees in pots will do

well during the winter in a dry cellar cold enough to prevent growth.

Tbe soil oUEht to be kept dry. It is enough to merely exclude frost.

Bemove them to tho orchard house in April.

Golden Feather Ptrethrcm (Jcirm).—It is quite hardy, and may be

left in the beds all wint-r. In wet soils it is Uable to ma'«e late gronths,

and suffer from severe weather. A sandy well-drained soil is best. (An

Amaitur).—\i yonr soil is not very wet, move the plonts this autumn,

with good balls ; plant them where wanted, and they will be better than

those wintered in frames, and plonted out in April. The flower stems

ought to be removed as they appear.

Ccttings of Imperial Blce Pansv [An .,4ma(cur).—The cuttings in-

serted in July will now be well rooted, and ought at once to be planted

ont where they are to lilorm, whi'h will be a better position than under a

north wall. If not planted now, tlioy should bo put in a bed in an open

sunny situation, and he moved with balls to their blooming quarters in

Uarch.

Sowing Virginian Stock fob Spring Blooming (Idem).—To have it in

flower early in spring it should bo sown by the middle of September, but

it may yet be sown, and will flower at the end of April or in Hay, accord-

ing to the tarliness or lateness of the spring.

Planting Bulbs in the Same Beds SorcEssrvELT (Hem).—You may
plant all kinds of bulbs in tho beds they previously occupied. It is uil-

necessary to take out any of the soil ; give a liberal dressing of leaf soil

and manure, and mix it well with the ground.

Wintering Bedding Pelargoniums (Jd<*ml.—Except in mild winters

they cannot be wintered in unprotected cold frames. The sides of tho

frames ought to bo banked-op with ashes to exclude frost, and in addition

to a covering of mats a covering of dry straw in very Sdcre weather

should be placed over the lights. This ought to remain day ond night

till a general thaw. Tbe pbints will not be injured by the darkness os

ong as thev do not grow. In mild weather give nil tho sir possible, and

do not water nor allow them to have rain. The plants ought to he potted

in dry soil, but a better plan is to pUco them in the frame, cover their

more water than is necessary to keep

gust are more easily winttved t hi __ . .,,..,. .-

It is one of
i

from the open ground and potted. They ought to bo established m poU

1
before winter.

Amv Hogg Pelargonich (rdrm).—It succeeds well in a bed, and, like

all the Nosegays, does tolerably well in smoky gardens.

Peopacating Golden Ababis (Hfml.—We presume yours is the smooth

olossv-leavtd kind, Arabis lucida variegata. In some soils it is very

slow-growing but with us in well-drained rather strong soil it snccoeds,

but not neaily so well as the others ; and the beat plants we have seen of

it were grown on a gravelly subsoil overlaid by about 1.^ inches of sandy

loam Lent soil was used for enriching the ground, and the plants were

nronagnted in autumn by division, any unrooted divisions being placed

in sandy soil under a hand-light. We prefer taking cuttings or crown^

wither without roots, in August, and insert them m sandy soil nnder B

hand-glass, keeping them moist, close, and shaded from bright sun, and

admitUng »i_r at^er they begin to grow. The plants are tit to plant out m
autumn "' "''" "' '''"March is likewise a lood tmio for dividing tbe plants, and

nutting in rootless divisions under hand-g asses. Side by side with the

other varieg.ted Arabises it will in some places only drag ou a miserable

existence, whilst tho others grow only too rapidly.

Removing a Wellingtonia [Coiutant B/-adfr).—Transplanting this

tree is attended with great uncertainty after tho specin.en has been two

vears or more in one place, and 'S yours has been six vears where it is,

we cannot promise succss ; but from inquiries we have made, it would

annear that April or early in September are tho best times. Under pro-

seat circumstances, Ihereforo. we would advise you to let tho tree re-

main till late in spring. An experienced planter, whom we consulted

about removing trees nnd shrubs, stated that in his ooinion the WeUmg-

tonia is about the worst to manage, with the exception of Evergreen

Oaks. We hare always preferred smaU phints of both when wo have had

'°Neoi'k"t"d Vise (Jn,r,eu.) —The Grape is too young to decide, but it

looks like a White Muscadine or Sweetwater, either of which will onswel

in the position and circnmslauces. As the Vine produ es so much wood,

thin it out well, leaving ouongh of tho strongest wood, and let that ba

well ripened for next seasons b-sring. We do not see, from what yon

sav, any reason for cutting the Vine down. Bettor try It another year,

' and then if it fail you could plant afresh.
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GHAFTniG Vines (J. TF.).— Graft the Vines by all means ;
all the White

kinds will do well on them, such as Muscats and Foster's White Seedling.

Vine Leaves Spotted {Mrs. Ecathcote)—The Vine leaves are blotched

and scalded. The remedy is either to give air all night at the top of the

house, or to give air early in the morning before the sun strikes on the

house.

Vine Border Ferstenttng (An AmaUur).—Yon must not plant Vines

until the heat of the soil, arisinj; from the turf fermenting, f:ill to 75^

or 80-\ WateriDR such turfy matter, unless you inundate it, would be of

questionable benefit. Better turn part of the material out until it cool.

Fruiting Vises in Pots (Reader).—Between repotting now and re-

potting nest March, there is no comparison; repot at once by all means,

merely disentangling the outside roots a little, and potting firmly. If the

Vines are in good-sized pots—say 15 inches or more in diameter, we would
remove the surface soil carefully, replace it with rich compost, and not

repot at all. We wonll even place a rim on the pot in preference to

repotting. We do not tliink that you need despair of the Frontignan

Vine.

Vines, Strawberries, &c. (A Subscriber).—If yon refer to our adver-

tising columns you will see where they can bo obtained. It would be

unfair for us to select tradesmen. Messrs. Webbfr, Covent Garden
Market, could give you information relative to the sale of fruit.

Frontignan Grapes Shanking [Readcr).~Front\snnn Grapes are more
liable to shank than moat others, and occasionally shanking appears in

its worst form—viz , the main stalk of the bunch withering. We have

not noticed the peculiarities you name when the Vines are grown in a

heated border ; the foliage does not brown, nor do the Grapes shank.

We think the Frontignan Vine requires a warmer, drier, and poorer soil

than many other varieties; a large proportion of the soil of the border

ought to be stones so as to imitite as nearly as possible the soil required

by all Vines, and especially this class of them—namely, a free, open soiJ,

and warm, stony, or rocky ground. In our climate we hive not suffici^^nt

heat to ripen the wood properly, and the roots in outside borders have not

the warmth necessary for a healthy action. It is wel' to encourage more
foliage than we would otherwise do, and by that means keep up root

action ; but the Vine ought to have as great a temperature for its roots

as its branches.

Grafting Vines {A part Subscriber).—1o all your questions we answer
No.

Seedling Pear {W. T. C.).—Unfortunately the Pears were so bruised

and decayed we c )uld not f^rm a correct judgment on them. We found
nntainted by the acco-npaoying decay a little bit which was very nice,

but not sufficient to furm a decided opinion.

Show Gooseberries (An Opfrative).—Three of the best of each colour
are

—

Red: Guido, London, and Hopley's Companion. White: Sheba's
Queen, Tallyho, and Wandering Girl. Green : Conquerine Hero, Thumper,
and Wistaston H*-ro. YeHotv : Husbandman, Broom Girl, and Marigold.
If you wish for size only, then London, Thnmper, Hero of the Nile, and
Leader. They should have a situation not shaded by trees or buildings.
The best soil is a rather strong loam, and if from fresh turf i' could not
be better. Thp ground ought to be trenched 2 feet deep. Nothing is

better than stable manure, or that of horses, cows, or pigs well reduced
;

it should be applied in autumn before planting, mixing it well with the
soil.

Twin CuctriiBERS (Q. R. C C).—A fine pair, but we have seen the same
occurrence several times. The cause is the union of two ovaries.

Planting MnsHROOM Spawn—Strawberries {The Hermltnrie).—Your
planting the 2-inch-pquiro pieces of Mushroom spawn in a Cucumber bed
will succeed according to the slate of the bed. Placing the spawn 3 inches
from the surface is all right enough it that distance brings you near the
dung of the bed. As stated lately, we have planted spawn in the open
ground and had fair success, bnt if we had used the Cucumber bed after

the Cucumbers were ^one, we would have taken off the soil, turned up the
dung a little, beat it down, inserted the spawn at double the distance you
have done, covered with 2 inches of soil, and beat down, nnd if fresh aU
the better. If there were a little heat left in the bed we should expect to
gather in two months. If the soil were somewhat damp, little or no water-
ing would be needed in winter. The ground for your first-class Straw-
berries we would trench and manure heavily, incorpriratiug the manure
with the soil. Turn out the stmng plants in rows 15 inches apart, and
2 feet from row to row, and mulch the ground after planting.

Heating a Conservatory from a Kitchen Boiler (T. H. T.).—There
will be no difficulty m taking a side flow and return pipe to heat your
conservatory, situated as it is. the kitchen boiler now supplying hot water
to the top of the house. Of course, the more piping you beat the greater
will be the demand on the boiltr, but there will bo no likelihood of a
deficiency of heat at the top of the majsion. With plenty of fire and
command in the boiler, you might take pipes over every separate storey if

you liked. At first you may liave to curtail the flow to the top of the
mansion to make the water flow freely into the pipes in the conserva-
tory, but that is not often required. Hot water is sometimes skittish
and peculiar. We have had half a dozen pipes pi"oceeding from the
same level in an open cititern, and some of these would not take their
right quantity of heit unless some more fortunate pipes were plugged
a little, so as to make the flow all over more equal. As to your pro-
posed house and pit, more especially as you mean to plant Vines, and
these houses are to b« lean to's, we would advise you to make the height
at back 10 feet instend of R feet, and have them from 5 to 6feet in front,
and 10 feet in width. This will enable you to have a platform on each
side of a path down the middle of the plant house, and the same with
one or two pits in the other, and building all above ground will give you
most pleasure. For such a hou«e, hot water would be best, but flues
would do very well. It wonld, however, be best to have a flue for each
house. In the propagating part take the flue round the houae under
the floor level, so as to be in the centre of the pit, atovo which have a
chamber covered over, and slides in the chamber to let the heat into
the air of the hoiis<'. Witli one pit and the flue exposed on the other
Bide, you would not need these hot-air openings. The best trees we
know of for the hfn.-^ido are the Pinus Pinaster, the Evergreen Oak,
and the Maple; and the best climbers the Virginian Creeper, Ivy, and
Clematis. ^ I

Heating a Oreenhocse (fferoTi).—The proposed arrangements will
j

answer if your Ferns are not tender, and yon do not wish your warm

greenhouse to be above from 45° to 50° in severe weather. The pipinf; in
the cool greenhouse will enable you to exclude frost in severe weather,
and to keep the house at from 34^ to 40^. You will perceive that you will

only have one flow and one return through the Fern house, and when all

the pipes are at work, the return will be rather cool before the water
reaches there. We approve of the stoppage at H, between the two houses,
but to make sure we would recommend you to have, by a T-joint, two
flows in the Fern house as far as the partition, and if you wish for a
good heat in the warm greenhouse, we would have two flows and one
return as far as h. For your purpose a small conical or saddle-back
boiler would behest. The terminal saddle-back is better than the com-
mon one. A boiler costing from 50s. to 60s. ought to suit your purpose.

Arnott's Stove [Constant Subscriber).—A moveable iron stove with a
square top for water, would best suit your purpose—say, a stove 1 foot

square, 2 feet high, with fire-brick round the fireplace inside. The
square top will do for a vessel of water. A small brick stove would
answer better, but then it would he fixed. See what was stated to corre-

spondents lately as to smoke-pipes and their position. You might have
a brick stove fed from the outside like the furnace for a flue, but only a
smoke-pipe from it instead of a flue. Much has lately been said on re-

guhitiug draught from the ash-pit door.

Plant Case (J. D.).—We have no doubt that you would succeed as
well with the larger case as with the smaller one, and be as snccessfol
with cuttings as you have been with seeds. There will be no doubt of
your succeedine with cuttings sent by post, as advertised by dealers in
our columns; the post has an advantage in quickness of transit. Any
small Ferns, as the Adiantums or Maiden-hairs, and the smaller of the
hardy Ferns, will do admirably in such a case, and so would small plants
of Coleos, but though they will succeed separately, they will not suc-
ceed so well together, as the moist atmosphere that would suit the Ferns
will be apt to damp the Coleuses, or cause them to grow too freely. A
Somewhat dry atmosphere, and a temperature of from 55" to 60*^ suits

them best in winter, when it is desirable to keep them in little space.

They grow freely enough in spring and summer, but in a close moist at-

mosphere and a temperature of from 45' to 50- in winter tbey will damp
off to a certainty. Dryness is their safety in a low temperature. You can
have covers forVols. XV. and XVI., free' by post, if you enclose 2s. Sd. in
postage stamps with your direction.

Asparagus not Succeeding (.4 Sit6?crift^r).—We think the failure is

entirely owing to the soapy condition of the soil about the crowns, com-
bined with heavy dressings of salt, which tend to make the surface soil

still more moist. We would remove the surface soil down to the crowns
when the haulm becomes yellow, and replace it with a compost of sandy
loam, leaf soil, and river or sharp sand in equal parts, not covering
deeper than 3 inches, and then putting on 3 inches of manure, not cover-

ing it with soil, as is usually done. In spring point over the beds lightly,

and sow the seed early in April, three rows in a bed, and thin out the
seedlings in June to 6 inches apart. Dress with salt in ilarch, but not
next year. 1 lb. per square yard is sufficient.

Conifers for a Lawn (Idem).—You confine us to dwarf kinds, none to
exceed 10 feet in height when full grown. You may plant the following:

—

Abies rubra cserulea, A. elegans ; Juniperus macrocarpa, J. communis
pendula ; Retinospora ericoides, Taxas adpressa, and Thuja plicata

cauca^iica.

Fruit-growing for Profit (W.M.).—Growing Peaches in the open
air in this country, however good the crops realised, seldom pays. Good
winter Pears are far more profitable ; or, why not cover your wall with
glass, and then Peaches would in your climate come in pretty early, and
secure a good price before the great glut of the season could compete
with them ?

Charcoal for Potting (A. B. C.).—Any wood answers well. The
shavings you mention would make a powdery charcoal, that would do
for mixing with the soil, and the lumps of Sycamore would do for drain-

age if not larger than walnut*, nor smaller than peas.

Fancy Pelargonium Leaves Turning Yellow [Anxious Inquirer).—
There is nothing wrong with the leaves. Their office is at an end, and
they turn yellow and would fall if you did not pick them off. You should
have cut the plants down after flowering to within three or four eyes ot

the old wool, or each shoot to within two or three eyes of its base, keep-

ing the plants dry until they began growing, and then watering as re-

quired. You should have potted the plants when they had made shoots
about an inch long, and you would now have had fresh green leaves.

Cut them back now, and do not keep the eoU more than moist. If green
fly again appear fumigate with tobacco.

Pentstemon Propagation (Idem).—Take the side shoots that como
from near the root, slip them off, and pare the bottom smooth with a
sharp knife; or cut them immediately below a joint. Trim ';fi' the leaves
halfway up thecutiing?:, insert the latter that depth in sandy soil in awarm
situation, and cover with a hand-glass. Keep the soil moist but not very
wet, and shade from bright sun. Keep the lisht over the cuttings close

for a month, then give air by tilting it. Cuttings may be put in now,
but the end of August is, perhaps, the beat time. They strike freely in

spring and summer.
Digging Between Strawberry and Raspberry Rows (Idem) —

Nothing is more injurious than deep digging between plants. The
ground should be cleaned and loosened a little, but not so deeply as to
interfere with the roots, and the surface mulched with manure. It does
not dry at this season as in summer, and the rains of autumn and winter
will carry down to the roots its nutritive principles.

Caterpillars (G. 31. D.).—They were the larvse of some one of the

Hawk moths ; but without a full description of the colours of the body
and bom. we cannot say which. We cannot publish what you write

about the Pansies.

Insects—Fruit [T. E. 6f.).—The insects attacking your Plums are

hornets. The Pear is Beadnell's Seedling, but the Apple we do not

recognise.

Names or Fbuits (I. C.).—1, Winter Hawthomden ; 2, Bedfordshire

Foundling; 3, Wyken Pippin ; 4. Brougham. iCol. Eookf}.—V,'e had to

pay 6d. for vour box. 3, Golden Reinette ; 4. Margil ; 8, Pearson's Plate

;

13, Feam's Pippin ; 15, Beurre d'Aremberg. The others are all cyder and
perry fruits, of which we have no means of knowing the names. (Jf,

Thompson).—The Apple from Devonshire is Scarlet Pearmain. Though
an ornamental and handsome Apple we do not know that it has ever
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been ftrowo exten^ivol^ for mftrket. (Guemtey).~~The Urffo trrooD Apple
is Aliriston, aod that with a brown tinge on it ia Wamer'd Kin^^.

ASdS OP PuiHTfl ((?. P.).—Corintho minor. (T.H. C. D.).— 1, Physalis
edalis. the CapeGoosoherni- ; 2. Bftlsntnitn vulgariij—Costmnry. (.4. B. C).—t, Bnrt^iAodontitcH ; a, Achillea Ptflrmira ; 8, Juncurt bnfonius ; •!, Cares
Tulpina ; 5, Angelica eylvostris ; <5, Sanlcala ouropn-^ ; 7, Oxvria reni-
formiti. (Af. i'arsonj).—Catalpa syriogn! folia. {Ignoram\i«).—h\i\ximvir-

Ratnm. (L. M. H.).—Your Fern Is Lomuia epicant. Tar. orlstata. It has
been flgnrod ia " Lowe's Native Fcmfi." Vol.2, where seTeral other ab-
normal form* of the Hard Fi-ro are described. {An /nqufr^r).—Some
8nlannni, most probably 8. capsicnstrum. Wo sboald bo able to tell yoo
with (greater certainty if your ppeciraen hnd been fn bloom. The whole
family ia of a poiHonous nnturo. (Drmn) -1, Uyporirnm Rndroapmam;
5, Meliaaa offlcinaliB variegata ; B, CelsU oricntalla. The reist next week.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending September 2ftth.

DiTl!.
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on the 16th and 17th of December, lies before me. They have,

I see, changed their quarters to the Drill Hall—a happy augnry
that they may have many volunteers to the Pigeon fancy.

The President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and Honorary Secre-

tary are our old friends—Messrs. Montgomery, Muir, Wallace,

and Kuthven. The schedule is divided into two portions :

—

classes for members' competition only, for birds bred in 1869,

which must be bred by the exhibitor ; and class prizes given

by the Society, open to all competitors. In the former tho

prizes consist of twelve silver medals for Pouters, value one

guinea each, two for Carriers of two guineas' value, one of the

same value for Barbs, and the same for Short-faced Tumblers.

With respect to the class prizes given by the Society, and open
to all competitors, there are fourteen prizes of '20s. each for

Pouters, and the like number of 10s. and 5s. prizes, and a

silver medal, value £'2 2s., as a special prize for the cock

Pouter, best in form and carriage, and a similar silver medal
for the best hen Pouter, offered by Capt. Heaton. Then five

prizes for Carriers and a medal ; two for Short-faced Tumblers
and a medal ; two for Barbs and a medal ; FantaiU one prize

— j.t'., one first, one second, and one third; this is the case

throughout. Jacobins, two and medal ; Trumpeters, three and
medal; Tnrbits, one and medal; English Owls the same;
Foreign Owls also the same; Nuns a prize; so also Beards,

Balds, or Tumblers. A prize is also given (20s., 10s., and 5s
)

for Antwerps. Most properly " it is requested by the Society

that exhibitors attach to the entries for this class certificates of

performances as flyers, which will be published in catalogue."

The schedule finishes with a prize for Dragoons, and one for

Fancy Pigeons, not otherwise classed ; and a prize of a guinea
to the pair of birds most beautiful in plumage. I heartily wish
the Committee a good show, good weather, and plenty cf

visitors.

—

Wiltshire Bectob.

PENCILLINGS FROM AYLESBURY.
Yon know, Messrs. Editors, what a rambler I am ; how at

one time I am in Surrey, at another in Susses; how on one
occasion I found myself at Clifton, at another at Leighton.
You will, therefore, I trust, forgive me if I send you the results

of a ramble which I resolved upon for the purpose of viewing
the poultry show held at Aylesbury on the 22nd inst.

The place is, indeed, quite a type of a country town, having
a good open square in the centre, a noble market and Corn
Exchange, to eay nothing of the church, which has been
restored and beautified in no ordinary manner, in a great
measure, I am told, through the efforts of that veteran fancier,
Mr. John Fowler. Accompanied by a friend, who had come all

the way from Surrey to see the Show, and as he hoped, to
carry off a silver cup, I wended my way to the Market House,
whither the chorus of the chanticleers summoned us in terms
which could not be mistaken. At the door were eager ex-
hibitors, anxiously awaiting the signal for admission ; a few,
however, seemed to be already aware of the results in certain
classes, though how this was managed your deponent knoweth
not. Some members of the Committee can probably explain
the difficulty. About one o'clock we learnt that the Judge's
labours were almost over, and that we might enter. Consider-
ing that thirteen or fourteen silver cups were offered for com-
petition, we naturally expected a first-rate show ; but this it

can scarcely be called. Some of the classes were unquestion-
ably good. The Horkittijii, in particular, were pronounced to be
excellent, and seventeen entries from all parts of England
proved that there was a determined struggle for the possession
of the two silver cnps. The award of the Judge with respect
to these no one appeared inclined to question ; but the third-
prize pen certainly seemed inferior to some others, the comb
of the cock being such as would have frightened Mr. Hewitt.
Close by was a magnificent cockerel with a pullet equally good,
which seemed worthy of some notice ; broken and twisted toes,

and possibly crooked breasts, may have led the Judge to pass
them by. An exhibitor in this class seems to have made a
mistake with regard to his birds. They reminded me (hearing
as I did but one opinion from the most experienced fanciers) ,of

the old saying, that "men are but children of a larger growth,"
which here appeared to run, " cocks are but cockerels of a
larger growth." A similar mistake, it was confidently asserted,
had been made in the Spanish class, round which at one time
words ran high, and voices were far too loud to be musical. The
Ducks, it need scarcely be said, were very good ; Mrs. Seamons
and Mr. Fowler, aa usual, holding their own. The Turkeys,

though few in number, were good. Here, again, it was con-

fidently declared that an old bird was entered in a class in which
chickens only could claim a prize, and the old scales on the

hocks offered ocular proof of what no one coull doubt. Tho
French fowls were fairly represented ; and everyone would admit
that Mr. Leno deserved the first and second piizes he won with
his Banta77>s. The Geese were excellent, but in one pen two
ganders led one to suppose that the owner was scarcely aware

of the conditions of the Show. The Hamhurghs and Polaiids

were far from numerous, and the Light Brahmns did not

obtain even a commendation, their darker brethren being de-

cidedly good.

As the question of compound foods has been before your
readers, 1 may mention that I was assured by the owners of

two of the finest pens in the exhibition, one of them the

winner of a silver cup, that they had used no compound food

whatever in producing what really were first-rate results.

My ledections on returning from my ramble, I found, were
of a very mixed character. Delighted as I had been to see

such beautiful specimens of my feathered friends, I could not

but regret that so many charges of dishonesty should be brought,

and I fear with too much truth, against some who ought to

care to win only with honour. To enter "Id birds as chickens,

or ganders as Geese, is really an attempt to obtain for yourself

what belongs to another, and no man with a spark of good

feeling would condescend to such tiioky shamelessness.

Honesty, however, is after all the best ijolicy—it is the good

birds, and the honest exhibitors, that in the long run win ; and
even if a judge is now and then deceived, the deceit does not

last an hour, while the exhibitor earns for himself the con-

tempt of all whose good opinion is worth having. I wished,

too, that certain exhibitors would take with them a larger

supply of good temper. To hear the language of some of them,

attacking first one and then another, never content except they

had appropriated everything to themselves, one would sup-

pose that no one else possessed anything worth having. Hap-
pily this is not the case with the great majority of poultry

fanciers ; for myself I may say that the fancy has led me to

make the acquaintance of many whom I cannot but esteem,

while it has solaced hours of sadness, and relieved the tedious-

nesa of a wearying occupation.—E. M. B. A.

The following ia the list of awards :
—

DoBKlNGS (Any varitty).— 1, J. LonHland, Grendon. 2, Eer. E. Bar
trum. Great Bprkhainpstead. 8. J. Smith, SMUinglee Park, Sussex
he and c, L. Patton, Hillmore, Bishops Hull.

BR4H3IA3 (Any yariety).—1, Cup, and 2, H. B. Morrell, Cae Mawr, Clyro.

3. H. Brown, Putney Heath, he, Mrs. Burrell, Ipswich; C. Layland,
Morris Broolt, Wiirrinffton ; .1. K. Fowler.
Spanish—1. J. Laming, Cowhnrn, Spalding. 2, W. R. BiiU, Newport

Papnell. 3 and he, F. James. Peckham Rye.
Cochins (Buff).—1. C. Sidgwick, Kyddlesden Hall, Keighlcy. 2, J. H.

Dawes, Moseley Hall, Birmingham. 3, F. W. Rust, Hastings, he, Mrs.
Burrell.

Cochins (Partridge).—!. C. Sidgwick. 2 and 3, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—1 and Cnp, J. R. Fletcher,

Stoneclouqh, Manchester. 2 and 8, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. he, T.

Dyson, Halifax.
Game (Any other colour).—1,T. Dyson.
French Fowls (Creye-Cceurs).—1 and Cop, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade.

2, Miss E. Williams, Henllys, Berriew. 3, Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell,

Aylesbury.
French Fowls (Any other variety).—1 and 2, O. Quibell, Newark.

3, C. Layland.
Hamborohs Gold or Silyer-pcncilled).—1 and Extra Prize, R. E. Parker,

Ipswich. 2, J. Laming. 3,- Barford. Aylesbury, ftc, S. Burn, Whitby.
Hamborohs ( Gold or Sihor-spangled).—1, J. Laming. 2, — Barford.

Game Bantams.—1, H. C. Rogeis, Newport Pagnell. 2, W. Adams,
Ipswich. 3, F. Pittis, Newport. Isle of Wight.
Bantams (.\ny other variety).-1 and 2, M. Leno, Dunstable. 3, J.

Laming.
Any other Variety not Before Mentioned—1, J. Laming. 2, J. K.

Fowler. 3, C. Sidgwick.
Ducks (Aylesbury).— 1. Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury. 2 and

3, J. K. Fowler, he, H. .Jones. Dinton, near Aylesbury, c, Mrs. Burrell.

(Maiden Class).—1. W. Weston, Aylesbury. 2J J. Funge, Long Marston.

3, T. Kingsley, Borascroft. he, J. Funge.
DccES (Ronen).—1, J. K. Fowler. 2, S. H. Stott, Rochdale. 3, J. L.

Lowndes, Aylesbury.
Ddcks (Any other variety).-1, S. Bum. 2, C. N. Baker, Chelsea.

3, Lieut.-Col. H. B. Lane, he, C. N. Baker ; M. Leno.
Geese (.\nyyariety).—l, J. K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. M. Seamons. S, S. H.

Stott. he, J. K. Fowler ; Mrs. M. Seamons.
Turkeys (Any yarietyi.-l and 2, L. Patton. 3, S. H. Stott.

Guinea Fowls.—1, iliss T. A. Cresswell, Hounslow. 2, J. Treadwell,

Upper Winchendon.
Pheasants (Any variety).—1, M. Leno. 2, 3, and ftc, J. K. Fowler.

Selling Class.—1, J. K. Shrimpton, Easington. 2, H. Jones. 3, H.

Brown, Putney.

Pigeons.— Carriers (Any variety).-!, P. H. Jones. Pnuters (Any

variety).—1 and 2, P. H. Jones. Fantails (Any variety).—1, P. H. Jones.

2, F. Graham, Birkenhead, he, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. Any other
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Variety.—I and 2. P. H. Jonas, he, J, K. Fovler; H. Ouney, Ayleabnry

;

F. H. Jones ; F. Orabaui.

JcDQE.—Mr. G. S. Sainabury, Devizes.

WOODSTOCK AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS
POULTRY SHOW.

The twelfth annoal Show of this Society was held in Blr^nhcim Park,
on September '21st., niul was ouo of the most sacce^sfol meetiuga ever
held there. The followiug are the awards :

—

Dorkings.— 1, J. Hutt. Thrapp. Kidliuston. 2. H. L. Gaskfill. KiddinRton
Park. S, DnclicBS of MarJliorou^h, Btonbcim PaUcc. Chickens.— 1 and
3, Dnchess of Murlbororoupb. 2. J. Hutt.
Brahmas.— 1, Dueboss of Marlborough. Chickens.—1, — Kconc.
Hambdrghs.— .Spanf/Ifti.—1 nnd 2, — Godden, Woodstock. Chickens.—-

1. — Evans, Maratoa, near Oxford. 2, — Gudden. Pi-ncilUd. —I, —
Aries, KiddJDcton, nenr Oxford. 2, — Wiirmington, Woodstock. Chickens,
1 and ;•. — Brimfiold, Kxeter Colkce, Oxford.
Game.—1, J. Hutt. 2, — Warmiugton. C/ncAc/is.—1, J. Hutt. 2, With-

held.
Geese.—1, Duchess of Marlborough. GoaUng$.—l, Dachess of Marl-

borough.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—!, Dnchoes of MarlboronRh. 2. A. Bovryer, Steeple

AahtoD. Diicklirtds.-l, — Amioa, Coombo. 2, H. L. G;iakell.
Ducks (Kouon).— 1 and 2, — Woodford, Kidlington. Ducklings.—1^ —

Woodford. 2, H. L. Gaskell.
Duces (Any variety i

—1 and 2. — Lester.GljTnpton, Woodstock. Duck-
lings.—1, — Lester. 2. Wilsdon, Woodstock.
TCRKEY8 (Black).— 1, Duchess of Marlborough. Poults.—l^ Dachess of

MftrlborouRh. 2, U. L. Gaskell.
Turkeys (Grey).—1, Duchess of MnrlborouRh. Poults.—1^ Duchess of

Marlborough. 2, — Daves, Kensiodton, Woodstock.
Special Prizes (Given by the Duchess of Marlborough).-1. J. Hutt.

2, W. Pratt. Woodstock.
Champion Prize (Givenby the President. James Mason, Esq., Eynsbam

Hall).— 1, Duchess of Marlborough. tViicA-fn*.—1, — Keene.

Judge.—Mr. G. S. Sainsbury. Devizes.

Worthincton; W. Oamon, Hoola OotUffO. Chafltor; 8. H. Rtott. «, S,
Leech. Ann uHier Distinct Variety.—I &Dd 2, A. O. Wortbtngton.
Extra Claha.—1 and 2, Viscount Anson, Rinton Abbey. EcdeshtU

(iilver-biced Sebright and Goldtn-lac^'d Subricht). he, Vificonnt Anson
(Golden-laccd Sebright Bantams) ; J. Neville, Huelour UalJ, Tamwoctfa
(Silky).

The Judges were the Rev. Tbomaa O'Grftdy, of Ashhoome, and
Edward Hewitt, Esq., of BimuDgham.

BURTON-ON-TRENT POULTRY SHOW.
Few shows of poultry have been so well eupportecl as that which

took place at Burton-on-Trent on the 23rd inst. Held in a locality

easily accessible to a dense population, and having the assistance of

many local poultry-keepers, success was almost a certainty, and but
for a few flitting showers, all went on as pleasantly as possible. Some
birds amonq the Oame, though moulting, were especially noticeable,

:

and the show of Dorl-ings was unusually good, (.^ockins might have
been shown in higher condition, but the Brahmas, both Light and Dark-
feathered, were excellent, llmnbiirghs were so well represented, that
it was worth making a long journey to see them. The single cock
class was a signal failure. The Tarhajs, the (jccsc, and the classes

for domesticated -Duels, were really admirable ; and in the extra
class were some very creditable specimens of Sebright Hantanis^ which
obtained extra prizes. The teut was exceedingly commodioas, and
the general arrangements first-rate.

YOUNG BIRDS.
Gaite (Black-breasted and other Reds). — 1. Duke of Sutherland,

Trentham Hall. 2, R. Ashley, Nantwich. he, W. H. L. Clare, Twycross,
Atherstone.
Game (Any other variety).—1, Duke of Sutherland. 2, R. Ashley.

he. Master J. Fletcher. Stoneclouflh, Manchester (Piles).
SrANiBH.—1, J. Walker, Wolverhampton, 2, T. & E. Comber, Myddleton

Hall, Warrington.
Dorkings (Coloured, except SUver-Greys).—1. Mrs. F. S. Arkwright,

Etwall Hall, Derby. 2, L. Patton, Hillmore, Bishop's Hull, Tauuton.
Tic, Conntess of Chesterfield, Bretby Hall, Burton-on-Trent; S. H. btott,
Rochdrtlc. c. Mrs. F. S. Arkwright.
Dorkings (Silver-Grev or White).—1, CounteFS of Chesterfield. 2. Lady

Bagot. BlithtU-ld Hal). Rugelej-. c. Miss E. Williauis. Henllys, Berriew.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon or Buff).-1. Mrs. AUsopp. Hindlip Hall,

Worcester. 2, C. Sidgwick, Ryddlesden Hall, Keighley. he, J. H. Dawes,
Birmingham.
CocHiN-CniNA (Brown, Partridge-feathered, or other varieties).—1, Mrs.

A. Williamson, Quoniborou.,'h Hall, Leicester. 2. C. Sidgwick. he, H.
LingH-ood, Martlesham, Woodbridge. c, A. O. Worthingtou, Newton Park,
Burton-on-Trent.
Brauma Pootra (Dark).—! and 2, Rev. E. Alder, Etwall Vicarage,

Derby, he. Rev. E. Alder ; H. Lingwood ; II. B. Morrell, Cae Mawr, Clyro,
Hay. c, Mrs. A. Williams, Hearsby, Leicester.
Brahma Po^tha (Lightl.—1. Mrs. A. Williamson, 2, H. Lacey, Hebden

Bridge, he, H. M. Mnynai-d, Holmewood, Rvde.
Hambcrohs.—Go/ri<ii-;)fnfine(i.—1, W. K.'Ticknor.Ipswich. 2, Duke of

Sutherland, c, H. Pickles, jun., Earby ; Duke of Sutherland. Siiivr-
j)enciUcd.—l and he, Duke of Sutherland. 2. H. Pickles, jun. c, Mrs AU-
sopp. Goldcn-pencilUd.— , E. Brierley, Heywood, Manchester. 2, H.
Pickles, jun. he and c, Duke of Sutherland. Silver-fpangUd.—1 and
he, Duke of Sutherland. 2, H. Pickles, jun.
Single Cockerels.—Gam^.—I, W. H. L. Clare. Dorking.—1^ Mrs. F.

S, Arkwright. Cochin-China.— \, A. O. Wortbington.
Turkeys (Any variety).—1. Mrs. A. Guy, Eaton, Grantham. 7ic, F. E.

Rich.irdson, Bramshall, Uttoxeter ; E. Leech, Rochdale; S. H. Stott,
Rochdale.
Goslings.-1, S. H. Stott. 2, Rev. G. Hustler, StilUncfleet Vicarage,

York, he, J. Faulkner ; E. Leech; S. H. Stott. c, G. J. Mitchell, Burtuu-
on-Trent.
DucKLraos (White Ayleabnry).—!, C. Havers. Ingatestone, Essex. 2, E.

Leech, he, 3. H. Stott. JRown.—1 and 2, W. H. Robaon. /«, A. U.

HIPPERHOLME POULTRY SHOW.
Tins Show wfl^ held September 18th. The number of entries vm

not large, bnt any defieieucy in this redpect was fully cora|>ensatcd for
by the quality of the birds. There was a large entry of Oainc, and
the competition was ver}' close, many tirst-class birds only receiving
commendations. The entry of Coduns and Si>anUh was small, bnt
the winning pens were good. The Ilamhur'jh class was saperior ; th6
first-prize pen of Silver-spangled was excellent. Of G<unc JiatUana
there was a large and fair cla«s. The " Any variety " class was com-
posed of Blark Hamburghs and Polands, all good birds ; the first prize
being awarded to an extra pen of Black Hamburgh chickens. Iloaen
J)ucl:s are increasing in numbers and quality, and ought to have prizes

awarded them, independently of the '* Any variety " class. It would b©
much better when shows are held so late as September, if only chickena
were allowed to compete, as adult fowls are generally in the moult, and
not fit for exhibition.

Game Cock (\nv colour)-l.H. .Towclt. Idlo. 2, U. HomiDgway, SholL
S, Green & SutcUffe. Queensbiirv. he. T. Dvson. Halifax.
Game ( Blark-breafted or other Redsi.—1, T. Dv^^on, 2. H. Jowett.
Game (Any other varir^tv).—1, T. Dvson. 2, .7." Sunderland. Colcy Hall,

Hipperholine. 3, H. Jowoit. he,T. Denton, i^outbowram. flrn or Pullet.—1, R. Hemingway. 2, A. S. lUley, Kirkburlon. he, M. B. Wyvill, bheU;
C. Afihworth. Halifax.
CocHiN-CmsA (Any variety).—1 and 2, C, Sidgwick, Byddlesden Hall.

Keiehiey.
Spanish.—! and 2. J. Thresh, Bradford.
Hamburghs. — Golden-spanijled. —1, H, Pickles, jnn., Earby, Skipton.

2. W. Driver, Morton Banks, Keiwhlcy. OoUL n-peneilled.-l, W. Clayton,
Morton Banks, K^-ighlov. 2. H Pickles, jun. he, S. Smith, Nortbowram.
Silver-span'jled —I. Asbtan & Booth, Mottram. 2, W. Bairstow, Bingley.
he. W. Bairstow ; H. Pickles, jun. j T. GATuctt, Idle. Silver-peneilUd,—
1, r. Gamett. 2. H. Pickles, jun.
Game Bantams (Any colour).—1, F. Steel. Stump Cross, near Halifax.

2. M.B.Riley, Woodside,HinperhoIme. ftc, S. Speak, Range Bank, Halifax;
F. Steel.
Bantaus (Any other variety).-!. J. Walker, Halifax. 2, M. B. Eiley.

he, M. B. Riley ; .1. Longbottora, Halifax.
Any btiikr Di^^tinct Vauikty.- 1, C. Sidgwick. 2, H. Pickles, jiin.

he. J. S. Senior, Dewsburv ; H. W. ItUogworth, Idle.
DncKS (Aylesbury).—!, M. B. Riley
Docks i Any other variety).—!. J. ri. Senior. Extra ! for local prize, If.

B. Rilev. 2, C. Si igwick. Extra 2, S. & R. Asbton. Mottram.
Pigeons.-Dragoons.-1, F. rtteel. 2. .1. S. Senior. OicU.—\, F. Steel.

2, T. Egglo^ton Halifax. Turbili.—l, T. Eggloston. 2, T. Denton, Sonth-
owram. Fmtaih.-l, T. Eggleston. 2, J. K. Kobsou. Common.—!, F.
Steel. 2, W. Mitchell, Hipperholme. Anrj other Variety,—1, J. S. Senior.
2, T. Eggleston.

Judges.—Mr. Dodds, Wakefield ; Mr. Josepb AValkcr. Haya-Park,
Knaresborongh.

MARCH POULTRY SHOW.
The Show at March was admirably condncted. and for the first

time it was held on two consecutive days—viz., September 2*2nd and
23rd. Every accommodation was secured lor the birds, whether fowls

or Pigeons, and Mr. Bellott's well-known exhibition pens showed all

to the fullest advantage, a largo tent affording ample protection from
the weather. Grey Dorhimjs were a fair class, huL the class for any
other variety of Dorkings was as bad as it well could be ; the Grej
Dorking chickens were excellent. The (iamr for tho most part were
not in full plumage. Many pens of Ilttnihnrgh.^ were shown that
would bo most creditable to auy show, and there were also some
decidedly good liraJtrnfia. l^trkeya aud (nfse were good, but the chief

feature of the show-t«nt was the collection of I'iiiemis. No doubt the

success of this division of tke Show this year will only be a prelade to

its extension on fatoie occasions. The attendance was espociaUy

good.

DoRKiNos (Coloured).—1, R. Wood, Clapton, near Thrapstonc. 2, P.
Parlett, Great BaJdow.
Dorkings.— Cftiftfii*.—!, J. Roper, Birhnm, Ipswich. 2, R. Wood.

lie, J. B Hftrvey, Tuddenhum, MildenhalK Blue-speckled); Rev. F. Tearle*
Gazeley Vicarage, Newmarket : h\ Parlett ; G. S. Hall, Ely.

Game (Black-breasted or other Redj.—I and 2, ti. Matthew, he, J. T.
Afhley, Litcham.
Game (Any other variety).—1, S. Matthew (Dnckwings). 2, S. DeacOD,

jun., Ounfile.

Cochin-China (BufTj.-!, J. H. Dawes, Birmingham. 2, W, C. Little,
Stria's Holt, M.arch.
Cochis-Chisa (Any other variety).—1, H. Lingwood, Woodbridge,

fPartridge). 2, Miss Hales, Canterbury (White), c, R. W. Smith, Grand-
ford. March (PHrtridgel.
Game Bantams (Any variety).—1, A. Storrar, Poterborough (Black-

lirciisted Heil). 2, W. Adams, Ipswich (Black-breaisted Itcd). e, F.
Richardson, Chatteris.
Bantams (Sobrigbts, Golden, or Silver).—!, Hiss A. Hodson, North

PethertoD, near Bridgewater. 2, T. C. Harrison, Hull, c, i;«v. F. Toarle.
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BlHTAiis (Any other variety).—1. G. S. Hall, Ely (White foather-legged).

a, Rev. F. Tearle. Extra 2, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. c, A. Storrar

(Black).
HAMBCEOHa (Golden or Silver-spangled).—! and Cap, H. Pickles, jun.

Skipton. 2, S. « R. Ashton.
Hamboeohs (Golden or Silver.pencilled).—1, W. K. Tickner, Ipswich.

2,H. Pickles. Jan.
Spanish.— 1. T. C. A E. Newbitt, Epworth. 2, G. S. Hall, Ely.

Brahma Pootra (Dark).—1, J. T. Ashley. 2, H. Dowsett, Pleshey,
Chelmsford.
Beahsia Pootea (Light).—1, J. Pares, PostJord, Gaildlord. 2, H.

^)0W66tt
Airr OTHER Vabiett.—1, H. Pickles, jan. (Polands). 2, T. Spnrr, King's

Lynn (Japanese), c, k. S, Rae, Ely (Silver-spangled Polish).

Any Breed Except DoEKnJGS.

—

Chickens.—1, H. Dowsett. 2, W.
Dring, Favorsham (Houdansl. he. Miss Hales, Canterbury (Light

Brahmas) ; W. K. Patrick, Lj-un (Polands) ; Mrs. E. Williams, Henllys
(Creve Coears).

Sei-lino Class.—1, Dr. D. C. Campbell, Brentwood. 2, B. Branford,
March (Silver-pencilled Hamburj^'js).
TcEKEVs (Any variett).-1, T Morton, Offord D'Arcy (Cambridge).

2,G. S. H.111. he. }. B. Hides, Wisbech Fen (Cambridge).
Docks (Ronen).—1, L. Patton, Hillmore, Taunton. 2. G. S. Hall.

Duces (Ajlesbury).—1, S. Deacon, jnn., Oundle. 2, C. Havers, Ingate-
Btone.
Ddcks (Any other variety^.-1, S. & R. Ashton. 2, T. C. Harrison.
Geese (Any variety).-1, J. T. Ashley. 2, A.. Grounds, March. Goslings.

—1, J. T. Ashley. 2, T. Morton, he, H. Mitchell, Warboys.

PIGEONS.
Caeeiers.—1, P. W. Metcalfe. Cambridge. 2, J. Addison, Cambridge.

lie, R. Hall, Cambridge; H. Yitrdley, Birmingham, c, E. Walker.
Tdmblees.—1, J. H. Irving, Lingfield, East Grinstead. 2, J. Fielding

Jan., Rochdale.
Owls.—1, J. Fielding, Jan. 2, G.S. Hall (White). Jic, J. Fielding, jun.

J* H. Irving.
Pouters. — 1, B. Rnston; jnn., Chatteris. 2, E. Walker, Leicester.

kc, G. S. Hall ; U. Yardley.
Barbs.—1 and 2, J. U. Irving, he, J. Fielding. Jan. ; H. Yardley.
Fantails.— 1, H. Yardley. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. he, G. S. Hall.

jAcoBtHS.—1, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, U. Yardley. he, G. Johnson,
Kettering.
TtTREiTS.-1, H. Yardley. 2. J. Fielding, jnn. he, T. C. & E. Newbitt.
Amy other Variety.—1, H. Y'ardlev. '1, T. C. Marshall (Magpies).

he, T. C. Marshall (MaKpies) : J. T. Ashley (Runts) ; H. Yardley.
Selling Class.— 1,H. Yardley. 2, E. Walker (Pouters). c,LadyPigot,

Branches Park, Newmarket (Nuns).
E.XTRA.— c, C. B. Bates (Doves).

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook, near Birmingham, was the

Judge.

LANCASTER POULTRY SHOW.
The tenth annual Exhibition of the Lancaster Agricultural Associa-

tion was held at Lancaster on the 21st iust. The foUowing are the

awards made for ponltrr, the Show of which was bat small :

—

Game (Any colour).—1, T. Mason, Lancaster. 2, J. Hodgson, Barton.
e, J. Hodgson ; T. Mason. Cock.—1, J. Hodgson.
Hambcbghs.—GoUitn-peneilled.—1 and 2, B. Bee. Silver-peneilled.—

1,-J. Robinson. 2, B. Bee. Golden-spangled,—1 and 2, J. Robinson. Silver-
spanatcd.—1 and 2, J. Robinson.
DoEKiNGS.—1, R. Smalley. 2, W. H. Butcher, c, R. Smalley; J.

Robinson.
Cochin-China (Any colour).—1 and c, J. Robinson. 2, J. Parkinson.
Spanish (Black) —1 and v, G. Standen.
Game Bantams.—1, W. H. Butcher. 2, J. Parkinson, c, J. Robinson.
Turkeys.—1, J. Cock. 2, R. Richmond, c, R. Stackhouse.
Ducks.- Aulesbury.—1 J. Robinson. 2, B. Bee. e, J. Robinson ; R.

Smalley. Rouen.—I. J. Parkinson. 2. J. Walker, e, J. Robinson.
Geese.—1,W.H. Butcher. 2, B. Sandham. c, R. Stackhouse.

JcDGEs.—Mr. E. Teebay, and Mr. Tait.

LOP-EARED RABBITS:
THEIB POINTS AND THEIR JUDGES.

LocD and many have been the complaints of late concerning

the judging of Ksbbits at the poultry shows, and if we are to

believe in the old axiom, that where there is much smoke there

is some fire not far off, we must conclude that these complaints

are not unfounded. Indeed, what can be more natural than

that men whose hearts and hobbies are simply in the feathered

tribe, should feel comparative indifference, and perhaps even
contempt, for a fancy in which their sympathies have never

been enlisted? and this being the case, can it be wondered at

that the llabbit section should be slurred over, sometimes from
sheer impatience and distaste for the task, or from absolute

ignorance of the points which constitute the excellence of the

specimens '! I feel confident that it would pay any committee
to offer £1 and 10». for first and second prizes, if they would
bat let it be known distinctly that a special judge would be ap-

pointed for Babbits, for there is nothing but uncertainty at

present; and how can it be expected that an exhibitor will

send his Rabbits fifty or a hundred miles or more, spending ,5.9.

in entrance fee and carriage, when the first piize is only 10.5,,

and without having (for this is the great consideration), any

sort of guarantee that they will be judged by men who under-

stand them ?

Now, the points of a Lop-eared Eabbit are well defined and
universally recognised by the fancy ; but as it appears that

they are sometimes lost sight of, it may not be ill-timed to put

them down in a concise form, and then say a few words on
each point. First, Length of Ear; second. Width of Ear;
third, the Marking ; fourth. Position of Ear ; fifth, the Make
and Carriage; sixth, the Eye; seventh, the Weight. As to

Colour, it cannot be c.^lled a point, one colour being the fa-

vourite at one time, and then, perhaps, some other taking its

place ; for instance, blue and white was once a favourite colour,

but now there are only two shows in England where the classes

are arranged with regard to colour, and where blue and white is

specially mentioned. Perhaps, however, we should be right in

saying that at present the colours stand in the following order

:

—black and white, yellow and white, tortoiseshell, blue and
white, grey and white, all self colours being equal, or, if not,

grey coming last.

Now, as to the first point

—

Length o/ Ear.—However the idea

first originated, it is certain that during this century the para-

mount aim among Lop-ear fanciers has been to breed length,

and it is astonishing what they have done of late years. A
very few years ago 20 inches were thought a marvel, and there

are fanciers now connected with the Kent and Surrey Club who
remember the first Rabbit that reached the then extraordinary

length of 19 inches. It was bred by the late Mr. Baxter, of

Whitechapel, and so keen was the bidding for it, that he said

he would not take less than a guinea an inch, and it was

bought at that figure by the late Dr. Ducheyne. The word
" breeding," so far as the lop ear is concerned, means, I con-

ceive, nothing more nor less than Nature turned literally up-

side down. I believe there is not a wild lop-eared Rabbit in

any country, but that they have all come from a prick-eared

stock, and been obtained by art, and on the principle of selec-

tion. No breeder at all events, will deny that it is impossible

to get length of ear without warmth, which goes some way
towards proving my position. Take a few ordinary wild

English Rabbits, and you will find that their successors in a

few generations will, from the enervating influence of warmth

and confinement, be oar-lopped (their ears remindirg you of

the oars of a boat), aud after a while they will be perfectly

lopped and hang dead down, the confinement, with artificial

feeding, giving them a size which you do not see in the wild

Babbit, aided, of cour.-e, by a selection of the largest and best

in other respects for breeding purposes. But Nature, if you

turn her out with a pitchfork, will come back again if yon do

not watch her. Turn your fine lop-ears into a paddock, and

they will soon come to the oar-lop, and you will eventually

find your old-fashioned little friends, the prick-ears, back

again. I have not seen this theory discussed in any book, but

I have certainly heard nothing that at all shakes my ecjnfidence

in its correctness, though I am open to conviction if any of

your more intelligent contributors can enlighten'me. I how-

ever, would guard myself against being understood to say that

all prick-eared Babbits might in time produce lop-ears. I

should like to live till this would be the case with Himalayans,

which certainly come from hot countries.

To return, after a short digression, to the first point. In

measuring for length, it is well to have some wash-leather

glued to one end (which we will call the beginning) of the rule,

as the finger and thumb of the left hand have then a firmer

hold of the tip of the ear without hurting the patient, and if

the other end is steadied by a friend, the pulling of the right

ear with the finger and thumb is simple ; all the indiarubber

lies in the^J last inches.

2. II'irf(/( of Ear.—Lay the rule straight across the widest

part of the ear with the assistance of a friend, and pull it

what little it is capable of. A well-shaped ear will be wide

and round at the end, and this is always considered a great

recommendation for breeding purposes.

3. II/a?-Ai»3.—There should be a white dash on the fore-

head, a little' white on each side of the nose, coming up from

the jaw and breast, a very short chain of white spots on each

shoulder, and then an unbroken colour on the back right down

to the tail, forming what is commonly called the saddle, the

belly and legs being perfectly white like the breast. As to an

unbroken colour, there must be an exception with regard to

Tortoiseshells, where a variegated colour is a beauty ;
but theie

must only be white where I have named. There is an ex-

ceedingly 'beautiful stuffed specimen of a variegated Tortoise-

shell in the British Museum, presented by no less notorious a
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personage tban Mr. Calcraft, \cbo, it may not be generally

known, was twenty years ago a bighly successful and humane
breeder of Lop-ears.

4. rosilion vf Ear.—Tbe roand or convex side should be

outwards, and it cannot bang too close to the face, or too

much forward.

5. ilaki' and Carriage.—A Rabbit should bo broad and
low in the bboulder, and high behind, always provided it is not

low from weak and crooked legs ; this gives shapeliness and
elegance to its movements when combined with length. The
head of n doe should be long and line, and some even prefer a

buck with tbiB characteristic, but some think that, like a bull-

dog's, tbe uglier it is tbe better.

C. Tlie Kijc.—This should be large, bright, and prominent,

like that of tbe wild Babbit. In judging, I should not attach

so much importance to the eye in a grey or grey and white as

in other colours, as it is always larger, probably owing to their

retaining more of the original type, as their colour betokens.

7. W,i(jkt.—Here the scales are the best judges.

I would now invite some of your more experienced readers,

such as Mr. Eayson, •' Himalayan," and others, to say some-
thing on the " variety " classes, as they would, doubtless, be
able to do the subject more justice than I could.—B. Hudson,
Uull.

COLOURING AND STAINING BIRDS FOR
EXHIBITION.

In the capital report of tbe bird show at Whitby, in " our

Journal" of September 2:'jrd, I was sorry to read of another
instance of Canary-staining, and I entirely agree with Mr.
BlakstoD, who says, " I with all societies would banish such
offenders, and so stamp out the disease." Acting with de-

termination in refusing the entries of tho.»e whose attempted
impositions have been detected, is, I consider, an efifectual plan

to adopt. Good and true exhibitors will then know there is

some protection for them. One thing I should like to see car-

ried into effect, that of posting up in every bird-show room in

England the names of those who may have committed them-
selves at any exhibition, uad this exposure to be continued for

a certain period. There is a law to punish an offender who
tries to impose a counteifeit coin upon another person, and
I really look upon an im'ividual who defaces Nature's works
as the worse of the two. If secretaries of shows, and exhibitors

also, have no Act of Parliament to protect them, I think it

high time that an aasociRtiou—one general association of all

the well-meaning breeders and exhibitors throughout the

country—were formed, and then some effectual method could
be framed for checking the often-practised artificial-colouring

system.
At two of the recent summer shows—one at York, the other

at Leeds—I detected three instances of stained Canaries. That
fat the former place was a most glaring instance, and I never
Belt more disgusted. It was that of a Clear Yellow Norwich,
chown by a Mr. Bailey, with whom I afterwards had some
tonversation on the Y'ork show-ground. He sought an in-

erview, and doubted whether bis bird was coloured. I pro-

duced a white handkerchief with some of the colouring matter
upon it, when he said, " I purchased the bird of a Northampton
man, and shall send it back, and I wish to ask you, if he
do not return the amount paid for it, will you give evidence
should I take proceedings in the County Court for its reco-

very ?" To this I agreed. Now, as the show took place about
midsummer, and as I met Mr. Bailey in the Koyal Park, Leeds,

a month back, and he not having even mentioned the circum-
stance, I, in justice to the Northampton school, must say that

I have never yet found an instance, or even heard of an arti-

ficially-coloured specimen being shown by a Northampton ex-

hibitor. The two painted specimens at Leeds were Lizards,
" one-ycar-off," or " out-of-featber" birds, being so doctored

as to be made to appear as "yearlings." Before I had done
with them the birds bore an odd appearance. I extracted tbe
colouring from one side only, leaving the oiher side as a con-

trast. I regret I have not just now the name of the exhibitor

of the Lizards. At both shows I posted tliem up with con-

spicuous cards in front of the cages.—G. J. Baeneset, Derby.

without one or more instances of the kind tmongst my own
bees. I have already stated bow they act in these cases in m;
former letter on swarming. I have had one tbii> season, and as
it may be of some interest to your readers, I will describe it.

I had a storified hive which threw oS a swarm ; I caught the
queen (the old one) and returned her to the hive, the rest of
the bees following. I then ventilated it ; but in ten days it

swarmed again, also with the old queen, and I again returned
it. Next day it did the same, and both queens came away, bat
were returned. They repeated the process tbe day after, and
this time with a young queen, and were again put back next
morning ; they came out again with the old queen, and being
again returned, issued twice more during tbe same day with
young queens. As I was now beginning to be tired of so mncb
swarming, I took half the combs, together with the supers and
put them in the old hive's place, removing the stock hive with
half its combs to a new stance, and by allowing all the bees to

return to their old place they were not much tbe worse, and
finished their supers as well as if they bad never swarmed, and
the old stock soon became strong enough to entitle it to be con-

sidered a good stock hive.—A Ijanabkshirs BEE-KEsrEB.

ATTEMPTS AT BEE-KEEPING IN INDIA.
I AM indebted to an unknown friend in the great Asiatic

peninsula for a copy of a recent number of tbe Siturday fditon
of 7'/ii' Indian Daily Xfirs, from which I extract the fallowing

interesting article.—A Devosshibe Bee-keepeu.

A YOUNG QUEEN WITH A FIRST SWARM.
With regard to the inquiry of " C. H. H.," page 197, I beg

to say that it is quite a common ocsurrence for a young quicn
to leave with the first swarm, and scarcely » seuaou passes

Amusements of a Natdralist—Bees.

Bees that collect boncy arc fonnd in almost all conctries. And
wherever EDglisbmen go to make new homes for themselves, if they
find there are noue, or none of the right kind to meet their wishes,

they soon manage to get some from home. Bees occnpy a very im-
portaut place iu creation, and perform very important functions in

rendering fraitfal the seed-vessels of vegetables and ilowers. In New
Zealand, it is said that tbe Clover taken from home and sown there

prodnced beautiful crops of fodder, but no seed, till the English honey
bee was imported. In India there is no lack of honey bees. There
are three kinds that are especially interesting. Tbe large bee, that

constructs its combs on the boughs of trees, makes a comb about the

size of tbe half of on ordinary cart-wheel. The bee is as large as a
hornet, and its sting is fully as poisonous. I began amoaing myself
with this creature, but I thought it necessary to go about forming an
acquaintance with it very caotionsly. I thought it advi.^able, first of

all, to understand the extent of its abihty to produce hurt. I could
pretty well judpe of its honey-producing capacities from what I had
seen of its comb,—3 inches thick near tbe bough upon which it was
built, and ii:deed at times thicker if the bough were a thick one, and
in the thinnest part where the breeding was carried on, fully 2 J inches

iu thickness. "The npper part, that is to say, about a depth of 4 inches,

was occupied with honey ; and a full-sized comb would be about 3 feet

along tbe bough, that is to say, comb filled with honey, 3 feet long

aud from 4 to o inches deep. A goodly quantity of sweet-stuff this, to

be bad for the gathering. The best way of gathering is to get a

quantity of rnbbish together, put it under tbe hive, or more properly

the comb, and set Hre to it in the evening. Bees cannot bear smoke,

and there are most alarming tales told about travellers ha^-ing made
fires under trees in the daytime, without first looking np to see if the

smoke might be any annoyance to any one up above. I rememt>er an
Arab horse-dealer once acting thus imprudently, and almost before his

horses were picketed, the infuriated saamngs— that is the native

name—began to sting tbe horses, and in tbe course of ten minutes

every horse fied from the encampment, tearing hke mad horses, at

every point of tbe compass ; the syces trying in vain every posaible

dodge hut the right one to escape the infuriated creatures. Two of

the horses that conld not escape early enough died from the stings

they received, and of the men several were ill for days. I did not

know of the certainty of such cases as this, when I sought to make tbe

acquaintance of the sanrung honey-bee. The object I bad in view was
to domesticate them ; and I knew I cotild not do so unless I conld

establish a sort of friendship with them. I found a fine large hive

near my bouse, suspended from a large branch on a mango tree. My
first object was to get hold of one individual bee by itself. I thought

it safer to ascertain what conld bo done with one before I attempted a
number. A marble from a goolail • soon brought down about half-a-

dozen, and they were rather at my mercy in that stafe. I quietly

proposed to one that we should make each other's acquaintance ; he

offered no objection, but when I took hold of bis wings bo protruded

bis sting. I said
— '* Exactly so ! what is its value ?

"—and presented

the little finger of my left hand in return. In an instant the bee was
under my foot, for with a force which I bad not counted upon, the

sting was ibrnst home into my finger. Fortunately it pierced the

• PeUet-bow.
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finger aide-wiee, and the thictness of the skin had saved me from the

ftiU effect of the poison ; but the bnming heat it had engendered in my
finger, rnnning right np my arm in an instant, quite satisfied me that

I had better let well enongh alone, and drop their acquaintance. I

had carried an antidote with me. and as soon as I coold get the cork

ont of the bottle, I pat a good drop of ammonia well saturated with

opium, on the place where the eting was taken ont, and that soon gave

me relief. I soon afterwards found that the honey collected by this

large kind of bee is very coarse and often unwholesome. My readers

perhaps will cry, Sour Grapes ! Honour bright, however ; what I say

is correct. . .

The domesticated honey bee was always a great favourite with me
at home, and indeed with my father and mother before me. I remem-

ber how often I used to get stung by them in onr garden, when as a

small boy I would disobey orders, and wilfully go to the hive and watch

the little creatures, as they came home with their legs laden with little

pellets of brown, green, and yellow pollen, which my mother told me
was honey, but which I found when I caught one was not sweet at all,

and therefore could not be honey—for which experiment I got a caning.

I remember also one cold frosty night, as I got into the chimney comer,

how all the household was thrown into confusion by some one rushing

into the room, saying that there were thieves about, for that they had

heard the rustling of their steps in the stubble field behind the house.

There was at once a careful listening by all who were bold enough to

venture out of doors ; but all was quiet, not a footstep nor the least

rustling was to be heard even in the stubble field. My father, how-

ever, thought he would make sure by walking round the grounds, and

as he went into the garden, he thought in the starlight things did not

look all serene about the bee-stall ; and sure enough when he walked

ap to it, there was the heaviest hive out of five carried off. To follow

the rogue or rogues on the way to the town was the resolution of all in

an instant. Bat before they had gone half a mile from the farm-

house, a man coming from the town assured them that he had met no

one since leaving the town, and they all returned to the house. The
search was recommenced the nest day, and my father hit on the idea

of going through the town, and looking after the contents of his hive,

which he shrewdly conjectured would be there in some window exposed

for sale. He returned home full of joy, for he had found his honey—

•

he knew it was his—there could not be another such a hive, it must
be his. the comb was two years and a half old, almost as black as ink,

and the honey the best in the world. But the grocer in whose window
it was exposed for sale refused to give it np—he had bought it. He
did not Imow the person he had bought it of, but he had to come to

his shop again the next night, which was Saturday, and if my father

would come and wait inside, he would let him see who he was. All

was arranged, and what a rise ! The man was the very man that re-

taming from the town, told my father he had met no one since

leaving the town. The rest may be imagined. Nothing could be done.

The other four hives, however, were at once chained down to their

blocks.

I must have been about three years old when these circumstances

occurred, and a big boy working on the farm put me up to a way of

making experiments far more remunerative than the unloading of the

Uttle creatures laden with pollen. He showed me how to hunt out the

humble bee, and to rob its nest. The plan was to take a bough of

hazel, and thrash the poor bees to death, then pulling the poor crea-

tures asunder at the ehoulder. pick out the honey-bag, which then

lay exposed. There wis no amusement in this, and I never tried it

twice.

And now to return to my Indian tale. As soon as I saw my error in

hoping to domesticate the large saurung, I was fortunate enough to

find a hive of the true honey bee—like the one at home—located in a
hollow mango tree in my compound. In my ignorance of the Indian

bee, I concluded it was the same in its habits as our home bee, and
therefore I prepared a box large enough to hold the bees of an
English hive. The next thing to be done was to get them out of the

tree. No one would help me, for all were afraid of the sting. With
a good chisel and a hammer I soon managed to open a way into the

hive, but while I was doing this the inmates had been singing excel-

rior, and had marched a full arm's length further up the tree. I

took out all the combs, and then putting my hand up the tree as far

as my arm could reach, X took out a handful of bee», and put them
with the comb into the box I had prepared ; but I was obliged to give

this up. for as fast as I pot the bees into the box they flew out again.

I therefore yielded to necessity, and gave up that plan of proceeding.

I then filled up the hole in the tree, as far as I could, with clay, and
fixing my box uf upon the tree, made such arrangements that the

bees could only get in and oat by passing through my box. I hoped by
iOns means to get them into the box with their own comb full of young
ones. I was disappointed however, for at five o'clock the next morn-
ing, they had all collected outside my box, and were evidently intend-

ing to emigrate as soon as their arrangements were matured. I

managed to be beforehand with them, for I at once took a basket and
whipped them all into it, by the aid of a g^ey goose-quill, and having
got them there, I put a cloth over it, and kept them prisoners till the
next morning. They showed their displeasure with my arrangements
by beginning to fly out as soon as I opened their prison basket. I now
caught eight of the queen, and picking her out, clipped her wings with
a pair of scissors. Knowing that the hive was now at my mercy, I

put them into a large glass diah-cover, such as ia used for protecting

cakes and such things. A small piece of new comb was fixed in its

proper position, and another day in the dark was to produce great re-

sults. It did so, for the next morning on opening the covering I saw
that the workers had repaired the comb where it had been injured,

and the queen had laid a few eggs, so that I felt quite sure all would
now be well.

The colony had become very small. I do not think there could be
more than an ounce of bees all together. Bees are a very delicate

people, and the least extra trouble or exertion kills them by hundreds.

But small as the colony had become, for six days it was very quiet and
prosperous, and they had become so accustomed to my investigations

that I could take away the glass cover altogether, and the queen her-

self did not show any great signs of feeling the indignity if I picked

her out aud put her on my hand—the workers seemed most anxious,

and usually one or two would accompany her upon my hand. On the

seventh day, all my amusement seemed to be at an end ; a servant

came to tell me that my bees were on the wing. True enough, there

they were, but what was the cause ? And the queen without wings

;

where was she? The cause was at once evident; the ants had dis-

turbed the new colony, and not being to drive back the enemy, they

had vacated their works. The great question was, where was the

queen ? After hunting for her for some time, I found her with only

two or three attendants, and one or two ants were upon her. I picked

her np and put her in a safe place where the workers could get to her.

and having secured her person, I set to work to drive off the ants.

They had attacked the young grubs aud had killed some of them, to

my great distress. At length I got them all clear of the comb, and
having put the feet of the table into water, I thought all would be

safe for the future, and pat the colony back again with their work.

Things did not, however, at all please them. I fancy an odour of

the horrid little ants was left npcn the comb, for every now and again,

an offended bee would buzz in the greatest anger, twizzling itself

round and round for a second, and then rash off to another place. A
great reduction in numbers had taken place, and at noon every day
the few that remained took wing—I kept them in my room, where
I could constantly watch them—but I usually interfered in time to

prevent the vacation of the hive. At last, not caring much if I did lose

them, I thought I would let them go on to the end, and see the result

of the panic whatever it might be. The queen was evidently ill, and
ceased to rush about as she usually does when there is excitement in

the hive, uttering the long-continued pc-e-e-e. The workers all flew

to and fro in and out of the hive, and to my astonishment one of the

workers took up the queen, carried her out, and fell with her upon the

grass. This was the end of the queen and of my colony of bees, for

the queen died that same day, and I took no further notice of the

workers.

I was not long left without other hives, for the natives of the city

had taken an interest in my amusement ; the extempore poets made
and sang songs about me and my bees, and I had friends on all sides

who daily brought me news of new hives. My amusements now
formed a reason for morning aud evening exercise, either on foot, or

on horseback, or by buggy, and the boys of the city took great interest

in the little folk that afforded me amusement. I now took a number
of hives in hand ; one I kept in the hollow tree where I found it. I
brought it home from a distance of four miles on a cart at night. I
filled up the aperture by which they passed in and ont, cut off the timber

which was not wanted, and so rendered thB tree manageable. This

hive did very well in its new locality, but I could only look at them
going in and out, and amuse myself by observing their wonderful in-

dustry in working. A farmer who had heard of the eccentric sahib

who tamed bees and made them understand him, came and offered me
a good strong hive, that had shown decided musical propensities by
talnng up their residence in a tom-tom.* This wa? a great gift, and I

went by moonlight, and brought it home with great pleasure. I so

manipulated the earthen jar over which the skin was drawn to make
a tom-tom of it, that I put windows in it, and so got free liberty to

look at my friends by night and day. Then I made a door, and so in

time got free admission to make experiments. After watching for

hours during several days, I managed to see the queen laying her eggs,

nearly close to the door. This was just the ticket. I secured her,

and put her in a wineglass with a piece of muslin over it. And then

I waited to see the result. Again and again I watched for three

hours, and no panic, nor yet confusion ; then I thought there was a
slight change in the sound from the workers ; then there followed a
flying out and immediate return by some ; their work ceased, and in

place of its merry ham there was a sort of hushing sound ; then a
rush here and there in disorder, aud finally a general rush to the

apertnre of the hive, and most of the bees took wing. I knew I was

master of the position, so I waited patiently till the panic subsided,

and when all was quiet in the evening. I opened the don to return her

majesty to her throne and people ; but as I was putting her in, I

observed a lump of bees about as large as a ben's e^'g on the comb
facing me. I, therefore, put the qneen back to th-? winetjlaBS again,

while I examined this nnusual appearance ; and I was wtU repaid for

my trouble, for the little creatures seeing their so. I misfortune, hal

begun to make a large cell for a new queen. I at once dundedto keep

her majesty a prisoner, to see whereunto this thiuK wonld grow. By
the next morning the cell was complete, and all attention was given to

the grub out of one of the ordinary cells that was in it. The new cell

' Native drum.
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vas placed perpendicnlnr on the face of the comb, and I have ainco
observed that qQeen'a ccUh are always in a perpendicular position. I

coold not afford to let mutt<TS ^o too fur, because I shonld have lout

my qaeen by so doinf;, and the new qnccn woald have been nufruitfal

for a long time, if not altogether barren, inasmach as she must have
gone abroad among her neighbonrs for a royal consort. There were at

that period no drones in the hive. Within three hoars after theqneen
was returned the intended now queen was neglected, and the next day
the diBfignrement on the face of the comb had disappeared. As the

spring camo on, I saw the combs day by day enlarge, and immense
nambers of drones—males—came out, and in dno coarse qaeens' cells

were formed upon the lower edges of the combs, to tho number of

iventy ; and by the middle of February I bad seen eight swarms flj off

from this one hive. Some of the swarms were very small, and in the

end the hive was so weak that moths got in and laid their eggs in tho

comb, 60 the few that remained were eaten out of house and home by
the gmbs of the moths, which burrowed the comb in every direction,

filling them with cobwebs wherever they went.
Although I was much interested in my amusement, yet T must confess

to great disappointment as to the commeicial results. I had hoped that

we mipiht have nice little rows bf bee-hives in our gardens in India, just

as one can have at home, with resultti as sweet and as paying, but bo

far as I could see, the strong instinct for emigration and colonising in

the Indian bee seemed to forbid soch a result. As I conld now got

plenty of bee<?, I resolved for one good experiment in the interests of

commerce. I thought if I conld put five or six hives together. I

should have a good strong one to begin the experiment with. So now
I had a six-dozen beer chest prepared for a hive, and a noble hive it

vas. The thing to be dono was to fill it with a working colony. A
Mahomedan gentleman gave me free access to his forest and zcmindary,
allowing me to take any liberty I pleased with those troes that had
bees in them ; from cnttinij off a limb to felling the trunk. I selected

xny trees, and the first was an old jammcm pollard. Two good bhnrrs
(woodcutters) soon bronght it down for me, and the bees being within

1^ foot of the bottom, 1 was able to reach them pretty well. But, do
vhat I could, the bees would not remain in my luve, as fast as I took
them out they flew back again into tho tree. I ordered the tree to be
split open in the middle—as soon as it was opened out, "horror of

horrors," there lay coiled up a large khoreit snake, and every time my
hand had gone in, it had gone over this snake. It makes me shiver

when I think of it now, and the sight of those lookers-on who were
with me is a picture on my memory still. My honest and good friend,

the Mahomedan, would allow me to cut no more trees, unless I promised
in future to see what sort of a nest I was putting my hand into. I of

course gave the promise, and kept it. I saw my friend twenty years
after the above, and he still retained the clearest possible conviction of

the goodness of my kismut. May his shadow never grow less

!

I got together six hives without any further trouble, and then, how
were they to be united ? I made short work of it, by mixing a solution

of sugar and water, and poured it into the hive that was to be united
with the bees already in the new hive. T easily managed to get the

queen, and the workers were then taken to and claimed by the old

stock as a matter of course. And thus I tilled my magnificent hive.

It was a sight to see thera work. I had the hive in a house, with a
hole in the wall for going out and in, and I had doors and windows
for observation. I would have no tricks with these to interfere with
the commercial results. My heart rejoiced, as day by day and week
by week, I saw the combs grow and the inmates increase. To show
their watchful care and strength, I may relate that a death's-head moth
had the temerity to enter an air chamber I had made for ventilation

;

there ho was waxed down to the board, and made a mummy as a warn-
ing to all such intruders. As the inmates increased in number, I was
alarmed at the unasnal heat engendered, and I did all in my power
to cool them dovpn. It was all useless ; for the heat went on increas-

ing, and the ventilators were covered with an immense amount of

mixture that collected in largo drops as tho vapour condensed, and
soon, to my utter des])air, I saw combs forming for drones, and these

of course were followed by queens' cells. I did all in my power to put
an end to both, but the colony outwitted me, aud one day I had the

misfortune to see my splendid hive denuded of more than half of its

population. I caught and kilkd the old qnecn who was leading them
off, and the queen being killed the bees returned again to the hive.

The excitement never subsided, and the nest day many took wing again.
I saw the bees were angry, but I did not expect the mischief which
followed. I had a very tame, long-tailed, black-faced, white monkey
—a longoor—and my angry bees stung him to death before I was aware
of his danger. On the third day from tho previous swarming, a new
queen led them off again, and this time flew away at once. I now
gave up all as useless aud hopeless, and prepared for one final experi-

ment, little suspecting the good fortune that awaited me.

I removed all tho combs, except one very nice new littlo one, and
sought for aud removed tho queen. Aly object was to see how long
the workers would hold together and keep to the hivo after losing

their queen. At first, of course, all was confusion ; but they soon
began to collect pollen, though their wax was all wasted. And al-

though the poUeu was collected and bronght home, very little skill

was shown in storing it. and most of it fell in littlo oblong Hakes at the

bottom of the hive. Afttr six days, I was surprised to find a number of

eggs on the board at the bottom of the hive. I could hardly believe

what I &aw. I was quite sure there vas no queen, and yet there were

eggs. I made a closer search, and more astoDiiOuDg still, nearly all
tho cells in tho comb I had left them had eggs in them ; nut one ^qg
in each, as tho quoen carefully lays her eggs, bat in one I counted a
dozen, and there was every proof of a most careless and indiscrimijiAte
laying. I wari determined to give np any time and attention that
might be required to fathom the mystery ; and in a short time, I aaat
the common worker bees laying eggs. Of conrse I was most auxiaas
to see what tho final result of this new fact would be. I aoon saw
that the vgna were fruitful, for the little worm floating in jelly appeared
in some cells the next day, and things went tkrough their usual coarse
to tho closing- up of the cells. My patience could not wait for the
flying insect to come out, and I opened a cell and took out a yoang
b«o nearly ready to como out and two days afterwards, I was gratified

by seeing some half dozen little black drones fly out with their nana]
heavy buzz. This was highly satisfactory as fur as it went. It was
a fact, not before known, that tho workers could torn out fmitfoL
There was do hope for the hive, for the males do not work. KoLhii^
more was to bo luamt, and my hive died out in a short time. And here
was an end to my amusement with bees.

OUR LETTER BOX.
LoHBON PoutTiT Show.—Mr. Quick. 26, Hcnr>- Street. St. John's Wood,

Hon. Sec. of Uio St. John's Wood Fancy lUbbit Society. o:Epressee his
willinKDCSB to co-oporate. [We have so mtny letters HdvacaLioff a me-
tropolitan show, and tendcrim; subscriptions, that we have no doubt If a
committoo woro formed of wutl-kuown men, it coold be effected without
difficulty. We shall publish some communications on the subject next
Thursday. Since tho above was in type we hiV6 been informed that a
meeting will bo held on Tuesday, October 5tb, at 3 p m . at Evans's Hotel,
Covent Garden, after the snlo at Stevens's Konme. when nil who are in-
terested In a metropoUtau show are invitod to be presvnt —Ens. J

Cochin Hen's Lkg Ulcerated (If. <?.).—Wash it with warm water,
and then apply mercurial ointment daily, sewing a pieco of linen rag
over it.

Incubators (M. Dene).—Wo do not know tho name. You had better
advertise that you have one to selL

Brahma Pootrab (H. IT. G.].—We have no information aboat the
book.

Gbound Oat3 (Julia).—"Ht. Agato, Slaugham Mills, near Crawley*
Susses, grinds oats for poultry. If any ono near you has a haadmill for
cru'^hing oats for horses and would allow you to crush oats for yoor
poultry in it, that would answer equally well.

TrnBiTs (T. W. iTctfrsIy) —Turbits were formerly preferred smooth-
headed, then shell-crested, find now point-bended. You will obtain some
point-headed birds in the way you propose to breed. Tho shoulders, so
called, in Tnrbits should be of one colour, tho re8t of the bird pore white.
The red-shouldered birds should be ol a deep rich colour.

Pigeon Cankered (ExperUntia do«f).—When the cheesy matter forms
it is usually a bad case. It becomes better and disappears for a time,
but always returns. For the snoring noise you mention, we always give
a pill nightly, made of equal parts of tallow and camphor.

Goldfinches. »&c., ( ir. H. Home).—Tbe direction you ask lor is, Sir*

E, Hutton, Garden House, Pudsoy, near Leeds.

White Tdutle Dove (3fai/).—The ordinary coloured pair of Cellared
Turtle Doves from which you have bred a white youn/ one must have
been in a former generation crossed with the white variety, for says Ht.
Brent, there are each birds, "There is a very prettv and quite white
variety which is, however, much rarer." Unless we greatly mistake thero
are eoine of these white Doves iu the Crystal Palace.

Hive Tenantless (A.S k).—The probability in that the yonng queen
met with accident during one of her wedding flights, or if your stocks
are placed - nr together that she mistook ber hive, on her return, and was
killed. In either case there wnuld be no means of reptnoiog the lostqneen,
and tho colony would gradually dwindle away until it ttic«me too weak to
protect its stores which, therefore, would oitimitely boccimo the spoU of
marauding bees and wasps.

Berkshiee Pigs (Jj^noramiiJ!).—"Wo cannot inform you where they
can be purchased, but certainly at Reiding or X<-whtiry market. Wo
do not know what kind of pot yon mojin ; we always employ email
firkins.

Tobacco and Snctf (ff. 3/.).—We know of no separate work on their

manufacture. There is a lengthy notice of the subject in tho "Penny
Cyclupsdia."

Tomato Jam (A Lad;/ Corr^.«pond*n().—" Take ripe Tomatoes, skin them,
ard put thcni in a moderately warm oven t-r several hours, until they
will pulp without difficulty. Sqneezn throu«h a Bne sieve, so as to obtain

tho pulp without tho seed : to every 4 l)>s. of fruit add 2 Ihs. of loaf sugar,

the juice of a leinoc. and a littlo crushed ginger; boil in a preserving
pan until the juice will set, nut the jam into jars, and fasten down in the
ordinary way.—J. Perkins."

POULTRY MARICET.—Sbptkmbeii 29.

MiCHAiitMAS is no longer what it was. Not one Goose is eaten now
whore a hundred were eaten formerly. Nevertheless, it is still a tradi-

tion, and at tbe recurrence of the festival, the supply was small thl9

year, and full average prices were realisfd. It may l>e said of Geese as
of Turkeys, that given equal and good quaLty, thtir value increases
with their size.

Large Fowls 3
Smaller do 2
Chickens 1

Gece t>

Go-lings
Ducks 2

d B.

6 to 4 Partridges 1

Ynung Grouse 3
Pigeons
Hares
Rabbits 1

Wild do

d s.
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places in open conntry diatricta Lave bat little iJeaof Ibe dirt

adhering to every braccb and eboot of a plant growiof; wbere
sittcke prevails, and, I may add, even farmiDg crops Lave in

some degree the black stamp oj the place Ibey have been grown
i«. Haymaking ie an employment which proiiueea but little

dirt on the clothing of those engaged iu it, and the tame may be

said of harvest work; in fact, the handling uf ebeaves of corn

has been sapposed to have a cleansing eflcct on the clutbiug,

bat the reverse ia the case in the smoky districts ; there, both

hay and com impart their sootiness to the garments of those

handling them. In families, also, when that evil day to the

male portion of the commnnity comes round^the wa-bing-

day, the prevalence of blacks creates no slight amount of iiriiu-

tion to the lady of the house, and consequently difoomfort to

all others, all owing to that everlasting smoke. This impiirts

its blackness to everything around, not omitting the animal
creation, for do not the sheep in the London parks look smoke-
stained ?

With regard to mitigating the evils resulting to vegetation

from smoke, I fear nothing can be done except abating the

nniaanco at its source, in other words consuming the smoke
where it is created. Most likely this will be more strictly en-

forced where deleterious substances are manufactured, but even

there it is difGcult to obviate all mischief. Many years ago it

was thonght that very tall chimneys would carry the obnoxious
gases so high as to become harmless by the time they reached

the surface again, but this was found not to be the case, and
otfaer remedies had to be applied. Possibly some chemist among
year readers may sugt^est cheaper and more effectual modes of

parifying the fumes from manufactories, as the evil requires

te be remedied as much as the deposit of sewage iu certain

places. Let as great a complaint be made of smoke and a

Temedy will follow.

In conclusion I would advise those planting groups of trees

aod shrubs in town squares and gaidens to make sure of per-

fect drainage ; indeed, a diy, sandy, or gravelly soil would seem
best, for plentiful washings of water would do no harm to

the roots ; and as the water-supply of towns is generally so

ample as to admit of a bath being frequently given, much good
will result, especially if large quantities of water can be used

without soddening the ground, which would be the case if the

soil were too stiff. A good washing now and then might
enable many evergreens to thrive which now will not do so, but

it is vain to expect they will compare with those grown under
more favourable circumstances. Ouce let the smoke nuisance

be abated, and a better state of things will f jllow.— J. R.

NOTES ON ROSES—THE MANETTI STOCK.
I OFPKR a few notes on the Roses in cultivation here ; but

before doing so, a question havinqr arisen in yuur pai^es about

the Manetti stock, the editorial request must take precedence.

My Hoses are known in this neighbourhood, and the reason

they have become so is, I suppose, that th>'y are sufficiently well

grown to attract attention; but the mode of growing them has

really been the cause of their receiving the notice bestowed upon
them, and this is due to the Manetti stock more than any other

assignable reason. The soil is of the lightest description ; and
the attempt to grow Roses upon it successfully, or rather satis-

factorily, after several years' trial with the Dog R se as a stock

—that is, as standards of whatever height, resulted in disap-

pointment. Hence followed the wish lo try .=ome other method,

and for the last eight years the gradual substitution of the Ma-
netti for the Rriar has, with very few drawbacks, more than

an.swcred the expectation formed of it.

The question of Manetti versiix Briar has been so frequently

ventilated in these pages, that it is with some surprise that I see

it again brought forward. The short reply of Mr. Radclyife in

page 247 literally contains multum inparvj. There is no need

to repeat more than an emphatic endorsement of what is there

stated. The Manetti stock is not only not an imposition, hut is

also a great boon to rosarians who have light and poor soils in

which to cultivate their Il<)ses ; otherwise they must give over

the attempt, the propagation of Roses on ihcir own roots being

s» slow ad uncenain as to deter the most persevering. If the

Manetti stock has proved successful in a commercial point of

view, it is owing to the increasing confidence in it, and the grow-
ing appreciation of its merits; and it is not t"0 much to say that

at least the majority of those who have adopted it with success

will ever regard with the highest respect the name of .Mr. Rivers

who introduced it, and of Mr. Radcl) ffe who has so long and
ably urged its adoption.

In giving a few joltings on Coses, chiefly of the older kinds, I

shall omit mention of nrany varieties which arc now thought not

above mediocrity, but which, noverthelesH, I have not yet suflfi-

ciently hardened my heart to * ist out. This jtrocess of harden-
ing, 1 suspect, is wiih many of us somewhat slow, and with me
it is a one-sided process too; for however slack I am in rooting

out plants that have cost some amount of care and yielded only

a moderate degree of gratification, but which after all are below
our st-vndard of excellence real or ideal, I am apt to complain

loudly to some of oar principal Rose nursorjmen of their over-

crowded catJilogues.

A Rose that produces, season after .wa.'on, under all circum-

stcnccs, an abutidant or fair supply of bloom of good colour, form,

and size, with a vigorous habii of growth combined with hardy

constitution, must be marked first-ntc. Such are Charles Le-
fcbvrc, Jules Margottin, Gloire do Dijon, and Celine Forcstier;

and very closely following them, for it is difficult to draw a sharp

line of demarcation, are Sonateur Yaisse, Madame Victor Verdier,

Mareihal Vuillant, M-arie liaumann, and Prince Camille de
Rohan. These I rank as th; very best of Roses on account of

their const^incy every year. .Senateur Vaissc docs not grow so

strongly as Madame Victor Verdier, but is splendid in colour,

and scarcely surpa-ssed in form. Nor is Princo Camille de Rohan
so perfect in form and habit as could be wished— in fact, it ia

rather slovenly in the latter respect. Gloira de Dijon and Celine

Foreslier grow best on the Driir; all the rest have been far

superior on the Manetti slo k, altLoujh Charles Li febvre, Marf-
chal Vaillant, and Madame Victor Verdier will make good heads

as standards even in this light land.

Those Roses of the Remontant class (Hybrid Perpetuab),

which are c instant every season, arc still f w in number ; and if

the abovenamed are not all — and they arc not— it will at least be
conceded that they are the best. Very many that have proved

good in one season too often show defects in the succeeding one

;

and some disappointment has be^n occasioned this year by several

prominent failures, as Alfred Colomb. Marguerite dc St. Amand,
John Hopper, Pierre Netting, and Leopuld Premier. Another

year will probably remove the disappointment, and they will

again hold a first place. Not quite so variable, but still showing
evidences of changcableness, are Camille Bcmardin, Maurice

Bernardin, Beauty of Waltham, and Adolphe de Kolhachild, all

of which I rank among our best crimson 8 arlcts.

Of the darker crimson Roses, none hav; been more beautiful

in rich glowing colour this year than Lord Macaulay, Horace
Vemet, Duke "f Wellington, and Xavier Olibo. The first two
might aim st be ranked among the very best, being quite lull and
of fine form, in addition to having intense colouring. The other

two are remarkably attractive, but not quite full , and Xavier
Olibo has here frequently been rough and unfit for the exhibition

stand. Somewhat inferior to these, but yet good, have been
Jean Cherpin and Souvenir de Comte Cavour, -while Due de

Cazes and Monsieur Boncenne of like colour have been utter

failures.

Duchcsse de Caylus and Exposition de Brie have been the

best of what may he called the crimson carmines ; the former

rather small but of exquisite shape ; both are tolerably constant

during successive seasons. Madame Caillat and Dr. Andry have

been invariably good, but appear rather dull in colour by the

side of the brilliant kinds named abive. Ant/une Ducher baa

not at all realised the pompous description of it when first sent

out. Thorin, too, is surpassed by others of its ccdour.

In no strain of colour have shortcomings been more conspi-

cuous this season than in the rose-coloured varieties. Comtesse

de Chabrillant, La Ville de St. Den 8. Comte de Nanteuil, and
Gh ire de Vitry have not expanded their blooms with the certainty

that has hitherto characterised these kinds, although considered

among the be.st of their colour. John Ilnpper, as before men-
tioned, has too often put on a rusty coat, which spoiled its good

looks. Madame Fillion is a brilliant Rose when it can be grown,

but here it fails, it will not grow. Two indifferent blooms from
three plants in one entire season are not enough to satisfy the

most moderate rosarian. Anna Alexieff is a very pretty garden

Rose that blooms abundantly, and has this year maintained its

character. I still keep Madame Hector Jacquin on account of

colour and distinctness of form, although detective in some re-

spect!— for instance, not being sufficiently remontant.

Of light pink Hoses, Mdlle. Thir^se t-evet has -been superb.

I have not had it long enough to pronounce a decided opinion,

but apparently it bids fiir to rival Marguerite de St. Amand,
unless this bcauly should prove more constant than she has this

year. Charles Verdier will not open. Charles Rouillard and

Comtesse de Jaucourt are worthless in this light soil, a'though
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they have had high cultivation. Semiramis has, on the other

hand, bcsn very beautiful, and by no means showing the coarse-

ness that has been attributed to it, such as is often seen in

Madame Boll, which I have almost discarded.

Light and white Roses with the constitution of some of the

crimson kinds are still a desideratum. La Baronne de Roths-

child appears to be a step towards it. Caroline de Sansal is still

one of my test Remontants, and Mdlle. Bonnaire the most beau-

tiful—it grows satisfactorily here. Souvenir de Malmaison and

Acidalie are yet unsurpassed ; the former has bloomed profusely

throughout the summer. Mrs. Rivers, Queen Victoria, and

Madame Vidot are Roses that always please but never satisfy

the rosarian, unless he has favourable soil for their culture. I

doubt whether Miss Ingram will do more. A -word of praise

may be said for Princess Mary of Cambridge, JIdlle. Annie Wood,
Mdlle. Mary Rady, William Gritfilhs, and Baron Gonella.

Of newer kinds there is not much to say. La France is pretty

and desirable, perfectly distinct, and free-blooming. It will be

seen whether this variety will produce a progeny leading a step

out of the " rut." Marguerite Dombrain will not hold a promi-

nent place long. Merveille d'Anjou, Madame Barriot, Madame
Pulliat, Baron Haussmann, S' uvenir de Francjois I'onsard, Sou-

venir de Mons. Boll, President Willermoz, and Cure do Charcntay

have as yet shown nothing to recommend them—more than one

of them quite the contrary. Madame Marie Cirodde is a most

vigorous grower with large rough t'owers, the reverse of the

petals more deeply coloured than the upper surface, a pec\iliarity

that few besides Rose critics will notice. Neither Paul Vcrdier

nor Miss Ingram are Remontants, and though very good, by no
means surpass those grand old favourites Charles Lawson and
Blairii No. 2, which they somewhat resemble but will never

Bupplant.

There are a few Roses that yield, year after year, flowers that
" when viewed aright must be seen on the living plant," but are

apt to be pooh-poohed by many Rose-growers. In this category

I place Empereur de Maroc, whose compact velvety maroon is

not yet equalled by any other Rose. Eugene Apport, again

—

observe the young foliage of this Rose with its peculiar but deli-

cately reddish-tinted leaves ; the rich scarlet of the flower scema
to have infused itself not only into the leaves, but into the very

wood of the plant. General Jacqueminot, too, shows his ruddy
petals conspicuous among a host. We all like to see the colour

of a Rose and to inhale its fragrance—the " old General " has

both. Triomphe de Paris is a favourite, because with Gloire de

DijoH it is the first to expand its flowers in May, and the last to

go out of bloom in November.
I have now contributed my quota. May I ask others to do

the same, that we may compare notes ?

—

Adolphus H. Kent.

CUCUMBER CULTU*RE.—No. 10.

Insects.—The most common and hurtful is tlirips. There
is no better remedy than famigation with tobacco. A calm
evening should be chosen ; the lights covered with mats or
canvas, so as to keep the smoke as long about the plants as
possible, and the foliage should be dry, though the floor and
other parts of the house should be wet, to counteract the drying
influence of the fumigation. Care should be taken to deliver

the smoke cool, and not directly upon the plants, if possible.

U they are in a pit or frame, there will te no necessity for any
moisture beyond that which arises from the soil. The atmo-
sphere of the place should be filled so full of smoke that the
foliage cannot be seen from the outside. The fumigation
should be repeated on the next night but one, keeping the
place close and moist in the interval, but avoid syringing the
plants. Fumigate again whenever the insects appear, and
before the foliage is to any extent damaged.
Red spider should be guarded against by maintaining a moist

atmosphere, and by other preventive measures. The walls and
hot-water pipes should be coated with sulphur brought to the
consistency of paint, by the addition of a solution of 4oz8. of
soft soap in a gallon of water. This should be put on when the
plants are turned out, or soon afterwards, and the application
may be repeated when the sulphur ceases to give off its fumes.
The evaporation troughs may be kept full of guano water of
the strength of 4ozs. of guano to the gallon, and the floors
sprinkled with the same, but of a strength not exceeding 2oz3.
to the gallon of water. Another good preventive is syringing
with soot water made by stirring up a peck of soot in thirty
gallons of water, using the clear liquid.
In cases of actual attack the above measures should he re-

sorted to, for they are remedial as well as preventive. Pipes

should be coated with sulphur after they are heated to 160*, ti

the water heated to between that and 180°. Repeat the paint-

ing until the house is quite full of sulphur fumes, and the ail

becomes oppressive to tbe lungs. After coating the pipes with

sulphur, it is well to sprinkle them lightly with water for a

short time, so as to fill the house with vapour. Tbe house

should, of course, be shut up closely, and in the morning a
good syringing should be given. This, repeated a few times,

will effectually destroy red spider.

Plants in frames are not so easily freed of red spider. I find,

however, that coating the inside with the sulphur paint (no6

allowing it to touch the leaves, as every spot on them made by

the brush will certainly destroy that portion, on account of the

soft soap with which it is mixed) will destroy red spider, if the

frame be shut up early in the afternoon, and a gentle sprink-

ling of water he given. The temperature, however, ought not

to exceed 100° after the frame is closed. In severe cases, the

plants may be syringed with sulphur, dissolving 1 oz. of gum
arable in a quart of water, and then adding sufficient flowers

of sulphur to bring the whole to a paste, which, when well

stirred up in three gallons of water, may be syringed over the

foliage between 3 and 4 p.u. on a fine day, and the lights drawn

on closely. On the following day the plants may be lightly

sprinkled with water at the same time, and the lights closed.

To prevent the insect spreading, the leaves worst infested

should be picked ofi and burnt, thus not only destroying great

numbers of the perfect insect, but a host of eggs. These re-

marks apply to thrips as well as to red spider.

Aphis occasionally attacks the Cucumber plant ; destroy it by
fumigation with tobacco smoke.

Diseases.—ilildew sometimes makes its appearance. It

yields to dusting the leaves, stems, and fruit on all sides with

flowers of sulphur. In houses the readiest plan is to paint the

pipes with snlphur, as for red spider.

Canker.—This is not very common, and is a result of too

great moisture in the atmosphere or soil succeeding conlinHed

dryness. It mostly occurs when plants are over- vigorous. It is

confined to the stem, generally near to the collar of the plant

—

a part which should be kept more thin of leaves than the other

parts, and not wetted in watering. The remedy is to clear off

the leaves that deprive the cankered stem of light and air, and
not to wet it. No more water should be supplied than is

needed to keep the foliage fresh, and an abundance of air ought

to be given. The parts affected ought to be rubbed until dry

with quicklime, and then dusted with finely-powdered dry

charcoal, repeating this proceeding as long as the ulceration

continues, and if it cease for a time, it will return in a few days,

unlsss the treatment be less forcing. Cankered plants are not

long-lived; indeed, it is rare that their existence can by any
mode of treatment be prolonged beyond a few days or weeks ;.

but in most cases the above treatment will preserve the plants

until the fruit be swelled off, and others can be raised to take

their place.

Canker is sometimes caused by the nse of nnsnitable soil.

Very rich soils induce excessive vigour, necesFitate frequently

stopping and thinning the shoots, and both stems and frtiit

are attacked by canker. Neither Cucumbers nor Melons do so

well in calcareous soils as in some others ;
soil from freestone

is in every respect preferable to that overlying limestone.

Gumming or Extravasation of Sap.—The causes of this in

the Cucumber are excessive vigour, and tbe contraction of the

sap vessels. If an excessive amount of nourishment is fur-

nished by the roots, the sap being formed more rapidly than
the vessels can take it away, there is an exudation of gummy
matter both from the stems and fruit, and the latter become
deformed and valueless. The only remedy is to prune little,

to give more air and warmth, so as to assist the circulation, to

remove part of the soil, and replace it with some which is

poorer or more sandy. Gumming is most ommon with plants

in frames late in the season, when the roots are in the dung of

the bed. The atmosphere is then more moist, and the heat

being less, the elaboration of the sap is much slower than in

summer under powerful sun. I have known a lining of hot
dung to the sides of the bed and frame entirely put a stop to

this disease, the plants being watered sufficiently, but no more.
When contraction of the sap vessels is the cause, there is a
swelling of the stem or fruit immediately above the place of

discharge. It is usually a result of weakness, and there is no
remedy but stirring the surface soil, and replacing it with

fresh, the application of more warmth to the roots by linings

to the bed, or bottom heat, and a careful reduction of the shoots

—it must be done cautiously, or we may have extravasation in
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iti worst {orm. Ttie first canse of gamming is known by the
averluxnriant grontb, and the Eccond by the comparaliveJ;
slow and weak growtli.

Bittfriifsf ()/ Fruit arises from an imperfect elaboration of
tbe eap. The neck is invariably more bitter than any other
part of tbe fruit. The evil is in most cases removed by an
increase of temperature, and keeping the shoots less crowded,
io as to expose them more fully to light. The quicker the
fruit is swelled ihe eweeter, crisper, and more wholesome it is.

PlaiiU Dccluimy.—All tbe evils named are iusignilicant com-
pared to that fell disense which of late rears has been a cause
of great anxiety and annojauoe to the Cucumber-grower. Plants
that appear healthy and are producing or promise good crops,
go off in a day or night. It has been ascribed to soil and
nnmeroas other circumstances. I have tried various means to
avert the disaster—such ns fresh soil, change of seed and variety—without effect, the plants diing oil as before, and without any
other warning than ihtir appearing to be at a standstill for a
few days

; tbe leaves not enlarging, the shoots not elongating,
nor the fruit swelling as they ought. Cuttings taken from
plants in that state perifh like the parent, and the roots do not
survive the tops. It attacks plants in houses and in the open
ground, in poor soil and in rich, in dry soil and in wet. When
it once appears nothing seems to arrest its progress. Like the
Potato disease, it comes sgftin when we think we have found
ont a way of viarding off its attacks. All we know of the
disease is—First, it rarely attacks plants from October to June,
seldom those grown in pots or from cuttings, and not often
until the plants are of a size fit for hearing, but most com-
monly when they are beginning to fruit. It is most prevalent
from June to September, and especially in the last-named
month. Fresh, sweet soil not of a rich nature seems least
favourable to it ; rich and wet soils appear to encourage it.

Secondly, it generally makes its appearance when, after dry hot
weather, the atmosphere becomes cool and moist and continues
80; the vegetation of the plants then becomes inactive, the
leaves wither, and the plants die. Thirdly, it does not confine
itself to tbe Cucumber, but extends to the Vegetable Marrow,
whose leaves go off in spots like those on Potato leaves, nn-
accompanied, however, by the peculiar o'lionr given off by a field

of Potatoes.—G. Abeey.

AUTUMN CllOCUSES.
Why is it that we see so little of those charming plants the

aatumnal Crocuses ? I have tried to procure some of those
choicest of Nature's gems in days gone by, but I trifd in vain.
Some time ago I made application to a leading firm for a
supply of Bome of those enumerated in their list, but tbe
reply, " We are sold out," reached me instead of the roots.

Time went on, and again I applied, but, judge my surprise,
when I expected to have received my parcel of bulbs, in their
place I received the infoimation, " Not in the trade."

There are many named kinds of Crccus said to be autumnal,
but how seldom are they seen, and how diflicult to procure

!

Beautiful as the vernal varieties are, those of the autumnal
race, if cultivated to half the extent of the former, would more
enliven our borders declining in beauty during the autumn. I

am inclined to think they belong to that much-neglected race
of what are called border flowers, and if brought into more
general cultivation would be equally interesting to many culti-

Tators. Sir J. E. Smith, in his " English Botany," tells us that
Crocus sativus is naturalised, but I have not met with it as
yet. It is by some called Crocus autumnalis. Crocus nudi-
florns he names as naturalised too, but it is said to be rare,
which no doubt is true.

Native or not. Crocus nndiflorns is an acquisition to any
collection, and ought to be in each and all. Crocus speciosus is

said to be rare. I am inclined to think it must be both local

and rare. How often will the collector of novelties take the
last root that can be found of any choice but rare plant ?

Pity it is that we should be so bent on destroying a station of
anything of the kind. Some time now past I was one of a
party out collecting ; we came across a rarity in the neighbour-
hood, when it would have betn carried oft root and branch, but
I pleaded for future generations, and prevailed, in hopes that
many more of the same kind might spring up ; but I was
chagiined to find the next party that came secured it, one
saying I should look after mveelf, and let others do the same.
" Bear and forbear " is a grand motto, and is as applicable to
plants as to animals.
In looking over the names enumerated in the " Cottage Gar-

deners' Dictionary," I find twenty or more Crocuses coining
from as many different piaces) said to flower in the autumn,
and exhibiting nearly as many shades of colour. My mind
rests upon tuch a eight as twenty or thirty kinds of Crocases
in bloom in Stptember and October with a feehng I cannot
explain, but I should like to see such a eight in reality. The
question, however, arises. How are we to get them ? Not many
of us have the means to go to Naples, for instance, nor yet to

Florence, to say nothing of the Cape, the Continent, Asia,
Africa, or America; Seldom do we meet with half-a-dozen
kinds !

There is another desirable plant for autumn, Colchicnm
autumnale, which much resembles a Crocus, showing its lovely
pale flowers among the grass in limestone districts, and which
may be procured much more easily than Crocuses. It will

grow in almost any soil or situation, and is an acquisition to
tbe borders in September. The double variety is a little later,

but is more showy than the single kind.—M. H., Acklam Hall,
Midtlltubrough-on-'Tfis.

IRESINE HERBSTH.
Mucn has been said and written on the merits and demerits

of this plant as a bedder, and after having been run down as
good for nothing, it has generally become acknowledged as a
valuable plant. But how little has been said of it as a decora-
tive plant I Yet I am assured that it is a very excellent one
for this purpose. I saw the other day at Messrs. Windebank
and Kingsbury's, at Southampton, a plant at least 13 feet high,
and Mr. Kingsbury told me that when in bloom it is a most
beautiful object, blooming something like Humea elegans, but
more elegant even than it, and that it continues in flower from
October to March in any house from which frost is excluded.
It may be worth notice, then, by those who wish to have
decorative plants during the winter months.
May I take the opportunity of tendering my thanks to those

fellow rosarians who have kindly taken my hint, and written
their experiences ? I may have something to say about them
by-and-by, and in the meantime would say. Let none of those
who grow and love the Base be deterred from writing what he
knows about it by the fear that he is writing truisms ; we
want information, and from all sorts and conditions of soil,

climate, &c.—D., Deal.

THE CLIMBING DEVONIEXSIS ROSE.
Though not a Kose-grower but only a Kose-lover, I may

venture to quote my own small experience of the growth and
management of the so-called Climbing Devoniensis, the future

of which puzzles my worjhy friend, " Y. B. A. Z." Ten years
ago 1 planted apainst a paling, 9 feet high, a plant of thatEose
grafted on the Manetti stock ; it was, of course, planted some
inches below the scion. After a while it began to grow vi-

gorously, but did not produce more than some stray blossoms ;

nevertheless, it was allowed to grow as it liked, its only prnning
being the tying-in and bending down its straggling branches.

One year I had a shoot at least 18 feet long which was not in-

terfered with, and it is now nearly 8 inches in diameter. The
result has been, that two years ago I had at least four hundred
blooms, and branches laden with blossoms were cut off for

home exhibition. This year one day one hundred lovely buds
were gathered, and two days afterwards sixty were gathered,

leaving scores for future plucking. These were independent
of the continual gathetiags for weeks, as we always expect to

find some buds during the summer months, though its bloom
is not nearly so continuous as that of its neighbour, the Gloire

de Dijon, in the praises of which no one can be too eloqnent.

If " Y. B. A. Z." leave his strong shoots alone and do not
tip them (as the winter will do this effectively), but gently

bend them when they will bear handling, he will have more
blossoms than he will know what to do with ; though this is

scarcely possible, as his lady friends will fully appreciate

Devoniensis buds in any stage.

In contrast with this luxuriant growth, I may mention that

at the same time I planted a Devoniensis originally budded on
the Briar. This was planted with equal care, but the stock

was stagnant, and though the graft was some inches below the
surface, the Devoniensis has never attained any vigour, nor
thrown up shoots more than 20 inches high, and it only con-

tinues to live, thonch it has grown more this year than it has
previously done. Never remove a tree, especially a Eose tree,

if there is any growth, is my limited experience, for after a
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while the most nnpromisiDg will probably start into vigorous
growth if a free-growiug sort.

It is unkind to be glad to findgther persons are as badly off as

yourself, but the testimony of so muny correspondents about
the uncertainty of Mareehal Kiel, tells me that the fault was not
mine that four plants mostcareluUy tended have ceased to live.

" Try again " is my motto, for it is such a beauty that any
pains are well bestowed to obtain a good plant. Last year our

best Rose-grower, with his own hands, to prevent disappoint-

ing me, put into Devoniensis and Gloire de Dijon stocks at

least a dozen buds, not one of which succeeded. When it takes

to the soil it will grow nearly as strongly as Devoniensis. In
Mr. Pavitl's garden here, whence orisinally the Ciirabiug De-
Toniensis was procured, Man'chal Nicl grows more freely than
any modern Hose, and his oldest tree is a sight, having many
shoots upwards of 6 feet long, this year's growth. He cuts

trusses of bloom, that show how well he understands its manage-
ment. From him I learnt that if you wish a Devonieusia to

grow strongly and retain its so-called climbing character, insert

buds from a free-growing branch. If, on the other hand, the
future tree is to he of a shorter and more compact character,

select buds from flowering and more stumpy side branches. I

have no doubt that this rule is of almost universal application
;

it is so in the case of Fear grafts.—J. S. B.

OAK LODGE,
The Eesidence of Jajies McHexhy, Esq.

The grounds, entered by a carriage drive from the Addison
Boad, Kensington, are of no great extent, but afford striking

evidences of wealth and luxury. The forms and figures are

all gently rounded off and unite softly with each other. Lawn
and gravel, shrub, tree, and flower, with all the less common
and more costly appendagf s appear to belong to one another,

and to fit into the place in which they occur. The idea of

size is not to be realised within narrow limits by mere sim-
plicity ; it is indefiniteness, giving the eye a number of points

to rest upon and recesses to explore, and giving the imagi-
nation a field for its active exercise, that produce the required
result.

The conservatory attached to the house is furnished with a
large mirror set in an ornamental door-like frame which, seen
from the drawing-room, reflects and gives the appearance of

increased length and breadth to all the statues and floral orna-
ments the conservatory contains. Of these may be noticed
Dicksonia antarctica, 6 feet high in the stem, with fronds
10 feet long, various other Ferns, Camellias in pots, &c., and
the walls are covered with Plumbago capensis, Lapageria rosea,

Passiflora ImpC*ratrice Eugenie, &c. Marble statues occupy
niches, and china vases are tastefully arranged on the floor.

On the garden or east front of the house is a terrace walk
with vases filled with flowers on the balustrades ; and the
narrow borders around, edged with stone, are planted with
Flower of the Day Pelargonium, with a bordering of the blue
Lobelia. The view from the house comprises the lawn, lake,

rockwork, clumps of trees, and single specimens, so disposed
as to produce variety without intricacy. As you pass along,

flower beds come into sight, with the lake and rocks, the latter

surmounted with shrubs and tall flowering-spikes of Yucca
filamentosa. backed with two large specimens of Wyoh Elms,
and in the distance by Holland Park woods.
A vista to the right is composed of nine flower beds on grass,

four circles of which are filled with Calceolaria Kayii in the
centre, then Tom Thumb Pelargonium, edged with Cerastium
tomentosum ; two oblong beds with Christine Pelargonium,
edged with Crystal Palace Tropa;olum ; two beds with Bijou,
edged with blue Lobelia ; and the centre bed contains Coleus
Marshall! and C. Verschaffelti, edged with the Golden-feathered
Pyrethrum. In various vistas and recesses around the lake
that open up to view as you pass along the serpentine walks are
flower beds. One is planted with yellow Calceolaria and Tom
Thumb Pelargonium, edged with "blue Lobelia; another with
Calceolarias and Stella Pelargonium, edged with Gnaphalium
tomentosum ; small circular beds with Mrs. Pollock Pelar-
gonium, edged with the Golden Feverfew ; and a circular bed
divided into four parts, two of which were planted with Purple
King Verbena and two with Flower of the Day Pelargonium,
edged with Golden Feverfew.
From a seat on rising ground beyond the ornamental rustic

bridge, a fine view is obtained of the lake, the rockery, the
Ivy-clad church of St. Barnabas on one tide, and on the other
a portion of the lawn, rising np like an amphitheatre to the

distant shrubs, backed by the woods of Holland Park. The
lake itself, though small, is a source of variety, with its beautiful
changes of aspect, and the reflections of lawn, plant, and sky
which are so softly mirrored on its glassy surface. The pleasure
ground of a mansion can scarcely bo considered complete
unless it contains a piece of rockwork, either natural or arti-

ficial. There are, however, few persons who can imitate
natural rock successfully. Eocks where they exist naturally,
or where artificial ones are judiciously introduced, tend greatly
to beautify a piece of water. What can be more appropriate
than rocks for the high banks of a lake ? Here there is an
excellent example of rockwork, furnished with all the best
sorts of shrubs too numerous to name. Ivy and other climbers
overhanging the rocks, and from a seat in front of a waterfall
a pretty landscape view is obtained. The rockwork is on a
large scale, not one continued line, but broken at intervals, in
one part lost beneath the surface of the earth, and again rising
in another part and resuming its sinuous form. The method
of making artificial rockwork is to have every stone arranged
to suit the eye, and the interstices are then to be filled up with
any kind of rough mortar. Of course, fissures and similar
places intended for plants which are to cover the rock must
be left open, so that the roots may penetrate to the soil beneath
the stones. The next operation is to daub the whole mass over
with Eoman cement.
A BeuriC Diel Pear tree growing high above the rockwork,

with a few Apple trees interspersed among the shrubs are con-
spicuous. I have often thought that there is no species of
tree that produces greater variety of form than the Pyrus
tribe ; indeed, it would be difficult to imagine any form of
deciduous tree that may not readily be found in one or other
of this interesting tribe. Fruit trees in shrubberies ought to
be more abundant than they are, for they are quite as orna-
mental as most of our deciduous trees and shrubs at present
in use, both in spring when in bloom and in autumn when
laden with fruit, for who is there who does not admire either
Apples or Pears ? For villa and small gardens in general there
is nothing equal to them for ornamental planting, either as
standards or bushes, intermixed with a few evergreens, to give
the garden a finished appearance in winter.

If fruit trees, as in France, were planted along the high
roads and in the hedgerows instead of the useless pollards that
now disfigure them, we should have an abundance of useful
fruit and fewer complaints of pilfering. There are public path-
ways through many orchards in Kent, and through the market
gardens in the neighbourhood of London, and there are but
very few complaints of the loss of fruits or vegetables.
The specimen house, 70 feet long by 20 feet wide, contains

about seventy Indian Azaleas. About fifty of them are from
2 to 5 feet in diameter, and G feet in height ; not one-sided, bat
cone-shaped, and feathered all round from bottom to top.

Running east and west are two houses, each 120 feet long,

with a promenade walk and borders between, furnished with
handsome, spiral, young Box trees and other shrubs. The
first range is divided into early and late vineries and Peach
houses. The wood of the Tines in the early house is as fine

as could be wished, and in the late house there is a splendid
crop. The Peach houses are fine examples of good manage-
ment, which was proved this year by a prize at the May
Show of the Royal Horticultural Society. The other range in-
cludes the stove, intermediate house, and New Holland house.
In the stove were two splendid specimens of Allamanda grandi-
flora, with between seventy and eighty expanded blooms on
each, also Croton pictum, C. variegatum, the Cocoa-nut Palm,
large specimens of Ixoras, Bougainvillea glabra, covered with
its beautiful pink flowers ; Franciscea calycina, and Eucharis
magnifica, which had borne upwards of one hundred rose-
coloured racemes from 18 inches to 2 feet long.
The other houses contained large specimens of Clerodendron

Thomsons; Balfourianum, Azalea sinensis, besides many va-
rieties of Azaleas and Ferns. In the New Holland house was
a miscellaneous collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Boronias,
itc. To the north of the house is a bank overlooking the lake,
which is planted with a row of Irish Tew, then Aucuba
japoniea, then a row of Berberis Aqnifohum, edged with Hyperi-
cum—a succession of shrubs as here displayed most suitable
for embankments.
On the north side of a hedge in the kitchen garden are tem-

porary pits where the largo specimens of New Holland plants
are placed in the summer. Amongst them I noticed an Erica
depressa, 5 feet high and 4 feet in diameter ; Genetyllis fuchsi-

! oides, G. tulipifera, Erica colorans tnbiflora, 4 feet in diameter

;
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Tery large apecimena of Erica Cavendishii, Pimelea apcotabilia,

Uhorojema varium nannm, Pleroma elegans, Pimelea Hender-

•oni, Fbnnocoma prolifera, i-c.

The gardens, plcasuro grounds, and bouses are kept in firjt-

rate order by the persevering and excellent head-gardener, Mr.

"Willjie, whose name is to be seen every year attached to some

of the first prises awarded tn the collections of plants at the

great metropolitan shows.—W. Keakb.

ROYAL IIOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
OoroiIB &TH.

F«crr CcKumEi!.—O. F. Wilson. Ksq., K.R S., in the chair.

Prires were offered for throe bonihos of Chaswlas MneoQC Grapes, for

which thrre were no competitors ; also for three bnuches of Muscat

Hamburgh, for which Mr. Onman, Groat Stanmore, was the only com-

petitor. These were grown in » conservatory, and were not favoorable

eiamples, and hardly ripe. They were awaried n second prize. Mr.

Stevens, of Trentham, was the only competitor in the class for Black

Hambnrghs, or Frankeuthal. ills were three splendid bunches in

BiT.c, form, and colour, and received a firat prize. Mr. Wnttam, gar-

doner to C. Longman, Esq., Shecdish. Hemel HempBtead, sent for

competition in the class for White Muscat of Alexandria three noble

bnnches of that variety, which were so superior, that in addition to

the Erat prize they were awarded a firstcla-ss certificate. There was

ft strong competition in the Alicante class, which brought out ei-

hibitions of very largo and handsome bnnches. The first prize was

awarded to Mr. F.gertou, gardener to Countess Waldegrave, Straw-

fcerry Hill, for three bunches weighing l.i lbs l.S ozb., beautifully

Ri-own and coloured ; the second was taken by Mr. Latham, gardener

to Mesars^ Bertram A; Roberts, Rockhill, Sjdenham, for very large

b«t not 80 even bnnches ; and Mr. Lynn, gardener to Lord Boston,

had three good bnnches, but not so well coloured, and it received a

special ccrtihcate. In the class for three bnnches of any new or

recent variety, Messrs. Standish sent three fine bunches^ of Royal

Aacot, with finii, large, jet black berries, which received the first prize ;

and the second was awarded to Royal Vineyard, sent by Mr. Baxter,

gardener to 0. Reiser, Esq., Broxbourne. In the class for the best

collection of (irapes named, there was no competition.

For Messrs. Lee's prize of £5. there was only one exhibitor. Mr.

Stevens, of Trentham, sent three bnnches, two of which were small,

aad rife ; the third a large, handsome bunch, but very nnripe ; and as

the unripe bunch disqualified the exhibition, it was decided that the

prize should bo repeated, of which due notice will be given in the

schedule for next year.

Mr. William Panl sent a collection of ten seedling Grapes, some of

which were of excellent flavour, and the Committee commended

S, 11, VI, 10, 7, 4, and 15. Mr. James, gardener to Lord Dartmouth,
|

at Patshall, sent two bunches of a seedling Grape, the berries of which

may be called enormons ; they are oval, white, firm-tieshed, and with

a very rich and agreeable flavour. The Committee highly commended

this admirable Grape, and recommended Mr. James to persevere in

tke cultivation of it, and send it np next year. Mr. Wells, of South-

amd, received a special certificate for a fine basket of Black Hamburgh

grown in a ground vinerv-

Mr. Bateman sent a basket of Bananas, Mangos, and Cape Goose-

berry. The first were excellent, bnt the Mangos were over-ripe, and

the Cape Gooseberries were scarcelv ripe. Messrs. Stuart & Mien sent

a seedling Tomato, which proved to be the Red Plom-shnpcd. Messrs.

Carter Si Co. sent a collection of Tomatoes, including the new Ame-

rican General Grant, Yellow Cherrv, Red Currant or Solannm race-

raigerum, and one called Pear-shaped, which was not the true Pear-

shaped. Mr, Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter, sent a dish

of Figs grown out of doors against a wall, which were very nch in

flavour, and highly commeniled by the Committee. Mr. GUbcrt also

sent a seedling Apple, which is a grol early kitchen Apple.

Mr. TiUery. of Welbeck, sent a fine dish of Walburton Admirable

Peach grown on a glass-covered wall. The fruit was large, and of

excellent flavour, and received a special certificate. Mr. Coltown.

•ardener to James Blyth, Esq., Wolverhampton, sent a dish of noble

specimens of Salwav" Peach. The flavour was good, and the Com

mittee awarded a special certificate. Mr. Drewett, of Denbies, sent

two brace of Cucumbers, two white and two black. They were very

good, bnt not superior to others in cultivation.

Mr. Warner, of the Nurseries, Leicester, sent a Plum called the

" Don Plum," which was evidentlv the old French variety the Prune

d'Or. Mr. Forsyth, gardener to Barm Rothschild, Gunnersbnry, sent

three splendid Pines—two Smooth Cayenne, one of which weighed 8 lbs.,

and Charlotte Rothschild, which weighed 9 lbs. They were nnam-

monaly awarded a special certificate. Mr. Henry Clarke, gardener to

Earl Cowper, Panshanger, sent a fruit of Prickly Cayenne, to which a

special certificato was awarded.
, , , , t.

Mr William Paul sent an interesting collection of Apples and i-ears,

to which a special certificate was awarded. Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridge-

worth sent a very large collection of Apples, which also received a

a.6cial certificate. Mr. W. Deans, of Jedburgh, sent fruit of a seed-

Img Apple, which the Committee did not consider equal to many others

in cultivation.

Mr. Melville, of Dalmeny Park, eont a aeedling Grape, c»Uim|

Golden Prince, raised from the Lady Downe'a crowed by MnicM

Hamburgh ; but the Coinmitleo did not entertain a favoarablo opinioB

of it. Mr. Samnel Horlev, of Woolalon, Nottingham, aenl apecuneM

of hi« Conqnercr Prize Cilory, accompanied with * letter, from whirl

the following is an extract :

—

"I may remnrk. the C.lory is ot the <inililT osnally (frown In thll

locality for cxhihillon. and has been blanched by the Dsu.l proce.s that

ol first Wding tho plant I., the necessary holRtit in BtronR while paper,

and then piling uj. the eorll. in the usual manner. This k^eps >»'«'«»'«

porteclly dean ami tree from blemi»l.-po.Lt«ol (treat imp-irUnce when

growing Celery for exhibition ; but it is only Jo«t to remark 'li"' C''«J7

so blanched is never so sweet -nd delic»te '»""'>'•"»
"V^'^'!,'?,

is closely packed in direct contact with it, and the longer '^o Celery re-

main, in the ground after it is blanched, the "<"«, ^.'"<^'"?»''°""°"

will be, the earth no d..abt esercisiDg the B«me puntying Ijrinc ple opon

the pknt as ildocs upon every other substance thol is brought in contact

"The seed from which the Celery sent wa. raised was '."T"
,""»"''

8^
hotbed the first week in April, and has been Brown on with the great.s

luxuriance ever since. The cold weather m May ^°'"««»'"V'<,'"^'l'«f
Kro«tl,, The soil in my garden is very rich in '='' """'^.""^ "h^" !!^*
table matter, and we«k manure water is freely used

"'.'•°°»te°'
'\' '»?f

°''

but the solid n.»nure is placed in the trench quite »'''<''
"^'^'i?!?!?" ,,

as it is desirable the root, should not enter i luntl 'l"/!?'^^
mor!

throw np their centre leaves, and then iUnshle, them t",^" '° '"'''
°^,7.

than ns'ual vigour. Ton will observe 'l-o breadth. .moolhne„,.nd^oU.

dity of the leaves o the iipecimens I send, the Tsrlely being la point o

form, as nearly perfect as it is possible to obtain It.

Messrs. Dcwnie, Laird, i: Laing aen Ispecimen o s Turnip-rooted

Beet, which was deficient in colour, and mnch inferior to the Tnrnip-

rooted Bassano. Thomas Laxton, Esq., of Stamford brojight a

large collection of grafted Potatoes, accompanied with the following

statement :

—

"I grafted or attempted to graft fortysix tubers, k"' »^° ""J'g*^^
either failed to take before planting out, or have since cither died or have

not been perlectiv united. Some of those "ent will, perhaps, show th 8

hot in other cases the old tubers seem to have been tborouAly exhanated

bv the grafted eye After grafting them I plunged t^« '"b"" '^
f"""

refuse for a tew week-s, until I saw whether the eyes had apparently be-

come intimaleVattached to the tuber. They were afterwards planted

fn" spare corner and examined from time to time ond where any eve

had been oni nod to be removed from the tuber the shoot was exlr.icted.

The gramug operations wove performed rather late in the season, when

most^f my early Potatoes had been planted. The sets were not earthed-

up and Appear to have been attacked either by grubs or slugs.

Messrs. Cutbush Sc Son. of Highgate, sent a choice coWeclxonoi

Onions, which received a first-class certificate, and Messrs. Barr and

Suoden sent their extensive coUection, which was shown at the pre-

vious meeting. A report of them will be found in another page.

Flou.il Committee.-Rov. J. Dix in the chair. The great feature

of this meeting was the large and interesting collections of Fung,

the advantage of seeing these named and arranged as o their edible

or poisonous^ualities is very great. We can only regret hat there is

To Lort a space of time for examining them The plan and flora

departments were nnu.nally well represented, the ^U-":';™',
f

."'

Roses from Cheshunt and Waltham Cross were snperb Mr. MelviUe

Da men? Park, sent a basket of hybrid Pansies, Vio a In ea crossed

with the ordinary vellow Pansy ; in their present state nothing conld

bo said of them From Messrs, E. G. Henderson, came Achyrocline

Sanndersii, a small white-lcaved plant suitable for edgings
;
Cineraria

acanthifolin; and a very pretlv white BonvardiajasminiHora.

Mess s Veitch were'awarded a special certificate for a valuable

specimen of Masdevallia Veitchii ; and first-class certihcates for

Ana-ctochilns ordiana (,?), Ana^ctochilus Dawsonmuus pictus Tyda.a

Nero wi h verv dark red flowers : Rhododendron Lohbii, bright scar et

tubular flowerY; Seaforthia Veitchii. and Miltonia Warscewiczi.
;
also

1 special certificate for the group of plants, and a special cert.hcat^

for the collection of Orchids. Messrs. Veitch also exhibited a new

orm of PaIm Veitchia Johannis, from the South Sea Islands; Lo-

belX Blue Gem, the darkest shade yet grown ;
Oneidinm weltoni, Ac.

Mr Bull sent a fine collection of plants. First-c ass certificates were

awarded to Dekonia nobilis, Martinezia caryot«tolia, Ptjchosperma

elegans Ptvchosporma Alexandra., ThrinaT bavanensis, and Plecto-
eiegans ri)

j diHerent forma of Palms, some of

tZ: noTtlT knJv!^%m. it is considered necessary to bring this

fine class of plants forward, as they have been seen by few and are

St oraamen al Among Mr. Bulls other plants were Bignonia

m rabilh Ficna dealbata^ Tritonia anrea cancellsta, Cham^ropa

"rlorea probablv a form of C. hnmilis, A bnca fasbgiaU elongata

Icanth^rlza WaJscewlczii, Ptychosperma regia, A zelia magnihca and

Me.embryanthemum cordifolium variegatum. A specuil certificate

'"M^rs^r'totlif L^d! .t Laing sent seedling Dahlia Princess

mS From Mr. W. Paul came a fine coUecUon of en Roses

orown out of doors, which for the time of year were remarkably fine
;

Sso a collection of cot zonal Pelargoniums, A n^cal cer.ihcat* was

awarded Messrs. Cutbush sent Centanrea nivalis, and Mr >Vooi-

wlrd Stoke near Coventry, a seedling Fuchsia not equal to many

To/ts Mr G Archer, Wellingborongh, was awarded a special certifi-

cate for a fiue'coUection of cut Conifers with their cones.

Mr Turner, Slough, exhibited a white seedling Mcal Pelargonium.

The Bride • an Ivy-leaved seedling Compactnm, with very broad white

margbi-fiktclaS certificate: and Tropa^olum Ochroleucum, one of
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Ihe most usefal bedding plants yet raised. The foliage ia bright

yellow, the plant prodncing bnt few flowers. It is of a dwarf and

compact habit, and will be found generally usefal for decorative par-

poees. Mr. Tamer sent also a small collection of Tricolor zonal

PelargoDinms in great perfection, which were awarded a special certi-

ficate ; also three eUnds o Jsnperb Dahlias, for which a similar award

was made. Mr. Cliffe, gardener to Lord Egerton o iTatton, sent a

fine specimen of Hippeastrnm reticalatam. which wai awarded a

pocial certificate for good cnltnre. From Mr. E. G. Bland, Rich-

mond Hill, came four seedling zonal Pelar^oninms of no merit, also a

collection of cat zonal Pelargoninms. Etna was considored a fine and

promising variety. Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.,

exhibited a very interesting collection of plants, among them a very

pretty flowering balb, Bessera miniata—a spec al certificate was

awarded. Messrs. Paul <fe Son, Cheshunt, bronj^ht a most beaatiful

ieedling Cupressus called C. Lawsoniana pendula alba, for which a

first-class certificate was given. This is an extremely handsome plant,

and will be in great request. Messrs. Paul sent five boxes of magnifi-

cent Roses, which jastly merited a special certificate.

Mr. James, Higbgate, sent plants of his silver Tricolor zonal

Pelargoniam.Mra. Col. Wilkinson. Messrs. Cripps, Tunbridge Wells,

ent plants of Yucca (draconis }alba spica, Enonymna japnnicus pul-

chellus (?) microphyllus, Cupressus Lawsoniana alba; Mr. Laxton,
Stamford, a seedling Rose, Beanty of Stamford, of a promising cha-

racter; Mr. G. Parker, Winkfield, seedling Dahlia Enchantress; Mr.

Poynter, seedling Fuchsia Royalty, with deep yellow foliage ; and Mr.

Frost, Dropmore, fine specimens of cut Conifers with cones, for which

ft special certificate was given.

Messrs. Staudish sent a small collection of plants, inclading Acti-

nopteris radiata, Abies japonica, an Anthnrinm, Nerine Fothergillii,

and very fine plants of Ficas macrophylla, having very ornamental
foliage, and being of qnict growth. The plant is an epiphyte, and
grows 50 feet high. When it has exhausted the plant upon which it

has grown, its long roots reach the ground, and form stout poles, by
which the plant ia supported, and then receives its nourishment.

Exhibition op Fu^fGi.—For the prizes offered for the best collec-

tion of edible and poisonous Fungi there were five competitors, each
showing collections of very considerable merit ; and that which came
from Mr. Worthiiigton Smith contained, we believe, as many as seventy

species. The first prize was awarded to Mr. English, of Epping, who
had in his collection the following Agarics—viz., A. mnscarius, ex-

celans, vaginatus, rachodes, melleus, personatns, nndns, cyathiformis,

laccatas, alealinas, primulas, equarrosus, tener, arvensis, faacicalaris,

and lacoatus amethysteus, very beantifal ; Coprinns comutufl, Lac-
tarius qaietns, Russula rosacea, R. fragilis, Cantharellna cibarias,

C. lutesceus, Boletus laridus and snbtomentosus, Hydnum repandum
and erinaceus, Lycoperdon gigantenm, Phallus impudicus, and many
others. But what attracted attention more than anything else to this

collection, was the beantifally preserved specimens of which Mr.
English exhibited a number on invisible wire supports, and which are

prepared by a process known only to himself, and that enables him
to retain all the characters of the species unaltered.

The second prize went to Mr. Smith for the very extensive collection

before alluded to, and which was accompanied by coloured drawings
of a dozen species of Agaricus. One great merit of Mr. Smith's ex-

hibition, as compared with the others, was thp.t poisonous and edible

species were to some extent distinguished as su'-h, and this is a featnre

which, as Mr. Wilson Saunders justly remarked, it wonld be desirable

to carry out more fally at subsequent exhibitions* of Fungi. A know-
ledge of what are poisonous and what are perfectly safe ppecies cannot
be too widely spread abroad, for it is the want of that knowledge which
prevents Fungi being used as articles of food to a much greater ex-

tent than they now are ; at present they are regarded with distrust,

both by rich and poor, for both are, as a rnle, unable to distinguish

between those which are hurtful and those which wonld form a grate-

ful addition to many a dish. Mr, Smith sent among edible kinds
Gomphidius glutinosus, Agaricus gambosus, Coprinus comatns, Agari-
eu8 rubescens, Koletus edulis, Agaricus Orcella, A. procerus, and
A. rachodes, Lycoperdon giganteum, Marasmius Oreades, Clavaria
mgosa, Fistulina hepatica, and Lactarius delieiosus; some, as Agari-
cus vaginatns, Pasillus involntus, and Boletus subtomentosus, which
have the negative quality of being not poisonous ; whilst of those
which are poisonous he had a numerous collection, among which were
Agaricus muscarius, Russula rosacea and fragilis. Boletus luridus,
Lactarius vellarius, and many more, besides several marked suspicious
or dangerous.
The third prize was awarded to G. W. Hoyle, Esq., of Reading,

who had a good collection, and several of the specimens were excellent.

From Mr. Edmonds, Chiswick House, came a basket containing a
small collection most tastefully arranged ; and Messrs. Carter S: Co.,

were likewise exhibitors, having, along with others, a Giant Puff-ball,

apparently in excellent condition for use. Further particulars re-

specting the exhibition of Fungi will be found in our report of the
General Meeting, and we can only add, that we hope such exhibitions
will be frequently repeated. They are instructive to those who attend
them, beneficial to the Society, and promise by their results, direct

and indirect, to be beneficial to the country at large.

Gkwer.vl Meeting.—J. Bateman, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.
After the usual preliminary business had been gone through, the

Rev. M. J. Berkeley said his observations would be principally con-

fined to B^ongi. Before touching upon these, however, he would just

remark that an extremely pretty Epidendrum, sent by Dr. Rogers tc

the last meeting, proved to be Epidendrum glumaceum ; also that

though at one time Picea Pinsapo had b&en supposed to be merely a

variety of P. cepbalonica, the two are totally diflfcrent, as evidenced by
the cones sent by Mr. Frost, Mr. Archer, and others, those of cepba-

lonica having secondary scales, whilst there is no trace of these in

Pinsapo. This constituted a decided difference.

Mr. Berkeley next adverting to the exhibition of Fungi, said that

last year, in his unavoidable absence, a brilliant lecture was given by

Dr. Bull, of Hereford. That lecture he would not attempt to rival,

but, instead, would read a letter he had received from Dr. Curtis, of

North Carolina, shortly after the war between the southern and
northern States of America had ended. Dr. Curtis stated that when
the southern army were in straits they often lived on Fungi, and Dr.

Cartis himself had lived on these for months together. Three prizes

were offered for Fungi—viz., one by Mr. Wilson Sannders, one by-

Mrs. Lloyd Wynne, and one by Lady Dorothy Nsvill. The first prize

had been awarded to Mr. English, of Epping, not so much because it

abounded in the same number of species that some of the other col-

lections did, nor because the manner of arrangement was that sug-

gested by Mr. Wilson Saunders, but chiefly on account of the mode
of preservation employed. And here he (Mr. Berkeley) would remark

that he had never seen any specimens of Fungi equal to those pre-

served by Mr. English, who had been employed for the British Museum,
the South Kensington Museum, and had sent collections to Norwich,

as well aa to Dr. Balfour, at Edinburgh. The collection to which the

second prize was awarded came from Mr. W. G. Smith, of North

Grove West, Mildmay Park, who was known as a first-rate artist, and
had supplied drawings of Fungi to tho South Kensington Museum.
His collection included a very rare species of Boletus with white

spores, and many other species of great interest. The third prize

was given to a collection from Mr. Hoyle, containing some particularly

good specimens, but many of them were not named. Two other col-

lections, both of considerable merit, were shown, the one by Mr. Ed-
monds, of Chiswick, tho other by Messrs. Carter & Co.

Mr. Berkeley then noticed particularly a few of the species shown,

the first being 'boletus edulis. The merits of this, he said, were very

little known in England. Dr. Badham, when at Tunbridge Wells,

first tanght the people there its value, and to this day it is sought after

in the neighbourhood. It also abounds in Kew Gardens, whence some
of the specimens before him came. When in Hanover lately he went

to the markets, and saw abundance of tho dried slices of this and
other Fungi, which must grow there in the utmost profusion. It is

difGcolt to distinguish it from other species when young, but when it

grows older its stem becomes more reticulated, and is the only species

which can be found with a reticulated stem. Boletus castaneus could

not be mistaken for it, owing to the absence of reticulation, and by its

being detestably bitter, whilst an unfailing character of Boletus luri

dus is its becoming dark blue when broken. Of the Agarics, Agaricus

Orcella is one of the best, so is A. prunulns, often confounded with it,

and A. nebularis is not very different. A. Oreades, or Champignon,

no one could confound with others, being so much superior, and the

gills being leathery and far apart. Agaricus virosns, of which speci-

mens were shown to the meeting, though often eaten in London, is

extremely dangerous. The question had often been asked of him,
" How to distinguish edible from poisonous species?" and he confessed

he was totally unable to answer it. Experience, a knowledge of the

species, was the only guide; and the same thing applied to other

classes of plants as well as Fnngi. for a person unacquainted with the

difference might mistake the wild Celery for the Water Cress. All

Fungi he believed were wholesome if preserved with salt and vinegar

the latter seeming to neutralise the poisonous principle of Fungi. Mr-

Berkeley then related that Dr. Badham having sent Agaricus mus-
carius by mistake to a friend, and although only a small quantity had

been eaten, it had the effect of producing intoxication, a purpose for

which it is largely used in Kamtschatka along with Cranberry juice. In

fact, it derived its specific name muscarius from its property of intoxi-

cating flies. Mr. Berkeley then read Dr. Curtis'fl communication

before alluded to. and which was as follows :

—

"You have asked me to fiive you my 'experienc* with the eatable

Mushrooms of America.' This will be most sfitisffictorily done. I pre-

sume, in pretty much tho same style in which I would narrate it to you
at your fireside. My experience runs back onlv about twelve or fifteen

vears. You mavrememter that, previous to this period. I exin-essed a

fear of these edibles, as I had grown up with the common prejudices

against them entertained by most pe:iplo in this country. Having occa-

sionally rend of fenrful accidents from their use, and there being abun-

dance of other and wholesome food obtainable. I felt no inclination to

run any risk in needlessly enlarging iny bill of fftre. Thus I had passed

middle life without having once even tasted a Mushroom.
" But aa under vour guidance and assistance my knowledge of Fungi

increased, a confidence in mv abilitv to discriminale species grew up
with it, and n curiosity to test the qualities of thepe much-lauded articles

got the better of timiditv ; and now, I suppose, I can safely say that I

have eaten a greater variety of Mushrooms thnn anyone on the Ameri-

can continent. I have even introduced several species before untried

and unknown. From the beginning of my exi-eriments, however, I have
exercised great caution, even with species long recoguiwed as safe and
wholesome. In every case I began with only a single mouthful. No ill

etfect following, I made a second essay upon two or three mouthfnis, and
so on praduallv, until I made a fuU meal of them. Fortunately, I have
never blundered upon any kind that was mischievous, although I have
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eaten freely of forty epecies. This is doc, perhapn, to my general (ic-

qnaintance with species which hnv» been loDRQsed In Enrope, nod hciico

I bavo Diudo no experiments npou duw epecics which had not sumo
ai&Bity or unalripy with tliuin.

" For Jn*.taDce, ARaricnBcnmpeslrisond ar^'cnsis being wliolesomo, I did

not doubt but that A. nmygdtilimiB (a new Bpecios, cloHcly allied to A. nr-

venats), might he enfely'nttompled, and it has prnvod eijually ssfe and
palatable. Indeed, tbie may bo regarded as the safest of nit epecics for

gathering, aa it can bo diecrimiuatod from all othora. oven by a ctiild or

a blind perec n. Its taste nnd odour aro ro very like those of Peach ker-

nels or bitter Almondni. that iilmoet invariably the reHcnibhiuce i^ iuimo-

diately mentioned by thoae who Insto it crude for the lirst time. This

flaToor is lof-t by cooking, anloBS tbe Mushroom be undi-rdono. When
tborougbly cooked I cannot myself distinguish it from A. citmpestris.

One or two persona ba%'o expressed the opinion that they can distinguish

it, and that it is not quite so good. Others, again, are equally pnhilivo

that it is bettor. In the crude state I dotm it tho most pulatablo < I all

UOBbrooms, as it leaves a very grateful aftt-r-tnste upon the palate, iully

equal to that of Almonds. This is tho thing I sent you some years ago

lor cultivation, but which failed to grow. I very mucli wish it might be

propagated in Englcnd, so that we might ascertain whether it would
undergo any change <if qualities in a diff^Toot soil nnd climate. I have

for some time boon entertaining the suspicion that such is tho caso with

many of our species. Thus, ia European books tho More! is described

as possessing a peculiar flavour, that has given its name to the MoroUo
Cherry. I can detect nolhiLg of tho sort in our Morel- You speak of

A. ca?soreus {'Introduction to Cryptngamic IJotnny ') os being 'perhaps

the most delicious of all Fungi.' This grows in great quantities in our

Oak forests, and may be obtained by the cartload in its season ; but to my
taste, and that of all my family, it is tho most unpalatable of all our
Fangi, nor can I find many of our most pusRionate mycophagists who
will avow that they like it. I have tried it in almost every possible mode
of cookery, but without success. There is a disagreeable saline flavour

that we cannot remove nor overlay.

"In the Tricboloma section, in which are several species long known
as edible, I did not hesitate to experiment upon any that had the odour
and taste of fresh flour. I began with A. frumeutaceus, not learning

from bo<iks whether it had been eaten in Europe. To this I subsequently
added three new American species beloncing to the some group. All are

excellent when stowed, and are especially valuable for their appearance

in late autumn, even during hard frosts, when other Agarics are mostly

oat of season.
"Again, there seemed such a similarity of texture and habit between

A. CflBspitosus {Lentinus, Bork.) and A. melleus, although tbo former

belongs to Clitocybe, that the temptation to a trial of it was irresistible.

As it is found here in enormous quantities, and a single cluster often

contains fifty to a hundred stems, it might well be deemed a valuable

species in a time of scarcity. It would not bo highly esteemed where
other and better sorts can be had ; but it is geuerally preferred to A. mol-

leus. I have found this species very suitable for drying for winter use.
** Among Boleti I ventured, in ignorance if it had ever been eaten, to

try B. collinitns. on account of ils close relationship with B. flavidns. I

ftm not particularly fond of Boleti, hut this species has been pronounced,

delicious by some to whom I have sent it.

" So among the Polypores, I had no fear of harm from the use of a

new American species (P. poripes. Fr.), on account of its relation to

P, ovinus. of its texture, and its flavour. The taste of the crude speci-

men is like that of the best Chestnuts or Filberts. It has been compared
even with the Cocoa Nut, and is certainly of very agreealtle flavour. It

does not, however, make a superior dish for tho table, being rather too

dry, but it is innocent and probably nutritious.
" Of the llerisma group of Polypores, having already tried P. frondosus,

confluens, and sulphurous, I ventured, after some hesitation, and with

more than usual caution, to test the virtues of a new American species

(P. Berkeleyi. Fr.), notwithstanding the intense pungency of the raw ma-
terial, which bites as fiercely as Lactarins piperatus. When young, and
before the pores are visible, the substance is quite crisp and brittle, and
in this state I have eaten it with impunity and with satisfaction, its

pungency being all dissipated by stewing. I do not, however, deem it

comparable with P. confluens. ^vhich is rather a favourite with me, as it

is with some others to whom I have introduced it. P. sulphurens is just

tolerable ; safe, but not to bo coveted when one can get better. When I

say safe, I mean not poisonous. I cannot recommend it as a diet for

weak stomachs, which should bo said of some other Fungi of similar

texture. I am here reminded of an experience I had three or four years

ago with this species, which would have greatly alarmed mo had it hap-

pened at an early date in my experiments, and which would, probably,

have deterred anyone unused to this kind of diet from ever indulging in

it again. I had a sumptuous dish of it on my supper-table, of which
most of my family, as well as a guest passing the night with us, par-

took very freely. During the ni»;ht I became exceedingly sick, and
was not relieved until depleted of my supper. My first thought on
the accession of the illness wa3 of Polypnrua sulphureus ; but as I

remembered that inflnmmalioa was one of the symptom? of Fungus-
poisoning, and I could detect no indications of this in my case, I

soon dismissed tbe rising fear, did not send for a doctor, nor take any
remedy. Others, who had partaken of the fungus more freely than
myself, were not at all affected; and I presume my sickness was no more
induced by the Polypore than by tho bread and butter I had eaten. And
jet, h:id I alone partaken of tho dish, or had one or two others been
afl'ectcd in like manner, doubtless tho niyht attack would have been very
confidently attributed by some to the Mus^hroom; or had this been my
first trial of that article, possibly I might ever after have regarded it with
suspicion. I learned a few days afterward'* from one of our physicians,

that this kind of sickness was then somewhat prevalent in the commu-
nity, and could bo attributed to no known cause. For the credit of this

species, therefore, we were fortunately able to distinguish the poU hoc

bom the propter hoc.
"There are families in America that for generations have freely and

annually eaten Mushrooms, preserving a h'bit brouttht from Europe by
their ancestors. In no case have I hoard of an accidt^nt among them. 1

have known no instance of Mushroom -poisoning in this country, except
where the victims rashly ventured upon the experiment without knowing
one species from another. Amoug tho fnmilies above mentioned. I havo
not met with any whoso knowledge of Muslii-ooins extended beyond the
common species (A. campestris) called Pink Oill in this country. Several

such families Uvo near me, but not one of them was aware, until I in-

formed thorn, that there are other edible kinds. Everythinfr but tho
Pink Gill, which had tho form of a Musbronm, waA to them t Toadstool
and poisonous. When I first sent my sou with a fine haskM of Imperials

(A. cusareuH), to an intelligent physician, who waa exlravn«antly fond
of tho common Musuriom, the bid was grcotod with the indiynant ftx-

clamntiou, * Bov, 1 wouldn't eat one of those thing* to mivo vour falhtr'B

head !' When li.ld that they were eaten at my table, he ace. pled them,
nt« them, nnd hii« eaten many a one since, with all (afcly and with no
little relish. Sinco that time our mycophagists cat whatever 1 send them
without fear or suspicion.

" 1 have interested mysclf to extend tbe knowledge of these things amonK
the lovers of Mushrooms, and also tbeir use among those who havo not

before tried them. In the latter work I am not always succesBful, on

account of a strong prejudice against vegetables with such eonten.ptiblo

name*', and on unconquLrable fear of accidents. Yet, as iu my own case,

curiosity often conquers these errors. When away from home I h»TO

freqnenilv obtained ready perau&sion from a kind hostess to havo cooked

a di&h of Mushrooms thiit I have found on her premises, it has rarely

occurred in such cases that the dish, then tasted for the fi^^t time, was
not declared to be delicious, or the best thing ever put in tho moutb.
This latter phrase was once nsod in reference to so indifferent on article

as A, Baliguus. Indeed, I have found several persons who class this

among tho most palatable species. To sach persons a dibh of f rerth UOBb-
rooms need seldom bo wanting,as this one can bo had every month of

tbe year in this latitude. I am induced to believe that tho quality ol

this spf cioB varies with the kind of wood it grows from, and that it is

better flavoured when gathered from tbo Mulberry, and ei»pecinlly from

the Hickory, than when taken from most other trees. Its fitucss lor tho

table seems also to depend much upon tlie rapidity of its growth ;
those

which grow slowly, as is the caso with -nuio of our garden vegetables,

being of tougher texture and of less delicate flavour. A warm sun after

heavy rains brings thorn out in greatest perfoction.
" I have several times been asked by persons eatirg Mushrooms fortno

first time, whether these things belontr to tho vecotable or animal king-

dom. There is certainly a verv noticeable resemblance in the flavour of

some of them to that o'f flesh^ fish, or mollusc, so that the question, bb

founded merely on taste, is not an unnatural one. But I was much
struck with its propriety when reading an article in * Eraser's Magazine'

a few years since, written by the late Mr. Broderip, who therein says

that Mushrooms contain osmazome. If this be so, it accounts both for

their flavour and for their value as food. Of this latter quality I had

become so well convinced that, during our late war, I sometimes averred,

and I doubt if there was much, if any, exaggeration in the assertion,

that in some parts of the country I could maintain a regiment of soldiers

five months of the year ui>on Mushrooms alone.

"This leads to a remark, which should not be overlooked, upon tbo

groat abundance of eatable Mushrooms in the United States. 1 think it

is Dr. Eadham who boasts of their xmnsual number in Great Britain,

stating that there aro thirty edible species in that kingdom. I cannot

help thinking that this is an nnder-estimate. But if the doctor is

correct, there is no comparison between the number in your country and

this. I have collected and eaten forty species found within two miles of

my houFO. There are some others within this limit which I have not yet

eaten. In the catalogue of tho plants of North Carolina, you will notice

that I have indicated ono hundred and eleven (111), species of edibio

Fungi known to inhabit this State. I have no doubt there are forty or

fifty nKiro, as the alpine portion of the State, which is very extensive and

varied, has been very little explored in search of Fungi.
" In October. li-BG, whilo on the Cumberland Mountains in Tennes-

see, a plateau less than 10.0 feet above the valleys below, although with

little leisure for examination during the two days spent there, I

counted eighteen species of edible Fungi. Of the four or five which I

collected there for the table, oil who partook of them, none of whom had

before eaten Mushrooms, declared them most emphatically dehcious.

On mv return homeward, while stopping for a few hours at a station m
Virginia. I gathered eight good species within a few hundred yards of tbe

depot And so it seems to be throughout the country. Hill and plain,

mountain and valley, woods, fields, and pastures, swarm with a profosion

of good nutritious Fungi, wbic i are allowed to decay where they spring

up because people do not know how, or are afraid, to use them. By those

of 'us who know their nse their value was appreciated as never before

during our late war. when other food, especially moat, was scarce and

dear Then such persons as I have heard express a preference for Musb-

rooms over meat had generaUy no need to lack grateful food, as it was

easily had for tho gathering, and within easy distance of their homes ix

living in tho countrv. Such was not always the case, however. 1 re-

member on ono occasion during that gloomy period, when there had been

a protracted di-ought. and flei^by Fungi were to be found only in damp

shaded woods, nnd bnt few even there. I was unable to find enough of any

one species for a meal ; so. gathering of every kind. I brouKht hom« tWr-

teen difl"erent kinds, had them all cooked together in one grand pot-pourri,

nnd made an excellent supper. Among theee was the Chautarelle. upon

which I would say a few words in confirmation of what I havo already

said upon the varying qualities of Mushrooms indifferent regions and

localities Yon have somewboro written of this Mushroom as being s«>

hi-'hlv-esteeined a delicacy, that it is much sought for when a dinner of

state is Hiven in London. Can this be because it is a ranty? (for nothing

common and easilv obtained is deemed a delicacy. I believe), or because

von have it of finer flavour in England ? Here, where it abounds, no one

seems to care at all for it, and some would forego Mushrocms enUrely

rather than eat this. It certainly varies much in quality as I have occa-

sionallv found it qmte palatable, and again, though cooked in the same

mode, "verv indifferent. I have been unable to ascertain whether this

difference is due to locality, exposure, shade, soU, moisture, or tempers-

tnre. That soil has much to do with the flavour of some species of

Mushrooms I am well convinced. In a parcel of Pink GiUs I have some-

times found one or two specimens, though perfectly sound, otBtich

unpleasant odour and taste as would spoil a whole dish. So a'f ^. T»\^*Ji®
Snowball (A.arvensis). of which I amnually find a few beaut ful speci-

mens growing near my residence, upon a grassy turf which covers j^

specimens of the identical species which are of ^\^'' .^V^'^'^'^^Snl
to that of the best Mushrooms. As I have before intimated the varying

flavour of Mushrooms growing on different kinds of wood, so here, 1 bup-
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poae, the unpleasant qnaUties of somo specimens of these two well-known
and favourite species may be owing to something in the soil where they
grow which they cannot assimilate, and which so ri-nders a palatable and
wholesome species totally nnlit for the table. Whether such specimens, if

eaten, would be poisonous or unwholesome I do not feel any temptation to

prove. It is not pmbible that they will ever do any mischief, for it is

incredible that any human beia^ should so pervert his instincts as to

swallow such a viUnimuis concoction.
"Experience and nbsc-rvations like these would perhaps justify the

inference that nn innocent species may sometimes be deleterious, on
necount of its takin^i np some bad element from the soil. But as I have
never known a case of poisoninpr in families that are well acquainted
with the common Mushroom or Pink Gill, that gather the specimens for

themselves, and have used this article of food annually for many gene-
rations, I cannot apree with a sugi^estion somewhere made by yrm, that

perhaps all Mushrooms contRin a poisonous element, but some of them
in such small quantity as to have no appreciable effect. Now, had ynu
seen the quantities of stewed Mushrooms swallowed at a feinple meal
which I have seen thus devoured, and with no more harm than from the
same amount of oyster or turtle soup, I think you would bo forct-d to the
conclusion that such an amount, even of poisonous infinitesimals, must
have had some very unpleasant mauifestations, or else be a very innocent
diet.

" It is said that the sale of the Pink Gill fA. campestris), is forbidden
in the Italian markets, because that species has often proved to bo
poisonous. May not this have been occasioned by iprnorant and careless
collectors or by worthless inspectors ? To us in Americ«, who use this

species so freely and fearlessly, tho Italian's curse, ' May he die of a
Pratiola,' would have no more terror than ' May he die of aromatic pain.'

" Our best and standard Mushrooms are the Pink Gill (A. campestris);
Snowball |A. arvensis) ; Peach Kernel (A. amygdalinus) ; Nut (A. proce-
rus); French (A. prunulus) ; Morel (Morchella esculenta) ; Coral (Clava-
riie) ; and Omelette (Lycoperdon gipanteum). These are almost univer-
sally in high esteem. Yettasti s differ on these things as on fruits and vege-
tables ; Eooie putting one, some another, at the head of tho list, though
fond of all and ever ready to use either of them, as one who prefers a
Peach may yet relish an Apple. There are some among ns who regard
A. procerus as fully equal to A. campestris. and I am almost of the same
opinion. When broiled or fried it truly makes a luscious morsel. I must
mention in this connection, that this species here bears the name of Nut
Mushroom, from a quality that I do not find mentioned in the books
which describe it. The stem when fresh and young has a sweet nutty
flavour, very similar to that of the Hazel Nut. Is this the case with you ?

Its flavour is so agreeable that I am fond of chewing the fresh stems.
From this peculiarity in connection with its moveable rintj, its form, and
colours. I deem it a perfectly safe species to recommend for collecting.
We have no species likely to be mistaken for it, except A. rachodes, and
I fully«te?ted the innocence of this before commendine the lirst to others.
This has been suspected by some, hut I have found it harmless. Though
pretty well flavoured, it is not comparable with A. procerus, and the flesh
is so thin and spongy that no one would choose it when those of more
compact texture are to be had. A, excoriatus, of the same group, is a
much preferable species.

" The Morel is one of my greatest favourites, but this is not found in
quantity except in calcareous districts. A few days since (April Mist), I
had a dozen for supper, the largest number I ever had at one time.
" The Lycoperdon giganteum is also a great favourite with me, as it is,

indeed, with all my acquaintances who have tried it. It has not the
high aroma of some others, hut it has a delicacy of flavour that makes it

superior to any omelette I have ever eaten. It seems, furthermore, to be
so digestible as to adapt it to the most delicate stomachs. This is the
Southdown of Mushrooms.
" In this latitude (about 36-) we can find good Mushrooms for the table

during nine or ten months of the year. Including A.salignus, which some
are quite fond of, we can have them in every month, as this species comes
out during any warm spell in winter. A. campestris makes its appearance
here as early as March, but not in full crop until September. Several
excellent species of the Tricboloma group do not spring up until aftf-r

Irost sets in, and continue into December. Such is the case too with
Boletus collinitus, which sometimes emerges from the earth frozen solid.
•'These observations and experiences are confined chiefly to the Caro-

linas ; though, I presume, from casual observations elsewhere, and from
information derived from correspondents in other States, that making
some allr.wance for difference of climate and length of seasons, what I

have said is generally applicable to the whole country.—M. A. Cunxis."

Mr. Wilson Saunders said, that seeinj; the interest excited iu the
€xlubition of Fungi, he intended offering his prize another year. He
wanted to try and teach people which of them are edible, which not so.

but he would in future require the edible to be placed on one side, and
those not known to be so on the other, not mixed together as at pro-
sent. He would also require the names of the edible kinds to be
given. He was convinced that the country was losing a great deal of
good wholesome food from want of a knowledge of Fungi, of which
numerous species are known to be safe ; he was anxious that people
should arrive at that knowledge, and considered exhibitions of tho
different species one of the best means to the end.

Mr. Bateman congratulated the Fellows on the success of tho exhi-
bition, and made SDme remarks on Truffle-hunting in the south of
France, and on Fungi generally, while some of these, which had been
cooked, were handed round, urging the Fellows to partake without
fear, as the Council had set the example. He then prodnced somo
Mangos, which he ha I purchased in Covent Garden Market, thus
partly fulilling a prophecy of Sir Joseph Banks, that Mangos and
Mangosleens would be sold in Covent Garden. This was the first

time he had seen Mangos there ; they came from Madeii-a, but the
fmit bad been ripened both at Chatsworth. and many years previously
at Earl Powis's. After referring to the Cape Gooseberry previously
noticed, he produced some Blackhen-ies, which he was told were ex-
cellent in dumplings along with Berberries. Blackberries were appre-
ciated both by rich and poor in North Stafltordshire, and Blackberry
jam had been found so effective iu cases of fever in Bethnal Green,

that a clergyman there had once advertised for them. After mention-
ing Hippeastrum reticulatum as being a beautiful free-flowering plant,
known near Liverpool under the incorrect name of Bertolonia mar-
morata, likewise Bessera miniata, as being one of the charming
plants he ever saw, Mr. Bateman said it was with painful feelings he
looked at that bank of Orchids on his right, for it reminded of the
removal from among ns of Mr. James Yeitch, the most energetic man
the horticulture of this or any other country had ever known. Iu the
beautiful Masdevallia that bears his name, there was an Orchid that
would commemorate him as long as Orchids were cultivated. In Mr.
Robert Thompson, too, they had lost one of the last of the old hoi-ticul-

turists, and one who had been indefatigable in his labours in connec-
tion with fruits.

The proceedings then concluded by tho Chairman stating that the
next meeting would be held on the 19th inst., when prizes would be
offered for out-door Grapes.
The attendance at this meeting was larger than at any wo remember,

the Council-room being completely filled, as well as a portion of the
adjoining colonnade.

KEPORT ON ONIONS.
EXHIBITED BY MESSRS. BAKR & SUGDEN, BEFORE THE FRUIT

COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

Ohlong or Pyriform Oniom.—To this section belongs tho
Onion sold by the grocers under the various names of Spanish,
Portugal, and Oporto Onion. The varieties cultivated in this
country which most nearly approximate to the imported Onion
are James's Keeping and Pear-shaped; they possess all the
outward characteristics of this Onion, and, cultivated in the
ordinary way, attain about the same size. There is not, of course,
the beautiful clear skin on these Onions that there is on the
imported ones, but there is no doubt this ia the result o£
climate. The Giant Madeira attains a greater size. Some
were grown within a few feet of the Oporto Onion, and they
attained fully twice the pize of the Oporto variety ; they do not
appear, however, to keep so well, as they are beginning already
to grow. The group of Onions, Nos. 81 and 73, will show the
relative sizes of these two Onions when grown in this country
without any extra culture. Oxhorn belongs to this division of
Onions, likewise Brown Globe and White Globe ; the two latter
varieties seem to be sold under the name of James's Keeping.
This will be seen in two groups, No. 20, the one the White Globe,
the other the Brown Globe. There are two samples also of Globe
Onion, No. 85a and 85b, which were received from two London
wholesale houses. The stock seems reverting to the flat form,
which would bear out Mr. Thompson's suggestion that this
Onion originated in the Blood Red. The Bedfordshire Champion
Onion sent out by Messrs. Hurst & Son as a very superior new
variety appears a very bad stock of James's Keeping and Brown
Globe. Those who contributed specimens of the Oporto Onion,
and also of other varieties of Onions for comparison, and whose
names are attached to each group, are the foliowing :—

Mr. Thog. Record. Lilleeden.Mr. Parsons, Danesbury.
BIr. John ritundish. Ascot.
Mr. Rogers, Berryhill.
Mr. l-aocer, Chiswick.
Mr. Bousie, Quantock Lodpe.
Mr. Penfold, West Mtmlsey.
Mr. Goldsmith, Pok-?iieu Lacey.
Mr. Simpson, Stoke Farm.
Mr. Burton, Heatbfield.
Mr. Luckhurst, Egerton House,
Hawkhurst.

Mr. Earlev, Digswell.

Mr. Horley, ToddinRton.
Rev. W. F. Radclyffe, Okeford Fitz-
paine.

Stuart & Mein, Kelso.
Royal Horticultural Gardens, Chis-
wick.

Mr. Gilbert. Burghlcy.
Mr. Stewart, Nuneham Park.
Mr. Rutland, Bentley Priory.
Mr. Lidgard, Albion Road, Ham-
mersmith.

It will be observed with reference to the Oporto Onion that
with a little attention we can in this country grow the Onions
quite as large as they can in Oporto (for example those sent by
Mr. Standisb), and what, perhaps, is remarkable, in about half
the time. Mr. SLandish's Onions were not sown till the 1st of
April, and they were pulled up in the middle of September,
being five months and a half; whereas the Oporto Onion
according to Mr. Crawford, British Consulate, Oporto, is eleven
or twelve months in attaining its size. Whether the quality of
the English-grown Onions is equal, the Committee must deter-
mine, as two Onions from the grocers' shops, two of Mr. Standish's
Onion, and two of Nuneham Park, from Nuneham Park, are
being cooked.

The next section of Onions which produce immense roots
are the Giant Eocco, Santa Anne Giant Madeira, New Venetian
Giant, Flat Giant Madeira, Bed Flat Tripoli, and Red Sallon.
Santa Anne Giant Madeira appears to be a variety of the
Oporto Onion

; the others seem alt to belong to tha Tripoli
family. None of them promise to be good keepers, but under
good cultivation they will attain an immense size. Of the
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former and better-keeping claisfies of the pale red and brown-

skinned Unions, there are Ddnvers' Yellow, St. Brienne,

Pale hed Niort, Pale Ilfld Flat Keeping, Common Pale Ked,

French Straaburp, Floch coloured Straebnrg, Slrasbarg, lied

Spanish, Yellow Flat Keeping, Very Large Yellow, Straw-colour.

These have a xtrung family resemblance : most of them are

mediam-pized Onions, but some of them may be cultivated to

a great eize. The best are St. Brienne, Bed Niort, and I>an-

Ters'. Of the liijhter-akinned flat Onions, Very Large Yellow,

Straw-coloiued, Large Jiutch Yellow, Sulphur, Sulphur Flat

Keeping, White Spanish, and Nuneham, all resemble each

other very much. The Nuneham Park is the thick-necked

Tttriety of the Spanish Onion, and is capable of being grown to

the largest size. The variety of Spanish Onion mostly grown

in Bedfordshire has a finer neck, and appears a finer-bred

Onion than the Nuneham Park, though it does not appear to

grow under superior treatment quite so large. Nos. 134 to Pit)

embrace the two classes of the White Spanish. Some seasons,

when the Onion crop is a f.iilure in this country, the Large

Datoh Yellow is imported in large quantities to supplement the

deficiency.

Red Onionx.—These are varionsly sold as Blood Bed, Dark
Blood Bed, Very Dark Blood Red, and Very Deep Blood Bed.

No. 66 is the largest in this section, and No. 70 the darkest. These

Onions are reputed to bo very strong in flavour, but probably

the colour has supgesled the idea.

Whiti' or Silver-skinnfd Onions.—These are sold under a great

manynames :—Ver.v Early Silver-skinned, Early Silver-skinned,

Very Early Paris Silver-skinned, Early Paris Silver-bkinned,

Large Eariy Paris Silver-skinned, Early Noi.era Silver-skinned,

Extra Early Nct-pra Silver-skinned, White Tripoli, White
Valentia, Silver Keeping, and White Lisbon. The variation in

the names teems greater than the variation of the bulbs. Some
sorts may probably keep better than others, and some probably

grow larger than others. The coarsest sort appears to be the

Lisbon, and the true imported White Italian Tripoli, No. Gl, the

finest. This variety appears, however, somewhat difiicult to

procure genuine. Two samples had from two wholesale London
honses, gave about a third of white, and these appear coarse.

All the white Onions are mild in flavour. They are amongst
the earliest to come into use, and for pickling are certainly very

desirable both on account of colour and quality.

The Two-hhuled Onion is a pretty little variety, much prized

by many for pickling.

The Potato Onh^n is a larce tnild-flavonred vsriefy. not nenally

produced from seed. No. \j'> was received from Mr. Gilbert, of

Burghley. No. 122 is the produce of seed. In Devonshire,

where this Onion is extensively cultivated, they are in the habit

of planting them on the shortest day, and lifting them on the

longest.

The Tree, or Pulb hearing Onion, sometimes called the Rocam-
bole Onion, produces small bulbs on the stalk instead of flowers.

These are greatly prized for pickhng. It also forms roots under
gronnd.
The Onions commencing at No. 48 to No. 131 are simply to

be considered as a collection. Nos. 1 to 47, and Nos. 1.S2 to

161 are more or less specimens of good cultivation, being con-

tribntions as already notified.

POMOLOGICiVL GLEANINGS.
The Atlas Nut (Corylus algeriensii-).— I enclose some leaves

of this Nut, they are remarkable for their size and rugose

nature. The sort was received from the south of France some
years ago, under its Latin appellation, and was said to be from

the Atlas. It is simply a good Nut, but from its enormous
clusters, often from eight to twelve nuts in each, and its dis-

tinct robust habit, it is worthy of notice.—T. B.

[The leaves are immense and nearly quite round.

—

Eds.]

The Summer BEnr.ne d'Aremberq Peak.—This most

delicious Pear bears so profusely that it requires its clusters of

fruit to be thinned to obtain fair-sized fruit ; this should be

done in July.—T. B.

A New Tkanspaeent Gaqe Plum.—A young seedling

tree raised from this tine Plum, bore some fruit hero for the

first time this season. They were remarkable for their size and

beauty, and for being a fortnight or more earlier than the

original sort, which (September 25th), is not yet ripe. Colour

of skin yellowish green, nearly covered with crimson blotches
;

flesh parting from the stone like an Orleans, and juicy and

rich as its parent. No Plum can surpass it in this respect.

The most cnrions featnre in the seBJling is, that instead of
having very vigorous, smooth, straggling shoots like its parent,
its shoots are downy, and the habit of the tree compact. It

will be some few years before this sort can be distributed, as
the tree is but three years old, and had but one or two young
shoots on it fit for propagation. I am induced to mention
this seedling Plum, as it may encourage others to raise seed-

lings from our choice fruits. It is, however, curious to observe,
that two other seedling Plums of the same ace and raised from
the same sort have produced email purple Plums of no value.

—T. E.

The Bktanston Gage Plcm.—This sort has been in

cultivation some thirty or forty years, yet it but little known.
It is now (the end of September), fully ripe, and very rich and
good it is. The habit of the tree much reseml'les that of Beine
Claude de Bavay, and its fruit greatly resembles it, but is not
quite so large. Its colour is a light greenish yellow, and its

skin is covered with a delicate white bloom ; its flesh is trans-

parent and remarkably juicy and refreshing. I presume that

this variety of the Gage race of Plums is of English origin, but
I forget its history.—T. B.

L.VXTON'S SUPREME PEA.
Having read the correspondence under the above heading, 1

think it right to state the result of my trial of Laxton's
Supreme Pea. I, like many others probably, was induced
from the wonderful drawing and descriptidu in the catalogue
sent out by Messrs. Carter & Co., to give it a trial, and the result

was, as regards its growth, quite the reverse of that described

by " C. C. E." With me the haulm did not exceed in height

IJ foot ; the pods were small and contained from three to four

peas of small size ; it was sown at the same time as and adjoining

a row of Lixtou's Prolific, which latter attained the height of

4J feet, and cropped abundantly, with large pods mostly con-

taining eight or nine peas, and this is, I consider, after three

years' trial a first-class Pea.

As regards the price charged for Laxton's Supreme Pea, I

should not complain had it at all answered to the description

given, but I certainly feel it an imposition to be charged 'is. 6d.

per half pint for what has proved with me a very inferior

article, and the only ccncluaion I can come to is, that I have
been supplied with the wrong seed, although I obtained it from
the firm of Carter & Co., in a sealed packet. I shall certainly

in future disregard the glowing descriptions of novelties set

forth in catalogues.—A Constant Beaker.

I CAN fully confirm the remarks made by ' C. C. E.," re-

specting Laxton's Supreme Pes, and can also find several

others in this immediate neighbourhood who, like myself, pur-
chased it at 3s. Gd. per sealed packet, thinking that thereby we
should at least obtain a Pea of dwarfish habit ; but instead of

such we have been annoyed to find Peas rising to the height

of 7 and 8 feet, in positions not at all suited to such rampant
growths.

—

An Old Subscriber, Newarkon-Trent.

If your correspondent " C. C. E." will be good enonsh to

turn to t'ne report of the Fruit Committee of the Boyal Horti-

cultural Society dated June 29, 1868, he will find that at that

comparatively early period Laxton's Supreme Pea had arrived

at maturity in the gardens, and is specially noticed as " a grand
Pea, with very long well-filled curved pods." Our own trials

had been even earlier. It was with this independent testimony,

in addition to our own observations, that we joined in the effort

to introduce the Supreme Pea to our friends and the public,

and the description we gave was in perfect good faith. The
Pea with ns and at Chiswick grew compact, under 4 feet, and
early ; and the only mistake made was, that the peculiar cha-

racter of the early summer of 1868 was not, perhaps, taken

into consideration as it should have been. The extremely hot

forcing weather tended, no doubt, to check the growth and
hasten the ripening of tlie crop.

We confess that this summer we have seen the Pea much
taller on certain soils than we anticipated, and our own trials

did not yield Peas so early as did those of 1868 ; but we still

hold the Pea in the very highest admiration, and shall confi-

dently recommend it to all who deal with ns as one of the

handsomest and most valuable varieties for both quantity and
quality that has ever been sent out. We have seen it in many
places with branches quite as good as that depicted on the

plate. We trust your correspondent will see that 'we have
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reason for eajing we are not to blame, and that another trial

next snmmer will lead him to think as we do of the Pea.

—

HtmsT & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street.

" C. C. E." positively enrpriees ns when stating that Laxton's

Supreme Pea " in no way reeemhled its picture and description,

save in its pods." Did " C. C. E." satisfy himself, by examin-

ing every pod, of the exact maximum of peas in a pod ? Did he
actually measure the hanlm himself and discover the length to

be as he asserts ? Lastly, will he acknowledge the fairness with

which the Boyal Horticultural Society's trials are conducted,

and the honesty of onr intentions when endorsing our own ex-

perience with the evidence of such trials?

Now, as to the price. " C. C. E.'s " ideas are so original,

that whilst at one moment we realise the severity of his remarks,

at another we are almost disposed to flatter ourselves with the

belief that he treats us as horticultural philanthropists. For
instance, he says, " it matters not to the grower whether they

(the enterprising seedsmen) give £100 or 100 pence per bushel

for the Peas ;" and whilst acknowledging the great tljiugs we,

with many others, have done for horticulture, he add?, '• their

(the seedsmen's), prices for stock seed is their affair, not the

growei's (purehaser'f), being purely a trade speculation, Sza."

The question, therefore, is best answered in " C. C. E.'s " ad-

mission, that it is "purely a trade speculation, founded on
their own experience and acumen."—J.iiiES Carter & Co.

[The last is an extract from a communication received

from Messrs. Carter & Co., and here the controversy must
close. By most growers of the Pea in question it is stated to

be of average quality, but it is not a dwarf variety, except on
poor soils. Tbe preceding notes and many others in our
possession, signed "Kitchen I-Jakdeneb," " A Victim," &c.,

are from practical laen, and they all condemn the exaggerated

Btatements.—Ens.]

GRAFTING TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS.
Most gardeners are aware of the feet that these beautiful

plants are very slow growers, and, consequently, they find a

great difficulty in propagating a sufficient number to meet
their requirements. Now, if any of your readers have this

difficulty and wish to overcome it, I advise them to follow my
plan, which I shall describe as briefly as possible.

In March select some old plants of Eubens, Tom Thumb, or

Punch Pelargoniums, which are strong growers, place them in

a brisk heat so as to drive the sap strongly up, then head them
down to about 2 inches, and graft Italia Dnita, Sophia Duma-
resque, or Lady Cnllum upon the stocks. This must be done
neatly and expertly to insure success.

In about three weeks the scion and stock will be found ad-

hering to each other, and will soon be throwing out buds in all

directions, and the plants will be ready to plant out at the same
time as the rest of bedding plants, if gradually hardened off.

It is astonishing how quickly Pelargoniums grow when treated

in this manner. This spring, for instance, I had one plant, a

very small one, of Italia Unita, from which I took a graft, and
the grafted plant furnished thrice as many cuttings, and made
a finer plant too than the plant on its own roots. I am aware
that grafting these plants is no novelty, but where cuttings

are wanted the practice is well worth carrying out. I did not
observe that grafting had much effect on the colours, but it

certainly induced a vigorous constitution in the graft—a great
desideratum where a specimen plant is required for exhibition,

or for general conservatory decoration.

—

John Bowlby.

MARECHAL NIEL ROSE.
It may be useful to Eose-growers to know that llarfichal

Niel succeeds admirably on Jane Gray. I had a tree of the
latter Rose against a south wall, which, even here in Devon-
shire, would not flower ; in despair I moved it into a corner of

the kitchen garden, and budded it on one stem with Maifichal
Niel, and now it has fine flower buds and blooms. All
its shoots are exceedingly vigorous, though against a north
wall.—G. E. E.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
On a reference to our advertising columns it will be seen

that a second edition of the Kev. J. Fountaine's pamphlet.
'The New Method of Gkowino Fruit," is no.v published,

and may be had at onr office.

The Bight Hon. George Patton, L:ird Justice Clerk,

and Lord President of the Second Division of the Court of

Session in Scotland, under the title of LordGlenalmond, whoso
melancholy death occurred on the 20th ult., was third son of

the late James Patton, Esq., of Gleualmond. Sheriff Clerk of

Perthshire, by Anne, his wife, daughter of Tliomas Marshall.

Esq. He was born in 1803, and after following his studies at the

Perth Academy and the University of Edinburgh, finished bis

education at Trinity College, Cambridge. Adopting the profes-

sion of the law, he became a Scotch Advocate in 182i?, and was

Solicitor- General for Scotland in 1859. In June, 1HC6, he was

returned to Parliament by Bridgwater; but, accepting shortly

after the appointment of Lord Advocate, he had to vacate his

seat, and was defeated by Mr. VanJerbyl at the eleclian which

ensued. In 1867 he succeeded Mr. Inglis (Lord Olencorse) as

Lord Justice Clerk, and was sworn of the Privy Council. He
married, in 1857, Margaret, daughter of the late Lieutenant-

General Bethune, of Blebo, in the county of Fife.

Mr. Patton was fond of gardening iu all its departments,

but especially of arboriculture. He aided in founding the

Oregon Botanic Association, and one of the Conifers resulting

from its researches was named in his honour Abies Pattoninna.

It is the Great Californian Spruce, and well merits to be more
cultivated. The following is extracted from Gordon's Supple-

to his " Pinetum :"—" Tiiis Fir grows under favourable cir-

cumstances to an immense size in the Oregon country, where

not unfrequently trees are seen from 30 to 40 feet in circum-

ference, i feet from the ground, and towering upwards some
250 feet, or more, with 100 feet of the trunk entirely free from

branches. The timber is excellent, splits freely, and quite

straight in the grain.

"Dr. Newberry, in his report on the Exploratory Expedition

and Surveys from the Mississippi Kiver to the Pacific Ocean,

describes this Fir under the name of Abies WiUiamsonii ; and
more recently, Mr. Bridges, a collector in California, has been

disposing of seeds of a very different kind under the same name ;

Dr. Newberry's sort being identical with Abies Pattoni (tho

Giant Fir of California), while that sold by Bridges under the

name of Abies WiUiamsonii is the same as Abies Mertensiana

(the Hemlock Spruce of California).
" The Abies Pattoni occupies the most elevated parts of the

Sierra Nevada, and seldom descends lower down than 100 yards

from the line of perpetual snow, where in moist situations it

forms a tree from 100 to 130 feet high, with a trunk sometimes

3 feet in diameter. Its branches spread out horizontally from

the main stem, but become drooping towards the extremities,

and with the brauchlets thickly set round with solitary leaves

about two-thirds of an inch long, grass green above, and pale

green beneath, with those towards the points of the branchleta

spreading, and silvery white below. The cones are about

2 inches long, and 1 inch in diameter, in the widest part ; when
young, dark purple, but when old, pale brown. Male flowers,

or catkins, two-eighths of an inch long, and of a violet colour.

The timber is of a reddish colour, close, and fine-grained, and

remarkable for its strength and durability, and as an ornamental

I

tree for parks or pleasure grounds, or for general planting, no

tree can be more recommendable ; and, judging from the soil

and situation in which it grows, it may be considered the

hardiest of all the Californian kinds.
" Mr. William Lobb found it in abundance, on the highest

peaks of the Sierra Nevada, near the head waters of the north

tributary of Feather Eiver, and more to the south, toward Lake

Bigler, forming immense trees, in habit of growth and general

appearance much rssembling the Deodar, but being more

thickly branched, and densely clothed with foliage ; by far the

handsomest tree."

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Where B,-;::- edgings r»quire lelaying, or walks require

gravelling, let me work be done at once, for when the season is

further advanced frosts interfere, and other pressing work, as

nailing, will require attention. Continue to trench every spare

piece of ground, either to receive crops or to benefit by the

action of frost and air. It is now high time to check Broccoli

that is growing luxuriantly, by laying the plants dciwn. Con-

stant attention is necessary to secure from slugs the plantations

ofiCabbages, and of Cauliflowers under hand-lights, frames, or

in other places of shelter ; dust the ground between the plants

every second day with soot and quicklime, and make good the

blanks from the seed beds. The same directions apply to the

winter icducciTake care to secure a good supply of Endive
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for winter nse. The Celfnj leaf-miner is reported to be very
prevalent tliiR anliimn ; tbe best remedy, perhapfi, is picking
oS the affected leaves and burning tbem. W'here tbere is room
to spare in tbo Sfufbroom honBe, a little Sea-hate, if wanted,
may be forced. Tbe roots should be placed on a flight bed of

warm dung, filling np tbe spaces between tlicm with old tan,

or with the mixed Foil and manure from an old Mushroom bed,

giving a good watering to wash it in amongst the roots. The
bottom heat should not exceed 70', as too much heat is not
favourable to strong growth. Take advantage of wet days for

making fresh jlltisltroom beds, and clearing out those which
are spent ; also collect and prepare droppings for forming fresh

bels, by spreading them in a shed and turning them every day
until they are snfficiently dried to prevent excessive fermentation
after putting up. Carefully examine Onion stores, and remove
all the bnlbs in which there are any symptoms of decay,

FBUIT GARDES.
The fine weather which'we have lately experienced has been

very favourable to the ripening of lute fruits. Continue,
therefore, gathering both Apples and Pears, most varieties of

which will now be ready. Nonpareil Apples should be amongst
the last gathered, and the same may be said of Glou Morveau,
Benrio Kance, and Easter Beurro Pears. If Coe's Golden
Drop Plums be carefully gathered, wrapped singly in thin
paper, after remaining some days in a dry, airy room, and then
packed in shallow boxes, they will keep a long time, and so

will the Blue Imperatrice and the Ickworth Impcratrice, the
latter being the preferable Plum. It cannot be too often re-

peated, that all choice fruit should be gathered when perfectly

dry ; and in storing, wherever an extensive surface of fruit is

expoeeti, air must be admitted freely, for at this period ex-
halations are most abundantly given out, and more especially

by the early varieties on their becoming tit for nse. These, in
fact, ought not to be in tbe same apartment with the more valu-

able late-keeping sorts. Look frequently over the fruit room,
and remove at once any fruit that appears to be unsound.

FLOWEB GAEDEN.
Chrysanthemums are now everywhere occupying attention.

Let them be tied out, so as to display their blossoms to the
best advantage. Protecting materials must soon be prepared
for such plants as require to be covered up in the winter.

When dry fern can be had, it answers tbe purpose perfectly.

Choice sorts of Hollj-hocks may soon be taken np, potted, and
wintered in a cool house. They will be exceedingly useful for

furnishing cuttings, and these, if put in early in spring, will

make excellent plants for next season. Be careful to secure
against wind plants which have been transplanted, especially

those which are of large size. All such should never be left

until they are properly staked, or otherwise made fast ; it fre-

quently happens that the roots are injured through the tops

being rocked about. Deeply trench and riJge-up ground in-

tended to be planted with Dahlias and Hollyhocks next season,
BO as to expose it as much as possible to the weather, putting
in plenty of rotten manure, especially where the Hollyhocks
are to be planted, for these reqniie a rich, deep soil. Altera-

tions of grounds, and tbe planting of evergreens, should now
be carried on with dispatch ; but never attempt planting where
the soil is not in good condition. The drier soil is when
placed round the roots of newly-planted shrubs, provided they
are judiciously watered-in, the sooner they emit fresh roots.

Mulching is, however, requisite to keep out frost, and earlier

p the season to prevent evaporation. As tree leaves are
always in request, either as a fermenting material, or for leaf

soil, they should be carefully collected. If they are required
only as manure, they may be stored in any by-place and left

to rot ; but if, as is generally the case, they are in demand as

a cheap mode of furnishing bottom heat to Pines, as well as

for forcing diltorent kinds of vegetables, care should be taken
to keep them dry. For this purpose they should be stacked-up
in some back place, or behind the garden walls, where access
to them can always be had ; and after allowing time for them
to settle, put on a coat of thatch to effectually secure them
from rain. By these means they will remain fit for nse for a

twelvemonth.
GKEEXnOUSE AND COSSERVATOET.

In most places Ghrysanthemnms will soon be the chief

features of attraction, and where these are largely grown,
which they should bo wherever tbere is a demand for flowers

late in autumn, they make a fine display, and are worth every
necessary attention to preserve them in beauty as long as

possible. They are very impatient of a dose, rather moist

atmosphere, and if the house contains plants requiring snch,
the Chrysanthemums should, as far as practicable, be placed
in the coolest part, where air can be given freely at every
favourable opportunity, for unless they can bo freely exposed
to air, their foliage will soon be attacked and disfigured by
mildew, especially if the plants are bushy and well grown.
See also that they are kept well watered at the root. Use fire

heat only when absolutely necessary, either to prevent the
temperature from falling too low, or to dry the atmosphere.
If Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, and Calceolarias must be wintered
in the same house with Ueaths and other hardwooded plants,
they should be kept as much as possible by themselves, as they
will require a somewhat closer temperature than hardwooded
plants ; but where circumstances admit, these should occupy
a house or pit by themselves. Cinerarias and Pelargoniums
intended for late flowering will do very well in a cold pit if the
weather should not prove unfavourable; but those intended
for flowering early should be placed where fire heat can be nsed,
so as to preserve the foliage from damp. Koses for early forc-

ing must soon be pruned, and placed where they will at least

be safe from heavy rains. When American and other shrubs
are used for forcing, these should be taken up and potted with-
out delay, placing them in a cold pit until they are wanted for

forcing, or in a turf pit, where they can be protected from
severe weather by straw mats, shutters, or other covering.

Summer-flowering twiners, v^hich usually become unsightly at

this season, should be cutback freely, as well as any others
that will sabmit to this treatment.

COLD riTS.

The time has now arrived for putting in readiness straw
shutters, or whatever else it may be intended to use for cover-

ings. Straw shutters, if well made, are expensive in the first

instance, but are considered by many to be tbe most efficient

of all coverings in use, and taking into account the time they
last, they are, perhaps, as cheap as any. Kxpose the stock in

pits freely to air at every opportunity, so as to check growth
and render the wood firm. Little water will be reqnired at the
roots, but look over the plants every few days, withholding
water until it i» absolutely necessary, and then giving a mode-
rate soaking. Heaths and other plants subject to the attacks

of mildew, must be closely watched, and suljjhur applied the

moment the enemy is perceived.—W. Keaxe.

DOINGS OP THE LAST "WEEK.
Gardens Invadrd by Hoots of Trees.—.\u old correspondent

proposes using clay in another way, and we regret to say that

we can hold out to him little hope of success. He has a neat

little flower garden in an open spot, with every advantage of

full sunshine, while gusts of wind are kept out by a wide belt

of trees, of which Ash, Elm, and Lime form part. Lately,

though he changes the soil of his beds frequently, they soon

become a mass of tree roots, and the flowers cease to thrive.

His soil is a loam, in all respects good but for the interloping

roots. He has clay fit for bricks at a short distance, and he

purposes taking out a trench 2 feet deep all round bis little

flower garden, and by means of boards making a wall at least

9 inches wide of rammed clay, hoping this will make the roots

turn back. We have no faith in the cfticacy of the clay wall

however firm. The roots, if they cannot easily pass through

it, will go beneath it, and rise into the good soil, or go over tbe top

of it, and strike down. Though such surface-rooters may not

like the clay much, we have seen Ash and Klra roots filling

clay with rootlets as thickly as they could well be, and all the

more when something like instinct indicated to them that there

was rich feeding-gronnd beyond.

We recollect of a well in a garden being filled with Lime-tree

roots instead of water, and such a mass that they resembled a

cheese or a piece of wood in firmness, and yet the roots to find

their way there must have first passed a macadamised road,

gone under the house and outhouses, and through part of the

garden to the well. Boots often become similarly matted in

drain tiles, and then it is impossible for water to pass. The
masses of rootlets become so wedged-in, that they can only be

seen by breaking the tile.

We have no faith, therefore, in a wall of clay, however

puddled and hammered, in keeping out roots. Many kitchen

gardens and flower gardens, however, snffer constantly from

tbe incursions of the roots of trees, which in the fine foil soon

spread like a network throughout. The only effectual mode
in a flower garden for giving the flowers justice, and yet pre-
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serving the shelter and beauty of the neighbouring trees, is to

take out the soil all round the flower garden to the depth of a

least 3 feet, and build a wall of brick and cement to within a

few inches of the surface. It would be easy to prevent the

roots passing over it under the turf. Nothing else will keep

them out, and no flowering plants will long thrive if roots of

Elm, Ash, and other trees, fill the soil. Some time ago, we were

surprised to notice a plantation of Raspberries becoming worse

every year, notwithstanding manuring. On examination, we
found the soil a network of Elm roots, and they must have

travelled 50 yards to reach the fine garden soil. In kitchen

gardens nnencloaed, au open trench or ditch fresn turned out

frequently would be as effectual as the wall in the flower garden.

We can recollect of numbers of flower beds that will only give

the satisfaction which their position should command when
the roots of trees are rigidly excluded from them. It is of

little use cutting the roots, and supplying fresh soil ; in one
season the bid will be interlaced witi fcbres. Next to having,

plants devoured by vermin, there are few things more dis

couraging than attempting to grow flowers in beds crowded
with the fibres and roots of surface-rooting trees.

liuhbisli Heaps.—These are rather unsightly objects in most
gardens, and v.ill always be so where time cannot be found
to attend to them properly. By the rubbish heap, we mean a

heap of all the refuse that comes from a garden, the spent

earth from the potting bench, all weeds, except seed and root

weeds, which are best disposed of by burning, all Cabbage
stalks and leaves, Bean stalks that are not burned or charred,

short grass and mowings from the lawn when these do not

form parts of fermenting manure heaps, and which add more
lichness than is imagined to all manure or compost heaps
of which they form part. The rubbish heap, when properly

managed, will be the means of returning to the garden much
of what was taken from it, and for many purposes is not in-

ferior to half-decomposed stible manure. Its enriching pro-

perties will to a great extent depend on bringing the whole
mass into a state of gentle fermentation, and having the fer-

menting material so covered that the fertilising properties are

allowed to escape into the open air as little as possible. The
more this is attended to during the season, the more effective

will dressings from the rubbish heap be.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Took up the last of the Onions, and trenched the ground so

as to be ready for planting Cabbages. Stirred the soil among
those planted. Coleworts, &c., are growing rapidly after the

lains, and Cauliflowers, which were almost standing still, have
done wonders after the sewage water and the rains. Took up
another piece of Carrots, as we wanted the ground.

Celery.—We have lately noticed this at considerable length,

yet it may be as well to note that we have this season a little

of the Celery grub or caterpillar, which we have not had for a
number of years. Though we have not much of it, it is worth
looking after and destroying, as thus we shall be more apt to

escape its attentions in a subsequent season. The grub itself is

rarely seen without looking for it, as it houses itself between
the two skins of the leaf, and feeds on the tissues inside. Its

presence is easily perceived by parts of the foliage assuming a

dead, blistered appearance. In each of those blistered parts a

caterpillar either is or has been, and the longer it remains the
larger will the blistered space be, as the whole of the interior

will be eaten up, except the gossamer-like skins left. The grub
seems to have no access to air, except what may pass through
the epidermis of the leaf. Many years ago we used to wonder
how the grub found its way into the leaf, as not the smallest
opening could be observed by which it could enter. The
grub is the larva of a small and pretty fly {Tephritis onopordinis),

the body of which is not a quarter of an inch in length, and
the wings when expanded not more than half an inch across.

These deposit their eggs under the epidermis of the Celery
leaf in June and onwards. The eggs soon hatch into grubs,
and these eat as they grow, until, arriving at maturity, they
make a way out for themselves, go into the ground, and
remain in a dormant chrysalis state until the next summer,
when they appear in the winged state, and do little or no harm,
except depositing their eggs to furnish future generations.

Squeezing the blistered places so as to destroy the grub will

be sufiicient, but it is preferable to cut the blisters off, and
burn them, as they look unsightly, and this will prevent the
grub arriving at the chrysalis state. Strong scents, as tar,

will help to keep the winged insect away. Ten years ago, or
more, after being visited with the grub in the previous year,

we rtm some tar cord over the beds, and we also found dusting

the foliage slightly with soot good means of keeping the

insect from depositing its eggs. This once done, and the

young grub protected by the epidermis of the leaf, no applica-

tion to the foliage of any powder or liquid that would not hurt

the plant will have any effect on the grubs. To destroy them
they must be squeezed in their feeding chambers, or removed
with their blistered domiciles. We should bear in mind that

each of these grubs that safely passes the winter, and becomes

a fly in the following summer, may, by depositing its eggs, be

the parent of numberless grubs to cause trouble in the future.

FP.riT GARDEN.
The chief work has been looking after Strawberry plants in

pots, and cleaning the main plantations, which ought to have

been done earlier, only other work was so pressing ; but the

sooner the Strawberries are cleared of runners, and mulched
after their bearing is over, the better it will be for them. If

the heavy rains continue, a few of the forward plants in potB

will be laid on their sides, as it is possible for them to be too

much washed for the early ripening of the buds.

Gathered Apples and Pears on fine sunny days as the fruit

became fit, for in this fine, mild, moist weather what will stand

had better remain a little longer. Where the growth of the

trees of early kinds is too rampant root-pruning may be resorted

to as soon as the fruit is gathered, doing it gently, so as not to

interfere with the next season's crop. Where planting is to be

done, the ground should be prepared as soon as possible. In

all cases where early fruiting is an object it is well to make
hillocks above the surface, so that the roots at planting shall

be nearly on the surface level. These will soon go deep enough
if left to themselves; but the trees may be strong enough and
fruitful enough, with the roots running near the surface, il

surface-mulchings be used every summer, and especially after

the ground becomes warmed by the sun's rays. If we could

do as we like, we would trouble ourselves little with tall trees

in orchards, but would grow most fruit trees in private gardens

in quarters of bushes or pyramids, where they would suffer buts

little in such storms of wind as we have had this season, which
in some places scarcely left a fruit on the trees. Apples, &c.,

were a drug in the country markets in consequence, hut good
keeping sorts we expect to be scaice and high-priced. Bemoved
second breastwood from trees, that the autumn eun might have
more power on the buds. Lighted fires, especially during the

day, in late vineries, and looked after any appearance of damped
berries. Turned the linings of beds that have Melons and
Cucumbers in them. Pruned freely the beds of Cucumbers in

frames that have borne all the season, and we expect to obtain

more fruit from them before the autumn becomes too cold.

The linings of these beds had never been turned previously

since they were made in spring. The keeping a mild heat,

especially in the front of the beds, is partly owing to the dry
summer, and partly to the rough spouting in front, which pre-

vented rains and heavy dews on the glass from trickling into

the beds in front.

OKNAMBNTAL EEPAKTUENT.
Notwithstanding the rain and all drawbacks, th« flower

garden is still very fair, partly, no doubt, owing to the mildness
of the weather. The chief drawback is that the leaves from
lofty Elms and other trees are falling, and are driven over the
smooth-cut lawns, these leaves falling all the sooner owing to

the battering they had from each other during the tempests.

After one of these tempests the foliage on fine trees looked as

parched and brown as if the leaves had suddenly, when quite

green, been visited with from 5° to 10° of frost.

Nearly finished all our cuttings for bedding except Calceo-

larias, and these we shall let alone for two or three weeks i{

the weather remain mild, as we hope it will do, for by that

time we shall be able to move other cuttings to give them
room ; and if we insert the Calceolarias earlier they root too

soon, and become too crowded in the cutting bed before we can
turn them out into earth pits in spring. We are quite satisfied

if our Calceolarias root little or none until the new year. We
generally allow about IJ inch from cutting to cutting. The
heavy rains on Friday night have made the Calceolarias duller

than they have been all the summer, as so many flowers have
fallen, but there are plenty of strong buds ready to open, and
they will be gay for some time if the weather continue mild
and sunny.
Among florists' flowers. Auriculas should now be under pro-

tection, as they suffer much from dashing rains, and continued

wet is apt to bring on canker and other evils. At this period

no place is better than not far from the glass, in a frame or pit,
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and for a few weeks tbe pole will be better set on a firm bottom,
Hs on a slate or tile, instead of being plnnRed. Before taking
them under glass the bottom of the pot should be examined
to see if the bole is all clear, for it frequently becomes choked
np, and the plant is water-logged, which is ruinous to an
Auricula. In such mild weather the sashes should be raised
back and front night and day, so that the plants moy have
abnndanoo of air, and be sheltered from rain. After a month
or BO they will pass more safely through the winter if the pots
be plunged in rough coal ashes, as tbe plunging is alike a pre-
servative against frost and dryness ; and thus treated, unless
is very bright winters, the plants will require little watering
ant ilthe spring.

Polyanthuses require rather less trouble than Anriealas, and
the finest are well worthy of the extra attention. Pinks and
Carnations, if potted, should receive all the air possible, so as
to keep them strong and sturdy. Wallflowers may be potted
for winter flowering. Dahlias are still in their beauty, and
besides securing, they reed no attention, except when frost is

apprehended, placing .3 or i inches of soil round the stems, to
save the tubers. Dahlias generally keep better when not taken
mp until the frost has arrested all growth, but they should not
remain in the ground long afterwards, as, not to speak of frost,
the damp and rains lodging about the collars of the tubers are
apt to rot and destroy the incipient buds, even though the
tubers to all appearance are perfectly safe.

In our cold pits, where the cuttings are striking, and the
bases swelling, where a little whitening was put on the glass,
we have removed the whole or the most of it, as the sun will
not be too powerful for them now, and the cuttings will keep
shorter and sturdier in consequence. Ere long we must remove
many summer plants from the corridors and the conservatory,
and replace them with winter plants. Now Heaths should be
kept from rains, as too much wet and a deficiency of air will
bring on mildew. These can rarely be kept in too airy a house,
and direct air, even when rather cool, seldom does them any
barm. Many hardwooded plants, however, though delighting
in fresh air, as LeschenauUias, Boronias, Croweaa, Gompholo-
bimns. Sic, like a higher temperature than Heaths, and do
not like a draught of cold air coming directly upon them. They
Bhonld rarely in winter stand opposite front openings that
communicate directly with the open air. A draught in which
most Heaths would delight, would soon injure such as these,
when blowing ou them at once. Proceeded with potting, &<:.,M detailed in previons weeks' notices.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 0.

Wk have no improTement to report. Stocks nre heaw and business
qalet, inferior articles t>eiDg scarcely salcnble.

Apples y, sieve 1
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

ChestnntB.... bnsbel
Currants i.< sieve

Black do.
FIbs doz. 2
Filberts lb.

Cobs Ih.

CxooBebernes . . qnart
Grapes. Hothonse . lb. 2
Lemons loo 10

8.

d. B.

tol

FRUIT,
d

4

s.

Melons each 2 to 5
Nectwrines doz. 4 8
Orances 100 10
Peaches doz. 8
Pears (dessert) .. doz. 2
Pioe Apples lb. 8
Plums }-j sieve S
Qninces '

. doz. 1
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnnts bushel 10
do 108 1

16
2

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparacns 100
Beans, Kidnev ^i sieve
Beet, Rod....' diz.
Broccoli handle
Brns. Sprouts M sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cftoliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cnctirabers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Oarlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle 3

d. B.

0to6

n n

n

6

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.A Cress.punnot
Onions, .doz. bunches
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas qnart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney ditto
Radi«bes doz.bunches
Rhnharb bundle
Shallots lb.
Spinach bn'*hel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
Veget. Marrows.. doz.

d. B.

4 too
2
2

2

9

S 6

6

C
6

1 6
6

2 8

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEH'ED.
W. RoUisRon & Sons. Tooting. London, S.W.— Catalogue of

Cape, Dutch, and other Bulbs, Koses, iCc.

Thomas Mo Kenzle i- Sons, 31, Dawson Street, Dublin ; Bel-
fast; and Cmk. —Drrcriptirf CatAlogyte of {hitc.^ and other
FUi\cerin(j liulht, rfc.

H. Lane A' Son, Great Berkhampstead.—DueWphr/ Calo-
loguf uf RoKi, Fruit Tree; Aneriean Plantt, Coirifeti, i^mlu
tndicii, dtc.

John Scott, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne, Somerset.— Tin
Oreharditt, or a Cultural and Deneriptive Catakfut o* Prui
Treei.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
*•• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. AU
communications should therefore be addressed tolely t»

The Editort of the Journal of Horticulture, <tc., 171, Plte
Street, London, K.C.

W« also request that correspondents will not mix np on the
Bame sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get tkem an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send mora than
two or three questions at once.

K.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered nntil next
week.

r..MtDESFBS' Y«*K BooK (C J!.).—Tour friend w«« correct. It rontaio
a descriptive list, not only of frnits but of plants, Ac, Introduced during
the previous year. Yoa can have it post free from oorofflce if you encloso
fourteen postage stamps with your address.

AsPABAOUS Kale A. C, Croj/rfon).—What you have lor Asparagus Kale
is Convo Tronchnda, or Portuguese Cabbage. It is sometimes called
Asparagus Kale, the thick, fleshy ribs of the leaTes being the parts used
like Sea-kale ; but the true Asparagus Kale is Cbon de Milan, which in
|he spring produces long succulent shoots like Asparagus.

WniTK Geape (/. W. Pf7lar).—Tour Grape is not White Tokay, but
one of tbe numerous Trbite vintage Grapes of the south of France, and
of no value as a dessert fruit. We cannot say positively which it is, but
jt evidently belongs to tbe Espagnius. Graft it with something better.

CoLoru or Grapes f.V. H. F.\.—K full supply of sap and exposure to
light, and abundance of fresh air, secure to Grapes their proper oolour.
You will find the colouring of flowers, leaves, and fruit fully discussed
in Johnson's " Science and Practice of GarJening," from which the
following is extracted :—" Mr. Smitbson's experiments, and those of
M. Schubler, seem to indicate that the colouring matter of flowers and
frnits is fundamentally blue—rendered red by acids or tbe addition of
oxygen, or yellow by the presence of an alkali or the subtraction of oxy-
gen. Mr. Smitli^oo says, that the colouring matter of the Violet !a the
same in the ruddy tips of the Daisy, Pelargonium, blue Hyacinth. Holly-
hock, Lavender, and various Plums, iu the leaves of the Red Cabbage,
and in the rind of the Salmon Radish. The acid which causes the red
tint seems to bo usually the carbonic."

Gbapf.s Spotting [Sophia\.—The cause usually is ft defective supply
of sap to the borries. The roots of the Vine, either from being too deep
in the soil, too cold, or too dry, are not sufficiently active.

FaciT Trees fob Pvbamids (TV. r?rffn).—The following will suit yon.
Plant in tbe course of this month. We have added the times of ripening.
Pears : Citron des Carmes, August ; Beurr^ d'Amsnlis. September

;

Louise Bonne of Jersey, October ; Seckle, October ; Van Mens Lt-on le

Clerc, November ; Foudnnte desCbameu, November ; Beurre Berckmans,
November to December ; Winter Nelis, November to February ; Beurre
Sterckmans, .lanuary and February. Apjttrn: Asbmead's K-mel, Novem-
ber to May ; Cockle Pippin. .Tannery to April ; Cornish Oilliflower, Novem-
ber to May ; Lamb Abbey Pearmain. December to April : Nonpareil,
January to May ; Sturmer Pippin, January to June. Piuirw : Green Gage,
Jefferson's, Cue's Golden Drop. Late Rivers. Damson. Cherriet : Early
purple Geau, Black Tartarian, Bigarreau, Late Duke.

Gardenebs' Examination's fFrctrmoia .—If you write Mr. Richards,
Assistant Secretary, Itnyal Horticultural Society's Office, South Kensing-
ton, he will send you tho necessary information. If in addition to your
eight years' practice yon make yourself master of the contents of the
books you name, you oucht to pass a good examination.

Pelahgosiums (It*. A.).—No list was enclosed with your note. W©
answered your query about Cyanophyllum on page SliS. f/rraoramiu).

—

AU the so-called " Scarlet Geraniums," all the Z.inals. Tricolors. Ac, are
Pelarg.miums, and very near relatives of the Pelargoniums raised by
Gaines, Beck, Hoyle, and others.

SEEDI.TNG Pelargonium {A.),—Thepotals had all f.allen. We think the
colour is salmon pink. There are many of the same tint ; but, perhaps,
jbo nearest to your seedling is Monsieur Rendatler.

Mr. Cansell's Fcchsias.—The Fuchsias are very fine, tbe calyx and
tube very deep-coloured, but there seems a coarseness and want of ele-

gance, if the habit of tbe plants be good, and they are free-flowering
varieties, they will be a great acquisition. Many of tliese large-flowering
kinds are very shy in producing their blossoms.

Rancncclcsrs im Pots ( Jri«t.—We do not advise their culture in pots*

though it may be practised ; 6 or 7-inch pots are tho most suitable-

They should iJe well drained, and if they are deep in proportion to the
width, all the better. Use a compost of two parts turfy loam, strong
rather than light, one part old cow dung, and one part river sand. Pot
at once, as we suppose you want them for forcing, filling the pots to
within 2 inches of the rim ; then sprinkle a little sand on the surface,

and place the roots on it, pressing them gently. Put three in a 6-inch,

and live in a 7-inch pot, and cover tbem just over the crowns with sand,
and then fill to the rim with soil. Flange tho pots to tbe rim in ashes
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oot of doors, and they may so remain until Christtnaa, a little dry litter

being placed over them in eevere weather, but remove it whenever the

temperature is mild AV.out Christmas the pots may be set on a shelf in

a greenhouse, and a nioderato supply of water Bhould be given at first,

increasing it as the plftuts prow, and when advanced for bloom a good

supply of wates should be given. The best tubers (or forcing are those

which have rested early ft»r forcing early they oupht to be jwtted ij

Angis Land may iben be introduced intr the greenhouae in NoTember
;

they will flower in Feliruary or March . Tubers which hava been kept a

year over the season of planting are best for very early forcing, as they

are more easily excited. They may be potted in Angnat, and placed in the

greenhouae Bix weeks afterwards :and by introducing them at different

periods bloom may be hept np from November to March. A window will

do if you have no greenhouse.

Irises in Fots (Mf«).—They will succeed in pots. Pot them at once.

The pots need not be larger than safficientto contain the bulbs well, and
three or mora may be placed in a pot. Drain the pots well, using a

eompost of equal parts of turfy loam, leaf mould, and sandy peat, with
about one-sixth of sharp sand. Cover the bulbs about an inch deep,

placing sand round them. In other respects the treatment advised for

the Kanuncnluses is applicable to the Iris.

CoNCRETiMG Froft-Tbri BORDER (F. H ).—We wouM not take out

the soil deeper than 2 feet 6 inches, or 8 feet, and that will in some
degree help to raise the border, which we would elevate soniewbat abr^ve

the eurrounding ground level. The bottom of the border ehould incline

from the wall to the front. 1 foot in 12 feet will be a sufficient incline.

Along the front yoa will need a drain, and yon shoald leave a sort of

ehanne Ito receive it. The drain must not be laid until the bottom has
been concreted, therefore you will allow fall for the drain accord ngly.

Yoa may concret« the border in parts, taking care to keep the prnper
levels. Having made the escavation, put in a 3-inch layer of coarse
gravel, ram it firm, and then rnn with concrete, formed of nine parts

pravel and one part unslaked lime; elake it, and cover it with the gravel,

then add suflBcient water to bring the concrete to the consistency of very
thin mortar ; a thickness of 3 inches of concrete will be necessary. It

onght to be made go thin that it must be carried in a bucket. The gravel

ased should be of the same kind as put upon walks. Let the concrete
stiffen a little until it will bear treading upon ; then roll it firm, or ram it

hard, leaving a smooth surface. Let it stpud until firm, and then finish

with an inch thick of fine gravel mixed with lime, in the proportion of

one part lime to three of eravel, and this mixture cannot be too soft.

When it becomes stiff and hard, as it will do in a few days, put in

thorough stones fnr drainage, not less than 6 inches in thickness, and
the drain along the front, which should be placed on the concrete and bo
covered with the drainage. If you do not object to the expense, one
part in six of Purtland cement added to the lime and gravel for the last

1-inch coating wouM be more certain to preventthe roots penetrating the
concrete, though we never knew them pass the lime and gravel. In
place of 1 inch thick of lime and gravel, you may have a layer half an
inch thick of Portland cement one part, and fine pravel three parts.

This when ran and dry will resist anything, but it wonld be more costly.

LiUE Water fou Expelling Worms IJ. A.).—Over 12 Iba. of fresh

lime pour thirty gallons of water, stir well up, let the liquid stand forty-

eight hours, and then, having stopped the holes in the pots with chiy,

deluge the soil with the clear lime water only, and the worm? will come
to the surface. Remove the clay from the pot holes after six hour^,
taking care to make the drainage free.

WoHMS rs Lawm (R. B. N.).—Water it with lime water, made by placing
12 lbs. of fresh or unelacked lime in a hogshead, and pouring thirty gallons

of water over it, stirring it well up, and allowing to stand forty-eight hours.
The lawn is to be watered with the clear liquid by means of a rose water-
ing-pot diuring damp weather, giving a good soaking the evening succeed-
ing one upon which a good wntering has been given. Ammoniacal liquor

diluted with six times its volume of water, will answer even better than
the lime water; but it has the disadvantage of making the lawn look

brown for a time. Both act by bringing the worms to the surface, whence
they may bo swept np and cleared away.

Taking up Gladiolus Bulbs (J. Watson).—The bulbs should be taken
np when the foliage btgins to turn yellow. This is better than allowing
them to remain until the leaves are quite dead ; and a better plan than
either, in all well-drained soils, is to leave the bulbs in the ground all

the year, and give a 3-inch mulching of leaf mould in November. In
wet soils, however, it does not answer.

Taking a Hornets* Nest {,Y., Sidmouth).—Have yoa no one with the

courage to wrap a cloth round the nest at night, remove it from the

beam in your bam, and drown the inmates in a bucket of water? If not,

procure some strips of pasteboard and dip the ends in melted brimstone, '

not prepared sulphur, but what is known as stone brimstone. The
pieces of pasteboard may be about 3 inches long, and should when
dipped be placed on short pegs with a nutch in them. Take a bee hive,

wet it inside, put the sulphur in its top inside, which will become the
bottom when the hive is inverted, and cover the hive with a cloth large

enough to envelope it. The cloth shoald have strings so that it can be
tightly tied to the hive, and in the cloth where it covers the bottom of

the hive have a hole in the centre about 6 inches in diameter. Put the
hive on a pitchfork, light the brimstone matches, cover with the cloth,

end place it so that the opening in the cloth will include the holo in the
hornets' ne&t, press it gently or keep it close to the nest. The brimstone
fames will pass from the hive through the opening in the cloth to the
hornets within the nest, and yon may in a few minutes remove the nest
irithout fear of its inmates.

Gladiolus Blooming in June {J, li. P. Titburston).—The Ramosus
section of tJladiolua bloom early, and doubtless from your description
yours is one of them.

Roses for a South Wall (.4 Suhscriher).—T!hQ wing walls to your
conservatory will answer well for Koses Tea-scented—ijloire de Dijon,
Climbing Devoniensis. Uttrt'chal Niel, Madame Falcot, Nipbetos. Nnrciese,
»nd Safrano. Noiftt^n—CiWue Forestier, La Biche, Lamarqne, Opbirie,

Solfaterre, and Cloth of Gold. We should prefer them on their own roots.

The best soil is a moderately strong loam, but not very heavy, that being
best which is taken frjm the top of a pasture about 4 inches thick, turf

and all enriched with a fourth part each of cow dung and leaf soil, adding
about one-sixth of sharp sand. The turf should be chopped rather fine,

and the whole well incorporated, planting in a little old turf.

Climbing Detoniensis Robe not Floweriwg {An Amat€UT).— We
woald not lift the plant but merely thin out the shoots where too crowded
and not shorten these mucL jnereiy removini? the unripe points. It verv

likely will bloom finely next year ; besides, it is better for a plant to make
vigorous growth after planting, than to make poor growth and bloom

soon after planting. If it do no tflower next year yon can lift it in the,

autumn. It is a very vigorous grower, bat Is it not grand, both in foliage

and flower?

Madame de Rothschild Roae {IdejA).—l is a'good light Rose, and
opens freely, and from its habit wo should think suitable for a cold

climate. Xavier Olibo would also be suitable.

Hyacinths to Flower at Christmas (Idem).—To have them flower

at Christmas, the bulbs potted about three weeks ago should be placed

in heat at the end of October, or beginning of November. The slower

they are brought forward the finer they will he, and they cannot be kept

too near the glass, or have too much air ; 46^ at night will be sufficient

excitement for three weeks, then raise it to b&\ bringing thera into

bloom with a temperature of 50" to 55° at night and on dull days.

Narcissus and Tulips succeed under the same treatment, giving an abun-

dance of air and light to keep them from drawing.

Grubs and CATEBPiLtABa Destroying Cabbage Plants (J.B,En-'

Jield).—The grnhs are, no doubt, the leather coat, a brown short grub.

The only remedy is to pick away the soil from about the plants and
secure the pests, which when disturbed roll themselves into a sort of

ball They eat off the stem of the plants close to the surface. An in-

telligent lad will take an immense number in a day. For the caterpillars

we do no Iknow of a better remedy than dasting with fiesh lime early in

the morning while Ithe leaves are wet ; but if you have tried that two or

three times and it fails, we would advise hand-picking, which though a

tedious is a certain mode of riddance.

Worms in Pots (W. A. 0.).—See answer to another correspondent,

"J. A." in to-day's Journal.

Cape Jasmine {Idem).—The shoot of the Gardenia florida sent has a

bloom-bud at its point, which will give the flowers of next sprmg. Yoa
must not now cut away the shoots, as from their points aie produced next

year's flowers.

LiBONiA floribunda {Idem).—To have it flower in winter a good

growth should have been made, and have it well matured by exposure tu

light and air, aA'crding a period of rest for at least six weeks, by keepmg
drier and closer before exciting into growth, for which a temperature of

fi.^ to 65^ at night, and 70^ to 75' by day is necessary, with a moist

growing heat. Afl'ord a light airy position, and do not overwater, but

keep the soil moist. Good drainage is necessary.

ScHizoSTYXis (Tritonia) coccinea TREATMENT {Idem). — It is a

bulbous plant and flowers in autumn, and continues into winter. It is

,
best treated as a hall-liardv plant, though it is quite hardy. Pot it now if

! it is not flowering, and keep it in a cool greenhouse through the winter,

giving a good watering after potting, and do not allow the soil to become

dry in winter. In potting do not disturb the roots, but pot with the ball

entire, merely removing the surface soil, the drainage, and the loose soil.

A compost of two parts turfy loam, one part old cow dung, and one part

peat, with one-sixth of sharp sand will grow it well. Good drainage is

necessary ; cut away the old stalks as they become yellow close to the soil.

If it is flowering, pot when the flowering is past. Wh^^n growing freely,

water copiously and sprinkle with water twice aday to keep down red

spider. After May move to a sheltered position out of doors, or grow in a

cold pit, taking into a cold house for flowering, and it willbloom for weeks.

Aquatics (D. H).—In a smokv atmosphere we have grown the follow-

ing-—Nymph^a alba, white, 2 to* 3 feet ; Nuphar lutea, yellow, 18 inches

to 2 feet; Aponogetnn distachyon, white, 1 to 2 feet ; Alisma plantago,

purple and white, 1 foot ; A. natans, white, 6 inches; Acorus Calamns,

flowers apiitaluus: Butomus umbellatus, pink, 1 foot or margin ;
Caltha

palnstris, flore-pleno, yellow, margin ; Cyptrus glomer^tus, 6 inches ;
Ins

pseud-acorus variegatus, 1 foot or margin ;
Myriophyllum spicatum ; M.

verticillatum, green, 1 foot to 2 feet ; Menyanthes trifohata, white, margin ;

Hottonia palustris, flesh. 6 inches and margin ; Lysimachia thyrsiflora.

yellow, G inches and margin ;
Villartiia uyraphoidi!S. yellow, 2 to 3 feet

;

Statiotes aloides, white, G to 18 inches ; Rnnunculus Kqnatilis, white,

G inches ; Potamogeton dfiusum if yon wish to have the surface all green

,

if not avoid the last, "raey may all be procured through any of the

principal London or provincial nurserymen. We cannot recommend
dealers.

Tulips Planting (fl". F.).—You csy pot each bulb in a 4-inch pot, and

plunce the pots in soil 1 inch above the rims. We would put lu a few

rough cinders in each pot for drainage, and tbat will allow of the roots to

some extent passin.- out, whilst enough of roots will be preserved in the

pots to allow of their being removed after flowering. They and the

Narcissus should be planted this month, and not later than the beginning

of November. 6-inch pots will be necessary for the Narcissus.

Names OF Fruits (F. L. .4.).—2. Kirke's Lord Nelson; 4. Manks Codlins

5 Herefordshire Pearmain ; 6, Winter QiieeniuK ; 7, Sturmer Pippin ;

8 Norfolk Beefiof 9, Dutch Codlin ; 10. Keswick Codlin. {Inquirer).—
l' Baronne de Mello ; 2. Beurre Giffird; 3, Dunmoro. {Centurmn).—

1, Catillac is correct ; 2, Beurre Diel ; 3, Franklin's Golden PiPPin

J

4 Certainly not Easter Beurre. It appears to be Verulam ; 5, buffolk

Thorn • We are in doubts about this. It is very much like Triomphe

de Jodnirme; 7, G!ou Mor^eau; 8, Frizzled Nut ; 9, Beiue Claude de

Bavay is quite correct. {TV. Noble).—h B'^uvie LefevTe ; 2. Nouvean

Poiteau ; 3, Urbaniste : 4, Beurre Supeifiu. {Avonlcnsi-i).—l, y^eurre

Dipl • 2, Napoleon ; 3, Untnown, worthless ; 4, Flemish Beauty
; 7, o£laa*

Esperen, (\V. Ciithush & Son) —Headcroft Seedling. {E. A. W.).—

1, Catillac ; 3, Van Mons Leon le Clerc ; 4, Bergamotte Esperen ; 6, Beurre

Diel; 7, Beurre Nantais ; 8, Van Marum ; U, Triomphe de Jodoigne

;

10, Fondants d'Automne. [E. A. L.).—l, Easter Beurre ; 2, Coloree

d' Aout ; 3, Lucien Le Clerc.

Names of Plants {Black Bantam).—It is one of the many vaiiations

but an uncommon one, of Scolopendrium valpare. Harts Tongue. {Rev-

E fl,).—It ia quite impossible for us to name flori'its' flowers. They are

in legions, and florists themselves have great difficulty in identifying

them, even when they see an entire plant; they s > nearly resemble

others. {A. Grecn).~hC^Tiomimn caryotideum ;
2.Cyrtomiumfalcatum

3, Genista canariensis ; 5, Tussilago japonica. {E. J. Birmtnghamj.-Vie

cannot.name plants from their leaves only.
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breeders are not falters of chickens, but the falters jonrney

round at stated intervals, and collect the chickens of an age

fitting them for the fatting-coop. The falters are not those who

send the chickens to the London market, they only fat, kill,

and pick them, ready on a stated day for the higgler to fetch

them, pack them, and send them to London. The productive-

ness of this district of chickens is evidenced by the fact, that

two higglers in the village of Heathfield send between them

one hundred dozen of chickens three times a-vreek to London

—that is, 3600 chickens weekly. One of these higglers alone

once sent to London all at one time, 105 dozen of chickens.

This was the largest consignment ever known there to have

been made by one man.
The variety of fowl universally bred here, and popularly

known as " Sussex fowU-," are Dorkings in form, minus the

extra claw, and neither entirely dark nor entirely white-

feathered. The ground colour of the plumage is white, but

thickly and irregularly marked with feathers black and brown.

They are white or grey-legged, and with a very large develop-

ment of muscle on the breast—that is, as was expressed by my
informant, "the breast's very meaty." They are a hardy breed,

bat it is a hardiness arising from robust health, for I saw on

the 2oth of September a Dorking hen drafted from Lady
Holmesdale's celebrated stock, with a brood, all from her own
eggs, of sixteen. They were six weeks old, all white speckled

with black and brown ; she had sat upon seventeen eggs, their

sire was a Sussex cock, and not one had died. On the same
day at a cottager's by the roadside I saw a brood of twelve not

a week old.

Hatching goes on all the year round ; but they generally like

to have a brood at the beginning of February, which may be

caUed the first of the season, and as long as eggs can be ob-

tained, and hens are broody, hatching proceeds, and even at

Christmas small chicks are quite common. At this season the

hen and chicks are kept in a dry and warm place, a waggon
lodge being considered as preferable a place as can be found.

The great thing is to let them have plenty of room and air.

The ordinary silting is thirteen eggs, and fifteen is very com-
mon ; but ten and twelve are the usual numbers. It is pre-

ferred to have the nest on the ground, but if a hen has selected

one elevated from the earth, the eggs are sprinkled with water

daily when she leaves the nest, and a little fresh grass placed

under them.
How long the hen is confined under a coop depends on the

season ; during fine weather, and in the height of summer,
about four or five weeks.
The chickens are fed three and four times a-day, and oftener

whilst small. Whilst small chicks they are fed at six o'clock

in the morning. The food given them is ground oats made into

a thick paste with water.

The hens and chickens under coops by the roadside, and
elsewhere, are left out all night. The coops are uniformly of

this shape, are about 2i feet long, 2 feet wide and the same in

height. They are close-boarded at each end and at the back,

and partly so at the top in front, so as to form a sheltering

roof. A board is put in during wet weather for the hen to

brood the chickens on.

The falters of chickens have them in an enclosed shed, and
there in coops down its two sides and one end—coops formed
entirely of rails, and so narrow that when their heads are in

the feeding trough outside the coop their tails press against
its back—they are fatted in about ten days. They are fed twice
daily on ground oats made into a thick gruel with milk.
Under this system of management from the nest to the

fatting coop the deaths are so few as not to be noteworthy.
Why does this result stand oat in such enviable contrast to the i

mortality usual in the poultry-yard of the amateur ? I have no

doubt it is because the parents are more healthy and vigorous

than those kept in confined, stufiy enclosures, and because the

chickens breathe nothing but pure air, and have healthful

exercise in their search for insects and other food. The

chickens reared by amateurs, like the children reared in London

courts and alleys, have a diseased or sickly parentage, and have

to breathe air" contaminated by the exhalations and excreets

from many bodies.

The soil about Heathfield is clayey, and, therefore, not snob

as is most conducive to animal health ; but most of the springs

are chalybeate, which may have a tonic influence over the fowls.

These facts enforce the importance of keeping very few in a

small space ; to have that space ventilated as much as possible ;

cleaned thoroughly daily ; fresh gravel spread over the surface

frequently ; some rusty iron to be in the drinking water, and

that water changed daily.

There is no exaggeration in my statement of the non-mor-

tality among the Sassex-bred chickens, for I especially pressed

the inquiry, and the last hen-wife inquired of seemed staggered

at the question when asked how many chicks she lost out of a

hundred hatched. A latent smUe played about her lips as she

Btuttered out, "How do you mean, sir?" On repeating the

question more explicitly, as she appeared not quite to compre-

hend the first form of it, she replied, " Well, I don't know as

ever I lose any, sir." " How many have you reared this year

since spring?" "Over two hundred." "And how many of

them did you lose?" " I think I did lose one, but it was always

weakly." She added that through the winter chickens require

a little more looking after, by keeping them in a dry and

"warmish" place, which means a cart-lodge or some such

shelter. Chickens, she observed, want to be often moved on

the ground, and they should never be allowed to remain long

enough for it to become " slenchy." Too much food should

never be given at a time, but little and often ; and they should

always have "cleared out" before more is given.—G.

OSWESTRY POULTRY SHOW.
Perhaps one of the chief features of tlia Oswestry Show, which took

place on the 1st inst., was the class for Dark Bralimas ; and this is

the more remarkable, as this nseful variety of poQltry has_ hitherto

been comparatively nnknown in the district. Grey Durl-in/js were

especially good, bnt it was a matter of regret to find a pen of fearfully

ronpy White Dorkiogs entered in this class. Very properly the birds

were at once repacked by the Committee and returned to their owner.

They had evidently been diseased for a considerable time, and it is a

pity they should have been forwarded at all. for it is well known no

ailment of poultry is so easUy communicated by infection, or so very

difficult to eradicate. A glance at the names of the competitors in the

Aylesbury Duck class will convince our readers that it was one of the

best in the show tent. Many of the Game fowls well maintained the

high reputation which the district enjoys for this breed of poultry, and

the condition in which they were penned was faultless. The weather

was bright and sunny, and the meeting moat successful.

CHICKENS.
GA5IE fBlack or Brown-breastod Redl.—1, Vf. Perrin, Nontwich. 2, S.

White, Oswestry, he, P. A. Beck. GuilsSeia. c. Eev. P. G. Bentley:

Game (Duckwing Grey and White or Piles).—1, Mrs. E. Wiuwood,

Worcester. 2, T. Dyson, Halllax. „ „ _.
DoRKruGS.—1, Rev. E. Bartrum, Great Berkhampstead. 2, E. Shaw

Plaa Wilmot, Oswestry.
, „ ,„ , „„

CoCHii!-CHn.-A (Brown or Partridge).—1, C. Sidftnck. Eyddleaden HaU.
Keighlev. 2, Miss Story, Lockiogton. he, J. K. Fowler, e, E. Shaw.

Cochix-China (White or Buff.-1, C. Sidgwick. 2, C. Banbury, Pen-

Qel'is, Wolverhampton, c, J. L. Williams, Llansilin.

Spanish.—1, Tonkin & Tuckey, Bristol. 2, F. James, Peckham Rye.

he, H. & S. Cooper, Walsall, c, J. Clews, Walsall.

Ebahma Pootea (Dark).—1 and 2. H. B. Morrell, Caemawr, Clyro. he, E.

Leech, Rochdale ; W. B. Etches, 'ttTutchurch ; C. Leyland, Momsbrook,
Warrinqton ; W. Gamon, Chester.
Brahma Pootra (Light).—1, L. H. Ricketts, Banwell. 2, T. A. Dean.

HAjtEURGHS (Silver or Gold-pencilled).— 1, A.Woods, Sefton, Liverpool

(Silver-pencilled). 2, W. Speakman, Nantwich (Golden-pencilled), c, H.

Worthington, Aigburth (Silver-pencilled).

Hambcbghs (Silver or Gold-spangled).—1, E. Brierley, Heywood, Man-
chester. 2, T. Blackman, Tettenhall. e, S. & E. Ashton, Mottram ; T.

May (Gold-spangled).
Cr£ve-C<eubs.— 1, Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury. 2, t.

Williamp, Henllys, Berriew.
HoUDANS.-1 and 2, W. O. Quibell, Newark.
AST cTHEn Distinct Vaeiett.-1, C. Sidgwick. 2 and he, Vf. Gamon

(Polands). -.« -r, t-x t
Game Bantam.—l.J.Atkins.jun., Walsall. 2, T.Dyson. c.W.B. Etches.

Bantam (Any other variety).-1, Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton,

Bridgwater (Gold-laced). 2, H. Yardley. Birmingham (Sebrights). c, S.

and R. Ashton: Miss N. Piatt, Dean, Bolton.
Turkeys.—Prize, E. Leech.
Geese.—1, M. Seamons. 2, E. Leech.
Ducks (Aylcslnry).—1. S. H. Stott, Rochdale ; 2, J. K. Fowler, he, E.

Leech ; M. Seamons; J. K. Fowler.
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Duces (RoaeD).—I and e, W. Oamon. 3, J, K. Fowler, ht, L. H'
RlckFtu.
SzLUNo Cliss.—I, 2, and r, R. Shaw.

LOCAL CLASSES.
Oim (BlirkbroaKted). — 1, J. Cratchloe, Oawcltrj. 2, S. WUte,

OBweBtry. t, K. Shaw.
Gam (Any coli.uri— 1, E. Shaw. 2, J. Cratchloe. t, S. White.
DoBEINO.— 1 anil 2, E. Shaw,
A«iT»CB8' PIU7.E8. -I, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot. 2, Withheld.

Edward Hewitt, Ksq., of Birmingham, was Jadgc.

FARNWORTH POULTRY SHOW.
TnB following is the lint of awanlH made at this Show held at Fam-

worth, near Warrington, on the .3()th of September ;

—

CHICKENS.
GlKK (BlnckbreaBtcd).—1, C. Chalontr, Whitwell, CheeterBeld. 2, J.

Haleall, loce, Wicnn. he, G. Baguall, near Cbeadle, Staffordshire ; J.
Piatt, SwanJow, WinHford.
Game (Brown t>rca«led) —1 J. Wood, Uoathonse, Wigan. 2, J. Piatt.

he, T. Dyson, Halifax ; C. Chaloner.
GiMB (Any ulbi r variety) —1, C. Chaloner. 2, J. Halsall (Dackwing).

he, E. .Soble, niilidn (Pilca .

DouKlsos— 1 and Cnp, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, J. White, Warlahy,
Northallerton, he. Rev. E Bartrum, Great Berkhampatead; ViHconnt
Tomoor, ShillinRloe Park, Pctworlh ; E. Kydcr, llarrytown, Stockport;
J. Stott, Healey, Rochdale.
Spisisn.— 1 and Cno, F. 4 C. Howarlh. Nowfleld. Haslingden. 2, H.

Beldon, Gnltslock, Bincley. he. T. Coombcr. Itainhill.
Cochjs-China (Cio'amon or Boff .— 1, Cap, and 2, W. A. Taylor, Man-

chester (liuff. he, C. Sidgwick, Keighlcy ; T. Stretch, Ormekirk. e, J.
Cattell, Biniiinghaoi.
Cochin-china (Partridpe-fenther, or onv other variety).—!, C Sidg-

wick. 2, B. Bather, I arbiick. )«:. C. Sidgwick ; T. Stretch, c, A. Wilkin-
son, Qacniboruugfa Hal], Lcicepter.
HAUBCaons.—OoW. n-pencilUd.—l H. Beldon. 2. W. Pierce, Hartford,

Northwich. he, W. Clayton, Mort'^n Banks. Keighlev. Gold^n-npangUd.
1. J. Chadderton, Hollinwood. 2, Duke of Sutherland, Trcntham. he, J.
Buckley, Taunton, Asblon-under-l.yne ; T. Walker, Denton, Manchester;
H. Beldun. e, J. Ogden, Hnllinwoud. Sitverpencilled.—l, H. Beldon.
2. Dnke of Sutbtrlaml. he, T. Walker, bilver-tpangkd.—l and Cap, T.
Walker. 2, J. Fieldini;, Newchurch, Manchester, he, H. Beldon; N.
Marlor. Denton, Manchester.
PoLANDs (Any variety).—! and 2, W. Gamon. )«:, J. Partington (Silver-

spangled) ; J. S. Senior, Batley Carr, Dowsl.ury.
Bkabha Pootra (Any colour).—! and Cup, F. 4 C. Howarlh. 2, W.

Gamon. he, F.. Leech ; C. Leyland, Warrington ; A. Wilkinson.
Game Bantams ( Anycoluur).-land Cup, J. Crossland.jun., WakeOeld.

2, W. F. Entwisle, Leedx he, .1. Crossland, jon : H. Sumach. Southwell.
Bantams (Any breed)—1, T. C. Harrison, Hull. 2, N. Piatt, Dean.

:

Any otheb Distinct Variety (Not included in the above classes).— I

!, N. Marlor. 2, C. Leyland (French). !

Selling Class (AnV colour or breeds—1, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. I

2. G. J. Taylor, Uuddersfield (Gold-ticncillcd Hamburchs). he, J. Copple,
Ecclcston, Prescot (Dorkings); W. A. Taylor; F. 4 C. Howarth, New-
field, Ha8lint;den.

i

Single Cocks.—Gam*.—! and Cnp, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. 2, C. I

Chaloner. ?ic, J. Wood; J. R. Fletcher, Stoneclough. Manchester, c, J.
|

Holland. Manchester. Garne Banlam.i.~~t and Cop. W. F. Entwisle. ',

he, J. Crossland, jun; K. B. Riley, Halifai; J. Holland; J. Halsall
(Black) ; Harwood 4 Buck'ey.
Docks (Rouen).— 1. W. V. Keame, Gateacre. 2. J. Dickenson, Leigh.

}ic, G. Bognall, Draycott, Cbeadle ; J. Woods, Wigan ; C. P. Ackers,
Brook&ide, Abram.
Decks (Aylesbury).— !, Mrs. Reamons. 2, S. H. Stott, Bochdale.

he, Mrs. M. Hornby, Swaulow, Winslord.
DcCKS (Any other variety).—!, C. W. Brierley. 2, P.. Gladstone, jun.,

Broadgreeu iCarolinas). he, R. Gladstone, ]Un. (Brown Calls); T. 4 R.
Ashton, Mottram (Carolinas) ; J. Wood i Black East Indians); J. Young,
Widnes (East Indian) ; C. W. Brieriev. c, H. Beldon.
Geese.—1. E. Leech. 2, S. H. Stott. 'ic Mrs. M. Seamons. Hartwell,

Avlebbury: R. Gladstone, jun. (Greys); Rev. G. Hustler, StiilingScet
Vicarage, York (Whites); S. H. Stott.

TOEKEYS.- !, E. Leech. 2. T. Coomher.

The Jndpes were Mr. Kichard Teebay, Fulwood. Preston : Mr.
Joseph Uindson, Barton House, Everton ; and Mr. Dixon, Bradford.

Amr OTHER DisTiHCT Vamett.—1, G. Cartsr, Bodale. a. Rev. 3. O.
liilner. Uellcrby Vicarage, L«ybam. e, J. Walker (Black Hamburgh!).
Bantams (Any varli-ty).— 1, G. Gibson, SigatoD. 9 and he, G. Carter.

e, J. Walker (Black) ; J. Watson.
DccKa.— liouen.—l. Miss E. Graham, Borougbbrideo. 2. T C. Booth,

Warlaby. kc, O. A. Young, Drifflold. AfUihtUf—i,tS.Uiirr\tr,D.V!hlUT,
Pockllngtun. 2, O. Rjblnson. He»ay, Thirak. he, O. A. VoDnK. DrifBald.
e, W. Severs. Any other IXmUkcI VarUlf.—l, i. Walker (CaroUau).
2, O. Rutherford, 1 hirsk.

ToBEETS.-1, J. B. Braithwailc, Ottcrington Booae Farm. 2, O. A.
Young.
GoBLlNoa.- !, O. A. Young. 2, T. C. Booth, Warlaby.
PioEoNB.— forTicri.-!, W. Bearpark. i'out^Tj.- 1, J. 4 R. Klrby.

Jaeobitu -!. W. Peeks. Thirsk. Tuwtblert.—l, 1. 4 U. Kirby. Ann o(»«T
DiiUnet Variety.— I, J. Watson, he, W. Bearpark (Nans), e, R. WilsoB,
Thirak.
RABBlTa.—Any variety,— I, J. T. Bcckwith, Maunby, Thirsk.

Judge, Mr. G. Hntchinaoo, York.

PIGEONS GOING LIGHT.
In answer to several of yoar correspnadents, I bef; to re-

assert that I am quite certain tbat ever; I'igeon with a diseased

wing, treated in the manner I described in your Journal some
time ago (see vol. xv., page 85), will perfectly recover. The
experiment has been tried by several friends eibce, and, with-

out exception, with perfect success.

And, now, a word about the evil called " g ing light," o{

which your correspondent, "X. Y. Z.'s," birds ure dying. By
repeated experiments I have discovered that it i.-i the efleot of

two causes. The first is the over-loading of the gi<szard by too

rough gravel, and the second, impure water. The birds

suffering from the first cause are continually troubled inwardly
with a kind of creaking noise, caused by the friction of the

gravel in the gizzard ; and in two birds so sflected 1 found, on
examination, that the gizzard of the one contained eleven

stones, and that of the other fourteen stone?, about the size of

peas, besides the usual necessary grit, and this in birds of the

Owl breed. The Pigeons lingered for a month, as the stones

prevented the natural passage of the food, and they died per-

fect skeletons. As regards the second cause of '• going light,"

impure water renders the excrements, in coloar and substance,

like green paint, and, if neglected, the birds are reduced very

rapidly to a dying state.

In the first case, very spare feeding with small grain, and
two doses of castor oil daily, reduce the size of the gravel by
natural friction, and the bird recovers; but it requires per-

severance for nearly a month. In the second case a dose of

charcoal powder daily, and some castor oil after it, most effec-

tually restore the bird to health, but it must be fed very

sparingly during the time; mix also some charcoal in the

water. I consider feeding in troughs and giving pure water,

the preventive in both cases.

The breeding season during the past summer has been very

irregular in the midland counties. As far as my inquiriea go,

there has been a great amount of bad eggs at certain periods.

On this subject I should like to know the opinions of, and re-

sults of observation by your readers.—A Fokeioneb.

NORTHALLERTON POULTRY SHOW.
The poultry department of this yeai's Show, held September 30th,

proved the greatest success that the Society has ever had. Not only
were the classes, as a whole, remarkably good, but the day was delight-

ful. The DorkitujH, Game, and .*^/>aniVt were generally good ; of

Uamhurghs the Pencilled were far superior to the Spangled varieties.

The first-prize Golden-pencilled cockerel was a splendid bird. In the

Gc^se and Ditch classes the winners were large and well framed.

DoEHlNOS.—!, 2, and e, J. White, Warlaby. he, W. C. Booth, Oran,
Catterick.
Game.— 1, W. Bearpark. Ainderbv Steeple. 2, G. 4 C. Lancaster, Mor-

ton Grange, he and c, J. Watson. Knarcsboroupb.
Spasish.—!. W. Bearpark. 2. W. Charter, DrilHeld. he, W. P. Lawes,

Brompton. c, J. R*,b3on, Thomton-le-Moor.
Cochin-Chisa.— 1, J. Bell (PartrWcc). 2, F. H. Readman, Whitby.

*<:, W. B.arui's, Thirsk, c. J. White (Partridce).

Bbahma Pootra.—1, .1. Walker, Haya Park, Enaresborongh. 2, W.
Severs. Kirby Flcethnm, Bcdale,
Hambubi.iis.—Gold-npangled.—! and 2, J. Walker. Silrer-gpanfiled.—

1, W. Manlield, Thirsk. 2, W. Severe, e, J. Walker. Onld-peneilUd.—
1, W. Bearparlt. 2, J. Walker, he, R. Winterbom, Welbury c, J,

Webster, Whitby. Sih-er-peneillfd.—l, Rev. J. C. Wharton, Richmond.
Yorkahire. 2, J. Walker, he, T. White.

TouB correspondent, "X. Y. Z., answered at pnge 238,

September ICth, is killing his Pigeons by Indian maize diet.

Tbe maize is too cold and watery, giving little nutriment in

proportion to the bulk of excrement thrown off. All feeders

of cattle and poultry ought to, or do, know this fact. The
food for close-feathered and flying Pigeons is small grey peas,

English (not large French) horse beans split, and wheat,

mixed in equal proportions ; their drink, clear well water, daily

renewed ; and a bathing-dish or shallow pan full of water on
the roof outside is needful; the salt and giavel dish inside the

cote. All old nests should be pulled away, and new straw given,

and the floor of the cote scraped daily and sanded at feeding

hours. Feed twice daily, say from 8 to 10 a.m., and from 4 to

6 r.M., as birds usually and naturally feed morning and even-

ing. Syringe the cote with lime water occasionally, or Condy'a

disinfectant fluid and water from a garden rose-syringe.

—

Bjuseb.

RABBITS AND THEIll JUDGES.
With regard to the remarks made by " O.nk op Many Wit-

nesses," about tbe Itabbits at Whitby Show ; in the first place

he states that " the Judges positively got throngh (I do not say

judged), the twenty-one Kibbits in a trifle short of two minutes."

Well, instead of there being twenty-one pens, there were only

eleven. Fourteen pens were entered, and three, I think, were

empty. As regards the time taken, I cannot eay what it was,
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bnt the matter was bo very simple that there was bat little time
reqnired. As regards not meaBuring the two Lop-eared Babbits,

there was no necessity, they were side by side, and there was
no difficalty in seeing which was the better. Tour correspon-
dent does not say that the prize was not given to the best ; bat
that we "certainly did not know, and as clearly did not care."

Now, I think these remarks are quite uncalled for, unless he
could show that we had erred in judging, which I am quite sure
we did not. Had there been any diiScuIty, or had there been
a large entry, of course we should have measured them, which
I always do where there can be any doubt.

—

James Dixon, one of
the Judges.

TREATMENT OF RABBITS AT SHOWS.
As an exhibitor at the Middleton Show, I was pained to read

the following lines in the notice of the Babbits published in

your Number of September 23rd.—"Might I suggest to the
Committee a little more attention to the creature cnmforts of

the specimens, remembering that some of them had travelled

a great distance to the Show, and had to return, I suppose, the
same distance? " The above words would not be written incon-
siderately, and they mean in plain English that the Rabbits
were insufficiently fed, or not fed at all. Cruel as it is, I fear

this is no uncommon treatment, and I will give a case in point.

Tlie other day I dispatched six Babbits to Whitby, and followed
them the next day with some friends to see the Show. Beaching
the grounds about eleven, our first observation was—that there
was not a single grain or the least vestige of any kind of food in

any one of the Ribbite' pens, from whiob we concluded that they
could have had no breakfast. We were assured, however, that
they were all fed very early that morning, and we could only reply
that it must have been a very early or a very scanty meal, as
every Babbit had made a clean sweep of everything in the pen.
Well, I hoped that a pennyworth of carrots might charitably be
doled out to the twenty-one R ibbits before the day was over, but
they were all packed off with empty stomachs, though the
managers knew perfectly well that many of them had a long
way to travel, and could not possibly reach home till sometime
the next day. Mine arrived a little after ten, so that some
t wenty-fix, twentj -eight, or perhaps thirty hours had passed
s^nce they tasted food. I was greatly struck with the fine

bracing effect of the Whitby air, judging by their appetites.

—

Gbeekwood.

LIGURTAN QUEENS FROM AMERICA.
Towards evening on the 26th of August last, a letter reached

me bearing the New York post mark, which upon opening I

found to run as follows :

—

" New York, Anr^nst 13tb, 1869.
*'Dear Sir,—I have reqaestei a friend of mine to ship you two Italian

queens to-morrow, bred in Mr. C *a apiary, Colraine, Ma'fa I
will send yon Mr. G 'a sarplns box in a few days, and write yon more
at length when leaa harried — Vonrs very truly, E. P.
" Let me know the condition in which they reach yon.
"The bees referred 1 1 within have been delivered to J. I., ship steward

of the steamer 'Erin,' which sails for Liverpool on to-morrow (14th
August). The bos coutninint; the bees ia addressed to you, and Mr. I.

promised to take f;ood care of it, and forward same by express on his
arrival at Liverp"ol."

Now, this letter bothered me not a little. In the first place

why should my friend, with whom I had before had the pleasure
of corresp(.ndiDg on apiarian subjects, but from whom I had
not heard for more than twelve months, wish to send me two
Ligurian queens ? and in the next place, what was I to do with
them on so short a notice ? Despatching Italian queens from
America to Europe, seemed to me not a little like " sending
coals to Newcastle," but after cudgelling my brains to no pur-
pose, I failed in solviog the problem, and I may add that it

etui remains a mystery, as I have not yet heard further from
the New World. What to do with them on so short a notice
was also a puzzle, for was it not most probable that the steamer
"Erin" had conveyed my letter as well as the bees, and that
the former would prove to have outstripped the latter merely
by a few hours, or possibly only by a few minutes? Hid I

not also already applied for and obtained tickets for myself and
family to accompany an excursion of the Briti.-h Aisooiation to

Dartmoor the next day, aud must not I, therefore, forego this
intended pleasure ? On submitting this motion to the family
conclave, however, I could find no seconder, but, on the con-
trary, was left in an ignominious minority of one, and an
amendment was cinied against me by acclamation, to the
effect that I might be peimitted to remove the queens from a
couple of stocks the next morning, but only on condition that

this preliminary operation should be performed so early as not
in any way to interfere with the promised excursion, which
must be carried out in its integrity, even if all the Italian
queens in the New World were on their way to revisit their
parent continent ! I had, of course, no alternative but to obey,
and accordingly placed the queens of one black and one hybrid
stock in durance vile the first thing the next morning, and
devoted the rest of the day to a picnic among the granite tors
of Dartmoor, examining at the same time sundry Druidio
circles, and admiring the magnificent scenery of that romantic
neighbourhood.
On our return, I inquired anxiously after the expected royal

visitors
; but found that none had arrived, nor was it until

some days afterwards—viz., on the 1st of September, eighteen
days after their departure from New York, that a special
messenger from the Sonth-Western Biilway Station reached
my domicile soon after three o'clock in the afternoon, and
placed in my hands a email package, of the external appearance
of which the accompanying sketch will convey a tolerably

accurate idea. A cursory examination showed that it consisted
of two small and narrow boxes (which I afterwards found
measured on the inside 6 inches from front to back, by 3 inches
wide, and G\ inches deep), made of five-eighth wood, and
united together by a wide slat nailed on the back and front,

and two narrower ones at the bottom, the latter of which pro-

jected about IJ inch on either side, so as to form a wide
base for the whole to stand upon. At what may perhaps be
termed the front end, and close to the bottom, ventilation was
afforded by an aperture in each box extending across its whole
width, and three-eighths of an inch in depth ; this was covered
on the outside by wove wire of one-twelfth of an inch mesh,
whilst a seven-eighth hole in each of the covers was secured

by the same material, but of a still coarser mesh, tacked over
them on the inside. Above the whole, and forming a very con-

venient handle, was arched a black leather strap rather more
than an inch in width, and fastened by a couple of short screws

on either side.

By breathing into the orifices on the top, I at once elicited

so indignant a buzz from one of the boxes, as to satisfy me that

the bulk of its inhabitants remained in full vigour after their

threethousand-miles trip; and accordingly, after separating

the two, I turned my attention to the other box, from which I

had failed to elicit any response whatever. Withdrawing the
two screws which secured its cover, I carefully raised it, and as

I had feared not a bee attempted to escape, nor, in point of

fact, could I discern a single living one. What met my gaze
was simply a wooden bar an inch broad, wiih sealed honey-
comb attached to it, and which ran from front to back in the

centre of the box, resting in a rabbet at each end, to which it

was secured by screws. Withdrawing the^e, I raised the bar,

and then found that it formed the top of a small frame

4} incbes wide by 4J inches deep inside, and c mpletely filled

with sealed honeycomb. At the bottom of the box lay a black

mass of dead bees completely choking the venii!«lor, but a few

semi-torpid and exhausted bees nearly incapable of motion still

clung to the sides of the comb, and among t'ltm, to my great

joy, I discovered the queen. After having been warmed and
fed, she speedily recovered, and escaping from ray hand flew

gaily to the window. It was but too evident, however, tl at she

had had a very narrow escape. Out of what was originally a
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company of about three hundred bees, not above a score ear-

•nved, and these were eo far gone that a delay of even a few

hours must have proved fatal. She owed her life, indeed, to

the standint; instructions which I had lonR since given to tue

railway officials, never in such a case to hesitate on the score ol

expense about despatching a special messenger. In the present

instance, to have waited for the usual parcel delivery in tue

evening would have deferred operations until the next day, ana

such a delay as this must inevitably have been fatal. As it was,

I was enabled to present her forthwith to her intended subjects

under the protection of a queen-oage, with every hope of a

Buccesstul result.
. „„„„«»

The second box was, as may be anticipated, in every respect

a/oc simile of the first, but in this the evil pflects of the pro-

longed confinement were far less apparent. The total number

of deaths did not exceed fitt.v, and as nearly all the surviving

bees were in full vigour, I united them with tolerable success

to their future fellow-subjects, to whom I also introduced their

intended new sovereign in a queen-cage.

The next day (2aA Sept.) both queens were released, and

were cordially received. Six days afterwards, I found that they

had commenced egg-laying very copiously considering the ad-

vanced season—one extending her operations to three, and tlie

other to four combs, and this day (Ist October) a few of their

worker offspring are showing outside the hives.

It now only remains for me to run counter to the proverb,

which recommends ns "Never to look a gift horse in the

mouth " by exfires-ing an opinion on the merits of the two

queens which have been so kindly and so unexpectedly pre-

sented to me. I may say at once that both are fine queens,

and that either of them will compare favourably with any that

I have ever received from the Continent ; but with regard to

the lari'er of the two, the one which had so narrow an escape

from a° fatal termination of lier journey, I will say yet more,

for I think she is the handsomest queen I have ever seen. She

is, indeed, truly of a golden yellow colour, and has nothing

approaching black about her, since even the very extremity of

her abdomen merely darkens off to a deep rich brown. The

workers also seem quite worthy of their parentage, but of these

little has as yet been seen by—A Devonshire Bee-ivEepefw

p.g._I should add that I consider the mode in which the

bees were packed and provisioned for so long a journey, a

masterpiece of ingenious coutrivance most skilfully carried out.

The only improvement which I can suggest is, that the lower

ventilators would have been better raised—say an inch from the

bottom, 60 as not to become choked by the accumulation of

dead bees.

BEES EXPORTING HONEY.
Perhaps one of the most singular cases ever recorded occurred

this season in a gentleman's apiary near my place. The hive

in question was one which was bought from a dealer in bees

two years ago, and which never did any good. All the summer

of 1808, the hive of bees no more than kept itself alive. I

noticed that it appeared during the whole summer as if strange

bees were troubling it, but then there was nothing to take, and

as I saw no bees killed I thought it would hold out against any

invasion ; but it never had more than just as much as kept it

alive until the end of the season, when a little sugar was ad-

ministered, of which it took very little, and by the end of January

its store was again exhausted. In the beginning of February

what appeared to be regular robbing took place ; but on the

gardener examining the hive he found to his surprise, that in-

stead of robbing, the bees of a hive standing close to it were

actually carrjing food to the stock now dead, and had already

filled up a considerable space of comb with honey from_ their

own hive. I think, therefore, there is no doubt that it was

from this source that the bees had been enabled to keep them-

selves alive during the previous summer, and I deem it one of

the most unprecedented occurrences that I ever met with.—

A

LiSAEKSniEE Bee-keepeb.

bo ground a8 dno a. Ih. Rmin. Sussex U the onlv P'"'" '«
""J,"" "^^

it is properly donu. There is ua exooUent mUler at blaogliam, near

Crawley.

CiAaACTiiUSTics or Bbahma PooTRAR (T. /(. D.).-Tho diCTorenco m
Doiuts belKoon Liillit and Dark Brabmas oxlBts only In c.loin-. The

tomor BhouW boamlc while, wilb the eiception ol the t,.ll. hnoUo, and

fliaht feathers. UiKbclaBs Biecimons should bo pea-conib.d and ireo

?rom vurtnro hock,.'' The toalhers on the legs should be light. To pre-

pare them for oih.bition, they merely re<inlre generous food tn K«i; wo'R"

Snd condition. Eschc-v potaloe-. rice, or inferior com. S'-'. ';'''>'»8"^
oats slaked with n.ilk, cooked mi at chopped fine, and at tiinf s a UlUe

bread. You may w«»h their feath. r.s with a sponge or flanne ,
warm water,

and soap Be e.relul not to wet ihe inner I''"™"!!"
'̂

,'"
.T^''^{rt ^li

"sodpirt of the feather that is dirty. If >-°""'r'»" >'»^«dlrtwm

come (ir. Then put the bird in an open baHket partly lllled with hay ot

soS straw, and place it in the san or before the lire. "^<^';">,',"K
'°J^«%?

of vear. Vour pullet lacks the material tor foruung fbell. Supply the

runs with bricklayers' rubbish. They will pick out the bmo.

ISUEEPIN-O SEB.U-.aT BiNTAMS (.Wr. E. •^•)--W« »'» """J "'»' ^e CS^

give bat little encouragement or hope ol snccoss in breeding from » stog)^

combed Sebright Bantam cock. We have bred them '"/K"'"' »"*
''"S

fancied the single-conibod (for such come in all yard« were the t»Bt

marked and laced birds. We have been tempted somet.mos to br^d

?;jm8uch an one. but the result only proved that «'"''' ";:,''°7;Z^
hoped for an exception, that defects are more certainly transmitted than

merits. Doubtless the parents ol yonr bird were correct in "<-ry way,

and it is probable the majority of his progeny would >",ofl""? ^^ > ''°'

ho has thrown b.ick to some great grandfather or grandmother, and so

surely as bo has inherited, so would bo transmit. W. cannot "nderstMa

why the chickens shoald die if the hens are kept under the rlps, and the

chickens are treated as we advise. We believe that the «"'';'»" 'T'"**

as hearty as may 1>.. desired. We shaU be glad to hear. Why not send

us "Annals of iy Poultry yard ?" you can well tell about what yon Uko

BO well.

EsoLisH AND AvRiOAS OwLS {A Jifjalnr Su!..<!nlifr).-TheTO is a

similar difference between English and African Owl Pigeons as between

common Tumblers and Shortfaces. The English Owls are "argo. Ane,

strong birds, and birds o( flight; their colour usuaUy powder hue or

silver. The African Owls, on the contrary, are very , .mmnt.ve. delicate-

looking and tender birds, and their fit place an aviary, which must be

warm in winter; in short, they are exquisite little toys. Their coloM Is

rrequentlya pure soft white. A true-bred pair should weigh less than

a pound. ^ . . #

MlDDLETOK POCLTRT SuOW.-We »« J0f''™='l tl^"'
IJ"

.""^r^^?!"
Black Hamburgh cockerels was not awarded to Messrs. Mason 4 Walker,

but to Mr. Charles Sidgwick, Ryddlcslen HaU, Keighley.

RiBBiTs AT WniTBY {Oif who ic<u PreMntl.-Yon are quite mistaken;

the communication is from one who thoroogbly understands the subject.

and ho was not an exhibitor. The Committee, no doubt, wero aniloQS

to do right.
, , ...

Unitino Bees (r. 0. J.).-A full description of the mode of uniting

bees by fumigation will bo found in " Taylor s Bee-keeper s ManuaL .^s

it occupies oiRht pages of that work, and may, moreov. r. be now regarded

as an obsolete process it would take up too much space to transfer it to

our columns. It is best done in the evonmg alter dark, but we should

much prefer opirating in the morning by drivmg, as advised in page 218.

Honey as Bee Food (.W. S. F l.-If you add a little water to your

otherwise useless dirty honey, and then scald it, you will render it per-

fectly available as bee food.

Dogs' Meat (R. B. Burl).—Our correspondent did not reqniro the in-

formation you have obligingly sent. He has a largo amount of animal

offal to sell.

Food foh a Cow (Inquirer).—Vlher^ grass has been deficient, as it was

daring the greater part of the summer ol 1868, we gave our cows hay in

the yards night and morning, alternating with oil cake and brewers

grain-! the grains as well as the bran mashes increasing the quantity of

milk at tho expense of quality, ns is well known t" all """'K^* ™/"PP'^-
ing milk for sale. Where the best quality ol milk is wanted, hay. frass,

and onlv Unseed cake ought to bo used; and be caretul no bot-seeded

cake linds its way amongst the latter. A smaU qnantity ..I Swede turnips

may he given further on; and in March, mangold wurtze may scarcely

"^detected, but do cot give it earlier than that On no aecoun pve

cabbage or white turnips; potatoes, however, mav bo s i,i>hed ij you

have them, but latterly they have been too dear for the purpose.

Cow-DnoppiNGS ON A Pastdbe FiKiD (7d/ml.-To pick up these wiU

deprive the field of the manure, which acts as some compensation for its

sur.nlviu» the herh.age the cattle consume, and althongh the spots where

the dun" falls may appmr to produce for a time coarse rank «raBS which

the cow may se"n to dislike, yet if you wait till autumu "r winter yon

will find that most ot these rough places disaiipeir, and they form an

excellent reserve for that period, but you might spread these droppings

as soon as thev are dry enough. To expect animals to graze evenlj

over a given space all at once as the fcsthe would make it. is oat of the

question, the finest pastures being seldom found so cxcaptmg whero

overstocked and, consequently, very bare.

Goat Keepisg ( Y ).—A Goat would not annoy yon hv bleating; bat at

times she would be drv, and then you must resume the '; sky blue." 8ho

must have a male compaoion occasionaUy; and there is some knack m
milking. ..

OUR LETTER BOX.
PcUJlAGE OF HoUDANs (H. B.).—Houdans may be dark or light, so far

asc^llour is concerned, but they must not be self-coloured; the prefer-

able colour is a mixture ol black and white, in about equal proportions.

Darlv birds get lighter "8 they grow older. The top-knots should be black

and white; the bodv square, very like that of a Dorking; tho legs

speckled, tho feet five-toed, but tho legs should bo short. A mixture of

siraw-colourcd feathers is tolerable in the cock, but no bird should he

kept that has a red one. Oats ground as yon describe are very unpro-

fitable, and only hunger will induce fowls to eat them j tho busk should

POULTRY MARKET.—OcTonER 6.

Our markets arc dull, and quotations to be depended upon are almost

impossible. The close, hot weather renders immediate sales necessMy,

and they cause great variations in price. Many of the Pheasants mat

have come in were forward birds

Large Fowls 2

Smaller do 2

Chickens 1

Geese 6
Goslings
Dnoka 2

d B.

6 to ?-

2
9 2

8

2

8. d S. d
Partridges 1 4 to 1 6

Grouse 3 3 6

Pigeons 9 10

Hares 8 8 6

Rabbits 14 1 »

Wilddo 8 9
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2 or 3 inclies below Ibe surface in planting them oat, exposing
tiie tender part—the collar—to a level with the surface, they are

at oaee attacked and nipped off by the enemy.
If joar readers avoid inserting the plants so deeply as is

osaally done the grnbs will seldom interfere with them ; and if

« siigfat (urrow be made, say the depth that the plants stand
extra oat of the ground, they will be little the worse for the
^lUov planting.— J. W.
[We hope some will try this simple plan, which seams rea-

aaoable.—Ess.]

MEMORIAL TO MR. JAMES VEITCH.
Mil. JuiES Veitcd has passed from amongst us ; not so the

frcita o( his labours, they remain to give pleasure to nil who
have any taste for what is beautiful in nature. If it is true

tUat the man who makes two blades of grass grow where one
grew before is a benefactor to his race, what shall wo say of

onr deeeased friend? Shall wo not be grateful? and should
we not take some means to show it ?—a monument over his

gr«70, or a fund from which in all time coming an annual
award could be given to anyone who made the most important
'OdUition to the vegetable productions of our land, either by
/sew introductions, or hybridisation. Think and talk over this.

Tkere are plenty ready to aid any effort you " head centres "

may set on foot. I have had letters about this subject, and I

%eli«vo (here is a wide feeling about it.—W. Thomson, Tlif

Oardens, Dalkeith Park.

[Heartily will we aid in promoting the acquirement of a
fond to be invested in the names of trustees, and the interest

.to ha awarded yearly in the form of a medal to the importer
or raiser t)f new plants who may be considered most deserving
of the honour. It should be named The Veitch Mepal; and
awarded as it would be to residents in various countries, it

would be, like the plants Mr. Veitch has introduced, an annual,
Ikonaarable, and enduring memorial of him in many lands.

—

GLOIRE DE DIJON AND MARECHAL NIEL
ROSES.

Ix thiakiQg and writing about these two fine varieties one is

tempted to paraphrase a well-knowu passage, "Sure such a
pair was never seen." For some weeks past I have had almost
daily under my eye a square containing about a thousand
;}lanta of the first-named sort, full of flowers, and filling the
air with their delicious perfimie. They are budded close to the
yround on Manetti stocks growing in a stiff clayey loam. Their
•vigorous growth is remarkable, as most of them are from i to

5 feet in height, each stout stem as thick as one's finger, form-
ing a eort of pyramid of flowers issuing from the young side
brandies. It is curious to observe the contrast of this sort

witdi other kinds of Tea Roses budded on the same kind of

stack and in the same square, for they have to a certain extent
not done well, many buds having failed ; and those that have
sacj!ecded, even the vigorous Climbing Devoniensis, have made
hut a feeble growth comparatively. \Vhy the Gloire de Dijon
£osa should succeed so well on the Manetti stock is one of
ifiose email yet interesting mysteries so often found in practical
horticulture, and which the saians seem not to be able to

account fur. Some hundredg of the Roses I have just described
were budded in August with the Tea Rose Marechal Kiel.
This kind of " double working," to use the gardener's phrase,
*ditit double-budding, on the Gloire de Dijon Rose, was, I think,
made public to the Rose world by my son a few years since,

and has brought about, and will bring about, a complete reve-
lation in the culture of Tea Roses, more particularly in that of
the most glorious of all of them, Marechal Niel. It is quite
feaa tliat this sort will grow and bloom well when budded on
the Dog Rose (Rosa canina), but it is not so lasting, and never
is it so compleiely at home as when budded on the Gloire de
Dijon. It even seems more than happy, and rejoices its culti-

vator by giving grand leaves, grand shoots, and more than
(grand flowers in atundance from end to end of the Tea Rosa
taeosoD, which may be reckoned from the end of February till

Haa end of October—earlier and later at the will of the clever
coltivitor.

It is really a carions and most interesting physiological
question, why the Gloire do Dijon Rose should succeed so per-
fectly when budded on the Manetti Rose, while other kinds of
Tea Boeea with habits nearly as robust should fail or make but

feeble growth. There are many anomalies in practical horti-

culture which the closet physiologist in vain attempts to solve,

and which never will be solved till we get a Darwin and confine
him in a large nursery garden for some two or three score years.

Ajnopus of the change which soil often makes in vegetable
growth. Some years ago, a friend living in the red-soil district

of Devonshire planted some Pear trees grafted on the Louise
Bonne Pear grafted on the Quince on my special recommenda-
tion that no kind of Pear could do better ou that stock, and
that grafted on the Pear stock it bore fruit of inferior quality.

K few years after this period he wrote me that bis Louise
Bonne Pear trees on the Quince stock had cankered, and were
in a diseased and dying state, while those which he happened
to have on Pear stocks were doing well and bearing fine fruit.

This fact has come to my mind on observing in your pages one
or two correspondents complaining that Rjses on the Manetti
stock do not do well with them. Now, although Boses on that

stock flourish hero in all descriptions of soils, whether stiS

clay, loam, or sand, it is quite possible they may fail in some
few—very few— places ; it may be in the cool moist climates

of the north, or where there is an absence of chalk or lime in

the soil ; one cannot tell. .\t any rate, dwarf Roses are now
so cheap that a trial can be made without much outlay. It is

to me half amusiug to road about such things after the stock

has been fully tried for nearly forty years. I had at one time
tierce battles with the Messrs. Paul and a host of others, but
they have for many years rested on their oars, and have settled

down to earnest cultivators of the Manetti stock. Your corre-

spondents need not think that Rose-growers have taken to the
Manetti stock as a measure of economy. Dwarf stocks of the
Dog Rose are bought at 'JOs. per 1000, while those of the Ma-
netti cost more than double that sum if they are good and well

selected.

I ought here to mention a fact not generally known, that

Moss Roses of all kinds, even the White Moss, make as healthy

and more vigorous plants when budded on the Manetti as on
their own roots; they should, &i usual, be planted so as to

cover the junction of the bud with the stock. It is the same
with the varieties of Rosa gallica, now things that have passed
away.

I feel that I ought to point out a great advantage which the

use of the Manetti Rose stock gives. lu old exhausted gardens,

in which Roses on the Dog Rose barely exist, and in which
manure seems to have lost its stimulating etlect, the Manetti
Rose will flourish, and even make a most vigorous growth if

the soil is stirred to 2 feet in depth. I say this with confidence,

because I have found it do so here in soils in which Roses on
the Dog-Rose stock have been grown for forty years in rotation,

till at last they have ceased to show any vigour, and merely
exist. In such soils, treated as above, Roses on the Manetti
stock give great pleasure to the amateur by their luxuriant growth,

seeming to make an old Rose garden young.—T. Ritebs.

GOLDEN CHAMPION GRAPE-INFLUENCE
OF STOCK.

I NOTICE in the Journal of September 23rd, Mr. Bceord'a

comments on, and experience of. Golden Champion Grape.

My own experience has been somewhat diHerent. My first

acquaintance with this Vine was in the form of yonng plants at

the nursery of the Messrs. Osborn, of Fulbam, in May, 13("iS.

They had one house full of young plants in various stages of

growth, aud as fine a lot they were as any one could desire to

see. I set it down directly as a strong grower on its own roots,

and ordered a plant, which I received about the 1st of .\ugnst;

it was shifted into a larger-sized pot, and inarched on a young
plant of Elack Hamburgh. It did not grow much that season,

but this year it has run up a I'.t-feet rafter, and would have

gone further if it had not been stopped. The young plant on

its own roots made two very strong shoots in the spring, when
one of them was inarched on a Hamburgh, and the other on a

Trentham Black. It does not seem to take well on the Trentham,

but we must wait another year until a correct opinion can be

formed of it.

A correspondent in a contemporary has strong donbis of the

stcok having any influence on the scion in grafting the Potato ;

it has in the case of the Grape Vine. Mrs. Pince's Block

Muscat grafted on Lady Downe's, is quite changed in appear-

ance, and also in flavour ; it does not look at all like the same
variety on its own roots, and bs far os one would judge from

appearance at the present time, Golden Champion onTronthim
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Black will be different from the same variety on Black Ham-
bnrgb. Ab to the appearance and quality of the fruit, I have
Been it at exhibitions, at Dalkeith, in ISGS, and also in the

present year, bat have only found one mark to note against

it, and that is, when the fruit is quite ripe, some of the berries

are affected with brown spots, which seem to be more than
skin deep. This is accounted for by the exceedingly thin skin

of the berries being easily injured by sulphur fumes, or water

incautiously sprinkled on tlie hot water-pipes. In a young
state it is said to be shy in showing fruit. I found the laterals

where it was pinched back, showed bunches during the summer,
so I have no doubt it will fruit well next year.

—

James Douglas.

AUTUMN CROCUSES.
ToUK correspondent, "M. H., Acldam Ball," deplores the

lo«», or the supposed loss, of many of our autumn-llowering

Crocuses. Now, with regard to one of the most beautiful—viz..

Crocus speciosus, I think that if he could visit the esta-

blishment of the Messrs. Osborn, at Fulham, he would find a

splendid patch of this variety, which has been during the last

week "glorious;" indeed, it seems to be naturalised there, for

it is to be seen coming up even in the gravel walks.—F. J. S. H.,

Fulhavt.

A VISIT TO A LINCOLNSHIRE PARSONAGE.
The occasional communications contributed from time to

time to the columns of the Journal by " C. C. E.," including

the pertinent query "Who is to blame?" which would seem in

gome degree to have disturbed the equanimity of the horti-

cultural world, may have—at least in a few isolated cases

—

given rise to another very natural query—Who, what, and
where is the owner of the three familiar letters ? An answer
to this supposed query m.ay not be altogether uninteresting at

this juncture. Now, as to the " who," I have no warrant to

«dd some other alphabeticalt which to me seem to come very

sturally after the " E.," so will content myself by saying that

he is a member of a family of considerable standing and inllu-

•nce ; that he i> a clergyman, and—yes—a gardener ; and that

on a clear day the towers of Lincoln's glorious minster may be

seen from his g»rden ; and to make it a little clearer still, I

lay say that these towers may be seen for upwards of twenty
miles round. So much for the who, what, and where.

Xorticnlture in its different aspects owes much to the resident

elergy of this country. It would seem to be a study particu-

larly congenial to educated minds. Alluring, comprehensive,

interesting, and gratifying, what wonder, when such minds im-
bibe a foretaste of its genial influences, they should press on to

the health-giving fountain with zeal and enthusiasm. Such
energy, such enthusiasm, intelligently exercised will and must
•nsure succtss. And who cannot but recognise the ability, the

willingness, nay, almost the anxiety, of those gentlemen to

•ommunicate through the qualified channels to others the re-

criation and enjojTuent which they themselves have so freely

partaken of? And, on ths other hand, who stands forward

more boldly, and breaks through the cordon of trade interest,

and proclaims more loudly, not what pleases, but what disap-

points them—a voice of warning which they feel called on to

give for the benefit of their co-workers, and for the real pro-

motion of horticultural progress? Into this army of clerical

horticulturists is now fairly enrolled " C. G. E."—a worthy
member of a worthy band, who, as lime rolls on, will occasion-

ally step into the front rank with a budget of information,
sound, because matured and practical, the result of careful and
systematic observation.

Up to the present time " C. G. E." has confined his garden-
ing exercifes t:i hardy fruit culture especially, and to vegetable
culture incidentally. Having become fairly established in these

branches, he is now desirous to emulate his compeers in another
branch—Roses. To this end he has purchased addiliunal laud
adjoining his garden. His garden—we will now look into it,

or more particularly into a part of it, for it is in two divisions,

the old and new. The latter is the plot most interesting. In
size this portion may be two or three acres, and in form for

practical purpotea may be called square. A few years ago

—

Jveor six—ihis was an old ridgo-and-furrow grass field of but a
Tery ordinary character. What a change !

" C. C. E." has
commeceid work in the spirit of the old proverbs, "What is

worth doing at all is worth doing well," and " Well done twice
ione." He was not only studious to carry stagnant water out
of the garden, bat equally so to carry fresh water in. He has

drainage in and out. Here Nature was his handmaid, andhe^
was quick to turn her services to account. Situated on the
western declivity of a range of hills, it occurred to him that
simply holding up the watercourse a given height—it itmspsst
his garden—would give him a reservoir of supply quite under
command. " C. C. E." is not only fertile in conception but
decisive in action. The thing was done. Supplementary re-

servoirs are formed in different parts of the garden ; these aio
placed at the proper level, and are in pipe commuuicatioD with-

the reservoir proper. By the simple use of a sluice and plugs,
he has water in or out at will. From these reservoirs an
engine will throw water in all directions. An exoelleEt idest

well carried out.

The water in subjection, hii battle is now with the winda,
The garden is intended soltly as a fruit garden, and it is Inlly

exposed to the full sweep of the north and east winds. T»
break their force, not a will but an embankment is run along
the entire north and east sides. This is not a mere hillock
thrown up of any sort of material at hand, but is a work of
some magnitude formed of splendid maiden soil. It might b©
appropriately designated a railway embankment, for, by &
happy synchronism, at the time " G. C. E." was making his
garden the Great Northern Railway Company were making a
railway contiguous, and as the soil wanted taking ont cl th&
one and putting into the other, " C. C. E. " was wide swsie,,

and quickly on the spot stipulating for the top spit of the rail-

way—an old pasture soil, a medium hazel loum. This is tie
soil of the embankment. It is quite filled with hardy shmis,
which, as may be supposed, have grown remarkably well. At;

regular intervals, especially along the eastern side which slopes
to the walk, are planted choice and hardy kinds of Conifera.
The block is already effectual, and is and will be highly orna-
mental. The shrubs on th» south slope of the north embank-
ment do not reach down to the walks, but a border is left con-
taining six rows of pyramid Pears and Plums running parallel

therewith.

The level or general soil of the garden largely consisJa et
this imported loam. I am afraid to say how many hnndrsdf
loads have been appropriated. The whole is trenched oyer
and intermixed with well-rotted manure and crushed bones isc

no homa:opathic doses. This is something like beginning to
garden. The eastern boundary to the garden is a large hedge
which thus separates it from the old garden and viearng© house.
A hedge also forms the boundary to the south. The entrauee
to the garden is at the north-west corner. The garden is in-

tersected by three main grass walks 5 feet in width. The Jnit
of these walks is in the finest possible order, and as level as »
river. They converge at the point of entrance on a small
plateau of lawn. One walk branches off in a southerly di-

rection and parallel with the eastern boundary fence, leaving,

however, a border about 20 feet wide between tho walh anil

fence. Another takes an easterly course, parallel and a short

distance from the foot of the north embankment, and the third

or main walk strikes straight across to the opposite or south-
east corner. At the end of this long walk is a veritable earth-

work on which are fixed th» targets for rifle and archery pracliCB,

in both of which " C. C. E." is no mean adept. On each side

of these walks runs a row of Strawberries, backed-np by lows
of fruit trees, bush and pyramid, of Apples, Pears, and Plums,,

the dwarfest in the front, the tallest at the back, and the Irses

in each row of the same height and size.

There are, of course, other walks of ashes for ths con-
venience of working operations. I have seen " C. C E.'s

"

garden under different aspects, but to stand at the entrance in
the middle of April and look down tho straight long lines e?
blossom which radiate in all directions, is a sight worth going
far to see.

The trees, as before remarked, are planted paraliel with the
walks, in rows of from three to six. They are planted thickly, so
that half of them will be thinned out and planted in the angles

which are thus formed by the peculiar arrangements of the
walks. The garden will be eventually a fruit garden solely,

but in the meantime these angles are devoted to the cnltnre of

vegetables, and such vegetables ! they must not only be as fine,

but finer than other people's to satisfy. Here I saw the verit-

able Supreme Pea, which grew such a length that it got quit©

out of the garden into the post office, and we all know thf»

result. When I saw the Pea it was 3 feet high, and had not

begun to blossom. I think we may fairly allow any Pea t»

grow a few inches above its orthodox height in such a (maiden »9

this, but it certainly should not have overgrown and smothered!

the row of Veitch's Perfection by its side. I have seea this P«»
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in miuy gardeos, and the opinion is prsralent tbat " C. C. E.'8 "

oomjiluiut is real ; xtill &1I ijay il iu u tin* Pea, and all say. and
this iuoludes " C. C. E.," that tbcy will urow it again. Siuli

is wy experience, which I may here parenthetically recjni.

The vendors' ruiptuke was in accepting the resDlt of tho hot early

summer of 1868 as their sole guide.

Of the other, or old garden, it must safTice to pay tbat it may
bo alxiut an acre, and it coutnius uiimherH of truit treen, a

little lawn, choice thrubs, and an apiary, and, like every oihcr
part of the grounds, is iu lirst-rate order. If 1 recollect rightly,

the total number of trees in this interesting garden is close

on 2000, and the varieties 2o0. All are healthy, and many of

tbem bearing splendid crops of fruit. I saw a fine line of

Lord Burgblcy Apples, some of them wiib a few fruit on, also

Mr. Gladstone, not iu a fruiting state. Some bushes of Cox'.'i

Oranpo Pippin were maguitieeut; and amongst Pears, Ijeurie

JDiel, Jjeurtu SUperliu, aud Louise Bonne of Jersey, were very
attractive.

" O. C. E." has a few vertical cordon Peach trees which be
does not like, and a few diagonal cordon Fears which he docs
like. Bush and pyramidal trees are bis forte ; he knows, or

shortly will know, all about tbeee. Pnming in diHerent ways
tried, and ctfects carefully noted, manures the same, time of

blooming and every peculiarity observed for future guidance,

he will thus acquire a mass of information of much value ; and
not alone for himself, but for all who care to know, I am sure

he will care to tell his experience. Of flowers, there is nothing
remarkable except u plant of Pampas Grass with upwards of

sixty uublo spikes of inflorescence.

Before takiug leave of tho garden I must not omit to notice
how extremely creditable the whole place is to " C. C. E.'s

"

active man Bentley. Bentley thinks much of bis garden and
muob of his master, and herein is the secret of success.

1 will just for one moment step out of the garden into the
workshop. Here order prevnils—a splendid lathe, tools of all

kinds, and all used, for in this line " C. C. E." is justly cele-

brated. He must verily inherit the spirit of iiord Brougham
when he exclaimed, " If I had been born a shoeblack I fhould
not have been satistit d until I was the best shoeblack in Eng-
land." Hera, too, were arranged volumes of the Journal, and
everything at hand for a man of business. In the village are to

be seen fine new schools just erected, the result of his energy.
Altogether I am much pleased with this place, and with nothing
more than the kind and hospitable manner with which I, a
plain working gardener, am entertained on my occasional visits,

except it was the advantage I recantly had of hearing him from
his place in the sacred edifice adjoining—in this as in every
undertaking earnest—deliver a powerful extemporaneous dis-

course from a text always applicable to all persons, under all

oiroumstanoes, at all times, and here it is :
" What I say unto

you I say unto all—Watch ! "—J. W.

ENGLISH-SAVED STOCK SEED.
THnoDon the kindness of Mr. Dean, of Ealing, I have been

enabled to give the above a good trial along with other kinds
o£ Stocks, including the East Lothian. They were sown about
the middle of April, and treated in every respect the same' as
imported seed, but the difference of the plants in vigour of

growth and continuance ef flowering was remarkable—so much
80, that some of the individual spikes tbat were exhibited at a
local flower show were pronounced by the judges to have been
those of the Large-flowered Brompton. One kind tbat attracted
much attention was of a canary colour, the plant producing
fonr or five large trusses of very lasting bloom ; another was
prettily mottled and shaded with light blue, being undoubtedly
quite new in colour. The habit of the plant was tho same as
in the preceding kind. These two partake of the character of
the lai-ge-flowering German Ten-week, but are very much
superior.

Tho Pyramidal Large-flowering scarlet, purple, and white
Stocks were very fine, some of the flowers being as largo as

thoso o£ the Brompton, but coming into bloom at the same
time as the varieties previously referred to, and should the
weather continue mild they will flower until Christmas. A
white variety which was a few weeks later iu blooming is now
very fine, being somewhat like the White East Lothian, but of
more compact growth, aud it will be fine to succeed tbat variety.

I will add that all the kinds produced a good proportion of
doable flowers, but not quite cent, per cunt., as stated in your
nofflberof August I'Jth respecting the Etst Lothian Stocks,

though unquestionably they are valuable introdnctione, and
will be very generally cultivated. They are still very tine with
me, producing about 80 per cent, of double flowers, and of this
proportion I think no person could reasonably complain.

—

E. W£LSB, Palace Gardens, Armagh.

WELLINGTOKIA GIGANTEA.
[A connEBi'ONDENT, in reply to Mr. Robson's inquiry in

page 1U8, respecting the WulliugtoDia, has written to us imder
the signature of "'JnE ILvsteb ijAnoENER," tbat he has
several trees of this spiciea measuring respectively 20, 23, 24,

27, 29, and 32 feet in hei>;bl, the bead of ilie last-named tree
covering a space 2C feet iu diameter. The whole of them are
iu perfect health, without any of the appearances of premature
decay, as described by Mr. Kobson. " TnE Master GAiibENEB "

also justly asks if a tree .12 feet high and 2G in diameter is not
one of unusual size? Me mentions, however, bating seen at
other places much smaller trees in an unhealthy condition,
which he attributes to the dryness of the season. He likewise
states he has Cryptomcria Lol bii 2lj feet high, and justly

enough regards it as a very tine tree, although it has latterly

formed four leaders, which be thinks check its growth, and he
would like to know what to do with them. He also askg it

slightly digging with a fork over the roots of Conifers is likely

to do barm, as he has hundreds of fine specimens, and the
appearance of the beds they are growing in is of much conse-
quence. We forwarded our correspondent's letter to Mr.
Kobson, and append his reidy, hoping also to bear again from
"The Master Gardener" on the Welliugtouia and othet
Conifers, of which he has such fine specimens.—Ens.l

TiTE specimen of Wellingtouia 32 feet high, and 20 feet in
diameter of head, is certainly one of the finest, if not the very
finest, iu the country ; and I am glad that neiiher it nor the
other large ones mentioned show any sign of debility, which I

had beard of elsewhere, and in one case seen here. I therefore

hope tho cases where a premature decay has set iu may be
traced to some local cause, for which there may be a remedy.
I trust, nevertheless, that your correspondent will describe
more fully the character of the soil and situation his trees are
growing in, and give every needful information, as it is quite
possible many of us may have planted the Wellingtouia in un-
suitable situations ; and although it ma}' flourish for a time,
yet in the course of a few years it fulls a victim to some latent

disease, which, like consume tion. carries off the subject after

he has enjoyed a few years of more robust health than tbat
often accorded to individuals destined for a more prolonged
existence. Whether this be so or not remains to be proved by
those who planted the tree soon after its introduction to this

country, or, in fact, who have the largest specimens. In this

county (Kent), Messrs. HoUingworth, of Turkey Mills, near
Maidstone, have in their grounds some very fine trees, abont
2S feet high, and I believe in the garden of the High Sheriff,

Mr. Kidgway, at Fairlawn, there is a specimen 30 feet high,
which a few years ago I knew to be a remarkably fine tree, one
similar to the last being in the garden at Bedleaf, where, as

well as at Fairlawn, are some excellent examples of ornamental
trees and shrubs. It would be a great boon to intending
planters if more particulars about this remarkable tree were
pulilished.

The Cryptomeria Lobbii mentioned by " Thb Master Gi«-
DENER," is also a fine plant; but tho difference between it

and C. japonica is so very slight, if any, tbat the tree is pos-

sibly one of the latter species which was introduced some
rears before tbat named after the enterprising traveller Lobb.
There are many fine trees of C. japonica in the country. One
that was growing in the grounds here (Linton Park) was up-
wards of 41 feet high, when it was broken asunder by a high
wind in February, 1867 ; it was as straight as an arrow, and
although close-growing, its spread was hardly more than 8 feet

in diameter anywhere, being a perfect spire. The plants of

C. Lobbii here seem so determined to produce seed vessels,

that their growth is certainly impeded.
I would advise that from the tree with four leaders all of

these should be removed but one, but do not cut them back too

closely to the stem or origin ; and if not cut immediately, do
not cut tbem at nil, but bend tbem back and tie them in to the

stem they came from ; I mean the tips of the leaders. It is

better to do this than cut them at any season except August,

as most Conifers bleed so much, and tying-back effectually

stops competition with the proper leader.
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The less the ground is meddled with oroand CoDifers the

better, and thia applies especially to the Wellingtonia, which

produces roots close to the surface, as do many of the Spruce

and Silver Fir class. Perhaps Ciipiossus roots go deeper,

C. Lambertiana being often tap-rooted, and if so, it is the

better for the tree, which is then supported against the wind,

and It may suffer less th»n others, but I recommend as Utile

stirring of the soil as posiible, for I have seen more than one

death from that cause.

Since v/riting the above, the article of Mr. Mnyo, from

Shalstoue, has appeared iu thia Journal (page 'i'il), stating that

he has a fine tree 20 feet liigb, of corresponding spread of

branches, and perfectly healthy and vigorous. I can only re-

peat what I have said before, that I am very glad of this, and

hope the number of those who have to report a contrary state

of things may be few, and such as not to aiifect the general

good character of the tree. Nevertheless, if there be any euch,

it is quite as important (if not more so) to hear of their dis-

asters as to be told of others' successes. As thoro is always

more pleasure in reporting a favourable state of things than

the contrary, those who have been unfortunate are entitled to

the greater share of credit when they boldly state their ca?e.

They afford quite as much, if not more, useful information to

the public at large by doing so. The specimens alluded to as

being 20 feet high may, perhaps, not have yet reached the

point at which disease sets in. We have a fine tree here

about that height, with clusters of cones upon it, while others

much higher do not show any signs of bearing. For their not

doing so I am not sorry, as it must impair their growth.

The specimen of Gupreasus Lambertiana, 39 feet high, and

with a spread of 30 feet in diameter, mentioned by Mr. Mayo,

is certainly a fine tree, and exceeds one of the same kind here,

although in point of height the two are about the same ; but

the tree here suffered severely from the frost of January, 1867.

Before that time it was sb densely clothed with foliage, that in

walking round the eye could not detect, without the band hold-

ing some of the branches, a twig thicker than a pencil ; it has
partly recovered, but is far from being so fine-looking a tree

as it was before that time. A Pinus insignis near it also

suffered in a similar manner, bat has since recovered, while

another tree of the same species, about CO feet high, a little

way off, escaped unhurt ; and au Araucaria brasilieneis, not

often met with out of doors, also escaped that winter with no
more injury than is experienced in other years. It is not, how-
ever, an out-door tree, and is far from being happy-looking.

In conclusion, I again invite reports on the well or ill-doing

of the V/ellingtonia from all quarter.-*, especially where the

trees have been planted ten years or more.—J. Eobso>;.

FORCING PLANTS.—No. 2.

But few having houses specially set apart for forcing, and
the plants to be forced having to be grown and flowered along

with other plants, it will be necessary to make a few obser-

vations on this subject. A cool greenhouse with a night tem-

perature not exceeding 40°, is a good place for the majority of

hardy shrubs and plants, for tlie first three weeks or month of

their being taken under glass for forcing. For at least a fort-

night they ought not to have a higher temperature, but be

slowly excited into growth, and thou they may safely be placed

in greater heat—say in a warm greenhouse or cool stove, giving

them when first introduced the coolest part of the house, and a

position well exposed to light and air, and removing them to a
warmer part as they advance in growth. They ought never to

have a temperature exceeding .55° at nifht, and for most pLants
50° at night will be sufficient to bloom them strongly and well.

Persons having vineries where forcing is commenced in

January, and where other houses are started at monthly in-

tervals, will not have much diflioulty in forcing plants. All

hardy shrubs or plants succeed with the treatment given Vines
in forcing. The heat is low to begin with, abundance of air

anda moist atmosphere are afforded, and the temperature being
progressive, is well suited to them, as they, for the most part,

flower before the temperature is so high as to draw them up, or

the shade of the Vines becomes so great as to deprive them of

the light needful to become strong, well-flowered plants. The
plants should h?.ve positions near the glass, and if the houses
are lean-to's, or the light strongorfrora one point than another,
the plants should be frequently turned round to keep them
from bee iming one-sided.

Peach houses, too, are excellent for forcing hardy plants and

shrubs. If these be placed in the bouse when forcing is com-
menced, they will flower even better than those in a vinery,

from the greater ventilation and lower temperatnra of the
Peach house.

Plants for forcing should be of the best possible description

—

stiff, strong, compact, well-grown plants, with the growth of

the previous year well matured, well set with bloom-buds, oriJ
herbaceous plants having the crowns or buds plump and round,

not narrow and pointed; and they ought to be established in

pots at least one year, or so recently transplanted that they
may early in autumn, or at the end of summer, be moved with
good balls, and potted without depriving them of more fibres

than can well be avoided. Evergreens are best potted in Sep-
tember, if the growths are mature and the buds fully developed.

They should be well attended to with water, and the pots

plunged in coal ashes in a warm, sheltered situation. De-
ciduous shrubs ought not to bo removed until the leaves turn
yellow and begin to fall; then the sooner they are potted the
better, placing them in a sunny situation, and giving a good
watering to settle the soil about the roots. Both decidnons
and evergreen shrubs will thus be better prepared for growth
and blooming than if t»keu up, potted, and placed at once in
the forcing house.

Iu November, before severe weather, they ought to be taken
under glass, especially the evergreens, placing them in a cool,

airy, and dry house, such as an orchard house, or unhealed
vinery. There the evergreens should remain, with no more
water than is sufficient to keep the soil moist and the foliage

fresh, whilst the deciduous shrubs may be kept dry rather

than wet, always taking care not to allow the wood to shrivel

from dryness, or the buds to shrink. In severe weather the
pots should have some dry hay or litter placed round them.
From this house they could be drafted into the forcing house
at intervals, not moving them, however, when frozen, for the
less they are handled at such times the better, and if they must
be moved, let them be slowly thawed, by placing them in the
next cooUst place to that from which they were taken.

If there are not cool houses, or cold pits, which answer
nearly as weU as houses, much may be done by placing the
plants under the shelter of a wall, plunging the pots in ashes
of spent tan, .and in severe weather protecting them with mats
or other materials ; and though such means are but a poor sub-
stitute for glass, it is far better than allowing in severe weather
the roots to be frozen, and the tops to remain unprotected
from snow and frost. It was formerly thought advisable to
expose Vines to frost in winter, but the practice is now ob-
solete, and so it will be iu a short time with forcing plants.

Severe weather does no good to plants intended for forcing, and
though growth may be rapid after the exposure, the sudden
transition is not generally followed by a continued vigoni of

growth to the flowering period.

It is almost superfluous to state that the earlier forcing is

commenced the worse the plants will flower, and the slower
they are forwarded, particularly iu the early stages of the
forcing, the greater will be the chance of success. The plants
ought to be placed in a cool house for a fortnight, then in a
house with a temperature of from 40° to 45° from fire heat,
and then in one of from 45° to 50° ; and if they are not then
in flower, or will not be within another week cr fortnight, they
may be placed in a night temperature of 55°, which is sufficient

forcing for every kind of hardy plant. A fortnight should be
allowed the plants in each of the temperatures mentioned. In
the cool house they should be kept rather dry, but when placed
where fire beat is applied, they should be lightly sprinkled
overhead with water twice a-day, morning and evening, and
the floors, walls, and other surfaces spiinkled with water twice
or thrice a-day, in order to secure a moist atmosphere. The
water should be of the same temperature as the house, and
sprinkling the plants should bo continued until the flower bnds
show colour and are about half developed, but the floors, &c.,

fhould be sprinUed until the plants are iu flower, when they
ousiht to be moved to a cooler and drier house, as condensed
moisture is apt to discolour them. A house with a temperature
of from 45° to 50° at night is most suitable.

Air should be given freely, but not so as to suddenly lower
the temperature, for the leaves being grown in heat aro more
susceptible of cold than when they are formed in thn open air.

The more air the plants receive, tlie less liable they will be to

become drawn up, and a little air at night improves their

health and vigour, as well as the colour of the foliage. In frosty

weather little air will be needed, whilst in mild and doll

weather it should be freely given, as the plants then grow more
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TipiJIy, and without air are apt to make weak foliage. There
ahould be a change of air at least once a-dar. In dull weather
1«8S moisture will be required than when the weather is bright,
and the ventilation ought at all times to bo so regulated that
it will not suddenly cool or dry the atmosphere.
The plants when forcing is commenced will need but little

water. It will be enough to keep the soil moist until they
«re growing freely ; the amount should then be increased with
•the growth, but never give water until the soil in the pots
beeomo dry, yet not so much so as to cause the leaves to flag.

Do not saturate the soil by too frequent waterings, and if it

Iteeoma very wet see that the drainage is cfEoicnt, and the
raots in a healthy state, for without good roots it is not pos-
Bibio to have vigorous growth and bloom. Keep the plants well
supplied with water until the blooming is past.

After flowering the plants should be returned to a house
baving a temperature not more than '>° lower than that in
which they have been flowered, and he there continued for a
fortnight; then place them in a cooler house or pit. by degrees
harden them off, and when danger frcm frost is over they may
be plunged in ashes in an open situation, attending to them
with wat«r in dry weather. Some f Unts after forcing are hardly
worth keeping until another year, hut others flower well the
second year, and others again are best planted out in the
iMrders after they have been hardened-off.

All plants require to be prepared in the previous year for
•iercing; hut this is rarely practised in private gardens, as
{)Unta ready for forcing can be purchased so cheaply. Those
best established in pots can be obtained in that way, whilst
tkose which can bo lifted and potted in autumn, are grown in
such quantities that there are always to he had compact plants
with good foliage, well set with buds, and which can bo taken
ap with balls of soil. These can he purchased more cheaply
f nurserymen than they can he grown bj- persons only re-

quiring a few. All plants are not suitable for forcing, and
i» grow them for the purpose, care must be taken of them
prreviously. They should be well grown, healthy, well set with
flower buds, and if they are not so, and well rooted likewise,
.discard them.— G. Aeeet.

BICTON.
Ween visiting Bicton, the seat of Lady Rolle, a short time

ago, I saw an account in your Journal of the death of Mr.
Vaitch, and I could not help being struck with the idea that

it was worthy of record, that there was to be seen there that

which would be a living monument to his memory for ages to

03me, ia the noble Araucaria avenue which, as far as I am
aware, is not equalled in Britain. It contains fifty spscimens
'Host jttdicioasly arranged. I was informed that it was planted

by Mr. Veitch about thirty years ago, and was under his care

fer some years when in its infancy. He also had the care of

•the noble arboretum at the same period, but I regret to observe

tliit a lar(;e number of the original specimens are wanting, to

tke amount, I was informed, of about nine hundred. Lady
BsHe, who is a most liberal patron of horticulture, and is ever

ready to grant whatever is required, has expressed a wish that

the blanks should be filled up. I have, therefore, no doubt but
tkat tbe plantations will soon be pot in a more perfect state.

I could not help observing many relics of the talent and
gaod taste of the late Mr. Glendinning. He designed and
planted the arboretum ; he also formed the beautiful lake, in

tke design of which he was most ably assisted by his noble
patron. When I saw it there were hundreds of water fowl

opon its aurtaoa and banks. Although entirely artificial, I was
informed that it was in some places 40 feet deep. It forms a

BtOBt beautiful object from the mansion, and can be seen from
aany parts of the extensive park, being a grand feature in the
Isodse&pe.—A. B., Cuikden, Bucks,

DESTROYING WORJIS.
Ts answer to your correspondents " J. A." and others, in

your number of the 7th inst., you recommend lime water or

ammoniacal liquor diluted with six times its volume of water,

for the destruction of worms on lawns and in pots, both of

which are undoubtedly good ; but the limn water is not so

efiectaal as could be wished, and aqueous ammonia cannot be

applied sufliciently strong to kill without injuring vegetation,

ss you justly remark. Ammonia has also the additional draw-

boAk of being very volatile, and, therefore, quickly evaporates.

A far more effeotual agent, and one not only free from the
above objections, but possessing the strong recommendation of
being acceptable to most plants, will be found in a solution of

1 ozs. of common washing soda, dissolved in one gallon of
water, the solution to be applied in the evening with the rose
or epout, according as it may be desired to operate upon beds,
lawns, or pots. The strength of the solution may be varied
from this standard to suit the condition of the plant or plants,

according to the tenderness, maturity, or hardiness of growth.
A little experimental practice on the part of the operator will

soon lead to just conclusions on this and other points. Soda
is one of our strongest corrosive poisons, and instantly affects

all moist-skinned creatures, such as worms, snails, ico. A few
applications will in most cases prove effectual at a very trifling

cost.—H. G.

OUR FLOWER SHOWS.
"TuEiiE is no mistake .ibout the matter, flower shows are be-

coming; great events in our day, something looked forward to in

every town and village ; yet I would rather, if I dare speak the
truth, my man had nothing to do with then^i. I knew I shall bo
considered a croakinp; fellow, far hehind this enlightened ago."

" So you are in this respect, Hurry," replied his brother,
" and why, I cannot understand, unless you have heen for years
an unsuccessful exhibitor."

"No, I have never exhibited; my man has done so by suffer-

ance, it is his hobby ; the laurels are all his own when he wins
them. I am not sm-o they are worth the cost—think of the
labour and anxiety, the hopes and fears, the strange methods
resorted to, to gain tho required form and bloom. Ah, Frank,
many a gardener looks at his poor thin ducks until in the fever

of the excitement up to which lie has worked himself, he fancies

them swans ; and then when the proclamation goes forth they
are but ducks, what a downfall, what disappointment and heart-

ache ; and worse, unbelief in the fairness of the award !"

"And he is not worth much if he does not go home deter-

mined to work and win another day. You speak like an out-

sider, once within the magic circle your feelings would change,
HaiT)-."

" It should bo remembered, Frank, the outsiders far out-

number those within the circle. I am not sure my feelings

would change under any circumstances, not even if I bccam*,

what appears to me an impossibility, one of your favoured few.

(lur flower shows are something like poultry shows, success

runs ever in a groove ; it is only by some extraneous effort the

old is pushed aside to let in a new element. Then, too, to an
idle looker-on, prize-giving appears such an anomaly ; hulk often

wins the day, tho largest bundle of sticks carrying off the first

prize. Some monster plant with an unreadable name is sure to

have tho honour of hearing tho white card, and though every-

body admires it, or pretends to do so, yet few wonid have it »t a

gift. This successful giant travels about from town to tovm,

and from show to show, as long as the blooms remain, then goes

home a pitiful object, with its plantation of supports and im-

measiirable yards of string exposed to view, to be hidden away
in a dark corner, nine times out of ten to drop off—a natural

resvilt if you will push all energies in one direction, until, how-

ever hriliiant the success, the chance of life is small. I like-

wise do not admire the necessary appearance of the plants in-

tended to compete for prizes ; Nature is so cut in, rounded off, an4
tied out, that all perception of what the individual plant should

be is lost. Art not Nature, the gardener's skill, not Nature's

aided growth, is exhibited, for which I suppose committees hoU
up their golden prizcf. Behind my time, or before my time, I

must confess, Frank. I do not admire them, wouhl not have

them at a gift, and I ever come home with a thankful feeling I

have not to find house-room for them, ^^^ly should all life, and

grace, and charm, be cut aw,ay from them, not even a stray leaf

allowed to make light and shade •• That Bramble bush clamber-

ing over the old stone wall, and spreading forth its leaves and
flowers, and wild fruit, has more grace and beauty, and gives

more pleasure than the beautiful Stephanotis when dressed out,

roimded off, I should rather say, into its tub-like shape."
" You do not know the hours of labour bestowed upon these

specimen plants to bring them into a blooming condition fit for

exhibiting,"

"No, indeed, I do not, Frank—they may be even more than I

imagine ; but surely that is no reason the pliints should be

twisted and twined, and tied and tortured, as if roundness were

the only form of beauty for which a prize could be gi'-en. Why,
our forefathers had more variety of shape in clipping their ever-
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greens. There is something positively distasteful in the same-

ness, the uniformity, the repetition one meets with at flower

shows. Some plants come over and over again, looking just the

game ; it needs only a slight stretch of fancy to think the Pelar-

goniums are the very same plants that stood in the same place

the year before, perhaps a little fuller in bloom, or requiring a

few more supports, a greater care in management lest the shaky

petals should fall away, and the leggy branches be too much
revealed. AVe hear of' new varieties, but they come not to our

pro\-iucial shows, not even as cut blooms, which would be most

interesting to many, who have neither money nor time to run

up to the great shows of the metropolis. I think Orchids, with

their dried bulbs and stems, and ungainly shoots, and speaking

liowers, ever resist the gardener's taming process, growing after

their own fashion, and retaining even under the highest cul-

tivation, a certain rare wild beauty, which never loses its

attraction."
'' We could not get up a great show of Orchids alone. I know

of old, they drew you against your wiU to the very shows you

ab»3e."
"Certainly not, Frank," replied bis brother, "very unde-

sirable if you could, for it would not pay ; it takes a high stage

of culture to find real pleasure in gazing upon Orchids, more
than the great bulk of visitors to flower shows possess. But you
could offer prizes for smaller specimen plants grown in a more

natural form, with fewer, nay without any, green-painted sticks

—an outrage, as they undoubtedly are, upon good taste and
skilled growth, for the best of all work is that where the worker

is lost. AYhen hundreds, nay thousands, might come in to com-

pete, poor curates and working doctors like myself have a chance

—possessors of small lioiises and unheated pits, in which the

prize-taking monsters would be out of all proportion ; and then

the poor man-of-all-work, who must tend his mare, and milk his

cow, and weed his garden, might possibly after all realise his

ambitious hopes and become a prize-taker, without having the

pleasint cup of success dashed aside on his return by the sight

of neglected work."
" I suppose, Harry, you would make it so easy to win a prize,

th»t everybody could receive one ?"

" I would make it a possibility, which at present it is not. I

would bring it in many of its arrangements within the reach of

busy, hard-working, practical men. There are many such gar

denors about small villa residences in the neighbourhood of large

towns, possesied of a considerable amount of knowledge and
skill, and often fired with a laudable desire to try their luck in

prize-taking."
" I do no"t wonder, Harry, it is the hit of fire that keeps them

alive, that breaks the dull monotony of their existence."
" To the danger of striking out a less pleasant kind of fire. All

Tory well if a man has the time and the means, if the thing ii

not 10 far beyond his reach but that he may fairly hope to win
it ; but if a man's hands are full he should not try to grasp
more, lest he lose the needful substance reaching out for the

pleasant shadow. To me there appears an absurdity in the little

dark lean-to, like my own across the garden, competing with a

larje span-roof all light and air ; that is why I had rather my
Bian had nothing to do with flower shows, for all his labour can

but end in heartache and disappointment. When committees
offer prizes for plants of one or two year*' growth, then my
cr»»k{ng may possibly blossom into an enthusiasm even sur-

paming my gardener's ; but I cannot give up my house to large

show plantt with their detrimental shaio over younger and
smaller, and yet in my eyes more beautiful plants."

" Well, after all, Harry, I am afraid you would make it too
easy to win a prize

;
you bring down the standard rather than

lift up to it."

" I would bring the standard within the reach of the mul-
titude, and 80 increase the interest, and most certainly, Frank,
the returns. It will come to it by-and-by. In flower show", as

in CTerything, we weary of the old, and look out eagerly for the
new."

—

Maud.

LADYBIRDS.
I HAVE been greatly troubled with aphis this season, par-

ticularly on Melons and Cuonmbers. I fumigated to such an
extent that the plants succumbed before the fly did, and I con-
sidered my case hopeless, and determined to try no more.
Having heard of the lady-birds feeding on aphides, and notic-
ing one of them on a Cucumber frame, I took a leaf with some
aphides on it, placed the lady-bird in the midst of them, and
watched the result. No sooner had the little creature recovered

its equilibiinm than it set to work and devoured the insects as

fast as it could swallow them, and several not being within

reach of its mouth, they were hooked towards it with its "fore

paw," in the same manner that a cat will do with a mouse.
" Here, then," said I, " is an end to all my troubles ; no more
trouble with tobacco now."

I instantly set to work, and with the assistance of one of my
men in a very short time collected upwards of a hundred lady-

birds ; these were quickly transferred to a three-light Cucum-
ber frame, and it was astonishing to see the rapidity with

which they dispersed themselves among the leaves in search

of their favourite food. In a few days not an aphis was to be

seen, and when the frame was opened during the day, I found

occasionally some of the lady-birds making their exit, no doubt

to find a fresh field for operation. The plants soon recovered,

their health, and are now succeeding well. A few lady-birds

still remain, and seem to be very happy in their new quarters.

I tried the same experiment in a small Cucumber house, but

not exactly with the same results; the lady-birds disappeared as

fast as I put them in, and I was not long in discovering that the

depredator was a fine large toad I had kept there for another

purpose. I need scarcely add that he was soon removed to

another department, and, perhaps, at a future time I may call

upon him.—G. S.

THE CHEROKEE ROSE.
The legend of the Cherokee Rose is as pretty as the flower

itself. An Indian chief, of the Seminole tribe, taken prisoner

of war by his enemies, the Cherokees, and doomed to torture,

fell BO seriously ill that it became necessary to wait for his

restoration to health before committing him to the fire. And
as be lay prostrated by disease in the cabin of the Cheroliee

warrior, the daughter of the latter, a young, dark- faced maid,

was his nurse. She fell in love with the young chieftain, and,

wishing to save his life, urged him to escape ; but he would not

do so unless she would flee with him. She consented. Yet

before they had gone far, impelled by soft regret at leaving her

home, she asked leave of her lover to return, for the purpose of

bearing away some memento of it. So, retracing her footsteps,

she broke a sprig of the white T^se which was climbing up the

poles of her father's tent, and, preserving it during her flight

through the wilderness, planted it by the door of her new home
among the Seminoles. And from that day this beautiful flower

has always bsen known, between the capes of Florida and

throughout the Southern States, by the name of the Cherokee

Rose.

It is of rapid growth, and soon forms a hedge as dense as it

is beautiful. It runs along the roadsides likewise, converting

roads and fences into thick banks of leaves and flowers. It

climbs to the tops of high trees, hanging its festoons among the

branches, or letting them droop gracefully to the ground. In

fact, this showy wild flower, with its five white petals and centre

of gold, imbedded as it is in so many brightly- shining leaves of

green, gives almost a bridal aspect to the spring landscape, and

well-nigh makes all the citizens' cottages look like homes o£ tbe

poets.

—

{American Horticulturist.)

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Drosophtllum LnsiTANiccM (Portuguese Y«IIow Sundew).

Nat. ord., Droa«rac«ai. Linn., OotandriaPentagynia.—A native

of Portugal, Spain, and Manrikania. Flowera yellow.— (Bo«.

Maq., t. 5796.)

Mackata bulla (Natal Maokaya). Nat. ord., Aoanthaceae.

Linn., Diandria Monogynia.—Native of the bed of the Tongat

River, Natal. A beautiful shrub with delicate, pendant, white

flowers veined with crim»»n.

—

(Ibid., t. 5797.)

Aeridbs japonicdm (Japanese AeriJes). Nat. ord., Orchid-

acea. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.— Native of Japan.

Flowers white, blotched with purple.

—

(Ibid., t. 5798.)

Neeteea deieessa (Depressed Nertera). Nat. ord., Babl-

ace.-B. Linn., Tetrandvia Monogynia. — Dr. Hooker says—
" Thongh when in flower one of the most insignificant of

flowering plants, when covered with its translucent orange

fruit, which it keeps for a long period, this is one of the most

charming of roekwork plants. It is a native of the bleak cold

Antarctic mountains throughout the southern hemisphere,

where I have gathered it in Lord Auckland and Campbell

Islands, the Falkland Islands, and Cape Horn ; it also inhabits
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TriBtan d'Acnnha, the mountains of N«w Zealand and Tai-
mania. and follows the Andes from Cape Horn to Naw Qrenada.,
—{Ibid., t. 6799.)

BioNONii pcRPCREA (Porple-flowersd BIgnonia). Nil. ord.,
BignoniaceiD. Linn., Did;namia Angiospermia.—A masni-
fioent stove climber, native of Sonlh America, i'lowera lilai-
striped witb darker lilac.— (TJid., t. 5800.)

CoTTi.KnoN Salzmanni (Salzmann's Cotyledon). iJat. ord.,
Crassnlact';o. /.i>in.,OeoaadriaPentagjnia.—Native of Tangiera.
A most beautiful rock plant. "A maei of brilliant golden
blossoms relieved by red brown spots." Foliage brilliant green
with crimson tips.

—

(Ibid., t. 5801.)
DiANTiius NEGLECirs AND Alpincs—" DianthoB negleetui is

one of the loveliest of the Diiinthus family. It combines the
dwarf sturdy character and fine form of the handsome but rather
faetidious Alpine Pink, with the vigorous constitution of tha
common or the Maiden Pink, and forms tufU which reiambl*
short wiry grass. The leaves are slightly glanooui, eonoave,
pointed, and, except in Vigoroua specimens, from half an inch
to an inch long, the lower ones on the stems being somewhat
longer. The llower-stems rise from 1 to 4 inches high, accord-
ing to the position and soil in which the plants are grown, are
freely produced, and each bears a solitary flower, or rarely two,
about an inch, or, in vigorous spocimeni, IJ inch across, and
of the purest, deepest, and most brilliant rose, the petaU being
quite level and firm-looking, with the outer margins slightly
notched. In a wild state, and in poor sandy earth on well
exposed rookwork, specimens may be seen in perfest bloom
and robust heallli at IJ inch high, and even less

; but at lower
altitudes and in a dec^jer soil, it is sometimes to be found
3, 4, or 5 inches high. In rich deep sandy soil in gardens it
will also attain this height, or a little more, perhaps at some
slight loss of neatness and compactness. It is surpassed by
no Alpine plant in vividness and purity of colour. It is so
dwarf in habit, and has flowers so large, that tntts of it might
at first sight be taken for the Alpine Pink, Dianthus alpinui,
but its narrow and sharply-pointed grass-like leaves immediately
distinguish it from that species. The colour is also more vivid
than in D. alpinus. It is happily very easily grown, unlike
some of the other .Alpine Dianthuses, flourishing freely in very
sandy loam, either in pots or on rockwork. It roots through
the bottoms of tho pots as freely as any weed, is perfectly hardy,
and a very gem either for chinks or level spots on rockwork, im
all parts of these islands. The fact that it is so very free
renders it useful for the front margins of mixed borders in flue
sandy soil, but when planted thus, it should bo surrounded by
a few stones half plunged in the ground, to prevent evaporation
and guard it from injury. It is a native of the highest A]p« of
Dauphiny and the Pyrenees, Switzerland, and Italy, and is easily
increased by division, and by seed. It was introduced to cultiva-
tion by Messrs. Backhouse, of York."

—

(Florist and Pomolouiit,
3 s. ii. 21T.)

NOTES ON PRIMULAS.
Primtila.—This is a very beautiful and interesting group of

hardy bordor and rock plants, which in bygone yecri was muth
admired and extensively cultivated in this country, but latterly
it has been entirely neglected, at least in the gardens of tlia

rich. It is rather astonishing that it should Be so ; Primulas
are so fragrant, so beautiful in colouring, and so neat in habit;
and the majority of the species, flowering as they do in spring
and early summer, present a character so desirable, that ou»
would think lovers of flowers, whether professional or amateur,
could not easily forget or forego it. There are signs, however, of
the old love being taken up again. Some beautiful varieties of
the Cowslip and Primrose are found very useful in the spring
flower garden, for which they are very fit; and the catalogues
of florists and seedsmen aro swelling with new species and va-
rieties, in addition to many old and well-known sorts.

The majority of Primulas are very accommodating in cul-
tivation, aviapiing themselves to many kinds of soils and situ-

ations, but are most at home in sandy loams, deep and moist,
but well drained, and in moderately shady positions. Tliey
are easily propagated by seeds, cuttings, and division, the hit
being the simplest and easiest process where large increaj* ii

not an object. In laying in first stock, seed is the best and
cheapest way in the case of the varieties of P. Auricula, Prim-
rose, and Polyanlhu=, unless fine named sorts are wanted, when
they must, of course, be purchased in plants, and by name, the
same as nith other florists' flowers ; and the finer and more
rare species must be got in the same way, because seeds of

these art not always procurable true in this country. For •
•onple of months or more after sowing, the plants do not r»-

fniro much room, and are liable to be destroyed by slug! and
' other pests, whilst in the tender seedling state. A cold frame,
hand-lights, or glasses, should therefore, if possible, be devoted
to them, in which they will be more easily guarded against all

enemies than if they were in the open ground. If many torU
are to be sown, small pots should be used to sow in, and tbey
ihould be plunged in sand or coal ashes. The soil should be
sandy loam, peat, and well-decayed leaf mould, in equal pro-

portions, with plenty of sharp sand to keep the whole sweet
and open. Sow thinly, and keep the soil regularly moist tiU

the plants appear, when caution in watering nill require to be
exercised to prevent damping, to which Primulas are all rather

liable in their first stages from seed. As soon as the plants are
big enough to handle, ihey must be pricked-ont thinly in pans,

pots, or boxes, and returned to the frame, or set in a shady,
warm, sheltered place, and well attended to with water, taking
ears, however, not to allow the soil to become stagnant with too

frequent waterings, which would very soon be followed by sick-

ness and death to the plants.

Primulas delight in moisture in the growing season; bnt a
{ood sound watering at intervals, not daily dribblets or sprink-

lings, is what they want. When the plants have made snffi-

eient roots and bulk of leaves they may be transferred to theii

permanent quarters, and well watered after planting, when they
will need little more attention for the season beyond keeping
them clean. It the seeds are sown in the end of March, the
plants, treated as above directed, will bloom the following

spring. In the case of getting up large quantities of Primroses
and Polyanthuses, for the purpose of planting out in woods
and such-like places, the foregoing directions would be troable-

some and expensive, as these are only meant for the more Tain-

able and rare species and varieties. The common varieties are
best sown on a warm border in the beginning of April, in beds,

broadcast or in drills, and, when fit to handle, planted-ont in

nursing lines in rich soil well manured with old hotbed dnng.
Cuttings are best put in in spring, when growth has fairly

begun ; the same soil as recommended for seeds is suitable for

cuttings. Division should be dono first after flowering is oyer,

unless large increase of particular sorts shonld be desired, or

when the plant is very weak, and would obviously be invigorated

by being divided immediately before flowering commences ; in

such cases everything shonld be done to prolong the growing
period, and all flowers removed as soon as they can be got

hold of.

Under the name P. veris, Linnteus included the three forma
of Primula most common in this country—the Primrose, P. Tnl-

faris ; the Oilip, P. elatior; and the Cowslip, P. veris of

modern botaniats, being considered by him essentially the
same for the purposes of science. But to gardeners and florists

it ii convenient te distinguish between the three forms, which
are v7ell marked and pretty constant in cultivation, at least,

P. veriF, the Cowslip. The common flowerstalk in this form
rises considerably above the leaves, supporting an cmbel of

flowers ; and iu the single varieties, the corolla is small and
eup-shaped, features that are lost sight of in the double ra-

rieties, or florists' Polyanthuses. From this form there are

many varieties, some of which are most beautiful in their

season, and worthy a place among choice plants. The com-
moner single sorts are suitable for planting in woods, and on
banks, and about the edges of masses of shiubs.

P. rulgarit.—The Primrose is distincuished from the Cowslip

by the flowerstalks having the appearance of springing directly

from the root, and bearing each only one (lower; there is,

however, a common footstalk so short as to be concealed by the

leaves. The corolla in the Primrose is larger than that of the

Cowslip, and flat. There are many very interesting and bean-

liful varieties of Primrose, both tingle and double; the single

varieties need not be enumerated, but are very useful for plant-

ing out in clumps or patches, as recommended for the »om-
moner forms of Cowslip. The best of the double varieties are

the flesh-coloured, the white, the sulphur, the lilac, the red,

the coppery, and the dark purple ; the last three are rare, and
diflicult to" procure. All are invaluable for the .spring flower

garden, for rockwork, and for many other purposes in the

kitchen and fruit gardens.

In P. elaiior, the Oilip, the common flowerstalk is generally

shorter and stouter than that of the Cowslip, but is variable in

length and strength ; always, however, showing the umbel abore

the foliage, and the corolla is broader and flatter than that of

the Cowslip. This is the least constant form of the three, and
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its varieties are lesa numerous and interesting than tboso «f

th« other two; they are mainly useful for plaating along with

the commoner sorts of Cowslip and Primrose in woods and
fluoh-like places.

P. Auricula is the parent of the well-known varieties of stage

and border Auriculas. In its native habitats on the GermRu,
Swiss, and Italian Alps, it is rather a variable plant, but not

to such an extent as to shadow forth, even remotely, the end-

less and beautiful combinations that have sprung from it in

the florist's hands. Yellow and red are the most common colours

in nature, with purple occaeionally, and selfs are more common
than variegated varieties, which is also true of the majority of

florists* varieties raised, only the variegated forms are the most
favoured. It would take more space than can be allowed here,

to notice in detail the method of cultivating and raising tha

finer varieties, which have been most favoured by florists;

and it is the less necessary to do so, because treatises on the

subject have been long in eiistence, and give details ample
and curious enough to satisfy the most particular inquirer.

Almost any of the varieties are worthy of cultivation, were it

for no other purpose than that of yielding early crops of cut

flowers out of doors. WTiere these are wauied in quantity, the

fragrance and pretty colours of the Auricula render them very

desirable. All that are suitable for this purpose may bo grown
in the borders of the kitchen garden, about the margin of

shrubberies, &c. ; and tbey will succeed in any common garden
soil, if not too heavy and wet.—W. S. {The Gardener.)

PLANTS FLOWEPJNG IN SEPTEMBER.
Sept. Tritoraa Uvaria trrandiflora

DeUibiuium formosum
AcoDitum autauiDiile

Napellua versicolor
AJQga genevcDBiB

reptana
Ziniua elegans
Artemisia maritima

vulparia
Aubrietta purpurea
Heli:iiilhus aUDnus
liapthaimiuH saLicifoliain
SsuulioDia rubra
Fucht-ia globosa
Campanula muralis

Hosiii
Chrysocoma Lynosjris
Clematis cserulea

tubulosa
Crambe maritima
Dactylia plumerata variegata
CrucianeJla btylosa
DraooL-ephaluiu canariense
Erythrjea Centaorium
Eupatorium caunabmum

pnrpureum
Corydalis glauca

lutea
Gaillardia picta
SalpiglosBis atropurpuTca
Leycesteria furmu^a
Gazania Bplendcns

ri:^fcns

Eapliorbia aniygdaloidea
Diaiithus deltuiUes

superbus
Eryngium alpinum
Cyclamen eurnpseum
CoronillaTar a
Ponulaca ail a
i^avandula s]^ica
Culchicum autumnale
Ja&mmam officinale
Fraiikenia laevis
Geranium sanguineum

lancastrienae
Silene ticbafta

alpe&tiis
Hieracium aurantiacum

maculaium
Xiinum candidissima

Lewibii
Jasione percnnis
LiatriB spi(;ala
LyukniB Haageana

coccinea
Solidago viri^ata
Hypericum caiycinom

, Lysimachia vulgaris
Ox alls Bowicana
MyoButis paluBlria

.tzorica
Uirabilis Jalapa
Konguiuurm caiiadenbia
Papaver uricntale
Seoum dentaium

Telephium
Bcxan'^uiare

piperita
Pulegium

liObeiia cardinalis
propiuqua
bt. Clair

(EnoUiera grandiflora

Sept. 9. CEnothera bicnnia
taraxacifolia
Drummondi
macrocarpa

Cynara Sfolymns
Erica ^nilgaria

cinerea
stricta
Tagans

„ 15. Tittadenia trilobata
Potentilla alba

atroBaiiiruinea
suliilnirt^a

Saponaria oilicinalis plena
KucR.eckui lalgens

laciniita
Geum riva e

montanum
Gladiolus brenibleyenBis
XiithoBpernium frTiticosuia
Helianthus mulliflorua pla-

nus
Hordeum juhatum
Hyssopus officinalis

ivonij_'a maritima
ODaphaliuni margaritaceum
Linaria Cymbalaria

pmrpurea
Nepeia Tioiaeea

MuBstnii
Polygonum Brunoni

„ 20. Miinulus uiaculosua
ino»ch;iiu3
cupreus
atros»n?uiDeug

Phlox Drummnndi
Clintonia pulchella
Saniolinfl alpina

inrana
Polemonium cserulemni
Stenactii ipwcinta
Pyrcthrum Golden Feather
^enecio adonidifolius
Statice Armaria
atatice bt^llidifolia

latifolia
Slratiotes aloidei
Abronia iimbellata
Eenlhamia fragifera
Armeria ft-rmoua
Watsonia rosea
Tigridia pavonia

coiichiHora
Symphytum asperrimnm
Tanaceium VBlparo
Veronica Candida

caneicens
incana
Andert?oni

Zauschneria califomica
Plumbago capentis
AlouBoa incisiiolia
Calendula Ponjjai plena
Callirhiie pedata

ditritata
Anagalliti c^rulea
fJeniaurea depressa
Datura btramouium

fastnosa
EatocaTiscida
Cealaurea gymnocarpa

raguaina
Cineraria maritima
Calandriuia umbellata

„ Z5. Kudbeckia fulgens
Achillea tomectosa

Sept. 25. Achillea Ptarmioa plena
Clematis Jackmanui
Oxalis rosea

Iloribunda
Aletri'meria aurea

tiara
Braba ninralia
Arabia Incida
Viola lutea
Arciotis brevipcapa
riethra alnifolia
Digitalis purpurea
Acapanthus umbellalus
Bromna brizscformis
Viscaria oculata

c<Kli-roaa
Caanothus azureus
AfraibiPa ccel«stiB
I-7thiiis corouaria
Kbodiola rosea
AlyiBum saxatile
An*raone japonica
Chelono barbata

8 piendens
Anthericum Liliastmm
Aristolochia Sipho
Calystcgia pubtscena
Asperula odorata
Aster spectabilis
Catananehe bicolor

Cferulea
Cheiranlbus Marshalli
Aster Tripolium
Commelina tuberosa
Erigeron Villarali

Campanula graudis
carpatica
Lorei alba

Gentiana asclepiadea
Pueumonanthe

ConvolTTiIus cantabricas
mauritanicus

Erinus alpinus
Anchusa semperrirens

Sept. 25. j\nchnsa italica
Ammobium alatum
Typba lati'olia

Veronica spicata
dentata
Ribirica

tilium lancifolium
Acroclinium roseum
CalHopsis Alkinsonii

Drummi>ndi
Antirrhinum majus
Cerastium tomeutosam
Clematis Vitalba

„ SO. Lonicera, Scarlet Trumpet
Gynerium argenteum
Fuchsia fulg^ns

Berratifolia
Amaranthus tricolor
Tradescantia virginica
Trycirtishirta
Acanthus mollis
Ageratum citruleum

mexicanum
Heliotropes
Cacalia coccinea
Helicbrysums
Rnse. Devoniensia
Hibiscus syriacus
Impatiens Noli-me-tangcre

glanduligera
Meconopsis cambrica
Cobsea scandens
Argemone grandiflora
Ko&<^. Maria Leonidaa

Monthly China
I>aTatera trimestris
Tagetes citrina
China Aeters
CodvoItuIus major
iilatthiola annua
Lychnis coccinea plena
Malra crispa
Aster puniceua
Spirasa tridentata

—M. H., AcJdam Hall, Middleshrough-on-Tees,

NEW BOOK.
A Book about Bases: how to Grow and Show Them.

S. IIetxolds Hole, W. Blackwood Ss Sons.

By

A VERT captivating book, containing a great deal of valuable

information about the Rose and its culture, given in a style which
cannot fail to please. The following is an extract relative to the
Slarechal NielBose :

—

" There seemed to be at first some hesitation among our Eose-mer-
chants as to the x'ropriety of a nniou between this delicate beauty and
that rough, wild vagabond, the Jolly-Dog Kose ; and it was ' sent out

'

generally bndded or grafted npon the Mauetti, or recently struck on
its ^wn roots, about the size of a toothpick. We have since discovered

that, as fair damsels love stalwart knights, this Kose grows and blooms
most vigorously when budded upon the Briar. This is the best stock

for it, so far as my experience goes ; but there is another with which it

mates most happily, and of this I had last season a somewhat carious

proof. Be it known, then, and aproijos of mutes, that the lady whom,
on an interesting occasion, I endowed with all my worhUy goods, does
not avail herself of my matrimonial muniticence with regard to my
show Eoses, but contents herself during the exhibition season with the
produce of certain trees exclusively appropriated to her. One moming»
towards the end of May, I listened with amused incredulity to her
announcement, that she ' had just cut a beautiful bloom of the
Marcchal ;' and being perfectly sure that there was no tree of that

variety in her collection, and no expanded flower on my own, I ventnred
to ask, with affectionate sarcasm, which of her plants had distinguished

itself for life by this grand supernatural vickory ? The prompt answer
was— ' Gloire de Dijon : go to my room and look !

' I went, expect-

ing to see some abnormal specimen of the flower, and I fonnd in all its

loveliness, Marechal Niel ! Thence to the branch from which it came,
and then the mystery was explained. I had mentioned to my gardener,

in the preceding summer, some remarks which I had read from Mr-
Rivers the younger, recommending the Gloire asastockfortheMarechal-
He had tried the recipe, as I now advise my readers to try it, and had
first perplexed and then pleased me with the prompt success of his

enterprise."

NUNEHAM P^miC ONION.
In the " Beport on Onions," in The Journal of Hobtictji.-

TUKE, page 286, the writer says that " the Nuneham Park is a
thick-necked variety of White Spanish." Now, if the specimens
exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society, both by Messrs.
Barr & Sugden and myself, had been examined, it would have
been seen that they were of the flattest and most even shape,
without the slightest approach to a "neck," of the whole
cullection on the stages.

Now for my own opinion on the merits of the Onion which
I have studiously avoided puRhiug forward in any journal
hitherto ; but as I am backed up by scores of gardeners all over

the country, I will maintain that what I said at first is perfectly

correct—that it grows to the largest size and produces the
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heaviest crop of all Onions, and thie has been teeted over and
over again with most of the known varieties, by being eown
pide by side and under the same treatment throngbont the
season. In fact, po distinct even in its earliest stages is the
growth, that no dillicnlty exists in plainly discerning its robust
constitntion. Another grand feature is, that of all Onions it is

themostmild-fl«voared,and many who cannot touch an ordinary
Onion will eat this and enjoy it. I am amongst that number,

and frequently have one roasted in its jacket for snpper. And
.Tet again another important feature ; it is pale-skinned, white-
fleshed, and keeps longer than any other Onion, not excepting
James's Long-keeping.

I hope some of your readers will report through your pages
the sorts they have grown this year, giving the size of the plot
of ground and weight of the crop harvested.

—

Jlhes Cutddbb,
Highgate.

FLI.XTON HALL, SUFFOLK.
Hatisg just had the pleasure of spending three or four hours

at the above-named place, a few notes may be interesting to
soma of yonr readers.

Fliiton Hall is the residence of Sir A. Shafto Adair, Bart.,

and is a mile and a half from the Homersiield station on
the Waveney Valley
branch of the Great
Eastern Ksilway. It

is five miles from
Bungay, and twelve
from Beccles. On ar-

riving at the Homers-
£eld station I could

see that some great

mansion was not far

distant, as the plat-

form and windows
were in a blaze with
flowers and other gar-

den ornaments. The
Toad from the station

to. Fliiton leada

through a beautiful

park 500 acres in ex-

tent, nicely undu-
lated, and well stocked
with fine Oak, Scotch
Fir, Beech, and other

forest trees, and up-

wards of five hundred
head of deer.

Flixton Hall was
burnt down in 1846,

«nd rebuilt by A. Sal-

vin, Esq., architect.

It is a noble pile of

red brick building, in

the Elizabethan style

•f architecture. The
carriage front is on
the north side of the
Hall, and is partly
surrounded by a very
beautiful and massive
parapet of Portland
stone, ornamented
with coloured stone,

nnder the direction

of G. G. Scott, Esq.
The enclosure is gravel, 240 by 100 feet

1. Centre, CoUni VirlchatTelli

;

Calceolaria Anr«ft Horibnnds,
Pelargoninm Flower of the
Day. Border, Verbena Parpl©
King mixed with (HuAnui ele-

Kan8.
2. Pelargoninm Tom Thnmb. Bor-

der, Verbena Purple King.
S. Pelargonium Stell*. Border,

Pelargoninm Golden Chain.

4. Pelargoniums scarlet, white, and
pink, mixed with Agoratum.

Three very hand-

some wrought-iron double gates lead to this front. These
gates were made by Mr. Skidmore,of Coventry, and are much
admired for their superior workmanship and ornamental eha-

Ticter. An avenue 220 feet wide planted with Plane trses leads

straight from the centre gates across the park, and has a very

imposing effect. About 70 yards from the centre gates on the

left-hand side is a line old Oak, which appears to have been

nuch shattered at some time. On making inquiry I was in-

formed that about sixty years ago the yeomanry cavalry, one

hundred strong, chiefly tenants on the estate, used to meet in

this park several times in the year, and when the day's exercise

was over they returned to the Hall by this tree, at which they

discharged their guns. Nearly all the top branches were shot

off, but the tree has somewhat recovered since that time.

At the south front and adjoining the Hall is a building 90 feet

by 15, filled with a large number of ornamental vases of various

sizes, for flowering and ornamental-folioged plants during the

aatnmn, winter, and spring months; also ornamental vases,

which are filled with flowers and suspended from the roof. A
very pretty flower garden on grass is on this front, the beds

being all edged with stone ; they are well filled, partly on the
massing and partly on the mixed system. The good old Ver-
bena Ptirple Xing has a leading part in the arrangement. The
following rough sketch will show how this garden, measuring
170 feet by 150 feet, was planted this year.

When seen from
the upper windowo
this garden most
have a very beantifol

appearance.

On the left hand,
leading from the Hall,

and a few yards from
it, is the conservato-

ry, 100 by 21 feet, well
filled with Oranges,
Shaddocks, specimen
Ferns, and other con-
servatory plants, in-

cluding climbers, and
two splendid plants

of the Brugmansia
alba covered with
their large blooms,
looking something
like two mountains
of snow, so thickly

set were the blos-

soms. In the centre

of the conservatory

is a neat fountain

with gold and silver

fish, various Ferns
being planted out all

round, and from the
frequent playing of

the fountain they

seemed to be quite at

home. One end of

this house is fitted

up as an aviary, and
is well stocked with
choice birds.

On quitting the con-

servatory, just beyond
the flower garden we
find a sunk croquet

ground 170 ft. square,

which is reached by
tbr«e flights of stone steps. On the ground level, and partly

encircling the croquet ground, is a large collection of Aloes of

great size and beauty. Beyond this the ground is in course of

alteration, a great mass of earth hiiving been removed so as to

obtain a gentle slope to the park, and other improvements are

being made.
On the western side of the mansion is a broad, sunk gravel

walk, 110 yards long, which leads to an ornamental piece of

water. About 5 feet above each side of the walk there is

a Eorits of beds, eighty in number, well filled with chofee

plants ; Ricinus, Gladiolus, and other tall plants being placed

in the centre. Beyond the beds, on the left-hand side of the

walk, is a wall 10 feet high covered with Ivy, and a ribbon

border, 330 feet long and C feet broad, at the foot, which is

planted thus—First row, Cerastinm tomentosum ; second.

Campanula (blue) ; third, yellow Calceolaria ; and fourth,

scarlet Pelargonium. The mass of green Ivy foliage is a fine

eetting-oif to the plants beneath it. In the ornamental piece

of water above-mentioned are two islands, with a fine specimen
Oak on each, and to look at those Oaks one would think they

had been planted for years. A large tea-party was given in

the

5. Calceolaria Kentish Hero.
15. Palargoninm Brilliant.

C. Pelargonium Flower of
Day.

7, P. Calceolaria Anrantia.
f . Vaee of Kiied flower?.

30, 11. Verbena Purple lung.
13, 13. Verbena Defiance.
14. Centre, Verbena Snowflake.
Nns. 10 to 14 are eurroondod by

grats, the rest by gravel.
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this pond last year—I do not say in the water, for I believe the

pond was dry, like most others, at that time.

Retracing my steps a short distance, I entered the kitchen

garden, which is well cropped with the best of vegetables. A
large piece of Henderson's Short-top Beet was a beautiful sisht,

level as a die. all the leaves from 3 to 4 inches high, and

not " a rogne " amongst them. The roots were of uniform size,

4 inches in circumference, and of a fine dark colour. This is

just the sort for a nobleman's table. Onions were remarkably

good, larger than the general run this year.

Frnit of all kinds has been very plentiful, with the exception

of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, which have not been a

good crop anywhere.
1 next entered a span-roofed stove, 50 feet by 12, in which

there was a collection of plants, including Orchids, Ferns, and

other choice plants in a thrifty condition. Blooming and hang-

ing in graceful profusion from the roof were Cissus, Allamandas,

and Passiflora princep.', affording a delightful shade to the

plants beneath them. The stove is heated by hot-water gutters,

which create a humid atmosphere in which almost all stove

plants luxuriate, and on one of these gutters Mr. Short has

contrived a lot of boxes, 9 inches wide and C inches deep, half

filled with sand, with moveable squares of glass to iit at the

top, and which work in a grove for the purpose of giving air,

&o. As Mr. Short said, " These boxes are just the things for

striking anything and everything requiring heat."

I then entered an orchard house 70 feet by 6 feet, well filled

with Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Figs, &c., all planted

out and in good health. Unfortunately, this house is not

heated, and as with almost all other orchard houses without heat

in the blooming season, the crop has been almost a failure.

Mr. Short proposes having a flow and return pipe before

another season, and everyone else having such a structure

without the means of applying heat when the trees are in

bloom, should adopt the same precaution.

The next house is a span-roofed greenhouse 50 feet by 14,

ready to receive a collection of Azaleas and other hardwooded

plants. Another structure 25 feet long by 15 feet wide, con-

tains a large stock of bedding plants coming on for next season,

all in excellent condition. In a vinery 50 feet long by 13 feet

wide, there was a good crop of fruit, chiefly West's St. Peter's

and some other old sorts. I believe Mr. Short intends plant-

ing some newer varieties ere long. The next structure was a

Peach house 50 feet by 13 feet, from which a good crop had
been gathered in June. Then there were a vinery 30 feet by

12 feet, of which the produce was just finished, and an early

vin«ry 30 feet, by 12 feet, which came in in May, the Tines

being pruned, and at rest.

There are several ranges of pits heated by hot water, contain-

ing some good Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, Capsicums, etc., and

several hundred pots of Koses, Mignonette, &c., in good

condition for early forcing. A large batch of Strawberries in

pots, showed that they had been potted early and well taken

care of.

Several fine rows of Sweet Peas divide some of the kitchen-

garden crops from the main walks, leaving a margin between

the Peas and Box edging for sweet-scented flowering plants,

such as Mignonette and Stocks. Mr. Short has a Gooseberry

—a seedling, I believe- with the fruit striped green and red. I

also noticed a row of Skimmia japonica well fruited. This, I

believe, is to be taken up for table decoration.

I next entered Mr. Short's cottage, which is a square, sub-

Btantial building, facing the park, but just inside the garden,

with a flower garden in front taken out of the park. It is a

real gardener's cottage, being covered with Roses from top to

bottom. I noticed inside the dwelling that experiments were
going on there as well as in the most important parts of the
grounds. Mrs. Short has reared a very pretty seedling Pelar-

gonium, and has a young Oak tree growing in a vase of water,

the foliage and roots appearing quite healthy. Fancy the Oak
being made an aquatic.

Various improvements are projected. A new kitchen garden
is about to be made, and the old one is to be cleared and planted
with choice shrubs. New carriage drives are marked out, and
there is a gasometer nearly finished, which is to contain gas

lor five hundred jets already fixed, and which will light the
three carriage entrances, the hall, the gardener's cottage, the
farm, stables, i-c. This will be a great boon to all concerned,
and a great saving of property in the end. When all the
alterations which are in progress, and those which are con-
templated, are finished, Flixton will boast of having one of the

finest gardens in the eastern counties, and great credit is due

to Mr. Short, the head gardener, to whom the care and arrange-

ment of the gardens are entrusted.—J Perkins.

P.S.—I forgot to mention that in the orchard is a large Oak
tree, the branches of which spread into three different parishes

—viz., Homersfield, Flixton, and St. Cross. The age of this

tree is not known, but its branches cover a circumference of

297 feet.— .J. P.

GRUBS.
In " Doings of the Last Week," by " R. F.," there are some

remarks on these annoyances, and I hope he will pardon me
if I venture to say that in those remarks there are some errors.

Firstly, " K. F." says that " the worst form of Cabbage grub is

the larva of the cockchafer." Here, I think, he is quite mis-

taken ; the larva of the cockchafer is a feeder chiefly on the

roots of the grass tribe. I have never found it in the garden

soil, unless on an old burnt weed heap, where grasses are

growing. It is, I believe, a disputed point whether these and
the larva of the crane fly or daddy-longlegs, also a grass-feeder,

feed on the roots of the grass tribe or on the soil in which

the Wheat or other grass may be growing ; the result is equally

the same—the death of the herbage. To this point I will

return presently.

The eggs of the cockchafer are yellowish in colour. The full-

grown larva, over 2 inches in length, is really a disgusting

object, having a large yellowish-brown head, armed with very

formidable mandibles ; its six legs are very strong, placed near

the head, and are of the same colour as the head ; the rest of the

body is whitish yellow, except that towards the tail there is

generally a large portion, say a third, of the whole insect that

is brownish blue or blue in colour. It is invariably doubled

up on itself, so that the tail is, as it were, clasped by the legs.

There is no resemblance whatever between the larva of the

cockchafer and that of the crane fly ; the latter is of a uniform

brown colour, about IJ or 2 inches long, and about one-quarter

the diameter of that of the cockchafer, which is half an inch in

diameter. " K. F." is right in stating that the crane fly larv^

have no feet, but I think they have a few prominences at the

head and tail which do duty for the same.

Rooks greedily devour the larva; of the cockchafers, and so, I

suspect, do starlings, probably also blackbirds and thrushes

;

but our beautiful songster, the lark, is a grand enemy to the

crane fly larva3 when it has young, and I have seen its nest

with dozens of dead larva; strewed around. The cockchafer,

the perfect insect, I mean,' feeds very constantly in the day-

time, preferring the Oak and Maple ; the former is often

stripped by it. Here let me be just ; the sparrow is no favourite

with me, the idle vagabond prefers hopping to our fowl-yards

for food to searching for his daily bread, but during the cock-

chafer-time he devours not a few, searching for them under

the leaves of the Oak, stripping off their wing-cases, and feast-

ing on the dainty morsel, and I have often seen the ground

under Oak trees strewn with the wing-cases, and watched

master cock sparrow at woik. The cockchafer remains three

years in the larva stale.

I have said it is a disputed point whether they feed on the

roots of the grass tribe or on the black earth in which the

grasses grow. I think the great number of larv;i> are in some
degree coloured by their food ; for instance, I have removed

green larv.T of the Syrphus, one of the fly tribe, from Currant

trees, where they were feeding on the green aphis, to a Morello

Cherrv, and in a day or two the black aphis food has percep-

tibly altered the colour of the larvfc. The fact that, if you crush

the crane-fly larv», the contents are black and earthy-looking,

also favours the idea that the earth may be its food, but with

underground livers it is difficult to decide.

Supposing, however, that I am right in saying that the cock-

chafer larva; turn up their noses, if they have any, at Cabbages,

who are the wrong-doers ? One larva that acts in this way at

the present time of year is that of the various tribe of dart

moths. I hear the larviB of these moths are known among
gardeners by the name of " leather-jackets." Are these the

culprits ? A very clever gardening friend of mine says that

they are only to be got rid of by search and hand-picking.

Of course, with many of our pests the surest method of

lessening them in the larva state, when they are usually most

destructive, is to destroy the perfect insect. Cockchafers are

BO easily collected by children in the daytime, and to those who
keep our feathered friends—poultry, are so useful as insect

food for them, that it pays to employ some children for the

purpose. The first throwing-down of a cockchafer amongst a

group of chickens is ludicrous enough. First, the horror and
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amazement as they eye the monnter, evidently doubting whether
the ultimate verdict will be reversed, and the beetle •ntllow
the chick

; at Inst one more venturesome givei a peck, and by
degrees enmmons up sufficient courage to run off wiili it, fol-

lowed by the rest, each in turn possibly undertaking the carry-
ing business; then one bolts the dainty tit-bit. n»D«eforth
the mystery is solved, reminding us of Charles Lamb'i history of
roast pig; for as the pigstyes were continually bsiug burnt after
the discovery of the luxury of roast pork, especially "eratkling,"
BO with the chicken, the second cockchafer is most uueeremcni-
onsly seized and devoured. 1 do not doubt that ehickuni would
pay tlie same attention to the crane fly, only that the Utter, if

not disabled, would probably not fham death, as does the eoek-
ohafer, but speedily fly away. When, however, they octur «o
tliickly as they appear to have done latterly in some parti of
the country, that they might be "swept up," ai " R. 1'." «ayi,
then probably they would be so injured as to prevent fiiKht.
A little boiling water would make death certain, and I fauey
chickens would eat them then ; if not, they might still be nseful
as manure.—Y. 13. A. Z.

WORIv FOU THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Now is a good time to thoroughly drain any part of the gar-
den requiring drainage, to replant the Box and other edgings,
to mend the grass in these where it is not neeeesary to relay
the w hole, to prepare gravel, <!:c., for new walks, or for repairing
the old ones, and to make any necessary alterations. Thoroughly
trench and drain ground newly taken in, and every spare piece
in the garden, choosing suitable weather. Care should always
be taken not to operate on close, retentive, badly-draiued soils
when full of water, which they will continue to be if heavy
rains prevail. Broccoli now becoming too Iniuriant may be
checked by laying it down. Some of the Caulijlou-er plants of
siiitable size and age should be potted and placed in Melon
pits and frames, turf pits, or temporary pita made with a few
stakes, and interwoven with evergreen boughs, furze, heath,
fern, or straw. They may then be covered, when frost is likely
to occur, with Pea haulm, evergreen boughs, mats, or anything
that is convenient, laid on cross poles or sticks. A quantity
may also be placed in warm, sheltered borders, or comers, and
if taken up with balls of earth and sheltered temporarily, as
above recommended, both Cauliflswers and Cape Broccoli can
be secured in succession throughout the winter, until the early
varieties of Broccoli come in naturally, thus securing a regular
supply the whole of the year. Warm, dry borders and banks
should be prepared for early Peas and Beans, so that time may
be allowed for exposing the soil to the inflmnce of the atmo-
sphere. Secure the supply of the best Bed Cahhages lot pickling
while thc-y are sound and good, after they have had rnfBcient
frost to stay their natural colour. Strong plants of Lttkiee of
the hardy kinds should now be planted in w»ll-prepar«d, dry,
warm situations to stand the winter. Small Oniont, too, should
be thought of while they are good, for the same purpoie as the
Red Cabbage. See that the Pea and Scarlet Runner stokw are
snugly tied in bundles, stacked away neatly, and thatched
with reed, straw, or evergreen faggots. Prepare in wet w«»ther
straw mats, thatched hurdle?, &c., and tie Rns.sian Mtts in
readii/esB for use. Hoe and stir amongst all growing trops in
suitable weather, and collect all dead and detaying Uaves.
Those who have spare ground should still continue to put out
Coleworts and Cabbage plants, or if any strong plants of Savoys.
or the varieties of Kale, should be loft in the seed beds, by all
means plant them out thickly—say at the same diitance as for
Coleworts. Those who are fond of Turnip Grten.t at an early
season, if they have any overgrown bulbs left in the beds,
should at once colle«t them, and plant them 1 foot apart on
warm spots, or on sloping banks.

FECIT GABDKN.
Remember in collecting the late varieties of Pears, that they

do not generally come evenly to the proper condition to gather,
but ripen in small patches, while others on adjoining branches
cling firmly, and in some cases do not arrive at a fit condition
to gather for several days. The storing of fruits, as weU as the
after-management, must this season be accomplished with par-
ticular attention. The Apples and Pears iihould be carefully
wiped and regulated after sweating. The Medlars and Quinces
should be collected in good condition. To select perfect Walnuts
for storing, the best plan is to immerse them in water after the
basks are taken off, and all that are quite perfect at once sink

to the bottom, while the imperfect ones float on the top ; even
those which have the least poseible deficiency in the kernel
will float. Those which hnve sweated chould he well cleansed,
by being placed in a dry sack, and shaken by two perilous from
end to end ; the friction will clean tuem perfectly, and then
they may be itored.

FLOWXB OARDZN.
In Bom* localities the cold nights we have lately experienoed

must have greatly damaged the appearance of the more tender
kind.i of plants, and thore which are to be saved should he re-
moved at once. Proceed, therefore, with potting such plants
witli as much dispatch as posrible, and if practicable a little

artiticial heat should be applied to help them to root before
wiuter. In general, a show of spring-flowering plants is quite
as acceptable as the more gaudy occupants of the parterre in
summer, and steps should be taken to fill up the bed.4 as they
are cleared, for the pnrpoee of contributing to the enjoyment
of spring. A miscellaneous mixture of dwarf early-blooming
shrubs, perennial plants, and bulbs, are most commonly planted

;

but in regularly laid-out beds, as in geimetrical flower gardens,
the diiposition of colour should be carefully considered, as
there is an abundance of spring-flo«rering plants and bulbs to
form a rich and varied display, i( properly arranged and carried
out. Lawns will now require daily sweeping to keep them neat

;

roll constantly wherever the turf U hollow, to keep a firm
sward. Clean gravel walks for the winter, and afterwards
let them be well rolled, in order that the water may pass freely

o9 the surface. All operations of planting, relaying turf, and
border-making, should bo actively proceeded with.

OBEENHOCSK ANn COSSEBVATOBT.
It not nnfrequently happens in otherwise well-regulated

establishments, that the conservatory is during the winter
months crammed, without regard to order and neatness, with
a miscellaneous assemblage of old family favourites, in the
shape of large Myrtles, American Aloej, Orange trees, i:c., all,

perhaps, very useful in decorating certain and suitalde situa-

tions in the open air during the summer months, hut by no
means proper objects in a modern conservatory, more par-

ticularly it it form part of the family residence, with which all

good conservatories ought to be connected, and where, con-
sequently, the greatest order and neatness are absolutely ne-
cessary. Those who are anxious to preserve this ornamental
appeadage to a mansion in all the beauty and order which is

possible, will devise a variety of means for the preservation o(

plants during the winter months, provided room cannot be
found for them in the other horticultural structures of the

••tablishment, and as such plants will endure much hardskip
without injury, there will bo no great difliculty in preserving

them throughout an ordinary winter in temporary structures

erected of any dry materiel, such as fern, heath, or furze,

which can be conveniently obtained, taking care to provide the
means of giving a portion of light and air on all favourable
occasions. Air should bo freely admitted to the conservatory

whenever the weather is favourable, but it should be regulated

so as to avoid draught!, which nndsr any circumstances are

injurious. Dry weather should likewise ba taken advantage of

to clean the surface soil of pot plants, and to wash the outsides

of the pots to promote free evaporation from the soil during

damp weather. Great attention should likewise be bestowed

in keeping the shelves, stages, and paths free from dirt, de-

cayed leaves, .feo. Thece little attentions give houses an agree-

able look at a season when flowering plants ere becoming
scarce. Conservatory and itove climbers trained under the

roof will require an additional cuttinp-in to allow more light to

pass to the plants underneath. Such as have done blooming
may be well thinned out at once, and the remaining shoots

tied somewhat more closely together. Hardtnbergias, Sen-
nedyas, and other early spring-flowering climbers should, how-
ever, not be disturbed at this season. Before placing Gloxinias,

Aehimenes, and similar plants to rest, let each be labelled, in

order that no confusion may arise when they are wanted in

spring. All the above keep much better in the pots in which
they grow than anywhere else, and should be wintered in a

room or >hed where there is no danger to be apprehended from
frost.—W. Kean-e.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Rubbish Heaps.—As a continuation of what was referred to

last week, we may state that in places of considerable size, it is

advisable to have two or three rubbish heaps in the coiuse of the
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tweWemonth, the oldest to be used firBt when all the bulky

material ia sufficiently decomposed. To give •fEcaoy to such

heaps of refuse, nothing is better than short grass, as its heat-

ing sots the whole mass fermentinK, and the largest Cabbage
stamps, Hollyhock stems, &c., thus soon become decomposed.
The grass acta best when mixed with Cabbage st»ms, small

prunings and clippings, &o., and when kept pretty well down,
so that the heat f.-om it will rise ; and the surface should bo

coTered with refuse soil, so as to prevent the fertilising gases

from escaping, the strongest and most unpleasant to the sense

of smell being most valuable when diffused and fixed in the

mass. We have known such accumulations of short grass, left

to themselves, become a perfect nuisance—nay, dangerous to

the health of the workmen near them, whilst more spread-out

and covered, they became valuable, and caused little or no
offence to the passers-by. Even in a small garden, and espe-

cially where there is a lawn, and sides of walks to clip and
clean, the quantity of rich excellent material that may thus be

collected in a year is very great.

One great advantage of the short grass, and even a litlle

stable manure, forming part of the rubbish heap, is that the

heat not only decomposes what has rather too much woody
fibre, as huge Broccoli stumps, but it also destroys many seeds,

and drives away many insect enemies that otherwise would
find a congenial home. We know in many cases it would save

time to trench down vegetable refuse at once, and let it de-

compose slowly in the soil, and thus we have dono with ex-

hausted quarters of Broccoli, Borecole, and Cabbage ; but such
digging down did not improve the succeeding crop like a

dressing from the rubbish heap, dug down or incorporated with
the soil in the usual way. Besides, we have reason to believe

that insect depredators often insert their eggs in the stems of

Tegetables, and if these are not well buried, the young larvse

could scarcely at first have better feeding ground ; but when
these are well sunk and well heated in a rubbish heap, there ii

more likelihood that eggs and larvaB will be destroyed.

A little salt or lime sprinkled on rubbish heaps will hasten
tha decomposition of organic matter, and make the heap more
valuable ; but much of the natural virtues of the heap will be
retained by a surface-covering of soil, and a few barrowloado
from tbe potting-beuch, etc., may be left for the purpoie, to be
applied after depositing fresh vegetable matter. It i» advis-

able, however, to have two or three heaps instead of one,

and then they can be better attended to, and the one will «u»-

ceed the other in fitness, to be applied as wanted. When
woody refuse is charred, or strong weeds with some soil ad-

hering to them, as couch and other grasses, are burned, the
burnt earth, clay, &c., left, form one of the best matorials fur

throwing over all rubbish heaps when in a Btate of fermenta-
tion.

We lately saw a very large oblong heap of the best dung
deeomposing just enough in a field, placed there to save carting

a long distance when it was to be applied. This was turned
over once or twice, and well mixed and heated ; a good portion

of its best properties would have escaped into the general

atmosphere, but as a huge heap of twitch had been burned,
the ashes and earth from it thrown over the h«»p and along
lit sides prevented tbe escape of the rich gases. All ferment-
ing masses of dung will lose much of their nntritiv* properties

nnless some similar method be resorted to. But for living so

much in the open air, many farmers would suffer in health
from the huge masses of manure thrown up in thsir yards
close to the dwelling house, and with nothing done to prevent
tha escape of some of tbe best propertiaa of the manure.
With the rains washing some of the best properties of the
manure in open yards into the nearest ditches and rivnlets,

and the escape of the gases from heaps of such manure when
thrown together, it is no wonder that artificial manur«s at a
high price have to be added to make the old dung heap at all

eSeetive
; these artificial manures, in many cases, doing little

more than restoring what has been lost by our own carelessness.

Charring Tf'oody Ecfusr.—We have such a quantity of woody
rnbbisb, that we are anxious to char a lot of it, but cannot
well begin in such fine, mild weather, as there is sure at first

to be a great and disagreeable smoke from the loppings, prun-
ings, &o. We say nothing now of charring large wood ; that is

done by having tbe fire well lighted and then excluding air, only
admitting a little so as to secure slow combustion, but not so
mnch as to allow the wood to flare, for then it would burn to ashes
instead of merely being charred through. In general charring,

the best covering is turf, and then earth over it. In charring
a lot of small wood, pruaings, branches. Hollyhock stems, &;;.,

it would be too much trouble and eipen.se to use turf for snoh

a purpose, as a large heap soon becomes small when the fire

has t-iiken hold and the charring commences ; and treat as you
will, unless you faggot previously, which, again, is too much
trouble for the result obtaiueii, the heap will be apt to sink un-

equally, and thus air will find its way in and cause the heap to

flare unless watched. For charring all such wood rubbish,

nothing is better than a slight covering of mowings and sweep-

ings of grass and tree leaves, with a little earth over them,

until the heap subsides, after being well healed, when a little

more earth may be added. The charring heap and the rubbish

heap will thus mutually assist each other.

There is one more matter to be considered about the charring

heap, and that is, before burning it up, or rather making it

small by charring, wherever wood is scarce a lot of the best

pruningB should be made up into bundles for lighting the hot-

house and other fires. A man with a bill and an elevated

block will soon make up a number of these little bundles from
pruninga, and if the heap is near a shed the work may be done
in a wet day. The little bundles may be from 12 to 15 inches

long, and from 5 to G or more inches in diameter, have a small

handful of straw in each, be tied with a small band of straw,

and be piled in a shed ; they will always be dry and easily

kindled when wanted.

All these are operations that may receive attention now,
when a little breathing time can often be had after the svimmer.

Wo shall shortly mow a part of the pleasure grounds in which
the graes is too long and rough for our machines, and we
should like to make a base of tbe grass and some stable litter,

turn over part of our more recent rubbish heap upon it, and
place more grass in alternate layers. Such a heap, we know
from experience, would turn out well after the New Year.

Since writing the above, a favourable change in tbe wind
carrying the smoke from the direction in which it would have
been unpleasant, we were tempted to try and lessen the bulk

of a lot of spray wood, prunings, twigs, &c., and we managed
to char a quantity. For all small twigs it does not answer to

continue the charring process long ; from twelve to eighteen

hours, or even much less, are generally sufficient, because take

what care you will, with such small brushwood to deal with, the

air is apt to find its way in ; and even bank up as you will, there

is so little substance to fall baek upon, that you are apt to ob-

tain ashes instead of charred material. Of course, what we
have is rather rough, and had to be watered as soon as taken

out ; but when cooled and passed through a fine sieve we ob-

tained a large heap that will do for potting, pot-draining. See.,

and another large heap of black dust, first-rate to serve for

sprinkling and surfacing for cuttings, &c. What was left in

our heaps we appropriated to burning up weeds, old soil, and
stumps and stems that would have been of little use either in

the charring heap or the rubbish heap.

Sawdtut.—We have this pretty well charred, and therefore

made useful, by mixing it sparingly with the brushwood charred

;

and though by leaving open conduits for drains for air we have
sometimes been fortunate in charring it by itself in a heap,

yet on the whole our success was very unsatisfactory, and the

result hardly justified the labour and trouble involved. In
many places sawdust, both hardwooded and softwooded, is

often so abundant, that it is desirable to get rid of it, being o£

but little use so far as cultivation is concerned. If charred it

would be invaluable as a surface-dressing, and as helping to

keep enemies away. Anyone who can tell of a simple, easy, in-

expensive process, by which the charring of sawdust can be
accomplished without ovens, retorts, or anything of the kind,

would be conferring a benefit upon many.
Perhaps the most useful purpose sawdust can be applied to

in a garden is, when tolerably fresh and dry, using it for giving

a mild bottom heat to plants plunged in it. Thus used it will

retain its heat for a long time. The only drawbacks are, that

if the bottom af the pot rests on the sawdust the hole in the

pot will be so apt to be clogged as to prevent water passing cS
freely, however well the drainage has been attended to ; again,

fungi, &o., are so likely to appear, as to require watching and
destroying by quicklime applications.

We have seen sawdust recommended for packing fruit, roots,

and even banking-up Celery, but for none of these purposes

should we like to use it, as it is likely to heat and always to

give a disagreeable taint to whatever is edible that comes in

contact with it. In plunging pbmt.s in it, it is easy to avoid

choking by the battering-up of the drainage hole ; but neglect-

ing the precaution of looking after such matters has ruined

many a plant. The more water was used the more would the
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sawdust insinuate iteeU gradaally into the bole, until it be-
came as impassable to water as a cork. We have seen dry saw-
dust used with good effect when mixed with tan that was rather
wet; but even then, though pleasant to work amongst, and
moderating and continuing the necessary temperature, the
presence of fungi. Ac, was often troublesome, and they spread
with great rapidity. Charring would be the means ol making
sawdust most useful.

KITCHEN 04IIDKN.
We have been more fortunate than our neighbours generally

in escaping the ravages of grubs this season, though Lettuces
and even Cabbages have been attacked in solitary cases. We
attribute this escape to anything but peculiir treatment of
our own, though a little extra care in looking after the grubs
and making places uncomfortable to them may have had
something to do with it. From most parts the accounts we
leceive would lead us to suppose that Cabbages and Cauli-
flowers jnst planted out sulTored most. In our case wo have
suffered most as respects fresh-planted Lettuces. Of Cauli-
flower turned out in squares, to be covered ere long by hand-
lights when they can be spared, none as yet has been touched.
The ground was forked over several times previously, some
hot ashes from one of the burning heaps, not much less hot
and alkaline than lime, were forked-in, and when these had
lost their heat the plants were dibbled in with a little rough
sand on the surface, and then a little of the same warm ashes
and burned earth from the heaps was laid at a little distance,
as a cordon round them, along the ground. We can see in a
dewy morning by the slime left that slugs had been attracted
by the scent of the young Cauliflower plants, but had turned
their heads a different way as soon as they came to the un-
pleasant barrier. It is just possible that our seed beds of
Cabbages, Lettuces, Cauliliowers, i-c, owed their freedom from
the grubs to somewhat the same cause, though we fear that
would be jumping too rapidly to conclusions.
We trusted lately that the grub might not care for seed-beds,

as ours were untouched ; but as if to dispel any such fond de-
lusions, a market gardener who raises numbers of Cabbage
plants not only for his own land, but to supply several market
towns with plants, has been unable, after repeated sowings, to
obtain plants this season, the grub clearing all before it al-

most as soon as the plants were above ground. As formerly
stated, we used to suffer most just when the plant was in a
languid state from transplanting. The market gardener alluded
to has not had the chance to transplant. He also says, it is all
nonsense about soapsuds, soot, and lime being of any use in
driving grubs away, as they are quite comfortable in little heaps
of soot. We can only express our regret at this being the case,
but when we suffered, there means were so far effectual with us.
We agree that no plan is so good as catching and killing them,
but we have doubts of what he thinks is the next best plan

—

namely, trenching them down before planting. We should be
afraid that those we turned down would soon find their way up
again, whilst those which had gone down, thinking they had
devoured enough, might, if brought up nearer the surface, be
tempted to take a fresh lease of grub existence, and nibble a
few more plants before they entered on their rest or chrysalis
state. We should have more faith in surface-stirring, with a
little application of those unpleasant surface dressings noticed
above. We are, however, by no means satisfied with our know-
ledge on this Eubjtct, and shall be glad of all information the
result of close observation and of practical utiUty.

It is seldom that we have to deplore any evil, but we can
Easily conceive there might have been a worse one. Here is a
man fretting because the grubs threaten to monopolise his
young Cabbage plants, and yet if he would only look at his
Coleworts, Borecoles, Brussels Sprouts, and Broccolis, he would
be forced to own that he never saw them look more healthy
and beautiful. Often ha has seen the foliage ragged and torn
to strips by the ravages of caterpillurs, now he may search his
place through and not find one. There is rarely a cloud that
is all blaoV, if we would only look at the break that lets the
bright light through.

Seeds.—The statements, as published, of seedsmen anxious to
get rid entirely of a deceptive system is verj- interesting, but
we fear that many will be inclined to think they have been
cheated, when there was every desire on the part of the mer-
chant to use his customer honestly. For ourselves we have
less faith iu any legal enactments than in dealing with re-
spectable houses and paying fair remunerative prices. In such
cases if there is a little doubt about the seeds it will be frankly
stated, and the user will be told to sow a little more thickly.

Never were there more complaints about seeds not coming np
than this season in gardens. We believe that in general feeds
were never better nor fresher. The season, as respects dryness,
when we could not counteract it by modes that could be adopted
on a small scale, and previously adverted to, did much to pre-
vent the germination of the seed, or to shrivel it up before
the seed leaves appeared. There are many causes of failure

too often occurring that we are apt to lose sight of. For in-

stance : in sowing Cabbages, Lettuces, &c., twice at the same
time, and treating all as we thought nearly alike, there were
three favourite kinds of Lettuce of which we did not raise a
single plant from any of these sowings, whilst all the rest came
up well enough and so thickly as to show that scarcely a seed
had missed germinating. Now, we might have come to the
conclusion that the seed of these three sorts must have been
beyond question bad, and yet the examination of the seed did
not lead us to believe so, and rightly as the result showed, for
on sowing the same kinds from the same packets to stand the
winter, the seedlings have come np only a great deal too
thickly—in fact, must be thinned to give them a chance of

standing. Now, we fear that many of the complaints of bad
seeds are more owing to something else than the fault of the
seed merchant. Very likely, but for a press of other matters
to attend to, we should have found out the reasons why two
sowings proved abortive. The result shows it was not owing to

the seeds.

We stirred the ground amongst Spinach coming on well, and
strewed burnt earth and ashes between the rows ; we also

tied Lettuces, blanched Endive, earthed-up Celery, especially

one fine bed of Dwarf Incomparable, so as to be in fine con-
dition in a month, and hoed among young On'ons. Wo watered
Cauliflowers coming into use, earthed one Mushroom bed and
spawned another in the house, put a little more rough hay
covering over the beds in the shed, and sprinkled the cover-

ing with manure water, so as to keep a close moist atmo-
sphere near the bed, in imitation of the best Mushroom
weather out of doors. Put some old lights over Dwarf Kidney
Beans in a turf pit, where we generally have them late, and
gave a little protection to Vegetable Marrows that we may have
a good gathering before pulling the plants ap, as we want the
room.

r«riT GARDES.
The work has been much the same as already detailed

;

collecting fruit, giving more room and less water to Strawberry
plants in pots, in order that the present glorions sun may act

on the buds, and ripen them, which is of more importance
than huge leaves and plants. Some of ours are quite large

enough. All trees in orchard houses should now be allowed
to become dryish, not dry, that the sun may have mote power
to mature the wood.

ORMUINTIL DEPARTVINT.
This second summer is making the flower garden quite gay,

and but for falling leaves we might consider ourselves in the
beginning of August. The beds show little of the holes

made by cutting-taking, which we could not help, though we
would rather avoid. The late rains will produce fine Calceolaria

cuttings when wanted. We shall be thinking about them at

the end of the month. One great essential of success is

having fresh soil to put them iu. We do not see our old friend

Mr. Robson's name so frequently as we used to do. Let us
urge on all, and especially the holders of small gardens, their

reading carefully the late article on raising some bedding
plants from seeds. We would add that a small packet of

Cineraria maritima seeds, say for Cd., will yield a multitude of

seedlings. Unlike the Centaurea, however, the seedlings in the

first year are rather green-leaved, but they come white in the

second season. We also agree with him that the Verbena
venosa is one of the best of the tribe for bedding, and it ia

easily obtained from seeds as he states. Sometimes the seed

is long in germinating, and is often thrown out prematurely.

When once raised, its creeping underground roots furnish

plenty of plants.—R. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
William Paul, Waltham Cross, London, N.

—

Rose Catalogut,

18i;9-70.

T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, N.E.—Cafa-
Ingue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Climbing Plants, Fniits,

Hoses, itc.—Select List of Spring I-'loirers.

J. Scott, Merriott, Somerset.— Descriptive Catalogue of
Nursery Stock.
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Thomas Rivera & Son, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

—

Descriptiv-;

Catalogut ff Fruit Trees, hif Thomas Rivers, 1869.

Paul & Sons, The " Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.—Uose

Catalogue, ISHO-TO.

Jean Verschaffelt, Faubourg de Brnxellea, Ghent, Belgium.

—

Catalogue ties Plantes—l'Automne, 1869, et Frintemps etEtc,

1870.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 13.

Teade still remains dnll. Hothoasn fruit is more than ctiual to the

demand. Wall frnits, such as Peaches and Plums, are almost over.

Large quantities of Grapes continue to come in (rem Jersey, lieepiog

prices of second-rate English Grapes down.

FRUIT.
d

Apples }-j siere 1

Apricots doz.
Ckarries lb.

ChastuutB bushel e
Clirranta % aicTO

Black do.
Fies doB. 2
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb. 2
Leueua 100 10

d.

Otol Melons each
Nectarines doz.

Oranges 100

Peaches doz.

Pears (dessert) .. doz.

Pine Apples lb.

Plums ^2 sieve
Quinces doz.

Haspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bushel 10

do 100

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparacna 100
Beans, Kidney }^ sieve
Baet, Red doz.
Sreccoli bundle
Bras. Sproata % aicTe

. Cabbage doz.
Capaicmns 100
CarrotB bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cuevmbers .... each
Emdive doz.
Fauel bnnck
earlio lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bumdle

d.

0to6

4

G
6

3
8
s

2
8
a

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms.... pottle

Mustd.A Cress.punnet
Onions, .doz. bunches
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney.... ditto

Radishes doz.bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
Veget. Marrows, .doz.

H.
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indeed, it ia qaite hanlj-. Wo do not know where Achimenos alroaan-
goinea cnn bu obtainod.

WiNTEniNo Beddino PELAnooMUMS IN A PiT (C. B.).—It IS difllcuU
to wiuttTthoRo phuits in n pit on nccount of tho damp, imd tbo lontf
perio.l dm icff wbirli liRht nod air bavo to ho excluded in fn^sty weotlu-r.
We sbould ftdviso yon to reuiovo tho Kuwdust. nn.l rcplnpo it with r<.ui,'h
flshcs or BTiivol. For Bo Pmnll a pit a fluo would bo tbo luowt economical
modo <.f liontiup, and tbat wo wouUl liavo fornifd alunfT tlic front of tho
pit, bnviuK tho f uriricf, which need not bo lurgf, at ono f lui ; 9-inch uu-
elazcderiitbt-uw»ropipiM would auB^vcrwcU for tho fluo innido th« pit,
tho (niniico bcinr,' of fire-brick*!. Tho juints maj* bo mado pnod with
cement, or firo-clay if >uu rnu obtain it. The fiuo alyn^ tho front will
be HQtHrieut Uavo the olbow outside for the chimin y, and <b> nut cc:'.;cut
that j'.iut but mortar it, and you can remove it at'anviitiiu and sweep
the fluo at will by pushing down to tho furuaoo a bunch of Holly.
Skimmia oblata PnorAOATioK {J, S. Jt.].~li ia not monojciong. Tho

best sUiclt is S. j iponicii. and it in sometimes worked upon that, but tho
majorily of tho plants aro from cnttintrs or soeda. Worked tni Kcedliu^'H
of S. jiipouica thero c:in be no ohjccliou to plants of S. obI:ita, tUouKh wh
should not advise its beinR worked on plants frora cuttin(jB. SeeUliuc^
are slronj;er-prowinjr. Tho plant > on have of S. ol.lata is probably a fotu-
linp. It will «ruw Btronucr than one from a rutttnK, but the latlor would
prodaco berriea Booner, and flt> would a KTa'tod plant.
Stove FcnxiRnrKG and Tempeeatcri: (Iiu3].~0t plants for tubs,

which wo advise to be of t*lat*«. v.o should say yon will not have room for
many. I- our treo Ferns would b j enough :—Alsophila auslralis, Cibotium
princeps, Cyathea dealbata, and Alsophila cxi^rdia. Palms—Cocob coro-
nata, Areca Verschafft hi, a. auren. Phtcnix leoncusis, Cham:t;doroa
graminifo!ia, and Livistonia Jcnkinsii. Fino-folini;od plants—Crolon
pictum, vRricR:itam lonKillornm, and nnRnstifoUuin ; Drsciena ctricta
and I). Cooperi; Cabitbca Veitchi, Alocania motallica, Ovperua altorni-
folins variegatuf, DietTeubachia Pcarcei, Pandanus javanicus Tnrie;^atus,
Thci'phrnsta impcrialis, and CyanophvUnm niagniflci:m ; Caladinnis
Belleyiiui, Chitniini fulgcnH. and Verschaffelti. FlowerintT plantp—Authu-
rinm SchciT.ori inuin, Francifcca conlertiflora, Gardenia florida. Ixora acu-
minata. I. jiu'iiniea floribuiida, MediniHa niavjniflca. liondeletia spenioEa
major. Poiuset!iapnlcherriTi]n,Gyrtoceraftretlrium.ClerodendroiiIr.iKran9
pleiiHtn, CentrHdiuia grandiilora, uud Hoya bolla. Tim back wall you ra»y
entirrli rovei- wiih Ciskus discolor, and o'f climbers for the roof liave ste-
phanotifl floribuuda. I5'{:;nonia ar^yrca Tioleseeus, PasMflora quadraBRu-
laris. and P. Dtcusiueana. Tho lowest temperature should bo OS'' from
Octoter to February, Oranges and Figs would not do is such a bouse.
Thouf^'h the house would hold all tho plants named they would soon
become too birpe for it, especially some of the Pulms and tree Ferns.
** Ia-d<K>r Gardeuing"' would suit you. It may be had from our office
for twenty postage stamps.

Ground Vinery (SMJennis).—Yon might leave all tho Vines in yon

r

ground vinery for next Peason, and theu on I v leave two, and those we
would select would be Black Hamburgh and Chaeselas Vibert, Most
Jikelv. as tho wood is weak, you will not have much fruit next season, kut
tho Vines will probably muUe good wood if well cut-in. It in of little
use turning out Btroii*:, tiny i)lant;< from pots, to fruit well tho first sea-
son. Yonr plants would have fruited well in the pots ; the turning them
out gave them a check at a critical period, and ihoui^h your canes shonod
fruit well, even after your thiuninf the btuichcs, the "blooms refuied to
set. If you had merely plunged your pots, broken the bottoms a little,
and top-drefised with rich manure, ynu might have had a good crop in the
first season, hut most likely yon would have had to wait long for another.
If you had pUinKcd the pots after cracking the sides all ronud, no as to let
the roots out. and tak*n three or four bunches from each Vine, the Vines
would also have produced wood. Wo know wo phall di-^pleaso many, but
still we nm^-t in fairness Fay that, as a general rule, a high-priced, stroag,
well-ripened Vino in a pot should not bo planted out if fruit is exp•ct(^d
the next season. Uence for ground vineries, wo wouU prefer planting
ont only a moderate Vino as respccti strength, epreadinf out all the
Toots neatly, and shortly aiterwardu cutting down the Vine, so as to
leave only a few buds, taking no more than a bunch if it ssbowed, and
looking cbietly for a good strong Bingle shout tho first season, to make the
stem lor future years This is the surest wav of Koing to work. The
Vines taken up may be potted, but they will do littlo good the Qrst sea-
son, so far r.s fruiting is concerned.

SLoriKo Bank (A Lady in C/i^-s/i ire).—Wo are sorry that after attempt-
ing to revive the blooms mid the little bit of shoot sent we have failed to
do so. Most likoly the plant is some kind of Lysimaibia or Verbascuni

;

but the specimen is too far gono, and too small, to enable us to say. For
your slnpiug bank of grass facing the south, 4 feet high, nothing will be
better than the grass ; and thonRh that is annually burnt up, this evil
zoight be avoided by greater depth and richness of s'oil. Tho idea, how-
ever, c f baviug Roses on a trellis is good, and if you adopt it, wo would
have the trellis in pieces, and hinged to as easily to reach the under side.
There is. or was, such a trellis on tho banks at a flower garden at tho
Earl of Derby's, at Kuowsley. For securing continual gi-cennesa with
but HtHe trouble, and which will ho little influenced by the drip from the
lartre IJirch trees, if we did not try grass again we would plant the bank
with Ivy, and onco or twice trimming in tho twelvemonth would be suffi-
cient to keep it neat. Of the Ivies, for this purpose we would prefer tho
common wild Ivy of the woods and hedges (Hedera heliij to thestn.nger-
growiui.' kinds, for th >ugh it would grow more slowly, it would need less
ttenlion after it had canieted the ground. The day will como when Ivy
will be more used as grouud covering.

Sor.AscM RACEiiiOKRUM (An Inquirer).~YonT specimen is correctly
named. It is the Onrrant Tomato, and wo believe it to be as wholesome
as the common Tomato.
IlEATiNO a CoNsEiivATonY (T. B". T.).—If yoH aro resolved on having

a galvanised iron tank, we would dispense with coils iu it, make it larger,
say cxteuding from the chimney stack as far across as not to be in the
way of the door to tho garden, and make it from VO to 24 inches wide,
with a division up the middle, except an open space at the farther end for
the eirculHtiou ; then merely take a pipe from the top of the boiler for
tho flow on ono side, and a return pipe from the other to the bottom of
the boiler. With water at 120

', that will keep your bouse iu winter, even
if the weather be r;tther cold, at from HS' to 4^^^ If you want more heat
you must have more heating surTiice. Three 4-incb nipes—two flows and
one return—would do in the place of the tank. The tank need not be
more than from 5 to 6 inches deep. A foot deep, as you propose voald

give yoQ a great body of water to heat, without any advantage. If yon
wantid mors heat, tho pipes might go right acros« the boufle In n trench
below tho level of tbf» paths. A brick and cement tAuk would be more
lasting than the gaWani'^ed iron. (/>M^/i^rl.—Tho I»-rI mode of heating
your houso would have been to have taken pipes from tho fln^placo in the
vault, having a boiler there, under your pulhwiiy. a flue would liavu done
equally well. As you have tho iron pipe, and that, as you ^av. br cornea
po hot, yon mf^ht ulint it in with bricks .and tilrs fsr ai least part of its

leuKth next tho fireplace. If it become nearly r«d hot it «ill iojiure
plautfi, nnlesH so guarded. Of courHe, without buvicK a toUrably fair
heat, its travcreing only about one-fourth of the size of the honso would
be of but little benefit Tho bricks and tiles would, therefore, lo nsefnl.
and you could use evaporating pans to c.iunlf^rart ihe drynei"*. ]>o not
thick of wood: there will bu danger of fire, ami there will not bo radia-
tion of heat. Wo would now defer potting the jilanli you bavn negleoted
until next Fpring. W« bop^ our corrcspnudent will tell how be oblaSzied
so many flowers on tho Lilinm auratum. ?ileanwhilc, let your btilb rest
as soon as tho leave:! are yellow, and next spring top.drc&s with rich
compost.
Forcing Mnairnoovs, Ac. (A ror?;ji7:irrrn'ir".— Tf ynu had ser.l ne ft

section of your barn and ttablo wo should •. yoa
meant. There need bo no diffl.'ulty in fur. , ;inrt

Kb ubarb in tho same bouao; but if you < rial
alono for beat, and chit- fly on that for prei)arii:_: Tit Mul-Ltl m beds,
there may be at times too much rank steam and moistura in the honse
to suit tho crispness and the colour of thf Ithuo irb and .Sea-kale. Sncb
things without artiflcial boat do be^t whm the beds aro on the floor.

When raised tir^r abovo tier we should not tiue ti,c dung heat from a heap
exposed in tho house so well as n flue, as that will .-uablti you to have dry
heat or moist heat at will. We have done nil >oa propose with a heap of
fermenting duuR alonr, so as to keep np the atmospbtrjc heal, nnd using
heat, too, below the beds, but we would have preferred a flue. ** Cuthill's
Market Gardening" will suit yjn.

McsnuooM Spawn M. //.).—There is no known moda of procuring
spawu from MuBbrooms for planting. Tho spawn that products Mosh-
rooms is too far gouo to be used for a similar purpose afuu—that is, as a
general rule. The only mode of secnrini: f-pawn fr^m Muslirooma is to
allow the Mushrooms to become ralhar old !or use. nud lo lie and bo ex-
posed over sncb organic material as half-dried horfi-' dropping!, where they
would spread their spores, and nitimateiy apread as epawu. As lo pro-
curing spawn, a heap of droppinys will often protluce i«pawu ; but if yon
are inexperienced, the best mode for yon to adopt will he to procure a
bnsliel of Bpa^vn from a roipectable nurseryman and fieedsman. Perhaps,
however, wo do not understand the drift of your nuestion ; but wo mnst
say that besides the above, wo know no other m/ido of obtaining apawo
from the Mushroom. If we do mot understand you, writo again, and we
shall do our best to meet your case.

Violet Culture (A Sufcacrifcrr).—Tlioy like a situation shaded from
the midday STin in summer, and we grow them ou an east birder, and on
a north as well for snccosBion of bloom. The eo.l most suitable is a good
rich loam, well drained, and inclined to be sandy rather than clayey.
New plantations should be mado every year, n-ing tho runu'-r3 of tho
current year, and, as soon as large enough, planting in well-dui: ground,
enriched with leaf soil or old cow dung. 1'uc r^wa should be from 15 to
It inches apart, and tho runners 1 foot apart in the lines. Water well
nntil establishet*, and throuchoul tho summer ihoy should be well sup-
plied with water. To ward ulT attacks of red spidor, sprinkle soot over
the plants fretinently in summer, which will much invi^ornto them.
Keep them cloar of weeds, and in antunm lightly utir the soil between
tho rows, nnd give a good mnlching of leaf soil.

* Yon can hardly fail to
have an abundance of flowers iu spring. Two years are as long as the
plants should remain.

Evergreen fob Side op Bay Wispow (A .^libscnft^r).—Ceinothn'?
thyrtiflorus and Escallouia raacrsutha are fiue ; ilie former has bluo, and
tho latter red flowers, and it has bright browni^^h foliage. Berberidopsis
corallina is also line.

Rehovino Oleander Flowee Steus (IT. D. P.).—Tho flower otemfl,
if of this year's production, woutd flower anain early next year if there
were any buds uuexpanded, as there usually arc, and in that case it 10
wrong to remove them; but they do not always havo such, yet it ia a
general occurrence. The finest flowers, however, are those from the wall-
ripened shoots of the year preceding their expansion, those from the
old flower stems being useful on uccoimt of their carlinees.

CLiimEKs FOR Open-ground Trellis (A Constant iJ^odfr).—There
arc few evergreen climbers soitablo for trelli*.?3 in the optn ground. We
do nat know of any but the Ivies and the I-7crgtoen lloneyeucklci, and
the latter aro ouly jiartiaJly evergreen. All or most of the evergreen
climbers require walls with ionth cr south-went ae<pect9. The following
would be suitable:—Jaeminum nudiflorum, I.onicfra Perii'lymenum
belgicnm, and the Early White and Late hed ; L. lempervireus Urownii
and Shephcrdi ; Clematis Flammula, florida plena, montaua graudiflora,
Jackmauni, V'italha, hybrida splendida, Viticella. aud Helena; AmpelopaiS
niiin«iuefolia, and Itoses of tho A>-rshire family—AlJco Gray, Dundee
Kambler, Myrrh-scented. Qneen of tho llilgiaiis, Knpa, aud Thoreshyaaa,
and of the Hybrid Climbing—Rivers' Quern, The Garland, Wells' White,
and of the evergreen—Felicite Perpetuee.Princesse Louise, and Hampant.
All are of free, rapid growth, and speedily cover a large eilent of trellis,

being fine flowering plants, except the Am'pclopsis (Virginian Creeper).

Celery Infested nv Flt (Hardriip).—The leaves sent are infoi-tedwith
thelsrva;of tho Celery fly (Tupbritis onopordinis). Woaro not aware of a
remedy. Tick off" tho leaves attacked and burn them, and when the
foliage is wet dust it with dry soot. We find that by dusting the loaTes
earlier in the season, before'lho eggs are laid, tho attacks of the laaf-

miner aro prevented. Tho eggi are laid from tho middle of May to the
end of July, but it is geuerally in the latter month that the antnmn-
bro>)d eggs are deposited. It is enough to remove tho part with tho
blist'T. (','. It.R, .— From your description wo should say your Celery
leaves were blotched aud spotted brown from the attacksof tho Celery
fly, which is unusually prevalent this season Tho only remedy is to
pick off the tpotleii leaves, aud either crush or bum tbtrm. The maggots
you find aro the larva' of the Celery fly. See the above answer, also
•* Doing^^ of the Last Week," page 2S9.
F.UCALYPTU8 GL0«ui.t:3 (A. 6 A).—This highly-omamcntal nnd fast-

growing tree is, us you state, now extensivclv planted iu the walks and
stxuares of Florence, and we aro of opinion that it and &ome other species
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would endure our winters in the open air on the coasts of Devon and

Dorset. Sir Joseph Pallon has recorded that " of those which have suc-

ceeded in the open air in the warmer counties of England, Eucalyptus

robasta, piperita, and rotunda may be particularly mentioned ; the two

former flourish and fH'Ow rigorouslv in the Isle of Wij;ht, whore, in the

neighbourhood of both Cowes and ifewport, we saw plants in 1813, seed-

lings of but a few years old, which had already attained 21 feet or more
high. They had stood two winters in the situations they then occupied,

and had sustained no injury.^'

MoviNC, Miniature Fbcit Tries (.^maffur).—If some of the leaves

are becoming yellow you may transplant the trees at once.

SCPPLEMEST TO THE COTTAGE GARDENERS' DICTIONARY (IT. B.).—X

supplement was published last year. You c«n have it post tree from our

office if you enclose twenty stamps with your address.

Pansy Leap Variegated (Ileekenham).—ll is not uncommon for

Pansics to have their leaves variegated with yellow, but Iheir value is

not increased by it. The cause of variegation is obscure, but you will

see it discu'sed at considerable length when the variegated Pelargoni-

nms were under consideration, in our thirteenth volume.
Oak Lodge,—In Mr. Kenne's report on Onk Lodge (see page 281), he

wrote by mistake Eucharis magniflca. It should have been Medinilla

magnifiea.
Select Snow Dahli-as (A Subscriber).—Tae following are distinct and

Rood:— Charlotte Dorliiig, Lord Derby, Leah, Chairman, Clara Simons,

Harriett Tetterill, Unique, Fanny Purchase, Lady Gladys Hfrbert, Para-

dise Williams, Earl of Pembroke, John Wvatt, .lames Backhouse, Earl of

Shaftesbiirv, Boh r.idley. Flag of Truce, Criterioj, Andrew Dodds, Prin-

cess of Wales, Purity, Fair Imogene, Chairman, Lilac Queen, Donald
Beaton, Flambeau,
Abnormal Phimola Seedling (B. Hrarirs).—lt is the moat striking

variation we have ever seen. The flower is euclosed in a green calyx

much larger than tlie corolla, and when first seen looks like a Primula
emboiomed in a mnch-cupped Pelargonium leaf.

Name! op Froi«s fPomo7ial.—Tour Pear w.ns named in our Journal

of September and. It was Williams's Bon Chretien. {B. Chaiiwich).—

I, Wormsley Pippin ; 2, Hollandburv; 4, Red Doyenne. (D.) -Flemish
Beauty. {B. J. C.).—Fiij3 ; 1, Celestiue ; 2, Brown Turkey; 8, Brunswick.
Pfart and Apples : 1, Comto de Lamv; 3, Napoleon ; 4, Van Mons Leon
Le Clerc ; 6, Bourr« Clairguau ; 7, Van Marum ; 8, Thompson's ; 9, Winter
Bon Chretien ; 10, Bod Winter Calrille; 12, Blenheim Pippin.

Nambs ot Plants (J. R. Boyd).—The fragment of the plant sent us is

insufficient for determination ; it is certainly Amaryllidaceous. Send
whi.-n in bloom, and we will endeavour to assist you. (2ianny\.—1, Appa-
rently Monopsis debilis, but certainly one of the Lobeliaceje ; 2, Specimen
too fragmentary. {M. R. Grosbt/].—!, The common curled Mallow, ttni-

versally cultivated in gardens ; 2, Adiantiiiii fulvum ; 8, Cbcilanthes

elegans. {J. S. T.).—\, Pteris cretica albo-lino"ta ; -2, Trichomanea,
specimen insuflicient to say what species; 3, Gymnogramma chryeo-

phylla ; 4, Pellrea adiantifolia ; 7, Selaginella hortensis, more correctly

known as S. Kraussiana; 8, Pteris longifolin; 9, Eranthemura rubro-

nervjum ; 10, Fittonla argyroneura. {C. L, W).—Leucadendrou argen-

tenm. Trent it as a greenhouse plant. (R- If.).-1 and 5, Asaleniom
Adiantum-nigrum in different stages ; 2, Asplenium marinum ; 3, Poly-

podium vulgare; 4, Doodia caudata; 0, Adiantum capillus-Veneris.

(Ass . —1, Echium vulgare; 2, Sapouaria oflicinalis ; 8, Verbasonm
nigrum. \e. .4.).— 1, Cheilanthes farinoaa; 2, Peilsea gernniilolia ; S, As-

plenium furcatum ; 4, Pteris semipinnata ; 5, Hemionitis cordata

;

6, Gymnoarnmma barbarea ; 7, Cincinalis flavons, otherwise Notho-

chljena chrysophylla ; 8, Asplenium, an insutiicient specimen ; 9, Gym-
nogramma peruviana argyrophylla ; 10, A forked variety of the last;

II, Adiantum aatbiopicum ; 12, Adiantum tetraphyllum ; 13, BhipsaliS

salicornoides ; 24, Phymatodes lineare; 15, Selngioella Ki-aussi:ma. (.4

Siiiiex Lady).—The common Hornbeam, Carpinus Betulus. [Mrs. M.,

Bitteawell Halll.—We cannot name plants from their leaves only, we
must see the flowers. (Wooice).—The flower is Fuchsia corymbiflora.

The other, being a leaf only, we cannot name.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending October 12th.

Wed... 6
Thnrs. 7
rri. ... 8
Sat.... 9
Son... 10
Mon.. . 11
Tnes. . 12

Heun..

basouetbb.

Max.

30.154
30.151

80.088
S .143

80.189
311.124

30.122

30.131

Min.

80.136
80.1:64

80.019
80 119
30.088
30.074
30.043

30.C80

THBKUOKXTBR.

69
7t
75
76
73
71

72.00

34
4t
48
M
41
40
13

1 ft. dp. 2 ft. dp.

(6
65
57
57
68
63
68

66.71

55
65
65
65
66
65
65

Wind.
Rain in
inches.

S.E.
SB.
W.
S.
s.

s.

s.w.

.00

.00

.00

.00

.to

.00

.12

General Reuares.

FoRgy ; very fine ; clear and fine; cold wind.
Foggy ; cloudy, but fine ; densely overcast.

Cloady ; fine, cloudy, very hot ; clear and fine.

Densefog ; very fine and mild ; clear, starlight.

Foguy ; very fine ; foggy, very mild air.

Foggy, very fine ; exceedingly fine; clear and fine.

Foggy ; very fine; densely overcast.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHHONICLS.

AUCTION AT THE BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION.
I OBSERVE that the pale of prize birds at the next Birming-

ham Show is «gain fixed for 11 o'olo«k a.m., on Monday, the

29th of November. That time for pemons who, like myself,

reside at a distance from Eirmiugham, is moat inconvenient

—

in fact, gives ns no chance of pur«h««ing, if we he eg inclined.

If you can in any way be the means of getting the sale post-

poned for. Bay, two hours, you would, I fsel sure, ba confsrring

a favour on many others as well as myself, and the show
would, I imagine, reap the benefit of additional oommission.

—

EoBBKT B. Wood, Staffordihire.

EXHIBITING BORROWED BIRDS.
I know for a certainty that many gentlemen, not conscien-

tious ones, borrow birds to exhibit at different shows. This is

giving a poor chance to those who bond fide show their own.
Is there no way by which snoh fraudulent ofiences could be pre-

vented ? I think every exhibitor should make a declaration that

the birds are his.own property, and that this declaration should
be given to the Secretary on the day of the show, and if an
exhibitor is detected showinj; birds not his own he should not

be allowed to enter at that place again, and no prize should be

given to his birds.—J. G. M.

CUP FOR HOUDANS AT THE NEXT
SOUTHAMPTON SHOW.

The following are the subscribers :—Mrs. Wilkin, 5s. ;
" A

Lady fond of French Fowls," £1 1«. ; Mr. H. M. Maynard,
£1 Is. ; Mr. W. Dring, 5.9. ; Mr. O. Qaibell, 5s, ; Mr. F. Brewer,
2s. 6d. ; Mr. P. I'Anson, 5s. ; Mr. H. S. Fraser, £2 Os. 6d.—
Total £5 5s.

which was hatched on the 28th ot February last, laid her first

egg on July 15th, has laid forty-six eggs, and hatched seven

chickens by September 24th ; or laid her first egg when 137

days old, laid forty-tix eggs, and sat for her own hatching in

seventy-one days.—G. W. W.

Pp.olific Game Pullet.—Mr. James Balmair, ofEolam Weft
House, Northumberland, has a Game pullet in his possession

LONG SUTTON POULTRY SHOW.
That this Show annually improves both in interest and arrange-

ment there can be no dispute. A marked feature of the Show is,

that those breeds most needed for the table are the best supported.^ A
very liberal prize schedule, as usual, brought on the 6lh and 7tll inst.

an equally liberal entry, and but for the simple fact that about sixty

pens of birds arrived several hours too late for competition, the Show
would have been far in advance of any of its predecessors. The folly

we have so frequently pointed ont of leaving birds for transit by the

last possible train was thus again exemplified.

The Dorkin(is were mostly in deep moult, but tlie majority of them

were of first-clasi character. The bnlk of the Cochins were, on the

contrary, in excellent plumage, and consequently an advantage in

general competition ensued, as Brahmni, Dnrkiiigx, and Cochins com-

peted in general for the cnp prizes, I/imibm-iiha vrere remarkably good

—

in fact, far better than they have been shown on any previous occasion

in this locality. In connection with these a very singular circnm-

stance tr.an3pired—an exhibitor had written beforehand to the Com-
mittee, or rather Secretary, stating his perfect willingness, if sncoess-

ful, to send £1 and a new bat or two to the Secretary, if he would

draw the attention of the Judge to these particnlar pens. From their

indisputable excellence the priority of position was given these fowls,

as at a meeting held the previous evening the Committee thought fit

not to disqualify them, though, as then stated by the Jud.ge, had the

missive borne his direction they would have been thrown ont of cont-

petition at once. We sincerely hope such practices will not be again

attempted. The Polancls were very good, and the French fowls far

superior to those seen at the gCHeralily of poultry shows.

The Ayle^ury Ditch and Geese classes were such as .ire but rarely

met withi and a pen of first-class Sehastopol Geese are worthy of

especial note. A class for ornamental birds of any variety, or any

number in a pen, caused a severe competition. It proved cue of the

most attvaetive features of the Show.
All the Piiieons were of high excellence—in fact, so good a competi-

tion is very rarely met with, and the collection of HuhUts was considered

as not less praiseworthy. Every possible care was bestowed on the
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birds committed to the earo of tbo managers of tbo Shov, and ve
are glad to pay that, faronred with exceedingly liuo vealbcr, the
meeting was most snccessfnl.

DoRKrso {Any variety).

—

f^ock. — 1, H. Lingwood, Barking, Nfedliam
Market. 2, O. E. Crt-sswell, ITanworth Rectory, HouiibIow. ftc, L. Fatten,
Hillmoro, Tannton. Hem or PuUelM.—l, O. Clarke. Long Snttno. 2, T. E.
Kcll, Wethnrby. he, H. Snvllo, Ollerton ; C. Clarke; D. "hito; H. Ling-
wood ; L. Patton ; J. Elgar, Osmanthorpe Hall, Newark (Silvor-Grey).
CocillN-CniNA f Any variotyi.—Cocfc.—Cup, T. H. Hadmau. 2, C. Sidg-

wick. Rvddlesden Hal'l, Koicbley. he, J. K. Kowlor, Ayloabnry (Partridso).
c, A. Williamson, t^ilouiborouyli Hall, Leiceetcr (Wliite). Iltn-tar PulUtt.
—Cup, H. Lingwood (BulTi. 2, T. M. Derry (I'artridgo). )ic C. Sidgwick

;

Mrs.J.CIarko iWbitol; W. A. Hnrnoll, Southwell, Nutti (BulT ; J.Oattell,
Bingliain ; A.Williamson (White), c, S S. MoSfiop (BnfT) ; K. I-'. .Ander-
Bon (Buff) ; T. M. llerry (Partridge); J. K. Fowler (Partridge).
Braqha (Any variety).— f .)!;;,,—1, Uev. E. Alder, Etwall Vicarage, a, H.

Sttvilo (Liglitl. Hfn.1 or Puilf !».—!, Rev. E. Alder. 3, U. S.wilo (Light).
c. Rev. E Alder ; W. Whitley.
Spanish (Any varietv).—Cof)< —1, Withheld. 9. H. Beldon, Goititock,

Bingley. Hrna or PulUU. —1, T. & E. Combtr, llyddletoa Hall, Warringtou.
2, K. James, he, H. Beldnn.

HAiniUROii (Gold or Silver-spangled).—Coct.— Cnp. S. fi. DIossop (Silver).

2, J. & R. Ashtou, Mottram (Golden), he, W. K. Patrink (Oolilen-spanfledl

;

J. Laming; H. Snu.shall. e. T. Walker, jun., Denton. Hem or Pullett.—
Cup, T. Walker, jiiu. 2, S. S. Mossop (Silver), he, D. Lord ; J. Laming

;

H. Snushall. e, .1. Walker.
Hahbdkohs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—Coet.—l.S.Bnm (Gold). 2.8.

S. Mossop (Silver). )ic, B. It. Parker (Gold), e, J. Walker; A.Cole (Goldl.
Bens or PMeU.—l, J. Laming. 2, A. Cole, he, J. Walker ; S. S. Moiiop
(Silver!.

Oasie (Black-breasted or other Rods'.—Coclk.—Cnp. T. C. 4 E. Newbitt.
2, R. Hall, Cambridge (Brown Red), he. Rev. T. O'Grady, Ashbourne.
c, H. Snushall (Black Bed). Hem or i'ullfd.—Cup. H. Mason (Bed).
2, Hon. C. Fitzwilliain. Wentwortli Woodhouae {Brown Red), he. Rev. T.
O'Grady; W. Boyes, Beverley; W.J. Pope (Black Red) ; J. Longbottom.
e, H. Snushall.
Gahf. (Any other variety).—Cotl-.—l.H. Beldon. 2, T. Dyson, Halifax.

Hrns or PuUrlt—l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Longbottom. he, H. Uason (Duck-
wings), c, G. Lee (Duckwings); W. Boyes (Duckwiags).
Game Bantams rBlack-breasted Reds).—! and 2. W. T. EntwisU, Leeds.

c, J. Croshlnd. jim., WikeTnld. e. J. W. Morris, Rochdale.
Gahe Bantams (Any other variety?.-1, H. Shnmach, Southwell. 2. R.

B. Riley (Duckwiug). he, J. Crosland, jun. (Duckwing). c, J. Dring
(Duckwing)
Baktams (Black or Whitel. — Cnp and 2, S. S. Mossop (Black).

c, Hudson & Burnip {Black) ; A. Stonar Black) ; J. Longbottom (Black).
Bantams (Anv other variety).—!. A. Hodson (Gold laced). 2, J. Whit*

(Pekin). e, H. S. Hunt (Japanese Silldes) ; T. C. Harrison, Hull (Lacedl

;

Mrs. Woodcock (Japanese) ; H. Draycott, Humberstouo, Leicester ; S. H.
Stott, Roehdale (Japanese).
Anv other Distinct Variety.—1 and 2, Mason & Walker, Denlon (Black

Hiimburghs). rhe, S. S. Mossop (Polands); Hon. C. Fitzwilliam (La
Flpche). he, C. Sidgwick (Black Hamburghs) ; W. K. Patrick (Polands)

;

Mrs. E. Cross (Creve-Cecurs) ; J. J. Maiden (Crevo-C<Burs) ; J. Holl
(Black Hamburghs); J. T. Ashley (Minorcasi ; J. Laming; J. K. Fowler
(Crcve-Ca-urs); H. Savilo (Andalusians); J. S. Senior (Polands).
Ornamentai, Birds (Any breed).—!, J. Mayes (Gold Pheasants). 9, H.

Savile (Silver Pheasants). r)ic, J. K. Fowler (Kaloege Pheasants). he,W.
Woodhoase (GoldQoeh Mules); G. E. Storr (King Parrot); J. Mayes
(Silver Pheasmts) ; W. Lamb (Java Sparrow) ; G. Clarke (Golden and
Common Pheasants) ; Lord Mancblin (.Assyrian Partridges), e, T. C.
Harrison (Pintail Ducks),
Turkeys (Any varielvi.—!, W. Sandav. 2. M.Kew (Cambridge), he, J.

3. Hides; Mrs. 13. Harris (Cam]iridL!e)
;' T. M. Derrv (Cambridge).

D0CK3 (Rouen)—! and e. W. H. Robion. 2, L. Patton. he, J. A.
Clarke; J. K. Fowler; S. H. Stott; J. Wright.
Ducks 'Aylesbury).— 1, Mrs. M. Seamons, Aylesbury. 2, J. K. Fowler.

he, W. Stonehouse.
Ducks (Anv other variety).—!. T. C. Harrison (Mandarins). 2, A. A J.

P. Trickett (Carolinas). he, H. Beldon ; A. & J. P. Trickett i Porchards).
c, T. C. Harrison (Carolinas) ; Mrs. Cross (Widgeon) ; S. A R. Ashton
(Carolinas); J H. Roper (Carolinas).
Gef.se (Any variety).—1. J, K. Fowler. 2, E. Leech, Rochdale, he, Tirr.

G. Hustler. StillingQeet Vicarage, York (White and Grey Toulouse) ; J. T.
Ashley; Mrs. Seamons; H. Savile (Sebastopol) ; S. H. Stott.
Selling Class (Any variety).—1, T. M. Derry (Partridge Cochins).

2, J. K. Fowler (.\ylesbnry Ducksi. he, Mrs. J. Clarke (Wbite Cochin)
;

T. M. Derry (Partridge Cochin), e, J. A. Clarke iRouen Ducks) ; G. Boyes
(Black-brrasted Game) ; Dr. D. C. Campbo)l (Dorkings) ; G. Clarke (Dork-
ings) ; .1. Barnes (Game Bantams) ; e, A. Cole (Spanish).
Selling Class.—1, w. K. Tickner (Gold-pencilled Hamburgh). 2, H.

Beldon. <•, S. S. Mossop (Black Bantams).
Local Prizes.— C!<iia<j 1, 3, 5,7. 9.11, 18, and 1,5.—Cnp and 2, S. S.

Uossop (Silver-spangled and Pencilled Hamburghs). 3. H. Snushall
Spangled HimhurKhl. CIa<i« 2, 4, 6, S, 10, 12, 14, and 16.—Cup, G. Clarke
(Dorkine). 2, T. M. Derry (Partridge Cochin). 3, S. S. Mossop (Silver-
spiintrledl.

Bantams, on Any other Vabietv.—Cup, 2, and 8, S. S. Mossop (Black
(Bantams and Polands).

PIGEONS.
CABBlEns (Black).

—

Coek.~l and 2, R. Fulton, Deptford. /i<-, R. Fulton
;

F. Crossley,Elland. Hen.—l and he, F. Crossley. 2 and c, R.Fulton.
Carriers (Anv other colour).-CocA:.—Cup, J. C. Ord. 2, R. Fulton

(Dnn). lie, R. f'ulton (Dun); T. II. Frean (Dnn); F. Croasley (Dun).
Ben.-l, R. Fulton. 2, J. C. Ord. he, R. Fulton ; J. C. Ord ; F. Crossley
(Dnn).
Pouters (Red or Blue).- Cocit.—1, F. Crosalev (Blue). 2, K. Fulton,

he, J. Taylor; R. Fulton. Hen.—!, 2, and )ic, B. Fulton. •

Pouters (.\nv other colour).

—

Coek.—I and 2. R. Fulton, e, .T. Tavlor
;

r. H. Jones, Fulham (Yellow). Htn.-l and 2, R. Fulton. lie, W. R. Rose
(White).
Tumblers (.Umond).—Cup. T. Wiltshire. 2, R. Fnlton. he, J. H. Ivimy

;

E. Fulton, e, T. Wiltshire ; J. Fielding.
Tumblers (Any other colour).—!, W. Woodhonse (Beard). 2. R. Fulton

(Short-laced), he, J. H. Ivimy (Yellow Agates) ; R. Fulton (MotUed and
Bed), e, F. Crossley.

Jacobins —1 and 2, R. Fnlton. he, O. Boatli. c, E. E. U. Royds, Roeh-
dale.

Fantails.—1, W. H. Tomlinson (White). 2, IT. Yardlev, Binningham.
he, W. H. Tomllnson (White) ; J. Spenco (Black) ; H. VarJley ; T. C. & E.
Newbitt, Euworth.
Owls.— Cup, F. Crossley. 8, J. Fielding. Rochdale.
TcHniTS.— 1, P. H. Jones. 2, R. D. Borne, jun. (Bine). he.O.'E.Cnu-

well (Red) ; P. H. Jones; J. Fielding, Jnn. c, Hudson 4 Rnrnip (Red),
Barbs.- 1, R. Fulton. 2, F. T. Wiltshire, lie, R. Fulton ; F. Crossler-

e, W. Massoy.
Draooons.—1, O. South. 2, H. Beldon. he, T. Wiltshira; R. Folion

:

T. H. Frean.
Any other Distinct Yabibty.—1, H. Yardler. 2, H. Draycott (Rad

Swallows), he. II. Beldon ; H. Yardlcy ; H. Draycott (Frillbacksl ; J. Cox
(Magpies), e, T. H. Frean (Silver- laced Fans and Magpies) ; Hudson and
Bumip (Blaa Magpies).
Sellino Class—1,F. Clarke (While Jacobins). 2. E. Walker (Carrisrs).

Iie.H Beldon ; T. H. Frean (Fantails). c,E. Walker (Pouters) ; R.I). Bona,
jun. (Sandy Autwsrps) ; Mrs. Woodcock (White Trnmpsters) ; J. C. Or4;
5. ft R. Ashton (Archangels) ; W. Massey (Carriers) ; K. F. Pajling (Tallaw
TurbitB).

Rabbits.—ilnii Pure Breed.—1, B. Hadson. 3, A. H. Eastaa {Lop-aar*4
Tortoisesbell Doe). Ik, S. Q. Hndson (Silvor-Gray Bosk); J. J. ttoH
(Tortoiseshull Doe), e. S. Hardcaatlc ; J. O. Qnick (Lop aarad) ; C. linf
(Fawn Buck). Ileavieil.—l, W. Kitchen. 2, W. JaflVay (Black and n'kiM
Doe), he, P. Booth (bandv and White Doe), c, J. Pearson (Tortoiseshall
Doe) ; H. Frith (Black and White Doe).

Tke Judges were—for Poulln/, Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Binningham ;

for Figeons, Mr. Tegelmeier, of London ; and for yj«iW(j,Mr. Hassaj,
of Spalding.

CHELMSFORD POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, held on the 12th and 13th inst., was highly snccessfnl,

there being upwards of •l.'iO entries of ponltiv and Pigeons. Annaxed
is the prize list, but we must defer further details till next week.

DoRKlNO (Colonred).

—

Coekerel.—1, L. Patton, Bishop's Hull. 2, J.
Smith, hhillingleo, Petworth. 3, Dr. Campbell, Brentwood, c, Dr Camp-
bell ; H. Dowsett, Pleahey, Chelmsford ; F. Parlelt, Great Baddow.
Pullels.—l, L. Patton. 2, Mrs. E. Wheatley, Ingatestone. 8,Dr. Campbell.
he, J. H. Roper. Barham, Claydon.
DoRKlso (Any otlier variety). — Coekerel. — 1, R. W. RichardaoB,

Beverley, Yorkshire (Silver-Grey). 2, O. E. Cresswell. Hanworth, Uoons-
low. Pu!Iet«.—1. O. E. Cresswell. 2, Dr. Campbell (Silver-Grey). hi, 0.
Turner, Chelmsford (Silver-Grey).

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).

—

Coek4rel.— l and 2, Rev. T,
Watson, Kelvcdon, Essex (Brown-breasted Red). 3. W. C. PhilUpa,
Worcester (Black-Rod). Pullets.— 1, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. S, D.
Ashworth, Halifax. 3, J. Jeken, Eltham, Kent, he, Rev. K. Wat«a»
(Brown-breasted Red), e, J. Longbottom, Halifax.
Game {.\uy other variety).

—

Coekerel.—1, T. Dyson, Halifax (Duckwing).
2, J. Brassiugtou, Dresden. Stafford (Duckwing). 3, J. W*il3on, Teewhile,
Illingworth Moor, near Halifax (Duckwing). Pitlletf.—l, S. Matthew.
2, W. H. Mitcliall Moseley, Birmingham. 3, Barker ACharnock, Ovenden,
Uali'ax (Duckwing). e, J. H. Dawes, Moseley Hall. Birmingham (Blaek).
CocniN-CnlNA (Buff(.—''ocJter«l.—l,C. Sidgwick. Keighley. 2, J. CatUU,

Birmingham. S, W. Sandy, RadclilTe, Notts, c, J. H. Dawas. Pullsts.-
!, Mrs. Woodcock, Rearsby House, Leicester. 2, Mrs. Burrell, Ipswiab.
S, C. Sidgwick. he, F. W. Rust, Hastings, e. J. Cattell.
CoCHiN-CniNA (Any other variety). — Coekerel. — 1, A. Williamson,

Queniborough Hall, near Leicester (White). 2, J. K. Fowler. Aylesbury.
3. C. Sidgwick (Partridge). PuUeU.—l, C. Sidgwick (Partridge). % A.
Williamson (Whitel. 8. J. Stephens, Walsall. <-, J. K. Fowler.
Spanish.— Cocterel.-l and c. F. James, PerUham Rye, Surrey. 2, P. H.

Jones, Fulham. Pullets. ~l, W. Bacon, Brentwood. 2, J. Stephens,
hr, F. James, e, P. H. Jones.
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—Coeferrrl.—1, A. Hurt, Alderwasley, Derby.

2, Rev. J. Ellis, Bracknell, Berks. 8. C. Tindall, Ipswich, he, Mrs.
Burrell ; H. Dowsett ; R. M. Lord, Wolverhampton. Pullets.—1, Mrs.
W'oodcock. 2. A. Hurt. 9, Mrs. Bnrrell. he, A. Hnrt; H. Dowsett.
e, C. Tindall ; H. Dowsett.
Brahma Pootra (Light).

—

Coekerel—I and Cnp, Mrs. A. Williamson.
2. H. M. Maynard, Ryde, Isle of Wight. 8. Mrs. Astloy, Tring. lU.F.
Crook, Forest Hill ; H. Dowsett. #, A. Herbert, Egham, Surrey ; J. Pares,
Postford, Guildford. Pullels.—l. F. Crook. 2. M. L«no, Markyata Street,
Dunstable. 3, J. Pares, he, A. Herbert, e, H. Dowsett.
Hamburgh (Gold or Silver-pencilled).

—

Coekerel.— I, R. R. Parker. Ips-

wich (Golden). 2, H. Pickles, jnn., Earbv, Skipton. e, W. Tippler, Rox-
well (Silver). Pullels.—l, H. Pickles, jnn. 2, W. Tickner (Golden).
Hamburgh (Gold or Silver-spangled).

—

Coekerel.— 1. H. Pickles, jen.

2, C. Tnmer. Baddow House, Chelmsford (Silver). Pullelj.—1, H. Pieklea,

jun. 2, C. Turner (Silver), he, J. B. Bly, Lowestoft.
French.- Coffccrei.-1, J. J. Maiden. Bit'gleswado (Creve-Cceur). 1

and he, W. O. Qulbell, Newark. 3, W. Tippler (Houdan). e, H. M. May-
nard (HoudanI ; Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury (Creve-CsBBr).
Pullets.—I, J. J. Maiden (Creve-Cteur). 2, J. K. Fowler (Creve-Caer).
8. W. O. Quibell (Houdan). he, H. M. Mavuard (Hondani ; W. O.
Quibell (Houdau). e, R. B. Wood. Uttoxcter.

Any other Distinct Variety.—Cocl-rrfl.-!, J. K. Fowler ( Japaaeaa).
Pullets.— I, J. K. Fowler (Japanese). 2, G. W. Boothby, Lowth (Goldasi
Polands). he, P. H. Jones.

Game Bantam (Black-breasted and other Reds).

—

Coekerel.—1, W»
Adams, Ipswich (Black-breasted Red). 2, F. Steel, Stamp Cross, Halifax
(Black-breasted Red). )ii-, J. W. Anns, Clapham (Black-hro 'Sted Red)

;

Rev. E. S. Tiddeman, Childerditch Vicarage, Brentwood (Black-breasted
Red); F. Steel (Black-breasted Red); W. Adams (Black-hreasted Red).
e, T. Fenn (Black-breasted Red). Pullets.—I, F. Steel (Black-breasUd
Bed). 2. J. Longbottom (Black-breasted Red), c, J. W. dates. Halifax
(Black-breasted Red) ; T. Fenn, Ip«wich (Black-breasted Red) ; Rov. K. S.
Tiddeman (Black-breasted lied) ; W. Adams (Black-breasted Ited).

Gams Bantam (Any other variety).— CorArrrl.—l, B. B. Riley, Halifax
(Duckwing). 2, Mrs. Sheerman, Chelmsford. Pulllts.—l, T.' W. Anna
(Duckwing Game). 2, Messrs. Bellingham & Gill, Woodfield Burnley,
Lancaster (Pile), e, R. B. Riley (Duckwing).
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Bantam (Any other variety except Game).

—

Cockerel.—1, M. Leno
(Gold-laced). 2. S. \- R. Asiiton, Mottrain, Chesbire (Black-, lie, H
Draycntt, Hiimberstooe, near Leicester (Japanese), c, H. M. Maynard
(Black) : G. F. Hodson, North Petherton, near Brid^ewater ; H. Pickles,

Jan. (Black). Pullets.—\. M. Leuo (Laced). 2. J. Walker, Halifax (Black).

he. G. F. Hodson (Gold-laced), c, H. M. Maynard (Black) ; J. Walker
(Black); E. Cambridge. Bristol (Black).
Docks (Rouen).—1, Mrs. E. Wheatley. 2, S. H. Stott, Quarry Hill, Roch-

dale. 3, F. Parlett. he. Miss A. L. Dowsett ; J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—1, Mrs. M. Seamons. 2 and 3, J. K. Fowler.

he, Mrs. Burrell ; Mrs. M. Seamons. e, C. Havers, Ingatestone ; S. H. Stott.

Geese.—1, J. K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. M. Seamons. 3, W. Tippler, ftc, P. K.
Tippler; S. H. Stott.

Turkeys.— Pou!(s.—l, L. Patton. 2 and 3, Mrs. Mayhew.
Seizing Class (Any variety).

—

CoekereU.—1, Viscount Tumonr, Pet-
worth, Essex (Grey Dorkings). 2, C.Howard, Peckbam (Spanish). 3, Mrs.
Christie (Partridge Cochin). )ic. Dr. Campbell (Dorking); C. Havers
(Dorking); Mrs. Burrell, Stoke Park, Ipswich; J. Stephens, Walsall
(Dorking), c, Kev. F. Watson (Brown-breasted Red Game) ; Barker &. Char-
nock; Mrs. Tippler, Hoxwell; P. W. Rust (Buff Cochin). Pullcis.—\, J.

Stephens. 2, Dr. Campbell (Dorking) 3, Mrs. Burrell. he, G. S. Sains-
bury, Devizes (Black Red Game), c, H. M. Maynard (Light Brahma and
Houdans) ; J. Smith (Grey Dorking); Dr. Campbell (Dorking, Dark
Brahma, and Dorking Hens); H. Dowsett (Dorking); Mrs. Christie,
Glyndebourue, neir Lewes.
Dock.— 1, — Telfar, Hatfield, Peverel. 2, Mrs. Burrell (Aylesbury).

c, C. Havers ; Mrs. Tippler (Aylesbury).

PIGEONS.
Cakeiers.—1, F. T. Wiltshire, West Croydon. 2, H. M. Maynard (Black).

he, F. W. Metcalfe. Cambridge ; R. Fulton, Deptlord. c, H. M. Maynard
(Dun) ; J. C. Ord, Pinilico.

Podters.— 1, K. Fulton. 2, P. H. Jones.
Tdmbleks.— 1, R. Fulton. 2, F. T. Wiltshire, he, J. M. Braid, Cam-

bridge; K. KultOU.
Jac-obins.- 1, A. .A. Van Meersch, Forest Hill (Red). 2, H. M. Maynard

(Red), he, S. .-V. Wvllie, East Moulsey, Surrey.
Fantails.— 1, J. F. Lovcrsidge, Newark-on-Trent- 2, H. Yardley, Bir-

mingham, he, J. Walker, Newark, Notts ; H. M. Maynard ; P. H. Jones.
c, Mrs. Paget, Home Vicarage, Scole.
Barbs.—1, F. T. Wiltshire. 2, R. Fulton, he, H. M. Maynard (Black)

;

R. Fulton.
Trumpeters.—1, P. H. Jones. 2, E. Sheerman. he, J. J, HazeU,

Great Bromley ; E. Sheerman. c, Mrs. Paget.
ANY OTHER Varietv.—1, P. H. Jones (Turbits). 2, H. Draycott (Frill-

backs), he. Lady F. Bushby, Henleage, Kingston Hill (Blue RuntsJ
;

S. A. WyKie (Ice) ; Mrs. Paget (Owls and Ice), c, S. A. Wyllie (Runts).

Judges.—E. Hewitt, Esq., Spnrkbrook, Birmingham, and W. B.
Tegetmeier, Esq., MuswoU Hill, London.

WETHEUBY POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on October 1st, and in most respects was a

success. The Geese and TurheifS'WQre large and good, and the SjxmisJi,

especially the chickens, very fine. The Dorhings were, however, the
leading feature of the Show, and were all that could be desired as
regards size, colour, and quality. Game were poor. The winning
Hmsnimrghs were better. Some very good La Fleche and Creve- Cieiirs

were shown ; also Golden-laced and Black Bantams, though the Game
were not quite so high in quality. There was a liandsome pair of

"White Angora Rabbits.

Cocmss.—1, W. ft F. Pickard, Thomer. Chiekera.—\, G. Duffield,
Thomer.
Spanish.—1. W. 4 F. Pickard. Chiekens.—\, W. & F. Pickard. he, J.

Cook, Bishop VVilton.

DoRKi.-jGs. -1. T. E. Kell, Wotherhy. 2, O. A. Young, Driffield. hc.T.
E. Kell. Chickens —1, 2. 3. and he, T.E. Kell.
Gaue.— 1, J. Watson, Kuaresborough. 2, T. Hawkes, Hunsingore.

he. E. Birkensb^w, Wetherby. Chiekens.~l, J. Walker. 2, T. Hawkes.
e, T. Ridsdale. Kirkliy Overblow.
PoLANDs.- 1, r Crossley, jun. Chiekent.—1, W. & P. Pickard.
Hambuhgus (Golden).—1, J. Walker. Chickens.—1, J. ,Wa]ker. 2, J.

Mnrgerisou, CoUinguam. Silver.—1, J. Walker.
Hambuhghs (Prncil)ed).—1, O. A. Young. Chickens.—1, J. Walker.
Barndoor OK Ceosseeeed.—1,0. A. Young. 2, Mrs. Gunter. Chickens.—1, Mrs. Gunier
Ant other I>istinct Breed.—1, J. Walker (Black Hamburgh s). 2, J.

Dyson, Wetherby. Chickens.—1 and 2, Mrs. Price, Aberford (La Fleche
and Creve-Coeiir).
Bantams.—StiDcr or Gold-laced.—I, O. A. Young. Black.—\, J. Walker,

Hnya Park .in]/ other Variety.—!, T. C. Taylor, Ontlande. 2, J. Walker
(Game), '•(itc/.i-ns.-1 J. C. Taylor. 2, O. A. Young.
Geese.—1 and he. Lord Weulock. 2, O. A. Young, e, 3. Simpson,

Spofforth Park.
DccKs.- 1, Mrs T. E. KoU (Carolina). 2, W. Burley, Wetherby. Duct-

Zittg^.— 1, ( ). A. Young.
XCEKETS -1. O. A. Young. 2, Mrs. Ganter.

The Judge was Mr. E. Hutton, Padsey, Leeds.

RABBITS AND THEIR JUDGES.
Me. James Dixon, in yonr last number, takes me to task for

certain ri-,urtrk>. I bad made on the so-called jadging of Kabbits
at the Whithy Show ; but at the same time, knowing that I was
only "one "i many witnesses," he discreetly takes care not to
deny one »iiigltf ^latement I advanced. He has done something
easier—hH U'\- replied illogically and transparently evasively.

Take Mr Dis.m's first remark. He quotes the following
words of iniuB ijuite correctly—"The Judges positively got

through (I do not say judged), twenty-one Rabbits in a trifle

short of two minutes," and then he immediately adds, " in-
stead of there being twenty-one pens, there were only eleven.
Fourteen pens were entered, and three, I think, were empty."
Now, if this is not creating a General on purpose to kill him,
I do not know what is. Mark this—I said nothing about
pens, even according to his own quotation of my words. I said
twenty-one Rabbits, and this I adhere to, and yet Mr. Dixon
would lead any hasty reader to suppose I had made a gross
mis-statement. Many of the pens held pairs (which I men-
tioned with disapproval in another part of that letter) ; but I

suppose even Mr. Dixon will not deny that he has to judge of
each individual Rabbit before he decides which two make the
best pair, so that my charge that the Judges got through
twenty-one Rabbits in the preposterously short time of less

than two minutes remains unshaken. For, be it observed, he
does not deny that I am right as to time. Mr. Dixon simply
wants to convey the impression to your readers that he only
had eleven Rabbits to judge, and therefore that the time was
sufficient, though he would fail to make any Rabbit-fancier
believe in such an absurdity.

Further on, Mr. Dixon makes a remark which I had to read
three times over before I could believe my eyes. He says,

"Had there been a large entry, of course we should have
measured them." I verily had always thought it to be the
manifest duty of a judge to conscientiously balance the merits
of the specimens submitted to him, let them be few or many,
and, indeed, any plain man would say it was all the mere in-

excusable if there were few not to devote the necessary time,
and use the necessary means to ascertain which was best, as
the task would be so much lighter. If this is to be understood
as the doctrine of the Judges, they will soon lessen the entries
with a vengeance.
Mr. Dixon remarks, "He does not say that the prize was

not given to the best Rabbit, but that we certainly did not
know, and as clearly did not care. These remarks are quite
uncalled for, unless he could show that we had erred in judging,
which I am quite sure we did not." In answer to this, I would
say that I had no narrow views in writing that letter, but took
the matter up in justice to the fancy generally. As, however,
Mr. Dixon makes the assertion that the Judges did cot err in
jadging, I meet that bare assertion with a flat contradiction,
supported as I was in my opinion by nearly a dozen expe-
rienced Rabbit fanciers, some of whom had often been judges
themselves, and among whom there was not the least diffe-

rence of opinion as to which was the best Rabbit, and we had
spent an hour among the Rabbits before the Judges came
round to spend their less than two minutes. The Rabbit
pronounced best at Whitby was at Long Sutton last Wednes-
day (Oct. G), but took no prize, while the one coming second
at Whitby took first at Sutton, as "Best of any breed ;" but
the Committee there had very properly engaged a special judge
for Rabbits. If, however. Mr. Dixon and his colleague will en-
deavour to have the two Rabbits brought together and judged
by two real Rabbit judges unknown to either of us (as might
possibly be feasible at Leeds or York, next December), I will

gladly, if proved to be in the wrong, pass £5 through your
hands to any charity that you may think most deserving of
support.

—

One of Many Witnesses.

SPURIOUS HONEY AND FRAUDULENT
BEE-KEEPERS.

Some time ago a correspondent asserted in your columns that
the Stewarton hive produced the finest honey in the world, an
asseition rather too extravagant for your intelligent readers,
for they well know that neither the shape nor materiil of a
hive can improve the quality of the honey it may contain. I

am not in this letter going to say one word for or against the
Stewarton hive ; I wish merely to lift my voice against a fraudu-
lent practice of some bee-keepers in Scotland, and perhaps
some in England too.

A few days ago there came from Glasgow to Manchester
three Stewarton hives, supers full of beautiful comb—doubtless

the gift of some gentleman in Glasgow to three of his friends

here. It was my good luck to taste the honey or syrup those
supers contained ; I say syrup, for it was nothing mure nor )es
than sugar and water which bad been given to the bees and
stored up by them. I remember some honest bee-keepers in
Lanark.shire, some years ago, expressing their wonder to me how
the Ayrshire men managed to send to the Glasgow market so
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early in the season thope shallow boxes of honeycomb which

they saw offered (or eale in the shops. They never dreamt

that the simple process of mixing sugar and water left them so

for behind; I cjuM not understand it myself till I tasted the

honey mentioned above. Sugar costs iid. per lb. and requires

1 lb. of water to make good syrup for bees, thus the syrup costs

about 2 J d. per ib. How much weight is lost in the manufac-

ture of comb I cannot accurately say, neither can I tell what

price the manufactured comb sells at ; doubtless there is con-

siderable profit. It matters not to mo whether Cd. or 1». id.

per lb. be realised ; but unhesitatingly do I condemn the practice

as dishonest, for sweetened water never becomes honey, even

though it be twice swallowed and disgorged by bees. It is dis-

honest to knock a man down with a view to steal his purse ; it

is as dishonest to take the purse without the knockdown, and

the trick of selling fyrup (or honey is equally dishonest, unless

the buyer be told that the honeycomb is spurious, or artificially

made. If the trick be not expofed, and the practice fut an end

to, the day will soon come when it will be difficult to sell

genuine honey and honeycomb. I slifiU be glad if the honey

merchants of Glasgow see these remark?, and taste the honey

in the oomb before they venture to purchase it; and judges of

honeycomb at the agricultural shows would do well to taste the

honey before they award the prizes. One bee-keeper crossed

the border to a northern English town, and for three or four

years in succession carried back the prizes given for honey-

comb. He told a friend, who told me, that sugar and water

enabled him to win the prizes.

It does not follow that, though some of the Stewarton hives

are made use of for purposes of deception, all are. Doubt-

less many of the Ayrshire bee-keepers use them honestly and

well for the collection of pnre and unadulterated honey.

—

A. Petiigkew, Kusltolme, Manchester.

MANAGEIIENT OP BEES.
I AH puzzled at the statements relative to the treatment of

bees, from which, until enlightened as to the line of procedure,

we should imagine they were as harmless as flies and did not

possess stings, whereas they are very pugnacious and not to be

trifled with. One is surprised to learn that the interior of

hives is examined, queen bees taken out, other queens put into

the hive, combs that nre cracked made straight, part of the

honey taken out, and bees transferred from one hive to another,

without any apparent difliculty. One person asserted that in

October he removed the bees from a hive full of honey to an

empty hive, took all the honey (not fair dealing), and fed the

bees with sugar and water, from which they soon stocked the

hive with combs and honey ; but he does not say how he

effected the transfer of the bees from hive to hive. I have been

told that bees will not by driving be made to quit a hive filled

with honey for one which has none. I wish to remove the bees

of one hive into another which has numerous improvements,

and should be obliged if yourself, or any of your correspondents,

will kindly inform me the best way of doing this. I presume

if the coinb and honey taken from the one hive is put upon

the floor-board of that into which the beea have been removed,

it will greatly aid them in stocking the hive.—iNguinEB.

[A skilled bee-master does with the aid of frame hives, really

treat hia bees pretty nearly as if they were as harmless as flies,

and you are by no means the first who has been puzzled as to

how it is done. Example is in these cases so much more
effectual than precept, that if you will send us your address we

will ende;ivour to introduce you to the nearest master of the

art with whom we happen to be acquainted, and would advise

your not grudging a moderate journey in order to witness his

manipulations. In the meantime, we reprint the following

advice given by Mr. Woodbury in reply to a correspondent who,

in 1862, found his bees like your own, very pugnacious and
not to be trifled with. " ' A. W. B.' does not appear to have

done so much amiss for a first attempt. He obtaiued what he

wanted, which is a great point, but he appears to have mortally

offended his bees. Had the matter been managed more adroitly

they would have manifested a much more forgiving spirit.

Let him Ly all means envelope himself in a bee-dress, and arm
himself with his lighted fumigator ; but in mercy to himself

and his bees exchange his buckskin for indiarubber gloves,

Buch as are worn by photographers, and take with him a sop

for Cerberus in the shape of some sweetened water. Commence
proceedincs by sliglitly raising the crown-board at the back,

and blowing tinder it two or three good whifis of smoke ; then

close it down, and wait a minate or two while the bees ar«

filling themselves with honey. Next lift it boldly off, and stand

it safely on one side, >o as not to crush any bees which may
adhere to it, and liberally sprinkle the interstices between the

exposed bars with sweetened water. Should the bees take this

in good part without commencing an attack the operation may
be at once proceeded with ; but if their pugnacity be not quite

subdued n second subsidy of sweets should be accorded them,

and the crown-board replaced (or a few minutes to give time

(or their acceptance o( the proffered bribe. All these manipn-

lations are based upon the (act that when bees are alarmed

they immediately fill themselves with honey, or such other

sweets as may be at hand, and that if we can once induce them
to do this they become as inoffensive as house flies. No pro-

vocation short of absolute crushing will induce them to sting."

There is no difliculty whatever in driving bees from a full hive

into an empty one in the manner described in page CO of the

last edition of " Bee-keeping for the Many ;" but it would be

a miserably bungling attempt at assisting them if you placed

the contents of their old domicile higgledy-piggledy on the

floor-board of their new one. A satisfactory trAnsfer can in

point of fact scarcely be effected except into a frame hive in

the manner described in page 72 of our present volume. If,

therefore, frames are not among the numerous improvtmentB

appertaining to your new hive, we should advise its remaining

unoccupied until it can be stocked by a swarm in the oanal

manner.] _^
OUK LETTER BOX.

Chickens not THarviNo iXoviec),—As a rule, this is tho time of year
when fo^vls require watchint', anil when a little alteration in foml by w»J
ol elimnlant is very beneficial ; but it haa been bo warm, that such treat-

ment would be snperfluoufi. Are they in a daniji place ;' Isthe diinmntion

of the boviraof sunshine felt? Wo advise yon to do away with llie buck-

wheat, the sharps, and the potatoes. The latter may be civen as a
change and a help at times, but to adopt th^'m as regular food it) neither

profitable to you nor wholesome for the birds. Givo them some bread

bleeped in strong beer. When a bird seems to become wor-e, remove it

from the others, and pive it some pills of camphor, two for a dose, each
the size of a pea. Give them lettuce whenever you can, cibbn-jo when
you have nothing else to give; but they will not eat lawn mowiugs, and
thev only make a mess in the pens. Quadrupeds will eat them, but

fowls will only eat them when they con pick them, and they cannot pick

them save when growing.

MiDDiETOH Saow.—The first prize for a Black Hamburgh cockerel, we
are informed, was awarded to Messrs. Mason &. Walker, and not to Mr.
Charles Sidgwick.

Points of Silteb Duckwisokd Gisie Fowls (G. Jl.).—Tho Silver

Duckwing must havo no brown patch on the wings, and tho feilncrs that

are straw-colonred in tho ordinary Dackwinc-". ma-Jt be pure while in the
Silvers. The hen must have no robin or wheaten breast.

Food Needed by Fowls {H. T.).—Yon do not know ynurselj the
qnnntily of food the fowls calher, and we cannot, in tho absence of snch
infjrmatiiin, give any olber than a general answer to your question. Ton
must be guided by their coasnmptioa and feed accordiui.'ly. In warm
weather like this'they obtain much food from the surface of the earth.

In Terr dry, cold, aufl frosty westhor they find little or nothing. Now
the food mav be decreased, then it must be increased. Tho best food to

give is barleV, but in hard weather it is necessary to substitute Indian

corn, as the small binls stool tho borley. Thev cannot shallow the
Indian coru. The best quality of food is always tho cheapest, and tbero

is none so dear as the indiiTercnt samples that cost less money

Furnace Gajik Fowls !A StUntcriher).—There nre no other points that

differ from any other breed of (jame but the coljur. You will find that

in all the poultry books.

How TO DiBTixGinsii A Gakdeh {E. It. P.l —We hove grent faith in

the opnions of old women when tho sex of Geese is in question. They
say that if Geese are put in a pigstye, shed, or othr-r confined place,

and a dog is thrown in to them, the Geese will raise their heads and with-

draw, tho uander will drop bis head, stretchout his neck, and hiss ntthe

dog. Others say the bag that lungs between tho legs is double In tho

gander, single in the Goose. Some say Iho nccU of the mi'e is thicker

and clumsier than that of the female. Tho sure and infalliolc way is to

examine the bird by handling, there can then be no doabt. Pressor©

below the vent will reveal the sex.

Points in I'abtbidoe Cochins (Oalp/-!.— The points of Partridge

Cocbint are the same as in others, excepttbat the colour is dilTerent. The
comb should be medium-sized, well serrated with numerous si-rrations,

and scrupulously straight. The danger of a large comb i-". that it is

almost always crooked. The less yellow tiuge there is in the plumage
of these birds tho better it is : they are prone to this defect. The cock

must have a thoroughly black breasi. Any mixture of buff is a disqualifi-

cation.
Crkve-C(Edhs' Feet Distorted (H^ml.—The Crive-Coeurs would not

be disqualified, and it would only bo disadvantageous in very close com-
petition. .

Weak Bwaoms and Stocks (A. Croirleyl.—Tho bees are certainly

worth saving, a»d it will lend to prevent confusion if yon nnite the inha-

bitants of ailjoiniug flocks. Tho union should bo efTected t'y drivmg
both colonies iulo an emptv hive, and afterwards inducting them into

the doinicilo which they are intended permanenlly to occupy, as stated

in reply to " M. .1. ^V. " in page iil.S.
. , „ .

Proverb ((;al(u.»).—The proverb yon refer to is probably Iho followio^,

indicating that vonng specimens of Ihesnimals mentioned ar,' preferable

for table .—" Chickens chirping, Pigeo-S pecpiig. Rabbits creniing, are

best eating."
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to some garden in the neighbonrhood, where I am always
aure to hear and learn somethiog which may lie of advan-
tage not only to myself, but perhaps, through '• the JoamHl,"
to others also ; and althoui^h when I sit down at night I

feel perhaps a leetle bit tired, yet I know that it is a fatigue
BOt without service to myself and others. Amongst the
places visited during the fortnight was the old city of Nor-
wiob, a bustling, thriving place, very different from the dull

drowsiness that generally characterises cathedral cities; very
different from Canterbury, Ely, Rochester, Winchester, itc,

where all the life there is seems so respectable and solemn,
that noboJy is ever in a bustle, and the very rooks in the close
eaw as if they thought they ought not to be like their noisy,
raoketty brethren elsewhere. In Norwich, on the other hand,
all is lite: "its merchants are princes," its streets are ever
bnsy, and in the neighbourhood you see marks of what all this

kas achieved in the evidently well-kept seats, whither the more
•micent citizens resoit afier the day's toil is over. Three
of these residences I visited, each different in character, but
all of them very interesting, as evidencing that widespread
interest in horticulture that so characterises ns as a people,
and that, I believe, tu an extent not equalled by any other
Saropean nation.

My Cist visit was paid to

J. J. COLMAX, ESQ., CAHHOW HOUSE,

•n the banks of the river Wensnm, and in the immediate
Tioinity of those extensive factories which are known all over
the world. The house is situated on the side of the road,

and one does not gain at first sight any idea of the beauty of

the place or the extent of the grounds ; but the moment you
enter you perceive at once that you are at the residence of one
ot those men of wealth who delight in spending, not in hoard-
ing ; and in this instance exquisite taste, which is not always
the case, has ministered to the expenditure. From the back
windows of the sitting-rooms you gain a pretty view of the
pleasure grounds and the country beyond, with the river wind-
ing pleasantly through it, the house being situated en rising

gronnd. The garden is immediately underneath. The beds
are cut out of the grass, and aie neither too numerous nor too
large, aud notwithstanding the trying season they were all in

good condition, save the yellow Calceolaria, which here disap-
points, as it does in most places, and will have to give way for

Golden Feather Pyrethrum, or some other yellow bedding
plant. From this the ground again rises, and yon catch a sight

on the opposite eminence of another smaller arrangement of

beds, among which one of Colous Verschaffelti shone brilliantly.

On the left-hand side is a range of vineries with a centre house
for plants. In some of these the Grapes had already been cut.

Muscats of Alexandria were in full size, though not then coloured
sufficiently, and Black Alicante was very good. The borders
seemed to have been recently renewed, and round them outside
i&n a row of Peiilla nankinensis.
From this pleasure ground, which comprises abont two acres,

yon pass a little to the left to the kitchen and fruit gardens
;

though here, as in a good many places, flowers encroach upon
Mtchen gronnd, and the duke as well as the «/i7i* are mingled
together. There are glass structures here as well, one of them
an orchard house; but when I asked the gardener about it he
shook his head, and did not seem to value it very much, although
it was capable of being heated. Both fruit and vegetables
seemed to be in very good condition, except, of course, the wall

fmit, which here, as everywhere this season, was a total failure.

But after all my greatest treat was perhaps the last, for en
Tetnming from the kitchen garden my eyes rested in a north
border on as tine a collection of Auriculas as I have seen in

any private grower's hands for a long time. The plants were
good and in fine condition, and all the leading varieties were to

be found in goodly numbers. To me they were full of interest.

The Auricula was one of my earliest loves (Lothario that I am
to speak of one !) and the very coyness she displays, the care
she requires, the manner in which she repudiates all neglect,

tend to give her a very warm place in one's heart. Chrysanthe-
mums, Koses, Pinks, itc, are here all cultivated ; for although
Mr. Colman rejoices in his parterres and his houses, he does
not, like a good many, snub the florists' flowers. I wish there
were many more like him to protect one's favourites. The
grounds altogether comprise about four acres, and seldom have
I seen gardens better disposed or more abundantly stocked.

When I said Mr. Colman was rne of those who spend and do
not hoard, I did not mean that he spent all on himself. Wit-
ness the schools close by bnilt by the firm, and intended solely

for the children of the workpeople. Their numbers may b*
estimated by the fact that there are from 300 to 350 of thtir
children in the day schools. The education is not gratuitous,
but the sum paid weekly is returned to the children in th*
shape of pri;;es every half year, the teacher being paid entirely
by the firm. It is a noble instance of that large-hearted charity
which distinguishes so many of our wealthy merchants. Wonld
that it were universal

!

My pen has run on, and I must reserve notices of the other
two places for another week, only adding that anyone visiting

Norwich would do well to pay this garden a vieit, and I am
stire he will meet with a courteous reception.—D., Dtal.

MEMORIAL TO MR. JAMES VEITCH.
Having had a visit today from a few gardening friends, jnst

as your Journal arrived, we discussed the suggestion of Mr.
Thomson, respecting a memorial to the late Mr. James Veitch.
Our opinions agreed that something should be done to per-
petuate the memory of this lamented horticulturist, and after
considering the contents of Mr. Thomson's letter, choice fell

upon the latter suggestion of his, and which we are glad to see
is so favourably taken up by you. Such a form of showing
respect, and doing honour to the memory of this energetic
man, would annually stir up the spirit of enthusiasm in all

those who are working for the good of horticulture. But why
not place a suitable monument over his grave also? The re-

spect of his personal acquaintances wonld be beat shown ia
that way ; but whichever way it is done, I shall be most willing
to assist in the good work, if needed.

—

Thos. Hecobd, LilU$€im
Garilew, Ilawkhurst.

[If the funds subscribed bo sufQcient to provide a snitabis

monument, as well as an annual prize medal, there could be no
objection to carrying out both suggestions. This, however,
must be left to the decision ot the Committee to be formed for

realising the suggestion.

—

Eds.]

SEEDLING ROSES,
The autumn of 1868 was most propitious for the ripening

of Hose hips. I never remember having seen so large a crop
on Hybrid Perpetual Roses. All the tine varieties, such as
Charles Lefebvre, Duke of Wellington, Lord Clyde, Xavier
Olibo, Alfred Colomb, Due de Ruhan, Lord Macaulay, Jules
Margottin, Louise Peyronny, Madame Cli'mence Joigneanx,
Madame Alfred de Rougemont, and even that very double Rose
Madame Vidot, with a host of others, bore a crop of well-

ripened hips.

I am induced to- record the effect of that remarkable and
almost tropical summer, as it may be many years before its

like be again seen, and also to note the moit successful mode
of treating Rose hips, so that a crop of seedlings may be insured.
Last year, in the month of October, about two bunhels of hips
were gathered here from the most choice sorts of Hybrid Per-
petuals ; they were at once placed thinly on mats in a vinery,

and fully exposed to the sun. This treatment seemed to ripen
them thoroughly, for by the end of the year the seeds seemed
filled with their white kernels firm as a nut. In January the

hips were all crushed with the fingers by boys, the husks p»r-

tially removed, and the seeds mixed with sand rather moist,

and still kept in the vinery. In March they were sown in drills

crosswise on a spent hotbed of the previous seoson, the sartaee

mould, abont G inches in depth, being formed of light loam
and old cocoa-nut fibre. About the end of April the yonng
plants made their appearance so thickly ai to look more like a

crop of Mustard than Rises. They bad no sooner shown
themselves than a host of birds, thinking them, I suppose,

delicate morsels, attacked them, and would soon have devoured
them all. They had a feast of some thousands before their

attack on them—only one daj-—was discovered. The yoimg
plants were at once made safe by netting.

About the end of May, the plants, having made their rough
leaves, were transplanted into beds raised above the surface

with leaves and litter, so as to give a gentle heat; and on
these beds a coat of loam and decomposed manure was plased,

in which the little fellows were planted, some short grass from
the lawn being strewed on the surface to keep it cool. The
weather was cloudy, and no shading was required ; but few
failed, and some hundreds when not more than i inches high

put forth a blossom, so that one could almost fancy the Rose
an annual instead of a long-lived shitib. It was ctuioos to
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observe that all these prompt-blooming seedlings prodnced

double flowers of all shades of colour and very interesting.

This is, however, reckoned not a good harbinger, as the.v seldom

prove robust-growing, or give in after seasons flowers of a tine

character. In the month of July the seedlings were severely

attacked with white mildeiv, which, if it had not been arrested

by copious dressings of soot, would liave destroyed them all.

When transplanted they were computed at twenty thousand,

rather more than less. Many of the weak growers have " gone

to the wall," but plenty are left.

I have many years since given my method of treating Rose

hips, but have thought it would be interesting at the present

day to repeat it, as many young Rose-growers may not be aware

how easily Rises are raised from seed. Seedling Roses are

always fall of interest, for although not one in a thousand may
be worthy of a name, so numerous and good are our varieties,

yet as no two are likely to re.semble each other, they keep alive

a pleasant hopeful feeling.—T. Rivers.

larvae of the Tipulidio have been very numerous this season,

destroying our Lettuces, Cabbages, and Endive. There is no
remedy for them but hand-picking, I believe.—D., Deal.

LATE G'RAPES.
Seeing your reply last week (page 311), on late Grapes for a

Tinery, and among those recommended, Mrs. Pince, I beg to

State I purchased a guinea plant when it was first sent out ; it

is now a good strong Vine. I had twelve bunches on it this

season. I have not one perfectly-set bunch in the twelve, not

much more than the half of the berries perfect, the other small

seedless berries. I do not condemn the Grape, for I hear of

some having it good, bat if it do the same nest year I am
resolved to do away with it.

The Editors soy they regret they cannot recommend a better

light Grape than Trebbiauo. I confess we are very short of good

late white or golden-coloured sorts forming to Lady Downe's
fitting companions. There is Thomson's new White Lady
Downe's. I saw good-formed bunches of it at the International

Show at Edinburgh, but could not speak of or against its

merits ; but there is another seedling from Lady Downe's
raised by Mr. Melville, at Dalmeny Park, which was exhibited

at the Edinburgh Show, and highly thought of by many, but,

singular to say, repudiated in the south. It is called Melville's

Golden Prince. I have been eye-witness to the growing and
habit of this Grape, and believe it will prove the most fitting

companion to the Lady Downe's of any Grape yet raised. It

will undoubtedly be very much larger in the bunch than Lady
Downe's, as it shoulders well, and apparently will hang as well.

It has a firm flesh no doubt; but where shall we find a late-

hanging Grape without? The Golden Prince is a much finer-

flavoured Grape than the Lady Downe's, having a distinct

Muscat flavour, the Muscat being one of its parents.

—

William
BlIiBELL.

THE LARVA OF THE COCKCHAFER. THE
"VER BLANC" OF THE FRENCH.

I SEE in the Journal of last week that your correspondent

"T. B. A. Z." says it is a matter of question whether this pest

lives on the roots of grass or on the earth itself. I never

heard that it was a question, but I can give pretty positive

proof that it is not an earth-feeder. Some years ago, when I

was at Versailles with my friend Mr. Standiah, we saw whole
quarters of Wellingtonias destroyed by this abominable pest.

M. Bemond, in whose nursery they were, pulled up one or two,

and the bark was gnawed off all round. This year I was in the

garden of M. Jamin at Bourg-la-Reiae. Quantities of his

Strawberries were dying, and in clearing away the earth the

Marauder was found, having cut right through; while, at

Fontaiuebleau, my friend M. Soachet was obliged in his new
garden, where he wished to grow Rhododendrons, to dig the

soil completely out and make a regular fortification round, so

as to keep out the intruders, for they gnawed through the roots,

and indeed frequently destroyed good-sized shrubs. Indeed,

we might a priori argue that it was so, for what else are those

strong mandibles for ?—not, we may be sure, for eating earth.

The rook is our great friend in destroying these pests. In
this neighbourhood they used to be very abundant, the Maple
trees being completely stripped by them ; but since the great

iacrease of rooks at Eastwell Park and other places in the

neighbourhood, they have greatly decreased ; so that, notwith-
standing that "keeping rooks," as the small boys call their

occupation in spring, may be an expense to the farmer, they
are his true friends, destroying numbers of these grubs. The

GYMNOSTACHYUM PEARCEI AND
VERSCHAFFELTI.

Op the many lovely plants introduced of late years, no twe
are more worthy of notice than these. I have found them in-

valuable both for the decoration of the stove and the dinner-

table.

Daring the summer I have visited several large gardens, and
I was very pleased to hear how highly they were spoken of, and
to see such care bestowed on them. The foliage is so ex-

quisitely marked with a thick crimson network, and they can
be so easily grown, that when they become known they will be
universal favourites.

I grow my plants in large pans with plenty of coarse charcoal

for drainage ; soil, peat, silver sand, and cocoa-nut fibre refuse,

with a little charcoal mixed. In this they succeed admirably,

and very quickly make large plants. The flowers, also, are

very pretty. A valuable property is, that they succeed well m
baskets of my own construction. I suspended one here and
there about my stove. A few weeks ago whilst showing a
gentleman round, he said he had never seen Gymnostachyum
Verschaffelti grown in baskets before, and that the colour was
more distinct than in plants grown in pans. He said every

leaf was a complete bouquet.

G. Pearcei is the coarser species, having a tendency to grow
more upright than G. Versehafi'elti, and the colour of the leaves

is very deep. G. Verschaffelti has succeeded the better of the

two with me in baskets ; the foliage is more closely veined, bnt
both are gems, and attract the eye directly one comes near

them. Their appearance is very chaste and beautiful.—F. P. L.

GARDENS IN EAST ICENT.—SYNDALL PARK,
The Seat of W. Hall, Esq.

The picturesque county of Kent, with its range of chalk hills,

in some parts overlooking the wide-spreading and undulating
surface of the fertile weald, and at others rising into preeipiees,

washed by the murmuring surge, offers a rich and varied

scenery, of whose beauties the eye never tires. The northern
slopes of these hills are in many parts intersected by valleys,

which run onwards till they gradually open out into the low-

Iving marshes that bound the greater part of the north coast of

K9>lt.

One of these valleys or dales forms the western boundary of

Syndall Park. From this dale the park rises somewhat ab-

ruptly to a considerable elevation, on which are the mansion
and principal gardens. It is probably owing to the fact that

the most important fronts of the mansion face the south, east,

and north, that no part of this sunny western slope is in-

cluded in the dressed grounds.

The gardens, in which great alterations and improvements
have been effected daring the last few years, consist of three

distinct and separate parts—the glass houses or forcing garden;
the pleasure grounds, consisting of lawns, terraces, and flower

garden ; and the kitchen and fruit gardens. A slight sketch of

each department will be offered in the order in which they are
named.
The forcing garden may be described as a parallelogram ex-

tending from west to east, with the houses facing the south; it

is so completely enclosed by a wall as to be quite shut off from
the ornamental grounds, to which it is very near. A hip-

roofed range 280 feet long by 15 feet wide, is the chief feature

here. The formality of its surroundings prevents its being
viewed externally from an ornamental point of view, but for

general utility and fitness for the purpose to which its several

compartments are applied, no exception can be taken to it. It

is divided into two parts, of which one is employed for the cnl

tivation of plants, the other for that of fruits. Entering from
its western extremity we como first to the Orehid house. Th*
collection of Orchids is being gradually formed, and most of the
plants are too young to call for any special mention. All

appeared healthy ; the fine and abundant pseudo-bulbs of the
present year's growth, which were hardly matured at the time of

my vi.-it in August, fully attested the vigour of the plants

and the care exercised in their treatment. A flourishing Passi-

flora qaadrangularis covered the back wall.
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The next house is a stovo containing some magnificent
plAnt8. Amongst the most conspicuoua were a line Martinezia
caryolaifolia, llar«nta illustris, Maranta splenciida, and a very
fine beautifully-coloureJ Bpecimen of the magnilioent Maranta
Veitohii. There was alao a fine Bpecimen of the striking Ca-
Udium Belleymei, and a very fine Phytelephis macrocarpa. Of
other Bpeoimeus claiming a notice, amongst a host of choice
plants were Pavetta borbonica ; the beautiful Screw Pine,
Pindanas elegantiasirous ; Cyanophyllum magnilioum, and
Aathuriam regale. Nor must I omit to mention some fine
plants of the leading kinds of Achimenee in bloom.
The drat objects that attracted my attention on entering the

oext compartment were some good examples of Eucharia
amaaoniea in splendid bloom ; the purity of its colour, and
delicacy of its perfume, render this beautiful plant a general
favourite. The plants were growing in a cool house of large
dimeneions, being probably as large as the stove and Orchid
house combined. Its centre is traversed by a pit or raised bed,
in which some large Camellias, a huge Brugmansia, and other
plants, were flourishing. The centre of this bed is occupied by
a circular basin and fountain. Some plants of the pretty
Ptnicum variegatum were in hanging baskets, suspended from
tke roof. This beautiful variegated Grass is one of the most
useful and ornameutal plants in cultivation, its creepiDp; and
branching habit of growth, and its peculiar property of emitting
roots and branches from every joint, render it useful in many
ways, and it may be trained iu any form according to fancy.
The best method is to till a pyramidal or globe-shaped wire
trellis with moss, and to fasten it to a pot in which two or
three plants of Panicum are growing; all that is then required
is abundance of water and constant attention to the training,
for the more closely the young shoots are tied-in to the moss,
the more quickly do they become attached to it by their roots.
A fine specimen may alao be formed in a few weeks by mixing
a few handfuls of light rich soil with the centre mass of moss,
and planting a number of young plants in the moss itself. A
Tecoma jasminoides trained to the roof was also noticeable
for the profusion of its flowers. The back wall was entirely
covered with Passifloras and Camellias, with the exception of
the space required for a door leading into a fernery.

This fernery is a square building having a span-roof glazed
with rough plate glass, and resting on walls of solid masonry.
That ample light is thus obtained was fully indicated by the
healthy appearance of the Ferns. The house is quite plain, and
baa side stages, and a square flat central stage, all of slate
slabs. The group of Ferns in the centre is tastefully arranged
in the form of a raised mound, whose highest part is crowned
by a fine Cycas revoluta. Ferns are also planted under the
stages amongst fragments of rock ; and suspended from the
roof are many different kinds in baskets.
Leaving the plant houses, we come next to two vineries, one

a Muscat house, and the other containing a number of the lead-
ing kinds of Grapes. The whole of the Vines have made fine
rods, and will, doubtless, carry some fine fruit next season,
vfhich will be their first fruiting year. The next compartment
is a fruiting Pino stove, containing a splendid lot of plants,
principally Queens. Beyond this is the last house of the range,
80 feet long, tilled in the winter months principally with Azaleas.
The site of this house was formerly occupied by one of smaller
dimensions, in which grew a Black Hamburgh Vine. When
the old structure was removed the Vine was allowed to remain,
and it now spreads over two-thirds of the trellis of the new
house, presenting a singular appearance, for owing to the new
faoQsa being much wider than its predecessor, the stem of the
Vine stands out in the centre of the house away from the sides.
The crop was one that would have delighted the heart of an
advocate of the extension system, for here were three hundred
fine bunches of Grapes on one Vine, thoroughly developed, in
the highest state of excellence, and without the slightest flaw in
berry, bunch, or colour. I need hardly allude to the healthy
appearance of tho foliage, as it will he quite apparent to ail

who understand Grape culture, that a Vine carrying a crop of
such high excellence must necessarily have not only healthy
foliage, but a vigorous root action. Such a splendid sight as
this Vine presented would convert almost any unbeliever in the
merits of the extension system, for surely the crop of a single
rod, even if its ten or twelve bunches have attained an ex-
traordinary size, can never be of such interest, or make such a
demand on the skill of its cultivator, as a Vine similar to that
growing here. I noticed, too, a number of strong young Vines
in pots, comprising most of the leading varieties. They are an
important feature in tliis establishment, as the earliest Grapes

are obtained from pot Vines. The honse is conneoted with a door
of the mansion by a glass corridor, by which means the entire
range is available to the family in all weathers. Tho sides of

the corridor were principally filled with Orange trees loaded
with fruit, and along with them was a fine specimen of Chamie-
rops humilis. The supply of water is abundant, and the ar-

rangements in connection with it are excellent, as each honse
throughout tho range has its separate tap.

After leaving the principal range, an object of interest pre-

sented itself in the shape of some model pits of precisely the
same shape as the larger houses ; in fact, they may best be de-

scribed as miniature hip-roofed houses having a passage ander
the hip, with a pit in the front part, having pipes for bottom
heat, in which plants can either be plunged in pots or planted-
out. There are four of these pita, which are used for pro-

ducing Melons and Cucumbers on trelli^es, and the earliest

crops of Grapes from pot Vines. Tho method of supporting
the Melon fruit growing on the trellises adopted by Mr. GifkinB,

the gardener, is so novel and ingenions, as to be worth de-

scribing. A circular piece of sheet tin about '.I inches in di-

ameter is made slightly concave, and its centre is perforated
with some small holes to prevent the accumulation of moisture.
My meaning will, perhaps, be plainer, if I compare this part of

the support to a cream-skimmer minus its handle. Two long
flat pieces of tin about an inch wide are soldered to opposite
sides of its rim, these flat side pieces or handles having a hole

punched at every half inch throughout their length ; and two
pieces of stout wire having a hook at ench end complete this

simple but very effective apparatus. When a Melon needs
support an end ol each wire is hooked through one of the holes

in the sides, the support is slung to tho trellis wire by the other
hooks, and the fruit is placed in the support, which can be
raised or lowered at will by means of the holes in the sides.

In a line with the pits just referred to are the succession

Pine pits, full of vigorous plants, in various stapes of growth.

A third range of pits, having the ordinary sliding lights, used in

spring for producing forced vegetables and flowers, were tilled

with well-coloured examples of Golden Coleuses, Achimenes.
crimson and yellow Celosias, and various other useful plants.

The whole of the glass buildings in this enclosure are efficiently

heated by one of Ormson's tubular boilers. Against the wall

at the south side of the enclosure opposite tho houses, are two
useful sheds formed of a wooden framework, covered at top
with canvas shading, and open at the front and ends. These
sheds were filled with Camellias, Ericas, and a variety of

New Holland plants. The collection of Azaleas in pots is

healthy and extensive ; most of the plants were fine sym-
metrical pyramids.

In addition to the area occupied by the glass buildings, con-
siderable space is also devoted to beds of those classes of

flowers most useful for supplying cut blooms, such as Car-
nations. Liliums, Gladioluses, and Koses.

A door in the south wall opens into the dressed ground

;

from this point a wide expanse of lawn dotted with Pinnses,

and clumps of huge old Oaks and other deciduous trees, sweeps
by the south front of the mansion round to the terrace and
flower garden at the east front. The south lawn is belted with

groups of shrubs and plantations of llhododendron?. Under
some of the Oaks there were from thirty to forty large Camellias,

growing in tubs ; they were very noble specimens, all of them
being nearly 12 feet high. The dark green hue of the glossy

foliage of these huge plants was very beautiful ; but when such

foliage forms a background for the multitude of blossoms of

which they are already giving promise, the effect must be
splendid.

The flower garden, occupying the entire length of the terrace,

is composed of two sets of beds precisely similar in design, each
of which fills nearly half the space of the terrace. Each design

may be described as an elongated scroll, forming a number of

semicircles, and sweeping boldly and gracefully round at its

ends, having a large oval bed in front of its centre, while

circular beds of a proportionate size are placed opposite each

semicircle. The whole of the beds are laid out on turf; they

were well filled with plants, and the effect was gny and pleas-

ing. Water is conducted to the terrace by pipes underground

and the beds are quickly watered when necessary by a hose

and jet. A small conservatory is attached to the south front

of tho mansion, and it is there that the large Camellias find a

home iu the colder months of the year. Two large logs of

wood, one on each side of the conservatory, were covered with

several varieties of the new Clematises, which were perfect

masses of floral beauty, one of the logs over which climbed
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Ciematis Jackraanni, Prince of Wales, and Babella, mast Lave

bad on it fully five hundred expanded blossoms.
The kitchen garden is in a valley in the park at a distance

from the dressed grounds ; it consists of a walled garden of

aboQt 1} acre ; and an adjoining plot, enclosed by a fence, pro-

bably covers about 3 acres. In the walled garden were good
vegetable crops, some beds of Alpine Strawberries, with abund-
ance of fruit ; Cob Nut and Filbert trees laden with nuts, and
on the walls plentiful crops of Green Gage and Orleans Plums,
and Morello Cherries. A pump stands in the centre of the

garden ; it is supplied with good water by pipes from a pond at

the head of the valley.

On a vacant space of ground between the pond and the walled

garden is a Peach or orchard house, 98 feet long by 5 feet wide,

heated by pipes. This house is worthy of notice from its

being built on a hanging level, so that one end is considerably

above the level of the other; another singular feature ia the

use of slate slabs for the front wall, in place of brickwork.

Near the orchard house is a range of cold pits 50 feet long

by 9 feet wide, divided into four compartments ; these are

devoted in spring exclusively to the production of early Pota-

toes, which are followed by a crop of Melons, of which large

numbers are required, and I have no doubt the supply is quite

equal to the demand, for this range contained a crop of at least

a hundred fruit, all swelling to a large size, and many of them
approaching maturity. Scarlet-fleshed kinds are most sought
for, and among the many varieties grown here Scarlet Gem
takes a leading position.

Mr. Gifkins evidently has the gardens well in hand, and I

heartily wish bim success in that most interesting work to a

gardener, the gradual development of the gardens under his

care, from roughness and sterility to the highest possible state

of order and productiveness.

—

Edward Luckhubst, Egerton
House Gardens, Kgcrton, Kent,

IRESINE HERBSTII.
I AM pleased to see " D., Deal," speak so highly of Iresine

Herbstii as a decorative plant. I have grown it two seasons
with good eiiect ; it withstood the drought of 1868, and con-

tinued to be an object of interest till killed by the frost. With
a little attention to pinching and pegging, it can be used for

front, second, or third rows in ribbon planting ; neither the
summer sun nor autumn rains seem to have any deleterious

effect upon it. The cold and wet of the early part of this

summer made it somewhat late before it could become tho-

roughly established, but the fine late autumn has amply made
up for that deficiency, as the colour and the size of the foliage

are now all that can be desired ; and I question if we can find

anything in habit and colour of foliage to compete with it.

A great recommendation in favour of Iresine Herbstii is the
facility with which it can be propagated, as the smallest piece

will easily strike, and quickly become a plant, which is a great

consideration where only a limited space is allotted for grow-
ing bedding plants for planting out.

—

Eustic.

SOOT AND MILDEW.
Some time in last July a large number of fine Hybrid Per-

petual Boses in pota were here (Sawbridgeworth), so infested

with mildew as to be white, every leaf being covered with it.

Happening to walk out one dewy morning I found them, to my
surprise, black. On looking at them more closely I observed
the change of colour caused by a coating of soot adhering to

every leaf, and on inquiry I learnt that Mr. Perry, our man
Friday among the Boses, finding flowers of sulphur quite use-
less in arresting this Rose pest, had, as a sort of dernier ressort,

applied soot while the leaves were covered with dew. This
was allowed to rest on the leaves for five days, and then, lack-

ing a shower, it was washed off with the syringe placed close to

the plants, and used with as much force as possible. The
leaves at once assumed that dark green so agreeable to the
cultivator, and all the buds opened freely, giving flowers of

more than ordinary brilliancy, as if the soot had not only killed

the mildew, but had acted as a powerful manurial stimulant,
which was undoubtedly the case. Before applying the soot the
blossoms should all be cut off, leaving only the buds.

In some cases the mildew was not all destroyed, and so, after
eight or ten days, a second dressing of soot was given, which,
after a few days, waa washed off by a heavy shower, leaving
the plants in a beautiful state of health. Since the first ope-

ration, as above described, large numbers of Rosea in the open

quarters were dressed in the month of August with soot. In
all cases it has arrested mildew, nearly destroying it. Within
these few days (October 6th), the first plants dressed were again

attacked with mildew, and are now black with their sooty coat

;

this will be washed off in a day or two.

A short time since I had some Peas (sown in July), dressed

with soot; there was no mildew on them, but I thought it

might prove a preventive. The dressing was given when the

morning dew was thick on them, but owing to the glossy nature

of their leaves it would not rest on them, but all settled on the

soil. This might have some effect. At any rate the Peas are

bearing a fine crop, and are most luxuriant in their growth.

I think it quite probable that scot as a remedy for mildew is

very old, but I do not remember having seen it recommended.
It may be applied to many things betides Boses ; it can do no

harm. It must be borne in mind that soot to cure mildew
should be dry and fresh.

October 11th.—On having the Roses, which were dresaed

with soot on the 6th, syringed this morning, so as to wash it

thoroughly off, I find every leaf clean, and of a dark green.

—

TnosiAS Rivers.

SAXIFRAGA SARMENTOSA CULTURE.
This plant seems to be among the forgotten ones, for I never

see its name mentioned, and I wish to recommend it for pot

culture. Under proper treatment it produces pyramids of

bloom l.{ to 2 feet in height, and more than half as much
through ; it is then a beautiful plant for conservatory or table

decoration, and few plants will bear close inspection better

than it, with its prettily-spotted flowers and variegated foliage.

Pot the runners at different times in the spring in a compost

of equal parts of turfy peat, loam, and leaf mould, with suffi-

cient sand and broken bricks or charcoal to make it light and

porous ; shift them as required, giving the last shift about

August, when they will require 8 or Oinch pots ; and keep them

always in a greenhouse or airy pit, except when they are wanted

for forcing. They can easily be forced. By forcing some and

retarding others, they can be had in bloom all spring and

daring a good part of the summer. Take off all runners as they

appear till the plants show flower ; then stop the runners at

the pot's edge, and they will make a pretty fringe to cover the

pot. They require care in watering at all times. The plant

dies after flowering.—J. W., Oxton, Clieshire.

NUNEHAM PARK ONION.
As Mr. Cutbush invites reports on the Nuneham Park Onion,

I give you my small experience of the matter. On the 26th of

February I sowed four rows of White Spanish, four rows of

Strasburg, and three rows of Nuneham Park, each row being

of precisely the same length—viz., 24 feet, the rows 1 foot

apart, and side by side with each other. The following is the

result :—Four rows White Spanish weighed 19 lbs. ; four rows

of Strasburg, 33 lbs. ; three rows of Nuneham Park, 33 lbs.,

the same weight precisely of the four rows of Strasburg. The
Nuneham Park Onions are rather flattish, something of the

Tripoli shape, pale-skinned, and mild in flavour. I know
nothing yet of their keeping properties, as I never grew them
before, having been induced to do so this year from the re-

marks and advertisements I read in this Journal. I intend

trying their keeping qualities with the Strasburg, and if they

stand the test I shall grow no others in future, unless, indeed,

some others turn up to beat them again. I may add there was

not a thick-necked Onion in the lot.—Joseph Metcalf, Tern-

2/leogue, Co. Dublin.

WATER RENDERED CHALYBEATE.
From the well here we used to draw the water by means of

a windlass and bucket, with much inconvenience, consequently

I substituted a pump and iron piping. Now, this has rendered

the water very unpalatable, and although it is still clear, it

oxidises the sides of a water bottle if allowed to remain over-

night, yet it will be perfectly clear upon pouring out. Again,

even upon pumping all the water out of the suction-pipe, so as

to procure some direct from the well, it is strongly and unplea-

santly chalybeate. Would yon have the kindness to tell ma
the best means of remedying it at the least expense?—J. M.,

Worth, Susse.T.

[The pipes should have been vitrified, or lead pipes used,
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•ad the wat«r that stood in th«m pnmped off preTionel; to

drawing from the level. We should be glad if some of our

leaders would state their opiuions, as the matter is of general

importance.]

ROYAIi HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
OCTOBSB 19th.

Fmxnr CommrBK.—At the meeting held this d»,T. George V..

Blenkuis. Esq., was in Ihe chair. The R«t. George Kemp haying

ofared two prizes of £.) and ±"2 for the best six bnnches of Grapes,

grown in the open air without a«y protection whaterer, a rerr spirited

competition tt>oli place. There wore eight eihibitions of Royal Mns-

eadine. and only one of any other raricty—ril., the Black Prince,

wkich was qnite "nnripe. The Rojal Mowa'dines were in almost erery

instance cooJ. both in appearance and flaroar ; the first-prize lot of

Boyal Mnscadine. which came from Mr. Miller, pardener to J. F.

Friend. Esq.. Norlhdown. Margate, especially so. and finer than some

•f the same yarictv exhibited from the neighbonrhood of Paris, thus

proring that onr own climate is capable of prodncing nearly as pood

Grapes as many parts of France. The second prize was awarded to

Mr. Tranter. Upper Asscndon. Henley-on-Thames, also for Royal

Mnscadine. Mr. Foster. Leigh. Kssei ; Mr. Earlcy, Disswell ;
Mr.

Garland. Killerton, Kicter ; Mr. Ilepper, The Elms, Acton ;
Mr.

Lynn. Hedsor : and Mr. Smith, Tnmham Green, likewise competed.

It was annonnced that the Rev. G. Kemp wonld offer similar prizes

for ontdoor Grapes at the last October meeting next year.

W. Looke, Esq.. CK-ve Honse, Scend, Melktham, Wilts, sent speci-

aens of a verv cnrioni and interesting sport from the Citronelle

Grape. This resembled in its pecnliarity of colonring the old Aleppo.

or Variegated Chasselas. some of the bnnches hiing prodnced black,

some green, others with one half or a few berries green and the rest

Uaek, some striped, or one half of the berry green and the other

Uack, altogether presenting a singular appearance. The flavour of

these berries did not difler from the Citronelle. which is a small white

Chasselas with a pleasant Sweetwater flavour. Mr. Eckford, gar-

dener. Coltfhill. sent specimens of his seedling Grape, called Coles-

iill White Hamburgh. In appearance it somewhat resembles Buck-

land Sweetwater, with the texture of the Tokay, having no point of

resemblance to the Hamburgh class of Grapes. The Committee did

not consider it worthy of introduction.

Mr. Woodward, sardener to Mrs. Torr, Garbrand Hall. Ewell, sent

a very splendid dith of Sir Charles Napier and another of British

Queen Strawberry, ripened in the open ground on plants forced early

in spring, and afterwards planted out. These would have been credit-

able enough in Jone. A special certificate was awarded. Mr.

Bich&rds. gardener. Stoke Park, Slough, sent three magnificent frnits

of Smooth Cayenne Pines, weighing upwards of '24 lbs. These were

well grown, and noble examples of cnltivalion. A special certificate

was awarded. Mr. Hepper. pardener to J. B. Walmsley, Esq., The

Elms, Acton, sent a dish of Plnms, produced on the wood of the

carrent vear's growth, a sort of second crop. Mr. W. Panl sent speci-

mens of "Pond's Seedling Plnm. produced in the same way. Messrs.

Harrison A" Sous, nurserymen, Leicester, sent a branch clustered with

frmt of Harrisons Late Cluster Plnm, which in appearance resembled

the old Muscle Plum. It proved of very bad quality, although it may

be osefnl as a very late tart Plum. Henry Webb. Esq.. sent some

fine fruit of Crbaniste and Benrrc Diel Pears. Mr. W. Paul sent

frail of a Pear received from Amerija as Tyson, which very much

resembled the Seckle. although much larger and coarser. Mr. Chaff,

gardener to A. Smee, Esq., Wallington, sent some noble specimen

fmits of Lord Derby Apple, a good, nscfnl, early kitchen sort. Mr.

Dennicg. gardener to' Lord Londesboronph, Grimston Park, sent some

frait of an Apple known locally as the " Elmendcr. "
It was not

possessed of much merit.
,

Mr. Miller, gardener to J. F. Friend, Esq., Margate, sent a fruit of

• a hardy ridae Melon, which proved of very fair quality. Mr. Lee,

The Gardens. Blenheim Palace. Woodstock, sent frnit of a very pretty

red-fle'shed Melon, which was possessed of no particular merit. Mr.

Carr, gardener to P. L. Hinds. Esq., Byfleel, Surrey, sent a frnit of

the Avocado Pear, a tropical fruit. It is of the size of a sm.ill Melon,

oval in shape : the skin deep green, coloured a little on one side, and

spotted with dnll red all over. The flesh, which is about an inch in

thickness, is of a soft pasty character, of a pale yellow colour, covering

one large seed in a kernel', like a Plum. As a dessert frnit it is un-

eatable? As this is the first time this fruit has been ripened in this

conntr>, Mr. Carr was specially commended for iU production.

M. Le Couteur, Belle Voe. 'Jersey, President of the Royal .Tersey

Horticultural Society, sent some uncommonly large Onions, which had

obtained the first prize at the Society's Show held in Jersey. They

were consideted to be the Globe Tripoli. It wns ordered that one of

them be cooked, and again submitted at the next meeting. They were

ki"hly commended bv the Committee. Messrs. Rulley it Silverlock.

seeds'men 412. Strand, sent examples of the new Onion called Bed-

fordshire Champion, which bears a close resemblance to the old Gle>be.

Mr Hepivr Vcton. sent a brace of Cucumbers, the produce of a cross

between Mastcrs's ProliBc and Manchester Prize, ilr. Hepper also

exhibited a small dish of Oillistonc's Early Pea,

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited a great Tanety of Beets,

eiamplea of which wore cookod for tho optaioa of the Conmitioe.

These included Nutting's Dark Hai. Pine Apple. Pell's Cnmsoa.

Cattail's Crimson. Osbom « Hti. Dark R»d Egyptian. Yeitcii No. 2

and No. 3. The finest- llav.inrod aaJ keil variety proved to be Teitek'a

No. 2, which was awarded a &rsl-a1ass eerlifical*. Mosara. Teitoh

alto exhibited samplos of Scarlet Braiiliaa, Bock's Improved Sea-

kale, and Spinach Beet, the leavos and stomt of which variety oaly

are used. ,, ^ ,

Mr. Wm. Paul, nnrseryman. Wallham Crou, sent a coUecbon of

twenty-five varieties of Potatoes. Baav of them very fine in appearuoe

;

a special certificate was awarded. Maun. SntWn * Sons, Readiaf,

also sent a collection of fifty-three varieties of PoUtoes, compnnag

most of the leading sorU, and torn* extremely handsome. It is im-

possible, however, to jadgo of PoUtoas by tkotr appearance alone. A

spoeial certificate was awarded.

FLoaiL CoMinTTEi!.—Thenasikerof plaatsseat oa this oecasioB

was nnnsnallv small, no doubt owing to the inolemoncy of the weathv.

Mr. B. S. Williams sent a fine poap of Orchids, to which a spooal

certificate was awarded. The most noliMsble was a specie* of Aendes,

in the way of A. snavisiimum, bat with more colour in the sepaU. A
plant of the latter was sent for eoiaparnon, but it was thought Bot

snfficienUy expanded in flower to j.dge of the difference betwoon it

and the new sort. In this groa was alio a fine plant of Angrw-

eum ebumeum, with a long ipi o o flowers; Odontoglossum tas-

tonense, with two handsome spikes ; L»!ia Pemnii. Calantho 'resbta

rubra, Miltonia Morelliana, Lvcaslo Sobilleriana, the cunona Oa-

cidinm omithorbvnchum, Pleiono lagenaria. Z>gopoUluin ennitWB

and Z. Mackayi. Barkeria Skinneri, with four spikes ; Vanda tricolor

insignia, and some good forms of Lyeaste Skinneri.
^

From Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord Londeaborongh, Gnm^oB
Park, Tadcastcr, came three finelv-flowered plants of Vanda c«r«lea,

the largest specimen being a very Sue example of successful cnltivaUoa,

the plant being feathered with foliage to its base, and bating three

spikes of flowers, containing forty-eipht eipande>d flowers, which were

finely coloured, and one bud. The Floral Committee recommended to

the Conncil that the Lindley medal should be awarded to this 6bo

example. One other specimen had twenty three expanded flowers, aad

one eight expanded flowere. With them came a weU-flowered plant of

CstUeya cxoniensis, and to this and the Tandas a speeial certificate

^Fr'o^Mr. WUson, gardener to William Marshall, Esq., Clay Hill,

Enfield, came Odontojlossnm Koisii var. Warnen, a large-flowenng

form of this handsome sj^cies, having pale sepals with large dar»

spots, pure white petals, with a yellow crest, and pale rosy pnrplo

colouring, which was awarded a first-class eertihcate; and a cut spe-

cimen of L«elia elegans Wilsoai, which was thought to bo infenor

to others in cnlUvation. In regard to O Rossu var. Wamen. it waa

thought by some to be possibly idemtisal with Odontoglossum War-

From the Roval Horticnltural Sooiety's gardens camo Eoime weU-

flowersd plants if Odontoglossum graaie and Leha Perruni, an* a.

pan of Pfeione Wallu-hiana beaatifally flowered, to which a special

certificate was awarded.
. . , r-v i — «».;.^ m.

Mr Thomas Moore, of the Botanio flardans, Chelsea, Te<^e^Te<I a

first-class certificate for Athyrinm lilix-feemina Klizabethas a yeiy

handsome seedling form of the Lady Fern, brought for the purpose of

showing how varied are the forms which will come from s^d.

From Mr EcHord. The Gardens, ColeshiU. came zonal Pelargoniam

Purity in the way of Madame Werle, and having a pure white flower

of fin'e form, with a carmine ring roaad the eye. It was regarded as a

very good variety, but thought to he not distinct from other kinds in

'°M"s'Js°.°Standish k Co. sent a pla.t of their Ascot Tellow Perpetaal

Picotee. to show the excellence of its hab.t and freedom of b oom

From Mr. H. J. Barlow, Vine Cottage, Plymouth, came blooms of a

seedling double Fuchsia, with scarlet tabs and sepals, and a blotoie*

crimson and rose corolla with curio.i serrated edges.
„,,, .^

Mr. J. E. Dwellv, Nariborongh. teat blooms of a white HoUyhook,

bnt in very poor condition as shown.

Genxb-vl MEETiN-a.-J. Batema. ««,., "I^ S.. in the chair.^r

the election of one new Fellow, the Chairman pointed out the leadmg

SLts exhrbited. remarking of the Pl.io... that in time of flowemjg

and arnearance they arc the auta«Bal Crocuses of the H.malayaa.

^Sy^^heat with plenty of moiaar. while making 'beir lea«j,

and thei to have a dry season and a cooler ho.se for flo-enng. Dr.

Hewkcr had mentioned in his - Hi-ala,an Journal, several other

^ies brides the five known to ... Of Vanda «."'1^« '^^,1;?^
iSndesborough's gardener. Mr B.Uman .«d he

f>*
"' '*"7*"

the nlant having been ever exhibited id s.eh beanly before, and too

as theW^Te^ were which Messrs. T.ileh bad shown, they were «t

^0.1 tTSose exhibited on the pr«ent occasion. The -UivaUon rf

this Vanda. like that of the Pleion.s. was "»» ""''?'*^,'^',
'°J.'^»

maioti" of Orchid-growers failed wi;h it, and had a doleful tale t*

Sn ftJr hree jea^ At Lord Lond«iborough's it was grown in »

corner of a hon.se facing the north-e..^ where there 'T.'I'^f^^^''i!
pk™tyof Ucht. Dr. Hooker in his" Himalayan JouniaK had given»
S«ounfof finding it in great beauty and profas.on in Oak wood« n««

a"lndian Stonehenge. Mr. Batsman then read «. "*"5' '">?
^j

Hookers work describing the posilioa it was found in, and the fuze of
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the pftoicles of flowers. After brief allnBion to Cattleya exoniensis as

being aneqaalled in the delicacy of itfi flowers, Mr. Bateman drew
attention to a beanttfal epecriiueB of Barkeria Skiimeri, from Mr.
Williarafl. and stated that tbo great secret of snccess in the coltivation

of this plant, is to grow it on pieces of board so as to expose its roots

to the air, not in earth, which is an abomination to it. A new Cvpri-

pediom, from Costa Rica, was then noticed as being of good habit and
prodaeing as manj as forty or fifty flowers on a stem, bnt unfor-

tonately not at one time, for before a second flower comes out the firet

is on the point of departare. The Avocado Pear, Messrs. Sutton's

Potatoes, and the Currant Tomatoes shown at the previous meeting,

were then briefly referred to, Mr. Batsman remarking of the last that

they were most excellent.

Mr. Blenkins drew attention to a seedlin;; Walnut, from Mr. Cox,

which had been exhibited last year, bnt which had on this occasion

arrived too late to be submitted to the Committee. The nuts were

more elongated than the commoa, the shell very thin, and the flavonr

good.

The next meeting will b« held November 16th, on which occasion

prizes are ofifered by W. TTilson Saanders, Esq., for collections of

winter bedding planU in pots or boxes, and by the Society for large-

flowering and Pompon Chrysanthemums, for cut blooms of Chrysan-
themums, and for plants in pots bearing decorative fruits.

WAYSroE JOTTINGS.—No. 2.

Shoetly after my visit to the locality described in my last

budget of notes (see page 138), I was induced to examine
another piece of bog land nearly a couple of miles from the

shore of the Solway Prith, about a dozen acres in extent, and
known as Hanging-Show Moss, situated towards the western

extremity of the exteD!>ive parish of Holme Cultram.

On approaching the Moas I was much struck with the geolo-

gical feitures of the turrounding district. All round were to

be seen sandy eminences or hummocks, in shape not unlike

the segment of a sphere ; between their bases lay strips of

bog land, apparently landlocked among tbeee hills in such

a manner as to render the drainage of them a matter of diffi-

culty as well as of expense. The contrast between the botanical

productions of the hills and of the intervening bogs was very

marked.
In the narrow sandy Uaes were large quantities of the

wild PdDsy, the flowers being of all shades of colour from deep

violet to almost pure white, and intermingled along the hedge-

banka in the most pleasing manner. The hedges themselves

were gorgeously bedecked with the bright yellow blossoms of

Furze and Broom, striring as if for the ma'tery, and entirely

throwing into the shade the straggling patches of Hawthorn,
of which the original fence had no doubt mainly consisted.

I do not recollect ever beforo having seen the Gorse in such
profusion of blossom, and I fully sympathised with the feelings

of Linnsens on seeing this common EngHsh shrnb in bloom
for the first time. Among other plants conspicuous in the

hedgerows was the common Burnet Bose CRosa spinosissima)

;

while deeply rooted among the loose sand of the bedgebanks

were some fine specimens of the Storksbill (Erodium cicuta-

rinm). In one place not far from the hamlet of New Cooper, I

found specimens of a small cruciferone plant, not at all common
in the neighbonrbood— .he Teesdalia nudicaulis ; and at the

next turn of the lane I discovered another plant, to which 1 was
almost equally a stranger—Thymus Acinos, or Basil Thyme.
Of this last I could only find a single patch of not more than

lulf a dozen plants.

On arriving at the Mors, I found some labourers at work
digging peats for winter fuel. Observing that I was busy

collecting herbs, one of the men came gravely up to me, and
begged that I would prescribe for him, ae he declared himself

quite a martyr to rheumatism. I had great difficulty in per-

saading the simple-minded tnrfcntter that I was not a com-
pounder of potions of the Dr. Coffin type, but merely an in-

quirer into the works of Mature as presented in the Moss from
which he was cutting peats. In an abandoned peat-pot hard
by I pointed out to him where the pretty little Marsh Violet

(Tiola palustriFj, was in blossom, and asked him to compare
it with the common Dog Violet, growing on the bank by
his cottage door, with which he persisted that it mast be

identical.

Leaving him to resume his work, I strolled across the bog,

which was very plentifully eorinkled over with the shining

leaves of White Il.)t (Hydroeotyle vulgaris). Cotton Grass (Erio-

phorum), of at least t«o varieties, and Ma^^h Cinquefoil (Coma-
mm painstre). The pretty but diminutive blossoms of the

Cranberry (Vaociniam Oiyoocoufc), were tolerably plentiful in

one part, while the star-like tufts formed by the fringed leaves
of the Sundew (Drosera rotundifolia), not yet in flower, were to

be seen in another- At the lower end of ihe Moss, again, like

a clump of low Willows, was a considerable bed of Myriea
Gale, or the Bog Myrtle, the leaves of which emit a strong and
not anpleasant odour when crumbed in the hand. The Little

Bog Stitchwort (Stellaria nliginosa), grew in some of the more
spongy parts of the bog, the examination of which yielded me
a degree of pleasure which amply compensated me for the exer-

tion of walking some four or five miles to pay it a visit.— H.

DELAWARE PEACHES.
Among the first Peach orchards planed in this State were

those of Mr. Ridgway, near Delaware City, jp 1833 ; Major Rey-
bold's, in 1838; and Mr. Spearman, in J<eweastle County, in
1838.

Mr. Todd, of Dover, planted the first orchard in that

vicinity, in 1840. During that season one orchard of about
forty acres realised a profit of about 9000 dollars, and this fact

started the great Peach excitement, which stiU exists, and so

far has resulted in the planting of about two million trees in
Delaware and on the eastern shore of Marj'land. They consist of

the following varieties :—Hale's Early, Tioth's Eorly, Early
York, Crawford's Early, Reeve's Favourite, Old Mixon, Ward's
Late, Fox's Seedhng. Crawford Late, Delaware White, Patter-

son's and Freeman's White, and Smock Yellow. The Peaches
ripen on these trees in the order given above, and therefore a
good supply is kept up from about the 20th or 26th of July imtil

nearly the close of September. After planting the trees, the

ground h cultivated in com for three years, but after that the

trees shade the earth to such an extent that it will not pay to

plant any k nd of crop. The ground, however, has to be well

cultivated every year, and manured, if the trees are expected to

bear well and live any length of time. It has often been stated

that the trees will not bear to any extent more than four or six

years; but the most intell'gent a"d experienced gentlemen in

the business say that the trees will remain profitable for fifteen

or twenty years, and that the orchards which die out in six

years do so because they have not received proper care and
culture.

Land is now selling in Caroline County at firom 10 to 25 dollais

per acre.

The orchards in Delaware occupy from 40 to 1 000 acres each,

and when the trees are from six to eight years old, from 3 to

4 bushels of Peaches will be gathered in a season from each tree,

but the general average is about 2 bushels which in a season

like the present will realise from three to three and a half mil-

lions of dollars. On 150 trees of Early Troth, planted near

Middletown, 700 baskets were realised this season. The ship-

ments from this station amount now to 5000 baskets per day.

About 120 of the orchards in Delaware wera sold at an early

date to speculators, at from 40 to 50 c°nts per basket, in Kent
County, and 50 cents Newcastle County, the owner of the

orchard having the Peaches picked and delivered at the nearest

station.

So far as the early Peaches are concerned, the parties wh»
sold their orchards have had the best of it, as those who shipped

their Peaches to a market have not realisi-d much profit, and in

some cases they suilered a loss. The Peaches were small, in

consequence of the great number on the trees and the dry

weather, and thus they were sold at a lower rate than usual.

The Peaches to he shipped after these, and from then until the

close of the season, will be large and fine, and then the grower

expects to realise his profit. Mr. S. Townsend, below Middle-

town, has 40,000 trees of the different varieties, and all of them
are as full of Peaches as the limbs of tt e trees will bear.

It is estimated that at least 3000 men, women, and children

are now engaged in Delaware in gathering the crop. Men are

paid 1 dollar per day and boarded, or Ij dollar if they board

themselves. Women and children receive about half of the

above rates. Employment is also given to a large number of

persons in various parts of the country in 'he making of baskets

and crates, the former costing from 20 to 35 cents each, and the

latter 20 cents each.

The Peaches reach PhUadtlphia and New York in better order

than in former years, in consequence of the recent improvements

made in ventilation, particularly in the cars belonging to the

Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore liailroad.

To give tho reader some idea of this great business, we pro-

cured the following statement of the number of car loads sent
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over the Delaware Railroad lo New York, on ono day ; Laurel.

1 car load ; Seaford, 2 ; liridgtville, 4 ; Grocnwood, 2 ; George-

town, 2; Milford, G; IIarriii;rton, 6 ; Canterbury, 2; Camden,
10; Mooreton, .'J ; Dover, 8 ; Urenford, 3; Clayton, and stations

on the Delaware .-uid Murjlarid Road, 20 ; Saesafr;;s, 4 ; ]51ack-

bird, 1 ; Townscnd, and from stations on the Kent and liucon

Anne's Road, 11; Ginnues, 2; Middletown, 10; Armstrong, 6

;

Uount I'lcasant, 3, and Willow Grove, 1 ; making a total of

103 cars, each carrying 16,000 lbs , each basket weighing about

32 lbs.

Since the commencement of the present Peach season, about

700 cars have passed over the road, conveying to market over

11,000,000 pounds of Peaches. Each car carries 500 baskets,

each bosket holding about fiTO-eightha of a bu."-hcl. In ad-
dition to the Peaches sent fnm this State by rail, thou-
Bands of baskets arc sent to Philadelphia and olUor places by
steamers pacing through the canal, which pusses near to some
of the orchards, and by vessels plying in the rivtrs and creeks
throughout the State. The whole yield this season throughout
the Poach-gTOwing region is estimated at 5,000,u00 baakets.

Notwithstauding this immense amount, it is said tliat a large
number of acres of ground now devoted to ogrimltural purposes,
will be planted in Punch trees next fall, as it ie thought new
markets will be opened at more distant points, as railroad facili-

ties offer, and improved mcthr>ds of keeping Peaches are intro-

duced.

—

{Philadelphia Ledgtr),

SOMETHING ABOUT HYACINTHS.
In one of Thomas IIops's gossiping books about florists'

flowers, published about 1822, he devotes a chapter to the
Hyacinth, and at the close of it gives a list of IS.'J sorts as

representing the best flowers in caltivation, and of those l."3

flowers 124 were double, and only 31 single. At that time
the popular taste ran after double flowers, and it is only within
the last fifteen or twenty years that the sicgle flowers, with
their much denser and larger spikes, have come to be better

regarded than the less symmetrical spikes of the double kinds.

In the list of the double kinds I And many that are to be met
with still in some of the old-fashioned bulb lists of the pre-

sent day, bat of the thirty-

one single kinds only very
few. Within the last ten years
there has been a perceptible
difference in the number of
double flowers imported into
England, as they have fallen

off considerably ; while the
increase in the demand for

single kinds has raaltipliad

to a large extent. If anyone
needs a proof of this, let him
look over a stand of twenty-
fonr or eighteen Hyacinths
staged by Mr. W. Paul, or
Messrs. C'ntbush & Sons, and
not more than three or four
doable varieties will be found
among them. The single va-
rieties, as a rnle, have tlin

largest, the fullest, and tl;i

showiest spikes of blossoms,
while they are generally more
decided in point of colour,
having more attractive and
definite hues. It is for these
reasons the single kinds arc
preferred to the double.

Just now

—

*'^Vhen sad aatamn comes
stealthily creeping.

With its ruin of russet and
grey "—

IB a fitting time to present a
few words respecting the cul-
tivation of the Hyacinth in glasses, Ac. Well and truthfully
has it been said, that " of all the delightful recreations that can
dispense their kindly charm through the domestic circle, there
18 scarcely one so pregnant with the highest and purest enjoy-
ment as the cultivation of a few Hyacinths in water. From
the commencement of the pleasant process till the last flower
decays, it is an almost daily recurrence of joyous surprises

—

the ceaseless unfolding of new beauties." I cultivate a number
in glasses yearly, and from the lime that the autumn's

" Ked leaves fall in sorrow around us,"*

the sure precursor of winter's approach, and through the period
of its sometimes blustering and fierce, and yet necessary reign,

up to the time that young spring comes forth to

' Write love's fair alphabet upon the sod
Id many-coloored flowers,"

each day may be said to bring its special interest ; for in their

contianouB development there is so much of fresh revelations

of undreamed-of charms, that \.he tnsk cf tending th£m, io

one touched by a genuine and genial love for flowers, never
falls to the low level of irksomeness.

I annually grow about eighteen Hyacinths in glasses, and
invariably place them all in water at the same time. I have
tried difjferent times in the hope of insuring a succession of

bloom, but it has happened that these placed latest iu the glass

were among the first to bloom. I have also ceased to put the
bulbs in the water so early as I used, and now do not think
of putting them in till the middle or end of October. Fresh
rain water is to be preferred, and the glass should be so filled

that the water only just

touches the bane of the bulb.

Rain water should not be

employed unless it is quite

fresh, or otherwise it soon
becomes putrid, and caases

the roots of the bulbs to de-

cay. If there is no alterni-

tive bnt to employ hard water,

if it can be exposed to the

action of the sun or external

air for a time, so much the

better. My experience has
taught me that hard water

used directly it is taken from
a well is apt to cause the roots

to become a mass of pulp,

highly offensive, and, fatal in .

its effects. Two or three

lumps of charcoal placed in

the glasses about two or three

days before they are occupied

ly the bulbs, in order to allow

of the charcoal becoming sa-

turated and sinking to the

bottom, will keep the water

from turning rank, and pa-
rent the necessity for its

being often changed. Some
of my best flowers have been

in glasses, the water of which

was not once changed. Place

the glasses in a dark and
rather cool situation until the

roots have nearly reached the

bottoms of the glasses, when they can be brought to the Ught.

A month or six weeks' imprisonment will bring the roots to

this stage of development. The most airy and lightest part of

a sitting-room, but as far from the fire as possible, is the best

position for them. When the biilbs have been iu the water

about a week or ten days, the base of each should be examined,

and any decaying or slimy substance removed. As the shoot

of growth increases in size, evaporation will take place, there

fore the water should be replenished at intervals, care being

taken that what is supplied is not lower in temperature than

that in the glass. The foliage of the plants should be kept

scrupulously free from any dust or dirt; a small piece of

sponge will remove this with but very slight trouble. A^ hen

the flower spikes begin to show themselves the glasses should

be kept filled to the rim with water, as at the point of flower-

ing the bulbs absorb a great quantity of moisture.

I need scarcely mention, that as the Hyacinths grow they

mnBtlhaye all the light and air poBsible, to prevent them
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from " drawing." I find nothing better than a window ledge

or a table near it, and if a bay window so much the better.

My own glasses I ))Iace on the window ledge, and halfway np
the window, at the junction of the eashea where the fasteuing

is placed ; here they do admirably, only when the son becomes
warm they should be shaded from its action, or removed in

the middle of the day. Where there is not width of bar

enough to support the glasses at the junction of the sashes, as

in the case of my own windotv, then a brass rod can be used,

to pass along by the neck of the rUes, and drop into a rest on

either side. I append a rough sketch of my own contrivance,

in the hope of making it clear to your readers.

This arrangement certainly prevents the bottom sash from

being raised, but it does not in the least interfere with the top

sash coming down. At this stage the great points in the culti-

vation of the Hyacinths are—a plentiful supply of water, pro-

tection from hot sunshine, and the continual raising of the

support as the spike of flowers increases in length.

Beyond giving a list of varieties I have found to be specially

adapted for cultivation in glasses, I have done with the cul-

tivating process. Alas ! how poorly such a system of cultivating

the Hyacinth appears to be understood ! Let anyone take a

walk about the suburbs of London during the spring months,
and observe the poor, neglected, starving specimens of the

Hyacinth thaf-, meet the eye at almost every stage of the pro-

gress, and he will readily understand how much a better

knowledge is required. If these remarks can aid the dissemi-

nation of this knowledge, and can be made the means of in-

citing some to pursue this pleasant pastime, this paper will

not have been written in vain. The following varieties are

fine, varied, and moderate in price :

—

DOUBLE HYACINTHS.
Lord Wellington, ^raxy blnsb, verj' 1 Bloksberg, pale lilac, striped with

fine.
I

blue.

La Tour d'Auvergne, pure white.

SINGLE HYACINTHS.

Duchess of Richmond, bright pink.
Emmeline, delicate blush, striped
with pink.

Gigantea, pale flesh.

La Daroe du Lac, blush, suffased
with pink.

Baron Van Tayll. deep plossy violet.
Bleu Mourant, dark blue.
Charles Dickens, dark porcelain

blue.
Emicns, daik blue, light centre.
Grand Lilae, delicate azure blue.

Madame Hodgson, light pink.
Norma, waxy flesh culour.
Robert Steiger.fine deep crimson.
SuJtan's Favourite, flesh, striped
with piuk.

Leonidas, clear bric:ht blue.
Mimosa, dark blue purple.
Orondates, pale porcelain blue.
Prince Oscar, striped deep blue.

It^gulus, shaded lavender blue.

WHITE.
Alba Superbissima, pure white.
Anna Paulowna, blush while.
Cleopatra, creamy white.
Grandeur a Merveille, waxy French
white.

Grand Vainqueur, pure white.

lELLOW.
Anna Carolina, clear yellow. | Heroine, pale yellow.

King of Holland, pale yellow, shaded with reddish orange.

—Via.

Madame Van der Hoop, pure white,
extra fine.

Mont Blanc, pure white, very fine.
Seraphine, creamy blush.
Themistoolee. pure white.
Voltaire, blush white.

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
We have seen eome Bpeeimens of the DALBi'iirLE Damson

mentioned in the foUowiog extract o£ a letter. The Damsons
on the branch mentioned were like a cluster of Grapes. It is

mnch larger, but less flavoured than the common Damson, and
is evidently very hardy.
"The fruit oii the branch is grown in the full sunshine. The

small branch is from a tree which loses the sun at 10.30 a.m.,

and the other branch is from a tree planted on the edge of a
wood, and under a Eeech tree, and, therefore, never sees the
sun, excepting very early in the morning at midsummer.
Whatever this Damson may turn ont with you, it is a most
valuable variety here (SLBoswell's, N.B.). It is very dwarf in
habit, an enormous bearer, my trees giving from 1 to Ij bushel
each. It is late in ripening."

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OAEDEN.

Give air freely to Cauliflower andiettiicc plants under glass
;

indeed, the sashes should merely be used to throw ofi rain,

for the plants will do all the better if kept hardy. Take advan-

tage of the first sunny day, when the gronnd is in a dry state, to

earth-up Cderij. The Mushroom beds made in September will

now he bearing ; it is a good plan to sprinkle or syringe the

surface of the bed a week or so before the Mushrooms make
their appearance, more especially in Mushroom houses whe»e

a fire may have been used occasionally. This is far better

than watering after the Mashrooms have come through. The
water, however, must not be alloved to penetrate the manure,

but merely to soften the soil. A sowing of Peas on a weH-
sheltered dry border may soon he made, and do not spare the

seed, for it will be some time exposed to the depredations of

mice.
FRDIT GAT.DEN.

The present time is the moat favourable for lifting and root

pruning such fruit trees as are growing too luxuriantly to pro-

duce fruit ; and as the autumn is the season generally fixed

upon for making new borders or renovating old ones, it is well

to remind those about to plant fruit trees of the danger every-

where apparent of making borders too deep as well as too rich.

When we see in practice ho-n small a space of border is requi-

site to support fruit trees in health and productiveness for a
number of years, we might be anxious to know how it happens
that such unnecessary expense is incurred to do a positive evil,

if we were not aware that in many instances it arises from a

desire to do the work overwell, and with a misconception of

what is necessary to maintain that moderate amount of growth

by which alone we may expect permanent results. The border

should not be deep—a depth of 1>-' inches is ample. The
soil should be maiden loam of a moderate consistency; no
dung whatever should be used, and the roots should be pre-

vented from passing below the border by a considerable depth

of rubble or rough paving stones placed so as to leave cavities

between them. This border should dip from the wall, so as

to throw off surface rains and be well exposed to the sun ; and
further, I would only make the border 4 feet in width at first,

and afterwards extend it as required.

FLOWER GAFJ)EN.

The weather is still favourable for executing alterations, and
when these are in hand they should be prosecuted with the

greatest possible dispatch. Planting, or the removal of large

evergreens, cannot be finished too soon, for it is of the ntmost

importance that the plants should be afiorded some chance of

making fresh roots before the trying winds of March set in.

See to even small plants being secured against wind, for these

are often much injured by being blown about after planting.

A small stake and a few minutes' work would prevent this.

As soon as the leaves have fallen secure a stock of Briars for

budding upon. Let the roots be well trimmed, cutting back

closely the strong ones, for these, if left, will be of little use

except to furnish an endless supply of suckers. Choice plants

in the parterre can no longer be depended on for display; it

is therefore desirable at this period to look over the masses

and beds, and see if there be any choice plant of a tender

character which it is desirable to secure for next year. Such
may be potted with a ball and wintered in a cold pit. As the

winter approaches, protection of some kind should be provided

for tender plants and shrubs ; almost any material is eligible

if it will in a considerable degree throw ofi wet. Canopies for

this purpose should be so contrived as to admit of one or two
sides being opened at pleasure. If only one, it should be placed

on the north or west side—certainly not on the south, as the

excitement occasioned by fits of sunshine is apt to prove very

prejudicial. The covering or canopy should by no means be
allowed to touch the plant, and the greater the space allowed

between it and the plant the better it will afford protection.

It is bad practice to bundle the shoots together like a broom in

order to make them occupy a more limited space. More injury

is occasioned by confined dung in a majority of cases than by
lowness of temperature. Hoodings of straw so formed as to

overlap the protecting material beneath are very good and
simple protectors, and if rightly contrived may be removed with

as much facility for ventilation as the top of an ordinary hand-
glass. Oilcloth will also make a good protection when formed
into a kind of cone, on the sides of which a small flap or two

may be made to open without admitting rain. Before the ap-

plication of any top covering I would advise that an inch or

two of the surface soil around the collar should be removed and
replaced with dry cinder siftings, the newer the better, or,

where it can be had, cocoa-nut refuse. The latter should be

piled as high op the stem as the plant will admit, taking care

not to choke too many of the lower leaves : and if the canopy

is so contrived as to overlap this mound the covering will be
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complete. The onlj eare Ihat remains is to give air in fayonr-
able opportunities, particnlarlj aTOiding cutting winds, which
in all prohabilily do more h«rm than frosts. The planting of
balbs must now occnpy attention. For those of (Uadiolua
choose a warm Ihorouctly drained situation ; work the soil

well by deep digging, and add plenty of rotted manure. Ele-
vate the bed or patch a few iuohos above the ground level

;

plant the bulbs 5 or G inches deep and C inches apart, surround-
ing them with 1 inch of sand before covering with eoil : protect
during tho winter against excessive wet and frost with a thick
layer of sawdust, old tan, dry litter, an old carpet, thatched
frames, or tarpaulin. The last three coverings must be removed
during favourable weather, and the former coverings should be
entirely cleared off when the plants appear. In small gardens,
where the ground is required for spring-flowering bulbs, plant
two or tliree in a 6 or 8incU pot. As soon as the beauty of the
spring flowers is over prepare for the reception of the Gladiolus
bulbs ; in planting out great care must be exercised in removing
them from the pots, so as not to disturb the roots. In wet,
cold soils the bulbs would be safer if stored in pots during the
winter and planted out iu May. When the blooming is over
the bulbs may either be lifted in patches, potted, and treated
during the winter as already recommended, or allowed to remain
in the ground, and protected as described above. Established
patches produce a finer display than the bulbs would if annually
disturbed and broken up.

OBEENHODSB AND CONSERVATOET.
Plants past their best should be replaced at once by some-

thing of a more showy ch»raoter. When the principal collec-

tion of ChryKanthemums comes into bloom a selection should
be made of the best and most usefnl sorts, for there are many
worthleES varieties in cultivation, and it is better to grow dupli-
cates of really good kinds than to retain such as are but indif-

ferent merely for the sake of having a long list of names.
Give timely attention to providing a succession of bloom with
which to keep the conservatory gay, and avoid as far as possible
the expense of forcing, which is injurious to most plants. Be
careful not to let plants in bloom suffer from want of water,
giving weak clear manure water to Chrysanthemums, Salvias,

Camellias, &c., and use every means to preserve the beauty of

specimens in bloom as long as possible. Damp and mildew
are the great enemies to be guarded against at present in con-
servatories and greenhouses; but these must bo sharply looked
after, especially iu the case of plants which have not ripened
their growth well and are in a rather soft state. Very little

water will be required here at present, but the plants should
be carefully looked over about twice a-week, so as to make sure
that nothing is allowed to feel the want of it. If not already
done, have plants tied into proper form with the least possible
delay, for it is difficult to tie a plant so that it will not look
somewhat stiff and unnatural, and the sooner all this kind of

work is done the better tho specimens will took when in bloom.
—W. Keanb.

DOIKGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Grubs.—We are glad " J. W.," at page 298, approves of

Bhkllow planting, which wo recommended. Once, wtien every
plant seemed going, we prinked out shallow, then planted with
a trowel in a shallow drill, so that we could fasten the plant
well afterwards, and we almost entirely escaped. This, how-
erer, is not the experience of the market gardener alluded to

last week, whose plants were devoured in the seed beds. Our
own experience so far confirms the observation of " J. W."
We are quite as much obliged to " T. B. A. Z." for his correc-
tions at page 307. We have no doubt that the grubs we have
ourselves seen this season are the larva; of the crane fly, but
it is possible that, leather-jacketed as they are, they may, as

our correspondent believes, be the larva; of some dart moth.
We have seen few of the crane flies, or daddy-longlegs, this

season, but in previous years we could often have swept them
np in a cool morning in shovelfuls. They seemed to have a
fancy for benumbing themselves on smooth stone pavement.
One of the difficulties in being quite sure of the enemy is that
different food and different coloured earth make some difference

in the appearance of the grabs.

Scarlet Runners.—Our Peas are nearly over, and we shall

seize the first opportunity of taking away the stakes, turning
over the ground where the row stood, and putting in some
temporary plants of the Cabbage or Lettuce tribe, as all may
be oseful before the cold daya of spring leave us. Oar Dwarf

Kidney Beans are still fair, but are yielding to the more fleshy

Scarlet Runners, which are still quite green, and a mass of

pods of all ages. Frequently one sharp night destroys all, so

we have a lot of dry litter in readiness, which we shall throw
over them when we expect a sharp night. With this precau-
tion we have often had them out of doors far on in November.
Our last Dwarf Kidney Beans under a little protection are set-

ting and swelling their pods well. These often help us in the
beginning of the dark days without any artiiicial heat. Care
is taken now that the ground shall receive all the benefit of the
san to warm it.

Ghihe Arlichok(s.—These never came in earlier than they
have done this season, owing, no doubt, to the mildness of the

winter. The crop was far beyond the common, both for

dishes and for preserving as bottoms ; but all at once, even
though tho ground was not very dry, the yield seemed to cease

a few weeks ago much earlier than nsual, and the leaves to

decay, leaving nothing but the bare flower-stalks, which were
cut down and charred, or turned to ashes. The stools seem in

pood condition, but the young leaves scarcely show as yet. We
find, however, on scraping the ground with our fingers tbey

are all right. We began to fear that we had allowed them to

bear too profusely, but we think now they will do well next

year, and grow strongly enough. Wa shall ere long place a
mound of dry earth over each stool, and then a little litter.

Meanwhile, as one dread enemy, the white Convolvulus, had
established itself in the ground, we have had the latter care-

fully forked over, and every root we could see taken out, and as

the comparative inconspicuousness of the stools left wide

spaces between the rows, after dunging the ground for the

benefit of the stools, and scattering some burnt earth and
ashes over the surface, we have planted Lettuces thickly down
the centre between each row of stools. On each side of these

Lettuces we spread a thin row of our burnt heaps, and we ob-

serve that not a slug, snail, or grub has yet dared to cross

them.
In many families Globe Artichokes are little cared for, but

in others tliey are considered a great delicacy. For ourselves,

though not disliking them when well cooked, we consider them
chiefly useful when a pleasant conversation is desirable dming
dinner.

We shall soon be obliged to fall back on the -TrntsaUin Arti-

choke tubers, to take their place, but we used so many last

season, that we did not want to begin with them too early,

either for dishes or soups, a great many being required for the

latter. A piece in which we thought we had not left a root,

came up almost as strongly as a piece carefully fresh planted.

When tho tubers are seldom used, a small piece of ground may
suffice for years, and without the trouble of transplanting

;

but when used often and prized, a piece should be planted every

year the same as Potatoes. Then the tubers cook more re-

gularly from being all of the same age. We are rather sur-

prised that pheasants here interfere little with the tubers, as

in the north we have helped to plant them largely in open

spaces in woods, and there the pheasants dug up the roots for

themselves. Probably it may be they obtain something more
substantial in the south, in the way Barley, Peas, and Indian

Corn. When once speaking of the abundance of rats to an

employer, we accidentally remarked that in a place where we
once lived, a rat was a rarity. " A very good reason," retorted

he, as he bolted off triumphantly, " a very good reason, they

knew they would have starved there, as you would have done

had you stayed much longer."

On clearing off Beans, itc, between bushes, we shall fork

the ground over after rough-pruning, and plant thickly witk

any winter Greens left in the seed-beds, as they may be useful

in spring, and if not wanted, are easily cleared off. It is always

better to have enough and to spare, instead of having to make
everything go as far as possible.

FRDIT GARDEN.

Much the same as before. Wo have gathered tho greatest

part of our fruit, as even late Pears began to fall, and they

keep better if they are not frosted, and several mornings this

week the thermometer was very near the freezing point. Onr

dwarf bush Apple and Pear trees that showed in their foliage

a certain brownish tint, the result of tho drought of last

summer, are now to a considerable extent losing that dingy ap-

pearance, and as usual are bristling with frnit-buds. Of a few

growing rather strongly, we shall nip the roots a little as soom

as the fruit is all gathered. Root-pruned thus early, the trees

will not suffer, and if we should have a fair amount of sun for

a few weeks, the leaves, so long as they remain at all green, will
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h«lp to mature the frnit-bnds. If the leaves flag we shall syringe

or shade. During the summer we dwelt somewhat in detail on
summer pruning, or rather pinehing, as a means of regulating

the growth and fruitfulness of a tree ; but in addition, when
we wish to concentrate as much fruitfulness in little space as

possible, a little root-pruning will also be necessary.

To many enthusiastic holders of small gardens, this root-

pruning is a matter they cannot master, though almost as

simple as head or branch pruning. They look upon it, how-
ever, with something like dread, and for their sakes we shall

mention some of the modes of securing fruit on trees soon

after planting, and so as to render root-pruning seldom ne-

cessary.

We will first take the case where station planting is re-

sorted to, and means are taken, either by flags or concreting

15 inches or so below the surface, to prevent the roots going

down. Good concreting should be about 3 inches thick, and
be made of clean gravel six parts, and one part of powdered
qaicklime, with just enough of water to lay it down of a thickiah

consistence. Then let it be made smooth and be allowed to

dry before the earth goes on. Such stations should not be

less than 5 feet in diameter. The bottoming is made to pre-

vent the roots going down, as the deeper they are the greater

the tendency to luxuriance of growth, and the shallower the

roots the more within atmospheric influence, and the greater

the tendency to the production of fruit buds. It such trees

need root-pruning, it is easily applied beyond the concreting.

The stations should at first be fully a foot above the ground
level in the centre, as even with mulching the height will always
be lessening. Trees intended for dwarfs, if thus planted, will

yield fruit quickly, but will grow rather slowly, as the extreme
of growth and the extreme of fertility are ever opposed to each
other.

Uany who have no great depth of soil, and that soil rather

poor, are anxious to have dwarf trees without any bottoming,

concreting, and as little as may be of root-pruning. In such a
case we would fork over the shallow ground, collect the best

surface soil into flat conical heaps, at least 15 or 18 inches

above the general level, and this being made tolerably firm we
would spread out the roots carefully 6 to 8 inches below the
raised surface. In very inferior soils we have obtained fine,

healthy, fruitful trees by this means, and that with little more
trouble than giving a mulching of a barrowload of rotten dung
every season, for if it was applied early in summer it was
generally out of sight before the next summer came. The
mulching kept the roots moist and near the surface. It the
soil was very poor, we would add a little sweet rotten dung
mixed with it, but if at all fair we would put no dung at all in

the soil about the roots, but apply all the manure to the sur-

face. In fact, in all old kitchen gardens we would prefer a
barrowload of fresh soil from the sides of a road, &b., to any
manure mixed with the soil. No plan could well be simpler,
and results demonstrate that it will succeed.

One, perhaps, wishes for special reasons to obtain small
maiden plants, and does not care for fruit for two or three
years, but wishes to have good-tized fruitful trees established

as quickly as possible. In this case we would not trouble our-

selves at first with bottoms or raised stations ; we would ma-
nare the soil and plant on the level, much as a nurseryman
would do, who wants trees to se 1 instead of to fruit. We would
encourage our trees by mulching and watering for a couple of

years or so, so as to obtain a nicely furnished balanced top,

whatever the mode of growth adopted ; and then, as the growth
moat likely would be tolerably vigorous, in the end of the
second or third season, say early in October, we would care-
fully take up the trees, losing as few roots as possible, never
allowing a root to dry, and replant every tree so taken up before
fceginning with another, spreading the roots out carefully on
a raised knoll, covering with about 6 inches of soil, giving a
little fresh soil if possible, and applying the dung given in the
shape of mulching. We have seen numbers of trees thus
treated, that continued luxuriant enough to he healthy, and
were fruitful for many years without needing any root-pruning,
and but little pruning of the head. Of course there was the
trouble of carefully lifting and replanting ; but in such young
trees that involved less labour than would appear at first sight.

The object of the mode was first to secure rapid gro.vth to form
a tree, then permanent fruitfulness with but little trouble.
When this mode was practised under our advice, and where
drainage even was objected to, we had the ground deep- stirred

to the subsoil, but the subsoil and tbe lower strata left

83 they were before ; the trees continued finitfnl,' the opening '

of the subsoil carrying oil stagnant water, and the mulching on
the surface keeping moisture near enough the top to prevent
the roots going down in eearch of it. Though well aware of the
importance of drainage to prevent stagnant water lodging, we
are convinced we are not sufficiently aware of the importance
of deeply stirring the subsoil as an assistant to, nay, even as a
substitute for deep drainage, and though aware of the impor-
tance of bottoming platforms or borders where there is a thiD

soil over deep, close clay, *c., we rather think that if called

upon to form a large plantation of dwarf fruit trees, we should
be satisfied with draining oS stagnant water, deeply stirring the

subsoil a season before planting; and then, it we could obtain

no fresh soil, we would be content with collecting the best sur-

face soil in mounds, and keeping the roots moderately moist,

enticing them near the surface by mulchings. Last season

mulchings would hardly prevent, in such a case as ours, the
roots from becoming too dry ; but tbe circumstances were ex-

ceptional, as will at once be seen when we state that for two
mouths we had no clean water to go to, and were forced to cover

up what we could not water.

Something will be gained if our readers see that by the

simplest modes they can eileot their object ; only as respects

fruit trees let us advise them to bear in mind, that of various

modes, one may be as sucoessful as the other when thoroughly

carried out, but that the mingling of plans will often be at-

tended with failure ; also let them remember the simple fact,

that the nearer the surface the roots of a fruit tree are, the

more will it be studded with fruit buds, and that if the surface

be kept rich and moist by rough mulching, the roots will be
less likely to go down deeply in search of water. The mere
raising of a mound does not necessarily cause it to dry sooner,

and more especially if the surface is stirred or covered. In
raised flower-beds we have often found, that from the very

depth and openness of the soil, less water was required than in

the case of those on the level.

OBKAMBNTII, DSPABTMBNT.
We are sorry the weather is becoming so much colder. The

flower-beds and borders are still so fine, that we would like

them to continue a month longer. As yet we have not taken up
anything, but next week we must move cuttings, so as to have
a place in a cold pit ready for Caloeolaria cuttings ; for, after all,

discarded as they are in many places, the best tricolor Pelar-

goniums make a poor substitute for them, and as yet we find

that nothing meddles with them. Proceeded with housing and
potting, and expect a very busy week.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Ootober 20.

Markets are Btill very dull and hesTT, foreign importations being in

excesa, and trade for inferior goods being quite at a standstill. Large
arrivals of Potatoes both coastwise and by rail, best qaalities maintaining
former prices.

FRUIT.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We reqnest that no one will write privately to anv of the

correspondents of the " Jonrnal of Horticulture, Cottage
Uardener, and Country Gentleman." By bo doing tkey
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
oommnnications should therefore be addressed toUly to
The EditoTt of the Jowmal of HoTtvpilture, tie., 171, Flett
Stretl, Londim, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix np on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get tiem an-
swered promptly and convenientlv, but write them on
separate eommunications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many queationa must remain unanswered until next
week.

B09K8 (i/r». .V. S.).—Brown's " Forester."

.„.?^f "'"''il-
^'•"fRHracifs (A. J5 ).-The plants are mnch too dose

togetki^r. Wo would thm out every altemalo plant, moving with a ball.nnJ eitlier plant jn a bed 6 inches apart, or in their permanent quarters.When too close together they hecome weak and bare at the bottom.The others we wonld not plant out until March, and then remove themwith good halls, watering it tuo weather be drv. You will have a splendidbloom next year.
*^

PB^^^-n.•o Roses (rd^m).—To save the plants from heinu broken bvwinds,
you may peg the shoots down, and dispense with pruning altogether, ormerely remove the points ot the shoots, or the pegs might be pulled up
la March and the Roses then pruned. In this way they will be likely toescape injury Irom late spring frosts.

BOSES roB NcRTHnMBERijj.D (IK. B. R.).-lf yon refer to No. 194 of
ituai Jouraal, yoo wiU see a communication from the Rev. W. F. Rad-

Si^f.r, k'" '"f '•. " '' '"^ '""8 '" extract, but yon can have a copysent to yon by post if you enclose four postage stamps with your address.

. ^^^^"° DzvoNlEssis Rosa Lifting [Sandy SoiO.-This Rose, lifted
8 month ago and potted, nay now be planted out against a south wall.

irm»w? , 'I""';,"'? °?° ""^ '"'' '^"'""y "" '""• ""om h the shoots aresomewhat shrivelled. It ought to have had a light sprinkling with water

^:fnr^te:a^fhe7o"ifs.'''^^'^"
""^ -""" P'-P. -"'"aie watering'

„„^1°?T-
E'""'*7'''o (-«,7n€»).-PIant3 and every other object can be

L^^7 i.'"*
"°<«i^"'- ^^^ ""commend you to have some lessons in

iTstract^^Jil"^
" ''"<=''»""'• 18J. FleetiStreet, who would rcadUy

,2^^^^ Diseased (G, P.).-From yonr description we should say

^^^=?i "'V""'*'
"""<«<> '"'b the orange fungus or mildew. It is very

tT„ f,^H/'°S"'".Y'5'- ..'^"' ""^ "• ""» "Si"- ""J dust the leaves onthe under side with dry Ume and flowers of sulphur in equal proportions

=.?,^!i'.'^'".1''
^^"'"'''^•raM STELLA U Constant Iteader).— To make

routed Li^, "imV''"? '^'!"" """"" ^'™' o' '""-t! ^i""'^ ot the I

l^^f^h^ ? ""'8»'«™ '3 not straight it should be brought as nearly

tSo'lfde fhi'',^
Pe'P^Of°1« direction by securing it to a stake.

"»
iwi^ T?r ? T "'*' 1*" °P ^ *•>" desired height should be cut off I

^f? „i7".i, •
,P "'^ "'y ^^ wintered in a dark cellar in dry sand, picking

'

™^nlL^!^ l"^'
'"mu'iDg "leni occasionally, and removing any

I

SJ.^„ J.r^'- .l"'"",,"""*?.'"'
"'^'nded. Let the plants be dry before

^2Te f.n™',°h ' 1f^'- I'
P"' '" '^=' "^'y «•'" certainly become mouldy.

h^Z:uJZ , A^^^" ^^ PJ'' P'''<^'''S in a genUe hotbed. They would
toe l-etter wintered m a greenhouse.

1

wL?'"/?^"'"'"' ^"'^y- B.).-The common white Sweet Alyssnmwould stilt your purpo8«. but white Verbenas would he better. If vour I

if°^il°,?,i,?S'rf''"^^'''.7°'''"'"- "" ^'O""- ''''"'= Fe'^ertew would also dojf^well pruned. The Alysaum 13 much stronger-growing than the Varie-

K,^,'nmn„M'"'rV"
"^t Fi.o^-e''"'g (Hf"i).-Prane.away a lot ot the

SS7f= i^ ? "•i'^''" f""" "' moderate growth, merely nipping the

ri,^„ Ib^^* T?,',?"" 'i"'^'"
"'"''^ll. "nd give the sun a chance to

fl„'^L .; f 'i°'° l*"""^ "" "Pened, they will throw out short

fhTm^'i
*^°°" ?"'" 9" ^"^'^ " ""= plants make weak wood, thtothem and give nch top-dressings.

lI^T^"-"' ^I"^.^^? **^- ^ B''"«""'.-To make an oval when the

Is^^.w
'^'"''

'^'•'".''''i''*
long diameter into three equal p.irts. From

l^d, ^ndT.-; ri?",^?""'"' ""> '"^^"- "'"''='' <^'''='<'« ^11 form theends and main bulk of the oval. The points where the two circles meet

?he o'?:S''\'i°r'i'"'
""'

'"'i'"
""" "'*'«' '" ~°'"'<^' the ends and si^s of

l^Le-f;ir^„^^ '"
".'^i"

K«°""lly ""-s formed on the ground. The
ISddVb^the^h/,^'

marked out by a cord. It is then bisected in the

^^tJuLX: u J^'^'"'^''^"' " '"''°8 thus divided in two. Then take

«? off ?ho leV^h"'
n'^'"°""%'

°fj
'^'"•''' """ '"» "«« ''•I-'" part", and

H?L»;.r= pf^ ' ""f "' "''='» P"*' "0™ «^'^'' e:itremity of thediamelei^s. Place a cord round these pins, but so loosely that when
f^ni^ut l; "

"'-'f
'.'..'^" "'"^'^ '" ">" "tremitv of the diameter. We

£ .t^L^n^C/. "'•."',™ "?° ','" ""°« "d di the other side. This

^:,^l^?^' oS'/"?!" P'^ 1^'" '<'"«^'' ""d breadth are given. Thus if

3rj^l?i, »?n/",' '"!;«•. u"""*.""
'"" "'de- 'he third of half the short

of^fdiameters '
^"^'''"'- "'« P*"' O"" ""e 10 feet from the ends

.Jh'S^?!,'^'"" P- f-.-^'-Jhey wonld travel best in a box or case.

Jw ?. . ^T^ P'J'^ m water so as to have the soil well wetted, andtoen cover the root with damp moss secured with twine or ma ting

.^^'A''";^ f^ ^"^ '" '''^}"r
°"^° '= •"==" '-"y" by l.y?r!li?Sng up the

JS^^^ T^^
dry moss, and placing a layer of mo,s between. Anv kindof diymaterial will do for pacKing in, as chaff or anything light' Theiree Fern trunks, the fronds bein^-cnt off, mav be packed in a slmTla?

7^h^Jl ,'" •; ^'1?^^°?:' as requirod. Though thoy'^mav come to handsomewhat enfeebled they will speedily recover in a genial temperatureand moist atmoKphere. soaking the root part weU and spriukUng the
(>te«>s with water Iwico or thrice aday. j

-""i^. b

FocicTAiicB's N»w MiTBOD OF OsoTnfa FttuiT.—The B«v. John Fona-
laine has gent us specimens of Transyarent 0«8», Beiuo Clande da
Bavay, and Brahy's (ireen Oago Plums, as well as two Nectarines. The
last-named were small, but the Plums were fine, and all excellentlT
nponed and full-flavoured.

Seed Potatoes (t. irr<'n).—We prefer for sets middle-sized whole
Potatoes, after cutting off their crowns, either to amall PoUtoea or cattinga
of large ones. We sent your query to a well-known PotatoculUvator,
but have not received his reply.

Seedmno Potato (K. Hfodlrj).—In shape the tubers resemble those of
the t luke. They are like them also in flavour, but are more mealy.
Keepiso Wal>cts lif. E. r-Tr(icri/,»(),_Pnt them in lavtra alteraatelT

with damp sand, in jars bunged tightly and kept In a cold cellar.

Peabs (J. Huu*).—Forelle, or Trout ; Sucrfa Vert, or Green Sogir jBeum- Duval ; Doyenn" Blanc, or While Doycnn;- ; and Doyenne Oris, or
Red Doyenne are all described in Hogg's " Fruit Manual." The othertwo
wo do not know by the names yon mention.
DwABF Peaus and Apples ior near Olasoow (.'?.).—P<ar<.—Doyenne

d'Ete. Citron des Cannes, Jargonelle, Williams's Bon Chretien, lienrre
d'Auanlis. Louise Bonon of Jersey, Jersey Grattoli, Monarch, Ilessle,
Forelle, Comte do Lamy. Thompson's. ^ppk«.—Cellini, Early Julicn. Irish
Peach, Kerry Pippin. Margaret, Nonesuch. Court of Wick, Svko Honse
Russet, Slnrmer Pipoin, Keswick Codlin. Carlisle Codlin, Dumelow's Seed-
ling, Koyal Russet, Winter Poarmain, Yorkshire Greening.
Edoiso for Kitcmks G.irdex Walks (A. H'.).—For an edging "leia

troublesome than Hoi, and le-s evpensivo than terra cotta," wo recom-
mend the following. The description was forwarded to as some years

ago by Mr. Robson. " For
many years I have been in
tho babit of using common
kiln bncks as an edging to
walks through dark shrub-

beries and si-

\ Lllt/E inilar places.—^,— These are laid
in a diagonal

' position— one
edge and one flat side pre-
senting etch an angle of
45^ to view, or, in other
words, they are laid with
an angle-edge upwards,
tbns — and, being placed
deep enough in the ground
to allow only about 2 inches
of the angular side of the
brick to be seen, Its appear-
ance is pleasing, and it is

not easily moved ; even a
wheelbarrow driven over ft

docs no further damage
than chipping the angles
off a little ; and sweeping

jL

a The comer of bricl: r.irminp t'i*» edfriuij.
b The buried portion of the brick.

and all the other ordinary work of cleaaing a walk ouly improve its
appearance."

Vine GRAFTrNo.—"A Reader" would be obliged by "R. M. W." stat-
ing what degree and source of heat Le has used in tbo prodnction oi the
Grapes he mentions ; if such Gr.ipea nro grown upon pole Vines, in
borders or pots, and how many rods from each Vine stool, and whether
rod and spur or long rod—that is, successional rod—pruned.
Aspect of Vine Border {K. ^T.).—Ol the two. east and west, we should

prefer an east to a west aepcct, as the cast is the drier. Borders with a
west aspect are very apt to become saturated by the autamn rainB
coming from the westward.

Mrs. Pince's Muscat Vines {A. F.).—Lift them and plant them in
the vinery where they can have heat. Tliey will ripen their wood there,
which tbey do not do in your orchard house.
Vine Leaves Blotched (A fexfd Grape-grower).—Vie have examined

the Vine leaves carefully and can find no trace of any disease on them.
We thought we saw traces of red spider, bat even with the help of a mag-
nifier we c«uld not discover it. The blotched appearance of the leaves
whilst the wood is green, we attributed to scalding—the effects of accu-
mulated tot vapcur in the house—from air-giving being delayed in the
morning ; but it may rather be the result of your Ireatnicnt. • We have
used sulphur and tobacco-paper for fnmigatiog (grow flowers and Fomfl
in the house), and in no instance has the sulphur fired. The bed we
believe to be in gcod condition and well drained," What puzzles us here
is, that you say nothing about the Ferns, as very slight sulphur fumes
are soon felt by them, and the heat that would consmno the tobacco-
paper, thoogh without burning in a flame, would be too powerful for
the sulphur fumes to be safe. In fact, sulphur fumigation should never
bo practised where there are growing plantii. If the plants were near the
floor tbey might escape, whilst the leaves near the roof were affected.
We shall judge that one of these caus«>d the evil, if tho house was most
affected near the apex. Tho " Vine Manual " will suit yoo, and mav be
had from our office, by podt, for 2i. 6d.

Ashes vrrsus Tan fob Plcnoino (B. G.).—Ashes we consider the
better, as they are drier and have an advantage in not harbouring worms.
They answer equally well for plunging pots in or for banking-up outside
the frame to keep out frost. Tan, however, is a good material for the
latter purpose.

Heating with Hot Water (A. Z.).—Such a mode, having retam-
pipes beneath the level of the bottom of the boiler, has been made to
answer by h;iving air-pipes from the lowest parts, but it ought never to
be tried if it can be avoided. If the pipes cannot he raised, tho boiler
should be sunk so that every pipe shall be above the level of tbo boiler.
Portland cement wJU do well enough for the joints of pipes if they do
not slope very much. Where there is a great perpendicular pressure we
would prefer lead or iron-fllings for joints. The most if not all tho joints
at Woodhall were made by Mr. Beale with Portland , cement, and no
joints could stand better.

Extent of HoT-n-ATES Pipes N'beded {(_J. E, T.).—For yotir hoasa
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.:ipan-roofed, 18 feet by 12 feet, yon wonld need at least 90 feet of 3-inch

piping. We wonld prefer 111) or so. We think • terminal sftddle-back

boiler would salt you beat, and if it has a surface equal to 4 square feet

exposed to the tire it will be sufficient. For that parposo alone a amall

one would suffice, but it is well not to have too small a boiler. Almost
every bricklayer will set bdcIi a boiler well.

Composite GLAga-HoasB ( IT, T.) —For such a house to be used in

parts, as greenhouse, orchard house, and vinery, we wonld prefer a

tfpan-roof, and to run north and south, or in these directions, so that one
aide of the house might have the morning, and the other the afternoon
sun. Of course, such a house will be colder, more exposed to the weather
than a lean-to with an opaque wall at the back ; otherwise the span is

the best.

Pelargonium (C. A. (?.).—The name is derived from the Greek Pelargos,

a crane, on account of the seed vessel audits appendages resembling the
head of that bird. The distinction between Pelareonium and Geranium
ia fully detailed at pace 431 of our last volume. Camellias are best pro-

pagated by grafting, the time for doinc: which is from September until

February. The Manetti Rose was named after M. Manetti.

Burning Clay ( W. J. D. P.).—At page 122 of our last volume there are

directions for burning clay for making walks. The same mode answers
for improving clayey soils.

Moving Pampas Grass (H. Garden).—You may safely remove the
Pampas fltrass which has been planted nine years, doiug so at the end of

March, preserving a good ball, and watering copiou&ly in dry weather.
A young plant, however, would do better.

White Jasmine Phunino {Mary).—It is best pruned at the end of

March or beginning of April, but the wood should be kept moderately
thin and secured to the wall, bo as te have it well ripeued. The summer
pruning should consist of thinning-out the shoots where too clo.se to-

gether, so as to expose them fully to light and air. not shortening them,
as the flowers are produced from the points of the shoots. Except in

warm situations, the plants do not flower in the open ground. A wall with
an east, west, or south aspect is required.

Mandevilla suaveolens Planting (.4 Subscriber).—The stem, for

3 feet of its length, would, were you to plant it in the outside border, be
exposed to frost, which we fear would destroy it ; besides, we do not think
it would succeed, the roots being so much colder than the shoots. We
have grown it well in pots, and do not see why you fchould not succeed
wtU with it grown that way.

Plant for the Back Wall of a Greenhouse (Edirard Barton).—
Probably no plant ia so fine for a wall as Lucnlia gratissima. It is not
a climber, but a plant of free growth, and autumn and winter-flowering,
the flowers being fragrant. It would not succeed if the roof is much
shaded or covered with Vines. An Orange tree would do very well, the
flowers being very fragrant, and the fruit very ornamental and useful.

You would need two Orange trees and a Lemon in the centre. Those are
what we advise. Hoya camosa ia a climber and suitable. The flowers
.are fragrant. You may obtain them of any nurseryman.

Planting Strawberries {\orice).—The plants should have the rows
2 feet apart, and the plants should be 18 inches from each other in the
rows, thopgh you may have them the first year half that distance apart in

the rows, and then thiu out every alternate plant. Being in pots we
would not plant out until the beginning of March, taking advantage of the
interval to have the ground well trenched, manured, and exposed to the
action ol frost by throwing it in ridges and forking it over in dry frosty
weather.

CoLEUS Cuttings (W'-tt?).—Pot them off into 4-inch pots, and they will

make nice plants for table decoration through the wintei, and furnish a
number of cuttings in spring. A compost of two parts fibrous loam, one
part leaf soil, and one-sixth of silver sand will grow them well.

WoBJis IN Pots {J. .^.).—The plants you name will not bear the lime

water. Try the soda solution a3 recommended for lawns in last week's
Journal of Horticulture.

Ink for Zinc Labels {A Suhiiicribcr).—5!\\ ammoniac powder, and
verdigris, each 1 drachm ; lampblack half a drachm, mixing with
10 drachms of water. It forms an indelible ink for zinc labels.

LiLiuMS IN Pots (Idem).—For three bulb= 8 or 9-inch pots are suitable,

7-iuch pots being suitable for single bulbs. A compost of two parts

fibrous loam, and a part each of leaf soil and sandy peat will grow them
well. Fill the pots half full of soil, then introduce the bulbs, onvering

about an inch over the crowns. Fill the pots to the rim whon thu Rhoota

have grown a few inches higher than it. All should be potted forthwith,

plunged in coal ashes in a cold frame, and proiected from frost in severe

weather. Keep the soil moist.

Bulbs, Planting (/(/cm).— All the bulbs you name should be so planted
that their crowns will be 1\ inch below the surface, and not more than
2 inches; top-dress with leaf soil an inch or bo thick. It will be gone by
spring.

Tweedia c.erulea TBEATaiENT U Ba.'/Zi/)-—A compost of equal parts

sandy fibrous loam, leaf soil, and 8an<iy peat is suitable, with good drain-

age. It likes a lipht airy position, and to be kept dry in winter. Probably
you keep it too warm. It only needs a cool greenhouse, or one from
which frost ia excluded.

Weeds in Gravel Walks ( ).—The boft plan is to asphalt the walks.
It is best done in dry weather, but you may asphalt them at this time of

year during dry days. It is well to have a good bottom of rubble, and
then cover with 3 inches of asphalt, formed by pouring boiling coal tar

over cinders bringing the whole to the consistency of mortar, and when
this is spread on the walks and stifi'ens a little, sprinkle with gravel—spar
is best—and when it will bear the roller, roll it firmly. Coal tar answers
quite as well as pitc'a, and may be had at a cheap rate from gasworks.
At some it is given away.

Vallota purpurea Potting (Y.).—The best time to repot it is early in

spring before the bolbs become active, but potting may be performed at

almost all times, except when the plant is growing and flowering.

Names of Fruits (rf/ifjinonl.—Your Pearsare pretty correctlynamei.
1 is Bon Chretien d'Hiver; 2,Crassane; 3, Emile Bivort ; 4, Ducbesse do
Brabant; 5, Colraar Van Mons ; 6, like Belle Apres NocU; 7, Doyenne da
Comi'^e. (A Fifteen-years Subscriber).—!, Hacon's Incomparable ; 2,

Bourr.;- de Capi'anmont ; 3. Calebasse Bosc ; 4. Beurre Diel ; 5, like

BeurreBrettoneau. (Apple Grub).—Apples : Tower's Glory ; 2,Bath Apple;

3, Lyscom ; 4, Dutch Fuilwood ; 5, unknown ; 6, too scrubby to recognise ;

7. Cockpit; 8, Beurre Diel ; 9. Marie Louise. (W. Fcthicl:, Bristol).—

Your Grape, as far as we can judge from the two benies sent, is Black

Alicante. {E. IV.).—These, unfortunately, had got into confusion ere

they reached our hands, the numbers being misplaced, and in most cases

wanting altogether, so that we have nothing to enable you to identify

them. The Apple is Emperor Alexander, the hieihly-coloured Pear is

Beurri!- Clairgeau, the long russety one Marechal de la Cour ; another ia

Beurre Diel, another Urbaniste.

Names of Plants (Byron, Devon, and others).—You sent leaves only.

(A. E.J.).—SaUia Graha-ni. (J. Bn/an).—1, Sautoiina incana ; 2, Soli-

dago elongata ; 3, Polygonum nfiine; 4, Lavendula deutata. (C. S., Bath).

—1, Adiantum teneru'm ; 2. Pella-i cordifolia ;
3,Adiantum capillus-Veneris.

(W. Hofi.'json).—Sphagnum cvmbiffolium. (A. Subscriber, Conrmy).—Lo-
belia fulgens. (A Si.x-ijears Subscriber).—Yo\i only furnish ns with leaves,

consequently we are unable to give you much information concerning

your unknown kinds ; but Nos. 1 and 4 do not appear to be Ardisias, and
the little spiny Solanum, No. 11, we do not know. We should be happy
to receive the "Hoya Matolszki" when in bloom ; its foliage reminds ns

of H. parasitica or H. lacunosa. We should not suppose the variegated

forms of Ixora iavanica, Thea Bohea, Euonymus radicans, and the common
Oleander to be new.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending October lllth.

DlTB.
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Btntams were allowed by Mr. Howes to ran in a jaid with
Dorkings.

There is, therefore, every reason to suppose that this is a

new and distinct yariot; of Buntams, whii^U can be called by
>o other name than Dorking Bantams ; and Ihey are as mnch
entitled to it as the Game Bantam, which is the reeiilt, in the

first instance, of a cross between a email Game cock and a

Bantam hen.
The birds exhibited were nnnsnally small, even for Bantams,

but they were not well shown as to condition, and the legs of

the pullets did not match well.

Perhaps some of your readers may have met with this kind
elsewhere, and if so, it would be interesting if they would send
to yon the particulars of itn breeding.

The birds in question, then, may have been produced by an
accident, but they have now for several years been reared

and rendered so far permanent by the care of Mr. Uowes.

—

Geobue Makming.

AUCTION AT THE BIRMINGHAM POULTRY
EXHIBITION.

I QUITE aRree with Mr. Wood that the time for the sale of

birds at Birmingham is too early on the Monday, but I also

think Monday is the wrong day tor the sale. Clergymen will

not perhaps, at least do not like to travel on Sundays ; besides,

there are many others living at a urcater distance than Mr.
Wood, who could not possibly arrive at Birmingham in time

on the Monday. From this cjunty some will be there, and
will go on Monday ; they will not be able to be at Bingley Hall

before 2.30 p.m., at the earliest, or three hoars and a half after

the sale is stated to begin. Again, if the sale were fixed for

Tuesday, we should have time to look the birds over on the

Uonday, to make our comments upon and notes for whieh
birds we should bid ; it would give everyone a more equal oppor-

ttmity, and there would be a greater competition.

—

Henry P.

IiKAcn, }Vuolpit, Suffolk.

side several of the leading breeders and exhibitors, and at many
a sabnrban villa may be seen from the passing railway train

valuable specimens of poultry. The m»tropolia can boast every
advantage of railway access, and also several convenient locali-

ties for a large exhibition. In London reaide morn than one
of the best known poultry judges. Barely, with all these ad-

vantages, London may undertake what many a Yorkshire
village already boasts—namely, an annual exhibition of poultry.

An active and able committee will doubtless make use of all

these advantages, and insure the enosess of a show worthy of

the place where it is held.

The week of the Cattle Show seemii a very suitable time,

and if the locality chosen for the poultry be not far from the
scene of the Cattle Show, many who came to sea the latter

will pay to sea the former also. Wu may count, moreover,
upon hundreds, including many of the fair sex, who would
never take the trouble to visit a show of fat boaats, flacking to

see some of the be?t poultry iu England gathered together for

competion ia the metropolis.
In conclusion, let mo state that I shall be glad to add my mite

to the subscription raised for the purpose.—Jomi Pabes.

THE LONDON POULTRY SHOW.
The adjourned meeting for the purpose of receiving a report

from the Committee appointed at the last meeting, took place

on Tuesday last, Mr. E^quilant in the chair. Mr. Crook, Hon.
Secretary, ftaled he had received promises of money towards

the guarantee fund and expenses to the amount of £150. The
estimated expenses would be about £450, and the sum expected

to be received from all sources would probably reach the sum
of £420, leaving a deficit of £30. This, or any further outlay

incurred would, of course, have to be paid by the Committee,
besides the amount already guaranteed by each member. In
this estimate the Committee had entirely ignored the prizes

and entries, as they only expected the latter to pay the prizes.

After some discussion as to whether the Committee would
be justified in commencing operations, so that a show might
be held this year, it was finally resolved that it should take

place simultaneously with this year's Cattle Show, and that £300
should be offered for prizes, also that the Corinthian Bazaar,

Argyll Street, be engaged for that purpose.

The Exhibition now seems to be thoroughly started, and
with eveiy prospect of success; but we hope some more gentle-

men will allow their names to be placed amongst the guarantors.

It was noticed that not one Babbit-breeder or exhibitor had his

name on the guarantee or prize-list fund. We are surprised

at this, especially as we have published so many letters from
correspondents complaining of injustice towards their fa-

Toniites. No doubt they will at once come forward with assist-

ance, or it is likely no prize will be offered for Babbits.

Mr. F. Crook, Vine Cottage, Forest Hill, S.E., was appointed
Honorary Secretary, ta whom all communications are to be
addiessed.

[Since the above was in type we have been informed that the

Corinthian Bazaar cannot be engaged on suitable terms, but
steps will be taken to becui e another place of exhibition.—Ens. ]

OUR POULTRY SHOWS.
Poultry shows are just now receiving a large shore of public

attention and support, and I wish, through the medium of

" our Journal," to call attenti^n to one or two things in con-

nection with them, which are unfortunately on the increase,

and which must ultimately, if not checked, destroy mnch of

their popularity. I aUnde to secretaries and committeemen
competing for prizes, and to local exhibitors being allowed to

compete with the same birds for both local and general prizes.

This was notoriously the case at the late Long Sutton Show,
where we find a local exhibitor, who is a member of the com-
mittee, taking the very modest number of four silver cups with

two pens of birds. Now, this is manifestly unfair to the other

exhibitors who do not reside within the limits of certain villages

near Long Sutton ; and why should local exhibitors have two

chances of a prize to other exhibitors' one ? The time has

arrived when exhibitors should make a stand against such

practices, and I hope that committeemen generally will see

the desirability of refraining from oompeting, and of con-

fining local exhibitors to local prizes, or most assuredly our
poultry shows will not hold their own, as exhibitors will not

care to send their birds to any show where these practices

are allowed.

—

Justice.

PRIZES FOR HOUDANS.
Ik reference to the suggestion which has been made by some

of your correspondents, that a class should be reserved for

Houdans separately from other descriptions of poultry, I wish

to add my mite of recommendation. Certainly Houdans are

worthy of the distinction, whether wo regard them as egg-

producers or as ornamental poultry merely : and, indeed, while

about it, the Ctc-ve-Ca;urs might also be similarly favoured.

The object of the promoters of exhibitions of prize poultry is,

undoubtedly, to interest as many poultry fanciers as possible,

and omitting to give a separate class for the fowls I have

named, will shut out many from partieipating in the enjoy-

ment which such gatherings afford.—J. H.

I BEJOicE exceedingly to see in your columns that it is pro-

posed to hold u poultry ahow in London. While all the large

towns and very many small ones hold annually a successful

axlubitiou, Louoon alone has nothing of the kind ; and yet in

and around Loudon are a host of gentlemen and ladies who
take an lulereai iu " ouuks and hens."

Within a radius of thirty or forty miles of the metropolis re-

JUDGES EXHIBITING AT THE BIRMINGHAM
POULTRY SHOW.

I TRUST this year we may be spared the ppeetaele of judges

exhibiting in the poultry classes at Birmingham. Without

wishing to impute that anything unfair has occurred in the

past, it must be admittel such a proeeeding cannot be justified.

The judge who exhibits is brought eonstantly into contatt,

both before, during, and after the judging, with his brother

judges, and however honourable or apright he may be, there

are persons who imagine that a hint may be given as to par-

ticular birds. This practice has net been in existence more

than two or three years, and ought never to have been per-

mitted.—A. B.

Thb SoDTniMPTON PouLTBT AMD BiBD SHOW.—The enttioi

for this show close on Thursday, the 284h inst. We are informed

this will prove one of the most succeBiful meetings of the season.
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The prizes have been greatly increased this year ; several valu-

able extra caps are offered, and when it is considered that one

pen of poultry has the chance of winning prizes to the amount
•f £22, there can be but little doubt of the show being well

supported. The prizes for Pigeons, cage birds, &c., are good.

DEARS GAME CHAMPION CUP.
This cup, manufactured by Mr. J. W. Benson, Ludgate Hill,

is of silver, very solid, very handsome, and is gilt inside. The
form is Etruscan, and the cover is appropriately surmounted
by a Game cock. On one side is this inscription:—"Dear's

Champion Subscription Cop, for the best Pen of Black-breasted

Bed Game Chickens. Hampshire Ornithological Association."

This cup will be competed for at the Hampshire Ornithological

Association's Exhibition, commencing on the 9th of November
next at Southampton. The cup has been subscribed for by
some of the most celebrated breeders of Game, among them
being Messrs. Dear, Hodgkinson, Stagg, Ames, Fletcher, Gibson,

Parkin, Matthew, O'Grady, Eussell Hall, Eigden, and Loe.

OAIfHAM POULTRY SHOW.
It is far from a pleasant task to criticise the arrangements

of gentlemen who undertake the oftentimes thankless work of

getting up a poultry show ; and yet these criticisms, if given

and taken in a proper spirit, cannot but be productive of good.

I remember last year that complaints appeared in your Journal

respecting the Oakham Show. It is clear, from the notices in

the prize list just issued, that the committee are anxious not

to give occasion for grumbling this year ; and yet I would
suggest that in one respect there is room for improvement

—

namely, in the time the birds are expected to remain at Oak-
ham. They must be there not later than 7 a.m. on Tuesday,
the 23rd—i.e., they must travel, if sent from any distance, on
Monday, and they must remain until a.m. on Friday, the
26th

—

i.e., they will not return home until some time on
Saturday. Only those who have shown good birds know what
this means, and as an exhibitor who has won a very fair share
of prizes this year, I can assure the managers thot I should
not think of exposing my birds to the risk such a lengthy
detention involves. Why not have them in on Tuesday even-
ing, judge them on Wednesday until one or two, and send
them home on Friday evening?—A Pkize-Winner.

CHELMSFORD POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
Ukdsr the sfrilfnl management of a very careful Committee, this

meetLDE; has greatly increased in public estimation ; so much so, in-

deed, that the number of pens exhibited this year was nearly double
that of only a couple of years back. A single glance at the printed
catalogue shows that poultry and Pigeons from almost every principal

breeder in the kingdom were entered for Chelmsford. In the hope

—

tiiongh it indeed appears almost time and trouble misapplied and
disregarded—of directing the attention of owners to the folly of for-

warding birds by the last train, we again record that a very large

number of excellent pens were dehvered at the Chelmsford Corn Ex-
change considerably after Biidday. and consequently long after the
.Tadges had returned their awards. As many of these pens bad
travelled several hnndrede ef miles to the Show, the money loss to

the owners must have been very considerable, and the vexation still

•reater. We again urge. " w«««r trust to the last train for the transit

»f jmiliry to any exhibitum."
Although the Corn Sxohaage is large and exceedingly well adapted

for the purposes of a poaltry show, this meeting promises ere long to
quite exceed the dimensi«as of the building. This year, having a
doable tier all round, and a double tier of pens placed back to back
down the centre, was anavoidable, so great was the increase in the
amber of the competitorB ; and the general appearance of the Show
on entering was nnusually excellent.

Grey Dorkings were the first class in the catalogue, and they
afforded quite a treat to mj breeder ; they were, in fact, throughout
saperior. The Oame clastea were good, the P> lack-breasted and other
Reds more particularly s». The Buff and Partridge Cochins were
much superior to the Whito ©nes, with the exception of a few special

fens of the latter. The Spanish were the best classes of chickens we
have seen this season ; and in respect to the Brahmas, whether Light
or Dark-feathered, it is isspossible to speak more highly than they
deaerred. Forty pens of Light Brabmas were exhibited. Although
somewhat select as to nambets, the Hamhurghs were generally good.
The French fowls had a class to themselves, which was remarkably
well filled, some of the chickens being exceedingly early and well

matured. The Game liantams of this year greatly surpassed any that
had been shown at preceding Chelmsford shows. It was in Ducks,

Gfeese, and Turkeys that the highest position was attained, and as it

may interest many of our readers, we give the weights of the heaviest

pens. The pens each consisted of a pair—male ard female. Tur-

keys, 31 lbs. 9 ozs. ; Geese, 441 lbs. ; Aylesbury Ducks, 16 lbs. the

couple. Any of onr readers who can remember the poultry of some

thirty years back, will thus be able to estimate the important national

benefit that has arisen from exhibitions as regards the utility of

poultry for table purposes, altogether irrespective of the home pleasures

of their production, and the even greater satisfaction of seeing the

best breeds in the country in open competition, side by side.

The Pigeons were, without doubt, a chief feature of the Show, and

though the bulk of them were in heavy moult, a number were in

plumage that could not have been exceeded even at spring time.

Another unusual feature of the Show was a class for pairs of

dressed chickens, and a similar one for Ducks. We append the

weights of three pairs of each as they lay for exhibition :—Chickens,

14Jlbs., 13 lbs. 15 ozs., and 13 lbs. 10 ozs. Ducks, 10 lbs. 10 ozs.,

10 lbs. 1 oz., and 9 lbs. 13 ozs.

The day of the Exhibition was remarkably fine, and the attendance

was most satisfactory. We published the prize list last week.

{From a Correspondent.)

Darling cockerels stood first, but these hardly seemed to be so good

as I expected to find them. The pullets were decidedly better. Game
were next. The Eev. F. Watson was first and second with two capital

birds. I preferred the second one, as be appeared to be a more pro-

mising bird, but the diBference was so slight that it must have pozzled

the Judges on which to decide. Cochins were numerous and good.

Mrs. Woodcock's two Buff pullets, and Mr. Sidgwick's cockerel and

two pullets in the "Any variety " class, were esjecially worthy of

notice. Mr. James was first in Sjmnish. with a splendid fellow pos-

sessing a beautiful white face, good comb, very long in the ear-lobe,

and in capital feather. The second was also a very good bird, bat

slightly deficient in the comb and almost without a taU. Pullets were

good, but the second prize was awarded to birds hardly deserving of it.

Those highly commended were certainly whiter and larger-faced than

the r more fortunate rivals. This breed does not appear to be very

fashionable iu Essex, for out of the thirteen pens exhibited nine were

sent from London.
The pride of the Show were the Brahmas, which were magnificent

;

they alone were worth the journey to see. Many only mentioned here

would have gained a prize elsewhere. The first-prize Dark cockerel

was hardly in feather, but he will make a grand bird. The Dark

pullets were eqnallv good. In tho Light class a silver cup was offered

for the best coikerel ; this was awarded to Mrs Williamson's beantifnl

bird. For Light pullets, Mr. Crook was first with two which were

very handsomely marked. I did not notice one bad bird in the whole

of the Brahma class.

Hamburglis were few in number. Mi-. Pickles took the first prize

for pullets, Silvers. These would have been perfect if a little lighter.

In the French varieties I noticed a cock which was certainly not

hatched in this year, whose age was stated in the catalogue to be

eight months. I was glad to see written on the ticket number, " dis-

qualified—old bird." in the class for " Any distinct variety," pullets,

were some good Polands. These arrived " too late for competition."

What a pity it is to find esiibitors waiting until the last train, ani

after all the expense and trouble, shutting themselves ont of the com-

petition.

The Black and Red Bantams were a fine class, especially the first-

prize bird, which by-the-bv had a narrow escape of losing the prize,

and, perhaps, bis life. He belonged to Dr. Webster Adams, of

Ipswich. On the doors being opened to the public in rushed that

gentleman to see what prizes his birds bad won. Judge his surprise

on finding no bird in the pen. He soon commenced making inquiries,

but was told it bad not arrived. The doctor knew better He bunted

for the basket, which was soon found beneath the pens. There was the

bird aUve and well, and a little beauty he was. Had not Dr. Adams
been present, he would undoubtedly have lost the prize and, perhaps,

the bird. How careful ought Secretaries to be in ascertaining if all

the baskets have been examined, especially when there is an empty pen.

Game Bantam pullets were also good.

Kouen Dueks were very good ; the first-prize pair were very large

and in excellent condition. Aylesbury Ducks not quite eo good. Some

of the Geese were immense. Turkei/s were a good class.

In the selling classes there were to be found some excellent birds,

equal, if not superior, to some of those which had been awarded prizes.

Pigeons made a good show, far better than at any other exbibitioB

held at Chelmsford. For Carriers, Mr. Wiltshire was first with a

splendid bird. Pouters were hardly in feather. Here Mr. Fnlton was

first, as be was in Tumblers. Jacobins were uncommonly good, par-

ticularly Mr. A. Van der Mpersch's Reds, which were first. Fantails

were numerous and good ; Barbs a migniticent lot ;
Trumpeters a

very good class. In the "Any variety class " there were some beantifal

birds. n i J J
This was a very well-managed Show, the birds were well fed and

looked after, but I must condemn the system of allowing certain pri-

vileged people to claim birds before shows open. Before the puhhc

were admitted many birds bad been difposed of. This, to say the

least, is very unfair, and will, no doubt, be rectified in fuiure years.

Now, a question as to committees generally. How is it they take so
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lonp in Rendiog tho prizes after the show is over ? From some ehowe
helii more than two mouths apo. the prize money has not yet been
sent, nor even the money for birds sold at the time. Thia ia very
mnbasin68 8-like.

—

An Amatecr.

TASMANIAN POULTRY SHOW.
TnK fifteenth annnal bIiow of ponltry and bodr birds, held nndcr the

anspireR of the TaHiiinnian Poaltry Society, was opened Anpnst 10th in

tho Towu Hall. The Show was one of the largest yet hold in Hobart
Town, and tho spacious hall and ante-rooms aCTorded abnndaut space
for the proper display of tbo exhibits without inconveniencint; the
promenaders.

IncJudiuf^ those sent in for exhibition only, wo counted over
270 pens and cages in the Show, a great display for Tlobart Town.
The exhibits emhraced fowls of every class. Turkeys, Geese, Dncks,
Pigeons, Canaries, and song birds in great variety, besides Pheasants,
Babbits, and miscellaneous live stock, including a kangaroo.

Beginning at the barndoor department, Ifinkinfift, lilach Spanvsh,
Cwhut-C/uufL^, Ih-iihitta I'oqtras, and others of their kind were exceed-
ingly well represented, and many of tho specimens were of the very
lirat quality, the prize-winners in the respective classes being greatly
admired. The Shanghaes especially were in excellent feather, of good
colonr, and perfect wonders in size. They reminded us of the hrst

specimens of this kind of fowl shown in Uobart Town, which were
entered some years ago by Mr. Thomas Paterson, a gentleman whose
name we were sorry to miss from the entry list. The Oame fowls
exhibited were below the average, and for these birds, which have
generally formed an attractive feature of the show, the season seems
to have been somewhat uufavourable. The Otinw Bantams, particu-

larly the Duckwings, were exceedingly beautiful, and formed a most
attractive feature of the show ; they were in very fine plumage, and
nearly all worthy of honourable mention. There were nine pens of

Tttrh:ijs, but we cannot refer to them as of more than medium excel-

lence. One pen of pure white, being curiosities in their way, were
greatly admired.
The waterfowl were not very numerously represented. A couple

of pens of very fine 6V'..sv were shown by Mr. Perry, being hybrids,
the produce of the African Geese imported by Mr. Graves, and the
good old grey Goose of England, ifr. Perry was the fortunate
purchaser of a pair of African Geese at the Peoples' Auction in aid of

the Franklin Island Fund, and the noble birds shown represent a
portion of the prolits of Lis speculation. There were two or three
pens of Aylesbury Ducks shown, but we cannot speak of them very
highly : they were of good size and pure in colour, but their condition
did not entitle them to rank as first-class specimens of this famous
breed. A pairof very pretty Maori Dncks, exhibited by Mr. Alderman
Pelbin, attracted a gi*eat deal of notice, and were much admired. Before
leaving the waterfowl, wo must not omit to mention a pair of very fine

Cape Barren Geese exhibited by Mr. .J. W. Graves. These beautiful

creatures are natives of Cape Barren, and are peculiar to the region of

Bass's Straits. They are now becoming almost extinct, and it is to be
regretted that some protection is not afforded to them by our Native
Game Act. They are remarkably docile and affectionate, and the

pander shown, who rejoices in the name of Darby, follows his owner
abont like a dog, and perambulated the room several times, allowing
the children to pat and make friends with him.
The Hon. Mrs. Du Cane was the exhibitor of three fine English

Pheasants, a cock and two hens, which were mnch admired.
The Pigeons were a great feature of the show, and there were

upwards of seventy cages exhibited, embracing nearly every variety

:

Baldheads, all colours ; Yellow Beards, Blue Beards, Pouters,

Tumblers, Turbits, Almonds, Carriers, Archangels, Jacobins, Barbs,

Nuns, Kites, and others in variety too numerous to particularise. A
pair of Lachlan Pigeons, exhibited among the Doves, resembling a
good deal the Crested Pigeon of the marshes, were very greatly

admired. In the first ante-room there were twenty-six cages of various

flong birds and Parrots, and twelve pens of Eahbits.

—

{Mcrcnry.)

K.VBBITS AND THEIR VARIETIES.
I HAVE been from Lome, but on my retnrn, upon looking

over " our Jonrnal," I was delighted to find bo much in-

formation bad been given in reference to both Babbits and
tlieir judges ; all tending, I hope, to bring about a more satis-

factory state of things. If this should be the case, the result

\»iU be an increased number of entries at all shows where it is

known that a competent judge will award the prizes. I have
been much pleased with the valuable information given in

these pages week after week respecting ptn'trr. Pigeons, and
bees, and as regards these, various points in dispute seem
now to be permanently settled. For instance : the Houdon
controversy respecting Lis red feathers, or his having only four

claws, is now quite understood; and of Pigeons, the points

are now fully understood, and the stamp of perfection must be
apon the birds before they can be at all in favour with the
judges whose critical eyes detect the least detect. I would ask.

How is it that such a knowledge of the points of merit is ac-

quired'.' I would give the old-fashioned fcnt tme answer—"By
study of the subject." When fanciers of liabbits can feel

the same confidence as those of poultry or Pigeons in send-
ing their pets to shows, they will Be eatiBfied, and when as
much intelligeQce shall be brought to bear in discriminating
the good qualities of Kabbits as in the case of the feathered
tribe, their owners will have to be very thankfol. I trust this

enviable state of things is not far distant.

I am glad to find so much interest excited on behalf ol

Rabbits, and am quite certain good must result from what ve
have seen and heard upon the subject during the last few weeks,
and I feel confident that all committees for their own Bakes
will see the importance of appointing a aompetent judge (or

the Rabbits, irrespective of his knowledge of poultry or Pigeons,
be that extensive or limited.

Some allusion at times is made to the points of excellence,

and the peculiarities of different kinds. The " Lops " I am
glad (as I am sure many others will b<} have been ably de-

scribed by Mr. Hudson, and I now venture to eay a little in
reference to the other varieties.

If I had to attach some distinctive words by way of appella-

tion, to each variety, they would be as follow :—The Lop-eared
I should designate graceful ; the Patagonian and Belgian Hare
Babbit as majestic or noble ; the Angora as showy ; the Hima-
layan as neat ; the Silver (Jrey as of a mercurial temperament

;

and the Dutch as pretty. Now, all these I keep and I have care-

fully noticed their peculiarities. Abont three hundred are

born in my rabbitry every year. 1 shall refer to them al-

phabetically.

The Angora, originally from the town of that name in

Asia Minor, is of a kindly disposition, and the doe very proud
of her young. At times I think no sight can be more pleasing

to a Babbit-fancier than to see a pure white doe with her
equally white and silky family around her. 1 do not quite

incline to the belief that the buck of this variety is so fretful

as represented when separated from the doe, neither do I feel

quite sure as to the safety of the young ones just born, if the
buck is left with them ; not that he would destroy them in so

savage a manner as bucks of other varieties, yet I think the
chances are that many would be trampled to death. As the
result of my experience, I recommend that the parents be sepa-

rated until the young are at the least six weeks old, especially

if you would have quality instead of quantity. There is not
that distinctive feature as to the markings of colour as in some
other varieties, the important point being length and silky

quality of hair irrespective of tho markings. White seems to

be the favourite colour, yet it is not the point to insure a prize

if the hair is not of the proper length and quality, and I have
seen black and white, blue and white, grey and white all

first-prize winners, possessing the other requisite;—namely,
length and silky quality of hair. The hair, on the Continent
especially, is made of commercial importance, and I have met
with both French and Germans who have done a rather large

business in this commodity, and in which I am sorry to say
the poor Babbits have to be painfully interested by having the

hair torn from their backs three or four times a-year. I would
recommend the torturers of such innocent-looking pets to

cease such cruelty, and to the attention of the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Perhaps the best method
of removing the hair when matted, which is generally the

case when many young ones run together, is by means of

an iron comb (dressing comb), removing a little at a time,

and in a few days the old fur will be gone, and the second will

not again become so awkward to manage, especially if attended

to every few weeks. Thus the Babbits are always smooth
and fit to exhibit, and the hair becomes longer with age,

and may be used for a variety of purposes if the skin is properly

cured.

The Belgiax Haf.e variety is an excellent breed for table

purposes, and may be reared to a large size. I have them
weighing IO.t lbs. The marking is unlike that cl the or-

dinary grey common Babbit, as some darker shade of hair

seems spread over tho body, giving the animal a more rich and
motlled appearance, and in general resembling the Ilare. I

find this breed rather delicate to rear, especially in very hot

weather. The doe is prolific, eight or ten being the usual litters

I have. These Babbits are imported from the Continent,

and more especially from Belgium. The doe seems rather

more wild than with some other varieties, and easily frightened.

I have known the new-born litters quite forsaken at the ap-

eparance of a mouse in the hutch, or on a loud peal of thunder

being heard. Most of the other varieties ore alarmed by the
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same causes, but I think this variety more nervous thaa the

rest.

The PiTAOOKiANS I will now speak of as in some respects the

same—that is, as being a large animal, yet not at all the same

variety. They are at times spoken of as Flemish Giants, Earn

Rabbits, &c. They attain from 15 lbs. to 18 lbs. weight,

and are of two shades—grey, and the so-called cream shade.

The ears are long, and not decidedly either lops or erect, but

seem to hang loosely. The disposition of this Eabbit is kind,

and I have often seen a small Dutch buck chase a Patagonian

one round the enclosed court-yard and try to provoke the

" giant," compared to itself, to fight. The does are not the most

prolific, and I do not generally obtain from them more than

three litters in a year. The Belgian Hare Eabbit doe and

Patagonian buck produce some excellent specimens for the

table, and when kept for this purpose I know of no Babbits

more profitable.

I shall, ere long, say a little about the Dutch, Himalayan,

and Silver Greys.

—

Chables Eayson, York Mmmt, Prestwich,

nfdr Jilaiichestfr.

THE HONEY H^VT.VEST IN NORTHUMBERLAND.
Tnis year has been somewhat peculiar with respect to bees

in Northumberland. Swarming commenced in the end of May ;

such swarms going on rapidly threw off what we call virgin

swarms, several top swarms throwing off two and three each.

Here a virgin swarm is thought remarkable ; hence, this season

is considered an extraordinary one in this respect, and also

for fly-away swarms and queens which could not fly at all, and
yet we have not on the whole an average number of swarms.

A sudden change in the weather at the beginning of June
seemed to put a stop to swarming. Hence we have more than

an average number of old stocks nnswarmed, and many swarms
too late to do well, yet the flower honey harvest has been good.

Good supers have been taken oS non-swarmers and early top

swarms, and about an average number of hives were sent to

the moora at the end of July and beginning of August. Two
weeks of cold weather put an end to the weakest hives, and
considerably lightened the whole ; then for nine or ten days we
had a grand bloom on the heather and weather unprecedentedly

fine, but the time was too short, for the result is, that more
than half the hives on the moors are lighter than when taken

there, and ten per cent, of the bees dead. Those which have
entered the supers have mostly only a few leaves ef half-filled

and unsealed comb, emblematical of good intentions being cut

short by the rains which fell when the heather was in its

prime. I have heard of a few supers weighing 20 lbs. and one
30 lbs., nicely sealed. These I set down for the hives which,

being strong, filled their supers from the weak ones unable to

defend their scanty store.

—

Geoege Wilson, Wlialtmi.

SPUPJOUS HONEY.
I WAS glad to read in the number of October 14th the letter

from Mr. A. Petligrew, of Manchester, on " Spurious Honey."
I am sorry to say that the practice of filling up honeycomb for

sale and exhibition is very common, both in England and
Scotland.

I have been a bee-keeper nearly twenty years, and I never

could accomplish the massive weights of supers and bell-glasses

that I see exhibited. The situation of my apiary is perhaps
as good as any in liincaehire ; it is on the borders of the river

Tame, and there is no better land in the county. I know a
person who exhibits honey, and who has taken several prizes

with large bell-glasses weighing upwards of 40 lbs., and sup-

posed to be gathered in a district which I consider one of the
worst in the county, and he presumes to make people believe

that bees can gather honey from land poisoned by the smoke
of large towns, and amongst manufactures of the most filthy

kind, such as chemical works, and where others to my know-
ledge have been compelled to remove their works owing to the

intolerable stench. I say if bees can do well in a locality

like that, they can do better than mine in a healthy neigh-
bourhood. My bees this season have made up my nine bar-

and-frame hives to about 30 lbs., and given me a bell-glass of

from 5 to 10 lbs. each. I could not get more from them.
I am very glad Mr. Pettigrew is exposing the system of sell-

ing sugar and water instead of honey. I have often doubted
the purity of large glasses, but I should be very sorry to charge
anyone with so dishonest an action. I should like the com-

mittees of our poultry shows to offer prizes for bees and
honey ; their doing so would be the means of encouraging bee-

keeping, which would be a profit to the working man at a very

little outlay. Consider the tons of honey lost upon the heather
from the want of bees being taken to it to gather the pollen. I

know several working men who by their bees and honey make
the rent of their house and something to spare. At the
Middleton Show this year there were nine entries of bees and
honey, and this department of the exhibition was an attraction

to many. The first year I was judge of bees there, we had
only two entries, but the number has increased year by year.

The first prize this year was £3 for the best collection of bees

in the hive, and £1 for the best collection of honey,

—

South
Lakcashibe Bee-keepeb.

PtEGICIDE.

I WISH to ask my brother apiarians if they have ever met
with a similar misfortune to that which has just befallen me.
Being about to join two hives of bees and wishing to select

the best queen of the two, I proceeded to find them. Having
secured No. 1, I placed her with a few workers in a small box.

I then found No. 2, and as I was taking her off the comb I

dropped her into the hive ; the bees immediately set upon and
killed her. I then, after an absence of only five minutes,

placed No. 1 on the alighting-board of her own hive ; she was

also seized upon, and although I at once got her away from her

disgraceful people, she also died in about ten minutes.

The supposition might be, that I had changed queens, but

this I am quite positive I did not do, as queen No. 2 was just

over her own hive when I dropped her into it, and, of course,

had not left them half a minute. Can anyone account for

this ? Only a day or two back I introduced a Ligurian, kindly

sent to me by a friend, and she was at once accepted without

the slightest manifestation of resentment. Of course, after

this experience I shall never attempt to return a queen until

after a few hours' absence.—T. B. H.

[We should fancy that in both these cases the regioidal

attacks were initiated by robber bees, which at this season seem

to be constantly on the alert for plunder the moment a hive is

opened, or an operation attempted. It is certainly very unusual

for bees to attack their queen after a brief absence. The only

similar instance which we remember to have seen recorded,

was related by Mr. Woodbury, in page 366 of the third voluma

of our new series.]

QUEEN CELLS IN AUTUMN.
I DROVE two stocks of boes a fortnight ago and put them

together, taking the best of the combs, and fixing the others

in a frame hive. I have since been feeding them to make up
weight, and the other day took off' the fastenings from the

combs, when to my surprise I found on one of them five queen

cells with young queens in all, but no brood in any other comb.

Is it not unusual at this time of the year ?—M. A.

[The construction of royal cells at this season shows that

both queens were killed in uniting the bees. As no young

queen can now be impregnated owing to the want of drones,

the survivor must be removed and a fertile queen substituted,

or the stock will inevitably come to grief.}

NEW PUBLICATION.
The Animal World : A Monthli/ Advocate of Humanity. No. 1.

Oct. 1, 1869. Price Twopence.

We welcome most heartily the above new publication. It is

just to our taste, and likely to promote kindness to animals,

and prevent cruelty. " The Animal World " is published by
the Koyal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,

a Society which since its foundation in 1824 hns done an in-

finite deal of good by the prosecution of persons guilty of

flagrant acts of cruelty, and also has prevented iriuch e^il by

the fact of its existence being known, for it has been a terror

to the evildoer. The costermongers, the donkej-keepers, the

goat-drivere, have been taught that they cannot tteat ciuelly

their animals with impunity. But it is not enoiiuh to puni&k

the cruel, it is necessary to train the young to kinJness. A
child will tear off the wings of a fly ; a boy, or gill ains ! as we
have known, will torture young birds ; and thoroughly bad hoys

will ceaselessly pelt with' stones poor stray dogs. Then there
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is ft oraelty which is not thought to be crnel, the oraelty of

oarelessness ; sa Thomas Hood truly laid

—

'* Evil is wroDffht by want of thonght^
As well as by want of huart."

Now, to train for good and check cruelty comes this excellent

aerial, which, from its size, that of the Pall Mall Gazftte, its

letterpress, and, above all, its excellent pictures and low price,

will we are sure, if future numbers be equal to the first, be

eertain to obtain a wide circulation. The October number con-

tains an article, illustrated, on the horpe ; one on monkeys, by
Frank Buckland ; a serial storv of ** The dog which found a

lost child," by Mary Howitt. We have poetry as well as prose,

practical articles as well as narratives, cautions against cruelty,

exposure of the cruelty of the bearing-rein—in short, we have
sixteen papif^s of useful, pleasiiif?, and instructive matter. The
Bishop of GlouceHter and Bristol, who took great pains to get

three humane clauses added to the Contagious Diseases (Aui-

mal?) Act, cnntribates ah excellent letter on the humane edu-
cation of children.

To this first number of " The Animal World " is attached a

supplement, giviuf? a short history of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and a fall report of its

forty-fifth annual meeting. The report and Bpeeches will well

repay perusal.

We earnestly recommend heads of families to take in " The
Animal World," and be sure and let it find its way into

the kitchen. Clergymen could not do better than take a

monthly bundle of six (only Is.), for their schools ; first for the
children, and then to be spelled through by the plonghboys
and others by the winter fireside. Seriously and thoughtfully

do we say, God speed the course of *' The Animal World," and
may its motto, from Coleridge's " Ancient Mariner," find an
echo in its readers' hearts.

" He prnveth well who loveth well
Both inftn. »nd bird, nnd heapt

;

He prayc-tb be«t who loveth best
All things both crent and Bmall

;

For the dear Gnd who lovetli us.
He made and loveth all."

—Wiltshire Rector.

OUR LETTER BOX.
MrDDLKTON Show ^C. SrJ^mc A:j.—Mesgrs. Mason &. Walker wrote to

inform as that the prize was awarded, and bad been paid to them.

Malt fob Fowls {H. B.).—Malt would be too etimulating U it were
given as regnlar food. Fowls are v*ry f^md of it. and will eat it to ex-

cess. It has the property of makinR the eucs taste of it, also the flesh

if the fowl be killed while it rtmaiuB the daily food.

Breeding frou a Cockerel (/'frmt.—If the bird is desirable in other
respects, his age is not the slightest objection, provided b« is not less

than nine months old.

Breeding from Sitters and Non-sittbrs {IderrCi.—It is deiiirakle to

rear poaltry, althongh intended for table pnrposes "^nly, at the least cost
and with the least trouble. For this reason we always oppose the mix-
ture of sitters and non-sitters. They are capricious Bitters when they
are thus bred, and many aa amateur knows the vexation of beinu told a
day or two before the rliickeni ihould be hatched, that the hen hfts been
off her e|[gs all day. We cannot imagine what fowls yon woald like to
cross, UBless it were Brahma* and some of the French breeds. We
would rather have the former pure, and if we wanted some other sort we
would put a few French epps under a Brahma hen, and eat the two
breeds pure. We are not friendly to crosses, and have seldom seen
zaach good done by them.

Dari Coen(G. B.).—We do not know the Dari com. Some of the
Indian grass seeds are called Doora. Indian com makes birds very fat.

Yon have been correctly informed, it mftkef them very fat internally,
enough BO to impede the action of the intestines. It makes, to uie the
Terdict ot a very learned m»»n, neither " osmazome nor fibrine." It
makes little lean, and that which it makes is drv, hard, and black. We
do not admire any ol the!*a expedients for cheap feeding. We find that
which costs little money yields little nourisLmeut. We will feed our
birds on good oat and barley aaeal, and will allow anyone to try the new
discoreries—rice, damaged raisins, different foreign corns, biscuit, all

the various paste«, with tlie conviction we shall not only have the best
condition, but that ours will bo the least expensive.

Feedino Brahma rooTRAs (T. S. J.).—We said "eschew potatoes''
because oar experiance was nnfavonrable ; they have a tendency to
produce internal fat, and they almost always produce the Iniary called a
iat liver. When this goes on, adieu to all condition and health. The fat
increases, bnt the weight dimiuisliea; the skin becomes hard, brown,
and dry. All the nourishment i« absorbed by the liver, which increases
daily, until it is almost the most valanble part of the fowL We disap-
prove altogether of your mode of feeding. We should do away with the
wheat and oats ; we will allow you to give two meals of potatoes every
week. Sob^stitnte barley or oatmeal for the potatoes and sharps. Do
away immediately with your trough ;

yon will never make heavy birds
if you allow them a trough F«od by band, and throw the food broad-
cast. If they come close to yon, drop some choice pieces for them. Add
to the dietary we have Lrivpn abovp pome cooked meat chopped fine ; in
Tery wet or damp weather gire a little ale.

Fowl's Lkos Scalt and Wahtid <Td4m).~\l is impos«ible any
birds can bo healthy, kept on a wooden floor, and the lesi and feet ar«
the first parts alTuctvd. In a mato ot nature a fowl, like a Pbt^aaaat,
Qroase, or Partridge, walking on the earth clstps each step by drivinf
the clawa into the earth ; the foot sinks into it at the aamc tim«. If ib»
bird wants to scratch, there is nothing to binder. It finds food and
amusement ; it meets with all that is necessary for health. On a board
the foot is always kept stretched oat. The ends of the nails cannot
penetrate the boards, the foot is kept in an unnatnral position, and laiB»>
ness is the result. Apply salad oil freely to the spots on the legs, thcB
rnb the places affected with compound sulphur ointment. Feed on oat
and barley meal. Give up wheat and oats. Lot them h«vo a Uttla
cooked meat chopped floe, and, above all. if they are to remain when
they are now, cover the boirds with at least 6 inches of gravel and roft4
sand. Give them some sods ot growing krais. It is utterly impossible
to have fowls healthy if they are kept op clean boards.

Fowls hot Laying (If., C/iitf/icjtt^r).—Hens will bot rcgolarly lay in
the winter ; only pallets can be depended npou to do so. Y'-ti should
therefore keep some enrly pullets every year to provide yon with eggs in
the winter. As a rule fowls do not like oata, and we expect thov do bsttcr
on what they pick np than they do on year han<l-fepding. That whisk
is worth doiug at all is worth doing well, aad to gat eggA in the winter if

to do fowls well. Ton mast feed differently. Have ^oiir oati ground fas
—so flns that the msal will make dough liks ftsar. Ton asiist tike notkinf
from it, bnt grind husk and all. Give them soras whole barley for a
changd, and ouce a week a te>w boiled potatoes. If you will feed in tkis
way, and keep some April and May pullets every year, you will have efgi
all through the winter. We look with sospieion when y'>u say they roost
in a loft, and are closely packed in a room 12 or 14 feet square. There is

not room enough. There is tbo bad woodan flooring, the difficulty ef
access and egress. They should rootst on the grooud floor, and the more
room they bave the better.

Sale op Poultry (Iiiem).—With regard to the sale of poultry, we baTC
always considered our own columns as the best mrdium, and we belleTe
if they were more used for that purpose amateurs would 6ud (lales pro*
moted by it. There are generally buyers for good birds at fair prices if

publicity is given to the fact they are to be had. Uo*^ often do we hear
from a neighbour, " I wihh I had known you had such things for sale. I

have been seeking tbem a long time, and only bought tbem last week."

Dorking Cockerel Declinino (P. rjiuon).—We fearho has some ef

his viscera ulcerated, in which case no treatmeat eonid aavi; bim. It be
is only weak, bread soaked in ale given twice a-day, and a dcsseit-spoon

-

fnl of cod-liver oil once daily, may restore him;

ToRKKYs' Legs Failing (C. B.).—Neither goat nor rheumatism i0

affecting their legs, but cither painful weakness or cold contracted from
a very damp or ill-fitted roosting house. A ri>o9t)ng house with a very
damp clayey floor will cause it, or a brick, stone, or wooden floor. Tbeee
are the most fruitful causos of swollen knees. Bad and irregular feeding
will cause weakness, and Tnrkeys are very sabject to large knee-joints.
It sooms their place of weakness, to which all mischief runs. Give tbem
freely bread steeped in ale, and administer some camphor, two pills the
size of a pea. Put some camphor in their water.

Tumblers not Flying (E. 8. Polkin{thom*).—A9 the plan we adrised
you to adopt does not seem to answer permanently, there is nothing left

but to drive your Tumblers up by pelting at them, say piecti* of mould
or turf, or any substance which would not injure them or break windows

;

at the same time not letting tbem grow tat by over-feeding. As yesr
bonse ia awkward for flying Tumblers, why not tri the higher class, tbe
Shortfaces? You would find that beauty ot form and feather woald
amply compensate for tumbling, and you could keep them confined. Or
Antwerps would suit you. Remember, that only after being b.ng shut In wiD
any Tumblers taku extraordinary fli:.^hts, and these have been magnified
both by word of mouth aud in books.

Summer Rape for Seed {Marian).—Seed called summer rape is grown
in Germany. It is little used in this country, and the most likely place
to procure it is at Mr. Hawkins's, dealer in birds, Bear Street, Leicester
Square, Y ••i would And English rape and Canary seed, with chickweed
and plaintain occasionally, the best food for a Linnet.

Canaries Consumptive (.If. F.).
—"TheFymptoms—panting, becoming

thin, arid losing colour, are those of rapid ciu^umptiou, a disease to

\(hich the Canary is only too liable. It is incurable, and though its

miseries may in some cases be alleviated, it eventuully claims its victiia.

It is FO certain in its attflck, that no man of any experience wquld bay a
bird %rith any ' pant,' knowing foil well that the breeding peason or suc-

ceeding moulting time would end its dsys. I have before expressed ay
opinion, that the great cause of disease in Canaries is a disordered
stomach, and many ailments eventuating in a siakness, the prominent
features of which are. * the birds ruffle their feathers, put their heads
under their wings, pant, are reduced to skcletonfi, and become dle-

coloured,', might be averted by a timely dose of castor oil. I believe that

really very little is known abont the diseasca of birds. I am quite open
to confess that I am a poor bird-doctor, bnt my rastor-oil bottle is the

chief feature of mv medicine chest, and I lase as lew as my neigbboursi.

—W. A. Blaiston."

What abk the Adtantaobs op LionaiAR Bess? (G. B.).—"Goed
temper, beauty, and fecundity.

—

Detonshi&s Bks-krepeb."

POULTRY M.VRKET.—October 20.

A MODERATE enpply nnd a somewhat inprovcd trade hare ijDproved

the aspect of our market. ShoaUi tbe present change in the weather
continue we may look for better prices.

B. d e. i
Lari;e Fowls S OtoS
Smaller do 2 6 S G
Chickeoa 1 » 2
Geese G 7
Dncka 2 2 6
Pheasants 3 u 8 C

8. d 8. 4
Partridges 1 4 to 1 (
Orouae 2 6 3 •
Pigeons 9 • It
Hiires 2 6 St
Rabbits 14 15
Wilddo 9 10
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ne33 of position
; set nnd beni] the stpnis in a lifelike manner.

Fur tUia tho wire stems are n great advantage. Tbey also con-

ttibttte to the durability of the leaves, nhicb, it preserved nitb

-no sapport save their own stems, are soou broken unless ex-

treme care is taken.

"The beauty of Oak leaves is mnoli enhanced if clnslers of

acorns in their cups are introdnoed among them. The cups
must be punotured with an awl, to admit the end of the wire

that is to serve as a ?tem, and the acorns then glaed to the

.inside of the cups. AVhen these are dry, wind the wire with the
brown worsted as in uniting the leaves. Uirch burrs mast bo

glned directly to the wire, which it will bo convenient to wind
with the worsted, and form into a branch before the glueing
xakes place. They are a pretty addition to branches of the
golden Birch leaves. The red berries of the Black Alder, and
tbo scarlet and orauce seed vessels of the Celastrns scandcns
(Climbing Bitter-sweet), gathered before the frost has touched
them, will keep fresh and bright on thoir own stems a long
time, and add much to the beauty of any collection of leaves.

" These boughs and garland."!, arranged tastefully in vases,

•jjrcoping around pictures or statuary, or hanging upon the

walls of a room, seem to lend it tho sun.'iLine of a perpetual
Indian summer. The most desirable leaves for this purpose
uro those of the Oak, Maple, Elm, Sumach, Birch, and wild

Cherry ; thiugh contributions from woody shrnba and garden
baflies never come amiss, if of substantial texture and smooth
anrface ; and green leaves of Fern—fronds of the common
Brake—with their long plumes of verdure, make an agreeable

contrast to more brilliant colours and more fanciful shapes.

-Fern leaves should be ironed in the same manner as other
foliage; but they need no oiling, and if not hung where the

air is intensely hot and dry, will remain handsome several

months.
"It is a mistaken notion that autumn leaves neod varnicli-

ing. Varnish makes them brittle, and more liable to crack
;

while t)i6 excessive lustre that it imparts is unnatural. Oiling

•gives suffi jient polish, deepens, clears, and preserves the colour.',

and keeps the tissues somewhat elastic. When the leaves get

dusty, wipe them with a damp cloth. If they curl, damp thfm,
•aud place the branch for a few hours between papers under a
pile of heavy books.
" The cliiuged leaves of autumn may also be used for other

ornamental purposes. Small wreaths to surround unframed
.jjictures can be made, fastening the wired stems by sewing, or

•by winding with worsted, to a narrow circle of pasteboard, or a

ring of wire-taste; the Samach, Elm, or Cherry leaves are

best for these. And carving may be successfully imitated with

Oak leaves and acorni'. Tor this, glue the under surface of the

leaves to a picture- frame of pasteboard, or of wood stained a

(iark colour; cut the acorns, and Ihtii' cups also, in halves,

and intersperse them among the leaves, glueing Ihem in a Hat

'position, and then varnieh the whole. The same work makes
H pr«tty front for a bracket. And little sprigs and branches of

Staple, Elm, or Cherry, with their natural stems, moy be ironed,

raai then fastened with gun tragHcanth to the pretty white-

wooded boxes, letter-cases, and other articles that are prepared
iar painting and decalcorainie ; being afterwards ligUtly var-

nished, or not at all, according to fancy. Sprays of Maple or

Elm, or Oak leaves and acorns, may, in the same way, orna-
ment pasteboard or wooden slips for letter and card racks ; the

lining, which should be of the same shade as the leaves, being
iirflt glued to the frame.

—

.\snie G. IIale."'

HOSES-MANETTI STOCKS—STANDARDS-NEW
VARIETIES.

AiTnouon many of your readers will, perhaps, be getting
-%ired of hearing so many ditterent experiences in the matter
of Boses, yet, as I believe there aro more persons interested
«hont R ises and Pelargoniums than about any other flowers,

I will risk the chance of being tedious, and add mv own ohser-
-rationa to those which have already been called forth in your
.Journal by my friend ' D.," late of Deal.

I will begin by saying a few words about the Manetti stock,

»8 I have now had an experience of seventeen yenrs with it,

•and have, therefore, some knowledge of i!s value. In the first

ftlaoe 1 am far from agreeing with Ihoso who say the Eiiar is

doomed ; because upon all strong lands the Briar is a far better

(Stock than the Hanetii, but the especial value of the Jlanetti

is that it will suit soil where the Biiar will not thrive. Light
loicn, sandy soils, and soils with too much peat— all can be

made with proper care and attention to grow good Rosea on
ho Manetti stock, while on the Briar these would only have a
struggle for existence. Another great advantage is, that aa
the union of the stock and scion in the Manetti ought to be
planted at least from 'J to '.i inches below tho surface of the
ground, it afTords a great protection against frost. In the
winter of I8i'.0 I had only two standards left alive out of siity,

whereas, though all the planta I had on the Manetti, except
very few, were cut to the ground, they all sprung up again and
bloomed fairly the very next season.
Another advantage is, that in nine caeeg out of (en Rosea on

(he Manetti stock puUi out roots of their own above the nnioD,
more especially the stronger kinds, such as Madame C!£mence
Joigneaiix, Charles Leftbvre, John Hopper, Gloire de Dijon,

S:c. 1 have removed in the autumn planta only planted the
previous spring, and the roots from tho Rose were nearly as
strong as those of tho Manetti slock. I have my piejudices,

too, against standards. I mean tall standards ; dwarfs may
be admissible, but I think a tall standard is quite the ugliest

form in which a Rose can be grown, is liable to every breath of

wind, and cannot be protected agaiust King Frost. No donbt
there are a certain number of positions, as the centre of a
large Hose bed, where tall standirds may be made use of, but
I have never yet been able to almire long lines of tall single
standards by the sides of walks, tied to stakes far larger than
the stem of the Briar itself, and only looking well during the
short period of their blooming.

Still, in strong soils, especially clay, with stifl subsoils, the
Iklanctti stock is of no use, and thero the Briar will thrive, and
what is more to the point, produce Cm rcoknred Rosea than
any light soil will, however well the Hoses on the Manetti
stock are manured. But I look upon it that the Manetti baa
done more to popularise the Rose than iha Briar, because it

enables amateurs by means of tho two stocks, whatever may
be the character of their soil, to grow Roses with advantage,
audit has enabled nurserjmen to increase the stock of new
Roses much more rapidly by grafting in heat in tho spring;

and a much greater number of good buds may be obtained in

the same space of time from the Manetti than tho Dog Rose.
I have heard some objections made to the Ma'jetii on the

score of fuckers ; but this is always due to bad management.
In tho first place, it never sends out root suckers like the Dog
Rose ; secondly, if tlie stock is planted deep enough, the eyea

below the bud do not push ; and thirdly, all eyes ought to be
taken out of the stock before planting. As a proof how little

troublesome the shoota of tho Manetti are, out of anew quarter

of '27iO Roses, planted in the spring of this year, I only had
two Manetti shoots; whereas from a'x dwarf standards in one
of the beds, planted in the ruiJdIe of some Roses on the Ma-
netti stock, I had to remove tivo or three suckera from each
stock in the course of the summer.
Some persons, too, have thought that because the Dog Rose

is a native (f Great Biitain, and to be seen wild in nearly

every hedge, that it must be hardier than the Manetti ; but in

the winter of 1800 I had the Dog Rose slocks themselves
killed, whereas some large old plants of ilanetti that were
allowed to grow wild, in order to take cuttings from them, were
hardly ii.jured at all; and in the hedgerows about here all the

old wood of the Briars was killed, and only the younger and
stronger plants survived.

Having said so much about the Manetti, I will curtail my
remarks on the Roses, but with to ask, before leaving the snb-

ject of stocks, why more trial has not been given to the Celine

stock, which is a very free and suiface-rooting kind, a strong

grower, and suits the dwarfer kinds of Bourbons better than
tho Manetiiv I should like such kinds as Madame Vidot,

Madame Furlalo, end Louis XIV. to have a (.ood trial on this

stock, as I think it would much increase their strength and
vigour.

Now. as regards well-known and well-established kinds, aa

.T"hn Hopper, Cbsrles Lsfebvre, Senateur Vaisse, Ac, I can

only ssy ditto to Mr. Burke wi'.h regard to what has bten said

about them. Madame V;dot and Ccmtesse de Chabrillant

have done exceptionally well with me this year. Madame Fur-

lado si ill fails to grow, and though I think it one of the most
benutilul Roses grown, I am every year more out of heart with it.

Wo have had a great accesfi^n rf strength in pink Boscs
lately—Marguerite de St. Amand, Princesso Mario de Cam-
biiige, Abel Grand, Monsieur Non)au,Elie Morel, and Baronno
de EothschilJ. The two most perfect blooms of Roses that I

think I have seen this year, weie both Baroune de Rothschild,

which I saw when helping to judge tho nurserymen's cla:sea
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at the Crystal Prtlaee an'l Kensington Koee Shows, in both
cases exhibited by Mr. Cant, and I thick it will be a favourite

Eose for many years to come; it opens its Mooms wtll, and
seems to have sufficient substance of petal to stnud the siiu,

and the colour the most beautiful smooth satiny pink. Jlon-

sieur Noman is also a grand Ruse. I myself thought thove

were very few good new Uiiees shown either at the Cry&tal

Palac3 or Keufington, with the exception of Elie Morel, La
France, Duke of Eiiinburgh, which hus been good everjwliere,

Eeine du Midi, and Pitord ; but Clemence Ilaoux, Edward
Morren, Henry Ledechaux, Jiilii Trouvais, Julia Treyve. Ma-
dame Creyti.n, Tliyra Hammerick. which I believe are the best

of this year's Kjses, were not exhibited. I am afraid I shall

have to join in the verdict which places Paul Verdier among
the summer Rose? only; but it is so fine a Rose with me, that

I shall ni t give it up on that ncjount. Alfred Colomb is, in

my opiaior, a better Rose than Marie Baumann, as the latter is

too weak in the stem and hangs its head ; it is at present a

good race for the premiership between Charles Lefebvre and
Alfred Colomb, but though the latter may be the fiuer-sh.'^ped

Rose for exhibition purposes, yet the former is the more useful

for the garden. After all, when in perfection, no Rofe finals

Marfichal Niel, and though we are told that Gloirc de Dijon is

the proper stock for it, yet I have seen it on the wall of my
father-in-law's house in this parish, budded on the Matietti

stock, make a shoot this year more than 13 feet long, and it

had from twenty-five to thirty fine blooms the second year

after planting, wi'h some of the largest leaves I ever saw on a

Eose ; in fdot, I never Biwa plant in greater health and vigour.

Time and space wirn me that I must bring these remarks to

an end, and I will conclude by giving a list of those Roses,

according to their colours, which have proved most valuable

to me.
Ti'kite.—Bironne de Maynard, Mdlle. Bonnaire, and Vir-

ginal, to which I add Souvenir de Malmaison, for thongli not
pure white, yet it is one of the most useful and beautiful

Eoses when properly managed, but it requires a shady place,

and must not be exposed to the full blaze of a middoy sun, for

this is the reason it often does not open well in the summer,
and gives better blooms in the autumn. Aeidalie is also

another of ihs same class.

Fill!: —To the six I have already named I add Ceoile de

Chabrillant, still one of the best and finest-shaped Roses
gro^n, Alphonse Kirr, and La France.

Rose-coloured —Madame Furtado, difEc lit to grow; Madame
Hector Jacqniu, though not full enough, still a beautiful Rose;
Madame Knorr, and Duchesse de Morny.one of the very finest

Eoses grown.
Cerise.—Madame C. Crapelet, John Hopper, Victor Verdier,

Thorin, Madame Boutin.
Hcarlft and Crimunn Sear!ets —Le Rhone, La Brillante,

Horace Vtraet, Alfred Colomb, Marie Baumann, Franr'nis La-
charme, Senateur Vaisap, Madame Victor Verdier, Fisher
Holmes, and Duke of Edinburgh.

Crimson.—Charles Lefebvre, Lady Suffield, MJlle. Marie
Eady, Francjais Louvat, Bbick Prince.

Dark Crimson.—Duke of Wellington, Lord Maeaulay, Pierre

Notting, Monsieur Boncenne, Xavier Olibo, Vicomte Vigier.

Nearly all dark Roses ought not to be exposed to the midday
Bnn.

There are some very good Roses, such as Madame Clfimence
Joigneaux, Antoine Dncher, Madame Cuillat, and a few others,

whose colour it is difficult to classify. The Roses that have
disappointed me more than others this summer bavo b en
Charles Rouillard, Alpalde de Rotalier, Hippolyte Flandrin,
Exposition do Erie, and Due de Rohan, all of which are fiue-

weather Hoses.

There is one class of Rosea especial favourites of mine,
which, in my opinion, are not sufficiently grown, because they
are not quite large enough for exhibition Roses, but which are

the most constant seoond bloomers, and are most of them
beautifully shaped ; I allude to the Hybrid Bourbons, as Louise
Odier, Louise Margottin, ModMe de Perfection, Emotion, Ca-
therine <-ini lot, Baronne de Noirmont, Baron Gonella, and
Michel Bonnet. These are more decidedly Perpetnals than
any, except the Noisette and Tea Eoses, neither of whiLdi I

have hitherto alluded to, as there are so very few that are of

peneral use, Gloire de Dijon and CCdine Forestier being glorious
exceptions.

1 cannot conclude these remarks on the Eose without adding
that I strongly recommend all the lovers of the Rose to obtain
the Eev. S. R. Hole's new work on the Rose, which contains

both a fund of information and amnsement, and wiiJ, I aza

sure, prove interesting to every rosarian.—C. P. Peach, Apph-
tuH-lc-Street, ilalton.

CLERODENDRON FALLAX FROM SEEI>.

\Vhe.n well grown there is much to admire in this planf.

Its noble spikes of scarlet flowers rising above its broad dark.

green foliage, and its easy culture, are ciualities which entitle it

to more extensive cultivation than at present. It is, however,

not often that the dimensions of the stove will allow of more
than a specimen or two being grown in order to complete a
good collection of stove plants, and such is the case at this

place ; I therefore determined to try to grow it in an inter-

mediate temperature for couservatoiy decoration. With this-.

object in view I raised a number of plants from seed, and grew
them for blooming in September and October. I believe I have
perfectly succeeded, because now and for a month past a length.

of about '20 yards in the front part of the conservatory ie

decorated with the gorgeous flowers of this Clerodendron, which
have a very pleasing tC'ect when mixed with other flowers, and
with foliage of a contrasting character, especially when viewed

from either end. I now consider myself well repaid for the

trouble I have taken, and shall raise some plants again another,

year ; but I should also like others to grow some for the same
purpose, therefore I will give a detailed account of the mode oi.

treatment which I pursued.
The seeds were gathered from an old plant in the autumn^

and in the first week of the succeeding March they were sown
in a pan, and placed in a heat of GO'. The soil used was
finely sifted sandy peat. When the seedlings came np (and

they were not long in doing so), they were almost immediately

large enough to occupy '2-inch pots, and in potting them, the

same kind of soil was used, with the addition of a few handfuls

of silver sand. They were kept in the same place until they

were large enough to be shifted into 4 iueh pots. When the

plants were again esta'olished they were removed to a more airy

place with plenty of light, and shaded from the midday sun,

but kept close to the glass. They had a temperature of 55°, with

air admitted both at the back and front of the house, air being

occasionally admitted all night, according to the weather. They
remained in this position up to the opening of the first flower,

but they were shitted into larger pots ss they required, until

they were in 8 and 10-inch pots, according to size ; these were

their blooming pots. At the last two pottingsatbiid of turfy loam,

was added to the compost, and one-fouith will decomposed eovt

manure finely sifted, also a few handfuls of charcoal broken fine..

This mixture of soil will be found to improve the colour of the

foliage, and increase the size of the individual flowers. Water
the plants plentifully at the root when required, but avoid

syringing the foliage in the early part of the day, or even at any

time, as a good moist atmosphere will be sufficient for the plants

in thecomparatively low temperature in which they are growing.

The principal insect enemies are red spider and green fly.

The attacks of the former will be best guarded against by
moisture in the atmosphere, and never allowing the roots and
foliage of the young plants to become dry. For green fly the

usual means of destruction by fumigation will answer; this

should be particularly attended to just before the first flower

opens, because if a few of these insects pass unobserved, by the

time the flowers expand there will be multitudes of them, and
fumigating then will bring off all the flowers which are open.

It is agreeably surprising to notice how deceptive are the

heads of bloom, for what at the first appearance of the buds

seems to be a diminutive head of bloom becomes developed into

a spike of large proportions and great beauty. When raised

from seed, the plants do not exceed 2 feet iu height, and have

just enough of foliage to set ofi the flowers to the greatest ad-

vantage.—TnoM.is Record, Hawkhurst,

GOLDEN CHAMPION GRAPE.
I HAVE heard many complaints of this Vine bting a bad

grower. Some canes planted last winter have made scarcely

any growth, and seem to all appearance scarcely worth keeping.

I do not think this is entirely owing to its bring a weak-growing

variety, as I have two Vines which were planted last winter,

and they have grown vigorously. May it not be in some in-

stances the consequence of propagating from unripe wood, to

which some may have had recourse iu order to meet the

excessive demand? Where the growth is very poor 1 wonld'
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recommend onttiog tbe Yiaea well back in winter and baring

the f terns down to tlie roots, to make, if possible, a bboot etart

from below tbe ground Icvtl, and afier^xards to Gil Ibe bi>ll»w with
light compost ; roots nill i-!>ue from the base of tbe new eboot,

and a vigoroas gro;rtb will be tbo result. Another way would
be to graft on a etrougergroniug variety.

Mrs. Pincc, c.Llrary ti) the experience of "E. M. W.," and
others, grows rig>ruusly on it^ own roots here; it if, in fnct, tbe

most rampant grower I have seen.—J. W., Oxton, Cheshire.

HYACINTHS. TULIPS, AKD OTHER BULBS
IN POTS.

I AM well aware Ihot the subject of tbe cultivation of tbe
Hyacintb in pole is almost a thieadbare one; it b&s been fre-

quently baiidlfd, nnd yet there are always found am'ing tbe
readers of The Jocknal of Hortici'ltche a clafe 5\bo are

in tbe infancy of tbtir taflfuicg profession, and who are glad
of any iiiformatioii tbat Cimoa witbin their reach.

Next in degree of enjoyment to tbnt derived from tbo cul-

tivation of tbo Hyacinth in glasses, is tbiit of their culture in

pots. T.> judge from the hpecImCDS one too frequt-mly meets
with, there is urgent cectssily alvaysfor tome di:tcii iia on
this head wiih tbe view of attaining a higher level of cultural

skill. Ue Ciueb pots for the purpose, and be contcut with
one bulb in each. Uso for potting a compost of ouebalf of

hearty fibrous loam, end tbe other half of equal proportions of

thoronpbly well-rotted dung dry enough to be readily pul-
verised, and leaf soil. In felecting bulb*, do not always sup-
pose tbo largest j^ive the best Fpikes. Varieties of Hyacinths
whose bulb^ ere ^juncrally very large— such as Waterloo, double
red ; and hiid Wellington, and Temple Van Apollo, single

red, invariably tbrow two or three epiUes, which arc frequently
small in size, instead o* giving one large and bold il'ustration.

I like Mr. .Tames Ciitbusb's test of weight rather than mere
size ; this is a gol.len r;;!e to be observed in tbe felection of
Hyaeiutbs. Pot about the end of 0-^iober, or early in Novem-
ber, and if jou like make t.vo or three pollings of the Hya-
cinths with a vieiv of aiding a succession of bloom, though it

by no means follows tbat the Hyoeinlhs last potted will be tbe
best to bir.om. Have a good large hole iu tbe bottom of Ibe
pot, be sparing of drainage, and put something good nt xt tbe
crocks for tbo routs to lay hold of, as thfy are sure to gi> dnwn-
wards. Dj not prees tbe soil hard on which the base of the
bulb is to rest—some people pound it as if they were manu-
faotnring a pa\ement—and cover fully two-thirds of the Hya-
cinth with soil. Where tbcre is a cool, dry, daik cellar to
plaee them in, you aio inde; endint of tbo tradiiioual coal
aohes. Wbere there is no such convenience, eet y^'Ur pots
oat of duors iu some dry place, placing them on coal ashes
or pieces of slate to keep tbe worms from making their way
into tbe pots, and if you have them invert a thumh-pot over
each bulb before covering them with coal ashea. Tbia is in-

tended simply to prevent any injury to the growi.>!g thoot by
contact with the wet ashes. In six weeks or eo, tlity will be
fit to be disinterred, and can bo placed in a cool grttnbouse or
frame, and allowed to take their own way.

Unlees you ore familiar with plant-forcicg, and have the
convenience for it, do not attempt it, and accept this hint
as well worthy attention—•wbctber you exhibit or do, en-
deavour to grow your Hyncintbs as fine as possible. I once
created a Eensation at a Hyacinth exhibition in the midland
districts by producing some flowers that were regarded as
astonishingly line for that district. I had a two-liybt fiame
at my di-pofal, and over the bottom of it I pbiced about
3 inches of roiten manure thoroughly saturated with a vigour-
giving ammonieeal liquid. I then knocked away nearly tbe
whole of the bottoms of tbe pots and placed them on tbe
manure, and as soon as tbe slightest appearance of colour was
presented, I applied once a-day eoma liquid manure made from
green cow dutg and diluted by one part to two parts of reft
water. Tbat fl.^ricultural "dodge,"' thongh I can hardly think
it was unjusliiiaUe, gained me both the first and eccjnd prizes
in two classes, and overwhelmed my adversaries with envy and
surprise.

Tbe following are excellent sorts and by no means generally
eipens-ive varieiies—viz., Double Pud: Lord Wellingtjn, a va-
riety tbat eh-.uld never be omitled. Double Blue: Laurens
Koster and Bluksberg. Double While: hi Tour u'Anverguo
and Princo of Waterloo, but the last two are by no means
essential. Sii>gle Red: Annie Lisle, Duchess of Eio'imond,

Emmeline, Gigantea, Li Dame da Lio, Lord Wellington,

Norma, Robeit Steigcr, Sultan's Favourite, and Temple of

Apollo. Single JHue . Baron Van TujII, Bleu Mfurant, Charles

Dickens, Grand Lilas, Ltonidas, Mimosa, Orondates, and
Regulus. Single White: Alba Saperbis°ima, Anna Paulowns,

a fine single form of tbe old double Grootvoor^t; Cleopatnt,

Grandeuril Merveille, Grand Vainqueur, Madame Van der Hoop,
Mont Blanc, Seraphine, and Themidtoclc;. Single YelJou

:

Anna Carolina and Heroine.
These give some thirty-four varieties, from which a good

twenty-four could be selected.

At tbe Lond(.n and Liverpool Hyacinth Show?, the pot is

dropped into a larger one, and mots ip nicely laid over the top.

1 imagine this to be a practice coming nilbin tbe range of what
Mr. William Paul terms (md oDdimns) as " flotiotiltural

millinery;" but then, as he does it himself, he at least would
hesitate to include it.

In growing Hyacinths fjr exhibition, look well after tbe

foliage. There iu as much art in developing good foliage as in

prodac'ing good flowers ; and all other things considered, a
thorough judge of Hyacinths attaches some importance to it.

In these terrible pitched battles with Hyacinths between
Messrs. Cutbuih and Fai;!, tbe matter il foliage wil some-
times almost, it not quite, decide tbe fortunes of tbe day.

What is worse than tj seo a fine tpiko of flowers quite bidden
within a kind of leafy pallisading, as if Flora had impounded it

for some crime ? It is almost as bad as staging a collection of

cut Bo£ce, and omitting to tako ( C tbe lid of the box. I know
th'kt some sorts, and especially among the single white and blue

flowers, will throw up their foliage ; nevertheless, it can be kept
witbia duo bounds if the cultivation be properly looked after.

Sume pots of PoLY.ixiiics Kakcisjcs should be cultivated for

tbe decoration of the conservatory or greenhouse. Tbe flowers

are so powerfully fragrant, as to be almo-t unbearable by some
persons in a sitting-room, but they should always have a
place in tbe conservatory. Do not put a tingle bulb iu a pot,

but yoke them iu couples, as two bulbs in a Cinch pot, or

better still, three in an Sinch pot. A soil similar to that re-

commended for the Hyacinth can be Ured, and .'imilar treat-

ment subsequently. They are very easily managed, and well

repay a little Iroutjlo. The following are fine for pot cul.ure--

BdZi.'li'nan mej'>r and Glotiofa, two of tbe best ; Ihe yellow

Grand Mouarquo, Mutal OrienUlis, Sir li^aac Newton, Soleil

d'Or, and a pretty dwarf-growing variety, L'Eioile dOr.
Thosa very beautiful decorative plants, tbeEAiu-T-FLOWEBlliO

TcLiPS, must not be neglected, especially as tbey are admi-
rably adapted for pot culture. I know one place where these
are largely grown in pots for deC'irative rurposes, and are

iu flower from Christmas till tbe end of May. Three bulbs
should be placed in a Cinch pot, and some sand be added to

the compost recommended for th*) Hyacinth and Narcifisus, the
after-treatment being similar. The bulbs should be buried just

beneath tbe soil.

Here are some good single varieties, not too dear in price :

—

Cuuleur Cardinal, Garibaldi, Monument, Couleur Pon^ean,
Scarlet Van Tbol, and Vermilion Biillant, scarlet, crimson,
and deep rose shades ; Paul Putter, Purple Crown, and Van del
Neer, shades of purple; Proserpine, Hose Luisante, and Queen
of Violets, rose ; Canary Bird, Gold Prince, and Yellow P^tle-

bakker, yellow; Thomas Moore, buff; Pox Alba and White
Pjttebakker, white ; Duobesse de Parma. Kt izer Kioon, La
Cour do France, Ptiucespo d'Autriche, Queen Victoria, Bose
Giia de Lin, and Bosa Muudi, edged and feathered flowers;

and Bride of Hiarlcm, Globe de Bigaud, Joost Van Voudel, Paul
Moreelae, Boyal Standard, Marquis uu Wessenrode, and red-

striped Pottebiikker, striped fiov.erf. Of the double-Dowering
kinds :—Impcrator Bubrorum, E^eu CC'lesto, Rex Rubrorum,
LaCandeur, Rose Eclataute, and Yellow Toamcsol, self flowers;

Duke of Tor'i,-, Gloria Solis, and Tuuruesol, edged flowtri ; and
La Belle Alliance, Coiuonne Imperiale, and Marriage de ma
Fillo, striped flowers.

It is a good plan, just as the flowers are fully expanded, to

bind them round with a piece of fine rilk. This considerably
prolongs the duration of bloom, especially if they be kept in a
somewhat shady position.

Then the "happy and beautiful Cbocus" should be repre-

sented also. Tlie same size of pot, G-incb, and soil as for

Tulips, will suit tbe Crocus admirably, and six bulbs should be
placed in a pot. For earliest blooming, begin with Crocus
biflorus, or the Scotch Crocus, a very pretty, tbongb small, but
singularly free-blooming foim, the flowers pencilled with rosy
violet on a pale ground, and the Cloth of Gold. Then fur sue-
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cession, the largo yellow; Princa Albeit, Lilaoens euperbus,

and Ne Plus Ultra, blue flowir> ; PriJe of Alhion, and Sir

Walter Suotf, bolU striped flowers llio f.irmer I'eavily so, but

both fine and handsome; and Mjut Blauc, and Mrs. Beecher

Stowe, white varieties. Crocuses are very handsome indeed iu

the open gvonnd, but llnnr beauty is much enhanced when sub-

jeoted to a little cultivation.

There are yet a fflw other bulbs well worthy of cultivation in

pots. Peihips the esirliest of a'.! tj bloom would be the preity

and delicate Early Rjman Hyacinths, in whose praise too much
can scarcely be written, as tbcy blossom profusely, and con-

tinue in flower for a long time. A pot or two of the little early-

blooming Bulbocodium vernum, shonUl not be omitted ;
ami

Soilla bifolia and sibirica, both little blue-floKering goms,

shonld be included at all hf.zird', though the former is some-

what diffieuU to obtain. I also put in a claim for Narcissus

pnmila, and N. Bulbocodium, the last named the Hoop Pettic'>:>,t

Narcissus, and both most valuable as pot plants in the conser-

vatory; and then to bloom later, the" chaste, free-blooiniag

Triteleia uniflora.

Just a word in praise of Crocus speciosng as an autumnal-

blooming plant for pot culture. It is the s^em ol my small

garden at the present Eioment. I imigine thit what I have for

C. speeiosus is but a garden variety, but showing an improve-

ment on the original species in point of form. About its de-

licate blue flowers there is a sweet chasteness, while the type

I possess is floriferous to a degreo almost approaching singu-

larity. This beautiful Crocus does much in the way of linking

autumn to spring ; it is in the van of a floral procession that

with almost unbroken ranks bridges over the parenthesis of

winter, and connects the past ni;h the future, and so

" Vv inter, slumbering in the open air,"

can be made to

" Wear on Lis smiling f?,ce a dream of spring,

'

even when he holds the earth in the lirmest grip of his icy

hand.—Yii.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.
Observing iu an appeal from llr. Bobsou for reports upon

Wellingtonias, I send you an account of those I saw at Bicton
a few weeks ago. About an acre of ground is planted wilh
them. The soil, to the depth of about 1 foot, has been thrown
up into nine largo mounds about i feet high, and upon thee
mounds nine trees have been planted. I could not help thisik-

ing the situation a very unfavourable one, placed as the trees were
beyond the reach of any source from which they could drr.w

nourishment beyond what the mounds contained. One of the

plants was only a few feet high, and appeared to have been
recently planted, but I did not ascertain what had become of

its predecessor. Another showed symptoms of declining heal'.h,

and the remaining seven were tolerably healthy, but did not
present a very vigorous appearance. I did not ascertain their

age. Their average height is 23 feet, and the diameter of the
spread of branches 18 feet. Tliey suffered from the drousht of

both this year and last. It is no.v intended to add liberally to

the mounds until the surrounding ground shall be restored to

its original level.

The largest and healthiest specimen of Wellingtonia at Bicton
i3 planted on the level ground iu the pinetum. It is SO feet

high, its spread of branches 18 feet, its circumference of stem
at 6 inches above the gronnii 6 feet 8 inches.
The Wullingtonias are beating a good crop of cones this

season, and the seed is growing well. I believe they are likely

to be the first 8eedliDg^ raided from home-grown seeds in
Britain.—A. B., Cttdsden, Amersham.

Is reply to Mr. Eobson'a inquiry, I write to state how my
WelUngt.;nias are placed, and what is the soil in which they
thrive. The soil is a very rich yellow loam, and the situation
of the largest tree a wile piece of lawn, surrounded by nume-
rous other Couifers. The tree was planted iu September, 1851,
soon after the introduction of the species into Eogland, and
its height was then G inches. The Welliugtonia being an
expensive tree at that time, the greitest care was taken of it.

It, like all the other 'Willingtonius grown here, is sheltered
from all wind-i, man' of the common Firs being planted round
onr Conifers to sb- Iter them from keen winds, but though we
are on a hillside, wo nave not such keen winds as one would
imagine.
We have three trees of Cnpressas Lambertians, one being

34 feet in diameter of spread, though the height is only 28 feet,

owing to the tree having lost its top a few years ago ; the next

is 32 feet high, and 23 feet iu diameter ; and the third is 30 by
2C feet. Mr. Eobson's remark concerning the similarity of

Cryptomeria Lobbii to C. japonica is quite true ; they diSer but
little in their foliage, but the C. Lobbii as grown here is mneh
more bushy and compact than C. japonica. We have fcnr

trees of Cryptomeria japonica, but they have not attained the

height of that which was broken at Linton Park in 18C7. We
have them 35 feet high, but the spread of branches is but small.

There is a Picea Nordmanniatia 26 feet high, and covering a

space 20 feet in diameter. I do not think this species is enough
culiivated ; it deserves a chief place among Conifers.

Llaving several plants of Arancaria imbric;;ta, would yoit

inform me the cause of their throwing out jo much gum at the

base? Is it a consequtnce of rapid growth? The finest

specimen here is 20 fei?t high, but there are several 15 feet

high. Some seem to grow very bushy iti this soil.

I niU give a list of mosS of our Conifers and their heights at

some future time.

In conclusion I must say a few words about ihat noble tree,

Pinus macroearpa (P. Coulterij. We have one 20 feet high

and covering a space 12 feet iu uitimeter. Its leaves are from

9 to 10 inches long, and its cones iu its native country are

very largo, bting from 12 to 11 inches long, 6 inches broad,

and weighing from 3 to 4 lbs. each. " It is," says Gordon, in

his " Pinetum," " alarge tree with spreading branches, growing

from 80 to 100 feet h'lgh, and 3 or 4 feet in diameter, found on

mountains of Santa Luois, near the Mission of San Antonia,

in C-jlifornia, within sight of the sea, at an elevation of from

3000 to 4000 feet. It is also plentiful in other parts of Cali-

fornia, particularly on the ' Crusta,' an ascent from San Luis

Obispo on the brow of the mountain."

The Cryptomeria Lobbii which I mentioned in my former

lettsr has only two leaders, each from 12 to 14 feet high, not

four, as I stated by mistake. The tree is 20 feet high.—The
Master's Gakdenee.

MARECHAL NIEL P>0.?E ON^ A CELINE STOCK.
I HiVE read with much interest the interesting articles on

Pioses and their stocks from pens of no mean authority. All

.«eem to bs of one accord that Murcchal Niel is s very beautiful

Rose, and so say I ; bat there seems to be some difficulty in
blooming it, and in many instances inducing it to grow. As
there are differences of opinion as to the proper stock for it, I

beg to offer my experieiioe. I cannot too Btrongly recommend
as a stock for it the Celine Rose, which ie a Hybrid Bonrbon of

very strong growth, hardy, end the cuttings will root as freely

as those of the Manetti. It will grow well in all soils, but is most
at heme in a sandy loam. Climate seems to make no difference

to it, as it has thriven wherever I have had to grow Roses. I
have never found the Maigchal nor auy of tha Tea or Noisette
Roses die on it, although I never could grow them more than a
year or two on the Manetfi.

I find that in light soils for most of the Tea Rose?, and
especially when it is desired to have a dwarf plant of Devoniensig,
the Crimson Boursault is the best stock; but if the soil is at all

of a clayey nature there is nothing to surpass the Briar. Of
course I am referring to Tea and Noisette Koses. Let me
impress upon all lovers of Maicuhal Niel and Roses of the same
class never to buy or work it on ihe Manetti stock, for that ia

time and money thrown asvay, and will only end iu disappoint-
ment.—J. T., Maespwtjnne, South Wales.

THE CLOCHE SUPERSEDED.
Yes, I venture to write these words ; and 'itila did I thiulr,

when recording my observations on the vegetable-growing cf
Paris, that there was ho nearly at hand for us an iaven'ion that
would put it into our power to produce winter ealsding in
quite as great perfection as our neighbours ; but such I believe
to be the case, and that the plant-protectors of Mr. Rendle will,

amongst their various uses, be found admirably suited for thie
purpose, far more easily managed than frames, cheap, and
durable. Every owner of a garden will now l.ave at hand
materials for raising and kteping his salads. The plant-pro-
tectors v.ii! be morfi cleanly than the cioabe, for there will not
be so great a need of heaping up manure about tt:cm in severe
frost—a covering cf mats being, I should imaijinc, sufficient.

At any rate, I mean to give them a fair trial this winter, and
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ab»U hope in the opriag to report progress. I imagine that we
•shall fiud these plant |>rotectors among the most useful inven-
tions of recent date in gardi'Ding. I saw them at Mr. Itivers's,

at fiiwbridgeworth, in August, and was then struck with their
usefulness for Urape-growiog, and since then have been led to
«N3 that they will be most useful for many purpoees, amongst
others that which I have indicated above.— !>., Deal.

MR B. S. WILLIAMSS VICTORIA NURSERY.
If proofs were wanted of the increase of a taste for plants,

the proRrcBB of the Locdon nurseries within the last few years
would be one of the best ; for that progress has not been con-
ianed to one nursery, but has extended to nearly all, and al-

thongh a few old, well-known establishments have disappeared
to make way for the rapid developn^ent of London, the ma-
jority have only receded before the advance of buildings to
reappear, at a distoncb from their former sites, on a greatly
eularged scale, and wiili appliances more complete; while in
the case of others which have not been removeJ, subsidiary
tinrseries have been added at a distance from the principal one,
to which they serve a? tteders. Mr. Williams, however, has
uot been diiven from his old place of Iiusiness by bricks and
mortar, for he still keeps it on ; but probably foreseeing the
Ukelibood of its being built in if not built over, and finding,
too, that its area was too circnmfcribed, he formed, five or six
years ago, his Victoria Nursery opposite the Archway Tavern
at the foot of Highgate Ilill, making it his principal place of
bnsiness. Here no adaptation of existing means conld be
attempted

; everything had to be made new, and on a scale suit-
able to Mr. 'Williams's requirements, and everything from
beginning to end was carried out according to Lis ideas, and
under his own Bupervi.^ion. Of the conservatory and show
bouse, soon after its completion, an illustration was given in
the seventh volume cf this .Journal, and its general appearance
aow is not essentially different, thongh many of the specimens
are very much larger, it is better filled, and tlie arrangement
has been altered. The value of the plants in this house alone,
105 feet by 45 feet, is at a rough estimate £3000. It is essen-
tially a house of fine-foliaged plants, a home of grace and
beauty, but not of Cukur, for thongh flowering plants are not
•excluded, they play but a subsidiary part. Here we find noble
tree Ferns, black-trunked and aged, with graceful wide-spread-
ing fronds, stiff-formed Yuccas and Dracrrnas, and Tulms with
their fan-shaped leaves f pread out as it were to shield from the
burning rays of a tropical sun. And these are mingled with
dark glossy-leaved Camellias, with brighter-coloured Ferns, and
with a multitude of other plants, affording by their foliage a
diversity of form and hue. Most of the larger specimens are
arranged in pairs on the opposite sides cf the main walk lead-
ing past the fountuin, and the most reraarkable are Cbamairops
kutnilis and Fortuni, DracTna lineata 11 feet high, l)raca!na
indivisa, Dicksonia antarctica, Cyathea princeps, C. Smithii,
Cycas revoluta, and Xncca aloifolia vaiiegata, at le-ist "i feet
high. A pair of the Dicksonia is especially remarkable ; one
plant has a trunk measuring 1 foot 9 inches in diameter at the
base, and standing abuut 13 feet high from the ground, while
there is another specimen with not quite so thick a stem, but
of even greater height. Cordyline indivisa latifolia is another

j

noble plant ; its leaves ore 6 inches broad, and have the orange
midrib very conspicuous, but whether these are permanent
characters or peculiar to the individual, remains to be seen

;

in the former case the plant cannot fail to be sought after.

The collection of Yucc.if. Agaves, Ueaucarncas, and Dasy-
lirioDS along the side shelves is large, and many c f the speci-
meas are remarkable either from their size or rarity. Yucca
Stokesil having a broad band of yellow in the centre of each
leaf. Yucca albo-spica, I'.isjliricn acrotrichnm and plumosnm,
Beauearnea longifoli* with leaves 7 feet long, a very graceful
plant for a pedestal in front of mansion in summer, and Beau-
caroea plauca having a large woody rootstock, are a few of the
most noticeable, but there are many more remarkable in various
xrjBpects. There are, betides, on the shelves numerous speci-
men Azaleas and Heaths out cf flower, and near the entrance
a very large specimen of Eucharig amazonica, invaluable for
ita eontinaous flowering, and for cutting for bouquets, and near
tills, in the body of the house, are four fine specimens of Yucca
qnadricolor. Of Lapagetia rosea, two largo balloon-trained
specimens were producing a few flowers, and there were several
large Camellias equally grown and well set with buds, especi-
ally Bonomiuia and a pair of the old Double White.

The stove containa a splendid collection of Palms, several
of them being very large specimens, and new introductions are
amply represented ; Areca Baucri, Areca VerrchnlTulli, Dion
edule, Livistonia altissima, and some others being very large,
while younger plants are numerous.
The next house contains tine-foliaged and flowering stove

plants, consisting of Allamandas, Ixtras, a fine pair of Tbeo-
phrasta imperialis, Crotons, a noble Cycas circiualis showing
for fruit, and with some of the old fruit remaining ; Mussisnda
frondosa, always producing its white calycine leaves ; Uonde-
letia spccicea just coming into flower, and which will probably
prodnce a snccessicn of bloom np to Christmas or later ; and
Anthurium Scherzeriannm, which, though exhibited at almost
every large show this year, is still in bloom. Here too, in
flower, is Posoqueiia longiflora, which is bnt rarely seen, bat
deserves to be more generally cnliivuted on account of its ex-
tremely fragrant white flowers, which are produced io long suc-
cession, the plant under notice having borne two sets of flowers
since May, and is now forming buds for a third bloom. Rogiera
gratissima, a recent introduction, appears to be valuable from

:
its frequent flowering, and its flowers are pink and sweet-

!
scented. There are in this house excellent plants of Gold and

j

Silver Ferns, some of which are grown en sections of the
trunks of tree Ferns, an idea of Mr. Williams's ; and elsewhere

I

he has Ferns of other kinds grown in the same manner, so as
to allow of the fronds drooping more than they would naturally
do, and, according to taste, forming miniature tree Feins or
not. At the back are a number of specimen Rondeletias,
Francisceas, &a., at rest, and on shelves a large stock of young
plants, both flowering and fine-foliaged.

Next comes the cool fernery, in which are remarkably fine

specimens of Cibotium princeps, C. regale, a new and hand-
some species, having the caudex covered with shining fawn-
coloured hairs ; Lomaria cycadxfolia, with a thick trunk 2 feet

high
; Gleichenia spelnncse, the rare Cyathea contaminans,

besides a large stock of young plants of various genera.
A house filled with Heaths, Camellias in IB-pols, and New

Holland plants, with a large collection of the Amarjllis tribs

under the stnge.", is the next in order ; then fuUow the Orchid
houses, containing one of the richest collections to le feund in
the c 'Untry. Mr. Williams's success as an Orchid-grower and
exhibitor is so well known, that comment on that subject is

unnecessary, and, as will be readily supposed, his collection,

including not only the newest introductions and many un-
usually large masses of older ones, is in perfect health. Tbo
time of our visit was not the most favourable for seeing a large
number in flower, still in the cool house La>lia elegans and gigan-
tea, Lycaste Skinueri, Cattleya labiata and Lodigeeii, several

OJontoglossnms, as Alexandra*, bictonense, and grande ; Onci-
dinm oruithorhynchum, with small sweet-scented lilac and
orange flowers ; the fine new Dendrobium Bensonife ; and Maxil-
laria venusta with pure white and orange flowers, besides some
other species, were blooming, and some of them profusely.

Oncidiura obrjzatnm, which is very useful on account of its

free flowering ; Meoospinnlium sanguineum, with pretty little

red flowers ; and Miltonia Clowptii, conspicuous by its rich
violet lip, were the most noticeable of the remainder.
Next is the East India Orchid house, containing a very large

collection of Vandas, Aorides, Saccolabiums, and Cypripedinms,
many of them unusually fine specimens, and all in excellent

conditior. Flowering in this house were Angi.-ccum eburnenm,
several Cypiipediums, and the pretty Dendrobium triadeninm,
which, thongh the spikes are small compared with those of

other species of the same family, has the merit of blooming
several times a-year. Phala^nopsis rosea, another Orchid valu-

able for its continuous flowering, was also in bloom. Of Pba-
l.-caop.Ms Schilleriana, though not in flower, yet ornamental by
its foliage, there was a remarkably fine specimen, and large

plants of Aorides, some, as A. Larpenlas and crispum, being

in flower. At the end of this house, as there is with most of

the others, a portion is cut off as a potting house, where plants

can be cleaned, repotted, and otherwise attended to in a suit-

able temperature without exposure in a thed <r unhealed
polling house. These little potting compartments are further

utilised for the culture of collections of plants nol numerous
enough to require one of the larger houses to themselves.

Thus, in the case of the East India Orchid house, the potting

compartment is occupied with a collection of those curiona

North American Pitcher Plants, the Sarraccnias, and shut oS
from these by a kind of tiffany screen, is a beautiful collection

of Filmy Ferns, among which Todea intermedia and snperba,

and the rare Trichcmaues reniforme, were conspicuous.
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A stove filled with a mixed collection of fine-foUaged plants,

and others in flower, formed an interesting feature. In this

we noticed magnificent specimens of Croton variegatum, an-

gnstifoliam, and variegatum pictum ; handsome plants of those

noble Palms Stevensonia grandifolia and Verschaffeltia splen-

Jida, and of Alocasia metallica, zebrina, and Lowii ; Marantaa

of the newest and best kinds ; Fittonia argyroneura ;
and under

the stage Gyuostachjum Verschaffeiti at least a yard in dia-

meter, a magnitioent specimen, which Jlr. Williams exhibited

at the International Horticultural Exhibition of 18C2. Dra-

ercnas, both new and old, the new Crotons, Eranthemum
igneam, a young stock of Bertolonias, and a host of other

beautiful-leaved plants are also grown here. There is also a

collection of Pitcher Plants, Nepenthes Raftlesiana and Hookeri

having very fine pitchers. Many of these are grown in baskets

filled with sphagnum and a little peat, and suspended from the

roof. Thus treated they have a much better effect than in

pots, the pitchers at the ends of the leaves hanging down over

the aides of the wire baskets. Among plants in flower were

large specimens of Dipladenia crassinoda, Franciscea calycina,

which blooms in long succession, Ixora coccinea, and Ixora

javanica; but showy as the latter is, Mr. Williams states that

it is surpassed by the new Ixora princeps. CochUostema
•Tacobianum, another new plant, also deserves especial mention,

as having handsome foliage as well as large panicles of flowers.

Several other houses were occupied with Azaleas of various

sizes, from large exhibition specimens down to plants in 'J-inch

pots ; Camellias in tuba imported from the Continent, and
Camellias in small pots ; Heaths and Aphelexes ; Boronias,

Gcnetyllis, and various New Holland plants; Coleuses, Fuchsias,

Zonal Pelargoniums of different sections, and a variety of

other plants too numerous to mention in detail. A collection

of those beautiful but now neglected bulbous plants, the Ne-

rines, deserves notice, even though they were not in flower, for

they are so rarely seen, and some of them, as N. coruscans

major, have very showy flowers.

The Pine stoves are a sight in themselves, containing such a

stock of plants in all stages as one could probably find no-

where else about London ; and of Vines, too, there is an ex-

cellent collection of well-ripened canes, including Mr. Thom-
son's White Lidy Downe'a.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At the moutlily meeting of tliis Society, held at the Green Dragon

Hotel, Bishopsgate Street, October 11th, Messrs. E. G. Henderson
and Son, of Wellington Road Nurseries, St. John's Wood, exhibited

the following plants—viz., Achillea umbellata, a very dwaif and
compact silvery-leaved plant, to which a first-class certificate was
awarded as being useful for edging and surface purposes ; Bouvardia
jasminitlora, a new white, free-growing and fioweiing kind, highly

scented, blooming in autumn and winter, which must be a good addi-

tion to our cool greenhouse plants, and to which a first-class certiticate

was given ; Coleus Emperor Napoleon, with intensely dark foliage,

of dwarf robust habit, hardy constitution, and said not to drop its

leaves when exposed, like most of the other Coleuses, and a plant likely

tQ prove a rival to the well-known Perilla for bedding purposes

—

Messrs. E. G. Henderson were requested to exhibit this again;—and
Crassula Cooperi, a pretty little free-flowering plant, 2 inches in

height, and which from its dense habit will be a useful plant for

marginal rows.

An interesting paper on coloured-leaved plants was read by Mr.
R. H. Bard, of St. John's ^Yood, stating the merits and cultivation of

many of these.

NUNEHAM PARK ONION.
Seeing Mr. Cntbuih'a letter inviting your readers to give

reports of the different kinds of Onions grown by them, I send
the result of a trial carried out on a very small scale in a small
garden in a cold district of North Wales.
The beds were 1-5 feet long and 4 feet wide, and the seed

sown about the end of March, six rows in each bed. All re-

ceived the same treatment. The crop of NunehamPark weighed
71 lbs., of White Spanish 51 lbs, James's Keeping and Brown
Globe not 50 lbs. The seed was brought from a house celebrated
for their strain. Would 71 lbs. be considered a heavy crop for

a bed 15 feet by 1 feet in Onion-growing districts ?— C''«;ir.o.

I QtiiTE agree with Mr. Cutbnsh's opinion of thi.^ Onion. I

believe it to be the best in cultivation. I sowed with it this
spring a plot of ground 6} yards long and 2 yards wide in a very
hot and dry aituation, and I have harvested in the middle of

August 156 lbs. of beautifully shaped and sized Onions. The
necka are now no thicker than common tsviue. I exhibited it

at two horticultural shows this summer, and took the first

prize at both of them. There were fifteen competitors at one,

and nearly as many at the other.—T. C. Thsnicliffe, Longdon.

In 1867 I procured a packt't of seed of the Nuneham Park

Onion, and sowed it along with many other sorts. On taking

them up I found the Num-ham Park superior to any, Danvers'

Yellow being the next best.

Last year I saved my own seed, and this year sowed it side

by side with Dauvers' Yellow, and I have no hesitation in

saying that the Nuneham Paik is far better in every respect.

The seed was sown on the 27(h of February in drills 18 inches

apart, the plants thinned out to 6 inches in the row, and with

the exception of hoeing, nothing else was done to them till

harvested three weeks ago. Taking them on an average, they

measure 14 inches round ; some are 17 inches, and weigh

1 lb. 10 ozs.

In case there should be any doubt respecting my statements,

I send for your inspection a fair average sample.—A. Donald-

son, Latimer Gardens, Clicsluim.

[The Onions sent to us by Mr. Donaldson were very fine.

Not one of them was thick-necked. They were flat in form

like the Silver-skinned, and as mild as the mildest imported

Spanish. It will not be necessary to insert any more commu-
nications on this subject.

—

Eds.]

GLOEDE'S PERPETUAL PINE STRAWBERRY.
I THINK there has been too hasty a condemnation of this

fruit. I can easily understand why it was ; nevertheless,

the fact, it seems to me, remains. My fiiend, Mr. Eadclyffe,

gave me half a dozen plunts of it, and 1 felt very much inclined

to throw thtm away this year, but they were left, and during

the present mouth I have gathered at various times some very

good and well-flavoured fruit. Had I possessed a couple of

rows, 'I have no doubt that I should have been enabled to gather

a dish two or three times. Now, it may not, and does not,

deserve the name of Perpetual Pine, but if we can obtain a

Strawlieny that will produce fruit for us in autumn, surely it

must be an acquisition. JuLiging from its habit, and the wiry

nature of the connecting portion of the runners, I should

think there must be S( me of the Alpine blood 'in it, although

the fruit has none of that flavour. At any rate, I am going to

try it again, and shall report progress.—D., Deal.

COLEUS PLANTS RAISED FROM LEAVES.
I HAVE just exhibited a set of sixteen Coleus plants at our

autumnal show, and taken the first prize. The officers and

others of the Royal Jersey Society have requested me to write

and mention that I have succeo'ded iu rooting the leaves o£

these ornamental plants, and several of my standards had the

whole of the soil in the pot covered thickly with all the various

leaves of these handsome plants, the standard starting from

the centre. I cannot siy at present whether or not I shall

succeed in raising plants from the leaves, as is the case with

Gloxinia, Lime trees, &2., but I think so, as they root so

strongly and healthily.

These handsome leaves make a moat beautiful edging for

dessert dishes, by placing the glass in an earthenware pan

sufficiently large to allow of leaves being placed all round it.

They root easily with a good damp bottom heat, and will. I

should say, last a long time. My pans have been growing for

two and "three months. I believe, from what I am told, that

this is a novel discovery.—E. E. Knatchbull, Col. E. A., Jersey.

[Mr. Wills, Ashburnham Pirk Nursery, Chelsea, has raifed

Coleuses from their leaves.

—

Eds.]

LIBONIA FLORIBUNDA.
AiioNiiST the plants recommended in "our Journal" for

winter flowering, I have wondered at never seeing mention of

Libonia floribunda, known also as Abutilon megapotamicum

and A. vexillaiium. It requires so little attention, and this,

added to its protracted continuance in bloom, renders it de-

serving of a place in every collection. It is with me a great

favourite. All that is necessary to be done is to give it a little

warmth in the spring after flowering, to help it into growth,
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to be turnod out of doors in tbe summer with the Azaleas, <to.,

and now (October) a fine plant will bo the result, with every
sboot completely covered with flower buds ready to burst
forth at the least excitement; and the flowering once begun
will continue nearly the whole of the winter.—H. Babdis.

MR. L.VXTONS PEAS.
Now that the Supreme Pea oontrovoray seems to have sub-

sided into somelhing like a sensible climax in your correspon-
dent "J. W.'s" letter, I may, perhaps, be permitted, without
the risk of doing Messrii. Carter S: C^., and Mensrs. Hurst an
injustice, to state what I believe to be the cause of the ex-

tremely wide differences of opinion amongst your correspon-
dents respecting this Pea.
The character I, as a foster-parent, have always had and

given of my progeny is, that it is a second early Pea of the
Prizetaker class, in heigbtifrom 4 to 5 feet, and, consequently,
requiriug to be sown at about Euch a distance from row to row,
and I could have wished the vendors had taken their description

either from mine or from observations extending over more
than one exceptional season, for I fear this hiis been the cause
of the mistakes wLicli the majority of those who have fuiled

with it have made. In most cases where this has occurred, I

have found that it has been treated as an early variety of the
style of Saugster's No. 1, and consequently disappointment
has been the resnlt ; whereas Supreme, in my opinion, has
snflicient to recommend it without needing to be sent out as
an early dwarfish Pea. Supreme was selected by me as by far

the most shiking for its deep green colour, leuglli of pod, and
productiveness, out of hundreds of varieties, the results of

crosses between Laxton's Prolific and Little Oem. For earli-

nese, 1 do not even consider it a competitor with modern
Tarietios. I have, however, its early type in William the 1st,

which runs about 2 feet 6 inches high, and was the earliest

deep-coloured selection of the long-podded class from the above
crosses. This has proved itself, both here and at Chiswick, to
be the best of all the early Peas, and will in Us turn, I believe,
Bupplaut most of the earlies requiring short sticks.

Of the dwarfer varieties I have many earlier and superior to
Little Gtm, but of Iheso a limited number of the very best
only will be allowed to make the public acquaintance ; and I

regret hero to have to alludo to the fact that so-called va-
rieties have, without my authority or even knowledge, been
publicly exhibited as Laxton's and to which it would seem I

am expected to stand in loco pait:nlis, as if I had not a large
enough family of my own. Amongst the numerous adoptions I

have in prospective fiom my own family, are dwarf varieties
between Veitch'a Perfection and Ne Plus Ultra, and many
taller varieties of different breeds at present quite unapproach-
able for size, beauty, colour of seed, and distinctness, but as I

yearly select from many hundreds of crosses and varieties,

with the object of allowing only a very few of the best to see
the public light, some time must elapse before these can all bo
in the hands of the gardening community.

In conclusion I would recommend your readers to give
Supreme the same space as Prizetaker and Laxton's Prolific,

and to sow as early in the year as soil and circumstances will

permit, for I have found the later sowings usually neither so
fine nor so productive as the earlier. The true Supreme has
a roundish blue seed, and a long deep green pod, coming in a
few dajs after Prolific, and, as one of your otherwise adverse
correspondents stated, approaches No Pius Ultra in flavour if

it is not gathered too old. The exceptionally extreme seasons
ol the past two or three years may, in conjunction with the
above sujigtstioas, reconcile some of the wide disoreponcits
between the results obtained by your correspondents, but I

fear it is not given to me nor any other mortal to explain them
all.—T. Laxion.

GROWING GRAPES FOR PROFIT.
Wnicn is the more advantageous in a pecuniary point of

view, the early forcing or non-forcing of Grapes for the market ?

Supposing one has early sorts of strong established Vines four
years old, do you think forcing them in the first year (to

begin) to be ripe, say, as early as June, in the second year by
May, in the third year by April, giving them a rest every fouith
year, would hurt them ?

And supposing good Grapes to be obtained for the markets
at the above peiiods, do you think they would pay as well as
Tery lata sorts from equally good Vines, brought in very late

every year, say ripe for market from October to March, after

deducting from forced Vines all expenses of fuel for forcing,
and allowing the fourth year as a rest '.'—A. B.

[Where fuel is at all reasonable, forced Grapes will pay
better than late ones, as Grapes from houses in winter have to
compete with good foreign Grapes. The questions, however,
are euch tliat we should like the opinion of growers experienced
with the London market.]

TIIK VEITCH MEMORIAL.
I.N accordance with a desire which has been freely expressed

amongst horticulturists, that a memoiial to the late Mr. James
Veitch should he establislied, a meeting was held yesterday in
the Koyal Horticultural Society's Council Uooni, Soutli Kensing-
ton, to take action m the matter. James Ijatcman, Esq.. F.R.S.,
occupied the chair ; and amongst those present were Dr. JIastcrs,

Messrs. G. F. Wilson, T. Moore, Standisb, Gibson, Z. Stevens,
A. Salter, J. Douglas, G. Tillyard, AV. Itobinson, W. Dean,
J. llust, 1". llulland, T. Monro, C. Penny, Smith, of Dulwich, &c.
After some preliminary observations by the Chairman, Mr. T.
Moore read numerous letters of adhesion to the projected me-
morial, containing propositions alniot equally niunerous as to the
form it should take. The Chairman summarised these imder
two heads—practiu.i!, and memorial, i >f the former, the beet
appeared to him to be those instituting medals or pri?;c3 cither

for new plants or good specimens of cultivation; of the latter, a

mon\imtnt or portrait. Now, a good portrait might bo obtained
for £-J0, a h.'id monument for £5U0, and where, as in Mr. Veitch'B
case, the family themselves were in a position to erect a monu-
ment, he was strongly inclined to tho jjortrait.

G. F. Wilson, Esq., cordially agreed in the suggestion of a
portrait as the most fitting memorial. He tlien moved the first

resolution—That a desire having been expressed to perpetuate the

memory of the late Mr. Veitch, this meeting, fully approcia'.ing

Mr. Vcitch's claims on (he grateful remembrance of horticul-

turists, and the loss his family and thjy have sustained, eflect

shall be given to this desire. This resolution having been
seconded by Mr. Gibson and carried imanimously. Dr. Masters
proposed, and Jlr. Standish seionded, the next, that a Committee
be appointed. The third resol\ition, proposed by Mr. W. Dean
and seconded by Jlr. Kust, was that the Committee be authorised

to obUiin subscriptions, and that Mr. G. F. Wilson bo Treasurer

;

and the fourth, moved by Mr. Standish and seconded by Mr.
Gibson, that Mr. T. Moore be requested to act as Secretary. It

was further decided that the subscription list should be closed on
Lady Day next, and that gardeners' svibscriptions bo limited to

a guinea. As it was conceived the amount raised would far

exceed the cost of a portrait, the meeting considered that the
latter might he supplemented by prizes for good cultivation,

whether of plants or fruits, and it was carried unanimously that
no med.^1 should be struck to be called the Veitch medal, but
that any prize should be called simply the Veitch prize, and
might be awarded in money, or otl.erwise, as might hercafier be
decided. Several suggestions were made as to the Eubjecls for

which these prizes should he awarded and how thty should b«
comptted for, but the details were left to the Committee, and
after a cordial vote of thanks to tho Chairman, moved by Dr.
lla.''ters, the proceedings tenninated.

Tho names of the General Committee, of the sep.irate Com-
mittees for Engl.and, Scotljind, and Ireland, as well as the reso-

lutions in full, will be found in our advertising columns; and
we iiave only to add that those desirous of sending in their

contributions at once towards the proposed memorial may for-

ward them to G. F. Wilson, Esq., 'Treasurer of " Veitch Memo-
rial Fund," care of Mr. Richards, Koial Horticultural Societj',

South Kcusingion, London, W. Fiu'lhcr, local secretaries, who
have yet to be decided upon, will be empowered to receive sub-
scriptions towards the object in view, and their- names will

appear in due course.

APPLICATION OF MANURES.
Ik No. '142 of this Journal, at page '221. ia an article under

the above heading, by Mr. Pearson, in which he ssys a cor-

respondent lays great stress on tho necessity of covering

manure as soon as possible after it is spread, and Mr. Pearson
calls it "mischievous, not only because it ia erroneou.', but be-

cause it leads to injurious practice." I, for one, would feel

greatly obliged to Mr. Pearson if lie would be so kind as to de-

scribe why it is erroneous, and bow it can lead to injuiions

practice, for I am of the same opinion as the corresj oudent he
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allodos to, and I should bo sorry to continue in error. I quite

agree with Mr. Pearson as to caitinR on ground when it is dry,

for I have seen enough of the evil effects of carting out manure
when the ground was wet, and also ploughing when the horses

walked in the furrows up to their knees in mud. I have
seen after Euch ploughing, the water run out at the end of the

fuiTow in quite a stream, and I have had it remarked to mo at

the time, what excellent ploughs those iron ones were, for Ihoy

left the b.)ttcim of the furrow so smooth that they actually

drained the ground ; but when spring came, and the land was

ploughed up again it was nearly midsummer before it was lit

to be sown. I cunnot thiuk that it is quite right to have a

quantity of good rotten farmyard manure exposed to wind and
sun for days before it is ploughed in; for my own part I would
prefer it to be under the ground. I could mention several

farmers here (in Kent), who have only enough manure spread

to be ploughed in each day, because it should not be dried up
by wind and sun. Of course it was carted out and left in a heap
to be spread as above.

I have htd sufficient proof this year that there cannot be
much evil attendant on digging iu manure soon nfier it is

spread, for the principal part of the manure that I have for uee

coucists of old hotbeds made of leaves collected iu the park,

and which, after being used, are wheeled on the garden as

manure, and not being quite decomposed, the mateiial is not
very rich. One of these old beds I had wheeled into a corner of

the orchard, to which I conducted the overflow from a large

tank that receives the sewage ffom the mansion, and after

giving a good soaking of the sewage, I had the whole turned oyer

30 as to well mix the sewage wi'h the half- rotten leaves. I then
had it wheeled on to a plot of gronud intended for Onions, and
dag in immediately, and the result was the finest crop of the

Nuneham Park Ouioa I ever saw, not thick-necked, as some
affirm it to be, bat fine-necked and clear-skinned. I think it is

the very best Oaiou we have when it is well grown. Tberemainder
of the heap I kt-pt for (Jelery, and I gave that another scakiug of

sewage, alter which I had it put into the trenches, and the Celery

does not ehow any evil tffects, but the contrary. It is a fact

known to mist proc'ical gardeners that all manures must be

rendered soluble, as no soHd substance can enter into a plant,

consequently all solid matter must undergo a species of dis-

solution, and become watery or gaseous, or both, before it is

capable of being absorbed either by ihe roots or leaves of plants
;

and it mannro Ijsos the water by evaporation, it must also

lose a cerlaiu portion of the gaseous matter, which must be a

loss to the crop it is intended to benefit. In this opiuion I

think I am not alone, but I shonld like to hear the opinions of

other practical horticulturists on the subject.—W. Giuves,
Mahledon Park Gdrdatis.

FORCING PLANTS.—No. 3.

SHRUBS.
Shrubs are of eiisy culture, and many, if not all of them, are

suitable for forcing ; but there are soma v;hich from Iheir low
growth, compact habit, and profuse blooming, are better for the
purpose than others. To enumerate and treat of all shrubs
which mi.^bt be forced, would he tedious. I shall, therefore,

only name those of ackriowledged excellence.

Deutzia. gr.».cili3.—This plant cannot bo too highly recom-
mended for forcing. The flowers are pure white, and pro-
duced so abundantly as to hide the bright green foliage.

Previous to forcing it should be grown at least a year in pots
large enough to hold the roots without cramping them. A
rather light loam, enriched with leaf soil, will grow it well. The
plants should be plnced out of doors in a sunny situ.ation during
the summer, and be plentifully supplied v,i:h water, pinching
back any irregular si o ;ts, so as to form a compact plant. Until
August they may remaiu plunged in coal ashes, moving the
pots occasionally to keep the plants from rooting through, and
taking off any roots that make their way out. After August
lift the pots from tho ashes, and set them in a warm situation,

watering just enough to keep the foliage fresh. The plaijt!(

will go to rest early ; then place them iu a cold frame, thoui^h
they miy remain ontside with the pots plunged to the rim in

coal ashes ; but I like them iu a frame, for then the soil is not
saturated by heavy ruins, and comparative dryness appears to

act as a sort of rest.

The plants may be forced almost as soon as the leaves have
fallen, but they are tho bet'er of a month or six weeks' rest.

Prior to placing them in the house I think it well to repot them,
giving each a clean pot and a little fresh soil, for though we

repot wo need not increase the size of the pot, but we should
remove as much of the old soil as we can, without destroying
many of the roots, loosening the sides of the ball, and even if we
slightly increase the size of tho pot, we have freer growth and
bloom. Neat plants may be grown in 6 inch pots, and larger
plants will, of course, require larger pots ; but I do not try to
have any in larger pots than those 9 inches in diameter. Plants
in pots of the latter size, and grown from 18 inches to 2 feet high,
and as much in diometer, are fine for house decoration, and
those in 6-iuch pots are ornamental for the table. This is all

tho potting I give. They are placed icr a cool house for about
a fortnight, then in a greenhouse or other glass house, with a
temperature of 45° from fire heat, and are bloomed in a tem-
perature of 50'. I commence forcing the first lot of plants at

the beginning of December, introducing more at intervals of
three weeks up to March, so as to have a succession of bloom
from January to May. After the plants have flowered they
should be continued under glass in a light airy position until
the middle of May, and then be pilaced out of doors in a
sheltered but open situatiou, plunging the pots to save water-
ing, giving, however, plenty of water throughout the summer,
and in autumn they will be even finer plants than they were the
year before, and fit for being forced again. From having made
their growth earlier than plants not forced they are better

fitted for early flowering. In this way they may be grown for

a number of years without increasing, or but very slightly in-

creasing, the size of the pots.

Deutzia ecabka.—Tbis, though not equal to the preceding,

is very ornamental when grown as a low standard 2i feet or
3 feet high, taking away tlio flatness of stages. On a stem
about a foot high it forms a charming bush. It requires a year
or two to bring into good form, and establish it in pots. The
only difference in the treatment it requires from that of

D. gracilis, is that all suckers must be kept down ; the shoots
after flowering being thinned out, stopping such as grow irre-

gularly, and not oommenciog to force until January or Feb-
ruary. Being of stronger growth than D, gracilis, it must have
correspondingly larger pots ; but the plants are all the better by
being pot-bound.
The Ddutzias are propagated by cuttings of the firm shoots

under a hand-glass in cummer, or by strong shoots in autumn
inserted in a sheltered Eituation. They may be propagated by
layers very freely.

Pkunus triloba (sinexsi.s) FLORE-rLENO.— Of erect, stiff

habit, it forms a neat pyramid, and the flowers are large and
very double, white, but going off blush. It succeeds best in a
rather sandy or light loam, with one-third of leaf soil or sandy
peat, and good drainage. It should be under-potted; indeed,

to flower it well it should bo pot-bound. Its treatment does
not differ from that of the Deutzia gracilis, only the plant should
be placed under a south wall in August to insure the ripening
of the wood, giving only enough water to keep the foliage fresh.

When the shoots become crowded thin them out after flowering,

stopping any which are of a straggling disposition. It flowers

before coming into leaf, but is very ornamental. It is pro-

pagated by cuttings of the ripened shoots in summer.
Ajiygdalus persica FLor.E-i'LENO (Double-flowsricg Peach).

—There are v.arietias with white, carnation, crimFon, and rose-

coloured flowers, also one called versicolor, all very ornamental
as pot plants for conservstory decoration. They may be grown
as bushes or pyramids, following the close-pinching system, so

as to have them compact and well furnished for bloom; but
when the wood becomes weak the flowers are smaller ; therefore

to ensure large flowers thin out the weak shoots when the flow-

ering is over, and by stopping tlio strong shoots to four leaves

the weaker shoots will be strengthened. 'Whether the shoots

are close-pinched or allowed to make shoots of some length, it

is desirable to so dispose of the shoots as to produce a well-

formed plant. Standards are very handsome.
The treatment given Peach tifes in pots is applicable to

these. The trees ought to be kept under glass until the end of

May, and may then be placed out of doors in a warm situation

—a south border is best—the pots being plunged in ashes,

watering and syringing freely in dry weather. In August place

the pots under a south wall, but do not plunge them, and water

rather sparingly, so as to limit growth and encourage the

ripening of the wood, but do not allow the soil to become BO

dry as to cause "the leaves to fall prematurely. In October top-

dress the plants, taking aw-'y the surface soil, and removing it

to some depth from the sides, leaving the mass of roots iu the

centre of the pots undisturbed, and replace with turf enriched

with an equal quantity of well-rotted manure. Old cow dung
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is best. Make Uie top-dressing firm, nnd give a good watering.

At the eume time tbe plnots may Lo boniied, or tbcj may lie

placed io n eholtercd pusition, tbo pots beiDg placged to tbe

I'im in atrbes or tan.

Forcing may commence at tbo end of November or beginning
of December, and by inlroducing a few plants at fortnigb'lv

intervals bloom may bo kept up frcm January to April. The
plants may bo kept a number of years in the tame pots; thote
from H to 13 inches in diameter are suitable.

These Peach trees are mostly worked on the Pliim stock, but
the Almond is best for tCis class of plants. Early-forced planlH

ehonld be continued under glass in alight airy position until

danger from frost is past ; or it tbry can be accommodated in

a honse it is well to keep them lliere uttil July or AuRust, nnd
then by placing them in the full sun and giving litlln watir
they will go to rest and be suitable for forcing early in Novem-
ber. Few plants are handsomer than Peach trees in pots in

full bloom, but the double-flowered varieties surpass the ordi-

nary kinds in the greater beauty of the flower. A temperature
of 40' for a fortnight, increasing it to 1.5° afterwards, is sufE-

cicnt. Liquid manure may be given once or twice a-week.
CErascs .lAroNici.—Pink, double pink, and double while

varieties, all dwarf and compact. The double varieties arc the
strongest growers. The treatment is the same as for the double-
flowering Peaches,

Srn!.y.A FoDTCNi.—A shrubby plunt of compact growth and
white flowers, and SriK.T;.v Thunberciana, also with white
flowers, are fine firforciiig, as they furnish pretty, loose, sprny-

like heads of bloom for vases and bouo.uet?, whilst as flowering
plants they are very ornamental. Probably there are many
others of this genus equally suitable for forcing. S. japoxica
I know forces well. Tbe Spirreas are among the handsomest
of flowering plants, and it is remarkable they are not more
extensively cultivated. They may be grown in pots from 6 to

9 inches in diameter, according to fize of the plant, using a
compost of two-thirds sandy loam, and one-third leaf soil. All

the care thty require is to keep them in small pots for the tize

of the plants, to repot them before beginning to force, to thin
out the weak wood after floweiiiig, to lift them from the plung-
ing material frequently in order to confine their roots to the
pots or keep them from rooting through, and to place them in

a sunny situation in August so as to well ripen the wood. The
plants should be established in pots before forcing, which should
not begin before January, introducing a few plants at a time
np to March.
Weigela r.osEA and its varieties Stelznori and Treloni are

line, the flowers being rosy pink in the species, and somewhat
brighter in the varieties. Nothing, however, can bo more
handsome than the old sort well grown, and it has the advan-
tage of being fragrant, hence tbe flowers are desirable not only
on the plant, but for cutting. It succeeds under the same tr<at-

inent as described for the Denlzia, but being a larger growing
plant, larger pots are necessary, and yet the roots should be
rather confined. Place the plants in a warm situation in

August, water them sparingly, so as to have the wood well

matured and induce early rest, especially for plants required to

bloom early. The roots, from their close-matting tendency,
sometimes choke the drainage before forcing, therefore see that

the drainage is free. The plants may be forced in consecutive
years, like the Deutzias, or fresh plants may be raised from
cuttings in summer, either under a hand-glass or in a shady
border. Small plants flower freely.

Weioela AHAriLis and alba, the one with pink, the other
with white flowers, are also fine for early flowering, and force

well.

SvEiXGA (Lilac).—The Persian purple and its white variety,

from their smaller growth, arc, perhaps, the best, though the
others are equally good for forcing. Plants set with bnda
should be taken up in November, preserving a good quantity
of fibres, and placed in pots Urge enough to contain the roots.

Sandy loam is a suitable soil. The plants may be taken up
and potted as required, but to makn sure, it is as well to pot
as many as will be required in November, and those not
wanted for immediate forcing can have the pots plunged in coal

ashes in a sheltered place, whence they can be draughted into

the forcing house at intervals as required. A house with a

temperature of from 10' to 45° will suit them for the first

fortnight, and then from 50° to 53° is tbo highest ni^ht
temperature they ought to receive, though I have seen them
placed in a stove and roasted into flower, the stalks being then
scarcely able to support the heads. For blooming at Christmas,
forcing shonld be commenced in the middle of November, j

Tbe plants are nsually thrown away after flowering, thongb
they might be planted in shrubberies advanlageontly.
To have subjects eligible for forcing, there chould be plants

of various ages up to six years, so as to have them of diOercnt
bizes ; therefore all vacancies mnst be made good by putting
in suckers every year. The plants should be removed every
year if thoy grow vigorously, so as to cause more sturdy growth
and tlio formation of bloom buds. Standard plants are very
useful for varying the monotony of flat surfaces, but nie some-
what difficult to form, from the tendency to produce fuckers.

The white Lilac is less disposed to produce these than the
others, and it might bo employed as a stock. Whether as
standards or half-standards, respectively feet and 'A ftet bigb.
with good heads they would be really handsome for cunservatory
decoration. How they would succeed grafted standard high on
the Ash, is a subject for experiment ; but i', is worth a trial.

When forced, the Lilac requires to have an abundant supply
of water, and a light, airy house, with bottom heat if it can
bo secured. Growing plants in darkness, in order to produce
white flowers on purple-flowering plants, or even tomi.ke white
flowers more delicate, is absurd, though it certainly is curious
to see the change undergone by a plant grown in daiKness day
by day. When it is exposed to light, how it strives to get back
its natural beauty!—G. Abbey.

GARDENING IN TEXAS.
Althovou gardening here docs not generally receive so mutb

labour and care as it does from many northern people—especially

those who have market gardens near large cities—among tbe
firmers of Texas, yet we have many, A-cry many good gardens.

iSome of our gardens, in the variety and excjUenec of their vege-

tables, and the number and beauty of their flowers, arc superior

to those commonly seen in the noithern States Here, ladies

often superintend and work in the gardens, and ladies generally

hettcr appreciate good vegetables, and enjoy more the beauty of

(loweis, than men. Previius to the late civil war, it was custom-

ary, throughout the entire south, for jilanters' wive,* and daughters

to have charge of the garden. It received much of their care, and
WMS tilled under their direction. This custom still extensively

prevails in Texas. Under the ^upel•^ntcndenoe of ladies, some of
the finest gardens and grounds in the entue south were made.
Many of those in the vicinity of ('barlcston and Sav.nnnah were
iImis formed. To specify examples in other places, we mention
the Preston or Hampden gard' n, as it was, at Columbia, before

the Avar ; also the Magnolia Grove garden of Mr. Urown, beneath
the hill on the hanks of the Mississippi, at Natchez. I have
seen many bcaiitiful gardens in the northern States, but never

anything equal to what these were in 1S.58.

To return to Texa». Our climate and soil is better suited to

gardnning than that of the north. Here we can grow all the

vegetables and flowers cultivattd in the rorth, also many others

of a .semi-tropical nature. Two crops of the same species of vege-

table can here be grown in the same sciison. Slany people in

Tcx.is con.siJcr August the most important in the year to make
gardens, because many A'cgetahles then sown or planted attain

maturity, and their greatest perfection, during the cool months
of autumn, such as Cabbage, liroccoli. Cauliflower, Kale, Savoys,

Kndive, Bnisscis Sprouts, Celery, Src. Then (.^u^ust) Melons
and Cucumbers arc again planted, also Beans and Peas. Then,
and in September, are sowti Eadishcs, Ijctluce, Curled and
Water Cress, Parsley, O.-iions, Parsnips, Spinach, Carrots, Leeks,

Beets, Sec.

In our own garden, we had green Peas and Beans in April,

green Com in May, also summer Squashes and Cucumbers;
Lettuce and Kadishes in March ; Avhitc Potatoes the 1st of

June, and Sweet Potatoes the 1st of August. Indeed, with a

little care, by plautirg in succession, we em liave in our garden
a plentiful supply of fresh vejietables for table use during th&
entire year. This is a great advantage, which is not generally

appreciated here. Our Melons are delicious. One W"ater Melon,
weighing CO lbs., was sold in the market at Austin this summer.
Water Melons become ripe here about the last of June, and last

tmtil frost, which generally comes about the last of November.
They arc remarkably healthy, and muth superior in taste to

those grown in the north.

—

{AmcricaJi Gardener's Monthly.)

"WOUK FOn THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OARDBK.

Make it a rule never to allow the haulm or leaves of plants

to remain on the gronnd when the crop is gathered. A conve-
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Bient place outside the garden Bhould be appropriated to the

garden refnse ; and before the leaver, &a., are wheeled to the

heap, let a sprinkling of ashes or charred refuse be placed over

each layer, by which a heap of valuable manure will be formed.

When the ground is dry proceed with digging up vacant spaces,

throwing the land into ridges, that it may be effectually exposed
to the influence of frost. It should be a rule to double-spit or

trench land every alternate year at least ; but when two crops
are taken oU the same place yearly, trenching should alternate

with digging every time the ground is cropped. On the first

line morning take up U^rt and CarroU, and spread them on the

surface to dry till afternoon, when they may ba removed to the
Btoring room and there spread out again till tLe? are quite

dry, after which they may be stored in dry sand. Cjiistant

attention will be necessary for some time in examining them
to see how they are likely to keep. Ilemove the decaying
leaves from Brus^eh Sprouts and Broccoli, and from all other
growing crops, carrying them at once to a piece of ground if

vacant, where they can be trenched into tlie soil, spiinkling

them first with quicklime to destroy the snails and sings with
which they swarm at present, as well as to hasten decompo-
Bition. S'ir the soil among Caulijlowcr plants under hand-
glasses, and sprinkle the surface with charcoal dust when to be
had. Attend to the earthiug-up of Celery. Take advantage of

a fine day to tie up Enliec and Lettuce for hlanching. Turn
over and rope up Onioiu on wet days. Examine Potatoes and
any other roots which are stored away.

FRUIT GAr.DEN.

Prepare ground for new plantations of Currants and Goose-
berries. Cuttings of favourite sorts of Gooseberries may now
he made, and planted in beds manured witli leaf mould and
sand ; the latter will aid their rooting, and the former will

hasten their growth.
FLOWER Gir.DEN.

When the unfavourable weather has taken effect on Lobelias,
Salvia patens, and similar plants they should be taken up,
especially where the fljwer stems are killed as well as the
leaves. The Salvias, however, ought to be left in the ground
until the stems die down, as the roots will be thereby much
benefited. The best way of keeping these plants is to place
them in pots merely suflicient to hold the roots, using rather
dry soil, and set them where they will be dry and cool. A few
degrees of frost will be less hurtful than heat ; they must
receive no water until they commence growing. Scarlet and
other Pelargoniums for turning out in spring ought to receive
the same treatment, only they cannot be too soon taken up
after their beauty is once destroyed. Although the old Chinese
Kose is very much neglected as compared with what it used to
be, it is by no means unworthy of a place in pleasure grounds,
even with all the attractions that newer sorts possess ; the
more it is cut the greater will be its profusion of flowers, and
cuttings put in now in an open border, leaving one bud above
the ground, will strike root readily. Borders or beds for bulbs
should be well drained, and somewhat raised above the general
surface with some good hotbed dung, fresh soil from an old
pasture, and some sand. What dry surface heath soil is to
Cape and New Holland plants, virgin soil, as it is called, is to
bulbs of various kinds. Ute such open-textured material as
fern and straw for protecting tender Boses, as the air will be
diffused throughout; it will not only keep the heat in and the
cold out, but prevent that stagnation which moss and all such
close materials invariably cause, particularly if much rain falls.

Not a day should be lost, now the weather has become settled,
in making up Pink beds. So much improvement has taken
place lately amongst these flowers, tlLit amateurs, unless they
have added to their collections regularly, will find themselves
apparently a century behindhand. Dahlias are still blooming
in many places, but rather miserably. As soon as the tops are
blackened by frost take them up, otherwi:-e they are apt to start
at the crown. Cut them cfi about a foot Jong, and place them
in Buch a manner that the sap which exudes may not run into
the hollow stem ; should it do so decay will be the probable
consequence. Small pieces of zinc or lead attached to copper
wire are best to mark them with, or the zinc may be stamped
with a number co^re8p^nding with the name in the book.
Plant offsets of Tulips, and arrange the best bed definitely
previous to planting when the soil is suilieiently dry ; the sooner
the better.

OBEENHOUSE AND CONSEKTATORT.
As the beauty of out-door plants gives way before the storms

of autumn the conservatory should be made as attractive as
possible, as it will now become in some respects the only place

where flowering plants can be inspected with comfort in unfa-
vourable weather. To assist this let the requisite arrangements
both as regards watering and changing the plants take place

early in the day, that the effects of the watering, syringing, &e.,

may be removed, and an agreeable dryness pervade the house,
before it is visited by the family. No pains must likewise be
spared to keep the house gay by introducing plants in succes-

sion as they come into bloom, including a portion of the stove
plants which have been grown expressly for this purpose. A
little gentle forcing will bring the different varieties of Epi-
phyllum trnncatum into bloom ; and wiih the addition of Chry-
santhemums, iate Fuchsias and Pelargoniums, Pancratiums,
Amaryllids, Mignonette, Neapolitan Violets, &i!., a tolerably

gay appearance may be maintained until the time when forced

plants will be more generally available. Let the admission of

air be well regulated, so as to preserve a gentle circulation

tbroiighjut the house in mild weather without ciusing draughts.
Fires will be necessary, not so much for keeping up the tem-
perature, except during frost, as for the purpose of promoting
a medium state of dryness in the external air, so as to make
the house enjoyable in all weathers. Some of the most useful

plants for house decoration during winter and spring, when
subjected to gentle forcing, are the different kinds of Khodo-
dendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias, &•?., usually termed American
plants. As these have now perfected their buds, plants well

furnished with buds can easily he selected for the purpose.
Without naming each particular kind suitable, I may remark
that many of the hybrid scarlet Khododendrons which, owing
to their earliness, rarely bloom iu perfection out of doors, are

the best for early forcing, coming into bloom with but little

trouble. After selecting the plants from the nursery have them
potted in peat in as small pots as the roots can be well placed
in ; they may then be watered and set in a pit or empty vinery

to be brought forward as required, beginning very gently with
them at first in a moist heat, and increasing the heat as they
advance towards blooming. Pelargoniums should be placed

rather near the glass, to preserve a short-jointed and sturdy

habit of growth ; all useless shoots should be thinned out, and
the principal shoots pegged ont at regular distances, so as to

maintain a due balance of shape. Thorough cleanliness should
be maintained at all times in respect to stages, glass, and floors.

It these directions be attended to the spotted leaf will not show
itself, neither will the plants require many sticks to assist

them, but a healthy sturdiness will at all times bo maintained.
Now is a good time to cnll out from the first-struck batch of

herbaceous Ciilceolarias some of the best plants, and give them
a liberal thift, using fibrous light loam, rubbly charcoal, and
sharp clear sand intermixed. These plants, with due attention

throughout the winter, will make large specimens, and produce
a good show in the conservatory or mixed greenhouse. The
Cinerarias intended to flower as specimens early in spring

should now receive their final shift. If Mignonette to stand
the winter has not yet been sown, sowing had better now be
deferred till spring, when a little put in early will bloom nearly

as soon as plants from seed sown no^, and the difficulty of

wintering it will thus be avoided.—W. Keane.

DOIXGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Somewhat unexpectedly we had a severe frost on the morn-

ing of the 19th, followed by mild weather. We were not un-
prepared, as for several nights the temperature was close on
the freezing point, and accounts in the newspapers of snow
storms in the north, and the north wind, ought to have made us

additionally careful. If we had expected 8°below the freezing

point on a north wall 5 feet from the ground, and nearly 10° on
the ground level, we certainly would have protected Scarlet

Runners, &c., more than we did. We covered Cauliflower in

head not sufficiently protected early in the morning, and it has
not suffered. The only crops injuriously affected were Kidney
Beans and Scarlet Runners ; and of Pelargoniums, some good
plants of variegated Alma were softened to their base. Dahlias

were blackened, and we were sorry for it, as the flowers were so

useful ; Heliotropes were also blackened in low-lying places,

but iu raised beds they were little iujuvcJ. A few Scarlet Pe-

largoniums in raised beds are still rather bright, but, of course,

with the exception of masses of scarlet Salvia fulgens, the

glory of the flower garden is over for the season, though now
most likely we shall let the beds remain a little longer, as a few
plants look well with their green and variegated foliage. A fine

line of Bijou Pelargoniums is still untouched, and many blooms
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are now fully open after the bright Bnn of Thursday. The dnll
days of Friday and Saturday have made the beds look duller
than thfy otherwife would do. A fact is here worth mention-
ing. Scarlet Pelargoniums cloBO to our own door, protected
with walls quite clo.'e to them, have suffered more than those
in the open lawn, with a raiher free exposure to the wind ; and
another fact is, that in the^e exposed beds the eonth side is

the best, the very place where the sun would beat first on the
frost-hardened foliage. On the north tile of the beds tbe
foliage is nearly as fine after the nipping, but the fl iwer trusses
are almost gone; on the south side many of tbe trasses of
bloom are wonderfully full and bright. Mnoh, bo doubt, is

owing to the comparative dryness of tho soil, but the sunny
side being the beet after such a sunny morning, is not what is

generally expected after a severe froEt ; hut here in every case
the south side is the best, which we can hardly account for in
connection with previous conclusions fjunded on observation.
Calceolaria?, though st.fl, scon recovered. In tbe afternoon
following the frost we took til a great many cuttings, and
placed them under cover, fearing wo might have a repetition,
but tho wind changed, and we had mildness instead of frost,

and now we cai go to the plants and tike off thousands of fine
cuttings that do not show a trace of the frosty night.

EITCHEN OABDKN.
Celery.—We do not nsually earth-up our late Celery until the

end of tho month ; but as the sun has now little power in
causing the Celery to evaporate moiiture, and as the frost
might injure it a little, we gave a little earthing-tip to the
whole, except the last planted, and as we were anxious to keep
it clean, we used a little sifted coal ashes and cool burned
earth and ashes round tho plants by means previously adverted
to, and then pressed tho well-pulverised earth olo?e to the
ashes. This is more necessary in our somewhat stiff soil, and
especially when the Celery U grown in beds, as we generally
do, from three to five plants across—a plan that on tbe whole
saves much space and labour. If ws had plenty of litter, as
stubble, &a., we would never enrth-t;p t ?o high as respects late
Celery, but pack up with material of this kind, as it blanches
the plants very well, keeps the frost out, and if rounded over
a bed, when onco the surface is flattened and crusted, it throws
off the heaviest rains. We have several times recommended
highly, and not in the least too highly, the Dwarf Incrra parable
White, but a red sort sent to us for "trial by Jfr. Welch, of tbe
Palace Gardens, Armagh, has also proved remarkuUy good,
blanching more quickly than reds generally do, being very firm
and sweet, and as yet le.-s marked on the outsides by enemies
than the white is. We shall be glad to find it stands wet and
frost well ; at present it seems a good variety.
Mushrooms.—We have spawned and e&rthed-np two pieces

in our Mushroom house, shallow beds on shelves. We should
like one to show its produce in about a month, having as yet
a good supply in tho outside sheds, as lately adverted to ; but
thoDgh the first of these pieces in the house kept all right as
tested by tbe trial-stick, we find within a few days that the
bed has become colder to the hand than it ought to'tie with the
spawn working freely, which always prcduc s a litlle heat of
itself

; and as wo did not find it convenient to cover 'ho bed,
nor to heat the house at present, we put a dozen b.-irrowloads
of droppings, &c., on the space leieath. This will scon make
the bed as hot as we wish it to be, and bring in the Mushrooms
as e.rly as we want them. We attribute the bed's becoming a
little too cold to the mixing rather too much fibrous loam with
the dung

; bat the dung was rather open and rough, and we
used tho lo.tm to make it firmer, and to prevent its heating so
violently as it would otherwi.=e have done, as the more vio-
lently the manure is heated, the more will its nourishing proper-
tics be driven off. In our sheds more covering was placed on
the beds after the frost. A Mushroom house is very useful,
and for other purposes besides Mushrooms, but simple plans
answer as well as the more complex and elaborate ; and after
trying many modes, and being successful with them all, at least
fairly so, we must say we never had better Mashroom." t!in on
ridges out of doors. Of courte in winter they had to bo kept
warm by covering, and in summer they had to be kept conl by
covering, and having that covering rather damp, instead of diyr

as in winter; but then there was considerable labour in cover-
ing and uncovering, much more than where there wcs tbe ad-
vantage of a house or even a shed roof to keep snow and rain
from tbe beds.

Caulifmcer.—The young plants pricked out in squares for
hand-lightB bad the bottoms of the hand-lights put over them,
and as they were in bad order the holes were fiUed-np with

slates and tiles firmly fixed against them. In severe nights a
few evergreen twigs will be laid across. The tops that seemed
as if they had been riddled bythjt must lay abide until we
have a wet day to clean and reglaze them, A wet day is cot
liusiest day ; there is uu want of in.door work for such days.
We must try and prick out a framtful of plants, and place
others in a sheltered position. We have succeeded well witli

plants placed singly in small pots, and repotted and planted-
oot in finely-pulverised soil in March and April, but generally
we have done as well with plants prickcd-uut 3 or 4 inches
apart and lifted with balls. In pricking. out, though tlie soil be
pretty rich, the plants will do better and be saved fmm many
enemies, if they haveasurfnoing of rough sand on the giotuad.

Ciicrimhfr Bid'.— These require bankiiig-up to keep tbem on.

We rather reluctantly pullei the plants out of a twn-ligbtbox,
as we wanted the space fur another purpose. Wo mention
this, however, chiefly on account of a ceitaiu fact—namely,
that there was a fine mai^t bottom heat in th^it bed, tboagh it

had not been touched since it was made up in March, and then,

be it remarked, it was made up chiefly tf gicen dung as it

came from tho stables, suitably moistened and mingled so as
to keep np a loner, gradual fermentation, and the bed was then
surfaced with older sweet dung and tree leaves. The Bnrfaoing

and tbe soil kept down all deleterious vapiur.-', whilst tho heat
was allowed full play to ri-e, which it has doi.e legularly all

these mouths. We have seen manure turLtd tni bweetened
to such a degree, and built so firmly together, that not a breatk

of air could peiietrato into it to support decomposition, and
thus after a violent heat the flume, as it were, expired, either

because there was nothing to burn, or no air could reach the

material to make it burn, and it vent cut like a cicdio uuder an
extinguisher. The making of a hotbed to last, as practiced by
some of our old gardeners, who looked on so mony turnings

aad sweetenings as so much waste labour, is pretty well lost

amid the improved sy.'^tems of heating. Nevertbelebs, let it be
borne in mind, that old dung hotbeds are not the worst means
of securing those results wLiih prevent even cooks having the

chance to grumble. We know cases where theie is abundance
of fire and water, but a little dung can scarcely be had for pro-

ducing fine, close, crisp Cauliflowers.

FKUIT OASnEK.
We had gathered almost all our fruit before the frost, as a

few nights had been so cUse to, and even below the freezing-

point. The leaves cf the trees were rather green and floiuish-

ing for the season. Never did one night produce euch a change
as was effected on many trees. The crisp green leaves on one
evening were brown before thu next, looking as if a tcorcbing

fire had been placed beneath each tree. The men said the
leaves looked as if they bad been burned, and rusernbled the
foliage of some Che.stnut trees, which, being near the ground,
were affected by tbe heat fain onr burning and charring heaps
of rubbish. The dry heat fiom the fire end the dry air from
tho frost had acted much the same—namely, deprived the

fidiage of its moisture. Some time ago, when treating on ven-
tilation in winter, and venturing on tho remark, that allowing

great blasts of cold frosty air to enter a ho'house would have
nearly the same iStsat on lender plants as sending among tbem
dry, very hot air from a f:irnace, we had several letters sent to

us, the purport of which vtas to tell us we had t"kcn leave of

our senses. "Why, you might as well tell us that a tropical

sun and an arctic winter would in any case produce similar re-

sults." Well, our best answer is to refer to the appearance of

many hardy fruit trees rn the morning of the frost. The man
who noticed snob a marked parching-up effect from frost, and
then admitted cold frosty air fieely omong tender plants, baa
profiled but little by the faculties of observaticn with which he
has been endowed. It is pleasant to note tbe proofs of progress

about us ; but that progress wonid be all the more certain if

our younger gardeners, the hope of the future, and iu some
respects the slay cf tho present, would not be above the habit

of attending to little tbicg^i and little facts, and from these

drawing practical inferences. The shrivelling up cf a green
leaf by a trifling frost, making it like a piece of half-bnmt
linen, may well give a lesson that though fresh air is de,°irable,

tbe air, if dry and cold, should not com% in contact with a tender

plant in a house before being considerably moistened and
warmed.
Peach House.—Wanting room to house numbers of bedding

plants for a few months, we have had the glass of this honse
washed with soap and water, all the remaining leaves rtmoved,
and tbe trees and woodwork well syringed with soap water as

warm as it could be applied, nsing a cloth on the syringe to
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protect the hand. Ofconvge, if snch water was at a tempera-

ture of 200°, it would not be above 160° or 170° by the time it

reached the tree?, aud few egga of insects will resist that heat.

Of all cleansers we prefer warm water. The soap is also a

help, and we prefer soft soap, say a common table-spoonful to

five gallons of water. After thns fyringing the woodwork of

the trellis, itc, the wood of the trees was washed with similar

water, employing large soft-hairbrushes for the purpose
;
but as

the hand had to be used beneath the twigs, the water would not

be warmer than 125° or 130°. The displacing of insects' eggs

under such circumstances will generally settle them. Then
the woodwork of the trellis wos coated with quicklime paint, so

as to make that all secure. We would much approve of a wire

trellis, but, though we hiive waited for it for years, there the

wood is, and we must prevent its being a harbour for inteots'

eggs. As a farther security we painted the trees all over with

a soft brush, and a paint formed of a little soft soap and sul-

phur, with a good bulk of clay. Without saying a word against

Glshurst or the many other paints used, wo are almost of

opinion that good clay paint of itself ia very nearly as good aa

the best of them. A little soft soap in the water used causes it

to adhere all the better. The chief object of all such painting is

to smother up all insect eggs if there be any, and cause them
to perish from want of air, and nothing does this better than
clay. As the buds begin to expand the clay begins to cracfe,

and if it seems to hold fhem rather tightly a slight dewing from
the syringe makes it soft. There is no danger of an overdose,

as may soon be the case with some of the other compositions.

Sulphur is generally an ingredient in all such preparations, but
in its timple state we know of no case in which sulphur is

injurious to insects. The fumes of sulphur will drive off, if

not kill, the red spider, hut amongst sulphur itself we have seen
the spiders disporting themselves as so many sand boys.

In this hous'e we had scarcely an insect last season, except a
few green fly on Strawberries ; but it is well to err on the safe

side, as though most of the aphides and other in=ect enemies
are viviparous during summer, the first invading army in the
spring generally comes from hosts of eggs that have remained
in a state of dormancy in winter. The surface soil was like-

wise scraped off, and some warm water applied over the new
surface with a rose. A little flowers of sulphur may be
dusted over the ground, if the trees show any sign of mildew
on their tops or roots. These processes may well be gone
through even as matters of precaution. We have only done
this as yet with the bulk of the house, so as to cover the floor

with boxes of plants ; the trees on the back wall will likely

remain unwashed, except for the syringing referred to, until

we have a wet day. Much of the general economy c f managing
a garden will ever consist in the right timing of labour. Pre-
vention in the case of insect attacks is even better than any
mode of getting rid of them. We have been perfectly astonLshod
at seeing tha bills for tobacco and other killing agents used in
some gardens. Better, if possible, prevent insects appearing.

OBN'AMENTiL DEPASTITENT.
The clearing of our Peach house, except the back wall, and

covering the floor i\iih boxes of bedding plants beneath the
trellis, and the front thelves, &0-, with the same, gave ns a cMd
pit at liberty for Calceolaria cuttings. This pit is too deep for

onr purpose, and sometimes we put fresh earth on the surface
of what is left, and plant the enttings in it. We prefer, how-
ever, doing all afresh, and so as to have a rather open instead
of a close, firm bottom. We therefore take out the soil and
the little rotten dung and leaf mould, place, fay one large or
two small barrowloads of dry litter in the bottom of each light,

tread it firm, follow with 2 or 3 inches of half-rotten dune, and
then with an inch of roughish sweet leaf mould, mixed with
riddlings of fibrous loam, and well tread again. Next follows
a layer of 2 inches cf fresh fibrous sandy loam, with just a
very little leaf mould and black dust from our charring heap

;

then we tread, level, and surface with a quarter of an iufh of
road Band collected in hollows after floods. In this the cuttings
are inserted in rows, from 2 to 2' inches apart, and from 1 to
Ij inch apart in the ro-.v. Sometimes there are 9 few failures.

Last season not one cutting in two thousand failed to strike.

The cuttings are firmed, and when a light ia done the soil is

well watered through a fine rose. Frequently before watering
a little fine eunJ is strewed by hand along the rows, which
tills up all the holes, and causes the cuttings to be very firm.
This season the ca'tings are rather too large, and require
either to be topped or the leaves much reduced. We greatly
prefer short, stubby side shoots, taken off with a heel close to
the old stem, the cuttings averaging 2i inches in length. These

were clean cut at the heel, two or three of the bottom leaves

removed, the top ones, if Urge, shortenf', but tho young
leaves in the centre of the growing point left untouched. After

the first watering the cuttings will need no more for a long

time, except a gentle dewing on a sunny day, a little shading
when the sun is powerful, and the sashes shut down then,

but a little air given at the back night, afternoon, and morning
in mild weather, shutting up closely only when frosty. These
Calceolarias will be early enough if they begin to stiiks root

abotit the New Tear, and then wo place them in earth pits in

the middle of March to give ibem rootn to grow strong and
bushy, so as to lift with balls in May. Last season, from in-

serting the cuttings until abottt finishing blooming, the Calceo-

larias were never visited by r.n insect. Coddling and fire-heated

places havo spoiled thousands o' Calceolarias.

Centaurca candidissima an-t 'I'.Tbenas.-^'Tke Cucumber bed
referred to, and one of a Eitjii):ir kind, after being fresh turned

up for a foot or two, a little fresh ujaleiial aoded at the bottom,

and a layer of dry ashes at the top, was devoted to the pur-

pose of giving a littlo enoonrogement to cuttings of the above.

We stated last season how old plants of Centaurea can be

treated successfully, but cUl plants, e.xcept for a few centres,

are comparatively useless, as the smallest plants in spring will

soon be large enough iu summer when planted out of doors.

The smallest bits strike easily in heat in spring. It requires

larger pieces to strike well in cold pits in summer and autumn.
There is no difficulty in raising a fine stock from cuttings in-

serted at tho end of July and the beginning of August; but we
could not take cff ouis so soon, and we thought we would pre-

fer a lot of young plants to the old ones, as taking up less

room. What we put in by the beginning of September are

well struck. What were inserted from the middle to the end

of that month in pots in a cold pit, though all sound, are merely

callusing, only a few beginning to root. These, if we could

have spared the room, we would have inserted each at the

side of a small pot, as the roots are so brittle. We have

adopted the next best course—namely, placed two cuttings in

a 3 inch pot, with a piece of slate or tile down the centre ol

each pot, so that the roots will not much intermingle. These,

with the soil sufficiently moist, we have moved to the gentle

hotbed, surfaced with dry ashes, and in tbem plunged the pots.

In from a fortnight to three weeks we expect every pot to be

filled with roots, when the pots can bo set anywhere under

protection, as it takes a considerable degree of frost to injure

the plants. Damp is a greater enemy. To some Verbenas

which were rather late, we have given a similar help. Tender

kinds of Pelargoniums have been taken itp and repotted ; the

bulk are still uninjured.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

—

Select List of

New and Choice Pelargoniums, Aiiricuhu, Carnations, Picotees,

il-c—Catalogue of Roses, Fruit Trees, Coniferie, Hardij Trees,

Shrubs, Climbing Plants, die.

G. Jackman & Son, Woking Nursery, Woking, Surrey.—

Catalogue of Plants.

CO"\'^NT GARDEN MARKET.—October 27.

A SLIGHT iaiprovemetit in business has enabled us to reduce onr stock??

biit without any advanco in price, tho great bulk ol fruit being of only

second-rate qualitv, and having evidently bem much injured during the

late storms. Some consignments of Chaumontela from the Channel Islands

have como to hand this week, but they are not fine. Vegetables are

abimdant and excellent.
VEC-ETABLES.

Artichokes doz. 3
Asnara^us ICO

Beans, Kidney ?i sieve S
Broad .... bushel

Beet, Hod duz. 2
Broccoli bundle 1

BriiS. Sprouts ^s sieve 3

Uabbayo doz. 1

Capsicums 100 2

Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Ce'.ery bundle
Coleworts . .doz.bchs.
Cucumliers .... each

pickling .... dcz.
Endive doz. 2
FcuHcl bunch S

GarUo lb. 8
Herbs bunch S
Horseiadish ..bundle 3

4
3
1 6
2

2

d. B.

to G Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms pottle

Mustd.& Cress,punnet
Onions bushel

pickling .. quart
Parsley sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney ditto

Radishes doz.bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.

Sea-kalo basket
ShaUots lb-

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.

Turnips bunch
Yeget. Marrows.. d02.

d. 8.

4 to
2
2

2
4

1

e 4
6 4

1

1
2

3

8
a

2 e

3 6

1

1 6

2

9
4

1

6
2
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Apples ?i Bievo 1

Apricots <loz.

Cherries lb.

Cbestnats... . bashel
Currants .... S sieve

Black do.

PiRB doz. 2
filberts lb.

Cobs \h. a
Oooseberrioa . . quart
Grapes, llutbouse . lb. 2
I.omoDS 100 in
MoloDS each 3

d
to 1

(I

FRDIT.
a. d

Mulhorriee .... qnnrt
Ncctnriacs dt>7..

OranKos lUO

I

Poacbps doz.

{
Pears, kitchen . . doz.

dessert .... doz.
Pino Apples lb.

Plums 5a ."^iove \i 6
Qutucos doz. 1 G
Uaspborrics lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bushel 10

do 100 1

d. s. d
to

14
15
»

8
S

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We reqnest that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the "Journal of Hortioulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are suhjected to unjmtifiable trouble and expense. All

communications ehould therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d-e., 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Camellias (ir. c C.).—All those you mention ore in the catalogues ot
Messrs. Veitch, Williams, Kollisson, and others.

BocKwoRK AT Oak Lodqe (P.I.—We are in'ormed it wts constructed
by Mr. Palham, Terra Cotta Works, Broibourae.
Skedlin-u Pelaroosic-M (Pel'r).—Your seeilliu? Pelargonium is very

pretty, but not distinct enough from many varieties that have been raised
from Mrs. Pollock to make it of any value as a new v.iricty,

Pansies roR Breediso (H'm).—For the darkest Pansy, Lidybnrn
Beauty : and the other best six Pansies for saving seed from we consider
to be Comua, fine yellow ; Mary Russell, fine white ; .Mexander Tuit, fine
dark self; Imperial Prince, purple self; Mr. J. Ingiam, dark plum; and
Alice Downie, light cream.

PiNCs FOR Clay Soil, (.SHtj).—We think your soil needs drainlnp.
Pinus austrioca succeeds where many others fail, but if your ground were
•trained, there are ien- ot the Pine and Fir tribo that would not succeed.
There is no evergreen tree that would suit you.
Tricvrtis hirta not Flowerixo (ricerrfsirfs'.—Wc can only account

for the plant not flowering from its being grown in too cool a place, and
in heavy soil. It likes an op?n but sheltered situation, and a rich lihrous
loam, with a free ailiuixture of sand or gravel, and good drainage. It is a
fine herbaceous plant but recently introduced from Japan, with large
branching corymbs of starry flowers, often more than 2 inches across.
The flowers are finely spottei with purple.

Seedling Ipom.>:a (Old Su}/!rriler).—I>o not cut the plant down now,
but keepitdryduringthe winter, and pruno it in spring, only thinning out
the shoots. It will probab'y flower next vear. The best compost is two-
thirds sandy fibrous loam and one-third' leaf soil, or sandy fibrous peat,
with a free admixture of thnrp sand. Good drainage is necessary. Keep
the plant near the glass, and give it abundance of air.

Cocumber Leaves Diseased (Mrrji).—Wo do not notice anvtbing the
matter with the leaves, except that they ai)pear to have been attacked by
red spider, though there was none on the leaves sent us. Heat the pipes
to a temperature of 100", and paint them with sulphur, keeping the house
close; The sulphur should be mixed with a solution of 4 ozs. of soft
soap to a gallon of water. The soft soap will make it adhere longer and
better to the pipes. Keep a moister atmosphere, and supply the roots
copiously with water.

Magnolia fob West Wall (K. IT.). —The Exmouth variety of
M. grandillora is the best on account of its free blooming habit. No
climber would succeed on an east wall on which the sun never shines;
but Ra-gner'8 Ivy is one of the best.

Thorn and Holly Bf.rries (7. r. D.).—The berries of the Holly and
Haws of the Thorn need not he buried unless you like. You mai keep
them until next February ar d then sow them, but they will not grow
nutil the following spring. The advantages of burying them for a year are,
that they occupy but little room, and the ground they would require if
sown when they are gathered may he used for a more advantageous crop.
Tno berries ought not to be gathered until they are iiuilo red. and they
should be laid m a heap for a few weeks, and pilteil, say in December.
They should remain in the pit for twelve months, and then be si>iead out
rather thinly to dry. In Februarv or March they should be sown. To
pit them now and sow in spring would only be laho'.ir in vain, as few,
ij any. plants would appeiir next year, only you might take a crop ofl' the
ground next year, and sow the haws and berries the following year.
Potato Onions not Keepiso (A. H.).—The Onions wore no doubt grub-

oaten before you took them np, and the decay is only a consequence.
bhaUots very often do the same. We know of no remedy; hut a good
dressing of lime and soot to the ground before planting, and blackening
the soil with charcoal or wool as-hes, neatly pointing them in before
planting, will in most cases prevent the attacks of injects. The Onions
ought to be pulled up as soon 83 the tops begin to turn yellow, and be
well dried in the sun before storing them.
Painting Uot-wateb Pipes (A ConitintSuhscriher).~t;othingi3 better

than lampblack brouebt to the consistency of thin paint with linseed oil
nnd turpentine, one-third of the latter to two-thirds oil.

Manure (//.).—If you can obtain good stable manure for 5.«. per load,
you will find no fertiliser cheaper ^ome arlifl'-ial manures, and sewage
would aid yon. Road " Manures for the Manv ;" von can have it by post
Irom our otlice, if you enclose four postage stamps with your address.
Tank-heatino Pits (P. W. 0.).-We think yoo can do all jou desire

with your tanks in the pit, and as you propose. Load will do well cnooRh
tor the conneotiui< pipes from the boiler if ibey do not come in contact
with the fire. If Iboy do, you bnd bettor have iron for a foot or two iu

length. We would prefer zinc to bleek tin for the tanks, and wo should
prefer them at least 3 inches in deplh instead of 'J i'lchefl, as, though
deep tanks are mere waste, it is possible to have them too shallow.

Will not Ave divisions iu a brick pit of -M feet iu length take up a Uttio

too much of the pp%ce, unlcs!*, indeed, you have thin woodi^u or tin

divisions, to move at your pleasure ? Wo often use a thin wooden move-
able division, made to slope like the rafter. We hardly know what a pit

of this kind would cost, as we know nothing ot its size except its length,

but a bricklayer will easily tell you from its size, and then you muat
consult an ironmonger. We do not think block tin would last any cou-

sidorable length of time.

Marvel or Perd in a Bed (Li/eim.—The Marvel of Pom, after being
raised and its tubers formed, may bo treated much the same as Dahlias.

They might be long bloomers in a greenhouse, but the flr^t frost kills

tliem. They aro poor compared with the Gladiolus. W*hy not combino
them—plant the Gl uliolus in rows and the Marvel of Peru between
them ? and aa the Gladiolus flowers begin to fade the Marvel of Pern
would come in. The Gladiolus succeeds well in Rhododendron beds. Wo
li-ive had scms fine rows, near which Silvia fulgens was planted, and as

tlio Gladiolus went ofl" the Salvia foru.oi a scarlet hedge.

TiTKF Pits (TI. ri.—We much opprove of having yonr pits above the
ground level. Why have two turf pits. 4 feet by T', ngainst a wall ? Would
it not be better to do anay with the division, and thns save space? We
think the parafliu lamps would do all you require, with the help of a mat
over tho glass in a severe nigbt. We hardly ku'iw what you mean by a
stove placed outside and the "chimney running through the bsck of tho
pit. If an iron stove, it will not do, as a long horizontal pipe never
answers. If a furnace sunk below tbe level, it would answer, be tho

pipe or flue what it might, and if your pit were from 20 to 30 feet long,

we would recommend it.

Half Sieve and Sieve Measerks (IF. r^owipjon).—The following li

the statement in Hogg's Gardeners' Year Book. Hat/ .Sieetf.—Contmlna
three nnd a half imperial gallons. It averages 12J inches in diameter,
and 6 inches in depth. Sier*:.—Contains seven imperialgillons. Diameter
10 inches, depth 3 inches. A sieve of Peas is equal to one bushel : a sieve

of Currants twenty quarts. ISutUrt Si>r« —Ten and a half imperial gallons.

Diameter at t'p ITj inches, at bottom 17 inches ; depth Hi inches. JSuihel

£(i^;:e/.— Ought, when heaped, to contain an imperial bushel. Diameter
at bottom 10 inches, at top 14i inches ; depth 17 inches. Walnuts, Nuts,
Apples, and Potatoes are sole! by this measure. A bushel of the last-

uiiuied cleansed, weighs 56 lbs., but 4 lbs. additional are allowed if they
aro not washed. A junk contains two-thirds of a bushel.

Arrangement of a Circolar Bed (Flora).—We ourselves do not liko

the white Cerastinm to be backed by the yellow Calceolaria; a compact
blue Lotelia would bo better. If you' could manage four belts we would
plaut as now. but with the Lobelia between tho Calceolaria .Vnrea flori-

biinda and the Ceraslium ; for inst.ince, Scarlet Pelargonium, Anroa
floribunda Calceolaria, Lobelia, and Cerastium. If you can only have
throe, have tie Lobelia next the walk. Nothing, however, is better than
the Cerastium when well kept and regular. It is a good system also to

cnaugo vour cropping. You might, therefore, have .4uranlia multiflora

Cilccoli'ria for the hack circle. Little David Pelargonium for the second,

and Cerastium for the third. If you could have a fourth, have Purple

Verbena between the Pelargonium and Cerastium.

Potted Vine in a GREENaor.>E {C. E. W. C).—You will succeed best

with your Black Hamburgh Vino in a greenhouse by setting your plant

iu the pot in the house from the beginning of March or tho end of Feb-

luary, and allowing the Vine to breiik naturally with tho general tempera-

ture 'of the house. You ask tho size of the pot to be used, soil, &•!. The
Vine will fruit best in the pot in which it has grown this summer, bnt if

it is in a pot less than 15 inches in diameter, you might shift it into that

size now, ramming the soil rather haid, and then plunge the pot over the
ri:n in litter, so as to give it for a time a temperature at the roots of from
.10= to CO', leaving tho head of the Vino exposed. Fibrous loam, with some
bits of broken boiled bones, will bo the best soil. If the pot is of tbe

size stated above, merely remove carefully an inch or more of the surface,

and replace it with rich fresh compost.

Vines for a Cool House (A Tcn-iKart .Su^scrifc^rl.—The honso yoa
are about to put np against your garden wall- may bo taken down at the

expiration of vour lease if tbe plates aro not fastened to the foundation,

nor to the walls. For fruit trees to succeed on the wall, tho Vines ought
not to be planted more closely together than 4 feet, and for the trees to

succeed well after the Vines reach tbe top of the house, the Vines should

bo 6 feet apart, which is the distance we recommend when trees on the

back wall are expected to fruit. If yonr object be Gropes, and you do

not much care what is grown on tho back wall, you may have the Vines

3 feet 6 inches or 4 feet apart, nnd occupy the back wall with Figs, which
thrive exceodinglv well with the Vines. In this case you will have twenty-

four Vines, and eight Figs on the wall. What we, however, advise is, if

you wish for more kinds of fruit trees than Grapes and Figs, is to plant

the Vines 6 feet apart, and have Peach and Nectarine trees on tho back
wall, with a few Apricot, Plum, and Fig trees In pots on tho front border.

Tho most suitable Vinri are. one Early Saumur Frontignan, two Chas-

selas Vibert, three Foster's White Seedling two Buckland Sweetwater,

two Trentham Black, four Black Hamburgh, one Black Champion, ono
F.spiran. Ptachf-/! : ono Early York, two Grosse Mignonne, one Galande.

Xfctnrinm; oneElruge.one Rivers's White. In pots on tho border, but not

shadiug tho trees on the back wall -.tprico/s ; two OuUins Early Peach,

two Peach or Grosse P.'xhe, two Moorpark, two Kaisha. Plums ; two
July Green Gnge, four Green Gage, four Jefferson's, ono Golden Esperon,

four Coe's Golden Drop, one Transparent Gage. F:ili : two Early Violet,

three Brow-n Turkey, and three White Marseilles. If you have the Vinea

and Figs only, the varieties last named will bo suilablc for the back wall

in place of the Peach trees.

Vine Border (ITcat CHmbcrland).—Yonr in.side border haWng no com-
muuiciition with an outside border will grow Vines perfectly well if you
bo careful to keep them duly watered. Keane's two little volumes " In-

door Gardening" and "Ont-door Gardening " will suit you. They can
be had by post from our office if yon enclose forty postage stamps with

your direction.

PausiMQ Yoaso Y:mk3 (/. H.).—Wo would leave lor next year tho most
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of the li foot of good wood made. Add a little Hm^ rubbish nnd a few
broken bones to the Boil, and mulch the roots with rotten dung, bee
ground vinery, page Sl'2, of our No. 446.

Vines in an Unheated Peach House {Xew Forest).— la such a bouse
lour Vines will do very well, and be no f reat injury to the Peaches. We
do the same, still the Peaches would be better without Muy shade except
what we chuoao to give. Where both aie grown a comiiromiae must be
made.

Grapes Small and Seedless {J. C. M.).—V>'e have no doubt, that not
want of room for the roots, but their going down into the dry, sandy,
vocky soil, and mon? especially after such a season as last year, is the
chief cause of the berries of the VinciTi being teerilesB, refusing to swell,
and 6hankiL:g-(,tTas they are now doiug. Tho mulching and the witering
were all right enough, though under the circumhtancfs coming too late,
and when the waterings and rains penetrated to the dry roots, the
sudden excitement and tho free flow of sap were (oo much for some of
the berries, and they cracked in consequence. A 12fett-wide border is

a fair size for nn ordinary house, hut one 18 feet wide would bo better.
The w:ilk, if impDrtant, might remain where it is, with good soil beneath
a shallow layer of gravel. Adding fresh soil to tho extremities would
also be useful, and in such a bteep border as a 4-feet fall in 12 feet in
width, muk-hiug and watering at the surface so a" to oncournge the roots
upwards, would bo a matter of importance. We cin well understand
how the Grapes would shank and shrivel, though the wood and the leaves
teem so beallliy. This is often the case when the roots go deep in search
of moibture, nnd you state the most and best of your roots are 2 feet from
the surface. If you come to the conclusion that this season's growth is nn
exceptional one, owing to dryness at the roots and the singular summer
of last year and partly of this, then we would be satisfied with removing
a part of the surface soil, and adding fresh, mulching and covering with
litter in winter and spring, to encourage the roots to come nearer the
surface. But for the hope that this treatment would be successful for
the next season, wo would at once set about a radical remedy, and care-
fully lift and replant the Vine roots, placing them about 6 inches from
the surface, and afterwards keeping the surface mulched in summer, and
protected with litter in winter. See " Doings of Last Week," page 3-27.

Gros Gcillaume Grape {A Stibscriber) —It is usually called Barba-
rossa. Any nurseryman could supply you. There never has been, a
yellow Cabbage Rose.

Raising Vines FRoai Eyes without Glabs (JiHftftfwr}.—In the absence
of glass your only plan will be to insert the eyes about 3 inches from a

|

south wall, in good, rich, snudy soil, covering with an inch of fine soil.
,

They should be inserted in Marcher April ; or when the Vines are pruned
the eyes may be put in, as they will remain dormant until the soil becomes

jwarmed to a temperature of 50' by the sun's rays. For out-door culture
I

cuttings are a more certain mode of propagation. T.vo joints are sufii-
j

rient, covering the uppermost eye an inch or so with soil. They should !

be inserted at the font of a south wall, or in a warm siluat'on, and in '

sandy soil. You will find a receipt for Tomato jam at page 270 of the
,

present volume.
i

Peach, Apricot, and Plum Stones (-Tc^cm).—They may be sown now,
or kept in a cool place until next March if covered with 1 inch of soil. A
sandy soil and a sheltered situation are most suitable.

Grizzly Froxtignan in Cold Vinery (C. J;.).—We do not think you
will succeed with the Grizzly Frontignan Grape in an unheated house. 1

We do not see why the Victoria Nectarine should not succeed against the
|

back wall of an orchard house facing the south. i

Peaches and Nectarines as Cordons (Iilem).~'We have no doubt i

that they could be so grown in ground vineries, whether of Rendle's or
j

the older plan. Of course, double or triple cordons would depend on the
width of the little house. We like everything new ; but had we a wall
at liberty, we would sooner place glass against it than be troubled with

I

huge moveable glasses. Remember, however, we like to s^e these ground :

vineries ; but cheap as they are, we think them dear enough.—R. F.

Asparagus Planting (Aspararjus).—We recommend you to leave the
plants as they are until next May ; they will then be growing. Take all

up and plant, watering well in dry weather. Two rows are sufficient for
the beds 27 inches wide, and allow 1.5 inches between the rows and
12 inches from plant to plant. We presume you have alleys 2 feet wide
between the beds. Tbe width of the beds is immaterial if they do not
exceed 5 feet. We prefer 4-fect beds, three rows in a bed, and the plants
1 foot apart in the rows.

Vines for a Cool GREENH0U3E(C^)i/ur/f)n).—The six Vines most likely
to suit you are—one Mu«cat of Alexandria, at the end where the flue
comes in ; one Uusc.it Hamburgh, one Whito Frontignan, one Black
Frontignan, one Muscat St. Laurent, and one Chassehis Musque. But
even these will not ripen well unless, when in bloom and afterwards, you
give less air than would suit the generality of greenhouse plants

Grafting Vines (li. r/,).—The colour of the berries being different does
not interfere with the grafting. Vines bearing black Grapes may be
worked upon Vines bearing white Grapes, and rice vemi.

Vines in a Conservatory {A Constant Reader) —Vines are often grown
in conservatories, and they are very handsome ; besides, the Grapes
would pay you better than anything else. You would derive more profit
from them than from growing plants, and selling seeds, cuttings, and
plants, which are not easily disposed of by private individuals. It re-
quires a connection to do so profitably.

Seed Potatoes—Potato for Heavy Soil (Idem).—A seedsman would
no doubt take your Potatoes if of a good sort, true, and a good sample;
or you may dispose of them readily enough in any market, fllilky White
is a good second early, and Webb's Imperial a good variety for tha
general crop, both kidney-shaped ; and for winter or general crop Pater-
sou's Victoria.

Planting Fruit Trees (Idem) —The best time to plant fruit trees of
all kinds is as soon in autumn as the leaves have fallen, or are partially
fallen, or even from November to the middle of December during mild
weather.

Gardenia plorida not Flowering (O. K.).—We attribute the falling
of the flower buds to the potting, and the check consequent ou tho re-
moval from the hotbed. When swelling their buds, the plants are all the
better of a slightly increased temperature, and even gentle bottom heat,
continuing it until the wood is formed ; then by a driur atmosphere, and
plenty of air and light, insure tho wood being well ripened. A tempera-
ture of from 45^ to 6(J is suflicient when the plants are not growing.
They are spoiled by too much heat.

Sowing Solanum capsicastrum (Irfem).—You will gain very little by
sowingthe seed now, though you may do so ;

and grow tho seedlings in a
stove during the winter, potting them olF. when large enough, in amaU
pots, shifting them into larger as required, hardening-oflf, and removing
to a greenhouse in May.

Gloxinia Propagation (Idem).—The plantsmaybe started in January,
and when the leaves are largo enough insert them, and when they are
well rooted and good tulers have been formed, dry these ofl', and rest
them for six weeks or two months

;
you may then •A-.irt them, potting off

after they have shoots about an inch high. They will make good plants
by autumn ; hut it is better to ht them rest longer. It is very likely

\
somo of the tubers will not push vigorously until bite in autumn. The

1
plants may be continued in heat, and they will grow withtmt rest, but we

I do not approve of the praclico. Encodonia and Plectopoma may be
1 treated like the Achimenes, to which they belong.

Roses, Ckcile de Cuabrillant, Mesdames Rivers and Vidot (Q. Q.).
' —" I am not surprised at questions about their culture, nor is ' Steevie,'
' my man. I read to him the query, and be said, 'they are Ihreo ticklish

: jokers.' If they are standards, take them up and clump tbem for tha
winter in a sheltered place, and i)lac6 a little straw over the roots and
round the stems in severe weather, and plant them out a-^aiu duiiog opea

j

weather in Februnry. If they are ground plants the same may be prac-
'' tised. Tho fact is, tbey are more subject to fungoid diseases, and more
beloved by aphides than many other sorts. Their lunys being injured
by the above, or by violent winds destroying the foliage whilst sap is

active, the heiilth of tho plant suffers, and tbe sldns which should be a
healtby green become of a sickly yellowi&h green, or speckled. When
grouud plants of Roses of any kind aro thus totally affected, it is best to

cut them down in spring, and not depend upon the wood of last year. I

cut down, as au experiment, twelve sickly Chahrillants last spring, and it

answered well. I have bought eighteen Madame Rivers in dormant bud,
to see if pre-establishment will do good. The above three Roses, W,
Griffiths, and Madame Guinnoiseau— a Rose that should not have been
given up, are a quintet of beauty and perfect formation. Mr. Rivers
alone rttiins Madame Guinuoiseaii.—W. F. Radclyffe."

Clematis not Flowering (P();y/ar).—From your dcFcription of the
gi-owth, wo should say your plant is of one of the freer-growing sorts,

probably Clematis Vitalbn, or Traveller's Joy. If so, from its very free

growth it does not flower until it has attained a considerable age, and we
would not interfere with it beyond thinning-out the shoots. Train them
in at their full length, so as to cover every part of tho wall. If you wish
for flowers rather than growth, you may now dig a trench about 2 feet

from tbe stem, and deep enough to reach all the roots. Cut off all to-

wards tho stem which go directly down, leaving those in the ball undis-

turbed. You may then fill in the"trench with rather poor sandy soil, and
this will so check growth as to cause the production of flowers, probably
next year.

Names of Fruits (5. J", i?.).—Your Apple is probably the Wyken
Pippin. (W. 0.).—Peaf : Belle et Bonne, a secoud-rato dessert sort;

Apple: Rymer. (IT. S.).—Yours are a very difficult lot. We give some
names which correspond somewhat in general character and appearance
to your fruit. We are, bowcvei-, by no means certain of them :— 1, Winttr
Colman ; 3, Blenheim Pippin ; 4, Dredge's Beauty of Wilts

; 5, London, or

Five-crowned Pippin. We have many other parcels of fruits which we
will notice next week. Absence from home has prevented our examining
them.

Names of Plants (G. i?.).—Ceaaothus aEurons.

METEOPtOLOGICAL OBSEPcYATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week encing October 26th.

Date.

Wed... 20
Thars. 21
Fri...

Sat...

Sniu.
Mod.. . 2.5

Tnes. . 26

Mean,

BAROMETER.

Max.

80.191
St).2ii)

80.-.i7lt
I

30.107 !

SU.IIM
I

2M.SVJ
\

).179

Mln.

31.028

3n.n26

80.220
;;ii,108

29.869

29.804

XHEEMOMETER.

30.0C8
I

53.00 33,43

1 ft. dp.

45
.^0

47
50
51
48
50

48.71

ft. dp,

50
49
43
49
49
49
49

Wind.

N W.
N.
N.
w.
N.
W.
N.W.

Rain in
inches.

.00

.0)

.00

.08

.CO

.00

.03

0.08

General Reuabes.

Fine and frosty ;*veryjftne ; overcast at night.

Cluudy but fine ; densely overcast ; clear and fine.

Frosty fog ; densely overcast ; overcast, cold wiud.

Densely overcast throughout; sliglit rain at nigtit.

Cloudv, very damp ; fine but cloudy ;
clear at ni-ht.

Denae'ly overcast, foggy ; vtry fine ;
cloudy.

Very fine and clear ; cloudy, cold wind ; fine and frosty.
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POULTRY. BEE. AUD PIGEON CHRONICLE.

THE PU0P0S1;D LONDON POULTltY SHOW.
It is wi'li great regret vre bavo to nunouuce tho impfissibililv

of holding au exhibitiiiu of poultry and Eilbits during I)ecc:n-
ber of tills year. Everytliint; was going ou entif-factorily, the
Comnaittce Lad met wiih liberal eiipport tow^irda prizes and
the guarantee ir.ai, and it seemed «s iboHEh tiie crraugement
would end successfully. The show was to hive b^ca hold at
the Corimhian Buzaar, it the iirnprictor would acoept Iho
Bum ho first proposed to tho Committee—viz , £100 for the
week, and £7 lO^-. per day fur gas. On goiiij; to make a final
Eettlement, he stated a more lavouralle <: fifer had been made
to him ; he therefore did not feel disposed to keep open ths
place till required for the show, unless an additional sum were
given in the form of rtyiijly. Tho Committee were even pre-
pared to accept this further charge rather than have no sliow;
but ho stated he could not give an answer till Monday, 25th
inst. Supposing the answer to bo favonrable, there would only
be six weeks to settle everything, and make all arrangements.
This was considered for too thort a time to curry the show
properly out. Eveiy endeavour wag made to find a suitable
place, but without success. On Tuesday the Committee had
an interview with Mr. Wilkineon at the Crystal Pahee, and
that gentUman kindly promised to biiug the matter before the
Directors at their meeting on Friday. Sums alreadv paid to-
wards tho guarrtntee fund will be returned by Mr. Crook.
The Committee have met wiih great eccynragtment from

exhibitors and others ; thould they not be ab!o to hold au ex-
hibiiion during the next six monlhs, thev will endeavour to do
80 during the time of the Cattle Show in" 1870.

AUCTION AT THE BIRMINGHAM POULTRY
EXHIBITION.

I guiTE indorse Mr. E. B. Wood's suggestion that the s.i]o of
poultry should be postponed until Monday afternoon or Tuesday
morning, so that it would give those who reside at a distance a
chance of purchasing. I know several clergymen and gentlemen
who would annually go to the Birmingham Show if they could
attend the sale without losing Sunday at home, and I feel .<;are

it would be a great beneGt to the funds to have the sale con-
venient to all.—SiMDEL JiiTTniiw, Stowmaikct.
[We have several more communications on the subject, which

we will publish next week. Surely the Committee can alter the
day as is wished.

—

Eds ]

PIGEONS' EGGS UNFEKTILE—WING DISEASE.
I HAVE about eighty pairs of breeding Pigeor.? , and in August

nearly every egg laid was bad. I was very mujh surpristd at
this, as previously I rarely had a bad efg, and I am ua^ible to
account for the circumstance. I thought the cause must be the
weather or the birds going into moult, for since that time the
eggs have been good, though in a few instances the second nair
of eggs have also been bad.

I have had several birds taken with the wing disease. I
always reckon in moulting time to have a few Pigeons affected
with this disease, and I can generally notice when it is about
to attack a Pigeon. Tho course I pursue is to c-toh the bird,
and dress it under each wing with a small quantitv of unction or
sheep ointment

; I then pluck a few feathers from the tail and
other part?, so as to onribla the bird to go on u^oulting. I am
certain that the cause of the wing disease is the bird not being
able to throw out its feathers, from we:ikness or some other
cause. With but ono exception the birds I have treated as
above have regained the use of their wings. The only one
which has not done so is a Yellow Beard cock, though by the
treatment named I expect to restore it to heslth. It may be
known when a Pigeon is about to be attacked with the wing
disease, for if the bird is closely watched it will be seen that
ita wiugs tremble very much when it is about to fly. If the
birds are caught and treated as described, they will, with few ex-
ceptions, recover the use of tho wing affected.—W. Woodhouse.
[We commend our correspondent's letter to h-'s brother

Pigeon-fanciers. Bud eggs may arise from tho birds not being
able to procureenoagh calcareous matter, or from inflammation
of tho egg-passagt—either, theiefore, from accidentally not
finding old mortar. &o., or from illness. Wo should be inclined
to think it a temporary illness. lo regard to wing disease, we

think Mr. Woodhonco's remedy exoeediogly sentible. The
cheep oinltii-otis merouiisl; dressing the wing with tinctnre
of iodine, wiiich absorbs tho liquid dep;i3it, is also a good plan.
Another concspoiidtnt, " E. S. B.," states that he f. Mowed tho
advice in the Jonrnul, fiven, we apprehend, ly ' AroiiKioNEB"
nt page 8j, vol. xr.—v';;., plneking the wing featbeis, but uh
jet there is no cure made. We recommend the application ot
the iodine, and change of f.i.-.d, with B little npericnt medicine;
for, except in cases of acoidtr^t, tho outward trouble ariaea froiu
internal derangement.—Kns.]

NORTH ORMKSBY ORNITHOLOGICAL SHOW.
The third aanaul Ejhibitin!! of Ibo nbove was hrtil in tho achool-

room, North Ormcsby. on Salnrday, the 23rd ins!., and wa« a decided
Eucccos. both with regard to uambcr of entries and quRlity of spcf i-

mens Ebovni, as well as visitors. The entries were (ally ooe-foiuth
in excess of last year, Ecf£cienlly uttislicg iho incrciuiiig iulorcet
attacbino! to tbo breeding ami exhibiting of (be chief of onr feathered
honsebold pets, the Couary ; and the plowing coufu'eiicc cuLibitors
from a distance feel ia entrusting tbt-ir birds to the tare of tho Com-
mittee of a well-inaiiancd Show.
In Belgians the entry was small, bnt ihe qaulity in both Yellow and

Eoff very fair, the 6rst and socaud nrizc in tbe Yellowii bein!< iron by
Mr. K. Robinson, Jliddlesborongh. and Jlr. W. Bnlmsr, Stockton ;

and in the Baffs b- Mr. .J. N. Usiirison, Derby, and Mr. R. Robin-
son. The ^;or^rilh were really superb, aud llie liiigbesl-coiouied
bhJs took tic prizes, llessis. Irons & Gaytou. Korlbumptou, first:

and Messrs. Mooro C>: Wynn. Northampton, second in tbo Clear
•Tonqncs, ti; ^onth-couutry breeders brinpiD!?oat tbeir birds in perfect
condition. .'Icssis. Imna & (Sayton were first «(r;iin in Clear Bnfts,
with a wo;; lorfnl blr.l ; and Messrs. Pennock and BUclistoa (not
W. A. B.l. ':;.-ond. Mr. E. !<mis, Snr.derlEnd, was iir-t m Class E,
"Evenly-n: rked Jotrjue Nonvieb," winning easily, "hands down,"
from Messrs. Mcoro & Wyna, second. CIo^b fr (Bnff Knnrich,
evenly niarktd,, Messrs. Jfoore li Wynne, first ; Dr. EUcrtnn. MidJles-
boroujU, second, shonld, wo think, bave both been aw.irded to the
former. Class G (Clear-crested Canaij), P. Rawnsly, Bradford,
tirst : G. Shiel, socoud. Class If (Dark or Groy-creji'd Canary),
.1. Stainaby, Sunderland, first ; G. Shiel, seeond. Tbe Golden Lizards
were not particularly good. K. Hawman. >Iiddle.-boroagb, first; R.
Rawnsly. second : bnt in tho Silver-span'^lcd Lizards the first-prlzs

bird shown by Ml". James Taylor, Middlesborongb, was an exception-
ally fine bird ; and Mr. S. McCore, Stockton, w.as second with a fair

specimen. Tbe Cinnamons were jr.ood classes. Messrs. Irons it Gayton
being first, and It. Hawman second in Jonqucs. the former 'oeing tirst

also in BuHs ; Messrs. Moore it "V^'ynn. second. Of tbe Vork&hire
classes wo can say but little, except that tbey were very saach bke
inferior Norwich. The Clear Green wag a good class; and we wonld
remind friends in the sontb, that by Clear Green wc mean a bright
pea-green long bird much bred in tbis district, and i;ot the bronze-
green of tbe Norwich type. Class S (.iny other variety), was not re-

markable either for nii:abers or variety.

Bnt what shall we f.iy about tbe Goldfinch Males ? Mr. Shiel car-
ried all before him wi'.h two birds that were not to bo approached in
point of cxcellenco or c ondilion, aud had thL^ro been a third prize it

must have fallen to hint as well. He is ono of tho very few exhibitors
who sbov birds of tl.eir ona breeding only, anl he mast have been
singularly fortunate this season, for wc hear from those in the secrets

of the stable, that he has others under cover destined to lower tbe
coloars of birds of known celebrity. In condition hia birds cannot be
excelled, and we ai-o reminded of a letter of Mr. Ashton's, which ap-
peared in tho colnmns of "otir Journal" somo time ago on tliia sub-
ject. Ho and Mr. Shit-l must haro been shaking hauJ^ together !

** To teach bis ^Tnuilson draughts, thcD,
ITis leisure ho'd employ,

Until at last the old man
V»'33 beaten by the boy :

"

Tho schedule was conspicnous by the absence of a class for Jonqne
Goldfinch Mules, and we would remind the Ccmmittec that such could
not be shown in class V (.^uy other variety of Canarv Mule). We
mention this, becauso wc have reason to believe such ttus the impression.
.V -Toncjno Goldfinch Mule is precisely the same variety as a Buff one,
but a different class of that variety. To constitnte a diffcrei t variety

of Canary iSIule, there must be a different bird mated with it— ^.y., the
Linnet, Siskin, Greenfinch, «tc. The awards in this class fell to two
very fair Linnet Mules. Tbe winning birds in the Dark Mule classes

were good specimens, and the second will beat tbe tlr^t when farther
advanced in condition. Goldfinches, Linnets, and Biitish birds were
generally well represented.

R.VBBIT3 AND THEIR JUDGE.S.
Having been from home I have only just rcen the Journal,

or shoald have sent a short and last reply to " One of Makt
WiT.NESSES," respecting the Babbits at Wlii'l.y.

In Ihe first place I may say with regard to the number of

Babbits, I had no wish or intention to evade the truth. As I
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read the letter I tcok it to mean rene, and on referring to the

eatalogae I founil, as I stated, ocly fourteen pens entered and

three empty. In the Besond place, your correspondent states

that I made a remailc that he hid to read three times over

before he could believe his eyes. It was, " Hsd there been a

large entry, of course we should have measured them." Now,
I think, anyone must admit it is much easier to decide which
of two Rabbits is the better when they are side by side, than

to choose the best two out of twenty or more. With regard to

testing the merits of the two Rabbits, let them be shown at

Leeds and York
;
probably they will have different and, I hope,

competent judges. The second-prize Ribbit at Whitby taking

first at Long Sutton, is no proof that it was the best. Tjur
correspondent mentions Wakefield, where he says they were
measured and received their fall share of attention ; but there,

I may say, all were not satisfied, for as I passed the Rabbit

pens I heard a gentleman say to his friend, " See, they have re-

versed the Bingley decision given only a week ago." At, Bingley

the prizes were awardtd by Mr. Teebay, who is a well-known
judge and has had great experience. Lastly, as regards the

statement that we judged the Rabbits in less than two minutes,

I supposed it too ridiculous for auyouo to believe, but as I did

not look at my watch, I cannot say what the exact time wae,

hut certainly much more than that.— James Dixon.

[Here this controvsrs^y hid better close. The object of our
correspondent has been attained—namel.v, securing attention

to the appointment of efficient judges for Rabbi's.— Ei>s.]

CANARY-LOVE REVIVED.
Ou) loves are very dangerous things

;
you may think them

obliterated, that thty have died out, been stamped out—you
may even come to think of them as of things that had no real

existence, when, lo ! they revive, they re-exist, they are ajuia
as stong as ever, if not stronger. Thus, for example, a y<'"ug

couple perpetrated that soft thing—a mutual attachment ; but
Etern parents on both sides forbad it sternly, a cross-grained

rich old bachelor uncle buttoned up his breeches' pockets omi-
nously (this wag considered the worst tign of all), and the
youth was never to see the maiden more. He was sent oil" to

India, where he killed tigers, gained much Asiatic knowle-lge,

and returned in twenty years' time with nearly half a livtr,

and 8s to love, so it was supposed by himself, not the least
bit of a heart, when lo ! he meets the lady the day he lan'led,

entre nous, she managed that, and that day month they were

—

married. Oh! good lealers, beware of eld loves, they are so-
very apt to become young again.

I had an old love for Canaries ; it existed in its strength
more years ago than I care to remember, but of one thing I

am sure, that (he last twenty I considered myself, as to cage
birds in general and Canaries in particular, " fancy free." But
it so happened thst I saw a paper in this Journal about tho
little creatures, and in a very unguarded moment, little think-
ing what would be the result, I read it, and liked it. At its

end was to me an unknown name—" W. A. Blakston." Now,
I did not know Mr. Blakston in the least, never had seen him,
had no interest in his interests, and was not godfather to his
" Jacky;" but I will say, and quite disinterestedly, that I was
SO caught by the style of writing of that Canary paper that I

have read every line Mr. Blakston has since written. Such is

the power of a happy, pleasant style.

But more remains to be said. I have spent this year a small
fortune in cages ; I have even get to the length of having a
Canary room, and all owing to Mr. Blakston. I think he is the
real "Wizard of the North." I do not say that he ought ex-
actly to be burnt in a Sunderland furnace; but there—he has
made me during last summer chop hard-boiled eggs daily,

though if there be a smell I specially detest, it is that of a
hard-boiled egg ; and though I am fond of a neat garden, I

have coiue to regard chickweed and groundsel affectionately,
oven if in the garden. I, who for twenty good years never
looked upon a Canary other than as a little yellow bird that
yelped like a lonely chicken, and even hurried past Cmary
shops, now peep into every cage I tec, look into windows if

there is a cage inside, until I am afraid the police will take
me for an intending burglar, got up clerically, or as Bobby
might say, "doing the parson dodge." I now go into every
Canary shop I see ; I go and see ladies' pets, listen to their
bird's song, and criticise it; I look wise at Crested Norwich,
eivo oracular decisions about eye marks, wing marks, and tail
marks

; I set up my shouldeis at Belgians f )f sympathy's
sake, not horror now ; I lie and wonder and suppose how very

beautiful Mr. Ashton's Lizards must be ; I think of going to

Canary shows, leaving word with the churchwarden, " left on
urgent private affairs."

And all this is owing to the Sunderland wizard. I, Vfho

positively regarded Canary people as " a little touched, you
know, but perfectly harmless," now am in the fancy ; Canary

love has revived, and is burning so hotly that I beg space to

have my say on the subject.

First, even every scoffer must own, unless he is blind and

deaf, that a love of Canaries is a very general love. The other

day when in London, I could but notice how many Canaries

there are in every street, especially the most private streets.

In better streets I saw white-banded, neatly-tumed-wristed

young ladies, in summer morning dresses, most becoming of

dresses, hanging their pet Canaries in the morning sunshine,

over the Geraniums in the window—in back streets still there

were Canaries—in shops, even. Canaries. Why, I believe, if

in every town in all England, ail the Canaries were on a given

day let out, there would be a very observable addition to our

ornithology, and that in some towns the air would be fall of

little yellow wings.

The love of cage birds is almost universal, and, then, happily

it can be followed in all places. If you pass through a London

mews you will see that Larks and Thrushes are the favourites.

Why ? Because coachmen and their wives, and grooms (not yet

bridegrooms), are from the country, and the note of a Lark or

Thrush brings all the country before their eyes. As Words-

worth says when he sung the reverie of poor " Countrified

Susan " living in London,
" At the corner of Wood Street, when daylight appears,

Hang? a Thrush that sings loud, it has Bung tor Ihree years,

Poor Snsan has passed by the spot, and has heard

In the silence of moming the song of the bird.

'Tis a note of enchantmeut, what ails her ? She sees

A mountain ascending, a vision of trees.

Bright volume of VP-pour through Lothbnry glide,

And a river flows en through the vale of Gheapside."

So, doubtless, is the case in countless instances, and a Lark

or a Thrash from the country bricgs to country-born and

country-loving hearts, in populous cities pent, much of delight.

But there is in my mind a thought ot cruelty which spoUs my
happiness, when I look at a Lark or Thrush in a cage

;
whereas,

my little friend the Canary is not " to the manor born," but

" to the cage bom." For three hundred years he has been

hatched in a cage ; it U bis cradle, his home, his castle, and he,

a poor feeble flier, is happiest there.

Studying, along with Mr. Blakston'a commentaries (these

not dull ones), the late Mr. Brent's book, I found I had good

and accurate guides. P^ior Brent is gone, and I like to be able

to peruse the deoarted. Now, it is remarkable how accurately

he wrote. I refer especially to his books on Pigeons and

cage birds. There are no such in existence ;
they are original

and wonderfully correct, unlike so many handbooks which are

conied one from another and abound in blunders.

To those inclined to keep Canaries, cr who only keep com-

mon birds, I would beg them to remember the greatdifference

between the common coarse-bred Canary and the Fancy

Norwich, the superiority of the latter to the former is very

great. The common Canary, as you may see it by the dozen

in low-class bird shops, is only a vulgar little fellow; shape

and plumage are both wonderfully inferior to the Norwich

Jonque or Mealy, who looks a high-bred little gentleman with

an unsoiled coat. He costs no more to feed than a com-

mon bird ; then why should he not put the vulgarian out of

There is one thing for which I especially like the Canary

—

that is, his happy disposition. He seems an example for man

;

he is content, happy, and almost always merry, grateful for a

little notice, as the glance of hi^ eye (how black and bright that

eve is, especially in the Clear Yellows), the nod of his shapely

li'ttle head, and the jerk of his tail, plainly indicate. Not that

all are alike in disposition. I have one who was intended by

noluve to be an old bachelor ; he is fhy and nervous with other

birds, and prefers being hung up a little high lalher than have

his cage on the table. Then, I have a very vain bird; he

must be noticed or he is unhappy. I take care never to pass

his cage without a word and a nod. He reminds me ol an over-

sensitive friend, who, if you pass him hurriedly on business or

suppose you have a toothache, or do not always invite him

to your parties, he takes a tiff and beg^ io know how he has

offended you. Then, the hen Canaries differ. I have a dear

little hedge-sparrow-like bird (a Eedge-Sparrow to my mind

always looks kind) ; I may shake her on her nest and she
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BhowB no ill-temper, she is so thoroaghly tBtne. Another lady
I possess who pecks my finger under each circamslances, and
eharply too.

EojojiDK to tlie full my oat-door pets, ponltry and Pipeons,
yet I Und full ntten that "there are days in our changeful olimate
when no oul-loor pets can be enjoyed, or even enjoy them-
selves, when the cock foregoes his wonted strut, and the poor
hens stand miseratile, even under a dry shed ; doys when Pigeons
prefer nesting for very warmth's sake, or shelter's sake, to facing
the cold winds, or the driving wet. On such days, if one is
feeble in lieallli, too, I turn to my Canarici", to ray in-door pets,
who core not f..r rude Bjreas, or drencliing Pluvins. Then
while I write they are near me, and I can watch their habits
without loss of lime. Indeed, Cinaries are fit pets for tailors,

wi'-i"^^''*''^'
''"'' '''^'^''y ™'-'o- "'I followers of sedentary traden.

While my birds are nesting, building, sitting, and rearing their
young, I love to watch them. S) I find do my children, who
love to gather green food in their walks for the birds at home.
What basketsfull of chioUweed and groundsel have they brought
home this year. Then there was the grand collection of plan-
tain spikes to be made for winter use. How they were sought
and sorted

; how a small forest of them was discovered in one
corner of the park, and how the Times newspaper was made
into a bag for the reception of the plantains, and how the
youngest pleaded in my absence for the piivilcge of laying each
day a spike on each cage. To give their children happiness
ought to be the endeavour of all parents, and the father that
keeps and breeds Cmaricsadds much to his children's pleasure.

Further, there is a rare beauty in cunary colour ; it i? like no
other Colour, so wo call it "canary." Its beauty in the birds
IS best seen just before a brood flies. Tou take the cage down,
and look into the nest where the birds sit, and clean, and clear,
and bright is their colour. S) pure and new do the little
fellows look, they are feathered, but too weak as yet to venture
out of their nest. Few young birds are pretty, I think no
IiiOglish birds are while in the nest, but the Cinary colour effects
a triumph, and young nestliog Canaries are very pretty. When
they leave the nest by day I notice they, like other babies,
must have their day sleep, sometimes on a perch, at others in
the nest. But what a change do a few days make. At the
month's end I take them from the old ones, and give for three
days soft meat, egg, hempseed, and bread, as well as seed, but
before the three days are well over, the manly little chaps
despise the baby puddiags, the nursery food, and there they are
eating away at the seed drawer. A little older and I allow them
a bath. Just li<o bathing school boys they do not know when
to have done, when to come out of the water. Your old
Canary takes his hath, has a good clean, and has finished, but
the juveniles go in and in and in again. My plan in my room
as to the bath, is this—I place a shallow dish, the bottom part
of one of those receptacles for eggs one buys at a crockerv shop,
consisting of two parts, the upper an earthen hen of doubtful
breed, represented sitting, and a nest basket under her. This
earthen basket—a far better tbiug than the deep bought baths—
I put on a wooden chair in the centre of my room, if possible in
the sun. I open the cages and down the birds come, and verily
it is a pretty sight to see five at once bathing, others by the
side, or a scrimmage as to who shall got ia first, while o'tiiers
standdripping wet on the chair back ; while upon all the anu-
light is falling, lighting up the pretty canary colour. Mmy a
half hour's pie tHure do I have sitting in my bird room, half
hour's sittings after meals which aid digestion.

I find that in the moulting the birds not unfrequently have
a kind of asthma or huskiness, but that I can easily stop by
adopting the fjllov^ing plan. I smear a small pebble the size
of a pea with Slockh'jlm tar, and drop the pebble into the bird's
drinking glass. This I find is better than putting a few dr.^ps
of the tar in the wafer. I renew this daily, but usually two
days effecit a cure. I do not approve of much green food, except
in warm weather and when the birds have young ones. I do
approve, on the other hand, of braised hempseed with the
chopped egg, for I have not lost one bird this year, and I know
young things, children included, need nourishing food. In
saying this I am telling the decided opinion of a very su'-cessful
lady fancier in my own neighbourhood, who has bred B .Igians
for years. My birds are healthy, but then I keep them scru-
pulously clean, cleaning them every day. If a bird is shown
to me ill I smell the drinking fountain, and—oh, faugh ! It is
the same with Pigeons ; the same cause, the cause of fever in
mankind—dirt in some form or other. In going among humble
fanciers all this summer, and hearing their monrnfnl stories
of " No luck this year, sir," I asked, " Did you scald the soft-

meat pans every morning ?" " Well, Kir, I can't nay I did."
" Did you give clean water daily ?" "Well, no." This is the
same oause in Pigeons, though the higher bred the more deli-

cate—dirt.

I like mnoh my Canary pels. At present they are all Nor-
wich, Clear, or Marked, or Crested. The last when angry look
like Scotch shepherds in a gale of wind »ilh their flat bonnets
on their heads. I admire the ceaseless activity and curiosity

of Canaries, how they will peck at everything new, be it a bit

of string or even the head of a nail—so carious, so prying, bo

active in body and briin are my little feathered friends. Ca-
naries, like all cago birds, are great sources of comfort and
amusement to invalids. Doubtless my readers know what a

small world confirmed invalids live in. Their room is all, and
if in it they have fi jwers and pets they get to love them very
greatly. I know how a delicate child, forbidden to join in

out-door exercise save in fine weather, will delight in mixing
and getting anything, bath, water, *c., for the birds, and will

sit and watch them by the hour. I do not wonder how general

is the love of Canaries, how they are found in front streets and
back streets, how they are to bo seen in the wide light halls of

pretty modern villas, their cages among pots of Maiden-hair
Ferns and bright Geraniums. Then nnder how great diffionl-

ties they are bred, and bred by hundreds (.\h I Englishmen,
aud Englishwomen, bless them ! like to triumph over diflSoul-

tie.s), as witness in Sunderland's smoky atmosphere—Sunder-
land which has its large and beautiful show in spile, nay,

perhaps partly because, of the dinifultios to be surmounted.
And now to bring this rambling Canary paper to a close,

I end it with a " Thauk you, Mr. Blakston, for reviving my
Canary love ; for making my little children thoughtful of little

birds' wants, and watchful of their ways; for helping me to

educate them in kindness—yes, thank, thank you, Mr. Blak-

ston ; and like Oliver Twist, I ask for more—for papers on
ea-ih variety, for points to judge them by," ic.—\\'iLTsniBE

PiECTOR.

DE:U) BEES IN CELLS-QUEENS OF SECOND
SWARM BREEDING.

I HAvr. just taken np a second swar.-n ; the hive is about
half filled with combs, aud there is very little honey but a good

deal of brood. The bees are quite perfect ; some of them are

ready to creep out of the com'bs. I want to keep the hive to

hive a new swarm in next year. Will the new swarm clean the

dead bees out, or will the latter do any harm ? It is a common
hive. If a second swarm of Li,;uriau bees were sent away on
the day it issued, would there be a sufficient number ol drones

with it to insure the qieen finding a mate, the parent stock

having a good number of drones ?—H. R.

[The new swarm will remove the dead brood, and we believe

sustain no injury from its presence. Tije hive should, however,,

be carefully put away in a dry place until wanted for use. II

the second swarm from a stock of Italians can be placed at a

sufliiient distancj from any common bees, it is most probable

that snflijient drones would accompany it to insure the purity

of the young queen's progeny.]

SPURIOUS HONEY, AND FRAUDULENT BEE-
KEEPERS.

It is with regret that I feel bound to reply to the vagne

and contradictory etatements made by Mr. A. Pettigrew, in

your issue of the lllh instant. I leave the major part of his

article to the Ayrshire bee-keepprs, who, I know, are very well

able to defend themselves, but I will notice the salient points,

giving some explanations as I go along ; and may I add that

Mr. Pettigrew must himself advance considerably ere he
assumes to give information to others on the subject of bees ?

The produce of those who work on the Stewarton system is

greatly superior to his currant-bun-like combs, and much has
been said against the Stewarton hive by bee-keepers who are

not themselves able to take off boxes of fine honeycomb.
Mr. Pettigrew says—" Some time ago a correspondent asserted

in your columns that the Stewarton hive produced the finest

honey in the world, an assertion rather too extravagant for

your intelligent readers." Now, it seems to me that there is

something rather obscure in the last two words of the sentence.

As a proof of t|je repute of the Stewarton hive, I may state that

it has come under my direct observation (not to speak of,

I perhaps, six times as many that I know nothing of;, that there
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liave been exported during the last three or four years no les3

than one thousand sets of these boxes, and very many of them
have been sent to parties who had already possessed them,

and who are readers of "oar Journal." Are they then not

"intelligent" because they use the hive that Mr. Pettigrew

condemns? It also somewhat astonishes me that he should

-assert that " neither the shape nor material of a hive can im-

prove the quality of the honey." Did he not himself give in-

structions in this Journal as to the best shape and material for

a hive ? Doubtless, the shape and material have very much
to do with the quality and quantity of honey collected, but as

it belongs only to those advanced in the science, Mr. Pettigrew

has no use for this information, and I will not trouble him
with it. He says again—" I am not .... going to say one

word for or against the Slewarton hive." He would have done

as well to have "let sleeping dogs lie," since, if I may believe

my own eyes, he has already said a great deal too much.
As respects feeding bees with sugar for the production of

supers, where such a thing exists by all means put it down ;

but it is in this, as in many other things, there are but few

rogues in comparison with the number of honest men, and I

am almost sure he is mistaken with regard to the three boxes

in question. At any rate, it would have been better if he had
expressed himself in a different manner. There is, indeed, as

will be seen, a singular coincidence between the boxes he
mentions and three which I myself saw. I happened to be in

Glasgow some time since, and in a shop there examined a

quantity of honeycomb, amongst which I was shown three

boxes that were to be sent to England. There was no more
sugar in these boxes than there is in my pen, but there was
certainly very fiue honey, and if these three boxes, and the

three spoken of by Mr. Pettigrew, are the same, he is beyond
doubt mi-itakcn, and ought to apologise, or to bring forward
proof that their contents really were sugar, which I am almost
certain they were not. It is very questionable whether feeding
bees is profitable, I am sure it is not. Sugar at " 2J <(. per lb.

"

I will pass over, because such a weak statement can have little

effect on any one who reads it. He says that Glasgow merchants
and judges of bouey ought to taste it before purchasing. This
practice bee-keepers would never submit to, as it spoils the
whole appearance of a fine box. Besides, a good judge of honey
knows honey and comb without tasting. With boxes raised
under Mr. Pettigrew's plan, it matters not whether they be
broken into or not. Who would have thought that one who
leads " our Journal," would have laid any stress on such
words as "he told a friend who told me!" I think I see the
canning leer the Ayrshire man put ou when he told the
ignorant bodies that it was sugar and water.
In a year like tliis it is impracticable, unprofitable, and im-

possible to raise supers with sugar—impracticable because the
make of the hives does not admit of feeding, unprofitable be-
cause if fo id is given in fine weather the bees cease collecting
from the fields, impossible because they will not take artificial

food when they cm get honey of their own gathering. I give
one case in point. I had a hive whose combs met with an acci-

dent about a week after swarming; I collected the honey in a
basin and gave it to another hive, but it refused it, and not
one would accept it until the honey-gathering ceased.

^^ith regard to novices passing their opinion on honey,
almost all whom I meet belonging to Lanarkshire, if I show
them a first-class box of honey always maintain it is sugar;
again, I hive met them (men from the neighbourhood of Car-
luke), more than once opposite the vendors of honeycomb, and
wuenever a spurious article was present theymaintained it was
honey

; the rest they said was sugar. I had a visit last year
from some men of that place offering for sale honey and sugar
nicely compmnded together. I showed them a box of honey-
comb pronounced the finest they had seen by those who had
judged most of the honey in Scotland. On seeing it, one
exclaimed. " What is it

?"
'while the other maintained that it

was sugar! Now I can assure the readers of this Jourual that
the hive from which this box was taken has stood for three
seasons without ever having sugar, and that during that time it

has given six s-,ii ers of fine comb, each 25 lbs., besides other
inferior comb, such as Mr. Pettigrew boasts so much of. I say,
therefore, to the roidera of " our Journal," Do not believe such
statements as ihi'. the Ayrshire shallow boxes are filled wiih
sugar and water Daal only with respectable people, of whom
there are miny, and yon will not be disappointed.

As regards tljt> Glasgow merchants being judges of honey,
most of them know very little about it, and bow can they when
bav few of them even know bees when they see them? A

practical man is the only competent judge. I will merely
instance the judgment of a Glasgow honey merchant. At the
Hamilton Horticultural Society's Show, in September last,

there were entered for competition seven boxes, and out of the
seven, only two in my opinion deserved a prize; but, strange
to say, the best box of nearly 30 lbs. of perfectly straight

worker comb, every way well finished and of a fine colour, was
awarded only the third prize, whilst the second best was passed
over entirely, and the first prize was awarded to a box of drone-
comb, not filled, of about 6 lbs. in weight, and the honey it

contained of a third-class quality, having been gathered from
the wild tansy—such is commonly a little bitter and tastes

strongly of pollen. The second prize was awarded to a much
inferior box of about the same weight, but it bad only two
pieces of coarse drone comb which constituted the box, the
honey being of the same character as the first and very watery.

So much for the judgment of Glasgow honey merchants,
which is, in fact, no better than that of the majority of the La-
narkshire bee-keepers, who, as I said before, whenever they see

a fiue box maintain that it is sugar ; but to give your readers a
better idea of how the honey was judged, I will relate the con-

versation that took place between the Judge and the owner of

what ought to have been the first-prize box. The JuJge, " la

this your whereabouts? Have you something in the show?"
" O yes, I have, I have a box of honey. You would likely see

it." "Yes," was the rejoinder, "Was it the large box?"
"Y'es," replied the owner. "Where have you placed it?"
"I think," answered the Judge, "it is third." "I think you
mu--t have made a very great mistake, as there is no com-
parison between the boxes," continued the owner. " Oh," re-

I

plied the Judge, " it was in the dark, I could not see it."

i

" And what were yon brought here for ? " exclaimed the owner.

]

"You a judge of honey !
" When the Judge again replied, " I

1 can sell wee boxes best; besides, I did not know it was yours."

"Nor had you any right to know whose they were," said the

owner. " And had you examined the large box you would
1 have seen that without cutting a single comb you could have

I

made from it seven boxes superior to those you placed before

I

it." Your readers can guess the rest.

And, now, let me ask, if the Stewarton boxes contain sugar

!
and water, how comes it that there are so many unfinished

I ones in the market? Were they filled with sugar the owners

i
would surely look a little more after their own interests, and
not send out any empty comb, as it is well known that it

takes much more to build comb than to fiuish it.—

A

L.iNARKSHmE Bee-keepek.

Mb. Petiigeew makes some observations on the Ayrshire

bee-keepers that are quite amusing. Fancy a coterie met in

some quiet corner, with snuffbox circulating, and may be a

glass of toddy to keep up the fun, calculating to a nicety how
much sugar at Aid. a-pound is required to produce 1 lb. of

honey. That settled, the next thing is the large profit they

will have after the symp expedition over the border. Some
short time ago I tried to sell in Manchester pure honey, col-

lected in that locality. After trying all sorts of places, and
finding it quite unsaleable, I let a druggist have it at (id. per

pound, which he never paid. Honey from the north—how
produced I cannot tell—is saleable. That produced about

Manchester can scarcely be given away.

—

Ovee the Boeder.

AN ACCOUNT OF A STOCK OF BEES.
During the autumn of last year I bough.t a stock of black

bees in a common straw hive. After having put them on a

stand in my bee garden, I attempted to capture the black queen
liy fumigating the bees. Tue first lot of bees which fell on
the fl lorboard were carefully searched through for the black

queen, but without success. I then reserved the bees I had
taken from the stock, and again fumigated the stock, which

appeared to take all, or nearlv all, the bees from the hive. I

was quite satisfied I had suflioient bees to form a colony, to

whcu I at once added a Ligurian queen.

Having sufSeient combs already fitted into the frames of one

of Petiitt's frame hives, I placed the old stock in another part

of my garden to take its chaijce. I then put the bees which I

had taken from the stock, with ft Ligurian qoeen at their head,

upon the stand formerly occupied by the old straw hive, and so

made a very good stock. You mny juilge of my surprise in the

spring of this year when I found tbe stock from which I had

drained nearly all the bees as strong and as good as any in
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my apiary, which then consisted of absnt twenty stocks of

Liduriacs.

In April last I transferroJ the stock from Ibo old straw tkep

into TettiU's " hivo of hives," taking care to cut oat all drone

brood, and substitute worker comb. Oa May 23th I took away

the black queen, which I introduced to one of my black stockf,

which happeued to be queenleas, and introduced a Ligniinn

queen in her stead. On May 26th I examined and found the

Ligurian queen quite at home amoDgat her new subjects, and

was much surprised to Cud all the young bees in the hive were

actually hybrids, each with one distinct yellow ring. On the

18th of June 1 removed the crown-board, and faw a number

of young Italians, but none on ihe winR until the 23rd if June.

This stock continued to flourish until the Oth of July, when

I took away five of the combs with the queen, and made an

artificial swarm. The old stock produced a new queen July 21st.

which has proved a prolific one, and at the present time both

stocks are very strong and well populated. The old blauk

queen continued to produce hybrids until fome time in August,

when she disappeared, for the hive was fouud to be without a

queen, and not having the power to raise another, the bees

gradually dwindled till none was left.

—

Sudbory.

nothing at ail about bees, and have bad no one to instruct or

help me, except what I have gleaned Irom your Journal, have

managed it with>.iit a single mishai', and I would say to all

beginning bee-keeping. Procure a Woodbury frame hive, yon

will be delighted wiili i; ; the diflionlties about managinn it are

all visionary, and with a bee dress and gloves the most nervous

may do anything.—.V BKOiNNrii.

[We shall bo glad to be informed from time to time of your

farther proceedings.

—

Eds. J. cf H.]

THE EXPERIENCE OF A "BEGINNER" WITH
THE ^YOODBUKY FRAME HIVE.

Thirteen months ago a friend of niioe happened to tell me
that he was going to destroy two hives of bees for the sake of

their honey. I at once told him that he ought not to do so,

for I had seen a plan described in The Jouun.^l of Horticul-

TDRE, by means of which the honey could bo taken without

destroying the bees, and I then explained the process to him

as well as I could. " Well," B£id he, " as you seem to know

all about it, I will make you a present of the bees." And this

was how I commenced bee-keeping. Kather a strange begin-

ning for one who had never fcen a stock driven or a swarm

tiived—in fict, had never before touched either a bee or a bee

hive, and yet had undertaken to drive two stocks and hive

them in a—well, no less than a Woodbury bar-and-frame straw

hive, as I was determined, when once I made a ptart, to go in

for the best, and become a practical bee-keeper ; for, as my
father's gardener says (he is a Cheshire man), ' What mou has

done mon cun do."

I read Mr. Woodbury's very explicit articles on driving, &o.,

until I could almost say them word for word. I followed them

out to the letter, and was perfectly succesFtul, and most amus-

ing was it to me to see the bees deserting their stores and run-

ning up into the empty hive. I brought them home, along

with sufficient "deaf" comb to fill six frames, in which I

fastened it according to Mr. Woodbury's instructions, hived

the bees, and put them on their stand. Three days afterwards

I examined the hive, and as the bees had cemented the combs

I removed their fastenings. 1 fed the bees until they weighed

26 lbs. nett, and with a feeder that some of your correspon-

dents seem to have a great deal of trouble with— viz., a pickle

bottle ; and for the information of yonr readers, I may state

that their entire cost was but lO.'., as they had 20 Its. of loaf

sugar, at firf. per lb., made into 32} lbs. of syrup. The stock

wintered well, scarcely a bee dying, and by Febraary 5lh they

were carrying pollen.

As spring advanced my new pets throve marvellously, and I

was thinking of taking an artificial swarm, when I found that

my "new-fangled hive" and driven stock were watched rather

jealously, to see what results 1 obtained ; so this determined

me to put on a super, and show the unbelievers the honey-

producing properties of the " patent hive," as they termed it.

This I did on the 20(h of May, and it was quite filled by the

10th of June, when I raised it and put another one (ujious

the bars) between it and the stock hive, and the bees soon

enlarged their combs so as to fill this super also, and when

I took it off on the 20ih of July the united supers weighed

48 lbs. nett. I showed it to all the cottage bee-keepers about

here, and it was very amusing to hear their remarks upon

it. "It's a grand hive is that, mister," says one; "What
a pratty sect " (pretty sight), says another, &c. I have stated

every particular about my hive, with the exception that, not

to be behindhand, I have ordered a Liguiian queen to put at

the head of it.

Now, my object in writing is to thank Mr. Wooflbury for

giving us new beginners every information, and also for giving

us a hive both simple and easily managed.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowls Eatino tuf.iu E-.r-.s iCoti-t'Mxt SuhtcTiber).—Tho best plan wo

Xdow to care fowls ot anlinu llicir e«e», is tn rl»co comrosilion egg«

nlKiat. They must be <U hard mntoriil. so that thn he«k osn make no

imprcSBlon on them. Tliov gel lirod ol pi-ckliic «t lh«in. and Ki»o " uP-

Ab wo bavo selilom met with it in a farrayat J where fowls have tholr

libcrtT, wc are indnoed to null whether it Is KCDcral, or confined to a few

birds? If, as we Bhould think, the litter 1< tbo c««e, we advise yon to

watch tlieui closely, and when the calpriis have laid, let n boy *> once

rush at and frighten tlitm off tbo nest. This is n certain oare. If Ue
otTenders are only two or three in nnmbor. th<y may ho detected by IBe

yolk hnnging about their beaks, and should Lo killed at once, aa they

lenm the trick one of the other.

Call Decks (Lost J. 3. N.).—The White Call Dock should bo perfectly

white, with or«n(;c bill and feet. The Brown fhoiild be in coloar tjo

facsimile of Wild nuck». There is no Bied w< icbt, hnt they cannot be

too small if they are synimelrical. The • ody Bhoild be round, and the

head ronnd and very small, with a short bill.

DoRKisos KOT La-ISO (.S' P.).—None ot yoarsdnlt Dorkinffs will Uy
now ; it is against nature. The pallets have nrob«bly Isid their eggs, and

there are none of a proper nsie to succeed them. It there are manyabont
nine months old, some of them mnst b-i lavinc if properly feJ. What 1»

rnndon-math? What is the kitchen refuse? Is it stock-meat >ndeacll

like, or is it merely wash with refuFe vejctablee in it ? The latter la not

good. Feed on b;iil«y or oatmeal night and niorninir. and Hive some

whole corn, barley, or maize, at midday. A giod division woold be—
barley foar times, maize three times per week. Long eiponence o«8

convinced as that is the proper feeding. Constant complaints prove to

us that .all the new discoveries produce disappointment, and are bnt

apologies for proper feeding. If you will feed as wo have described, we

have no doubt yonr birds will lay.

Food tor Fowls ID F.I.—We do not know the roeil of whicb yon

speak, and have little faith in cheap things. At the price yon menuon

we think there must be a groat mixture, and some of the ingredients mnst

be very cheap. We believe you can bay it at .'«, per bushel, because it 18

worth DO more. Our experience is that the best t..oii is the cheapest, ana

that two enual sums being judiciously laid ont in food, one on ine

cheapest, the other on the most eipensivc, the 1 -Iter though much less in

balk, would afford the larger supply of nutriment. The good feed of g.'Oa

bariov has much to do with keeping yonr birds in cond tion -" » ¥*
test withhold it for a few days, and see if they iA\ off ; if they do, it will Bo

a proof your meal is not of itself sallicient.

Weights or Docks, Gecse, akd Tcbkevs (-<"•«•-';'•)•-''« 1?"° "^'"^
a Dock to weigh 9* !bs., a Goose 29 lbs., a young Turkey ^, lbs., an old

one 39 lbs.

DoBKisG WEiELEOCED (H. F. H ) -Any yonng cock so weak npo" W«
legs as to squat on his knuckles, should be kept in a drv ^lace

,
hn* '»>°

could not have cans, d the weakness yoa "'?^,t'™-
.
I' '''''"„

hav'
that caused him to bo knock-kneed and ungainly in his Af"<; "° ''»^®

no hope of him, nor do wo think him worth saving. If it be the weaK

Dcss that makes him sit down, it is merely a t':™I'°"T,'"''?,™'A°'J„wr.
he will recover. Feed him on ground oali mixed with milk,

meat chopped ane, on bread steeped in strong beer

;

him worth it, on boiled egg chopped.

COCK Canahy U.nweli. (J. V.).-Give this bird which "«P«^" '"'"''''

day, and is songless, a drop of castor oU, and hang the cage away Irom

Wink Press (O. H.).-Onc ia described and Bgurod in No. 433 of this

Journal. ....

Salt.cat (A. D-Thc salt-cat is composed of abontequaljuanlit^ies

on cooked
if yoa think

of a'clean, uictnonsloam, snch as brickmakers use ; a coarse grilty sand

or fine gravel, in which the grains are about the '^"'e oj P.ns he,d, a„d

old mortar : to this is added a small quantity ot bay salt. Some pcrsoM,

to make il more attractive, add aromatic seeds, such
•^'^^^^H"' ^'^^

coriander, and caraway. The whole should be miicd with »»'" to the

consistent of morfr, and placed in a crock, the .^'^^^ "' "h,'<=h are

perforated with roanv holes, large enough to admit che Pigeons heads,

and covered with a lid to keep off the weather.

HoNEV FROM A FnrL-BROODED HlTE {Tnquir,T-,.~U is Stated »»» tne

virus of honev which is tainted with the foul brood may be completely

rradicatedbyboiling; but we have ourselves had no experience on the

point 17 lbs. of boneT are not too much, as bees do not store /^l 'ha' '»

S"ven to them. Breeding is prefy certain to recommence with theexcite-

Kt of feeJing: and the reappearance of fonl brood,
B'Jj'l"'!'"^

""^

colony to be really infected with the disease, is the too probable result.

POULTRY MARKET.—October 2T.

Otm market is more cheerful, and if the weather remain cool we mty

I, v'lio knew

lOJk for good autumn prices,

B.

Large Fowls 4

Smaller do 3

Chickens 1

Geese 6

Ducts 2

I Pheasants 3

d a.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

Day
ot

Month

Day
ol

Week.
KOVEMBER 4—10, 1869.

Th
F
S
scs
M
Tn
W

Meeting of Linnean Society, 8 r.il.

24 ScSDiT AFTER TRINITY.

Prince of Walfs Born, 18-11.

Meetine! of Royal Microscopical Society,
[8 P.M.

.^vcrflpre Tempera-
ture near London.

Day.
52
58.0
527
53.2

61.2
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50.5

INiBht.
Si>.5

37.6

S6S
37.0
34.6
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34.0

I

Mean.l
44.3

45.3

45.0

44.6

43.4

43.1

42.2

Rain in
last
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Days.
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21
19
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19
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23

Sun
Rises,

Sun
Sets.

tn. h.

Iaf7
2 7

m. h.
27af4
26 4
24 4
23 4
22 4
20 4
19 4

Moon
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IS af 7
34 8

60 9
59 10
57 11
after.

20 1

Moon
Sets.

I

Moon's
Age.

Davs.
1

2
8
4
5
G

7

Clock
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hia ekilfal advice bo freely given, the enconragomeDt bestowed,
and the little inducements leading people on so continnonsl;
at play, Mr. Thomson has done more to engender a love of

gardening, to popularise and eitend the oaltiTation of Grapes,
in Scotland than any man ever did. Scotchmen, therefore,

one and all, owe him a deep debt of gratitude. I believe I am
not doing any harm in stating that the famous vineries and Vine
borders at Castle Kennedy, so ably managed by Mr. Fowler,
were formed from Mr. Thomson's plans. Then, again, the
vineries and borders at Glamis Castle have been made by
Mr. Fowler after the same model. I can also point to some
vineries at Mr. Lindsay's, near Dalkeith, '200 feet in length,

with the most enormous crop of good fruit I have ever seen, a
perfect mine of wealth to their possessor, and to another lot at

Mr. Christie's, Craigend, which will next year astonish the world
unless I am much mistaken. Such rods of only one season's
growth I could never have believed possible to be produced.
At Hopetoun Uouse, also, the Grapes are most meritorious,
and highly creditable to Mr. Niven, although produced under
disadvantageous circumstances. Those at Lochryan House
may also be noted as praiseworthy, and lastly, the production
of that Erobdingnagian bunch of Syrian at Askelton Gardens
by Mr. Dickson, weighing 16i lbs. ! the largest bunch ever
produced since the famous one of Speechley, which required
two men to carry it.

At another time I shall have more to say in detail on some
of the Grapes in Scotland. At present I call my brethren's
attention to our defeat. The mantle lies on the other side of

the Tweed at present. ^Vho is the southron bold enough and
strong enough to take it up, and wear if? Let ns try ; for, in

the immortal words of Nelson, "England expects that every
(garden) man (with Grapes) will do his duty."

—

Abchameaud.

THE CULTIVATION OF HYACINTHS IN THE
OPEN GROUND.

This is a continnatiou of the subject of spring decoration
touched ou in the preceding papers. Actually the Hyacinth is

but little known as a border plant, probably for two reasons

—

First, because it is thought to be an expensive bedder ; and,
secondly, because the flowers are so liable to be injured by ex-
posure to adverse weather. No doubt the lirst is the great
difficulty, and yet the display is so great, and so thoroughly
enjoyable, as to serve as a set-clf in a remarkable degree to the
matter of expense. This last item is apt to be unduly magnified,
and many are thereby deterred from making an attempt.
There is also the impression abroad that the climate of Eng-
land is unsuited to their growth, except for the first year of

their importation. There is much reason to doubt the correct-
ness of this conclusion, and one who has visited Holland has
left on record the results of his observations, as follows :

—"I
question the correctness of this opinion : first, because the
neighbourhood of Haarlem, the great region of their pro-
duction, is on the same parallel with the centre of England,
nor is the difference of climate at the season of the year when
Hyacinths are under its influence, perceptible in other things

;

secondly, because the method of curing the bulbs pnrsued by
the Dutch, is never, so far as I have been able to learn, fairly

tried in England, nor is the soil or place of their growth out of

doors regulated by a due knowledge of the wants and habits of
the plant ; and, lastly, because under certain circumstances it

has happened, that persons who plant their forced Hyacinths,
after flowering, in the open borders, and leave them undisturbed,
have found in a year or two, that the self-acclimatising power
of Nature has restored some of these exhausted bulbs to their
original powers of blooming. Now, if this happened but once,
it would show the recovery to be possible; but, in fact, it

happens often, and when no particular care is taken, leaving us
to suppose that it arises from the bulb meeting with some
peculiar soil and locality which agrees with its constitution.
And this I take to bo the true cause of the restoration : so that
auflieient encouragement is really given to those who have the
opportunity and the will to attempt the native growth of this
beautiful and fragrant flower in England." This passage is a
suggestive one, and certainly contains much to arrest attention
and challenge consideration. To the rich—those who can afford
to purchase yearly several hundred Hyacinths for bedding pur-
poses—the matter is but of small moment ; to those who cannot
afford to purchase yearly, and who would be glad to know some
mode of utilising their bulbs, so as to render service for a few
years in sucoession, the matter is one of importance.

I am of opinion that the constitution of the soil is of the first

moment in the cultivation of the Hyacinth in the open gronnd.
The soil of the bulb fields of Haarlem is either a light bat
rich sandy peat, or pure sea sand rich in saline matter. It is

in this that the bulbous and tuberous plants thrive bo stu-

prieingly, "and I believe that it is the soil and the mode of

cultivation " (so says an observant risitor), " not the climate,

that make the difference between the English and the Dntch-
grown Hyacinth." It is a fact that in this Haarlem soil the
roots of the Hyacinth have been known to penetrate to the
depth of .S feet. This suggests a depth of soil admitting of the
Hyacinth rooting deeply, though a depth of .3 feet would not
nearly be reached as a general rule. Some drainage is requisite;

perhaps nothing could be better than a thin eubstratum of

brick rubble similar to that used by Mr. Gibson for a like pai-
pose at the bottom of those glorious subtropical beds in

Battersea Park ; for though drainage may seem to be of Uttle

consequence to a plant that grows well in water alone, yet this

would be found a mistake, as in cold, sodden earth the roots

canker, decay, and perish, as soon as those of any other plant.

Depth, pabulum, freedom, are the watchwords of a flne old

cultivator of the Hyacinth in the open ground, and they are the
secrets of the cultural process that assuredly lead to BuccesB. "

Some twelve years ago one of the most successful cultivatera

of the Hyacinth in the open ground was the ilev. W. Le Poer
Trench, b.D., of Moylough Rectory, Ballinasloe, Ireland. Pro-

bably the climate was to some extent favourable, but the cir-

cumstance teaches how much can be done by paying some
attention to the requirements of the plant. Only fancy "flower-
ing the same root for fifteen consecutive years to a degree of

perfection tit for any show stand;" and yet this is what Dr.
Trench did at the time I have stated, and for aught I know to

the contrary, may be doing still ; and what was equally remark-
fible. Dr. Trench also brought forward offsets to a flowering

state equal to the best imported roots. The mode of culti-

vation adopted by Dr. Trench can be best given in his own
words. " I empty out the bed in the first week in October,

fully two spades deep. I then fill it up, one spade high, with
pure fresh cow dung, separated as much as possible from straw,

mixed with an equal portion of half-decayed leaves—say one
year old. The remainder of the bed is then filled up with
well-decayed leal mould (two years old) three parts, and fine

pit sand (if I could get it I would use sea sand) one part. Of
course, the bed is raised to the usual height in the centre, and
the substratum of cow dung and leaf mould is raised in pro-

portion, so as to bring it in the centre, as well as at the edges,

within about 10 or 18 inches of the surface. I plant in the
tirst week in November. I empty out, with the hand, the space
in which each root is to be deposited, removing the compost to

such a depth that the crown of the root, be it large or email,

shall be '2 inches below the surface. The hole being thus
opened, I sprinkle some sand, about the fourth of an inch in

depth, on the bottom; I then deposit the root upon the sand,

and cover it all round and over with sand. If there are any
promising offsets, I plant in the same way round the parent,

only, of course, placing them nearer to the surface. In every

future year after the first, when the bed is emptied out, the

bottom and top stuff are carefully mixed together, and one-

eighth part of sand is incorporated with them, and that is used

for the top-filling, instead of the leaf mould and sand. I never

permit offsets to flower imtil the bulb has attained the full size.

I do not protect in any way until the florets are beginning to

expand, and then I cover with an awning, which is not re-

moved until the bulbs are taken up. Every flower-stem is cot

off as soon as the beauty of the bloom is past. The bulbs are

taken up when the foliage turns yellow, and dried in an airyi

shady loft. The withered fohage and all offsets are then
removed, the bulbs cleaned, and put by in silver paper, in a

paper bag, duly labelled, until the ensuing planting time."

I trust the re-appearance of these admirable rules will induce

many of your readers to attempt the cultivation of the Hyacinth
in this manner, as it is quite certain that there is no neceBsitj

for abandoning the bulbs after the first year's flowerini?. A
dry and airy part of the garden should be selected as the

situation for the bed ; a southern aspect is to be preferred, and

if there can be added some shelter on the north and east sides,

either by trees or buildings, or evergreens, the beauty and
duration of the bloom will be benefited thereby. It need

scarcely be stated that the bed should be beyond the reach of

any drip from the trees.

The earlier-blooming sorts of Hyacinths, information regard-

ing which can only be obtained by experience, should be
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planted from 1 to 2 inches deeper than the rest, so that all may
be in bloom at one time. This is supposing several sorts and

colours to be used. As a general rule, the blue flowers are the

earliest to bloom, and the deepest in colour the first, the red

next, the white third, and the yellow last.

A bed of Hyacinths scarcely ever, or never, requires watering

at any period ; the rains that happen after planting are gene-

rally more than sufficient, both for the roots and bloom, and

after the bloom is over they are rather prejudicial than other-

wise, unless very moderate. In the case of severe frost, espe-

cially if it follows soon after lain, some protection should be

given, and it will be the more necessary if the bod occupy an

exposed position.

How finely Hyacinths can be bloomed in the open ground is

wonderfully illustrated each spring in the pretty and pleasant

spring garden at Glen Eyre, Southampton, the seat of Mrs.

Eyre Crabbe. Though the bulbs employed represent only the

ordinary mixed border Hyacinths sold at (he shops, they yet

produce heads of bloom that would be thought much of if they

could be so produced in pots. Nearly a thousand Hyacinths

are bedded out each autumn, generally in long serpentine beds,

in lines of red, white, and blue ; they are the feature of the

garden, and make a display that can alone be appreciated by

those who look upon them. It is now the custom for the

leading Hyacinth-dealers to import from Holland specially for

bedding purposes second-sized bulbs of leading sorts like

Baron Van Tuyll, Charles Dickens, and Emicus among the

single, and Bloksberg, King of Wurtemburg, and Eichard

Steele among the double, blue flowers ; Duchess of liichmond,

Madame Hodson, Norma, and Robert Steiger among the single,

and Grootvorst and Waterloo among the double, red flowers

;

Grand Vainqueur, Themistocles, and Voltaire among the single,

and Anna Maria, La Tour d'Auvergne, and La Virginitc among
the double, whites ; and a few shades of yellow as well. These

are well adapted for bedding, and there is the additional ad-

vantage of securing uniformity in height and hue for any special

purpose.
I trust I shall have carried with me not only the sympathies,

but also the resolves, of many of yonr readers, and that they

also will strive to emulate in some degree what is being so

worthily done by others with the Hyacinth in the open ground.

It is not too late to make an attempt in the present autumn,

and there is ample material at hand for those who want it.

To such, if they labour well and patiently, a large result will

accrue as their fitting reward ; and when the forerunner of

spring shall call into active play the forces hitherto unseen,

but none the less contributory, that compose its gentle govern-

ment, they will see that which sweetens labour, gladdens the

eyes, and brings reverent thoughts to the heart.

—

Via.

bottom heat alone could have started it into growth. If in this

I am correct, there may have been many such cases, and no
Vino I am acquainted with is so likely to suffer from such a

cause as this is, from the fleshy nature of its roots. My brother

fruited it on its own roots at Archerfield, and the fact that on
entering on the management of a garden like Prumlanrig he
has at once planted fifteen canes of it, bears sullicieut testimony
to the high estimate he has formed of its merits.

I see it noted by a writer that this Grape is liable to be spotted.

This took place in one house here during the present year to a
small extent, where an overdose of sulphur was applied to the

pipes, but in no other case ; it was purely exceptional, and
other Grapes in the same house were also affected, though in a

less degree.—W. Thomson, Dalkeith Park.

THE GOLDEN CHAMPION GRAPE VINE.
As the raiser of this Grape, I regret to observe that writers

in the columns of the Journal have failed in growing it satis-

factorily. They seem to think that its constitution has been

debilitated by excessive propagation, but I do not think this

has been the case. I have seen it growing in many gardens

this year, and with one exception, in great vigour. Mr. Barron,

of Chiswiok, called here lately, and I took him to see a garden

in this neighbourhood, where the Vine had made rods like walk-

ing sticks. I recently called at Airthrey Cistle, the seat of Lord
Abercromby, where I saw a houseful of Vines that were planted

last May ; they were all vigorous, and up to the top of the house,

but the Golden Champion was by far the strongest in the house.

I could name a dozen such cases, but will only add that my
brother, on taking the management of the gardens at Drum-
lanrig, found it necessary to renew the Vines, and determined
to plant fifteen Vines of the Golden Champion. Some of these

I sent him, and others he raised from eyes this spring. I have
not seen them, but those who have tell me that they are, with-

out exception, the strongest Vines of their age they ever saw.

With me here, it grows alike vigorously either grafted or on its

own roots.

Now, for the exception to this rule, as far as my own obser-

vation goes. The gentleman had the plant from me, and not

from Messrs. Osborn. I saw it some three months after it was
planted ; it had made a miserable shoot about G inches long,

and there it stopped. I took it out of the soil, and the con-

clusion I came to was, that the plant, when in a dormant state,

had been kept far too dry, and the strong and fleshy roots this

Vine makes had all perished before it was planted. Strong

CHOICE EXOTIC FERNS.
Cheilanthes elegans is an exceedingly pretty, neat-habited

species, and one of the most beautiful of the tropical American
Ferns. I have a specimen in a No. 1 pot. It is one of the

most beautiful Ferns I know. I have had my specimen now
three years, and feel well repaid for the care I have taken of it.

The mode in which I have best succeeded in growing it is

potting it in a No. 2 pot, with good drainage. I use charcoal

broken up finely in compost, and when potted I put it into a

No. 1 pot, and fill up to the rim with cocoa-nut fibre the space

between the two pots ; I then plunge the plant in gentle bottom

heat. It requires shade ; mine is under the shade of a plant o£

Musa Cavendishii, is quite 2* feet in diameter, and is exceed-

ingly fine for exhibition purposes and the decoration of the

stove.

Gymnoqbamha L.i.ucHEANA.— This is one of the best of

Golden Ferns, and with me is very free-growing. The under

sides of the fronds are thickly covered with golden powder

;

the upper surface is of a most beautiful green. A fine speci-

men of this Fern is very effective and beautiful.

Gymnogbamma chrysophylla aukea.—Although old, this is

one of the best of the Golden Ferns, and is very easily grown.

I have a specimen in a No. 1 pot with lovely fronds reaching

over the rim. In my opinion there is not a more beautiful

Fern. It is also very useful and effective for the decoration o£

the dinner-table when it is grown in small pots.

Lomakia gibba.—Of this I have a most beautiful specimeffi

in a No. 1 pot, with a stem upwards of a foot in height,Iand

resembling a miniature tree Fern. This Lomaria is ^well

adapted for exhibition and other decorative purposes.

GYMN0GBA3I3IA puLOHELLA.—This 13 oue of the finest Silver

Ferns I know, and is of very free growth. The beautiful

silvery fronds are much more graceful than those of G. tartares.

I have a fine specimen of it, and it bids fair to stand in the

front of our Fern houses.
Blechncm coecovadense.—I have a plant with fronds_ up-

wards of a yard in length. I recently saw a specimen of it in

Sussex, the finest I have ever seen. This Blechnum is valuable

for the decoration of the stove, and for exhibition. I could

mention many other beautiful Ferns, but my object in offering

these notes is to induce others to state what Ferns succeed

well with them. There are many kinds not worth growing.

When I see a good free-growing Fern I make a note of it, and

obtain a plant as soon as possible.—F. P. L.

NEW GLADIOLUSES.
On receiving Messrs. Verdier's lists from Paris I found that

there was a considerable difference in the names of those given

there and those given in my notes taken at Fontainebleau. X

therefore at once wrote to M. Souchet, and send herewith his

answer. He says some changes have been made in the names,

and sends me the following memorandum :—Robert Fortune

has been changed to Rosa Bonheur, Eosita to Armide, Maxima
to Lacgpede, Asmodee to Horace, Gloria Florum to Canova,

Potrarque to Pericles, Phconix to Robert Fortune, and Eleonore

has not been sent out, as it was not suffieiently increased to

enable him to do so.

It may be some consolation to those who are bewaiUng losses

among their bulbs, that M. Souchet complains of a very sensible

loss among his cultures. With regard to any advice as to the

new ones, which I have been solicited to give by several cor-

respondents, my decided opinion is, from the experience o£

past years, and from what I saw at M. Sonchet]s, that if a

hmited sum has to be laid out in new varieties it would be
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better to select those in the first and second series ; (or althoagh
OCCBSionally some of the other series may be doniruble, yet it

is only an exceptional case, and for the last few years the
dearest varieties have been the best. If the pocket allow it, I

should advise the series of tweaty-foar ; the remaioing nine I

know nothing of.—D., Deal.

MILDEW ON ROSES.
I, IN my tarn, vrould like to be of nse if can, and I venture

to send you a receipt for the cure of mildew on Roses. I may
state at once that this is not a discovery of my ovra, but a

remedy recommended to me by a lady who is a most success-

ful grower of flowers, and she received it from a nurseryman.
I assert that it is a complete cure. Kub down in a gallon of soft

water 1 lb. of soft soap ; with the solution syringe the upper
and under surfaces of the foliage, and the mildew will disappear
aa if by magic. Mr. Rivers recommends a cure in soot. Perhaps
soap is more cleanly ; it is, I am sure, as effectual—though I

do not for a moment doubt the eiBcacy of soot—and an outlay
of one shilling will clear one hundred plants from every vestige

of the disease if properly applied. I find it useful to syringe
the trees with clear water next day to rid them of the whitish
deposit which fixes on the edges of the leaves after the applica-
tion of the solution. There is no necessity to cut off the
blooms ; the solution could only damage these in proportion
to the force with which it hit them, and as contact with the
niUdew is all that is required, no force is necessary.—J. 6. S.

VINE-GRAFTING, POLE-TRAINING, ic.

I HOPE "A Eeadek" (page 328), as well as others, may find

the following answers to his questions useful :

—

First, " degree and source of heat ? " I think it only proper
to state, that the Vines now fruiting had been grown altogether

out of doors, and the fruit ripened in that way. The house, 10 feet

by 16, was constructed by myself ready for the glass, but that
was not fixed into thejrafter sash-bars till the beginning of De-
cember, 1808, and then only to protect the roots from being sod-

den with snow and rain. No heat of any kind was given, except
that which could be obtained from the sun, till the middle of

September, ISiJ'J. On the 'Mth of that mouth the first tire was
lighted in the iron stove lined with fire brick, to finish cff the
Grapes and harden the canes for next year's duty. The stove
contains about a cubic foot of small coke, and there is a 4-inch
pipe through the roof for smoke. The temperature of the
house for several mornings when the young bunches appeared,
was as low as 34°, and not more than .50° with sun at midday

—

have the kindness to remember the very long cold spring of

this year. During the summer, when I obtained 7.5' with sun,
every opening for air—the doors at each end, the wood flaps

front and back—^was set open. At no time, even during frost,

day or night, is the house totally closed. The glass is so placed
at the top and each end, that a stream of fresh air is constantly

passing through the house day and night. This is of vital

importance to all plants.
" Are such Grapes pole-grown ? " Yes. My poles are some

of them 7, and others 'J feet long. The slope of the roof gives

this. Some of the Vines have two poles, some four poles to a
stool. This depends on the vigour of the plant. Again, I have
Vines which in time will want eight poles ; this will give—say
72 feet run of cane, enough to maintain a plant in robust health,

consequently highly fruitful. I do not confine my Vines to

any given number of poles ; the vigour of the plant and the
cultivator's judgment must do this ; but in no case would I

confine a strong, robust Vine to two poles when it was able to

fill four, yet I think eight poles of '.(-feet length quite sufficient

scope. In all pole-training, one-third more length of rod for

fruiting is obtained, let the size of the house be what it may
;

also the great advantage of sun heat to the roots upon the in-

side border, and being able to grow pot plants, or protect them,
which cannot be done when the roof is a mass of Vine leaves,

as when Vines are trained to the rafters. Again, the Vines are

warmer, being more in the body of the house, and the foliage

not so exposed to coll as when roof-trained.
" In borders, or pots ? " Part of the Vines are in the borders,

and part in large pots, as I contemplated the removal of some
of the Vines to give room to others. The Vines in pots had
all the holes in the pots' bottoms made very large to enable the

roots to run out, and the pots were sunk deeply enough for the
roots to run out over the rims as well.

Pruning. I am adopting two distinct modes. First, if the

Vine has four poles, I let two rods produce Grapes, while
grow two rods for the next year's fruiting. Those which have
fruited I cut away as clo.^ely to the earth as possible, leaving
one eye only to produce the rod to fruit again. If a two-pole
Vine, I fruit one rod ; if an eight-pole Vine I fruit four poles.

I may distinguish another method of pruning, as No. '2. It

vrUi not matter if the Vine is a two or an eight-pole one, as in

this case I fruit a rod to every pole ; therefore, I obtain a double
crop, as compared with the first method of pruning ; but to

make up for the work imposed on the Vine, I fruit every other

Vine ; thus, if Vine No. 1 fruited all its rods this year, when
the Grapes are gathered it is cut down to the earth, and
next year it grows canes only for again fruiting the year after.

So, in one case I fruit every alternate cane, and in the other
every alternate Vine. Which of these two methods I may
adopt, time must decide, or possibly the habit and constitution

of any particular Vine.
My house is a lean-to, but I prefer a span-roof with a sharp-

pitched roof. Any lady or gentleman can view this house of Vines
by calling and leaving a caid of address at my dwelling ; and if

" A EEADEit " thinks of planting, do not forget a grafted plant
of Chaouch. All who taste say it is delicious, and should he
give me a call, he shall have a berry to decide for himself, pro-

vided the call be made within fifteen days, as I have only a
bunch left, and that will be at the U \vil Horticultural Society's

meeting, on Tuesday, the IGlh of November.—R. M. \V., iluunt
ns</ali, near Sheffield.

GYMNOSTACHYUM PEARCEI AND
VERSCHAFFELTI.

"F. P. L ," page 319, highly recommends Gymnostaohyam
Verschaffelti and Pearcei. They are worthy of all his praise

;

their charms are not transient, but the longer we look at them
the more we see to admire. In the leaves of these plants, as

it were the mystic works of Nature, how interesting to trace the

ramitioations of the veins carrying life to every part and ex-

tremity of the leaves ! How supremely skilfully these supply-

pipes are laid ! In truth, as " F. P. L." says, every leaf is a

complete bouquet ; it is this and more— it is a book, teaching

skill, and care, and beauty, and wisdom—read it. I can never
think of the Gymnostachyums without associating with them
their equally beautiful ally, Fittonia argyroneura ; twin sisters

in form, beauty, and decorative adaptability, they should never

be separated.

In addition to the mode of cuUnre noticed by "F. P. L.,"

they are very fine as pyramids ; fill a large pot or pan with soil,

insert round its sides stakes of strong wire, and fasten them
together to a circle of wire at the top, of sufficient diameter to

allow of a pot falling in and fastening itself. Oihcr circles of

wire must be fastened round the uprights for firmaesF. Have
ready a lot of small, fresh-struck plants

;
put a row round the

edge of the pot ; then put in the trellis a layer of soil, finish-

ing on the out.side neatly and firmly with moss. Continue to

build up with soil and plants until the top is reached. Finish

by inserting a pot containing a plant in the top. This is

better than bringing the wires together to a point, as the pot

cin at any time be lifted out, and sufficient water can be poured

in the cavity to percolate the entire pyramid of soil. The soil

for this purpose should be very open ; lumpy peat, perfectly dry

cow dung, cocoa-nut fibre, or chopped moss and lumps of char-

coal, will be suitable. The amount of house room, and number
of plants at command, will determine whether the pyramid be

1 or 10 feet high. Such pyramids are really fine ol'jects, and
are now a distinctive feature in most large collections of stove

plants.

The plants should be put in early in spring, when a brisk

heat and plenty of atmospheric moisture can be provided

them, and they will make rapid progress.

These plants, and especially Fittonias, delight in a shaded

place. Direct sunlight mars their beauty. It is to me a little

singular, that with two plants standing close together, while

the brown scale makes determined and persistent attacks on

the Gymnostachyum, it never attempts a lodgement on the

Fittonia, nor are either of them troubled by any other insects

that I am aware of.— .J. W.

Soot as a Remedy for Mildew.—After a practice of two

seasons in occasionally dusting my store Verbenas with soot, I

fiud it better than other things I have tried, keeping the
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plants free from insects and naildew, and in good health. To
be efficient the dusting mast be thoroughly done; not only the

upper, but the under sides of the leaves and the stems must be

completely blackened, and remain so for forty-eight hours at a

time.—J. W.

POT VINES.
Since writing my little work on the Vine, several persons

have asked me why I did not write a chapter on the cultiva-

tion of pot Vines. As I hear a third edition will soon be
required, 1 think of adding a few words on this part of the
subject.

Several years since three different gentlemen told me they

had purchased Black Hamburgh Vines at 10s. 6d. and 1.5s. each,

which had never shown a single bunch of fruit. If one per-

son had told me this, I should have thought it hardly possible.

When it was first mentioned I said, " Of course, they must have
been strong canes, and appeared well ripened, or you would
never have paid such a high price for them. Now, in grafting

Muscat Hamburgh on the Black Hamburgh, our men always

choose for scions the weakest Vines we have left, and yet

many of these weak grafts show fruit. Customers of mine
who have bought common planting canes at 5s. each, have
shown me the same Vines carrying nine or ten bunches of

good Grapes. How, then, is it possible such Vines as you
describe could fail to fruit ?" For the last year or two I have
kept this problem in mind, and have at last, I think, solved it.

It is quite clear, as all growers of pot Vines know, that if

during a great part of the season anything had been wrong,
they wonld never in appearance even have made fruiting

canes. The soil must be suitable, heat sufficient without being
too great, watering carefully attended to, if Vines are to be
strong in one season ; indeed, a very trifling neglect will de-

stroy all hopes of good pot Vines. It was, then, after their

growth was completed, that these barren Vines were injured.

I learnt, on inquiry, that whilst yet quite green water was
withheld from them entirely, to ripen them and make them
drop their leaves. Is it wonderful that Vines so treated should
not fruit ?

This great anxiety to get rid of foliage, as a proof of ripe-

ness, is productive of great injury. I always act on the exactly

contrary idea, and believe everything should be done to pre-

serve the foliage to as late a period as possible. Vines ought
never to suffer from want of water even during winter, when
devoid of leaves, much less when in leaf. To prevent Vines
suffering from drought, it is not necessary to keep them sod-

den with water. Careful watering, guided by intelligence, is,

perhaps, the greatest point in the cultivation of all plants

under glass, but it certainly is so in Vines. I remember Mr.
Thomson, of Dalkeith, showing me two sets of pot Vines,
grown in the same house, in the same-sized pots, and the
same soil, one of which was as good again as the other.
" There," said he, " you see the effect of watering ; two men
had charge of these Vines, and watering has been the only
cause why one lot is so superior to the other, and yet I thought
both careful men."

It is a common remark, " That no one knows how fat a

beast will turn out so well as the feeder," and I fancy the ripe-

ness of Vines is best known to those who have had the care of

them. Last year I had a lot of fine pot Vines, which many
gardeners told me were not ripe, because the leaves were green
up to October. I knew they had been ripe for many weeks.
Now these same Vines were forced early at Chatsworth, and
produced many bunches of 3 lbs. weight. It was lucky they
were in such skilful hands ; but if they had been unripe, even a
Speed could not have produced such Grapes.—J. R. Pe.\kson,
Chilwell.

Gardemeks' Dinner and Pkesentation at Altkincham.—
The name of Mr. Tbomas Baines, gardener to Horatio Micholls,

Esq., of Summerfield, Bowdon, has been for a number of years

known to, aud highly respected by, the lovers of horticulture.

Owing to the removal of Mr. Micholls to London, and Mr.
Baines leaving, it was thought desirable by a number of friends

of Mr. Eaines, that some tangible token of their esteem should
be presented to him before leaving the neighbourhood, and the
presentation took place on the 27th ult., at the Axe and Cleaver
Inn. A party of thirty-two subscribers and friends sat down
to dinner at seven o'clock. After dinner, the Chairman handed
to Mr. Baines the following address, illuminated on vellum,
and mounted in a handsome gilt frame :—" Presented, with a

gold watch, to Mr. Thomas Baines, by the gardeners and friends
of Altrincham, Bowdon, &o., on his leaving the neighbourhood,
as a mark of their esteem and regard.—October 27th, 1869."
He then presented a very handsome and massive gold watch,
bearing the following inscription :

—" Presented to Mr. Thomas
Baines, by the gardeners and friends, as a mark of esteem, on
his leaving the neighbourhood of Altrincham and Bowdon.

—

October 27th, 1869."

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Having been for many years an ardent admirer of the Eose,

but especially of that deservedly popular class the Tea-scented
varieties, so remarkable for free-blooming, fragrance, and deli-

cacy of tint, I determined on paying Mr. I'avitt, of Bath, a visit,

where, I felt sure, I should find a fine collection of these his
special favourites, of which he is an enthusiastic cultivator.

I wish now to give the readers of this Journal a few notes of
my visit to the nursery.
The plants were robust and healthy ; some of them were

growing on the Briar, but they were principally on their own
roots, and even on the 12th of October in a sheet of blossom,
reminding me more of May than the present autumnal season.
I found more than seventy varieties in bloom, and scarcely

knew which to admire most ; but I particularly noticed Adam,
Moiret, Souvenir d'un Ami, Niphetos, Madame Willermoz, and
Souvenir d'EHse as very fine, aud as sorts that will hold their

own in every choice collection. I also noticed Jaune d'Or and
Madame Falcot, both lovely ; Madame Charles, new, and an
improved Abricotc ; Marie Sisley, a charming novelty, a per-

petual Blairii, and a decided acquisition ; Adrienue Christophle,
quite a new colour and very distinct ; and the most glorious of

all free-flowering Roses, Marechal Niel, which seems to luxu-
riate in Mr. Pavitt's nursery, and is, I think, his special fa-

vourite, for he sends whole bouquets of them to his numerous
horticultural friends. I will only add that I hope to see many
of the Tea-3cented class take a much more prominent position
in every garden, for what can be more beautiful?—A. A.

UNFRUITFUL FIG TREES.
A LADY, " Mrs. J. W.," has a Fig tree rather thick in its

wood, of which we recommend her to thin out a portion of the
oldest, that the wood left may be more exposed to the sun and
air. That, however, of itself will not check luxuriance, and we
have no doubt her tree is too luxuriaut. The Fig tree will

always bear best on short-jointed firm wood, and all the more
if the wood made every season is only a few inches instead of

a foot or two in length. The most radical remedy is to root-

prnne the tree, removing the earth on one side so as to get

beneath it, cutting through all tap roots, if any, and shortening
all that extend above 4 feet from the tree ; drain the space well,

build a wall or use other means to prevent the roots running
further, and pack the roots left in fresh turfy soil with a little

lime rubbish in it, and water rather liberally in dry weather in

summer. The Fig tree, when growing, likes moisture, but it

must pass away freely.

If this is too much labour, then we would advise ringing
all the main branches near the bole, taking out the bark close

down to the wood for a quarter of an inch wide, and doing
it again if the ring heal over without checking luxuriance.

We some time ago saw two Fig trees against a wall, the one
very luxuriant but almost barren, the other very moderate in
its luxuriance hut loaded with Figs, the joints of the wood
being very close together. Both trees had been covered up in
winter ; but as respects the fruitful tree, the mice and rats had
so gnawed the stems, that they did for them what ringing

would do—checked the luxuriance, aud thus the growth was
more stunted and fruitful, because better hardened and ripened.

LADY-BIRDS.
Can you tell me, if I collect lady-birds now, whether I can

keep them during the winter so as to breed from them next

year, and turn out the produce in my orchard house ? Surely

something might be done in this way to rid onr houses of the

aphis without the use of tobacco, &a.—J. C, n'incliestcr.

[We sent your note to one of our best entomologists, and in

reply he says, " It is an excellent suggestion. The lady-birds
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thns collected would creep into rolled-np foliage or other ont-

of-the-way comers, and become stationary daring the winter,

and bo ready on the retam of spring to deposit their eggs

where they could find a supply of aphides.—J. 0. W."]

VEITCH jrEMORIAL.
Oun readers would observe from the report of the prelimi-

nary meetinR in last week's Journal, that the Veitoh Memorial
is now {airly started, and that a numerous Committee has been
formed to carry it out. Formed, as this Committee is, of some
of the most inflnential gardeners in the country, we have no
doubt that when the individual members aud the Sub-Com-
mittees get fairly into working order that the desired result

will soon be attained. High as those names are, however, in

the gardening world, they will not of themselves stimulate

others to do the work. Members of Committee must take the

matter in hand, and do manfully and energetically that which
he whom they wish to commemorate would have done had he
undertaken a similar duty. It is not enough "to lend your

name." One of tho most touching features of this movement
is, that it has been initiated by the professional gardeners, and
BO generally was this desire to perpetuate the name and re-

putation of their friend expressed, that it amounted almost to

a yearning, the numerous letters we received on the subject

evidencing how strongly this feeling exists. It reminds one of

the warm attachment that soldiers not unfrcquently exhibit

towards their general, and is, perhaps, unparalleled in tho

gardening world. Let us trust, then, that the work so aus-

piciously begun will be carried out to a speedy and successful

issue.

The form which this memorial will assume is as yet un-
certain. A good deal of consideration will have to be given to

the question. Many suggestions have been, and, no doubt,

will still be made before any decision is come to. Among those
proposed at the meeting were a monument, a portrait, a

medal, a prize, a Gardeners' Benevolent| pension, a club and
library, a fund for disabled collectors, the education of gar-

deners' orphans, the erection of an Orchid house, and some
others ; all good in their way, and all, no doubt, the prompt-
ings of minds impressed with the importance of the subject.

While the form to be adopted is yet unsettled, it may not

be amiss to consider what appears to us to be the most
desirable.

The essentials that a memorial ought to possess are per-

manence and publicity. To adopt anything that would merely
last for a generation or two, or which, if it were ever so per-

manent, did not force itself on the public attention, in either or

oth cases it would fail in the desired end. Of the suggestions

that have already been made, the monument, the portrait, the

medal, and the prizes, appear to contribute most towards the

object, and it is iu favour of these that Mr. Veitch's family are

nnderstood to have expressed themselves.

Let us consider each of these propositions singly ; and first

ef the monument. No doubt a monument would be a very fit

and proper mode of perpetuating Mr. Veitch's memory. Sup-
posing a suitable design were obtained, where is it to be

erected? If in the cemetery where Mr. Veitch lies buried,

according to our idea the fitting publicity will not be obtained,

and the desirable object of keeping his name prominently before

the horticultural world will fail. The world moves very fast,

and the greatest players are soon forgotten unless something
turns up every now and then to recall them. Philip Miller,

the author of the " Gardener's Dictionary," was for more than
half a century a shining light in the botanical and horticultural

world, a Fellow of the Royal Society, and frequently a member
of its Council. His fame was so great he was styled by foreign-

ers " Hortulanorum Princeps." A monument was erected to

Philip Miller, but how many of the present generation know
where that monument is ? and who but for the " Gardener's
Dictionary" would ever know about Philip Miller? That
monument a few years ago was a mouldering stone with an
illegible inscription. John Claudius Loudon a generation ago

was a name familiar to every horticulturist. The man is gone,

but he lives in his works ; and by his works only, except to a

few, is he known. Mr. London has a monument erected to

him, and though a generation has barely passed since his death,

how many of those who now read what we have written know
where Loudon's monument is ? David Douglas is a name that

once excited admiration and sympathy in the horticultural

world. His fate shocked the feelings of the coimtry for a while.

He, too, had a monument—where is it? How often is his
name heard except in the company of those who knew him ?

Thomas Fairchild, once a nurseryman at Hoxton, whose name
the Fairchild Nectarine bears, raised his own monument when
he died just M'l years ago. He left a sum of money vested in

trustees, the interest of which was to be given for a sermon to

be preached on Whit-Tuesday in the church of St. Leonard's,
Shoreditch, " On the \Yonderfnl Works of God in the Creation."
But who knows anything of Thomas Fairchild ? neither his

name nor his memorial is kept fresh in the world of horticul-

ture. Now, we have no assurance that a monument to Mr.
Veitch would bo more enduring than any of these, or keep his
name fresh among succeeding generations.

The portrait is equally good and desirable as a monument.
It must necessarily be a posthumous one. Assuming that a
successful portrait of Mr. Veitch were obtained, and a suitable

place were found wherein to deposit it, we think that this

would fail in keeping up a constant memorial of him whose
memory we love to cherish. The only permanent bcation
would be the national portrait gallery if it could be secured a
place there, and even then his name would he recalled only
when future generations unin'.eri..-tedly looked on the picture

and read its legend.

A Veitchian medal, or a Veitchian prize, is not open to any
of these objections. A medal, or medals, bearing a portrait bust
of Mr. Veitch, given annually, would keep alive the name and
features of him whose memory we now desire to perpetuate.

The opportunities for its distribution will never fail ; for

horticulture and horticultural shows we shall always have
with us, even to the end of time ; or if these should cease, the

names of those who are associated with them may fairly cease

too. How or for what objects these medals should be given,

we do not presume to say ; these are details that may be left

in the hands of those who are entrusted with carrying out the

memorial. But we would advise that the sum subscribed be
invested in the names of trustees who shall be appointed by
the Committee, and that the annual sum arising from the in-

vestment be appropriated to the purchase of a medal, or

medals, to be awarded not to exhibitors at any particular

society, but wherever a worthy application of the award can be

found. The medal should be given for merit of a high stan-

dard, and, like the Victoria Cross, be coveted not for its in-

trinsic value, but for what it represents.

All we have said on this subject is merely suggestive. Many,
no doubt, will be the views taken by those who give the subject

their earnest heed ; but the first thing to be done is to get

the money, and leave all details for the future consideration

of the subscribers generally. Let all, then, do their utmost

to raise a sum which will be worthy of the object, and the

greater the amount subscribed the more extended and varied

will be the character of the memorial.

IXFLUEXCES OVER THE KEEPING QUALITIES
OF FRUITS.

It has been stated that there is some evidence to show that

the character of one variety of the Strawberry was affected by
growing in the vicinity of other sorts. Mr. Hiram Walker, of

Washington County, New York, who has practised grafting since

1818, writes, that according to his experience the same thing

takes place with Apples and other fruits, and he thinks the

fact that some winter Apples do not keep, is not due to their

being grafted on stocks of early varieties. He says he never

knew any difficulty in the keeping of fruit where the orchard

was all of one kind, but that when early and late sorts were

all together, late fruit was rendered early, and early fruit made
late, from cross-impregnation. He mentions a tree in Saratoga

County which was in part grafted with a sweet variety, but the

grafts bore sour Apples for several years; the grafts of the

sweet Apple had been put into the lower limbs of a sour .\pple

tree, and as long as the upper limbs of the original tree re-

mained, the sweet grafts bore sour fruit, from blossoms being

impregnated by those on the limbs above them; when the

natural limbs were removed then sweet Apples were produced.

Mr. Walker mentions other instances of a similar character

which have fallen under his observation. The subject is one not

only of scientific interest, but of actual importance to all fruit-

growers. It is within the observation of every one that a

variety of fruit is not the same, even in widely separated locali-

ties. This difference is by some attributed to soil and exposure,

by others to the character of the stock upon which the fruit is
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grafted, and now we have the inflnence of the pollen of neigh-

bouring sorts charged with being the disturbing cause. Other
observations on these points are needed.

—

[Utica Herald.)

VINERY HOUSE, ALLERTON.
Lancashire, especially that part of it in which Liverpool is

situated, has acquired a world-wide reputation for the excellence

of its Grapes, mainly through the Garston Vineyard, the most
celebrated in the world for the production of Grapes by arti-

ficial means. Besides Garston, there are other places in the

neighbourhood of Liverpool where the Grapes grown, if not

equalling those produced at Garston, follow at no humble dis-

tance. One of these places is Vinery House, Allerton, Liverpool,

the residence of Mr. T. 0. Clarke.

Vinery House is not different from many of those convenient

family residences which are erected in the neighbourhood of

large towns. In fact, the house is not remarkable except for

this—that though built four or iive years ago, owing to a family

bereavement it remains almost as it was when built. Mr.
Clarke was his own architect of the glass erections, and super-

intended everything about the place. The house seems to be

built in a very substantial manner, and fitted up with every

convenience. The cornices selected by Mr. Clarke for the

rooms, struck me as being chaste and elaborate. A boiler in

the cellar heats the conservatory and greenhouse, and there are

pedestals in the entrance hall and other rooms on the ground
floor containing hot-water pipes for beating the rooms. A
boiler behind the kitchen fire supplies hot water for the bath
room, and heats the rooms on the second or bedroom floor by
means of hot-water pipes. Owing to the cause I have men-
tioned, the works in the grounds have not been pushed forward
aa they otherwise would have been, but the shrubs and groups
of trees are planted and appear to be flourishing.

If there be any deficiency as regards the pleasure grounds, it

is fuUy compensated for by the portion chiefly occupied by
glass structures. It is on these that Mr. Clarke rivets his

attention, everything being presided over by him, and the prin-

cipal part of the work being done by his own hands. The
extent of the glass must be many thousand feet, and the several

structures are so lofty and substantially constructed that they
must have cost a considerable sum. The bricks, however, were
made on the spot, the soil being a rather strong loam with a
clayey or marly subsoil, and the red sandstone underneath.
The removal of the clay for making the bricks has made a

reservoir for water, so that in the driest summer water is always
conveniently obtained, and is ornamental besides.

The situation is generally flat, though somewhat undulating,

and portions are even low. The garden, however, is on the

rising ground, the dwelling en a gentle eminence, and the houses
at the back of it are on even higher ground. Those for Vines
are on the highest ground. The situation is so bleak that the

back wall of the vineries was blown down three times whilst it

was being built ; but this, and other mishaps and obstacles,

have been surmounted by the perseverance of Mr. Clarke, who,
iudging from what I saw, has paid dearly for his experience.

Being a self-taught amateur, he is free from those prejudices

which professed gardeners often entertain against anything
new, and which cause them to pass over many things as value-

less without giving them a trial. It is only those who strike

out of the beaten track who attain anything grand.

The first house I was shown was a conservatory, originally

intended to have been connected with the house by a glazed
corridor, but this intention has not been carried out. In it

were some good examples of Vallota purpurea in large pots,

and there being several bulbs in each pot there were many
Sower stems, and the effect was very fine. This plant is not
grown so much as it deserves to be. It is the best autumn-
flowering Amaryllid, stands smoke well, and succeeds well as a
window plant and in every greenhouse. The chief points to

be attended to in order to flower it successfully are not to pot
often nor remove the offsets, but to obtain a potful of bulbs.

This conservatory was gay with well-grown Fuchsias trained in

the form of cones 6 or 7 feet high ; one of that size. Souvenir
de Chiswick, was very fine, and I do not see that we have any
improvement on it in the newer kinds. An equally fine plant
of Sir Colin Campbell reminds one of the little advance on this

presented by the new varieties we are inundated with every
year. A seedling raised by Mr. Clarke, a cross between Sir
Colin Campbell and Duchess of Lancaster had flowers twice
the size of those of Sir Colin Campbell, with a double purple

corolla and bright scarlet, well-reflexed sepals—the best double
Fuchsia I have seen. The foliage, of a pale golden hue wh«n
young, is twice the size of that of Sir Colin Campbell, and more
plentiful, and the habit slightly drooping and compact. This
variety is very distinct, and quite an acquisition. There were
also Tea-scented Koses in pots, as Devoniensia, and some
China Eoses ; and in borders at the end, trained to the division
between the conservatory and the greenhouse, as well as over
the roof, were Lapageria rosea in splendid bloom, and Tecoma
jasminoides, with its bright glossy foUage, and blush flowers
having a crimson eye. I likewise noticed Acacia Drummondi,
8 feet high and 8 feet in diameter, and Acacia armata, 8 feet
high and 6 feet in diameter.

In the adjoining gieenhouse were good plants of Azaleas of
such kinds as Flag of Truce, Stanleyana, i-c, and Camellias
well set for bloom, the foliage clean and having a bright glossy
appearance. Solanum jasminoides in a border appears a good
white-flowering climber, the flowers being succeeded by clusters
of highly ornamental red berries.

The conservatory and greenhouse are span-roofed, and both
are heated by hot-water pipes from the boiler employed for
warming the mansion, which will have attached about 800 feet

of 4-inch piping in addition to the connections. Along each
side of these houses there is for specimen plants a stage with
octagonal projections twice the width of the side stages

—

i.e.,

the stage and projection are double the width of the stage where
the projections do not occur, and this does away with the
monotonous straight face of ordinary stages, whilst the dis-

advantages of a wide stage are avoided. There being free access

to the stage between the projections, the plants are not so liable

to be neglected in respect to watering, &c., as they are on wide
stages. The stages are of stone supported by ornamental iron-

work, and have a cornice or facing of iron, which has a neat
appearance. The pots are placed on gravel, with which the
stages are covered. The centre of the house is open, affording

plenty of room to examine the plants. In the greenhouse is a
tank which receives the water from the roofs ; and a pump, so
small that one would scarcely notice its lever-like handle—the
only part visible—were it not shown, supplies the water as

required. These houses are detached, and divide the pleasure
grounds from the kitchen garden.

I next entered a late vinery, a lean-to, 52 feet long by 20 feet

wide, but having a short back light. This house is very
lofty (15 feet high), and is well ventilated at the back by a
lever and crank moving the whole length of the ventilators,

and in front the whole of the front lights open by means of

a rack or wheel. Thus it is but the work of a moment to in-

crease or diminish the amount of ventilation throughout the
length of the house. The roof is of wood, well supported by
iron, and though streng has a light appearance while, as tha
panes of glass are large, light is abundant. Wires are strained

lengthwise of the house to train the Vines to, and it is a neater

and more efficient as well as economical mode of wiring a
vinery than the old plan of iron brackets screwed to the rafters,

and strung with No. 6 wire, strong enough to hold a hundred-
weight each. No. 10 wire is quite strong enough to hold
bunches of G or 7 lbs. weight, as may be seen here. The bor-

der is the full width of the house inside, except that there is

space for a walk along the back ; and in addition to the inside

border there is a 12-feet border outside, the front wall being
built on arches, so that the roots may pass out if disposed to

do so. The border, both inside and outside, is vaulted or arched
with brick underneath, and in the chambers thus formed are
hot-water pipes for supplying bottom heat, so arranged that a
man can examine every pipe and repair it in ease of leakage.

By means of side passages from the chamber communicating
with the house in the back walk, perfect control is obtained
over the heat in the vault or chamber ; it is allowed to escape
if it become too great, and it is not lost, as it warms the air of

the house. Nine rows of 4inch piping supply the top heat,

and an equal number of pipes in the chamber supply bottom
heat, and these, with the cross pipes and connections, give a
total of 1000 feet of 4-inch piping. Mr. Clarke is in favour

of plenty of piping ; he likes the heat given off by pipes at a
low temperature, especially for the roots, these requiring an
imperceptible warmth, and not a dry, parching temperature.

The Vines were planted in 1864. The result in 1869, though
not equal to that obtained in 1868, is a good crop ; indeed, I

think too heavy, considering the age of the Vines. Lady
Downe's carries twenty-three bunches per Vine. The bunches
are of good size, the berries are evenly and well set, of good

size, and of a colour and bloom that would put Sloes in tha
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backgroand. Here this Grape sets its bnncbes well, anct Mr.
Clarke eajs it is as ;et the best lale variety. Alicante is

bere larger in bnoch tban the Lady Donne'i<, fully as black,

and vritb quite as Rood a bloom, but Lady Duwne'e has a size

of borry and beauty of Cnieh wbich Alicante cannot exhibit.

^Muscat of Alexandria is bearing an immense number of bunches,
and tbey are not large, affording proof, if it were needed,
that to have many bunches on a Vine tbey must necessarily

not be large; though, perhaps, large enough for a gentle-

man's table, they wonld not do for exhibition. It is worth
mentioning this fact, as some persons expect twenty or more
bnnches on a Vine, and each bunch C(inal to those seen on exhi-

bition tables. You may see in every glace where Grapes are

grown for exhibition which are the S'ines relied on. You see

them with two or three large bunches, which, perhaps, may
^veigh a dozen pounds, and a Vine with twenty bunches in a

private or non-exhibiting garden, which will weigh upwards of

1 lb. each, or 20 lbs., therefore it produces the heavier crop.

The large bunches are, not desirable for every-day consump-
tion, for Grapes are never so good as when fresh cut. Mr.
Clarke says his Muscats euHered severely last season from
drought, and also the Barbarossa [Gros Guillaume], which is

not nearly so fine as in 18G8. Having planted a number of

Muscat Vines, and not finding them keep so well as Alicante,

Mr. Clarke has grafted them about halfway up the house with

Alicante, and on the same Vine are white and black Grapes,
white at top and black at bottom. The effect is pleasing, and
the object sought has been attained, as the Alicante seems to

succeed on the Muscat, the bunches being fine, and the colour

of the berries jet black. There is a White Nice Vine carrying
two immense bnnches ; the size, however, is the only recom-
mendation of this Grape.
The fourth house, and adjoining the last, is an early vinery

of the same size, and the same in other respects, the border
being heated, &c. It is at present occupied with Vines in pots,

of which Mr. Clarke has about eight hundred fruiting canes.

The Vines in pots are very strong, and promise to yield good
crops next year, the wood being firm and the eyes plump. The
permanent Vines are in appearance like so many bare sticks,

but the eyes are so prominent, and the wood so brown and
]iard, that they seem prepared for the forcing they must shortly

have to ripen their fruit in May. The sorts are Black Ham-
burgh and Golden Hamburgh. The latter succeeds admirably
in the heated border, however indifferently it may do in un-
heated ones. Golden Champion has found a place here. Mr.
Clarke has great expectations of it. lie has Bowood Muscat
inarched on the Frontignan, and with good results, as it ripens

perfectly at that early season, but not nearly so well on its own
roots, nor so early.

Leaving this house we enter the Cucumber house, at present
unoccupied. It is about 12 feet wide, with a walk along the
back. In front is a wide border, formed with brickwork, and
having a flagged bottom ; underneath is a chamber, in which
are hot-water pipes for furnishing bottom beat, and to give

moisture along with the heat some of the pipes are guttered

to hold water, which can be poured into them from the back
walk by means of an iron tube with a funnel mouth. Any ex-

cess of heat in the chamber can be regulated by means of

passages communicating with the back walk, and the heated air

being moist is very favourable to vegetation ; besides, it serves

to make up for any deficiency in the top heat. If I remember
rightly, Mr. Clarke employs this house for the propagation of

Vines from eyes. The three houses last named have a south
aspect with a westerly inclination.—G. Abbey.

(To bo continned.)

PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS.
Allow me to say a few words about a special favourite of

mine, the well-known half-hardy plant, Plumbago capensis.
I wonder why it is not more freely used in the decking of

gardens, for it will prosper out of doors, at least during the
three summer months, and its delicate beauty, which, I think,

I may call unique, more than compensates for the trouble of

sheltering it before the advent of cold weather. I should be
very glad to hear any details as to its propagation which the

experience of others may have furnished ; for, until lately, I

have not had the power to do more than buy plants of it to

gladden my eyes and heart. I know its capabilities are great,

for I have seen it in a high state of cultivation, climbing round
greenhouse walls after the fashion of Clematis Jackmanni.

So zealous an advocate am I of my favourite that I would fain,

perhaps in unconscious defiance of botany, transfer to it tbo

name Agathiea c.ilestis, which is bestowed on a plant with

fewer characteristics (as it seems to me), suggestive of the

country where nothing ever fades. All flowers are heavenly,
all are endowed, either collectively or individually, with the

dignity of symbohsm. The fragrance of one, the purity of

another, the grace of a third ; the endurance, perseverance, uo-
obtrnsivenesB, or majesty of many more, are palpably in-

dicative of high and holy things; but I think no flower is

gifted with loftier or more varied eloquence than the gentle

I lumbago capensis. It stems the flower of truih preeminently.
Mark its delicate transparency, its wide-open innocence, the

exquisitely clear purity of its colour, pale as if in condemnation
of all things exaggerated, but deepening its own sweet lint in

pencillings that stream out lightwards from the flower's heart.

In virtue of its long-tubed throat, the Flnmbago capensis (I

repeat its second name to distinguish it from P. Larpentre),

may rank among the up-springing plants, as the sweet flowers

of the west wind, and all the Amaryllis and Crocus tribes ; and
this habit of darting upward, emulating in chastity of boe
" the Shechinah of the Blue" beyond the clouds, is addition-

ally tj-pical of " things that are not seen." Again, the fra-

gility of this plant's physique proclaims it to the fancifoi

mind a stranger in a world of storms. Among such blossoms,

immortalised, we feel our beloved in the church triumphant,

might fitly dwell.

The Plumbago capensis is, in point of scent, negative ; but

with the loyalty of an enthusiastic partisan, I declare it to be
on that very account the better fitted for the work-table, the

sick-room, and the various circumstances of everyday in-door

life. In common with many others, I suffer phy.sically from

the near neighbourhood in rooms of the Hyacinth, Lilac,

Syringa, and many of the Lily tribe. The Plumbago ministers,

but never oppresses—never " makes faint with too much
sweet," those who permit its presence.

My little flower garden is not much more than 20 yards

square, and my greenhouse correspondingly unpretending

;

but I could not over-rate the joy they give me. I was incited

to real labour in the sweet service of flowers partly by the

example of one " Filix kh'misa," whose thoughts about Ferns
used to appear from time to time in tliis Journal ; and I beUeve
I speak the sense of all lady gardeners, when I say that none
who have not personally wooed flowers can guess how grate-

fully they respond, nor with what full measure soothing,

elevating, and delighting their cultivators. Calmly faithful

always, they brit:hteu through life our gardens, and in death

our graves.—C. A. G., Kaling.

SEEDLIKG VINES.
I H\vE more than a hundred seedling Vines raised from last

year's Grapes, which have been stopped several times since

"they were 7 feet long, and which are many of them as thick as a

finger near the bottom. .\re these not unusually strong for their

age ? Some of them look as if they would fruit next year, but

I shall not trust them, k Vine of nine months from seed can

hardly be a fruiting cane, one would think.—J. B. Pearson

ChiUvcU.

; There can be no doubt that the Vines are of unusual growth

for their age, but being so we see no reason why they should not

be allowed to bear fruit, as they would be allowed at the same

age if raised from eyes. We should be glad to hear from others

on this point.

—

Eds.]

BOTTOM HEAT : ITS USE AND ABUSE.
As a nurseryman, I have found bottom heat to be of the greatest

use for all kinds of propagation, not only for stove, but even for hardy

plants, a threat many cuttings of which cannot be made to root without

it. The he^t material for producing bottom heat for this pnnKtse. and

for fonvarding young plants after they have been pottcd-off, is^tan.

It retains its heating power for a long time, and gives out just^snch

ft genial moist beat as all kinds of young plants, cuttings, and

Orchids like. To keep np this genial heat, it is necessary to turn

over the beds every six weeks or so, and add a little fresh tan at each

turning.

Tho nest best materials to tan are properly prepared dung and

leaves ; but they require so much management, and the heat is so

changeable, that it is only adapted for a few plants, and requires the

exercise of great care in looking after it. I now come to bottom heat
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for large subjects, and for those growing in borders, snch as tropical

plants, Vines, &c.. and it is in their case, when the heat has not been

properly applied, that the abnse hag been.

There has been a good deal of controrersy lately about growing

early Grapes without bottom heat ; now, I maintain, that to have a

good crop you cannot strike cuttings of the Vine without it, neither

can you grow good early pot Vines without it ; then why should Vines

planted out in borders islike it ? My opinion is they do not, and for

forcing Vines year after year very early it is positively wanted, other-

wise the Vines will wear themselves out. My experience tells me that

it is from the want of sufficient water that mischief arises from the

use of bottom heat. I have been a victim owing to this canse, and it

is scarcely possible to make men of ordinary practice believe the quan-

tity of water that is wanted to supply a border where there is bottom

heat, and in which the plants are planted out. I hive now adopted

the plan of measuring the water. I maintain that plants in-d<wr5,

and especially where the heat is greater, require quite as much vai^r
as out of doors ; therefore I am giving 24 inches per annum, or aboct
twelve gallons to tlie square foot, giving the greatest quautitj whea
the Vines are in a growing state. I do not mean to say that even this

would insure safety with badiy applied bottom heat, such as from hot-
water pipes amongst the drainage or in the border ; there wooid b«
failures, for as regards extremes of heat and cold, and of dryness, wo
should be at the mercy of the stoker and waterer. In applying bottom
heat to borders, it should be perfectly under control, and capable of
being conveyed to the roots of the plants at will ; also so that the heatia;;

medium can be extended by degrees to any distance required.

I have paid a good deal of attention to this subject, and I think tbs
perfection of an early Grape house would be oue bnUt after the follow-

ing plan :—It should have a snan roof IS feet or more wide, with arches

Jtn

' '
I

in theonter walJs, so as to extend the borders from the inside when
wanted, and also to let oat the bottom heat to the cater border ; in

fact, to extend the roots to any distance wanted. There shoald be an
arch in the centre, a, and extending the whole length of the border ; the

npper part pigeon-holed, to let np the heat from beneath the arch as
qnickly as possible to the chambers b, b, to be conveyed into the earthen-
ware socket distribating pipes c, c, which should be laid quite level,

otherwise the heat will not be regular. These pipes I recommend to be
placed at intervals of 2 feet throughout the length of the house, on a
concrete bottom, with 1*2 inches of brick rubbish over them. I have a
great opinion of aerating borders for forced plants—in fact, for all kinds

of plants ; therefore, in a house .50 or GO feet long I put three pipe* oa
each side of the house, f/, in communication with the heating chambers,

so that air in winter can pass from the inside of the house iaio»^£t

the roots of the plants ; and when the borders are formed outside, pit>-

vision can be made so that in summer they can be at-rated from the

outside. I think with this provision for bottom heat, air, and water,

we shall hear no more of failures in forcing early Grapes.

—

Jobtc

Stan-dish, Royal Nursery, Ascot, Berks.

^The foregoing is one of the papers read at the Horticultural Coc-
gress at Manchester, but its publication has teen delayed owing f« the

drawing not having been received with it.

—

Eds.]

WOKK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEU GARDES.

Tkench, dig, and ridge-np every spare piece of ground when-
eyer the weather will permit. This is particularly to be ob-

served in gardens, the soil of which is of a clayey nature. It

is time to think of forcing a little Asparagus to come in early.

The principles applied to the forcing of Sea-kale, &c., are in

the main applicable to Asparagus, except that it requires
abundance of air when pushing through the soil. Let all

Carrots be taken up and stored ; likewise Beet. A few Parstiips

for present use may be taken up ; they will, however, keep well

in the gronnd, and thus circumistanced they may have a coat

of manure spread over them for the next crop, and be treneheiJ-

out as wanted. It is a good plan to cut the head of the Carrots

completely off below the neck, thus checking their tendency So

grow. They may then be placed in pits like Potatoes, raisin?

a sharp ridge over them to throw oft wet. Prepare a plot ot

ground at once for the earliest Peas, by thoroughly digging and
manuring it ; they may be sown now while the weather ia

favourable. A few Mazagan Beans may also be planted at tha

same time. Sea-kale should now be introduced into bottom

heat for the earliest supply. Those who force it where it grows

may apply some hot manure round a few pots. Endeavonr ss
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lar as circnmstances will permit to have a good supply of

Parslfij under protection, for there is generally a large demand
for this, and in the event of a severe winter it is diOlcnlt to

save it by the ordinary protection of hoops and mats. Lettuces
and CauUflourra in frames should be freely exposed on all

favotirable occasions. Be careful also of any BroccuU fit for

use, or which is turning-in.

FRUIT OABDES.
Proceed with pruning fruit trees as soon as the leaves have

fallen ; lei no work of this sort remain till spring, which will

bring its own labours. Draw out all superfluous nails and
shreds, in order to furnish in- door work in bad weather. Men
do little good working out of doors under such circumstances,
on the contrary, often much harm to themselre? and to the
land by closing and hardening its surface. Look over fruit

and other stores frequently, in order to see that all is safe and
sound. Standard trees which have been root-pruned must be
firmly secured against injury from wind ; also complete any
root-pruning as soon as possible.

FLOWER GARDES.
Examine pillar and trellis Kosen, and if the weather is

favourable see if the soil wants to be renewed, or the kinds
]

changed. For choice sorts, holes should be made capable of

containing three or four barrowloads of well-prepared soil.

Turfy loam of good 'luaUty is the chief requisite ; to this add a
portion of rich rotten dung, and, if at hand, a little sandy peat
or leaf mould. Crocuses may be planted whenever the weather
is favourable ; they like a deep, light, rich, sandy soil, but will

thrive in any ordinary soil or situation. In planting, the bulbs
should be covered from 2 to 3 inches with fine soil, and if an
effective display during the first season be desired, plant
thickly, not more than 2 inches apart. For edging borders
and beds the Crocus is exceedingly useful, and where planted
in lines along the margins of walks, or in clumps of from three
to twelve or more bulbs, and allowed to remain in the ground
lor several years, they produce a very pretty effect. An
excellent display may be made in the flower garden in March,
by each bed having a broad edging of Crocuses, the colours
being nicely arranged and contrasted. This may be secured
without interfering with either the spring or summer oc-
cupants, for the bulbs may be planted close to the outside
of the bed, where they will scarcely be in the way either in
digging or in planting. Unless the bulbs become too nu-
merous, and the leaves cover more space than desirable, they
should not be disturbed, as they bloom more profusely when
well established. Care, however, must be exercised to protect
them from mice, which are exceedingly partial to Crocuses,
especially in winter. For blooming in-doors, either in pots
or anything used instead, strong bulbs should be selected,
planting them in succession, and keeping the crowns slightly
onder the surface of the soil. Place them in any dark, cool
situation for three or four weeks to allow of their making roots
before exciting them into growth. If pots are used, and doubt-
less these are the best if not the most ornamental, employ rich
sandy soil, and secure perfect drainage, for a liberal supply of
water is required during the blooming period, and if the drain-
age is defective, the soil is apt to become sodden by injudicious
watering. While the bulbs remain in a dark place very little

water need be given—merely sufficient to keep the soil, moss,
or sand from becoming too dry. When the roots have made
some progress the crowns will make their appeirance, and
as soon as these are observed, remove the pots to the green-
house, or, where this is not convenient, a cold frame or pit
will answer perfectly. Crocuses will also succeed very well
in a sitting-room window ; all that is requisite is to allow them
as much light and air as possible on mild days, giving water
as may be necessary to keep the soil in a moist state. Chry-
santhemums will now be approaching perfection in most places

;

therefore, take every means to preserve their beauty as long
as possible. For some of the most tender kinds of Koses a little

protection will soon be necessary. Also plant, as previously
recommended, the Briar stocks for budding upon next year,
for unless these are planted before spring they seldom furnish
strong shoots for early budding. With weather like the present,
all new work should be pushed forward as fast as possible

;

and if the soil has been properly prepared by draining where
necessary, as should always be done before planting, there
will be fewer failures from planting evergreens now, than if

the work were delayed until March. Where, however, the
ground to be planted is of a harsh clayey nature, and in an
unkind state at present, it will, undoubtedly, be better to defer
planting until spring. Roll walks and lawns occasionally, so

as to keep them firm and smooth. There will be comparatively
little to be done in the flower garden at present, except sweep-
ing and cleaning, and any spare time will be well spent in

going over the stock of plants in pits for next season's use, re-

moving every decaying leaf, and where the surface soil has
become green removing it and top-dressing with sandy loam.
There is nothing so unfavourable to these plants at the present

season as damp ; therefore, every opportunity of admitting fieeb

air should be taken advantage of.

GBEEN-nOUSE A^D COKSEBVATOBT.
Next to Camellias, Azaleas are perhaps the most showy

plants that can be had in bloom early in the season ; and where
there is a good stock to select from, some of the most forward
plants should be placed in heat soon, moistening them over-

head two or three times a-day. Unless, however, plants can
be had which made their growth and set their buds early, they

can hardly be expected to flower so finely as under more
natural circtunstances in spring, and unless the buds are plump
there will be some danger of the plants starting into growth
instead of into flower. Dutch bulbs should be largely culti-

vated where a fine display is required, and where hardy shrubs

are forced for the decoration of the conservatory these should

be ready for the purpose. Some of the early-blooming Rhodo-
dendrons require very little forcing to bring them into blossom
at any time after this season ; therefore where there is a good
stock of these and Ghent and other hardy Azaleas well set for

bloom, a portion of the plants should be placed in heat at in-

tervals of about three weeks, and as they are very showy and
last long in beauty they will be invaluable. These, together

with Camellias, Heaths, Epacrises, Acacias, Daphnes, Gesneras,

Cyclamens, Cytisuses, Chinese Primulas, Cinerarias, Migno-
nette, tree Violets, and other plants which bloom naturally in

winter, will afford a good display.—W. Eease.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Frost again and continuous, not much more severe than

that on the 10th, but more prejudicial to everything tender,

owing to the keen stormy wind that searched through and
through all tender tissues. This has left little quite green in

the flower garden except Calceolarias, and even these are

showing signs of succumbing. Plants of Salvia fulgens which

were a blaze of scarlet, have given way before the force of the

biting wind. The clear atmosphere and biting air of the after-

noon before the most severe night, caused us to make pre-

parations to meet it in most departments, and, therefore,

injury has been chiefly confined to that which we left to the

frost.

KITCHES GARDES.

Endh-e.—k lot of the plain and curled-leaved was protected

by placing a little rough hay over it ; then litter, and some
branches to keep it down. Part of this is covered for blanch-

ing, and part was covered a little to be uncovered on Friday

and Saturday when milder weather came. Here one fact is

worth noting. For years we have used Fraser's Broad-leaved

Endive, and we like it much for its compact habit, largo size,

and hardiness. We had such a difliculty in saving seed, as the

birds would find their way under our netting, and a few pence

would pay for all we wanted, that for some time we obtained

the seed along with other things, and always true and superior.

Whetlier from the ground or some other cause, whilst some

pieces of this Endive are as it used to be, other pieces have

leaves like parasols, and such are chiefly planted near a wall

where we intended them to stand through the winter. Now,

as the leaves are so large and more likely to be influenced by

frost, we shall blanch and use it early. The difference in

position seems to make as great a difference as between a

superior and an inferior variety.

Caulifoicers.—These we had covered up as a security against

frost. To save this covering-up, and also to be safer, we cut a

number of basketsful of the heads becoming rather too large

for the parlour, so as to give a general house supply whilst

they lasted. Many more with heads the size of one's doubled

fist, and close and compact, we cut over with a good length of

stem, and thrust the stems into an exhausted ilashroom bed

in the shed, just damping the stems as well as the earth about

them, and covering the heads in very severe weather. These

will supply us for some time. A fine lot with heads less than

the above, and heads just forming, we took up with balls, and

set them in a deep earth-pit, watering the balls as we pro-

ceeded, and leaving a somewhat dry surface. These plants
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were put in slanting, and thus the leaves served to a consider-

able extent as a protection. These we covered with old sashes

and hurdles to throw off the wot. Our great enemies, however,

to this valuable crop, which we have frequently had all the

winter, are mice, rats, and even rabbits. When once they taste

the crisp Cauliflower heads in winter they scorn traps and
baits. The best defence has been a cordon or ring of fresh

tar placed thinly all round the pit, and the dose repeated as

the tar dries and loses its smell. Severe weather, when cover-

ing is necessary for days, is just the time for these intruders to

invite themselves to a feast.

Lettuces.—Placed a little litter over forward ones out of

doors, and took up a good many nearly full grown and half

grown, and gave them a similar position to the Cauliflowers.

Orchard houses are very suitable for such purposes, but we
shall not use ours if we can avoid it, but will try to have early

Lettuce from the latest house. We also stored a quantity of

Endive. We should have no difficulty with it, using wattled

and thatched hurdles for protection, but for mice and rats

going underneath them. We have had a hundred Lettuces and
Endives rendered useless in a night, the heart being nipped
out, and the large outside leaves only left. A cat, a good friend

to the gardener, is quite out of the question.

Broccoli.—As soon as time can be found, we shall lay these

down a little so as to cover the stems more, placing the heads
to the east or the north ; the leaves thus act as a protection,

and in bright sun after frost, the head, if formed, thaws more
gradually, and thus escapes being injured. Dwarf-growing
kinds are the better of having a little litter packed about the
stems. In very severe weather a little litter or fern placed
lightly over them often saves a crop, and no injury is done if

the covering is removed in time.
Beetroot, Carrots, Sea., are now as well within doors. We

think of taking np a bed of small Datch Carrots, and placing
them in sand, for soups, and the last sowing but one will

stand where it is for small Carrots. Beetroot is injured if

frosted much.
Peas and Beans.—The clearing-oiJ of Cauliflower, &c., has

made room for wheeling, digging, trenching, and preparing for

early Beans and Peas, if to be sown at this time. As a saving
of room, we think of trying a piece again, though for many
years we have sown under protection in spring, and planted
out, and if anything gained in time of gathering over November
sowings. If we sow now we shall red-lead the seeds, and scatter

the ground afterwards with our burnt rubbish heaps.
EadisJus.— These are crisp where protected with litter.

Younger beds had a mat a foot above them in the coldest
nights.

Celery.—Besides earthing-up, we protected with long litter

overhead during the coldest two nights of the week. The wind
of the last night rendered the protection almost unavailing. A
few large branches are good for keeping the litter in its place.

Clean straw is better than litter. Had we had plenty of litter,

stubble, or even dry leaves, we would have finished banking
up with them, and thus have rendered protection on the top
less necessary. Celery is tolerably hardy, but if much frosted
on the top it soon deteriorates the plant farther down, as then
the damp affects it more, and damp, on the whole, is a greater
enemy to full grown Celery than even frost. Hence, though we
approve of beds of Celery, on the principle of saving room and
labour, we are well aware that single rows can be so "treated
as to be much more secure from damp. One great cause of
damping, too, is growing the Celery in a deep trench. This is

Tery useful for receiving the manure, and for giving the con-
ditions of quick growth provided by rich soil and moisture,
but these conditions are not the best for long keeping. For the
latter purpose, it is better that the trench, when supplied with
the manurial matter, and dug and prepared, should be rather
above than below the general ground level.

Prepared for taking up Sea-kale, Ehubarb, and Asparagus.
Hoed among young Cabbages, Spinach, &e., as doing so helps
to keep the frost out, and we shall draw a little earth to the
most forward Cabbages to prevent their being moved by the
wind. The earth also protects the stems up to the leaves.

Coleworts and Savoys, especially the Early Ulm Savoy, are
now in fine condition. The first may want a httle protection
if the frost prove severe. What a change a little frost makes
to the little Ulm Savoy. It becomes exceedingly sweet when
well cooked. Need we say that all frozen vegetables should be
placed in the coldest water before they are placed in hot or
boiling water ? From want of this simple precaution, we have
on great occasions seen vegetables at table that, instead of

being as tender as marrow and as green as when growing, were
as yellow and tough as so many pieces of dressed sheepskin.

Boiling frozen vegetables is next thing to giving the partakers

a dose of poison.
FECTT GAEDEN.

The odour from the leaves of Apples and Pears, made like

tinder by the frost of the 19th, is rendering the garden anything

but pleasant. A handful of leaves, when slightly rubbed in

the hand, becomes a mass of fine dust. We have no recol-

lection of having seen such a result previously from one

night's frost, and especially when more tender plants, as Pelar-

goniums, Calceolarias, &c., escaped with but little injury. We
shall be glad when these leaves fall and are cleared off, bxit

they seem to hang firmly to the trees. The frost of this week
has brought down most of the Horse Chestnut and Sweet

Chestnut leaves. The leaves of the Beech were shed partly a

month ago—more the result of dryness and a high wind than

of the cold ; and partly owing to the copious crops of Beech-

mast. We never saw such heavy crops of seeds, nor yet in

general such perfect seeds. With nuts and Beech-mast, we may
expect that squirrels, mice, and many birds wiU have a com-
fortable time this winter. The foliage of the Ash fell very

generally after the severe mornings of this week, having with-

stood the first frosts well. Unlike the Hazel, the Thorn, the

Holly, the Beech, &c., we never saw fewer seeds or keys on the

Ash than this season.

Strawbeirles in Pots.—Bemoved a few of the most forward

under protection, and the bulk out of doors, we protected from
the severity of the frost by laying a little straw over them. It

is astonishing what a small covering of litter keeps frost from
injuring plants that are close to the ground, and thus within

the reach of the heat in the ground, which is prevented escap-

ing. As Saturday threatened to be a wet day, we put the

Strawben-y pots down on their sides, to prevent the soil becom-
ing soaked, as it is sure to be wet enough now. Ere long we
must contrive to take the plants under protection from wet and
frost, as either is apt to be more prejudicial to them than to

plants growing in the natural ground.

In the wet day of Saturday employed part of our available

labour in washing and thoroughly cleaning the glass, wood-
work, stages, &o., in a vinery, preparatory to filling it with

plants
;
going through much the same process, in the way of

prevention, as lately described for the Peach house. More
hands would have been set to this work, but we were anxious

to take up a number of bedding Pelargoniums, and store them
in little room.
We looked over the Grapes in the late vinery for a damp

berry here or there, and gave a little fire heat, chiefly during

the day, to keep the air dry and in motion. The Vines in

the orchard house have had discoloured by frost the foliage

that came against the glass, but these leaves and some small

laterals we shall, let alone, as they will furnish some pro-

tection to the Grapes. We put a fire in an iron stove in the

coldest nights, and it has kept the house safe and without a

damped berry. Owing to the large squares of glass the wood
is hard and well ripened. The Grapes will be useful to us in

November and later. A good many border plants are in this

house, but as little water as possible is given to them. These

plants are in, because we were afraid that 10' of frost might
mount up to 20^, and as they stood in a house where there was
no stove, and therefore might have been injured. The other

house when the leaves are more loose, will do for a lot of Straw-

berry pots. We put a few Chestnut leaves and some litter on
Vine borders, to prevent their being very much cooled by the

frost.

OKNAMEKTAL DErABTJrEKT.

Much of the work here has been incidentally alluded to. We
merely finished putting in Calceolaria cuttings and filled some
lights with Neapolitan Violets, lifting them with balls, nipping

off every bit of rimner, and placing them firmly near the glass

in rich, light, fibrous loam, with some sweet rotten dung and

leaf mould beneath. We were gathering Violets— viz., Eussian,

Czar, and Double Blue rather freely out of doors, but the frost

has checked them, and even what flowers show have little or

no scent. We are inclined, next week, to lift enough of these

sorts to fill two or three lights of a frame or pit, so as to be

more independent of the weather, as by clearing the vinery

thoroughly we may make room for this purpose.

Scarcity of room prevents the faculty of scheming and con-

triving from ever getting comfortably moss-grown ; but scarcity

of room under glass, or out of doors, often greatly increases

labour in moving, &a. There are but few common gardens
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Artlcboltei doi. 8
Ai4pani^U8 100
Bt)anH,UuQDur ^ sievA 3

Broad buMbcl
Bent, Red doi. 2
Broccoli handle 1

Ems. SproatH }j mIcto S
Gabbftge doz. 1

CapBlcams 100 2
Carrots bancb
Caaliflower dor.. 3
Celery bnndle 1

Coleworts . .doz. bchs. 2
Cacnmbera .... each U

pickling doz.
Endive doK. 3
Fennel boBcb
Garlic Ih.

Herbs bUDcb
Horseradish ..buiidle 3

whrre Jhe old adage can bo carried oat, "A place (or every-
UniiK. «nd everjtbing in its place." The manager mast con-
trive a place for many things, and many things in a place, and
these shifted and changed very often, whilst a constant struggle
most be maintained as to the space to he Kiven to what
miniatcrs to the senses of eight and ecent, and those which
appea] chiefly to the, perhaps, more gross sensations of the
laHte. Hence a large garden, with a place for evorytliing, and
oae crop of one thing chiefly in the one place at a time, may
k« raasaged with less laboar than a mnch smaller garden with
Ian eoDTeniences, but where something of the same results are
eipeeted, and which can only be partly realised by a well-con-
aid»ted system of shifting and moving, which cannot be done
wilhont eitra labour. Looked at in this light, a fmall place,
though involving less outlay at first, may become much more
expensive in yearly outlay than a larger one. Mere size of

boiuea or ground, which some of our readers seem to look
opoD ss everything, in reality forms only one item of com-
parison as to outlay, even so far as mere labour is concerned.
^e procuring of, and theproper attending to, rare and costly
plants is quite another affair, in which keeping-up one acre
may cost more than a dozen acies where no such tastes are
indniged.

Depending chiefly for next year's display on young Scarlet
Pelargoniums, now standing thickly in boxes—that is to say,
with l.V or 2 inches between plant and plant, we, nevertheless,
on the afiernoon before the sharpest night took up a good many
old plants, and placed them in sheds, and out of doors covered
OTer with litter. Some of the most tender of these, as varie-
gated kinds, we potted separately in small pots, without any
pnoung, except removing a few of the larger leaves, and set in a
little bottom heat to root quickly, whilst the tops are kept airy.
Others with plain leaves we deprived of all the large leaves, all

larger than a sixpence, at the points, and only shortened the
larger shoots ; these we packed like so many faggots—ten,
twelve, or twenty in large pots and boxes ; they will come in
for centres and particular purposes when separated next sea-
soo. Others, again, had their roots shortened, the heads
pnmed-in rather closely, looking when cut like so many small
antlers of deer, every loaf removed, the cut points dipped in
£meand charcoal, and packed as closely as they would go to-

gether. A good-sized pot, or a small bos, would hold from a
doien to a score. These, watered, allowed to drain, then sur-
faced with dry soil, and placed anywhere secure from frost and
eteiap, even though there bo little light, will be all safe, and
be^ to break afresh about JIarcb. As soon as the young
leavee show, the plants will want light ; and when the leaves
become crowded the plants must be separated, and fresh potted
or planted. There are few of the Scarlet group which will not
do veil under this treatment, Every cottager who loves the
bright scarlets, may thus preserve his plants in a dry cellar or
ganet in winter, have tbem singled out in his windows in
aprinp, and planted out in May. By the plait first referred to
—lelaining most of the roots and most of the stems, but re-

moriog all the leaves, he may keep a dozen largo plants in a
potio winter, but they need light, as in his window, or the
steBiB will be apt to decay and shrivel. These plants, preserved
lacatber way, generally bloom more freely early in the season
than younger plants, but they do not continue to flower so well
lateinautamn, unless they receive a little encouragement from
n little mulching in summer.—K. F.

VEGETABLES.
8. d. .

to t Leeki bancb
Lettuce score
Mnsbroemfl pottle
Mnstd.A Cres8,punnot
Onions bnsbel

pickling . . qaart
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas qnart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney ditto
Radishes doz.bancbefl
Rbobarb handle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bnnch
Vegct. Marrows, .doz.

s. d. B. d.

4 to

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
J. Linden, Jardin Royal do Zoologie et d'HorticaUare,

Qaartier Leopold. Brussels, and 52. Bne du Chaume, Ghent
(Establissement Horiicole Ambroise Verechaffelt).

—

SuppUmeiU
ct Extrait ties Catalogues Gencraux, Xo. 83.

COVENT GARDEN .ALVIIKET.—November :1.

Taa improvement noticed last week is barely kept np, but we mny
reaMQably expect it to remain as it is, if it prove no better. Foreign
Paai3 are not so freely olTered as they were, but other produce is about
Mm average. Potatoes arc plenttful and good.

Apples }i sieve 1

Africots doz.
Cherriee lb.

CSteetnnts.... bushel 8
Camnts a sieve

Blaek do.
Fins doz. 2
TiBxits lb.

Cobs Ih.

Gaceeheniea . . qa.irt

Gnpee, Hothouse. lb. 2
l««i(ni8 ino 10
Mdona each 2

FRCIT.
d. 8. d I

to 1 G { ^fulberrie3 quflrt

I
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100

14 Peaches doz.

I

Pears, kitchen . . doz.

I
dessert doz.

4 Pine Apples lb.

1 Plums J4 sieve o «
n Quinces doz. 1 6

Kisnherrios lb.

5 ,
Strawberries lb.

21
I

Walnuts bushel 10
5 I

do 100 1

d. _.

to
d

14

5
6
5
2 G

Q
IG
i

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•• We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications shoald therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the .Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

^Ye also request that correspondents will not mix np on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books [A Suh*crihrr, Manchenttr).— Keane's "In-door Gardening"
and " Out-door Gardening." You can have the two volumes, post free,

if you enclose forty postage stamps with yonr address. {P.. Kifisj).—We
recommend to you " Flower Garden Plans." It contains directions for
arranging and cultivating flowers and shrubs. Yon can have the volume
post free from onr office if you enclose sixty-four postage stamps with
your address.

Memobial (T. S.).—It would be very invidious to oppose the friends of
any man testifying respect for his memory. Yon are wrong in observing
that Loudon and Beaton had no memorials. The debts of the first were
paid off by subscription, and a monument to his memory erected in the
Kensal Green Cemetery. We and a few other friends erected a tombstone
in Surbiton Churchyard to the memory of Mr. Beaton.

Woot.t.y Excrescences on Apple Trees fGlenagenry).—These, and the
red-juiced insecta bcncnth, are the American Blight. -Apply to all the
places spirit of turi^entiue and soft Boap %nth a hard brush. In the
winter any surviving insects will descend to the roots of the trees. Re-
move some of the earth from over the roots as the spring approaches, say
in February, and soak around the stem with animoniacal liqaor from the
gas works.

Laxton's Scpreme Pea tT. Parke) —We cannot insert any more letters

on the subiect. The communications of " J. W." and Mr. Laxton place
it in the true light. The Pea is good, but not a dwarf.

Vines on Back Wall of Vinery (F. U'.).—Xo Vine will do well, as

the hack will be so mnoh shaded. We have ripened Black Hamburghs,
however, on such a wall by training the rods down it of the Vines planted
in front, and that extended beyond the roof. Von may have a straw-

coloured Hose, bat not a deep yellow.

Vines (J. K. Boiid).—We would advise yoa to put 5Irs. Pince in yonr
early house. The other is a first-rato Grape, but would do better in the

Muscat honsc, and it hang-* about as long as the Mu<5cat. It is quite new,
and was introduced since the last edition of the "Fruit Manual" was
published.

Vine Leaves Blotched (.4. B.).—.\9the roots are in an ontside border,

and the Grapes shank, wo have no doabt that the roots are too cold At

times, and too dry at others. If the border were covered to keep out frost

and excessive wet. and mulched in summer to prevent excessive dryness,

you would probably ward off the diseases of the fruit and leaves.

Caterpillar (C. .Vorsdral.—Owing to onr unavoidable absence, the

caterpillar was dead, and shrunk np tso much that we conld not identify It.

Seedlino Verbena (.v. Sluppcrson).—It is too late in the season to

form any opinion of your seedling Verbena : it appears to bo of strong

habit, hilt nothing can be said of the colour so late in the year.

Carnations ant> PiroTF-EafPicofrr).—The soil seems too poor: to three

parts of such soil add one part dried cowdunff, and one part vegetable

mould, sucli as decayed leavos or the bottom of an old woodstack. We
could detect no insect but a mite or Acaras, and that docs no harm.
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a"-s:ju';-.™';s=si=ei=:3f::;:::
,,;s1^^.ss^Tf.nss^rri;,:;s;....:
A 11 kinds of roots keep well in this manner.

^LTko'hI C..cJ (^-;-Ti'„trtS; i^'aVSln fC SSi J.'^ot

tops cat off, and the i^oot^P''\<='''l,r''^f:f'^t necessary to coyer it, but if

wet, soil. If placed in a dark <=""»'
'V'vered Temperature of 55° is

the place is not dark the roots murt
'"'""'"f/;„*'!? g^wn in a cool

necessary to have it crisp V''i„*f"I"'
''"
We have not found mice inter-

^wU^ft 3t™l.Th/; d^tr^p" t'hrbyl^eLs of a hric. or figure-of-.

trap baited with a bean. Vovt Pfihraary

RHOP... COHCOV^BNSIS «''°-Jj?,™°,^-rinS'' f^ii; bafe^'an^d"!^

we would cut the Pl?°'/°™ *° T.^'" Hs Tut off may be made into

Sin°g°s,tr^Tthem iii'ndy^sSri,lndVacing them in brisk bottom

'mblcs IK..STB. w,.H TH^rPS M DJ^appo...^^!'- -^
Oro,.-.r).-Densely fi'\ tl^« ^™^°

^ ^^{fSg"are to have the foliage

evening and ^huttrng the house upcicse^ytaK.
^^^ ^„ alternate

of the plants dry, and to deliver the smoka co^
house must have been

evenings, and again a^Sif^hrins attacked the plants as soon as the

kept much too 7™,'^*J^?'t'//Ksphe.e, and wed supply the plants

fruit were set. Keep a ™°''='",
"?i"trn„ on the following day keep the

with water at the roots,
^^"f '"""«Xe"r will permit. The quantity of

house as close and mo'st as the weather wmp
„.ith smokehouse as close and moist "=

.

^i?
"5"'^^;'^,;t';'fiTl the boaBe vJith smoke

tobacco paper^|onnamejs quite inadequate t^
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^^._tobacco paper yon na^^i^^'l^ndTshTldbrof he bert quality. Fami

l°ation ifofno use SLl'e'SrheCsete quite filled with smoke.

making it you had better purchase what you
-«"'

Jrom
^.^^ ^^^ _^^^._^^

Making small 'l"a°'"«"„°*,'*°the end ?? August and the month ot Sep-
the spawn can be tixed on

f''^ ''L';
'°

, °'n ^f "cow dung, rather stiff, and
tember. Take, as materials, al«™"°^Vlittle short straw with them,
two barrow-loads o borse-dioppiug^wUh a Mt'e « '

^ ^^g. „<,rtar-

and hidt a b-"^;
"fi°^^t2 weiUncorporated and looks like grafting-

Uke substance until it is Pretty wen m^-o i

half-inch boards if

clay. Then make a *"me either of iron or wood say
,„,i„,i^ a

the latter, and m four piece3--that^s, two smes an
^^^^ ^^^^.^

space of 9 to^l^^B 1"°S: *i
l°fi''/t If wX dii the frame in the water,

a flat clean board and »
,''?,'=^tt,, thrnreoar?d dung, strike level with

place it on yo« board hU it with the prepared „, ^^ .^^^^^

S spade or trowel a°d tarn out the brick on Doa
l.rick, bat not going

side. In a couple of
d'Vy,l.°jf

J'

*™i°°h in diameter, turn the bricks
through it-say tl»"J;'l"^,^^7, "/.'''ijo each hole push a piece of good
until they are '"l^^**;

J,5'.''^Ja''^„'Sj°elay over it to prevent its falling

spawn, and draw a
l^'Yi!,!,, iToXd of litter on which build these bricks

out. Next make up a ^^'l^t
hotbed oSMter,o^

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^

in open '">°ey™™'' or pigeon noieias ^ ^ „, f,„„ go' to S.v,

that these spasvn bricks shall have a lei
examined, and as

and not niore. -^s he 'Pa™ ™ns he^bricks ma t^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

Zu.dVe^^eVri fud^kept'^n a^dryTlace nntil wanted for use. Some

Ss'or pieces will ^o ready to remote be ore otheis

^^ ^^^^^ ^^
GEiFllNS OHANGE TKEES U.B^-HaY°2g

aplant „( jhe Mandarin

dt'^oiH.In^i^ou='JiUr^fce'i'fu^llfrer\ay'withoStbe^

STOCKS Pol APP.E -B P,- T^EES
(^^-^^^^^^^

'="'"
''fhlwfsttheEngUs'l'parac^fe tock il to be preferred.. On the

warm, otherwise the
^"f'^\„iV;''"°°:, ^^^^ rich surface-dressings, and

Pear stock Pears succeed in snch a soil wan ricn ^^. ^^^^^
so do those on beQamce-,^^'cider%pples Pear free .toc^^

r^i fof^'pet's
reflyrhreased'Sth^e^manufacturaof perry,

Sp11boo..e --0.X. LE^i-Ess U..;.™r,. we are unahje to^^ac^

by day, and if you have a hotbed affording
sprinklinVwith water twiSe

the pot i-' '' '» tf''5r4^^«"^ow tfen tecontinl the sprinkling,
a-day until the plant begins to grow

,
'"«"

. sprinkling the paths,
but maintain a mo.s ;'-»"°«P^"^„''/

''?;' i'o^n to wit^^ "^o or three
waUs, &e. If the plant is straggling cut it ao^'J;" ™celv in sandy soil

iilllltliiil

90' by day witii sun and air, is suitable m summer.

A,.rp»s TosiNG THEIE LEAVES (SuifoiO.-We think your plants have

iSiiS»a-S-?oXni?^r-f|^S|
S^t^^^^^ r.rLT.\flMl ^iTatr^o?t\n- losFjnl^n?

then ripens prematurely and the leaves fall.

Oarden," the stock covered UP to but not over th^ jnnction^ol^^^^^^^^^^

with the stock, are still flourishing. " '»^«^'^'°
^i.'^t if so, the health of

roots from the stock may ."enken the lower ones
^^^ cultivators

the trees has not suffered. It fould be ine a b^
^^ .. ^^^ ^^^

'of
'roo^s-iorredt'the-QSe-'srk! tr lower ones in various soda

Siay°b'/less active than those near the surface
^^_

JZ%rJ^'lT:Zr.ol^-J^ 'i;S ft^r^ catalogue because

'
w'::: I^l::" Sslrlr. a,.-We caanot nan>e plants from their seeds

COCC.OEHS Gu«.r.G (ir ^,->--^e, -e-jrc^esro^Thny-Cst
gumming of the fruit ; but attribute "to the r'ohnes'

_j^^„_

Soils are sufficiently rich without "U addition of one thir_^^

^ ^^ ^^^

StS{^yoarTauts"o'not amTn Swhen the sap, from the ui-

^reasedsrnhe*at and light, is batter elaboraed

SHOW ANP Fancv P^"==°''^;'^„\,"»Ji"nea, L^la'Bi"'' '^""''''"y

plants, we presume, are m ^fu","
*n -i incbes°ong pin?h out their points,

house. If the shoots are mora than 3 inches King P
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

and peg down or otherwise tie the Bhoot^^ou
^^ ^^ j^_.^ ^

clothe the pot to "s/im dispos ug th ^ t3 e,
m December, but if

compact plant Shift the plants^^u'o'argep^^^
^^.^^ ._^ January or

already in good-sized P-^'^ '^ey "av nave
.^ ^^^^^ blooming-

the beginning of tebruary, 7f'','?'b7as required until the beginning of

pots. The stopping may be oout.nued as requii ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^_
March, but not afterwards Liquid mano^

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^
STORn.-G Dahlia .TI'-eeb? (-If;

J: -Y;'^ j/J'S^ antil dried ;
then store

S?ninTl'y:ndco^o%TaL'"f"i^m'";hi'crfroJt is excluded. Dry sand

is the best -material to P'"" '''^;^
"'l^^ ,^^^ cool and dry during the

COLTOEE OF Brdnsvigias iBihU). /^J^P X„,j,e is sufBciently warm,
winter, and in a light "-ry i;os«'on^ A g'^enhouse

^ ^^^_^._^__ ye"o''- /»
Potting in March is probably the cause ?''"",

.i^eynj. Water should be

make them flower freelv they *ould be kept pot^boum
^^^^jderable

freely given when the 1''^^°'^ ar\°"
"oo'd "ow"h?s made give no more

rert^renr;rto"k:etthXVes''.rm"flagging.
NeveraUowthesoa

to become dust dry. ,,,.,„v TtTidosmaid is a good
PEEAK.OKIU. ECU C-S-VATOBV WAX..^^^^^^^ ,c!rlet

Strong-growing sort ; but Ohpper wan
^^

^„
^^ .^ ^^^^_

flowers, IS better for flowering, lu „
(rrf.-l -\8 yon do not care

RED CAJIELLIA FOE CoNSEKVATOEY WALEjZd^^m^^
^^.^^^^^^

for either rarity or novelty, but Y,»°"u3
gro

^^^^^^ Buperba.

Reticulata, a semi-double red, would suit
,
Dui cea

x:pprcr:iB...sa,.™,.-You-^^^^^

[nth\\^hfgrTL-'e^rugh?toCp\uctd''?o''v?ithin two or three joints o.

their base.
o„.,.„,„r iw E) —The pot should be filled

ANTHCETOM ScHERZEniAStJM ^°™°
'r^'e ''por compost, use one-half

one-third of its depth with orocks or dramage ^ or co
p^^^ , ^^^

fibrous brown peat, oue-«ourth tur^ kiam, torn p^ ^^.^^ ^^^

and used rather rough aid one-fourth oto,nj,
^^^^^^^j ;„ eces

addition of one-sixth of silver sand and one s
^ ^^^^^^^ ^^

between the size of peas and hazel nuts ^eu mi
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ p^,_

amongst the roots. The soil should be raised i

^^^^ appearance

The roots should be only JUst coyeied. The pots
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ be

when surfaced with live green moss The n„n^
y^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^_

from 60 to 65= in winter and from G. to ^um^_^
^^ ,

^^ M;""*
J??

?^Tr in Yammer dn iul^diysTn increase of from 5^ to lO" on the

night temperature IS sufficient.
The seed should be sown

TEiCHisiUM MANGLESil CDLTCBE (He O.-^The seei sho
^.^ _^^

in April, and the plants forwarded rn a li°rte'l'i°til^_^^„
gandy loam

then hardened-off and removed to a Rreennou
^^^ ^^^^

enriched with fell-rotted niauure^aua one
^j'' h^if.hardj annoala

well. The treatment uoe3 not ainei m""
bloomed in a greenhouse.

n„.-irF Berries fob South akd
CLIMEEBS, Sec, WITH S^-fLET OR Orakge BARRIES

J^^^__ gimmonsu
WEST Walls (•/. ''';l-7C'-^'=!="|eSc ymenu" belgicum, flexnosa, and

C. microphylla; and I-on^^'^Xg^^S-scenled flowers,
floribunda, have orange be--^ ^°^ ^^'^^^^ „ „„t a good time to salt

Salting Aspaeagus B=,^s (J W. Now
^^^ ^ ^^^ ^.^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ,^^t_

i\ir^f"l^tfrea"groStid's ^dentdre ing

ROSE STOCKS (rd..») -The Maue U ock IS ofJUlian^^ ^„ ^^^ ^^^^^^
its name from Signer ^anetti- " is ii^^

jJ*^!.
Briar. The Cil.ne stock i. a vigorou gro wi

^„,b j^^en
GLABIOLUS BOLBS AFTER

^''-^^^jf
«"% ,VdLd auTkept iu sal^

up when the flowering is over ought to be w =""'6
,

''j,„st. Those

co'ol dry place until M«;;b ; they shouU be k^p _s^ecure^^
^^^.^^^^. ^^^^^^^

planted lu autumn will only need to na^e a =
^^^^ taken np.

leaf mould. In stiff heavy sods, however, the ou
j^^

REMOVI.O PAMPAS GRASS (K«"'V-^aj«^
J
-» b'egS? of ApriTor

not to be removed until the eud o' Mwch or_ tn
^^^^^^ ^^^^

about the time they are O'.^u^f^'^^ater in d^y weather, they wiU next

baUs, and liberally supplied with water in ur,

year flower very weakly, or not at all.
^^^^ ^

so^aX ^.^owVhTrm^S^'tt el^d^o^.^Tor begfnning of .une.

SrT?riShra'^s^e!"Tlira'sLs"°c;rb^STaw'dust
are a good plm^gmg

material. u„„i,i Tcmain in the dark nntil

HVACI.THS n. GLASSES (W™).-Tbe- bou^'ltJ7c"Ss\derable length.

the roots reach the water, and have ext^uucu

A month or "-weeks are usuaUy required^
^^ ^^^^^^^,^^ ^^ ^^^^^^,

Plantai.-j on Lawn (TF,P.).— Ihereisuou.,.
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OS eradicating Iho plnDtB by scoojiinR them out with a knife ; ft pinch of
common Bait inserted in thu vacancy nmdo renders the doBtnictlou donhir
Bnro. If there aro nny bare plnccB visiblo where the Plantain was, put in
them a litllo frc^h soil, and sprinkle a littlo Hood of Suckling, TrifoUam
minna, in cnrly sprinR.

Eari-y Potato {A Mnnthhi IiradT).—'iSyiitVs Prolific is a gOf>d oarly
Potato, but all early Potnloos aro llrm find waxy until mature. The best
uf all Potatoes fur nioaJiness is the Lapstouo, bul it is not a first bat
a Becond early.
Removing FnciT Thees (I(Ifm).—lt romoved now with Rood roots,

Bbaking oS no moro foil thiiu is unavoidablo, they will fruit next year,
if farnislied with fruit buds. Alter their romova), mulch the ground with
2 or 8 inches thick of littery mnnare to about h foot fartlicr from the
stem than tho roots extend. Water next spring and summer in dry
woathor.

WiSTEaraa CoLEUSES {Conntant Suhgerihfr).—To winter them safely,

the temperature should not be less than -15 at niKht, and no more water
Bboold be given than suflicicnt to keep tho leaves from flagcing- Light
loam with a little leaf foil is tho most snitable compost. Tho canBcs of

yonr plants datnping-ofl' aro most likely the alniosphero being too moist
and cold, and too much water being given at the roots. Let them have
tho warmest aud lightest part of tho honso. Tho best way to winter
them is to have cuttings struck early in September, to pot these singly
when rooted, and grow thorn in a 'cool stove with a temperatuie of
50-' to 55^ ftt night, and CO" to'C3' by day, or more from sun heat. They
should be kept near tho gl.iss. They will thus ho kept slowly growing
dnring the winter.

Boiler on the Surface (S.).—Your chief difficulty would bo with tho
nearness of the water to the soil's surface; hot yon may do much by
raising the pipes a little insido the houses to be heated. It is well to
have the boiler sunk, Imt if tho main flow pipes are only a little above
the top of tho boiler, tho circulation will go on well enough. Keeping
this in view, any boiler will do if the top of tho boiler bo lower than the
beating pipes ; a few inches will do. Tho most shallow boilers we have
seen are such as are made by Mr. Hughes, of Bishop Stortford. for Mr.
Rivers's brick AraoU stoves. These, IG inches square, are slightly

saddle-backed, the ends being 4 inches deep, and tho centre 2 inches
deop. These boilers could be set on the top of a furnace a foot deep,
and with the heat to play over them, and thus, with a small ashpit, you
could manage without going down to the water level. Nothing could
bo simpler. To heat 400 feet of piping, we would recommend a boiler

34 inches square, or longer by less in breadth. These must, how-
ever, be fed from below. To feed at the top, as you require, a cylinder
boiler will be best, such as a cast-iron one 24 inches in height, and
20 inches in width. An ashpit of 9 inches would bo required, but the
top of the boiler might stand above the ground level if the pipes in the
house rise a little rather than fall. Either of these plans would keep you
above the 3-feet water level.

VAJUons (F. G ).—There is no separate work on the culture of Succu-
lents. Tho Echeverirts are not diificult to winter if taken up early, and
established before dull autumn weather sets in. It is tho dull, damp
weather we have in autumn that is so injurious to them, by causing suc-
culency of growth, A poorer soil and drier atmosphere arc what they
require. Sonchus macranthus is only hardy in the south of England in

warm situations and well-drnined soil. Hardy shrubs of scrtrce k'nds
are best kept in summer with the pots sunk in the open ground, covering
the rims about an inch deep. It is better than planting out, as pot plants
are more safely removed in autumn.

Raising Fuchsias from Seed {A Ccttage GartfrTr^r).—The pods should
remain on the plant until they fall off, then place them on a shelf for a
few days, and squeeze and wash the seeds from the pulp, spreading the
seeds on paper thinly, and when dried, storing them in dry paper. In
February or March sow the seeds in a compost of two parts sandy loam and
one pari leaf soil, making the soil very fine at top, and just covering the
seeds with very fine soil. Give a gentle watering, and place the pot in a
hotbed, keeping the soil just moist. When the seedlings are largo enough to

handle, pot them ofi" singly, and return them to the hotbed. When

c^tabliahed hirden them off and remove tbem to b groenhoufte. If yoa
have no hotbed or grci>nhou4e, tho sead mty he sown in a pot and placed
in ft warm window. OurmiuatloQ will bo ulower, but plants may thus be
raised.

Standard Apple TnEr.g {Ki\mundJfnner).—\l yon intend the treon to
remain as Mtaudards, yon must just shorten tho branched iil>->ut one-third,
and make thorn grow bushy instead of linky, aud perhaps by tho time
they have made it goud liead they will have cxhauBtod tbe:r excessive
vigour. If you would CDtivert thi-m into pyramids, cut off their beads
and causo shoots to be developed nil ovor the ntom, which, whoD they
have made a good growth, may bo shortunod back to induce the prodnc-
tion of laterals.

iNDIASRrBRER PLANT CUTTIVO DOWN ( TT'/^^id^-l.—ThO plant whlch iS

too tall, may be cut down in February or March to within a foot ut tho
soil, bat wc cannot guarantee that it will not bleod, though we do not
apprehend any groat injury to the plant fr>m the Moodiui^. Tho parts
cut ofT may be inserted as cuttings ; aud from eyes the plant may be pro-
pagated in briek bottom heat.

Late Pears fWnn).—Wo have fonnd the following good from a west
wall, nono of thoRo you name being good except from trees in the open
ground. Bourri- d'Aremberg, Olou MoTi;eau, Thompson"!?, Josephine do
Mftlincs, Borgamotle Eflporen, Xe Plus Meur's, Winter Nelis, and
Knight's Monarch, are all good, and in uso from November toMareh. We
cannot tell your Pear from the description and oatUne. Send as a
specimen.

Names of Frthts (E. TT.).—Both Ponrs are tho Winter Bon Chr^Hieo.
Tho Apple is Golden Russet. (An Old .Sufcacnt^n.—Tho specimens areso
small it is not easy to recognise them ; but wo think that No. 1 is Bonrrc
de Ranee, and 2, Knight's Monarch. (S., Gurm^rv).—Golden Reinette.
(.V. F. fl.).—1, Consoiilcr do la Conr; 2, NouvonnPofteau. ('.V^//i).—

AfipUn : 1, Lewis's Incomparable ; 2. Beauty of Kent ; ll, Dnmelow's Seed-
ling; 4. Autumn Pearmain. Prarii : 1. Oomto de I'landro ; 2. Doyennr
Musquo ; 3, Duchesse de Brabant. (C. .Ifunt(fcn).—Tho two Pears were so
decayed we are sorry wo could not identify them. (Crnturion^.—4. Ne Plus
Meuris ; 5, Beurrt- Dlel ; 6, very like Beurrt- d'Amboise : 7, is correct, it is

also called Tardive do Toulonso ;9, certainly Xouveau Poitean ; 10, Adanu'a
Pearmain; 11, Horcfordshiro Peirmain ; 12, Brougham.* We shallkeep
the others and endeavour to discover their namct. iJ. T.) —1, Vicar of

Winkfield ; 2, Beurrt- Diel. (D. »*. H., Crr>;n.—1. Trioraphe de Jodoigne;
3. Glou Morcean; 3, Easter Beurrr; 4, Duchesse dWngoub me ; », Beane
Nantals. (H'. B., Xorth iVales).—h Conseilter dc la Conr ; 2, Benrr6
d'Aremberg ; 3, Glou Morijeau ; 4. Eastor Beurre ; ."», Broompark ; 6, Bemre
de Rancc; 7, Passe Colmar; 8, Beurre Diel ; 9, Van Mens L<-on le Clerc;

10, Winter Nelis; 12, Hampden's Bergamot; 13, Golden Winter Pear-
main. {K. B, Jlf.).—Pt ars : 1, Nouveiu Poiteau ; 2. Belle de Noil ; 3, Na-
poleon ; 4, Van Mons Leon le Clerc; 6, Beurre Diel; 7, Old Colmai;
8, Arlequino Musqu.- ; 9, Easter Beurre; 10, Chaamontcl. Apple$T

1, Margil ; 3. Grange's Pearmain ; 4, Golden Winter Pearmain ; 6, Tower
of Glamis ; 7, Wormsley Pippin ; 8, Golden Harvey . 9. V<.rl;phir6 Green-
ing ; 11, Franklin's Golden Pippin. (G. «'.).—5, Kingston BUck ; 6, Golden
Winter Pearmain ; 8, Adams's Pearmain. The others appear to be all local

sorts, with which we are unacquainted. Only two Pears arrived, and we
can identify neither. ( G B.C. C.).—1, Ltjon Gri goire ; 2, Bt-urri'; Amande ;

3, Bon Chretien Fondante. The Apple is tho Autumn Pearmain. [C. A.),

—1, Thompson's; 2, Doyenne Gris ; 8, Suffolk Thorn; 4, Boorr.' Diel;
5, Winter Nelis.

Names of Plants (A^ori^n'-iVft).—!, only leaves ; 2, Pemettya mncronata;
3, Cassiopo ericoides. {J. Bill, Qufenstoicn).^-!^ ^schynanthus porpa-
rascens ; 2, Begonia maculata, also known as B. argyrostigma ; 3, BegonUl
incarnata, also known as B. iosignis ; 4, Bouvardia splendcns ; 5, Eccre-
mocaquis scaber, otherwise Calampelis scabra. (G. Tl'. .4.).—One of the
hybrid Veronicas near to V. Andersonii. Give greenhouse treatment.
{J. J. D.).—A Canna, apparently one of tho hybrids now used for snb-
tropical bedding, but we cannot say which from tho specimen sent us,

Slost probably the rhizomes will bear tho winter, if mild, uninjured.
especially if covered with litter. (J/. H.).—1, Aster Novl-Belgii; 2, A.
Novie-Anglite ; 3, A. lasus ; 4, A. cyaneus.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERYATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending November 2nd.

Wed... 27
Thors. 28
Fri.... 29
Sat.... SO
Son. . . 31
Mon.. . 1

Tues. . 2

Mean..

baroubteb.

Max. Min.

29.732
29.775
80.182

f0.076
80.172
30.237
30.232

29.683

29.737
SO.Ofrl

29.831
30.150
30.196

29.856

thebuomster.

30.051 29.931 50.29

82

a4.i4

1 ft. dp. 2 ft. dp.

47
44
45
45
47
48
50

46.57

48
47
46
46
46
46
47

46.57

•ar;^A Kain in

N.
K W.
N.
N.
W.
W.
W.

.00

.00

.06

.02

.to

.00

.00

0.08

Gent:eal Resubes.

Very fine and frosty ; clear and cold ; fine at night.

Sharp frost ; very fine ; clear, cold wind.
Fine ; very line, cold wind ; overcait.

Densely overcast ; slight rain ; densely overcast.

Densely overcast; foggy; dull, aud very hea\->--

Cloudy, but fine ; overcast ; clear and fine, overcast.

Densely overcast ; very fine ; overcast, mild.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHRONICLE.

A BUNCH OF FEATHERS.
Rather more than six years ago I began poultry-keeping,

moved hy the pleasant articles with which your joiu-nal abounds.

At the same time you courteo<isly published some strictures of

mine on certain impropiieties connected with the entrance of a

few exhibitors and others to the Birmingham Poultry Show
before the general public wore admitted, and before the judging

was over. It is a coincidence, as I am giving up poultry-

keeping from want of time and room, but not from my interest

in poultry and in pouUry-kccpera waning, that in my own neigh-

bourhood a similar impropriety' should have called forth a like

condemnation. Your Journal has already expressed disappro-

bation of such proceedings. This is enough. Let bygones be

bygones, and let us hope that the oiTenders \vill amend.

Your correspondent, signing himself " JrsTicE," in the Journal

I

of October 21st, opens several questions, however, with regard

to poiiltry shows and their committees generally, which must

I not be passed by if poultry-sho\ving is to be the amusement of

I ladies and gentlemen who "are disposed to use the shows for other

1

purposes than pecuniary gain.
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During the six years which have passed since I began poultry-

keeping as an enthusiast, I have gone through the different

stages of exhibitor, amateur dealer, experimentalist in food and
housing, and in breeding for feather and for flesh. I have read
nearly all that has been written in that time about poultry, and
I have listened to much that hae been said. I have seen the
Poultry Club rise and fall, the National Poultry Company and
others of its kind blown away like bundles of feathers. Specu-
lators, who have gone in for poultry farms and poultry appli-

ances and machinery, which almost offered to supersede Nature,
have one after the other passed away. Large breeders for food

and for fancy, of wealth and title, have one after another ceased

to bo, and changes innumerable have, in the ordinary course of

things, from time to time taken place. Other men have seen
the same, and, perhaps, more than I have ; but many have not
noted these things, and, if they have noted them, have not
brought their conclusions to light. It is in the hope that I may
stir up others more capable than myself to the examination of ques-
tions connected with poultry-keeping that I write this preliminary
letter. I hope to be permitted to follow it by others dealing
with the questions of poultry shows, the breeding for fancy and
for food—the latter a point so important, that every experience
which can he given is of inestimable value, whilst it is all to

be desired that statements should not be allowed to go forth

which are fallacious, and would be necessarily detrimental to

the one great point to be kept in view—namely, the rearing of
poultrj- on farms as an important part of the food of the people—Egojiet,

OUR POULTRY SHOWS.
Undeh this head appeared an article in " our Journal " of

October 21st, signed "Justice," in which he complains of one
or two fancied evils, "which, if unchecked, must ultimately
destroy much of the popularity of our poultry shows." The first

is, " secretaries and committee even competing for prizes ;" and
the second is, " local exbibitors being allowed to compete with
the same birds for both local and general cups."

''Justice " does not state in what consists the first evil, from
which I infer it must be so patent to his imagination that he
thinks it must be perfectly obvious to others. I cannot see any
evil in the practice, but only good. Why, who are the secre-
taries and committeemen of our shows ? Enthusiastic fanciers,
who are wiUing to spend and be spent for the benefit of their
particular hobby—men who, being for the time semi -lunatics,
on their first committee-meeting dip their hands deep into their
pockets, and at their last meeting repeat the operation, only
sometimes a little deeper than before. They are men svho will
give much valuable time, make great sacrifices, go through a
deal of hard work, which, from the time of receiving the first to
despatching the last package of birds, is work. They are men
who will leave their di-awing-room to blister their fingers with
boxes and hampers, and pens, and cages, and rope, and stiiag,
and canvas, and packing needles—aye, and I have even seen a
lady writing out " copy " of a heavy catalogue for the printer

;

folding and addressing the early editions, that expectant exhi-
bitors might know their success by breakfast time next morning

;

and then winding up the labours of a severely exhausting week
by plying her packing needle in a way which has evoked many
a letter of thanks from rough honest men, whose birds have
retunied to them so tenderly cared for. Our secretaries and
committeemen are men whose constant study it is to give to all
a " clear stage and no favour," to effect which, and to avoid
the very appearance of evU, is their greatest anxiety. They are
men who ought to be above suspicion, or they are not fit for
their office.

_
And why all this labour and expense .' Is it simply to bring

birds from a distance to compete for their prizes ? By no means.
It is primarily to encourage the breeding of various races and
the development of their beauties—to add their little effort to
the other little efforts which are made throughout the country,
and without which there would be no shows. But it is also that
they may bring a great show home to their own doors, where
the}- may measure with their own eyes the produce of their own
yards, their own aviaries, their own hutches, their own kennels,
against those of their friends afar oft'. And on what tangible
grounds can anyone say Nay ? I ask " Justice " in the name
of everything that is chivalric and honourable. Why not ?

Nor can I see any evil likely to result from the second com-
plaint. Supposing a society, in addition to an open cup, should
offer a local cup. 1 think I am right in saying that in nearly
every instance this is done on the assumption that the local man
has but asmall chance with the outside competitor ; but it affords

him an opportunity of competing among his fellows for a trophy
which the foreign exhibitor cannot touch—it is far beyond his

reach by being made local. But because there is an additional

incentive in the shape of a special reward to liim who comes off

best in this unequal fight, that should not debar the local man
from aiming at the great prize of all. And if by virtue of his

superior prowess he should in the race beat the whole field, who
could begrudge him his double honours f I am quite open to

admit that in offering a local cup the contingency I have sup-

posed is not contemplated and will not often occur ; in fact, its

frequent repetition would defeat its original intention, since it

would demonstrate that those at home were on an equality with
those abroad, and hence the local cup would be abolished. So
long, however, as a society chooses to offer a special reward
to him within its limits who can deal the hardest blows at the

expected foe, I cannot see why he should lose that reward because
he absolutely fairly vanquishes his enemy and wins his armour.

"Justice" has nothing to do with what Long Sutton or any
other society chooses to offer its members. It offers a prize open
to the world, for which "Justice" can compete if he think fit,

and the presence or absence of a local incentive will not im-
poverish him, or militate against his chance of the prize for

which he enters. He has nothing to do with the local prize any
more than if it were not in the schedule at all, but was subse-

quently presented to the most successful local exhibitor as an
acknowledgment for the way in which ho upheld the character

of the district over which the jurisdiction of the society of which
he is a member extends.

—

Aliquis.

I c.iWNOT agree with your correspondent "Justice," that

secretaries and committeemen should not exhibit poultry at their

own shows. Where a committee is composed, as it always

should be, of honourable men, they wiU always appoint honour-

able judges. Now these gentlemen are introduced to a show
room with a competent man, or men, to attend upon them

—

i. e.,

to handle birds, when they wish it, skilfully and with care, and
to attach the prize cards to the pens bearing the numbers written

down by them. The judges should, and I have no doubt do,

see that these cards are attached strictly in accordance -n-ith their

given judgment. Thus managed, the oflice of a poultry judge

is a very simple and straightforward, though often a somewhat
difficult, task. There is nothing to indicate from whence came
the birds before the judges, or to whom they belong, and they

have no right even to guess at these irrelevant questions. Under
these circumstances I see no impropriety in committeemen ex-

hibiting, nor ought any unfairness or injustice to arise from the

fact of their doing so.

But as regards the system of " local exhibitors being allowed

to compete with the same birds for both local and general prizes,"

I fully concur with " Justice." In fact I would contend, that

if the legitimate object of poultry shows is to encouiage improve-

ment and friendly emulation in the breeding and rearing of every

species of domestic fowl, then "local" prizegiving is highly

injudicious, and suicidal to the best intentions of the show.

Instead of localising competition I would rather see it become

international.

In cases where local prizes are offered to local specimens. I
tbinlr with "JUSTICE" that the "same birds" should not be

allowed to compete for another cup also. It is calculated to

induce feelings of distrust and doubt in the minds of absent

exhibitors, and is therefore prejudicial to the success of poultry

I venture to send you these few lines because I think the

expressed sentiments of poultry-fanciers on these subjects calcu-

lated to improve and raise the general tone and management of

our exhibitions throughout the kingdom.—Gloucesteeshire.

Death of Mb. J. J. Fox, of Devizes.—We are sorry to have

to record the death of this gentleman, which took place sud-

denly on Wednesday last, October 27th, at the age of sixty-five.

Mr. Fox was a most kindly benevolent man ; he was an ardent

horticulturist, and a keen poultry and Pigeon fancier. Some
years since, he wrote a good deal in this Journal about his

favourite fowls—Malays. His finely-chiselled and benevolent

face was well known at poultry shows. Mr. Fox was also

devoted to the microscope, and a very frequent correspondent

of " Science Gossip." Indeed, he seemed to love everything

that God had made. Mr. Fox had succeeded in life, and passed

his latter years in following his favourite pursuits. In his

quiet room looking into his garden, with a microscope in the

window, and his loved books around him—among them always
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the last week's " Joarcal "—he preeented the pioluro cf a man
who knew how to spend his hours of retirement happily. Mr.
Fox was a member of the Society of FriendB, and was mnch
respected by men of all creeds in Devizes as a good Christian
man,—WiLTsniKK Rectob.

PRIZES FOR FRENCH VARIETIES OF FOWLS.
As a breeder of Cruve-Cccnrs, I think they and the French

Tarieties generally (considering their valuable qnalities as layers,

bird« for table, or ornamental poultry), are not placed in a snffi-

ciently hononrable position by many Rentlemeu who undertake
the management of poultry exhibitions. In fact, they are fre-

quently left entirely without a class. For instance, I have written

for and received the following catalogues of shows selected from
your list—Chester, Bradford, Oakham, and Leeds, and find no
class for any French variety in any one of them. Now, consider-

ing the competition we meet where classes are allotted to us,

and tlie large and increasing number of breeders interested in

these fine birds, I think we ought to have more opportunities
to learn whether our favourites are as good specimens as those
belonging to other exhibitors.— Blackbird.

POULTRY-KEEriNG IN AMERICA.
I.N ponllry management there seem to be some particulars

on which light is needed on your side of the water as well as

here. For the iirst time in ten years I have this season been
troubled by feather-eating fowls, but find no remedy. I had
some experience a few years since with a disease on the legs of

fowls, appearing like an eruption, and occasioning a rough
warty appearance. I thought it contagions. I let a neighbour
have a broody hen thus affected to sit, and the chickens hatched
becjime affected also, nothing of the kind having been seen
amongst his fowls before. In January, 186S, I received three
Hondans from Messrs. Baily & Son; they were perfectly smooth-
leg?;ed, and are so still, as were all their chickens of last year
(more than fifty), but this year I have noticed three with a
slight tendency to feather-leg. One was hatched early in spring.

Afterwards I received a pair of Houdans from Mr. J. C.
Cooper, Limerick ; all their produce are smooth-legged, but in

a brood hatched in August from the Cooper hen by the Baily
cock there were two showing feather-legs. Some two or three
feather-legged fowls have run with the Baily cock occasionally.
Must I believe this to be the cause of his producing these
feather-legged chickens ? I am told that a slight feathering on
the leg is often seen amongst Houdans, even imported ones

;

is there anything in their original make to cause it, or that
they have picked up and incorporated in their constitution so
that it crops out occasionally '

In January last I noticed a fine large pullet, a cross between
a White Dorking and a Brahma, on her nest apparently dead.
She had not laid, and I supposed her death was caused by her
efforts to do so. I was very sorry to lose her, as there were four
sisters, much alike, all laying. I took her out some ten rods
into the woods, poised her on my hand, and tossed her as far as

I could ; the snow was about a foot deep, and hard on the top,

and she came down on it heavily, and lay as she struck, feet

upwards. My thought on hearing her strike was, if there is

an egg there it is surely broken. About ten days afterwards I

saw one of these crossbred pullets on a nest, and when I came
away left the door open, so that the fowls might come out.
After a time I noticed the three pullets outside, and went for

the egg as the weather was rather chilly, and was astonished to
find the first-named bird on the nest, alive, well, and laving.
This brought to mind directly the big egg I had found aboit
the time of the supposed death of this pullet. I do not remember
the dimensions, but it measured somewhere about SJ inches
round oneway; it was in the last-named nest, and it seems
probable laid by this pullet after her snow bath. Was not this
the best treatment, aside from the roughness, that could have
been adopted ? She was rather shy for a long time, but is

all right, and has laid many a large egg since.

—

Pegam, JVellfx-

ley, Massacliuscts. V.S.A,

[We are more than pleased with the communication of our
transatlantic reader, and wish heartily there were a more frequent
interchange. We have advocated it for many years, and shall
be indeed glad if this letter should prove the harbinger of a

continued correspondence. If we can name no cure for the
plague you speak of, we can say whether we suffer from the
game ; if we do, we can state all the symptoms.

We have also suffered from feather-eaters for the second
time this year. We have large pens opening on an orchard.
We have Buff Cochins, Grouse Cochins, Houdans, Spanish,
CrLveCrtUrs. and Brahma?. AH are fed alike, and nothing is

neglected that is supposed to be good for their health. First
Houdans took to feather-eating; then Spanish. They did not
do it by halves, they positively ate part of the fowls ; with the
exception of the principal feathers of the tail and wings, none
remained. The birds were in perfect condition, and fat ; the
hens laid. The first experiment was to reduce the food as
much as might be consistent with health ; they were also
supplied with lettuces, and spots of earth were turned up daily
that they might search the mould—useless. Next, the fowls
were rubbed all over with the bitterest ointment a chemist
could make. The fowls bit at it, shook their heads, seemed as
though they would try to spit it out. Then they went up to a
bird where a bare and almost raw spot peeped temptingly
through the ointment, looked at it, and withdrew, and came
again, and at last, plucking up courage, went boldly at the
tempting morsel. This was a failure. Next we put them in
confinement, two or three in a small cage ; they did not eat
the feathers so much as when at liberty, but they still ate
them.
The Spanish carried on the filthy practice worse than the

Houdans. In neither ca=e, with the exception of the tail

feathers, did they pick the flesh. It was the feather only they
wanted, and as fast as stubs appeared for forming the new
feather, they picked them out.

The disposition of the pens where the propensity manifested
itself was as follows :—In one pen were Buff Cochins ; next,

Light Brahmas ; next. Grouse Cochins ; next, Houdans ; next,

Spanish : then Crfve-Conur. The two middle pens, Houdans
and the Spanish, were desperate feather-eaters. They seem to

delight in it most in very hot weather, and are, we think, dis-

posed to renounce their evil ways now winter is drawing nigh.

They never had the habit till last year, and we are without a

remedy for it.

We have not told any of the hundred and one experiments
we have tried in the way of withholding or changing food ; we
have not mentioned the numberless nostrums and certain

cures recommended to us. We consulted our medical man,
and succeeded in making him take an interest in the case. We
even condescended to ask the old women. They said, " They
knowed nuttbin about it. Their chickens never did nutthin of

the kind." No one could help us, no one did help us. We
have heard of it from all quarters. The most experienced say

it is a new thing, and they have no remedy for it. We have
noticed all our lives that about the moulting time, and in

certain condition of body, the moment a feather falls from a

hen, another picks it up and swallows if. We have known one
become a feather-eater, but she was always detected, and re-

moved. We have never known anything like this year's expe-
rience. We have never known the cock become a convert to

the filthy habit.

The warty appearance of the legs is common in old Cochins.
It is seen sometimes in chickens, but seldom. In the latter it

is to be cured with compound sulphur ointment ; in the old

birds we think it incurable. We have never seen it in any
breed but the Cochin and the La Flrche. A Cochin is old and
worn out at three years, and it is at that age this sort of " gal-

linaceous elephantiasis " appears.

We can say nothing to the appearance of feathers the second
year on the legs of the Houdan. It is a very common occur-

rence to find a tendency to feathered legs in many breeds. It

is very common in the Dorking. We are not prepared to say
whether the feathered-legged hens caused others to have fea-

thered-legged cbickens, but there are strange things of this

sort. We can vouch for the truth of the following :—A person
well known to us had a yard of Spanish fowls at a very lonely

spot far from any house. There was no other breed, with the

exception of one hen, a Chittagong, kept for her valuable pro-

perties as a mother. She had a reddish-brown plumage. After

a time many of the Spanish came with a brown, others with a

red saddle. Our friend, vexed with such a result, consulted

those whom he thought calculated to give him a good opinion.

One, a person of much experience, but living very many miles

from the place where the fowls were kept, at once asked the ques-

tion, " Have you a hen of any other colour running with them ?
"

Oar friend said, "Tes." "Well," said he, "remove her, and
you will remove the evil." It was so. There are curious facts

to be noted in poultry, and it they can be explained, so mnch
the better. We have at the present time a Spanish hen which
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has monlted nearly white, one of twenty, all the leat bias k
We know this is common, hot we cannot explain it.

We are not prepared to say yotur treatment of the hen was
the right one ; nor do we believe in a recurrence of the same
good fortune if you repeated the treatment. In our opinion a

feather dipped in oil, and introduced till the passage was en-

tirely lubricated, would be quite as efiectual, and less dangerous.

We once threw away a Spanish hen for dead. She was thrown
on a dunghill, and partly covered. She was alive and better

the next morning, lived to make one of a cup pen, and was
sold for £10.]

AUCTION AT THE BIRinNGHAM POULTRY
EXHIBITION.

I BEG to indorse all that Mr. Henry Leach says with regard

to the day fixed for the sale by auction of birds at Bingley Hall.

Monday is a most inconvenient, not to say impolitic, day for

the sale. Many cannot, and I am thankful to say if they could

will not, travel on Sunday, and consequently are entirely pre-

vented from being present at the sale ; and if they do manage
to arrive in Birmingham by eleven or twelve o'clock, what time
and opportunity are afforded them of looking over the birds ?

None whatever ; and no one really caring for good poultry will

" buy a pig in a poke " in this manner. No. Let the Council
fix on Tuesday as their day of sale ; then every one wUl have
the Monday for the inspection of the birds, all will be able to

attend the sale in person or by proxy, the competition must
necessarily be greater, and funds accrue to the Society. Should
answer be made that many are in Birmingham on the Monday
who do not remain till Tuesday, and therefore would not be at

the sale on the latter day, I would say, Let them entrust their

commissions to the obliging auctioneer, who will faithfully

execute them.—A. K. C.

Permit me to endorse the opinion expressed by Mr. H, P.

Leach, that the time and day fixed by the Birmingham Poultry

Show Committee for the sale of birds are most Inconvenient

to persons anxious to attend, and living some miles from that

town. Many, I think, like myself and Mr. Leach, may not wish
to be in Birmingham on the Satturday, or to be compelled to

travel there by rail on the Sunday. Thus, there must be per-

sons who will be prevented from attending this sale by these

circumstances only, who would otherwise be present at it.

This appears to me a positive injury to the sale, and the owners
of birds, as well as a Boorce of disappointment to likely pnr-

ehasers.

If others think with Mr. Leach and myself, I hope they will

express their opinion in your columns, and thereby endeavour
to obtain one day's postponement of the sale by the Birmingham
Committee.

—

Gloocestershibe.

There can be no doubt that the proposed alteration of time
for holding the poultry sale at Bingley Hall would be hailed

with great satisfaction by a large number of exhibitors residing,

like myself, at a distance, and who cannot under the present
arrangements be present at that sale. There are many whose
commercial engagements prevent their leaving home on the
Saturday, and who would conscientiously object to travelling on
Sunday ; and even where these obstacles do not exist, there are

the expense and the inconvenience of being in lodgings up to

the morning, which quite preclude their attendance at the sale.

As for those who, like myself, have official duties to fulfil on the
Sunday, it is quite useless to entertain a wish to attend the sale,

as there is nopossibility of reaching Birmingham on the Monday
till the afternoon. Let the sale take place, say at 4 o'clock on
the Monday afternoon, or on the Tuesday morning, and it

would afford all who are now unavoidably excluded, a fair op-
portunity of being present.—J. Ellis, Bracknell, Berks.

SPURIOUS HONEY—STRAW versus WOODEN
HIVES.

I THINK all agree that the practice of feeding bees with
sugar for the purpose of filling supers, and afterwards selling

or exhibiting them as supers of honey, is dishonest, and should
be discouraged. That Mr. Pettigrew should have mentioned
the class of hive, from which the supers he detected as filled only
with sugar and water had been taken, is very unfortunate, as
I quite agree with " A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper" " that it is

much better to let sleeping dogs lie," especially when their

bark is so discordant ; but that Mr. Pettigcew cannot detect I

sugar from honey after tasting it, is ridiculous. I may remark
that he this year took to the heather upwards of fifty hivef,

and that, I believe, he secures on an average about 500 lbs. of

honey annually, and this is done without intentionally killing a
bee. He has this year filled five glass supers weighing 13 lbs.

each, and one straw super weighing 22 lbs. On returning from
the moors I assisted him to weigh three hives; one a snarm
of 1868, weighed 70 lbs. ; the first swarm from it this year

weighed SO lbs., and the second swarm 40 lbs., making 190 lbs.

from one hive this season ; this, of course, is exceptionally

good for this locality. I myself am an enthusiast in bees, and
Uving near Mr. Pettigrew, these facts came to my knowledge,
and I merely mention them that those of your readers who are

not fortunate in knowing Mr. Pettigrew, may be assured that

he is no "novice passing his opinion on honey."
Respecting the Stewarton hives, they are, probably, as good

as any other made of wood. I commenced with five made on
Mr. Tegetmeier'8 plan, and I do not think there are any better

;

but I soon found that the fault lay not in the construction of

the hive, but in the material it was made of. I found that in

cold weather the wood on the inside of the hive was covered

with condensed moisture ; the bar frames, to a great extent,

kept the combs from contact with it, still the stagnant moisture

caused them to mould and discolour. I afterwards adopted a

remedy which your readers using wooden hives would do well

to follow ; I obtained some boiler felt—a very excellent non-
conductor of heat, and covered the outside of the hive with

it ; any other non-conductor which will prevent the hive from
being influenced by the temperature of the outside atmosphere,

will do. This covering is as essential to keep out the heat in

summer as the cold in winter.

Now, we Manchester men prefer the article which gives the

largest and best result with the least outlay of cost and trouble,

and I found that with good straw hives I could do almost

everything which could be done with the most elaborate, and
that the bees did much better in them than in the unprotected

wood. Now, these straw hives cost me about 3s. each ; they

are 16 inches wide and 12 inches deep, and are patterns of

good workmanship. I have them made with a crown of wood
6 inches in diameter, worked in the straw, with a 3-inch hole

bored in the centre of it. This is fitted with a ping or bung,

and on this top I can set a super made of glass, straw, or wood,

taking care if it is of glass or wood, to wrap it carefully round
with woollen material.

I do not think any of your readers will be led away with the
" Lanarkshire Bee-kbepek's " assertion, that " doubtless the

shape and material have very much to do with the quality of

honey collected," and they will find that whether the super is of

glass, wood, or straw, the honey stored in it will be precisely

the same ; but as regards quantity, the bees prefer the straw,

next the wood, and last of all the glass, though the appearance

of the glass is prettiest.

I also do not agree with " Lanarkshire Bee-keeper's " asser-

tion that "a good judge of honey knows honey and comb with-

out tasting it." The honey is collected from so many kinds of

flowers, the colour and consistency varying in each case, that

it is impossible to tell by the eye alone. Also, unlike his, my
experience shows me that even in the height of the honey
harvest, my bees will take either syrup made of sugar and
water, or honey, if placed where they can get to it, in prefer-

ence to collecting it from the flowers in the fields ; indeed, I

always assist my new swarms by giving them a couple of

pounds of lump sugar dissolved in a pint of water. By this

means they make comb faster than if compelled to seek their

food, thus providing the queen with cells in which to deposit

her eggs, which would otherwise be lost, and getting out a lot

of brood earlier than they otherwise would do.

In conclusion, the stronger the stock, the more workers there

are, the more honey there will be collected ; cnnsequently do

not use small hives : and the material best adapted to resist

changes of temperature is the best to make them of ; this, in

my opinion, is straw. I place a small cushion filled with bay

on the top to cover the wooden crown, and thatch the whole

neatly with straw, thus keeping off the wet, and giving my
apiary a neat appearance.—A Manchester Man.

CONFLICTING OPINIONS ON BEE-KEEPING.
I AM anxious to begin bee-keeping, but am greatly puzzled by

the conflietini^advice given in books. Inthe Times" Bee Uepper,"

the author fnys, that bee-houses are n posiiive necessity, no

matter how ill-constructed they aie so long as you have them.
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Now in " Bee-keeping for the Many," page 5, and in many
other places, it is said that on no account are yon to put hives
into beefaonses, bnt to keep them oat on a stand nitb a milk
pan over them to throw o£f the wet. Will you kindly give me
the benefit of your experience on this point, and let mo have
an answer in yonr next number ? Also, as to bee hives ; the
Times " Bee-keeper " highly recommends the Ayrshire box hive,

which consists of several boxes, but says they warp if exposed
to the sun and rain. Do yon think I could keep them without
a house ? An answer to these questions will greatly oblige your
subscriber.—An s.

[Dr. CumminR, the so-called " Times Bee-master," is no
authority on the subject of bees, and it is therefore by no means
surprising to find him wrong in his statemenls. So far from
bee-houses being a positive necessity, their disadvantages are
considered by many to outweigh their advantages. If hives
with iixed combs are alone used, a closed bee-house will effectu-

ally shelter them from the weather, and from extreme cold in

winter, but care should be taken to make the entrances as dis-

similar in appearance, and place them as far apart as possible,

or great loss of life will occur in the spring from workers mis-
taking their hives, and more serious consequences may follow

similar mistakes on the part of young queens returning from
their wedding flights in summer. Where the moveable comb
system is in use, however, almost the only possible, certainly

the only convenient, bee-house is, either a verandah or a lean-

to shed erected against a wall with sufficient room to operate
behind the hives, and closed at the ends, but open in front, or
covered only with pheasant ^ire, in which must bo left good-
sized semi-circular orifices in front of each hive. We ourselves
have no bee-house, but cover each hive with a light wooden
outer case and roof such as delineated in page 18 of the last

edition of " Bee-keeping for the Many." The Stewarton hive
is a good one, but requires the protection either of a bee-house
or an outside case.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowls Dying (W. It.).—The feeding of your fowls is good enough for

any poultry, and a yard full of stable dang has always been held to be
the great desideratnm for the health and well-duing of fowls. S\hero a
nnmberof previonsly healthy birds are taken with the same Fymptomsi,
and die of the disease of which these are the evidence, we look abont for
the canse. Axe boot-tops cleaned there? and is the water thrown out
where the fowls can get at it ? This may be the canse, if they drink it.

Are their crops full and hard when they are taken ? If so, they are crop-
bound, or there is a stoppage somewhere. It is from somethinB that is

picked up and eaten, or something that is drunk. If there were any
general cause, its effects would be general, and all the birds would suffer

;

but here it is evidently something that is picked up, and that kills.
There is, in onr opinion, no fault in the health of the fowls, and we
doubt not close observation will enable you to discover the cause of the
mortality. The treatment we advise you to adopt, is to purge them
thoroughly as soon as they are taken ill, and then to administer stimu-
lants. Unless we are mistaken, their evacuations are green and slimy.

White Base of Tail Feathers of Pabthidge Cochin Coceebel
(Fred).—It is not desirable, but it is hardly a disadvantage.

Tail Feathees not Escaping fbom theib Case (Xrtc Bc{iinneT).—
Moisten the part where the faulty feathers grow with plain ointment

;

spermaceti will do. A heated condition of body often hinders the proper
formation of the principal feathers. That can be remedied by opening
medicine, or by change of food. Lettuce is excellent feeding for fowls
when moulting; meat, peas, and hempseed are very bad. Sometimes
the feathers cannot pierce the skin, and then they grow under it, looking
like a worm crawling about. Such never becomes a healthy feather, but
it may be assisted if a stoat needle be put under it, and brought throngh
the skin. As a rule, the formation of faulty or diseased feathers ia a bad
sign.

Indian Corn for Fowls (A. L.).—Oar experience of feeding on maize
has not been confined to poultry. We have also fed pigs on it. "When
we attempted to feed on Indian monl. none of our animals would eat it.

They would pick up the whole com ravenously, but they would not touch
the meal. The Irish Turkeys are fed on potatoes. They are exceedingly
fat, but they have no flesh, and their livers are immense, both in size and
fatness. We fed some Geese for table purposes on Indian com. In
appearance they were beautiful, but thev proved very imposters when
put before the fire ; all the fat disappeared, and the lean assumed and
retained the colour, appearance, and toughness of indJanrubber. It is a
good help, but it is bad if it is the sole food. Wo prefer ground oats to
barley, and think when the mixture is given it should be in the propor-
tion of one-third of Indian meal to two-tliirds of ground oats. Wo believe
that it is the most economical feeding to give the best of everything, and
we have more faith in oats and barley than in maize and potatoes. Maize
is much liked by poultry when whole, and it very useful in severe weather,
because the small birds cannot swallow it.

Fowls and the Foot-and-mouth Disease (C. JE. J.).—We have heard
of no case where tho foot-and-mouth disease of cattle has been com-
municated to any biped. We cannot think the chickens can have caught
it, and in snch case we mupt seek tho cause among ordinary things.
With the changeable weather we have now, many things aro injurions
that would be innocuous in settled summer weather. Damp and cold
reign now in places that aro frequented and sought In hot wenther for
the eat© of their coolness. Do the fowls roost properly ? Arc thev pro-

tected from draoghtfl ? Is the flooring of their hoote of earth 7 Hlddlings
mar bo good food In sommor, bnt yoa may leave it off now. Give oat
and barloymeal slaked, and if, when the weather cbangee for bitter east
wind, yon give a Utile utrong beer, It will do no harm. We do not com-
pass your meaning when you say '* they have no crop." If yon will make
that a little clearer, it may help us to advise yon more folly. In all snch
cases as you describe we nse stimulants, beer and even wine, freely.
They keep the bird up. and enable it to live tbroogh the crisis of the dis-
order. Wo also administer pills of camphor with marked benefit.

TrRKKTS WITH SWOLLEN Hrads ( (»'. 7".).—In all probability your
Turkeys when young wore left to the tender mercies of tfaelr mother,
knd she hod her liberty. Whenovcr this is tho case, the brood suffers.
The hen should bo confined till the young are old enough to shift for
themselves. Tho ben has no idea of incasoring strength, and will drag
her poor brood about till they have perished. Tho survivors have swollen
heads and knees ; they do not thrive, and aro jnet as yon describe yoors
to be. Keep them very dry, cspeciftlly let them have a dry roosting
place, give them plenty of broad and ale, let them have every night for
four nights two pills of camphor, each as large as a horse bean, and let
them have camphcr in all thoir water. This will cure it ; it wonld have
done so moro easily had it been adopted at an earlier stage of the dis-
order.

Destbotino Egos' Vitauty (H^ntrt/ir).—Many means are tried; we
take our chance. Some take a fine needle and pass it through the egg
from end to end, others shake each eng vigorously. We believe there is

no certain mode of destruction, unless you spoil the egg for breakfast
purposes.

Fattening Dokkinos (Jd«m).—Yon may have fowls in good condition
fed and treated as yours are ; but if you want them to be (at, they shonld
be shut up and fed with ground oats slaked with new milk. Give no
rice nor whole oats. Buy Baily's book on fowls. It describes the whole
process.

Two Nails on One Toe fC.).—It wonld be hard if the pullet lost, bnt
it must be considered a disadvantage. If it be only an extra nail it

would very likely escape notice.

Exhibiting Dark Brahmas (H. B.).—Tour fowls aro good enough for
the selling class. The flrst described is small, but the description ia that
of a good bird. You state this bird has no vnlture hock. Are we to
infer from that, that tho heavier bird has '.' If ho has, that in our mind
would at once settle the question. The vulture hock would weigh more
against him than the extra pound and a half in his favour. Supposing
the larger bird has no vulture hock, we should exhibit him In preference.
You have been rightly informed about the wing; a perfect wing shonld
he as you describe, and it Bhould have no brown. The defect in your bird

is trifling. It is with fowls, as with other things, much easier to describe
perfection than to find it.—B.

Book about Bees (Sultan).—"Bee-keeping for the Many," published
at this office, price id. The simplest hive for taking honey is Payne's
Improved Cottage Hive made rather larger than therein described, say
16 inches in diameter, by 8 or 9 inches deep.

Minorca or An-dalusian Fowls,—"H. F." wishes to know where be
can obtain some cheaply.

Matching Different Pigeons. &c. (H. Ekel''^}t).—k yellow cock and
black Barb hen wonld probably breed a yellow and black in each nest,
bu*. if there were black blood in the yellow, more blacks, and vice verttK

A crested Barb and a smooth head would probably breed point beads,
and so spoil both, or, it might bo, one smooth and one crested. A yellow
Jacobin cock and blue hen would produce a very bad colour. Wo are afraid

a cock Pigeon unfertile with one ben would bo so with any other. Of
course, you are sure the defect is in him. We tried a very valuable cock
Jacobin with several hens, but in vain.

Cankeb in Pigeons (W. N. H.).—Apply a strong solution of alum with
a feather twice a-day. If the (^welling become loose, remove it, and again
apply the alum and water. Feed your bird very sparingly, and pull out
some of tho feathers of the tail.

GEB3IAN Bee Jocbnal (C. F. B.).—You can havo it through Messrs.
Trubner& C , I ooksellers, 60, Paternoster Row, London.

Parsnips for Cows (B. B.).—Take some up and store in sand, to use
when the ground is hard frozen ; but the major portion may be left in the
ground, and taken up as required. They are not injured by frost.

Sattnette Pigeons.— Mr. A. H. Stewart has enclosed to ns a letter

from Mr. Noyu in which it is stated that Mr. Stewart bought of him the
Satinettes which gained the first prize at Bingley Hall in lH*>s. He sold

Mr. Yardley another pair which he, Mr. Noye. thought were the best.

Gold and Silver Fish (Riw).—We do not think that they would live

in rain water discoloured with soot. Charcoal put in would have no
influence for their well-doing.

Z^BRA WAxwnsGS tA Subfcrib^r, S. 7*.).—We do not know of any
instanceof the Zebra Waxwing birds breeding in confinement. Wo should,
however, treat them tho same as we do Canaries, by putting a pair in a
spacious cage, and giving them boxes to form their nests in. Their food
should be chopped egg boiled hard, bruised hempseed, mawseed, and
crumbs of bread.

Elder Wine not FERiiENTiNG {C. G.).—Violent fermentation ia not
needed. If left open in the ca^k for abont a month and then bunged
down, the quiet gentle fermentation renders it vinous. If, however, yon
wish for a strong visible fermentation put into tho wine a toast mbbed
over with yeast.

POULTRY MARIvET.—November -3.

The qoantity of poaltry hfi9 increased, nnd we bare a dall trade.
November is generally *' tho winter of oar discontettV and it opens as
thongh the present wonld be no exception.

s. d s.

Large Fowls S 6 to 4
Smaller do .SO 3
Gbiekens 2 2
Geese 6 7
Dncks 2 3
Fhoasanta 2 6 3

s. d s. d
Partridges 1 4 to 1 6
Oronso 3 2 6
Pigeons 7 8
Hares 2 6 SO
Kabbits 14 IB
Wilddo 8 9
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are groira, exhibitors have recoar.°e to tbi3 variety early in the

season. Buy two balbs of Penelope, there is seldom a stand

without it ; one Ophir, one Vesta, one Comte de Morny, and
one Velleda, nhich is one of the very best kinds for opening

«iaickly in hot weather—a great advaotsge. Where the stock is

small yoa will thus procure for your money ten bulbs that,

with good management and ordinary good fortune, will pro-

dace spikes all fit for exhibition. Your Crst year's ex|<erience,

And patting down the names of any varieties that take your

fancy, choosing those as round in the petal as possible, will

enable you to hold your own in future. Tue six sorts that I

have chosen to add to my collection next season are Adolpbe
Srongoiart, Princess Mary of Cambridge, Milton, Thomas
Methven, Piccioli, and Madame Furtado.

I inLeaded next to have said a few words on Dahlias, of which
X have grown about three dozen varieties, but I shall feel

greatly indebted if some one more qualified would give a little

plain advice on their management, and name a few sorts suit-

able for cottagers. We want free bloomers, and kinds which
are easily got up. as a cottager cannot be expected to grow
more than one of a sort. One that has especially taken my
fancy is Purple tiem, a good bloomer ; and every bloom, thoagh
rather small, has been fit for exhibition.

I intended to have made a few remarks about nurserymen
and their assistants at exhibition?, and possibly I may do so

at some other time. I think nurserymen will agree that it is

not by prizes, but by the sale of their plants, that they live
;

and how can they expect to sell their plants if they continue

to allow their asf'istants to exhibit in the amateur class at

many of onr flower shows ? What chance has an amateur or

cottager with his dozen plants against the nurserymen with

their thousands ? The result will be that the amateur who
laves to exhibit will lose heart, and cease to grow Howerp.

Asters like good rich soil ; do not be too late in sowing ; sow
in a cold frame to prevent their spindling np. I know notbiog

go good for exhibition as Truffant's and the Dwarf Chrysanthe-
cnam-flowered.

.Stocks are especial favourites of mine ; apart from their

beauty, in the dusk of the evening what is half so sweet :' Du
not be in a great hurry to sow, as it is a pity to see them
going off when everything else looks gay. I like the dwarf

and large-flowering German the best. Much has been said

about their damping ofl. I fear we occasionally go to the

other extreme, and dry them oil. Sow in boxes in a cold

frame, and be sure that the boxes are placed level, in order

that moisture may not tend to one side. Give gentle waterings

from the rain-water tub, do not be too late in pricking-out the

plants into other boxes, and on no account let them become
drawn up, but rather let them grow like little pyramids as

broad as they are long. What is worse, ou passing along the

border of a garden, than seeing Stocks some B inches long flat

on the ground, or just turning up an inch of their heads, as if

ashamed to be seen in such a pitiable predicament? I will

describe a bed of Stocks I had this season containing 4Ui plants,

the colours being kept separate. I planted eight rows by six of

scarlet in the centre, and then arranged rows of different shades

all round, with dwarfs at the outside. I never tired of looking

at them, and I felt it was quite a compliment to be told by

both ladies and gentlemen who employ gardeners that it was
the tinest bed of Stocks they had ever seen, the plants so

shrubby, and not one failure.

Another favourite of mine is the Verbena, of which I have
grown about twenty-six varieties this season. It likes rich

jiealy soil, and in a few words the secret of success is to keep the

plants growing, never allowing them to become infested with the

green fly, or to be stunted. This season in cleaning them I

'nave used nothing but water with a little soft soap, af'er taking

the chill off a little, placing those in pots on the sides of the pots,

and giving them a good syringing as much underneath as

{lossible. Should the plants became affected with mildew, give

tiiem a slight dusting with sulphur. For pot culture choose

ehrubby growers. Cannell's Beauty of Kent is a very desirable

kind for this purpose. For cut blooms, the best I have grown.

And those I can recommend, are Gi'ant des Bitailles, Warrior,

lleine des Roses, King of Verbenas, James Birbeck, and Miss

Wimsett. Not having the means of wintering Verbenas satis-

factorily, I generally obtain by post a new supply at a very small

ntXa, from a nursery, my transacticns with which have been so

thoroughly satisfactory that I feel tempted to give the address,

did you not justly refrain from giving the preference to any
particular firm. It cannot, however, be too widely known, that

«ith our cheap postal and railway communication, it is in the

power of anyone to stock his garden with the most choice plants
from nurseries three or four hundred miles ofT. at a singularly low
cost, though, of course, if one can be sappjied as nell from nur-
series at home, by all m^ans I would give them the preference.
The Pansy is another old flower that never seems to go out

of fashion, though I cunfe^s it has each a host of enemies that
I have nearly promised to let it grow at the outside of my
garden in future. The wireworm seems never so happy as
when snugly ensconsed in the heart of your favourite Pansy.
A troublesome little insect, which I think is the red spider, ia

quite a pest. Snails and caterpillars have an especial fancy (or

Pansies. The plant requires plenty of river sand, made rich

with sheep droppings. Let your bed be so situated, that it will

be exposed to the morning eno, and cover it entirely with
charcoal, or one half burnt sawdust. Pansies like this, and
slugs do not. In dry weather damp them as often as yon like.

The only means that I can find of destroying the red spider is,

if the blooms are eaten, to pay them a visit at night with a
candle, and most likely the depredators will be secured. In judg-

ing the quality of a Pansy- -say a yellow ground, yon mnst have
the eye as small and distinct as possible, the blotch, too, 08

distinct as possible; the ground or yellow portion all of one
shade, with the centre petals touching each other at the top ;

and the belt as distinct and regular as possible. Having ob-
tained these qualities you must grow your blooms as large as a
crown-piece, and they will be lit for exhibition. In a stand of

six, I like to see a good black, a yellow, a white, a yellow
ground, a straw-coloured ground, and a white ground.

I will reserve a few words on vegetables for a future time.

—

.JosEiu WiTHEusrooN, Chester U-StTcel.

MARINE AQUAUIA.
Many of the lady readers of " our .Journal" no doubt annu-

ally visit the seaside, and while there, in addition to gathering

up health and spirits, will abo find inteUigent amusement in

collectiug specimens of seaweeds. Those who happen to be
botanically incUned will mount and classify them scientifically,

while those whose proclivities are merely artistic will put them
together in picturesque groups, quite wonderful in their way,
and carry them off as souvenirs of sea breezes, pleasant days,

and sundry happy incidents. But the delicate forms of the

finer Algii', to be duly appreciated, must be seen in their native

element, and a little bit of the great ocean imprisoned in a

handsome glass case forms a most interesting object either in

the drawing-room or conservatory. Salt-water aquaria are by
no meaus rare in first-class gardens throughout the country,

but they are mostly of the large expensive sort, and are devoted

principally to the keeping of marine animals. Of these carious

creations, with their mysterious forms and habits, it ia not my
intention to say much, but there ia a strange fascination about

them, and those who have not made themselves a little familiar

with them will find on doing so that they had hitherto left

uncut one most interesting page of the great book of nature

;

only a few of them must be kept, tven when seaweeds are the

first consideration, the presence of each in the aquarium being

essential to the health of both.

The tanks themselves can be had of many forms and sizes,

and constructed of various materials, tbe bottoms being stone,

terra-eotta, slate, wood, iron, or zinc. The last two are, how-
ever, objectionable. The most convenient and symmetrical

form is, I think, an oblong, twice as long as it is wide and
deep. For those of small size, such as 18 inches by 9 inches

and under, common 'lloz. glass will do; if above that size

heavier plate must be used. I have seen some very neat con-

servatory tanks made with only the two sides of glass, tbe ends
as well as tbe bottom being of inch elate ; they are thus much
easier of construction, and therefore cheaper, as well as cooler

and less apt to leak, than those with four sides of glass, though
perhaps not quite so ornamental.
Having the tank, where to place it becomes the question.

Tbe body of water it contains being comparatively small, it

must not be exposed to ilie full glare of the sun, neither should

it be continually under a cloud. The north or east end of a

greenhouse or conservatory, where it can have a few hours'

morning or alternnon sun daily, and where there is a free cir-

culation of air, will do very wtU in summer; at other seasons

it should have the lightest place in the house. Tbe aquaria also

do admirably before a drawing room, hall, or staircase window
it it can be fifquently open, but dust must be guarded against.

Before filling the tank some miniature rockwork vtill have to
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be contrived, and in doiog this a certain degree of cantion is

necessary. To preserve the plants in health, and keep the

water clear as crystal, perfect cleanliness is required, therefore

the fewer hiding-places that are made for dirt the better. Any
little caverns which are made should be so placed that their

innermost recesses can be easily reached by a pair of long.

Blender, wooden forceps, and all decaying pieces of fronds

removed. A little very fine gravel, free from sand, should be

scattered over the bottom, and for the other materials fancy or

convenience will decide what to use. Brain coral, honeycombed
rock, felspar, or pieces of various-coloured marble and granite,

all look well. On and among these, in such positions as best

suit their different sizes and colours, the Algre must be anchored,

dropping the little bits of rock on which they are growing, or,

rather, to which they are attached, into the crevices, or other-

wise fixing them, while the exquisitely delicate fronds float

freely and gracefully above, like nothing but themselves.

With ordinary care the wa'er may be kept good for a twelve-

month without changing it ; under good management it will

last for years. To guard against its original density being

increased through evaporation, the heisht of the water when
the tank is first filled should be marked upon the glass with a

diamond, and whenever it falls below this fill it up to the mark
again with fresh rain water ; but should any loss occur by
leakage, as is sometimes the case, it must be made good with

salt water, and not fresh.

In making a selection of Algw the question of which to grow,

owing to the wealth of species to choose from, will rather

resolve itself into the negative form, and what not to grow
become the puzzle. In a rough way seaweeds are divided into

three great classes—the Olive, the Red, and the Green. The
Bed contains the most suitable for the aquarium. Some of

the finest will be fonnd in the species Callithamnion, Bonne-
maisoniana, Plocanium, Deiesseria, Nitophyllum. The common
Irish Moss, Chondrua crispus, and Rhodomenia palmata, the

"caller dnlse" of the Edinburgh fishwives, are both easily

kept and look well. Of the Green sorts the most handsome is

Ulva latissima, with long frilled fronds very much resembling

those of the Fern Scolopendrium crispum.

I mentioned the water being kept pure and wholesome for

months and sometimes years without changing ; but I have

also known it more than once become foul in a very short

time after being first put in, and that, too, without any very

apparent cause. If all the materials have been perfectly clean

when put in, the Algse free from decaying matter, and the water

procured pure from the sea, not near the mouth of a river,

then the opacity, if only of a light milky colour, will most likely

diBippear of itself after the water has been aerated a few times

with a small syringe ; but if, on the contrary, the water assume
a brandy tinge, however slight, it may be emptied out at once

as hopelessly contaminated. When all is well a gentle disturb-

ance with the syringe mast be given once a-day. To preserve the

chemical balance and keep up some motion in the water, a few

of the common little rook fishes should be introduced. Those
known as blennies are very lively, and are easily procured and
kept ; also a few molluscs, and some of the very small crabs,

particularly the hermit or tenant crab, whose restless habit of

clattering about continually with his borrowed house on his

back is most amusing. Last but not least, there are the sea

anemones, and some conspicuous spots should be kept on which
to place a few of them. An aquarium, even though it contaioed

nothing else but a collection of these, would be most inter-

esting. Their colours are so various—striped, flamed, and
jewelled, purple, violet, red, pink, and nearly white, and their

resemblance to flowers—living, eating, and, for aught that

we know, in some degree thinking creatures though they be

—

is so striking, that they almost come within the leg timate pro-

vince of the floriculturist. How they live is a miracle, for I

have kept specimens of them seemingly in perfect health for

more than eighteen months, and only fed them with morsels

of oyster at intervals of five or six weeks. They, as well as all

seaweeds intended for the aquarium, should be removed from
the rocks by chipping away with a chisel the small piece to

which they adhere—no easy task sometimes in the case of the

anemones, as they generally affix themselves to some hard
smooth surface, or in some snug nook, from which it is raiher

difficult to take them unhurt.

—

Ateshiee Gardener.

Royal Horticdltural Society.—At the meeting to be held

on Tuesday. November IGth, the following prizes are offered

—

yiz. :—By W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., 1, Collection of Winter

Bedding Plants, to be exhibited in pots or boxes, £2 and £1 •

By the Society, 2, Four Cbrysantbemums, large-flowered, in
pots, distinct (open), £1, 1 js., and 10s. ; 3, Fuur Chrysanthe-
mums, Pompons, in pots, distinct (open), £1, 1.5*., and 10s.

;

4. Twelve Chrysanthemums, cut blooms, distinct (nurserymenl^
10s., 7s., and 5s. ; .5, Six Clirysauthemums, cut blooms, distinct

(amateurs), 10s,, 7s., and .5;. ; C, Twelve Plants bearing decora-

tive fruits, in pots, varied (open), £1 5s., £1, and 15s. ; 7, Six
Plants bearing decorative fruits, in pets, varied (open), 15s.,

10s., and 5s. ^
BEDDING PELARGONIUMS—YELLOW

CALCEOLARIAS.
Another season is nearly gone, leaving behind it many

useful lessons. The effects of the passing season as regards some
branches of horticulture have been remarkable, rendering the

year one to be remembered and quoted for a long time. Cold,

chilling blasts swept over the land, and heavy moisture-laden

clouds obscured the bright sky of spring, shutting out the warm
rays of the sun so necessary to cherish and develope tender

vegetation. Very welcome was the change when the wini?,

shifting to a more genial quarter, dispersed the dark clouds,

and the sun with daily increasing power dispelled the super-

abundant moisture, penetrating and warming the soil, qnicken-

ing the motion of the sluggish sap, and animating and beanti-

fjing the whole face of nature.

The effects of this protracted cold were very visible in our

flower gardens during the early weeks of the summer ; even

the sturdy zonal Pelargoniums appeared brown and stunted for

a time ; but at length all worked right, bed after bed put on its

best appearance, and the bright glow of the whole design pro-

claimed it summer.
Although it is intended that these notes should refer more

especially to bedding Pelargoniums, yet I must remark, in pass-

ing, the great beauty of the beds of Calceolarias this year. I

never remember seeing this flower more effective and useful, for

the beds of it were in full beauty long before the earliest beds of

Pelargoniums. Nothing is so effective in a design as a Jew

bright masses of Aurea floribunda if not overdone ; it relieves,

it brightens, it beautifies. It is one of those flowers for which

we have no substitute ; but as with many other bedding plants,

its bold and striking colour renders it a somewhat difficult, or

rather dangerous subject, for if too much of it be used it serves

bat to mar or render gaudy where it should only brighten.

Yet, notwithstanding the great and early display produced by

the Calceolarias, when the tardy Pelargoniums at length made
growth and bloESomed, the diversity of colour both of foliage

and flower which is their peculiar property at once established

their supremacy.
To be really enjoyable, a flower garden must not only be

beautiful as a whole, but the beds must be interesting when
looked upon individually ; and it is from the numerous sterling

sorts of Pelargoniums that we obtain materials with which this

effect may best be produced. As far as I have been able to

judge, many of the old varieties are still unsurpassed. For

producing a rich and dazzling mass of bright scarlet, of Cybister

it may be said that it has " no superior, nor jet an equal."

In a comparison of its merits with Lady Constance Grosyenor,

the latter, in sporting parlance, is " nowhere ;" its habit is cer-

tainly very fine, but in these days of massing, abundance of

blossom must rank first. Plant Cybister thickly, and its thin

growth ceases to be a blemish.

Stella, Minimum, Amy Hogg, Waltham Seedling, Provosl,

Lord Palmerston, and Christine have all been very fine. One
question which constantly presented itself to my mind during

the past season was. Is Christine yet beaten ? Maid of Kent

is unquestionably a fine variety ; its growth is sturdy and

compact, its trasses are large and abundant, and its deep pink

tint is unrivalled ; but it has just one fault that spoils all

these advantages, and that is, that its flower stalks are so loijg

that its trusses, instead of just nestling in or being slightly

elevated above the foliage, are home above it in so high and

irregular a manner as to quite unfit it for small beds. Perhaps

others who have cultivated it will kindly offer their opinion of

its merits. Another excellent kind which has been very fine is

St. George. It is a strong grower, but its very deep scarlet

flowers are quite distinct from those of any other variety. Dr.

Hogg, too, is a splendid kind, of good habit of growth
;
the

truss is large and handsome, resembling Amy Hogg, but the

flowers are broader in petal and deeper in colour. Violet Hill

is the best cherry-coloured Nosegay Pelargonium I have evar
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grown ; it is dwarf and compact, vritli abandaoce of finely

formed trasses, and is first-class in every respect. I'.clat is

evidently closely allied to Lo Grand, which it very strongly
resembles both in its gro^vth and flower truss, but it is of a
much deeper shade of cjlour. It is a desirable variety. Blue
Cell is of strODg growth ; its trusses are large, and its singular

colour, a bluish pink, gives it a distinct and striking appear-

ance. Next comes the beautiful Glory of Walthnm with its

deep rich glowing crimson scarlet trustees, which are large and
compact; its very deep colour, together with its plain green
foliage and spreading habit, tend to make thi^ a distinct and
excellent kind. It is superior to Crimson Queer, to which its

flowers are very similar. Grand Duke is a bold, striking, and
splendid variety, having immense trusses of orange scarlet

;

the flowers are very large, and the habit is moderately vigorous.

Next this La reyrouse may worthily occupy a place, for it is a
splendid variety, moderately strong in its growth ; its extremely
Urge trusses, which render it so conspicuous, are produced in

sufiicient abundance to make it a valuable bedding plant. The
colour is an intermediate shade between Bebecca and Provost.

Among broad-petaled scarlets, several kinds of nearly equal
merit claim notice. Lord Derby, Ardent, Scarlet Circle, and
The Clipper are aU equally good, all producing fine large trusses,

with dowers of ex'iui-itc form, and bold and handsome foliage.

A bed of The Clipper has been very beautiful, and I am inclined

to yield precedence to it for that purpose ; the ilowers of Ardent
are rather larger, but its habit is scarcely so good, nor is it

equalled as a bedJer by Lord Derby, with vyhich it has been
grown side by side. Some beds of the old variegated llanglesii,

alternating with others of Purple King Verbena, had a good
effect. A new and meritorious sort resembling this old favourite,

is called Dake of Edinburgh.
It will, I hope, prove useful to conclude these notes with a

selection of one or two first-class kinds in each section.

Taking zonal Pelargoniums first, we have Faust as a strong-

growing scarlet. The Clipper of medium growth, and Presi-

dent Eeveil as a splendid dwarf kind. Among the lighter

shades of scarlet. Provost is too good to be left out, and for pro-

ducius a rich bright mass of orange scarlet Grand Duke has no
equal. Of bright pinks, Christine, Maid of Kent, and Blue Bell

will suffice. And then amongst Nosegays the brightest of all

bright scarlets is Cybister, and for a strong-growing, deep, rich

scarlet St. George, and Violet Hill for a lake rose or cherry
colour ; while either Lord Palmerston or Micimnm will please

as light crimson shades. No finer deep crimson can be had
than Glory of Waltham, or a brighter rose colour than Dr.
Hogg.
Of kinds grown for the effect of their foliage nothing can be

better than Crystal Palace Gem for a yellor, and Cistlemilk

for a white leaf; and from the multitude of kinds known as

gold and bronze, Her Majesty may be chosen for its broad
handsome zone, and Beauty of Eibblesdale lor its narrow zone
and fine bright yellow colour. Of Golden Tricolors, Lady
Cullnm and Louisa Smith will be sure to please, the first by
its richueps as a mass, and the second by its very large bold
foliage and free growth. Of Silver Tricolors I i-hall say nothing
as bedders ; but for pots. Glen Eyre Beauty, Italia Unita,
Queen Victoria, and ImpCratrice Eugenie are all distinct and
good.

My object in offering so short a list is to render it useful to

those who may require a few choice kinds, and in making the
selection I have been obliged to pass over many of my fa-

vourites, but of those chosen I have no hesitation in saying
that they are the cream of a collection of several hundred
varieties.

—

Edwabd Luckhuest, Egerton Rouse Gardens, Kent.

PROPAGATING PLUMBAGO C.VPEXSIS.
Seeing in your last number an article on Plumbago capensis,

signed " C. A. G., Ealipg," in which some details as to the
plant's propagation are desired, I feel much pleasure in com-
municating my simple method of producing plants. When I
received my plant I was informed that I could only propogate
it by suckers. Having had my plants for nearly three years
without producing a sucker, and thinking it necessary to prune
it last spriu'^ with the idea of getting it into le'ter shape, I
took care of what I cut off, selecting from the pranings four
which had new shoots from 2 to 3 inches long. These new
shoots only I put into a pot of good mould with which I mixed
a little silver sand, covering them with a tumbler-glass, and
giving them a little vrater to prevent them irom drooping. I

placed them in a shady part of my little greenhouse for a few
days, and then exposed them to light and sun. taking care to

supply them with water that they should not flag. I kept the
glass on until I saw they were growing, only occasionally taking
it off to give a little fresh air for a few minutes. I have now
four plants, two about C inches high, and two fully 1 foot high,
and branching. I shall repeat the experiment next spring, as
I am very fond of my plant. The flowers aie exceedingly
pretty and delicate.

Having no c>>nvcnience for a hotbed or bottom heat, I

generally succeed in growing plants by this method.
I am indebted to your cnrretpondent for the information as

its being half-hardy, which will enable me to plant it in the
garden for the summer months.—T. H. W., Drittol.

ORCHARD-HOUSE CROPS.
In a season of failure generally, the orchard house has again

given us a good crop of fruit. This most assuredly must be
attributed to the house being heated ; at the time the trees were
in flower, the weather was most unfavourable to the setting of

the fruit. Continued low temperature, if the air is dry at the
same time, is not so injurious, but the atmosphere was charged
with moisture as well, so that it was necessary to have the
house warmed artificially by day as well as at night. The fruit

has been very fine ; this year Peaches and Nectarines are the
principal crop, but a few of the finer varieties of Pears are
grown ; all of them are in pots, and aro now moved out of

doors in order that the house may be filled with Chrysan-
themums, so that as soon as the interest in the trees ceases,

the interest in the flowers begins.
There are still gardeners who are averse to orchard houses,

and some of the correspondents of the Journal are not favour-
ably impres-ed with them. I think a garden incomplete with-
out an orchard house, it is quite as good as a Peach house for

growing Peaches and Nectarines, and very much more in-

teresting, owing to the greater facility with which the trees and
fruit can be examined, and the greater number of varieties

which can bo grown in the same space. Trees cultivated in
pots require a greater amount of attention as regards watering,

bat the expense of wiring the honse and training the trees to

the tvires afterwards is avoided. Pears are also grown to great

perfection in pots in the orchard house. Some cultivators

advise moving Pear trees out of doors to ripen their fruit, but
I have not obtained fruit of such good quality by doing so ; the
best Fears are those ripened under glass.

I weighed some of the fruit this year from the pot plants

;

the Summer Benrru d'Aremberg (Eivers) were very small, four

of them weighed 12ozs. ; three fruit of ^'illiams's Eon Chretien
weighed l.Jlb. ; and three Beurrij d'Amanlis, lib. 11 ozs.

Madame Treyve is a free-bearing Pear, the fruit juicy, and of

an agreeable flavour, four weighed 2 lbs. 7 ozs. Louise Bonne
of Jersey is one of the very best Pears for orcliard-house

culture, it is always full of blossom-buds; four of the fruit

weighed 2 lbs. 7 ozs. Beurru Diel is also an excellent variety,

it is of good flavour, and the largest of dessert Pears ; one of

the fruit weighed 18J ozs., and three together were 3 lbs. 1 oz.

General Todtleben is a very fine Pear, but it is not a fiee-

bearing variety. I have had fruit of it weighing 18 ozs.

The Peaches and Nectarines ripened earlier than nsnal.

Early Beatrice Peach is the earliest now; it ripened on the 1st

of July. This is a useful variety, although it ie only of medium
size ; it is a good-flavoured Peach, and keeps pretty well after it

is ripe. Early Bivers ripened ou the 8th of the same month

;

this is also of medium size, the fle'^h is very melting, and the

fruit decays directly it is ripe. Hunt's Tawny Nectarine did not

ripen until the 20th. This is the earliest Nectarine here ; it is

a very useful sort, but very much subject to mildew. This can
only be kept under by repealed dustings with flowers of sul-

phur. Early Grossc Miguonne Peach was the next to ripen on
the 21st. succeeded by Dr. Hogg and Boyal George on the

21th. In the first week in August, I picked the following

varieties of Nectarines—Downton, Cricket, Murray, Bivers'

Orange, Violette Hative, and Balgowan; of Peaches—Grosse
Mignonne, Galande, Eellegarde, and Violette Hative. Prince

of Wales and Victoria Nectarines ripened about the middle of

August ; these two are the latest Nectarines.

There arc some good late Peaches to select from now, and
some of them set their fruit much more freely than Late Ad-
miiable. Walbnrton Admirable is also a very fine Peach, but
shy in setting its fruit. Another very fine late Peach is Kx-
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quisite, an American variety ; it has yellow fleeh ; it is also

rather shy in setting its fruit. Mr. Rivers has raised some
very fine late varieties. I'rinoe of Wales succeeds the mid-

season varieties; it sets its fruit freely, and is a very useful

variety. Princess of Wales has large flowers ; the fruit sets

freely, is of large size, and of excellent quality. It ought to he

in every collection ; it ripens after Prince of Wales. Lord
Palmerston bore half a dozen fruit for the first time here this

year. Mr. Elvers describes it very truly. ' Very large, the

largest of Peaches ; skin creamy white, with a pink cheek ; fiesh

firm yet melting, very juicy, and rich. Flowers very large and

beautiful." It ripened with Princess of Wales, and is slightly

a clingstone. The last Peaches to ripen were Comet and Sal-

way ; they ripened about the same time, and have a great resem-

blance to each other ; both are yellow-fleshed, melting, and good.

I can say very little that is new about cultivation. It is a

good plan to have the trees potted early. I pot them directly

the fruit is gathered, so that they make fresh roots in the new
soil before the leaves fall. Overpotting is to be avoided, but

the soil must be very firmly rammed in.— J. Douglas.

GRAPE VINE CULTURE IN CEYLON.
We are informed by a gentleman just returned from Ceylon,

that there the Vines are taken np annually, great care being

necessary to avoid breaking the roots, this operation being best

performed by grabbing away the earth with the hands. The
roots are then exposed to the full rays of the sun, until the

leaves shrivel and fall. The Vine is then cut down, and re-

planted in fresh soil. The time, as far as he remembers at

present, for exposing the roots to the sun, is at the end of the

dry season, when there is not so much sap in the wood—this

would correspond to our autumn, preparing to a certain extent

the plants for the shock of the frost—in the tropics of the sun.

THE COCKCHAFER GRUB, THE "VER BLANC"
OF THE FRENCH.

YouK correspondent, "Y. B. A. Z." (page 307), must have

but a very slight acquaintance with this very troublesome pest

in our gardens, else he would not have written as he has done

respecting it. " E. F." and "D., Deal," are both right in

saying that it feeds on the roots of plants ;
there is no ques-

tion at all with respectto that. " Y. B. A. Z." says " he has

never found it in garden soil." Well, neither have I very

often in this country. I^t your correspondent visit France,

however, and see the wholesiile destruction which it there

causes, both in fields aad garden?. Very few plants are safe

from its depredations. Not only grass, but all sorts of

vegetables, also fruit trees, youngConiier.'e, and Rhododendrons,

especially the last-named, the young roots of which and the

bark the grubs peel off quite to the surface of the soil. Vast

sums of money have been expended in France on their destruc-

tion, yet with no apparent diminution. Tiiey ara becoming a

perfect curse. Long may your correspondent, and many others

in this country, live in their present blissful ignorance, and be

spared a more intimate acquaintance. Hear what Mr. Spinks

(late of Chiswick), the very intelligent gardener at the Chateau

de Chantilly (Oise, France), says on this subject: "In this

country the insect, and its grab or larva, act as a complete

plague to almost every species of vegetation, and large sums
of money are annually expended in its destruction, but still it

seems as plentiful as ever. Last year was noted for the quan-

tity of the perfect insect (harmetom), and this year for the

grub (ci'!- blanc). Although the former commits great ravages

upon the leaves of trees, especially the Oak, it is the latter

that is most dreaded. As an example of their numbers, I may
state that I was witness to the digging up of a piece of lawn,

not more than 5 yards square, wherein were found ICOO of

these grubs ; the roots of the grass were all eaten off, and the

dead and dying turf could be skinned off as if cut with a turf-

cntter. They prey upon the roots of our fruit trees and Eho-
dodendrons, which are destroyed in great quantities, and, in-

deed, nearly all sorts of flowers and vegetables. Lettuces have
for them a great attraction, so much so, that they are grown
and planted in our flower beds, &c., as traps for these pests.

The grubs invariably attack the soft succulent roots of the

Lettuces before anything eh-je, which soon tell by their appear-
ance of the marauders' visits. With the aid of a little stick

they are soon discovered close to the root and destroyed, and
another bait planted. In this way only, by continued per-

severance in hunting them up, can we battle against our enemy
or keep our plantation perfect.

" With respect to the destruction of the perfect insect, we
find the best plan is to shake the trees or branches every morn-
ing, when the insects will fall in great quantities to the ground,
and may then be swept up and destroyed by pouring boiling

water over them. Pigs and fowls devour them greedily, but it is

said to give the flesh of the former, and the eggs of ihe latter,

a very disagreeable taste. This, however, I cannot vouch for."

I tliink this is evidence snfficient to convince " Y. B. A. Z,"
that these grubs do cat roots, and are, without doubt, one of

the greatest scourges gardeners have yet had to contend with.—Aechameaud.

APPLICATION OF MANURES.
Os page 342 I see a notice of an article of mine by Mr.

Graves. When I read it I thought it was by Mr. P. Grieve, and
seeing it was intended as an answer to me, was surprised to

find it was anything hut an answer. Hard-headed Scotchmen
have generally a reason to give for their opinions, and I read
it through, hoping to see some good reason to reconsider the
question. It is anything but disagreeable to me to be con-

vinced of error, and I hold it no proof of superiority to be able

to say I never change an opinion onco formed. If truth is our
object, new light on any subject ought to bo welcomed. When
I saw an editorial note at the foot of my paper that seme
difference of opinion with what I had written existed, and in-

viting discussion, I expected we should certainly have a consi-

deration of the whole subject of manures and their application,

which would be both interesting and instructive.

An argumentative replyis a compliment to any writer, because,

however severe, it at least presupposes the paper worth an an-
swer. A mere ipse di.eit, except as to fact, is not so satisfactory.

I shall not review the whole subject till my previous argu-

ments are answered, because those interested can read the
article, page 221, and recapitulation will not give them force

;

but I will answer as well as I am able Mr. Graves's question,

Why I consider the popular ideas on the subject of manures
lead to injurious practice ?

As long as persons think that fresh manure or fermented
manure loses much of its strength by being thinly spread on
the ground it is intended to enrich, manure will be treated in

much the same way, whatever the nature of the land or kind
of crop it is intended to benefit, or whatever the season in
which it is applied. Those who wish to grow good Turnips on
light soil know by experience they must use manure in a moist
well-decomposed state ; to expect to grow Turnips above dry
unfermented manure would be as reasonable as to sow seed on
a truss of dry hay. To obtain manure in a fit state for Turnips,
the farmer of sandy land submits of necessity to a certain loss.

It is impossible to ferment manure in large heaps without any
loss, though with proper precautions that loss might be much,
reduced in amount. Who has not seen black streams running
from a manure heap ? How few know that such streams are

not merely the water which was held in the manure, but in

many cases are formed of what was once the solid manure
itself, some of the results of fermentation being carbonic acid

and water ? Though by the intermixture of layers of soil in
the heap much loss might be prevented, still the fermentation
of manure is, I think, in this case, though necessary, a neces-

sary evil. But for strong soils decayed manure is not a neces-

sity. Unfermented manure keeps such soils open ; and as
strong land of good quality will retain manure fur any length
of time, no loss can be sustained, however long the time between
its application and the sowing of the crop it is intended to

benefit. Besides, all gases in a nascent state—that is, recently

released from their combinations, unite with greater energy

:

therefore new compounds are more readily formed between the

elements of the manure and those already in the soil. For
these reasons I think it an unnecessary and useless waste of

manure to ferment it in heaps before putting it into strong

soils, and would prefer its being decomposed in the soil, which
seizes with such avidity gases given off by decaying animal and
vegetable matter. Bat supposing I have a field of strong soil

which wants manuring, that there is plenty of good dung ready
to be carted upon it, but the land is so hard and dry that no
plough will enter it. If I believe that manure will be injured

by sun and wind, and that to prevent serious loss it is neces-

sary to cover it up at once, of course the idea of spreading

manure under these circumstances will be dismissed. What
generally happens in such a case ? The manure is either left
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in the yard, or more generally carted into a heap just inside
the gate of the field for which it is intended. If Mi in the
yard it ii well placed to receive a good supply of water when
the first heavy rain falls. Part of this water, after passing
through the manure and being well impregnated with ils valu-
able saline matter, will find its way into the nearest ditch or
into a neighbouring horsepond

; the remainder, held in suspen-
sion by the manure, must be carted as an additional and useless
weight into the field. The loss in a well-made heap will be
less than in an open yard, but it is generally considerable.
The loss of saline ingredients is attested by the fact that for
years corn is spoilt, being laid and mildewed where the manure
heap stood, and often for a considerable space around it. That
there has been a loss of gaseous matter during the fermenta-
tion and spreading of the fermented manure, few will deny.
Now, if the idea that unfermented manure spread thinly

over a field in dry weather can be injured by sun and wind be
erroneous, surely it requires little argument to prove the erro-
neous idea mischievous. If it has caused me to reduce consi-
derably the bulk of what is mechanically useful in opening
clay Boils, if the manure has been lessened in value by the loss
of saline matters and valuable gaseous products, if in place of
carting dry and light manure on dry land I have carted wet,
heavy manure on wet land, surely my horses, carta, men, land,
and pocket have been sufferers by the mistake. In the case of
the heaped manure twice filled and twice emptied, the increased
laboar incurred is very obvious.
To prove an erroneous idea miscLievons, will by many be

considered labour lost. Is it not always so? The question is
after all. Is it erroneous ' I have in roy previous papers tried
to prove it to be so, and there has not been yet any attempt,
either on the part of our friends the Editors, or any of their
correspondents, to refute the arguments advanced. It cannot
be that the subject is unimportant to horticulturists, though it
has been considered with reference to agriculture. Why, then,
this reticence? Having to the best of my ability stated my
view of the subject, I think those who take a different one
ought to give us their reasons.— J. Peah.son.

rWith the statements relative to the preparation and appli-
eation of manure contained in this communication we for the
greater part concur, but we do not concur in the recommenda-
tion implied in our correspondent's statement at page 221,
that he had acres covered with manure as dry as wind and sun
can make them. He asks, " What has it lost besides water ?

"

We reply that it has lost much more. II the manure had been
either fermented or was impregnated with urine it lost by such

'

exposure to the sun and wind ammoniaoal compounds and
carbonic acid, which would have been absorbed and retained
in the soil if the manure had been ploughed in as scon as it

was spread. Top-dressing is the only mode in which solid
manure can be applied to grass land, but if it could be applied
in a liquid form so as at once to be absorbed by the soil it
would save much of its valuable constituents from being passed
away in the air. That this waste happens to a great extent
in the case of sheep droppings is certain. If they could be
collected, made into liquid manure, and applied iu that form
•«o the soil, much waste would be avoided. We are of opinion
that the most economical practicable mode of preparing and
applying stable manure is to allow it to decompose in brick-
lined pits, covered over thickly with earth, with wells to receive
the drainage; that some of this drainage should be poured
over each load as it is taken to the place to be manured, and
that the manure be dag or ploughed in the day that it is carted
on. Fresh guanos—that is, the excrements of seafowl, are richer
in ammoniaoal salts than those long exposed to the sun, juft as
fresh pigeons', sheep's, and fowls' dung make a liquid manure
richer than do similar quantities of the same dungs when old.
In considering stable or farmyard manure, we must remember
that its most valuable constituent is the urine of the animals
who formed it, and that most of the ammoniaoal constituents
of that urine are dissipated by exposure to the sun and winds

;

whereas they are all absorbed and retained by the earths of the
«oil if covered by it. We have not published our opinions
before—opinions sustained by Davy and Professor Johnston—
because wo wished to hear from practical men the results of
tkeir experience

—

Eds]

good Potatoes of the same late kind ; the prodnoe, dng October
15lh, was 201 Potatoes of all sizes, twelve of tbem diseased—

a

small percentage, but enough to create a doubt. It appears
that all kinds of late Potatoes are more or less diseased ; there-
fore I shall try again next year by planting them four or five
weeks earlier.—W. Kebl.

STOKE NEWINGTOX CHRYSANTHKMUM SHOW.
TiiK twontj-third aonail Show of the Stoke Newington Cbrrsaa-

thoninm Society optned yesterday at the New Assombly Kooan, i>efo«
Koad, Stoke Kowiogton. and will be continned this day. It well
maintain!! its rcpntation as the mother of the Chrysanthemnm sbowa
round London. The specimen plants of the large .flowering kinds are
especially good. Mr. Forsyth, of the Bmnswick Nnrsery, is first with
fino specimens of Christine. Prince of Wales, Lady Harding, Annie
Salter, Dr. Shnrpe, and Mrs. George linndle, the last vorj' fine.

Messrs. Drain, I)e BeaOToir Town, aro second with White Christioe,
Ahna, Dr. Sharpe, Prince of Wales, and Beverley. These, too. aro
very good. In the class for three plants Mr. Forsyth is also first with
Mrs. G. Rnndle, Dr. Sharpe, and Prince of Wales, all of which are
excellent specimens. Messrs Drain are second, and Mr. Batcher,
gardener to C. Ballance, Esq., Lower Clapton, is third.

With three Pompons, Mr. Howe is first with Bob, General Can-
robert, and Cedo Nulli, each very well grown, and full of bloom. Mr.
Forsyth is second with Bob, Golden Anrore. and While Cedo N'nUi,
also excellent ; and Mr. Xorth, of Lee, is tljird. The best six

standards come from Mr. James, of the Roch<;8t«r Castle, and also
the best collection, Mr. Batcher being second.
The best six Pompons, and excellent indeed they are, come from

Mr. Forsyth, and consist of Cedo Nulli, Golden Cedo Nnlli, Lilac
Cedo NnlU, Sainte Thais, Bob, and Andromeda. Mr. North is

second, with large plants, bnt somewhat rough, and Mr. Monk, gar-
dentr to W. A. Smee, Esq., Woodbury Down, third.

Of cut blooms there is an excellent show, though perhaps the com-
petition is not so keen as in former years. The best twenty-foar come
from Mr. Rowe. Roehampton, who has Mrs. G. Randlc, Dr. Brock,
Prince of Wales. Princess Beatrice, Jardin des Plantes. Empress
EuK'-nie, Antonelli, Lady Slade, White Globe, Golden Dr. Brock,
John Salter, Lady Talfoard. Lady Harding, Gloria Mandi, Venns,
Marrchal Doroc. Novelty, Plntus, Prince Alfred, Empress of India,

Rev. J. Dix, and Cherub. Mr. Berry, Roehampton, is second.

For twelve cut blooms Mr. Berry, Roehampton, is first with fine

examples of Mrs. G. Rundle, Lady Harding, Empress of India, Gene-
ral liainbrigge, Jardin des Plantes, Prince Alfred, Queen of England,
Venus, Cherub, Princess of Wales, Novelty, and Prince of Wales.
Mr. Howe is second with a very good stand. Messrs. Goddard and
Beadle also take first and second prizes for stands of twelve blooms.
The first prize for six was awarded to Mr. Howe, Shacklcwoll, Mr.
Berry being second ; and in another class for the same number the
prizes go to Messrs. Beadle, Goodenongh, and Goddard in the order
in which they are named.
The best twelve large Anemone-flowered varieties are furnished by

Mr. Rowe and Mr. Forsyth, who take eqnal first prizes ; and for

Anemone-flowered Pompons, Mr. Howe is first, Mr. Forsyth second,
and Mr. James third.

In addition to the Chrysanthemnms, Mr. Trushell and Mr. W. J.

Smith contribute good Apples, Pears, and Nuts. Mr. James sends
bouquets of dried flowers, as well as a Prickly Cayenne Pine Apple,
Muscat Grapes, and Apples ; and Mr. Heard, gardener to Mrs. A..

Grosvenor, large Uvedale's St. Germain Pears.

Several new varieties of Chrysanthemums are shown, but these have
all been noticed before, except a Pompon, called Cavoction, with

large purplish rose flowers, which comes from Messrs. E. G. Henderson
and Son, and which received a first-class certificate.

IS THE POTATO DISEASE HEREDITARY?
In No. 422 of The .Tocrnai, of Horticultdke you inserted

a few lines from me relating to the Potato disease under the
above heading. On the lUh of last April I planted twelve

GROWING CELERY IN BEDS.
Haviko a large family to supply from a small garden, I am

obliged to emplov every means I hear or think of to increase

the amount of its produce. This year, for the first time, I

grew most of my Celery in beds G feet wide, with five rows in

each bed, the soil of the bed being taken out li^ inches deep,

and then replaced with a foot of good manure. Manure water

was also copiously supplied during the summer. The plants

were kept tied up, their suckers cleared off, and in due time

they were earthed up. Now for the result : from first to last

the two outside rows were much dwarfer and of greater sub-

stance than the others, which I ascribe to these rows being

most exposed to the sun and air ; while the three inner rows

shot away at n remarkable rate. This being a new system in

cur part of the country, it was the admiration of all who saw

it, and again and agaiu I was called by my better-half to give

the necessary information respecting it, and all pronounced

the system a great economy. For myself, however, I thought

this questionable, and when takingup time came, the outside

rows had thick, solid, crisp stalks, while the middle three
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rows were anything but good, 3 foet high, and having thin,

soft, pithy stalks, being upwards of not one-third so good as

the others. Growing in a very moist soil and atmosphere,
they are already rotting very fapt. I fear if I had not acted

with some precaution, and put in a few single rows before the

turn of the day, I should have been without any Celery.

I have no doubt the bed system may do well in dry gardens,

and I intend another year to modify the system of planting,

as it is well worth a fair trial. I will have three rows instead

of five, and plant a dwarf kind, such as the Incomparable.
Thus, more air will be admitted to the middle row, which seems
to be the great drawback. Although Celery delights in mois-

ture, and to a certain extent in shade, it must have plenty of air

to be good and stand the winter well. As I am not writing for

any other purpose than to learn, I ask some of your readers

who have succeeded in the bed system to give, through " our
•lournal," their experience —J. T., ilueigicynne, South Wales.

Jardin des Plantes, Guernsey Nugget, Golden Eagle, Prince of

Wales, Prince Alfred, Nil Desperandum, and Progne, the last,

which is most brilliant in colour, being freely introduced, espe-

cially in the back row. Several of the new Japanese varieties

seem also to be very attractive to the public. In the beds on

the lawn the Pompons are in good bloom, especially the diiie-

rent colours of Cedo NuUi, Aigle d'Or, Salamon, and Aurora

Bor^ale.

Mr. Dale, in the Middle Temple Gardens, has also a show

of Chrysanthemums, though much less extensive than Mr.

Broome's as regards the large- flowering kinds. Of these Gloria

Mundi, Venus, Beverley, Mrs. G. Bundle, and Cherub are the

best. Marabout, white, with fringed florets, is very pretty.

The large circular beds of Pompons are excellent, the kinds

consisting of White and Lilac Cedo Nulli, Aurora Boreale,

Duruflet, Drin Drin, Madame Pepin, Gonural Cmrobert, and

one or two others, together with Mr. Murray. There are also

two good banks of these and other kinds.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT MR. FORSYTH'S, AND
THE TEMPLE GARDENS.

Me. For.sTiH's Br.uNswicx Nursery, Stoke Newixgton'.—
The display of Chrysanthemums in Mr. Forsyth's show house
is always excellent, and this year it is better than ever. The
plants are now in full bloom, and the mass occupying the centre
of the house forms a beautiful sight, for though perhaps a little

crowded, owing to want of space, the varieties are well dis-

tributed so as to afford a diversity of colour, and many of the
blooms are remarkably massive. Conspicuous among these is

Princess of Wales, a most beautiful flower, which is a favourite
with everyone, the white being delicately tinted with lilac rose.

Several blooms of this are quite H inches in diameter. Em-
press of India and White Globe, also white, and Prince of

Wales, purplish violet, have splendid blooms equally large.

Tho following are also very fine :—Rev. J. Dix, St. Patrick, I

General Harding, General Bainbrigge, .John Salter, Ali Bibi,
Golden Beverley, Jardin des Plantes, Gloria Mundi, Anrenm
multiflorum. Prince Alfred, Lord Derby, and Virgin Queen, the
purest of whites. Mrs. Heale is another very tine pure white '

flower, a sport from Princess of Wales, which it resembles in
]

all but its colour. Mrs. George Bundle, though not equalling
the preceding in the size of the flowers, fully maintains its i

character for free-blooming, and forming admirable specimen
plants, and for this purpose Dr. Sharpe is equally good in its

colour. Of both of these Mr. Forsyth has large specimens
grown BO evenly and well, and so abundantly covered with
flowers, that even he may be proud of them. Somewhat re-

sernbling Dr. Sharpe in colour is a seedling with larger flowers,

which is very promising. Princess of Teck, delicate blush, is

a finely incurved flower of last year, and another very pleasing
but older variety is Empress Eugenie. We also noticed Isabella
Bott, white tinged with lilac ; Enamel, delicate blush ; and Miss
Mary Morgan, a new delicate lilac, broadly incurved kind, first

shown last year at Stoke Newington. Mr. Evans, Mr. George
HasMn, and Blonde Beauty, new kinds sent out in the spring
of this year, are coming forward, but have not yet attained
perfection.

Fine specimen plants are placed on the side shelves in the
show and other houses, consisting of Mrs. G. Bundle, Dr.
Sharpe, Defiance, Annie Salter, &c. ; and among Pompon
kinds, the different colours of Cedo NuUi, Sainte Thais, Andro-
meda, and Golden Aurora, are represented by admirable speci-

mens. Several of the large-flowered Anemone varieties, as
Madame Godereau, Glnck, &c., are particularly fine this year,
and interspersed among the mass of incurved varieties in the
show house are some of the showy Japanese varieties, serving
to increase the diversity of form and colour. The Daimio,
Red Dragon, and Comtesae de Beauregard are very bright and
effective.

The Temple G.ieden3.—Mr. Broome, in the Inner Temple,
has an unusually good display, and to the varieties printed
names are attached. This adds much to the interest of what
has become one of the sights of London, and which, be it re-

marked, is visited by thousands of all classes. Chrysanthe-
mums about London are generally very good this year, and Mr.
Broome grows bo many, that to give the names of all the
varieties which are well represented would occupy a large
amount of space. We must therefore confine ourselves to

mentioning, as a few of the best. Lord Derby, Mrs. G. Enndle,
General Slade, White Globe, Beverley, Vesta, Golden Hermine,

BRICK EDGINGS FOR GARDEN WALKS.
I WAS glad to observe in the columns of your instructive

Journal, your recommendation to " A. B.," of Mr. Robson'a

mode of forming an edging. Permit me, therefore, to add my
testimony in corroboration, as I adopted it about three years

since, and although as yet on a somewhat limited scale, still

sufficiently to confirm my good opinion of its merits and worthi-

ness of unlimited adoption, combining, as it does, the useful

and ornamental, especially when the edging is constructed o£

dark blue Staffordshire bricks. These may be coated with

stone-coloured paint brushed over each alternate angle, with a

little white sand sprinkled over it, to deaden the gloss of the

paint. This produces a very pleasing and decided effect, the

paint will remain in good condition for several years, and its

cost is almost nothing. The uninitiated are invariably puzzled

prior to inspection as to the composition of this kind of edging,

entertaining the idea that it is terra-cotta. At the terminations

of each line of edging, I insert one of the bricks vertically, thus

forming a suitable and substantial finish to the bricks set

obliquely.—W. Gardiner.

SOLAXUM CAPSICASTRUM CULTURE.
TocR correspondent "G. H.," page 349, wishes to know

when to sow Solanum capsieastrnm, and likewise, I suppose,

how to grow it afterwards. I have plants averaging 18 inches

high, 16 inches through, and having on each a hundred berries,

which are just changing colour, contrasting beautifully with

the dark green foliage, which is seldom seen when the plants are

grown in the usual way— i.e., in pots throughout the summer.

Sow about the middle of February in light rich soil, and

place the pots in a temperature of CO'. As soon as the seed-

lings are large enough to handle prick them off into pots or pans

at about li inch apart. When they begin to be crowded, pot

them off singly in 3-inch pots. Keep them in the same tem-

perature until thev are well established in their pots, and then

gradually harden "them off, the same as you would bedding

plants.

About the latter part of May plant them out in an open piece

of ground 18 inches apart each way. All the attention they

require during the summer is to keep them free of weeds, and

if the weather should be very dry give a good soaking of water

occasionally. About the end of September lift them carefully,

and pot them in some rich loamy soil, adding a good portion

of river sand to keep the soil open. Pot them firmly in large

32. pots, set them anywhere in the shade out of doors, and give

them a good soaking of water at the roots, and frequently

sprinkle them overhead until they are established in their pots.

They may then be placed in the full sunshine, and afterwards

removed to the greenhouse, where they will make a fine display

all through the winter and spring months. Larger pots can

be used, but not smaller ones, as they cramp the roots too

much. I was obliged to pot mine in small 32's, as I grow them

chiefiy for table decoration, and larger pots would not go into

the vase that is used.

Solanum pseudo-Capsicum may be treated in the same way,

with this exception—it requires to be stopped when about

2 inches high, otherwise it will be a foot or 15 inches high

before it begins branching, and will have the appearance of

a standard. ,

It is necessary to feed the plants with Hquid manure when
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they become established, otherwise the heavy crop of frnit will

exhaust the plant and caase the leaves to turn pale.—W. Uills,
Jiiver 3Icad Uuuse, Sunlunj, MiddUsex,

PLATYCERIUM (ACROSTICHUMi ALCICORNE.
_
I HAVE often been surprised that this gem is not more exten-

sively grown ; it is of very easy coltnre, has a very pleasing
appearance, and with a little attention amply repays one for
the time bestowed on it. I have seen it growing on a small
piece of board. I grow mine on small roots ; some I hang np,
and I place one here and there about my stove. I have one
very large specimen. I obtained a large Alder root—it filled a
large barrow ; this I filled with sphagnum moss, peat, and
cocoa-nut fibre ; I then planted small plants over it, and they
now form a beautiful object. The lovely fronds and the large
frill are very novel. Here and there pieces of the root pro-
jecting, covered with moss, add greatly to the beauty of the
whole. When showing anyone round my stove I have often
heard the remark. What a lovely Fern ! It never fails to be
remarked, having such a striking and chaste appearance. I
think when plants of it are placed here and there about onr
stoves they serve as a relief to other subjects. Growing, as it

does, on the root, it looks more like nature. The Sfag's-horn
Fern is an old favourite of mine, and I think no collection of
Ferns complete without it.—F. P. L.

"VINERY HOUSE, .\XLERTON.
(Concludcdfrom page 3G2.)

We now come to the boiler house. It is large and lofty, and
situated in the angle formed by the houses on the left, which I
have endeavoured to describe, and those which extend directly
south-west from the boiler-house 320 feet. Here we have two
" double-tubular boilers with cylindrical water-jacket furnaces,"
heating 6000 feet of 4-inch piping ; and that they are kept
going is evidenced by the fact that Mr. Clarke forces so as
to have Grapes and Peaches ripe in ifay. Mr. Pearson should
come and see these two boilers ; he would not have said, when
writing of tubular boilers, " I would not have one for a gift."
1 have tried more than one kind of tubular boiler, had re-
placed by tubular boilers those which our " best gardeners give
preference to," saddle boilers or modifications of them, and
onnd one tubular boiler heat as much piping, or give as much
heat, as half a dozen fires required for the others. The most
efficient boiler I have used is that form of the tubular boiler
with the water-jacket, which gives it a great advantage over all
tubular boilers, and I may say every kind of boiler. This
boiler is of Mr. Clarke's invention. The two have been in use
some time, and are of the kind known as "No. 3, double
tubular," price £30. That they do their work satisfactorily was
evidenced by what I saw in the houses, and for economy in
consumption of fuel they are unequalled, as Mr. Clarke's coke
account plainly shows. Tbe cost for coke is £18 per year, or
on an average £10 per quarter. From this we must deduct for
coke consumed in the house, kitchen, gardener's cottage, by
the boiler for steaming food for the horses in winter, and by
the boiler in the cellar which heats the 800 feet of 4inch
piping in the conservatory, greenhouse, and house, which
piping id independent of the GOOO feet attached to the two
boilers

;
for these items I cannot say less than £10, so that

the two boilers heat, to boiling point if necessary, GOOO feet of
4-inch piping, at a cost of £30 a-year.
The boiler house was in good order, and not a place for

rubbish and dirt as one notunfrequently finds it. Outside the
boiler house a large tank was pointed out that takes the water
from the roofs, it being made large enough to hold a sufficient
supply to last through the summer. Some idea of the water
required may be formed, when it is stated that one of the Vine
borders alone requires 800 gallons each time it is watered.
None but rain water is employed for watering purposes. It is
to be regretted that all proprietors of gardens do not make
provision for collecting the rain water from the buildings, so
as to leave no excuse for allowing plants to wither and die, or
the leaves to become covered with insects, owing to the want of
a proper supply of water.

Adjoining the boiler house is the stove. It has a central bed,
with hot-water pipes for furnishing bottom heat, a good widft
shelf in the front, and a walk at back and front, and I noticed
the same liberal amount of piping as in the other houses, which
certainly is an example that might be advantageously followed.

The back wall and part o< the roof were covered with that best
of all stove climbers, Stepbanolis fioribunda, and Ipom.aa Hors-
faUiir, whose rich crimson flowers were very attractive. There
were also splendid plants of the sweetest-scented of all flowers,
the double-blossomed Gardenia florida, clustered with buds, and
having bright and shining foliage ; and U. Stanleyana, in flower.
These plants are not half so much grown as they deserve to be.
Good plants of Clerodendron Thomsonic, trained to a sort o(
upright conical wirework, were in flower, the rosy pnrple
flowers contrasting well with the cream-coloured bracts. Fran-
ciscea coufertiflora or laurifolia, with handsome fohage, struck
me as being very different from the ill-formed f traggling plants
generally seen, with foliage devoured by thrips and scale. There
were AUamandas, Ixoras, and many other kinds of plants of
merit, but I had not time to note them.
Next to the stove is another early vinery 52 feet long by

20 feet wide, having a border similar to those of the other two
vineries, it being made both inside and outside the house,
chambered, and having hot-water pipes beneath it. The wood
of the Vines was very hard, and the buds very prominent.
These Vines had long been at rest, and from the appearance of
the buds it would have been no difUcuIt matter to have started
them to ripen the fruit in January, but Mr. Clarke does not
wish to force so early, as he can keep the late sorts in good
condition until May, when the early houses yield liuit. The
varieties are principally Elack Hamburgh and Golden Ham-
burgh, with a few Buckland Sweetwater and Trentham Black.
The Golden Champion is also here under trial. The house was
crammed with pot Vines of late sorts, such as Lady Downe's,
Alicante, and Barbarossa, which Mr. Clarke fruits extensively
and successfully in pots.

The late vinery is 52 feet long by 20 feet wide, and its border
is vaulted like all the others. It extends both ontside and inside
the house, and is heated by nine rows of hot-water pipes be-
neath, and there is the same nnmber of pipes for top heat.
The border is entirely above the path, which is at the back of
the house, and on the parapet or wall keeping up the soil of the
border are grown Vines in pots, a row of them as close as the
pots will stand touching each other, and the canes being trained
upright. On the other side of the path, against the back wall,

is another row of Vines in pots, the pots resting on flags, which
form the cover of the passage for the hot-water pipes that go
through these houses to the Peach houses beyond. Small
openings in the sides of the pa.°SBge regulate the heat accord-
ing as it is required for warming the flags, so as to give bottom
beat to the Vines, or to admit heated air to the house. The
Vines on the sides of the path are quite a sight, carrying from
eight to thirteen bunches each, which, though not so large, nor
with berries so large as those on the Vines in the borders, are
perfect in colour, and large enough for a gentleman's table. The
varieties were Lady Downe's and Alicante. In these pot Vines
I noticed that the greater the number of bunches the smaller
these were, and some Hambnrghs had the inevitable red of an
overcrop. The bunches of many would weigh more than lib.

The permanent Vines were thriving exceedingly well, carry-
ing a heavy crop, but not too heavy, as was evidenced by
the wood they had made this year, and that being fully ripened.
Mr. Clarke experiences no difficulty in doing this ; from the
warmth and raised border he has a perfect control over them.
Barbarossa, an eye in ISCG, carried two bunches, and had a
cane 'i\ inches in circumference, with eyes like nuts, and
seeing their wood I do not doubt Mr. Clarke's statement, that
ho had last year a bunch of this kind 4 feet in circumference.

This year, however, both Barbarossa and the Mns. at of Alex-
andria have not done so well, owing, he fays, to thei- not having
had sufficient water last season. The Muscat and Barbarossa,

Mr. Clarke finds, will not bear nearly so much drought as Lady
Downe's and Alicante ; or, in other words, the last two are not
such gross feeders as the former two. AVhen grown in the heated
border, Mr. Clarke informs me that the Barbarossa, so far from
having a thick skin, as it is often represented to have, has a
skin as thin as a Hamburgh, and is a Grape he prizes highly,

both for its keeping qualities and flavour.

Lady Downe's, an eye in 18Ci, is carrying twenty-two
bunches of above a pound each, with large, wi il-swelled berries,

perfect in colour and bloom, and notwithstanding the heavy
crop the cane is very strong (3 inches in girth). Here, may I

ask "B. M. W." if 1 understand him correctly, that the

canes he writes about in his highly interesting and valuable

article, page 210, are of the current .tear? the measurement
referriug to this, and not last year's wood. For a Vine to have
"canes, three and four to a Vine—the Vines also with a crop

—
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16 to 20 feet long, and 2J inches in girth," seems incredible. I

should also be obliged by being informed of the variety making
such an extraordinary growth, not of length, but thickness of

cane. LaJy Downe's, notwithatandina Alicante and Barbarossa
having larger banches, is, to my eye, by far the best; it has a

noble appearance, and what is wanting in size is made up for

in symmetry and finish. The Vine is also a great bearer. One
of this sort planted in 18G7, had in 1868 six bunches : this

year it has thirteen. Too much cannot be said of this Grape
;

if the white sort be anything like it, it will be a boon indeed.

Alicanto is also precocious. A Vine from an eye in 1>>CC

carries this year four bunches averaging 11 inches across the

shoulders, and 12 inches in depth, splendid in colour and
bloom. Trebbiano, also an eye in 1866, has two bunches ; one
15 inches long, and 17 inches over the shoulders, the other

13 inches deep, and 17 inches over the shoulders. Muscat of

Alexandria bears immensely, but the bunches are not equal in

size to those of former years.

Mr. Clarke's opinion of the late Grapes runs thus—Lady
Downe's first, it keeps so well; Barbarossa second; Alicante

third; Tre'obiano fourth; Muscat of Alexandria finest of all

for flavour, but for keeping fifth ; Black Hamburgh sixth.

There are other sorts, r.a Black Hamburgh, which ever since

it fruited has had rusted berries, and it colours badly, which
seems unaccountable, as all the others do bo well. To all the

vineries air is admitted in front through openings in the front

wall, the pipes having a wrought-iron sheathing pierced with

holes, there being about an inch cavity between the hot-water

pipe and the plate-iron sheathing, and a sort of funnel, also of

iron plate, connects the casing round the pipe with the openings
in the wall. These are very useful for admitting air in dull

and frosty weather, the cold air being heated before it enters

the house by its coming in contact with the hot-water pipes.

There is also front and top ventilation.

I have omitted Mrs. Pince ; it is here succeeding well. Some
write of it as a weak grower. It certainly is not a gross grower,

but I have had an opportunity this season of seeing daily half

a dozen cf it, and one in a house along with Muscat of Alex-

andria, Alicante, and Black Hamburgh, and along with Foster's

Seedling, Troveren Frontiguan, Buckland Sweetwater, and
Black Hamburgh, and in both cases it has been the first to

reach the top of the house or rafters.

There is an open space between the last-named vinery and
the Peach houses, in which are stored a number of Vines in

pots for early forcing—put out, as itis termed, to harden, but in

reality to induce rest. The Peach houses have the same
aspect as the two vineries last named—viz., facing the south-

east, and they are lean-to's, but the vineries have a short back
light. The first Peach house is 34 feet long by 12 feet wide.

The border is partly inside and partly outside, and in both
instances above the ground level. It is i feet deep, and
composed of the top spit of the ground about, a not very

strong loam, and to this was added about one-sixth of marl.

Six rows of l-Lnch pipes serve for heating, the fruit being ripe

in May. No manure was mixed with the soil, and no manure
water is applied ; and neither for Vines nor Peaches is Mr.
Clarke any advocate of much manure in a solid or liquid

state, and he attributes none of his success to manure. The
trees were planted late in the spring of 186.5. Mr. Clarke, having
deferred it so late, had to be content with such trees as he
could get. The result has been in 1869 the first prize for

Peaches at Liverpool, and the first and second prizes for

Nectarines, also the first prize at York for Nectarines. Some of

his Peaches weighed 9J ozs. The trees look as if they had
been planted a dozen years. One Elmge Nectarine tree covers

a space of 21 feet by 14 feet, and has a stem 1 foot 8 inches in

circumference at the base, below the bud ; and one branch,
originated in 186.^, is 9J inches in girth. The trees and their

foliage are in perfect health, no red spider—in fact, nothing de-

leterious to health, and though the red spider had appeared,
it was speedily brought under, and also the scale, which ever

keeps putting in an appearance, by a syringing with Mr. Clarke's

compound.
Mr. Clarke practises what I may call the long-rod system of

pruning and training Peach trees ; indeed, he follows no par-

ticular mode of training, only it is a sort of fan, his object

being to obtain fruit of good size and quality, and to cover the
space in a short time. AU the pruning they receive consists in

cutting out the old and weak wood, and replacing it with new
shoots, which receive no stopping as far as their leaders are
concerned, but the laterals have their points pinched out at the
first leaves, and they are kept closely pinched in to one joint.

The shoots thus treated attain an immense length in a single

year, some shoots of this year's growth being from 8 to 10 feet

long, the whole length clustered with bloom buds. The trees

grow so vigorously that they are crossing each other, though
there are but seven trees in the house. The back wall is

covered with them; but the trees there do not bear fruit, or
very little, and the Castle Kennedy Fig on the back wall is

equally unproductive. It grows very strongly, and no doubt its

roots require to be more confined to induce fertility.

Next we enter a Peach house, 54 by 12 feet, corresponding
with the last, but the growths are even more extraordinary. The
trees were planted in 18C0, and one of them has a 27-feet spread
of branches, while a shoot of this year's growth is fully 10 feet

long ; but there is no unripe wood, and no lack of fruit buds for

another year's production.—G. Abley.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
There is at present to be seen in bloom at the Boyal Horti-

cultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick, that most magnificent o£

all Dahlias, Dahlia impeeialis. The specimens are a little

more than 12 feet in height, much branched, each branch ter-

minating with a glorious panicle of from ten to twenty exceed-

ingly beautiful white flowers, forming at this dull season one
of the most splendid objects to be seen. We understand that

it is to be exhibited at the next meeting of the Floral Com-
mittee on the 16th inst., so that our readers will then have an
opportunity of seeing this magnificent plant.

REMAPJvS ON SOME BEDDING PLANTS.
Six degrees below freezing point on the night of October the

27th, and a fall of snow on the following day, suddenly brought

the bedding season of the present year to a close, and as far as

my experience goes, the unfavourable spring and the variable

summer temperature have severely tested some of the more
delicate kinds of bedding plants. Letters which reached me
in July last, from some friends in tho eastern and northern

counties, informed me of the diiiiculty there was in inducing

even the more hardy sorts of bedding plants to grow at all, and
many were killed outright ; while the planting of such tender

subjects as Colenses, Iresines, and Amaranthuses, was not

attempted until the time arrived for a favourable season to

have brought them into great beauty.

As the season has not proved one of the best, it may be both

interesting and instructive to those who have not yet made
their arrangements for another year, to give the accompanying

plan of a flower garden which has come under my notice several

times during the summer, with the description of the planting,

adding a few notes on the merits or demerits of the materials

employed.
Bed 1 was planted in imitation of a star having eight points,

and the angles filled in with Lobelias. The bed is 20 feet in

diameter, and the colours were remarkably effective, especially

at a distance ; but as the Lobelia is liable to become shabby
early in autumn, and at its best is not effective when planted

next the grass, I think a more distinct colour would have been
better—say the old but beautiful Verbena venosa. I remember
once seeing this bed planted thus—centre Centaurea candi-

dissima, the star completed with Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium,

and the angles filled in with Coleus Verschaffelti—a very lively

and pleasing arrangement.
Beds 2 and 3.—Here the dark velvety brown of the Coleus in

contrast with the bright and beautiful foliage of Mrs. PoUock,

makes this a very effective arrangement for any flower garden. I

have seen a bed this summer where the Tagetes signata pumila
took the place of Mrs. Pollock in a similar arrangement, and I

thought the orange, yellow, and brown-spotted flowers of the

Tagetes improved tlie colour of the Coleus, and gave a better

effect to the whole bed.

In beds i and 5, the bedding qualities of both the Perilla and
Koniga are well known, but I may remark that the cerise-

coloured flowers of Pelargonium Flower of Spring, peeping out

from among the tufts of the Koniga, were thought an improve-

ment.
If the old favourite in beds 6 and 11 possessed a better-

shaped truss and more substance in the flower, so as to stand

out more boldly, it would be an improvement ; as it is, it is not

easily excelled. Some complain that young plants of this Pe-

largonium never flower so freely as older ones. I experienced
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the same failare nntil ciroamatances caneed me to transplant a

bed of them after tbey had mode a good growth, and the result

was an abundance of bloum and less foliage. Since then, if I

find them becoming leaf-proud, I lift tbtm with the spade, and
plant again immediately, and beyond losing a few leaves the

experiment ban the desired effect.

Beds 7 and 10. This distinct species of Verbena appears to

possess a charm of its own; the colonr, a lovely violet, is not

approached by any other inhabitant of the garden. It appears

to increase in beauty as the autumn comes on. When pegged
down at an early stage of its growth, it does not exceed 1 foot

in height ; and its small flowers supported on still flower-

stems, withstand the wind and wet admirably, as the storm of

September 11th did it no injury.

The Petunia in beds 8 and 13 grows too coarse and tall for

BDcb small beds, and in larger ones it is only attractive in

fine weather. A etorm soon disflgures its flowers, and towards
autumn it is not in the least attractive. It is, however, a good
plant for the background of mixed borders.

The Tagetes in beds '.i and 12 was grown as a substitute for

the yellow Calceolaria, and in some respects it is a good one ;

it is a constant and profuse bloomer, even in the driest of weather,

and in hot dry soils where the Calceolaria is so liable to fail,

this plant is to be preferred ; no wet or wind appears to in-

jure it.

I now come to the mixed beds, which were purposely arranged

to give increased effect to the Jive beds in the centre of the

I

garden, and also those four beds in the Mntre of each of the

j

two wings.

I

Ko8. 14 and IC have Pelargoniums Madame Budersdor0,

I

Cybister, and Uebecca, with here and there a plant of the

I
Tagetes for centres, while the outsides have some of the dwarfer

i

variegated Pelargoniums, such as Flower of Spring, Bijon.

Lady Plymouth, and Crystal Palace (iem, with some dwarf

I

Lantanas, as Lutea rosea, Albagrandiflora, ImpcratriceEngdue,
and DeUcatissima.

In beds 15 and 17, the centres are occupied with the Inter-

mediate Stocks, of many colours, which flower magnificently

throughout August and the three following months, and for the

outsides the pretty dwarf Victoria Aster, mixed I'ortulacas, and
Lobelias.

Nos. 18 and 20, at the opposite end of the garden, contain

Pelargoniums Indian Yellow, Cerise Unique, and Bebecca, with

the white flowers of Mrs. IloHord Verbena rising above the foli-

age of the Pelargoniums, as centres, while the outsides contain a

mixture of Centaurea candidissima, Purple King Verbena, and
Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium.

Nos. 10 and 21, Phlox Drummondi. These beds present a

great variety of colour, which is eSeetive and pleasing to the

eye. To keep the Phloxes dwarf for small beds, they shonld be

pinched once before planting out, and afterwards kept pegged
down ; they will then not exceed 1 foot in height.

The Pelargonium in bed 22 is a great improvement on Cloth

of Gold ; it is a vigorous grower, and is very effective both as

1. Centre Thnja anrea, surrounded by Iresine
Herbstii, and a baud of Centaurea can-
didiBBliuR, Lobelia gpeciosa next the
firasH. The circles surrounded by 6, 7,

8, 9, and 10, 11, 12, 13, also have Thuja
aurca in the centre.

2, S. Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock, edged with
Coleus Verschaffelti.

4, 5. Perilla niinkinensis. edged with Flower
of Spring and Koniga maritima.

6, 11. Pelargonium Brilliant.

7, 10. Verbena venosa.

H. 13. Petunia nyctaginiflora.

9, 12. Tagetes signata puoiila.

14, 16. Mixed beds.

15, 17. Ditto, ditto.

18, 20. Ditto, ditto.

19, 21. Mixed beds.
22. Pelargonium Crystal PaLice Gem.
2.S. Lobelia speciosa.

24. Veronica epeciosa varie^ta.
25. Pelargonium liebecca.

26. Pelargonium Indian Yellow.
27. Stachys lanatn.

28. Mrs. Holford Verbena.
29. Fuchsia Golden Fleece.

regards its flowers and foliage, its growth keeping close to the

ground.
No. 23. This plant, so well known as a bedder, needs no

remark.
The Veronica in No. 24 is one of the prettiest variegated

plants in the garden, and should be more grown; it is very

effective throughout the autumn, as it bears a few degrees of

frost without injury.

The Pelargoniums in beds 25 and 2C are now so well known
that I need not describe them, but I may just remark that

Indian Yellow is one of the best flowering plants we have in

the flower garden.
The plant in bed 27 should be more grown for its hardiness

and dwarf habit, while its silvery lamb's-ear-like foliage makes
it very attractive in the flower corden or shrubbery borders.

Bed 2s. Of this and other Verbenas I cannot say much in

their favour as distinct bedders ; most of the varieties cease to

be attractive much too soon for other plants. They are, how-
ever, very useful in mixed borders to supply cut flowers.

The Fuchsia in No. 2'j has proved a failure with me. I could

not with all my attention coax it into forming on attractive

plant. It goes off very much in the same way as Pelargonium

Cloth of Gold, for the plants appear to be less now than when
first planted. It will grow in the shade best ; even there it loses

much of its leaf-colouring, which renders its flowers less at-

tractive.

The effect of the whole arrangement, when viewed from

either end, gave considerable satisfaction ; but most of the

beds being small (1 feet wide), the use of anything but dwarf-

growing plants was out of the question. However, as the ar-

rangement of the planting was on the cross-balancing system,

every bed had more distinctness, which is always of import-

ance in a design for small beds.

Of other arrangements that I have noted as worthy of imi-

tation, was one in which the new Abnlilon Thompson! was

used. The ground colour of the leaf of this plant is a bright

green, which is beautifully mottled with yellow. It appears to

retain its colours well when planted out, and grows with con-

siderable vigour. Around it was a band of Amaranthus melan-

cholicus ruber, with an edging of the pretty dwarf-growing

Dactylis glomerata variegata. Another bed had Pyrethrum
Golden Feather, dotted over with Lobelia speciosa.

There is another new introduction which I think will become

a popular bedding plant—viz., the Iresine Lindeni. I think it

the best of all the Iresines ; the foliage is dark red, beautifully

veined, and the growth being vigorous, the markings become

well developed. I grew a few plants in common garden soil,

fully exposed to the weather, and it proved so satisfactory, that

I shall use it more extensively another season. The markings

being only on the upper surface of the leaf, when the foliage

in the sun is waving in the breeze it presents two or thiee

shades of colonr, which are pleasing to anyone.

Another valuable dwarf-growing plant is the Convolvnlns

mauritanicns ; it appears to be quite hardy, and if allowed to
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remain two or more years in one place it covers mnch gronnd
and flowera most profusely. It may not be generally known
that thia makes an admirable pot plant. I once took Tip a few

plants from the garden at tnis time of the year, potted them,
and kept them in a cold frame until February, when all the

old growth was cut off, and they were placed in the greenhouse

on a shelf near the glass ; they grew remarkably fast, and soon

produced a profusion of flowers. They are most suitable for

snapending where the sbnnts can hang at ease all round the

pots.

—

Thomas Record, Lillisden, Hawkhurst.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAHDEN.

Wheel mannre npon vacant ground when the weather is

suitable, and when it can be done without injuring the walks
;

also turn np all spare gronnd so aa to expose it to the action of

the weather. For land that has been long cropped with vege-

tables, a dressing of fresh loam would in many cases be pre-

ferable to m«nnre, and where it is wanted it should be ob-

tained, in order that advantage may be taken of frosty days for

wheeling it upon the gronnd. Where fresh soil cannot be
obtained, charred vegetable refuse, such aa pranings of shrub-
beries and edginga of walks, may be cheaply made to form an
excellent substitute.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Do not let Pears become overripe before being used ; also

look over the whole stock aa often as time can be spared, re-

moving any frnit that exhibit symptoms of decay, and put them
aside for immediate use. Any of the choicer varieties of Peara
that do not ripen properly in the fruit-room should be removed
to a warm dry room for a few days ; this will be found to

greatly improve them. Keep all fruit aa cool and dry aa

possible ; if frost is excluded from the house the air can
scarcely be too cool when the object, is to preserve fruit plump
and Bound as long as possible.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Dahliaa killed down to the gronnd should be taken np and

placed roots upwards under cover to dry, preparatory to being
stored for the winter. Chrysanthemums, which are everywhere
flowering finely this season, must receive careful attention so

aa to preserve their beauty as long as possible. See that coarse-

growing plants which may be encroaching upon their weaker
neighboura are reduced so as to occupy their proper places.

Valuable plants, as variegated Hollies, Rhododendrons, &c., if

not growing as freely as it is desirable that they should do,

would be benefited by a liberal allowance of rotten manure or

well-decayed leaf mould applied as a top-dressing, covering it

with a little fine soil, and working it into the ground around
the ball towards the extremities of the roots. Rhododendrons
and what are generally termed American plants, bear removal
so well that these where not growing satisfactorily should be
taken up, the gronnd well prepared by a liberal addition of

peat or leaf soil, and replanted. Gladiolus bulbs may now be
planted ; choose a warm, thoroughly drained situation, work the

soil well by deep digging, and add plenty of rotten mannre;
elevate the bed or patch a few inches above the gronnd level;

plant the bulbs 5 or 6 inches deep, and inches apart, sur-

rounding them with 1 inch of sand before covering them with
soil; and protect during the winter against excessive wet and
frost with a thick layer of sawdust, old tan, dry litter, an old

carpet, thatched frames, or tarpaulin. The last three coverings

must be removed during favourable weather, and the other
coverings should be entirely cleared off when the plants appear.

Ranunculuses may also now be planted. The situation of the
beds should be cool and somewhat moist, at the same time
there should be good drainage. The most suitable soil is a hazel
loam. If, therefore, the natural soil be unsuitable, remove
it to the depth of about 2 feet, and to the width of 4 feet, re-

placing it with rich loam from an old pasture ; this ought to be
firmly trodden in, and should form the foundation and principal
portion of the bed. Next should come a liberal dressing of

well-decayed mannre, mixing it a little with the under soil

;

and over this, for the top of the bed, should be a layer of soil

6 inches deep for planting the tubers in. The soil for this pur-
pose should be stiffish fibrous loam, mixed with well-decayed
cow dung and leaf soil. Draw drills inchea apart and 2 inches
deep, with a small hoe, and plant the roots 4 inches apart, with
the claws downwards, gently pressing them into the soil. The
crown of the tubers should be at least l; inch under the surface

of the bed.

OKEENHOngE AND CONSERVATORY.
During weather like the present these structures will require

very careful management. The best plan is to keep as low a
temperature, and the air aa dry, as can possibly be permitted

—

say a heat of from 40" to 45" at night, allowing it to rise a little

in the day. In the mixed greenhouse let the young stock of

Heliotropes, Pelargoniums, Cyclamens, and other flowers

grown especially for winter, have light situations and regular
attention as regards watering. The forcing-pit must proTide
at the proper season such plants as Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Persian Lilacs, Sweet Briars, Moss Roses, Sedums, Ralmias,
Daphnes, Anne Boleyn Pinks, bulbs, &e. It the heat is

furnished by fermenting materials, keep down accumulating
damp and mouldiness by an almost constant ventilation, iE-

creasing the linings in order to raise the necessary temperature.

Those who possess pita warmed by hot water will, of course,

pursue a somewhat different course. Attend carefully to speci-

men harjwooded plants which it may be necessary to winter in

the conservatory ; most of these are impatient of fire heat and n
confined atmosphere. Use no more artificial warmth, therefore,

than is absolutely necessary. Take advantage of mild days to

give air freely to cold pits, and keep the plants very sparingly

supplied with water at the roots, so as to prevent the pro-

duction of weak wood full of sap. Look frequently over any-
thing subject to the attacks of mildew, and apply sulphur the

moment this pest makes its appearance. See, also, that every-

thing is perfectly free from insects. It there is any prospect

of a scarcity of bloom in May next, a portion of the Achimenes
and Gloxinias should be repotted at once and placed in gentle

heat, choosing such as have been longest at rest, and a few Cle-

rodendrons ; Allamandas, a plant or two of Ecbites splendens,

and Dipladenia crassinoda may also soon be started, but unless

there are plants of these with well-ripened wood, and that have
been some time at rest, there will be nothing gained by at-

tempting to start them for some time, tor in most cases it is

difficult to maintain a sufficiently warm temperature to secure

free growth if the plants have not been well prepared for an
early start. A gentle bottom heat of about 80" or 85" will be
of service by inducing healthy root action, and if thia can bo
secured there will be little difficulty about obtaining free

vigorous growth. Let Ixoras and all other hardwooded plants

that have made sufficient growth be kept rather dry at the

root, in order to check their growth and induce a tendency to

form bloom buds, but do not let the soil in the pots become so

dry as to affect the foliage. The conservatory being now gay
with Chrysanthemums and other plants in flower, care mnst
be taken in the very first place that all drip from the roof be

avoided. To prevent drip, very little water must be applied

in any way ; give only that which is absolutely necessary at

the roots. However, under these circumstances a very moderate
amount of atmospheric heat must be afforded, for wherever

heat is allowed there must be moisture in the atmosphere,

otherwise the plants will soon show marks of debility ; there-

fore, the proper conservatory management from the end of

November until the early part of February, is to keep ae low a
temperature as possible consistently with the main object in

view—viz., enabling plants with duly organised buds to develope

their blossoms in a proper way.—W. Keane.

DOIXG.S OF THE LAST WEEK.
We have had a very busy week, but the work has been chiefly

a repetition of that of the last few weeks.

In the kitchen garden Cabbages were earthed-up. Endive not
required to be blanched uncovered carefully. Mushrooms in

open sheds covered up more to protect them from the cold, anit

Cucumbers slightly smoked, and syringed next day with weak
soft-soap water ni from llO'to 120"—a liquid, by the way, easily

made, and which no insect we have met with fancies, even
thrips, the worst of all enemies to thoroughly beat, being

destroyed by it when persevered with.

Bear in mind that at this season growing plants will stand

less smokinp and washing than in summer. It is difierent

with plants at rest. One secret we must let out, as it is too

good to be kept, and that is, a comparatively loir night tempe-

rature is the great safeguard against insects of all kinds under

glass. It will almost master one of the worst of all to destroy

—the mealy bug. To thrive, this insect must have a high

temperature ; many pounds of tobacco and of sulphur, and
bottles of expensive liquids, might be saved if we would only

let our plants rest and recover themselves at night. A high
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temperature from fun heat will rarely in these latitnacs hurt a
plant or a man if the (irat have free ventilation and the second
have energy and determination to keep moving ; but bow can
either be refreshed with a high temperature in darkness, when
Bleep and repose are necessary for both .' Not long ago wo were
asked to look at Cucumbers in a house plastered with green
fly, and no wonder, for the temperature at 8 r.y.. was fully 80\
The temperature enervated the plants, and all the airing, A-c,
during the day could not make them robust. With two or
three cool smotings and warm washings the insects were
mastered, and the plants recovered in a night temperature of
from (',0° to 05°, and a day temperature of from G.j' to 70', with
a gradual rise of 10' from sun heat, with little air, but that
early given.

Two facts are here worth repeating. The first is, that the
smoke from all combinations of tobac:o cannot roach the
plants too cool. Of all tobacco, shag is the safest and best. In
these smoking days, however, we seldom use it, ns it is always
as well to keep temptation.out of people's way; and hence, what
Utile we use is confined to the paper and other preparations
advertised, but in the case of all of them if the smoke reach
the plant hot it is sure to injure the leaves. The second fact
is, that no plant ought to have its leaves damp when smoked
with any preparation of tobacco. Fumigating plants when their
leaves are damp, does more injury to them than to the insects.
We have seen tender plants almost killed from being syringed
before being smoked, although they would have been uninjured
if the foliage had been dry.

Smoking, to be effectual and safe, must be resorted to when
the first insects appear. Waiting until leaves become crusted
or plastered with aphides is merely wasting time and tobacco.
It would often be better to take all the leaves off or take the
plants up. When so bad frequent smokings must be resorted
to, as the smoke has no effect, we believe, on the eggs, which
are quickly hatched by the heat. Soap or size water is more
prejudicial to them, as shutting them up with a thin film from
the air. Tobacco is often worse than wasted, because used
too late.

When plants are planted out in pits, frames, and houses,
unless individually they can be enclosed in a cloth, the house
or pit must be smoked. In the case of plants grown in pots
and moveable, it would be seldom necessary to smoke a house,
and thus make it repulsive to many for a time, as one pot or a
number of pots might be smoked and kept long enough in a
small close box ; and thus, often a pinch of tobacco or its pre-
parations would be as serviceable as ounces or pounds in a
larger place.

As against smoking we have great faith, when theycin be
had and applied, in nimble fingers and water-washings. The
chief advantage of smoking is that the smoke penetrates into
every joint and cranny. We have seen tobacco water, strong.
too, used in washing shoots infested with insects, killing the
insects, but often killing the shoots as well. Running the
fingers and thumb along the shoots to squeeze the insects, and
then washing all the remains off with a forcible jet from the
syringe would be equally effective as respects the destruction
of the insects, quite as pleasant to the operator, and move safe
to the plant itself. Often when wo went more from home we
have been anxiously consulted by young ladies as to how they
were to free from insects some favourite plant in a window,
every unhealthy symptom making them uneasy as associated
with omens as to the condition of the giver, far away, but not
out of mmd if out of sight. The tenth part of the time spent
in merely looking and fretting would have been more than
sufficient with their pliant fingers, with or without the help of
a sponge, to clear away every insect and every particle of dust,
and cause the renovated plant to become in very thankfulness
a cheering forecaster of hopes and joys to come.

Fr.CIT GAEDEN.
We have done little more than previously referred to. Straw-

berry pots out of doors ara chiefly lying on their broadsides to
escape the drizzling showers, and we have a little litter and
straw ready to throw over them in frost. Pruning may be
proceeded with, as the frost will cause the leaves to cling for
some time to Apples and Pears. It is rather singular the
frosts should have destroyed them when even Scarlet Pelargo-
ninm leaves and Peach leaves escaped. The leaves of the latter
out of doors are still too green.

Planlhtg may be proceeded with ii the soil is damp enough.
In this neighbourhood, at a few inches from the surface, it is far
too dry and hard to permit of planting on a large scale being
done with advantage. Nurserymen complain that they cannot

take ap trees and shrubs without the help of the pickaxe, and
then customers grumble that the trees do not succeed well when
removed from such dust-dry soil. Better under such circum-
stances to wait a little; or, if that cannot bo dune, let the roots
be taken up with unusual care, be well soaked and puddled,
and then packed in damp litter ; and when planted the some-
what damp surface soil should be packed round the roots where
watering cannot bo resorted to. In general the surface soil is

damp enough for .3 or i inches in depth, but in our case, and
in this neighbourhood, wherever a crop has been grown, at a
greater depth the soil is very dry, showing that much rain is

wanted to give it its common amount of moisture.

OKSAMENTAL DEPAKTMENT.
The same facts apply to the rcmnval o/ all trees and shrubs

in the pleasure grounds. Plants brought from a distance will

require additional care on account of the dryness of the soil.

Those merely moved at borne can have that care supplied by
attention to watering. For mere levelling, where no great
depth has to be penetrated, no weather could answer better,

and turfing done uow will give no trouble afterwards, as the
surface soil is quite damp enough. One reason why Scarlet
Pelargoniums withstood the frost so well was greatly owing to

the bulk of the roots being so dry. With respect to them we
noticed a singular fact yesterday, when we cleared the most ol
them away. The weather being dry, the most of the leaves
were as fresh and green as they were in August, the footstalks

of the leaves were also seemingly quite sound ; but though
many of the stems looked green, the heart was frosted black
or brown. Below the ground and a few inche^i above it the
stems and rosts were safe after parsing through several frosts

of 10', and many slighter ones. These roots on an emergency,
if taken up and packed closely in any place, however dark,

would have broken well as the days lengthened ond warmed in

spring. Some of the beds, c.opecially those of variegated Pelar-

goniums and Heliotropes, began to taint the air, and as the
weather was dry, we cleared the whole off. making a bottom of

a large rubbish-heap with the material, if we do not move it

again to make the bottoms of hotbeds. In wet weather, pro-

ceeded with clearing and boxing the Pelargoniums taken np
from the beds, and which have been kept safe under a little

litter. We also potted, moved, and cleaned pot plants.

No weather could bo better for making alterations in groimd
work. This is often more necessary in email places than in

large ones, as the smaller the place (he sooner it becomes
monotonous to the eye. The smaller the place the easier it

would be to change the general aspect every year. A great

point would be gained, as respects pleasing variety, if every

owner would study th3 nature of his own place, and gratify his

own individual taste, and then we should not find in so many
cases that one garden is so much a repetition of another.

Even in the front gardens of suburban residences we should

like to walk along, look through the open railings and see

every little garden diilerent in its arrangements from all the

rest. A vast variety as to the arrangements of grass and
gravel, plants and shrul;3, could thus be seen in a single su-

burban street, and every owner would derive a higher gratifica-

tion than in merely imitating his neighbour.
For planting Tulips and other bulbs no weather could be

more suitable; much depends on having them in good condi-

tion. Had we a little garden, and could spare a little money,
we should at least dip into Crocus collections. What can be
more beautiful in spring, even in good patches of a colour,

planting the bulbs or corms 2 or 3 inches apart ? And what
more interesting than contrasting these yellow, blue, white,

and purple colours in artistic tracery, love-knots, &c. ? Before

the group beds were cleared and ready, all bulbs could be set on
leaf mould, covered over, and lifted carefully when the ground
is well prepared for them.

Zinc roofs.—Incur corridors—glazed in front and zinc-roofed

—such plants as the Coleuscs, that made a fine appearance
all the summer, btgan to show the effects of the cold, though
not at all frosted, by dropping their leaves. They passed, how-
ever, the cold of Oct. 19th and thereabouts, and only suffered

last week. The plants were too large for ns to attempt to

keep, as we have small plants which will take little room in

winter. The full enjoyment of such corridors, however, depends
very much on being able to keep them temperate by heating in

winter, and this we hope to have done. Where only a temperate

heat is required, and the mere keeping out of frost in severe

weather, no mode of heating is so economical as by portable

iron stoves inside the place. Where more is wanted, combined
with comfort and freedom from the troable of firing inside the
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place, and the space is at all large, nothing wiU compare with
heating by hot water. Thanks to hnsbanding sun heat, and
the still enclosed air, onr unhealed corridors have kept plants

better than we could have expected. Where there is a lofty

glass root and a thick wall at the back, such plants as Scarlet

Pelargoniums have withstood rather severe frosts. With a

lower curvilinear roof of zinc the frost made no impression on
plants where the glass in front was protected by blinds ; where
not so protected at one end. Fuchsia leaves and Pelargoniums
near the glass were crusted with frost last week. Something
depends on colour, more than is generally imagined. The back
wall is painted a light stone colour, which does not absorb heat

quickly, but it radiates heat very slowly. Had we sunny days

these walls would reflect light and heat more than they would
absorb it. The top of the semicircular zinc roof inside is

painted almost a pure white, which helps to make the place

more light, as any rays that reach the concave roof will bo

reflected rather than absorbed. Zinc o^dises very slowly when
exposed to the air, but still it oxidises, and to prevent it ours

was painted outside as well as inside. By our suggestion it

was first paintad a rather light stone colour. Last time our

opinion was overruled, and it was painted a dark lead colour

—

rather darker than the natural colour of the zinc. When of a

light colour outside, the zinc-covered portion was warmer in

winter than that covered with glass, partly owing to its greater

closeness, as then the glazing was' done with small squares.

Since it has been painted of a dark colour, the zinc-covered

portion is much warmer in summer and much colder in winter

than that portion covered with glass. The white colouring

inside does a little, but not much, to prevent the dark colour

outside freely absorbing and freely radiating heat. Hence the
zinc becomes very hot in a sunny day in summer, and very

cold in frosty nights in winter. From the same causes, when
zinc roofs are merely supported on rafters 2 or 3 feet apart,

and the zinc is left of its natural colour, or painted of a dark
tint, the outline of the roof, instead of being uniform, will

be puckered into inequalities, marring its levelness, though
not injuring it as a roof for protecting from wet.

This reminds us that a correspondent says, "I have a lot of

old sheets of zinc lying about that had been used for roofing,

3 feet wide and 5 feet long, uneven but sound, with the excep-

tion of a few holes—oonld I use them for covering cold earth

or turf pits?" Yes, it not deemed too good for the purpose.

We would place each sheet on a hard level surface, level the

worst of the inequalities, then pile one sheet on the other,

cover them with a level surface, with heavy weights make the
sheets pretty level, and then fasten each sheet to a light frame
of wood. These, placed closely together, will make a good
covering without rafters. In wet, mild weather they could be
elevated back and front, in fine weather be lifted off ; the colour

would be of little consequence, as in frosty weather they could

be covered with fern, litter, &c. Even the many-cornered
pieces can bo easily reduced into shape, for though zinc cuts

badly, a pair of steel scissors, procured from an ironmonger on
purpose, wDl clip it almost as easily as common scissors will

clip calico.—B. F.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEI\T:D.
J. Whitehead, Croft Bank, Hollinwood, near Manchester.

—

Catalogue of Carnations, Picotees, Finis, ttc.

COVENT GARDEN M.VEKET.—November 10.

Scarcely any alteration worth qnoting: the attendance of buyers,
however, has been better daring the last few days.

^'EGET.•U!I.ES.

.\rtichofees doz.
Asparagus 100
Bean8,RaQner 3^ sieve

Broad bnshel
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bnndlo
Brns. Sprouts }i sieve
Cabbage doz.

d. s.

to 6

Capsicums 100 2
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Coleworts . .doz.bchs.
Cucumbers .... each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

4

S

2
2

6
2
4

2
8
8
S

3

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress,puunet
Onions bushel

pickling . . quart
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney ditto
Radishes doz.bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
Veget. Marrows, .doz.

B. a.

1

1

8

8

9. d
to

2

4
n

1

4

Apples y^ sieve 1

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bushel 8
Currimts }^ sieve

Black do.
Fi(7S doz. 2
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb. 2
Lemons 100 10
Melons each 2

FRUIT,
d. s. d

I

s. d. s. d
to 1 G ' Mulberries quart to

! Nectarines doz.
Granges 100 8 14

14 ' Peaches doz.

0, Pears, kitchen .. doz. 20 30
I

dessert doz. 8 5
4 Pine Apples lb. 3 6
10, Plums lo sieve 3 G 50

9' Quinces doz. 1 G 26
Raspberries lb.

5 Stiviwberries lb.

20
i

Walnuts bushel 10 16
5

I
do 100 1 2

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
i

,

J -^g request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the ' Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing ihey

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed tolely to

The Editors of the Journal of llurticulturc, dr., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.

N.B.—JIany questions must remain imanswered until next

week.

Books (-•1 Subscriber^—Tbe " Garden Manual," " The Cottage Gar-
deners' Dictionary," and Johnson's " Science and Practice of Gardening,"
will give you all necessary information. You can have them post free

from our office if you forward 12s. 2d, in postage stamps with your ad-

dress. We cannot answer your question about the Customs.

Address {A Subscriber).—We do not know it.

PROLONorNG THE Beacty OF THE Akbutus Behhv.—" It is too valuable

for purposes of table and other decoration to allow it to die without an
effort to prolong its existence." Try dipping the berries, when quite dry,

as they hang on the shrubs, into some coachmakers' colourless varnish.

Excrescences at the Ease of Hollyhock Stems (H. B., noniton).—
The excrescences were caused, we think, by the stems being cut down
too early. The roots were still active, and the growth not sufSciently fast

to dispose of the sap they supplied, and it consequently estravasated.

Probably it will not perceptibly injure the nest year's blooming.

Vaeiocs {Amateur).—We do not think there wotild be a sufficient de-

mand for such a work as you name. There is no good work on aquaria.

Some notes on the marine aquarium are in our columns to-day. You
will have seen in our last number some directions for wintering Coleuses.

Mr. Liovd's successor is Mr. King ; the direction is Great Portland

Street.

Silver Beet Ccltcre (D. H.).—The seed should be sown in good
rich s *il at the beginning of May, in di-ills 15 inches apart, like the com-
mon Beetroot. The plants should be thinned out, when large enough, to a
foot apart in the rows. They should be kept free of weeds, stirring the

ground about them until they are of good size, or as long as it can be
done without injury to the leaves. The midribs of the leaves are used like

Sea-kale. No blanching is required, but some cover the plants with Sea-

kale pots, and the pots with leaves. In this way the midribs become
more tender, but are less vigorous, though if the plants start for seed
the stem is good. Some take up the roots and place them in a cellar,

covering them with dry sand ; and in a Mushroom or other house where
there is a gentlo heat, they may be blanched by covering with boxes or

pots, and the leaves are very tender, mere so than those taken from the

plants in the open ground, but what is gained in tenderness is lost in
flavour ; besides, the midribs are not so thick and fleshy.

Passiox-flowee not Flowering (E. B. B.).—Yonr plants being seed-

lings, will account for their not flowering, and we advise you to thin out
the shoots now so as to expose them fully to light and air, and thin them
out considerably next year, so that they may continue so. Keep them
dry at the roots' from now until next March, or until they begin to grow,
and yet not so dry as to cause the shoots to shrivel. The roots are best

confined, as when these have a large space to run in the plants grow
much too freely, aud, of course, flower sparingly, ?nd in eomo cases

not at all. We should think your plants will flower next year, but it

is not unusual for seedlings 'not to flower until the third or fourth

season.

PLANTrNG Anemones (T. H.).—The best times to plant Anemones are

October and Februai-y. We prefer October for all but very heavy wet soils,

and there we think Februai-y planting best. The October planting flowers

earlier than the February one. For named kinds required for furnishing

blooms at a certain time, February planting may be desirable, otherwise

wo do not recommend keeping the roots out of the ground so long,

except for the purpose of increase.

Salting Asparagus Beds (H. J. R.).—The present is not a pood time
for applying salt, beciiuse the rains and snows of winter wash it away;
the roots are at rest, therefore do not absorb it. and it acts as a stimulant

to their bark at a time when they are injured rather than benefited by
stimulation. Two or three slight saltings of beds during the growing

period are the best practice.

Ranuncclcses in Pots (P. £7.).—They are not often grown in pots, but

they may be grown in that way. See answer to " Iris," October 7th,

page 290.

Gishurst Cojipound [J Condon).—Apply it exactly according to the

printed directions which accompany the compound.

Pecning a Vine ra a Ground Vinery (.4 Cottager).—We have re-

ferred to " ground vinery " page 51, Ko. 4S3, and as the one rod left has

grown strong, and is 7 feet in length, we would cut it back to 3 or 3J feet.

It would have helped the ripening • f liie wood if yon had given little air

after the middle of September. The sun heat is the best of all maturers.
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VncKS IK ToTB (A WoTkina Meehanie).~U a heavy crop ho taken from
N Toofif; Vine in a jiot. il wUl rarely do any good the Hocond year, as all
ilR oDcrviw wpro exhausted in Iho crop. If only three or four bunches
wore ta)(t«n and the woid wore Htrong, tho plant miKht do tolorahly well
in ibo foUowiotf aonHoii, if—say, iu a i;^ inch pot; hut if tho plant is in
a iwt of that size now, it will often ho btttur to richly too-dreHs instead of
rro»h pottinK .>*o Intiv Kvervlbinff fruited in a pot does best when, before
stortiiig into (it-sh Kri*lh, tho pol is full of roots.

Watebixo an Insid'^ VrsB Border iCli/tonietiti«).—Wc would water
IhB border insido directly, making Bomo holes and doing it nt two
»pan.tiofjH intJtend of ouoe, allowing an interval of a week or ten davs
botw«ea theiu. If tho soil is so dry to tho depth of 2 feel, the roots a'r«
apt to bo dried-ap, and, what is worse, to go down deeper in st-arch of
oiotstore. There could bo no reason for keeping the roots ho dry alter
thn Imit wa3 cut in AuguH, unleRS it was to help to ripon the wood. Itut
this dynes3 may easily be orried to excess. We would use tepid water.
OxAU3 TTtoP.tor.oiDES IH. 3/.).—As you havo no creenhouao or other

coovenitnce, we would advif^o you to let your thick patch cf Oxalis tro-
i>x)Q)oid68 remain where it is ; merely put some dry ashes over and anions
it. and slick lonnd and over it 80me ovorgreen twigs. The plants will
moat likely lose their tops, hut they will come up strongly next spring. Last
aensoD, with ns north of London, it was porfoctly hardy. We merely look
it op and tr«n^itiuute(lit regularly. Wo will servo it, Cineraria maiitima,
.-ind Centaurea c;indidissinia as :*liuve, with dry ashes and burnt earth.
SxwACK (ff.).—Tberegiduunt is very little and not oflffinsivo, the con-

staol passage of fluid diasoWeg everything but paper.

Compost for Roses (/'. If. O.).—Tho mixture of horse dang and malt
dost recommended by BIr. Ulvers, may be nsed fresh, but will preserve
itB efficiency for a long time if kept under cover.

FuBKACK FOR Steamheatino {E. C. //cdj/^rs).—For a hothouse to he
heated by steam-pipes, wo should prefer tho furnace to be outside the
honae. ns thus some possible ineuiiveniences could be avoided. Furnaces
inaide hothouses are only advisable when the utmost economy as respects
/ad is tu be con:3idered.

Hkattso a Small OREENnouSE (Forest Hill).—The cheapest mode of
beatiDg yourhou^e, IC feet by 5, is by a small iron stove with a flat top,
so that yon can place a pan of water on the top, and take a 3 or 4-inch
pipe through the roof or back of iho honiie. If your stove fireplace is
lined with firebrick all the better. Ono costing about 50«. should suit
yonr purpose. We presumo you have read something of what has beea
paid ol the manngement of puch stoves. We are in doubt about the
Foms nnless they are rather hardy kindi, and even they should not come
veri near the store. The Camellias and Azalens will be quite safe at 35',
hot to bloom well they require from 4ii to 50
Heatino a Fernery and Greenhouse from one Boiler (E.L.I.).

—Is the fernery now iueufficiently heated from the boiler, owing to tho
pipes being so few? If so. then the cheapest and simplest mode would
be to connect the old and new pipes, cspeciallv the flow, and the simplest
mode ol doing this would be to connect them'with 1-inch gas pipes, with
a screw into each pipe. If the new pipe is on the snmo plane as the old
pipe it will soon be nearly as hot. We have no doubt that from Weeks's
tnbalar boiler you cju heat your greenhouse and fernery equally well,
though the latter is 3 feet below the level of the former, provided, as
Hhown by your sketch, the lowest pipes in the fernerv are above the level
oJ the lop of the boiler, and more especially as you seem to take two
separate flows from the boiler—one flow to the greenhouse, and one flow
to the fernery. Each pipe is, therefore, independent of the other. It is
often difl'ercnt when diff.-reut places on difl'eront levels are heated from
one flow-pipe, branch off as it may, as then there will always be a
tendency to havo the greatest flow to tho highest point. Hence, in heat-
ing warehouses, Ac., in two or three storeys, it is often best— generallyh«t—to take the flow to a cistera at the highest point, and from thence
take flows downward from the higher to the lower storey. The heat is
Ihua more equalised than if taken into the lower storey at once from tho
ascending 3ow-pipe

; and eo when a number of houses and pits are to be
heated, the flows being of difTerent levels. You will avoid this bv the
separate flow for each house direct from the boiler We do not see" why
on sccoant of a wall, you should bend down your pipe as it leaves the
boiler for the fernery. This lowering of the pipe is always injudicious.
To make it .inswer you would require an open air-pipe at the bend.
Etch then we should not like it. If renllv the level of the pipes in the
fernery requires this, then the simplest remedy against all likely
mishaps would be to sink the boiler. There will never he rapid circn-
latioD, if so soon after issuing from the boiler, the pipe sinlis so much.
Your success will depend on an open cistern at the farther end, and a
small, open, gas air-pipe over the bend. The working will always be be^t
when every heating-pipe is above the level of the top of tho boiler. The
rotums may be thus situated before it is necessary to dip down to the
bottain of the boiler.

CocuMEEK Winter Culture in Pots (Cftoyiir).—There is no diffi-
culty in growing Cucumbers in pots iu a stove, the chief point is to secure
an average night temperature of t.''. , and a dav temperature of from 70
to 75'

, and of ;iu- with sun heiU. Any part of the stove will do, provided
the leaves of the plant he expo^jed to all tho euu and light possible. We
hftvo had the pots on the ..•urbs of a pit above a fl je, plunged partly in a
hed, and sometimes f-et on a shelf at the buck of the house, and the bines
of the plant trained down. If anything, the plants did rather tho best
when the pots were set in a bed. so as to have an average heat of ^0^ not
more, at the roots. When wo wanted Cucumbers quickly, we have grown
them in 8-inch pots. Fifteen inches U a very good average size. Tho
soil for winter may bo Hvo parts of sweet fibrous saudv loam, and one
part of equal quantities of heath soil, dried sweet leaf mould, and a little
charcoal. The heath soil helps now ; after January we would rather be
without it.

KfiCRRCiioLTziAs (.gncra(iitir).—They aro herbaceous plants. In
I'axt^n'R Dictionary they aro erroneously called tuberous- rooted, and in
the "Cott)ic?o Gardeners' Dictionary" as erroneously bulbous-rooted.
The Ronns V(inidium is Arctotifl,and Callirb.:e is Niittalia iu tho " Cottage
Gardcnf^rs' Dictionary," Ccntamidium Diummoudi is a recent intro-
duction.

Packing Trees for Exportation (Sub«€r:ber).~-Tie the branches of
each together, envelope the roots in moas, and wind a straw band round
th« wholo—roots, stem, and branches ; and after tying tho trees together

in ft handle, cnrelopo It with straw as 70a see done bynarierTmen. Now
is a good timu to send thorn.

Kradicating HonsEUADisn (Odfc'iam).—Wo know of no better pUn
thnn per()i!«tiug in what you have done. To dig up the plants by the root*
is labour in vnin, as it is next to impo^flible to nnd every piece, and not
unfrequoully, from the pleeu^ |i>ft, it is a source of increaae ratbor than
clearance, and we are not surprised that youi tronchlng the ground hai
caused it to come up more thickly than ever. Continue to pull up tb«
plants as they appear, not waiting antil tboy hsTe grown to a considor-
ablo extent ; but as soon as thny can be laid hold of remove tho soil about
each a few inches deep, or so that they can bo laid bold of, and pull them
up, placing a little Halt in tho hole from which the roots were drawn.
CuTTiNo Down an Oleander (Wirm).—Cut it down at tho end of

March, keeping it rather dry, or avoid making the soil very wot until It
begins to grow, nnd has shoots a few inches long, then ropot, keeping a
moist atmosphere, and do not water heavily at tho roots antil they are
working freely in the fresh soil, then water freely. In repotting remoTe
as much of the old soil as csu bo done, reducing tho ball comsidorably,
and pot in a smaller'sizod pot.

PoTTiNr, IIyacintiis TO Bloom IN Marcq (A 5u&irtfn6rr).— Hysclnlhs,
Tulipp. Xarcinauses. and Crocuses to flower at the end of february ana
through March, ought to bo i)otted without delay; indeed, they would
have been better putted a month sooner. Place them in a cold frame, and
cover them with Hpent tan or aHhes to obout an inch over tho rtms of
tho pots ; only employ the liplits to keep ofT heavy rains and during
sovero weather. About Christmna remove tho bulba to a cool boase,
plicing them in tho most light and airy position, and as near the glass as
practicable. Up to February tho temperature from flro boat should not
exceed 40

', when it may bo increased to 4j-, and in that they will bloom
at the time rt-quired.

PnuNiNo Roses (A. D.) —You may now peg tho shoots down, or cut
them back to within three or four eyes of where yon would prune them
to, deferring the final pruning until the beginning of March, or if yoa
peg the shoots down you could draw out the pegs in March, and then
prune the plants as required, or leave them to flower as thoy wcrw pegged,
merely removing the pjiuts of the shoots. By the partial pruning now,
<^^ pegging down the shoots, you would escape the winds, and by deforrlog
the pruning until March, ii.jury from spring frosts would ho avoided.
Your question was answered October, 2l8t, page 323.

Red Spider tlflcm).—You do not say what are the occupants of your
bouse, and we cannot, therefore, udvise.

Newtown Pippin in an Orchard House 'rrf^m).—L'ko Pears, Apples
do not mature well in an orchard house ; but placed out of doors in August
they mature perfectly. It is, perhaps, due to the greater dryness ol tho
atmosphere of an orchard house, as compared with the open air, and tho
want of dew in the former.—G. A.

Climbers for a Greenhouse (A. B,).—There are no plants which will

endure tho gas. Why not have a funnel or funnels connected with tho
exterior to take away tho fumes of the gas? Habrothamnus elegans,
Hoya carnosa, Hibbertifi volubilis. Jasminum gracile, Konncdya ino-
phylla floribunda, K. monophylla, K. Marryatt:e. K. rubicunda superba ;

Lapageria rosea. Plumbago capeusis, Rhynchospermum JAsmiooides,
Sollya linearis, Tacsonia Van-Volxemi, and Tropseolum Triomphe de
Gand.

Bulbs after FLOWERiNa (Poor ^mni^Mr).—There is no necessity for
throwing tho bulbs on the rubbish heap after they havo been forced ; but
they flower so indifferently a second year in pots that for tho most part
they are not employed, but planted out in the borders, where they do
well. After flowering continue the bulba in a light airy position, and in a
house from which frost is excluded, supplying them with water as re-

quired ; and when daagor from frost is past plant them out in the open
ground, supplying them with water until tue leaves turn yellow; then
withhold it, and when quite yellow take up the bulbs, dry them, and
remove the loose skin and ofi'dots, keeping the bulbs in a dry place aulil
planting time.

Australian Seeds (Crzifurjon).—AJbizzia lophantha ia a synonyme of

Acacia lophantha. Alyxias are Apocynaceons plant'*, all described in
Don's "Botanical Dictionary." A.pugioniformis is a variety of A. rasci-
folia, pictured iu Loddiges' *' Botanical Cabinet." Bauera is in tho
" Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary. ' B. rubioides and rnbia'folia are tho
same. Cryptocarya glaucescens is a Lauraceous bhrub, noticed in
Loudon's * Hortus JJntanuious." Frenela cupressiformis is a Conifer,
described in the last edition of Loudon's " Encyclopredia of Plants.*' Sow
iu February or March ; directions are given in our vol. xv., page 424.

IlrsiEA ELEGAN8 [S. P.).—The plants which have flowered this year
will not do so next. Those which havo not flowered should bo taken up
and potted ; winter them in a cool airv house, repotting them as tho pots
become tilled with rooti*. and they will flower well next year. It will bo
t^ufficient if frost be excluded from the house in which they are wintered.
Huniea elegans is a biennial, but flowers the first year if sown early;
tu do well the seed ought tu he sown iu May, and the plants treated as
biennials.

Erratum.—Page 302. left-hand column, twenty-seventh line, for *' white
at top and black at bottom," road '* black at top and white at bottom."

Apples. Ac. (A Novice).—Absence was the cause of their not being
named, and when wo returned they were too decayed to be recognised.
Send some other epccimcns.

NA3IES OF Fruits {E. tv.l.—Reauty of Kent. (Keir Forf$t).—Benrre
Bosc and Beurri' d'Aremberg quite correct. Tho former is sometimes
coarFo in the flesh, and decays at tho core. (F. L. A.).~l, Thompson's

;

2, Achan ; 3. Cliaumontel; 4. Beurre Nautais; 5, Boxovitski ; 6, Non-
pareil ; 7, Lewis's Incomparable.

Naues of Plants {J. L. /).).—We cannot name plants from their leaves
only. 01. H.).—l. Aster N'ovi-Belgii; 2. A.Nova?-AugUw; 3, A.tardiflorus,

var. caspitosus ; 4, A.cyaneus. iJameit Seott).—!^ Peristropho speciosa,

formerly known as Justicia t<pecio-a ; 2,Aster Novi-Bolgii. (i>'»i//t/brop/it/),

—Lonicera involucrata. This may be thought a very curious Honey-
suckle, and is, indeed, a great departure from the ordinary character of

the genus. It is native of California. (D. AM.—Wo take your plant to

be Loholia ilicifolia ; unfortunately our material is not the best, tbero
not being a perfect flower on your specimen.
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dale is now before ns, and we mnat say that a more extraor-
dinary sheet was never issned. Thirty eilver caps, amounting
in value to not far short of £200, and money prizes oicr £330,
are the grand total?, and grand they are. Even CirmiDgbam
will need to be on the alert if this western upstart is to bo
" kept behind." There will be an increased number of jadgcs
this year; and with a hall unsnrpaseed anywhere fur purposeB
of exhibition, no doubt the show will be even more than last

year a triumphant success. We note as a hint to other com-
mittees that there is an excellent trimming clause, stating that
the judges' attention will be specially requested to any fiaudit-

lent prooeofiings, but leaving the responsibility with them.
This is right.

PRIZES FOR FRENCH VARIETIES OF FOWLS.
I ALSO applied for three outof the four prize li»ts mentioned by

" BuLCKBinD," and not caring to enter my CiLve-Co'Qrs in the
" Any other variety classes," I have not entered them at either

Eho\(. I last spring gave a long price for the first-prize Ciuve-
CocDrs at Hull, and though they there beat a very good class,

and at Ipswich the cock was called by The Field a very first-rate

bird, at Beverley, in the " Variety cbss," they were only highly
commended, as were two other pens of Citive-Cffiurs, the prizes

going to Sultans and Black Eamburghs. I do not at all dis-

pute the decition of the judge, as the prize pens were as good
of their kind as they could be, I only wish to prove that the
Frenchmen should have a class to themselves, as they do not
stand a chance against Sultans in the show-yard, and not
much against Black Hamburghs, though at most shows French
fowls outnumber the other sorts by three or four to one. I

am this week sending birds three hundred miles to a show, as

I cannot hear of a French class near home ; and I am sure that

if breeders of French fowls only show where they have a class

for their favourites, they will soon find that they will not have
to waste 60 many stamps as they have to do now in finding a
piize list with a class for French fowls.—CniiTE-CtErK.

[We have heard from more than one committee that if the
breeders of French fowls will agree to send a certain number
of pens, or to offer a cap as a prize to be competed for by them,
the committees would have a class or classes for the said fowls.]

they live to the age of ten or twelve years, and breed well with
me up to that age.—W. Woodhouse.

CHESTER POULTRY SHO'W.
At the recent poultry Show held at Chester I entered a pen

of fowls, and, as usual, on forwarding them paid the carriage.

Is. 10</. To my surprise, on receiving them back, I was charged
2s. (id. At first I thought I had received the wrong birds

again, that probably they had been so well provided for during
their absence from home as to have increased in weight : but
no, neither supposition was true. I then inquired from the

other exhibitors here, and I find they, too, have been dealt

with in the same wa\'. Now, as I am determined to find out

how this occurs, and if possible put a stop to so gross an im-
position, I should like to ask your readers, if any, who may have
experienced the same imposition, if they can give me any in-

formation, as it is my intention to obtain a repayment of the

overcharge if possible.

—

Henkt, VAronAx.

LICE ON PIGEONS.
I FIND nine out of ten Pigeon fanciers who give veiy high

prices for birds, know very little about their treatment. I am
constantly receiving letters from gentlemen about their Pigeens

dying from some cause unknown to them. To keep a flight of

fancy Pigeons in health and prosperity, they require as much
care and attention as that which a good shepherd bestows on
his flock.

Pigeons are all mo,-e or less troubled with two different sorts

of vermin, called '• Pigeon lice." I can alwsys tell when one
of my birds is troubled with these pests. Birds so affected may
easily be found out ; they will while walking about suddenly

stop and peck very quickly under their wing, and other parts of

their body, and shake their feet as it wanting to get rid of

something disagreeable. My treatment is to dress my birds

twice every year with eheep ointment, or blue unction, in the

following manner :—I take a small pot of ointment, and place

it in a basin of warm water to melt it ; then I take a small

piece of stick, catting the end flat, dip it into the ointment,

and put a small quantity just above and below the vent, under
each wing, and under tho throat v r neck of the Pigeon. By the

above treatment I keep my birds free from ths vermin, and

CHESTER POULTRY SHOW.
TiTE Drill Tlall, Cbcstcr. thont;h not a hniMing of limited size, was

filK^d ulinui.1 to uxccsrt on tlio 4tU nxxd 5tU iDst. Trith birds from tho
principal poultry yards in t)ie kinRilom. consC'iuently the Show proTcd
luinsnally kooJ. Sc* preat was tho iutereat excited by a liberal prize

sclit'dule, that tho Coiiiniittce, thonc^h relartantly, were compellej to

derlino more than a Iiuudred of tho futries that were last proffered

to tho Stcrttnry, a. vcr}' firnni; proof that tho emulation of ponltry-

breodi-rs is not subi^idiD^. Wu regretted to find, a^ nsaalf that a con-

siderable number of excellent pens arrived about the time the Judges
had finif>hcd their dnties.

liorkiiifjA were the ljrf>t class on tho li^t, and very rarely have
Buch f;oo<l classes met the eyes of brcederi of thia useful variety of

fowls. Of apaninh the cutrio.'; were numerous, and the birds were
shown in capital condition. Wo noticed, as everyone present mnst
have done, u cock of this variety disqailified for haviof; faif) comb
tied upright with a jaeco of thick strinf, :io awkwardly earned out a

piece of deception as wc have witnessed for many year.i past, for, as

a gentleman joco.<;cly remarked, ** be loohed as though ho had a halter

on." The Gum' classes were beyond fjncst.ion amon^ tho fjems of the

Chcfiier Show, the Brown Kcds beiur; tho b£&t of those exhibited this

seapon. Dark Brahmns were excelle' ', but we rcerettcd to find on
clos50 inapection several pens of bir*^ naturally falcon-hocked, very

cleverly polled some three or four wf .s back, fo that the half-prown
feathers mi^ht insure Eccnrity from detection. The Judges, however,

quickly discovered the deceit, and llie&o pens were therefore passed

unnoticed. Tho Coc/ii'^i* were good, ^httherBufi. Partridge, or^Vlutc.

In the Uahthnr.jh clagecs every variety was well ehown, being, as u
general mlo, remarkably true to feather. There was ft very nnnsual
case of dii;ease, t'lephautiasis in the logs of a Golden-peacilled

Hamburgh cock, that drew special attention, cs alihonph hitherto

almost nnkno\im among any variety of fowls save Cochins, of late

several cases have presented themselves amon;; Sebripht Bantams and
Crt^ve-Cosnrs. It is a disease that should be promptly dealt with in

its early stages, as it is very contagions, and when once confirmed is

most dilKcult to eradicate. The Pencilled cock just alluded to had
legs increased in size by this disease, nntil they were almost as large

as tbor^e of a Dorkiug. Compound sulphur ointment in the early

stages is an excellent application. J'oliafi were better by far than
customary, and the entry wai a largo one. Game Bantams were not
e:diibited in tho condition they should have been. Thirty-six pons in

tho " Sellitg class " formed a very gnod entry, and were so good that

many lota changed hand?, the maximum ]>rice being 305. the pen.

Tho Aylesbnry fhirLf exhibited by Mr.^. Seamons. of Aylesbnry. en-

sured eu unusual amount of intercut in this neighbourhood, and Mr.
Gamon's several pens of Rouen Ducks were well worthy of their posi-

tion. Gccsc and Turh^t/s were especially good. In the first-named

class, a pair < f those rare birds, the .\u&tralian Cercopsis Geese, sent

in ot the vcrj- low price of tivo guineas, gave any intending purchaser

such an opportunity of buying as mii;ht not again occur for many
years ; nothing in tho Show could have been exhibited in finer

plumage.
Pifie^-)ns had a room allolted to themselves np-stairs, and it appears

not a few visitors, by oversiL'ht, were deprived of tho pleasure of in-

fipectiug an unusually fine collection.

DoRKixos.—1, H. Crossley. 2, J. White (Grey), he, Mrs. Arkwright
(Coloured); Rev, E. Kartrnm, Great Borkbnmpstead (Coloured) ; Yiseount
Turnonr, Sbillinglee Park (Coloured), r, Hcv. E. Battrum (Coloured);
T. E. Kelt; N. G. Russell (Coloured); E. Sbiuv (Greyi.

Spanish (Blackl.—1. H. Lane. *J, H. P.cldon, Goitstock, Bingley.

/(c, T. & E. Comber, Warrington; R. Davies ; F. James; P. H. Jone?,
Fulbum, c, W. R. Bull; .1. Gliddon ; J. Siddoro.
Game Cock (Any colour).—Cup. J. Wood (Brown Red), he. J. Plait

(Broi^-n Red); G. F. Ward (Brown R^'dl. r, C. Chaloner, WtitweU,
Chesterfield fDnc)vwInff' ; J. Plutt (Brown Red).
Gam£ (Blnclt-tircRsted l;oiii.—1. C. Chf'Ioncr. 2, J. Forsyth.
Game (Brown-breasted lied).—1, J. Wood. 2 nnd ftc, J. Phitt. c, T.

BurRes?, Bnrleydam.
Game (.Any other variety).—!, J. Ha1<:n}l, Icce (Duckwing). 2, W.

Gamon, Chc&ter (Du-:kwiug). r, W. Ganion (DnckwingJ ; J. Halsall
(UnckwinR).
Game Pullet.—1 and 2, J. Wood (Brown Red). 0, J. Forsyth ^Black

Red), he. Barker & Charuock iBhick Kcd) ; T. Burgess; T. Mason; £.
Noble (Black Red).
Bn.-inMA rooTBA.—1, F. O. C. Hawnrth. 3, H. LiuRWood, Martlesham

(Dnrk). 3, Hon. M. A. Baillio Hnniilton (Dark), he. Rev. E. Alder ; Rev.
J. Bnwen (Dark); W. R. Boyle (Dnrk); Ur. Uolmes (Dark) : G. A. Stephens
(Dark); Miss A. Williamson (Liflbt) ; Mrs. Woodcock (Dark), c, VMy.3.
Bowen (Dark); T. A. De.iu (Light); W. B. Etches (Dark); E. Leech,
Rocli'Jnle ; M. Louo. Morkya'e >tre- 1, near Dunstable ; W. Gamon.
Cochin-china (Cinnamon or BufiTi.- 1. Bowcinn A Fenron. Whitehaven

(Bun). 2, W. A. Taylor (Buff), he, W. taudoy (Buff;; C. Sidgwick,
Rvddlesdtn Hill, Kei^'blcy (Buff).

'CoCHiN-CniNA (Any otber variety).—1, W. A. Taylor (Partridge). 2, E,
Tudm:in, Whitchurch. S.ilop (P.-rtritlgc). /c, Bowman and Foaron
(Wliile) ; C. sidgwick (Pnrtiidcc) ; Miss&tory (ParlridRe'. c, li. Crossley.
Polish (Black).— 1 and he. W. G.ir.ion. 2. J. Dickenson.
Polish (Any other variety).—!, 11. Beldon. 2 and he, W. Gamon

(Silver and Golden).
IIauburoqr (Golden-spauRlcd).—1, J. Ogdcn. 2, W. A. Hyde, he, £.

Bricrky ; Duke of Sutherland, c, S. & It. Ashton, MotUara.
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Hambdhohs (Silver-spangled).—1, H. Eeldon. 2, J. H. Howe, he, Ash-

ton S Booth, c, A. Woods.
Hambdeghs (Golden-penciUedi.—1, H. Beldon. 2, W. R. Park, he, V,

.

Clayton ; W. Speakman ; Duke of Sutherland, c, W. Parr, Patricroft.

Hambubghs (Silver-peDcUlcdJ.—1, Duke of Sutherland. 2 and e, H.
Beldon. he, W. E. ParK.
Game Bantam Cock.— 1, J. Crosland, jnn. fBlack Red). 2, H. F.

Nicholson (Duckwing). he, W. F. Entwisle (Black Red); G. Maples

(DaclrwinR) ; F. Steel (Black Rod).

Gajie Bantams.—1, W. F. Entwisle (Black Red). 2, G. Maples (Duck-

wing), he, W. Adams; R. N. Barlow (Black Bed); J. Crosland, jun.

(Black Red) ; J. W. Gates (Black Red).
Game Bantams (Any ynriety not Game).—1 and 2, M. Leno (Laced).

he, H. Beldon (Blacki ; T. C. Harrison (Laced); G. F. Hodson (Gold-

laced) ; W. H. Tomlinscn (Black) ; J. White (Black), c, Mrs. Bellyse

(Gold-laced).
Any other Variety not PREviorsLT Mentioned.—1, Mason & Walker

(Black Hamburghsl. 2, Hon. C. W. Fitzn-Uliam (Crcve-Ccenr). he, S.

Bntteraeld (Black Hamburghs) ; Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam (La FKche and
Creve-Cceur) ; -Mrs. Seamcns (Creve-Cccur) ; Rev. W. Sergeantson (Black

Hamburghs) ; G. A. Stephens (Houdansj. e, J. H. Dawes (Houdansl.

Selling Class.—1, Kev. W. Sergeantson, Acton Burnell (Black Ham-
burghs). 2, Miss E. Williams (Crevo-Cceur). S, C. W. Brierley. he, A.

Bamford ; W. F. Checklev (Buff Cochins); R. Davies (Blnck Spanish) ; W.
Little (Brahma Poolri) : E. r.vdor (Rouen Ducks) ; T. Wakefield i Silver-

spangled Polands). e,T. & E. Comber; W. J. Cope (Duckwing Game):
J. Mansell (Black Spanish) ; H. B. Morrell (Dark Brahma) ; Viscoout

Tumour (Coloured Dorkings); C. WiUiams (Black Red Game).
DocKLDius (Aylesbury).—1 and 2, Mrs. Seamons, Aylesbury. 3, S. H.

Stott. he, W. Stonehouse.
Ddcklings (Rouen).—1. and 2. W. Gamon. 3, J. Dickenson, ftc, W.

Gamou ; S. H. Stott; T. Wukefield. c, W. Evans.
Ducks (Any other varietyl.—1, C. W. Brierley. 2 and e, M. Leno

(Mandarin and Carolina), he, 3. vt K. Ashton (Carolina) ; R. P. Williams
(Bahama).
GosLniOS.-1, S. H. Stott. 2. Mrs. Seamons. he, E. Leech ; R. P.

Williams, c, G. Bagnall ; Rev. G. Hustler; J. White.
TORKEYS.-1, W. Sandy, Cambridge. 2, T. & E. Comber, (Cambridge).

he, Earl Grosvenor (Norfolk) ; S. H. Stott (Cambridge).

PIGEONS.
Careiek.—Cock.- 1, G. C. Holt. 2, J. Hawloy. rhe. E. Horner. Hare-

wood. Whole class he. Hen.—l and rhe, G. C. Holt. 2, J. Hawley.
he, J. Thompson ; E. Walker, e, O. H. Roberts ; J. Thompson.
roUTER.-CocJ.-.—1,W. Gamon. 2, E.Horner. 7ic, W.Harvey, ShetBeld

;

J. Hawley. Hen.—l and 2, E. Horner, he, W. Harvey, e, W. Gamon.
Tdmblebs (Almond).—1, J. Fielding, jun. 2. J. H. Ivimy.

TOMBLEES (Balds or Beards).— 1 and c, V.'. Woodhouse. 2, J. Fielding,

inn. he, F. Graham ; W. Woodhouse.
Tckblers (Any other variety).-1, R. Minnitt.Ijun. (Mottles). 2, J.

Fielding, jun. (ic, J. Grice (Red), c, J. Hawley (Mottles).

Tcmblebs (Any variety not Short-faced).—1, J. Hawley (Mottles;.

2, E. Horner.
Dragoons.-1, .1. H. Frean. 2, Mrs. Arkwright.
Barbs.-1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, G. H. Roberts.

Nuns.—1 and 2, W. Croft, he, W. Bankes ; F. E. Thompson, e, P. H.
Jones.
Fantails.-1. W. Harvey. 2, F. Graham, he, F. Gr.aham; E. Homer

;

W. H. Tomlinson; J. Walker.
Jacobins.—1, E. Homer. 2, P. H. Jones. Estra 2, E. E. M. Eoyds.

he, R. Fleming ; E. E. M. Royds.
TBr5lPETEE3—l,W. Gamon. 2, W.Harvey, ftc, W. Gamon ; E."Homer,

c, C. F, Staunton.
Owls (Foreign).-1 and e, F. Graham. 2, J. Fielding, jun. he, A. A.

Vander Meersch.
0^-LS (English),-1, J. Crosland, jnn. 2, F. Graham.
TcBBiTS.-1, W. Bankes. 2, E. Horner, he, J. Fielding, jun. ; P. H.

Jones.
Runts.—1 and 2. F. Graham.
Antwerps.—1, W. Harvey. 2, J. Crosland, jun. e, Mrs. Axkwright

;

W. H. Mitchell.
Any otheb Variety.—1, W. Harvey. 2. J. Fielding, jun. 3 and 4, F.

Graham (New variety), fie, W. Harvey ; E. Horner ; P. H. Jones.

The Judges of Pouhry were Messrs. Hindson, of Liverpool, and
Hewitt, of Birmingham ; and for Pigeons, Messrs. EsqoUant and
Hedlej, both of London, officiated.

SOUTHAJIPTON ORNITHOLOGICAL SHOW.
This was held at the Carlton Hall, Southampton, on the 9th and

10th inst., and continues this day. The following is the list of the

awards :

—

Spanish.-1, F. James, Peckham Eye. 2, J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court,
Wrington, Bristol.
Dorkings.-1, T. Martin, Claines, Worcester. 2. J. Smith, Shillinglee,

Petworth. Chickens.— 1, O. E. Cresswell, Hanworth Rectory, Hounslow,
2, H. R. Seymour, Crowood, Hungerford.
Cochins (Any variety).—1 and Cup for best pen, J. Cattell, Birming-

ham (Buff). 2, Mrs. Allsopp, Worcester.
Bbahmas (Dark).—1, H. Lingwood, Greeting, Needham Market. 2, H,

Dowsett, Pleshy. Chelmsford.
Bbahmas (Light).—1, J. Pares, Postford, Guildferd. 2, H. M. Maynard,

Ryde. Isle of Wight. Chickens.—1, Mrs. A. Williamson, Leicester. 2,

Mrs. T. Turner. Avon, Ringwood. 3, H. M. Maynarl^
Game (Black and other Reds).—1, Capt. G. Price, Taynton, Glou-

cester. 2, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough, Manchester. Chickens—land?,
J. Fletcher.
Game (other variety).-1, G. Sainsbury, Devizes. 2, J. Mason, Wor-

cester.
Hamburgh (Silver and Gold-pencilled).-1, N. Barter, Plymouth. 2,

Mrs. Allsopp. Chickens.—I, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton. 2, Mrs.
Fatlison, Dorchester.
PoLANDs.— 1, J. S. Watson, Earby, Skipton. 2, T. P. Edwards.
French Varieties.-1, Mrs. Pattison. 2, Capt. T. S. Robin, Fontenay,

.Jersey (Creve-Ctcur).

HoUDAN CmOKBNS.—1 and 2, W. O. Quibell, Newark. 3, Hill & Co.

Any other Variety.—1, Hill & Co. (Gangesian). 2, J. Hinton, War-
minster (Malay).
Game Bantams.—1, S. Samways, Souifaampton. 2, E. Payne. Cardiff.

Bantams (Any other variety).-1, Miss A. Hodson, North Fotherton.

2, H. Dravcott, Humberston.
Ducks "(Aylesbury).-1, W. Tippler, Chelmsford. 2, A. Saunders, South-

ampton.
Ducks (Any other variety).—1, A. Saunders (Ronen). 2, C. N. Baker,

Chelsea (Mandarin). „ .«
Geese.—1, Mrs. M. Ford, Weymouth (Toulouse). 2, Ma]or-Gen. H. P.

de Bathe, Chichester (Sebastopol).

Turkeys.-1, St. J. Coventry, Wimbome (.\merican). 2, w. Fookes,

Blandford.
Selling Class.—Cocfc or Cockerel.—1, Mrs. Christie Glyndeboume,

Lewes (Partridge Cochin). 2, Viscount Tumour, Petworth (Dorkings).

Hcits or Pullets.—1, W. Stanford, jnn., Steyning (Dorkings;. 2, T. Rogers.

PIGKONS.
Pouters.—1, R. Fulton, Deptford. S, H. Vardley, Birmingham.
Tumblers.—1 and 2. R Fulton.

Barbs.—1 and 2, R. Fulton.
Jacobins.—1, H. M. Maynard, Ryde. 2, J. C. Ord, Pimlico.

Fantails.—1 and 2, H. Yardley.

Owls.—1, P. H. Jones. Fulham. 2, R. Pulton.

Turbits.—1, O. E. Cresswell. 2. P. H. Jones.

Carriers.—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, J. C. Ord.

Trumpeters.-1, J. Hawley, Bingley. 2, C. Bulpin, Bridgewater.

Nuns.—1,H. Yardley. 2, C. Bulpin.

Dragoons.—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, J. C. Ord.

.4ny other Distinct Variety.—1, W. B. Tegetmeier, Finohley (Pigmy
Pouters). 2, H. Yardley. ^ . ,

Selling Class.—1, J. C. Ord (Carriers). 2, H. M. Maynard (Camera).

C.^NARIES.
Norwich (Clear Yellow).—1, T. Mann, Camberwell. 2, Messrs. Moore

ani Wynn, Northamnton. S, Messrs. Bemrose & Orme, Derby.

Norwich (Clear Buff).—1, W. Walter, Winchester. 2 and 3, Messrs.

Bemrose & Orme.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Yellow).—1, W. Walter. 2, Messrs.

Moore & Wynn. .

Norwich (Marked or Variegated Bnff).—1, Messrs. Moore & Wynn. 2,

H. Apted, Broadwater. S, O Nioholscn, Landport.

Norwich (Any other variety).—1, W. Walter. 2, Messrs.Irons & Gay-

ton, Stocklev. ,,. , ,

Belgian (Clear Yellow) —1, R. Richardson, Landport. 2, O. Nicholson.

Belgian (ClearBuffl.—l. O. Nicholson. 2, J.Hayes, Sntton-in-Ashfield.

Belgian (Variegated or Marked Yellow).—1 and 2, O. Nicholson.

Belgian Variegated or Marked Buff).—1 and 2, O. Nicholson.

Lizard (Golden-spangled).—1, E. Hawkins, London. 2, Widdowson
and Holmes, Swindon.
Lizard (Silver-spangled).—1, H. Apted. 2, J. Hayes.
Goldfinch Mule (Jonqne).—1, J. Baxter, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Goldfinch Mule (Mealy).—1, T. Cordingly, Brighton. 2, Rev. V.

Ward, Canterbury.
Canary or Mule (Any other variety).-1, H. Vine, East Cowes, Isle of

Wight (Cinnamon). 2, J. Baxter (Linnet Mule).

Bullfinch.—1, lilrs. W. C. Drammond, Bath.
Goldfinch.—1, W. Walter.
Linnet.—1, J. Baxter.
Skylark.—1, J. W^ Harrison, London.
WooDLARK.—1, O. Nicholson.
Blackeibd.—1, Mrs. Roe, Southampton.
Song Thrush.—1, T. Webb, South Norwood.
Stabling —1, J. W. Harrison. . , t m
Any other Variety.-Equal 1, A. G Hubbarde (Magpie) ; J- W.

Harrison (Nightingale). 2, O. Nicholson (Cream-coloured Goldfinch).

Cockatoo (Any variety).-!. M. George, London (Lemon).

Paeeots (Any variety).-1, J. W. Harrison (King). 2, W. Walter (Grey).

Love Birds.—1, W. B. Bailey, Purfleet.

Java Sparrows.—1, W. Walter.
Wax-bills (Any variety).-1, W. B. BaUcy (St. Helena).

Any othep. Variety.-1, J. W. Harrison (Bearded Tits). 2, J. Fry,

Southampton (Parroquets). ,„. ,.,^ ,^ ., c,., ,

Pheasants.-1 and 2, E. Gibson, Ryde, Isle of Wight (Gold and Silver)

Judges.—Poultry : Edward Hewitt, Esq., Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

Canaries : A. "Willmore, Esq., London.

YORK ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The following is the prize list of this Show, held at York on the

3rd inst. :

—

Norwich (Clear Yellow).—1, Moore ,1 Wynn. 2, T. Irons, Northampton.

he. Pennock & Blackstone, Whitby ; E. Orme, Derby.

Norwich (Clear Buff).—1, J. Bexaon, Derby. 2, E. Orme. vhe, Pennock

and Blackstone ; T. Irons, Northampton ; J. Bexson.

Norwich (Evenly-marked Yellow).—1, J. Bexson.

ftc, G. Gayton; Moore .S Wynn.
Norwich (Evenly-marked Buff).—1 and 2, Moore & Wynn.

Gavton, Northampton, he, Pennock and Blackstone.

Norwich (Black or Grey-crested).— 1, Pennock & Blackstone. -J, l.

Irons, he, J. Calvert. „ „ t> „j
Norwich (Yellow or Buff-creeted).-1, — Cl.->rkson, 2, R. Reed.

Lizard (Golden-spangled,.-!. Clarke & Houghton. 2, Pennock and

Blackstone. /tc,— Kansley ; R. Hawman. c, Allen & Baines.

Lizard (Silver-spangled).-l,-E.v.vnsIy. 2, - Hawman. vhe.AHen

and Baines, Y'oik. he, Clark & Houghton. , , .„ , „ „ ,,.„

,

BELGIAN (Clear Yellow or Buffl.-l, F. Fritschlcr, Beverley. 2, W. Need-

ier, Hull. ;ic,W.Do3sworth; W. Needier. , f..^„„
CINNAMON (Yellow or Buff).-l, T. Irons. 2,- Bexaon. lAc,- Gayton,

E. Hawman. he, Moore & Wynn. „ t -r^ t

Canaries (Any breed).-!, Clnrke & Haughfon. 2, J. Downs, rhe, —
Brushbv ; Moore S: Wynn. he, Mrs. S. Gadsby. „„„,., . _

CANAii (Any other variety).-!, -Calvert. 2, R. Trelschlcr. rhe, J.

Greenless. he, — Irons.

,
Moore & Wynn.

vhe, G.
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Ctor. or Six CANAniKs, ra VinnTY.— ], Clarke & Haogbton. 2, M.
Bartuii. lic, J. Calvert.
OOI.DF1NC11 Mule (VaricBatcd).—1 nnd 2, W. Needier, vhc, — Bunting;

J. UubiuHon, he, C. llartuu.
Gnr,Dk'lNcii Mule (Dark).—l.AUen&Baioes. 2, Moore A Wynn. rhc.M.

Barton, hr, R. Smith.
LiNNKT .Mole.— 1 and 2, — Bomiston, Middlcsborongh. *<-, Mies M.

Oftwan.
Goldfinch.— 1, R. Hawman. 2, 8. Banting, vhc, J. n. Raw ;

— Bnr-
njslon. c, J. Foster. York.
Linnet (Brown).— 1, J. Foster. 2, !. Banting, chc, J. N. Harrison;— Bamiston. he, — Dodswortb.
Pabiuit (Any coloar).—1, MiBS E. Hill, Yorlt (Scarlet). 2, J. Calvert,

York((iroyl. lie, J. Sentt (Grey).
Oanarv (Ticked or Uueven-mnrkod).— 1. .1. N. Harrison. 2. E. Orme.
Canabv (Clear Yellow).—1, T. Cowl, York, lie, S. Hardcastlu ; J.

UoUilt.
Canari (Clear BolT).-1, O. Carr. he, J. Mollitt ; W. Clarkson.

Judge.—Mr. J. Bamesby, Derby.

DARLINGTON ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Thf. first Show of this Society was belJ on the fptb inst., when

nearly three bandred specimens of Canaries and British birds were
staced for competition.
The Society is only in its infancy, this being its *' first step ;" and

a most creditable attempt it was. the result affording every encourage-
ment to its promoters to repeat the I'.-^hibition next season on ft more
extensive scale. The Secretary (Mr. W. W. Ellcrton), and Committee
were most assidnons in attention to their duties, polite and courtcons
to strangers, and not lacltiug in firmness and decision in requiring the
conditions of their schednle to be acted upon in their integrity by
exhibitors, and will, with increasing experience and outside support,
which they deserve, malie the Darlington Show take a fair position
among the North of England exhibitions.
The entries were chiefly from the neighbourhood ; but the thanks of

the Society are due to those All-England men who make it a point of
duty to support every well-conducted show by sending specimens to
enrich the exhibition, regardless of the question of expense. North-
ampton, Snnderland, and Derby each sent its contribution.
The Belijium were strong in numbers and quality, the winning birds

being in some instances hideous in their beauty. " Wiltkhire Kf,c-
Ton" once wrote me that he had no special liking to any particular
variety of Canary, but was conscious of an intense dislike to Belgians.
Now ho writes that he regards them with sympathy and not horror.
I am afraid he is smitten past all recovery. I can understand a man
being enticed by the blandishments of a lovely Clear Norwich, the
sparkling dress of a syren Lizard, or the more sober beauty of a
modest Cinnamon dressed like a prim little Quakeress ; but when ho
loses Lis heart to a Belgian hunchback the disease can go no further,
and frequent will be the notices to the churchwarden, " Absent on
nrgent private affairs." But I think if he had seen the first-prize

Clear Yellow Belgian when he was " put np " his old dislike would
have retomed. It leminded me of a scene at our last show, where a
lady was very anxious to see a Belgian bird put into position, and a
very grand specimen was " put up." But when it began to straighten
its legs till its happy owner asserted it would turn its joints inside out,
and when it seemed to be making frantic endeavours to get its shoulders
over its head, and was evidently bent on dislocating its neck, she took
her husband's arm and said, " That'll do, .John, that'll do ; have him
/mt. dawn again !

"

The jVoj-ifvcA classes were fair, and the prize birds excellent, but I
have seen better exhibited by the same names. I suppose they are
doing battle at Southampton. The Crested birds were very good, bat
the wording of the schednle necessitated very '* all round " judging,
as no special variety was indicated. T always bail the advent of a
new name in a catalogue, and especially when it is that of a gentle-
man of position. Charles Taylor, Esq., son-in-law of George Elliott,

Eftj., M.P., made his debut in this class with two very creditable
specimens. They bore evident signs, however, of haying received
their ablutions from a 'prentice hand, but for which they woold, pro-
bably, have taken a higher diploma than Y.H.C. and H.C. I hope
to see more of Mr. Taylor's stock.
The J.i-Mi-il.s were a very good sample, the first-prize Golden-

spangled notably so. showing strong points of excellence. Messrs.
Irons & Gayton were in immense force in Cinnamons, their .Tonques
being super-excellent. Of the Yorkshire birds I can only say. as I
have said elsewhere, that they bore a strong resemblance' to inferior
Norwich birds, and there was very little pleasure in judging them.
The tmo Yorkshire is a noble typo of Canary, and very different from
the mongrels often entered as such. The "Any other variety ' class
enabled Messrs. Pennock and Blackston, and Messrs. Moore It 'NVynn
to win with very fine specimens of Ticked and Unevenly-marked
Norwich.
The Goldfinch ^f^tJcs were a show in themselves, thongh there was

only one class for them—viz., " Evenly-marked Ball," the Commitleo
falling into the same error in classification as at North Ormcsbv.
Mr. Young was first with one of his stud, and Mr. Shiel followed with
three beauties, which it was hard to separate. The Rev. S. T.
Mosse also exhibited a bird which, with time and improved con-
dition, will require a deal of beating. Dark Mules were not nume-
roQB, but first-rate in quality. The first prize in Class V., " Any

other variety of Mule" fell to a splendid Brown Linnet Mole, back-
ward in condition, but a bird of extraordinary merit—evenly and
lightly marked on the wings, and side of the head, and tail, and of

cxtro colour. The clear Greens reprssented two sections, the Norwich
Green, and the common Pea Green. There is a diversity of opioton
as to which is the more meritorious bird, and the judgment in this

class cansed, I will not say dissatiifaction, but a little spirited argument
by the admirers of either class. As the common Pea Green bird is

that meant in all our northern schedules, it would be as well to state
" common ' in contradistinction to *' Norwich." The former is the
favourite home pet of our colliery districts, and the latter the founda-
tion of the glorious Norwich Jonqnes, and I am glad to see, that in

societies whore the matter is understood, there is now a separate dau
for " Norwich Green."
The Giiltfriricltts and I.iiniftsvoro numerous and very splendid birds,

and the varied specimens in the miscellaneous class were each and all

worthy of favoorablo comment.—W. A. Bi^akston.

Belgian (Clear Yellow).—! and ilie, M. Eickahy, Darlington. 2, W.
Bnlmer, Stockton-on-Tees, he, G. Uixon, Darlington, c, U. Robinson,
Middlesbrough.
Beloian (Clear Buff).—1, J. N. Harrison, Belper. 2, R. Robinson.

r, W. Bulmer.
Belgian (Variegated Ticked or Uncvenmarkcd).— 1, T. Crnggs, Stock-

ton. 2, G. Tomlinson, Darlington, rhe, J. N. Harrison, he. j. Baxter,
Newcastle.
Norwich (Jouque).—1, Irons & Gnyton, Northampton. 2, r,-nnock and

Blackston, Whitby. I'he, Layflold & EUerton, Darlington, c, Q. Shiel,
Sunderland.
Norwich (Clear Buff).-1, Moore & Wynn, Northampton. 2, Penoock

and Blackston. r)ic. Irons & Gayton. /ic. K. Hnwman, Midillesbrongfa.
Norwich (Evenly-marked Jonque) —1, E. Mills. Sunderland. 2, Irons

and Gnyton. rhc, Pennock & Blackston. he, T. Peat, Helloe New Row.
c, W. Simpson, Darlington.
Norwich (Evenly-marked Eufl).— 1 and 2, O. ShieL rhc, Pennock and

Blackston. he, Moore A Wvnn.
Canarv (Clearcrosted).— 1, W. Co'ton, Middlesbrough. 2, J. Gorbntt,

Eroughton. vhe, G. Shiel. he, W. Bulmer. e, J. Calvert, Y'ork.

Canary (Dark or Grey-crested).— 1, Irons & Gavton. 2. J. Calvert.
rhc, G. Shiel ; W. Bulmer ; C. Tavlor, Sunderland, he, G. Shiel; C.
Taylor ; .T. Garbntt. c, Pennock & Blackston ; J. Slainsby.
Lizard (Golden-spaugled).—1, Pennock ,S Blackston. 2, T. Stansfield,

Stockston. vhe, J. Taylor, Middleton. he, R. Itichic, Darlington; B.
Hawman.
Lizard (Silver-spangled).-1, J. McCnno, Stockton. 2, J. Y'onng.

he and e, .1. Stainsbv.
JoXfjtJE (Ciunamonl.—1 and 2, Irons & Gayton. he, R. Hawman ; W.

Enlmer. c, Moore i Wynn.
Buff Cinnamon.— 1 and 2, Irons & Gayton. r/ic and c, Moore & 'Wynn.

he, J. Young.
Yorkshire (Clear Yellow).—1, T. Armstrong, Bronghton. 2, J. Oaibntt,

Bronghton. vhe, E. Barker, he, E. Graham.
Yorkshire (Clear Buff).—1, R. Hawman. 2, C. Bumiston. he, M.

Burton, Middlesbrough, e, Pennock A Blackston.
Y'oRKsHiRE (Evenly-marked Y'ellow).—1, M. Burton. 2, R. Hawman.
Yorkshire (Evenly-marked Buffi.— 1 and he, R. Hawman. 2. G. Green.
Any other Variety.—1, Pennock and Blackston. 2, Moore & Wynn.
Goldfinch Mule (F.venlv-marked Buffi.— 1, J. Young. 2, O. Shiel.

r)ic. Rev. S. T. Mosse ; G Shiel. he, R. Kobinson.
Goldfinch Mule iDarkl —1 and 2, M. Burton, he. Rev. S. T. Mosse.
Mules (.\ny other variety).—1, C. Robinson. 2, J. Young, he, J.

Baxter, c, W. Bumiston.
Cage of Six Canaries (Variety and plumage).—1, M. Burton. 2, Lay-

field A EUerton.
Clear Green.-1, W. Bulmer. 2, M. Burton.
Goldfinch.—1, J. Fairclough. 2, J. Y'oung. vhe, J. Hindle.
Linnet (Brown).-1, K. Kobinson. 2, J. Young.
British Birds (Anv other variety).—1, T. Smith. 2, J. McCnne.

vhc, W. Hodgson (Thrush), he, C. Trees.

.Judges.—Mr. Pearson, Durham, and Mr. \V. A. Blackston, Snn-
derland.

MATCHES OF BARB PIGEONS AT THE
PHILOPERISTERON SOCIETY.

These took place on the iitli. Capt. Heaton showed five

pairs of old birds against five pairs of the other members of

the Society's birds. The Captain's birds were one pair of Reds,

one pair of Duns, and three pairs of Blacks. The other mem-
bers showed against them two pairs of Reds, one of White,
and two of Black. The decision on these was an easy matter
for the three gentlemen who officiated as Judges—Messrs.
Wiltshire, Esquilant, and Tegetmeier, for with the exception of

one Black cock and a Bed hen, belonging to Mr. Headley,
which were two extraordinarily good birds of their age, the

Captain's went clearly before the others. No one conld

avoid remarking what a splendid pair of Reds the Captain's

were, and his Dun hen is no doubt the best Dan hen in the
fancy ; in fact, the only old birds he showed that were not
extra good in all points, were the Dun cock and his old Black
cock, their forms being bad in skull and coarse. The Black

cock is the remains of an extraordinary bird for skull and eye.

Next came the young birds of ISIifi, the Captain showing one
pair of Yellows and three pairs of Black against four pairs of

the same age of the other members. In these the Captain
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won in cocks, and the other members in hens. Of these

birds, if the owner have patience to keep them for two or three

years, ho will have birds of which a Barb-fancier might be

pleased to have a sight.

Next came four pairs, each of birds of 1869. In these

Messrs. Jones and Headley easily vanquished the Captain in

the cocks, and in the hens the merit was equal. The Captain

cannot have too much praise for his pluck in challenging and
defeating the most of the members of the great Philoperis-

teron Society in the friendly manner he has, and the manner
in which the defeated members acknowledged their defeat was
moat praiseworthy.

RABBITS AND THEIR VARIETIES.
When speaking of the fancy Rabbit we always associate it

with being exhibited, so that as an introduction to any remarks
1 make in reference to any particular variety it may not, I

hope, be deemed out of place to say a few words respecting

shows, more particularly the want of uniformity in the scale of

entry fees.

I fully admit that all committees think they are fixing the
proper charge, but I cannot understand why there should be
auch a vast difference in the opinions of committees ; for

instance, I have before me schedules containing entry fees,

showing the almost incredible difference between Gd. and 10s.,

a £3 first prize being offered in the latter case, a five-shilling

one in the former ; the one far beyond the speculative feelings

and means of many would-be exhibitors, the other deemed
unworthy of notice. The entry fee is certain in its payment,
but the prize not so sure. I incline to the belief that a tenth
is about a fair proportion of the prize as entry fee, or what we
often now find—viz., a £1 prize and a two-shilling entrance fee.

And why, I should like to ask, do we find such ditlerences

made in the prizes awarded when the same fee is exacted for

all ? I have seen schedules in which the Lops are to receive a
£1 prize, the other varieties 10s. Now justice says. Make them
all alike in awards if equal in entrance fee, or at least assign a
satisfactory reason to the exhibitor why the inequality should
exist.

I often think committees to some extent fail in rendering
their shows so attractive to the exhibitor as might be done with
a little more judgment and care in fixing the scale of entries.

No doubt a great similarity is found in issuing a schedule of

entries and awards to putting forth a programme of any enter-
tainment. The first point is to convince the exhibitor that it

is worth his while to enter his stock, feeling that the entrance
fees and awards are proportionate to each other, leaving the re-

sult to the knowledge of the judge, who gives the finishing touch
to the weeks' or months' toil on the part of the committee. In
the case of the pleasure-seeker, he also wants to feel convinced
that his fee for admission will be fully repaid by the pleasure
derived from the entertainment. I think the above hints are
worthy of notice by committees, and that acting on them would
conduce to the success i f their shows.

I will now continue my remarks on the varieties of Rabbits.
DoTcn.—" The pretty little Dutch !" say all who look upon

these diminutive specimens of the Rabbit family. It is small,
but very attractive, wonderfully docile, and very amiable in dis-

position. It is originally from Holland, but is also found and
reared very extensively in France under the name of Nicard.
It is much esteemed in Old Provence, and valued for its hardy
and prolific nature. The does are excellent mothers, generally
rearing from six to eight young, and are also excellent nurses.
I would recommend all fanciers to have a couple of these
mothers having litters at the same time as their other valuable
specimens, for fear of accident, or there being, perhaps, too
many for the doe to rear, especially if intended to be "extra
strong " for exhibition. Then the maternal aft'ection of the
Dutch doe may be relied on, as she cares for the well-being
of the helpless progeny of another doe overburdened with a
large family. They are of various colours, as tortoiseshell
(which in the estimation of some is the perfection of marking
in this variety) ; blue, with a white ring round the neck

;
grey

and blacli, with a white ring ; and at times the body is dotted
over with—say, blue and white, which gives Rabbits of this
breed a pretty appearance. The marking seems to be a little

uncertain, like that of the Lop or Angora. Of the former, the
marking is frequently made the subject for a separate class and
prize at shows (not forgetting other points, of course) ; whilst
the Angora, as I have previously stated, receives its prize
irrespective of colour.

At present our judges seem at a loss as to the points of the
Dutch, and at times I think it wonld bo well if committees
would have two classes for them—say one for tortoiseshell,

and the other for any marking, as a blue, grey, or black body,
with a white ring round the neck. This ring is at times
not complete ; a few hairs, perhaps, behind the ears, of the
same colour as the body, forming a kind of buckle as if to

attach the white collar. The perfection of this ring might
be the point of excellence, if the specimen were perfect in

other respects.

I am glad to find that this variety is now receiving the
attention its beauties deserve. At some shows a distinct class

is given for it. I should be glad to find all the fancy Babbits
represented at such periodical gatherings, and have no hesita-

tion in saying that if properly invited by a distinct class, they
will be in prompt attendance for the judges' opinion.

By breeding in-and-in this variety may be reduced to a very
diminutive size. This by some is considered a point of excel-

lence. I have heard of specimens weighing less than 1 J lb. I

do not wish for them of less weight than 2' lbs., and cannot
perceive the advantage of reducing them to a weight so much
less than the natural size.

The Himalayan and Silver-Grey will form the subject for a
few remarks ere long.

—

Chables;R4Yson, York Mount, Prest-

wich, near Manchester.

SPURIOUS HONEY.
I HATE directly not a word to say regarding this controversy,

as to the merits of which I am indeed profoundly ignorant, but
I wish to confirm what has been stated by " A Manchester
Man " regarding Mr. Pettigrew, who is to my own knowledge a
bee-keeper of very many years' standing, and of great practical

ability. He is also, as most of us are aware, a man of original

ideas, which, although they may not invariably be correct, he
does not shrink from propounding openly, and advocating

earnestly, fairly, and honestly. It must, therefore, be apparent

that it is simply absurd to say of such a man that he should

not assume to give information to others on the subject of

bees, and I should be very sorry if anything which has trans-

pired should tend to discourage his contributions to "our
Journal." For myself, I can only state that I have always

perused them with pleasure not unmingled with profit, and
that I have reason to know that they have proved instructive

to many others as well as to—A Devonshire Bee-keepek.

AN OLD STOCK '.IN A COLLATERAL HIVE.
I have a stock of bees which I want to transfer, increase, and

manage better. When I attempt to do anything with them
the points at their tails keop one in mind of their powers for a

few days, for though I encase myself in a bee dress, itc, being

close to a road, very frequently I have heard parties wish

them gathering honey in some other place but there. I have
this season taken off some 4.5 Ihs. of honey from one swarm,

which I do not consider bad. They have been in the same box
about ten years, and I fancy the combs are too full to leave

space enough for a large brood, although, as far as I know, they

are healthy and strong. When I take them off the stand, is

there any plan by which I could cut any of the comb, as I fear

their active attacks will spoil my pleasure, I knowing of nothing

to stupefy them, and so remove them? The centre box I

keep full of honey; it weighs about 40 lbs., it has slits on each

side, through which the bees pass into two side boxes ; these I

take eft every year, and this with 4.5 lbs. is no exception—

I

have done the same for years. They have never swaimed but

once, and that swarm I have had no honey from for two ^ears.

Where can I procure a Woodbury hive ? I will then with in-

structions try to put the swarm into it, and if I procure a

Ligurian queen, should I have any chance of uniting it to this

stock ?

—

October.

[_We fancy we should leave the bees alone in the old hive

(which appears to be a Nutt's collateral, and to have been an
old and faithful servant), if it were only to see how long bees

will thrive in the same combs. As soon ai ilie colony osaia

becomes populous—say towards the end of A|iiil, or in May,
according to the season, you may, however, transfer the beia

of the swarm to a Woodbury hive in the man"er defciibed in

page 72 of our present volume. Messrs. Neiebbour, 149,

Regent Street, and 127, Holborn, and Jlr. Pettitt, of llover,

supply Woodbury hivep, or you may write diicct to Mr. Wood-
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bury, at Exeter, who woald also obtain for yoa an Italian qneen,

and advise jou as to uniting her. J

BEE-KEEPERS' CONVENTION, LONDON,
CANADA.

This convention mot accordiof; to notico on Taesday, Se{:tembcr

21st, bat adjoaruod iu favour of tho fruit-growers' meeting held at the

same time.

Tho Committee appointed to draft a conatitation and bye-laws, and
recommend olHcers fui a permanent boc-keepers' association, beg to

report as follows :

—

nONSTITUTIOS.
Art. 1. That this organisation be called the " Ontario Bee-keepers'

Association."

2. That tho object of this association shall bo ^to promote the

interests of sciontiUc and practical bee cnltorc.

B. That Rontlemou paying 50 cents yearly ehall bo considered

members of this association. Ladies to be admitted to membership free

of charge.
•1. That the officers of this association shall consist of president,

vico-prcsidont, secretary, treaanrer, aud a committco of five, three to

form a qnorum—who sliall bo appointed annually.

5. That this association shall meet annually at tho time and place

of the Provincial Fair, or oftenor, at tho option of the committee.

IIYE-LAWS.

1. The order of procedure at the auumil or public meetinsof the asso-

ciation shall be, first, tho transaction of business, and then the discussion

of questions pertaining to tho science and practice of bee-keeping.

2. Any member of tho association shall bo entitled to send notico to

the secretary of a question or qucstionB for diseuesiou at an approach-

ing annual or other public meetiiifr.

3. Questions previously prepareci, and of which public notice has been

given, shall take precedence of other sabjects of discussion at the meet-

ings of the association.

4. Any person proposing a question shall, if present, be expected to

introduce tho subject.

5. No person shall be allowed to speak longer than ten minutes at

one time on any question.

G. The association shall have tho power to change or add to the

constitution or bye-laws at any annual meeting, notice of such change
or addition having been given at least twenty-four hours beforehand.

The discussion of questions was tlien resumed. After a lengthy

and pleasant discnssion of thn question, *' What is the best method of

artificial swarming?" it was moved and carried that it belaid upon
the table.

The question " Has foul brood ever been discovered in Canada ?"

was next submitted. As several members answered in the affirmative,

it was then resolved, that ca^^es of undoubted foul brood having been
reported, this association would strou<^Iy urge tho total destruction by

fire of all stocks and hives affected by this dread scourge of bee-keep-

ing, so as to prevent its spread.

The question of the best size of hives for Canada was then discussed

at considerable length, when it was moved and carried that a hive

containing about 200 cubic inches is the best for Canada.

TIHRn SESSION.

Pursuant to adjournment, the Ontario Bee-keepers' Association met
on "Wednesday evening at 7.30 o'clock, when the minutes of the last

meeting were read and approved. Several items of business being

disposed of, the question " Do bees consume less and come out better

wintered in a uniform cool cr in a warm temperature?' was discussed.

After a brief discussion it was resolved that bees winter best in a

uniform cool temperature. The question " What kind of plants will

honey the best in excessively wet weather?" was next considered.

After a short discussion it was resolved, that in the opinion of this

association the locust, currant, raspberries, and berry plants in general,

sweet clover, and American bee plant, are tlic bopt plants for producing

honey iu wet weather. Tho question " What is tho best method of

securing tho most surplus honey after having doubled your swarms ?"

was taken up. After a spirited discussion it was resolved that the best

method of obtainint^ surplus houey is by using larf^o boxes on new hives,

and takiug houey from old hives I)y tho honey-extractor. The question
" Is the centrifuf^al comb-cmptyiug machine as useful as has been
represented ?" was tlion considered. After several replving in the

afhrmative, it was resolved that we re;»ard the honey-extractor favour-

ably, and recommend its favourable use. The last question brought

before the association was—" la a plain hive tho best for successful

bee-keeping in Canada?" AfU'r an exceedincly interesting discnssion

a resolution was passed with one dissentient, that a moveable comb
hive, and not a plain hive, is best for sueceasful liee-kocping.

After having enji^'yed three very inten^sting and profitable sessions,

with an average of sixty intelligent bee-keepers, thirty-five of whom
enrolled themselves as members, the mectiuc adjourned to meet again

at the time and place of the next Provincial Fair.

OUR LETTER BOX,
Feeding Fowt.3 for Exhibition (C(/»!rj).—You should ho rather more

esi licit, and iell u^ ^hat brted the birds aro. In some you would want

to make weight, In others to make hard plumage. Dorkingn, Cochlnfi,
aud Brahman would belong to the former; Game, Malar, niid Hpnuish to
tho latter. One thing tliey hnvo in common, tliey shoulJ ho fed lour
thuos every day. Tae lirst uioil should bo at daybreak, tbo next two
should cquslly Jivido tho day. leaving the fourth for tho lust of daylight.
No meal should bo bo plentiful as to make them leave any. nor should
thoy even ho thoroughly satiittlcd. It is an excblh nt plan to throw them
a piece of broad or some cruuihs three or four timos every d.iy, only a
litllo, but it does them K')'>d. Wo shall Huppu.so your pou is a puu, being,
in short, nothing hut a place in which fowls may he confined. Ab the
object is to cauco tho birtl'< to improve, ovon ns compared with those that
are at lihortf, it will Lcconio immediately apparent thoy tihould have
everything the others have. Some bushels of road grit Hhoulil ho thrown
down. Laredo sods of urowing grass should bo cnl and thrown into tho
pen every dny. They should ho well supplied with frc'>li spring water.
For ordinary fowls, give ground oata slaked with milk, cookod meat
chopped line, bread, and a liandful of mai/.o now and then. I ( the groond
oats or barley meal ctin bo slaked in pot liquor, so mnch tho better.
Some stoamed greaves oftou do woudcrs iu making weight. To all mnst
bo added, where hard feather i-<f Roni^ht, a few peas everf day ; and a raw
egg or two—thu yolk of them ouly, will sometimes do wonderd for a Game
cock.

nouDANa Giddy and Paralvsed (H. S. F.}.—All tho French breeds
ore subject to these attacks. Tho La Kh'cho arc the worst. Oor treat-
ment is to give bread and ale, and Baily's pills. A most essential point is

to take away their water, aud allow them to drink a little only throe
times per day, and that etronply impregnated with camphor. Voa will
see when they are taken thoy ko to tho edpo of the vessel c^atainlnn their
water, and tnko their stand there, drinking every miuutr. It continues
the disease, but tho ab'^onco of water is the beginning of the euro. We
left QUO of our host pullets this morning just ab you deschho yours. We
took away her water—she will he well tu-uigbt.

Fowls and Guinea Pios Killed ffl. F. T.}.—Wo believe yon arc
suffering from the depredations of hedgohosjs. We were the victima of
such visitations for a long time, and it was only after watching some
nights we discovered it. That was iu a lonely orchard. We have in
London pet.^ aud pests ; among tho latter wo reckoned blacU-bcetles, and
were advised to try a hedsiohog. We did so—from tho day we did so we
had mysterious deaths and disappearances. At lust we foand the delin-
quent. Ue killed aud partly ate u pair of Carolina Ducks, and yielding
to the feeling of oaso following a copious meal, ho composed himself
among the down and feathers, and went to sleep, hence tho discovery.

New York Pouxtrv Show (H. B. Jf.).—Write to Mr. Tegetmeier, who,
we believe, is London Secretary.

Poultry Farm [Younri Nemo).—Yon can keep two houdrc 1 adult fowls
on four acres of grass. We hope soon to hcarof pou'.trp-gardeninK, belieT-

ing that tho surface may be increased by inequalities, and shelters,

dusting places, and refuges artificially provided, the whole subject to a
law that there shall be no hollow or damp place. We do not hold with
crosses. If you are sntistled that Ilamhurgbs and Spanish are the best
layers, why not keep the latter on account of the size of their eggs /

An cf,'g is an egg on paper, but it la by no means the same at breakfast
or iu a pudding?. We believe six Spanish egffs are equivalent to ten
Uambur^hs. Eggs at this time of year, or, indeed, always, should bo sold
by weislit. For taCle you waut Dorkings or Brahma Pootras. These both
sit their own eggs. Crt-ve-Ca-urs and Houdans are both excellent layers,
hut do not bit. We are in the habit of keeping c^trs in ^ilakod lime, but
not lime water, nnd tht-y do not taste. We have bean told eggs covered
with butter or gum keep equally well. We have never trlo^l either.

Points of LrcnT l}RAn»AS (/nguircr).—The ouly diff-^renco in points
of Brahmas, as between Light aud Dark, is in colour. The Light variety
should bo white with the following exceptions :—The (lights and taU
should be black ; the hackle striped with black ; the feathern of the legs
light outwards, dark underneath. In every other point they are alike.

A^XEsBCRV Duck's Egos Unfertile (A Ditappuinti'd Oa«).—The eggs
are very large, but we have seen single Spanish hen's eggs nearly as
large as some of them. We have had Ducks, hens, aud (iecso laying
double egj^-* frequently, but have never known thoni to continue it

always. It is a derangement of the system. We should not hesitate to
breed from tho same birds again. Laying double eggs is by no moans a
sign of barrenness.

ExiiiniTiso Duces iOct!>her).-—From your description we should think
No. 1 the bt'Bt birds, and we consider the hole in the web of the foot

quite unimportant. We presume, from your speaking of bills, they are
Aylesbury Ducks. If so, it is far better to have hlaei; spots on the bills

th:tn to have them discoloured. The weight is hardly enough; you want
at least il lbs more. The loss of tho tips of ono or two toes would not
interfere with the hopes of success for a bird ; but if all were missing, it

would certainly be a disadvantage.

Anpalusians.—We are informed thot " H. P." can obtnln what he re-

quires, if he write to Mrs. Kirkman, Blalton, near Woodbridge, Satlblk.

We do not know her birds.

Ground Oats (li. ,1.).—We congiatulato you on having succeeded in
grinding the whole of your oats. The husk reduced to fico meal is

among the mo^t valuable parts of the corn. It is better to give it mixed
with water, and it is also more profitable.

Feepini; Bees (L. *V.).—Tho best modo of feed-ug ii by means ol an
inverted buttle, as descritied and figured in page 2*. of " Bee-keeping for

tho Many,*' which may be had post free from this ortice for five stamps.
Elder Wise (^t^^5C^f^«*r).—We believe that Elder wine that has not

fermented with yeast, will ferment epontaneoubly, as do the wines of

foreign vintages.

POULTRY MARKET.—NovEMRER 10.

We have a good snpply and a bad trade

B. d. R. d.

LargcFowls ;i to S
Smaller ditto 2 C »
Chickens 1 2
Geese 6 C G
Ducks 2 H n

Pheasauts '2 C V,

Partridges
Grouse 2 6

d. R. d.
-i to 1 G

3
RPigeons

Hares 8 H 6
nabbits 14 in
Wild ditto 9 10
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iudge, also says—and in every way likely to bo onr beat early
Poacli. ExquiBite, from Georgia, is, I think, the finest of

Peaches for splendid coloiir and ni'/Uiug vinous juice. This
season it reached 12 inches round, being liner than ever, and
the largest Peach ever seen here. So much for quality of fruit.

A3 to number, it absolutely would have equalled, if spread
over a trellis, two and a quarter fruit per equare foot. In an
orchard house of 100 feet by 30 this would have been some-
thing enormous. My house ij, how,?ver, a lean-to of only
l.'i feet in breadth. Thus, if it be not too much to triumph over,

many friends and others who have at least twenty times the
area of glass that I have, and still hsive hardly one Peach
tliid season—and this in eurliuess and lateness of production,
iu eiugle specimens and general excellence, and in amonnt of

crop—it would be hard to say where each or all these could be
Burpassed. Such facts warrant assertion, and prove that cer-

tain conditions must not be transgressed if good results are
expected. The trees, in fact, were in steady beariug con-
dition, had never been 'overcropped, had been much thinned,
and this disastrous year did not afiect their general vigour.

Another point must not be forgotten. The bulk of the crop
was borne on cordons, and the potted trees treated as auxiliaiies

only. The diagonal cordons ou the back wall gave the earliest

and the most fruit. The spiral cordons in the borders fur-

nished the latest. Standards, which had been many seasons
in pots, and had been closely pruned, had that inward curl of

root which takes seasons to develope, and thus grew slowly,

and bore well. This makes all the difference when we come
to plant-out in borders. Trees planted in a young state, and
allowed to develope, must end by defeatiag their pruners. This
is the great secret of success in cordon training—from the
outset all rampant shoots are kept under and equalised. There
is no way of training so easy as this, nor so adapted to econo-
mise space under glass. The regularity of form is exactly
what we want here. It is not one-half so diiEcult as training a
pjramid or bush.

In speaking of cordons we must not forget that there are
some kinds which are most productive. The low lateral bears
liue fruit, but not so many as the diagonal. Agaiu, the small,
closely-pruned diagonal I have of late abandoned for a form
of this shape having longer shoots and more of them. This
gives vigour to the tree, and such have the best chance of
regular bearing, besides being better able to overcome the attacks
of insects. Some of these old trees—the oldest in England

—

are of good dimensions being thus expanded ; and each alternate
cordon being advanced 18 inches from the wall allows freer

play to its neighbour. Potted trees will bear well for a time, but
will not endure the amount of crop taken from large cordons
planted in borders. The difficulty in regularly watering potted
trees induced me to treat them as auxiliaries only in respect
to profit, as three-quarters of our crop was sent to Covent
Garden, the remainder beiug ample for onr own wants. With
cordons in the borders, having a supply of water turned on
into gutters passing by them, as we do here, there is little risk
of neglect.

There is every prospect of a good crop for nexi season.

—

T. C. Bii£hact, Guernsey.

SOME VARIETIES OF FIGS.
As the season for ordering new trees has now arrived, it

may, perhaps, interest some of your readers if I make a few
observations on several varieties of Figs which I have cultivated,

and the greater part of which were obtained from Mr. Eivcrs.
I must premise that the trees are in pots, and iu a moderately-
heated orchard house. Varieties which do not bear freely
under such treatment, as Brunswick, Castle Kennedy, Figue
d'Or, have been consigned eitht-r to the open wall or to the
faggot heap. The following is a list of those that fruited in the
house this year. They are placed iu the order of their ripen-
ing their second or autumnal crop, which, under glass, is the
most important one :

—

Early Violet.—August 6th. Very small but higli-flavonred.
This I believe to be synonymous with Malta.

Wliite Marscillts —Augu-t 17th. The first variety tT r in-
troduced into England. The sexton of Tariiug informed me,
that in the exceptionally warm season of 1868, a standard tree
there ripened 150 dozen of the second crop. I have also ripen^ed

a second crop in an unhealed boarded orchard house. The
fruit is very sweet, but with hardly any flivour. Flesh white.

Early White.—This variety was rather popular iu the last

century, but is now seldom Been. The fruit much resembles
White Marseilles, and is, to my taste, at least its equal. The
foliage of the two varieties is quite distinct.

Faiteliirc.—Tree ill-sbaped. Leaves ill-shaped and often

discoloured. Fruit middle-sizjd, yellow, and downy, becoming
nearly black. Quality good, but most of the fruit dropped off

imperfect.

Dii Tioi.—Vigorous growth. FiOit white inside, about equal

to White Marseilles.

Dorei- (Nobis of Kivers).—Another vigorous grower, but with
small, flattened, yellow fruit. Skin thick. Bipens to a sweet-

meat.
Blach Provence.—Small compact growth, the very model for

a pot tree. Fruit small, elongated. When ripening the pro-

minent veins first become black, giving the fruit a eingnlar

appearance. Unless very highly ripened it has a disagreeable

taste, like a Fig leaf.

Bourja.^soUe Grise.— Fruit of a good size, colour dingy,

qnaUty most excellent. Well deserving the commendation
bestowed on it in the Gardener.:' Clironiele, December 5th, 1868.

Bamissotte Grise.—Another excellent fruit, but not quite

equal to the former. The foliage ia not healthy, and epots

readily.

White Genoa.—Foliage pale green. Fruit yellow, with pale

red flesh. Eye, pretty and pinkish. Quality good, but froit

liable to crack.

While Ischia.—Fruit small, pale, and discoloured. Flesh pale

red. Quality bo excellent that one cannot but re^et that this

sort must bo grown in heat, and, therefore, that eo few of onr
coanlrymen can ever enjoy it. It may be fancy, but the taste

seems to me to resemble a delicate Fig and a ripe Mulberry
melted into one. It is known to systematic botanists that

there is a great affinity between the trees which bear these

two fruit.

Jerusalem or Figue Goutte.—Noble foliage. Fruit green,

elongated, pale inside. Eye usually closed with a drop of sugary

gum, whence its second name. Sweet, but without much
flavour.

Eonde Noire.—Medium size, dusky. Flesh pale. Quality good.

Brown Turkey.—This well-known variety requires no de-

scription. Fur the open wall it is without rival ; but, strange to

say, of all the varieties I cultivate under glass this is the least

satisfactnry. Tlie fruit swells, colours ou one aide, but remains
green on the other. The flesh does not become juicy, but is

solid. The same defect is found both in the first and second
crop. Nevertheless, among much rubbish a few fruits ripen

to perfection, and I have observed that these excellent Figs are

often situated immediately below the joints where the branch
has been stopped, and that they ripen before those situated

lower down. I have asked advice as to the defect complained
of, but have never been able to get a satisfactory reply. One
adviser Eupgested that there was something the matter with
the roots, but as there were about eight trees of Brown Turkey
iu the house, there is no reason to suppose that their roots

were in a more unfavourable situation than those of other

varieties. I remember, however, having seen in your pages a

statement that Figs exposed to bright sunshine ripened pre-

maturely and imperfectly. This seems improbable when we
consider that in foreign countries Figs flourish most under
hot, cloudless skies. Nevertheless, it is supported by the fact,

that a dozen Brown Turkey trees which I keep back in spring,

and which are brought into the warm house to ripen towards

the end of October, when the power of the sun has declined,

not only in general ripen their fruit well, but these are much
darker in colour than those which ripen earlier.

(FAl de P(;rJri,r.—September 7ih. Kant short-jointed and
sturdy. Fruit reddish brown, but without any peculiar beauty

of eye, such as one would expect from the name. Flavour

good", reminding one of the White Ischia. Liable to crack,

and in consequence of the fruit being sessile on the branch,

the lower part ripens with difficulty. The last fruits are the

best.

Gourreau Rouye.—Medium size, reddish brown, good, bat

not high fliivourcd.

Datte.—Green, flesh red. Good.
Grosse Verlc.—Green. Ficsu dark red, very liable to crack.

Last year, by paying great attention to watering, I obtained

most excellent fruit. This year I have not been so fortunate.

Cue plant which had not quite water enough produced fruit

fully swollen, but deficient in flavour. The other must, I

suppose, have had a trifle too much, and (he fruit split ; so that

it is steering between Scylla and Charybdis.
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Gourrcaii jVoirc—September 20th. Elongated, black, with a

beantifal bloom, desirable both from its i,oluar and its quality.

Col di Siffiiora Neva.—October 7tb. Large, chocolate brown,

swollen at the neck
;
quite a sweetmeat.

D'Agen.—Green, with red flesh, and Rood. Though one

fruit ripened on the 17th of October, no other has ripened up

to the present time (November 10th). It is too late for general

cultivation.—G. S.

AMATEUR ROSE-GROWING.
A THOEOiTOH florist and a most successful cultivator and ex-

hibitor is Mr. Charles J. Perry, of Castle Bromwich, Birming-

ham. With the Verbena, Dahlia, and Eoee, Mr. Perry may
truthfully be said to excel, and he does excel. He has raised

some of the finest Verbenas ever sent out, and he has made
good contributions in the form of new Dahlias ; he is also a

raiser of seedling Koses, and though he has not as yet secured

florioultural immortality in this direction, yet as an exhibitor

he has won many a iisht in the modem edition of the wars of

the Roses. Though Mr. Perry grows a great many standard

Roses, yet his chief reliance is on dwarf Koaes on their own
roots, grown on the " pegged-down system," one by no means
new, but well deserving of being more generally adopted, espe-

cially by exhibitors. I paid Mr. Perry a visit about the middle

of July last, and the glorious floral display his huge bed of

pegged-down Roses presented, was one seldom to be witnessed.

It was, indeed, as if summer had come forth

"All wreathed in a tbonsand flowers,"

the hue of the Rose seemed to blend with the frsgranee of the

Violet, and shed a luscious bilm around.

All Roses tobegr''wn on the "pegged-down system," should

be, and are wilh Mr. Perry, on their own roots. By following

the plan adopted at Castle Bromwich, it is by no means difficult

to have dwarf Roses on their own roots. Sarly in November
cuttings are taken, selecting wood of an intermediate develop-

ment, what Mr. Perry calls "neither too hard nor too soft,"

and these are placed thickly in lines in any part of the garden
where the soil is good. They can be placed between lines of

dwarf-growiog plants, if snflioieut space be allowed them. A
good proportion of these will strike ; if only half of them, the

propagator has little reason to be dissatisfied. By the following

November the rooted plants are ready for transference to the

beds. Mr. Perry prepares his beds by digging into his soil,

which is a kind of red clayey loam, a good dressing of old frame
manure and marl, and he recommend?, where the ground is

light, a good dressing of decayed cow manure. The plants are

placed not less than from 2 to '2h feet apart, and in the spring

they are cut down to two eves. During the summer these

plants show shoots from 4 to 6 feet in length, which are pegged

down in the following February, but pegged so as not to root

into the ground, being brouf^ht only to within 3 or 4 inches from
the ground, by using strong pegs cut out of old pea sticks. The
shoots so pegged down are cut back to four or five eyfes, and
during the summer it is nothing for them to make phoots from
6 to 8 feet long. From this time, the pegged-down Roses may
be said to be fully established. During the winter, when there

IB not much else to do, all the old blooming wood is cut away,

leaving only three or four of the strongest shoots made the

previous summer from the roots. This is done by Christmas,

or soon after. Then, after the old wood is cut away, a coating

of manure is slightly forked in among the plants, and the

shoots are pegged down in the February following.

What are the advantages of this system of pegging down ? it

may be asked, and in this relation Mr. Perry's experience may
be given in reply. He asserts—1st, That by adopting this

system the flowers and foUage of the Roses are brought close

under the eye, as the flowering wood comes from the horizontal

shoots placed in this position by being pegged down. 2nd,

The soil round the roots of the Roses is so eilectually screened
from sun and wind, that it is always cool and moist, even in the
driest weather. 3rd, The Roses so treated bloom both earlier

and later than by any other mode, as the points of the rods
alw.iys produce their flowers before the base, and when the
shoot from the base of the rod has bloomed, the " stools " or

roots throw up strong young shoots that continue to bloom up
to Christmas nearly, if the weather be at all favourable. (It is

these young shoots that are pegged down the following Hpring.

when they are shortened back about a foot to get to the matured
wood.) 4th, Roses so treated may be said to last for ever.

Some of Mr. Perry's plants, those on which he mainly depends

for a supply of blooms for the earlier exhibitions especially, are
ten years old, and yet are as good as when first planted, and
throw shoots from 6 to 8 feet in length ; in fact, they look more
like climbing Roses, so vigorous is their development, and these
shoots yield magnificent blooms in the autumn.

Mr. Perry shows his faith in this system by growing a very
large number of Eoses in this way, and his reliance upon it

may be illustrated by stating, that up to July 17th of this year,

he had taken ten first prizes as an exhibitor of Roses, including
four silver cups, that he cnmmencsd to exhibit at Leeds on the
91h of June, where he won three first prizes, and all this had
been done mainly by flowers out from plants treated on tie
pegged-down system. How rapid and vigorous is the growth
may be shown by stating, that on July 17th I saw a shoot from
a stool of Louise Odier that measured 6 feet in length, while
others were not much behind it.

" Be sure," says Mr. Perry, " never to plant Roses in this

way, except they are on their own roots." Roses on the
Manetti stock have been a great source of trouble to him, and
he has long since abandoned their use altogether for pegging-
down purposes. The strongest growers are always the best for

this purpose, such as Madame Clemence Joigneaux, John
Hopper, General Jacqueminot, Senateur Vaisse, Madame
Charles Wood, Comtesse Ceeile de Cbabrillant, Jules Margottin,

Monsieur Bonceune, La Reine, Emotion, Souvenir de Charles
Montault, Jean Goujon, Madame Julie Daran, Louise Odier,

La Tour de Crouy, or any moderately robust grower. Tea
Roses must not be employed for the purpose. Mr. Perry has
never known a single instance of a Tea Rose succeeding when
subjected to this process. In a paper contributed to the

"Florist and Pomologist," for August last, Mr. Perry gave the

outline of his process, and added, " Perhaps the cause of the
pegged-down system not being more general, is the length vt

time required to bring the plants into perfection—viz., three

years ; but against this drawback the cultivator must consider

that they never wear out, as the young wood only is each year
pegged down, all the old blooming shoots being cut awcy.
Some of my beds have been planted twelve years, and are in as
fine condition now as when they were three years old."

But standard Roses are by no means neglected at Castle

Bromwich ; they are indispensable for the newer kinds of

Roses, and they are always of great value at certain seasons to

the exhibitor. Mr. Perry finds it best to plant the Briars

before budding where they are to stand permanently ; they
root freely and finely into the ground, and are in no danger
from being disturbed. This opinion was also held and acted

upon by that fine and successful amateur Rose cultivator, Mr.
J. T. Hedge, of Reed Hall, Colchester. Standard Koses, in

Mr. Perry's opinion, should be on stems not above from 3 to

4 feet in height ; he thinks that more vigour belongs to a stem
of this height than one taller and more exposed. I asked Mr.
Perry, while pleasantly discoursing about Roses, if it were pos-

sible to grow standards on their own roots, though, perhaps,

in some danger of being thought a veritable tyro for my pains.

He said he had never tried to obtain them so, but had essayed

to bud on the old wood of dwarfs, and then peg the shoots

down ; the buds would start into growth, but in severe weather
the shoot made by the bud was destroyed at the point of in-

sertion in the stock, perhaps, because of the incision made in it.

In regard to the pegging-down of Roses, Mr. Perry recom-
mends that the strong succulent shoots likely to be affected by
frost should be cut away (the late growth is here referred Ic)

and that pegging-down should not be attempted till all danger
from frost has passed away, the danger being greatest at mid-
winter.

With other floricultural weapons Mr. Perry wins many a

hard-fought fight. As an exhibitor of Fuchsias he deservedly

ranks high, and that not by exhibiting old plants of some three

or four summers, but specimens 4 feet in height, and splendidly

furnished, obtained from cuttings struck the previous autumn.
With Zonal and large-flowering Pelargoniums he is rarely

beaten, and as an exhibitor of Verbenas he is seldom excelled

—

never surpassed.

—

Via.

AUTUMN CROCUSES.
I cotiLB assist the author of the article on autumnal Crocuses

('•M. H.," Acklam Hall, Middlrsbrough-on-Tees), in collecting

the autumnal-flowering Crocuses. I might send him Crocus
Kotsehyi, C. cilicicus, and 0. Boryi, autumnal flowering

;

C. reluchen?i?, C. reticulatus reflexus, and, perhaps, also

Crocus iridiflorus major, and various Colchicums. AU theoe
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ore, however, planted in the open border, and cannot be sent

before next summer.

—

Max. LKicnxLiN {Amateur ColUclor vf
scarce Bulbous i'lants), VurLirulu- {Badenj.

PEACHES AND NKCTAUINES OUT OF DOORS

The past season will be memorable for many years. I read
with great interest the causes to which the (ruit-fuilure was
attributed by our best gardeners. Some attributed the failure

to the non-ripening of the wood, some to winds blowing away
the pollen, and some to tlie wetting of the pollen. Not one of

tbese was the reason. Wood was never better ripened here.

Winds are most violent here, but that could not afleot trees in

orchard houses
; and the same may be said in respect to

wetness. The few Peaches and Xootarines that set here were
situated where rains could easily touch the blossoms.
The following I believe' to be the cause of failure— a want of

heat—geothermttl heat, or earth-warmth ; for in heated houses
the crops of Peaches and Nectarines wore excellent, but out of

doors and in uuheated houses, with rare exceptions, the failure

was general.

Here the Peach and Nectarine trees, in number about 127,

were in full bloom by February 1st. I never saw a more beau-
tiful floral sight, extending over 170 yards of wall. The blooms,
with sheets over them on running rings on rods top and bottom,
kept perfectly fresh for ten or more weeks, but there was no
advance. At last out came a withering sun, and the blooms
soon fell. About 220 Peaches and Nectarines were formed and
grew well to a size aa large as a marble, some larger, and then
dropped off. I only landed about thirty-five Peaches and
Nectarines.

The only tree that held on to perfection all its set fruit was a
beautiful Nectarine, Rivera's Pine Apple. It set five fruits.

It is quite first-rate, being beautiful and of firat-rate flavour.

Kivers's Orange Nectarine, the kind gift of Mr. Turner, set

three and held on one. That was equally handsome, much
larger, and as good. I specially recommend these two Nec-
tarines.

Now, though the result was so small, after so much expense
—the sheets, rods, rings, posts, and labour cost £25—still I

am not disheartened : the failure was the effect of an extraor-

dinary and abnormal winter and spring. Nothing daunted, I

set about managing new wood for next year's crop ; and to me
there is no pleasure in horticulture so great as the daily super-
vision and management of my Peach and Nectarine trees.

The country here is so cold that I gave away my two nice
Apricot trees, Gros Pi'cbe [Peach Apricot] and St. Ambroise,
both good sorts, especially the former. The Apricots here set

well, but perish with the cold afterwards.

I will now say something of the way in which my trees are
managed. They are pruned alternately, aa recommended by
Mr. Brcihaut in his excellent work. Some are wholly short-

pruned, and have all bowjucts Jc Mai attached to the main
branches. All the trees here are tiuely furnished with triple

buds ; the leaves are clI, and the wood looks red and hard. I

do not disbud any but the back buds ; all the others are left on,
and shortened according to judRment. By this means the trees

are kept breaking all over, and the plants have lungs at short
distances.

Gardeners disbud largely at the time the plants want lungs
most—that is, when the sap rises most abundantly ; and then
by long-pruning, having made their base and centre bare, and
having produced gum and canker, they ask in the periodicals,
•' Why do my fruit trees degenerate :'" It is always bad in my
opinion, when sap is in activity, to disturb the economy of the
tree by large removals of leaves or shoots at one time. I

stopped my shoots—not the extensions—on July 12th. On
August 12th I cut off halt of every leaf, to let in sun and air to

harden the wood ; and I removed a further portion of each
leaf on September 12th. Till fruit is off no leaves should be
removed, but only be penned bac!c. Maiden trees I cut to 1 yard
high, and train the wood herring-bone fashion. This causes
them to bear frequently in the lirst, and always in the second
year. This, of course, depends on the maturation of the wood.
Lord Palmerston (two plants), has never been cut down, and
next year (its second year), it will bear abundantly.

I will not say a word against orchard houses, heated or other-

wise. If they are well managed tboy are good; but I will not
allow that we cannot ordinarily in llnglaud grow capital crops
of I'eaches and Nectarines without them. I like diihculties.

I remember what Napoluon I. said—" I delight in danger and
dilhculties

; it is for your kings of Cockaigne to sit at ease."
Tbe diOiculty of the attempt forms the triumph of the accom-
plishment.

I differ from many gardeners and amateurs in these two
things : I tie with bast instead of using verniin-harbonriog
shreds, and I keep many sorts instead of a few large ramblers.
I allow them only is inches of border, remove them frequently
with care, and root-prune them. The nails are cast iron

;

instead of drawing tbem I either leave them where they are or
break them off by a gentle tap. Thus, there are neither ehreda
nor holes for harbouring insects. I keep down red spiders
with a syringe, and sponge with methylated spirits (Mr.
Bivers's recommendation) the branches affected with scale,

which here is very troublesome. It is instant death to the
insects and a very cheap remedy— fl*. per gallon.

I have just added three of Mr. Rivers's seedlings to my col-

lection—viz , Karly Rivera, Mogdala, and the Peach Nectarine.
The last two are especially fine growers. At present Magdals is

the favourite.

I conclude by saying that as many as are thonghtful and
wise gained better fruit than Peaches and Nectarines, if they
learnt by last year's failures how abortive ore all hnman
attempts unless favoured by the Divine blessing.—W. F. Rad-
CLTFFE, OkeJ'ord Fitzpaine.

THE NEW GIGANTIC AROID
AMERICA.

FROM CENTRAL

Our readers will remember that some six weeks since a new
gigantic Aroid was exhibited at one of the fortnightly meetings
of the Boyal Horticultural Society. This extraordinary plant,

which has proved to be the sole representative of a new mono-
typio genus of plants, has been figured in the last number of

the " Journal of Botany," where a detailed description may
be found from the pen of its discoverer. Dr. Berthold Seemann.
It is allied to the genua Dracontium, but differs from that

genus in having twice as many stamens as perigonal segments.

It produces but a solitary leaf, this one leaf with its petiole

being some 14 feet in length. When the leaf has quite died

down the flower appears, after the manner of tbe Colchicnm of

our meadows, but the flower of this giant Aroid measures 2 feet

in length, and 1 foot 8 inches in breadth. The leaf of the one
figured attained a height of 7 feet in two months, the leafstalk

acquiring a circumference of '.I inches. The same plant ulti-

mately nearly attained the dimensions of the Nicaraguan
plants : the leafstalk has a beautifully mottled metallic surface,

brimstone yellow in colour, barred and striped with purple,

looking, says Dr. Seemann, " like a snake standing bolt upright

at the command of some eastern charmer." It was discovered

in January of tbe present year near the Javali Mine, in the
Chontales Mountains of Nicaragua, and is altogether the largest

Aroid of which we have any knowledge. Its flowers emit the

odour peculiar to many Aroidea>. The base of the spadix,

preserved in spirits in Central America, is now in the her-

barium of the British Museum.
Dr. Seemann for several good reasons has named this nniqna

plant G nluiuia girias, in honour of one of the Fellows of the

Royal Horticultural Society—viz., Mr. George Godwin, F.R.S.,

F.il.I.BA., F.S.A., &c., architect, author of "Another Blow for

Life," ttc, one of the founders of tbe Art Union of London,
and editor of the Buildrr, mainly in recognition of the willing

and substantial aid he has so often rendered to literature,

science, and art in this country, and for the active support he
has given to window gardening in the metropolis, thus helping

to spread successfully amongst " even the humbler classes

that taste and love for plants, without which, after all, the

race of botanists would soon be extinct."

I think a generic name has seldom been better or more
deservedly applied than in the dedication of this genus to Mr.
Godwin, for his exertions for the benefit and well-being of the

people.—W. G. S.

HARDINESS OF PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS.
Of this plant, which is such a special favourite with your

correspondent " C. A. G.," I have had some experience, with

very little trouble, for the last twenty years.

A large stub on my lawn was furnished with various plants

about the year 1850, and among them was Plumbago capensis.

Some of the plants were housed for the winter, and some the
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winter destroyed ; but this little blue flower was allowed to keep

its place, and it not only survived, but waxed stronger and

stronger each winter, bracing its constitution for the endurance

of yet greater chills. For some years past it has had undis-

puted possession of the stub, completely covering it with its

mantle of blue, and forming a strikingly pleasing variety among
the reds, whites, and yellows around it. I think the plant may
now be considered quite safe, it having stood the test of some

very severe winters.—W. J., Staplchurst, Kent,

PELARGONIUMS FOR COVERING WALLS.
I SEE in an answer to a correspondent, in No. 449, that you

recommend Pelargonium The Clipper, as suitable for covering

a conservatory wall ; having grown it in a similar manner, but

chiefly for its flowers, I agree with the recommendation,

thinking this variety one of the very best for the purpose.

In the first batch of the late Mr. Beaton's crosses, sent out by

Mr. W. Paul, there are several varieties of sufficient vigour

and very distinct in colour, suitable for anyone who may want

to plant with the above object. Those which I have grown

and can recommend are—Mrs. William Paul, a Nosegay variety

with large pink flowers ; Amy Hogg, also a Nosegay, with a very

large truss and dark rose-coloured flowers; Excellent, rosy

scarlet, having a large truss, and good-shaped, thick-petaled

flowers ; Princess Liechtenstein, salmon pink, and very large.

There is another desirable variety called Madame Eudersdorff,

which, though more of a salmon colour out of doors, has nearly

white flowers in-doors ; although it is not of such vigorous

growth as the preceding, it is a profuse bloomer. Like all

which I have named, it is capable of covering a piece of wall

10 feet high by I! feet wide, though not in so short a time as

the other varieties.

I think for the purpose referred to, this section of the Pelar-

gonium should be more grown because of the quick growth
and attractive qualities of the plants, as well as an abundant
supply of flowers for cutting being almost a certainty for at

least nine months out of the twelve. Their culture, too, is very

simple, and unless the plants are mismanaged or neglected

they never look unsightly. Mine are growing in a rather

heavy, rich, turfy loam, and road drift, with a good sprinkling

of charcoal ; they have good drainage, manure water at times,

and two prunings in the year—namely, in March and August.

The pruning chiefly consists in thinning and shortening the

shoots. The second pruning gives the plants additional vigour
for flowering, which they do all the winter.

With the above Pelargoniums, a plant or two of the lilac-

flowered Heliotropium oorymbosum may be grown. It flowers

the whole of the winter, and moat abundantly if treated in a

similar manner to the Pelargoniums. With the flowers of the

different Pelargoniums I have named, the Heliotrope, and a

few sprigs of the Maiden-hair Fern, a bouquet may be made
at almost any time, and if the flowers be arranged properly and
tastefully it will be fit for any drawing-room.—T. Eecoed.

BUDDING VINES.
Some time since on paying a visit to Trentham, I saw a lot of

Vines—Lady Downe's I think—budded with Madresfield Court.
Nearly every bud had taken, and they had made fine canes.

Though few persons have grafted more Vines than I have had
worked here, yet in my ignorance I thought these budded
Vines better worth seeing than anything which had come under
my observation for a long time, and I set Mr. Stevens down in

my mind as a thoroughly clever man. I have seen since an
article or two in which the wiiters make out that there is

nothing new in budding Vines, that to them it is quite an old
practice ; in fact, they and their friends have carried on the
practice so extensively, the wonder is how so many of us can
have been so behindhand as not to know all about it years ago.

Well, it is quite clear Mr. Stevens need not show his Vines to

anyone, or, at least, if he do show them, any pride he might
have felt in doing so is now quite out of place. The practice, if

not as old as the hills, is a very old one. Is it not strange that
when anything particularly good and which appears quite new
is described, it always is old ? I am quite surprised no fossil

telegraph posts have been found yet.
Though it is a bad thing to have to confess ignorance, yet it

is worse to be unwilling to learn, and I think some of your
readers would be glad to know how a young Vine can be cut up
into single eyes, and each eye made into a strong fruiting cane,

or rather thick rod, in one year. I cannot help thinking that

if Mr. Stevens would describe his practice, some of your nu-

merous readers who have not seen the Vines in question, would

be much obliged to him for the information.—J. R. Pearson,

Chilwell.

[We wish Mr. Stevens would oblige us with a detail of his

practice. Few persons know how to bud the Vine, although

directions were published in 1844.—Ens.]

INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION,
ESTABLISHED FOR THE PURPOSE OF PREVENTING PAUPERISM

AND CRIME, BY RESCUING DESTITUTF. CHILDREN, AND
EMPLOYING WASTE LABOUR ON WASTE LAND." Offices:

35. Parliament Street, S.W.

This Society which has, as our readers will observe, a some-

what long name—yet a shorter one would not, perhaps, properly

describe its aim and objects—has recently issued its third

report, which is now before us. It takes for its motto, " Pre-

vention is better than cure," and as Lord Stanley has observed,

" The principle of the Association is sound ;" Lord Shaftes-

bury, Sir Robert Peel, and others well capable of judging have

also written in its favour. At the same time we would warn

its promoters not to be too sanguine.

We have at this time a great number of able-bodied workmen
leaving our shores, yet we have in the United Kingdom up-

wards of 31,000,000 acres still uncultivated, some of it capable

of high cultivation. These things ought not to be. Then
when we consider that children trained to farming operations

almost always grow up strong men and women, and capable of

earning an honest livelihood, we must regret still more this

waste land. Children run to waste for want of employment,

land runs to waste for want of cultivation ; the former are just

fitted to remedy the latter, the latter to remedy the former

;

and yet this is not done. I wish that the Government would

undertake the work. The waste land is England's ; the waste

children are also England's. This Association endeavours to

move both Government and people ; we wish it success. We
can ourselves speak of the benefit which has arisen from re-

claiming land from the dominion of the water ; thus Whittlesea

Mere was a quarter of a century since a useless portion of

England, the land formerly its bed now feeds oxen or grows

good corn.

Supposing newly-cultivated land falls into the hands of

small holders, much would depend upon their knowledge of

cultivating the soil. Thus Fergus O'Connor, when he started

his Land Scheme, established a lot of cottages on five-acre

plots, near Lincoln. The first occupiers totally failed ; they

were artisans, and ignorant of soil-culture. Their successors

are doing well, being cultivators. One of them is clerk to

Bev. Mr. Ellison, he bought one of the five-acre plots, and he

and wife and daughter cultivate it. He was a gnrdener, has

a vinery, a Cucumber house, and plant house. He sold £40

worth of plants last year, besides Grapes, &a. It must, how-

ever, be observed that the five-acre plots are good land. We
are justified in believing that some waste land ought to be

brought under good cultivation, and suitable renters could

obtain a good livelihood. As in America, so in England, the

poorest crowd into the towns ; thence come overcrowding,

horrible vice, disease, misery extreme, and not seldom crime.

If these wasted labourers could be brought to work on now
waste land, the tide of human life would be turned back to

pure air, clean water, and accommodation fit for beings with

mind and souls. Could this Society carry out its object, the

happiness and morality of the masses would be increased, and,

of course, society itself benefited. The Society has need of

funds to continue and strengthen its present staff and labours,

and the public must come to its aid, and provide funds of at

least £300 a-year for rent of offices and necessary expenses.

Those who have to give could surely send a trifle to the

Secretary, 35, Parliament Street. Their mite would, perhaps,

produce a large interest of good to man.—Wiltshire Rector.

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
Chereies in the United States.—At the recent meeting

of the American Pomological Society at Philadelphia, it was

suggested that each delegate should name one variety of Cherry

that was considered the best and most flourishing in the section

where he resided. This resulted in four of them naming the

Kentish, caUed in the States the Early Richmond, andsixCoe's
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TraQepareot, a pale-coloured and rather small Heart Cberry.
It Beem8, tberefurc, that our large Bigarreauanc! Heart Cberriee
do uot succeed well eiilier in the eastern or wosteni States.

The reports come from Kansas in the weet to Maeeachufets in
the east. The cultivfttors report that the large and choice sorts
of Cherries rot on the trees.

A FEW years since if any one had foretold that a good
Pine Apple would be sold in London for 2s., and that a large
slice would be sold by costermongers for a penny, he would have
been laupbed at ns a visionary. Now, however, the lessons of

acclimatisation, aud the rapidity of steam vescels, have enabled
Manooes to be sold by onr fruiterers. They are raised in

Madeira, but are not of the best variety. There ar©two superior
kinds in India, the Small Scarlet and the Malda. the last named
having a green outer skin. We were amused the other day at
seeing a gentleman attempting to eat one as he would an ;iu-

peeled Apple. The proper mode is to remove a part of the
outer skin, and scoop out the pulp with a spoon. If the first

Mango tasted is well flavoured, the taster will continue to like

the fruit; but if the lirst has a tnrpentiney flavour, he will

never incline to partake of another.

BEcmtK HAr.Dv Peap..—This grand Pear, grand in habit
as in fruit, bears well in Scotland. A specimen has been sent
to me from near Kelso, where it flourishes as a standard, atd
is very hardy. It forms a macniecint pyramid, and ought to
be planted by the acre. This Pear has been named after Mods.
Bardy, formeily of the Luxembourg, a clever pomologist, and
English-like in'his kind modest bearing.—T. E,

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
NOVEMEEE 16th.

Fr.riT CoMMiTTF.E.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair.

Messrs. Lane &: Son, of Berkhampstead, sent three enormous bimches
«f Muscat of Alexnnilria Grapes, which had hung since they were ripe
in July. The berries were plump and the flavour excellent, though
the Muscat flavour was somewhat i^one. A special certificate was
awarded to them. They also exhibited three handsome bunches of
Alicante of large size. Mr. T. Wattam, gardenerto T. Longman. Esq.,
Shendish, Hemel Hempstead, sent three very large bunches of Ali-
cante, well tn*own and well coloured, which received a special certiti-

cate. Mr. Whibley, Mount Pisguh, Shetiield, sent a hnnch of Trebbiano
and of Chaouch prown in a cool house. Mr. Melville, of Dalmeny
Park, sent a small portion of his seedling Perfumed Muscat Grape.
The portion sent was too small for the Committee to form any opinion
about the size or form of the bunch, Imt the flavour of the few berries
exhibited was very rich and perfumed. Mr. Melville was requested to

send a perfect bnnch. Mr. II. Fenn, of the Ef.^tory, "Woodstock, sent
samples of Espirau Grap^ gi'own against the wall of a dwellint^-honse
and some from a small vinery, to show the crop from which he had
made 342 gallons of wine this season Mr. Wells, of Soathend. sent
six bunches of Fraukenthal Grapes grown in ground vineries. They
were large, and thickly set with well formed highly coloured bernes.
They were awarded a special certificate.

Mi. Fowle, gardener to Sir Henry Mildmay, DoErmersfield. sent a
basket of large, handsome, and very beautiful Pitmaston Dnchesse
d'Angoult me Pears, which were awarded a special certificate. Mr. H.
Moore, of the Gardens, Bradley Green, near Congleton, sent fruit of a
seedling Pear, which was thought very highly of by the Committee,
but as the fruit was rather too ripe the Committee were desirous of

seeing it again. Mr. G. F. 'Wil.'son brought a dish of Triomphe de
Jodoigne grown on a pot tree. The fruit were large and handsome.
but the flavour was not yet developed, being rather unripe. From the
Society's garden came fruit of Beurrc dn Cercle, Doyenne dn Cornice.
the latter most delicious. Col. Le Couteur, of Jersey, sent dishes of
Nonveau Poiteau, Soldat Laboreur, and Crasanne.

Messrs. James Carter S: Co., sent leaves of Celery attacked by a
disease which proved to be produced by the Puccinia apii. Mr.
Charles Turner, of Slough, sent a new Kidney Potato called Beacons-
field, of great excellence. TUo tnbers were cooked, and the Com-
mittee nnanimonsly awarded a first-class certificate. Mr. Ingram,
gardener to the Dnke of Rutland, Belvoir Castle, sent a collection of
fine large Potatoes, consisting of Dalmahoy, Hound Regent, Paterson's
Victoria. Scotch Bine, Long Regent, and Paterson's Economist. The
Committee awarded them a special certificate. Mr. Samnel Horley
sent a few sticks of Horiey'a Conqueror Celery, but they were not of
sufficient merit to obtain special recommendation. Mr. Lidgard sent

a stick of Manchtster Solid Kt-d Celery, large, thirk, and very solid,

which was highly commended. Ocean Pride is a dwarfer variety than
the preceding, but not so good in quality, being more of the flavour of

Mr. Horley's. Seedling Pink is also a dwarf variety of Red, bnt in-

ferior in flavour. Horley's Conqueror was also exhibited by Mr. Lid-
gard, well-grown, bnt it was mneh less close and much inferior in

flavour to the Manchester Red Solid, which the Committee considered
the finest-flavoured of any. Mr. Lidgard was awarded a special cer-

tiflcate.

Mr. Shepherd, f^trdenerto P. Nortfaall Laurie, K«q.. Paxhill Park*
Sussex, sent a di^h of very handsome fruit of Oalvilh* Blanche Apple,
grown in the open air, to which a Bpecinl rcrtifiratc was a'^arded.

Mr. Carmichael, of Snndriugbam, Sfiit u nt-at liltle plant, thickly

covered with sm;ill. conical, yellow fruit, of n fct-cdlint? Cnpjiicum. It

is eridcntly a hoedling from the West Indian variety called the Scotch
Bonnet, has tho same fluvonr, bat the plant i^^ dwarfer and woold bo
very useful for decoration. Messre. Hardt & Sou s«nt a dinh of Bed-
fordshire Champion Ouiou, which was couuidcrcd au ordinary iamplo
of Globe Onion.
Mr. Dancer, of Little Sutton, exhibited a large number of cobs of

Indian Com. grmvu by Mr. ScarveU, of LittUhampton, Susfitx, and
also by himself. Mr. ScarveU lias grown thih variety for twenty years,

and ripens it every year. Mr. Dancer bus grown it for two years, and
has always found it ripened well. \Vilh such a variety a.s this, the
cobs of which are equal to any wc have seen in)|>ort<d from America,
there is no reason why Indian Com may not la- grown as a fitld crop
in the warmer soils iiud "arly situations iu Kn^luud. It may not be
generally known th.it the London Omnibus Company, fiince they began
to feed their horst-s on Indian Corn, arc saving some thnusands of

pounds annually. \Vc hope yet to Bee this variety of Maize become
more generally crown.

Messrs. E. (,i. Henderson it' Son sent fruit of ^lacadamia temi-
folia, which was pronounced to be one of the tiuest-llavoured nats.

This is a new introduction by Messrs. Heuderiou. The tree is half-

hardy, requiring the ]>rotcction of an orchard honse. The nut is the
size of those of the Nortlt American Wuluuts, aud much of the same
shape, and contains a large soUd-lleshod kernel of very rich and t\'

cellent flavour.

The Onions exhibited by Col. Le Contcur at the last meeting were
cooked and submitted to this meeting, when a special certificate was
awarded. Mr. Lovegrove, of Maidenhead, sent two bottles of home*
made wine made from Black Hamburgh Grapes grown in the open air.

They were both sparkling and of a pink tinge, and were both good
sound wines, neither too sweet nor at all acid, and were considered

most successful examples of a really wholesome aud excellent wine
from home-grown frnit. They were awarded a special certificate.

Capt. J. R. Brookes sent a large Gourd growu by the boys at Fel-

tham Industrial Schools, weighing Vli{ lbs. It was awarded a special

certificate. M. E. Treeve, Esq.. exhibited a large Gourd grown in a
small back garden iu Edwardcs Square, Kensington, which weighed
tiO lbs.

Floral Co:ir-iiTTEE.—Rev. J. Dix in the chair. Mr. Perkins, ol

Lymington, sent two seedling Primula sinensis with double llowers,

young plants of Fire King Tricolor Pelargonium, and cut flowers of

Prince of Orange Picoteo. Messrs. Voitch sent a fine collection of

Orchids, among them a remarkably fine specimen of Oncidion
Rogersii, which had previously received a first-class certificate ; Ond-
dinm eurantheum. with bright yellow tiowers, which was awarded a
first-class certificate ; Cycnoches musciferum. Miltonia Moreliana,
Thrinnxelegans, and Primula sinenj^is variegata. A special certificate

was awarded for tho group. Mr. Bull sent Litobrochia nmbellata,

which received a first- class certificate; this very fine Fern had pre-

viously received a second-class certificate. Mr. Bull also sent Dick-
sonia Youngii (squarrosa ?) : Dracivna GuUfoyiei, a promising plant,

which it was requested should be shown again ; and Oncidium rani-

fernm. The collection of plants received a special certificate. Mr.
Rowe, gardener to Mrs Ijcwis, Roehamptou, sent six Primula sinensis,

too early for their merits to bo decided on.

Messrs. Dowuie, Laird, tt Laing exhibited a collection of Zonal
Pelargoniums, for which a special certificate was awarded. This is

not the season to form any just idea of this class of plants with regard

to colour. A'c.—a special certificate was awarded. Messrs. Lee, of

Hammersmith, sent Laurns camellia-folins. a very bad-foliaged Lanrel.

Mr. Linden, of Brussels, exhibited a small collection of Orchids.

Maxillaria splendens, very much Uke a Lyeaste. received a first-class

certificate. He had also Stenia fimbriata. and others. A first-class

was awarded. Mr. Green, gardener to \V. ^\'ilson Sannders, Es^., had
a Myrsiphyllum, and Siphocampylns fnlg^ns (Humboldtii ?). which

received a first-class certificate. Mr. Jacques, gardener to P. Cnn-
liffe, Esq., Croydon, sent a species of Sarcanthus. Mr. Williams con-

tributed a collection of beautiful Orchids, and received a special

certificate. Among them were Maxillaria nigrescens. Oncidinm
xanthodon, and Musdevallia Candida, Mr. Wilson, gardener to W.
Marshall, Esq.. sent a beautiful specimen of Sarcanthus bigibbns,

which was awarded a first-class certificate. Mr. Turner, of Slough,

sent Tropipolum Ochroleucnm, still maintaining its good character, and

Tricolor Pelargonium Mrs. Hally. ilajor R. Trevor Clarke sent two

hybrid Pelargonioms, which were generally thought to be in a rctfO"

grade position.

Dahlia imperialis. from Chiswick, was worthily awarded a firsl-clftss

certific.ito. Branches of this superb plant were exhibited iu pots, and
were generally admired. Messrs. Henderson sent eight Japanese

Chrysanthemums, and Mcisrs. Salter a seedling Japanese Chrysan-

themnm The Saltan, a noble deep rose flower, which was awarded a
first-class certificate.

On this occasion prizes were offered by W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.,

for the best collection of winter bedding plants in pots or boxes.

There was only one roUectiou shown, that from Messrs. Standish and
Co., of the Royal Nurseries, Ascot, who took the first prize. Their
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coWection was extensive and fine, and very neatly arranged in cir-

calar groups rising from each end to the centre, with larger speci-

mens placed between the j^ronps, the marj^ins to the latter cbiellj' con-

sisting of plants with variegated foliage. The centre was a group of

Hollies, a variegated plant covered with berries occupying the middle,

and this was surrounded by dark-leaved lands, and then by dwarf
golden-variegated Hollies. Among the plants shown were Osmanthus
ilicifolins and the dwarf variegated kind

;
green-leaved Aucnbaa, sur-

rounded bv the white-variegated Euonymus japonicus latifolius, an
extremely hardy plant, having withstood a temperature of 40° below

freezing without injury ; Abies Lowii ; Podocarpus coriacea ; Aralia

Sieboldii, surrounded by Yucca filamentosa, and the variegated Bam-
boo ; Juniperus japouiea albo-variegata, with finely variegated glaucous

foliage ; Cupressus Lawsoniana compacta ; Ilex balearica hybrida, a
handsome dark-leaved Holly ; Retinospora obtusa, one of the hardiest

plants ever introduced from Japan, and a variety of it called nana
gracilis, a pretty plant for small gardens ; Taxus coriacea, which stands

the winter at Flushing, while the common Yew is injured ; Cryp-
tomeria elegans. and Thnjopsis dolabrata. both extremely hardy

;

Thnjopsis hetevireus ; and a group of seedling Aucubas, with grafted

standards interspersed, the berries for the most part not yet coloured
;

fcut a great recommendation of the berry-bearing Aucubas is, that

iheir fruit remains beautiful for several months. Ligustrum coria-

cenm, which was also shown, deserves especial notice on account of its

thick shining leaves, which render it very suitable for cultivation in

London, as the soot can be easily washed off. An Abies, provision-

ally named Abies japonica, is remarkable for its rapid growth, plants

in 3-inch pots this spring having by this time made a growth of up-

wards of 2 feet. Messrs. Standish had, besides, in their collection

numerous other fine sorts of Conifers belonging to the Abies, Cu-
pressus, .Juuiperus, and Retinospora families.

Prizes were also offered by the Society. Those in Class 2 were for

four large-flowered Chrysanthemums in pots. The first prize went to

Mr. James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for plants

grown in the shape of inverted coues, and consisting of Lady Taifourd
•with fifteen blooms, Mrs. G. Rundle with seventeen, Jardin des Plautes
with thirteen, and Empress of lutUa with ten. The blooms were large

and fine, especially considering the number allowed to each plant.

Mr. Rowe, gardener to Mi-s. Lewis, Roehampton, was second with a
splendid specimen of Prince of Wales, Lady Harding, Alma, very fine,

and Golden Christine, all plants of large size and admii-ably bloomed.
Mr. Forsyth was third.

Class 3 was for Pompons, and the first prize was taken by Mr.
Forsyth with excellent specimens of Bob, Andromeda, Sainte Thais,
and Golden Aurore ; Mr. Rowe being second with very large specimens
of the Anemone-flowered kinds Mis3 Nightingale, Mr. Astie, Margue-
rite de WUdemar, and Antonius.

Class -4 was for twelve cut blooms, nurserymen. In this Mr. For-
syth was first with Princess of Teck, Isabella Bott, General Slade,

Princess Beatrice, Mrs. Htale, John Salter. Princess of Wales, Oliver
Cromwell, Lady Harding, Rev. J. Dix, &c.

Class 5 was for the best sis blooms. Here Mr. Rowe was first with
very fine examples of Queen of England, .John Salter, Lady Harding,
Empress of India, and Jardin des Plantes. Mr. Douglas, Loxford
HaU, was second with tine blooms of Mrs. G. Rundle, Prince Alfred,
Her Majesty, Rifleman, Princess of Teck, and Prince Alfred. Mr.
Berry, Roehampton, was third. Several other good stands were exhi-

bited, and Mr. Rowe sent a fine stand of twenty-four, for which he
received a special certificate.

Class 6 was for twelve plants bearing decorative frnit, and of these
there was only one exhibitor, Mr. Bull, who had a first prize for well-

fruited plants of Rivina lasvis, Ardisia creuulata, Skimmia japonica,

and varieties of Solanum capsicastrum.

Gekeii.1l Meeting.—W. WUson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair. After the election of five new Fellows, and the usual announce-
ment of awards, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley said that on examining Bon-
vardia jasmiuiflora, shown at a previous meeting, with specimens at
Kew, it proved to be only a variety of B. longiflora ; also that a Gon-
gora from the Bishop of Winchester was Gougora bnfonia of the
"Botanical Register." Mr. Berkeley then made some remarks on
Picea cephalonica and P. Pinsapo, by "which it appeared that the latter
might not be a true species after all, but further evidence on this
point, as furnished by specimens from Spain and Africa, was considered
desirable. Macadamia temifolia, noticed in our Fruit Committee
report, was next mentioned, as well as the branches of the magnificent
Dahlia imperialis from Chiswick, where the plant grew as much as
12 or 14 feet high, but would not flower unless placed in a warmer
temperature than that of the orchard house. The tubers were
brought from Cannes by Mr. Bateman. The flowers had been ex-
hibited last December, but not in such perfection as on the present
occasion. As regards the pretty blue-flowered Coleus barbatus, from
Chiswick, it was there named Colons lanuginosns, but the latter is far
mora woolly than C. barbatus, which extends from India to Abyssinia.
Messrs. Standish 's collection of winter plants was then mentioned as
being most praiseworthy, and the hardiness of some of the species
it contained referred to.

The Chairman said that the collection just mentioned was, indeed,
a noble one. When he cleared his beds out of doors of their summer
occnpants, he filled them with evergreens, which produce a charming

effect. These plants should be potted when young, and never allowed
to become pot-bound ; then when autumn came the pots should be
pluuged, or, instead of plunging, after arranging the plants Brake
Feru might bo pushed in among the pots, and wt'i'd form a brown
fringe round the outside. The tallest plants should be placed in the
centre, the shorter at the outsides, and the colours of the foliage could
be varied, and Hollies, Skimmias, and other berried plants would give
a further variety. Thus a pretty winter garden might easily be made.
With regard to a Siphocampylus shown by himself as S. fulgens, he
saw its name had been changed to S. Hnmboldtii, but the former was
that under which he had received it. Referring then to Dahlia im-
perialis, he had had it a year, and it grew with him to a great height,
and had to be extended along the house ; but he believed it could be
made to flower at a much lower height by grafting. The Myrsiphyl-
lum, from his own garden, was pointed out as a most elegant plant at
night, though exhibiting no great beauty by day ; also Oncidinm
Rogersii, one of the most graceful of the Oncidiums, and as well
worthy of cultivation as any.
The proceedings then closed with the announcement that the next

meeting will be held December 21st.

GROWING CELERY IN BEDS.
Having, as " J. T." described it (see page 379), a large family

to supply out of a small garden, I last year adopted the bed
system, aad as an experiment I planted one bed with five rows,
and one with four. The result was very satisfactory, but the
bed with four rows was decidedly the better, so this year I
have planted both beds with four rows in each. I used the
Celery from the bed with five rows first, as I certainly found
it did not keep so well as the other. The sorts I grew last

year were Ivory's Nonsuch, pink, which I consider the best
variety for general use as, though it does not grow so large as
some kinda, it ha's an excellent flavour. Cole's Defiance Bed,
also proved an excellent Celery with me, and it keeps better
than Ivery's. I grew the same this year with the addition of

Matchless, which seems very solid, but I have not used it at
present, so cannot say much about it.

In April, I make beds 4 feet 6 inches wide, throwing out the
soil to the depth of 18 inches, and as I have no convenience
for hardening-off bedding plants, of which I this year planted
out 2700, I rake and level the beds, placing a little soot or lime
at the bottom to keep worms from entering the pots. I then
put the bedding plants in, covering up at night with deal
shutters which I taka off the Vine borders, and this protection
has answered very well. As soon as the bedding plants are
taken out, I dig-in about 12 inches of manure, planting the
Celery 12 inches apart in the rows, and 10 inches from row to

row, care being taken to keep the plants in line, otherwise they
are difficult to earth-up.

The Celery is well watered all the summer, the surface soU
well stirred, the weeds kept down, and particular attention
paid to removing the suckers. X find it is better to tie the
plants up loosely a fortnight before earthing, which I do at the
end of August. I then earth-up the half of one bed quite to

the leaves, ready to be used in the first week of October. The
other half I only partly earth-up, and finish earthing in Sep-
tember. The other bed which I require for late use is only
earthed-up 9 inches, as I prefer stable litter well packed round
and among the tops, as while it blanches it, the litter prevents
damping.

I may add my kitchen garden lies very low, being on the
bog, and though I have drained it thoroughly, it is naturally
damp. I must also state that for very early use I grow a single

row of white and one of red to save the beds. I cannot account
for the three inside rows doing so badly with " J. T.," mine
being as nearly alike as they can be, and as yet I have not had
a bad stalk this season, but I should think much depends on
the aspect of the beds ; my beds run from east to west, but ia
a wet heavy Ecil I should alter their direction. I write these
notes merely to show that good Celery may be grown in beds,

though I believe I am the only one who grows it so in this

neighbourhood, and during the summer I am frequently asked
how to earth it up.

—

Stephen Castle, Gardener to James
McConnel, Esq., Bent Hill, Prestwich.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT Messrs. SALTER & SON'S,

VERSAILLES NURSERY, HAMMERSMITH.
When a flower has attained such perfection of form as the

incurved varieties of the Chrysanthemum now exhibit, when
almost every possible colour is represented, when it would
seem that size can go no farther, it is evident that progresB
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must be very difBcnU, bnt that it is not impossible the prand
display of Chrysanthemums at the Versailles Narsery affords

abundant proofs. Year by year it improves, and the improve-
ment being so constant, it has become almost a needless repe-

tition to mention the fact ; bat this antnmo. in the number,
size, and quality of the blooms, and in the arrangement of the
plants producing them and of those employed as adjuoctp.

Messrs. Salter's exhibition is far in advance of that of any
previous year. It is a splendid si(;ht which no one interested

in the Chrysanthemum should miss, whether his object be to

gee the best of the kinds already sent out or to form an eRlimate
of those which are to come, and of which Messrs. Salter's

nursery is the head-quarters.
Taking the flowers already in the hands of the public first,

the best at present in bloom are :
—

Whit,- iDid Pull- Blush.—White Eeverley ; Rotundiflorum, a
beantifnl new variety of this year, a sport from Golden Bever-
ley, delicate blush changing to pale lilac, and almost globular
in form; Princess of Teck, fine, very pale blush; Mrs. O.
Bundle; Virgin (Jueen ; Novelty; I'leur de Jlarie, a beautiful
Anemone- flowered kind, quite 4 inches in diameter; and
Beauty, blush, nearly white.

Shaihs of iii«cf(ito«r.—Princess of Wales, liady Harding,
Princess Beatrice, Plenipo, sent out in the spring of this year,

rosy lilac; Lady Talfouid, not lari-'O, but forming beautiful

specimen plants, and when well grown furnishing fine cut
blooms ; Compaotum ; Finette, a beautiful lilac peach Ane-
mone-flowered variety of this year, delicate in colour, and dwarf
in habit; Pink Perfection, also new this year, very large and
beautiful both in form and colour; Bella Donna; Themis;
Lady Slade ; Prince Alfred; Fingal, magnificent, the blooms
inches in diameter, and the florets an inch in breadth—this

Mr. Salter considers the grandest flower ever raised ; and
Christine, beautiful for specimens and conservatory decoration.

Criimoii. Claif't, oiid Purph-.—Prince of Wales, Lord Clyde,
crimson with bright tips, splendid for conservatory specimens

;

Sanguinenm, as yet hardly out, but a finely incurved very
showy kind, especially when grown for specimen plants ; Julie

LagravOre, dark velvety crimson, splendid in colour and very
effective as a specimen plant ; Ossisn, very large ; Prince Albert,

reflexed, fine for specimens ; Mr. Wyness, beautiful mulberry
colour; Captivation, purple, with a white bottom; Prognc,
splendid in colour, late-blooming, and very effective, though
the flowers are rather small ; Hercules, very large ; Josiah
Wedgwood ; and Purpureum elegans, darker in colour than
Progne, and, like it, brilliant when grown as a specimen plant.

Yellow and Oranpc.—Golden Beverley ; lona ; Jardin des
Plantes ; Guernsey Nagget, beautiful pale yellow ; Golden .John

Salter, new this year, a sport from John Salter, rich in colour

;

Bronze Jardin des Plantes ; Aureum multiflorum ; Etoile
Polaire

; Orange Annie Salter, new this year, a fine sport of

Annie Salter.

Oraiiiic and Brou-n.—Little Harry, not large but beautifully

incurved ; Bernard Palissy, Eev. J. Dix, Beethoven, new this

year, with broad finely-incurved florets, bronzed red, tipped
with yellow ; John Salter ; General Slade ; Golden Eagle ; and
Dr. Brock.
The novelties to be sent out during the next spring always

constitute a most interesting portion of the display at Messrs.
Salter's, and of these there is no lack this year, wliile there are
others which will only show themselves later in the season.
Among those at present in bloom are the following—viz.,

Duke of Edinburgh, very large, finely incurved, rosy lilac with
a lighter centre ; Xorma, not large, but a very pretty, ivory-
white kind, of compact habit ; Miss Hope, medium-sized, lilac,

with a lighter centre; Ondine, medium-sized, cream-coloured
and lilac, with a buff centre, and promising to be finely in-

curved; Princess Louise, Anemone-flowered, pale blush with
a high lilac centre ; Mrs. Wreford Major, deep pencilled rose-

colour, of compact habit, and likely to form a fine conserva-
tory plant ; and Marginata, a fine Anemone-flowered kind,

blush, with the *' guard petals," or outer row of florets, edged
with rosy lilac. This Mr. Salter thinks will give rise to a new
strain. Besides the foregoing, there are several others very

promising, but not sufficiently expanded to show what they
will be.

The Japanese Chrysanthemums are of themselves a great

attraction, being so distinct and varied in their forms, and
some of them so effective for conservatory decoration. The
novelties among these are The Sultan, resembling The Paimio
in its general character, but of a more rosy colour, very free-

flowering, and, like the variety just named, highly ornamental

as a conBervatory plant ; Aurora, also with ribbon-like florets,

bright orange ; Emperor of China, quilled, waxy blush, with
the centre rose-coloured mingled with yellow ; Viceroy of

Egypt, deep rosy purple with a white back, and, as with the
preceding, the first row of florets is quilled, and the rest flat-

tened and curled inwards towards the tip ; Chinoise, bright
red, tipped with yellow, very distinct, and likely to be an ac-

quisition ; Chang, very largo, with broad twisted florets, dull

red, with a yellow back; (iiant, quilled, pale lilac, so large

that when spread out Mr. Salter assures us the flowers

measure nearly a foot in diameter ; and Gold Thread, also

quilled, golden amber, and the leaves of the plant have like-

wise a well-marked golden tinge, especially in summer.
Negro, splendid in colour, daik maroon ; and 5Iandarin, with
yellow ribbon like florets, are the remainder of the named
kinds, but there are several more coming on, and among them
a largo unnamed kind with jagged white and enlphur-colonred
florets.

Of the Japanese varieties already sent out, The Daimio, Bed
Dragon, Hero of Magdala, tasselled, Indian red with a yellow
back ; Comet, reddish orange with a yellow back ; Aimee
Naurel, white, with rosy lines ; Meteor ; James Salter ; Morgi-
ana, with broad red florets backed with yellow ; Begalia ; and
Dr. Masters, may be mentioned as well worthy of attention.

In addition to the Chrysanthemums there is an interesting
collection of Sedums, Sempervivums, and other snccnlent
plants, several of which are either new or rare. Among these
may be mentioned Echeveiia pulvcrulenta, with the leaves
having a beautifully powdered appearance ; E. agavoides, like

a little Aloe; Cotyledon fascicularis ; Agave Verschaffelti obo-
vata ; Pvhipsalis prismatica ; Sempervivum glutinoenm, &:C.

At the entrance of the house is an undulated bank beauti-

fully carpeted with Mentha Corsica, Saxifraga hypnoides minor,
Sedum sexangulare, and Sedum glaucum ; and the opposite
corner is filled with an elegant mosaic design executed with
these plants, Echeverias metallica, sanguinea, and glauca, and
Pachyphiton bracteosum, the whole being backed with Adian-
tum cuneatum, the showy Chilian Beet, Centaurca candi-
dissima. and Isolepis gracilis.

Next to the Chrysanthemums, the most interesting object in
the house is the new Dahlia imperialis, which Messrs. Salter

grew last year but without flowering it, although the plant
became much too tall for the house. This year Mr. Alfred
Salter grafted a shoot of it on a tuber of one of the liliputian

varieties, and the results have been a considerable diminution
in height, the plant from the grafted tuber being only about
8 feet high, instead of more than 12 feet as at Chiswick, and
an alteration of habit as well ; for, while the ungrafted plant,

of which there is also one in the house, mikes a long bare
stem, the leaves dropping off as the height increases, the plant
from the grafted tuber is branched all the way up the stem.
Although the flower buds are formed, these have not expanded,
and additional heat will probably be necessary before they do so.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
All onr readers will be gratified by knowing that Dn. J. D.

HooKEn, Director of the Kew Gardens, has had conferred upon
him a Civil Companionship of the Order of the Bath.

The Countky JIeetisg of The P.oyai. HonTicuLTrnxi,
SoriETY proposed to be held next year at Oxford, simultaneously
with the Koyal Agricnltural Society's Meeting, is well supported
by the Oxonians. We also nnderstand that the Council of the

Society have resolved on issuing a bronze medal to be called

the "Hire Pl.int Medal," and to bo awarded at any of the
Society's Meetings for the first exhibition in this country of

plants of great botanical interest.

In- the Annual Heport of the Boyal Botanic Society,

Regent's Park, recently issued, it is stated that during last season
free orders of admission to the gardens for the purpose of study

have been granted to two hundred students and artists, and
lO.Ci.S specimens of plants have been given to professors and
lecturers at the principal hospitals and schools of art and
medicine. The collection of living economic plants now con-

tains specimens of all the spices and condiments in domestic
use, most of the tropical esculent fruits, and many of those

from which furniture and other woods are obtained, the principal

gums and medicinal products, and the poison trees of Brazil

and Madagascar. The lecturers at the schools of medicine
attached to the various metropolitan hospitals are greatly in-

debted to the liberality of the Botanic Gardens in furnisbine
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tliem with a copious supply of fresb specimens, so difficult to

obtain in London, and without which the lectures would lose

so much of their instruction. We may suggest, however,

whether some improvements might not be introduced into the

so-called " herbaceous " department of the Gardens. A need-

less amount of space appears to be occupied by the arrange-

ment of Eritish plants in two different classifications, the

Natural and the Linn.Tan, the latter being now entirely

abandoned by all teachers of botany. Sufficient care also is

not taken that the labels should correspond to the plants really

growing beside them. It is confusing to the student to find

immediately in front of a label a plant growing in full luxuriance

belonging to an entirely different family, which has accidentally

strayed there, and has not been weeded out. At Kew this

department is kept in much better order. The Royal Botanic

Society are now aoliciting contributions in aid of the extensions

of their magnificent winter garden.— INaliire, a new weekly

jonrnal of science, published by Macmillan & Co.).

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAHDEN.

While the weather remains favourable continue to dig and
trench the ground throughout this department, that the air

may permeate the soil and keep it in a healthy condition for

succeeding crops ; it is also the best known means for the

destruction of insects and their larvrp. Take every favourable

opportunity for hoeing, forking, and ridge-trenching. It is not

those who apply the greatest quantity of manure to the soil

who are always enabled to produce the most abundant crops;

it is the judicious application of it that will insure the greatest

success. Cabha(ie. earth-up those planted for Coleworts in

winter and early in spring, and look over the principal planta-

tions frequently to see if slugs attack the plants ; if such
depredators are numerous lay a quantity of Cabbage leaves on
the ground, and examine them daily. A pail of hot water or

some lime may be taken round at the time the plants are

examined, and the slugs shaken into it. Many thousands of

these depredators may thus be destroyed at this time of year.

Cauliflotccrs, lose no time in taking up those nearly fit for use;

lay th€m in a frame so as not to touch each other, and keep
them free from dead and rotten leaves. Cclcrij, as soon as the

soil becomes a little dry, earth-np that intended for winter use
to a good height ; it will be necessary to attend to this as

early as an opportunity offers, as the frost may set in shortly

and cause much injury, as the weather has prevented earthing-

up lately. Endive, continue to blanch it by tying up or by
wrapping the leaves together, and laying two flat tiles on each
plant, so as to form a ridge, one overlapping the other. Let-
tuce, pay the same attention to the autumn plantations that

was recommended for the Cabbages. Give air daily to the

young plants in frames. Cabbage Lettuces in frames for winter
use will not require much air. Peax and Bcaii^, a few may be
sown on a dry and warm border. Some gardeners cover them
with cinder ashes, but this is a bad practice. I have several

times seen them go off in the spring, and have been fully

satisfied the ashes were the cause of their so doing. Slialtots

and Garlic should be planted as early as possible.

FRCIT GARDEN.
The weather being now favourable, the planting of all sorts

of fruit trees should be proceeded with as rapidly as possible

;

it is of great importance to piant them as early in the month
as possible. Prune and nail Pears, Plums, Cherries, Apples,
Gooseberries, Currants, A-c; unnail the young shoots of Peach
and Nectarine trees

;
prune and tie espalier trees as soon as

the leaves fall, and prepare ground for Gooseberry and Currant
bushes and new Kaspbtrry plantations.

FLOWEE OAItDEN.

The beds being now filled with spring-flowering plants, a
regular cleaning-up of grass and gravel walks should take place,

in order that the whole may have a neat appearance during
the winter. If the walks are much soiled a surfacing of fresh

gravel should be spread over the principal ones in connection
with the flower garden, so as to preserve a fresh and neat ap-
pearance. The stock of cuttings and newly-potted plants will

require care to prevent them from damping off ; a good plan is

to raise the sashes at the back and front, and to let them
remain in that condition. As the weather may change suddenly,
be prepared with plenty of covering material for use when
wanted. If any Hyacinths or Tulips yet remain unplanted, plant-

ing ehoold not be delayed. Crocuses and other hardy bulbs

should also be planted. The removal and planting of shrnbs
and trees should now engage the attention of those who have
it to do, and all alterations should be proceeded with as fast as

the weather and other circumstances will permit. It is far less

expensive to have any alterations that are to be made done
quickly, than to have them done at what is called leisure time.

All tender or half-hardy shrubs should have some protection

prepared forthwith, and especially the tender kinds of Koses.

Standards of the latter may have a bunch of dry moss, or a

wisp of hay or straw, or some dried fern bound round the head,

and the whole well fastened to a stake. Koses in beds, accord-

ing to Jlr. liivers, and others, are best with a coaling of moss.

Any porous material which will not hold water long, and, of

course, permit the air to circulate, will no doubt answer. The
ground should be coated over 4 inches thick at least. From
the fine growing weather during the past autumn. Pinks have
become well established, and, generally speaking, are looking

as fine and healthy as the most enthusiastic cultivator cotild

desire. They will want hut little protection during the winter,

except from rabbits. Tulips may now be considered safe i£

planted, though the careful grower, and those who have valu-

able collections, will make preparations, by rooting the beds,

and having mats sewed together, for covering in very severe

frost. Polyanthuses are very liable to the attacks of mice
during frosty weather, and they will speedily devour the hearts

of the plants ; their visits must be stopped by any method
most convenient, and phosphoric poison is, perhaps, the safest

and best method of destruction. Too little importance is, in

general, attached to mulching and top-dressing, for whether we
consider the utility of shutting-in, or rather arresting the de-

parture of the remaining ground heat of the past summer, or

adding nutritious principles to the soil for the ensuing year,

the operation is one not to be neglected. It ought to be well

i

considered that the soil has no heat to gain between this

i
period and the end of February, but, on the contrary, a pro-

j

gressive loss must ensue for the next two months at least, until

I

we resort to the practice of mulching. With all newly-planted

trees or shrubs intended for choice specimens, or for immediate
effect, this proceeding is indispensable, as connected with early

autumn planting, whilst for Vine borders, whether the Vines

are intended to be forced early, or are only to bear very late

Grapes, the practice is equally necessary and important.

gheeshouse and consektatoky.

The stock of plants to bloom at Christmas, consisting partly

of stove plants grown for the purpose, and partly of forced

shrubs and bulbs, should now receive some attention, par-

ticularly the latter, which should be undergoing a slight

amount of forcing to bloom them at that time. Choice Azaleas

and Oranges may be assisted by a little additional heat, being

careful, however, to apply it gradually. At the same time,

if there is a forcing house, a portion of the stock of Koses,

Lilacs, Syringas, Deutzias, and other hardy shrubs from the

reserve pit, may be placed in the cool end, or in a light

situation in an early vinery or Peach house : if they can be

afforded a slight bottom heat all the better. A few of the most
easily forced American plants, including some of the earliest-

flowering Khododendrons, should be added. Bring forward

Hyacinths, and early Tulips, in gentle bottom heat. Double

Koman Narcissuses, Crocuses, Neapolitan Violets, Mignonette,

and Cyclamens, bloom early without much forcing, and answer

best placed on shelves at the back of vineries, to catch every

ray of light, and to insure them from damp.—W. Keanb.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

With two or three nights of sharp frost protection was one ot

the chief matters to be thought about. Dry litter is very good

for the purpose ; rough hay is better, it is so light and clean.

We have some that, but for its being well supplied with bits of

little sticks and hard dried leaves of Holly and Evergreen Oak,

would be too good for the purpose. However, we should not

like to exchange it except for its equivalent in value of the best

straw. A little stack of this hay, collected from parts of the

pleasure ground not seen much, and the grass allowed to grow

long before being cut for the first time, makes us tolerably

independent when a severe frost comes on us suddenly. A
little shaken lightly over glass or over growing crops out of

doors, greatly protects from the keenness of the frost, and when
fire heat is used a little protection over glass renders hard firing

and its evils unnecessary. Fern collected when light and dry

is also an excellent protection, but it is not quite so handy, and
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is sooner worn ont than ronph hay. Could we only ktep the
latter dry it would last a long time, but it Boon lo^es most of

its valutj v.htn eeveral timee vetted. Though people are quite
veil anare of this, there seems to be a natural tendency to

leave all snch coveriuga in front of frames and pit;, where, if

heavy rains come, it nill not only have its own share of wet,
but also that which runs o& the glass. It is ea^y to place it

safely in little heaps, where it would be mostly free from both
contingencies.

We had everything so well secured, that we were almost
Borry when the mild change came. We had so much in band,
that if the frost continued we bad resolved to let a good many
things where there was no artificial heat remain covered up,
but we could not do so when a mildness like that of April re-

turned, making a difference in two days of little less than 30'

Fahrenheit. The covering-up among vegetables had chiefly

reference to Cauliflower, forward Broccoli, Celery, and blanched
Endive and Lettuce. Sgms outside work has prevented ns
doing much in the kitchen garden, except wheeling some de-
cayed hotbed manure into heaps, whence we can take it easily

to places at hand as wanted. Radishes that received a little

protection hio still nice and cri?p.

In the fii St pitce in the Mushroom house, spawned between
five and six weeks, there are some white points appearing, the
harbingers of what we hope will be a good gathering. We
mentioned that a fortnight or so after spawuing and earthing-up,
this bed seemed to be rather cold, and as it was on a broad
shelf some barrowloads of hot droppings were pl.iced in the
then open space beneath, which had the desired effect of bring-
ing heat into the bed, until we had reason to believe the spawn
was working, which always makes heat as it progresses. We
have just spawned and firmly beaten a third piece, and put in
gome dung for a small fourth piece, as we find it is best in
every way, and especially as suiting our resources, to do only a
little piece at a time, and to follow on continuously. We
covered more thickly the bed in the open shed, still producing
pretty freely, the last piece only a little in advance of the first

piece in the Mushroom house. In this boisterous and frosty
weather, however, we have drawn some Laurel branches through
some old hurdles, rough-wattliug them, and set them along the
front of the she.!, which keeps the air stiller inside than when
open, and yet allows the air to sift through.

CeUry in Beds.—The covering over these, even in severe
frost, ought to bo light, or it will break down the leafstalks and
thus encourage them to rot. We notice what an observing
correspondent says at page 378. We think his beds were quite
deep enough and rich enough. We have some with four and
five plants across, but we pre.er three plant.'! in general, and
also dwarf kinds instead of very tall ones. We are using red
Celery now, referred to lately as an Irish kind. A length of

fully IS inches of it is fit for table, and the centre row is as
good as the outside cues. The beds of Incomparable are as
equal as possible plant for plant, and last season we did not
lose more than one or two plants from damping or otherwise.
Of course, according to the vigour of the plant they demand
room, generally from 12 to 15 inches from each other across
the bed. For late Celery some trouble is needed in the earth-
ing-up, such as using ashes round the plant, and a Uttle litter

at the last when it can be obtained. For late Celery, also, it is

as well not to have a deep trench. We are so sure that the
plan is a good one for all, aud especially for small gardens, that
we have no doubt our correspondent will be able to speak more
highly of the bedding system next season.

Decaying, spotting, and bolting Celery is not confined to
that grown in beds. We know of a case where more than half
the plants fit for use have shown their flower stalks, and yet it

is said they were supplied plentifully with water after being
planted. We fear they hid been starved and dried previously.
We hear of another case where the plants, though looking
healthy outside, are all, or nearly all, spotting, rusting, or
rotting at the core. They were well supplied with manure
water, and we conM just be less sure than if we had seen the
water applied that the water, instead of being carefully poured
over the soil, was poured on the plants and soil rather indiscrimi-
nately. We can hardly venture on manure water being so
applied in our absence, nnless it be followed with clean water
over the foliage.

Chiefly as a saving of labour in out-door watering, and much
in-door watering likewise, we use the spout of the pot, and that
does admirably, if the workman will stoop sufficiently to allow
the spout nearly to reach the ground ; but it is a very different

aSaii when, standing neatly upright, as, if not noticed, he will

be almost sure to do, and holding the waterean well up, ha
pours out a jet, as it he felt a pleasure in contemplating the
miniature cascade. Tbe roots and collars of plants, nut to
speak of tht< tender centres of such plants as Celery, are oft«n
thus greatly icjitrei, because a man, when he knows the right
way, will take the wrong. In onr course through Ule, the
errors we commit are in general less chargeable to ignorance
than to the simple fact that thongh we knew what was right,

we did not do it.

FEtrrr gabdex.
We have not finished washing and tying the trees on the

back of our Peach house, as tbe only wet day we had we ap-

propriated to potting and mending metal hand-lights. Cut-
ting glass for so many comer pieces at the top is a tedions

affair. Were we purchasing for ourselves we would never
trouble with such glasses, as they are expensive at first, and
seem to offer a temptstion to every iron-pointed boot to try con-
clusions with them. Sm.»ll, ron^;h, wooden boxes, 2 feet sqnare,

with <k glazed top, would be far preferable if made like a Uttle

frame with the top moveable, and so that either side would do
uppermost.
The Peach house would have been finished but for the fact

that when done we could not store more than a row of boxes

in it next the back wall, every other part being filled with
bedding plants, and there they will remain until the Peach
trees are started, and the most of the Graf es in the late house
are cut.

Strawberry Planlt in Pots.—We mentioned lately onr having
turned these on their sides to keep the soil from being
saturated. This would have rendered them more liable still

to injury from the frosts of the middle of the week, but a
sprinkling of litter all over kept them quite safe. Very Httle

protection thus suflices for plants placed on the ground. We
have found Pelargoniums pulled out of tbe beds, and laid on the

ground in an open place, when thus protected, perfectly fresh

and sound a month after their neighbours were a mass of decay.

We turned out some of these Strawberry plants on the IStb

inst., the covering being removed on the previous day, and wo
never saw pots better filled with fine, large, light-coloured

roots. An earth pit that had late Kidney Beans, being now
at liberty, and having some dry tree leaves, we spread a

I

little diy ashes over the surface of the earth pit, and filled it

with Strawberry pots, resting their bases on the ashes as a

security against worms, and packed them in the tree leaves as

closely to each other as they would go, allowing a few leaves to

rest on the surface of the pot, and leaving all the rather green
leaves belonging to the plants themselves ; for though the pots

have long been crammed with roots, and no watering has been
given for a long time, the leaves are greener than we Uke
to see them now. These we shall cover with old sashes con-

demned twenty years ago, but, with a Utile patching on a wet
day, still very useful for such rough work, the sashes merely
resting on the back and front of tbe earth pit. Sjme of the

, sides of these sashes that for more than twenty years have not
', had a touch of paint, are as sound and firm as the day they
were cut from a deal log or batten. 0' course, after such rou^ji

I
treatment, covered over often with damp Utter, no rafters to

j

stay them, io., some are going and rotting.

We could not wish for a safer elysium of rest for our Straw-

berry plants in pots, until we wished to excite them into fresh

growth, and a covering of strained caUco would be second

best, both good as throwing off heavy rains, the few leaves on
the surface of the soil, and the foliage of the plants, affording

good protection from frost, if the vermin would only let them
alone. We shaU be obliged to look at them every day, for

mice and rats, not to .'peak of larger four-footed enemies, would

soon make wrecks of the crowns. To keep all these destroyers

at bay, we have placed a band of tar round the pit, and set

traps and baits at no great distance.

We shall most likely have to store the rest in a similar

place, or in the orchard house. We greatly prefer the latter,

as the mice, &e., seldom trouble them there, and the first

attack is entily seen, but the room there is nearly filled up
already. Some years ago, in a very severe frost, we had a

similar e.irlh pit to that referred to, protected with a Uttle

Utter for tho best part of a week, and on uncovering we found

nearly one-third of cur plants, and the best of them, too, use-

less, from the hearts being eaten out of them.

We hope to be excused di\elliDg on these simple matters, M
we believe more than half the failures as respects Sirawberries

in pots are owing to carelessness as to the condition of the

plants in winter. If pltmged and waterlogged out of doors, the
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roots become Jropsicil, and the flower-bad is not to decay. H
the pots stand unprotected, the roots ure npt to be raptured

or killed, and the buds injured, by frost. If the p jts are built

on their sides in couioal stacks, they can cftsily be protected

from frost and wet, and yet have access to liuht and uir ; but a

neglect in one very cold night may itijure thtm severely, and

if the win'er is bracing and dry, the soil is «pt to become too

dry, and buds and roots would then soffer. Vi^here glugs frames

or calico can be had to throw ofi the wet, they will be best.

Even in cold orchard houses and frames, with pUnty of air

and no rain, care must be taken that the soil do not become
dry, otherwise the buds and roots will suffer. Just now it is

well to have the plants dry rather than wet, to arrest growth,

and concentrate the powers of fruiting ; but until we commence
forcing, the plants should not suffer from dryness.

Most of our inexpeiienced readers will defer forcing for a

month or two. In the beginning of the week we shall fill a shelf

in a pit with plants that showed flower tri-.sFes prematurely

in the open air, and which we set in a cool house where they

have had no frost. Soon we shall fill a frame svith Black

Prince and Keens' Seedling, giving them just a little heat to

start them gently. There will be a gentle heat from leaves,

fee., and we shall set the pots on the surface, or each on a tile,

board, or slate. The Strawberry dislikes much bottom heat,

and, therefore, beginners would do well never to plunge a pot

in a bed when starting it. It will be almost sure to set the

leaves growing very freely, whilst the flower truss will be left

behind. However started, the forcing in wint; r, and especially

early in spring, must be very gradual, commencing with from
40° to 45", and mounting up very gradually in a month to 50° and
.55', and then slowly to 60°. Thus Strawberry plants placed

in such a house as a Peach house before it is started succeed

remarkably well, as the changes are so gradn/il, and better than

in a pit for early forcing, as there is more room for air and
sunshine. A high temperature at once for early Strawberries

is the best of all modes of insuring failure.

Though the plants should not he dry, the soil should be

somewhat dry rather than wet, until the truss shows freely.

They shsuld have no water in a pan until the fruit is set and
swelling, and but little then. It is better to water oftener. In
watering before the truss shows, avoid watering overhead. In
dull weather this is apt to damp off the bud.

Many who see how hardy their Strawberry plants are growing

in the open garden, may consider all this care with pots to fruit

early (juite unnecessary, but they should recollect that the

plant in a pot is placed in artificial circumstances, and must
be treated accordingly. A hardy plant that no rains or frosts

would injure when growing in the natural soil, may be very

easily killed, or much injured when growing in a pot standing

freely exposed on the surface of the ground, or waterlogged

when plunged. When pots strong though porous, are often in

such cases cracked and split, how will the tender roots escape ?

Last winter some enthusiastic amateurs had their Strawberry

pots, and fine plants, too, standing exposed on the side of a

walk after New Tear's-day. We did not wonder that the fine

plants gave anything but satisfaction at fruiiing time.

OENAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Baking, sweeping, and rolling, have been the routine wort,

and we placed rough half-rotten manure on lines of Gladiolus,

as we could not just now find a place to our mind to store the
bulbs. We have had a pit emptied of the rotten manure, and
supplied with fresh, preparatory to the eentle forcing of shrubs
and a few tender p'ants. Now is a go. d time for setting apart

the most rotten of such manure to come in as leaf mould, when
well aired and sweetened. The charred rubbish lately referred

to is also valuable for this purpose, it sweetens and lightens

every soil.

Many of our bedding and other plants were in rather dark ',

and damp places, and clearing out some places has enabled us
to move them into other frames, where thoy would receive all

the light in this dull season, the frames bei;!;:; mised higher at

the back the better to catch the rays of light. Some of the
plants had a few warm leaves placed beneath, and then dry
ashes to set them on. We thus filled a frame with pots of

Mignonette beginning to show bloom, and if there be any
signs of damping the pots will he moved to drier heat. Roses
and Deutzias will be placed in a gentle heat.

We are glad we put some VioleU under glass, as the late

frost has hurt and taken the scent from the Russian Violet in

the open air. Could we manage to spare a two-light box we
would next week put a foot or so of hot dung bereath it,

3 inches of rotten dang, and then cram it with Russian Violets

taken up with balls, and packed with rich loam, and then
come frost or not we should be sure of sweet-scented Violets,

Would some espevienoed grower tell us of the properties of the

new sorts advertised—the reds, pinks, ifcc ?

We potted off some annuals for early blooming, as Collinsias.

Gave more room to Cinerarias and Primulas, and took for-

ward plants of both to the conservatory. The climbers there

we have had greatly to reduce to admit light for the winter.

A little shade in summer is all very well. On the pruning oi

climbers we shall have something to say. When established,

according to the treatment given, they will do well spnrred-in

like a Currant, or flowered on the young wood like a Raspberry.

In all houses where merely a temperate heat is maintained
ranging from 38° to 45° at night, great care should be taken

not to spill water about, as that is apt to rise by evaporation,

be condensed against the glass, and then in cold weather
when much air cannot be given, fall like a shower bath over

the plants, and most likely in the very places where it is not
wanted.

Heating must be attended to with great cave in this very

changeable weather. It is always safest rather to underdo than
overdo, and is sure to be more economical too. The fall of the

temperature in a house for a few degrees is safer and better for

the plants than roasting them with a high dry heat. It is much
more pleasant to put an extra shovelful on the fire than to

pull a great fire ont of a furnace. We lately discussed fully the

whole subject of furnace management. It is too often a matter

of haphazard and waste. Three simple things are essential to

be attended to by him who would manege the heating of plant

houses well. First, he must learn to read the signs of the

weather in the sky, at least for short periods, and then he will

be less likely to overheat his houses at night, and still more
unlikely to allow a strong sun heat and a strong artificial heat

to meet together during the day, and more especially if under
these circumstances there should be a dry, biting frosty air. Se-

condly, he must examine the outside thermometer before going

into his houses, and thence make his comparisons. Thirdly, he
will not only look at the thermometer in the house, if not so

practised as to know within a degree or two when he enters,

but he will likewise feel his pipes or flues, &c., and all this he
will do before going to the furnace. We put the question in

all earnestness. Is it so common to find these simple pre-

cautions attended to ? Is it, indeed, so common for youths

even to condescend to place their hand on a pipe or a flue ?

Is it not quite as common to see a man the first thing in a

morning bustle into a stokehole and set a fire going, without

previously troubling himself about any one of these matters ?

We shall say nothing now of keeping furnaces clear, regulating

dampers, keeping furnaces and ashpit doors shut, and thus, in

the case of boilers, doing something to keep the heat about

the boiler, instead of sending more than half of it up the

chimney into the general atmosphere.—R. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEnT:D.
Kelway & Son, Lingport, Somerset.

—

Catalonue of Gladioli.

William Chater, Saffron Walden.—Ca(«;o(7U« of HoUyltoclis

and Eoics,

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November 17.

Prices remain nearly stationary, although our market stands are mnch
better cleared than they were. Apples .and Pears continue in pood re-

quest. Pine Apples and' Grapes are sutHcient for the demand. Foreign

imports are light. The Potato trade is more active.

VEGETABLES.

.\rtichokes doz.

Asparagns 100
Beans,Rnnner H sieve

Broad bushel
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli handle
Bras. Sprouts >2 sieve

Cabbage doz.

Oapsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Coleworts . .doz.bchs.
Cnctmabers .... each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bttnch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bimch
Horseradish ..bundle

s. d. s.

S to 6

6

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score 1

Mushrooms. . . . pottle 1

Mustd.4 Cress.punnet
Onions bushel 3

pickling .. quart
Par.sley sieve 8
Parsnips doz.

Peas quart
Potatoes bushel 2

ICidney ditto 3
P.adi5hesdoz.bunches 1

Rhubarb bundle
Savovs doz. 1

Sea-liale basket 4
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel 2

Tomatoes doz. 2

Turnips bunch
Veget. Marrows.. doz. 1

d.
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Apples Vl gieT«
Apricots do«.
Cherries lb.

CheetDOts buebel
Corrants .... y^ siere

Black do.
FiCT doi.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Oooflobcrrips . , quart
Ompes. Uotboaso . lb.

Lemons 100
Meloas euch

s. d.
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Alexandrine Bacbmeteff, Aona Alexieff, Beaaty of Waltham, Caroline de
Sansal, Cumte de Naateai], Comtesse de Chabrillant, Br. Eushpler,
Duchess of Norfolk, DuchcBS of Sotherlaod, EuRt-ne Appert. Frani,-ois

Premier, General Waebington, Jacques Lafitte, Jean Bart, Jules Mar-
triittin, Le Lion des Combats, Lord Itaglan, Louise Odipr, Madame Boll,
Madame Eugtnie VenUer, Madame Julie Daran, Madame FruUeaux,
Madame Yidot, Murechal Vaillant, Marie Dauvesse, Marquis of Ailsa,
Moneienr de Montigny, Pius IX., Senateur Vaisse, Triomphe d'Amiens,
Victor Verdier, William Jesse, Reine des Violettes,andPrince6se Mathilde.

Roses for a West Wall {Wm. M. J/.).—Yoa will not have room for
more than three plants, though if your wall is a high one, you may plant
them 3 instead of 6 feet apart. Having no sun until 2 p.ii , Acidalie and
Sir Joseph Paxton, both Bourbon, would suit, and Gloire de Dijon for
the best position.

DcNO FOR A Hotbed {Idem).—Horse droppings from a stable where
sawdust is used would make good hotbeds, but heat violently, and
ought to be mixed with litter or leaves in equal proportions. The heat is

then more durable and less violent.

Gathering Late Peabs (Anxious].—Late Pears, however hard and firm,
should be gathered before they are frosted. If in pots under glass, they
may remain longer on the trees. When we have allowed late Pears to
have from 4" to 7 of frost, although they did not appear to suffer, we
always thought they kept the worse, and were deficient in fiavoor.

Vabieoated Mangold Wurtzel {Dublin).—From your description
and what we see of the dried leaf of Mangold, the plant must have been
very striking. N >thing can be asserted as to the seed from the plant pro-
ducing others equally variegated without trying it. The root will be
quite safe anywhere in a dormant state all the winter, provided it is not
frosted or eaten by vermin. Plant out in spring, and when the ehoots
approach flowering, cover with gauze, so as to let plenty of light and air
in, and keep insects, &c., out.

Photectisg Fruit Trees (E. H. .4.).—Your plan will do. We presume
you mean to have a wall-plate on the top of your S-feet upright pieces.
We would in the length of 100 feet have eight, the uprights stronger— viz.,

4 by 3 Inches. The front glass would do of 16-oz., as hail seldom breaks
the front. We presume you will have ventilation at the top. Your house,
with the exception of not being so high in front, will resemble the cold
houses at Trentham. If we wanted to make the most of such a space of
glass, we would have the house wider, and lower in front.

Heating a Vinery {C, Subscriber),—The best mode of heating your
house would be by hot water. A cheaper mode would be by a small 'flue
all the length of the house, or if you intended forcing much, having two
furnaces in the centre, and a flue right and left. The flue would cost
least at first, and much less for firing. Hot water, however, would be the
best. For such a house you would require two, three, or four 4-inch
pipes according to the heat wanted.

Plum trees to which you refer, planted eight or nine years, that bloom
profusely but do not fruit, are a more intricate affair. As you have found
the roots of one tree 1\ foot deep, that might be the repson, if the wood is

strong and imperfectly ripened. If so, lifting and replanting near the
surface would bo the remedy ; but if the wood is thort-jointed and well

ripened, and the blooms when examined seem perfect, we should concludo
that the trees were suffering from poverty or want of moisture, and there-

fore we would make holes and water, and then surface-mulch. From
what we have said you will be able to judge. If the trees do not grow
strong and the roots are as deep as yon say, wo would, in preference to

raising and replanting, remove a part of the surface soil and mulch.

Figs Bursting [Anxious).—WTien Figs are to be used at home we never
mind, for we rather like to see them cracking, and their rich amber juice

beading out. When the bursting is more than thin, it is generally the
result of drenching with water after comparative dryness.

Vines in Ground Vineby {.IrrmfcKr).—All things considered, the Vines
in ground vineries being so strong and healthy, we would let them alona
for another year, as moat likely the shanking wtis owing to want of water
last summer. We would surface-mulch and keep the surface moist after

growth had commenced.

Pit Painted Inside with Gas Tar (A. M.A.).—So long as the smell
remains it will not be possible to keep any growing plants in the pit.
There is no remedy but scraping off every bit of the tar. and that would
be easier done if you covered it with a thick wash of lime. This re-
peated once or twice may enable you to take the most of it off. If you do
not do something of this kind, the pit will be of no nse until the tar has
become thoroughly hardened by the sun of a following summer. Not
long ago a number of houses had to be emptied because the hot-water
pipes were painted \vith tar, and beautifully the pipes looked. We advised
a gentle heat in the pipes, oiling them well to soften the tar, and scrap-
ing it off—a very tedious business. Will any of our readers supply our
correspondent and ourselves with, a simple mode of neutralising or pre-
venting the fumes from tar '?

Cocoa-nut Fibre Refuse in Stoves (L.).—We do not think that
cocoa-nut refuse is so apt to harbour woodlice, worms, &c., as tan or
decaying leaves. It is a very cleanly material in which to plunge plants
in a pit, and it retains heat wtll when given, but it is a bad conductor,
especially when at all dry, aud not good for making heat, or letting
heat pass. Thus, suppose there were some source of bottom heat, and
jou had 1 foot or 18 inches of cocoa-nut fibre over it, and the pots set on
it and partly plunged in it, they would have little bottom heat ; but if the
pots were placed on a mild heating turface, and packed round with the
cocoa-nut fibre, the heat would be retained about them.
PiNUS austriaca (0. H.).—This will withstand wind well—so well,

that it is one of the best Conifers for planting near the seashore. For
high exposed places it would do well on the south side of a mountain, but
unless the soil were of fair depth on a hill side, we would not plant it in
nreference to the Larch or the common Scotch Fir. The heartwood of
Pinus austriaca is red, firm, resinous, and enduring.

laoN Sto\'e (Idem).—The main pirts of your plate-iron stove are right.
If the stove become hot ejoutjh we have oo fault with the sand at the
sides. The great object should be to concentrate the heat in the stove,
and not to send it into the smoke-pipe. Your smoke-pipe is opposite the
furnace door ; in fact, rather below it. It would have been belter if tae
amoke-openinghad been as near the top as possible, and then the heat
would have struck against the top and sides of the stove before finding
such an ea?y exit. As you have too much heat in the pipe, and the fuel
bums too rapidly.you would lessen draucrht and economise fuel by having
a strong flat piece of iron 5 inches square, kept in position li inch in
front of your smoke pipe. Two iron spikes could go into the smoke-pipe
to keep it in its place. Meantime try what partly blocRiue-up your smoke-
pipe will do, by reducing it one-half with a piece of brick. Your great
error, however, is in haviny furnace and ash-pit doors not fitting closely.
When such a stove as yours is heated, and you merely wish a slow cou;-
bnstion to keep up a mild heat a long time, something like one-eighth-of-
an-inch opening in width, by 1 inch in length, in the ash-pit door, will be
snfiicient. On lighting and antil the fire gets hold, air must be giver,
and the smoke-pipe will become hot; but when vou shut up and reduce
the air to very little, the pipe will soon cool 4 or 5 feet from the stove,
whilst the stove will remain warm. With so httle air the stove wiil keep
warm after the fire has burned out. Before making the alterations in
your doors, just try, after the fire is fairly burning, what a 'ittle air for
draught will do, by daubing-up all the openings with stifi" clay or dough,
except such a small opening as referred to above, in the ashpit-door.

Peach Tree for a Cold House-Plum Trees Unfruitful {A Kew
Subscriber).—We would recommend the Bellegarde Peach for your cold
house, and Elruge or Violette Hutive Nectarine for the batk wall. The

Time for Pruning Vines (Idem).—Vines may be pruned as Boon as

the wood ia ripe and the leaves begin to fall and change colour. A Vine
several years old, like yours, should not be cut close into the stem, but to

a spur, leaving one or two buds at the base of this season's growth. As
respects a shoot of this season's growth, it should be shortened, and all

laterals cut off, leaving only the buds—that is, supposing the fruit is to

be produced on that young shoot next summer.

Sowing Grape Seeds (Idem).—To raise plants from Grape seed, tho

seed should be separated from the pulp when the fruit is perfectly ripe,

washed, dried, and kept in a cool, dry, dark place until March, when it

should be sown, c:ivered thinly with soil, and the pot placed in a mild
hotbed, the seedlings being pricked-off into small pots as they appear.

Unless the flowers of the Grape were crosa-fertilised, there would be little

use in raising from seed.

Ripening Tomatoes Artificially (Idem).—Tomatoes, full-sized but
green, will ripen in the kitchen screen, or any warm place. Cold and
wet will cause them to blotch and rust.

Pruning Vines {W. W.).—The only object of leaving two buds instead

of one on a spur of a Vine in a ground vinery is that thus you have a

double chance of obtaining a fruitful shoot from the same joint. Leaving
both shoots if they both showed fruit, would depend on how the other

joints showed fruit. In general it would be advisable to leave only the

shoot with the best show, and rub off the other one, choosing, if possible,

the shoot nearest the main stem. This spurring system is the easiest,

but some succeed best with rod-training-that is, when the Vine is

established, shortening every bearing side shoot to one joint beyond the
bunch, training a young shoot from the base to fruit next year, and
cutting away the old one, just as you do with Raspberries.

Pears not Fruiting (Idc7n).~~V^e think the Pears in the pots which
have not set must either have been too wet or too dry, when Peaches and
Plums set so well. Pears require more direct air when in bloom than
Peaches, but they do well with similar treatment to Plums.

Grapes Red and Acid (HaJf Pai/).—We suspect this is chiefly owing
to the fact that the Vines have borne such a quantity of Grapes. Most
likely if you had left only a half or two-thirds, the Grapes would have
been all right. If, as a neighbouring gardener says, there is much red
spider on the Vine, and very likely he is right, then, if much infested,

that would to a great extent account for the bad condition of the fruit.

We are more inclined to think he is right, as the Peach leaf sent, though
we found no insect on it, showed that it had been well punctured by the
little red spider. If the Vine leaves have the same greyish dotted ap-

pearance as the Peach leaf, there would be no doubt about it. If the

leaves of the Vines are at all green, and the wood not well ripened, you
must not think of burning sulphur in the house as advised. That can
only be safelv done with deciduous plants when in a state of rest and the

wood thoroughly ripened, and therefore it requires judgment and expe-

rience. Besides, as the Grapes are now thin, the remaining bunches
may he better, and it would be a pity to lose them. The red spider when
full grown resembles in size the smallest grain of red sand, and can be
easily seen by young eyes on the under side of the leaf. Wherever you
see that grey-dotted spotted appearance as on the Peach leaf, you may be
sure that the litttle enemy is present. If, in addition, you see pieces of

foliage having a shining oiled-paper-like appearance, you may be sure

that the jumping thrips is with you—a small insect, not more robust, but
much larger than the red spider, and as difficult to eradicate. We may
here say, in passing, that the midrib of your Peach leaf showed marks
where scale had made a home for itself; one leaf of the Vine would
have made us more certain. From what you state, the only way you
can use sulphur now is as follows :—Shut the house or houses up by
three o'clock. Tnen take some large pots, say 12 inches in diameter, fill

them about half full with quicklime, pour on enough of water to slacken

and saturate it thoroughly, and then sprinkle over each pot about 1 oz. of

sulphur. For a U^Oae 30 feet long and 10 feet wide we would use two
pots. In the morning, sjringe freely wheie there is no fruit. This, with
less sulphur, is a good preventive in summer, ihis is very different

from burning sulphur. When the lime is very strong use less sulphur.

At this advanced season, however, your main remedy for next season
would be, as soon as the leavei fall, or are removed, to wash everything

in the house, as well as the trees, with soft- soap water at fully 150^ to 160',

and then paint the trees with weak Gishurst, or a paint of clay and
sulphur, using the syringe pretty freely next season after the fruit is set.

or weak sulphur fumes from hot-water plates, or other surfaces not hotter

than 160". See " Doings of the Last Week" lately.

Planting Vines—Border— Vines in Pots (T. J. .If >.—As you are

only now making your border, we would allow it to settle until March,

before planting, so that there will be no risk of straining or cracking the

roots. The brick rubble at the bottom of the border is all right enough.
but that will not be suflBcient unless 50U have a drain besides, if there is

the least chance of stagnant water. The reversing of the green sods

over the bricks is all right, but the garden refuse we should consider the

worst material you could use, and the most likely to produce mildew at

the roots. A mixture of soil, half-inch bones, and oyster shells, is quite

right ; say five or six busheU of the former, and ten of the latter, for your

size of border, but one-tliird of dung would be out of place; one-twelfth
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or one-fifteenth of Bwpct rotten n)nt<^nl wonid hi* nearer the in' ' k. The '

Ittrpe Vines in poty thftt nhowfd wU hut rer-.-iPil to h t, f<u>d luoBt
likely from wnut c( drAtu'ifTr, «r wmit v1 enou«b of rnnUture at the
rootp, .ind enontih of hof\t mid nlr «t the limt'. Sn<*h foiir-je-ir-old Vfnoii

are not much bettor tliau vonnscr ones fur p1<intina ont. In [ilantini(.

the roots Bhould be n^ndy discntanglod and niirend ont refrnlar'y on the
border, packed nicely, watered with warm wat«r. i»n-l covered xith from
15 to 8 inches of nice Hotl ; llion, if yoii pincv' C inttM'S of wartii danp on
tbo fitirfaco, Riid cuvt-r wiiJi tho ^Infill at* yim iuteml d>ttu^, tbe roots will

beyin to W..1 k at once before tho biida hft?in to swell. The Vine two
yenra old in a pol, nnd so stronff and w»Il ript-iifil. will frait bert In tbe
pot. Pick out nn inch or two of the !!urfartt ftl. r*>pla^e it with rich
compost, water KTiduaDy oulil tbe noil is w«ll nMi,st<rui.*d before the bads
break, then st-t your pot near the flue. As it is 1 j [- -_t lonj;, we would cnt
away 2 or 3 fett, and ihe reriiainder wc would tw;>t round three or fuur
sticks. Wo h»ve often duuc »o with Vines v.a hmn as >oars. if w(.'ll

ripened lor that Icn-jth— lO feet. The twi^tiug rr-uud in open cylinder
shape caused the buds to bnak more n ^'ulwrly. Then yon could reserve
the boat and strongeBt ^hojts, and rub ofT those not wanted. II you
take fl heavy crop the first season, the plant will do little good alter^ards.

Mildewed Vinks (.Vorf;i A'or/oM-)— Flowers of sulphur scattered early
over loaf and berry is tho mo^t effectual remedy, and if anlphnr is

painted on a heating mcditipi that is not hotter than from 100' to 170^ it

would preatly help to banirh tbe pest. If your hi tise is now empty—that
is, if there is nothint? prowinR in it, and the wood ol the Vines is brown
and firm, yr.li might burn a little pn'phur in th-bou-e; but nnlo5a saro
of the hardnpss of tho wood, do not attempt it, ns it will kill tverylhinjr
green, or at all unripe. Vour chief remedy must be :•. thorough waebinR of
evf ry part of the honse, Vino?, &c., with wnrna soft-soap water, white-
washinicf, or rather linicwashinc the wall", usitttj f. pood portion of snlphur
with the lime, nnd then pu'ntinf; the Vines rather thickly ov^r with a
paint made of cl.-iy, sulphur, and soft-soap water. The eioner this is

done tbe better, as the longer the paint reroiins on the shoot« nnd stems
before the Vinof break, tbe more effectual it will be. Next ee<'^.'.n, wher-
ever the sun will beat on tbe w:ills pnint them with snlpL.r, and use
eoJpbnr on the heating medium if not above IfiO'^.

Pbdning Plehuma t:i.EGANS (A'. Af. R).—The plnnt, beip - old and
l^Pgy* will not do well if cut down to within 6 or 7 Jnches oJ »Ue root, a^^

it may not fhoot freely from the old hardwood. You may, ii ^ever, cut
it well in next year after flowering, putting in enUingn o' 'be youns
shoots, after they become firm at the base, in tJindy peat, co. • ring them
with a bell-^Iaes. If you have shoots near tbe hose, with doriaant, bnds
or eyes, ycu may cat'the plant down in April, ketping it dj-y for about a

fortnlpht. and yet keeping tbe anil moist, and when It bts made shooti
a few inches long repot it. dittrooting nnd potting In a pot of Fxnaller «>sfi,

wftterinc rarrfiiUy until tho roots aro wnrkiutf freely in the frcnh hoiL

Yonnc pUt t^ wonM, however, servo your purpose bitter than nn oM
plant that is tall atjd scraggy.

Manetti Stocks '/'. W.).—Voti may p^t the plants or st'^ck*, and graft

them in .Iaau«r>- or Kebmnry, the poti" lu-ing plunged In n hotbed, or

ynu may plant them out andbudtbem in .luly. Itivern's" Ilose Am»lei>rt'

Gaide" will suit yon. It containt* particulars of Itotic-propagatiun. We
do not know tbf pliut from the sprig scut. Flowers nnd a better tpeci-

men are needed.

SiPHocAMPYi.rR HrMnor,r>Tn Culture ffT. K.).—Being from Tarn,
it requires a gre'nhousi'. Keep it rather dry in winl<?r, giving no mere
water than cooiub to keep tbo i)lant frt'-h, repot in npring when tbe
plaint begins to irrow, redncinir the ball, and potting iu a fize of pot no
larKcr than putficietit to hold the r'X>t.>< comfortably Ke^-p it sliad*d and
rooi^t, avoiding over-watering at all time?, but especially immediately
after rt potting, and when rec:>vered from th*» potting oxpo«u it fully to

light and air, as.signing it a position near tbe glass. What pruuiDp Is

needed ought to he doue huforo tbo plant bi-gins to grow. Pot Into tbo

bloomine pot when the other pot is filled with roott. and do not give a

largo shift, as the plant when larRoly potted grows too much to wood.
Train the shoots an re'iuirtd, to promote a compact, well-frhaped plant.

Syringe freely to keep down rid spidur. G.^od drainage is necessary, as
when the plant Is growing, an abundfint supply of water Is needed. A
compost of two parlfi fibrou** sandy loam, one p:\rt leaf »oil or sandy peat,

with a free admixture of sand, wili grow it welt.

Tacsosia Bl'CIIanasi (/(/cm).— It would not succeed on tbe hack wall of

a stove, or even on tlic end. A greenhouse is more suitable, the shoots
being trained mrideralcly thin, end near tbe glat^s.

]
Anthi'rii'M Scue>!/krjancm /fi»-m>.—Tbe Cncnmbor hoii<!e wonld ho

a better place lor this thun tbo sWive at the niftht tempurature of £j ,

though in such it would succeed it that tcmpera'.ure occtirred only on

I

cold nights.
1 G'lO^EBEHTiiES 'J. Whalton\—There is no book on growing Gooseberrie'?
f for exhibition. Any bookseller could obtain lor you tbe numbers of tbin

Journal that you need to complete your set, if yon lot him know vhoto
which vou have.
Lessee Hemoviko Fruit Ttiees (v4.).—We think that if yon potted

the trees now you might t«ko them away when you vacate tbe premises
at tbe end of three years, but the point hris nev«^r been decided.

Xames of FnriTS (ir. DuUfyJiin.).-~\, Glou Morreaa ; 2,BcnrrL- Eoec.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending November IGtb.

DiTE.
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handle the birds, &:., for the judges, for I have stood by when
exhibitors have bsen allowed to witness the judging (which I

think should be done where practicable), and seen valuable

birds seized by the leg, the wing, and not nnfrequently by the

neck, and handed to the judge for examination. Competent

persons ought to be appointed, but by no means ought these

persons to be "local exhibitors" or committeemen who have

birds in the show at which the judges are making their awards.

—-Justice.

"Egoitet's" tilt at "Aliquis" in "our Journal" of No-

vember 11th, is far more amusing than instructive. His fine

burlesque, and the introdnolion of his French and Latin, do

not explain to the poultry world how he would meet the chief

question, or point out the way to induce committeemen to do

all this finger-blistering, &c., without that " quid pro quo "—

a

fair chance of the prizes.

Now, " Egouet " may be inspired by the best intentions.

Koaves are to be found among all classes of men, and committee-

men cannot claim exception to the rule. No harm can be done

by being watchful and vigilant, checking all real abuses as they

crop up, iu or out of committee ; but whenever the attempt is

seriously made to entirely prohibit all those connected with

shows from exhibiting, exhibitions generally must decline. A
line must be drawn somewhere ; it it be drawn too tightly it will

snap. If committeemen are not to exhibit at their own show,

poultry iu a short time will be shown only in connection with

cattle shows, few and far between ; then farewell to the advanced

breeding of our pets, and the " quid pro quo" of

—

An Old
CoUMITIEElIiN.

LONDON POULTRY SHOW.
It will be seen in our list of poultry shows that this, to be

held at the Crystal Palace, will commence on the 22nd of Janu-

ary, 1870. The money prizes much exceed £300, besides

which there are more than twenty silver cups acd other extra

prizes. Wo know that many breeders of French fowls and
others wish to subscribe fur extra prizes, and they should

promptly commnuicate with the Secretaries.

DESTROYING THE VITALITY OF EGGS.
In "LetterBox," page372, "Henwife" isanswered—"We

believe there is no certain mode of destruction, unless you spoil

the eggs for breakfast purposes."
I believe there is a certain method of destruction—viz., to

put the eggs in boiling water for half a minute, or even a minute.

This does not destroy their use for breakfast as boiled eggs. It

may not be known to all your readers, but it is, nevertheless, a

fact, that an egg may be boiled for three minutes, morning after

morning, for any number of times without making it any harder
than it was on the first day, so that the uneaten eggs of one
morning are quite fit for the breakfast-table on the following

morning, and I doubt if any one would detect a difference if the

second boiling were " unbeknown." The half-minute's boiling

would make a layer of coagulated albumen inside the shell, and
I imagine if it does not destroy the germ of life altogether, it

must be an effectual barrier to the escape of any chicken.

The eggs, I suspect, would scarcely look as well for poach-

ing, as some portion of the white would remain in the shell.

-Y. B. A. Z.

SOUTHAMPTON POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
As far as tlie number of entries was considered, as well as in the

good qnality of almost every pen entered for competition, the recent

Southampton Show was nneqnalled, and it is a matter of regret that

neglect on the part of some individual shonld have marred in any way
a success that would otherwise have been almost without parallel.

Boylike, there seemed to be a strong tendency to shoulder the blame
from one to anotber ; but we believe the correct statement to be the

following. It appears to be admitted, without dispute, that early and
direct engagements for the necessary pens were entered into by the

Committee with Messrs Turner, of Sheifield, a fully suiKcient

number being specitied. The representative of Mr. Turner asserts.
'* that the whole engaged number left for Southampton by rail a week
previous to the day appointed for fixing them." Parties from the

railway give the contrary version. Be the fault wh^-re it may, the

Sonthampton Committee and all connected with the Show were alihe

sufferers. So many pens being short, a large number of the wire-tops

were cnt from some of the upper tiers to make fronts for those pecs
deficient, whilst the pens that were divested of theii wirework tops had
to be covered with loose boards, which was a change anything but
advantageous or desirable. The result was, that again and again,

daring the arbitrations, the sole Judge found himself compelled to

" hark back " class after class, because the whole of the pens of this or

the other variety were either not begun or only in course of erection.

This unexpected delay caused the awards not to be completed till be-

tween two and three o'clock in the aftenioon of the day of opening, and

even then but a very few of the prize cards were affixed to the winning

pens. The absolute loss to the Society in reference to the sale of

birds that might otherwise have been effected of course can never be

ascertained, whilst the vexation entailed on the worthy and indefati-

gable Secretary Mr. Philip Warren, was indeed ill-deserved, for, as

was observed on the spot by several amateurs, " the Southampton

Show on all former occasions had gone on Hke clockwork." To enter

into any further detail of the identity of the responsibiUty in this

affair we do not pui-pose, but perhaps a passing word may prevent the

recurrence of such neglect and disappointment. We suggest it would

be well in all agreements for the hire of show pens, to directly stipulate

that the non-fulfilment of the contract from any cause whatever should

entail on the parties supplying the pens the fine of £20. This would

certainly make them especially careful as to the promptitude of the

railway transit, and the erection of the pens on arrival. As we are

unable to give many particulars respecting the quality of this really

excellent Show, it may be as well simply to state, in justice to Messrs.

Tamer, that their new pens show a great improvement on the original

ones so long known and so well encouraged. The present pens are

wrought oat of much thinner wire, though being well galvanised they

are quite strong enoagh for any poultry, and as the wirework is closer,

fighting of any kmd is an impossibility. The fowls are more easily

inspected, and the weight of the pens is so much reduced that the

carriage from place to place is now merely nominal.

Some of the most remarkable classes were the Bmhmas, both Light

and Dark ones, the Game Fowls, Dorliiujs, Turkeys, and Geese. Of the

latter, a pen of Sebastopol Geese, the most perfect yet exhibited, were

entered. In the " Variety class " for fowls, a pen of fowls entered as
" (Jangesian," were evidently a new variety, being white, of very large

size, throated and whiskered to an unusual extent. They promise to

be a valuable addition to our domesticated poultry. The weather was

exceedingly fine, and the attendance of visitors was particularly good.

We gave last week a list of the prizes, and now append that of the

commendations.

Spanish.—Zic, P. H. Jones, Fulham. c, C. F. Hore, Tunbridge.

Dorkings.—(ic. Viscount Tumour, Shilllnglee Park; Dr. D. C. Camp-

bell Brentwood, c, H. R. Seymour. Chickens—he, J. Smith, Shilllnglee,

Petworth; O. E. Cr.?8swell, Hunworth Rectory; J. M.irtin, Claines, Wor-

cester L. Patton. Hillmore, Taunton, e, Mrs, M. D. Dunn, Inglewood,

Hungerford ; J. Cuisman, Eownhiims, Southampton ; J. Hodgkinson,

Southamoton. « ., , ti ,,

CocaiKs (Any variety).— ftc, Mrs. X. Williamson, Qnemborongh Hall,

Leicester ; W. Cole (Partridge) ; Capt. T. S. Robin, Pontenay, Jersey ; H.

Lingwood, Needham Market ; W. N, Scott (Buff) ; F. W. Rust, Hastmgs

(Buff), c, T, M. Derry, Gedney (Buff) ; F. W. Bust (Buff).

Beahmas (Dark) —he, J. Chisman ; Rev. E. Parker, Wykeham Rectory,

Farehim ; W. Sims, Stroud, c, T. S. Robin. „, .,

Beahmas (Light .—he, F. Crook, Forest Hill ; Mrs. S. Vigor, Uxbndge

;

H Dowsctt Pleshey, Chelmsford. CMc.kens.—he. Mrs. A. Williamson ; F.

Crook- H M. Mayn ird. c. 3. Chisman; Mrs, Pattison. Wrackleford

House,' Dorchester ; H. M. Maynord; J. Pares, Postford, GuUdford ; H.

Game '(Black and other Reds).— Jic, W. H. Stagg, Netheravon, Amesbury ;

S Matthews, Stowmarket ; R. Hall, Cambridge, c, H. Loe
; J. Jeken,

Elthnm H. C. Dear, North Stoneham. Chickens.—he. Rev. T. O Grady,

Hoanaston Vicarage, Ashbourne ; H. Gibson, Brockenhurst ; S. Matthews.

c W. H. Stagg; H. Loe, Appulduioombe ;
S.Matthews; H. C. Dear.

'game (Other variety i.—ftc, W. Shenton, Worcester; S. Matthews.

Hambdbghs (Silver and Gold-pencilled).—fic, J. Toll, jun., Cartuther

Mills, Menheniot; E. Fulton; S. & R. Asbton, Moltrani
;
E. Brierley,

Heywood, Manchester, c, Mrs. Pattison; F. Pittis, Jan., Kewport Isle .of

Wight ; H. Pickles, jun.

P0I.ANDS.— ftc, G. Boothbv, Louth, Lincolnshire.

Feench. — he. H. M. Mavnnrd (Houdans) ; J. Maiden, Biggleswade,

Faversham (Creve-Cceur) ; W. Dring (Creve-CcEur). c, Capt. T, S. Robin

(La FWche) ; W. Tippler, Duke's Roxwell, Chelmsford (La Fleche).

Houdans.— r;ifcJ;e»is.—'i<:, Mrs. L. Paget, Wimborno, Dorset, c. Hill

and Co., Brighton; W. O. Quibell, Newark; P. D. Maddoi, Launcestonj

J.H.Dawes. , ,. „, .,

Any othee Vaeiety.— ftc, J. Hodgkinson (Indian Pheastmtl.

Game Bantams —iic, H. Loe ; A. atonar, Peterborough ; J. W. Kellaway,

Mers'on, Isle of Wight.
.

Bantams (Other variety).— ft.,-, Lndy S. Tumour, Shilllnglee Park

(Japanese) ; Countess Winterton (Gold-laced) ; H. Pickles, jun., Earby,

Sklpton (Black), c, T. C. Harrison.
.^ „v. ,. » t>

DccKs (Aylesbury).— Iu;, Miijor- General H. P. de Bathe, Chichester; K.

Fnlton ; W. Tippler, c. G. Colmer, Sonthampton.
.

Ducks (Other variety),—Ac, L. H. Ricketts (Eouen) ; F. Pittis, jim.

(Black East Indian); Mrs. Mornnt, Erockenharst Park (Carolina) ;H.

Dowsett (Rouen); O, F. Hore (Rouen . c, Major-Gen. H. P. da Bathe

(Black Rio); Mrs. Turner (Muacnvy); J. Toll, jun. (Rouen).

Geese.—he. Mrs. M. Ford, Weymouth (Toulouse) ; Lady Heathcote

Winchester (Toulouse). , t- o* vt
TnEKEVS.— e, Major-Gen. H. P. de Bathe (Almond); J. t. btuDDS.

Selling CiASB.—CofJ: or Cockerel.—he. Viscount Tumour (Dorkings)

.

J.Smith (Dorkings); H. M. Mnvnard. Holmewood. Ryde Brahma)
;
S

Samways, Lymington, Southampton (Brahma) ; R. Pop! e West Moulsey

(Dorking); S. & B. Ashton, Mottrnm (Golden-spangled); T. Rogers,

Walsall e, Capt. T. S. Robin (Breda) ; H. M. Mavnard (Brahma); lUrs.

Mor.-mt (East Indian); Hill & Co. (Houdan); W. &tan ..id, ^teyning

(Dorliiiig) ; T. J. Sattmorsh (Partridge Cochm). Hens or PMtts—he. Mrs.

M. D. Dunn, logleford, Huneerforrt (Dorkings) ; J. Chi-man (Dorkings);

Mrs. Malcolm, Beechwood. Totton iDorkinas) ; Lady S. Tumour (Japanese

Bantam); H. M. Maynard (Hoalans); Mrs. Bnrnabv-. ^arsling Mount,

Southampton ; Miss J. Millward, Newton St. Loe, Bristol (Cochins), e, J.
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Chisniftn (Dark Prnhmas) ; Rev. K. .T. Ridley (Crossbred); Lady Hcath-
ooto (Hoadnns) ; F. C'm«>k (Brnhmast ; Vit^count TurDour (Dorkincst ; H.
M. Mityunrd (Brahrati); ir. Loo, Appaldurcomhe ; W, Stanford. Jan.
(Game) ; F. Brewer, Loetwithiel (Uoudana) ; J. R. Kodbard (Cochins).

PIGEONS.
Pouters.— ^f. R. Fnlton, Duke Street, Dcptford; J. Ilawloy, Eingley.

c, P. H. Jones, Fulhani.
TcMniXES —he, 3. Lufkin.Fnmbnm. c, P. H. Jones; C, Bolpln.
Barbs.—he, H. M. Maynard ; J. H&wley.
JACourss.—he, C. Balnin. r, P. IL JoDe<i.

Fantails.— /le, M. A. Yetts, Reading ; Rov. W. S. Sbaw, Batb ; S. A.
Wyllle, East Moulsoy ; J. F. Lovcrsidgc, Newark ; J. Hawlej. c, Rev. W. S.
Shaw.
Owls.— ftc, S. Wyllic : H. J. Kolscy. e, H. Hawley.

1^ Tdrbits.— fir, J. C. Oi-d; U. Fulton; J. Hawley. c, J. Hawley ; C.Bulpin.
Carrikbs.— /ic, R. Fulton ; W. BiNbnp. Dorcboiter. c, J. Lufkin.
TrtCMPETERS.— fie, C. J. Spary, Vontnor; W. U. Cjopcr, Famborough ;

P. H. Jones ; C. Bulpin.
NcsB.— ;nr, C. Batpin.
Draooons.— fie, W. Bishop ; C. Bnlpin ; H. Yardlev ; J. Hawlev.
Any other Distinct Variktv.— fir.Cnpt. T. S. Robin (Blue Runts); H.

Yardlcy : W. S. Roder (Toys) ; J. Hawloy. c, J. C. Ord (Hyacinths) : H.
Gibson (Yellow Magpies) ; S. A. Wvllio (Gcminn Spots, Ice, and Austrian
Pouters) ; W. li. Ford (Antwerps) ;"

P. H. Jones ; W. S. Soder (FriUbacks .

Selling Class.- fie, F. Pittis.jun. (Magpies); W. B. Tegetmeier, Finch-
ley; W. S. Soder (Fantails and Tovs) ; J. Hawlev. c, H. M. Maynard
(Carriers); J. C. Ord (Carriers); F. Pittis, jnr. (Magpies); Miss J. Mill-
ward (Antwerps) ; P. H. Jones ; F.. Sbeerman, Chelmsford.

CANARIES.
Norwich (Clear Yellow).—I'^ie, Beniroso & Onue, Derbv; W. Walter,

Winchester; Irons & Gajton, Northampton; J. Bexson, Derby; Moore
and Wynn, Northampton, he, W.Walter; H. Apted. Broadwater ; Irons
and Gaj'ton. e, E. Lidstoue, West Cowes; W. Walter; O. Nicholson,
Landport.
Norwich (Clear Buff).—i-ftc, E. Hawkins, London ; Irons & Gayton : J.

Bexson; Moore & Wynn; O. Nicholson, fie, W. Walter; F. Hoddin?,
Salisbury; Widdowson & Holme; H. Vine; H. Apted ; T. Mann, c, G.
E. N. Rawlinson; J Bexson.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Yellow).—rfi«, Bemrose & Orme; W.

Walter; Moore & Wynn; O. Nicholson, he, Bemrogo & Orme; Irons and
Gayton ; T. Mann, C imherwell New Road, London, c, Bemrose & Orme ;

J. Eexaon ; H. Apted.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Buff).—rfie, Moore & Wvnn ; Widdow-

son & Holmes, fie, J. Bexson; H. Apted, Kettering ; W. J. Toon, c, W.
Walter; Irons & Gayton ; O. Nicbolpon.
Norwich (Any otber variety).— rfic, Irons & Gayton ; Moore & Wynn.

fie. H. Apted. c, 0. Nicholson.
Belgian (Clear Yetlo*v).— v/ie, O. Nicholson ; Widdowson & Holmes.
Belgian (Clear BuflFj.— fie, O. Nicholson ; Widdowson & Holmes, c, E.

Hawkins.
Beglian (Variegated or Marked Yellow).—^e, Widdowson & Holmes.
Belgian (Variegated or Marked Buff).— fie, Widdowsoa & Holmes,

f , J. Hayes.
Lizard (Golden-spanpledl.— rfie, E. Hawkin<»; Rev. V. Ward, Canter-

bury, fie, Mrs. W. C. Drnmmond. Bath; J. Hayes, e, T. Fairbrass,
Canterbury ; Rev. V. Ward ; O. Nicholflon.
Lizards (Silver-spangled). — rfie, E. Hawkins, fie, O. Nicholson.

c, Widdowson & Holmes.
Goldfinch Mcles (Mealy).- fie, Rev. V. Word.
Skylark.— rfic. O. Nicholson.
Woodlark.—rfie, W. Walter.
Blackbird —rfie. T. J. Townscnd. Lnwei Norwood'; T. Webb.
Song Thrush.— i-fie. H. Carter, Southampton.
Cockatoo (Any variet v).— itfic, W. Walter (White).
Pheasamts.— fie, W. Stead, Romsey.

BIRMINGHAM PHILOPEPJSTEKON SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

The third meeting of the Birmin^^ham Philoperisteron Society, held

on the 11th inst. at the Athena?um Hall, proved most successful, and
in evei"y respect surpassed the two former shows. The Carriers formed
large and excellent classes, and from their peneral perfection drew
much attention. In Pouters, unquestionably the White ones, oE which
there were some half-dozen pens, would have added much to the credit

of any meeting. The winning Almonds were well worthy of the silver

cup, and had travelled from Beverley to compete. Fantails proved
very large classes, and among them were many, both Blacks and
Blues, that were far beyond those generally shown. Dragoons, always
a strongly filled ela?8, and Antwerps. which seem to be equally great
local favourites at Birmingham, well repaid careful examination. A
somewhat unusual entry was made by Mr. Yardley of three varieties

of fancy Pigeons—viz.. Barbs, Carriers, and Almonds, shown in VC17
large cages, each containing twenty first-rate specimens of the re-

spective varieties. A grand pair of Swift Pigeons from Egypt were
objects that from their extreme rarity excited considerable attention,

and secured for the owner one of the five silver caps that were offered

for competition.

The general arrangements of the Show were satisfactory, and the
Judges for all the fancy Pigeons were Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Yardley;
and the Judge for flying Pigeons was Mr. Bcardmore.

Y'OUNG BIRDS.
Carriers.—I, J. Smith, Birmingham. 2 and 3, J. Wood, Derby. 4, F.

F. Foster, Birmingham, fie, J. F. While, Birmingham.
Pouters.-1 and 2, G. Stnrgess, Liicestir. 3, F. F. Foster.
Almonds.—1 and '2, H. Adams.
Balds AND Beabds.—I, J. W. Edge. 2, F. Graham, Birkenhend.
Short-faced (Any other variety).—1 and 3, H. Adams. 2, W. Whit-

taker, Belper, near Derby.
Jacobiws.—), J. W. Edge, Birmingham. 2 and 3, G. F. Wbitthonse.

Fantails. — ], G. Sturgcss. 2, F. Graham. 3, J. W. Edge. 4, 6.
SturfiesB. fie, F. Graham.
TaoMPRTERR — 1, W. Whittakor. 2 and 3, T. Robson, Pcnkridgc.
Owls (ForeiimK— 1, F. Grabam. 2, G. F. Whitohouse.
Owls (Enclish.—1, F. F. Foster. 2, J. W. Edge. 3, W. Whittaker.

c, G. F. Wbitebouso.
TuRBiTS.- 1 and 4, C. Barnes, Birmingham. 2, G. Sturgcss. 3, F.

Oraharo.
Barbs.—I and 3. F. F. Foster. 2 and fie, C. Barnes.
NcN8.— 1 and 3. F. Graham, 2, G. F. Whitehous«.
Draoooks.-1, F. Graham. 2, W. WhilUker, 3, T. Robson. 4, J. W.

Edao. fie, G. F. Wbitehousc.
Magpies.- 1 and 3. T. Ro( sin. 2. G. F. Wbitebouso.
Antwerps.- 1, 2,3, and 4. J. E. Cleveland, Binuinebnm.
Asv otder Variety of Fan<v Pioeuns,- 1, 2, 8. and 4, W. WbUtaker.
Badges (Black).—! and 2, H. Sfiroston, Birmingham. 3, A. Waltfaow.
Badges (Blue).-1,2, and 3, A. Wallhew.
Badges (Anv other colour).—1, H. Clolce, Birmingham. 3, II. SprostOD,
Saddles (Black).— 1, J. W. Edi?e.
Saddles (BlueK— 1 and 2, A. Walthew.
RoBEWiNGS AND Kedbueasts.- 1 and 2. A. WttUhcw,
TuuBLEBS (Any other variety).-1 and 2, F. F. Foster.

ANY AGE.
Carriers—CoeI:«.—l, J. F. While. 2 and H, F. Smith. ITen*.—1, J. F,

While. 2. F. Smith. 8, G. F. Wliitebouse.
Pouters.— Coel-».—1 and 2, G. Sturgess. TTrnit.—1 and 2, G. Slurpose.
Almonds.—1 and Cup, H. Adams. 2. W*. Wbitlaker. fie. F. Grsbum.
Balds or Beards.-1, 3, and fie, F. Graham. 2, W. Whittakor. 4, J. W.

EdRe.
Short-faced (Any other variety) —1, F. Graham.
Jacobins.—1, J. W. Edco. 2. F. Grabam
Fantails —1 and Cup. J. F. While. 2, F. Graham. 3, G. StorgesB.
Thumpetebs.—1, 2, and 3, T. R^ibson.
fUvLS (Foreign).—1 and Cup, F. Gmham.
Owls (English).-!, J W\ Edpfc. 2, G. F. Whitehonse. 3. F. F. Foster.
TcitBiTS.— 1. :;. and 4. T. Robson. 2. F. Graham, e, J. W. Edge.
Barbs.—I. Cup, 2, and 3. F. F. Foster.
NcNs.—1, G. F. Whitchonso.
Dragoons (Blue).-1, J. \VttIters, Derby. 2. Withheld.
Dragoons (Any other colour).—1, G.* F. Whiteboose.' 2, F. Graham.

S, F. Smith.
Magpies.—1, W. Wliittaker. 2, T. Robson. 3, G. F. Whitehonse.
Antwerps.- 1, F. Smith. 2, J. Walt-^r.

Swallows.—1, J. E. Breward, Coventry. 2, G. F. W*hilehonse. 3, G.
Sturgess.
Any other Variety of Fancy Pigeons.—1 nnd Cup, G Stnritess

(Swifts). 2, J. F. While (Lahores). S, J. E. BrewarJ (Archangels). 4, G-
F. Whitehonse (Fairies).

Antwerps —C«efi».— 1. W. Whittaker. 2. J. Watts 3, F. F. Foster.
Badges (Blnck).—1 and 2, H. "proston. fie. A. Walthew.
Badges (Blue).— 1, H. Sproston. 2. H. Cluleo.
Badges (Any other colour).—!, H. Cluleo.
Saddles (Black).—1, 2, and fie, H. Sproston.
Saddles (Blnct.-l, H. Clulee.
P.osEwiNGS AND Redbrea&ts.- 1. A. Wnlthew.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—!, A. Walthew.

STOKESLEY CANARY SHOW.
*' WnF.s yon arrive at Stokesley station, take the 'bus to the ' Block

Swan,' where you will find breakfast waiting for you. ' Such was the
kind intimation I received from Mr. Horatio .J. Twcddell, the Honorary'

Secretary of the Stokesley Society : and after n cheerless ride on a
cold, wet November morning, it commended itself to my judgment as a
most happy arrangement. Indeed, when I found myself seated in a
comfortable arm-chair beside the fire in the parlour of the " Black
Swan " atoresaid, discussing the merits of Yorkshire ham nnd eggs, I

voted the Judge's breakfast to he a right noble institution, well worthy
of adoption by all kindred societies. I went into that hostelry a cold,

damp, morose man, and left it n, warm. dry. benevolent-looking in-

dividual, and as I wended my way down to the National Schoolroom,
where the Show was held, I felt on remarkably good terms with myself.

The pretty little town of Stokesley was in a state of commotion, for

besides being market-day it was the " hirings,"' and I passed such

louny Y'lrkshire lasses standing in the market-placo waiting to be

hir >d. 'Xhe scene had the charm of novelty to me, and it was amusing
to listen to some of the bargain-making between master and servant.

I lifted up my head and put on my best looks, made the most graceful

step which the lingerinc remains of a slight attack of lumbago would
admit of, and gave just the faintest shadow of a cough as I passed

any unusually attractive group : but it was all thrown away, and when
I lieard a suppressed titter issuing from tlie mouth of an Amazon
whose *' points" very much resembled those of the Canary most in

vogue in Y'orkshire—viz., Ift. large round head; 'Jnd, long straight

neck ; 'MA, broad shoulders ; 4th, straight back, and well filled in ;

."»th, firm stand, and bold carriage, Arc, I thoncht it was time for me
to demean myself in a manner more befitting the sober dignity of the

representative of " our Journal." and by tlie time I reached the show
room I was in a proper frame of mind to pronounce on the merits of

the birds, which were staged to the number of nearly three hundred.

Taking the Exhibition as a whole it was one oif groat excellence.

Many of the best birds were at Darlington, and had obtained hononrs
there, and any special mention of them now would be tedious ; but I

cannot pass Classes 11 to IS, the Yorkshire variety, without comment.
The true Yorkshire bird seems either to be dying out. or is being lost

sight of in the person of a mongrel, which, whatever it may be, is

most assuredly not what it represents itself to be. One wonld say

that in such a case the Judge's duty is very plain—to disqualify the
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whole class, or at least those birds which bore impostor stamped on
them. True ; but this crossing with cue variety and another to obtain

colonr, shape, or some other fancied excellence, has of late j'eard

become so mnch a matter of custom amonf» the Yorkshire fanciers, as

to have opened the door for a spurions species of judgment prejudicial

to the best interests of the admirers of this really very pretty bird
;

and the awards at most of our shows, and also where I have assisted

myself, have frequently been given to the fashionable modern bird

rather than to the true type, till at last colonr has become so much
the rage, that large Norwich birds which have taken prizes as such

liave also been exhibited, and successfully too, in the Yorkshire classes.

This has been done with the entire acquiescence of the fancy, each
man getting his turn as the Judge admired his particular speciality or

otherwise. This state of things, however, was sure to work its own
cure, and I brought the matter to culminating point by awarding the

prizes to specimens differing most widely in their characteristic fea-

tures. Of course all the intermediate men were much disappointed,

but the verdict was, "Served us right;" and I venture to predict I

have done a real good to a most beautiful variety of the Canary—the

true Yorkshire. To all whom it may concern I say. in prospect of

Middlesbrough, Stockton. Thirsk, and elsewhere, Don't enter Norwich
birds in the Yorkshire class, but put them in their right place, and
give the others fair play. And to those who may be wishful to breed

the Yorkshire variety in its purity. I would say. It requires no admix-
ture of the Jonque, for that is not its legitimate colour, nor is the

shape and carriage of the Norwich Canary that of the Y'orkshire.

Goldfinches, Linnets, and British birds generally were well repre-

sented, and there was the prettiest collection of foreign birds I have
seen for some time.—IV. A. Blakston.

Belgian (Yellow).—!. J. X. Harrison, Belper, Derby. 2, W. Needier,
Hull. 3, R. Kobinson, iIiddle3brou«h.
Belgian {Buff).— 1, W. Needier. 2, R. Robinson. 3, J. N. Harrison.
KORWICH (Clear Yellow).— 1, T. Irons, Northampton. 2, Moore & Wynn,

Northampton. 3, Pennock & Blacbstone, Whitby.
Norwich (Clear Buffj.— 1, Pennock & Blackstone. 2, R. Simpson,

Whitby. S, Jloore & Wynn.
Norwich '.Yellow, even marked).—1, E. Mills, Sunderland. 2, Moore

and Wynn. 3. J. Bexson, Derby.
Norwich (Buff, even marked).—1, G. Gayton, Northampton. 2, Pen-

nock .S: Blackstone. 3, J. Yoang. Sunderland.
Norwich (Yellow or Buff, uneven marked or ticked).—1, R. Hawman,

Middlesbrough. 2, Pennock & Blackstone. 3, J. Bexson.
Dun (Cinnamon).—1, T. Irons. 2, J. Bexson. 3, Moore & Wynn.
Dun (Buffi.— 1, J. Bexson. 2, T. Irons. 3, J. Young.
Lizard (Golden-spanaled).—1, T. Standfield, Stockton. 2, W. Needier.

3, Pennock & Blackstone.
Lizard (Silver-spangled).- 1, R. Hawman. 2, S. McKew, Stockton.

3, J. Taylor. Middlesbrough.
Canary (Dark or Grey-crested).—1, T. Irons. 2, T. Armstrong, Brough-

toD. 3. Pennock i Blackstone.
Canarv (Yellow or Buff-crested).—1,W. Cotton, Middlesbrough. 2, T.

Irons. 3, J. Garbutt. Broughton.
Canary (Clear Yellow Yorkshire).— 1, M. Burton, Middlesbrough. 2,

T. Armstrong. 3, J. Garbutt.
Canary

I Clear Buff Yorkshire).— 1, S. Hawman, Middlesbrough. 2,
W. Mountain, Ayton. 3, Porritt & Raw, F.nswarp.
Yorkshire (Yellow, even marked).-1, J. Taylor. 2, M. Burton. 3, R.

Hawman.
Yorkshire (Buff, even mai'ked).-1, J. Taylor. 2, \V. Needier. 3, M.

Burton.
Canary (Yorkshire, uneven marked orticked).—1, G. Garbutt, Brough-

ton. 2, W. McLachlin, Whitby. 8, T. Whitelock.
Cage of Eight Canaries, not more than Two of each Variety.-

1, R. Harker, Stokosley. 2, G. Garbutt. 3. E. Barker, Whitby.
MciE (Variegated Cioldfincb).—1 and 2, .J. Young. 3, R. Robinson.
Mi-LE (Dark Goldfinch).-l,Mooreii\Vyun. 2, M. Burton. 3, J. Yates,

Middlesbrough.
Canary (Clear Green).—1, M. Burton. 2, R. Fidler. 3, T. Tenuiswood,

Middlesbrough.
Goldfinch (lloulted).—!, W. McLachlin. 2. J. Yonng. S, G. Garbutt.
Linnet (Moulted).—1, J. N. Harrison. 2, J. Young. 3, W. Maynard,

Ingleby Manor.
Any other Variety of British Brars.-1, W. Simonson, Stokesley

(Thrush). 2, S. McKew (Blackbird). 3, J. Cuthbertsoa, Stokesley (Bull-
finch).

Any Variety of Foreign Bird.—1, T. Bailey, Sowerby, Thirsk. 2,
T. R. Unthauk, Stokesley (Parrot). 3, Miss Cheveley, Ingleby Manor
(Madagascar Grossbeak).

Judge.—Mr. W. A. Blakston, Sunderland.

SATINETTE PIGEONS.
I TRUST you will give publicity to the facts which led to the

remark in my advertisement in respect to the Satinettes.
When I bought Mr. Noye'a stock, he expreasei to me that
" there were two pairs in the lot better than he ever had, in-

cluding the beat pair he exhibited at the Bingley Hall last

year."
_
This remark led me to the conclusion that it was the

first-prize pair, and consequently I advertised them as such,
and though it was a misunderstanding, 1 am perfectly satisfied

that I possess the best two pairs he ever had.—H. Yarelev.

that the prize list is most liberal. Prizes are given for poultry
(irjcluding separate rewards for Houdans, Ciuve-Crears, and
Li Fk'ches), Pigeons, cage birds, and even for cats. There
are eighteen silver cups, in addition to the money prizes,
which vary from £-5 to 10s.

DoBLis Exhibition Pal.^ce Show. — In our advertising
eolumns may be seen the time of the holding this exhibition,
and whence to obtain full partioularB, but we must observe

REVOLUTIONISING A BITE.
Some time since, having introduced a stock of Ligurian bees

into our apiary, we found that to keep the breed pure we must
either banish all the old hives or else depose the queens, and
as the stocks were very strong and in frame hives we determined
to try the latter ; and how we managed this is what I wish to
convey to you.

Mr. Woodbury having kindly undertaken to procure six
Italian queens, about the lOth of October we went over the
same number of hives, and set right any of the combs which
were not quite straight or confined to one frame. We then
made half a dozen boxes, to receive the queens we had a design
on, in the following way : They were about 4 inches square, and
in the bottom we bored two three-quarter-inch holes 2i inches
apart, over which on the outside was fixed a strip of zinc with
one tack, so as to open or close the holes easily. The top we
closed with a piece of glass hinged to the box nith a strip of

linen and glue. Having fixed a piece of sealed comb we placed
one of these over each hive, opening enough of space in the
slide-in honey board to admit the bees through the holes before
referred to. By these means we got all the loose honey cleared
up, and the pieces of comb firmly fixed in their places, and we
next day removed the boxes, none of the sealed cells having
been opened. The boxes so prepared were kept until we were
advised of the expected arrival of the foreigners, when about
an hour before opening the hives to hunt for the reigning
queens they were replaced on the hives as before, by which
means we secured the proper quantity of bees to keep her com-
pany during her captivity. This search for the queen is the
most difficult part of the work, and requires great care in ex-
amining each comb in order not to pass her over. It took us
two days to find the six, as we could only open the hives dtiring

the warmest part of the day for fear of chilling the brood. As
each queen was secured she was slipped into the prepared box
through one of the holes in the bottom, and this can be done
without the least risk of letting her escape ; and all the boxes
were then covered up with a board to keep out the light, and
placed in a warm room. To capture the new queens we used
a 7-inch bell-glass, and found it very easy to do so by removing
the cover from the boxes as quietly as possible in a room with
one window, and shaking the bees into the glass, over which
we placed a board, and, on reversing it, in every case we found
the queen in the cluster. Waiting until she was separated a
little from the other bees, we shifted the glass so as to leave
her outside, and put a wire cage (or pipe-cover) over her,

and then slipped a small piece of paper under it, having at the
same time enclosed two or three of the bees with the queen.
Taking the cage and paper we placed it on the desired place on
the comb taken from the hive which we wished her to rule
over, and drawing away the paper forced the cage into the sur-
face until its lower edge came in contact with the "partition
wall," as instructed by Mr. Woodbury in your Journal ; and
having replaced the comb, left it until next day.' On opening
the hives we found it was not safe to liberate the captives, so
had to leave them until the day following, when they were all

liberated and received as they should be.

In conclusion, I have only to say that by following Mr.
Woodbury's directions in your Journal a novice will find it

easy to ligurianise any stock in a frame hive
; and the only

point on which I would at all differ from him is the time of

keeping the queens confined, which should be, I think, at least

two days ; but this may only apply to this time of year, when
the bees are not so lively as in the early part.

I omitted to mention, that when the queens are all captured
the Ligurian bees may be all shaken or swept into the bell-

glass, and, being sprinkled with honey, may be added to any of

the stocks by placing the cup glass over the hive, from which
the slide has of course been removed.

—

Hibep.xian Bee.

SPURIOUS HONEY.
" A Manchester Man " makes some remarks in your issne

of the 4th inst., relating to my letter of the 28th of October,

• We shall publish a drawing of the cage thus employed.
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which are calculated to convey a wrong impression as to what
|

I meant regarding " the nhape ami material of the hive having

very much to do with the quantity and quality of honey col-

lected." It is trne it mattera not whether a hive be round,

octagonal, hexagonal, or square, the honey stored would be to

some extent the same ; nevertheless, it is a well-known fact,

that honey gathered from the same sources and stored in dif-

ferent parts of the hive, will have quite a different appearance

and taste, although it may all be collected within a few days.

So, then, the construction, which is the shape, whereby we can
,

regulate the hive in every emergency, thus preserving the i

purity of the honey and augmenting the store, is of great im-

portance ; besides which, a hive should admit of, arid offer,

every facility for manipulation, such as adding and diminish-

ing space, ventilating, depriving, artiliciil swarming, queen- '

rearing, &o. Not so with the bive which be describes ;
neither

are Tegetmeior's hives the best. The Stewarton hive with

moveable bars and crown-.board is much superior, and taking

everything into consideration equal to the Woodbury hive, al-

though the last-named may have the preference in consequence
[

of the combs being all of one size, this hive being, in fact,
i

the one wliich I myself use ; but I work it upon the Stewarton
[

principle, nnd have hives yet standing which still weigh

100 lbs., after having taken half a hundredweight of iine comb i

from each ; and may I inform " A Manchester Man," if he
|

wants figures to prove the superiority of hives, that I am
acquainted with a bee-keeper who had this year fewer hives than

he states llr. Pettigrew to have had, and yet obtained no less

than a ton of fine comb in supers, besides a considerable

quantity of inferior quality ?

Tour correspondent says, " We Manchester men prefer the

article which gives the largest and best result." And so do we

who work on the Stewarton principle, but we do not grudge a

few pounds at the first outlay, as the produce soon repays it.

I regret that he did not succeed with the Tegetmeier hives, as

the fault lay not in the material, but in the management. Had
he adopted the plan that I recommended some time since, and

which was described at the same time by Mr. Langstroth, a

very high authority on bees, his hives would not have suc-

cumbed to internal moisture. Many people place too much
stress on the material of which the body of a hive is made

;

they seem quite to forget that the most of the hive is sur-

rounded with comb which is most impervious to change, and

that it is the crown that is the most particular part. Nature

alone suggests this. It ought, then, to be managed in such a

way as to carry off all moisture. Whereas the hive described

by " A Manchestek Man " is quite opposed to all this, and to

every principle of good management.

With reference to judging honey by tasting, fancy, say fifty

different lots, what would a person's taste be worth by the

time he got to the end of it ? Or, say a merchant choosing

from one hundred different samples of anything, if he had to

taste it. I assure your readers, the best judge is one who by

appearance, smell, and commonly the feel, can detect a good

article.
" A Manchester Man " comes pretty near the truth when

he says the stronger the stock the more workers there are, the

more honey will be collected. Now, the hive for this is the

Stewarton one ; but he must not be carried away by the notion

that a hive 16 by 12, is a large hive, thrice that size might

be said to be a large one.—A Lanakkshike Bee-keepek.

r.S.—I have forwarded two samples of honey which have

been pronounced by novices, and men of skill, such as Mr.

A. Pettigrew, to be sugar, but which I consider to be as fine

honey as I have ever met with. No. 1 is from Lignrian bees.

No. 2 was gathered in the same locaUty but by black bees._ I

should like to hear your opinion, as I consider the Ligurian

honey the better, also what you think of them.

[The honey in each pot is very pale, and look like a super-

saturated syrup of refined sugar. That in the pot No. 1,

gathered by the Ligurians, is the whitest and most solid. Each

is an excellent specimen of honey, well-flavoured, but beginning

to cryetaliise.

—

Eds.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Weight or Young Tchkevs (H. £.).—Much dcpeEds on tlio breed

and feeding. If they are Cambridge, and the food men] or oats, with a

few peas and beans, mixed with milk, we sh.iuld expect the hens to

weigh 9 the cocks 12 to 14 lbs. cnch, when nearly live months old. These

wo'jld be birds that have never had a check, but have thriven all their

lives. No bird ever reaches the top weight of its breed or class nnlees it

is Jed from the first with a view to that result.

Tatipv Mon-Tiso or a CnrnrK-'"Br!«A Coci (A. r.).—The older Cochino

prow, the greater difficulty they cxpcricnco in mciulting, and tlie longer

the process seems to bo abont. At three yonra old the be"*! days of a

Cochin are over, and nothing tat good living will carr>- yonr bird throngh.

For a yonng bird we ehonld advise cooiing food, for an old one we advise

stimolaots. Give him ground cits mixed ivuh milk, meat chujipi d fine,

end eggs. He must not be without gr.iss and freth earth, and should be

Kept alone. You may give him some ale twice every day.

Laciko of a Sn.vEP.-spANni.FD HASrecnoH Cock {A Sui<cri»fr).—It

is a disputed point whether the wing should or should not be laced. Oor
own opinion is that it should bo. Mr. Baily'« book on " Fowls " give* the

points.

CocKEP.EL SOT AM.iTorv (.Ifoniuij/ j;.-adcr).—The time of year hae

ranch to do with the apparent reluctance of the cock to ullcnd to the

hens. This inattention will probably increase rather than otherwise lUl

after Christmas. It is not the less true that birds have their antipathies

Ukes and dislikes. The description yon give of the dwindling cbickene

is that of crop-bound birds. This uriBcs from improper feeding, espe-

cially feeding from troughs. Feed them sp^nntly, and supply them

with grass ; discontinue the rice. The coop should not be pnt on stones,

hut on earth. Fowls should never be on stoies, boards, or brick.

Face of the Spanish Cockeeel (S>aiii«?< Cod).—A Spsnith cockercJ

fit six months old is far mo:e advanced in face than a pullet at nln- ;
he

has not always a " dead " white face, but it does not follow he wiU not

have. He should have no red when he is .j..wn if he is expected to win.

No real judge will allow a trimmed Sp'.i;!-'u fowl to appeir in the prtj*

sheet. Many are disqualified by it. Huiri mf.y bo removed from lh»

iacc without detection, but the feathers from the base of the comb to

the beginaing of the face cannot be tampered with with impunity.

Lame La Fi-kche Cock U. B. C.).—It is probable the lameness pro-

ceeds from weakness. If so, he will be in the habit of roosting on his

knees. He will require to be well fed three times per day. and one meal

thould be stale bread steeped in ale. The other feedings should have no

whole corn in them. B:irlev meal or ground oats, il mixed with milk so

much the better, cooked moat chopped flne, and even eggs boiled hard

and minced, are the best food for him. given a very Uttle at a time. _loa

must judge for yourself whether the patient is worth the trouble and the

expense.

SlLVER-PENCILLFD HAMECnOHS (A T:'0--,faTI-oU ."^ub.'.—Refer toour

advertising columns. Some wore advertised last week. If you wish for

very superior birds, write to some of the owners who took prizes with

Silver-pencilled Hamburghs at the shows of which we pubUsh the prize

lists.

Eggs of Dark BaAiniAS IG. B. G-eUim) —Write to some of tb» well-

known breeders who advertise in our columns.

Barb Pigeons (Coiunilarian).—Write to some of those who have taken

prizes with them.

Fantaji. Pigeons with Incased Tail Feathers (t.).—We have also

found this to be the case very frequently during the present year with

our most highlv-bred and delicate birds, especially with the hens. I he

cause is delicacy of constitution ; the cure, warmth and good nutntionj

food. Keep vour birds in on cold dam a days. With some of the incased

feathers you may, when the sheath is sufficiently dry, peel it off, sphtling

it carefully with vour nail, or a penknife's pomt, but only as far as i! 18

quite dry. With "our birds we have entirely ebaegcd the food, and make

them (for Fantails are idle birds), come some distance to be ted, jnstcaa

of feeding them in their house when the weather U fine and dry, bemg

sure that exercise strengthens and does good to every biped, feathered

or otherwise. But warmth has much to do with the cure, while damp

weather or rain makes the sheath tongh and prevents its drying an*

scaling off, as it will do in warm weather. Do not puU the feathers out,

as worse will probably succeed.

HosEV DARK-COLO0RED (G. Cftajjmnn).— The dark colour ot yonr

honey arises from some peculiarities of the season, or in the pastnrage,

and may not occur again. It is said that honey collected from honey-

dew is often very dark.

BoTTLE-FEEDrs-G Bee3 (ronscronfirc).—The pattern which yonenclose

is of too close a texture for covering the mouths of feeding-bottles. .48

stated in page 26 of the last edition of •' Bee-keeping for the Many, as

well as repeatedly in our columns, "it is a mistake to use muslin for

'his purpose, or. in fact, any material the meshes of which are less than a

sixteenth part of an inch wide.' With flat-topped hives where the aperture

CRU be covered with perforated zinc, the only use of the net is to enable

the bottle to be conveniently inverted. When this is effected, tlio net

may be withdrawn altogether, as we have often done in the case of large

wide-mouthed bottles when we wished to afford the bees every fnc.ity for

taking food quickly. No other feeder is at all to be comiwred <o<hc in-

verted bottle, and your question as to the food rnnmng through faster

than the bees can take it up is founded on « complete but very common
misapprehension. If properly managed, the bottle retaius its 'jnUnts by

Imosphcric pressure, on the principle ot a bird-fctmtain. W hen on"
inverted and in its place, not a drop runs into ;he hive, b"' «» "
mains perfect'v suspended until removed by the bees. \\ hen, however,

the bottle-moiith is tied over with material of too close a texture, the

syrup appears so to clog the meshes that air cannot readUy enter, and its

surface assumes a concave form, which, when perforated zinc is inter-

posed, withdraws nearly the whole of it beyond the reach of the bees

tongues, and the process of feeding under these circumstances becomcfl

very slow indeed.

POULTRY MARICET.—November VI.

The supply is ample, and the trade bad. The late close weather bae

had a deadening effect on the market.

s. d. s. A.

Partridges 1 4 to I 6
.-. o " o
Grocse *
Pigeons
Hares

s. d. B. d

Large Fowls :i to :i i

Smaller ditto - 6 3 (

Chickens 1 6 1 i

Geese 6 ' (

Ducks 3 2 *

Pheasants ~ S 3 <

Rabbits 1

Wild ditto

2 6
<• 9
3
1 5

10
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outside to play directly agiinst the pipes before entering the
hoa?e—there are so many nho cannot distingoish between
ventilation, or the proper circulation of air. and draughts, and
will open lights during cold easterly or northerly winds with
hot son, so as to let the aii beat directly on the leaves of the
plants. I need hardly say that no ventilation of houses is

perfect which does not allow cf a tborongh change of air in a

boose without direct dranght?.

Again, with regard to the position of boilers. One often sees

boilers placed 10 or 12 feet below the level of the floor of the

houses to be heated, as if this were necessary far the proper
circulation of the water, and yet the same persons who go to

this expense in excavating for the boiler house will not hesitate

to bend the flow pipes down to go under a path, or twist them
about in any way to suit their convenience, and will run
hundreds of feet of piping oa a dead level. Other persons,

again, feed the boiler from a cistern placed several feet higher
than the highest flow pipe, on the score of the pressure assist-

ing the flow ; forgetting that when the equilibrium is once
established, or, in other words, that as soon as water has found
its own level, this additional pressure is a positive injury in-

stead of good, as it tries all the joints of the pipes. Again, we
see these feeding cisterns placed in all manner of positions,

some at the tup of the farthest flow, others near the boiler,

and so on, without any rule. I have even seen the snpply
pipe at the first bend which rises from the boiler top. Now,
undoubtedly the best place for the supply pipe is the bottom
of the boiler, and, if possible, it should not be connected with
the pipes, but with the boiler itself. The feed pipe, too, should
be one of large diameter, as the pressure on the boiler is in-

versely proportionate to the square of the radius or diameter of

the pipe, so that the smaller the pipe the greater the pressure ;

and if the supply pipe is of good size, and is connected directly

with the boiler, it acts as a great safety-valve, and takes the
additional pressure away from the pipes which the beating of

the water gives. Where it is practicable, the supply cistern ought
itself to be fed from another cistern by meaus of a tap regu-
lated by a ball-cock, so as to keep it always at one uniform
height and to save the trouble of constant attendance ; and the
height of the water ought not to be more than a few inches
above the level of the highest point of the flow pipe. One
precaction in fixing the pipes can hardly be sufficiently at-

tended to, and it is, wherever possible, to make the flow pipe
gradually rise from the boiler to the farthest point, and to

regulate the return pipe in the same manner. I have a small
saddle bailer which beats a sma'.l plant house, a vinery, a
stove, and two propagating pits, and the water can be made to

boil in three-quarters of an hour ; I attribute its efnciency en-
tirely to the proper attention to the position of the pipes. Ti;e

vinery and stove are both double-span, and contain more than
1000 feet of radiating surface of glass, which gives the boiler

much work to do. The top of the boiler is not more than
4 feet below the highest point of the flow pipe.

From these remarks it will be seen I agree with the advice
80 often given to correspoudents in your pages, that the best

boiler for all practical purposes for small houses, and the
cheapest, is a good saddle boiler, if it is properly set. The
heat given to the brickwork round the boiler is by no means
wasted, as it helps to keep up the heat of the boiler at night
long after the fire is out. I agree, too, with those who condemn
nearly all forms of tubular boilers, except those that have water
jackets round them, and I feel convinced that no boiler is of

much use where the flues require constant cleaning-out. or
where the boiler is so set that it is not possible to clean them
properly.

I believe Foster's boiler with a little alteration will be oce cf

the best ; but I still think, though I have not seen the con-
servative boiler, that for heating large quantities of piping an
improved form of boiler has yet to be made ; but for anything
under 1000 feet a common saddle boiler will answer as well or
better than almost any other, and the complex forms of tubular
boilers, made on the idea of economising vertical heat only, are
a step in the wrong direction.—C. P. Peach, Tin Vicarage,
Appleton-U-Street, ilalton.

C inches ; circumference of branches, 42 feet C inches ; girth of
stem, 4 feet 7 inches. All three are perfectly healthy, and
have in no way suffered from cold or wind to which they are
all exposed, especially No. 1, which is planted in the open
park without any shelter.—J. Kii'Owat, Fairlaxcn. Tonhri,lie.

WriiixcTOsiA GiGAN-TEA.—I forward yon particulars of my
best three Wellrngtonias. No. 1. planted April, 1356, height,
30 feet 4 inches : circumference of branches. -54 feet 6 inches ;

girth of stem, S feet C inches. No. 2, planted 1S57, heieht,
24 fe€t 3 inches ; circumference of branches, 45 feet ; girth of
Btem, 4 feet 10 inches. No. 3, p'anted 1S50, height, 22 feet

FRUIT GROWING IN FR.VNCE AND
E5GL.VND.—No. 1.

When, some time since, I ventured to enter upon a few ob-

servations on the vegetable culture of France and England, or
rather that carried on in the neighbourhood of Paris and Lon-
don, I was not a little doubtful as to their reception. State-

ments had been very confidently put forward, and resting on
apparently strong grounds, that we were lamentably behind-
hand, that we did not make so much out of our ground as our
neighbours, and that we were continually importing from them
what we ought to grow ourselves. Now, as I did not at all

agree with these conclusions, I felt considerable diffidence as

to the manner in which my opinions might be received ; I was,
therefore, very glad to receive from so many quarters approval
of my statements, from persons who were thoroughly capable
of forming a sound and unbiassed opinion, and this led me to

desire to carry my observations a little farther, and investigate
I the equally debated matter of fruit culture. When, therefore,

I was about to pay a short visit to Paris in the past summer, I

was requested by the Editors to examine the fruit culture in

the neighbourhood of that city, and the results of that exami-

\
nation will be given in this and some following papers.

i The plan that I adopted was this : I first of all made the
acquaintance of M. Jamin, the eminent cultivator of Bonrg-
la-Keine, near Paris. I may, perhaps, best designate him as

the "Rivers "of France; not with so lengthened a personal

acquaintance as our veteran pomologist, but succeeding to a

very extensive business, which had been founded and greatly

increased by his father, one is able to see at his establishment
examples in large numbers of the various systems of train-

ing adopted throughout France. Under his guidance I visited

j

the garden of M. Chardcn at Cbatillon, a most ardent amateur

j

in Pear and Apple culture. I afterwards visited the garden

I

of il. Nalet, of Brunoy, who likewise carries out the tame
I culture to a very large extent. For Peach culture I went to

the far-famed Montreuil, visited the garden of M. Lepi-re, and

^

others ; while on the general subject cf snpply I addressed
myself, through the kindness of Mr. Solomon, of Covent Gar-
den, to M. , P.ue du Marcbu St. Honorf. So far, then, as

to the French metropolis and its neighbourhood. In England
I have availed myself of the kindness of Mr. Rivers, and
visited and examined his world-renowned establishment : I

also visited the extensive fruit gardens ( f Mr. Francis Dancer,
at Chiswick ; the eardens of the P>oyal Horticultural Society ;

the grounds of Mr. Myatt, at Deptford, and various private

establishments where fruit-growing is carried on. It will,

then, I trust, be conceded that if I fail in giring an adequate
idea of the subject I have undertaken to write about, it is not
because I have not gone to proper sources of information, or

been chary about time or trouble ; and if my conclusions be
combated, I hope it will not be charged on me that I have
drawn them in ignor»nce, or that because I may refer to what
others may have said that I have copied from them, for this

most amusing charge was, I understand, made in reference to

my papers on vegetable culture. I can safely say that whether
they be good or bad, the thoughts are my own, and that I have
spared no trouble to arrive at correct information. How diffi-

cult this is may be inferred from the following simple fact :

—

Many persons have seen and wondered at the enormous Belle

Angevine Pears, exhibited by Mr. Lewis Solomon, and marked
eighteen guineas a-dozen. The ordinary idea is that they are

grown in Algiers ; but on inquiring at Covent Garden I was
told, " Oh 1 no, they come from the south of France." They
evidently do. because of their name. Well, when I was going

over one of the fmit gardens near Paris, I was told they wtre

grown at Belleville, in its neighbourhood ; but lastly, when
talking over various fruit matters with the first fruit merchant

in Paris, and the correspondent through whom they were for-

warded to London. I was assured, " Oh ! no, they are all wrong

;

they are grown in Normandy." Like Sir Walter Raleigh, one

might say. What folly to write anything wlen a simple fact is

so difncult to verify.

WLat fruits, then, did it become me to inquire about :> Cer-

tainly not forced frtiits. On this point the French garJerers
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are lamentably bebindband. Nowbere, except perbaps in a

few places, such as tbe late Baron James Rotbscbild's, wbose
intercourse witb England bas led to the ioUowing of English
practices, is tbe forcing of frnit carried oat to any degree of

perfection. Those grand private establishments where the

owner prides himself on his Peaches, or his Pines, or his

Grapes, are almost unknown in France, and Mr. Meredith and
others have shown the foreigner that be cannot for one moment
compete with tbe English grower. I went to see Fromert's, at

Montrouge, bat was struck with tbe comparative insignificance

of tbe forcing, although be is distinguished as one of the chief

"primeun " in tbe neighbourhood of Paris. Who that visited

tbe fruit exhibition of the International at Paris, bat must
have been struck witb tbe poor display of Grapes that France
could produce ; while those grown on the English system by
Mr. Knight were considered as marvels of cultivation. The
out-door culture o Grapes is so small a matter iu England,
and so very uncertain in its results, that I do not see that any
practical good could result from giving any detailed account of

their culiivation in the neighbourhood of Paris. The same
maybe said of Figs. We are not, as a rule, " Bcceajicos,"

and no one would, as a matter of profit, enter on their cultiva-

tion. In S:rawberries, I think, we entirely maintain our supre-

macy—in fact, it has only been of late years that any sood-
sized Strawberries were to be seen in the markets of Paris.

Tbe " fraiscs de quartic saisons," or Alpines, were tbe only
Strawberries known ; and even now the Alice Maudes and Tic-

torias—in fact, all large Strawberries, are known in tbe halles

as "fraisci uniilaiscs," wbUe I have never seen anything like

tbe British Queens and Sir Charles Napiers which one sees in

London. There is no such cultivation of this delicious fruit

as at Mr. Smith's, at Twi'.;keDbam, or as there used to be at

Mr. Myatt's, at Deptford. While I say this, I think we do not
suUieiently value the little Alpines, of which there are some
good new varieties, for often one can gather a dish of Straw-
berries from tbem when all other kinds are over. One has
often been asked how it is that from April to October these

little Strawberries are to be seen in Paris. The secret is

simply that the earlier ones are produced at Montauban and
other places in the south, then the centre of France supplies

the markets, and afterwards the neighbourhood of Paris.

This ii one of the advantages that France possesses in having
a territory that runs so far south, while its capital is in its more
northern part.

It comes then, in fact, to this, that there are but three or

lour fruits about which anything can be said on looking at the
respective fruit culture of Paris and London—the Apple, the
Peach, and the Peir, and it is to these I shall confine my ob-
servations. There are one or two points which I should, how-
ever, like to say something about before I enter into this

—

namely, the climate, as affecting fruit culture, and the supposed
greater love for and appreciation of fruit manifested in France.
Neither of these questions must be lost sight of in considering
this matter, as I believe the wrong conclusions which have
been drawn arise from tbe unsoundness of tbe premises laid

down.—D., Deal.

NATIONAL PROMOTION OF HORTICULTURE.
In the interest of horticulture, of which I am an earnest

supporter, I offer the following remarks, hopio r that wherein I

faii, others may supply the deficiency. If I d" nothing else but
raise a discussion which may lead to future h .vantages to my
favourite pursuit, I shall in myself be satisficJ. If a more
worthy or better-informed brother of the spade will come for-

ward and carry out more fully the ideas here embodied, willingly

will I give up my share in the proceeding, and work as a labourer
where I would rather lead. I seek only the future welfare of

horticulture and gardeners, and tbe benefit of the nation at

large, at least as regards expense. At tbe present time we have
many public parks and garden establishments kept up at

great Cjst. I hail, indeed, with delight, as an ardent lover of

the science, tbe great progress we have made in tbe last few
years ; but could not this progress be maintained at smaller
cost, and witb equal efficiency? I am led to these thoughts
especially, from the debates on the items of the budget last

session relating to the parks, &a., neither can I dismiss from
my miud tlie fear that the funds hitherto granted may here-
after be refused to them.
Our parks and gardens have now either separate bouses and

establishments, or else are furnished at great cost by my
friends (and I may truly call them so), the nurserymen. Could

we not take a lesson from our neighbours the French, and have
like tbem a Jardin Fleuriste to supply this want ?

The next question is. Where shall we do this? I unhesi-
tatingly reply, Kew. Already Kew is a great national insti-

tution, it is already public property, already maintained by an
efficient staff, in a healthy spot, away from tbe impurities of

London smoke, within easy distance of the London parks. Let
it act as a threefold establishment—first, as a museum of plants

;

second, as a public rearing ground for plants for public works
;

third, as a college of instruction for young gardeners. Let us
take these points separately.

First, as a museum. Let it be put on tbe footing of the
British Museum ; there everybody who writes a work deposits a
copy. Let the same be done by those who raise or import new
plants. Let a specimen be sent to Kew. Let the plants be
tried for three or four, or more, years ; should they then prove
inferior, or should superior varieties be introduced, let them be
discarded. Moreover, let a qaarterly journal, illustrated by the
best artists, and collections of all plants named in the letter-

press, be published every quarter. On the subject of tbe form
of the journal I will write farther another time, should the
idea receive public support. I have already broached the
subject to many horticultural writers, but found from tbem
that they demurred at tbe expense, and that tbe plan coald
not be remunerative ; this would certainly apply to private

individuals, or to a company, but not to a public institu-

tion.

Second, As a public rearing ground. A portion of the park at

Kew could be devoted to this purpose, and I think if we copy
our neighbours in France, tbe carriage of plants from thence
to the parks need not cause us to fear for tbe safety of plants

;

so that being dismissed from our minds, we have only to look

at the relative expense. I maintain one vast estabhsbment
would be kept up more easily than many scattered in tbe diffe-

rent parks. The present system need not be greatly changed,

tbe Commissioners of Parks, Woods, and Forests, i-c, would
still be responsible. Under them the present beads and
directors would still take charge of the various departments,
and in addition be available as instructors and professors of

tbe gardeners' training establishment, or, if you prefer it,

college at Kew.
Dr. Hooker, tbe learned botanist and Director, might act

as head, and assisted by the Piegius Professors of Botany at

Oxford and Cambridge, instruct gardeners in botany ; tbe other

Curators, such as Mr. Smith, at Kew; Mr. Gibson, of Battersea

Park ; and their worthy eollaborateurs, could each lecture on
the different branches of horticulture, one say take frnit,

another vegetable, another sub-tropical, another stove, culture,

and so on. Besides this, amateurs, gardeners, nurserymen,
and other competent horticulturists, could from time to time
be added as lecturers. These combined would also form the

council to decide on plants to be retained or discarded.

I appeal witb confidence to all classes. First, to nursery-

men. The fact of sending specimens to the museum would no
more injure your trade than the British Museum does writers

and publishers ; it would, in fact, prove your copyright to the

variuus plants, and not being a place for sale, but only a pubUc
institution, could not affect yom' f:ade. Moreover, from main-
taining only tbe best qualities c: plants, you could clear yonr
catalogues of many that you yourselves consider worthless

varieties, and enable you to devote more time and space to the

cultivation of the superior.

I appeal to the country at large, and our legislators in

particular, could not efficiency be maintained by this plan at

less cost? We should have, moreover, a public institution and
monument of skill such as no other country can show. Our
gardens and parks would be open to all as they are now, to rich

and poor alike. Gardeners could gain instruction. Exami-
nations could be held in connection with tbe teaching staff,

and men sent out into the world capable of undertaking any
branch of their profession.

I offer these few incoherent remarks, as I believe and hope,

for the benefit of our art ; let abler hands now lay aside the

spade, and take up the pen in tbe cause.

Before concluding, I find I have omitted referring to the

journals and societies that might consider their interests

affected. First, the societies would still bold their shows, and
give prizes for good productions, totally unaffected by my pro-

posal if carried out, inasmuch as no show and no prize would
be given at Kew more than there is now. The journals would

be unable to give the information that would come from this

establishment, and would still be as eagerly bought and read as
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Old Fbiekd of the I ever seen, ^ith tracks nearly 3 feet in diameter. There is not
much berfl in tlie way of pleasure ground or ornamental gar-

[Tbe scheme sbadowecHorth in this commnnioation ia a good i

dining to attract notice; the gardens proper being quite a
one, but some of tbo details and the mode ot carrying tliem out

I

distinct eetablii<bmcnt, about half a mile distant, on the op-
are optn to grave objections. The portion of the echemo which
we consider unexoeptioiiable, is a great central school of horti-
culture, wbcie kctures would be delivered on the theory and
practice of borliculture, botany, and other natural sciences
benr-DK upon horlioulture, and this we hope some dav to see
realised; but before anytbiriK of this kind can be carried out
perfectly, we must tet about iuitialinR a system of instruciion
ia our primary schools, which shall prepare the masses of the
pcj'ulation to beuc-fit by that which may bo obtained in a great
central school. In Germany, Switriorland, and Franco, this is
aheady done; but in our "land of liberty," everybody talks
and does as he likes, without regarding his neighbour's or the
aational need. There is so much talk, and so little result.

—

Eds.]

GLAMIS CASTLE, FOKFARSHIKE.
The Se.vt of the Eabl of Sieatumoke.

TJ-STiL the holding of tho Great International Horticultural
Exhibition in Edinburgh, in September last, how few amongst
the thousands of the readers of this Journal knew anything of
Glamis and its magnificent gardens ! Historically acquainted
we may have been with the name, as one of tho most ancient
castles in Scotland, as well as with that of its noble owners,
'the Earls of Slratlimore, whose names are intimately associated
with their country's history. Glamis, however, and its noble
owner, are new additions to horticulture ; but young as they
may be, they have already attained a position high and honour-
able in the gardening world. Few finer kitchen gardens, or better
examples of Grape cultivation, have we to see than at Glamis,
and no more generous nnd ardent patrons of horticulture have
we to admire and honour than the noble and aucient house of
Strathmore. It is a pleasant duty, then, to tell our readers of
this new accession, and to make them acquainted with what
Las been done in this northern situation during the past four
years, and wiih what is now to be seen in gardening at Glamis
Castle.

Travellers by the Caledonian Railway between Perth and
Aberdeen, may remember Glamis station, twenty-four miles
north of the "Fair City," as one of a series attracting the atten-
tion of the most careless passenger by their neat and trim ap-
pearance, their pretty gardens, and brilliant display of flowers,
examples which we should like to see imitated elsewhere, but
which wo are sorry to see are now somewhat neglected even
here. A walk of a little more than half a mile will bring us to
the gates of Glamis, and another ot nearly a mile to the Castle
itself. Here, then, is silnated the sul'ject of our notice, in one
of tho richest and most fertile valleys of Scotland, familiarly
known as the "Howe o' Strathmore," celebrated for its high-
class farming, and vieiug in some places with its neighbouring
district, the famous Carse o'Gowrie itself, in its Apple orchards.
To the north, a few miles distant, rises the mighty chain of the
Grampian mountains, thus forming a fine natuial shelter from
the bleakest winds. The whole district is of a finely diver-
sified character, the surface gently undulating, well wooded,
and watered with the downward mountain streams, and with a
soil, pure and fresh, of a rather light and sandy nature, yet
rich and easily worked. Thus there are few places to compete
with Glamis in the way of natural advantages.
The Castle, which dates from a.d. 800, is a splendid example

of the old Scottish baronial style, built of a reddish stone, and
it is still inhabited, still the residence of tho family, which very
few of the ancient castles of Scotland now are. There are many
much more handsome-looking new edifices to be seen, and with
much greater pretensions. New buildings may, however, be seen
any day, but very seldom an ancient one like this, which can
compare in its interior comforts and oonveuieuoes with the best
of our modern mansions. How well the art of building and ar-
chitecture must have been understood in those bygone ages

—

ages on which v,e fancy we have made such vast improvements !

Yet in this one art we are immeasurably inferior. A great
many of tho old castles in Scotland are very models of ugliness,
mere piles of stone and mortar, with loopholes for windows

;

Glamia, however, although it is so very old, has even a modern
and comfortable look about it.

Surrounding the Castle is the park, of upwards of 1000 acres,
in which are some fine trees, of Ash and Oak especially ; the _ —

.

former, near the Castle, about as fine examples as any we have I ISfeet in height at back, the other eis being "20 feet wide by

posito side of the river Dean, a snift mountain current dividing
that portion of the policies with the Castle, park, and pinetnm,
from tue kitchen and flower gardens, whither we tball now
proceed.

The gardens at Glamis, as already stated, are entirely new.
It is only about four years since the present Karl succeeded to
the title nnd estate, and the first work entered upon was the
formation of the gardens. How different this from a great
majority of cases, where the gardens come last in the scale of
improvements I The old garden being entirely worn out, a
new site was selected, and none more favourable could have
been chosen. Well sheltered by neighbouring woods, and
sloping to the midday sun, on the brow and side of some
ground rising somewhat above the surrounding level, the
situation is all that can be desired. The work of construction
and formation having been entrusted to Mr. Fowler, of Castle
Kennedy, who as a gardener and cultivator hos alreadj- reaped
high honours, we have here a sjiecimen of his skill in the form-
ation of gardens, and we feel bound to admit that the talk
has been well and ably performed, and the kitchen gardens at
Glamis can now take their place as equal to the best in Scotland.

Conspicuous as the first object in view on coming to these
gardens, conspicuous also by its elegant and handsome appear-
ance, is the gardener's house. Here it forms a pleasant feature
of the place, and occupies the most prominent position, as it

undeniably should do; yet in how many instances do we not
find the house of the gardener hidden away in some of the
back slum.'', as if it were an eyesore, and he and his family a
sort of nuisance on the place. The gardener's house at Glamis
is worthy of its tenants, and a credit to its noble owner. It

is pleasant also to tell how much of this is due to the
wishes of Lord Strathmore himself, who took a lively interest

in the whole proceedings, bnt more especially in this. Thus
said his Loidship one day on meeting Mr. Johnston, the very
able gardener here, with the architect. "W'e have a very im-
portant matter to settle to-day, and that is to select a site for

your house. Yon would, I suppose, like it close to the gardens,
to be convenient ; it ought also to be in a free and airy situation

for the health of your family, and in a position whence yon could
have a good look-out." The site selected ia in all respects ex-
cellent, just outside the north-west comer of the gardens. To
the front there is a beautiful view outside along the western
wall of the garden, with the walks leading direct to tho Castle
in the distance, of which a view is also obtained. On the
other side the eye takes iu that part of the garden between the
two ranges of IJouses where are the Pine pits, A-c, and the
young gardeners' rooms, which last are not the least deserving
of notice. Here pains have been taken to make them com-
fortable, pleasant, and commodious ; sitting-rooms and bed-
rooms, ic, being provided for all, with every convenience that
could be desired.

We shall, before entering into general details as to cultivation,

i'C, take a survey of the general plan and arrangements of the

gardens ; we think we shall be beet understood thus. To begin
at the north, the form being that of an oblong, wo have first a
splendid range of three-quarter span-roofed houses, eleven in

number ; those in the middle of the range, tho show plant

houses, being much higher, wider, and altogether larger than
those at the two cxtrfmities. The latter are devoted, the first

four on one side to Melons, Cucumbers, and pot Vines, and the

other to Figs; then on the opposite side, the first two are

plant houses; then there is a propagating pit, and a Pine stove,

the two centre and largest houses being for Camellias and
greenhouse plants. This is a fine useful range, only we are in-

clined to object to the mixed character of the houses. Fruit

houses and plant houses should, we think, be kept as separate

as possible. In a small place this cannot well be done, bnt in

a large place like Glamis no such difficulty could occur. To
the front of this range there are fonr brick pits in two ranges of

about fif ly lights each, two only of which are heated ; and facing

us against the north wall of the kitchen garden, in one long

line, are the young gardeners' rooms, seed rooms, fruit rooms.

Mushroom house, tcol sheds, ic, all in first-class order. We
enter by a door in the centre, and to the right and to the left,

broken only by the gateway in the centre, we see a magnificent

line of lean-to houses extending to a length < f 110 feet, in ten

divisions. The centre fonr houses are 22 feet in width by
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IG in height. Truly a noble range ! The first houses on each

Bide are plant stoves; the second on the left is for Muscat

Grapes ; the third tor early Grapes ; and the fourth and fifth

are Peach houses. On the right, the second house is a mixed

vinery ; the third is for late Hamburgh Grapes ; the fourth is

a late vinery ; and the fifth is an intermediate Peach bouse.

This, then, is the extent of the glass structures, to which we

shall again allude more fully.

To the front, then, of this last magnificent range of hot-

houses lies the kitchen garden, which within the walls occupies

an area of about four acres, with about two acres additional

outside the eastern boundary wall. The shape of the gurjeu is

that of an oblmg, bounded on either side by substantial brick

walls, about 10 feet in height, the northern one, as just stated,

being covered with glass. Along the front of the houses is a

splendid wide border for the Vines and Peaches, and from this

point the ground slopes gently to the south. When standing

on the centre of this top walk in front of the houses, a pretty

picture is before us. Leading from the top, straight through

the centre of the kitchen gardens, is a fine broad gravel path,

with pretty borders of flowers on either side, planted "ribbon

fashion," the pretty colour of Viola cornuta telling to much
advantage, and it is seemingly a plant well suited for the place.

Another walk from west to east, crossing this at right angles,

is made similarly ornamental. Round the walls there are the

usual borders for early vegetables, i-c, and on the walls very

good young examples of fruit trees, such as Pears, Apricots,

Plums, Cherries, and Apples. To the training and nailiug of

fruit trees on walls considerably more attention is paid in most

gardens in the north than in the south. The same form of

training it may, however, be observed is adopted for every

species of tre?—viz., the fan-shaped, which, although it may be

exceedingly well adapted for snoli as Plums and Cherries,

is not at all well suited for the Pear. The vegetables in the

various quarters were all in first-rate condition, with scarcely a

weed to be seen. Everything here, indeed, is so neat and trim,

and the work finished off in such an orderly style, that to walk

in a vegetable garden like this is a pleasure.

Outside the bottom or south wall of the kitchen garden runs

a parallel terrace walk, with a pretty ribbon border of flowers.

Here the ground slopes cousilerably in its natural condition to

the banks of the river, which runs along a', the bottam. Th B

eloping portion has, therefore, been converted into a number of

short steep terraces or banks, with a level space about 80 feet

in width at the bottom, where a very pretty geometric flower

garden is laid out. We must say we are not much enraptured

with the style of these terraced slopes ; they serve to remind
one irresistibly of earthworks or fortifications. We admit the

difficulty of dealing with the ground in this case in a more
tasteful manner, owing to the confined space. The central

main walk leading through the kitchen garden is continued

in a straight line, through these terraces and the flower garden,

on a steep slope to the banks of the river, which is crossed by a

pretty bridge, and beyond which is the pinetum, leading up to

the front of the Castle. The pinetum, although of good extent,

owing to the specimens being as yet quite young, presents no
feature worthy of particular notice.

(To be continued.)

half-dozen than those he has selected. I do not quite agree

with him as to the soil, but if he has succeeded, why then by
all means let him go on with it. Such freaks as he complains
of in his bulb o; Stuart Low are to me utterly inexplicable ; I

have met with them in my own garden, and believe the best

plan would be to replant the young bulbs as they come up
without removing the old corm, and let them take their

chance.—D., Deal.

GLADIOLUSES FOR SMALL GARDENS.
I WAS much interested by the very sensible remarks of your

correspondent who hails from Chester-le-Street on this point,

and it is because of this interest that I venture to suggest to

him that he might do a little better in his selection of the

varieties that he intends to invest in for this season. Pour of

those he has named are excellent ; but I would alter every one

of them, and would make my six to be Adolphe Erongnia't,

Shakespeare, Meyerbeer, Thomas Methven, Ulysse, and Madame
Furtado, and those, I think, would cost about the same as those

he has mentioned. I would substitute Shakespeare for Princess

Mary of Cambridge, because I believe it to be a better-consti-

tntioned flower and a model of a spike. If, however, the exhi-

bition he has in view be late, then I would take another white.

Norma, as Shakespeare always blooms early. Milton is a very

imperfect flower ; the individual blooms or pips are too far

apart, and it very rarely shows a fall face. Meyerbeer is a

splendid flower, brilliant in colour, and as a spike there is no
Gladiolus to beat it. Then Ulysse is, both for colour and
form, one of the very best of our more recent flowers. I

venture to think that your correspondent will find this a better

have investigated, I have

I
the selection of sorts not

' W. T." has split on the

GROWING CELERY IN BEDS.
I FOK one very willingly respond to the request of your

Welsh correspondent, " W. T.," page 378, and state my ex-

perience on this, to me, very satisfactory mode of Celery-

growing. Like " W. T.," I have a large family to supply from
a small garden, and this is the system which enables me to

meet the demand for this particular vegetable, and gives me
land, which by the single-trench plan it would otherwise occupy,
to produce in increased quantity supphes of other requisites.

I have frequently heard pooh-poohed by gardeners the plan
of growing Celery in beds; they have tried it and failed, and
without trying again have condemned it. The first time I

tried it I failed, but I remembered the old saying, "that
nothing beats trying but doing;" I went on again and suc-

ceeded, as I am sanguine " W. T." will do in his very next
lesson.

In every case of failure which I

found th« cause to be the same—viz.,

adapted to this mode of culture. '

same rock. With a foot of good manure and good after-at-

tention, half his crop is comparatively worthless. With less

than half that quantity of manure, and very possibly less after-

attention also, I may safely assert I have not ten heads out of

a thousand but that would satisfy the most fastidious Celery

connoisseur.

The Celery is grown in beds, and is the fourth consecntive

crop off the same plot of ground. The variety is Turner's Incom-
parable (true). My beds are -il feet wide ; they are thrown out

early in spring about 9 inches deep, and 3 or i inches of rough
leaf mould and decayed vegetable mould are then wheeled in.

At the end of March, or when the weather is suitable, they are

filled with bedding plants planted -i or 5 inches apart—Caloeo-

larioB, Verbenas, and Petunias; indeed, most plants from seeds

and cuttings which are required for the flower garden. These
are sheltered by canvas or mats, &c., and turn out in fine con-

dition at bedding-out time. If not required for this purpose,

the beds will give a valuable crop of early Potatoes, which are

worth the little protection, and are always acceptable. I do,

not mention this method because there is anything novel in it,

but because there is something good in it. I have tried it year

by year for protecting flowers and vegetables, and in the absence

of more elaborate contrivances, I find it answers well, and is

worthy of more general adoption.

Before planting the Celery, manure, to the depth of about
5 inches, is spread in the trenches ; not rich, rank stuff, but
sweet and well-decayed manure, and vegetable refuse also well

decayed and friable. Rich, fresh manure grows plenty of stuff

to trim-off for the rubbish-heap ; cool sweet men ire produces

the quality which is esteemed at the table. 1 plant a foot

apart all ways, and have four rows in each bed. Copious sup-

plies of water are given, occasionally liquid manure, about onoe
a-fortnight, and previous to watering I give a good sprinkling

of common salt sufficient to whiten the ground. This I

believe to be of paramount benefit, and to this more than any-

thing else I attribute the excellent quality of the Celery. I

have never used it so freely as I have this year, and have
never had so satisfactory a crop.

The Celery fly (Tephritis onopordinis), which is often so de-

structive, I combat with soot. As soon as I see the first blister,

the plants are kept thoroughly blackened for a few days. The
Celery seems to enjoy this as much as the fiy detests it. It

should be applied, if possible, when the dew is on the leaves.

The soot is of no use as a cure when the grubs have become
established ; it is solely a preventive, and if not applied in

time is useless except as a manure.
I do not earth-up on the little-by-little system, but permit

the plants to attain their full size, or nearly so. and then make
almost a finish of it at once. If I were asked why I like this

plan better than gradual earthings-up, I should reply. Because I

have given both plans many and fair trials, and I find the one-

earth tystem answer far the beet. This year half a dozen

plants bolted soon after being planted cut, and I knew the
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reason ; with this exception I can honestly eay that I have not
had one bolted head a-year for at least the last (onr years. I

tie np every plant with n bit of rough matting some weeks
before earthin(,'-np; this being done, the work of applying the
earth is quickly executed. I know some object to this separate
tying, on the score of its taking up too much time ; now I have
often more work and less time to do it in than I like, and that
is one reason why I adopt the plan. I find tying is the
quickest as well as the best, computing the time by either one
man alone or two jointly. The tying should be done loosely,

so that the tie can be slipped upwards as the plants advance
in height. Of course, the plants are kept as free from suckers
as possible.

A primary cause of Celery rotting is deep planting. The
only real advantage gained by planting deeply is the saving of

ground between the beds or rows. The early crops may safely

be planted deeper than the late ones, as they will be off before
the heavy fall of winter's rain. In wet soils it is advisable to

plant the crops intended to remain in the ground throughout
the winter quite on the general level of the ground. Thi.'? pre-

caution, and earthing-up when the plants and soil are quite
dry, will generally prevent rotting.

An error in Celery-growing common to young gardeners is

often made at the very outset, in sowing the seed too thickly,

and coddling-np the seedlings in pots or pans, as if they were
Mustard and Cress for salading.

For the main crops the first or second week in March is early

enough for sowing. A gentle bottom heat, rich light soil, and
scarcely any top heat, with thin sowing, are essentials in laying
a good foundation for a flonri?hing plantation. A few barrow-
loads of leaves in a sheltered place, and a hand-light or old
Bash are far before sowing thickly in pots in frames, with after-

moving about to harden the plants cS. The bottom heat to my
seedling bed i3 from a flue which passes from one house to

another, just covered with a light sash; nothing can answer
better.

Another error which I will just note, is in planting too
deeply. In planting, the collar of each plant should be as
much above the soil as possible, otherwise it will be almost an
endless job keeping it free from suckers, which the Incom-
parable produces so profusely.

Such is my experience on Celery-growing. Summed up it

stands thus—that the bed plan suits me better than any, and
the Incomparable Dwarf White suits the bed plan better than
any. It gives more heart, according to size, than any sort I

'

am acquainted with ; it will come in as early as I require it,

and will continue in use as late as any other; it takes little

ground and little manure ; in a word, it yields a maximum
amount of good quality with a minimum expenditure of power
and material.— .J. W.

heat has gradually come down to fiO', and is slowly declining.

Then insert the pieces of spawn about 8 inches apart, and 80

as to be covered. Let the bed alone for a few days, but if it

become much warmer take the spawn out again. If the tem-
perature is about blood heat it will be right ; if it decline
rapidly ten or more degrees, add 1 inch of horse droppings and
beat ag>\iu. If the temperature keep at the proper degree, add
from 1) to 2 inches of good soil, beat smooth, and after this if

the trial sticks seem to show the temperature of the bed is

sinking, add a covering of hay or litter. From 70' to 75° or
80° is a good temperature for the bed ; from 55° to 60° is a
good heat for the surface of the bed to be.

As regards the time the Mushrooms will he ready for market,
if all go well Mushrooms may be expected in six or more
weeks from the earthing-up. If they come much earlier the
bed seldom produces so long, as they have had rather more
heat. In this respect, under the best treatment. Mushrooms
are variable as to their yielding time. In a hurry, we have had
them in a month or less. ^Ve have had fine crops that did not
come under ten or eleven weeks.

This is a good time for making preparations for beds, only
autumn and spring are better for drying and mixing the materials
a little. If even droppings are too wet they heat violently, and
thus their nourishing properties are dissipated.

Besides the covering for keeping the heat in the bed, in

very severe weather you might place hot manure in the path-
way, and turn it over to produce a little steam in a very cold
morning.
We can say nothing decisive of the quantity you conld gather

from such a house. As to the time of gathering, that must be
when the Mushrooms are large enough, whether wanted full

grown or as buttons. A much greater number of the latter

can be gathered than the former. No Mushrooms should stand

after they come to their best, as a few black-gilled ones will

exhaust the bed more than a number not quite full grown . The
mere period of gathering, morning or evening, is of no moment,
but, as a rule, the nearer to the time of cooking the better.

Mushrooms standing in baskets in a market are very different

from the sweet-scented, juicy Mushrooms just taken from a

bed.

We warn you against being too sanguine as to the market
returns, until you buy experience by practice. We have, it is

true, seen splendid crops in stalls of a stable which were not
wanted, and that, by receiving from us fewer details than here
given, but we have known other cases in which the owners of

similar places professed to follow our directions to the letter,

and yet proved very unsuccessful, though the material was
equally plentifal in both cases.

MUSHROOM CULTURE IN AN OUT-HOUSE.
This is in reply to queries from " M. McD." In a wooden

house, 12 feet long, 8 feet wide, 7 feet high at back, and 2 feet

high in front, you could grow Mufhrooms at any time, if you
could keep them cool in summer, and warm, by covering, in
winter. For ease in the management of such a house, we
would have a 2-feet path down the middle, and a 3-feet-wide
bed on each side, which would be best done by having two
hoards along the passage, say 10 inches wide. The bed next
the front might be 18 inches deep next the wall, sloping to the
hoard. That at back could be deeper next the wall, or, if you
chose, you might have two beds there instead of one, placing
one above the other. The first plan would be the Bimplest, and
would cost nothing for shelves. In such a case that bed might
be 2{ or 3j feet deep at the wall, sloping to the board in front.

The first question, therefore, may be considered answered.
The preparation of the material of the bed will depend on

its nature. If the latter be longish litter and droppings, it will

require to be fermented and so much decomposed as to build
rather firmly without heating violently. If chiefly droppings,
if thrown together for a few days and then built firmly together,
they will not heat violently. We generally mix with such
about one-fourth of fibrous dry loam, as it firms the mass
and prevents violent heating, and the less the manure is

exhausted the better will the Mushrooms be. Wo have had
fine beds made by a bottom of tree leaves and litter, and .? or
4 inches of rather fresh horse droppings on the surface, adding
the latter when the heat of the former was on the wane. The
great point to attend to, is not to insert the spawn until the

ROYAL HORTICULTURjVL SOCIETY.
Scientific Committee, Xovcmhcr 16M.—W. W. SannderB, Esq,

F.K.S., in the chair.

The Kev. M. J. Berlieley exhibited Bome Walnuts, in 'whirh the

outer rind was completely blackened and shrivelled by frost, the nut

in the interior being unaffected. Mr. (ilaisher remarked that during

winter the temperature of the atmosphere wft.s usually considerably

warmer at a level of 20-50 feet above the surface than at a lower

altitude. He expressed his opinion that the peculiar appearances

presented by the Walnuts wore due rather to dryness of the atinosjihere

than to actual frost. Professor Austcd called attention to the tffect

of wind in blackening the leaves on one side of a tree, whilt* on the

unexposed side they retained their green colour. The Chairman
stated thnt an illustration of this fact might recently have been seen in

Somersetshire, where the trees for a distance of thirty miles or more

were thus alTeoted.

Mr. A. Murray then alluded to a peculiar beetle preying on the

foliage of Orchids introduced from widely diverse countries.

Dr. Masters, on the part of the sub-committee appointed to watch

the progress of the plants in the experimental ground at Chiswick,

exhibited a series of diagrams showing in a graphic form the relative

degrees of vigour exhibited by the plants at the various dates of

observation, and the fluctuations in the intervals between them.

Similar tables had been prepared showing the amonnt of heat and
rainfall during the entire period of observation, and the fluctuations

ill the intervals between each separate observation. Detailed notea

on the condition of the plants were also laid on the table, and will

probably fonii portion of a fall report at some future time.

The most striking results shomi in the diagrams were as follows :

—

In almost eveiy case the plants in the nnmanured boxes were the least

rigorous. The application A purely mineral manures was productive

of little or no result in the case of the Grasses, but was much more
effective in promoting vigour in the case of the Clovers. A striking

contrast was exhibited in the case of almost all the twelve separate
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kinds of plants treated with ammonia salts, or with nitrate of soda

respectively. It was shown in Dr. Masters' tables that almost invfiri-

ably when the plants treatcil with ammonia salts manifested an in-

creased de<^ee of vigonr, those treated with nitrate of soda showed a

forresponilmt,' decrease. These contrasted fluctoations occurred at a

time when the weather tables showed a high rainfall and a decreased

temperature. SimUar antagonistic results, but manifesting them-

selves at a later period, when the temperature was higher and the

rainfall less, prevailed to a less extent in the hoses manured with a

combination of mineral manures and nitrate of soda, and of mineral

manures and ammonia respectively.

Dr. Gilbert remarked that the experiments, as conducted this year,

were serviceable rather as indications of what to avoid in the coming

year, than for any immediate use at present. The soil made use of

was too fertile, and in consequence the plants made undue growth.

The contrasting conditions alluded to by Dr. Masters probably de-

pended on variations in the relative power of diffusion of the several

salts, and the range of the roots. Nitrate of soda was distributed with

great rapidity. The ammonia salts were converted into nitrates

before absorption by the plant, and were thus distributed at a lower

depth. Or. Voelcker corroborated Dr. Gilbert as to the necessity of

caution in drawing general inferences from this season's experiments,

and advised that in future the plants should be grown in pots, so as to

be more under control, and less subject to disturbing influences. Mr.
Glaisher alluded to the effects produced by the roots of plants in in-

creasing the temperatnre of the soil, and suggested that a thermo-
meter should be inserted into each of the seventy-two boxes. These
thermometers, moreover, should be made with gi'eat care, and the

mercury in all should be derived from the same source, so as to secure

uniformity of expansion.
A report from Mr. Barron on various experiments that have been

carried on as to grafting on various stocks, was then read. The results

had been very varied, and were of a very interesting character. In
those cases where failure had resulted the want of success was at-

tributed to one or more of the following causes:—Imperfection in the

mode of operating : the too advanced condition of the stocks or of the

buds before the operation : the want of correspondence in point of time
beVveen the growth of stock and scion, &c.

The following communication on the culture of Aloes, forwarded by
Dr. Hooker, was then read.

In the cultivation of Aloes it is as well to hear in mind that they
grow equally well with or without roots. There is scarcely any per-

ceptible difference in the time required for re-establishment, between
an Aloe carefully dug out of the ground with all its roots, and a root-

less branch that has been broken or chopped off ; both are at times
liable to damp off or decay at the root.

Aloes are found growing in all kinds of soil,—rich alluvial soil, leaf

mould, red clay, yellow clay, hard limestone soil, brash soil, sandy
soil—in fact, every description of soil that occurs in South .\frica has
its Aloe or Aloes, provided always that it is rocln- ; for, as far as my
observation extends, they do not grow where there are no rocks, neither

will they continue to thrive for any length of time if they are planted
in such localities. I attribute the great mortality among garden
Aloes to this fact ; it is not because the soils are unsuitable, for, as I

have before stated, they will grow in almost any description of soil, if

it be rocky.

I would therefore advise all who wish to cultivate their plants suc-

cessfully, in the first place to excavate a moderate-sized hole—say,

from 1 to "2 feet in depth and breadth, according to the size of the
specimen they are intending to plant ; fill this hole with rocks, allow-
ing some of them to project out of the ground (these should, if possible,

be ornamental) ; then plant the Aloe amongst the rocks, fixing it in an
upright position until it is found to stand alone ; then fill up the iu-

terstices with soU—any moderately good soil will answer the purpose.
Do not be too liberal in the supply of water, especially at first ; if the
soil is moist, the Aloe will require no water at all.

After some time has elapsed, if the plant is found to be looking red
and nnhealthy, its root should be examined, for it may have decayed

;

and if this is the case it should be taken up again, and the decayed
parts carefully removed or cut away, until you arrive at the sound and
healthy part of the stem. The Aloe should then bo placed in the suu
for several days (if the specimen is large and succulent, for several
weeks) to di-y and harden before it is again put into the earth. It
does not follow that the plant should be altogether lost because it has
decayed at the root, for Aloes may be planted again and again, " even
until seventy times seven," always taking the same precautionaiy
measures.

Moreover, it will be found that Aloes will sometimes decay at the
heart, or from that portion of the stem from whence spring the young
growing leaves. This may be from two causes—viz., water lodging
amongst the too-crowded leaves, or the larva of some insect that
feeds upon that portion of the plant. An Aloe thus affected should
have the greater portion of its leaves removed, and the diseased parts
ctit away, and the wound carefully washed and dried, after which it

will soon be found that the plant will recover, and either grow again
from the centre or shoot from the side.

Aloes should not be watered often nor at stated periods, for the
climate of South Africa is extremely variable, and subjected to great
vicissitudes, and in their wild state they are unaccustomed to a plentiful
and regular supply of water. They endure long seasons of severe

drought, a burning summer sun, or a scorching north wind; and,

again, at other seasons they are deluged with torrents of rain, for such

is the variability of the climate they inhabit ; but from the construction

of their leaves and roots, there is no succulent plant better enabled to

endure these great changes than the Aloe, for in rainy seasons they

extend every leaf and branch with moisture, and this supply is care-

fully stowed away, to be absorbed by degrees, in times of drought and

scarcity, according to the requirements of the plant ; and from this

store of moisture the whole of the blossoms and seeds are frequently

supplied with nourishment, which supply is obtained from the large

sncculent leaves of the plant, which then become red and attenuated.

Aloes should never be pruned or trimmed in any way whatever.

The old leaves which accumulate beneath the large green ones, form

a protection to the young gi'owing stem, and if left to themselves

they assume an oval-shaped mass of grey and hoary-looking dried

foliage, which forms an excellent contrast with the green leaves above,

giving the Aloe its peculiar and picturesque appearance. Moreover,

the removal of this mass of old leaves frequently results in the death

of the plant, which is much to be regretted.

Many of the dwarf species of Aloes are becoming much more rare

within the colony than they formerly were, for I am sorry to state that

Aloes, like many other succulent plants, are fast disappearing within

the boundary of the colony. The sheep and goats are doing for this

countrj- what the goats did for St. Helena, rapidly altering the nature

of its flora and pasture lands, and causing many plants to disappear

before their destructive ravages, for in severe winter seasons, when
there is a scarcity of grass, these animals are in the habit of browsing

upon succulent plants, and even the bitter leaves of the Aloes are

eaten with avidity.—M. E. Barber.
The Chaii-man remarked that the rocky nature of the country in

which Aloes giew, was serviceable in preventing excessive or long-

continued moisture. He had ascertained from Mr. Cooper, that many
of the Haworthiaa grew naturally closely environed by herbage, and

that when this was eaten by the sheep, the plants became unduly ex-

posed to the snn, and died in consequence, hence the sheep were only

indirectly injurious (not directly, as Mr. Barber had stated), by re-

moving the herbage. Mr. Saunders in practice substituted a fold of

thin paper or muslin for the grass, and thus tempered the light, to

the gi-eat advantage of the plants.

A report from Mr. Moore on the experiments carried out at Chis-

wick with various chemical manures on Variegated Zonal and other

Pelargoniums, with a view to ascertain the effect of the manures on

the coloration of the leaves and the production of flowers, was then

read. The following is an abstract from Mr. Moore's report :

—

" At the suggestion of Major Trevor Clarke some experiments were

commenced in July last at Chiswick, with the view to ascertain the

efl'ects of certain chemical manures on the colouring of the leaves of

Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums. A set of ordinary bedding Pelar-

goniums was also treated in a similar way, for the purpose of noting

what would be the efl'ect of these particular manures as regards the

development of flowers. The experiments were on a limited scale,

and their results have so far proved to be little more than negative

—

partly attributable perhaps to the late period at which they were com-

menced, and partly to the soil employed having been of too rich a

quality. As, however, there were indications of differences observable,

it is proposed to repeat the experiments under somewhat different con-

ditions another year, in the hope of bringing these out more definitely.

The varieties selected for the experiments were :

—

Vurieriatec! Zvnal

—Mrs. Pollock, of which there were six plots, each containing four

plants. Floirrruif} ^onnfe—Herald of Spring and Norah, of which

also there were six plots, each containing three plants of the former

variety, and one of the latter variety. The plots, which were prepared

and planted July 1st, were each 20 inches square, cut off by sinking

four slates, the soil being prepared 12 inches deep. They were treated

with the same kinds of manure, and used in the same proportions as

those employed in the series of experiments with grasses and other

pasture plants now in progress, the manures having been kindly fur-

nished by Mr. Lawes and Dr. Gilbert. It would appear that, in

general terms, the unmannred soU, and the soils prepared respectively

with a mixture of ammonia and mineral manures, and with a mixture

of nitrate of soda and mineral manures, gave the best results ; whilst

the results in the cases of the soils prepared respectively with the

mineral mixture only, and with the ammonia only, were the least en-

couraging : and that wherein it was treated with nitrate of soda alone

gave the least development, and seemed to favour compactness of

growth. It is proposed another season to extend the experiments over

a larger area, adopting pot culture of the plants (grown in duplicate)

as admitting of an earlier commencement being made—namely, at

the period of the first spring shift, when but little development has

taken place, and also as permitting of a greater variety of treatment

within possible limits.

'

\ lengthy communication on the cultivation of Tea by Mr. McPher-

son was laid on the table, on which the Secretary was instructed to

report to a future meeting.
Dr. Masters exhibited, on the part of Mr. D. T. Fish, a sainple of

soil in which there was a thin layer of lime about 6 inches below the

surface. This had evidently been put on as a top-dressing. Mr. Fish

attributed the position of the lime beneath the surface to an annual

superposition of a layer of carbonaceous matter on the surface, and to

the decomposition of the roots. He advanced this view in opposition
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to tlut of Mr. Darwin, irho attribntee similar effects to the ajjencj of
worms. Dr. Voelcker remarked that lime so applied was always
washed down gradually in the manner described.

rOMOLOGIC.\L GLEANINGS.
About the end of last September Messrs. Rtvois sent to

Covent Garden a rather considerable quantity of Reine Ci-irDE
i>E B.\TAT Plvms. They were large, covered with a whitish
bloom, and excellent in quality. They made the high price of
24s. per basbel, reminding one of old times, when Green Gages
made 21;. per bushel in some seasons. The above Pinms were
gathered from pyramidal trees imported from Monsieur Bavay
of Tilvorde, who had the property of the sort. This variety is

not likely to succeed as a standard or pyramid except in the
trarm counties of England.

OUT-OF-DOOR GR.VPE CULTURE—"VSTKE
MANUFACTURE.

(Continued fr»m Vol. XVI., page 409.)

I GATE the details of wine mannfactare quite snfficiently, I

hope, in Xo. 420 ; still, in papers treating on out-of-door Grape
culture, for me not to say a special word about making Grape
wine would appear like a representation of the play of Hamlet
with the Prince of Denmark nowhere.

Last year was an exceptional one for the early ripening of

out-of-door Grapes. Kow, on the 'iSih of October the ice on
the pond would bear the ducks, and soon after snow was upon
the grotmd, and a north-east wind had been blowing for I for-

get how long ; nevertheless my Espiraa Grapes against the
walls of this house coloured well, were plump, and ripened,
and the Eoyal Muscadines against the garden vralls also

flotirished. I never gather Grapes until literally obliged, on
account of the enjoyment I feel whilst viewing their bountiful
clusters as they hang, richly ornamenting our ugly Oxfordshire
stone. Some people, however cold the weather, will sit shiver-

ing, or wrap themselves up in blankets, rather than light a
fire in the grate before Michaelmas-day ; others will not dig np
their Potatoes until after that period, whether it involve the
lotting of the tubers in the ground or no; and a good many
estimable people, to my knowledge, will insist upon cutting
their out-door Grapes on the second Tuesday in October, even
should they prove but half-ripe, thus entailing upon them-
selves extra trouble in being scarcely able to dispose of them
at a gift, when, if they had left them hanging on the Vines a
fortnight or three weeks longer, most probably an excellent

lot of Grapes jast in right order for wine-making, as well as

sundry bunches fit to eat, would have rewarded them for their

foiethonght and patience. So let those who read this take
notice of what I said about the manufacture of Gooseberry
and Bhubarb wine, it will serve their purpose just as well for

making Grape wine, merely taking care to allow one-third of

water to two-thirds of Grape jnice; also, when bruising the
iniit, not to pound with soffioient force to crush the pips, as

they would then impart a harsh disagreeable flavour to the
wine. Discard honey, for I find it gives a flavour of mead ; and
do not use red argol or tartaric acid.

Kow, presuming my readers to be up to this point in posses-
sion of the information that they will require, I will add a
digest of my proceedings when making Espiran Grape wine
last year ; farther stating that in the other Grape wines which
I made—namely. Eoyal Muscadine and Muscat of Alexandria,
my manner of going to work was, and is to be, precisely similar.

Digest.— ISGS. October S±. Gathered Espiran Grapes;
weight 450 lbs.

Ojtober 9th. Picked those thoroughly ripened from the
bunches into a pan by themselves, crushed them, and the
saceharometer floated io the piue Grape juice at 17°. Added
4 gallons of water to the jaice in the pan, and the saccha-
xometer then floated at 10°. October lOib, saceharometer llj^

;

October 11th, 13'; October 12:h, V2\' ; October 13th, 12°.

Pressed off, and it ran 17 gallons. Put 2 gallons of water at a
temperature of 80° to the strained-off skins, mixed up well, and
pressed it off ; the saceharometer floated in this at an Indication

of 8°. Put a gallon of it to the 17 above, and the saceharometer
indicated ra'her under 12'. Then added 50 lbs. of loaf sugar to

the quantity, and when the sugar was quite dissolved the saceha-
rometer floated at 44'. Covered over the pan with an old piece
of carpetin,j in a temperature averaging CO".

October 14'.h, saceharometer 47' ; October 16th, 43^'. Pat

into cask in the cellar. November Ctb, the Eaeehirometer at
the bnnghole indicated 20 ; November 17ih, 20-

; November
::i'Eh, 1'.)'. Backed and sulphtued barrel ; filled and fined
immediately.
December 2Cth, saceharometer 1**'. Plain-racked again.
ISfii), January 30th, utccharometer 12= ; April 12th, 9°.

Dissolved about 2 lbs. of loaf sugar in 2 quarts of the wine,
passed it in at the bnnghole of the cask, and it brought up the
saccharometer's indication to IT.
September 17th, saceharometer 10'. A bottle of this wine,

as drawn from the cask, was taken to the Koyal Horticoltural
Society's meeting at South Kensington on the 21st of Septem-
ber. It was reported en at page 244 of " our Journal." We are
now drinking this as a dark still wine, and drawn from the
barrel. I wish to keep it a year or two longer in the wood, but
the demand now for my home-made wines is too constant.
EsriEiN CiUMPiGXE.

—

Digest.— ISfi^, October '.'th. Picked
unripe berries into a pan by themselves, crushed them in a
mortar with a pestle, using a circular motion, and without
bruising the pips. The saceharometer floated in the pure jnice
of these unripe Grapes at 15'. I added a gallon of water, and the
saceharometer then floated at (•'"

: October 10th, saccharometet
105= ; October 11th, 12= ; October 12th, 12= ; October 13th, 12'.

October 14th, saceharometer 10;=. Pressed off. ran 7J gallons;
saceharometer the same; put to the jaice the gallon of the
second pressing of the skins, which was to spare from the ripe
Grapes, and the saceharometer floated at 10', in the quantity ol

8^ gallons. Added 20 lbs. of loaf sugar, and the saceharometer
indexed 30'. Placed in the working-pan, covered over, in a
temperature averaging 60'.

October 15th, saceharometer in pan 40' ; October 16th, 41°

;

17th, 39'. Tanned the wine.
November 6th, saceharometer 17= ; racked and sulphured the

barrel, returned wine into the cask immediately afterwards, and
fined the liquor.

December 4th, saceharometer 13' ; December 26th. 10'. Plain-
racked again.

1869, January 30th, saceharometer S'. Dissolved sufficient

sugar to bring the specific gravilv np to the rennirements ol

English palate—viz., 10'. March'l3th, bottled.

Midsummer, began to drink this, a fine sparkling wine. Octo-
ber 2Sth, I have just two bottles of it left ! Yet I smile when I

think of the change that has come over the spirit of one's wine-
making. "Wliy, I declare, I was a good ten years in living down
the " pooh-poohs. ' I can now look around and see house
after house being covered with Vines. Cool vineries are rising

beyond my count and ken, and some of my neighbours are

becoming wine-makiBg mad, not allowing a Gooseberry from
their bushes to make a pie ! One enterprising individual is

baying up all the Grapes he can hear of in the neighbourhood,
and I am continually receiving; fresh commissions for sacchA-

romeleis I—UrwArj)s A^D Oswirj^s.

(To be continacd.)

PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS.
Attek a long silence, caused by illness and absence abroad,

I have been roused from my idleness by once more seeing my
favourite nom dc plume ia the pages of Tm: Jorr.NAL or HoB-
TiccLTURE. I was induced to read the article in which it oc-

curred, in spite of its having for its heading the name of a
plant with which 1 am at this moment waging a war, which I

much fear will end in being a war of extermination. I can
only speak of Plumbago eapensis £s a greenhouse plant. I

have what a short time since was a magnificent specimen of it

trained up a pillar in the greenhouse ; in the summer its fresh

green dehghted my eyes, and I determined it should be a real

specimen plant—but how to set about it?

I had a visit from a practical hortictJlurist. " Ah," said he,

"you patronise this old plant? Well, don't cut it, it hates the

knife ;
you must train its long branches in and out and up in

this way," and he gave them a knowing twist. So I trained

the somewhat nntidy sprays, bringing the moss-like heads ol

coming bloom conspicuously forward (as "Silly Manchester"
did with the bow of ribbon on her bonnet), to the "con-
gregation side," the "congregation' being represented in the

greenhouse by a window looking into the drawing-room. Oh,
the trouble I had with those nnrnly branches '. Now they
lopped down on one side, and shot up out of sight on the other.

Now they entangled themselves in diignons, and flirted out in

Ihe faces of passers-by, till blue worsted and zinc wire reduced

i them to something like obedience. Eat the battle was not yet
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begnn. One day an amateur gardener of some experience
came to see my treasures. "So you keep this nasty thing ?

"

said he, givinj^ a rebellious branch a contemptuous push.
"Yes," I answered, a Utile grulily, "it is a favourite of mine."
"I hope you'll like it by-and-by," said my friend, still scorn-

fully. "And why not ? " thought I. So I kept it well trained
and well syringed, and first the los^er part of the blossoms ap-

peared, and faded, too, a little more quickly thau was com-
patible with true beauty, but I waited patiently for a perfect

bloom, and after awhile the mossy buds burst into a pale

heaven of blue, and for a few days 1 felt triumphant.
The end of October was approaching, and d-imp days and

cold nights made fires necessary, and then my Plumbago
troubles came fast and thick upon me. As mothers' hearts
cling to their unruly children, so my heart clung to this ram-
pageous (1 am afraid that is not a dictionary word) plant,

its colour contrasted so well with Scarlet Pelargoniums aud
Begonias, with the pure white of Ericas, and the clear pink of

Epacrises.

But the evil day was at hand. "Look here," said a friend

one morning, "this poor plant is covered with the thrips,

nothing will cure it but smoke." I hastened to the back of the

pillar and found the leaves spotted with a yellowish-white-
looking scale, with here and thei-e a dark buff little creature,

whilst the leaves still unspotted were powdered over as with
salt. I was in despair, but I ordered the Plumbago a smoke
bath to be taken directly. The next day things were not im-
proved, and Pooley's tobacco powder was suggested. I flew to

the syringe, gave a copious shower of water, and then of the
tobacco dust, till a fit of sneezing compelled me desist ; but all

to no purpose. I verily believe tha tiny monsters were con-
firmed snuB-takers, for I found them still on the leaves, and
masters of the situation. Then another amateur spoke. "You
will do no good till yon pick off every infected leaf." I ran for

scissors tnl knife, and cut away without mercy, till my "spe-
cimen " plant looked the most forlorn thing in Nature ; then I

brought soap and water, and washed branches and leaves, and
then gave another syringe ; after this I took away the top soil,

and added fresh, looking up in the "Cottage Gardeners' Dic-
tionary," for the most approved mixture. Then I thought I

had done all I could, and looking at the poor plant with a
savage mein, I said, "and if that won't do I'll cut you down,
and trust to Clematis, Taesonia, and Passiflora ;" and so I will,

for I love not to see a thing of beauty disfigured.

I do not see how to make Plumbago capensis useful for out-
of-doors decoration in England, for it is a late-flowering plant,

and could not bear the rough winds of autumn, nor the early

frosts; but I have seen it in Jlentoue gardens blooming amidst
a very wilderness of sweets, while showers of Orange petals
were falling around.
And, now, I have given a true and particular account of our

greenhouse Plumbago, such as "C. A. G. " has asked for. I

grant all that is spoken in praise of its pure sweet colouring,

but it is a plant difficult to manage, and awkward in its growth
;

besides, it is very seldom that a perfect bloom can be obtained
from its dilatory mode of coming out, which leaves the lower
blossoms discoloured and faded before the upper ones are per-
fected.

I am writing in Devonshire, on November 5th, and blooming
in my own garden, and in the gardens around, we have Cy-
clamens, Roses, 'Verbenas, Salvia patens, Coronilla, Myrtles,
Violets (Czar, Devonia, and others). Pelargoniums, Chrysan-
themums, Carnations (here and there one), Fuchsias, in many
varieties, and other plants. I doubt if the flora of Jleutone
could furnish as many specimens.—FiLix-nxmNA.

N.B.—I have trapped a laJy-cow, and have put it on a plant
of Asplenium marinum infested with mealy bug, which I in-

tend to leave undisturbed for the little lady's winter store.

twenty miles, I imagine that at a greater distance the cost
would be very slightly increased.

—

Yicab.

BRICK EDGINGS.
I CAS recommend to your correspondents an edging much

cheaper and more ornamental than that formed by common
bricks laid diagonally. There are manufactured at Bridge-
water excellent border tiles of the same material as ordinary
bricks. They are made a foot long nominally, but actually

somewhat over 10 inches, about 'J inches deep, and an inch
thick ; in fact, of the same form as terra-cotta tiles, aud having
a scolloped edge. I buy them from the local tradesmen at ti.v.

per hundred in any quantity, however small ; and as the tiles

are forwarded to the tradesman here per rail some sixteen or

FLOWERING DAHLIA IMPERIALIS IN POTS.
I HAVE succeeded in bloomin<}; the D.ihlia impcriahs iu pots.

I have now two plants of this Dahlia in 1'2-inch pots iu good
bloom, each imder G feet in height, with g:ood foliage, and well
studded with buds to within 2 feet of the pot. Should you think
it desirable, 1 should have much pleastire in forwarding them to

the next exhibition of the Hortieultural Society.

—

John Skaspe,
Waltham Cross.

[Yes, we think a specimen should be seat to the Society.

—

Eds.]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
flTE are informed that Lieut.-Colonel Scott, E.E., F.L.S.,

Hon. Secretary of the Kotal Hokiiccltubal Socieit, offers

for competition at the Society's first meeting in 1870 (January
I'Oth), five guineas (£5 5s.}, for an essay on the principles o£
floral criticism.

An entertainment was given by Messks. Sctton, of
Reading, according to annual custom, on the 0th inst., to their
stafi of assistants, numbering on this occasion nearly 100.
One of the large stores was set apart for the purpose, and gaily
decorated. The proceedings commenced with a dinner at sis

o'clock. The principals were present the whole of the evening,
with members of their families. The company separated at

ten o'clock highly gratified.

THE COMBINED ORCHARD HOUSE AND
VINERY.

In some of the later editions of my little work, the " Orchard
House," I have adverted to the possibility of cultivating Grapes
in the same house with Peaches and Nectarines, recommend-
ing the Vines to be 10 feet apart, and closely pruned. 1 felt

some caution in giving this recommendation, as I had seen so
many orchard-house trees injured by Vines nearly or quite
covering the roof, and iu this attempt to serve two masters
both crops had failed. In the spring of 18G3, observing one of

my span-roofed houses, 100 feet by 2i, to have a bare appear-
ance, I determined to try if Vines could be enticed so as io

grow up and cover the pillars.

I must, however, first give a description of the house, with
its good points and its appearance. It is, I repeat, 100 feet long
aud '21 wide ; its sides ate 5 ! feet in height—they should be 7
or 7i feet ; its height in tho centre is 1'2 feet—it should he
1-5 feet. The roof is supported inside by two rows of pillars

(alias 2inc'u gas-pipes), seven iu each row; these are 6 feet

from the sides, and are tied together, as seen iu the photograph
which I now send, by arches of iron rods, which keep the roof

firm, aud the whole building stable.

Well, it was iu April, 1805, that on looking into this house
and admiring the beautiful blossoms of the Peach trees, I

was struck with the bare look of tho " pillars " and arches, and
so, as I have always thought rapidly, and acted ditto, I called

one of our most active workmen and told him to take up
fourteen Black Hamburgh Vines from the border close by (the

border being sand, and the house standing on the boulder clay

some 30 or 10 feet deep); the.;e Vines were two years old, and had
been raised from eyes aud planted out, I directed my friend

—for is not every workman the employer's friend 1'— to take a
pick and make a hole about 18 inches square, and the same in

depth, at the foot of each pillar ; in fact, in the paths, for there

are in the house a central border G feet wide, two paths by the

pillars each 3 feet wide, and two borders next the sides each

6 feet wide. The clay was so hard—as the soil on which the

honae stands hid not been dug for seven years—that soma
diUioully was experienced in making the holes. 'When ready,

about a peck of rotten manure and loam was partiilly mixed
with tho calcareous clay, of which I enclose you a sample, and
the Vines cut down to tivo eyes, and then planted, lly single

idea was that they would grow sufficiently to cover the pillars

with their beautiful foliage, for Viue leaves are always " things

of beauty;" but to my surprise they started at ouce and made
shoots some 10 feet in length, and at once fulfilled their office.

I remember thinking at the time that as thoy had eaten up
their small quantity of food all at once, like a boy with his box
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of sweeties, the hard clay path wonld stop them the following
season, and that, to carry on my simile, they would ho like a
hoy with only dry hread to eat after a pleasant gorge of sweet
things. In this I was, however, agreeably disappointed, for
the following season they bore numerous Cue bunches of fruit,

and made shoots from 15 to 20 feet long, and so they have
continued to grow, covering the arches ; and being carried longi-
tudinally under the ridge and within 1 foot of the glass, thoy
have formed, as may be seen in the engraving, a nice lout
fnscmble : in fact, I have never seen anything more beautiful in
Vine culture.

The Peach and Apricot trees were removed from the house
about the end of August, so that the Vines ripened their fruit
in a large, warm, dry, airy space ; and towards the end of last
month, after having gathered a great many, we cleared the
Vines of their fruit, amounting to about four bushels, every
bunch perfect in bloom and flavour, aud weighing from 1 It), to
•2 lbs. each. It is strange to say, that although at the crests of
arches, and on the longitudinal wires, the leaves in many cases
touch the glass, yet no leaves are ever scorched ; not even in

the hot summer of l^ifiS were they touched. Thif, 1 believe,
is entirely owing to the glass being taken out at each end
under the gables, to an extent of about 3 square feet. These
apertures are open ninht and day, winter and summer, and in
hot sunny weather the thermometer then standing at luo'
among the leaves within a foot of the ape:i of the roof, a move-
ment of the leaves is always perceptible, as if the comparatively
cool outer air were gently hut constantly pouring in. I have
never witnessed this elsewhere in vineries, but I fttl assured
it is the perfection of Vino culture. Many good gardeners haM-
seen my combined orchard house and vinery, and have looked
in wonder at the barn-floor-like surface of my Vine borders—

a

misnomer.
Ana DOW comes the question. How have such means pro-

duced such results, for it seems scarcely credible that a liard
unstirred floor of calcareous clay should give such healthy
growth and such fruit, bo fine in flavour, and so thin-^kinntd,
us in the bunches sent. On digging some holes in the floor of
the house to ascertain what the roots were doing In their
aii|iarently unfavourable habitat, thry were found spreading

over the whole floor of the house a few inches under the surface,
some of them having made their way to the outside under the
boards forming the lower part of its sides.

The question now arises how the healthy state of the Vine.")

has been promoted in such a soil, so different from the prepared
borders so much in fashion ; and first, it seems to me that,

owing to the surface of the house being nearly covered with
Peach trees in pots, all surface-dressed with the stimulating
compost used here—saturated horse droppings and kiln dust

—

and the trees being watered once a-day, the roots of the Vines
received a large quantity of liquid manure which would filter

through the pots; and the surface being warm, moist, and
shaded by the trees, wonld encourage the Vine roots to it,

thus giving them a favourable pabulum in which they seem to

luxuriate.

I lu.i.t .tate. tLat in additiou to constant currents of air

through the apertures under the gables, the low side ventilators

I

were open night and day in hot weather, as were the folding-

doors at each end of the house.
In common with the orchard-house trees nnder them, the

Vinos were syringed, sometimes twice a-day in hot weather,

till the first week in August. I trust I may be allowed to say,

that Mr. Kivett, of Stratford, built this house at a cost of from
£150 to £160. A house of the same dimensions as to length

and width, with a height in the centre of 1.5 feet, and at the sides

of 7 feet, can now be built for £lt<0. It is gratifying to know,
that a combination of orchard house and vinery giving so much
beauty and profit, can be built at so reasonable a sum, quite

j

equal as regards produce to those fancy orchard houses often

costing £500 and upwards.

—

Thos. Rivebs.

KITCHEN OABDEN.
Asparagus haulm may now be cleared cff, cleaning the ground

and giving a good dressing of rotten manure
; and in the case

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
of young plants which are only very lightly covered, the man tire

might be mixed with a quantity of leaf soil. Apply a good

solid coat 2 or 3 inchesjthick, if the mantire and leaf scil.can
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be spared. The late crops of Celcri/ should now be earthed-up
rather closely, making the ridge as narrow at the top as can
conveniently be done, and neatly tiniehing the sides with the

back of the spade, so as to prevent as far as possible the soil

about the plants becoming saturated with wet. The soil nbout

the early crop, or that fit for use, should also be made to throw
off the wet as much as possible, pressing it firmly about the

tops of the plants, and making the top of the ridge narrow and
smooth. Of course Celery will not be earthed-up after this

season when the plants are wet, neither should it be done when
the soil is wet it this can be avoided. Mixing plenty of quick-

lime with the soil about the plants will be found of consider-

able use in preventing their rotting in winter, and it will also

save them from being disfigured by slugs. Caulijlou-ers in

head, if not wanted for use, may be pulled up and hung in a

shed in a cool place, where tbey will keep good for weeks, and
will be out of the way of injury from frost, unless this should

be very severe. We may now expect sharp frosts at uny time,

and all necessary preparations should be made at oni:e, such as

having a good stock of covering for the most forward Endive
and Lcttiici's. lihubarb and Sca-Uale may now be introduced

into the Mushroom house ; it is the best plan both for economy
and certainty, besides doing away with a considerable amount
of unpleasant labour in covering on the open ground with

leaves, manure, or other materials. The following is the pre-

paration necessary for entire success in producing these two
very useful winter vegetables :—Make a sowing of Sea-kale every

year on ground well trenched and manured, and, if possible,

give several good soakings of manure water during the summer.
At two years old these plants will be of good substance for

forcing ; they should be taken up in the autumn before severe
weather sets in, and laid in some place where they can be easily

reached when wanted. If possible force them towards spring.

This prepares them for the following two or three seasons. As
the roots are done with lay them in until the end of the season,
then prepare ground as above, only be sure not to spare rotten

dung. Cut the roots into convenient lengths for planting, and
set them about 2 feet apart, using only the soundest and
straightest roots, which may be planted with a common dibble

a little below the surface. Thin out the crowns during summer
to one or two to each stool, and, as before stated, apply manure
water freely. Elmhaih requires similar treatment as regards
sowing and the preparation of the ground, only when forcing is

over it is necessary to cut the roots severely, planting only the
crowns with a very small portion of the old root adhering.
These may also be planted with a dibble at 3 feet apart. This,
along with the free use of manure, is the preparation previous
to forcing. Hyatt's Victoria is the best for all purposes.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Let there be no lack of attention in the fruit-room at present,

for fruit requires more care during the first few weeks after

gathering than all the season afterwards. Give sufficient air

to carry off damp, but nothing more, as allowing dry winds to

blow over the fruit would only cause shrivelling. Strawberries
for early forcing should be placed where they can be protected
from drenching rains ; a cold frame or pit, where either can be
spared, would be the best situation for them, but the lights

should not be put on save in case of rain or frost, and, indeed,
the whole stock in pots for forcing would be benefited by being
placed where they would be guarded from heavy rains.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Clear off at once the stems, &c., destroyed by the recent frost,

and attend to the general removal of fallen leaves. In this

uncertain climate it is important to have a reserve of protect-

ing materials at hand in case of need, but it is best not to

apply them till there are some indications of severe weather.
If we protect carefully and the season prove mild, we may do
harm. Complete all planting, and push on alterations, par-
ticularly the removal of objectionable trees, which if cut down
now may be removed in frosty mornings without much injury
to the turf and walks. Those who purpose making additions
to their collections of Roses should do so at once, as there will

be a better chance of obtaining good plants now than after the
nursery has been repeatedly picked over. The present season
is also very favourable for planting all but tender sorts, which
had better be kept under glass until next May, but these should
be procured at once, and it they can be placed in a gentle heat
through the winter, they will grow freely and furnish cuttings
which will root as freely as Verbenas. In preparing ground
for Roses let it be trenched at least 2 feet deep, and well in-

corporate a very heavy dressing of manure with the soil to the
full depth. It is hardly possible to make the soil too rich for

any kind of Rose, particularly the autumn-blooming kic(l«,

and i or 6 inches of good, rotten, farmyard dung will not ii«

too much where the soil is naturally rather light and p<W'.

Large-headed standards which have done blooming for tins

season should be cut back rather freely, to lessen the chance ^il

their being injured by heavy gales of wiud. Continue to ek-nc

the beds of their summer occupants as these become uusigUily,

and, after trenching or doing whatever will save time at n^i-tt

planting-out season, let them be furnished for the spring. A!s<i

look over the herbaceous borders aud make any projected »!-

terations there, taking up and dividiug any of the coarse-gju . .-

ing plants that may be inclined to encroach too much upon thtic

neighbours. The modern system of gardening is fast dririug

this class of plants out of cultivation, but many of theiH a.r«

beautiful, and if they were more largely grown our gacdenes

would not have that naked appearance in spring which in Ui'i

often seen. Sweep and roll grass trequeutly, and keep grave{

walks hard and smooth by frequent rollings.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Take advantage of unfavourable weather tor out-doov VMrfc

to thoroughly clean the foliage of Camellias, Orange trees, &C.-,

for it is hardly less essential to the health of such thingg thin

their foliage be kept clean, and in a fit state to perform its

functions, than that their roots be kept in a healthy, active

state. It is a somewhat tedious operation to wash the leaves

of a large specimen singly by hand, but, fortunately, this ii

seldom necessary, as most plants can be cleaned at this ses£ca.

when the foliage is not in a tender state, by laying them ou.

their sides and well washing them with water at about iW or

even 160'. Throwing the water against them with coasiier-

able force will not injure the matured foliage of hardwooSei
plants. Any neglected specimens much infested with seals

may require to be gone over with a brush for the purpose u£

removing the scale, as warm water Viill not be sufficient to

clear plants of the pest. Look over the plants in the gteet-

housa frequently, and examine very closely those liable ta

suffer from mildew and damp, as Leschenaultias, Boronias, Are.,

for a short neglect will sometimes result in the disnguremeaC

of a promising plant. The Boronias, Leschenaultias, Gom-
pholobiums, &c., are very impatient of exposure to cold drying

winds, and it these must be wintered in the same house with,

the hardier kinds of greenhouse plants, they should oceapy «

part of the house where they will not be exposed to aolil

draughts ; but air must be admitted by the top sashes frtely

on fine days. Also exercise the greatest caution in the appli-

cation of water, especially in the case of tender-rooted plmts
which have not well matured their season's growth, for if ths

balls of these be saturated, the roots will be cheeked and the

specimens greatly injured. Therefore, never water until the

ball is so dry that water cannot safely be withheld longer, hai.

then give enough to moisten the whole of the ball, whether

large or small. Keep Cinerarias and other softwooded stocfc

clear of green fly, and endeavour to secure stocky plauts 'of

affording them sufficient pot-room, and admitting fresij air

freely whenever the weather permits.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
OnK work has been so much a repetition of that of preriaa't

weeks, such as hoeing, forking, wheeling, mulching fruit tieef,

washing pots, potting, protecting, and uncovering, that it ms-y

be as well to advert to a few matters of general iatereit, ccii

which are apt to be forgotten

Healing.—We finished last week with a few words on &I«
subject, and that might partly be the reason why a correspon-

dent who not only thinks himself, but has often caused us and
others to think, has put to us the very searching questiac

—

"Why dilate upon furnace management, and not do mom ta

inform us how we are to heat our little houses without sendiog

two-thirds of the heat into the atmosphere? I was peisua<le<i

to heat my little house with hot water ; the fuel wanted was tJ

be a mere nothing, but I fiud it something prodigious, mi.
notwithstanding the damper and every care, I could, I believe,

boil a tea-kettle at the top of the chimney. I have been puzzUnji

myself as to the heat so much fuel should give out, only u>

come to the conclusion that scarcely one-third of that heat is

taken up or absorbed by the water that circulates in my pipes-

I have another separate lean-to house which I wish to keeg

comfortable from the inroads of frost, but I dread to call in the

water doctors, with the enormous fuel bill as the accompani-

ment.'
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Now what shall we say to such an economical correspondent—and the qnestion of economy will soon be the most prominent
of all qnestions—bat to repeat what has been said and said
over again ?—that there is no mode of heating lionses for plants
or houses for men that is not attended with waste of the heat-
ing power. The times are not yet, but we see them coming,
when the heat now lost in our great plant and forcing estab-
lishments, in our villages and towns, will be made subservient
to the heating of water for washing, baths, .fcc, or, in the shafie

of heated air, appropriated to help our variable cUmate, so that
men may not only sit under, bat eat the produce of their own
Vines and their own I'ig trees. Meanwhile we have to do with
the present; and wiih some experience of modes of heating,
and with much love for the hot-water system and the ease with
which it can be applied, we have no hesitation in saying that
for small houses, and where only a very moderate artificial

temperature is required, the hot-water system, as regards first

expense and fuel, is the most costly that could be devised.
And this holds troe as respects fuel, because there is likely to
be nearly as much loss of heat from the chimney of a house
20 feet in length as from one that is 100 or 200 feet in length.

The extra loss will ever be greatly dependant on two causes

—

first, carelessness after the fire is fairly going in not leaving
merely a very small opening in the ashpit door and louking
alter the damper. Of course, in lighting up and getting the
fire established, the damper must be left pretty well out, but
when well established very little serves to keep up combustion.
The smoke is sooner burned and the fire sooner bright if there
is a small opening for air over the fuel—a very small opening
does ; and this principle is well attended to in several of our
iron or metal stoves. There is so often apt to be a difficulty

with the damper—putting it in too far or leaving it out too far—that it is a good plan to have a hole in the centre of it, say
1 inch in diameter, and then when the fire is established and
the heat well up the dsmper may be pushed home ; afterwards
the small opening in the ashpit door and the opening in the
centre of the damper will support a slow continuous combus-
tion, and the heat, instead of freely passing up the chimney,
will be greatly thrown back and concentrated round the boiler.

As far as our own practice and observation extend, we should
depend more on these matters as regards the ashpit door and
the damper than upon any specified form or arrangement of

the boiler, looking upon the simplest as ratter the best, though
not insensible to the merits of many of the new ones advertised
in our pages.

The second point is keeping the boiler free from sooty in-

cmstations. There is little chance of the part directly ex-

posed to the fire-box becoming encrusted, but the sides and
upper part are more liable, though the heat of the fire comes,
but more indirectly, over them. There is no better non-
conductor of heat than soot, and where only a moderate heat
IB required, much extra fuel is needed to heat a boiler partly
covered with soot, and therefore, other things being equal, that
boiler is the best which has the most convenient openings for

clearing away all soot frequently with a brush and hoe.
Neglecting to do this often entails additional expense for fuel.

If we wished to utilise the heat that escapes from the chimney
top of a boiler, though we should like to keep the boiler clean
to receive all the benefit possible of the heat, provided there
were room enough left for smoke, &c., we should not be par-
ticular in cleaning the sides of the chimney from soot, as the
more it was soot-crusted, t'ne less heat would be absorbed by
the chimney, and the more be carried to the discharge opening.
On the same principle, were we heating by a flue, the economy
of heating would greatly depend on keeping the flue clean, so
that the material of the flue might absorb the heat instead of

60 much of that heat being carried on to the chimney-top by
incrustations of powdery soot, llany flues would do their
work more efficiently and economically if more frequently
cleaned : hence the importance of having openings for this
purpose, so that the sweeping m'ly be done without breaking
or disturl ing the flue.

Notwithstanding all these attentions, however, the economy
of heating by hot water will ever be in direct proportion to the
extent of heating ; and thus, though best and cheapest where
much work is to be done from one fumaee, it is, as already
stated, the very dearest where only one little house is to be
moderately heated. We make the last remark advisedly, on
the supposition that a furnace and boiler are to be worked for

this individual purpose. Where a small house can be heated
from a kitchen range, or from one or more gas argand burners,
then the circumstances alter the case. Even when much work

's done by one boiler, heat would be greatly economised if the
heated air, instead of mounting the chimney, were taken some
40 feet in a flue, and that made to beat a separate house, pits,

frames, or even borders for early crops.

Passing heating by gas, as having received prominent at-
tention of late, and also because our knowledge of that mode of
heating has as yet chiefly been confined to observation, we
would, for the purpose, at least, of creating more diecaetion on
the subject, state our impression, as the result of rough measnre-
ments of fuel consumed, that to secure a temperate heat in
small houses—say from 12 to ?>'i and -10 feet in length, and
from 8 to 12 in width, with an average height of 10 or 12 feet,

and all lean-to's, the economy of heating will stand first for

ftviw, second for rfm.v, and third for boilers, and that these will

not stand as 1, 2, ;i, but if the stove is rei'resented by 1, the
flue will be represented by 2J, and the boiler from 1 to 4i, and
on to 5, if not well managed.
A few words, then, on the former two old-fashioned and

simple modes of heating, but for small places the most econo-
mical as respects fuel. The cheapest-heated stoves are those
that are placed in the hou;e to be heated, and that are cleaned
out, lighted, and supplied with fuel there. Had we much to do
with such stoves, we would prefer brick stoves, topped with a
plate of iron, and supplied with en evaporating batin on the
top. They have the advantage of giving a regular genial heit

;

they have the disadvantage that (hey cannot be removed like

an iron etove, and, therefore, the latter is likely to be more
generally used. Unlike a tlue, the chief point is to concentrate
the heat chiefly in the stove. Standing mostly above the ground
level, they will act best when the difcharfc-e pipe is above the
feeding-doer near the top of the furnace, and on the opposite
side to the feeding door. This discharge pipe should never go
horizontally more than from 18 to 30 inches, and then the
more upright it rises the better. We have tried it repeatedly,

and find it most difficult, next to impossible, to manage, when,
for a particular purpose, we had the outlet pipe nearly hori-

zontal for 8 or 10 feet. Wherever the stove is placed—near a
back wall, or in the centre of the house, the discharge pipe
must rise less or more perpendicularly, when at the above dis-

tance from the stove. We have a square stove sunk in an
opening in the centre of a house, 75 feet by 11 feet, the discharge
pipe, alter the short horizontal pipe, being a common 9-foot

pipe of y inches in diameter, and that stove has kept the house
as yet a number of degrees above freezing. Coke is chiefly

nsed, and a pole is now and then pushed np and down tbepipe
to dislodge any incrustations.

In all iron stoves for pUnt houses, we should like them to

be double, or large enoush to hold a fire-box from 'J to 12 inches
square, quite free of the sides of the stove, or with the fire-box

neatly lined with fire clay lumps. When the stove becomes
very hot, approaching red, it bums the air round it, and it there

are either vegetable or anim-il exhalations present, it tells at

once on the senses, and is hurtful to the plants exposed to it.

Chemists, we believe, fail to discover bow the red heat sflects

the air, just as they frequently fail to discover what it is that

brings plague and pestilence, but the effects are so apparent
that no stove for plant houses or living-rooms, should be much
heated if the live fuel come in direct contact with tbe iron

sides. This, to a considerable extent, may be neutralised by
an evaporating pan ; and some stoves are so made, less or more
on the Arnott system, that the heated air circulates all round,

below as well as above the fireplace, and, therefore, if such
stoves are placed in a vessel of water, there will be a constant

evaporation going on, according to the heat employed. Of
course, in proportion to the water evaporated, there will be
near the stove a diminution of felt heat—say from one-tenth

to one-fifth, but the heat thus rendered latent in evaporating

moistnre, will be given out again as the vapour is condensed in

the coldest ends of the place to be heated. At any rate, when
we have nsed an iron evaporating basin on the top of such a

at .ve in the middle of the house, we have found the ends of the

house more similar in temperature to the centre of the house

close to the stove, than when dry heat alone was used.

Whatever the kind of stove nsed, it is advisable to have the

top moveable, so .is to clean out the stove thoroughly at times,

but we prefer the feeding box to be at tbe side. We have a

round stove fed from the top, but with an inverted funnel

over part of the opening that prevents much hot air escaping

when adding a fresh supply of fuel. In feeding any cf these

stoves in a house, it is advisable to open the ventilator in the

ashpit door a few minutes previously, so as to throw a keen

draught into the outlet smoke pipe, and then when opening
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the feeding door there will be little of an outlet of heated air

or smoke. We like onr top-feeding stove very much, but we
cannot set an evaporating basin on it well, and have, therefore,

to neutralise the dry heat by other means. In all such stoves

their good working must depend on the close-fitting of feeding

and ashpit doors, and the draught and the combustion when the

fire is hghted must be regulated by the smaller or larger opening
in the ashpit door. A very small slit for air over the fire-box

will greatly help in lessening the smoke, causing it to be con-

sumed instead of coming like a dense cloud from the smoke
tube. In many small houses a stove inside costing with all

appurtenances, say, from £3 to £5, would keep a house com-'

fortable all the winter with something like one-fourth or one-

fifth of the fuel that would be required for a boiler.

We shall now make a few remarks on flues, as the next

cheapest for small houses, and dispensing with all lighting, (tc,

inside the house. Unlike stoves, the smoke pipe or funnel of

the flue is nearly or altogether horizontal, with a pipe or other

chimney perpendicular at the farther end. If the flue is

slightly on the rise it will draw as well ; but it will draw very

well on the level, with the raised chimney at the end, if the

are-bars of the furnace be from 21 to 30 inches bchie the level

of the top of the flue. We have used earthenware pipes at a
yard from the furnace, but we cannot say much in their favour.

We have seen the stronger, harder-burnt material used for

water, &e., employed with better effect. Round pipes of Port-

land cement, from 7 to 12 inches in diameter, make excellent

flues, and it bricks are used a yard or so from the furnace, the
cement stauds the heat well. When pipes of any kind are

used, they should go into square recesses, covered with a tile

or slate, at the comers, so that all sweeping and cleaning can
be done without disturbing a pipe. Flues, however, above
ground are not pretty, and in small houses are apt to come in

the way. Let us, therefore, once more recommend to all

owners of small houses, who wish to combine comfort with
economy wherever they can. Sink from SO to 3G inches for a

stokehole, to have a small flue beneath the pathway.
We had a small greenhouse unhealed for years. We said to

numbers of hot-water men, " Now this case of ours is one of

many thousands. Can you not make it worth your while to

heat such houses cheaply, and depend on the vast numbers for

remuneration?" We kept for some time, but have now lost,

the rough estimates. Of almost every one of these men, if

we had a large job of heating, we would consider the opinion
and judgment better than ours, and would be guided accord-

ingly ; but none came near what we wanted for this little

house. At last, chiefly with the help of a good labourer and
the assistance of a bricklayer at the furnace, we flue-heated the
house at the expense of not many more shillings than it would
have required pounds to heat it by hot water. The floor had
been covered with 9-inch square tiles, and we made that the
basis of our operations, resolving to leave the floor just as it

nothing had been done. The passage was in front, so there
we determined to have the flue—a flow and return. Three
bricks on edge would have made the two flues. As we had
bricks, we preferred brick-on-bed for strength, and though two
bricks deep would have done, we used three, with their joints

as small as possible. A trench was taken out of the requisite

depth to suit the rest of the floor. The bottom was laid with
slate, except close to the furnace, where bricks and tiles were
used. Three walls of brick-on-bed for strength were used,

leaving two spaces between of from 4 J to 5 inches wide for the
flues. These were covered with thin tiles near the furnace,

and the reft with thin slates resting on the three walls. These,
covered with mortar, had the flooring tiles bedded on them, tlie

centre of the tile of !) inches over the centre of the flue, and
resting on the wall on each side. These side walls give sup-

port on each side to the next row of tiles, which are thus left

hollow for fully half their width, one side resting on the
wall, and the other side on the earth, &c., of the flooring.

Eighteen inches wide of surface are thus exposed to the
direct heat of the small flues, and fully 6 inches on each side,

making about 30 inches of heat-radiating surface. On lighting

the fire, the furnace bars being pretty well sunk, the tiles

begin to throw off heat in about half an hour, and very little

fuel maintains the necessary warmth to keep the temperature
from 40' to 45° and TM'. No smoke has troubled us, except once
or twice, and a little mortar at the joints soon stopped that.

Now, much of the pleasure of having a little greenhouse close

to or joined to a living-house consists first, in being able to

walk into it directly from the house, and then being able to

walk round it, which can always be done when the house is

from 12 to more feet in width. Now, for such a house what
better plan could there be, say the house measuring from
20 to 30 feet in length, than having a o inch flue all round
beueath the pathway, a tile covering it, and the next tile en
each side as above partly hollow, giving thus 5 inches of warm
radiating surface, and some 12 or 14 inches not quite so warm,
but considerably heated ? Just think, too, of the pleasure in a
frosty or dull drizzling day of having a rapid or a sauntering

walk round such a house with such a dry, warm, firm path to

walk upon, instead of ordinary tiles or ilags ! Now not half

the fuel would be needed to make such a house comfortable

that would be required for the best small boiler. The last two
days of sharp frost that we had, a man put on rather more fire

than was necessary, but it served for the two days. At the
end of fifty hours the tilea were just pleasantly warm. Of
course the furnace and ashpit doors were kept shut when the

fire was turned out. This is another of the advantages the
flue, and such a flue as this in particular, has over hot water;
the heat remains so long after the fire has gone out.

We expect to be accused of retrograding instead of advancing,

but we wish to be of service, not only to the possessors of

small glass houses, but to the many thousands more who would
have one at once but for the difficulty and the expense of heating

them.—E. F.

Death of Me. W. Peret.—At Wisemans, in the Nurseries,

Sawbridgeworth, on the 20th inst., Mr. Wm. Perry, agedfifty-

nine, forty-niae years of which he was the faithful assistant

of the Messrs. Rivers. Mr. Perry for many years acted as

judge at the metropolitan Rose Shows, and was well known
and appreciated for his quiet unobtrusive manner and sound

judgment. " Faithful and true to the end."

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November U.
The change of wind has bronght large arrivals from the Azores and

Canary Islands ; amonfj other articles are the Opuntia frnit,the Banana,
and some fine specimens of the Pomegranate. Home-grown produce
is quite suflicient for general purposes, except Apples and Pears. French
imports are moderate.

FEUIT.
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T*t.Anooinw Prixce Silterwikos (J. B. 5.).—Yon ftHk If the ahovo
i»n OoWor Silver Tricolor; onr opinion ts Uiat it bulontis to Iho Silver
TrtrT>for section, ftlthoucb nt times, ss von observe, it ban the nppojirnnco
«< Oolikn Tricolor. We tthnold not, however, liettitatc for n moment to
•ibibitmgood plant of it. either in n collectioD of Silver or Golden Tri-
eolwH. It is a very pretty and pleasing variotj.

HcAcrxTu Glasses (11*. J-TniO.—Tbey aroknownoa " Tve's Uyacinth
Ghiwes," All Bcedsmen soil tbem.
Tnmoruir speciosa (H. C.).—We know of no plant bo named.
CACTUSES (D. M'.).—Vi0 consider the best work of anthority on those

flnnto iB I>& Candolle's " Plaatnrnm Historia Succnlentarum."
Fucttbrer (^'^^).—Messrs. Webber A Co., Covent Garden Market I

but tpyoor post-mark is Bangor, you had better Und a frnitcrcr at Chester
or IJTt'ritooJ.

JljM:»B*~DATEa or iKTRODUCTlos (TF. H. W.).—Wo cannot (five von tbo
iBlorruation. About three years at(o M. Margottin, Bourg-la-Reine,
Tvhg. pnblisbed a catalogne with the information, and perhaps yon might
•M.-mi one by writing to him.
GimBRA Leaves Ccrled (A Laihj in Chrithirr).— The leaves mnv

cmi. from the attacks of the white fiy, which is very difficult to extermi-
niitd. famigntion with tobacco being the onlv remedv, and that miiet
lie fioTie moderately, otherwiso the foliage of the plants will suffer. To
haT* fmc plunts they should 'be started in good time, and grown in a
bri.-«k beat of from 6u-^ to 65 at niRht. and 70 to 75 by day. with n rise
from t^onheat to 80- or 85 . Place tbem near the glass, and maintain a
moist atmosphere nntil they are coming into flower; then keep them
ratlxT drier.

V^nfTiNAS DcsTED WITH SooT (Tn/).—The cutt'Dg Bcnt nppeara to have
b^fn •ui-veteW attacked by either red spider or thrip«, if not by both, and
Ibe dusting with soot would only dry up the leaves. Soot wlien UBed
Irftifa .»bonld be applied in moderate (jusmtity, as it is opt to burn the
yooDg ffrowths of plnnts kept in a dose atmosphere, and on that account
tender, especially plants which have hairy leaves—as Verbenas, Pelar-
irouimQ8, ^c. When plants are duatod with soot the leaves f-bould be
*ry. «Dd unless these ar-* firm, it is better not to dust them with soot,
ei'-ffpt m moderate quantity. All you can do is to cut away the parts
dftiCroyod by the soot, and give tho plants a light airy position in a cool
hoGfie. They may recover.

Fcisa TO Ornament a Screen {Mrs. J. S.).—To dry Ferns so as to
keep Ibrir colour, as they are to bo put on a folding screen and varnished
afterward:', we should dry them quickly by pressing them with a hot flat-
iKm, then pnste them on the screen, acd when quite dry apply the varnish.

Stzb of the Hobse Chestnut (J. An-lfrwn).—To say *' what is the
m»en»pe width of ground covered bv a full-grown Horse Chestnut "is
•carctly possible. The form assumed by the tree, the nature of tbe soil
asd slnation, all control its outspread. They have been known to cover
• circ'e of GO fctt in diameter, but usually we thiuk they do not exceed

Tlov—r Seeds from China (Honrj ffon/;).—We do not know any of
the M-S'ls from the names they have in Cbina. There are no doubt many
plaotl-' in China which it would be desirable to have seeds of , but it
wonid (n hardly worth while to obtain seeds of those plants which have
nhmtly been introduced. In sending seeds to Cbina, those of half-
bardy piants and of the more tender sorts of hardy plants, would be
B&vl j'uitftble, selectinff, of course, those not indigenous to Cbina. In
raJW'-D'j plants from seed from China, sow in spriug in a compost of equal
pMtifi <>f flbTous loam and sandy peat, and cover the seeds with fine soil
to ndfpth about equal to their diameter. Place them in a gentle heat,
and keep them moist and near the glass. Continue them in heat until the
pbnlf^ ere large enough to bnmlle, then pot tbem off singly, or prick off
ao ioc.'^i or two apart in pans, and return them to the beat, shading and
keepii.g moist uniil they are re-established; then harden off. removing
tbeio »' a cool airy house, and shifting as required into larger pots.

SrsYT T.VN (M. C.).~lt is of little value as a manure until completelv
4«r^Ted ; but it may be employed for covering Potatoes at planting and
spread over the ground before being dug for vegetables, it does no harm.
As a >ap-dressing to grass we have found it most useful when applied
early io }Iarch.

raoTUKo Pear Trees recently Planted (A. TT.l.—We would at once
iowhstever pruning is needed, cutting back the shoots as required. It
HIST, luiwever, be deferred untU earlv in sprinir, the weather now being
cold; (mt if mild, Jo it now. They will bo all the better of a rather close
pmxiiug, especially if the plants have lost manv roots in the process of
Knuksplantiag. If not pruned this year, or before growth, it is likelv,
irau the little growth that will be made, that they will not need pruningmm autimin.

BiPiLiEn Pear and Apple Trees (T'lcnr).—The branches should bo
1 loot apart. Pear trees on the Pear, and Apple trees on the Crab, should
be pjaated 20 feet apart. A distance of 15 feet is too smsll. unless the
wpahera are more than 6 feet high. Plums do tolerablv well as espaliers,
bat we do not recommend them. P3rramid3 or bushes', and standards of
tbe commoner sorts, are preferable. Your soil will onlv need draining
aad trenching as deeply as you can without turning up anv. or but little.
of tbe clay subsoil, though it would be well to loosen the bottom of each
trench. A dozen large dt\'^scrt Peart, suitable for espaliers, are .—Jar-
somllH. Bnurte d'Amanlis, Wimnms's Bon ChrtHien, Bourr.- Hardv,
Bcurr.- Diel, Hacon's Incomparable, Marie Louise, Thompson's, Knight's
Moniiicb. Glou Mori,-cau. Beurrr do Kance, and Xe plus Meuris. Dcuert
JrpUs : Gravenstein, Hambledon Deux Ans, CelHni, Cornish Arnraatic,
Adams's Pearmain, Northern Spy, Lemon Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Worms-
ley Pippin, iled Astrachan, Blenheim Pippin, and Herefordshire Pear-
main.

CHCR£rF.s TOR STANDARDS f7(fsm).—May Duke, Knight's Early Black,
Black Tartarian, Royal Duke, Late Duke, and Bigarreau Napohon.
Totes is an Unheated Vinery {A Youna rir\e-oToicer).-~To grow

Vlnen in an nnheated glas^ house, and mainlv lor profit, we would confine
Ibe aorta chiefly to Black Hamburgh. Royal Sluscadine, and Black thnm-
pioQ. There would be a risk of not ripening the Muscat vou name. You
win rfo with six Vines. With a l.S-feet slope of glass, we would train the
"Vmes from near the bottom to the top, instead of longitudinally along
tbe boose. The openings over the doorways in a26-feet length of house
villd>macb for ventilation, but we would prefer one ventilator at the

apex in the centre. Wo do not think that op«Dfnfft lika a brick end wiLl
be Bufllctcnt in the front of the boafle, aa thesa 30*lnob-wide nquarefl ara
very diff<_-rent from small squares. Though yoa give only a Uttle air in
front, you should bo able to command from 4 to C Inchea all the way. For
aoythtng but Vines you would require more. You may flU your hoasa
with trees in pots before tbe Vines cover tbo roof; then there might ba
one or two between tho Vines.

Tor-DREssiNrt A Vise Border (£. Jorn-jt),—Your border covered with
glass need not bo protected with litter, as the roots will not be liable to
suffer from frost : hut when tbe Vines are pruned tbe border ahouM be
lightly stirred with a fork, but not bo deeply as to injure tho roots, giving
a top-dreSKing of loam three parts, half-inch bones two parts, fresh horsa
or sheep dropping^ two parts, charcoal iu pieces from the size of a pi-a to
that of a bar.ol nut two parts, and one part calcined oyster-shells, the
whole well mixed. Cover the border about U inch deep, and when dry,
or sufflciontly so not to cling to tho feet, treacl it firm. Before tbe Vines
begin to grow, give a gooi watering with wator5 warmer than the tem-
perature of the house. Tho loam used should be the top of a pasture
taken off about \\ inch thick, and laid in a heap for a short time so as to
destroy tho grass, otherwise tbe fresher it is tbo bettor.

Marine Aquaricm (A Constant Readrr).—" Other things being equal,
a marine aquarium probably will succeed just as well fifty miles inland
as anywhere else. If the air be pnre, the want of that slight saline im-
pregnation, which is the principal characteristic of aea air, cannot bo
much felt through a medium of pure salt water. At any rate, marine
aquaria do well in the suburbs of London, for a most ornamental and
well-mana?ed drawing-room aquarium was, some years ago, located on
Brixton Hill. There is no necessity for chancing' the water at all. so
long as it remains clear an I of tho original density. There are dealers
in marine plants and animals In Covent Garden Market, and Mr. King,
Great Portland Street, also supplies them.—Ayrshire Gardener."
Terraced Pots for Growing Lycopomums (3/. D.).—You have the

richt sort of vessel for growing pyramids of these pretty plants. The
ledges should be filled with sandy peat, adding sand liberally, and then
bfi planted with such dwarf kinds as SelHgincUa dcnticulata, ^. cassia and
S. densa. Give a light sprinkling with water every morning and evening,
and the vessel should be kept full of water, tbe top' being loft open. These
vessels when not too soft are excellent, as they keep the roots cool and
moist, but when soft tbe water comes too plentilnlly throngb, and the
ledges are only so many receptacles lor water. That defect might, how-
ever, be prevented by holes through the bottom of the ledges lo allow of
the superabundant water passing away.

DoiTBLE Pyrethbcm PROPAGATION fJA*m .—Like the single varieties

they are perennials, but in two or three years the plants, and especially
those from seed, become so weak from excessive flowering as not tm-
frequeiitly to die. To keep up a stock of vigorous plants of desirable
kinds, the side shoots that come from near tbe base of tbe plants should
be slipped off in summer, and struck in sandy soil in a shady border,
planting out in autumn or early in spring. The apparently dead roots
wo should mulch with leaf soil, and they will probably start from the
collar of the plant in sprinc If, however, your soil is strong and wet the
plants will hardly survive tbe winter, as in such soil they are little more
than biennials, and the better the kind the more delicate it is. A well-

drained sandy soil is most suitable for Pyretbruras.

Salter's Variegated Arum (J. .^.).—It is a variety of the Aram maca-
latum, which always dies down in winter.

Early Peas (H. B.).—As you have no convenience for raising the
plants insMe and then planting out. your only plan will be to sow a crop
on the south border as soon after this answer appears as possible, tho
row running parallel with the wall and being 4 feet from it. so that the
fruit trees on the wall may not be injured by tho shade of tbe Peas. U
you have not space on tbe south border, then your only alternative will bo
io sow in the most sunny and sheltered position you can find, preferring
Sandy to heavy soil. Whether in the open ground or on the south border,
a crop should be sown at once, and early in February, or as soon after-

wards as the weather permits, follow with another sowing of the same
sort ; so that if the first sowing fail tho spring one will produce in due
course, and if both succeed they will form a succession. Dickson's Firat

and Best is the best early variety at present iu cultivation. If your
object be to obtain a dish very early, you may, at 1 foot from tho south
wall, sow at once a row of Tom Thumb, placing twigiry branches of Spruce
nniong tho plants when a few inches high, which will nflord them a sort

of protection, and you can cover them at night in severe weather with
any lit;ht material, as canvas.

SuLPHCR AND TcRPENTrNE Vapours (W. A. 0.).—You wUl Obtain
snlphur vapour or fumes without placing it on a heated surface. On a
surface not hotter than 160 , fumes will ho emitted that are death to red
spider and mildew, and not at all injurious to plants. Turpentine placed
in one or two plates in a house will destroy merely bug. and every tender
leaf within the house. It is a remedy worse thaii the disease. It ought
not to be employed in honc;es filled with plants, though it may be used
for destroying mealy bug on Vines, but then every plant must be taken
out of the house.—G. A.

Shrubs for a Town Garden (C. C. 7^;.)—Plant Mountain Ash, Thorns,
Guelder Rose, Dogwood, and Snowbcrry. and lill-in with Aucnbas, tree

Box, and Rhododendrons in front. You do not say whether tho town is ft

manufacturing one or not ; therefore, wo cannot advise as we should
wish ; but those named withstand any Rmonnt of smoke and dust.

Pollen of the Male AucrnAs.—"M." says that ho had the whole of

his uinlo Aucubas plunged in their pots in tho ground, but his gardener
has taken tbem up and put them in a cool house, where they are all in
lluwer, thus more than dt-feating his object, which was by planting in the
open to retard the time of blossoming; and he wishes to know how long
tbe pollen can be kept in a condition to fertilise the female plants when
they show bloom. Ho has cut off ninny blossoms, and wishes to be in-

formed if it is desirable for preservation to remove tbe petals, only pro-

8or%-ing tbe stamens ? We shall be obliged by information on these
subjects.
Canvas Lights for Protectino Bedding Plants in Spring (A. B.),

—You may paint tbo canvas with a composition formed of linseed oil,

three pints ; white resin. 4 ozs. ; and acetate of lead, 1 oz. The acetate
of lead should be ground with a little of tbe oil. then add the resin and
the remainder of the oil. Incorporate tbe whole thoroughly in an iron

pot over a gentle Are, and apply the composition hot to the canvas.
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This will be better than painting It with gas tar, which should be kept as
far from plants as possible.

Effects of Coke Fumes (T, G.).—The cause of the Tacsonia shedding
its leaves we suspect is to be found in the coke used in the stove. We
presume you have a smoke pipe from the stove. Coke that has even a
taint of sulphur or of tar will not do for stoves in the inside of houses,
as the fumes ^"ill be sure to escape less or more. You will have to

obtain purer coke. The drying and browning of the buds of Camellias,
&c., are no doubt partly owing to the same cause, and the dry, heated
atmosphere. In addition to an evaporating basin on or close to the
stove, a slight syringing overhead will be useful when much stove heat
is given.

Heating a Gheenhotjse fhom a BIitchen Boiler (Tkirsk).—With
an open boiler in your kitchen, you can only heat a greenhouse fram it

when the flow and return pipes are, the former a little below the level of

the top of the boiler, and the latter when it enters a little above the
bottom of the boiler. It is always unadvisable to have any part of a hot-
water pipe below the level of the boiler. You may go up as much as you
like, but it is contrary to nature to make hot water descend below the
source whence it comes. But for the pathway you would have no diffi-

culty, as the pipes could stand above the walls of the pit, and the return
go under the pathway to the boiler, as little below the boiler level as
possible. With an open boiler you cannot raise a pipe so high as to
cross over the pathway. With a closed boiler, supplied from a cistern
sufficiently elevated, you can do so ; and if the heat in the greenhouse
has to be constantly used, the simplest mode would be to take a pipe
from the boiler to a cistern against the back wall, say 7 feet from the
floor, 18 inches square, and a foot deep, and make that supply the boiler.

A pipe from that could cross the path and join the piping on the top of
the pit wall, as stated above. If the boiler had been a couple of feet or
so lower in level, there would have been no dilficulty, fis you couid have
crossed under the path level, and had your piping under your front stage.

Without any alteration, your cheapest and easiest plan would be to have
two l^-inck pipes fastened against the back wall at the same height as
the water in the boiler. The following is another hint :—Your kitchen
range seems to be about the middle, and at the back of your house
20 feet in Length. Would it not be possible, by removing the wall there
and tising an iron plate, or thin lire tiles, to obtain as much heat as you
wanted in ordinary weather ? and then a small iron stove, or two or three
large bottles—say two-gallon bottles—might be tilled with hot waiter and
place i in the front of the house in very severe nights. The whole back
of such a house as yours will be less or more heated by the kitchen
range. Other contrivances might be resorted to. The above plan was
lately tried with good results. The back of the kitchen range, nicely
packed, formed part of the back of a neat little house. The proprietor
did not like the look of the recess in the wall, and a slate 24 by 30 inches
was fixed in the opening, with 2-inch openings at the base and at the top
to keep up a circulation in this hciited chamber. In summer, when no
heat was wanted, two fillets of wood filled up the ripenings. But for the
paths and the position of the boiler, hot water would be best.

Heating Two Pits PROsr a Greenhoose Boiler (A Market Gardener).
—You will want two rows of 4-ineh pipes for bottom heat, and two for

top heat in each pit, if both are to be used alike. The boiler will be able

to do the work if its position bo all right. See answers to other coiTe-

spondents on this subject. Of course, the heating of the greenhouse and
pits must be separate. When a high temperature is needed in the pits,

little or no artificial heat would bo required at times in the greenhouse.
Piping would cost from \Qd. to Is. per foot.

Cemented Tank Leaking (A. B.).— If the cement tank leaks merely
where the pipes enter it, it would be best toping all up with red lead and
a little tow, or lint yarn ; if at other places use the same, or fill with the
best cement pointed in, and if very bad wet the whole well and put a
thin coating of cement all over. With pipes in the tank we would care
little about having it water-tight, though it would be as well, but would
cover the pipes round and above with 6 inches of open rubble instead.
We think 6 feet too far for the bottom pipes to be from the glass for

Cucumbers, but you can raise your plants nearer the glass, train with
one stem, and bring them to a trellis 20 inches from the glass before
allowing them to spread. You may thus do with from 18 to 20 inches of
soil over the tank or open rubble. The heat does not act so well when it

has to pass a great deal of rubble before reaching the soil.

Dividing a Pit (A. P.).—Your brick pit would do for the purpose pro-
posed, and many others besides, and a light, moveable, wooden division
would serve the purpose as well as a brick one, and be more handy, as
you could shut off one, two, three, or more lights as you thought proper.
In snch a pit^you could have about 30 inches of well-worked sweetened
stable manure, well beaten and trampled so as not to sink much, and
about 15 inches of soil, which would leave 15 inches to the glass. If at

all afraid of the bed sinking, you might have some handy moveable trellis

for the Cucumbers. In such a pit depending entirely on the dung at
bottom, and sun heat, it would be time enough to plant out Cucumbers
and ilelons about the end of April or the middle of May. One light, in
the mode referred to above, might at first have a deeper bed for raising

the plants. When the Cucumbers were over the pits might be used for

Radishes, Lettuces, Cauliflowers, or early Potatoes, to be off before wanted
for the Cucumbers. If good dung linings could be applied to the outsides

of the pit, then the Cucumbers could be planted earlier. If not, it will

be better to have a bed in one light from 3 to 4 feet deep for raising the
plants (and that can form the top of the larger bed afterwards), and plant

out at the times specified.

Twelve Pansies fob Exhibition (J. Hopper.)—Sel/s : Eclat, Hiss
Muir, Queen of the Whites, and Yellow Queen. Yellow Grounds : Comna,
Clipper, John Downie, and Prince of Wales. White Oroitnds : Alice

Downie, Cupid, Lady Lucy Dundas, and Queen.

Names of Fruits (G. J5.).—1, Xouveau Poiteau; 2, Prince Camille de
Rohan ; 4, Beurre Diel ; 5, Vicar of Winkfield ; 6, Beurre de Jonghe ;

7, Beurre Diel; S. Winter Nelis ; 9, Crasanne; Jl, \Vhite Doyenne;
12, Beurre Diel. {C.C.E ).—The Pear marked 2000 is Delauny. (C. B^
^rt„5/n/).—3, Beurre Diel; 6, Easter Beurre ; 8, Napoleon ; 10, Nouveau
Poiteau; 11, Thompson's.

Names of Plants [An Old Subscriber).—Jasminum gracile, now some-
times called J. simplicifo'ium. {Mrs. Grosvenor Hoorf I.—Woodsia obtusa.

{A Greenhorn).—I, Adiantum formosum ; 2, A. affine. (A Ladij Subscriber),

—Your Fein appears to us an extreme form of Lastrea Filis-mas. possibly

that known as Lastrea elongata. ( J. T. Aldred

'

.—Cineraria wigandioides ;

Pteris flabellata. (P. a, Derbyshire) —I, Selaginella Kraussiana; 3,

S. Martensii; 4, S. csesia ; 2, Asplenium nitens ; 7, A. marinum ; ft, Blech-

nura occidentale; 6, Hypolepis repens ; S, Pteris flabellata ; 9, Cheil-

anthes hirta ; 10, Adiantum pentadactyloa. {Magfti^ Willis).—The name
almost illegible on the label of your plant is Alonochretum sericeam
multiflorum. 1, Cincinahs flavens ; 2, Gymnogramma tartarea.

AIETEOEOLOGICAL OBSEKVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending November 23ri

Date.
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greatly increased in jint influence over the poultry world, and

become a pleasant reuninn, which should be looked back upon,

and looked forward to, durin;,' the whole year.

Let us simply euppose that the annual meeting of subscribers

at the " lien and Chickens " had its basis enlarged to admit of

any topic generally interesting to the fancy being introduced,

either orally or by iiapir, not exceeding ten minutes in length,

provided duo and stated notice had been given ; suppose all

subscribers to be considered members of this—the real " poultrj-

club " of the world, all the judges also being members ex officio ;

and tliat prorision were made for the sense of the meeting being

taken whenever de«irablu tn any point, not a merely personal

one—I cannot but think great good in many ways would result

at a verj' small expense. And do not let the truly Uritish

institution be forgotten. Suppose an annual dinner were held,

say at four o'clock in the afteraoon on the day found most con-

venient, the tickets being only obtainable till a week before-

hand at a stated sum. Would not such a gathering be a plea-

sant one ? AVould not Mr. •Ilcwitt's good-humoured countenance

appear more good-humoiucd still, as he looked round the room

on the many whom he has served so faithfully, without charge,

during so many years Y Would not asperities be .softened too .-

Surely you could hardly feel angry even with the man who had

wrested' from you the first prize, as you saw him sitting opposite

you radiant w'ith smiles, and, to quote Jo.sh Billings, •' With as

neat a little belly on as ever you seedl' Then after dinner,

not before, to business.

Such are some of the thoughts that occur to me, and which I

had hoped to have had an opportunity of mentioning in person

;

but the early date of the Show this year will, I fear, prevent

me being present except on the Saturday, and I therefore utter

them through "our Journal." It is too late for this season ; but

Btill the subject may arouse more interest now than it would do

at another time, and a ic-u suggestions from others might lead

to something practical for next year, if the obliging Secretarj",

Mr. Lythall, would be so kind as to give his valuable aid.

I wish distinctly to state that I have no crotchet of my own
I particularly want to ventilate at such a gathering. But I do

think when a pursuit has attained such a magnitude as the
*' poultry fancy," and when good fowls can find an almost cer-

tain market at the price of a cow, sovie kind of organisation is

most desirable, in order to give occasional expression to its col-

lective interests. Now, in the great Birmingham meeting it

seems to me we have the material of such an organisation nearly

ready to our hands, and that with a little pains the Council and
Mr. Lythall might give us what is wanted, and make both a

real " poultry club " and an authoritative ''standard of excel-

lence " of their great Show.—L. Wright.

it is pretty certain that white and black, and nhite and yellow,

are interchangeable colonrs, whilst red remains unchanged.
In evidence of this are the breeding of Pile Game, where all

the black feathers of the Black Bed become white, as do the

golden or yellow feathers, the red feathers remaining of the

same colour ; and that with age Hondans seem to change the

black lor white feathers and the white for yellow ; whilst there

is a tendency also in white birds to throw a yellow tiuge.

Some may eay, Cui b tio ! I really cannot answer them
otherwise than in this way, that there is nothing in the laws ol

nature which is not worthy of examination, and that the ex-

periments of those who have the leisure to attend to very fmall

matters have often led to the greatest and most valaable resnlts ;

and this I think a sul:icient answer.

I must add that an American contribution to yonr cclnmns
ii; an event much to be prized. I hope it may be repeated,

and that papers from other countries, uarrating experience or

asking questions, may follow. It is in this way that the sum
of human kuonledge is made up, and knowledge tends to make
men better Christians. Some may smile that poullrr-keeping

should be thns exalted; but granting the unimportance they

would claim for it, they cannot deny that the " mickle " aCtccls

the "mnckle," and that everything which is done should be

done well and with intelligence. Besides which, all that tends

to throw men together in fellowship—to make them better

acquainted with one another, however simple it may be, is of

more value than the most elaborate schemes for fencing abont

a national or an individual exclusiveness.

—

Egomet.

OUR POULTRY SHOWS.

CONSEQUENCES OF ASSOCIATING HENS OF
DIFFERENT VARIETIES.

In some remarks of yours on the letter of yonr American
correspondent lately, mention is made of a circumstance to

which my attention has been drawn before. I had the follow-

ing statement from a poultry-fancier in Hampshire, who will

possibly read this, and who will, I hope, correct any mistake

that I may have made. I do not feel at liberty to use his name
without his consent, and as I have not his address by me I do

not know where to write to him. He will probably authenti-

cate what I say.

Some Spanish hens and BuS Cochin-China hens were kept

together, both kinds being carefully bred birds of the best sorts.

With them was a Spanish cook equally good. The Spanish
chickens were occasionally buff in colour, or with buff feathers.

It is some four or five years since the account was sent to me,
and I have forgotten these particulars. I mentioned the sub-

ject several times to medical men, who gave me reasons why it

was physically impossible that any influence could be conveyed

by the male bird from one to the other of the kinds of hens

—

an idea which in the first in.-*tauce suggested itself to me.
There is, therefore, no way left of accounting for the matter in

this case, as in that mentioned by yourself, but by the same in-

fluences which arose from the rods ' pilled" by Jacob, whereby
the cattle became " ringstraked, speckled, and grisled."

I regret that I have not tried the experiment of keeping
breeding hens in places having stripes of colour painted on
them ; when I have more time to attend to poultry-keeping

agiin I shall do so. I hope some of your correspondents will

in the meantime make the attempt, or will favour us with their

experiences in the matter of coloar and its changes. I think

I Qt;iiE agree with "Egomei" in his remarks about "onr
poultry shows," and the objectionable practice of committeemen
exhibiting, some hoping, no doubt, that the prizes they may
win will repay them for their subscription and leave something

in pocket besides. If shows are to be made a matter of profit

or loss to individual managers, let these open business places

and manage them as such ; but I think most of ns look upon
poultry and other exhibitions as a means to encourage us to

improve the breed of our stock, and to enable those who take

an interest in thi.=i for the love of it to compete with their fellow

amateurs, and to have an opportunity at these competitions to

select the best stock for the improvement of the particular kind

or kinds which they prefer ; also to form a correct idea, from the

decisions of experienced judges, of what are the most important

points required, that lUey may endeavour to obtain these in

their own breed.

There is another objection that I have not yet seen coticed,

and that may not at once occur to your reader.", but which I

know seriously prevents the more conscientious committeemen
from undertaking the arduous and unthankful office. Allowing

the committee succeed ia pleasing all exhibitors, and have had
numerous cheering and satisfactory letters that the owners

have received their stock in good condition, Arc, three or

four of the " pecuniarily disinterested " but hard-working and
liberal committeemen, may have all their pleasure damped
when they find they must each again subscribe a considerable

sum in order that ono of their number, equally responsible,

although, perhaps, not equally hard-working nor liberal, and
certainly not enjoying the other qualification, may be paid his

prize money—fairly won, it may be, and probably is—to the

amount of, say, £20 or £30, and also let it be the whole amotmt
of the deficiency ; in that case it places him in an unenviable

position, and his partners in the unpleasant one of feeling that

his profit must come out of their pockets.

In one instance, I know, an official showed his stock, " not

for competition." This is commendable, as it helps the funds

in the way of entrance fees and improves the exhibition, and
his birds were allowed to be the best in the show. Although a

comparatively poor man in worldly goods, he generously gave

his time and money, and then had to pay something like a

sixth of his yearly income to help to make up the prize-winnings

of his much richer fellow official, who had competed for the

best prizes, and, it may be, borrowed stock from a friend to

enable him to do so successfully. I may say that I am not

myself one of these, neither related to nor even on friendly

terms with them ; but the case is a true one, and I should be

glad to see the cause of it discouraged as much as possible.

Claude.

Birmingham Show.—With the approach of the period for the

holding of the twenty-first of these great annnal meetings on
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which Birmingham has abundant reason to congratulate itself,

the arrangements are progressing with the prospect of a most

satisfactory result. As compared viith former years, the entries

are far above the average, and we are informed that a consider-

able number of cattle have been refused. The prizes for sheep

having been much increased, a grand display is anticipated,

particularly from the local Shropshire breeders, whilst there is

no doubt that the exhibition of pigs will maintain its character

33 one of the first in the kingdom. The raising of the fees on

poultry has slightly diminished the numbers ; but 2500 pens of

nearly every known variety of fowls and Pigeons will certainly

be as many as most visitors will care to inspect. The root and

corn show forms a most useful and interesting feature, and

will be far better than anticipated in the earlier part of the sea-

son. As regards the space appropriated to implements and mis-

cellaneous articles, we understand that the applications for its

allotment have been unprecedentediy numerous—so much so,

indeed, that in nearly all cases they have had to be curtailed.

Concerning the probable attendance, we have to state that the

facilities afforded by the railways for the conveyance of visitors

from other ports of the kingdom, by special and other trains,

will be much increased by the recent opening of branch lines,

and by the liberaUty of the concessions made by the various

companies in this respect, the excursion trains being most

numerous and at particularly low fares, the districts from

which these run comprising the whole of Yorkshire, Lanca-

shire, Wales, Salop, Northampton, Leicester, Derby, Cam-
bridge, Cheshire, Hereford, Gloucester, Worcester, &e.

HENS EATING THEIR EGGS.
I HAVE been pestered with cannibal hens ; but, by a con-

trivance of my own, I have completely put a stop to their

cannibalism, without the trouble of watching or the necessity

of killing the of-

fenders. My plan
consists simply in

an improved nest

or laying box (see

accompanying sec-

tion) with a false

bottom, forming
an inclined plane,

down which the

egg rolls as soon
as laid, into a re-

e^tacle beneath ; and, of course, before the hen can have a

chance of pecking it, the egg is beyond her reach. Neither

hay nor straw must be used in the nests, but if the surfaces

of the inclined planes are covered with smooth matting, a

piece of old carpet, or sacking, every purpose will be answered.

Another advantage of this laying box, is that where several

hens use the same nest, the eggs are not soiled by their dirty

feet in wet weather.

—

Typo, Southport.

ENGLISH SKY TUMBLER PIGEONS.
Some months ago I wished to raise a new cote or loft of our

old English Sky-Tamblers, and found the breed extinct, or too

scattered, for selection. The little light blue, or black, and
mahogany, whole colours, were my fancy. I looked your
Journal over and over for weeks, and Inquired far and wide
without success. Lots of Short-faces (useless except as aviary

pets), and clumsy cross-breeds, I found, but the tidy, tiny,

English acrobat. Swallow-form, and that would fly hke a Lark
in the sky, was not to be found. I wanted a fresh stream of

this blood, and it proved to be exhausted in the country.

Well, I procured a draft of half a dozen birds from Birming-

ham, warranted to fly and tumble—not Rollers that lose flight

and fall—as well as the old English breed—namely, to fly high

and close, and cast single rapid tumbles, almost quick as

lightning, and keep up any time desired. These birds are of

larger form than the little English Tumbler ; blue, black, and
red, with white flights, but not white tails, pearl eyes, and
clean coral legs, and their aerial performances are good, though
not so agile as those, 1 think, of the smaller English breed.

In breeding, these birds throw muffed or feather-legged off-

spring occasionally, indeed often, hence I infer a continental

origin—German or Dutch probably ; and I conclude that they

are a cross between the continental and English Tumbler, and
betray their foreign connection by throwing the muffed-ltgged

young birds, breeding back frequently : some young are clean,

others muffed, on the legs in the same nests.

Can you inform me and other fanciers, if a mixed English

and continental breed cf Tumblers is bred in Birmingham for

flying, as these birds, I assume, are bred and drawn from a

cote of such birds ?

—

Reader.

[Tour birds have evidently a cross. Most probably they were

bred from English on one side, and part Roller on the other.

You need not despair of getting the old English whole colours,

red and buff; the former you term, not unaptly, mahogany
colour. In Birmingham you will not find them, but John
Hobbs, dealer. Friar Bridge, Bath, will get them in a few

weeks or months, or even days, as in the west of England

—

the quiet unchanging west—they are still kept, and with their

tidy form, clear pearl eyes, and coral feet, without even the

suspicion of a feather, are among our best Pigeons for general

purposes of amusement and interest. We have seen beautiful

Buff ones at Hobbs's within the last year. Black and Blue are

not to be had so easily. The Birmingham Roller is the most
vulgar of all Tumblers, and if it were extinct to-morrow it would
be well, but, unfortunately, it suits those who only care to see

the feat of turning over in the air constantly repeated, and
these birds crossed with bad-bred Short- faces fill the bird

shops. If our memory serve us rightly. Blue birds, such as

you want, have been advertised during the last two years in

this .Journal.

—

Wiltshike Rectok.]

A QUID PRO QUO.
Ax Old Com^otteemax " thinks my letter of November lllh

" more amusing than instructive." I meant it to be amusing.

I did not see any reason for attempting to make it instructive.

The inference, however, which I wished to convey, your corre-

spondent has correctly drawn in his own words—namely, that

committeemen should not exhibit at their own show.
" An Old Committeejiax '' thinks that I should have pointed

out the way to induce committeemen " to work, without that

' quid pro qxio,' a fair chance of the prizes " at their own show.

I do not see any necessity for doing so. If committeemen

desu-e anything of the kind, then they are hu-elings, with an

indirect and inadequate wage. I say that, as a body, they do

not require any such reward. If I am wrong, it is better that

poultry exhibitions should decline, as the "Old Committeeman"
seems disposed to thiok they would. Such is not likely to be

the case, however, as committeemen who do exhibit ia their own
show are, in the average of shows, hut a small minority ; and I

am satisfied that many of those committeemen who now exhibit

imder these circumstances, would withdraw from competition

the moment their attention was called to the matter.

—

Egomet.

THE GUINEA FOWL.
I ^-en-tuee to call the attention of poultry lovers and fanciers

to that very beautiful, useful, interesting, but very much neg-

lected bird," the Guinea fowl.

I have looked in the list of nearly every poultry show that

has appeared in " our Journal," and I have never once found

any notices of it, if I remember aright. Now, why is this?

In every poultry bcok I have seen there is, at the end of the

chapter on various kinds of poultry, a notice of about a dozen

lines, dry, uninteresting, and cold, declaring the bird to be

wild, useless, clumsy, ugly, a bad mother, its flesh horrid, its

peculiar cry worse than all. People read and believe this, and

give the poor Guinea fowl no place in their pen, yard, or

enclosure.

Now, I flatly contradict all this. With proper care and kind-

ness the Guinea fowl is no wilder than the Turkey, and does

not stroll away or lay in worse places than the Turkey. It ia

a far more loving mother, although it sits so late in the antuinn

that it is advisable to place its eggs under another hen. The

e^fs themselves are excellent though rather small, and the

flesh is beautiful (I speak from personal experience), tasting

very like pheasant. As for the bird's pecuhar cry, persons

who have lived in the country all their lives, who have been

surrounded by all kinds of living creatures, and who are

awakened every morning by the cackling of Geese, quacking of

Ducks, crowing cf cocks, clucking of hens, and ehirpmg of

chickens, will acknowledge that they could scarcely hear it,

and certainly never care for it ; while those other persons who

are afflicted with delicate nerves had better not keep poultry.

I We have kept Guinea fowls for years, and have made great
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pets of them. One in jinrticnlar is so extremely tame that if

the henwife does not Rive it what it wantu il "ketches

(99 she expresses it), hold of her skirt, and pnlls it until she

yields to its wishes ; it also sits on her knee at dinner, and

does not scrapie to help itself to any tit bit. This pet bird

rejoices in the name of " Moses " altbouRh of the softer sex,

and comes in and out of the house as it pleases.

We have had very Uttle difficulty with our Guinea fow s.

They were reared so tame that they seldom laid away. The

worst was the rearing ; in 18(iC the mortaUty among the chicks

was great hut it was in autumn, which, as wo all know, was

" dark and dreary " in the extreme. If they are treated exactly

as jonng Turkeys they will do very well, but they grow so fast

that they require food every half hour.

I have now " said my say " about Guinea fowls, and I hope

that some of the readers of " our Journal " may respond to

this as they have done to " One of Many Witnesses."—Ida.

2. J.Goldfinch Mcle (Baffj.—Coela.—1, W. Oondie, Mainbolm.

^
P*nEoT8'(Sbell).—1. K. Bo.vd, Ayr. 2, W. Robertson, NewtoD.

Parbots {Any coloari. —1, Capt. Kiild. 2, C. Hill.

MEMBERS' COMPETITION.
Yellow.—Cocl«.—l, M. Adam. 2 and 8, W. MorriBon. Htiu.—1, W.

Morrison. 2 and 8, .T. Adams. „ ,. . . o i -v
BvF7.—Cnrks.—l, W. Smitb. 2, J. Adams. 8, M. Adam. Htni.-l, W

.

Smitb. 2, W. Kerr. 3. J. Adams. „ „ „ , . , .j „
Piebald (Yellowj.-CorlJ.-l, W. Korr. 2, W. Morrison. 8, J. Adams.

H,^.M.-1, H. Caldtr. 2, J. Adams. 8, W Morrison.

Piebald (Buii).-Co<-l-..-l, W. Smith. 2, J. Adams. 3, M. A3am.

Hciid —1, M. Adam. 2, W. Smith. B.J.Adams.
OoLDFlscn.-l, 2, and 8, A. Hunter.

The Jodncs of Ctnwrks were Messrs. J. McCnllock and McKenzie,

of Avr, J. Graham. Kihnamock, and G. HaJdon. l\il»innmg
;
for

Fureiyn Birds, Mr. J. Sinclair, A>r.

TURKEYS WITH SKINS TURNING YELLOW.

A LOT of fine Turkeys, and seemingly in good health, have

recently turned quite yellow in their skins. The food given is

barlevmeal and mangold wurtzel. They have run in the park,

and have no doubt picked up considerable quantities of acorns,

haws from the thorn trees, and beech nuts, with which the

ground has been literally strewn. They have had the same

park run in previous years, which has not been foUowed by

this unwelcome yellowness of skin.—C. L. M.

[Mangold wurtzel has the effect of rendering the fat of bul-

locks intensely vellow, and it is probable that it has the same

influence on the fat of Turkeys. When one is killed the layer

of fat beneath the skin in such case will be found to be very

yellow.

—

Eds.]

AYR ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The eighth annual exhibition of this Society took place in the

Assembly Kooms, Ayr, on the 13th inst., and was admitted by competent

iadges to be, as regards the number and qnaUty of the birds, the best

which has been held in Scotland, ont of Glasgow, for many years. In

the absence, from illness, of .TamesHaie, Esq., of Glasgow, his place as

Jndgc was weU suppUed by Messrs. A. Cowan, G. Steele, and A. Glass,

the latter of whom handsomely withdreiv his burds from their pens to

save all groands for reflection. The followmg were the awards :—

PIGEONS.
PoDTEBB(Yoimg1.-l,J. Sharp, .Johnstone. 2. D. Mann Kilmarnock.

3 A. Wright, Edcnbank, Morninpside. Edinburgh, vhc. J. Mair, Kilmar-

nock, fcc, D. YouDK, Avr. c, G. B. Phillips, Dalblair Honsc.

Footers.—1. J. Waddell, Acrebcad, Dumfries. 2. J. Butler, GlasBon.

3,J.lIair. rftc, J. R. Adam, Ayr. ;,<:, J. Scoular.Kilmarnock. c,J. Un-

lay, Lanrieston, Edinburgh.
„ ^ ,, ,c, ,, Q ^ r..,t i,.ro

Carriers -1, .1. Mair (Black). 2, D. Munn (Black). 8, G. Dart, Acre-

head, Dumfries (Dun). i'/ic,MissE. Eeveridge, Ayr (Dun). hc,Vi.Lm\v-

lord. Btith (Black)

T.

Tdmblers (Short-faced).-l and 2. W. W. Bcveridge, Ayr (Almonds and

Kites). 3, J. Mair (Yellow), r/ic, J. Sharp f.Umonds). J.c, \\ . W . Beve-

ridae (Almonds), c, W. W Beveridge (Splashed).

Barbs.-I, W. Crawford lYellow). 2. J. Sharp (Black). 3, Miss Bevc-

lidae (Black), vhc and ht. G. Dart (Black and Red), c. J. Mair (Blackl.

Fastails -1 and 2, J. Sharp (White and Blue Saddles . 8 Miss Beve-

rjdce (White), vhc, R. Gibson. Kilmarnock (White), he, W. Crawford

(White), c. Miss Beveridge (White).
, ,„ ,, „ , vt • /d„ji

J.<coBlN8.—1, W. McKinlav, Kilmarnock (Red). 2, J. Mair C'ecl).

3. Miss Beveridge (Black), r/ic, C. Murdocb, Corton, Ayr. )ic and c. Miss

Eeveridge (Red and Yellow)
Tkumpetees.-I, D. Mnnn (White). 2, J. Sharp (Black Mottle).

S. M. Skinner. Edinburgh (Black), vhc, J. Mair (Mottle), he, R. Banks,

Brnomberry (B)acBl. c, Miss Beveridge (Black).
„ ,,. „ •.,

Torbits.—I aad 2, J. Waddell (Yellow and Black). 8, Miss Beveridge

(Red), r/ic, J.Scoular(Blue). /ic. Miss Beveridge Yellow), c, J. Sharp.

Owls.—1, J. Mair (Silver). 2, Miss Beveridge (Blue). 8, J. sharp

he, R. Gibson (Blnel. c. Miss Beveridge (Blue). „ , . „
Nuns.— 1, W. McKinlav. 2, D. McCreath, Forehill. 8, T. Imne, Bour-

treo Park, he, R. Gibson. „ m ^ t>

Tcmblers (Common).—1, J. Sharp (Black Mottles). 2, W. W. Beve-

ndae (Red). 3, .T. Gnmton, Wallacetown (Yellow), vhc. W. Crawford

((Slack). Ac, W.W. Beveridge (Red Mottles), c, J. Grnnton (YeUow).

ANY OIHER Variety—1, J. Sharp (Magpies). 2, T. Imrie (Black

Priests). 8, Miss Beveridge (Magpies), rdc, J. R. Adam (Black Magpie).

he. Miss Beveridge (Dragoons), c, J. Grunton (Common).

Selling Class.-1, Miss Beveridge (Pouters). 2, D. McCreath (Nuns).

3 and The, Miss Beveridge (Pouters and Fantails). he, W. W. Beveridge

(Blue Beards), c, D. Mnnn, (Trumpeters).

CANARIES.
Yellow (Yoangi.—Cocl«.—1, J. E. Graham, Kilmamocli. 2 and 8, J.

Conn, Annick Lodge. H(ri.^.-1. R. Crawford. 2. D. Holdcn. 3, J. Graham.

BoTF —Cucka —I, R. Crawford, Kilbirnie. 2, E. Brangan. 8, J. Graham.

H<:iM.-l, R. Crawford. 2. J. Laughland. 3, W. Paterson.

Piebald (Yellow).— (7o(-l-»,—l, T. M'Murtrie, Riccarton Toll, Kilmarnock.

2, J. Scoolar. 8, R. Stevenson, Galston. Hcna.—l, J. Scoular. 2, A.

Hamilton. 8, G. Hamilton. „ _ „ „ ^ -a „
Piebald (Buffi.— Coci«.—l. J. Scoular. 2, E, Brangan. 3, G. Hamdton.

HfM.—l, R. Stevenson. 2, M. Adam. 3, H. Cnlder. „„„__,.
GoLDFrscH Mole (YeUow).—CocAj.—1, J. R. Adams. 2, T. Mnrtne.

THE LIVERPOOL POULTRY SHOW AND SALE
BY AUCTION AT MESSRS. LUCAS' REPOSITORY.

Few amateurs anticipated so sncccssfnl a result as accompanied

this spirited adventure. Messrs. Lucas offered as premiums eleven

silver curs as first, and an equal number of sovereigns for second, prizes

to the principal classes of poultry. These brought together a con-

siderably better coUection than is to be met with at the generality ol

our poultry shows. The cops were nnnsnaUy good. Every cup ol the

eleven, otherwise altogether plain, was ornamented by a shield, on whicn

the variety of ponltrv that won it was artislicaUy depicUd. These cnps,

it is worthy of note, were intrinsicallv fully worth the five guineaa ;
they

each represented a subject that might with benefit be copied by not a

few of our poultry committees ; 2 16 pens were received, and wc aro

informed, that though the bulk were sold at most remnncraUve pnccs,

the highest figure obtained for a single specimen was .fl2.

PoRKiNGS.-Cup, Admiral Hornby, Prescot (Grey-sold tor £5 4..).

2 J. Copple Eccleston. he, W. W. UuttUdge, Shortend, KenM (Grey and

Silver-Grey) ; E. Leech, Rochdale ; R. SmaUey, Lancaster (Sllver-Orey).

c, T. Eriden, Earby. Skipton. „, , v . j t>„ i nfl a. firf 1
' GAME.-Cup, J. Wood, Haigh, Wigan (Black.breasted Red--£6 8.. MO.

2, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough; (£10 1U8.). lie, J. Fletcher (£8 8».) ,
i

^CoTtiiNS-Cup'"nd he. Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven (Buff and

WhiteK ! C. Sidyfck. Kvddlesdeu Hall, Keighley (Buff), e, C. Sidgwick

(Partridge)- J.Clark, Thirsk, Yorkshire (Partridge).
' Bii^HiSs.-Cup and he, W. Gamon, Chester (Dark-f6 12*. 6d.). 2, E.

T ppch c Rev. J. Chapman, Elkesley (Dark).

SpaAish.-Cup, H. Beldon, Bingley (£4 17.. 6<i.). 2 and he, E. Comber,

Mvddleton Hall, Warrington (Black).
, j, o w Pi^klM

Hamburghs —Cup, A. Woods, Sefton Golden-spangled). 2, H. Pickles.

ium^Earby, skipton he, J. Fielding, Newchurch (Silver-spangledl; F

D Mort, StafTord (Gnlden-penciUcd) ; A. \yoods (Silver.spangled and

Sil^r-penciUed). c, W. Speakman, Nantwich (Golden.penciUed,
;
H.

''poLlvDsl'icSp. W. Gamon. 2, E. Comber, ^c, H. Pickles, Jan.; W.

•^rANrLl^-Cut^G 'Ma'pirs;1unfwav°l^°r"",Black Red Game). 2 J

CroMau^)-un^WakVfidd%Uck Red Game), he, J. HalsaU, Ince (B aok

Red) R N. Birlow. Wrexham (Black Red Game), c, D. Young, Lcaming-

n/?iMAnrvari?v)'LX'T. Wakefield ,Rouen-£7 II,. 6,f,) 2, A.

Woods (Rot?i-£S 1-2:..). he:E. Leech ; Bowman •i F'^^i; (^.^'J'^Sg';
M. Gamon (Rouen) ; A Well-known Breeder iReuen) ; R. Smallej (^\hlte

Avlesbury and Black East Indian). ,„.,,„ , ,„, d..i

.;?^r6;fr^VfJtaT?ir^lc7£"^'v,ia,°B?aiforrAdml^ll^Hrb7

'i£^-^i^'i^^l^\^^^^V, T. Halsall. 2, G. Ma^es,

iun ^Black Red) he, T C. i E. Neivbitt, Epworth (Black lUd)
;
J. ^os-

Cd iun lEHck Red ; J. Statter (Duckwing.: Bowman & Fearon ;
H.J.

Slson, Holborn H 11, Cumberland (Black Red), c, H. Pickles, ,an.

(Duekwing . _ . ,

Mr. Hewitt, of Birmmgham ; and Mr. Hindson, of Liverpool, were

the Judges.

GLOUCESTER ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY S

SHOW.
This Show, held at the Working Man's Institute, Sonthgate Street,

Gloucester, opened on the •23rd inst.. and will conclude this day. Ihe

Cochm-Otinas, Silvcr-siiangled JI,nnln,r[il,.% and Konen ZH.cAs are

very good, while among the r^/.oiis some of the specimens are ei-

cellent The Caqc Binh are of a very superior class to those com-

monly seen. The following is the prize hat :—

QT-ixTRH 1 and 2. D. Lane.

loiiiNGs.-rE. Cooksey. TuiHey. 2, F. Gainer, h., W

™C^h"-Chika (Any variety).-l,W. Sims, Stroud (Buffs),

""^Z^y^lf^ t^-^^^^t^- Sims (Dark). 2, C. Taylor

(Dark) he J Cooke jmi.. Cams-cross, Stroud (Dark I; R. Blick (Dark).

'game (Anvvarietv):-!, C.Taylor (Black.breasted). 2 and ;.c, J. Smart

' m^vB^Rt^^Sofden, any variety).-!, R. BUok. 2, G. Heath.

glSoBOHS Silver, kny variety) - 1, W. Stephens (Silver-spangled).

2 J Aldridge Silver-spangled), he, J. Sal abauk Silver-spanglcd) ; J.

Clutterbuck (Silver-spangled) e.3. Clutterbuck (S.her-spangled .

Polish (Anv variety).-!, E. Cooksey l(^\ hite-crested). 2, B. Bliek

(Golden). ''<;, B. Blick (Silver) ; W. Conway (SUver).

ANY OTHER Distinct Variety.-!, C. Taylor (Creve-Cceur).

Stephens,

2, 6. Heath,
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Cockerels.—1, C. Taylor (Creve CcBnr). 2, G. E. N. Eawlinson (White
Cochin.)
BiNTiMS (Blaek-brensted and other Reds).—! and 2, J. Mavo. he, 0.

W. Washboume ; G. E. N. Rawlinson ; D. Evans, c, C. W. Washbonme.
Baktams (Duckwings and other Greys).-1, J. Mayo. 2, C. W, Wash-

bourne.
Baktams (Sebrights, any variety).-1 and 2, J. Mayo (Silver).

Bantams (.\ny other variety).— l and 2, J. Mayo (Black and White).

DccKS (Any varietv).-1, 2, and he, W. Stephens (Rouen).
PIGEONS.

Careieks (.\nv colour).—!, 2, *<:, and c, J. Mayo (Black and Dun).

Dragooxs (Any colour).—!. D. Lane (White). 2, F. G. W. Gainey.

TciTBLERS (Short-faced).— 1, E. Stephens. 2, J. Mayo (Almonds).

Tumblers (Auv v.^irietv).—!, E.Williams (Blue Balds). 2, C. W. Wash-
bonme (Black Balds), lie, W. Stephens (White Rollers).

Footers (.Any colour).—!, D. Evans (Red Pied). 2. W. David (Blue).

Barbs (.Any colour).—!, F. J. W. Gainey (Black). 2, D. Evans (Black).

Faxtails (Any colour).—!, E. Stephens, Ebley, Stroud (White). 2, F.

t Clark (White).
Magpies.—2, F. J. W. Gainey (Black and Whitei.

Anv other Disths-ct Variety.—1, C. W. Washbonrnc (Black Jacobins).

2, E. Stephens (Red Jacobins).
CANARIES.

NOROTCH (Clear Yellow).—1, G. E. N. R.awlinson. 2 and c, W. David.

I nhc, R. Stone. !ic. G. E. N. Rawlinson ; J. .Udridge ; R. Stone ; W. David ;

J. Wood ; G. Clapham. Upton St. Leonards.
Norwich (Clear Buff).—1 and 2, G. E. N. Rawlinson. vhc, G. E. N.

Rawlinson ; J. Aldridae ; W. David, he, G. E. N. Rawlinson ; R. Stone.

Yellow (Ticked).- 1, G. E. N. Rawlinson. 2, W. Williams, cftc, G. E. N.
Rawlinson ; J. Sallabank. he, J. Wood.
Buff (Ticked).—1, R.Woodward, uftc, J. Sallabank. lie, J. Wood.
Yellow (Marked or Variegated).—! and vhe, R. Stone. 2, G. E. N.

Rawlinson. he, R. Woodward; J. Sallabank; J. Wood.
Bdef (Marked or Variegated).—!, R. Stone. 2, J. Wood, he, G. E. N.

Rawlinson ; J. Wood.
Norwich.—C(f<ir-rrfs(frf).—!, R. Stone. Clear-cresled BuJ.—l, J. Salla-

bank. (Remarkably good crest.)

Yellow (Variegated Crested).—! and vhe, R. Stone. 2 and he, J. Salla-

bank.
Bdff (Variegated Crested).—1 and 2, R. Stone, rhc, R. Stone ; J. Sal-

labank. 7ic, J. Sallabank. (A superior class )

Belgian ;Any other variety of Yellow, Buff, or Variegated half-bred).

—

!, G. Clapham. 2 and vhe, J. Aldridge.
ClKNAMoN (Jonqne).-1, R. Stone.
Cinnamon (Mealy).—1, K. Stone. 2, J. Wood.
Cinnamon (Any other variety of Yellow or Buff).—1 and 2, R. Stone.
BtTFF OR Mealy Plain.—1, J. Wood.
Marked or Variegated Buff PL.iiN.—!, 2, and y/ic, J. Edwards.
Mule (Jonqne Goldfinch).—!, E. Hopton. 2, J. Cos. vhc, J. Aldridge

;

K. Stone.
Mule (Mealy Goldflnchl.-!, H. Stone. 2, J. Aldridge.
Bullfinch. -1, G. Clapham. 2, J. Cox. vhe, R. Stone, he, R. Wood-

ward.
Goldfinch.—1, R. Stone, ijftc, G. E, N. Rawlinson. ftc,E. Hopton;

J. Cox.
LnniET.-!, E. Hopton. vhe, J. Cox. he, R. Stone.
Skylark.—!, vhc, he, E. Hopton.
Song Thrush.-1, J. Hunt, vhe, G. Smith.
Collection of Canaries in Cage.—! and c, R. Stone. 2, J. Sallabank.

vhc, J. Aldridge; J. Edwards; R. Stone, he, R. Woodward; G. E. N.
Rawlinson ; J. Wood.

Judges.—Poultry and Pigeons: Mr. Yardley, Market Hall, Bir-

mingham. Canaries and British Birds: Mr. George Moore, of

Northampton.

INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE ON PLUMAGE.
I ENCLOSE a feather of a Dun Pigeon—it will be enrions to

mark the effect the climate has had upon the plumage, leaving

a white margin almost around it. I have noticed the same
effect in England, but not to so great an extent. I find fowls

affected towards moulting time, much in the same way, and
the wild Turkey even moulting darker than the old feathers.

Taking all these facts into consideration, judges at shows
should exercise discretion with regard to the points for plumage
at autumnal exhibitions. People not aware of the effect of

climate and light are very apt to be deceived in purchasing birds
affected by this cause.
The bills, also, of Aylesbury Ducks andEmbden Geese suffer

much from exposure to the sun. Birds intended for exhibition
should be sheltered during the very hot sun, and kept dark or
in shade; but no amount of sun will bring black spots, which
are a decided disqualification. These may, even in young
specimens, be detected under the skin, of a reddish colour, and
thus yon are enabled to select those with pure-coloured bills,

and reject the others for exhibition or breeding, making use of
them for the table. But in spite of every inattention, a pure
Aylesbury Duck will never get the orange bill of a Call Duck

;

a fact which should be impressed on inexperienced purchasers,
because no common Duck can compete in any way with an
Aylesbury.—F. C. B..—{Canada Globe.)

MR. PETTIGBEWS COMMUNICATIONS.
Allow me tojoin v ith the " Devonshire Bee-keeper" in ex-

prassingja desire that Mr. Pettigrew will continue his commtmi-

oations, for they have the rare merit of setting one thinking.
And that they do good, is proved by the fact, that since Mr.
Pfttigrew ventilated the question of large hives last year,
Messrs. Neighbour have considerably increased the size of their
popular cottage hive.

I doubt not but a like beneficial result to the pablic will
accrue from his drawing attention to the subject of spurious
honey at this time. If anyone doubts whether supers can be
raised successfully and profitably by means of sugar syrup, let

him try, if he know how, and communicate the results to ' our
Journal " this time next year.— S. B.

QUEEN ENCASEMENTS.
In the early part of 1865, some vei-y able and interesting

papers on " Queen Encasements," from the pen of Mr. Lowe,
appeared in your .Journal. It is there laid down as a rule, that
these encasements continue for a period of from twenty-four
to thirty-six hours, the latter being the longest which had been
experienced by Mr. Lowe. The conclusions at which this
gentleman arrived as regards the cause of encasements are
shortly summed up thus :

—

1st, That queens may be encased or imprisoned by reason of
the entrance of stranger bees into a hive.

2nd, From superannuation and infirmity through age, or from
any natural defect in their procreative powers, such as exhausted
fertility.

3rd, Young queens may be encased or imprisoned when
nnfecundated beyond a certain age, and when in an abnormal
condition.

A case in my apiary having lately occurred which, both as
regards time and cause, cannot be accounted for on Mr. Lowe's
theory, I am induced to forward to you the particulars, believ-

ing that they will prove interesting to apiarians in general.
Tbe facts are as follow :

—

On the Ist of the present month I introduced to a strong
stock of black bee.», which had been deprived of their queen
forty-eight hours previously, an extremely fine, healthy, and
beautifully marked Ligurian queen, procured for me, from her
native Alps, by Mr. Pettitt, of Dover. The method of introduc-
tion was simply that of presenting the queen through the
central orifice in a Pettitt's bar-frame hive to her future
subjects. I may here state that my reason for adopting so
simple, and as some may think dangerous, mode of introducing
a strange queen, was the loss of two Ligurian queens a short
time previously by attempting to introduce them, in accordance
with the usual plan, by imprisonment for twenty-four hours in
a qucen-eage. On opening the cages both queens were found
dead, either from cold, as I imagine, or from being separated
for so long a time from worker bees.

The queen was immediately imprisoned by encasement in
the midst of a number of bees, so closely packed together in a
small circular knot of about the size of a tennis-ball that it

was impossible to get a sight of her, or to come to any other con-

clusion than that of her speedy death from suffocation. I deter-

mined, however, at all risks, to allow the bees to follow their own
instincts, and on examination the following day, November "2nd,

the encasement still continued. 1 now had the curiosity to

separate the bees, which was effected with some difficulty, by
means of a stout goose-quill, and to my surprise found tbe
queen alive and well, although somewhat exhausted by the
close embraces of her new subjects. After a respite of ten
minutes, during which she was placed under a tumbler near
the fire, the morning being very cold, the poor queen recovered
her full powers, and was again introduced to the bees, again
encased, again set free by main force on the day following, and,

to render my story short, the same course was followed daily

until Friday the 5th of November, on which day I had ihe
pleasure of finding her at liberty, and receiving all due homage.
After the first day's imprisonment I had noticed, on daily

extricating this queen, that she was evidently well nurtured and
cared for, and on finally obtaining her liberty was in fine con-

dition, exhibiting evident signs of oviposition.

To what cause can we assign this long imprisonment? For
my own part I am inclined to attribute it to extreme nff^ction.

and delight on receiving a queen after forty-eiglithours"depiiva-

tion. Fear of again losing her, upon whom, aa by wonrffrful

instinct, the bees seem fully aware the future hopes of tlie

colony depend, may also have influenced their actions. How-
ever this may be, there can be no doubt that their inteniions

were not regicidal, for their purpose was easy of accomplishment,
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if such it had been, and there wbb do attempt to nse the sting,

or to seize the legs or wings of the prisoner—a nsnal mode of

attack.

If any of your correspondents, ekilled in apiarian science,

can throw light on these mysterious queon encasements, they
will confer, I donbt not, a favour on many of your readers who
are interested in the natural history of the honey bee.

In conclusion, allow me to ask if it has ever occurred to

modern apiarians that Virgil's beautiful description of the " duo
genera " in Georg. iv., vv. ()7-99, the

—

" Alter erit macnlis atiro flqualentibng aniens,
Nam dno sunt genera, hie melior, insignis et ore,

Et ratihs clarns sqaamis "•

could have applied to the Apis ligastica, the modern Italian

Alp bee T Several parts of his description would seem to favour
this hypothesis. For instance, we have again

—

**.... elnccut alia? et fnlgore comscant
Ardentes atiro, et paribas lita coqiora guttis.

Iliec iiotitir soboles : hinc caili tempore certo

Dnleia mella premes ; nee tantnm doleia, qnantam
£t hqaida "-(

What more true and beautiful description could we desire

of this exquisite variety of the Apis mellifica ?—G. IUtsob,
Tollbridge.

SPURIOUS HONEY.
I EXTRACT the following passage relating to this subject from

a private letter recently received from Ayrshire.—A Devon-
shire Bee-keepek.
Some one has been accusing us of giving cur bees sugar to

fill up their honeycomb with. I have made inquiries among
gome of the greatest bee-masters in this county, and they tell

me that they have found out by actaal trial that instead of im-
posing on their customers they would lose bytit, for they say

that tbey found it took 60 lbs. of sugar to make 20 lbs. of honey :

80 I think Mr. Pettigrew has found a " mare's nest." Honey-
comb of the best quality is so cheap here (about Is. a lb.), that

it would not pay to make up a honey box with sugar. I had
about COO lbs. of surplus honey this last season, and I find

the centtifagal machine is a great invention.—H. B.

• There are two sorts ; the better glows with spots of gold, has a more
beaatifol person, nnd shines with bri^rht scales.
+ The others shine, and glitter with brightness, being spangled with gold

and eqnal spots. Thisis the best sort. From this at eertoin seasons you
shall sqneeee sweet honey, and not only sweet, but pore.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hens Eating their Eggs (Af. y.).—The habit is sapposed to arise

in the first place from the lack of the necessary material for forming the
shell of the egp. It is in this case prevented by supplyinfj their run cr
house with plenty of bricklnycrs' rubbish, such us old ceilings, mortar,
&c. If they have this and still peck their eg;?s, it is from a bad state of
the body. The only cure we know, is to put some very hard composition
eggs in the nest. They peck them till their beaks are sore, and become
tired of it. But prevention is to be preferred, therefore we recommend to
your attention the form of nest described by a correspondent in our
Journal to-day.

CnESTER TouLTRv Show.—Mr. Epgleston, Savile Mills, Halirix. in-
forms us that ho took the first prize for Engli^ih Owls; Mr. Grabam,
second ; and Mr. CroBland was not mentioned. Mr. Walters has sent us
a letter he received iram the railway office relative to the charge of nn
extra si.vpence. The charge was mode by Chaplin & Home for conveying
the birds from the Show tu the station, and the Committee of the Show
bad not undertaken to deliver them free from charge.

Roup (7". Y. P.).—Extreme cases should be treated with Baily'3 pill?.

but incipient c^sea, which are very often only bad colds, may be cured by
Riving camphor pills, two the size of a pea for a dose, and feeding for a
day or two on bread and ale.

WoETLEY's Incubator (/ngmVcr).—You should inquire of Mr. Crook.
Barren Aylesbury Duces (Perplexed One).—1( yon know the Ayles-

bury Ducks are barren, they are not such as should *be shown. We have,
nevertheless, no donbt that more than half the very heavy Aylesburys
are certainly barren, and manv of them known as such. We do not believe
your Ducks are barren ; if you were to tell us you; founded your opinion
on the fact that they did not breed tbis year, we would advise you to try
them nest year with another drake. The drakes are very often barren
from accident. If yon are aure that your birds are barren, do not Bend
them. We are decidedly of opinion that they are not, and, therefore, we
should not hesitate about exhibitiDg them.

Dark Buff Cochin Plumage (A Siib^crilcr).—ThQ under tail of a
Cochin hen is always dark, almost black. In both cock and hcu a bull
tail is preferable.

HouDAN Cock's Spine Injured (C/icmiViMl.—The co::k with infirm
gai*. and now contracted feet is injured in tbe spine ; that causes the con-
traction and partial paralysis. It is generally fatal. The tTealment will
be put the bird in some place where he can htvc the flooring cavered

with hay or strmv, to fe«(t well, and, above all, to administer sUninJaDtB
—ale, camphor, and somcliincH a tabic -npoonful of port wino. This
paralysis mnit not bo conlonnded with tbo weakness to which heavy
birds are aabjecl from over-growth. That, if the birds are well treated, is
cured Iron the day the bird cookos to grow. The slighteAl blow on tbe
back of a fowl will ctcsc par-ilyr^is and often death, t'nmked bieast-
boncs are often hereditary, and HOmctimeR caafted by roosUog. Fast-
grown chickens are weak and often too heavy for tbolr half-formed leg-
bones. Tbis indncas thorn to rest on their knuckles on thu ground by
day ; but at night, when perchiDg. their legs are not strong cuouch to bold
them steadily on tboir porrlies, and they are obliged to allow their breaMs
to rest. If, then, tbe ptirch Inh Bninll. tbo cartilaginous bono of the bx«aat
is susceptible of cbang. , and takes tbe form of a narrow perch. Tbe euro
is to put one Bomo inchea in width.

Fowls is CoNJtNED Space (E. .T).—You can keep oilber Cochiita,
Brabmas, Spanish, Uoudan^, or CKve-Cnpurs. Oor experience is. they
bear confinement better than tbe Hamburgh^. Only the first two of
those wo have named aro sitters. The rencillcd Bamburghs arc called
everlasting layers.

Fkkdd.'o Golden*spangled Ha^iburghs for Exhirittng {Far TTfrt).—Ground oats mixed with milk, occasionally a few peas and some bread
and ale, a little whole barley once per day. If it is not in their hatmts
they require green food, and should bavti dally a large sod of growing
grass cut with plenty of mould.

SouTiiAiiPTON Poultry Snow.—We aro infortncd that the second prifo
for Light Brahma chickens was awarded to those of Mrs. Tomer Turner,
Avon, near Ringwood.

HouDAN CocKERF.r, vnTii CnooKED BnsAST fC. J. S.).—Most certainly
we should not breed from such a bird. Crooked breasts and wry tails wo
know to bo hereditary defect:;.

WmTE Muscovy Ducks (It. O. P.).—The White variety of the Mask or
Muscovy Duck would be profitable to keep if there were any market for
the produce, but tbey are bird.s that arc seldom w.onlcd t>r asked for.
They are scarce. The habits of tlie drake of all colours of tbis breed are
sufficiently objectionable to bani?h bim from all yards and ponds. Tbey*
arc not so prolific layers as other Ducks, and 'wo consider them nn*
profitable.

Pigeons Healthy on not (FaTuritfr).—The bird may be of a very wild
nattire, hence its quick breathing and death-like fright when caaght.
\\'ithont seeing it no one could properly decide whether it is diseased or
only very timid. We advise yon to ask some independent fancier or
judge in your neighbourhood to decide tbe point, but wc iuoUue to think
it healthy.

Feeding Barbs for Exhibition (N. A. D.).—Good old beans are beett

as tbey brighteu the plumage : a little old wheat mixed with them would
do no harm. The beans must be small.

Matching various Piofons '//. T. Kr'Urtf).—The advice we gave yon
recently is applicable to the Black heu Karb being crossed with a Red
cock. The matching a Yellow Fantail with a White would spoil both.
Colours, like breeds, are beat kept distinct.

Pigeon Shot, &c. (A Young Bcfiinnrr).—Sue, in the County Court, tfao

person who shot your Pigeon for the value of bird. A&tw«rp8 would suit
you best for homing from a distance, or Dragoons.

Food fob Grey Parrot [PeUr],—Bread and milk aro the best food.
Cut the bread in slices, and pour over it warm water ; let it soak a short
time, and squeeze it as dry as possible ; then allow it to Hbsorb as macb
fresh boiled milk as it will without being too moi.-^t. Give occasionally
broken biscuit, nuts, and fruit; sometimes, thongh not often, boiled
Indian com when cool. Kever give a bone nr any meat, for it brings on
a disease which impels the bird to pull out its feathers. Hempseed and
other seeds are quite unsuitable for all the larger Parrot tribe, and do
not give them to the Grey Parrot. The cage smelling sour arises from
the pans not being scalded every day. Your bird will talk a little at a
jear old, and improve every year.

Rabbit with Scabbed Head [A Snhncriber, Xantirieh)—"Veiy fre-
qnently the mischief arises from fleas at the top or bark of the head,
where they roost congregate, and oat into the flesh. Tbey will give the
appearance of scurvj*, and the Rabbit's scratching will Jt«-ep this up bome-
times long after the fleas from cold or other causes hn\e taken their
departure. For the destruction of fleas there is not'niig so perfectly
harmless and so thoroughly eflTectivc as KeBtiii,.'s ln'<ct Powder: one
good rubbing with it is sntticicnt to des.roy them at] in a day, and if tbe
hutch be well cleaned out at the samo time there znay be a long in-

' terval of rest. If, however, the owner is sure that these pca!i.«! have come
of their own accord, it i?, nn d^iubt, scurvy, and tbis can only be cured
by giving them less dn" food and mora soft. On some R.ihbits too much
dry food acts as too much suit meat does with our sailors—tbe wsiH of
sufficient vegetable is tbo evil. No barley or peas sbonld be given, and
even o:its should be graduilly discontinued, and bmn take its place, at
least for a time. A mash of thirds, with nngronud linseetl nnd tea-leavAS
in it, made into the consistency of paste, and about as much as could be
hold in the hollow of the hand, is an excellent breakfj^t for ilabbits under
any circumstances, and is greatly used by the London men. The lest
local application is olive oil for two or three days, the part then to be
washed with thick so ft*soapsuds. The scabs will then come ofi^ or will do
so if Ibis course be repeated.—B. Hudson, IIhU."

Phelter for Bees (Learner).—We shoukl prefer the aviary to tbo
greenhouse, making good-sized semicircular apertures in the wirework
opposite the entrance to each hive.

Mci-BERRT Wine (3/or»*).—We advise tou to leave thowineundistarbcd
until it become fine. Tbis can be ascertained by having a peg in the
centre of the head, and drawing a little of the wine out into a glajas once
a-month. When it has become quite clear, rack it nft attain without distnrb-
iug tbe lees. Let it remain for a week or two, and then bottle it. Tbo
battles should be placed on their sides.

Rhubarb Wine (.-iTJiiVii.*)-—We do not think the " slightly pntrid fla-

vour " was caused by washing the CHsk with rain w.iter. Put some lumps
of charcoal into thu cask, and shake it repeatedly at intervals of a day or
two, and when clear again rack off before bottliug.

Douglas's Mixture (TT. /.).—We know nothing about it.
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Eiiuilar purpose anotbor year ; at the same time it is advisable

at all times to have a set of young plants coming on.

One of the best qnulitications a plant can have (or the object

nnder consiJeration is that of lifting well with a good ball of

earth adhering to its roots. Amongst shrubs, Boi and Aucuba
are, perhaps, the best ; while among Conifers, some of the

Cupressns tribe are very indifferent. Most of the Arbor Vitus

transplant well, and so does the Irish Yew, while the Welling-

tonia is not by any means good, neither is it a suitable winter

plant. One of my greatest favourites is Betino?pora ericoidea,

but of this hereafter ; sufliue it to say that a plant which trans-

plants well, and with a good ball of earth to its roots, is, if

other points are favourable, a suitable one for winter. Another

qualification is hardiness. I have never been able to see some
of the merits of so-called winter plants as respects their berry-

bearing or flowering properties ; their flowering is rarely satis-

factory till March, and in most country places the small birds

make short work with the berrie?. In mild winters, however.

Primroses and the like sometimes flower during winter, and

the berries of Cotoneaster, Yew, and some other shrubs may
be allowed to hang, but they are not sufliciently numerous to

show at all at the distance of a few yards, and, consequently,

it is upon foliage that we must depend fur what display there

Renerally is between the 1st of November and the middle of

March, or a peiiod of between four and five months, and often

longer. It is, therefore, with a view to give a cheerful appear-

ance to ordinary flower beds during that inclement season that

the following list of plants of easy culture is recommended.
Hellf.boeus FtETiDCs.—What is this? I have been asked many

a time by plant-growers of eminence, who, struck by its appear-

ance, declared it capable of taking its place amongst collections

of fine-foliaged plants at exhibitions. I must tell them it is

said to be a British plant, although I cannot say I have ever met
vrith it in a position where it could be considered truly wild.

In some moist places, however, it has the appearance of being

the outcast of a garden, although its very name is all but dis-

avowed by the gardeners of the present generatiun ; yet many old

plants have been called into requisition again, and so will this,

I imagine, when its merits become better known. In Hooker's
" British Flora " it is said to be found in pastures and thickets,

especially in a chalky soil, to have leaves pedate and evergreen,

and to flower in April ; it is also described as powerfully

cathartic. Now, without going into the botanical and chemical

description of the plant, I may say it is an evergreen bush from

1 to 2 feet high—quite the latter height when flowering—its

dark green foliage bearing a strong resemblance to that of gome
of the exotic Palms belonging to Chamiprops or Litania, and the

leaves are sufficiently plentiful to hang down to the ground
gracefully on all sides of the plant. From the top of each

stem (if it have more than one), rises a large cluster of pale

greenish-yellow flowers. Many of the plants here are showing

flower now (the middle of November), and the flowers are often

fully expanded by the end of January, and their presence does

not by any meaus diminish the beauty of the plant.

It transplants as well as a Box or an Ancub.'), its roots being

80 numerous, and all extending about the came distance from
the collar. It is a very effective vase plant, its graceful foliage

and uniform growth fitting it well for the purpose, while its

hardiness enables it to bid defiance to the co!d winds and frosts

of winter, which few plants will do in such a situation. In
verj- severe frosts its foliage will hang down, and so does that

of Laurels and most shrubs, but it recovers its position again

when mild weather sets in. The plant is by no means very

choice in respect to the situation in which it has to pass the

summer ; a shady spot nnder trees, where many other plants

refuse to grow, or an indifferent piece of grouud in the full

sun, is equally acceptable. Its propagation is easy, as it seeds

abundantly; but I may here caution the intxperienced not to

be too hasty in censuring the seedsman if the plants do not
come np so soon as expected, for there are few seed.s which lie

longer in the ground than those of this plant ; but if not dis-

turbed they will germinate in time, or even if they be dn^ in

not too deeply, after the patience of the cultivator has been
exUiisted in waiiiog (or them, it is not unlikely that the next
yaar may witness the seedlings coming up in abundance. The
aimo may be eiid of seed sown in pans or bcxes, and kept in

a yiirm p!a:e until all expectation of its germinating is at an
end. When t'la contents are emptied on a vacint place in the
kitc'jen garden, good plants are likely to be discovered there

a.'t;r wards.

When once the plant? have made their appearance above
ground, I do not think they are in much danger fiom any-

thing excepting the hoe and other garden tools ; insocts seem
to be scared away by the fu3tid smell, and the plants will

struggle (or an existence amongst most of the occupants of the
garden. Their growth, however, is not rapid autil the dews of

autumn set in, when the plants grow faster, and a plantation

of a few hundreds of them has a neat appearance. In general,

I plant the small plants in rows about IS inches apart, and half

tbat distance from each other in the row, and they form fine

bushy plants when taken up in the autumn. A few larger plants

for vases and special pnr[.ose8 are placed farther apart, while

seedlings that are too small to be of service the first year, may
be kept clo;>er together till spiing. It is very accommodating,
and a plant or two in an out-of-the-way place will supply all

the seed that is wanted. To those who have never yet grown
this Hellebore, I would recommend it with every confidence

that, when once they have a supply of it, they will not ex-

change it for anything else.

AnABis ALBiD.^ v.lr!IKo.^TA.—Amongst low-growing ligbt-co-

loured-foliaged plants, I confess this has been my fivonrite for

many years
;
posFil)!y this may arise from the soil and other cir-

cumstances suiting it. Its relative, A. Incidavariegata, has been
just the reverse, and I have never been able to do anything
with it ; the former, thtrtfcre. does much of the duty of edging.

For this purpose rooted plants are not by any means neces-

sary in autumn, but the long side shoots pulled off overgrown
plants are merely laid in like so much Box or Thrift edging,

and in the spiing every piece is fuund rooted; but stocky

plants from 6 to 12 inches in diameter are sometimes need,

and as these can be taken np -siih balls cf earth, they trans-

plant without any loss, and there is something so effective in

the soft cle!ir cream coloured hue of this plant, th^t I have not

yet met with anything that equals it for general effect when
seen at the distance of a few yards. Even nearer it loses none
cf its beauty, and is altogether indispensable as a winter bed-

ding plant. As a permanent plant it is likewise useful, and I

have employed it as such for upwards of fifteen years, but I

find that, like many other plants, it does not succeed well if

grown continuously in the same place ; ui other respects it i

very accommodating, and is, I considff, a first-rate winter

bedding plant.—J. Bobson.
(To be continned.)

AMONG THE ROSES.
Since " our Journal " aroused rosarians week after week, the

lovers of " our queen of beauty " have been gratified with
jottings which have not only added considerably to onr Rose
lore, but have also attracted the attention of many who had
not previou-iy taken a lively interest in our favourite flower.

I can testify—and it gives me great pleasure to be able to do
so—that in this part of Warwickshire, bleak as to climate and
sterile as to soil though it be, the cultivation of the Rose is

making rapid strides amongst the latter class of florists.

Daring the autumn Xavier Olibo has proved itself to be first-

class. Its colour has been rich in the extreme ; it has bloomed
continually, and never failed to produce a full flower; in the

latter respect the autumn blooms have surpassed the summer
ones. Its free form also renders it a great favourite of mine,

and I know of no sweeter pleasure than to view in the early

morn a dew-bespangled bloom of Xavier Olibo glistening in the

rays of the rising sun.

The more I see of the Dec de Wellington the higher its

splendid qualities raise my admiration. Its form is good, its

colour gorgeous, and in the duration of its bloom it is cer-

tainly unequalled : pity its growth is not vigorous. Duchesee
de Medina Cceli now and then brings forth a flower of dazzling

hue. For this quality alone it is well worth growing, although
the bloom is only small, and far from being full, Horace
Vernet is a Rose, which for the brilliancy of its colouring and
the chaimiog perfectim of its foim, may be placed first in the

ranks of the velvety class. It will soon be as well known as

Charles Lefebvrc. Souvenir de Comte Cavour is another of

the dark crimsons which has done well this autumn. I shall

pav more attention to it, and propagate it more than I have
hitherto done.

The above, with the well-known Due da Cazes, make half a

dozen of the dark velvety class which are worth all the pains

we can give to their successful culture. Pierre Netting, although

a perfecU.-haped flower, and as dark as any of those I have
meulinned, lacks the beautiful bloom which they possess, and
in consequence has a dull appearance, otherwise it would be
my bi;aii ideal of a dark R^ao.
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Alfred Colomb is always bright and full ; Bummer and
antamn alike it never fails to show itself a tirst-elass Rjse.

What a triumvirate it, Charles Lefebvre, aud Marie Baumann
make ! and who will dare to say which is the foremost ? I think

the Comtesse de Jaaconrt must no longer be catalogued as a

first-class Rose. It is just worth a place in every rosery, and
|

that is all that can be Eaid in its favour. Madame Furtado,

during the intense heat of 1968, bloomed incessantly with me,

and those who have seen a good specimen of this Rose know
what a ravishing beauty it is. During the past season the

blooms have been miserably bad. Such are the eiteota of

different seasons !

Ophirie, a Noisette, is a singular Rose, of a peculiarly b;igh.t

salmon tint. It is hardy, and although not full, makes a pretty

buttonhole flower.

I had grown Semiramis for two years without knoM^ing its

beauty until this season. When planted in strongly-manured

ground it is really a free bloomer, and very full ; its colour is

pure pink. As a matter of course it is far surpassed by Mar-
guerite de St. Amand, and especially by Monsieur Neman, in

my humble opinion the best pink Rose in existeuce. Chevalier

Nigra and Centifolia rosea surprised me this autumn with fine

blooms ; the latter is only wanting in fullness to make a good
Rose. Lord Ruglan and Madame Moreau have done no good.

Mildew settled upon them early in the season, aud stuck to

them until the last. I find that others have had a like

experience.

Climbing Devoniensis has disappointed many by reason of its

rampant growth unaccompanied with flowers. I notice (hat a

contributor to one of your contemporaries states that even

when the leading shoot is stopped the growth of flowering

laterals is not thereby induced. If this be its general character

it is much to be regretted, for a lovelier haidy Rose does not

exist. Not only is its shape a fine deep one, and its colour

pure and lovely, but its perfume is exquisite. In stating this

much I speak from experience, for during the past tix weeks
a single shoot of this noble Rose has afforded me a flower for

my buttonhole at least twice a-week, and there are still nine
buds to expand. It is budded on a rampant climber, called in

Yorkshire "Wood Superb," and has this season thrown up a

single shoot without a lateral, 8 or 9 feet high, and crowned
with buds. I did not cat away the other wood of the stock,

but let all grow : the result is that the Devoniensis shoot is

only one of a dozen equaliy thick but not so long as it is. I

shall try other Tea Roses on this stock.

A week ago I bought about fifty Roses, among them was
Marie Banmann, the most highly prized of the lot. Although
I had not previously possessed it, I knew it well—literally by
heart, and therefore planted it with extreme care, looking for-

ward through many dreary months to the time when she wonld
" Greet uic with a smile at mom ;"

but, alas ! while I slumbered some dainty rascal robbed me of

my treasure, and the morning after it was planted I looked in

vain for my pet lamb. I cannot even supply its plaee, so great

has been the demand for this gem.
My standards ceased to bloom upwards of a month ago, but

the Manetti-stooked Roses are blooming still. Altogether my
experience of the season passing away has added strength to my
previous conviction, that the Manetti Rose stock is alone worth
cultivating in this part of the country. This opinion I have
freely expressed to those who have consulted me on the subject

of stocks, and as a result, my neighbours have bought standards
merely when required for ornamental purposes.—C. W. M.,
Wijlde Green.

HOW WE GOT OVER OUR PEACH FAILURE.
As with many other?, our Peach crop was almost a total

failure. How we were to tide over September, and especially
" t' Leger week," was a problem disagreeable to contemplate.

Grapes, &c., we could furnish in quantity, but the absence of

Peaches and Nectarines would be too conspicuous.
Our first and second early crops were plentiful and ex-

cellent, and we were congratulating ourselves on this, and
thinking it would to some extent compensate for the scarcity in

antumn, when just as the first house was about finished, and
the second and best house about coming in, it was intimated to

us, that in consequence of the movements of the heads of the
establishment, the fruit would not be required for home con-
sumption. This was mortifying; selling was unsatisfactory;

but how could we keep them from the middle of July till the
end cf September ? Could we put them in ice ? No sooner

said than done. The same circumstances which had neces-

sitated this step had also set our London tin packing boxes at

liberty, and they were put in requisition directly. A sheet of

cotton was laid in the bottom of each box, and the Peaches and
Nectarines were pulled as they ripened, and laid in the boxes

without packing, but as closely together as they would go
without touching each other. The boxes were then shut down
closely, and conveyed to ths ice house, where a level trench

about 2 feet deep had been prepared for them, on the top of the

ice, in which they were set, also several boxes of Pines that

had already been standing ripe for three weeks in a cool house.

Farther than an occasional look to see if all was right, the

fruit was left undisturbed till the end of August, when the first

demand was made upon it. The Peaches were then as sound
as when pulled off the tree, and the flavour as perfect ; Pines

also were quite sound. The last of the Peaches and Nec-

tarines were used about the '20ch of 'September. The Peaches

wire a little tender in the skin, but otherwise excellent; the

Nectarines (Victoria) were perfectly fresh, and to all appear-

ance would have kept till Christmas. I may mention that to-

wards ihe middle of September I exhibited some of the same
Peaches and Nectarines, and obtained first prizes for them
against antumn-grown fruit. Hitherto we have kept our Lady
Downe's aud other Grapes on the Vines, but if needful wonld

resort to the same plan with them, only we would hang them
in boxes set on edge.

Now, this is one advantage of an ice house which I do not

suppose your readers to be ignorant of, nor do I claim origi-

nality in' the plan, but only state my experience in the matter,

as a reminder to those who may be similarly circumstanced.

—

J. S. W.

DAHLIAS FOR A SMALL GARDEN.
I HAVE read Mr. Witherspoon's letter in No. 450 on the ad-

vantsges of small gardens, and I may say that I am always

thankful for any information respecting the culture of flowers

and vegetables, a mixture of which it is pleasant to cultivate.

He asks for somo information about the Dahlia. I have grown
Dahlias and exhibited them as an amateur at many of the

principal shows iu the north with varied success forthe last

ten years, growing about eighty plants yearly, consisting of

from thirty-six to forty-four varieties. I think that no amateur

can grow more to do justice to them unassisted, which all

amateurs should be. To have any chance of showing twelve

dissimilar blooms fit for exhibi lion, I imagine he shouldnot

have less than sixty plants. I should divide them into thirty-

six varieties, growing three plants of each of the best sir.

varieties, two plants of each of the twelve next best, and
eighteen single plants of different kinds, altogether sixty plants.

I do not think that an amateur can have any chance of success

with less than this number, as nurserymen's assistants show
flowers only a shade inferior to their masters, and flower-show

commiUees take little notice of them, for I know some com-

mittees which have had information about nurserymen's

assistants exhibiting Apples, Pears, Plums, Roses, Hollyhocks,,

and Dahlias, although growing nothing in their gardens but

about three dozen Dahlias and a few Potatoes. These men
always take the head prizes at the shows, and genuine ama-
teurs, who grow for pleasure, have to be content with prizes

lower down the list, or nothing at all—a state of things that

will soon work its own cure.

I shall now give a list of the best thirty-six varieties of

Dahlias that I have grown, all old ones, as I seldom purchase

the new sorts till the second year of their being in commerce,

consequently I cannot speak for them till I have grown them ;

although there are six varieties which came out this year that

I intend to procure—viz.. Emperor, Memorial, Annie Neville,

King of Primroses, Golden Fleece, and another sent out by Mr.

Turner, of which 1 forget the name—all good sorts, from what

I have seen of them when exhibited by nurserymen this year.

My list of old sorts is as follows :

—

Vice-President Lady J. Ellis John Kirby

Lord Derby Bob Eidiey Flambeau
Miss Henshaw Yellow Perfection Andrew Dodds
Criterion Mrs. Dorling Rosy Qticcn

Harriet TettereU Delicata Alexandra
Leah Favourite Lord PalmerEfon

Imperial BnUion Lady Gladys Herbert

Chairman Princess of Wales Earl of SLaltesbury

Autocrat Miss Roberts Lady of the Lake
Vidctto Mrs. Thornhill British Triumph
Adonis Hugh Miller Valentine

Purple Gem Lady Derby Mrs. Boston

Mrs. Boston is one of the best, if it can be had as good as
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I have seen it shown by some amateurs from near Bedale, bot

I have grown two plants each year for the last two years, yet

have not had a flower fit to exhibit. There are many more
good sorts which I have grown, but tbey are so inconstant as

to he of no nso to an amateur, sometimes producing nut one

good flower in a season.

My method of cultivation is to obtain strong plants by the

last week in May, and then plant them out ; watering them
overhead twice aweek, or oftener, if the weather be very dry,

and thinning the lateral shoots out as soon as they are an inch

long, taking two shoots out of every three in the case of medium-
sized flowers, and with large flowers less, supplying the plants

when making their flower buds with a drenching of liquid

manure once aweek, besides washing them overhead with

clean water every night to keep thrips off the flowers. By
following out this plan, an amateur can cut twelve or more
dissimilar varieties any timo from the middle of August to the

end of the season—that .is, if the land be well manured and
'wenched to begin with.

—

Jcu.n Hildketu.

APPLICATION OF MANURES.
KoiniNG is easier for any person fond of reading than to gst

up an orthodo^i: opinion on any well-diacussed subject. It is

only when wo thiuk for ourselves and advance independent

ideas we get into trouble. L nfortuualcly it is not every one

who can bow to authority on purely ecientifio suljects, and
though chairmen can do no wvonp, and eiitors are supposed to

know everything, I am more than ever convinced that nufer-

mented manure loses nothing by sun aud wind. For have I

not been answered by our Editors? Has not every argument
that could have been advanced been recorded against me by
the highest authority :' If these have not carried convii;tion,

what more can be expected '.'

With the excellent directions forpreparing fermented minure
we have now no coucsru, hecaute that is not now the question,

nor whether my opinions accord with those of Professor John-
ston and of Davy, with whose works I am well acquainted, but

whether unfermented manure loses anything besides water by
exposure to sun aud wind. The Editors say fresh pigeons'

manure, fowls' manure, and sheep's manure are stronger than
old, wh;ch is just begging the question ; that fresh guanos are

richer in ammoniacal salts than those long exposed to the sun,

which i'; again bej,'giug the question, or, at any rate, taking the

eauee of loss for granted. .Johnston says, " Pigeons' manure when
exposed to moisture undergoes fermentation, and loses a portion

of ammoniacal salts;" " iu warm climates pigeons' manure
dries rapidly, and may be kept for a considerable time without
losing its fertilising virtue " (?ee page 801 of his " Lectures on
Chemistry "). " Daring the putrefaction of urine the greatest

port of the soluble animal matter that it contains is destroyed
;

it should consequently be used as fresh a3 possible" (Davy
and Shiers, page '231).

These extracts do not look as it the authorities quoted could

be well cited against me ; but if your readers will turn to the
seventeenth volume of the Rryal Agricultural Society's "Jour-
nal" they will find a long and interesting essay on farmyard
manure by Dr. Augustus Voelcker, from which I will make a

law extracts, though I would advise everyone to read il; for

themselves. " Perfectly fresh manure contains but a small

proportion of free ammonia." " The nitrogen in fresh dr.ng

exists principally in the state of insoluble nitrogenised matters."
" The most ell'ectual moans of preventing loss in fertilising

matters is to cart the manure directly on the field." " On all

soils with a moderate proportion of clay no fear need to be
entertained of valuable fertilising matters becoming wasted if

the manure cannot be ploughed iu at once." " Fresh, <iml ri'en

ii'ell-rntted nianurf contains very little free ammonia, and since

active fermentation, and wiih it the further evolution of free

ammonia, is stopped by spreading out the manure on the field,

valuable volatile manuring matters cannot escape into the air

by adopting this plan." "It may indeed be questioned whether
it is more advisable to plough in the manure at once, or to

let it lie for some lime on the surface, and to give the rain full

opportnnily to wash it into the soil." "In the case of clay

soils, I hive no hesitation to say the manure may bo spread
even six month-i before it is ploughed in, without losiug any
appreciable quantity of manuring matters. " " Daring the
fermentation of dung ulmic, humio, and other organic acids are

formed, as well as gypsum, which lis the ammonia generated

iu the decomposition of the nitrogenised constituents of dung." I

I seut the three numbers containing this controversy to a

gentleman well known as a first-rate analytical chemist, &nd
asked him to forward his opinion on certain questions, which I

wish yon to publish, though, as I have not his leave to give his

name yon will please not insert it. I received Dr. Voelcker's

essay, from which I have made these extracts, since writing

the first part of this paper, and certainly was pleased to find I

was so borne out by such an authority.

Mr. Bivers, in a letter received some time since, says he not

only agrees with me, but practise; the same plan of manuring.
I may now be permitted to eay, that when old guano is less

valuable than fresh, it is due to rains having fallen upon it, or

damp having caused fermentation, and the same with the dung
of the sheep or pigeon ; and that I was quite surprised to see

the loss of carbonic acid mentioned—first, because it is impos-
sible to occur in the absence of fermentation, and, secondly, it

would be little loss if it did. I hope at least that your nume-
rous readers, whichever side of the question they take, will

give me credit for not advancing opinions without some con-

sideration, and that the Editors will excuse my differing from
them in the matter.— J. U. Peai-.son, Chiluell.

'

The letter Mr. Pearson enclosed is as follows :—" In answer
to your ioquiiies I beg to give you as my opinion

—

' Ist, That no carbonic acid would be lost by spreading fresh

manure upon the land. The loss of carbonic acid occurs in

the manure heap several fcot in thickness where active fer-

mentation is going on.
" 2ud, Ammonia is only present in unfermented dung in

very, very small quantity.

"3rd, Uiio acid in manure would not be dissipated unless

the manure were in an active state of decomposition. Spread
thinly over the soil, no loss would be sustained.

"lib, Uric acid will be turned into ammonia only by tlie

process of fermentation.

"5th, Heavy showers and fermentation have more to do
with the depreciation of guano than sun and wind. In moist
climates the ammonia is all washed out, and nothing but the
phosphate left.

" 'There is an old adage

—

'" Be it wot or be it dry,
Spread year muck aud let it lie'

After which, in my opinion, it is best to be ploughed in as

soon as convenient."

[We remain of the opinion we expressed, and consider that

exposing spread stable manure for a lengthened period to the

sun and wind deprives it of some of its fertilising constituents,

and that by such exposure it canuot gain anything. The other

examples we quoted of animal dungs, we consider illustrations

of the consequences of exposing such excie'ions for a long time
until they have become as dry as sun and wind can make them.
We will pass over what Prof. Johnston states about the waste

from allowing long dung to remain on the surface of the soil,

and what Davy says about keeping dungs from exposure to the

air; and we will proceed at once to the quotations from Prof.

Voeloker's well-known cimmunication to the lloyal Agricultural

Society. He says, " Perfectly fresh manure contains but a

small proportion of free ammonia." What becomes cf that

proportion when the manure is exposed until it is dry as sun
and air can make it? Why, it is dissipated and lost, which
would not have been the case it the manure had been ploughed

or dug in. When Profetsor Voelcker speaks of no fear of waste

it the soil contains clay, he only refers to what is washed into

the soil ly the rains. So, when the Professor observes that

active fermentation and the evolution ol free ammonia are

stopped by speaiiing out the manure, he does not proceed to

say that it loses nothing but water, as Mr. Pearson implied, il

it be left exposed on the surface. We quite agree as to checking

fermentation, but we add, spread and plough or dig in at once,

it only to save the "small" amount of free ammonia. Pro-

fessor Voelcker says no more than that it is to be " questioned

whether it is more advisable to plough in the manure at once,

or to let it lie for some time on the surface, aud to give the

rain full opportunity to wash it iuto the soil ;" but with all

the well-deserved deference we feel for the Professor, wc cannot

perceive why all lisk of loss should not be avoided by burying

the manure at once in the soil, instead of waiting for it to be
washed in by the rain. The Professor adds, " that exposure

for six months on the surface would not cause the loss of any
appreciable quantity of manuring matteis," but he confines

this fo "clay soils," and therefore refers to the soluble matters

washed in by the rains. The "small" proportion of free
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ammonia must have been lost. We pass by Mr. Pearson's
observation that fresh gaano is richer in ammonia than old

Rnano, because the latter has been move exposed to the rains,

although Ihat is not correct, the gua.no latitudes being cha-

racterised by a singular absence of rain, but the ammonia would
be diminished, as he rightly observes, by fermeatation. He
is not correc'. in saying that carbonic acid would be little loss,

because experiment shows it is beueficiiil »ben apfiUed to the

roots of jilants, and he is equally incorrect in stating it is

impossible to occur in the absence of fermentation—an old

stick in the process of decaying emits carbonic acid, and decay
commences in a straw as soon as it is dead and damp.
The letter from the clever chemist which Mr. Pearson appends,

needs little comment. The two iirst paragraphs in it are re-

plied to in what we have already suiJ. We never stated, nor
thought, that the uric acid of urine would be dissipated by its

exposure to the sun and air, but urine rapidly decomposes,
and what becomes even in the freshest stable litter of the free

ammonia so rapidly developed from the urine of the horee
that it has to be fixed by gypsum or other agent in order to

render a stable's atmosphere healthy ? With the last sentence
in the letter, " In my opinion it ^muck] is best to be ploughed
in as soon as convenient," we fully concur, adding only, we
wonld not put it on until it is convenient to plough it in.

How much stable manure loses 'oy long exposure to the sun
and air will never be known decidedly until a fresh specimen
be analysed, and a similar specimen be analysed after a long
exposure to the sun and wind. We should like this to be done,
and whichever opinion the result sustains we are quite sure
Mr. Pearson would rejoice as much as we should ; for the
object we all have in view is the establishment of truth.

—

Eds]

KEEPING THE POLLEN OF AUCUBA
JAPONICA.

In answer to "M.," in the .lournal of the 25th nit., I re-

member that at a meeting of the Linneau Society nearly two
years ago, it was stated that in order to fertilise the female
flowers of Aucuba jipouica, cultivators are compelled, from the
fact of the male pUnt flovvering earlier, to preserve the pollen
in paper, and that pollen so kept, even for twelve or eighteen
months, is as eiiicacioQS as that recently obtained.—B. Dayoon
Jaokso:;.

CHEAP PLANT HOUSE.
I HAVE just finished erecting a small greeDhouse, and as the

construction involves tso or three novelties perhaps you may
be able to find a corner for this letter, in order to encourage
those amateurs who, like myself, have limited means and large

desires with respect to horticulture, and who are not afraid of

a little hard work in Flora's service. I may preface ray account
by saying all the work has been done by myself, with the
single exception of grooving the rafters—bricklaying, carpentry,
glazing, and everything, and I am by vocation none of these
trades, and prior to building my house never before laid a
hundred bricks in mortar in my life. I have acted on the
principle cf a fixed roof and sides, and ventilation by means of

the four openings in front and the two openings at the back of

the roof. The frame of the house serves also the purpose of

Bash-bars for the glass, so that the wood is economised
; and

instead of rabbets, and putty, and all that paraphernalia, the
rafters are simply grooved about one- eighth of an inch wide and
a rjuarter of an inch deep, and the glass slid into the grooves

—

not lapped, but simply placed edge to edge, or one sheet butted
up against another, as recommended by Mr. C^nnell, of Wool-
wich. As there is naturally a little space left in the groove
after the glass is in, I have packed or caulked this from the
inside of the house with single strands, in most instances, of

tarred string and ratline, and placed caps of wood the whole
length of the rafters on the outside. The rafters are dovetailed
into the front plate.

Now, as to the roof being watertight, I fancy I hear some of
your readers questioning the fact, but I can assure tliem it is

perfectly impervious to any ordinary rain. I do not know what
it will be in tornadoes and hurricanes, but my experience up
to the present time certainly is that it is perfectly successful.
There is more light in the house, it is free from the dirt and
grit which always accumulate under laps, and, what is of equal
if not greater importance, a broken square can be taken out
and replaced in half the time a glazier would take—indeed
withoQt calling in the aid of any glazier at all, provided some

sheets of the right size are at hand. All that is necessary U
to take out the strand of ratline from underneath, and draw the
peg or screw in the front plate which prevents the glass sliding
down, and the lower panes can then be pushed np in the place
of the broken one and a new sheet put in at the bottom, the
ratline replaced, and the work is done.

I come now to one of the principal recommendations— its
portability. In my position I may have to remove at a short
notice, and in that case all ihat is nccessaiy to be done would
be to take out the squares and pack them in the case in which
I received them, and the framewoik of the house will take to
pieces like a bedstead. Of course the front brickwoik wonld
have to be sacrificed, but then old or new bricks are not dillicult
to obtain anywhere.

I heat the house by means of a flue. The stokehole is to the
right of the door; it takes up but little room, and is ready of
access. Instead of the ordinary furnace door and frame 1 have
a plate of iron that slides backwards and forwards. I may say
the flue draws admirably, and I have little difficulty in creating
any amount of heat. The whole cost of the house, ieckor.ing
materials only, the work being done by myself, is under £i
(about £3 10s.), and the dimensions are—outside measurement,
1.3 feet long, 7 feet 2 inches wide, 7 feet high at back, and
5 det high in front. I used about ihreo hundred old bricks
for the wall, pointed them down, and washed them over with
red ochre on the outside, and they look almost as good as new.
The size of the glass was 18 inches by 12. I have made pro-
vision for the frame containing the glass in the dour to swing,
if necessary, so as to increase ventilation. I need hardly say
this has made an ornamental and substantial house, and weil
repays the labour and trouble expended on its erection. I
would strongly, as an amateur, advise those who, like myself,
are enthusiastic lovers of flowers, to procure a house like this,

and larger, of course, if their means will permit. It meets the
objection often urged, that in case of removal the house wonld
be seriously damaged, if not destroyed ; it provides for the
ready repair of a broken square ; it gives the maximum amount
of light—a great desideratum ; and if a person only possesses
a moderate amount of mechanical knowledge I fear no failure,

!
provided he do not let a few difficulties dishearten him.

j
I am anxious to have a few climbers, would you kindly re-

commend me about three with showy flowers and foliage ?

—

A YoKKSniKE AlIiTEDR.

[We can easily believe all yon say about the little the glass
house has cost you, but then it is not everyone who can tura
his hand to carpentering, and bricklaying on his own account.
On the principle of the division of labour, it is anything but
always the cheapest way of doing things, if the time and labour
have to be counted. We know of some cases where mechanics
and small tradesmen have had their little places put up, and
they found it better to employ a mechanic to work in his over-
time, whilst they too worked at their own trade, and thus made
the money to pay their neighbours. In many cases that could
not be done, and your example then would be worth following.
The capping of your sash-bar rafters will be a security against
wet, otherwise caps might have been dispensed with, as they
will shade considerably. There will be no danger of wet find-
ing its way in between the squares, if at all well out, but if the
squares are at all tight in the grooves there will be datger
from expansion. The mode of replacing a broken square is a
very good one, as the removing and recaulking will take leeg

time than moving and fixing a square in the usual way. Wa
have objected to grooving when putty was used, as it was so
difficult to get it and the bits of glass out. Your plan disposes
of such objections. Your air will be quite suflicient, except in
very hot days, and then you can open the swing in the door, or
the door iteelf. The portability of your house would have
been better secured, if your front had been of wood, and in so
many moveable pieces. We are glad you have used a flue, rb
such a house unheated loses more than half its value.
For climbers we would recommend Mandevilla suaveolens,

Tacsonia moUiesim?!, and Passiflora racemosa canulea.]

BOILERS.
I NOTicK in your columns many allusions to the co.st of heat-

ing by hot water, when employed in small structures; bnt I
believe that this results from a peculiar fact—that very few
people, comparatively, are acquainted with the npiight boiler*
sometimes in use, and where in use, I fancy, deservedly
esteemed. I had a small one by Stevenson, with an orna-
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meDtal outer casing of copper, so that it waa fitted to Btand in

an entrance hall, if needed. It was pnrchased about fonrteen

years ago, and used to heat my first greenhouse, a wooden
Bhed, with a glazed front aud top, about 10 feet by 8 feet, and
about '.I feet high at back. Its operations were then extended
to a good lean-to greenhouse, with a small forcing or hothouse
at one end, the whole about 20 feet long, by about 10 feet wide,

and it is still doing its work satisfactorily. In a small green-

house, if the flow pipe were to be conducted through a tank
containing a considerable body of water, a brisk fire for the
space of about one hour and a half to two hours, would raise

Bufficient heat to keep out all frost ; and although the little

boiler above spoken of does require coke, it does not contain an
inordinate qunntily, and if thefire be made up at 11 p.m. it might
be found still warm at G.i.M., or even later. It is some years since

I worked it, so that I cannot speak positively on minutiw, but I

have three similar boilers on a larger scale now at work, and
vrould be happy to show them to anyone who might wish to see
them, 86 they are most satisfactory.

In all these boilers some heat is wasted in the iron funnel
liipe, but then this can be well obviated by leading it info a

brick flue, to pass through the house, or to be made use of in

iieating some other structure. I have done this very success-
fully with one of mine, and in a larger place it might be made
most useful. I am couvinced that little boilers combined with
a tank arrangement, as a store of heat, and with the patent-
jointed pipes, such as Trnes's or Kiddells, although more costly

at first, are cheaper in the end, when yon look at the ease and
comfort obtained, and they have the merit of belonging to the
tenant, whi:h sometimes is a benefit.— C. M. Major, CroijdoH.

GROWING CELERY IN BEDS.
My attention was drawn to " J. T.'s " observations in page

378, upon growing Celery in beds. I must say I find it a most
profitable way of growing it for family use. Were I growing
it for exhibition, of course I would prefer the single row

;

but as I am placed in circumstances much like "J. T.,"

having but a small space to grow a great quantity, I find the bed
system most advantageous. For instance, when I am going to

make a trench fi feet wide, I leave 2 feet at each side to hold

the soil taken from the trench, making 10 feet ; in this are

planted five rows of Celery. Again, when about to plant five

single rows, I in general leave from 5 to 6 feet for each row,

say five—that is, the five single rows occupy 25 feet. The bed
growing the same number of rows occupies 15 feet less, and
as we cottage gardeners are looking out for the best way of

obtaining a large quantity of produce from a small space, I

know of no better than this. I have grown Celery in beds for

the last three years, and have had no reason to complain of the

bed system. The soil in this garden is light and dry, but I

have seen Celery grown with success in beds on heavy soil,

though it was well drained.

I will now give a few hints as to how I grow my Celery in
beds. I make a trench G feet wide, taking out the soil to the

[

depth of 18 inches, dig over the bottom, put in manure, and
|

dig again, mixing the manure well through the soil. I then
j

plant five rows of Celery, and should dry weather set in I give, I

in the evenings, large supplies of liquid manure or ordinary
j

water. I defer earthing up until the plants are almost full- I

grown; nor do I tie ray plants prior to eartbing-up, as I ^

think water ia more liable to lodge bet^veen the leafstalks when
j

these are tied, often causing decay, and if they are tied tightly I

they are sure to decoy if the crop is not used at once. The '

heart is not able to push itself np through the tying in order to '

continue growing, and the cot56equtuce is it must die. When I
'

am about to earth-up I take two boards, G feet in length and
10 or 12 inches in breadlb, place them en edge between the
rows of Celery, and eartb-in loo?ely between the boards, lift

and place them between the next portion, and so on. I like the
soil amongst the plants to be as loose as possible, as the rain
passes more speedily to the roots, and the soil dries sooner
than when it is otherwise. I leave a little of the hearts abovo
the surface, and by this menus I have always done veiy well
with my beds.

—

Ignor\.xce, Adamstou-n.

plant of it here for two years ; it was planted out in a bed in
the flower garden in the summer of last year, and grew to a
height of 7 feet, showing no sign cf flower buds. It was lifted,

potted, and placed in a late vinery during the winter. The
Vines were started in February, and in March of the present
year it produced thirty-six flowers. After flowering it was
removed to an orchard bouse, where it has been ever sinoe,

and at the present time shows no sign of flowering.—B. Bobiks,
Bncliin Castle danlctis, Brccliin, .V.C

[Last week a communication stated that the same mode of
flowering this Dahlia had succeeded at Waltham Cross. Flowers
of Dahlia impcrialis were exhibited at one of the Boyal Horti-
cultural Society's meetings in December, ldG8.—Ens.J

FLOWERING DAHLIA IMPERIALIS IN POTS.
Having seen it stated in your Journal that Dahlia impcrialis

was in flower at Chiswick, is it. may I ask, the first time it
has been noticed to flower in England? There has been s

FORCING PLANTS.—No. 4.

CRAT.SGCS (Hawthorn).—The CrataDguses are but seldom
forced. Nothing, however, is finer, and they force well and
easily. The best sorts are the common C. O.xyacantha, C. Oiy-
acantha multiplex, double white ; C. Oxyaeantha pnnicea, scar-

let ; C. Oxyaeantha flore-pleno, double red ; and C. Oxyaeantha
rosea, pink. They are best grown as standards or pyramids, and
none but worked plants ought to be employed. They should
be kept in the open ground and specially prepared for the
purpose. Standards can be most readily obtained with clean
straight stems, and they ought to be shifted every autumn,
80 that they can be hud with the roots close to the stem,
and not left to grow three or four years without being moved,
as in this case the roots are not fibrous except at a dis-

tance from the Eteio, and in taking up we run the risk of

the plants growing but little, if at all, in the succeeding year.

The plants require no care beyond annual transplanting, and
the shortening of irregular growths, until they have formed
compact, good-sized heads. I pot them in autumn when the

leaves are falling, using pots no larger than sufficient to hold
the roots well, but confining rather thau overpotting them.
Light turfy loam, enriched with one-fourth of leaf soil or old

rotten manure, is a suitable compost. Plunge the pots in coal

ashes in an open situation, and keep tho soil well watered.
The potting will act as a check to growth. The plants make
short stiff wood, aud spurs form pieutifuUy ; but if they grow
or make shoots more than C inches long, I stop them to that
length, and in August take the pots out of the ashes and set

them on ashes in front of a south wall or other shelter, keep-
ing them well watered until the close of September, and then
reduce the watering. The leaves will fall early, and the pots

maybe plunged to the rim in a sheltered situation, and be
taken into the forcing house at intervals of a fortnight or three
weeks from December to April.

Pyramids are easily formed ; I head-down the plants to 1 foot,

and pinch the side shoots at G inches, but train the best situ-

ated erect as a leader. It is shortened to 15 inches in

autumn, and the plant lifted, and this is continued until I

have plants large enough, when it is potted, and grown a year
in pots as described for the standards. They may be had of

any size from a tiny tree a yard or less high, np to that of a
giant, and if the close-stopping system be practised, they need
not be of greater diameter than twice that of the pot.

The Thorns force as easily aa Lilacs, are fully as swee*, and far

more handsome. I think it would be easy to have May blossom
at Christmas. The plants, after forcing, should be continued
under glass, be hardenedcfl, and then placed outside. Some
may be forced again the second year, but they are all the better

of a year's rest, pinching off the blossoms as they appear, so

as not to weaken the plants needlessly. The older they are

the better they flower. Top-dress in autumn with rich loam
and old cow dung, removing the old soil to some extent from
nrouc 1 the sides of the pot. The results will be seen in the

bloom, and there is no fear of the fruit falling.

The New Scarlet Thorn is a splendid variety. It will bloom
iu Cinch pots.

The temperature required for forcing is the same as for

Lilacs.

Cytiscs (Labcbndm) —The Scotch (C. alpinus), is the best

for forcing and every purpose. Plants should be grafted ; they
seem to flower at an earlier age without lunning so much to

wood. Pyramids or bushes may be formed like Apple and
Pear trees, and staudards have a fine effect, for the flowers,

being seen from beneath, appear much larger than when on the
level of the eye, or below it. The treatment is the same as

that of the Thorns. The older the plants are the better, and
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yon cannot restrain them from blooming, only keep the roots

confined. They form spurs very closely, and with stopping the

shoots bloom at almost every joint, but stopping need only be

practised to secure shoots where wanted and good form. Lilt-

ing annually or biennially, will cluster the pot plants with

fiower bud?. They may be kept foryears in pots, forcing every

second year, though for very early bloom the most promising

of those forced in the previous year may be forced a second

time in succession.

PniLADELPHus coKo>»ABiu3.—The Syringa, or Mock Orange,

requires the same treatment as the Lilacs, both as regards the

preparation and forcing of the plants. The scent of the flowers

is so powerful, that the air i3 made rather oppressive by it

when a number of plants are grown. One, or at most two, will

bo sufficient to have in flower at one time in a house ; but it

should be noted the scent is not so powerful in the flowers of

the forced plants as in those in the shrubberies. Small plants,

if removed frequently, and grown a year in pots as described

for the Thorn and Laburnum, bloom well.

KiEES SANGciNECM, and its varieties album and atrorubrum,

respectively with red, white, and deep red flowers, are well-

known eavly-ilowering plants of no mean beauty, and though
common are not so generally forced as they deserve to be.

A well-grown bush of any of the varieties named is a fine

object when in full bloom in January, and so is a standard with

a straight clean stem, and a round head clustered with pretty

drooping flowers, when placed on a dinner-table in midwinter.

An 18-inch stem is quite high enough for that purpose, and for

greenhouses and conservatories any height from 18 inches up
to G feet will do. The best plants for tall stems are seedlings.

They grow more freely thau cuttings or layers, and form
siraighter stems, and more quickly. Besides, they seldom give

any troubl?. Tliere is the labour of grafting at the height re-

quired, and then we proceed to train the head in the form of

an umbrella, and when a good head is obtained take up and
grow the plants a year in pots, treating them in the same
manner as described for the Thorns. If one has not worked
plants, all he has to do is to select plants with clean straight

stems, and train them upright to a stake, removing all side

shoots as they appear, and when the desired length of stem has
been attained, head them over, removing all the eyes but three

of the highest up. These produce shoots in the following

spring, the pruning or heading-back being done in autumn,
and whilst the shoots are young and pliant bend them down
gently, bringing them to a horizontal position by means of

strips ef matting, taking care to dispose them equally all round.
When they have grown inches pinch out their points, and the
shoots which they afterwards make must be tied down so as to

give an equal growth on all sides. If the second growths do
not push more than :^ or 4 inches, let them alone ; but if

they exceed that length pinch them back to that. Do not lift

them in autumn, nor nee a knife, except to cut off any ill-

placed shoot. In the following year all that is needed is to

train down the lowest shoots and stop those disposed to grow
irregularly, and all of the shoots when they have made others

6 inches long, thinning them out wheje they cross each other,

so as to form a compact, symmetrical head. Lift and pot in

autumn. I then plunge the pots in coal ashes in an open
situation, £.nd water freely throughout the summer, placing the

plants in a warm fituation in August, and giving no more
water than enough to keep them from flagging. The leaves

fall early, and the plants are fit for forcing by November, and
in |ioiut of temperature succeed under the same conditions as

the Deutzia gracilis. The stems may be feathered by leaving
one joint or leaE on the side shoots, and a spur will probably
be the result ; if not, again pinch the shoot coming from it to

one leaf. The stem will be clustered with spurs, and when in

flower will have a good effect, especially when surmounted by a
well-bloomed head.

Pyramids are formed in the same manner as in the case of

the Thorn, only as the shoots are disposed to grow erect, we
must tie them down before thoy become too stiff, stopping
them when G inches long ; and tlie side shoots produced, when
not required to fill vacancies, should be pinched off at the leaf

next the shoot from which they spring. Neat plants may be
had in two or three years, and when grown a year in pots are
very pretty. They may be taken up from the open ground,
potted, and forced at once, but there is no comparison between
them and those which have been established a year in pots.

Sandy loam, with a little leaf soil, is the most suitable compost.
•Jasmiscm officinale (White Sweet Jasmine).—This should

b« grafted on stems 18 to 21 inches high, and the erect shoots

trained downwards, but all growing more than 9 inches long
should have their points pinched out ; and in spring, before they
begin to grow, thin out the shoots where too close together,

especially those which are the weak and crowded. Neat plants

may be formed in 6-inch pots, and these after the second year

are fit for forcing. Larger plants may be grown in larger pots.

The plants ought to be grown constantly in pots in a warm
situation, and towards September should be placed on coal

ashes in front of a south wall or fence, and no more water
given than enough to keep the foliage fresh. They ought to

be wintered in a cold pit, or under a south wall, the pots being

ylunged over the rim in coal a.=he3. Plants of the proper size

for forcing should have the wood well ripened by being placed

in a warm position in August, or early in September, reducing

the water given as much as possible, and placing them in a

cool dry house in October, where they should be kept dry, but

not so much so as to cause the wood to shrivel. Forcing may
be commenced in December. The temperature and treatment

are the same as for Spiraeas.

Jasmixuh officinale geaxdiflorum is better than the old

kind, and blooms very freely when grafted on the common
Sweet Jasmine ; indeed, both kinds ought to be grafted, other-

wise they make too long shoots, but the grafting appears to

check the flow of sap, and tends to produce a more shrubby

habit.

Jasmixum nudifloeum on stems a yard high has a fine

effect when the shoots hang down to the rim of the pot, and

are covered with a mass of bright yellow flowers. In a cpol

house it blooms at Christmas, and during January. No forcing

is required.—G. Aeeey.

ENTOMOLOGICAI. SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The iirst meeting of the present season was held on the 1st of

November at Bnrlingtoa House, Mr. H. \V. Bates, President, being in

tlie chair. Fifteen new members were proposed for election, and a

large series of donations to the Society's library announced, including

tlie publications of the Linnean and Zooloi^cal Societies of London,

nnd of numerous Natural History and ICntomoIogical Societies of

Europe and America, Two new parts of the Transactions of the So-

ciety were announced as having been publisbod since the last meeting.

Mr. lanson, on behalf of Dr. Power, exhibited eight new species of

Beetles new to the British list, including four species of Brnchns,

Triartliron Maerckelii, captured at Ksber in July and at Shirley in

August ; also Phratova cavifrons from Esher, Cowley, and Darenth,

and species of Niptus and Silvanus. Mr. Grut exhibited various new
Beetles from Trebizond captured by M. Deyrolle, including four new
species of Cariibus. Mr. McLachlan exhibited a series of specimens

illustrating the transformations of Mantispa pagana received from Dr.

Brauer, of Vienna, who has discovered that this species is parasitic in

the nest (or rather egg-ball) of a Spider of the genus Lycosa. In the

fall- grown larva state the feet are nearly obliterated ; the pupa closely

resembles that of Hemercbus, and is enclosed in a silken cocoon.

Mr. Ward, of Halifax, sent for exhibition some very fine and inter-

esting species of exotic Buttertiies, including the gigantic Papiho

antimachas, captured about two hundred miles east of Old Calabar ;

the only example hitherto known of this species was captured by

Smeathmann, and figured by Drnry and Donovan, and is now in the

collection of the late' Mr. W. S. MacLe.ay iu Australia, having been

purchased by him at the sale of Drury's collection. The female of

the very beautifal Omithopterus Brookeanus, of which only males

from Borneo had hitherto been obtained, was also exhibited
;
likewise

P. zalmoxis, received by Mr. Cutler from the Cameroons, and several

tine species of Charaxes.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited specimens of the rare Meloe rugosus cap-

tured in the middle of October, crawling among grass in the neigh-

bourhood of a colony of wild bees of the genus Anthophora, in which

they were supposed to be parasitic, near Southend, Essex. They are

extremely pugnacious, aud of twenty-five specimens captured and kept

alive only four remained perfect, the others having foogbt and lost

portions of their legs and antenu.-e. Mr. Albert Muller exhibited an

interesting collection of gaUs found upon various species of vegetables,

including two kinds of excrescences on the stalk of the Maple leaf, one

formed bv a dipterous insect, and the other being solid and thoru-like,

and sniip'osed to bo produced by the punctures of Acarus Aceris, which

ordiuarily forms Pear-shaped red galls on the leaves of the Maple.

It was stated that the extensive series of galls formed by the late Mr.

Armitage is now in the museum of the Philosophical Society of Leeds.

Mr. Wormald exhibited some species of Butterflies from Shanghai,

and Mr. Dunning some Moths from the same place, reared by Mr.

Holdsworth from the same batch of larvie. The Moths appeared,

however, to be identical with specimens named by Mr. Walker in the

British Museum (Eoua punctata, Lasiocampa remota, and Lebeda

Professor Westwood communicated a letter received from Professor

Stal, of Stockholm, containing an account of all the typical coUections

of insects in the museums of Stockholm, Upsal, and Lund, uicludmg
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those of De Gear, Qaeen Lonisa, P»yknll, Gjllcnhal, Schonhorr, &c.

Letters were also read from M. Done aud Dr. Kraatz.

A memoir by Mr. Kirbv was also read, containing notices of the

species of Bntterflies inlrodaced and named by Omelm in hia edition

of the " Systema Natnnc " from the Masonm Lesieannm, in which

they had been described by Schach, and of which the types are now

preserved in the mnecnm of Uoblin. The President exhibited a

drawing made by Mr. Barchall in New Grenada, representing the

caterpillar of cue of the Sphingids, regarded with great dread

by the natives as a small and poisonons kind of snake, the resem-

blance being caused by two large eje-shaped spots on the retractile

seek of the caterpillar.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

MoKMODES Gbeenii (Uf. Charles Green's Mormodes). .\'<!(.

ord., OrchidacfiT'. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—Probably a

native of Mexico. Flowets yellow, ppotted vjith scarlet, and

powerfully aromatic.

—

{Dot. ilag., t. .5802
)

Vellozia elegans (Natal Vellozia). Sat. ord., Velloziacea!.

Linn., Hexandria Monogynia.—Native of the Cape of Good
Hope. Flowers vih>te.—[II>id., t. .5803

)

CiLOCHOP.xrs TNiFLORCS (Single-flowered Calocbortus). Nat.

ord., Liliacete. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia.— Native of the

high plains of Santa Cruz. Notwithstanding the name, the

ffowers are usnatly more than two. They are palerosecolonred.

—{Ibid., t. 5804.)

Bhodottpus kereioides (Japanese Khodotypns). Nat. ord.,

Bosacea?. Linn., Icosandria Digynia.—" A very elegant shrnb,

native of Japan, and, no doubt, hardy." Flowers white ; fruit

lite a Blackberry.— (/I !</., (. -jSO."..)^
_

Ibis KcncAULis (Naked-scaped Irisl. Nat. ord., Iridacete.

Linn., Triandria Trigynia.—Native of Bohemia, Silesia, &c.

Flowers dark purple, veined darker, base white.— {Ibid.,

t. 5806

)

Apple Ansie Elizaeeth.—" Awarded a first-class certificate

by the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit Committee, on the

Cth of October, 1868,—such is our authority for recording that

the variety merits the attention of the pomologist. We have

to thank the raisers, Messrs. Harrison & Son, of Leicester, by

whom it is being distributed, for the specimens.

"We learn from the Messrs. Harrison that the examples

hitherto exhibited of this valuable culinary Apple have been

obtained from the seedling plant, which has been once trans-

planted, so that doubtless it will be seen much finer when ob-

tained from trees properly worked and cultivated. Its pedigree

cannot be exactly ascertained, but it is believed to have been
obtained from tlie Bess Pool. The tree is of upright or pyra-

midal habit, compact, and remarkably sturdy, the bark smooth,

bright, and mottled, and the leaves often acquiring very large

dimensions. It is, moreover, an excellent cropper, and the

fniit is generally of large size, round in its outline, but widest

at the base, prominently ribbed or angular, especially towards

the eye, which is large, and deeply set in an irregular angular

basin ; the skin is pale yellow, suffused and somewhat splashed

with crimson on the sunny side ; stalk short, deeply set. The
iiesh is white, firm, but crisp and tender, with a fine brisk

flavour. It is commendable for its late-keeping properties, the

ordinary season for use being from December to June. Speci-

mens gathered in October have been kept good till the following

October, twelve months after being gathered, so that we may
fairly state that it is an excellent late kitchen Apple, and we
learn that when kept till spring is of very good quality for dessert.

By the month of April it acquires a more decided yellow colour,

with much brighter crimson markings than is shown in our

figure, which gives the appearance of the frnit at the time it

comeB into use."

—

(^Florist and Pomologist, N.S., ii., 241.)

ON THE LEAVES OF CONIFEItS:.
BoTAXisTS can scarcely have overlooked the fact that the true

leaves of Pinns consist of bud scales ; and that what are known
as leaves, and what Dr. Engelman (" Gray's Manual, " fifth

edition, page 4();i;, calls "secondary leaves." are but phjlloid

shoots, but I have failed to find any specific reference to the

fact in botanical works. l)r. l^ickson, however, in a paper on

the phylloid shoots of Sciadopitys vertioillata ("Proceedings of

Botanical Congress," 1860, page 124), remarks, " In Sciadopitys

I have to call attention to the fact that the leaves of the grow-

ing shoots consist, as in Pinus, entirely of bud scales." One
would suppose from this incidental reference to Pinus that he

was acquainted with the fact that the so-called leaves of Finns
were phylloid shoots ; but as the object of the paptr is to show
that the so-called leaves of Sciadopitys are not true leaves, and
as anyone must know that they are nut, if already cognisast of

the fact in Pinus, we may take it for granted that at any rate

if not entirely overlooked, little thought has been given it. I

believe I am occupying an entirely original field in pointicg

out the true nature of leaves in Conifei.T, and that the increased

knowledge will have an important beating on many obsciue
points in their study.

Pr, Dickson uses but the language of general botany when
he describes the true leaves of Pinus as " bud scales," mean-
ing thereby the scaly free portion just under the " secondary
leaves," of Engelman, and sometimes forming sheaths araond
them. But these free scales are scarcely leaves. The chief

portion of the true leaves in most plants of the order are adnate
with the stem. Sometimes t'of y have the power to develope into

scaly points, at others into foliaceous tips, and at other timcB
without any power but to preserve their true leaf-like character.

Lmx affords the best illustration. The true leaves are linear

epathulate, entirely adnate to the stem. There are two kinds
of stem-growth on Larix. In one case the axis elongates and
forms shoots ; in the other axial development is arrested, and
spurs are formed. On the elongated shoots the leaves ai»

scattered ; on the spurs they are arranged in whorls. The
power of elongation possessed by the shoot is imparted to the

leaves which are adherent to it, and they produce green folia-

ceous awl-like tips. Tlie power of elongation which the spurs

have lost is also measurably lost to their leaves. They develope

themselves fully, although they have no stem to adhere to

;

they preserve their spathuhte form, but cannot produce the

awl-shaped tips of the shoot leaves. There are, therefore,

two foims of leaves on the Larch, the one free, the other

adherent ; and we have a novel principle very clearly illus-

trated, that strong axial development (vigour) is a cliaratteriitie

of adhnion, uhiU the Tcvcr.<c (weakness) is characterised btf

u free system cf foliation. .\ny species of Larix will sustain

this observation, and L. leptolepis, as a vigorous grower, is

the best.

The characteristics of the foliage described in Larix may be
found in a greater or less degree in a great many species of

coniferous plants. In Cryptomeria tbo leaves adhere for four-

fifths of their length on vigorous shoots ; but on the more
delicate ones they are free for three-fourths or more. In Juni-

perus the different forms of foliage are well known, especially

in J. virginiana, J. chinensis, and J. communis. On th»

vigorous ehoots adhesion takes place for nearly the full length

of the leaves, but on weaker ones the leaves are very nearly

free. In Thuja, Biota, Eetinospora, Cupressus, Thnjopsis, in-

deed most of the section Cupressineic, these variable degrees of

adhesion may be found, and always in relation to the absence

or presence of vigour ; and on this question of vigour it will

be well here to make a few remarks. The power to branch, I

take to be a high mark of vigour. The young seedlings of most
coniferous trees grow but a few inches the first year and have

no power to branch. Th€ power increases with age, and in all

eases in proportion to the vigour of the plants. In Thuja, for

instance, no branches appear till the second year. They in-

crease in number, until, when in its prime, branches appear

from every alternate pair of axils, and, as these are decussate,

this gives the fan-like form of growth of which the Arbor Vitse

a03rds a familiar illustration.

This varying power of adhesion in the true leaves, and in

connection with vigour, enables us to explain many matters

hitherto not understood. For instance. Dr. Lindley describes

a form of Biota as B. meldensis, suggesting that from its

appearance it must be a hybrid between the Bed Cedar and

Chinese Arbor Vilte. It is but E. orientalis with the leaves

moderately united. Thuja ericoides of gardens was long sup-

posed to be a Japanese species ; it is but an entirely free-leaved

form of Thuja occidentalis. Eetinospora ericoides of Zuccarini

is but a free-leaved form of some Japanese plant ; and in all

probabiUly many speciM of Betiuospora so marked in her-

baria, are all forms of one thing with more or less adnated

leaves. In all these cases delicacy of growth and freedom of

leaves go gradually together, as before indicated.

One of the most remarkable instances of the value of this prin-

ciple however, will, I have no doubt, be in fixing the identity

of the Japanese genus Glyptostrobus* of Endlioher, with the

It wa.s the intention of the author to refer his remarks on Glypt •

BtrobuB to U. sinensis, Endl.
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American Taxodiam of Richard. In a ehcot 1 foot in length
of the latter we find perhaps four or six branchieta ; in the same
spaoe in Glyptostrobns we shall find a score or more. Indeed,
in this plant, a branohlet springs from nearly every axil on the
main branch, showiag an extraordinary vigonr. As vigour is

opposed to a free development of foliage, the small thread-like
leaves of Glyptoslrobus are naturally to be expected, and the
free leaves distichoualy arranged are the natural concomitant
of the weaker Taxodium. Fortunately, I am able to sustain
this theory by actual facts. I have a seedling tree ten years
old of remarkable vigour. It does not branch quite so much
as the typical Glyptostrobus, but much more freely than
any Taxodium. The result is the foliage is acicnlate, not
distichous, and just intermediate between the two supposed
genera. But to help me still more, my tree of Glyptostrobus
has pushed forth some weak shoots with foliage identical in

every respect with the intermediate Taxodium. Specimens of

all these are presented with this. la establishing Glyptostrobns,
Endlicher notes some trifling difYerencea in the scales of the
cones between it and Taxodium, but all familiar with numerous
individuals of some species of Coniferw, Biota oricntaUs for in-

stance, know how these vary. There can be no doubt, I think,
of the identity of the two ; and this will form another very in-

teresting link in the chain of evidence, that the flora of Japan
is closely allied to that of the United States.

If we were to look on the so-called leaves of Finns and Sciado-
pitys as true leaves, we should find serious opposition to my
theory that a vigorous axial growth is opposed to the development
of free leaves in Conifera;, for we should see a class of plants
which notoriously adds but from three to six branches annu-
ally to each axis, clothed with foliage. But admitting them to

be phylloid shoots, it confirms our theory in a strong degree.
We then see a plant loaded with branchlet?, and so great is the
tendency to use them instead of leaves, that in some cases, as
in Finns Strobus, P. excelsa, and others of a softer class of

Phylloideaj, the bud scales are almost entirely confined to the
sheathing leaflets

;
just as in the very rugged, hard leaved, al-

most spinescent forms, like Finns austriaca, we find them more
dependent on well-developed adnate leaf scales. In Abies ot old
authors, A. excelsa for instance, we have a namerous branching
tendency

; hence we have true leaves though partially adnate,
and no necessity for phylloid branchlets. In Ficea of Link,
almost near Abies, taking P. baleamea as a type, we have a
rather weaker development, slower-growing and leas hardy trees,

and the leaves are nearly free. Could some of the shoots of

Abies be arrested in their axial development as in Larix, we
should have the remainder increased in length, and the fewer
branchlets, and two forms of leaves, just as iu Larix. Should
on the other hand, the tjlant increase in vi;;our, there would
be no class of free leaves ; aJnation would be tie law, and meta-
morphosed branchlets prevail. Starting from Abies, extra
vigour makes the Pine, extra delicacy the Larch. It is the
centre of two extreme?.

That the fascicles in Finns are phylloid shoots I think cannot
be questioned. Their position in the axils of the true leaves,

as beautifully shown in Finns austriaca, indicates the pro-
bability. Tbeir permanency in proportion to their induracy is

also another point. The soft ones of the Strobus section retain
vitality little longer than some true leaves, while the spines-
cent ones of P. austriaca remain green for four or five years.

But the stiongest of all points is that on dissection of an old
fascicle it will be found to have a distinct connection with the
woody system of the tree, and that these minute woody axilL-e

under each fascicle increase in size with the age of the sheath.
With a very little encouragement these woody axilla' can be in-

duced to elongate and become real branchlets. If the leading
shoot, for instance, of a Pine be tipped in May just after push-
ing, bulblets will form in every fascicle below, and the next sea-

son the bulblets will produce weak branchlets, although this

might be said of true leaves, which are supposed to bear an
embryo shoot in the axil of every one. So much stress need
not be put on this fact, as the others are sii2;oient. It is in-

troduced, and its weak nature commented on, as it furninhes
the chief point in Dr. Dickson's aigument for Sciadopitys,
which amounts to little more than that the apparently single

phylla is really a double one—a two-leave J fiscicle united by
a_ transformed sheath through its whole length. Carri«re has
since pushed Dr. Dick3on'3%)bservation3 farther by noting in

the " Eeviie Horticcle " renlly bifid leaves, with little verticils

in the axils (see reference in Gardeners' Chronicle, May '2ad,

1309), an observation which I confirm by a specimen exhibited
herewith

;
yet as I have said, it is by itself not wholly free from

the objection that it may be but a modified form of regular bad
growth ; but together with my other observations I think they
do serve to confirm the point of these so-called leaves being
but pbylloidas.

In conclusion I will restate the main points of this paper

;

The true leaves of Coniferse are naually adnate with the
branches.

Adnation is in proportion to vigour in the genus, species, or
in the individuals of the same species, or branches of the same
individual.

Many so-called distinct species of Coniferoe are the same, but
in various states of adnation.

—

Thomas Meehan (From advance
sheets of Proceedings of American Association for Advancem'.nt
of Science at Chicago, 1868, quoted in American Gardeners'
Monthly)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The King of the Belgians visited the Kensington garden

of the EovAL HoRTicnLTURAX Society last Saturday. He was
received by some of the Vice-Presidents and members of the
Council, and in the conservatory about two hundred ladies and
gentlemen were assembled, notwithstanding the inclemency of
the day. Messrs. Veitch, Messrs. Arthur Henderson Sc Co.,
Messrs. Lee, Mr. Williams, Mr. Turner, Mr. Wimsett, Messrs.
E. G. Henderson & Son, and Messrs. Salter exhibited some
beautiful groups of flowers ; and Mr. Fox had an extensive
display of garden vases, ornaments, tiles, &c. A new Hippe-
astrum was named " Leopold " by the King, at the request of

Messrs. Veitch.

THE DECLINE OF FRUITS IN AMERICA.
One of the great difficulties we have to encounter is the

deterioration of varieties. However we may theorise in regard
to this matter, it must be admitted, from the practical point of

view, that some fruits have so declined as to render it absolutely
necessary to replace them with new varieties. And what has
been true in the past will be so in the future. Witness certain

kinds of Pears in our own day—the St. Germain, Crassane,
Brown Beurre, White Doyenne, and others once so excellent;

where are they now ? Some of them are occasionally to ba
seen on the virgin soils of the West and South

;
yet for the

great majority of locations they will continue to be worthless.

And even on these new soils, where they now flourish in their

pristine excellence, we have reason, judging of their future from
the past, to anticipate that no long time will elapse before this

decline will reach these now favoured regions. Within less

than a generation the Pears alluded to flourished throughout
western New York, as well as, iu their early history, on the pro-

pitious soil of France. And even among the more modern Pears

j
we notice—as, for instance, iu the Beurre Diel and Flemish
Brauty— signs of the same decay. And so with the Grape.
Where the Catawba and Isabella Grapes once succeeded per-

fectly, they seem now to be failing, and in many sections of

our country are no more to be relied on. Eveu the Concord,
now so popular, indicates that in time it may follow in the

same degenerate strain. While we indulge in these forebodings

we cannot but express the deep regret we feel for the loss of such
fine fruits. Other fine fruits are following in the same coarse.

This should not discourage us, but rather increase our enter-

prise lor the production of new sorts to keep up the deterioration

which seems incident toculiifalion. We have to learn not only

what vai'ieties succeed in certain districts, but throughout the

cjuntry. Already we have ascertained that some kinds flourish

throughout a wide range of territory. For instance, the Red
A-^trachan Apple and B-irtlett Pear seem to prosper everywhere.

When we reflect on the wide expanse of territory daily becom-
ing suEcaptible 6f cultivation, and that our fruits mast ulti-

mitely be spread over these vast fields, it becomes a matter of

great imooi-tance to increase our native fruits, some of which
may be suited to these regions, and thus replace those which
may decline. V/e, therefore, give a hearty welcome to the

efforts of all who are labouring in this praiseworthy cause.

Who can estimate the importance and value of a new variety

of fruit, which shall be adapted to the wide range of our

rapidly extending cultivation ? He who shall originate a new
Apple, Pear, of Grape, which shall be worthy of being handed
down to posterity, should be held in remembrance as a benefac-

tor of mankind. " He who shall discover a remedy for the Pear

blight and other diseases incident to vegetation, which now
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affect onr tree?, or an ea!<y method for the destraction of the

horde of insects eo slarmingly injarions to onr fruit crops,

shall have his name transmitted to future time as second onl;

to those who discover methods for the alleviation and cnre of
diseases which aflect the human system.—llABsniiL 1'. ^YILDEK
(Boston Cultivator).

DOYENNE DU COMICE PEAR.
The specimen we have here figured was one we received from

Mr. Kivers, of SawbriJgewortb, and which was from a tree

grown in a 10-inch pot.

It weighed 1 lb., and
its flavour was as rich

as this excellent variety

usually is. Mr. Elvers

Eays, "This Pear, un-
like many others, ripens

kindly under glass, and
preserves its fall fla-

vour. In the hot sum-
mer of ISHS some trees

in pots in an orchard
house were full of flno

fruit ; others had a rosy

cheek, ripened on tho
trees, and were quite
exquisite."

It is now some years
since this fine Pear
was first brought to tho
notice of the Pomo-
logical Society at one
of its meetings in St.

James's Hall. Since
that time it has made
its way, but slowly, into

cultivation, and it is re-

markable that it ehould
he so, for wo never re-

collect, among all the
specimens of the fruit

we have ever seen, hav-
ing met with one which
was not of the greatest
excellence. A corre-

spondent says, "As to

Pears, Doyenne du Co-
mice is emperor among
them ; nothing (save

Knight's Monarch), is

worthy for him even to
tread upon—at least of
his contemporaries. I

could eat him all day
long, and begin again
at sunset."

Our figure is one of a specimen of unusual size, the average

being from three inches and a quarter to three inches and a
half long, and two and a half to two and three-quarters wide.

The form is long obo-
vate, and often eome-
wliat turbinate. The
skin is lemon yellow,

speckled all over with
pale brown russet,

which in some parts is

EO thick as to form ir-

regular russet patches,
and particularly so to-

wards the eye and the
stalk ; on the side fully

exposed to the sun there
is a pale rosy cheek.
Eye small, half open,
with short pointed seg-

ments. Stalk an inch
long, stout, fleshy at
the insertion, and set

in a rather deep and
narrow basin. Flesh
white, buttery, tender,
melting, rich, sugary,
and delicately per-

fumed. It is ripe in

the beginning and
throughout November;
but if gathered early it

will keep much longer.

This is not only a

fine Pear, but by far

the finest and most
excellent of all our nu-
merous November va-
rieties. Tho tree grows
freely on the Quince,
forms a very handsome
pyramid, and bears
when quite young, but
never so abundantly as

to require thinning, Uke
some varieties.

This valuable Pear
was raised in the fruit

garden of the Comice
Horticole of Maine-et-

Loire, at Angers, and first fruited in 181'J.

GROUND \TNERIES, CLOCHES, AND RENDLE3 PROTECTORS.
PEACHES AXD NECTARINES AS CORDONS.

In page 340, "K. F." expresses his want of experience in the
cultivation of these trees as cordons in ground vineries. As I

jam proud of mine, allow me to give an account of them. It is
now three years since I planted in my ground vinery two
double cordons, one Peach and one Nectarine tree. The latter
has grown more vigorously than the former, and is now 24 feet
long, each arm measuring 12 feet ; it is a beautiful tree, and ,

full of blooming spurs. This condition Las been brought -

about by incessant summer-pinching to two and three leaves.
This tree is iu the centre of a ground vinery 3 feet G inches

wide, the south side of which opens, not with hinges, but
swings on two bolts, one end of which is a screw, which is
screwed into the end bar ; and that part of the bolt on which the
side swings is let into the frame, and is smooth. I enclose
a sketch of this much-improved ground vinery. The dotted
lines at each end show the position of the bolts on which the
light swings, and thus there is a perfect command over the
cordon or Yme inside. A small handle is fixed on the bottom I

bar. This improvement adds but little to the cost; for frames
7 feet long and 3; feet wido I have paid 10s. each, to which
must he added 12s. for painting and glass, thus giving an area I

of about 22 feet of cultivable space for cordon trees, Yiaes
and Strawberries or Lettuces.

"1!. F. " says that they, "the ground vineries are dear

enough, and that they are huge moveable glasses." I should
like to show him mine, for he has evidently not seen their im-
proved state.

The question now arises, Are they more convenient than
cloches, which poor Loudon years ago iu vain endeavoured to

introduce, the duty on glass quite precluding their being

made in England? They are now, however, manufactured at a
cost of Is. tjd. each, and are sold rather extensively to those

who are not experienced in horticultural economy, which, Uke
political economy, is not a light study.

If I remember correctly, each cloche IC inches in diameter,

being bell-shaped, gives a circle only 14 inches in diameter

—

153 square inches of cultivable area, or about 1 square foot. It

Kill thus take twenty cloches to give us 20 square feet, in

which to winter Lettuces, &c. Let us now compare the cloche

with the improved ground vinery. The cloche can ouly be
used for Lettuces and other winter salad plants, and requires

much lifting and trouble. The improved ground vinery, with
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one Bide in a wooden frame swinging on bolts, is eqnally

eligible for the same purposes. The cloche is very liable to

breakage, the thick coat of litter required to protect it in

winter becoming matted with frost and snow, and often making
the footsteps of the workman uncertain, so as to bring on a

dangerous stumble. The improved ground vinery may be

covered with frigi domo, felt, or double and treble small mats,

so as to be perfectly frostproof, without the slovenly litter of a

French kitchen garden.

My double-cordon Peaches, Pears, and Apricots occupy the

centre of my improved ground vinery. This single row of

cordons in the centre leaves a valuable space on each side in

which, duiing the winter and early spring, fine Lettuces may
be gathered, or two rows of Strawberries in pots may be par-

tially plunged, so as to

give a good early crop be-

fore the cordon trees are

in full growth. The side

swinging on bolls, gives
an easy access to all

that is grown in these

nice structures without
moving them, or as is

the case with cloches,

lifting them off to attend
to the plants under their

cover.

To make my statement
clear, we must revert to

the comparative coat of

cloches and ground vine-

ries. I have stated

above that twenty cloches would be required to give, in round
numbers, 20 square feet of cultivable space, the cost of which
would be 30s. The cost of a 7-fe6t improved ground vinery,

3J feet wide, may be estimated at from 22s. 6d. to 24s. in
this is a most convenient cultivable space of 21 square feet,

and in this space from six to seven rows of winter Lettuces
may be grown, as they do not requite to be so thinly planted
as summer Lettuces. We thus have at a less cost a greater

number of plants more easily protected, and easily comeatable.

without lifting and without litter. I have taken Lettuces as

they are the great boast of those who write about cloches, merely
to show that even with them the improved ground vinery is a

forward step, leaving out the great advantage of a combined
culture—cordon trees or Vines in the summer, and Lettuces
and Strawberries in winter and spring.

Our other rival to the cloche is Eendle's plant-protector

formed with common kiln bricks,* and a row of grooved bricks,

in which is slipped the glass, placed on them. The mott
eligible width for this most useful and durable structure is

2 feet; a 7- feet length, with 21-oz. glass, fourths, costs about
two-thirds the price of the same length of the improved ground
vinery. For Lettuces or salads three courses of common bricks

at the back may be used, and two courses in front, and on
them a row of grooved bricks. No mortar, paint, or putty is

required, so that a length of 50 feet may be erected iu little

more than two hours. For Vines or cordon trees five courses
of cammon bricks are required for the back, and three courses
for the front, but the addition of a course of bricks is the work
of a very short time. The cultivable space in the plant-pro-

tector U less than that of the improved ground vinery, but as

its walls are perpendicu-
lar every inch may be
used. In winter the walls

maybe closed; iu spring

and summer air may be
admitted by shifting the
common bricks so as to

form "pigeon holes " in

both walls.

The plant-protector

may thus be made a

warm shelter in the win-

ter, for not only salads,

but bedding plants, and
may be made frostproof

with coarse woollen co-

vericgs. It will thus be
seen that this second

rival to the cloche has many advantages, for instead of a thin

bell-shaped covering of glass, very cold at night, and very

hot by day, the bricks retain and give out heat so as to

neutralise the effect of slight frosts, besides which, with-

out the employment of long stable manure—so offensive in

French gardens and so untidy, winter coverings for the pro-

tectors and the improved ground vineries will one day be

manufactured of shoddy or some other cheap woollen material.

In ten years or so the few cloches left in this country after

our freezing and thawing cloudy winters, will be looked upon
as relics of a bygone age, for English gardeners are now on the

alert, end much will yet be done to help our untoward climate.

We shall, doubtless, yet have inventions that will put us to

the blush when we think of the bell-glasses of French
gardens having been recommended to English gardeners.

—

Vitis-Sator,

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
EITCBEK GASDEK.

Those who are desirous of laying the foundation for a good
garden in the ensuing year, should now closely review the

routine of cropping for the past summer, and even that of the

preceding year. Various rotations are practised by gardeners,

many of them being based on no better foundation than the

convenience of the hour ; but when the kitchen garden is suffi-

ciently extensive, and where much produce is required, the

rotation of crops should be carefully studied. An opportunity

will now occur of covering the roots of Asparafiiis with a good
coat of the best rotten manure. Hard frosts frequently do
serious injury to the roots, owing to the want of such pro-

tection. Celery ground will answer well for a new plantation
;

it should be ridged to mellow as the stocks are taken up. The
great difficulty is to procure fresh ground for the Cabbage
tribe, so numerous are the kinds, as well as successions, in cul-

tivation. Broken-up plantations of Strawberries, Raspberries,

and other bush fruit, with Celery ground, should at all times
be set apart for some of the Cabbage tribe. The ground iu

which Celery has been grown, especially in the Scotch or bed
fashion, is also suitable for new Asparagus beds. Potatoes

prepare ground well for almost any crop. Deep or tap-rooted

crops should bo succeeded by shallow or fibrous-rooted ones.

Carrots and Onions in rich kitchen gardens, will be found a

much safer crop if grown on high-raised beds without any
manure. The best policy with Lettuces intended for the supply
nest spring, is to allow them to freeze tolerably firm before

covering them up. A very light screen of straw should be
shaken over them at first, and when thi-s is frozen add a little

more, the object being to keep them frozen as long as possible.

Above all, do not uncover them when a thaw arrives ; let them
remain until completely thawed. When the course of cropping

has been decided upon for the ensuing year, and duly entered

with numbers in the garden book, the usual practice is to set

up laths opposite to the space appropriated for each crop, with

a number corresponding with the book, and the name of the

crop on one side, and on the other the name of the manure, if

any, and its quantity, with the mode of cultivation—digging or

trenching. This done, a labourer who can read the label can

set out or proceed with the work at any spare time. This,

therefore, is a matter which should receive attention. As
severe weather may be expected, everyone possessing a garden

should, as far as possible, protect anything tender.

Fr.niT GARDEN.
In all cases in which the leaves have fallen, proceed with

pruning and nailing. See that standard trees which have been

recently moved or root-pruned are firmly secured against

winds ; also finish any root-pruning or transplanting remainiEg

to be done.
FLOWER GARDEN.

In most gardens leaves can be collected, and when properly

managed they form, perhaps, the most useful source of bottom

heat with which we are acquainted, except, of course, hot

water. If not already done, the leaves necessary for carrying

on the business of the ensuing year should be collected as early

as possible, and laid close together to heat. After fermenting

forthree weeks or a month, they will be in excellent order for

use; in this state they will both heat with more certainty and

• Kilu bricts are more ri'Sulai' in their sliape than stock bricks.
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tread more cloeely. In order to be ready to make up pro-
pagaliDg-beda of all kinds, or to form liniuge, it is necessary to
have in the coarse of next month a mixture composed of "hot
dung and leaves ; therefore, before it is to be put up into a bed,
a quantity of hot dung should be drawn from the stable-yard to
the leaf yard, thrown together, and well watered, in order to
allow tlie fiery heat to epcape. When fermenttd thus for a
week or so, the manure may be mixed with leaves. About four
parts of leaves to one of hot manure, will make an enduring
mixture. This provided, a good hotbed can be made up nt any
time, for if the dung has had one heating previous to its mixture
with the leaves, little danger need be apprehended from impure
vapours, provided the most ordinary precautions be ob.'erved.
The chief anxiety of the amateur, as far as Tulips, I'lhlias,
Carnations, Pinks, ,tc., are cjnoerned, isnow at an end. Tulips
ought all to be planted, and if the bed has been properly made
will require but little attention till they are fairly out of the
ground. Dahlias ought all to be out of the ground by this
time, and their tops out oS; and having been exposed"under
cover in a dry airy place, llicy will be ready to be store 1. Car-
nations must be kept hardy—that is to say, if they have been
potted early; if obtained fiiice the middle of October they will
require much more attputiou, for at this time being com-
parative stationary, it will be found that late-potted layers are
more susceptible of damp and frost than those which are well
established. Take the first opportunity of carefully looking
oyer Carnation layers that are in frames; it is possible that
dirt may have settled in the axils of the leaves ; as this retains
moisture in a very inoonveuiect degree, it is highly necessary
for the health of the plants that it should be removed. Modes
of storing half-hardy plants vary in different situations ; some
persons can afford pits, some even can spare house room, and
some are driven to the cellar. Whatever mode be adopted, let
it he borne in mind that confined damp is nearly as prejudicial
as frost. A lean-to shed is a very good place, and plants with
a ball of earth dried on them, will keep very well here plunged
in coal ashes, with the addition of an old mat and a little
straw over the shed during severe weather.

OKEEKHOUSE AXD COSSERVATOKY.
Owing to the mildness of the weather, some of the very

earliest Camellias may now be coming into bloom, and where
this is the case take care to keep as lo>v a temperature as pos-
sible, in order to prolong their beauty. All drip must be
avoided. The general collection will soon be making a fine
display. They should, therefore, receive careful attention as
to watering with tepid weak liquid manure. Let them not,
however, receive a drop until they are really in want of it. and
then give it liberally. If iu the case of over-drvness air bubbles
arise, continue to fill up with water until they cease. Let not
a drop be spilled on the conservatory floor at this period,
and give a little air at back all night, in order to let atmo-
spheric humidity pass off. See that early- flowering Cinerarias
have the lightest place in the house, and be kept close to the
glass. Crowding is very prejudicial to this plant. Let plants
of Eranthemum pulchellum coming into bloom have abundance
of water and a warm situation. Early Hyacinths will also
Boon bo in flower, and with care a succession of them may be
kept up till spring. For late-flowering bulbs the best pots' are
those .5 inches in diameter (48V) for one bulb, and 6 or 7 inch
pots for three bulbs, and where a fine display is desired, three
grown together in one pot secure that object much better than
single bulbs. For potting, the soil should be as rich as pos-
sible, such as one-half ficsh loam cut from a pasture, with the
turf decayed in it, well-decomposed cow or horse dung, and a
small quantity of sand well mixed. Drain efficiently, and after
filling the pots lightly with the soil recommended, or, if it
cannot be had, the richest and lightest at command, place the
bulbs upon the surface, slightly pressing them into the soil.
After watering, if the soil is not" sufliciently moist, set the pots
out of doors on a dry bottom, and cover" them with old tan.
ashes, fta. After remaining there for a month the bulbs will
be sufliciently rooted to render it safe to remove them to a
gentle bottom heat of about 5.5°. introducing the pots iu
numbers proportionate to the demand at intervals of abjut a
fortnight.—W. Keake.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
EITCnEN r.APr>EN\

Cc/fc)/.—Took the opportunity of earthin»-up the last piece
of Celery, placing dry ashes and burnt earth round the stems
of the plant. As yet we have not had a single plant that was

not fit for table nse. When we lose at all, we expect it will be
by damping, and not by bolting. Our last bed has had little

earthing.np. We planted it out chiefly in the hope that it

might come in for soups, ic, in spring, rather than with the
hope it would be of mne") service in the salad bowl. Had we
the chance of plenty of dry stubble or dry litter, we would
pack it firmly among the plants of our Celery beds, and then we
would need to be less careful in protecting from frost. Though
as yet we have not had enough of frost to collect ice for the ice

house, we have thrown a little litter several times over the
Celery beds. We find the Celery keeps all the better if the
exposed leaves do not suffer much from frost.

Root Crops.—All our roots, with the exception of Parsnips,
are now safely under cover. Carrots are never so good if left

in the ground in mild weather so long that the fibres begin to

come from the i^ides. Beetroot is easily injured by frost, and
in our case we find that when the roots have come to their beat

they are apt to be injured by rats, which make as much havoc
with the crowns as rabbits do with the sunny side of Turnips.
Where there is plenty of room, all such roots may be well kept
in small heaps. To make the most of shed space, they are

generally sorted, and built in na'row heaps packed in dry sand.

For this purpose sand, or burned or dried earth, is the best, and
sawdust, whatever the nature of the wood it come from, is the
worst. It deteriorates flavour, and is apt to berome heated to

such an extent as to cause the roots to decay. When dry sand,

A-c, is not to be had, we have found no better plan than build-

ing in layers, each layer being separated from those next it by
layers of dry twiggy branches, and of these the Larch and the

Spruce are, perhaps, the best. These keep the roots long fresh

and cool by the free ingress of air. Carrots keep longer juicy

and sound it a thin slice be removed with the top. If not
done now, it may be done any time in January or February.

When Carrots are kept for seed, the tops must remain entire.

FRUIT GARDEN.
We have bad acceptable rains, none too early, as water was

becoming scarce in this neighbourhood, many large ponds
being quite dry. The ground is now more suitable for all

kinds of planting. Planting fruit and forest trees, pruning,

tying, &!., were entered into somewhat in detail some weeks
ago, as well as replanting and root-pruning, and there is

nothing much we could add.

Being apprehensive of wet, we had the remainder of onr
Strawberiy plants plunged in leaves on a vinery border, and
some old lights placed over them. Placed also in a heated pit

plants showing, and others on shelves where they would be
gently excited ; also filled a frame where there is a gentle

bottom heat, the pots standing on the surface, not plunged, as

much bottom heat would be injurious now in the case of pots

well filled with good roots. Removed yelloT? leave.^ and any
berries inclined to damp in the late vinery, and gave a little

fire beat with top air in dull drizzly days, allowing the fire heat

to decline towards evening. Gave front air, and only sparingly,

in clear mild days. We have been a little troubled with rats

gnawing the Vine stems that come through the front wall. We
never knew them meddle with stems of Vin?s planted inside

the house—a pood additional reason, joined to others, why it

is advisable that Vines should be so planted. A press of other

matters has prevented our going on with pruning, frc, as we
would have wished, for the spring always brings more than
enough of work with it.

ORNAirENTAL DErABTMEKT.
Cleaned, swept, and rolled, as a mere matter of routine.

This is very suitable weather for fresh turfing and ground
work of all kinds. Collected leaves in the park, knowing that if

a few dry and windy days should come we should see no more
of the leaves, and every season finds us short of leaf mould
for many purposes. Nothing else will exactly tale the place of

leaf-mould compost when well exposed to the airand sweetened.

It is, however, not safe for many purposes, if used when
only about half decayed. We had some potting done with a
lit'le of what seemed sweet half-decayed leaves put over the
drainage, and we had to take the plants out and repot them, as

the spawn of various fungi were filling the leases and spread-

ing through the soil. We believe fungi and mildews develope

themselves in borders and quarters from using such material

too fresh, and in a rank unsweetened state. We may thus
easily find an enemy where we thought we had a sure friend.

We find nothing so good for draiiuinc as a little clean fresh

moss over the crocks, one crock over the hole, and the moss is

often more effective than a handful of crocks without it. It

retains moisture, and parts with a superabundance of it. When
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worms are likely to be tronbleeome, and metal bell-oaps are
not nsed, the convex side of a good-sized piece of broken pot
flhonld go over the bole in the bottom of the pot, a few smaller
pieces over that, then a little clean moss, and just a dusting of

fresh soot. You cannot place a convex crock so firmly over the
hole in the bottom of the pot but the water =;^1I find its way
out, and yet scarcely the smallest worm caa wriggle itself in,

and the moss for a long time will prevent the earth passing
among and so choking the drainage. All these evils are apt to

take place, besides the spreading of spawn, when half-decom-
posed tree leaves are used for this purpose. If we had to u.-e

them at all we would use them fresh and dry. Chopped,
slightly charred straw, is the best substitute we have found for

moss, bat it is not equal to it. Small sifted charcoal, deprived
of the dust, makes a capital drainage above the crock and
beneath the moss. From an eighth to a quarter of an inch in

thickness, when pressed by the earth, would be enough of

moss for a small pot, and more in proportion for larger ones,
as nothing is gained from the moss worth speaking about,
except assistance to free drainage, and equalising the moisture
in the soil.

The dull moist weather has rendered necessary careful water-
ing, and looking after damped leaves. The bedding Pelar-
goniums, &c., taken up saved us most of this trouble, as all

the leaves were removed. Potted and placed a lot of Lily of
the Valley in a mild hotbed, selecting the best crowns as fre-

quently detailed. Cinerarias, kept cool in a pit, have never yet
been touched by the green fly. A cool atmosphere, and, above
all, a cool bottom are what they delight in, and what no insect
cares for.

Flues.—In the first column, page 423, below a line in italics,
" of the top of the flue," should be " of the bottom of the flue,"
a very great difference in general, though not so much as
respects the flue alluded to. In the flue mentioned, and with
our consent, in no flue whatever are there any plasterings
inside.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December 1.'

Theee has been a slight advance in some things, but the peneral tone
of the market is not at all what wc usually expevienoe at this aeaeon.
Good hothouse Grapes, both Muscats and Hainniirgbs, are in request,
but Pines are much in excess of the demand. The Potato trade is very
doU, the supply by rail being very heavy.

FRUIT,
d. a. d e. d.

to 5Apples 3^ Bieve 3
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

ChestnutB bushel 8
Currants ....% sieve

Black do.
FigB doz.
Filberts lb. 6

Coba lb. 9 6
Goosebenies . . qaart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb. 3
Lemons 100 6
Melons each 2

14

1

Mulberries .... quart to
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears, kitchen .. doz.

dessert
2

doz. 3
Pine Apples lb. 8
Plums ^3 sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb,

Walnnta bushel 10
do 100 1

3
5

5

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
AsparagruB 100
£eans,Rnnner ^2 sieve

Broad bushel
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
OapsicumB 100
Carrots bunch
Ganliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Coleworts ..doz.bchs.
Occnmbers .... each

pickling; .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

d.
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Tecoua ja^minoidbs not Flowerimo {Iffnonimut).— The want o|
flowers ie, perhaps, a resalt of too-vii^urous f^owth, the eoil hbiam too
rich, and the roots haviiiK bd unlimitLd nmoant of border. The plaotd
do best when the border is reBtrictcd to a epiico abont 3 feet wide and
deep, and twice that in length, the border bcini:,' well drnlued nnd tilled

With a compost of two parte fibrons loam, one part of sandy peat, and
one part of leaf soil, with a free admixture of sharp sand. Wht-n (frow-
inff, water the plants freely, and keep the shoots from becomioR too
crowded by tlunninfr them out as required, and trainlnR before the shoots
become entangled. Wheu a good ^owth Is made, tjivo no more water
than will keep the shoots and foliaRe frceb, otherwise keep the plants
dry, and give them all the air practicable, with as mnch lifiht as possible.
Keep the plants dry during the winter, thin the shoots in spring, and if

yon keep them from becoming too much crowded, we think yon will
hsvo flowers next year.

Rtbbos Bordcb (H. X?.).—Your prc^posed mode of planting will tV>
Bomething to bring in Hyeciotbs, Van Thol Tulips, Crocuses, and Snow-
drops more together, but Nature will have her w.iy. To have a blaze of
bloom and no fading flo',Tere near, wliy not plant in beds or groups
separately? Do what you will, the bulbs will not bloom all together,
unless only one kind is used in a placp. nnd that, too, one kind of one
plant. For instance, a bed of mixed Hyacinths will rarelv open all on
the same day or in the same week.

Slvqb in a Pit {H. I'.).— In your turf pit you find the tarf brings
many sings, which destroy the cuttin^-s, and you propose taking the
plants from the board shelves nnd sc'.tiug the pots on, or in, warm tan.
The tan, if not too warm, would encourage growth, but it would also
encourage damp, and be the very tUiun for the sluys to nestle in when-
ever it became the least mild. Wo would by far prefer the wooden
shelves. To get rid ol the sings, wo would lirst examine the pots, and
gee there was none lodging in the hole in the bottom. They cnn make
themselves almost as thin as a hair, and go in and out of the hole at the
bottom of a pot when set on a board. Next we would bait all the sides of
the pit with young cabbage or lettuce leaves that had received just a
taste of melted butter or dripping, nnd examine tbem in the morning.
Small heaps of brewers' grains would be rather more attractive. Then,
to make quite snre, we would run round our shelves a slight cordon of
dry quicklime and soot, which for a time would be as impassable to the
sings as the running stream to the witches. We do not think that the
little white worm'* near the stems of your cuttings and yonng plants are
the cause of their rotting away. However, thev will do no good, as tend-
ing to disturb the roots and the open free texture of the soil. If not
very bad, if the plants need watering, n«;o clear lime water, which will
most Hkely kill the worms. If very much infested, it will be better to
turn the balls out and repot in fresh earth. Common worms are verv
anxious to enter at the bottoms of tho pots- A cap over the hole will
atop them, and so will a common rounlf^d crock or piece of a broken pot,
it the rounded or convex s-ide is placed over the bottom of the pot so as
to fill the hole securely. Some small drainnge placpd over that will
insure the free exit of water. We suspect your little worms are larvre
that were in the soil used. We know of no security except destroying
all such living things by heat, and then exposing the soil to .-lir before
asing it. Even already yon find there are troubles in gardening.
BuHNiNG Earth (Jdein).—To bum earth and weeds, nothing more is

required than to make a good tire with some large roots, &c., in it, and
as soon as the fire breaks out keep putting on more material.

Size of Horse Chestnut Trees (7. Atuhrsoji).—In your alluvial soil
near Spalding their heads would, probably, be 40 feet in diameter ; but,
as we said before, vigour of growth and the form assumed by the trees
are controlling circumstances which we cannot foretell.

Heating a Greenhouse by a Flue from a Grate (Gr^n/iOHseK—See
answers to correspondents at page 425, and "Doings of the Last Week,"
page 423. Much will depend on th-.' relative position of the grate in the
opposite side of the wall, and of the floor of the house to be heated. If the
floor is considerably above the level of the grate, there woald be no diS-
culty as respects a flue, if the fireplace of the grate should be so shut
in 8S to leave air only at tbe bottom. This might be the best plau for a
good-sized house—taking the flue into tho chimney, but blocking up the
old chimney beneath to prevent a back tirangbt. If the house is middle-
sized, the fire might be made to draw at once into a fresh small chimney
built against the back wall of the greenhouse, and with a reduced open-
ing, say of 4 incbe?, into the old chimney. In this case the bottom of
the present chimney must Le stopped to prevent back draught. In such
a case, if the fire were used in summer, the new chimney could be
stopped and the old one opened. If the house is small, the fireplace
could be opened into a brick stove ou the other side, say 2 feet square
and 3^ feet in height, the opening into the old chimney being made at
about 9 inches from the top. This plnn might be adoited if the grate
and greenhouse floor were on similar levels. li the house is very small,
the simplest plan would he to place the curve of two Sinch pipes bent
like the letter U, thus—c in the fireplace, with the open ends 2 or S ft et
in the house. If the fire in the gr.\te were continnous and pretty elrong,
these pipes might be connected with a cistern, and then you would have
hot water. Even with short pipes ynn would obtain much heat, nnd
the milder it would be at the mouth of the pipes in proportion to their
length. Even with a short pipe, if open beneath a stage, &c., a good
distance from plants, tho dry heated air would be moistened enough
before reaching thera, or if means were taken to moisten the dry air. If

you give us more particulars we will do our best to assist you, though the
above and the references will most likely enable you to decide.

Heatino a Phopagatino House iJ. C. L.).—You do not state the size
of your house for propagating and for Cucumbers, but so far as we can
make out, as the pipes at present at work are outside your bed and pit,

we would let tbcm remain where they are for top heat, and take a flow
and return through tho bed, previously filled with tan, for bottom beat.
Two S-inch pipes would do admirably for such a narrow pit, cither by
themselves, surrounded by stones, on the gravel, or laid in a tank: or
you might have no pipes further than a flow nnd return into a divided
tank.

_
A brick and cement tank will answtr perfectly. Two brick* -on-

fced will answer admirably for the sides, and a brick-on-edge for the
centre, with a tile to moke the level right. The tank had better be
2-3 feet wide at least. It would be best to have the bottom heat inde-
pendent of the top bent. The t.ink coveted with slate would answer
all the purpoEes fetatud, but for Cacumhcrs it would be well to have some
rough miterial over tho tank, such as clinkers, Ac, before placing the

Foil on. For propagating, sand, Ac., would bo needed for plunging the
puts. Tbo boUt-r would, uo doubt, do the additional work It properly
placed. See what was latuty btated in auHwi-rs to corruspondonts. Wita
we in your case, nnd usfd pipes, wo would nut trouble ourselves with thu
tank. If we rcsolvci on n tank, though th'' pip<-3 wuuld make it surer,
we would make the tunk well, and be BatlBfi(>d with it. A 8niaU wooden
tank, like a brewer's ctio'.tr,Homo 4 inches deep, covered with alate, woald
last a long time if kept full of water and not painted.

MANAaE>rEXT or Cordon Peach Trees {J. J IT.).—" Von do not atat^
if they arc under glass or in the open air. This Is important, for I havo
distinctly declared in the 'Modern Peach-Prunor * that I do not recom-
mend Peach cordons fur the opin wall, nolesa under n system analogooi
to that uf Dnbrcail's flrit. This pTan, I think, is now being carried oat
—modiBed by his own judgment — by Mr. Kadcl vfTo, and I am much inter-

ested in the result. Ho calls it ' herring-bone,' and it gives a gro&ter
lateral scope to tbi' spurs and shoots, thereby increasing the vlgoar of
tbo whole tree. Under glass, however, we require* a closer prnnlDg«
and I recommend pruning to four leaves ns soon us six fully-grown leave*
are formed. The two upper buds of these four may burft, but the two
lower ones will remain dormant, and become fruit-b«ariug. The second
growth, when four leaves are made, is reduced to two leavirs; the third

gi-owth is reduced to two leaves, or allowed to elongate, according to the
vigour of the tree. In forming n Peach cordon during tbc first year,

however, only equalise the shoots to 6 or 6 inches, r.nd at the winter
regulation cut back to two healthy eyes, each of which wilt next snmmer
send out u shoot, which two shoots are henceforward to bear alternately.

One shoot, left long, bears the fruit ; the otli.r. cut back, carries tho sue-

cession wood. This refera to diagonal cordons under glass ;
pf4ted trees

must be more clotiely pinched back, say to three leaves instead of foor.

But the great point is to secure sufficient shoots on each spur to be able
to prane on tho 'alternate system.' This never has failed me.—T. C.
IIRLIIACT."

Apples on South Wall (Cfntun'onV—The Red Astmchtn being an
early Apple is altogether unsnited for a south wall, and having it there is

a great waste of space. It will be far better to move :t, and grow it in

tho form of an open espalier as you propose, and tho same with ibo

Yellow Bellefleur. We have no acqaaiutance of Monstrutnse d'Am- rique.

We should think, however, it would prove the mo>l suitaMe of the three.

If you really wish for Apples on your south wall, the best varieties yon
could cultivate are Calville Blanche nnd Ileiaettedu Canada. TheElrugo
Nectarine is the best variety for general cultivation.

WiKTER-DBESsrwo AppLE, Cht:rrv, an-t> Phtm Tekes {J. P.)'—When
the trees are pruned, dress everj" part of them with a composition formed
of H 0Z3. soft soap, 1 lb. flowers of sulphur, with sufficient tobacco water
to form a thin paint. The tobacco water of the sh^jps may be used, or It

may be made by pouring a gallon of boiling water un 8 ozs. of ti">b.\cco,

letting it stand until cool, then strain. To take away the colour of tho
sulphur, add enough soot to the gallon of tobacco water. boRides tho

sulphur and soft soap, and in that way form a thin paint, with which
(Irtss the trees, rubbing it well into every crovice, tnking care not to

dislocate the buds. We liave no experience of spent logwood from a

(Irysalter'e, but should not think it desirable for fruit tree?.

Lachenalia, Tritonia, and Tigritia rx Pots [A Youno Countrymnn).
—The Lacbenalias are greenhouse bulb^, and should be grown on j-helvea

near tho glass. They should be potted as soon as growth commences.
Continue to water tliem as long as the leaves remain green, but no
longer ; keep them dry until they begin to grow, which usually is at tho

end of summer. The winter temperature should be from 40^ to 45". The
soil most suitable is sandy peat two-thirds, and one-third fibrous loam,
with a free admixture of sharp sand. The bulbs are best eurrounded
with sand, especially those of tho small species. In potting, coTer
the bulbs to the neck, and provide good drfdnoge. Tritonias thoold be
potted in October, not disturbing the ball, except for the purpose of

division, and after potting water so as to settle the soil about the roots,

r.nd keep llie soil moist even in winter, and the plants secure from frost.

They may be grown succcspfally in a cold pit or cool greenhouse, placing

them out of doors iiftor May, watering them copiously, and sprinkling

them overhead frequently to keep dowu red spider. A compost of four

parts fibrous loam, two parts sandy peat, or.e part leaf soil, and one
part of old cow dung, with a free admixture of sharp sand, and good
drainage, will grow them well. Tigridian are hardy bulbs, but may bo
grown in pots, in a compost of two-thirds sandy fibrous loam, nnd one-

third leaf soil. They should be potted in March, it they have been kept over

the winter in soil in a cool, dry house, but safe from fro=l. They should

be well watered, and may be planted on* in May, taking tbcm up at the
end of summer, potting, and keeping thorn dry during the winter.

Golden Feather Pyretctbum Propagation (A'. A'.).—You may tike

cuttings of tho plants in February or early in March, and in a gentle

heat they soon root. The shoots thut come from the base of the plant

should be slipped off; and after their base has been paiod smooth with a
knife, they may bo inserted in sandy soil ond placed ic a gentle hotbed.

The plants will'be fit to put out in April. Seed sown enriy in spring will

give plants ft r putting out in May, and seedlings are not so liable to form
so great a profusion of white starry Sowers as c'ilting*=, and on this

account we think seedling plants best ; bat cuttii^gs are generally the

best in jwint of coloar ol foliage.

Centaurea candidissiua Propaoatiok (7<fm).—We presnme yon have
the pl.ints in pots. Place them in a house where there is a gentle heat

(5C") in February, and when the side shoota are S or 4 inches long take
them oCT close to the stem, pot in s:ii.dyB>il. surfacing tbo pots with
sand, and place them in a gentle bothed'of 70% keeping thorn close, but
being careful not to overwater. or the cuUings will damp ofl". They will

root in nbont thrca weeks or a monUi, nnd be good plants by the end of

Mav. There is uo diff.Tence between C. caadidissima and C. gymnocarpa.
-G. A.

Passiflora QUADRANGULARia Fbdit (J. B,).—Dr. Hogg in his *^ Vege-
table Kingdom " says, "P. cpiadrmgularis is the common GranadilU or
Granadilln Vine. It is a native of Jamaica nnd South America, and pro-

duces a Inrge fruit of an oblong fhape, d inches in diameter, and
15 inches in circumference. The skin is of a greenish-yellow colour,

and, when ripe, soft, leathery, and vciy thick, but contains a succulent

pulp ol a pnrplo colonr, ^\ hicli is tho eatable part. The flavour is sweet,

and slightly acid, and is very pleasant to the taste, cspcrially in a hot
climate. It is generally eaten with wine and sugar." The blossom la
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that of Nerine nndalata ; the Pinas, P. Pallaeiana, and the Picea,

P. grandia.

CrPRESSCS VARIEGATED (J. B.).—VTe do not know a Cnpressns of the

name you give, but it would likely succeed from cattiugs put in now in

sand in a cool house, covering them with a hand or bell-glass, and keep-

ing the soil moist but not saturated. It would have been better had the

cuttings been put in earlier in the season, but they will yet Bucceed.

They would no doubt retain the variegation the branch at present exhibits.

Ptramidal Pass foe SELAoraELLis (E. L. J.).—We do not know where
these may be had in London, but they may be had of most dealers in

flower pots.

LnrCM ADBATCM AND LANCrFOLltJM PoTTING (Ut'l'. IT. ff.).—It iS nOW
a good time to pot these bulbs if not done before, giving them an in-

creased size of pot, and in potting do not disturb the ball beyond re-

moving any loose soil without injury to the roots. The soil ought to be

kept moist during the winter, and when the plants are growing they

should have a light, airy position. They succeed in a cold pit, protection

being given from frost, or they may be kept in a cool greenhouse. Your
other question is answered in *' Our Letter Bos."

lyDIANEOBBER PLANT'S SHOOTS DYING (Amateur).—It is owing to the

plant not having sufficient heat to mature the growth, and it dies back

from the cold and damp. Give more heat and moisture in summer, so as

to secure a good growth ; it will then succeed in a greenhouse tempera-

ture in winter.

CvcLAMEN Seed Sowing (Mem).—You do not say what variety you
wish to grow; but we advise the seed to be sown now in pans well

drained and filled with a compost of two 'parts fibrous sandy loam, one
part peat and leaf soil, and one part sandstone, broken small, and silver

sand, the whole well mrxed. Level the surfice. scatter the seeds evenly,

and cover with fine soil. Water gently, covering the pan lightly with
moss, and place it in a house with a temperature of from 50 to 55 . Keep
the soil moist and near the glass, admitting air freely when the plants

appear. When they have made two or three leaves, pot them off singly into

small pots, and in summer remove them to a cold frame, keeping moist,

and shaded from bright sun. Pot as may be necessary into larger pots,

and take in-doors at the end of September, placing the plants on a shelf

in a house with a temperature of 45^ ; and with due supplies of water, and
potting as required, yon may probably flower them the spring after next

;

if not, let them go to rest in' summer, potting them when they begin to

grow. They will flower in autumn, winter, or spring, according to the

sort. In potting cover the corm with soil. A little old cow dung may be

mixed with the soil. Good drainage should be given.

Tea Roses in Pots (CnJcaria).—There is very little doubt that Tea
Roses would succeed very well planted in the open ground and protected

during winter with a curate's ground vinery. Care should be taken to

keen the air as dry as possible, and to raise the sides of the ground vinery

sufficiently to allow plenty of ventilation. During severe weather a little

clean straw might be thrown to the sides of the frames, and it would ba

better if they were placed to face east and west, so as not to have the fuU

sun from the sou'h in the spring. The soil should be well forked over

and manured, and if at all heavy a liberal supply of leaf mould should be

added, the whole mulched for the winter with short manure, and in the

summer with cocoa-nut fibre, as under a frame the roots would bo more
inclined to draw to the surface and would suffer from the summer's sun.

The plaut3 ought not to be nearer than 18 inches, and the stronger

shoots might be pegged. The following sorts on the Manetti stock would

answer well with this treatment:—La Boule d'Or, Louise de Savoie,

Madame Willermoz, Maiamo de Vatry, Siuvenir d'un Ami, Monsieur

Furtado, Narcisse, Niphetos, Adam, Josephine Malton, Madame Bravy,

ani Madame Margottin. „, . t
Leaf of Seedling PELABaojnoM [A. H.).—The diameter, 8J inches,

is very large. .,.,,. , i,.

Border Tiles.—"E. ff." and " C. Pnn^ep" wish to know where tha

border tiles mentioned in page 419 are to be obtained.

Names of Plants (liei'. It. B. C.).—Asclepias curassavlca. {Filiceij.—

2, Polypodium appendiculatum ; 6, Pteris serrnlata ; 9, P. erotica, the

typical green form. The other numbers not received by us. (A Surrey

,S'u6.sm6(>rj.— Lamium maculatum. (IF.).— Dendrobium Gibsoni and
Maxillaria Parkeri. (jfnra).—Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum. (Deronia).

1, Asplenium Adiantnm-nigrum, the typical form ; 2 and 3, A. Adiantum-

nigrum, var. obtusum ; 4, A. Tricbomanes. (ii. Bur;.-).—Vallota purpurea.

{W. S., Birkenhead).—Denirobiam heterocarpum, otherwise D. aureum.

The other Orchid we have not yet recognised.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending November 30th.

Wed... 24
Thnrs. 25
Fri. ... 23
Sat.... 27
Sun. . . 28
Mon.. . 29
Tues. . 30

Ueas..

BABOUETEB.

29.793

29.771
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exiibitiog was mad«. 7 be ioUowiog ebows tbe Taiiatioas io

tbe nambets of tbo different varieties :

—

l-w.
Dorking 243
Spanish 5<J

Coobin Cbina . . 171)

Brahma Pootra. . 22
Malay 15

Hondane, CrcTe-

C^rzis, and La
FK-tho —

Bambargb 188
Poland 50
Other distinct

breeds 31
Game 328
Bantams 121
Docks 48
Oeese 20
Tnrkejs 24
Pigeons 332

1S(!3.

26'.»

70
205
34
11

7

224
47

16
350
115
68
27
3?

275

1B«4. ]9o3.

227 193
1806. 1857. IROS. 1S69

265 325 3(15 331
101
216
43
10

10
27(1

43

20
354
215
105
28
35

290

GO
227

13

20
225

22
348
215
82
SO
37

331

88
310
140
16

23
231
52

45
351
1G2
120
44
40

400

90
331
192
13

280
47

19
392
168
107
43
43
565

1(13

312
2.13

11

101
253
47

20
482
208
129
47
64
432

79
260
238
18

97
181
66

23
3SG
142
116
.39

60
482

1,700

180S.

Monday.... £244
Tuesday 234

£478

Snbscribers' Tickets.

Five shilliiigs each .

One shilling each. .

.

1,760 1,967 2,006 2,297 2,676 2,747 2,453

Rhceipts.
1866. 18(!7. 1868. I8S9.

. £214 .. £249 .. £213 .. £195
158 .. 219 .. 249 .. 310

£372

Admission's-

£498

-McXBiT.

£462 £505

By ticket

Paid ....

1863. 1S66.

3,384 .. 4,097 .

1,540 .. 1,004 .
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Pares. -I, ilrs. Southard, he, Hon. Mrs. Devereui, Oilord. c, H. Dowsett

;

T. A. DeAD, Moreton-on-Lugg, Hereford ; J. Pares.
Bbahma-Pootba (Light).—JJ«ns.—l, F. Crook, Forest Hill. 2, H. Dow-

sett. 3, J. Pares, he, A. Herbert ; H. Lacy.
BEiHMi-PooTBA (Light) —Pullets.—1 and 4, Mrs. Williamson. 2, F.

Crook. 3, H. Dowsett. he, J. Pares; Hon. Mrs. Devereui ; H. Lacy.
f, Miss Hales ; F. Crook ; M. Leno, Dnnstable.
MiLAT.— Coclts.—1, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Ruyton-Xi-Towns. 2, T. Bol-

lix, Reading, he, A. D. Payne.
Malat.— CocJereJj.—1, A. D. Payne. 2, Withheld.
Malat.—HfiM.—1, J. Shorthose. 2, T. Hollis. he, J. Shorthose ; Rev.

A. G. Brooke, e, A. D. Payne.
Hil.iY.—PuUeUi.—l, J. Hinton, Warminster. 2, Withheld.
CRivE-CcEOB.—Coffij.— 1, W. R. Park, Melrose. 2, F. W. Zarhorst.

8, W. Blinkhom, St. Helen's, he, Mrs. Seamons, Aylesbnry ; Capt.
Wetherall, Kettering ; Hon. W. H. Fitzwilliam. M.P., Rotherham ; F. W.
Zarhorst ; Miss Wilkin, c, Hon. W. H. Fitzwilliam, M.P.
CatVE.C<EDB.—Hfn« or Pullets.—1, W. R. Park. 2, R. B. Wood, lit-

toieter. 3, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury, he, Capt. Wetherall; J. J. Maiden,
Biggleswadtf; W. Blinkhorn. e, Mrs. Seamons.
HotJDAXS.—CorA-3.—1, W. O. Qnibell, Newark. 2, E. B. Wood. 3, Mr".

Wilkin, he, J. Drewrv ; C. Homfray, Newport ; Colonel Archibald Impey,
Cheltenham ; T. Fos, Lincoln ; Hills 4 Co., Brighton, e, Mrs. Blay,
Worcester ; W. O. Qnibell ; T. Fos.
HoDDiSB.—Hfiis or PiiUels.~l and 3, C. Morris. 2. W. O. Qnibell.

he, Eev. C. B. Rowland, Warwick ; J. Drewry. e. W. O. Qnibell; T. Fox.
La FLkcBE.—Coeks.—l and 2, Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam, Rotherham.

Hnxs or Pullets.—I and 2, Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam.
Spawsh.— foci-s.—1, H. Lane. 2, W. R. Bull, Newport Piignell. 3, H.

Leek, Holbrooke Hall, Derby, he, Mrs. Hyde, Bristol; H. Lane; H.
Beldon, Bingley.

SPATtiaB.—Coekerelr..—l and Cup, H. Lane. 2, P. H. Jones, Folham,
London. 8, F. & C. Haworth, Haslingden. 4, Mrs. Hyde. 5, R. Teebay,
Folwood, Preston. G, H. Beldon. he, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant : Miss
Brown, Chardleigh Groen, Chard ; W. R. Bull ; E. Teeb.iy; J. Walker,
Wolverhampton

; T. J. Harrison, Kendal; W. PatorsoD, Langholm ; J. F.
Dixon, Nottingham; H. Lane.
Spaxish.—iir<;w.— 1, Hon. Mi-s Donglas Pennant. 3, C. W. Brierley.

Middleton. 8, H. Beldon. he, T. & E. Comber, Warrington : H. Lane.
8PASISH.—Pu!!,f,!.—1. Mrs. Hvde. 2, H. Lane 3. P.. Teebav. 4, Hon.

Miss Douglas Pennant, he. Hoii. Miss Douglas Pennant; J.Walker; W.
R. Bull ; R. Teebay ; Bnrch & Boulter, Sheffield, c, T. & E. Comber.
Hameurghs (Black).—Coc!c.—t. Mason 4 Walker, Denton, near Man-

chester. 2 and 8, Rev. W. Serjeantson, Shrewsbury, he, J. M. Kilvert,
Salop, c, W. Whittaker.
Haheup.ghs (Black).-Hf7i,i or Pui!c(».— 1, Rev. W. Serjeantson. 2, C.

Sidgwick. 3, Mason & Walker, he, S. Bntterfield, Keighley ; J. Watts,
King's Heath; G. Lingard, jnu.. Snow Hill, Birmingham; Rev. W. Ser-
jeantson.
HAJiErEGHS (Golden- pencilled). — Coci. —1, W. Whittaker. 2, H.

Pickles, jun. 3, J. Laming, he, W. R. Park ; H. Beldon ; W. Parr.
Hameurghs (Golden-pencilled).—Hens or Pullets.—l, H. Beldon. 2, W.

Parr. 3, Gnnson 4 Jefferson, c, Bnrch & Boulter ; W. Parr.
HAiCBrnons (Silver-pencilled).— Cocfc.—l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Laming,

Spaldinc 3, Duke of Sutherland. 4, H. Pickles, jnn.
Hamecrghs (Silver-pencilled).-Hfiis or Ptdleti.—l, Duke of Suther-

land. 2, A. Woods, Sefton, near Liverpool. 2, H. Beldon. he, A. Woods.
Hameceghs (Golden-spangledl.—1, W. A. Hyde. 2, J. Ogden, Hollin-

wood, near Manchester. 8, Miss C. E. Palmer. 4, H. Beldon. 5, W. A.
Hyde. 6, E. Brierley, Haywood, near Manchester.
Hajtbcrghs (Golden-spangled).-Htns or Pullet!.—1 and S, W. A. Hyde.

2. J- Ogden. 4, Mason & Walker, he, A. Woods ; E. Brierley ; J. Ogden
;

J. Davies, Harboi-ne.
Hambcrghs (Silver-spangleuV— Coffc.—1 and 4, H. Pickles, jun. 2, H.

Beldon. 8, Ashton & Booth. .';. A. Woods. C, Ashton & Booth.
HAMBtRGHS (Silver-spant'ledi —Hcnj or Pullets.—1, Miss E. Browne.

2, J. Fielding, Newcharch, near Manchester. 3, Ashton & Booth . 4, H.
Beldon. .5, H. Pickles, jun. he. Rev. F. Tearle ; Miss E. Browne ; F. H.
Kevin, Edifbaston ; E. M. Wakeraan. Bridgnorth, c, G. E. Hardman, Raw-
tenstall, near Manchester ; J. Fielding.

Polish (Bla;k with White Crests).-Coc*.—1, S. Shaw, Halit.ix. 2, W-
Gamon. he, W. Gnmon.
Polish (Black with White Crests) —Hens or Pulleti.—l, S. Shaw. 2, W.

Gamon. he, D. Mntton, Brighton ; W. Gamon.
Polish (Golden).— C'ocit.-l, M. NichoUs, Isle of Man. 2, H. Beldon.

/!<;. W. K. Patrick, Lynn ; H. Beldon.
Polish (Golden..-Hcm or PuUets.—l, W. Harvey. 2, H. Beldon.

he, W. SUvester, Sheffield.
jPoLlSH (Silver).- Coc/..—1, G. C. Adkins, The Lightwoods, near Bir-

mingham. 2, W. Gamon. 3, Mis. Procter, /ic, W. Gamon; H. Beldon;
W. Silvester

; G. C. Adkins. c, Mrs. Blay ; G. C. Adkins.
Polish (Silver).—He iM or Pullets.—I and 2, G. C. Adkins. he, P. H.

Jones ; W. Gamon ; G. C. Adkins.
AjiY OIHER Vabietv.—1, C. F. Montiessor, Sloagh, Bucks. 2, Mrs.

Borrell ; 3, Mrj. Blay. he. Miss Hales ; W. A. Bnrnell : J. K. Fowler ; J.

Choyce ; J. Fawdry, Sutton Coldfield ; S. Shaw, e, R. Chase.

Game i Black-breasted Reds).- CorA-.-1, C. Chaloner, Chesterfield. 2, J.

Fletcher, Stoneclougb, near Mancliester. 3, J. Holland, Manchester.
4, C. Chaloner. he, G. Newdegate, Sbitfual ; J. Halsall, Ince, near Wigan

;

J. Mason. Worcester; S. Mathew, Stowmarket, Sntfjlk. c, W. Bradley,
Worcester ; J. Stublis, Stafford ; J. Eaton. Southwell. Notts.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).— Coclter«;.— 1 and Cup, C. Chaloner.

2, Capt a. Price, Taunton. 3, F. Sates, Crowle, Doncaster. 4, 5, and 6, Rev.
T. O'Grady. he, J. W. Thompson, Sonthowram, Halifax ; J. Frilh, Chats-
worth, Bakewell ; J. Fletcher, c, T. Mason, Lancaster ; J. HalsiUl.
Gajie (Black-breasted Reds).—i/tn.-1, C. Chaloner. 2, H. Beldon.

3, W. Dunning, Newport, ^alop.
GAMr: (Black-breasted Reds).—Pu(le«<.—1 and Cup, E. C. Gilbert, Penk-

ridge. 2, S. Matthew. S, C. Chaloner. 4, G. E. Peach, Wellington. Salop.
5, J. H. Wilson. 6. S. Mathews, he, W. Bradley; P. A. Beck, Welshpool;
E. C. Gilbert ; J. Stubbs.
Game (Brown and other Reds except Black-breasted)-

—

Coek—1, J.
Wood, Wigan. 2, T. Slatter. 3, G. U. Smith, Scarborough. 4, F. Sales,
DoLcaster. 5, R. Swift, Southwell, Notts.
Gaue (Brown and other Reds except Black-breasted).— Cockerel.—

I, J. Wood. 2, E. Mann, Wbtiefield, near Manchester. 3, Rev. F. Watson,

Kelvedon, Esses. 4, T. Burgess, Whitchurch, Salop. 5, T. Statter.
6, Rev. F. Watson.
Gaue (Brown and other Reds, except Black-breasted).—Hern.—1, T,

Burgess. 2, C. W. Brierley. 3, C. Homfray. 4, J. Wood.
Game (Brown and other Reds except Black-breasted).

—

Pullets.—1, S.
Matthews. 2, W. Boulton.Dalton-in-Fumess. 8, C. W. Brierley. 4, Miss
E. Crawford, Southwell, Notts. 5, J. Wood, he, G. R. Smith.
Game (Duckwiugs and other Greys and Blues).

—

Cocks.—1 , S. Matthews.
2, C. W. Brierley. 8, C. Chaloner. 4, W. Dunning.
Game (Duckwinga and other Greys and Blues). — Coekerels. — 1, C

Chaloner. 2, Col. W. Blackburne, Leamington. 3, S. Matthew. 4, 0.
Chaloner. 5, W. Dunning.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys and Blues).

—

Hens.—1, F. Watson.
2, W. Bradley.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys and Blues).

—

Pullets.—1, H. C.

Parkes, Quadrant, Birmingham. 2, H. C. & W. J. Mason, Drighlington,

near Leeds. 8, H. Beldon. he. Miss J. Cooper ; J. Mitchell. Moseley.
Game (Black and Brassywinged, except Greys).— CocA-.—1 and 2, R.

Eobbins, Kenilworth. 3, Capt. W. G. Webb, Tamworth.
Game (Black and Brassywinged except Greys). — Hens or Pullets.—

1 and 2, Capt. W. G. Webb. S, Rev. G. S. Cruwys, Tiverton.

Game (White and Piles).—CocA.— 1 and 2, Rev. F. Watson. S, J. W.
Thompson.
Game (White and Piles'.—H.?ns or Pullets.—1, Rev. F. Watson. 2, H.

C. & W. J. Mason. 8, J. Sichel. he. Rev. F. Watson; W. Johnson,
Stanley, near Liverpool, e, Rev. F. Watson.
Bantams (Gold-laced;.—1, T. C. Harrison, Hull. 2, Rev. G. S. Cruwys.

he and c, M. Leno.
Bantams (Silver-laced).—1 and 2, M. Leno. he. Rev. G. S. Crawys.

e, T. C. Harrison.
Bantams (White Clean-legged).—1, Rev. F. Tearle. 2 and c, E. Prichard.

Bantams (Black Clean-legged).—1 and 4, H. Draycott, Humberstone,

ne.ar Leicester. 2, R. B. Riley, Halifax. 3, M. E. Cambridge, BristoL

he, T. C. Harrison, c, W. A. Taylor.

Bantams (Any other variety except Game). — 1, Hon. C. E. Finch,

Coventry. 2, Mrs. Woodcock, (ic, J . Beasley, Northampton ; H. Savile.

c, J. Watts. , „ , J .

Game Bantams (Black breasted Reds).-! and Cup. J. Crossland, jun.,

Wakefield. 2, W. B. Jeffries, Ipswich. 3, G. Smith, Staveley, near Ches-

terfield. 4, H. Shumach. Southwell. 5, R. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy, he. Rev.

A. K. Cornwall; J. .Vikins, jun., Walsall; W. Hinchlieff, Southwell;

W. F. Entwisle. e, H. Ashton : T. Sharpies, Rawtenstall.

Game Bantams (Brown and other Keds except Black-breaated).—

1, Miss Crawford. 2, H. Shumach.
Gaspe Bantams (Any other variety).—1 and 3, H. Shumach. 2, J. Cros-

"game Bantams (Black-breasted .and other Reds).— Coc)t«.—1 and 4, W.
Hinchlieff. 2, J. W. Morris, Rochdale. 3, J. Anderson. 6, T. Sharpies.

;i(,-, H. Shumach; Bowman i&Fearon. c, Capt. Wetherall.

Game Bantams (Anv other variety).— CocA-s —1, Miss Crawford. 2, T.

P Wood, jun., Boythorpe House, near Chesterfield. 8, W. B. Etches.

Docks (White Aylesbury).-1 and 4, Mrs. Seamons. 2, Mrs. Burrell.

3, J. K. Fowler, he, Mrs. Seamons ; H. Jones ; J. K. Fowler, c, Countess

of Dartmouth ; H. Jones ; Mrs. Burrell.

Dccks (Rouen).—1, Cup, and 4, T. Statter. 2, A. Dickinson, White-

haven S J. Anderson. 5. S. Shaw. B, L. Patton. he, L. Patton
;
F.

Parlett, Chelmsford ; J. Anderson ; S. H. Stott, Rochdale
;
J. K. Fowler ;

Gunson & Jefforson ; C. Butler, Castle Bromwich; J. Fox. c, F. W.
Zurhorst ; J.Anderson. „ „ , . „ „
Ducks (Black East Indian). -1 and 3, Mrs. Hayne, Dorchester. 2, S.

Bom, Whitbv, Yorkshire, he. Major F. D. L. Smith, Hales Owen; J. M.

Kilvert. e, Kev. W. Serjeantson ; Miss Clifton, Whittington, Worcester;

Ducks (Anv other variety).-1, S. Bum. 2, H. Mapplebeck. he, H.

Savile ; T. C. Harrison ; M. Leno ; C. Homfray. c, Rev. W. Sergeantson.

Geese (White).—1, Rev. G. Hustler. 2. Mrs. Seamons. he, T. Statter ;

C Bamtord, Impington Hall, near Cambridge. Goslings, — 1, Mrs.

Seamons, Avlesbuiy. 2, S. H. Stott. he. Rev. G. Hustler, StiUingSeet

Vicarage, York ; Mrs. Seamons ; J. Lycett, Stafford.

Geese (Grev and Mottled).—1. C. Bamford. 2, J. K. Fowler, he. Rev.

G Hustler; J.' Lycett; H. Croasley ; W. Lort, King's Norton, near Bir-

min"ham. c. Right Hon. Lord Wenlock. Yorkshire. Ooslinijs.—l, Mrs.

Seamons. 2, J. K. Fowler, he. Rev. G. Hustler; S. H. Stott; J. Lycett.

c, Lord Wenlock ; W. Cox, Brailsford Hall, Derby.
_

Turkeys.- Old birds).- CocAs.—1, F. Lythall, Banbuiy. 2, T. J. Ham-
son Kendal, Westmoreland, he, Hon. Mrs. Colvile, LuUmgton, Burton-

on-Trent; Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury; C Bamford : Mrs. Guy, Eaton,

Grantham ; J. Fox, Cumberland ; W. Sanday, Ratclifl'e ; W. Winterton,

Hinckley; L. Patton. e. Rev H. G. Baily, Swindon; J. Fox. Hens.—

1. W. Sanday. 2, F. Lvthall. he, Mrs. Guy, Eaton, Grantham; W.
Winterton. e, L. Patton"; Rev. U. G. Baily. „ ^ „ „
TunKEYS(YoungBird3).—CocA-3.—l,L. Patton. 2, Rev. T. Fellowes, Hon-

ningham, Norwich, he, Mrs. Guv; F. Lythall; W. Wilkes, Wolvey;

Hincklev, Leicestershire ; Rev. G. Gilbert, Claxton, Norwich ; V, . Sanday ;

L. Patton. Hens —1, S. H. Stott. 2, L. Patton. he. Rev. T. L. FeUowes,

Mrs. Gny ; W. Winterton ; L. Patton. c, F. Lythall.

PIGEONS.
Tumblers (Almond).-1 and 3, R. Fulton, Deptford, London. 2, J.

Ford, London. , , j o a-
Carrier (Black). — CocA-s. —1, E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds. J, 1.

Colley. Sheffield, he. J. Thompson, Bingley, Yorkshire, e. F. Crossley,

South House, Elland, Yorkshire ; B. Fulton. Kens.—1 and 2, R. iulton.

Ac. J. C. OrJ, Pimlico, London ; F. Crossley. „ t r.

Carrier (Dun-.- CocA-s —1, J. Hawley, Bingley. Yorkshire. 2, J. U
Ord. he. F. Crossley. Hens.—1, J. Hawley. 2, F. Crossley. vhc, J.

Thompson. ^ ,, , ^ „ ^,.,,

Gabbier (Anv other colour).-CocA« —1, R. Fulton, he, J. C. Ord.

Hens.— 1, H. A. Yardley, Edaha.ston. Birmingham, c, J. Cord.
Pouter (Red) —CocAs.—1, p. H. Jones, Fulbam, London. 2. R.tulton.

c, J. Barber, Kettering. Bem.—l. F. Gresham, Shefiord, Beds. 2, B.

Sturgess, Leicester, c, A. H. Stewart. Birmingham. „ , , „
Pouter (Bluej.-CocAs.-l and Cup, E. Homer. 2 F. Gresham. tc, E.

Fulton ; W. Gamon, Chester. Eens.-l and he. R-Mt™- 2- F- Gresham.

PoCTEB(Bl.ack).— CocA-s.—l,F. Gresham. 2, A. H. Stewart. ftc.R. Fulton.

Hens.—1, A. H. Stewart. 2, R. Fulton. „ „ „
PooTEB (White).— CtocS-s.-l, Mrs. Ladd, Calne, Wilts. 2, W. Harvey,
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Sheffiold. he, G. Stiirtjcss; K. Fallon. Hens.—\, R. Fulton. 2, W. R.
Koso, Brtnsley H»ll. nenr Kettcrini;. lie, G. Stargce<>; R. FTiltnn.
PoCTEB (.\Dy other coloarl.—Coelii.—1, W. R. RoBo. 2, R. Fulton.

Bem—\, W. R. Ro-o. 2. K. Fulton, he, A. H. Stewart.
Balds on Oeaids— 1, R. Fulton. 2, W. H. C. Oiitcs, Ecsthorpc,

Nowirk. 3, G. South, Loudon, ftc. V.'. Chi vce, Sibson, urar AthorstOQO,
Warwicksbiro ; O. Sonlb. c, W Ch'iroc.
TcMBLEns (Sbfrt-Jnced.—1, J. Fi.ldinf;, Jan., Lark MillB Honso, Rocb-

d.-ile. 2 and he. R. Fultou. the, F. Croosley. e. J. Ford, London.
Tumblers (Any other variolv).—1 nnd he, 3. Havley. 2, E. Homer.
RrsTs.— 1. Cnp, and 2, T. D. Green, Saffron Walden. Essex.
Jacodi>s (Red or Yollow).—1 and 2, J. WilUann, Manchester, he, R.

Fulton; E. E. M. linyds, Grconbill, Rochdale: S. Shaw, Stainland,
Haliloi; G. South.
Jacobins (Any other colonr).—1 nnd he, E. E. M. Royds. 2, J. WlUiams.
Fantails (White). — 1 and 2, C. Bnlpin, Riversido, Rridgwater, Somer-

set. 8, H. Yardl«y. he, 3. 3. lirndley, BirmiBgham ; T. C. & E. Nowbltl,
Epwortb, Linrolu.sb)ro

; C. Huliun.
Faktails (Any other colour).—!, F. Graham. Foalh Birkenhead. 2, W.

Choyco, Sibson, near Atherstono. he, H. Ynrdlcy.
Tkdjipeters (Mottled).-l, S. Shaw, Stainiand, Halilai. 2, W. Harvey.

he, 3. Firth, jun., Dcwsbury. e, S. A. Taylor, Four Oaks, Sutl nn Coldfield.
TKnjTPETEES (Any other colonr).— I, J. Firth, Jan. 2, W. H. C. Oatcs.

he, Vi. Gamoo, Hoole Cottage, Chester.
Owls I Foreign).—1, F.Crossley. 2. .J. Fieldin?. jun. ftc, 8. Shaw.
Owls (English).—!, J. Edae. Birmiughanj. ^ 2, C. Bnlpin. he. Rev. F.

Watson ; C. Bnlpin. e, J. Firth, jun.
Nuns.—! and .'1, W. n.anl<e3. Runcorn, Cheshire, 2, C. Bnlpin. he, W.

Crofi. lilllinKlmll, liip'ev, Yorkshire, e, P. H. Jones.
Tcr.BiTS (Red and Yellow).—! and he, S. Shaw. 2, E. Homer.
TcRBlTS (Any other colour).— 1, G. South. 2, W. Bankes. fte.J. Field-

ins, jun. ; H. Yardley.
Barbs (Black) —1, R. Fulton. 2. S. Shaw, vlie, F. Crossley.
Babbs (Any other colonr).—1 and 2 F. Crossley. vhc, J. Firth, jun.
Deagoons (Blue).—!, G. South. 2. J. Percivall, Pcckham, London.

vhe, F. Sale, Derby, he. H. Yardley ; J. Percivall. .:, H. Yardley.
Draoooks (Red or YeUow).— 1, G. South. 2, P. U. Jones, he, 3.

Thompson. *

Dragoons (Any other colour).-1, J. Percivall. 2, J. Edge, he, W.
Underwood, Birmingham, r, F. Sale.
MAOrrES-1, P. H. Jones. 2. J. Firth, jun. ;«•, E. Horner.
Antwerps (Chequered).—1, J. W Ludlow, Birmingham. 2, C. Bnlpin.
ANTwERrs (Any other colour-).-1, S. A. Taylor. 2, J. J. Bradley.
Archangels.—!, C. Bulpin. 2, F. Sale. he. W. Underwood.
Swallows.— I.E. Horner. 2, J. Watta. King's Heath, necr Birmingham.
AST OTHER New or Distinct Vaeiett.—!. H. Yardley. Extra 1, G.

Sturgess, Leicester. 2, F. H. Paget, Birstall, Leicester. Extra 2, W. B.
Tegetmeier, Finchley. London. 3, F. H. Paget. Extra 3, H. Draycott,
Humberstone, near Leicester.

JcDOES.—Poullri/ : Rev. G. F. Hodgson, North Petberton, Bridg-
water; Mr. G. J. Andrews, Dorchester; Mr. John Baily, Monnt
Street, Grosvenor Square, London ; JJr. James Dixon, North Park,
Clayton, Bradford : Mr. E. Hewitt, Srarkbrook, Birmingham ; Mr.
K. Tcebav, Fulwooil, near Preston ; Mr. J. H. Smith, Skclton Granne,
York ; Mr. R. Woods, Osberton, Worksop ; Mr. E. Lowe, Comberford]
Tamworth. /'/.//<,»,, .- Mr. Harrison Weir, 9, Lvndhurst Road, Peck-
ham, London

; Mr. T. J. Cottle, Pultenev ViUa^ ChelteDham : Mr. F.
Esquilant, -1, Eflra Road, Brixton, London ; Mr. T. Ridpeth, Ont-
wood Hall, Handforth, Manchester.

OAIillAM POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This meeting, held on the 2-Uh and 25th of November, proved an

nnnsuaUy Buccossfnl one, not a single hitch of any kind occurring, and
the promptitude of action on the part of the Committee was itself per-
fection. The whole of the poultry, as well as the Pigeons, were con-
tained in an excellent tent '200 feet long by 40 feet wide, an abundance
of gas being laid on ; and every attention was paid to the feeding, Ac,
of the birds.

Of Grey Dorkiiir/s the classes were exceedingly large, the silver cnp
for the best pen of this breed being awarded to a first-class pair of
hens belonging to Mr. George Clarke, of Long Sutton. The silver cup
for the best pen of a multiplicity of different breeds, to be entered
expressly for the prize, which was given by the Earl of Gainsborough,
was taken by a splendid pen of Brown Reds ia a most spirited compe-
tition, Mrs. Fludyer, of Ayston Hall, being the winner. There were
some very good Black Sjianisli shown, though the bulk of them were
scarcely in full plumage. The winners of the silver cup, it seems,
were entered in the catalogue at the low price of 30s., being quite a
novelty for good birds in these days. Coeldns were exceedingly good.
Mr. Taylor, of Manchester, was the principal winner. As regards
Game, the pens shown by Mr. Mathews, of Stowmarket, had almost
their own way. Mr. Jeffries, of Ipswich, was equally successful with
Game Bantams. Mrs. Seamons, of Aylesbury, took both the silver
cups for 6Vcic and Ducti with uncommonly good birds, and in heavy
classes. Uamburghs were in great force, and the cnp went to a pen of
Goldeu-spangled. A great variety of cross-bred fowls were shown in
the class devoted to them. The produce of Light Brahmas with Grey
Dorkings proved the best in all instances for table purposes. A cup
was also given in the Selling class, and the Partridge Cochins were
successful, the second prize going to Spanish.
The PtQioiis consisted of large and excellent classes, but many of

the bsst pens, detained at Peterborough, arrived long after the awards
were completed—in fact, alter nightfall had set in. Many fowl.i, also,
were thrown out from being too late.

The arrangements of the Oakham Committee were for Mr. Joseph
Hindson, of Liv and Mr. Hewitt, of Birmingham, to act as

Judges ; but nnfortnnately at the lost moment a telegram announced
tho severe indisposition of Mr. Hindson, nnd conse'iueutly the whole
of the duty devolved on Mr. Edward Hewitt.

DoRKisos.-Ac, G. H. Finch, SI.P., Oakham, e, Mr«. W. Fryer, Upping-
ham ;

— Fnwler, Williugbam ; C. Speed, Oakham.
DoRKlsus (Coloured).—Coci.-!, N. Savilo, Kufford Ahliey, OUcrton,

Nottingham. 2, H. Warner, Lougliborough. he, R. Wood, Clapton,
Thrapstono

; J. Longland, Grcndon, Northampton ; D. C. Campbell, M.D.
County Asylum, Brentwood, Essex ; Marchioness of Exeter, Burcbley
House ; H. Warner ; J. Horusby, Grantham ; J. U. Wellington, Oauiam.
e, H. Yardley, Miuket H:i'l, Birmingham. Htns or PuII«(<.— 1, Cup, and
e. G. Clarke, Long Sutlun. 2, R. Wood, Clapton, Thrapstone. he, R. Wood ;

N. Savile ; J. Uornsbv, C iBtlegate House, Grantham ; Mrs. Brackenbnry^
Thorpe HallForm,Downhain,Noifolk; D.C.CampbeU,M.D. c, G. Clarke.
DoRKlNiis (Silvcr-Greyi.—//fn« or PuUcli—\, Marchioness of Exeter.

2, W. Fowler, Munton, Upjiingham. he, D. C. Campbell, M.D.
DoRKiNos (While).— Coel.-l, Marchioness of Exeter. 2,0. E. CrcBS-

well, Hanworth Rectory, Honnalow. he, Mrs. Byson, Empingham, Stam-
ford, c, Mrs. Syson ; .Marchioness of Exeter. Hem or PileU.—l and 2,
Mrs. Syson. he, Mrs. Syfion ; Marchioness of Exeter.
Spanish (Black).—1 and Cap, J. Stephens, Walsall. 2, Miss ColUng-

wood, Peterborrngh. he, G. Saunders, Melton Mowbray. Chiekens.—l,v.
James, Pcckham. 2, J. Laming, Cowhurn, Spalding, he, W. R. Boll.
Newpoit Pagnoll ; J. Stephens, Walsall, e, J. D. Hustwavte, Nottingham.
Cochin.China (Cinnamon, Buff, or Partridge).— Cofl.—!, W. A. Taylor,

Manchester. 2, H. V. Storv, Lockington Hall, Derby, he, 3. Longland,
Grendon; R. W. Smith, March; H. Liugwoud, Needham Market: J.
Stephens ; T.,H. Readraan, Whitby, e, H. V. Story ; J. LongUnd ;

— God-
trey, Hammersmith ; J. Bar >er, Kettering; W. .K. Taylor. Ueru or Pullett.
—1, Cup, and 2, W. A. Taylor, he, H. V. Story; T. H. Derry, Gedney.
Wisbcach. f, G. H. Finch, M.P. ; Mrs. Woodcock, Kearsby Uonse, Leices-
ter; J. Stephens.
CoCHiN-CHrsA (Black or White).—CocAr.—l and 2, Mrs. Williamson.

Queniborough Hall, Leicester, he, H. J. Godfrey ; Sirs. Willianuon.
He ?n or Pullets.—1, Mrs. Williamson. 2, H. U. Bletsoe, Barnwell, Oosdle.
he, M. Ivew, Market Overton, Oakham.
Bbahma Pootba. — Cock.— !, Mrs. Woodcock. 2, Mr'. Williamfon.

he, H. Lingwood, Needbam Market, Suffolk, e, Mrs. Burrell, Stoke Park,
Ipswich. Hem or PuUft.<.—l, Mrs. Woodcock. 2, H. Lingwood.
HAMBCBon (Silver-siiangled).-!, J. Laming. 2, A. Fairboura, Tod-

morden. he, N. Marlor, Denton, Manchester, e, B. Jarvis, Mansfield.
Hambuboh (Silver-pencilled).-1, J. Laming. 2, A. Houghtoa, Aeh-

fordby. Melton Mowbray.
Ha-iibcbgh (Gold.spangled).- ! and Cup, T. May, Wolverhampton.

2, J. Laming, he, S. i R. Asbton, Mottram ; N. Marlor.
HAsrocRGn (Gold-pencilled).—1, J. Laming. 3, W. Tickner, Ipswich,

Suffolk.

Game.—Cup, Mrs. Flnyder, Uppingham, e, Eiors. of J. Hawley.
Game (Red and other"d.ark colours).—Cc-t.—l and Cap, S. Matthews,

Stowmarket. 2, Mrs. FluJyer. he, T. V.'hittaker, Melton Mowbray; R.
Hull, Cambridge ; H.Warner; B. Jarvis, Apsley Cottage, Mansfield. <:,E.
Winwood, Tho Grove, Worcester ; T. Garton, Oakham ; R. L. Healey j J.
Eaton, Vine Cottage, Famsfield, Notts. Hem or PulU-!i.—l, S. Mathews,
.ctowm.irket, Suffolk. .% T. Carton, Oakham. )ic, R. Hall ; Mrs. Lowther,
Barleythorpe Ilall ; R. Swift. Southwell, Notts ; B. Jarvis, Apslej
Cottage, MansUeld ; R. L. Healev ; W. Bradley, Worcester.
Game (Piles, and light colours).—Cocl-.-I, S. Mathews. 2, E. Winwood,

he. W. Smith, jnn., Easthorpe, Bottesford ; G. Henfrey, Maplebeck, New-
ark. c, M. Brown, Melton Mowbray. Hens and Pullets.—1, E. Winwood.
2, W. H. Mitchell, Moseley, Birmingham, he, S. Deacon, Polebrook Hall,
Oundle.
Bantams (White, clean legs).— !, S. i R. Ashton. 2. H. Draycott,

Humberstone. Leicester, e, H. L. Bradshaw, Wakerley. Northampton.
Bantams (Black, clean legs).—1, Cup, and 2, H. Dravcott. he. A,

Storrar ; W. A. Taylor, e, S. & R. Ashton.
Bantams (Silver-laced).-1, G. H. Finch, M.P., Oakham.
Bantams (.\uy other distinct variety). — 1. J. Adkin, jun., Walsall.

he, H. Warner ; Mrs. Woodcock, e, H. I)ravcott.
Game Bantams.—Coci-.-l and 2, W B. Jeffries, Ip.5wich. he.U. Kew;

H. Hedley ; Miss S. E. Wellington ; .K. Storrar, Pcterborongb. e, H.
Warner, Loughborough ; T. Dyson, Halifax ; J. Eaton, Famsfield, Notts.
Hcns'or Pullffj.-! and Cup, W. B.Jeffries. 2, J. Eaton, /le, S. Deacon,
Oundle ; M. Kew ; H. L. Bradshaw, Wakerley ; Mies S. E. Wellington.
Polands (Any colour).—Prize, G. W. Boothby, Louth.
Ceossered.— C/tiL'A-CH«.—I, J. Longland, Grendon, Notts, 2, Miss S.

Wellington, he, H. Dowsett, Pleshey, near Chelmsford ; Miss S. E.
Wellington, Oakham, e, M. Kew ; N. Savile ; Mrs. A. Blackwood, Oakham,
Any other Distinct Variety.— !, W. Dring, Faversham, Kent.

2, Right Hon. Lady Bemers, KevthorpeHall.
Tdbkeys.— /ic', Mrs. Lowthcr ;'M. Key, Oakham. Cot'..—1, G. R. Pear-

son, Witham Common, Colsterworth. 2. Mrs. A. Guy, Eaton, Grantham,
he. Marchioness of Exeter; M. Ivcw, Market Overton, Oakham; T. N.
Beasley, Northampton ; Mrs. Berridge. Burley-on-the-IIill, Oakham.
Hens.—l and Cup, G. R Pearson. 2, M. Kew. he, M. Kew ; Mrs. A. Gay.
e, L. Patton.
Decks.-Ac, G. H Finch, M.P., Oakham ; Mrs. Lowther.
DccKS (Wliite Aylesbury).—1 and Cup, Mrs. Seamons, Aylesbnry.

2. J. Hornby, Grantham, he, W, Carver i- Sons, Ingarsby, Leicester

:

Mrs. Seamons. e, S. Deacon, Oundle; M. Kew; G. H. Finch, M.P. ; H,
V. Slory.
Docks (Ronon).—1 and 2, L. Patton. he,TI. Warner, The Elms, Lonsh-

borough ; H. Yardley, Market Hall, Birmingham ; R. Swift, SouthweU.
Ducks (Any other variety).— 1, M. Kew (Grey Calls), he, M. Kew
Buenos Ayrean) ; Mrs. Lowther, Barleythorpe Hall (Buenos Ayrcan)

;

H. V. Story, Derby (White Muscovy).
DccKS (Crossbred or Common).

—

Ducklings.—1 and 2, Mrs. Berridge,
Geese (White).—Prize. J. Garton, Cotes, LoDghborongh. he, Mrs.

Berridge ; N. Savile, P.ufford .\bbey, Ollerton. Ooslings.—! aud Cup, Mrs.
Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury, he, T. N. Beasley; Mrs. Berridge; J.
Christian, Oakham.
Geese (Grey) —Prize, Rev. C. H. Lucas, Edithweston, Stamford.

he, Mrs. E. Goodliffe, Stilton, Hunts; M. Kew. Goslings.—I, M. Woodroffc,
Stanford, Loni^hborougb. '< :, Mrs. tteamons ; M. Kew.
Selling Class.—! and Cup, T. M. Derry, Gcduey (Partridge Cochins).

2. J. Stephens (Black Spani>U). he, W. A. Taylor, Manchester; M. Kew;
W. Dring, Faversham, Kent; Mrs. Berridge; G. Clarke, Long Sutton;
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A. B. Brackenhary, Downhum Market ; H. Chapre'.l, Oakliam ; J. Stcpbeos,

Walsall, c, S. Deacon, Onndle ; G. Clarke; (i. H. FiEch, MP.; Mrs.

Brackenbory ; J. V.'right, Melton Mowbray.

PIGEONS.
TcjrBLEBS— 1, J. H. Ivimy, LingfielJ, East Grinatead, Sussex. 2, H.

Brown, Walkley, Sheffield, c, J. Mc^dale, Kensington, Liverpool ; H.

Yardley.
Carriers.—1, E. Walker, Leicester. 2, J. C. Ord, London, c, H.

Yardley ; H. Hedlev, Thnrmaston, Leicester.

roDTEBS.— 1, E. Walker. 2, R. F. Payling, Peterborongb. he. R. F. Pay-

lins; H. Draycott, Homberstone. c,H. Brown, Walkley, Sbeflleb'.

J.4C0EiNS.-l,H. Yardley. 2, J. C. Ord. ;,r, H. Hedley. c, J. U. Mar-
sh.iU, Peterborongb.
Fantails.—1, J. D. Lovcrsidae, Newark-on-Trent. 2, F. H. Paget, Bir-

stall, Leicester, he, H. Yardley.
Tedmpeters.—1, J. C. Ord. 2, E. Sbeemiaa, Chelmsford, Essex.

kc, Mrs. Woodcock, Leicester, c, .J. H. Paget.
Nuns.—1, H. Yardley. 2, W. Croft.

TuBBlTS.—l, H. Yardley. 2, J. C. Ord. /ic and f, F. H. Paget.

Runts.-1 and 2, H. Yardley.
Ant other New or Distinct Variett.—1, J. H. Tvimy. 2, H. Dray-

cott, Hnmberstone, Leicester, he, J. McArlale ; H. Hedley; H. Dray-
cott; J. C. Marshall, Peterborough; J. C. Ord. c, J. Mc.lidale ; H.
Hedley ; F. H. Paget ; E. Brown, ShelHeld.

CHIPPENHAM POULTRY SHOW.
All the arrangements were excellent, auJ most of the poultry

exhibited were of very superior quality. The Grey I.>rrl-iii;!3 were

better than have yet been shown in this neighbourhood ; and the Game
fowls merited our highestpraise. The Polanda were of great merit, par-

ticularly the Silver-spangled. The Uamlmrrih classes were also well

tilled. Of Brahnas there was only a very small entry, and those not

what could be wished. The Aylesbury and Ronen Diichs were praise-

worthy, and the Tarlcajs and Gecsn would have been a great credit to

anysliow. A hybrid, bred between the wild English Pheasant and a

common domestic fowl, was a good specimen, and proved very attrac-

tive. The weather was exceedingly fine, and the attendance unusually

large.

Dorkings.—1, Miss Millward, Newton St. Loe. 2, G. Hanks, ilalmes-
bnry. c, J. Kiu^'iion, Calne ; Rev. J. Hoysted, Bradenstoke.
Spanish.—1, Tonkin & Tuckey, Bristol. 2, A. Heath, Calne.
Game (Black- breasted and other Reds i.—l and 2, H. Stagg, Netheravon.
GiME (Any other variety).—1 and 2, G. Sainsbnry, Devizes, c. G. Hanks.
CoCHiKs.—1, Miss Milhvard. 2, J. W. W. Hulbert, Cbippenhnm.
Bbahmab.— 1, J. Kingdon. 2 and c, W. Hanks, Somerford. he, Rev. J.

Hoysted.
HAMBnnGus fGoId or Silver-pencilled)-—!, T. Sealy, Little Somerford,

2, J. OrUdge, Chippenham, he, J. AV. W. Hulliert ; — Tlmiupson, Calne.
Hameuughs (Gold or Silver-spangledJ.— 1, J. \V. AY. Hnlliert. 2, J. S.

Maggs, Tetbury.
PoLANDS.—1 and 2. J. Hinton, Warminster, c. R. C. Forster. Freshford.
Game Bantams.— 1, E. Cambridge, Bristol. 2, E. C. Owen, Shrivenham.
BANTASia (Any other variety).—!, E. Cambridge. 2. N. J. Chirk, Bristol.

Any other Distinct Breed.—1, W}iidham & Ward, Salisbury. 2, J.

Hinton. he, R. C. Forster.
Ckoss-Bheeds (Distinct).-1, G. S. Sainsbury. 2,— Vick, Chippenham.
Turkeys.—1, Mit^s Milward. 2, S. W. Stokes, Heddington.
Geese.—1, J. Baker, Allington. 2, G. Hanks, he, H. Say, Lacock.
Ducks (Rouen).—1, G. M. Hulbert. 2, G. S. Sainsbury. /ic, G. Hanks.
DncKS (Aylesbury).-1, J. S. Maggs. 2 and he, G. Hanka.
Ducks (Any other variety).—!, £[. Bri^worth. 2, Rev. R. H. Mullens.

c, J. Goulter.
Sweepstakes for Game Cock.—1 and 2, H. Stagg. 3, G. S. Sainsbury.
Extra Stock.—Extra Prize, R. J. Butler (Peacock), c, F. W. Dowdin^',

Chippenham (Mule).

The Judge was Edward Hewitt, Esq., Sparkbroolv', Birmingham.

TOHNSTONE POULTRY AXD PIGEON SHOW.
{From a Corrcspondait.)

Last year the Exhibition was held in an empty mill, which served

the purpose extremely well, but this year I was astonished at the

beautiful hall in which the Show of November litth took place.

The first on the catalogue was the Si/anUli, and certainly this class

was well represented, the first-prize pen being first-rate. Dorkinrja

formed a good class ; the first-prize coek was good in every respect,

except in weight, hut this will soon be made up. Brahmn, Footras or

Cochin- Cldntis were very good, but in my estimation the Brahmas
ought not to have been lirst, but the Cochins, which were in every way
better, and I wonld advise the Committee to make a class for each.

The Black or Brown Ked Gcvne were excellent, and the awards were
very correct. The first-prize cock (Duckwiug) was a powerful bird,

good in limb, but rather light in body. The iS- '^ ^; Greys were an ex-

cellent class, bnt I am sorry to say that some of the birds were de-

barred from receiving awards because their feathers were improved
artificially. Golden-spangled Jlamhunflis were numerous and good.

The Golden-pencilled Hamburghs were not behind the Spangled
Hamburghs; I consider the third-prize pen should have stood higher.

Silver-spangled Hamburghs were good, and the judgments not out of

place. Silver- pencilled Hamburghs were not so numerous as the other

classes, bnt the prize birds were really good. Game iJantunir, as is

usual at almost every show, were very numerous, perhaps more than
thirty pens being exhibited. The judgment was verj- creditable in

this class, and the fir^t-prize pen was nearly perfect. In Bantams,
any other colour, Kt^brights gained the day, but I consider tlie Black

Bantaiis Wt-'re more perfect. In the " Vriiiely " (Imps a bfontifnl pen
of Malays and Sultans was overlooked altogether, though the prize

Polands were very good. The Ronen and Aj'lesbury drakes and
Ducks were first-class. The Selling class consisted of different varie-

ties, and Pencilled Hamburghs seemed to be the taste of the Judges.
The ri'jC'jns on the whole were vtry good, bnt I am sorry to say that

the "dressing" was rather glaring. Blue Pouters were lengthy and
good-colonred ; B lack Pouters were good, but were overdone in

polishing; "White Pouters were good, but entirely overlooked. It is

seldom so many good Carriers are exhibited at a show like Johnstone.

A good many of the Short-faced Tumblers were helped by the " brush,'

but were nevertheless good. Barbs were first-class and nnmerous, and
the awards were rightly given. Fantails were of a superior kind.

Jacobins were good and well judged. Common Tumblers and common
Pigeons were of an ordinary quality. In the Variety class a beautiful

pair of White Owls was awarded the first prize, and also an eight-day

timepiece, as being the best pen from class 7 to class 12. Black
Pouters gained the other timepiece in the other division of the Pigeons

;

the Black Pouters belonged to J. Millar, Glasgow, and the Owls to

Mr. J. Fielding. Rochdale. In the poultry department Miss Hod-
gart's (Paisley) Spanish gained a timepiece, and J. Stewart's (Barr-

head) gained another. The silver bread-basket was gained by
Bellingham it Gill, for the best pair of heu'? ; the second prize (a

silver sugar-bowl) was gained by a pair of Dorking hens belonging Xo

Mr. J. Gray, Airdrie.

Spanish.-1, A. Hodgart, Paisley. 2, H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton.
Extra 2. A. YuU, Calderbank, Airdrie.

Dorkings.-1, J. Gray, Airdrie. 2 and 3, A. J. Mutter, Kilmarnock.
Brahma Pooteas or Cochin-Chinas.— 1, A. Grant, Glenty.an Mills

(Brahma). 2, J. Boyd, Paisley (Brahma). 3, T. H. Rsedman, Whitby
(Cochin).
Game (Black or Brown Red).—1. J. Waddell, Acrehead, Dumfries. 2, It.

Alexai-der, Eridf;e-of-Weir. 3. J. Login, East Shields, Camwarth.
Game {Any other colour),—1, R. Andrew, Grahamston. 2, J. M'Indoe,

Barrhead. 3, J. Waddell.
Scotch Greys —1, R. Blair. 2, J. Taylor, Johnstone. 3, M. M'Donald,

Johnstone.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled). — 1 and 3, J. Jardine, Kilmarnock.

2, R. Tyson, Longtown, Carlisle.

Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—1, R. Clark, Johnstone. 2, J. Howe,
Paisley. 8, J. Mair, Craigie, Kilmarnock.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—1, J. Stewart, South Arthurlie, Barr-

head. 2, R. Eruce, Busby. 3, J. Moodie, Paisley.

Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—1, H. Amdlc. Stonefield, Paisley. 2, R.
T. Gommell, Glasgow, 3, H. Pickles, jun., Earby.
Game Bantams.—1, J. V.'addell. 2, J. Gow, Kilmarnock. 3, E. Muir,

Knox, Kilbirnie.

Bantams (Any other variety).-1, W. Morris, Linside, Paisley (White).

2, H. Pickles, juu. (Black). 3, K. Stirrat (Wbite).

Any other Variety—1, H. Pickles, jan. 2, W. M'Kenzie, Paisley
(Polands). 3, J. Allan, Kilbirnie (Creve-Cccurs).

Ducks (Aylesburyj.-1 and 2, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock. 3, Z. H. Heys,
Barrhead.
Ducks (Any other variety'.—!, A. Robertson. 2, A. Grant, Kilbarchan.

3, J. Logan. East Shields, Camwath.
Selling Class (Any breed).—1, C. Martin, Barrhead. 2, A. Mitchell

Paislev. 3, H. Wilkinson.
Any' Breed.-Htns.-1, Bellingham ti Gill, Woodfield, Burnley. 2, J

Gray.
Extra Prizes.—Miss Hodgart (Spanish) j J. Stewart, South Arthur-

lie, Barrhead (Silver-spangled Hamburgh?).

PIGEONS.
Pouters (Blue).-1, J. Millar, Glasgow. 2, R. Arbuckle, Parkhead,

3, H. Thomson, Glasgow.
Pootees (Any other colour).—1 and S, J. Millar, Glasgow. 2, J.

Mitchell, Glasgow,
Cah'riers.—1. J. Millar. 2 and 3, J. Muir, Glnpt-'ow.

Tumblers (short-faced).—1 and 2, J. Mnir. 3, J. Millar.

Barbs.—! and 3, J. Muir. 2, J. Millar.

Fantails.—!, J. Sharp, jun., Johnstone. 2, J. Gait. Kilbirnie. 3, W.
Jacobins —1 and 3, P. Donald, Johnstone. 2, .T. Wjiddell.

TusiBLERS (Common).—1 nnd 2. D. K. M'Kay, Glasgow. 3, P, Donald.
Common.—!, J, Lamout, Kilwinning. 2, R. Stirrat, Daliy. 3, A. Walker,

Dairy.
Magpies and Nun.=!.—!, J. G. Orr, Beith. 2 and 3, P. Donald.
Any other Di.stinct Breed.—1, J, Fielding, Rochdale. 2, G. White,

Ladybxirn. 3, P. Donald.
Selling Class (Any breed).—!, J. Gait, Maybole. 2, P. Donald. 3, J.

Smith, Johnstone.
Extra Prizes,-J, Millar (Black Pouters) ; J. Fielding (White Owls).

The Jnd:es were:

—

PouJtrii : A. Paterson, Esq., Airdrie; J.

M'Innes, EsV, Paisley; J. H."^ M'Nab, Esq., Barrhead; T. Short,

Esq., Partick. Pigeon > : J. Huie, Esq., Glasgow; and J. H. Frame,
Esq., Carluke.

BEE FAEMINa IN 1869.

In" many counties of England the honey harvest hns been

satisfactory this year. The yield has been t^'reater than for some
years previous. Last year bees were remarkably loath to swarm
—comparatively few swarms were obaincd; whereas this year

they swarmed freely, often before the hives -were well filled.

Last year they clustered about their doors for weeks and months
without swarming; t':i3 year they sent off colonits without

clustering or hesitatiou. No explanation can bo given of theie

things; their reas ns or causes arc deeper than the ken of

morlaU.
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My balance sheet Ust autumn left me with a profit of 21<. per

hive, or thereabouts, and in posscesion of twenty-eight stock

hives. These we vaiued at 23«. each, or 7». less than the tip-

top price. The winter being mild, they kept their bees well

—

that is to say, they were in good condition in February of the

present year. As ray garden is too near the big city of Man-

chester for bees to gather much honey, I took twenty hives to

cottage and market gardens three or four miles in the country.

Of couTfC, I pay rent, and I am glad to do so, for there my bees

have richer pasture ; but the expense of takins; ihem to and from

these farms ia considerable. My expenses wUl overtop those of

meet bee-keepers. This year my cxpenKS are unu.=ually heavy,

amounting lo more than 10s. per hive. Two of the hives in the

country f found in May had queens which had never been

mated, and were, therefore, useless. Thus my number was

reduced to twenty-six. Of these, two never swarmed ; the rest

yielded thirty-three swarms, three of which were lost for want

of hiving. After swarming, the queens of two hi\'es were lost

on their marriage tour, thus adding to the list of my misfortunes.

Owing to the prevalence of easterly winds, the season, on the

whole, was not a favourable one for the accumulation of honey in

this locality. These easterly winds cither hinder the secretion

of honey in flowers, or dry it up. Still honey in modera'e quan-

tity was gathered, tlie roar of conten'ment was kept up, great

quantities of brood were hatched, the bees were always prepared

to do more work than the weather permitted. At the close of

the season my best first swarms ranged in weight from 70 lbs.

to 80 lbs. each, the iccond swarms from .30 lbs. to 40 lbs., and

the stocks or parent hives, from 50 lbs. to 70 lbs. each. These

weights indicate considerable stores of honey, and large profits.

But when "we commenced to take the honey to supply an order

for -500 lbs., we found much of it discoloured ; and the discoloured

honey was so mixed with the go'd and pure, that we could not

take the one from the other without great loss. We did not

hesitate about declining to supply the gentleman who had

ordered .500 lbs., for we felt sure the honey would not please

either him or his customers ; but the difficulty was, what to do

with the heaviest hives. We resolved to offer them fjr sale at a

price less than the value of the honey in them. Hence, we sold

some, and kept far more for another year than we had intended

to keep. There are forty-two hives kept as stock for another

year. Many of them arc large and good, with ample stores of

honey ; but owing to the misfortune of having to sell some of the

bees with their honey, they have not received swarms and half

swarms in the usual way practised here. Still, I value them at

23s. each. If I had an extra swarm to put into each, they would

have been worth 30s. each, and second to none.

How did the honey become discoloured ? The sycamore,

lime, and oak trees in this neighbourhood were covered with

a glittering substance produced by insects, which ignorant

people call honeydew. When flowers are scarce, bees work on

these shining leaves, and in this way honey becomes damaged.

Two years ago, much English honey was dark and unsaleable.

EXPENSCB.

£ e. d.

Kew hives, boards, and
honey glaseea 4

Feeding 1 4

Rent 4
Carriage 4

13 4

IXCOUE.
£ s. d.

Hives told 12 8
lioney and honeycomb . . 15
Increase of stock 16 10

It is not foul, for when the combs »rc Uken out and bnjkcn, the

brood—small, exceedingly small, bees—perfect in form, dead-

and dry, roll out in great nombera, like small peas, on the floor,

I am quite unacquainted with this disease.— A. Pbttigkew,
Liiflwlmc, Manchesler,

Total 43 18
Dednct expenses 13 4

Profit.

When writing the above, a note came from my friends at

Carluke, in Lanarkshire, where bee-keeping is a source of great

profit. The writer says ;

—

" Cnrlnkc, October 51 h, 1839.
*' Mt dear old Friesd,—I beg to be excused for not replying to your

note sooner, bat I wailt-d till I RO*. my bees home from the moors, nnd
the honey taken from tht-m. I jarred it all np yesterday, and find that
ont of ten hives we have ttiken upwards of 4 )u lbs. The heaviest hive we
had weighed 120ilbs., two or three of them about 9J lbs , the rest from
60 lbs. to 7iilb8 We hid three boxes of honeycomb also, which realised

27s. The above is the produce of six stales or stock hives. So yoa see
the bees have done well with ns this season. One hive, a second ewarm
80 lbs. weight, was sold for £2 5«.—Yours truly, R. R."

These figures indicate £22 income from six hives ; the ex-

penses are not stated. His heaviest swarm was, as mentioned
above, 120J lbs. ; the heaviest in the parish, 12S lbs. Last year

the heaviest swarm was 168 lbs. ; in 1866, 140 lbs. ; and in 1864,

162 lbs. This year my aunt, aged 78, a veteran bee-keeper of

sixty years' standing, had 250 lbs. of honey from four slocks. A
disease never before known in the parish has appeared in many
hives this year. It has been described to me by several of the

leading apiarians there. Much of the brood dies in the combs.

CfRiosiTiES or NATrr.AL Histoht.—A black Woodcock has

been shot in Norfolk. A pied Thrash, white in the head, body,

and throat, with brown wing and tail, has been captured near

Chippenham. At I'eckbam, on November '.Kb. Sparrows were
busy building. Do they anticipate a mild winter? The grey

PhaUrope has entered an appearance in Sussex in considerable

nambers. The assumption by a sterile female Silver Pheasant

of the male plumage is a remarkable phenomenon, not hither-

to observed in this species. She was originally brown, but is

now nearly all white, the long white feathers of the tail giriog

her entirely the appearance of a cock bird.

—

{Exchange and
Mart.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
" Aliqcip," we rcffret to bear, is iocapacitated for writing at present,

bat he hopes to be able to notice his opponents next week.

Broken Crocker- fH. C. J ).—11 broken Into very (wnall fraff-nentB K
miffht be na^fol where ^avel could not be resorted lo by fowlf). bot it la

not possible that it could lapersede the need of mortar or cb&lk for

them, iuasmacb as no common crockery coat&ins lime.

Game PrLBs' Legs (.NVbio. \<in/(nVh).—There is no spectded oolottr

that is absolutely required by judges. We pretcr white, bat yellow and
willow are admiBsible.

Black HAUBraons for ExHreiTioN {Black Ha :'ihurtih).—\'oar diet will

do; bnt do not overfeed the birds, and one week's roDfinement previous

to the show would be quite enough. Certainly do not let them be relaxed

in their bowelp. Leave the pills alone.

Cross Between a Dorking and Gcisea Fowl (IT. IT.).—We have
seen the rc^nlt of the cross you mention. The hybrid bird resembled the
Guinea fowl in shape generally, and in Its plumnge ; the head, feet, and
flesh resembled the other parent.—B.

Brahma Pootra VrLTCRE-hocked (Subtcripiumab initici.—It ih^Ttd
marks in your ttketcb represent the feathers the bird is decidedly TuUarc-
hockcd.

Fowls Waitint. for SmpJTENT {O. 0.1.—In keepint; birds that are

waiting for shipment, it is always advisable to put them as soon as

possible in the pens in which they are to make the voyaiJQ. supposing yon
speak of one of coosiderable duration. In all breeds, with the exception
of Game fowlfl, a pen of a cock and two or three bens may be sent In ono
pen or compartment. The food must be light aud easy of digestion, and
water but sparingly civen.

HouDAN's Wiso iNJrEED (E. P. F.).—Yoar Hondan, If it has Io«t a
portion of its wine r^^P^f- would sl.ind bat little chance in oropetitioD.

If, however, you have cut the plumage, the bird would most likely be di£-

qnalified as "marked."

Winter Food for Fowls {Far Tr*«n.—We find no food answer flo well

as good barleymeal or ground oat!> made into stiff dough and given ni^bt
and morning ; a little maize or tailing wheat at mid-dav. If extra fe«ding

be required, a small quantity of thoroughly scalded tallow grMvee msy
be mixed with the meal.

Oaue Fo%%x's Etes Swollen (A. B.\—Vfe should recommend foryonr
fowls a thorough change of diet, and a course of castor oil, the heads
frequently washed with vinegar and water, and we should put camphor
in their drinking water. Baily's roup pills may be given with advantage^

Wing Disease ns Pigeons (Fox).—Apply tincture of iodine, which yoa
may obtain of any chemist, and he will, according to the strength he
makes it, tell you how often it should be applied. In addition, attend in

every way to the health of your bird.

Teaching a Parrakeet to Talk (J. A).—It you w.mt a bird to talk,

you must teach it by talking to it, saying the sauie word over and over
again, when the bird and you are aloue. Parmkcetrt are, however, moro
pleasing to the eye than to the ear. Far from fluent, yet they please by
their beauty, their graceful movements, and tbeir afTtrctionate di.spoeition.

Dri^tng Bees (/>. H.)—The instructions for uniting bep^ by driving,

given in " Bee-Keepinp for the Many," do not emhmce Hip removal of

the snpemumerniT queen, as the bees will tJieniselves usually fictile this

question in a satisfactory manner. A bee-veil aud gloves had better be
worn by a novice, althnagh these are quite unnecessary when tbo
operator is a skilled apiarian.

Cooking Car: ooN6 [liev. iv. H).—Cut them in pieces 6 inches long,

and put them on a string; boil till tender, have ri*ady a piece of butter in

B pan, flour and fry them. They may also be fried in bundles and served

as asparagus, boiled on a toast, and butler poured over. Another method
is to cut them in pieces, take off the outside bkin, nnd wash and scald

them. Put them into a stewpan, add stock enoagh to eorer them, boil

till three parts done, and the liquor nearly reduced; then add a litt^a

bechamel, and stew them gently till done. Serve with sippeti of fritd

tread round the dish, and the cardoons In the ceatre.

POULTRY lilARKET.—Decembeti 1.

r. d. f. d.

Large Fowls 3 to S 6
Smallerdilto 2 6 SO
Chickene 16 19
Oeese 6 7
DnckB 2 2
FbessaLls i C 3

Partridges 1

Groase 2
Pigeons
Hirrs 2
Rabbits 1

WUd ditto «

1 to 1
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of the principal raigern. These foar ate named Smith, Ditvis,

Pethfre, and Clark. Strangely enough, Jersey has as yet pro-

duced nothing of value, eo that possibly I may Eorve the cause

of truth in vouching for thia jast discrimination. The initials

of the raisers are added.

Of large-flowered varieties some of the best exhibited were,

Liiy Harding (C), of a delicate rose pink, a wc-U-known show
flower; Trincess of Tcck (P), pure white, of (ziaud tize, excel-

lent for cnt blooms; Princess of Wales (D), peaily white, deli-

cate rose-lilac tints, of exquisite form in the florets ; General

Slade iS), Indian red, tipped purely and clearly with orange,

and a very striking show flower ; Guerneey Nugget (P),

clear yellow with pink tinge, a fall and disiinct flower; Her
Majesty (S), silvery blush, compact, and duaif in habit;

Gloria Mnndi (C), brilliant golden yellow, somewhat like the

well-known Jardin des Plantes, and a seedling from it, but

earlier, being a great acquisition ; Cherub (S;, rosy, golden

amber, a large well-shaped flower for cut blooms ; Donald
Beaton (S), dark orange red, a very beautiful show flower;

Ossian (P), rose, very large, well-shaped, altogether a fine

variety; Sir Stafford Carey (F), dark chestnut, edged with gold,

very distinct and good ; Mr. Gladstone {Dj, dark red chestnut,

perfect shape, and a splendid show flower; Mrs. Cunningham,
a sport from Qaeen of England ; Mrs. Brnnlees (S), delicate

rose pink, of exquisite form, and having the merit of flowering

late ; Miss Marechaux (P), pure white, wide floret?, and very

good; Antonelli (S), orange salmon, large, and beautifully in-

curved ; Lady Carey (S), rosy lilac, large, and extremely showy

;

Eve (Si, pale primrose yellow. Incurved, very perfect as a cut

bloom.
A fine large specimen plant of Little Harry (S), of a bright

golden hue, and of exquisite form of "petal"—indeed unsur-

passable as such—was also exhibited. Christine aud Golden
Christine, were likewise very fine. The former, raised by
Smith, is a fine large-flowered variety, of a rosy blush. Golden
Christine is a sport from Christine.

The whole of these varietias, to which many more might be
added, were produced in Guernsey, with the exception, I believe,

of Golden Christine, and specimens of all wejp sho^n in various

ways.
I may add that the show was not confined to Chrysanthe-

mnms, but the fruit was inferior. A basket of late American
Peaches was sent from our orchard houses, being the only

Peaches there. At Mr. Smith's, of the Caledonia Nursery-
one of the Chrysanthemum raisers above mentioned—I also

eaw on November 27th a standard Marechal Niel Rose, budded
•n a Manetti stock last Jaiy, having twenty-seven blooms on
it. All the Roses on the Manetti in this nursery are budded
on the principles laid down by Mr. Ridcljffe. Not a sucker is

to be seen. Climbing Devoniensis on a west wall was thri^iag.

Oae of the i.sland specialities, too, in the shape of bulbs, espe-

cially Gladioli, was well represented in this nursery. Gaerneey
can thus fairly claim a pre-eminence in Chrysanthemums,
bulbs, Chauraontel Pears, and hurricanes. Jersey shares with

ns in the last three, but in the first is far behind.—T. C.

• BaEniCT.

-HINTS TO AJIATEURS ON GROWING AND
FORCING SEA-KALE.

Of the few sorts of vegetables suitable for forcing, I am not

aware of any that can be forced with such ease and economy as

Sea-kale. Its delicious flavour and productiveness, even at the

earliest season, have made its culture a source of profit to the

market gardener; and because it can be brought to table with

much certainty and little trouble when other vegetables are

scarce, I am induced to communicate to amateurs and others

who have small gardens, a plan I adopted some years ago to

supply the large demands made upon me for this vegetable.

Having a small garden, I found it took too much space, time,

and tronbie, to treat Sea kale in the usuil way—namely, grow-

ing it thinly in beds, and forcing it there. I therefore re-

solved to grow my plants in a smiller space, and to force tht-m

elsewhere. Accordingly I selected a sunny open spot, trenched

the soil2feet deep in November, added a little vrell-decomt'csed

manure and plenty of road grit, and strewed enough commr^n

salt over the surface to well whiten the soil. All was well

jnixed together, and allowed to lie undisturbed until tbe fol-

lowing March. As early iu that month as the ground is in a

favourable condition for wurking. the seed fhould be sown

8 inches apart, in drills 3 inches deep, and if Iho soil is dry I

prefer treating the seed in the diilii previous to raking over

the bed. Tbe appearance of the p'ants above ground mnst be
watched for, and their tender fleshy seed leaves guarded against
the attacks of black fly, and the email black snail, by timely
applications of finely-sifted soot and lime. When the plants
are large enough, thinning must commence. It will be best
done at intervals until the plants stand about inches apart in

the row; of course, care will be taken to leave all the best
plants at tbe last thinning during tbe summer. The soil mnst
be frequently stirreJ and cleaned, and a good supply of m&nnre
water occasionally will bean advantage.

By the middle of September fair-sized crowns will be formed,
and soon after that the foliage will begin to change colour

;

some of this may be pulled off, and an inch or two of the soil

removed from the bed in order to expose the crowns to tbe
sun aud ripen them. After about a fortnight in this state a

layer of finely-sifted coal ashes over the bed will protect the
crowns from slugs and mice. The latter will often attack the
crowns more from mischief than hunger, and leave the pieces

at the side, but they dislike burrowing in coal ashes. In taking
up the roots for forcing, begin at one end of the bed, anJ trench
out the roots carefully, as they are very brittle. Any other
mode of proceeding will most likely result in injury to them.
At whatever time the first dish of Sea-kale may be wanted,

preparation for forcing should be made a month beforehand.
This I did in the following manner:—A sufficient quantity of

heating material, such as stable dung and leaves, was collected

into a heap and fermented for a week or ten days, turning it

over once during that time. While this process is going on,

prepare some pots, tubs, boxes, or any vessels l.'j inches deep;
they must be in pairs, for one has to be inverted over the other.

Drainage must be secured, and the roots may be planted in any
free common soil. For a pot 1 foot in diameter ten roots will

not be too many.
A sufficient quantity for tbe first crop having been potted,

and tbe heating material being in readiness, select a spot of

ground in some out-of-the-way corner that will admit of a hole

being dug 4 feet square, and 3 feet deep. Six inches of drainage

should be provided, consisting of biick rubbish, wood, or,

indeed, anything that is to be had. Into this hole pitch the

manure, mi:: it carefully, and press it down firmly ; then build

it up 18 inches higher than the surface of the soil. As soon as

tbe heating commences, plunge the vessels containing tbe

plants up to the rim in the manure, and press it firmly ronnd
them with the hand. Cover these over with the corresponding

psrtof the vessel, and let them remain. Now, in order to keep
the heat in the manure, and make it rise, the whole mav be

covered with rough dryish litter a foot or more thick. Trial

sticks must be inserted, and if the dung become too hot, which is

not very likely, take oS a portion of the litter. Should it become
too cool, an tS-inch layer of heating material may be placed

over the whole bed. including the Kale. A moderate temperature
of from 50° to GO' is very suitable for Sea-kale. I ought to

have said, that after the roots are potted a good watering should

be given, and the water should be allowed to drain off before

putting the pots in the bed. Examine them at times, and give

more if wanted. If the weather is mild, a dish of Kale may be
cut in three weeks, and each pot of twelve crowns ought to pro-

duce two dishes of six heads each, and if cut carefully so as to

leave a part of the crown, more shoots will push forth, and
another dish be secured, but tbe weak shoots should be pulled

off. For a small supply two pots plunged at a time are sufli-

cieut, a succession being started in a week or ten days after-

wards. Each bed of the above size will force four dozen roots.

I am aware that Sea-kale is forced for table iu several ways,

and, whore conveniences are at hand, with less trouble ; but bb

I write this paper for the amateur, and was for some years

obliged to adopt any method of treatment by which I conld

increase the supply of this vegetable, I do not hesitate to re-

commend the plan to others similarly situated, and hope they

will trv it.—TnoMAs Eecobd.

GESNERA EXONIENSIS.
ArioNosT the latest introductions of new plants, the beantilal

Gesnera exoniensis is unsurpassed. From 1 he easiness of its

culture, the length of time it remains in flower, and its vala-

able qualities for the decora'ion of the dinner-table, it certain'y

deserves a place in every collection of stove plants, and cann Jt

fail to become a general favourite. This year, early in Maro'i,

I inserted two leaves in S inch pots containing a mixture of

pest and silver sand ; I pl:iDgcd the pots in bottom hea*, an!
each leaf soon formed three tubers. I tlea phced tbe jonnj
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plants near the glass in a stove, repotting them ^ben it was
ueoes£ary, and using a compost of sandy loam, peaf, and a

liberal quantity of silver sand, with the addition of some well-

decomposed cj-,v dang. The plants are now in 11-inch puts,

show a multitude of flowers, and are '3i feet in diameter, and
one leaf measures nearly 9 inctes across. In addition to the

plant'3 beautiful flowers, its foliage is the admiration of all who
see it.—WiLLiiu Jokean, Cannhefo Gardens.

CLASSIFYING GRAPES—THOMSONS WHITE
LADY DOWNE'S.

GRArE-cuLTivATor.s have long felt the want of a really good
late white Grape—one that could worthily tdke its place as a

fitting companion to our present magt)ifl;ent race of black

varieties. We have, of course, had the Muscat of Alexandria

itself, a white, without a black companion until quite lateiy
;

but in almost every other instance the black varieties have
largely predominated over the white, and pr.ived not only

superior in quality, but in appearance als®. To produce a

really handsome dessert it is always necessary, to give proper

efieot, to employ two dishes of Grapes, one white, the other

black. The most useful of our black Grapes is, no doubt, the

Black Hamburgh, and of the white, Muscat of Alexandria.

The first, however, although it may be kept tolerably late, is

not particularly handsome in the early spring months, or a
profitable variety for that season. We have had, therefore, to

call in the aid of the Black Alicante (Dlack Tokaj) and Lady
Downe's. The Muscat of Alexandria, again, requiring a diffe-

rent treatment, and being more expensive of cultivation, is

frequently not available, even if it were wanted ; so that the

burden of the entire late supply of Grapes rests with the

black sorts, which have been without a suitable white com-
panion until the advent of the subject of my notice—Thom-
son's White Lady Downe's.
The following classification of Grapes, 'clack and white,

suitable companions the oce for the other, may prove of some
interest. It includes only the leading varieties :

—

Class 1.—Black Ham'uurgh and its v.^rieties Black.

Golden Hamburgh, Golden Champion,
Backland Sweetwater "^hite.— 2.—Madxesfield Court, Mrs. Pince Black.

Muscat of Alexandria IVliite.

— 3.—Alicante or Black Tokay Black.

Wiite Tokay V/hitc.
— 4.—Gro3 Guillanme (BarLarossa) Black.

Trebbiano, Eaisin ds Calabre ^Yhite.— 5.—Lady Downe's Black.

Thomson's "White Lady Downe's "Wliite.

Grapes should thus, I think, be grown in classes— ic , a
black and white variety of each class. It will be seen at a
glance how much of similarity, both in af pearanoe, quality,

season, and requirements of cultivation, is borne by each
variety in its class to the other. In the first, (he black has
somewhat the advantage, if we except the superior flavour of

the Golden Champion. In the second the white is, un-
doubtedly, superior to the black. In the third the appearance
ia in favour of the black, the flavour, of the white. In the
fourth it is so likewise ; and iu the fift'ii the black, which is

well known, is now surpassed both in flavour and in its keep-
ing properties by the white variety.

It is a fact which has often been noted t'aat white Grapes,
Grapes with light skins, keeplongar plump .',nd fresh iu spnng
than those with black skins. White surfaces, we know, do not
so readily absorb heat as black ones, and it appears to be so
with Grapes. In March and April the white sorts do not
absorb so much heat, which causes decay, as the black ; conse-
quently the former keep better, and in this way Lady Downe's,
which is the latest blac't, is superseded in its keeping proper-
ties by its white offspring.

I cansider Lady Downe's the best late black Grape jet in

existence, and its companion is the White. Hasing now had
for two seasons the pleasure of tasting the qualities of this

new Grape as grown at Dalkeith, comparatively with the Lady
Downe's growing alongside, I consider it in flavour superior to

the old variety. It appears, also, to be entirely free from that
peotiliar tendency to scald, so annoying with the black variety.

With the exception of the colour, the fruit v.hen well grown
is quite the same in all its appearances as the black, and the
habit of growth, foliage, &e., of the plant are altogether the
same.
The White Lady Downe's Grape is a seedling r.iised by Mr.

Thomson, of Dalkeith, from seed taken from a bunch of black
Lady Downe's, over which was shaken the pollen of Bowood
Muscat. The cross, however, if there wos any, seems to have
been very slight. The progeny seems to partake more of the
character of an ordinary sport from the old variety. Several
other seedlings from this bunch were raised at the same time.
One was named Golden Lady Downe's, and it had fine large
berries and a fine bunch, but it proved of inferior quality, and
its growth was discontinued. That name—Golden Lady
Downe's, would have been the most appropriate for the variety
under notice, but having been once awarded could not be again
adopted. Some attempts are made to confound this variety
with the former and inferior sort, from which it is totally dis-

tinct. I have also seen it advertised as Foster's White Seed-
ling, or White Lady Downe's, the former being an early Grape,
and possessed of no relation thereto whatever, further than its-

having been raised by Mr. Foster from seed out of the same
berry as the black Lady Downe's.
The White Lady Downe's ia a welcome addition to our stock

of Grapes, and one which, when once its merits are known,
will be extensively cultivated.—A»cni:LiEAUii.

AUTUMN RAMBLES.—No. 2.

O.^E main object that I propose to myself in jotting down
these few notes of an autumnal tour is, that if any brother
horticulturist be led into the same 'oyways as myself, he may
know where to see what will suit his taste, and perhaps give
him a hint in some of the many departments of our loved art.

Nothing can be more provoking than in going to a place, to
trudge off, it may be on a hot summer's day, to some place with
a grand name, which you have picked out from a directory,

and then to find that the owner has no care or love for flowers,

and that ii is only because it belongs to a lord or 'oarouet that

it has been inserted in the list ; almost equally annoying is it

to find that you have omitted some place where the owner is

an enthusiastic lover of flowers. It is not every one who has
an acquaintance in a strange place, or who knows exactly what
you want ; so it might have been at Norwich, but my son
knew my wishes, and so prepared for me the treat I enjoyed so-

much. I do not pretend to give full descriptions of the gardens
visited—in the first place, because they always seem to me to

convey at best a poor notion of them, and secondly, because
very few people care to read them. Thus my notes of Mr.
Colman's were very brief, but I hope sufficient to induce others

to visit his place ; equally so will be those of the other two
places I saw on the same day. Crossing the river close to Mr.
Colman's the road leads up to Thorpe hamlet, one of the
suburbs of Norwich, where a large number of those who are
engaged in the city have their residence, and after a short

walk we come to

THE RESIDENCE OF I5AAC B. CO.^KS, ESQ.

The house ia situated on an eminence and overlooks the
velley, while the towers of the cathedral and city churches, the
citadel, &o., are to be seen in the distance. The house and
grounds are both new, and a few years ago the place was a
roug'u uncultivated piece of ground, but its present aspect
betokens both a considerable amount of skill and perseverance,

and also good taste. In the front of the house there are some
good plants of Conifers which, after they have been there for

a few years, will have a fine appearance. Amongst them I
noticed some good plants of Thuja aurea and Wellingtonias.

The house stands on a terrace, and on one side is a fine con-
servatory of an ornamental character, in which were, amongst
other usual occupants of such situations, some good plants of

the new Golden Culeuses, which are very well suited for conser-

vatory decoration, the finest being, perhaps. Baroness Kothe-
chiid. Her Majesty, and Princess Koyal. On the other side of

the house is a small sunken parterre, which is the extent of

the bedding-out. I have never seen Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium
in such robust health as in these beds ; if it always did look

like that no one would ask for a finer one in its class, or rather

style, for there are two distinct styles—the pointed serrated

leaf, such as Mrs. Pollock, Sophia Dumaresque, and, indeed,

all Mr. Grieves's strain, and the round-leaved one, such as Sir

Robert Napier, Mrs. Dunnett, Moonstone, i-c.

Passing round by this parterre, you come on a range of low

houses most admirably suited for the cultivation and growth

of plants, and filled with a capital selection of stove and green-

house plants. Orchids, and Ferns. Mr. Coaks is a very bt.c-

cetsful exhibitor ; and although it is the fashion to find fault
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with such places, and people say, *' Ob, everything is sacriticed
to the exhibition '" j-et somehow one is euro to find in these
pUce3 plants woith looking at, either for thtir novelty or good
eultivfttion. I eaw here eomo young plants o! OeonomaB,
Iiivistonias, end other Pfllms. Ferna are also largely grown

;

amongst them I saw plants of \\hat are as yet the *tine3t iu
their respective claasee, for surely nothing can exceed Todea
anperba amongst the Filmy Ferns, or Adiautum farleyeuse
amongst the Maiden-hair3. OrchiJs, too, were also grown, and
although not in large qua-jtities, yet appeared in healtby con-
dition—in fact, all the plants betoliened careful and scientiCc
caUivatiou, while plants of interest of recent introduction were
ftvidentJy being added as their chaiaotors became OBtablished.

THICiiTflORN HOUSE, THE SKAT OP F. WATSON, ESQ.
This ia sitnatcd about four miles from Norwich, in a good-

Biied park. The houeo iteeli h a plain eubslantial buihliug,
containing Eome fitie and well-proporMcned rooms ; and if

anyone were to visit the place with the idea of eeeintj one of
oar new-fashioned gardens he would be grei^tly di.sappointed,

/or it is one of those old-fdibioned ones with borders filled

flitlt many of the hei-baceous plants beniahed from modern
garden?,, but which at all times farnl.hed abunnaiice of llowers

of varied hues and forma, and the returnirig iaste for which i?

to mo one of the hopeful e^gua of horticulture, Aud yet I

found here one of the prfcttie^t pieces of bedding I have seen

for eome time. I do cot recolltct exactly the llowers with

which the beds voro filled; theie was nothing uncommon in

ihem, I am sure, but the sicuation and eurrouudings were
dieeiicg. The site had been either a gravel pit or quarry;

thers was a small piece of water, a beiutifully-kept sward,

gome nice foliage surrounding a cioqaet ground a little farther

off, and, altogether, it was very delightful. Tuere was in

the garden a goodly range o! glass, but there were no plants

iu it, but a fine eicp of Grapes, mainly consistiug c( Bkck
Hamburghs and Muscat of Alexandria—just euch houses as

one would like to have oneself. There was no atyectation of

doing anything grand, no disbudding to grow huge bunches for

exhibition, but a good honest crop cf fairiy-sized banches, and
this eSc'Cted without any great, or, rather, extravagant cost, for

this, I rather think, is a consideration not taken into account

in the wonderful results of modern Grape-growiuc^. "S\Qiat we
i

want for general adoption is a system that will suit the pockets

of those who are neither millionaiies nor milords, and such a

system seemed to be in use here.

I have thus attempted to give a very faint notion of my hor-

ticultural rambles round Norwich. I may not have visited

places which were equally worth seeing, but 1 enjoyed my
ramble very much. Each of the three places I went to repre-

sented difierent styles, and 1 may, perhaps, add diCt'erent tastes
;

but they were all to my mind well worth seeing, especially as

indicating how widespread is the love of horticulture amongst
us, and how much of kindly feeling there is in the brotherhood
of gardening.— D., Deal.

they were uolected and stored avAy dr\-, anfl with care. It has bo6K
a very eopor© mouth, and will Iod^ bo rJmouibercd by many.

OCTOBER.
The October of this year has been peculiarly tiyiug, parlicularly

among late orchard fruit where there were a few left, for we were

visited "with some veiy heavy gales, chiefly from the north-west to

north-east, which blew o& Ay.plcs and Pears, beating aud bmisiug
others, and spoiling them for keeping purposes. What with fiost and
piercing wind, the trees in one day aud nij^ht had the npptarauce of

being scorched. I never remember having seen the like before ; we
had trees brought down by the force of the wind, aud larj^c limbs torn

off others. "Winter Greens. CauHflowers, and BjoccoU have suffered

much, being tv.isttd about in all directions, aud many of the large

Jeaves altogether broken by the force of the wind. Some of the plants

were almost torn up. many of them lying level on the ground. On the

morning of the 19th the thermometer at G a.ji. indi^-ated G' below

freezing point, but the air being dr^,- at the time I am inclined to think

we suffered more from wind than frost, as Pelargoniums, Verbenas,

and other plants loft out of doors were not blackened by frost.

At the beginning of tho month wo were much annoyed by cator-

pillars of different kinds, but by constant picking most of the Cabbage
tribe arc now pretty clear. We had here a bed of Black Prince

Strawberry plants iu bloom, but the winds have destroyed them.
Several Apple trees had some fine clusters of blossoms open before the

storm, but (hey were swept away. A second crop of Marie liouise

Pears on orchard trees promised at one time to arrive at a moderate
degree of perfection, but it is all over with them now. Celery has
suffered much ; most of the leaves have been blown away altogether.

The Potato disease has shown itself among late kinds ; Haigh's
or Lapstone Kidney appears to be most affected. Some that were
supposed to be free from disease when lilted have become bad, though

PLANTS ILOWEItlNG
Itli. Magmolia (rrandiilara

Abronionmbcltnta
Francoa gonchifoli.T
CalCDdiiln ronj,'ii I'leoa
CallirhiH- verticilla'a
Canluus lu-iu'ilictus
AsUt chineusib

lupiuns pnbcBCcns
umtai'Uis
Mciiztc'bii

Acaiithna riyUJa
Aorocliniam roacuni
ipumcoa Led^racea

Qa&mcclit
Loft^iu auiaiitlaca
Ros(^ Mtmtl'ly Cbioa

Fallvie r
Miilcomia luarilima
riiysixlis Alkokengi
Gtitauiuin uodoAum
Kudbeckia lul^nja

Aster tc-ncllus
Cicitlla cocciuea

auroa
AIoD3oa incisEfolis
Ammobium alatuui
Campanula aUiarifcfolia

rrandia
Lorei alba
pcrsicifolia

Anemone janonica
Ciut'i-aria maritima
C'ouvolvulus mauvitanicus
Heliotropium peruviaaum
Fschsciioltzia alba
Ptanllms Caryophyllus
Clematis Vitalbii

Viticella
Delpbiuiui:'. fornosatn
Art-totia breriscapa
Arseiuone grandittora
t'elofiia iiyraiuiJalis
Commelina ccelestia
Araievia formosa
Artemisia annua

maritima
vulgaris

Centaiirva ar^entea
pj-mnocarpa

Lychuis flis-Jovia
Maiope trraniliflora

8th. lilyosoti's palustxib
ryrethruiii Goldcu Feather
Jiomophila insignia
Nigella liispanica
Pt'c-tis aiiffustifulia
rontstemon coccineuin

veuu3tum
Aloyaia citriodora
Colchicum aulumnalo plenum
Erica ramentacea

strict

a

Ilordcum jubatum
Cyclamen europium

hedeiKfolium
Xerantliemum purpuream
Co-iitamea mosehita
Jlalva zebrina

moschata alba
Niaitiana virginica
Orobus coccincus
Mimulus tigrinus
^t-'luiia paradoxa

prostrata
Periila naokinensis
Potuiiia Rrandiftora
Sanvitalia procumbens
Portulaca splciidens
Kudbcckia amplexicaulia
Maurandya Barclayana
aiesembryanthemum glabrum

ci-ystaltinum
Obcliscaria pulcherrima
Mierembcrgia gracilis
cEiiothera niacrocarpa

Lamarckiaua
taraxacifolia

Salpii;logsis coccinea
PhUi.x Dnimmondi
Scdum camileum
Xolpis barbata

liith. Eohinops sphajrocephalas
Stipa pennata
Crcpia rubra
Silcnc Schafta

rubella
Viola coiiuUa
Tropitolum cauaricnse
Chrysantliemums, various
Schizostylis coccinea

IN OCTOIiEB.

12th. Lavatcra trimestrU
5Iinil>ili^ Jril'ipa

N : i:i Thumb

16th.

SaUia Uormiunm purpurea
Convolvulua major
TajTctcs palula

cr. cM plt'iia

Ia yii-hl ji,-. f'lniioB*
C'i-"nil!;i Liurrus
A<.hilk^ coiupacLa
Aspcmlii odor.ita
AsiLT cric^iUoa

la vii
AjikUus

Campanula carpatica alto
VUDiila

<'i'..tauri>a cai;(Iid)8Bima
Aubrictia dcltoidca
C'n/aDia SplcudcDs
G«ranicm Barmiiiioum
Gnaijlialium lnuatiuu
Heiianibas anuuua

li.ultiflonis

Lamiutn aiircam
Oxalts Bowieaua

lliiribunda
Lilium hLucifo'inm album
Hypentuiij calycintim
lumiga liinri'.ima variegata
Erinu)>alpiua:i
bautoI.iia alpina

incaiu
Tritoma Uvarta-
Pli^3x dccuasata
.Stcnac'ti;* fijieciosa

PIuuil)ago Larpcntx
^ibumI^ll Tinus
Cydouia japonica
Verunica speciosa

salicifoUa
AnderHonii

Aster cordifohas
Aiy^dum maritimum

uaxatile
Calceolaria piunata

Ruby Bicolor
Anrea Horibnnda

I'luopsidium acjkule
Tasiniuuin fraticaud
Lavandula Spica
Linum flavum

perenne
tiranditlomm

20th. Anagallis c^randiflora
Breweri

Arbutus Unedo
Helichrysum album
Cupheaplatyccntra

strioiUosa
Gaillardia picta
Di';itali« aurea
Antinbinum majus
La'Lynis suitcrbus

latifolius

Dracocepbalum sibiricum
Gyueriuii'i arg^euttum
Amaranthua triC'^liT

Ageratum niexicanum
odoratum
cxruleom ~*

Calandrinia umbellata
AnchuRa sempcrvireus

italica
Brachycome iberidifolia
Calliopais Atkiusooi

Drummondi
Datura Stramonium
Coron)lla glauca
Lobelia falgcns

St. Clair
Eoae Gloire de Dijon

Crimson China
Verbena venosa

pulch«lla
Zauachneria caliloraica
Salvift bicolor

spleudeub
lultrens

DracocephaJum conarienfie
Centaurca Cyanua
Bidcns atropurpurea
Zinnia ctegane plena
Delphinium Cousolida

A.^acia
Reseda odorata
Ihiimulus moschatos
Briza maxima
Amaranthus spcciosus

2Cth.

—M. H., Achlam Uall, Middlesbrough- oii-Tees.

BUDDING VINES.
Tui5 practice I can strongly recommeud as the best plan of

working Vines both as to neatness and quickness of results.

This method has bpeu adopted by Mr. J. Sheppard, of Wol-

verstone Park, for some ten or twelve years with good results
;

he has two large vineries there, aud I believe all the A'mes are
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worked in this way. I witnessed the budding of one Vine
abont three or four years old : the bud was taken from a piece

of halt-ripe wood aud cut in the same way a9 a Hose bud, ouly
leaving a small portion of wood on the bud ; then the biiik of

the Vine close to where the latter entered the house was care-

fully raised, the bud put in, and bound up with a piece of

mattinj. This was done about the time the Grapes wore
colouring on the Vice in which the bud was inserted, aud the

bud remained dormant till the Vine was started in the spring,

when it grew and mide a rod the same year as thick as one's

thumb, and from 12 to 14 feet long. This mode of working
Vines can be practised without any loss, as you can have a crop

of Grapes on the old Vine at the same time, and when the

young rod arrives at a bearing state the old one can bo cut

away and the young one be left.

Whether this is an old or new practice, Wolverstoue is the only

place where I have ever seen it pursued, and I have spoken to

many gardeners on the subject, and I have never met one as

yet who had heard of it or seen it. No doubt there are plenty
who have had more experience in budding Vines than I have
had, and I can only answer for budding two Vinos, and both
suooessftilly. I do not know if this is the mode adopted by
Mr. Stevens, but should like to see a description of his r-ystem

in yonr paper.—J. L,, Higham Court.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S JANUARY
SHOW OP FORCED SHRUBS.

I Mucn need to know why do not the Committee of the Koyal
Horticultural Society issue their schedules at an earlier date ;'

Some time ago an advertisement appeared in " our Journal "

stating there would be a show held en the 19;h of January for

" forced Shrubs.'' I think it is, therefore, quite time that we
Aonld have the details of this exbibition, as any one desiring

to exhibit on thit occasion ought, I should think, to be now
preparing his plants for blooming, and how is he to know what
to prepare? Supposing, for instance, that I wished to exhibit,

and that I had prepared three Ehododendrons, and had bloomed
them well, when the sebsdule arrives I find that I cannot cuter

my plants because six are required. This would bo very aggra-

vating, and I think the case I have stated is not at all an un-

likely one to happen. Again, we do not know whether ama-
teurs will be invited to compete or not. In fact, wo know that

a show is to be held, and that is about all, and we are within

six weeks of. the time. Not only would exhibitors bcnelit by
an earlier announcement of the Society's intentions, but the

Society itself would receive a large benefit, as it would have
a better show. The Committee may say, perhaps, " We cannot
yet make arrangements for next summer, and our arrangements
are all included in one schedule." Then I say, Lit us have two :

a spring schedule and a summer schedule ; this would over-

come the difficulty.—A Scesceieer.

on the boiler is inversely proportionate to the square of the
radius or diameter of the pipe." This is a mistake, the
pressure depends on the height of the pipe irrespective of its
diameter. For instance ; a pipe 34* feet high filled with water
would cause a pressure of 1.5 lbs. on the inch to be exerted
on the boiler to which it was attached. Were the pipe 1 inch,
or were it 20, in diameter, the pressure would be the same en
the inch. For rough purposes it may be said the pressure per
inch on tho boiler is equal in pounds to half the height of the
feed-pipe in feet, when such pipe is filled with water. By in-
creasing the pressure, the boiling point or temperature of the
water at boiling is increased, and, of course, the consumplioE
of fuel.—JonN WooLFiELD, Soho, Linniniiltani.

BOILERS AND BOILING.
Gardeners know that fire applied at the top of a boiler

will not heat the water ; they unjustly blame the firo for not

doing 80. Mr. Peach declares it does heat the boiler : perhaps

it does, but it certainly does not heat the water to any extent.

Mr. Peach compares a boiler with an oven, this proves he did

not reflect. Water is boiled by convection—that is, as soon as

the fire is applied uuderneath a boiler containing water, tho

hot particles of water ascend and the cold particles descend

until the whole is heated. Water being a bad conductor of

heat, it is practically impossible to boil it by putting a fire

above it. Science and practice have proved the relative value

of heating surfaces to be

—

Horizontal surfaces above the flatae 1.03

Vertical 0.50

Horizontal surfaces beneath flame 0.00

—(From Molesworth'8 " Engineers' Pocket-Book".)

I should advise all persons interested in this subject to read

Tomlinson's book on "Warming and Ventilation."

As to the setting of any boiler, the furnace should be high,

as this is favourable to combustion. If tho boiler is close

down on the fire it chills the gases evolved during the com-
bnstion of the fuel, and they pass off nnconsumed. Tho fire-

bars should extend beyond the front of the boiler ; in other

words the front end of the boiler shoald be at least 1 foot

away from the farna^e door.

I do not exactly comprehend what Mr. Peach means by " the

feed-pipe, too, should be one of large diameter, as the pressure

AMERICAN BLACKBERRIES.
Yonn correspondent "RnEus," in the Journal for Sc-ptembei:

IGih, must have been untortuuafe with his Lawton and Dor-
chester Blackberries, it they wore not so fine as the wild Eng-
lish species. Here the Lawton is at least four times a? large
as the average English fruit, makes a very handsome dish,
and when thoroughly ripe the flavour is excellent, quite dif-

ferent fromthe flat insipid flavour, or rather want of flavour
in tho English sorts. I had not formed a favourable opiniom
of Blackbenies in general previous to tasting them here, but
can now say that although mine is not a juvenile taste, they
arc a capital fruit both raw and cooked, and I have not heard
of its being necessary to mix Crabs or wild Apples to im-
prove the flavour in tarts and puddings, which I have seen done
in England.

I recollect a short time ago reading in a gardening periodical
that the fruit of the Prickly Pear was sold for dessert in the
American market. According to this showing, the American
people are in the same state of civilisation as the ancient
Britons, which wo should scarcely expect to be the case when
excellent Peaches can be bought at 2s. Gd. a-bushel. Apples at

less money. Strawberries at '2(;. the quart. Pine Apples at all

the fruit stalls at 1 cent, or less than a halfpenny per slice, and
Cinanas at the same scale. I am anxious to know the per-
centage of young folk in England who taste all the above fruit,

to say nothing of eating their fill ot them, and not once but con-
tinually.

—

James Taplin, .S'o!((7i Ainhoi;, Xcio Jerseij, U.S.A. ^:,

TOMATOES IN ILLINOIS.
The sons of a labouring man in this parish, who are settled

ill Illinois, U.S., iu writing to their parents sent them some
Tomato seed, and in offering a tew of them to me they brought
tho letter for me to read. ;It has occurred to me that yon
might like to insert in your Journal what these young settlers

think of the Tomato, and their way of cultivating it iu their

adopted country. They say—" Tomatoes are very nice to eat;

we like them as well as Peaches ; they are good to skin them,
and sliced up aud sprinkled with sugar to eat at ta'ole like

Peaches, They are good stewed-up with pepper and salted.

We like to pick them off the vines and cat them out of hand,
but most people do not like them except for table use. Yen
sprout them in a box like Cabbage, and set them out 3 feet

apart. The vines grow like Potato-tops. The fruit on the vines

is nearly as large as your fist, and red or yellow when ripe."

—

W. B. Capaen, The Vicarage, Draycot, Veston svper-Mare. ^j-jjj

PRINCE OF WALES POTATO.
I HAVE grown this Potato for several years, and it is a great

favourite of mine. When I first became acquainted with it my
ground was in a very unfit state for gardening, but being per-

suaded by a friend of mine I purchased 7 lbs. of seed. I pre-

pared a piece of ground, and planted the seed on May 27th,

1865, and took up the produce about the middle of September.
To my great surprise, when I weighed it I had somewhat more
than 2 ewt. ; I never saw such a yield before, and some of the

tubers were very large. I have continued to grow this variety

every year since, and although it has not jielded as it did the

first season, still it is the most productive of any second early

Potato I know.
Prince of Wales Potato has one disadvantage—it is rather

sa'cject to disease, but if the tubers are lifted as soon as the

haulm begins to decay there will not be much to complain of.

The flavour is not quite so good as that ot Myatt's Prolifie

Early Ashleaf Kidney, not being quite so dry. I planted ihiz
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year a large breadth of the Prince of Wales Ly the Bide of a
qaarter of an acre of Myatt's, and the produce c( the former
was more than as ranch again that of the latter, aUhon(;h the
KToand was treated alike in both cases.—E. Fea.-^ey, EaUiill,

Covmtrtj.

GRAPES \VITHOITT FIRE HEAT.
Ik April, 180^^, a^aiast a wall facing south by east, I erected

a lean-to Vino house after Paxton's principle, upon 4-feet brick
piers. The house measures inside 21 feet by 11, and is

covered with llfeet glass sashes. The whole border (10 feet

wide outside and II feet within) was first covered with 1 foot
thicli of brickbats, broken stones, and hard mortar, and after-

wards up to the piers, and sloping inwards and outwards, with
common garden soil. At the end of April and beginning of
May I planted eight Tines inside, nearly on the surface, and
covered the roots of each with a small quantity cf powdery,
dry manure. The kind? were White Frontignac, two Black
Hambnrgbs, Grizzly [Red] Frontignan, Lady Downe's, Buck-
land Sweetwater, Foster's White Seedling," and Trentham
Black.

In 1866 I only had a bnnch from each ; in 1867 about ten
bunches from each ; and in 1868 I had an average of twenty
from each, the greatest weight being 2; lbs. This year I
have picked 203 bunches, and only bad tp.o red Grapes on the
Black Hamburgh and two on Lady Downe's. I encourage as
much leaf as possible, thin early, and my ventilators at each
end at the top have not been closed since March. I use the
syringe freely, except when the Vines are in bloom, and give
abundance of air whenever practicable.

The Grizzly Frontignan this year was excellent, with berries
larger than usual, and very little shanked. The White Fron-
tignan and Bnckland Sweetwater ripen first, beginning about
August 20th. Many bunches of the Backland Sweetwater
were upwards of 1 foot long, but, being a light Grape, none
weighed more than 1 lb. I gathered the Lady Downe'3 yester-
day (November 301h), to keep for Christmas, "also two bunches
of Foster's W'hite Seedling, v. Inch hangs well.

Being within two miles of the sea, I cover the outside
border 6 inches deep with peawced early in October, rake it off
in April, and then fork thinly in a coat of rotten manure. The
inside border also has a slight manure-dressing —W. K , Any-
mcring, Arundel.

FLUE-HEATING.
I AH glad that (he very able writer of "Doings of the Last

Week," in referring to boilers and hot-water heating, did not
omit the still useful mode of doing so by the " old flue," which
as a heating agent has been often unduly disparaged, con-
sidering the long and good service it has done in bygone years,
and still continues to perform in many places ; indeed it is a
problem now amongst many well versed in the matter whether
heating by this means has not been too suddenly abandoned.
Certainly, at the present day, the hot-water apparatus manu-
facturer's calling has many professors, while a really good
flue-constructor is cot easily found, so that when an econo-
mical gardener or amateur wishes to convey the smoke from
his furnace in a horizontal direction he has much of the duty
of giving directions, if not of performing the actual work, thrown
on his own shoulders. And however cheaply glass structures
may be erected, it is very unpleasant to one who has just had
a house put up to be told that he must expend neirly as much
as it has cost him to have it heated. This is no unusual case,
as the hot-water apparatus, however economically erected, con-
stitutes an expensive item in the heating cf small or single
houses. Where there are a cumber of houses, the cost is pro-
portionably much cheaper. Still, many of the most ardent vo-
taries of gardening can only afford one house ; and to keep the
frost out is a matter of importance, as, unless this be done, it is

next to useleFF. I was, therefore, much pleased with "E. F.'s"
description of a cheap flue, and I do not thick he will quarrel
with me for describing a somewhat similar mode of heating
adopted here many years ago, which has answered exceedingly
well, and which, I think, is suited to all similar places where
only a moderate warmth is wanted. Where oal.-i are cheap
I am not sure whether it will not compete in utility and eco-
nomy with the most BkilfuUy-constructed hot-water apparatus,
if applied to forcing houses aud the like.

About twelve years ago two plant houses were put up here for
ordinary greenhouse plants, and it being thought at the time
that some future alterations might occasion their removal, an

expensive hot-water heating apparatus was not thought de-
sirable if it could be avoided ; recourse was therefore had to a
flue, but instead of the square brick flue described by " B. F.,"
socket pipes were put in on the straight lines, and ordinary
brickwork at the turnings. The pipes were 12 inches in dia-

meter inside, and HO inches in length. A slight foundation
was put in at the joints only, the pipes in other respects being
clear of the ground. This pipe flue has been in u°c ever since,

and seems likely to last as long as can fairly be wished ; it has
been once or twice cleaned out by taking off the covers of the
brickwork corners, which are more convenient tban bent pipes
would have been there. The pipes being only about li inch
thick, heat quickly, and answer every purpose required. I

ought also to state that they are made of cement, part of them
being of Bomon and part of Portland cement. The latter kind,
I em told by a skilful maker at Maidstone, will endure almost
as much heat as firebrick ; certainly they answer their pur-
pose very well in my case, and I would strongly recommend
them to all who require a house heated cheaply. The price
of the Eomau cement pipes at the time they were purchased
I believe was Is. 1<I. per foot run, and that of the Portland
cement pipes Is. Cif. The setting is a very simple affair, the

j lints fitting into each other, find requiring but a small quan-
tity of cement to make them smoke-tight, and the appearance
is good. As cylindrical pipes for draining purposes have
superseded the horseshoe-shaped tiles of earlier make, as well

as the brick and stone draiu, so I expect the pipe flue will in

like manner predominate over the square one where flue-

heating is adopted.—J. Eoesox.

WATER KENDERED CHALYBEATE.
This is mentioned in the nnmber of October 21, page 321,

and I write to state that seme years ago I substituted an iron
for a wood (oak) pump. The iron, however, had not been down
long before it affected the water, and I replaced the pump again
with an oak one. Wood pumps will only last a certain time,

and the " trees " often prove, or become, defective from other

causes than actual decay ; they are also cumbersome to lift and
repair. I have now for some years, whenever a new pump has
been required at a farm house, put down a lead one, and I

have used several. There has never been any complaint. abont
them ; they cost less than wood, and are practically imperish-
able. I am aware that some people cc-nsider lead deleterious

to the water, and there is no doubt some water does appreciably

act upon lead, but this is rather the exception than the rule

;

and it must be borne in mind that water from a lead cistern,

where there is a large surface of lead exposed to a email and
stagnant body of water, is not the same thing as the surface

which a 3-inch pipe would expose to water constantly renewing.

My present residence is now, and has been for many years,

supplied with water conveyed by a lead pipe, and being from a
reservoir considerably above the house, the pipe i3 always full,

and the water stationary when the taps are not used. The
water is remarkably pure and good. Old lead, too, when done
with, is cf considerable relative value to the original cost.—V.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The second meeting of this Society was held on Kovember liJtb,

tbe President, Mr. H. W. Bjitos, being in the chair. Amongst the

donations to tbe library annoncced by tbe Scrretary. W39 the fifth

volnnie of Gemmin;;or and Harold's Cata!o!:rne of Coleoptcra, and tbe

third volnmc of the Royal Society'a great Bibliojjraphical Infler.

Mr. F. Smith eihibited on the part of Mr. Edwin Brown, of Barton-

opon-Treut. a very tine species of Locnst, recently captured in the

neigbbonrbood of that town, and which was found to be identical with

an unnamed species in tbe British Mnsenm, from Northern Bengal.
He also eibibited a series of specimens illustrating tbe economy of

Rbipiphoras paradoiua, a cnrioasBceile nbicb re.sides as a parasite in

tbe nests of the common Wasji. lu a paper in (he last nnmber of the

'"Annals of >7atural History," Mr. -A.. Murray !iad endeavoured to

prove that this Beetle only took up its abode in the Wasp's nest as a
retreat, and not with tbe view of feeding upon the Wasp-grubs or pupie

;

but tbe late Mr. Stone bad worked out the entire history of the para-

site, and had found its larra with tbe bead romplotely immersed in

the body of tbe Wasp larva, which was sucked dry within the space of

forty eight hours, the parasite growing as rapidly. .Specimens in this

position were eibibited by Mi. Smith. The late Rev. F. W. Hope
had also made an obsen-ation, which showed the parasitic connection

of the insect with tbe Wasp, to the effect that amongst the Rhipiphori

certain specimens were found of a gigantic size, and these had been
reared in the enlarged cells, and had fed on the much larger gmbs of

the qneen Wasps. Professor Westwood also cited the observations of
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tbe late Rev, Lansdown Gnilding upon Horift maculata, the larra of

which (as ehown in one of Mr. Guilding's drawinRs, which had not

been published with his memoir), feeds npon the lai-va of Xylocopa.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited a nnmber of new Hcteromerons Beetles, col-

lected in Australia by Mr. JInsters, inclading a species of HeUeus,

covered, during lifetime with a white secretion, wbich had been con-

sidered by some botanists to be a fnnpas. bnt Mr, Wallace thoa^ht

it extremely doubtful that such growth should have talten place whilst

the insect was alive, thiuliing it more i>robable that it was an animal

secretion, lihe the pollinosity on certain species of weevils.

Mr. Briggs exhibited a tine specimen of the very rare Moth, Deio-

peia pnlchella, taken on the 1st of October last near Folkestoae.

Daring tlight it completely resembled Geometra dilatata. Mr. Davis

exhibited a senes of beautifully-preserved Lepidopterous caterpillars,

together with a case containing a complete series of illustrations of

the economy of the Goat Moth.
Mr. Albert Miiller made some obscr-ations on the peculiar scent

emitted by Cynips liguicola and another Oak-gall Fly when handled,

which he considered served as a preservation against the attaclia of

birds. Mr. Salvin read a memoir on Clothilda, a genus of beautiful

American Butterflies, of which he enumerated and exhibited six species.

The President read a memoir containing descriptions of a number of

new species of Longicom and Laraellicom Beetles, captured at Chon-
tales. Nicaragua, by Messrs. Belt A' Janson. A paper was also read

containing descriptions of new exotic species of Hispida', by Mr. Bal}'.

Some observations on the vast swarms of Syrphideous Flies, ob-

served during the past autumn at Kamsgate, Bournemouth, Walton-
on-the-Nase, and other parts of the ?outheni and eastern coasts of

Eagland,were made by Messrs. Hoiue and Dunning. After considerable

discussion it appeared to be generally considered that these aphidi-

vorous flies, as well as the great swarms of Lady-birds noticed about

the same time, had been reared in this country, and had not flcwn

across the sea from abroad, the vast numbers of Aphides previo^asly

observed being sufficient to account for the proportional increase in

the numbers of their enemies. Mr. Jauson especially mentioned that

an Apple tree in his garden in the suburbs of London, which had
been completely covered with the American blight (Aphis lanigera),

was completely cleansed of these insects in three or four days by
flights of Lady-birds, myriads of which had visittd the tree iu the

early autumn.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Me. Williaji Melville, so tavonrably tnown for bis success-

ful raising of new varieties of vegetables and Grapes, is leaving

Dilmeny Park Gardens, after presiding there thirty years. He
is only sixty, and in good health, Imt the Earl of Eoaeberry has
settled on him a life annuity of £60, and he intends to devote
himself to his favourite pursuits in the island of Jersey.

At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Societt,

to be held on Tuesday, December Slst, prizes of £3 and £2
are offered by the Kov. G. Kemp for the best winter dessert of

Apples and Pears, three dishes of each.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OAIiPEN.

CoNTiNTE to trench, dig, and ridge-up every piece of spare

ground when frost permits. This is particularly to be observed
in soils approaching a clayey nature. If frost continue let

the manure necessary for the whole of the spring cropping be
V7heeled out, laying it in heaps either on the spot or as near as

possible to it. That portion not reqrired for immediate digging-

in should be piled in small mounds and covered with soil to

prevent loss.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The principal work in the fruit department is pruning.

Planting ought to be completed ; if not, unless the weather be

very mild it will be better to defer it until spring. The di-

rections previously given with regard to pruning bush fruit

trees are still applicable. li dressing with hot lime and soot

when the trees are wet were more attended to, we should not

heir so much of the ravages of birds among the buds, and I

would recommend the application of these substances also to

standard Plum trees wherever practicable, as they not only
keep the trees free from moss and lichen, but assist in the

extirpation of those insects in the search for which birds

commit such ravages. Dressing with fresh-slaked lime is still

more imperative as regards Apple trees which are situated in

damp localities, where mosses and lichens spread with great

rapidity, and, if not checked, are very injurious to the well-

being of the trees, besides affording a secure harbour for nume-
rous insects during the winter. The efJectnal remedy, however,
for all such evils is thorough drainage. Continue the pruning
and training of wall fruit trees in open weather ; also prune
and dress pyramid and espalier Apple and Pear trees, after

which apply top-dressings of compost, and fork them in slightly

so as not to interfere with the roots. This operation is very

necessary where a regular system of root-pruning is persevered

in, because one object in root-pruning ought to be to keep the

roots near the surface, and these will require to be often en-

couraged by the addition of fresh compost, otherwise there will

always be a tendency to push their long feeders out of bounds
in search of food. Do not forget former remarks on top-dress-

ing the ground about orchard trees, which are also all the better

for such attention. Gishurst compound in the form of a

strong lather is also recommended for the same purpose. Make
cuttings of fheice Gooseberries and Currants, also Honey-
suckles in the same manner, and Irish Ivy for covering naked
fences. Look over fruit and other stores frequently.

FLOWER GARDEV.
Those who are fortunate enough to have the command of a

gravel-pit should secure a good supply of gravel whenever the

weather is suitable for the work. See, also, to having plenty

of soil prepared for striking cuttings in the spring, and have

draining materials for pots prepared and sorted out in sizes.

If any of the more tender kinds of Roses are yet unprotected,

some covering material should be applied at once. Dahlias

temporarily placed roots upwards under cover to dry, should

now be carefully stored for the winter. See that coarse-growing

plants which may be encroaching upon their weaker neighbours

are reduced so as to occupy their proper places. Gladioluses

may still be planted, and moat kinds of bulbs are better now in

the ground than out of it. For Gladioluses choose a warm
thoroughly-drained situation ; work the soil well by deep

digging, and add plenty of decayed manure ; elevate the bed or

patch a few inches above the general level, plant the bulbs 5 or

6 inches deep, and 6 inches apart, surrounding them with

1 inch cf sand before covering with the soil, and protect during

the winter against excessive wet and frost, by a thick layer of

sawdust, old tan, dry litter, an old carpet, thatched frame, or

tarpaulin. The last three coverings must be removed during

favourable weather, and the other coverings entirely cleared off

when the plants appear. The tops of standard Roses worked

on ordinary stocks may be protected by wisps of straw bound

amongst and over their branches, or by light canopies firmly

fi^ed. Beds cr masses of Hybrid Perpetual, Tea-scented, and

other Roses should have some porous material strewed amongst

them to protect the collar. Cocoa-nut fibrerefuse, and exhausted

tan from the Pine-pit clean-riddled, using the coarse particles,

are very good : even a coat of half-decayed leaves will answer

the purpose. Four or five inches of such material may keep

them safe in the event cf a severe winter. If it is desirable to

protect the tops altogether, mats thrown lightly over them will

sufScs, taking care on the breaking-np of frost to expose the

trees cantiouslv, and not until afler they have thawed. As

there will be comparatively little to do at present, any spare

time will be well spent in going over the stock of plants in pits

for nest season's use, removing every decaying leaf, and where

the surface soil has become green removing this and top-dress-

ing with sandy loam. There is nothing so unfavourable to

these plants at this season as damp ; therefore, take every

favourable opportunity of admitting fresh air.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

If the weather should continue frosty the conservatory will

require great care in its management. Atmospheric humidity

cannot by any means be entirely dispensed with, yet this, if

unskilfully applied, will produce drip, which is most prejudicial

to the delicate texture of Camellia blooms and other gay plants.

The best plan is to keep as low a temperature as can possibly

be allowed—say from 40° to 45° at night, and to give a little air

at the back and front all night, if the weather be favourable.

The front air must bo very moderate, or the atmospheric mois-

ture, instead of passing quietly away by the back apertures, will

be condensed as it rises. With a good roof-covfring, m the case

of small conservatories, 40° would be sufficient, and then there

would be atmospheric moisture enough at all times without the

special application of water. See that young stock m mixed

greenhouses, such as Heliotropes, Scarlet Pelargoniums, Cycla-

mens, and other flowers grown especially for winter, have light

situations and reaular attention as regards water.
_

Let Cape

Heaths have close attention as regards watering ;
if, unfortu-

nately, they stand near flues or pipes, they may become sud-

denly very dry. Keep up a quiet ventilation day and night if

possible, let the air steal in moderately, and dispense with strong

fires. Do not water Pelargoniums until they are tolerably dry,

and take care to fumigate frequently and slightly. This is a good

time to introduce into the conservatory forcing-pit the foUow-
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isg plant; , provided they have received the necessary treatment
daring the Enmmer—viz., Fibododendrous, Azaleas, Persian

Lilacs, Sweet Briars, Mobs and Provence RoBes, Crimson Per-

petual Ko=es, Ledums, Kalmias, Anne Boleyn Pinks, W'allllowere,

Sweet Williams, and l>utch bulbs. Unless, however, they are

in proper trim it will be labour in vain, and no mode of forcing

nor form of pit can compensate for tbis. The great secret, if

the heat wholly confista of fermenting materials, is to keep
down accumiUatisg damp and monldiness by almost con-

stant ventilation, increasing the linings in order to raise the

necessary temperature. Those who possess properly-heated

houses or pits will, however, as a matter of course, pursue a
eomewhat different method. In pruning and training climbers
in these houses, some regard must be paid to the time when it is

desirable the plants should bloom. Thus, with stove climbers
not required to ilower before autumn, pruning may be deferred
for some time, but for earlielr display it should be done at once.

Fassion-FIowers, Bignonias, and similar plants which make
long annual shoots, should only have their branches thinned and
slightly shortened, while others, as Combretums, may be spnrrcd-
in. Kennedyas will soon be showing bloom, and what training

they require should be dene at once, but the pruning of these
should not take place until after they have bloomed. When
Orange trees are grown to decorate the flower garden in sum-
mer, care should be taken to prevent their pushing in winter,
and this more especially if the trees are in a dark-roofed house.
When growth occurs under these conditions the leaves h.ive

always a thin flabby appearance, and soon turn brown after the
plants have been set out of doors ; whereas, if growth is pre-
vented till the trees are in the open air, the foliage will bear
any amount of Eunehine.—W. KEiXE.

DOINGS OF THE LAST S\'EEK.

KITCHEX GAEDEN.
Caulijtoiters.—Those laid by in an earth pit, coming in

well, have had to be watched, and care taken to catch rats. If

the rats would take a head and use it up, it would not bo so

bad ; but one intruder will most iikely go over a secure of heads
and render them more or less unsightly, and even if the parts

nibbled by them are neatly cut out, it is not pleasant to think
that you are partaking of the leavings of a rat. Llowever, to

partake of many things with a relish, it is quite as well not to

be too inquisitive as to the processes through which they have
passed. In a wet day we managed to fresh glaze the moveable
tops of our hand-lights, though the many-cornered pieces make
it a troublesome jub. These would be more expensive than
they are, only much small glass can thus be brought into use.

We lately stated that small boxes would be better in every way.
The main point now with all plants under haud-ligbts, is to

keep them from soaking rains until the days lengthen in spring.
We have tried keeping young plants in frames, in small pots,

and protected at the foot of walls and planted out ; but on the
whole, placing small plants under hand-lights late in autumn
has been the best for affording us early cuttings in May. All
such plants can scarcely be kept too hardy until the sun gains
strength. Fall air is therefore always given in mild weather,
unless it be wet, when the top is merely lifted up a little. A
little frost does them no harm. If the leaves are frost-crusted
a little, we have had Cauliflowers covered up in continued
frosty weather for weeks. Provided there can be no growth,
continued darkness will do them no injury. A night of three
•weeks or a month in duration will not affect them more under
these conditions than one of the usual length iu winter. In
the good old-fashioned winters, when we used to have keen
frost for a month at a time, on uncovering such Cauliflowers,
we did not let them have the full sun for a day or two, and
made sure they were nicely thawed before nucovering. In such
keen frosty weathef, accompanied often with sunny days, those
who consider light to be everything, would uneover their Cauli-
flowers to let the sun act upon them, and thus, from being ex-
cited, they would be more likely to suffer from the keen frost at
night. Under these circumstances, provided the plants were
first slightly crusted, it would be better to let the covering re-

main, to keep out alike the heat of the sun and the intensity of
the frost. Under other conditions, where a low temperature is

secured, but where crust-frosting, however slightly, would be
dangerous, letting in a little sun heat and light would often be
nsefnl, even for raising the temperature a little.

When we want Cauliflowers very early, we thin the plants
under glasses carefully to four or five in March, encourage
them by sun heat, giving less air, shutting-up early, and

protecting in cold nights, so as to have the plants large and
strong before being compelled to spread them out by raising
the glasses on bricks, Ac, at the comers.
We have scarcely had to replace a young plant in thie

season of grubs and slugs, and this we attribute partly to care-

fully forking over the ground, and looking for enemies narrowly,
working into it some hot burnt earth and ashes, planting when
these had time to cool, and using rough road drift for a slight

surfacing. Those nnder hond-lights now, were planted openly in
squares, and have not been long covered. Those of our readers
who have no glasses may have Cauliflower early by potting
small young plants singly in small potF—say 3-inch pots, keep-
ing them under protection, giving the plants more room after

the turn of the doy, and planting them out in finely-pulverised

soil in the middle of March. For early CauUflowcrs we prefer

small young plonts in October, and enticing them on with snn
heat and protection after March. When we had more time we
used t3 have hoods made of straw, with fcnr pieces of hazel
rod to keep the square for the bottom of the glass, and these
were easily lifted cfl and on.
As stated above, daiiq) is the frfst evil to be guarded against

as respects growing plants; in fact, now damp is the great

enemy to all plants nnder protection, and in such changeable
weather as much air as possible should be given to plants

under glass in pits and frames by tilting up the sashes and not
by sliding them.
Every hole and breakage in the glass now telle most in-

juriously, because such a breakage lets in the water that falls

on the glass above it. Tilting np lights is by far the best

mode of air-giving in all weathers ; but sliding the sash is eo
much more easy in general, that it will be practised if not
coimtermanded. Even in a cold pit in a cold day, tilting at

the back does not fully expose the plants at the back, and the
cold air rushing in is met by the warm air going out, and is

thus mollified before reaching the plants. This is of still

greater importance when the plants are growing in artificial

heat. In hotbeds heated by dung, we have known numerouB
disasters arise from carelessly sliding the sash down over a
lining of rank dung in front. The fumes of the dung were in-

tercepted by the overhanging sash, and passed in among the
tender plants in the bed.
For Lettuce, Endive, Sea-kale, Bhubarb, and Moshrooms,

see remarks a few weeks hack.

Mus'nrooms.—OnT first piece in the lean-to honae is doingveiy
well, though it became rather cold after spawning, but helped,

no doubt, from being on a shelf, and some warm droppings
placed beneath it. The second piece is beginning to show.
A third large piece became rather hot after spawning, and was
carefully watched. If it had become hotter we would have
taken out the spawn. Throwing a little earth over the surface,

and beating firm down, arrested fermentation ; and nnding
the spawn was still sofe, and the heat remaining uniform, this

piece was also earthed-up. well beaten, watered on the surface,

and a clean spade drawn firmly over it, to leave a smooth sur-

face. We have frequently stated how to obtain moderately
thin Mushrooms for frying, and thick fleshy ones, that are

with difliculty cooked np to the centre, but are excellent for

chopping up.
From what we can learn of many of our new beginners'

failures, they are chiefly owing to the spawn being put in

material too wet or too hot. The temperature mentioned at

page 41('i may be considered in every way safe. If the material

of a bed is very dry, the Mushrooms will be poor ; if wetter

than desirable, we wrap the spawn in a good handful of dry
litter. Much shaking and working of the material, if at all rich

at first, causes it to part with a large proportion of its nourish-

ing qualities. We have never had belter Mushrooms on shallow

beds, than when we brought the droppings every day from the

stable, and began making the bed at once, adding to it every

day. The layers were so thin, that, when moderately beaten,

they never heated violently.

FF.riT OAnllKS.

Proceeded, as opportunity offered, with pruning fruit trees,

making arrangements for planting what could net be done

earlier in the autumn, and watered with warmed water some
trees planted at the end of October in a Peach house, which

we shall want to start presently, merely keeping the frost out

on account of the other plants in the house. In the very

changeable weather—rainy, frosty, foggy, and snowy—we were

glad we had all our Strawberry plants under some kind of

protection from excessive wet and severe frost.

We have had an inquiry from an esteemed correspondent,
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who is anxious to grow a few small trees of Peaches and Plums
in poti in a small glass house which he has put up ; and he
thinks he could manage very well, only he cannot have his

plants until the middle of January, and he must, from the

esponse of carriage, have thom sent without their pot?, and
as light as possible to bo safe. He therefore dreads he will

lose a season from not having them sent in the autumn, as

Plums and some Cherries mr.st be lifted out of the ground,

though furnished with fruit buds. Of course it would have
been better if such plants had been potted early in autumn

—

better still if the plants were sent in the pots in which they had
grown the previous summer, so as to be well established. If,

however, he obtain good plants even later than stated, there

is no reason to despair, as he is merely going to place the:a

altimately in an unhealed house. These simple modes which
we have followed will almost be sure to be attended with sue-

eesB. The first point as respects trees raised from tho ground
dependij much ou tho fruit-tree merchant and those he cm-
ploys. Such trees should be raised carefully—net pulled up

—

the roots damped with the rose of a watering-pot, and then
packed firmly in damped litter, the tops, of course, beicg

merely secured in the usual way. Such trees, when they

arrive, should be potted, choosing pots merely large enough.
If the roots are somewhat damp, procesd at cnee. If, notwith-

standing the care taken in packing, the roots seem dry, and
have little earth about them, place Ihem for a few minutes in

a tub of water at about CJ°. In potting, pack the roots neatly,

and firm the soil well. Before this is done, or whilst doing
so, make up a rough simple hotbed, say from 12 to 15 inches deep
of litter, tree leaves, or any rubbish that will raise a gentle

heat of from "o" to 80", and iu this plunge the pots to the

rim, with a few leaves or some litter over the surface. 'V\'atch the

bed, and if the heat rise higher than SD' raise the pots, or

pull the material of the bed away from their sides. If it fall

to CO' or C0° turn it over, or merely add a few inches more
to the surface. Suppose you do this in the middle of January,
the bed will have come down to much the same temperature
as the earth will be in your nuheated house by the first or

second week in March, and if these points have been attended
to, on examining the pots you will find fine, vigorous, fresh

roots before even there be much appearance of growth in the

top of the trees.

One great element of success is thus gained—the roots are

made to move in advance of, and not after the motion of the
buds. The great advantage of autumn planting and of autumn
potting in such a case as this, is that the heat in the ground
acts much in the same way as the above slight hotbed would
do. Planting, and in such a case as the above, potting in spring

in the usual way, exposes the plant to the liability of haviug
the buds excited by the growing heat of the season, whilst the
roots have scarcely begun to move to sustain the necessary cor-

relative action.

We allude to thi? helping with a mild hotbed the more pro-

minently, as the plan will succeed with all shrubs, Boses, itc,

and even herbaceous plants that are lifted from the ground to

be forced. Two things are essential to success—first, the heat

given should never be so high as to weaken the roots, and
though, in cases of forcing, the roots when growing will net
suffer from going iuto a temperature a little higher under glass,

when no forcing is attempted the temperature in the bed
should have fallen as low as the earth of the house to which
the plant is taken, so that no check may be given to the fresh

roots in moving them from a warmer to a colder position.

One other condition is necessary to success, so far as the

occupiers of this open-air slight hotbed are concerned, and it

is that excessively bright sun should be kept from the shoots

and buds with a little shading—say evergreen boughs, but iu all

dull and coldish weather, the freest exposure should be given,

as the later in such circumstances the flower buds open, the

more certain will you be of a crop the first season.

The retarding of the swelling and opening of the buds will

be helped by free air ; and this will be promoted still further it

the tops be whitened with limewash, which will fall cC partly

as the buds swell. We have not yet, as a body of observers,

made so much of cohnr as we might have done. Same time
ago a philosophical enthusiastic amateur gardener was next to

horrified at seeing a row of busk Pear trees as white in the be-

ginning of March as if covered all over with snow, partly for

the purpose of deterring birds from the buds, as white is

rather distasteful to them. "Why, Mr. F., you will bum and
scorch up buds and shoots alike I I lately had all the leaves of

my Cucumber plants near the top of that steep-roofed lean-to

house parched and scorched up, because, for the sake of neat-
ness, I could not get the wall made too white. Nothing could
stand the terrible heat of thr.t white wall, and see if you do not
be oorved in a similar manner." Our clever friend for a
moment massed together in one things that differ. It was not
the heat of or on the wall, it was the reflection of the heat of
the sun from it, and that in a confined atmosphere, which did
the mischief. Our trees would actually be kept cooler than if

robed in their natural dark brownish livery ; the reflection of
the heating rays from them would only help to warm the
neishbonring atmosphere.
We want mere facts and proof3 as to how far this may act in

the neighbourhood of fruit trots iu the open air or against
walls. It our ideas should be right, it is just possible that two
or three lines of the " Science and Practice of Gardeninpr,"
which we recommend to all who aspire to be something more
than routine workmen, may need a Utile modification. Ba
this as it may, the matter is sufiicieutly important to refer to
again, and perhaps to justify this seeming digression that has
come to our pen without previous consideration, the reason,
no doubt, why so many digreseionB Lad butler have remained
unpenned. Be this as it may, the ceason has proved to ua
that circumstances must regulate rules and operations. How-
ever beneficial autumn planting, iu this ntighbourhood it

could not have been done to any extent, owing to the dryness
of the ground and the scarcity of water.

OKXAIIENTAL DEPAETUENT.
The frosty weather, and being engaged in ice-collecting, gave

us a good chance for practising the principles referred to in
writing of Cauliflowers. Everything iu cold pits, as Calceolarias,

Koses, Cinerarias, Verbenas, &c., has been left to itself for four
or five days, the covering remaining ou night and day. We
know the plants are cool enough not to grovr, and when un-
covered the long night will be to them like an ordinary one.
It is very difierent when there is heat enough shut in to

stimulate extension, if not true growth ; then light for a time
should be given.

Having lately referred to planting bulbs and necessary pre-
parations, we shall leave other matters to refer to the in-door
treatment of

Bulbs.—Potted a second lot, aud set the pots on a dry place,

on ashes covering a layer of lime to prevent worms rising;

then covered over with finely-sified leaf mould, and surfaced
with fine coal ashes. Some old boards were set round them,
enclosing the bulbs as it were in a box, and a cordon of tar
2 or 3 inches wide was run all round the box, so as to keep rats

and mice at a distance, for if they were left alone they would
soon make havoc of Crocuses, Tulips, &c. The first lot of

bulbs we shall place in a sweet hotbed, when the pots are more
crammed with roots. Frenv.ently, when we have obtained
bulbs late, we have brought them into flower early by the fol-

lowing mode:—After potting, we have plunged the pots up to

the rim in a mild hotbed, with a bottom heat averaging from
75' to 7S', and a top heat in the frame or box of from 45° to
50', by merely covering with glass, and leaving air on at top
and bottom, in mild weather. The top heat was kept low so aa

not to bring up the flower stalk at all until the soil was
crammed with roots. This plan in an emergency will give an
advance cf several weeks. When bulbs can be potted early,

there will be no necessity for it. Of all bulbs, Crocuses wUl
least bear forcing, and they should be potted rather more
deeply than other bulbs. The Large Yellow, and the finer

varieties, do very well in pots, aud stand more upright and
robust when the corms are covered at least 1 inch. Under no
cii'cumstances will they be better of hotbed treatment, such as

a Uyacinth would delight in. Nowhere will they do better

than iu the window of a cottage, where the heat of the room is

not too high, nor the air too close. With the Large Yellow,
fine purple, blue, white, and striped kinds, an effective show
may thus be made, and successions may be had for some time.

A few remarks, now, as to soil and potting. Bulbs will

flower with but little assistance, merely from the support stored

up in the bulb, but when so treated the bulbs would require

years to recover themselves so as to bloom well again. Thus
Hyacinths will bloom well in glasses with almost nothing but
common soft water to help them, but such bulbs are more in-

jured as respects the future than those grown and slightly

forced in pots. Soil, therefore, is something, though not so

particular a matter as many would insist upon. Any light,

loamy, rich, sweet, soil will grow bulbs in great perfection. All

worn-out soil should be avoided, and all that is clammy, wet,

and sour. If a compost is to be made, the following is what
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\;ill ansiver wcH—tbreo parts Cbroaa iieth loam, sifted tbrongh
an inch sieve, one part drift or silver saud, one part sweet wtll-

oired old cow dang or leaf mould, and if to be bad one part, in

addition, of tmall rough, net dast, charcoal. We tbink the

charcoal gives a deeper green to the foliage, ana permits of

freer watering. When the flower stem is rising freely, wenk
manure waterings will give strength to the flower stem, and
size to the flower.'. When other soil was not to be had, we
have potted in loam, with a third of sweet rotted leaf mould,
but the sand, such as ma; be picksd up in rnns on tke high-

way, makes all woik better. AH things considered, the com-
post can scarcely be too simple if light, sweet, and tolerably

rich.

Now, as to potting and pole. V\'lien the plants arc to bo moved
when in bloom, what are called 43'8 and 40's will bloom Ilja-

ointis well, and the same sized pots will do for five Crocuses

and three of the smaller Talips. When very fine specimens
of Hyacinths, i-c, are wanted, the old-fashioned pots of tho

above size in width, but much deeper, are a great ad\autage,

as the roots like to go down. In such deep pots the bulbs

can be more deeply covered than in the common more
shallow pots. Other things being equal, all these bulbs in

pots will bloom and thrive Letter, if the bulbs be sufficiently

sunk to keep tbtm from free light and air. Even when
the top of a Hyacinth bulb is exposed it will thank you
to cover it, whether in a pot or glase, with a little green

mOBS, and even that, though pretty, is inferior to the natural

earth cc^vering. These trifles attended tc, if the bulbs aie

to be covered with ashes, ite., after potting, the more loosely

and simply the potting is done the better it will be for the

bulbs. AU firming and squeezing the soil should be avoided.

Many a tine Hyacinth bulb has been mined by damping, or

the incipient roots have turned up instead of going freely

down, because the soil beneath the bulb was made immode-
rately Arm. Proceed as follows, merely premising that tho

soil is in the proper state, neither wet nor dry—so wet that it

will leave the impression of your fingers when you squeeze it

tightly, so dry that the squeezed handful will fall to piece3

when you lay it down on the potting-hench. Do not follow the

common advice and fill such pots as the common size a third

or so full of drainage. Give the roots all the room and earih

yon can. Place one convex piece of crock over the bottom of

the pot, a scatteiing of smaller pieces over it, a little moss or

chopped straw, and a dusting of soot, chiefly to deter worms, and
the pot is ready. Place it on the pottingbencb, and a tiial or

two will tell yon exactly how much soil to put in to be ready
for the bulb or bulbs, merely giving the pot after so filbng a
good stroke on the table to settle the soil, but not to firm it.

With such treatment the top of a Hyacinth bulb should be on
a level with the top of the pot, add more soil round the sides,

and another stroke of the bottom of the pot on the bench will

generally make that firm enough : if not, press it to the bulb

a little with the fingers, but cot downwards ; a small cone of

earth over the bulb completes the potting. Tt'hen such pots,

set in a bed, end covered with a weight of several inches of

ashes, are moved to the forcing house, the bulb will be something
like a quarter of an inch below the lim o< the pot, and the pot

will be crammed with healthy roots. When cottagers and house-
holders merely pot a few, there is no necessity tor placing

them in a bed out of doors and covering them over for safety.

Any cool dark place will do. In this case, though the earth
should not be squeezed or firmed beneath the bulb, it will be
necessary to firm it more at the sides, but not hard, and the
bulb should be placed a little lower down. In thdr case, too,

the bnlhs will bloom all the better if the flower stems do not
show much until the pots are filled with roots. Then, and
and when the stems move, the sooner the pots are brought to

and kept near the light the better. Many people wonld never
have Hyacinth?, Tulips, and Crocuses in bloom standing on
mantelshelfs and out-of-the-way recesses and dark corners, if

they knew what pain it gave to many of their visitors to see

them subjecting the plants to a process of slow but sure decline.

The pots, if placed in a bed oat of doors, will generally need no
watering. Those placed in cellars, cupboards, ica., must not

be allowed to become dry; a moist soil, but not saturated, will

encourage quick and free rooting.

As to glasses, when these are clear, clear water should be used,

and fresh added as it evaporates. A little charcoal will keep
it sweet. However, as it is easily done, fresh wr.ter of tho tem-
perature of the room may be given every weti;. Tho water

should be soft. The base of the bulb should barely touch the

water at first. In colonred glasses we have found weak clear

manure water an advantage. After-treatment maet be de-
ferred, merely stating now that the chief reason why forced
bulbs are much injured, ib because, often from want of room,
sufficient attention cannot be given to the foliage after bloom-
ing. For all plants that bloom early the foliage shonld be
encouraged to perfect iteelf under glass, and then the balbB
would suffer little.— It. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December h.

VEnv little change can be noticed here, cither in sDfply or demand,
tho pencral tone of the market baving a dowowaid tendency. The Fotato
tradu continued duU.

FEIJIT.

df. i.

S U lo
II U
no
e 14

10
(j 9

8 no
BO 10

Mclona each 2 8

Applofl Vj eioTd
Apricots dcz.
Cherries lb.

Choj^tnuts bosLel
Carriiuts . . . . J^ uievo

Ulack do.
FiC8 doz.
Filberts lb.

fobs lb.

Gooseberries ..qnnrt
Grapes, Hothouse . lb.

Lemons 100

f. d.

i»ulbcrrieB .... qnirt to
Koctiirines dox.
Oranges 100 6
Peaches doz.
Tears, kitchen . . doz. 2

dessert doz. 8
Fine Apples lb. 3
Plums >j sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Htrawberries lb.

r/alnuts bosLel 10
do 100 1

VEGETABLES.

A!-tichokes doz.

\
Asparaaus 100

I

Beans.Iiunncr % sieve

I

Broad bushel

I

Boet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bms. Sprouts >^ sieve

' Cabbage doz.

I

Capsicums 100

I

Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Coloworla . . doz. bchs.

I

Cucumbers .... each
I inckliug doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

d. B.

to G

3
1 6

8
3

3

Leeks bnnch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms pottle
Mu6Ld.& Cress,punnet
Onions bushel

pickling .. quart
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas qnart
Potatoes buBhel

Kidney.... ditto
Radi^hea doz.bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
VegetMarrows. ..doz.

e. d. 8.

4 to
a
2

4
8

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEU'ED.
.James Dickson & Sons, Newton Nurseries, and 102, East-

gate Street, Chester.

—

Catalvjuc of I'oresl Trees, Coii'Jtrs,

Fruit 'frees, Roses, Ornamental Trees, Plants, tCc.

Patz & Roes, Ferdinand Juhlke's successors, Erfurt, Prussia

;

London DefOt, Dick Ksdcljfie & Co., 129, High Holborn.—
Annual Trade Seed List.

W

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Wo requpst thiit no ouo will write privately to .tny 'of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and c.vpenic. All

communications should therefore be addressed lolely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, i'Uct

Street, London, E.C.
alio request that correspondents will not mix tip on tho

s,ime sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate lommunications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

K.D.—Many questions mtist remain unanswered until ne.it

week.

Fi.owER Garden Bed (Pnj-ipns).—As a bed of foliapc your arranfiement
Tvill look very well. In the plan we should prefer tho Coleus to the Iresine,

but both might be used, the Iresiue lUliDg tho triaugular spaces of the
vandyking. We do not know the fun);us by the description.

Local Floweb Shows (ir. i?.).—We regret much that we cinnot afford

space for local flower shows. We have tried to make a selection, but no
sooner did we do so than we had a crowd of reports, the writers of which
joined in a chorus, " Our show was quite as good as that you inserted

:''

Ci:T-DOoR Grates.—In the Fruit-Committee report, November leih,

page 808, it should have been stated that Mr. Fenn ripened 842 lbs. of

Grapes this year, instead of having made thst number of gallon.^ of wine.

GnAPES Spotted (J. G.).—Tho berries of your Bowood Muscat are
severely affected with *' the spot," by which name gardeners speak of an
ulceration of the Grape. It usually is occasioned by the roots failing to

i supply a Bofficicncy of sap lo bupport the growth' of the Vine and its
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frnit. The roots should be kept warmer, watered ^h tepid weakmannrc
water ; and the sarface Boil removed and replaced 67 a richer soil. If the
roots have descended into a cold nngciiial subsoil, they should be raised

to nearer the surface.

pROTECTiNO A ViNE EoRDER f JriaiiTiii 1-—We recommond the shelter-

ing of Vine borders from rain from the time that the Grapes are ripe

until the buds begin to swell, or from September to April, tbonph if the
Vines are started in February the covering should be removed by day
when the days are mild and suu .:y, and replaced at niflht ; and to admit
of the border receiving moisture it should bj uncovered during mild rrxins,

bat protected againbt cold deluging ruius. In fact, the covering of the
border is desirable up to May, during cold heavy rains and frosty nights.

Unripe Tomatoks (IiUm).—We are not aware that these are of any
nee in an unripe state, but you may hang them in a warm and dry place,

and they will in most instances ripen, and become fit for every culinary
purpose.
Applying Soot to Fruit Trees (Idem).—In March you may sp/inble

soot on the soil about fruit trees as far as the roots extend, and repeat
the dressing in May. At each lime the ground may be made ijuite I»lack.

After this it is best applied ns a liquid manure, putting one peck to thirty
gallons of rain water, well Etirred-up before use. A pood soaking of this

in dry weather during summer would be very serviceable.

Vines in Pots (Dorset).—There is nothing on this mode of cultnro in

the work you mention, but there is in " The Vine Manual," which >ou
can have post free from our office if you enclose thirty-four postage
stamps with yonr address.

Roses on Manetti Stocks (Ealcyon).—"' Yout qnery, 'How am I to
grow Roses on Manttti stocks planted a year ago ?' is too general. My
Roses on the Manetti stock, whether planted lately or ycRrs back, are
treated thus:—They are tied to a stake, as they are open to the strong
west and south-west winds. Kound their base litter is now placed, and
the soil is drawn over the litter like a molehill. This will preserve the
roots and protect 3 or 4 inclies of the wood. If the frost, which I expect
will ba severe in January, kill the upper portion of the wood, still the
lower protected portion will break. In the spring the trees will be thinned
ont, cutting away all the weak wood, the strong shoots shortened, and the
side branches cut to a sound plump ere. In summer, especially in hot
weather, I keep the ground shallow-stirred over the roots, and deeply
stirred between the rows, and I water copiously over the leaves, stems,
and roots twice a-week. Orange fungus should be cut out, aphides
killed by hand, and the trees should be well syringed. In February the
molehills may be spread.—W. F. Radcltffe."

List of Roses [liosaluut^.—Your list of thirty-eight Roses in so good
that it is difiicult to suggest rauch alteration. "We should erase Lady
Emily Peel, President Mas. Camiile de Eernardin. Monsieur Wooltield,
Souvenir de Dr. Jamin, Charles Rouillard, Louise Darzens, Alfred do
Rougemont, Aimt^e Vibert, and instead of the two Mosses Lanei and
Crested, we would grow one of M. Edouard Ory. This wiil leave ten
places to fill up, in which we should plant Abel Grand, Antoine Durher,
Comtesse C. de Chalrillnnt, Elie Morel, Fronnoig Lncharme, Mar-
gnerite de St. Amand, M. Norcan, Wdlle. Marie Rndy, ]\Iarie Enumann, and
Victor Verdier. There are, however, some o-Lher Roses which you ought
to have if room can be foitnd for them, or if any of those not discarded
from the list are bad plants, as Duchesse de Caylus, Ducde Cnzes, Due
de Wellinpton, Frani,-oifi Louvat, Gloire de Vitry, La Brillante, Le Rhone,
La France, Madame Clt-mence Joigneaux, Marechal Vaillant. Prince
Camiile de Rohan, and Thorin. We are not quite certain whether the
Rose named in the list as " Mile, le Earonne Rothschild"' is Madame la
Raronne de RotLschild or Monsieur le Baron de Rothschild ; the tv/o

names are rather puizUng, lut MHdame la Baronne is one o! the finet^t

Roses grown, a most beautiful eatin pink, and ought to be in every col-
lection.

Ydcca Planting fSunni/).—The best time to plant Yuccas is in April
or the beginning of May ; but we have planted them from August to No-
vember successfully. Tibey succeed best in a deep, wcll-draiued, mo-
derately rich, ligkt loam, and in wet heavy soils are be^t grown on
mounds or rockwork. Yucca aloifolia pendula is, perhaps, the tenderest
of all the hardy kinds, and it rarely succeeds except in sheltered situ-

ations and dry Eoils, or in ptsitions near the sea. It usually tlower'i in
August. It does not flower very often, owing to the plant not obtaining
a position warm enough to attain a sufficient size for flowering.

Chrysanthemcms in a Greenbod>-e (J(7f »t)-— All the Chrysanthe-
mems are hardy, and will succeed in the open ground with a little leaf
soil or litter placed over thtin to protect them from severe frost. The
duration of their flowers, however, is too often shortened by severe au-
tumn froets. Those you have in pots in the greenhouse may be planted
out of doors after flowering, turning them out of the pots, or plunging
these to the rim, and with a slight protection of dry litter in severe
weather they will survive the winter. It is better to protect the plants by
a frame, or place them in a warm sheltered situation for the winter.

Azalea Losing its Leaves [C. A. G.).—We do not think there is any-
thing the matter with the plant. It i^j usual for Azaleas to lose part of
their leaves at this or an earlier period, and some of the white kinds be-
come almost leafless ; but that does not »<£Fect their flowering.

CAiTELLiAS FOR OcT OF DooRS (Comtant Beadtr).— Unless your situ-
ation is mild, and the soil well drained, you will not find Camellias snc-
ceed. They are best planted in &ummer after the growths are made,
though plants well hardeued-ofl'uiay be planted in spring. Ont of doors
their treatment does not di2"dr fioru thjit of hardy evergreen shrubs.
Some of the hardiest ?-re Alba plena, Bealii (Leeaua superbal, Donkelaari,
Esimia, Imbricata, Monarch, Prince Albert, Reticulata, Striata, and
Wilderi.
Sweet Jasmine Pruning i_Idch:).—The best time to prune is in f:priug

before it begins to grow, cutting away the old wood and shoots that havy
flowered. All shoots not required for extension, or to fiU-up vacant spaces,
may be closely spurred-in to within one or two joints of their base. It
IB well, however, to leave some young shoots, as the flowers are liner

fro2ithem than those borne by spurs. The flowers are produced from
he points of the shoots of the current year.

Three Pear trees for a Sodth Wall (L. H.).—Doyenne du Cornice,
Winter Nelis, and Ne Plus Meuris. They are late dessert Pears.

Methylated Spirit (T. il.).—It is sold by the druggists. It is applied
by a brash to the branches on which the scale (Coccus) is fixed.

Rhododkndeion Stem Damaged {W. T.).—The standanl Rhododendron
Barclayfinum with the wonndeon the stem, "the bark oflF sharp aod
clean, v.'ithout the wood being diimaged," ou^ht to bo covered with«i&^
well worked with aboxit one-third of c )w dung. Cover the wound tbiniy,

and secure the whole with matting neatly tied on. It will prevent the
wood from decaying by excluding wet, and will encourage the growth of

the bark over the wounded part. The clay should be renewed as required,

and in summer be covered with a little moss to keep it from cracking."

Weedy Lawn (--f Subscribe:!-),—Yon will gain little by parin2:-oS" the
turf unless you have it deeply dug or trenched, afterwards picking out
the deeply-rooted weeds, sn- h as Dandelion. We would do this, and then
apply the fresh soil as early as we could, so that it might have time
to settle and become tinn before spring. You may then level any in-

equalities, and having the Furinco in pood working order, sow early in

April as you propose. Anstbiug that would kill the weeds in the old or

new soil would injure the grass seeds.

Warm and Cool Greenkoose (rvfujji).—The greenhouse with a tem-
perature of 8j\ which we presume is tba minimum night temperature, will

be suitable for all kinds uf hardwoided pUnts, Cinerarias, and Calu-eolarias,

also Pelargoniums an 1 many of the hardiest of the Cactus tribe, no water
being given them e:;cept to keep them from shrivelling. The Lantanat;,

Solanums, Tecojna and Mimulus, with all kinds of bedding plants well

rooted, and not recently potted, would be the better of the cool hoaso
rather than the warm one at 41;.-, if they be kept dry. The other house at

a night temperature of 45 will answer for Eucharis and mmy cool stovo

plants—as Dracsnas, tic , they being kept sparingly watered. It is wt;I

to have in the warm hojso newly-struck Pelargonium cuttings, also

newly-potted plants, until they become well rooted and established ; then
they should bo removed to the cool house.

Wintering Fuchsias (7tZ'j»0.—The Fuchsias T\-ill do well in the harness-

room, keeping them from frost by a covering of dry hay wrapped atwnt

the pots, and covering the tops with m^its or other protecting material.

No water should be given beyond a little occasionally if required to keep

the wood from shrivellincr, and during mild weather only. If frost bo

not excluded the plants v.'ill die.

Late Tulips (Tulips).—Oi yonr Tulips the following are good r—floscs .-

Vicar of Radford, Mary Lamb, Claudiana, Maid of Falaise, and Bion.

BijbUeviens: Lady Leicester, Chellaaton Beauty, Maid of Orleans, and
Due de Bordeaus. Bizarres : Gold Cup, Duke of Devonshire, Solon, and
Sir Joseph Paston. Many of the others are sometimes good, but we havo
pointed out the best in your list. Your must rely on your own genius as

to the crossing. They are sometimes grown in pots, but it is not ad-

vantageous. The price you name per dozen is very cheap. Those we
have named are worth four times the money you have given, for the

whole,

Clivia nobtlis not Growing (I^^uhi).—The plant potted seven weeks
ego will very likely not grow until spring. Keep the soil no more than
moist duricg the winter. To do well, it requires a warm greenhouse. The
kitchffn window is much too dry for it, and the temperature too high acd
fluctuating. The sphagnum on the top of the pot would do as much
harm as good. Do not use it.

Peperomia AR3YR5A Treatmrnt (.IZ". H".).—It requircs a temperature

of from 55'-' to 65'^ in wintar, and 05' to So- in summer. Being a dwa.-f

Bteuiless species, it is best grown in a pan. well drained, and filled with
sandy fibrous pedt and sandy loam, in equalparts, torn in pieces with the

hand, and used rather rou:2h, charcoal in pieces from the size of a pea to

that of a hazel nat, crocks broken small, and silver sand, of the Ust three

half a part, the whole well mixe I, using the finer portions for placing over

the roots. When the plant is growing give it a moist atmosphere, and
liberal supplies of water when it is growing freely, keeping it in a slightly

shaded po'silion. When not growing the soil should be rather drier. Avoii

wetting the leaves, as they are apt to become disfigured if water stand or

drip on them.

BiLLEERGiA IBIDIFOLIA (J.?er/il.—It is usual for the eld stems and leaves

to die down utter flowering, young ones being produced from their bases.

The old ones survive until the young growths are matured or for ad-

vanced, as in the cr.ae ot the majority of Bromeliads.

Potting Violets (J?u/'1.—The plants put into pmnll pots ought to be

shifted without delay into their blooming pots. The shift should not be

largo, say from a 3-inch to 4A-inch pot, or at the most n 5-inch pot. If

already in 4 to r-inch pots do not pot them, especially as you wish the

plant.s to fiov,-er in Janu-irv or February. In 3-inch p.jts they canuot be

expected to do much, though with us they huve succeeded well in that

size of pot. A rich fibrous loam, light rather than heavy, with a little

leaf soil and old cow dung, wiil gfow them well. The proportion of four

parts loam to one part of each of the other ingredients will do well. The
runners which have formed since the plants were potted should be cut ofi'.

Potting Heliotrope?, pELAitGONiUMs, Lobelias, and SAL^^AS {Idcvi).

—For winter-blooming the plants should not be repotted now unle,^s they

are in very small pots ; then a sUght shift would ha advantageous. They
flower more freely when the pots are flUed wiih roots.

Cucumbers for a Trellis (A SiLhscriber).~An Cucumbers are suit-

able for trellises. Telegraph. Newton Hero, and All the Year Round are

three of the best Cucumbers for winter or summer.

Decot^ative Greenhouse Plants (Zcft'<H).—We presume by decorative

gieenho.iee plants you mean those which may be employed in-doors at

times, which are of good close habit, and frec-blooming. Acacia armata,

A. longiflora magnifica, A. oleifolia elegans, Bouvardia Humboldti, B. Le:,

antha^floribunda, Chorozema vuriuui nanum, C. cordatum splendene-

Otaheite Orange. Correas Briiliimi and Harrisi, Cyclamen persicum vars.,

Cypripedium insi^jne, C\tisu3 AUeeanus. C. raceuiosus, Hibbertia Reidii,

Hydrangea japonica aiid its variegated variety, Kalosanthes coccinea

superba, Linnm trigvnum, Monoch.Ttnm ensiferum, Myitle, Rhouoden-

dvon jasminiflorum and Princess Royal, Solanum c ipsicastrum. Statics

brasBicg?folia, Vallota purpurea, and Witsenia covymbosa. Flowering

plants of all the preceriing may be purchased at a moderate price,

and with herbaceous Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Pelargonmms, Primulas,

Fuchsias, Violets, Deutzia gracilis, Dielytra spool ilulis, and bulLs, you
may keep up a succession of bloom throughout the year. Camellias,

Azaleas, and Epacrises will not, of course, ba omitted, as they are among
the very best winter and spring flowering plants. A few fine-fohaged or

variegated greenhouse plants nre—Bamhusa Fortunci v.iriegata, Chama;-

ropa escelea (perhaps the finest of all dwarf Pahn.^), Dracrena au.-traUe,
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Earya latifolia varl<>fi«t«, F»r(u(rium frriuide, leolepli gnoiUs, Sixjfraga
a^uicnlosn, Soduiii Siiboldi vnrieR;ituui, Veronica Anderaonl Tari^'K-ilo,
» nccn aloiluliu vuri<t-,itu, niij Y. tllnmcDtoea variegate. The abovu. -.vilh
troo JUiRniinclto nnd socL balMinrily aunnale as Oomphrena plobosa,
Amaninlhus bicolor, Balminis, Celosla pj-rnmidalls, with white, rod, nud
orange pluucs, aud Thuiibori,'ia alata «ill kcci) a greoniiaaso ijuito gay.
Jap.vxebe fsmnEi-i..* Pine (/.;™i.)—Sciadopitys vcrticillntn, we think,

would not succeed in au ixpoeed south aspect 800 feet above the soa
levol, though, as you say Buses Hourioii beautilully, it would bo well
wortli giving it a trioJ.

BtfBsreo Ch.«kco4l is a %'ikeiit (Df 1 oil).—In an emerccncv we have
osed charcoal, coke, nnd ciuders even in open braziers, when the alter-
native was hurling the plants with the products of oombuBtion, or
KoUing them more speedily and thoroupbly injm-cd by froel. All fuel
will iDjure plnnts when liurnid in a etovo wilboul a flue. With prepnred
lael, as wbun carbonic add is nentralif ed, or to a certain extent con-
Bunjcd as it is formed, the dancer lo a little reduced, but not prtfyentcd.
A small chimnoy would prev.ut any danger. We have a ainch pipe for
a large stove

; with prepaicd luvl, one not half the size might do.

Edoixo jo» a Hkd of Robub (CenllfoUa Roirn).—Slost people v.-ould
De content without any cdgiuR mnnd s"uch a Uose bed. Wo think a ring
OJ the dark China Rose, mined with the miniature wliito, would look very
well, and these would bloom well at from 8 to 12 Inches in boisht. The
SIOES BnxifraKe. as an everffroen cloro hf-rbacoous plant, would also look
Tery well, and so would .1 ring ol sweet Violets, as Double Blue, or even
the Eussian Blue.

OnrnAr.D-notjsE STnAWBEnniES (.teaffiir).—Fee " Doin(?s of the Last
« eek, paRe 402. The Str.nvlerry plants in pots, the latter pluuRod ont-
Bide, may bo safe, bat they are iu greater danger than if they were iuside
the orchard house. Iu moving them to the orchard house (cold), and
with no means of hoating. we would nut think of placing tbcm there on
Shelves where you intend fruiting their. That would bo merely avoiding
one danger with the chance ol ranning into another, as a sharp froBt at
any lime for tn-eivo or sixteen weeks hence, might bo rather unsuitable
lor plants so situated. Tho plants would succeed much better set on the
floor closely, all the leaves left on the plants, and packed in leaves or
Utter

;
and if the pots had no soeh packing, then there should be a mat

or clean litter to cover them in severe weather. Before the plants are
placed on the shelves, say in the middle of March, the old spotted
leaves should be removed, aud the surface soil cleaned off, and more
fresh and rich compo5t added. Wc should put no plants in pots on
shelves where we could not keep the frost out.

_
Pp.rsreo .\PEicoT Tbeeb in Pots—Stoves (Zrtcm).—The Apricot trees

in pots, not pinched back in summer, should not he severelv cut back
now, but merely a piece taken oflF the ends of the shoots, doing this
alter the buds had so far swelled that you could see how to cut with pro-
priety. Severe pruning at once would be apt to cause vou to lose the
Irmt, and in some cases the tree would also be injured. 'Kext summer
you can begm your particular training, and the trees would be all right
the following year. We believe that Joyce & Nash's stove, and csoeciallv
J-ith their piepared fuel, will bo useful in a severe frost to keep that fros't
'o™'"! firing tho bloom, and especiallv before there is much wood
growth. Optu braziers of charcoal might also be useful in an extremitv.
Both stoves and braziers arc dangerous to play with. Joyce's, we believe,
TTonld be quite safe with a small pipe going to the external air.

Selection op Frcits fob a Gahden {W. B.) As vour object is
chiefly to have free-bearing, profitable, good selling sorts', we would re-
commend tho IfoUowing:— 1, Prince Englebert Plum; 2, Dumelow's
Seedling Apple; 3, Louise Bonn.3 ol Jersey Pear; 4, Cos's Orange
Pippin and Small's Admirable Apples; 5, Denyer's "Sictoria Plual aud
Lord Suffield Apple alternately ; li. Cellini Apple and Bemre Bosc Pear
alternately

; 7, Williams's Bon Chretien Pear. The Apples to be all on
Paradise stocks, and the dw.arf fears on the Quince stock. For the slips
at the end we would not recommend any other varieties than Jthose we
cave just mentioned. When fruit is for sale, then the more there is
of one sort the better it will sell. Voiietv is bad. Josephine da Malines,

Forelle, and Ptaea Golaur Fears, althoiuib Rood anis, do not crop mDi
and Ueurre d'Amtnlla does not sell well ; Bourr, do Cspiaamont U mo-
derately profitable, end the same might bo s.iid ol butch Mignonna Apple.
Ivv Leatzb (Fojrc^rorr).—We know of no special namo for the variety

you eneloBod
; It is one of the many forms taken by the leaves ol tho

Iledera Uelix foliis-argenteis.

DAnuAs (.1. 2.1 —Lilac Queen, Firefly,High'-hcrifr. nearly black, Leah,
and Perfection. Fair Imogcuo comes near your other reqairemout, and
there are plenty of lilac-tipped and shaded flowers.

Water rnou a Limestone Sikatcm (J. C. Uralj).—Water passing
throncb limestone Is not good for many plants, especially Heaths, Ai:alcaa,
and other plants with very small delicole Chros. Unless drawn from a
well or spring in the rock tho w.itnriu Itmcstono districts Is little dilTerent
from fresh-water streams generally, and is not inimical to plants ; indeed
wc );!iow places where good il.ints are grown ivitb no water except liiat
from limestone. Could you not have tanks to receive tho rain water from
the roofs of your bnildings :• It is the best for plants. The water from
limestone may be improved by exposing it in a cisteru for a few days
before use.

Ar.OE Leaves koi Deveioitno (n. P.).—Tho plant has become slanted,
prob.ably from being placed out of doors whilst growing. Pot the plant
in spring, removing most of the old s.iil and the suckers, aud place it in
light tuvly loam, providing good drainage whether in a pot or tab. En-
courage it with a moist atmo.spluro and gentle heat, w-atering It sparingly
at first, and increasing the supply with the ?r.:iwth. It would bo well not
to put the plant out ol doore unt'il July. 7 he suekais should be potted
when taken ofl'. They will make good plants in a rear or two, continuing
them under glass for a time.

Seedling CcccsrEER (O. Etftrarrf*).—The specimen yoa sent to as,
which you state is a crojs between Edwardi'fl Eclipse end Craig'B Prolific,
is Tciy handsome and of a most useful eljo.

WiNTEi: KcLis Pr.AT. U.vFauiTruL IS. J5.V—We think your tree is too
N-igoroos, and its rontb have evidently passed into Ibo su'osoil. Wo wonld
lift the tree at once, and place concrete under it to keep tho roots from
going down ; and as inducements for tbcm to remain near the surface
apply top-dressings of ileh compost infiumiuer and give copious water-
ings iu dry weather, restraining too-vigorous growth by comparatively
close stopping. Probably in removing the tree you have placed it in a
oolder position than it was when it throve well, and that may be tho canse
of the fruit being small and cracked. Except in warm sitaations it

does little good as a pyramid. It reciuires a wall, and is one of the very
best Pears.

Management of a Sloping Bane (Wtm).—Wo think the elope ongbt
to be grass, and if it be twice the perpendicular height it wotild not only
look far better than anything else, but would not Uc difficult to mow, venr
little more so than a level lawn. Ivy ^.ould do t oler.ibly well ; indeed,
nothing excels it as a surface-covering. The small-lcavcd sorts are best.

Plants shjuld be put in, if of the small kinds IS inches apart, and of the
strong-growing sorts from 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches apart. Plant in ilarch,
spreading the shoots over the surface, and securing them with pegs.

Tree Exposed to Smoke (£. J/.).—No tree will flourish in the situa-
tiou you describe. Tho Plane Tree ead;ires smoke better than most
others.

Border Edgixo Tiles.—We arc informel that those mentioned on
page 419 may be obtained from llr. Hammill, brick and tile manufactoxer,
Bridgewater,

Celery with Solid Stem (0. W. B.).—Tour Celery would "bolt"—
that is, produce a ilowcr stem, as soon as mild weather occurred. Yoa
plant too early, or do not keep it sufficiently watered, or grow it in too
poor a soil.

Names of Fruits (ff. A. B.).—l, Marmalade Pippin ; 2, Ribston Pippin

;

S, Braddick's Nonpareil ; 5, Kingston Black ; G. Pearson's Plate ; 7, Trum-
pingtou ; 9, Winter Greening; 10, Yiirkshire Greening; 11, Beurie Diel

;

12, Catillac ; 13, Lady's Finger ; 14, Grey Leadiugton.

lIETEOreOLOGICLL OBSERVATIONS in the Sulaurbs of London for the week ending December 7tli.

Date.
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places. The witliJrawal of a great came from Bristol as a

committeeman would not pull down that show, and the owner
of that name could well afford to pass without plucking another
laurel there for his fame in Spanish fowls. I mention these
cases because they are put forward by "An Old Committie-
lUN ;

" but what is true of them is true of all.

"No Committeeman-" writes also in the same number of your
Journal ; bat beyond vague and general assertions he says

nothing that needs mentioning, except, perhaps, the expression

relating to committeemen "deprived of success, doubtless,

greater at home than abroad." It is not easy to see fully the
meaning of this remark. No man is a prophet in his own
country; and unless a man happens to live in the home of a

great show, I question whether he would not think the success

of winning a cup greater abroad than at home. All England is

open to BucceHS for committeemen who have really winning
birds to show. They must, therefore, either givenp all claims

to praise for hard work and expenditure, or be content to win
where others are working and spending money for them.
There is need of reciprocity in more things than free trade.

I regret very much to find, from a notice in your Journal,

that "ALiQns" is too ill to reply at present to his "oppo-
nents." Do not let us keep that word. For my part I shall

meet him in all friendliness, not to oppose, but willing to go

with him in anything that may conduce to the welfare of

poultry shows.

—

Egomet.

CONSEQUENCES OF ASSOCIATING HENS OF
DIFFERENT VARIETIES.

I AM very much interested in the remarks of " Egomet " in
" our Journal " about the consequences of associating together

different hens of different colours, especially as only this season
I have had instances in my own yard which at the time very
much puzzled me. I had some White Cochins in a large pen

;

there were two hens and a cock, also there were running with
them two Creve-Cceur hens. I hatched several White Cochin
chickens ; they were principally pure white, but three were
slightly spotted with black feathers, while one chicken was
much spotted on the breast and back, and had a black tail. At
the time I could in no way account for this, and imagined my
birds had bred back, though I gave a high price for them and
knew them to be pure ; they have, moreover, quite recently

taken a first prize. But now that I see some consequences
mentioned in " our -Journal " from the associating of different

breeds, I begin to think that the reason why some of my White
Cochin chickens were speckled was not from breeding back, but
from the fact of Crcve Ctt-urs running with them. I had the
chickens killed for the table as soon as large enough, for they
looted so spurious along with their white brothers and sisters.

I wish cow I had waited for further results. I shall be curious
i

to know whether more instances may be recorded.—E. S. S.

WOODGATE.

Youa correspondent " Egomet," in the Journal of Novem-
ber 25th, in allusion to the subject of variation of colour in

poultry, says, " It is pretty certain that white and black, and
white and yellow, are interchan geable colours, whilst red remains
unchanged." Is not white a sign in most animals of impurity
of strain, or cross ? The following experience for two seasons

in my own small poultry yard may be not out of place on the
subject of colour. My fowls are mostly Grey Dorking, a few
Spanish, and two Buff Cochin-China hens. Duringone season
a White Dorking cock, and the other season a Grey Dorking,
has rnn with them. The progeny of the Cochin-China hens
have been both seasons alike—white with small black tails,

and a slight pencilling of black about the hackle and wings.

They are all alike. Their Cochin characteristics are very de-

cided, hut their plumage mostly white; while, although the

plumage of the hens is a uniform sandy buff, not a buff' feather

is to be seen in any of the pullets. The buff has changed to

pnre white.— C. M.'Hughes, 7, Paragon, Blackhcath.

place you say that " our representative asserts, that the whole
number of pens left for Southampton a week previous to

the day appointed for fixing them ;" and then yon say that
"parties from the railway give the contrary version," which
implies a direct falsehood. Now what our representative really

did say was this, " that the portion of the pens, &c., which were
too late, was consigned to the Southampton Show more than a

week before the Show, which is correct. They were consigned
from Accriugton to Southampton before the order for the pens
was given, but the rest, which arrived in time, were sent several

days later, and we cannot lelieve the railway company in

Southampton will deny the truth of the above. No one can
regret more than we do the disappointment and inconvenience,
as well as the anxiety, consequent on the late arrival of a por-

tion of the pens, but everything was done that was possible, to

make the best of the matter under the circumstances.
You suggest that a fine of ,^20 should be the penalty of non-

fulfilment of contract, but we can assure you that £200 forfeit

could not have altered the circumstances as far as the Show
was concerned, as everything was done as far as possible to

insure success in the arrangements, and it was not until too

late to remedy the effect that the cause was discovered, which
was that theraiiv.ay company had neglected to collect the goods,

until too late to reach in time. Again
,
you say that the cost of the

pens in carriage from place to place is merely nominal ; for

your information we beg to inform you that the cost of the

carriage of pens to Southampton was over one-third of the

amount receivable for the hire of them.
We should not have troubled yon with these remarks, but

having invested considerable capital in exhibition pens, and
never sparing expense or trouble to fulfil our engagements as

far as lie in our power, we do consider it rather hard, as

soon as there is a miscarriage, to charge the blame upon us
in such an injurious manner. You are aware that as a rule

the exhibitors of poultry seldom make their entries until after

the closing time, which results in crowding all the arrangements
into a very short space of time ; and in order to prevent disap-

pointment we have had to incur m.^ny additional expenses in

getting the pens conveyed in time and fixed, and on several

occasions we have lost money in doing so, although the cause

was not ours. On one occasion we were as much as £10 losers ;

but we do not make a practice of publishing the shortcomings
of secretaries or exhibitors, and beg that in future, should any
misfortune occur, which we hope it may not, you will be as

charitable as possible.—Tur.NER & Sc;;, Sheffield.

THE POULTRY PENS AT THE SOUTHAMPTON
SHOW.

In your number of the 18th nit. you mate statements in

your comments on the Southampton Show which are calculated

to produce erroneous impressions, as well as to iLJure onr
repntation in connection with poultry shows. In the first

ORNITHOLOGIC.iL MONSTROSITY.
I SEE that I have very much yet to learn in poultry lore. A

bird with four legs is a novelty. It is more, it is a curiosity.

It may be more than this—namely, a fortune to a raree-

showman. Fancy what might be done with it at the small

price of one penny ahead, being as large as life and twice as

natural.

A penny a-head ! Eeally my head gets confused at the iJea

of a four-legged bird, and not only a four-legged one, but one

hit/hlij commended in consequence at Birmiugham. Surely some
heads are not worth a penny. Will any poultry judge kindly

tell me why this monstrosity was highly commended in a show
which is held for the encouragement of poultry-breeding for use

and for ornament? Was its deiormed hideousness commended,
or was Nature commended for an accident? Was its owner
commended indirectly for his ingenuity in producing a mal-

formation with which he had nothing to do ? I shall really be

glad of information, because if this is to be a rule of judging, I

shall send the first infant I have without a nose to the first

baby show that may offer itself ; and I shall go in for breeding

"ugly ducklings," in the certainty that I shall have commen-
dations for them, which I have failed to receive for very perfect

specimens of beauty at Birmingham and elsewhere.

—

Egomet.

[You will see by the report of the Birmingham Show in

another page, that the highly commended card was misplaced,

being intended for the Cuckoo Dorkings.—Ens.]

BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The twenty-first great annual Exhibition of poultry, &c., at

Bingley Hall—a long career of well-deeerved success ! It is

possible to have too much even of a good thing, and several

times the question before the Council has been. How can we
lessen the number of entries ? Various expedients have been
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adopted, but the cry was " Slill they come I' This ye»r the '

entran:o money was augmented. It" bad the effect of elightly
lessening the number of entries, but not enongh to afJ.rd relief.

There is not room in Bingley Hall for tlie numbers who show
their confidence in the Committee, and their approval of tbe ma-
nagemsnt, by competing for some of the many hundreds allotted
for prizes. The two open spaces at tbe ends of the poultry
bay are of great benefit; the gallery allotted to the I'ieeons,

'

tho auction room filled with Ducks, and the Tjrkeys sharing •

part cf the implement space, are all so many reliefs "grnnted to

the crowded poultry bay, but they are not enongb. There is I

not room for the visitors, nor can they see tbe birds. Not i

only is nothing impossible to the Birmingham Ccnncil, bnt
nothing seems diflicult. We do cot, therefore, hesitate to
mention that which we heard frequently daring the Show, that
it would be better if the pens were raised higher from the
ground. A rise of 12 inches would enable all tbe lower pens
to come within the light afforded by the side lights of the roof,

'

and viiifors would be able to see the lower pens without tffort.

There were three bnmlred pens of Dorkin'i.i, ratiny of them of
BtartUcg eiccUencr. Tho increase in tbe WfiiRbt of the hens still

goes on ; the cocks appear to be stationary. There wonld have been
CO diS^^coIty in finding ten hens that weished 100 lbs. Dorking cocks '

formerly ranked among the remarkable when they weighed 9 lbs., then
they reached 10 lbs., since they have attained 12 lbs., bat that seems
their limit. Mrs. Arkwrigbt repeated her success of last year; Admiral
Hombj, Mr. Drewry, and Lord Chesterfield were amon^ tbe successfol,

|

and renvlnded ns of past years in the same bnilding, where prizclaking :

has maJe their names familiar as honsehold words. YTe were glad to i

Bee a second prize taken by Scotland. Mr. Anderson may be prond
of his position and his exploit. The Silver Greys were betl<ir than we

'

have ever sceii. Fewer cocks were fonlfealhered, and in both classes
the winning birds might have been put in open competition with good
hope 01 sncoess. These are always aristocratic classes. The Ladies
Dirlmoath end Bigot, ard Lord Bagot, were among the prizetakers.
Althongh we shall hereafter have to speak of great improvements in
clis8e5, we do not think it was anywhere more visible than in the
White Dorkirgs. Colour, shape, and weiglit were all in advance of

i

former years. Cocks wcigh-d more than 9 lbs., and hens 7 lbs. We
;

deem it right to state here, at tbe beginning, onr limits will not permit !

reference to every pen that deserves it ; we are obliged to refer onr
jreaders to the pnbli^bcd list of the prizes and commendations.
;

Two hnndred and eighty pens of Cochins. These birds formed a
\

show, and among the indncemcnts to large entries fignred four silver
cnps. \Ve like tho dissemination of prizes, and therefore onr first

inention in these classes shall be Mr. Zurborst, of Dnblin, who dis- 1

tingnished himself by taking the second prize for Cochin cocks. A !

very old amateor also deserves congratnlation, Mr. Cattell took fonr
|

prizes, inclnding a silver cnp. Mr. Taylor, of Manchester, took two
silver cnps. We were glad to note the "retnm to these classes of an '

exhibitor, formerly well known ; we allude to Capt. Heaton. who was I

snccesssnl. Tbe Cinnamon aiul Bnff classes were very meritorious.
We found great size coupled with symmetry and good colour. A few
pens showed a tendency to on old objection—viz., a dark mark at the
end of the hackle feathers. It was always considered a disadvantage,
if not a defect, and it wonld be a mistake if it were permitted to re-
appear. TpVe can only say one word against the Whites, we mean the
prevalence of vulture bocks. In all other particulars they were good,
and we should like to see them more numerous. The Brown and
Partriige were stronger in hens and pullets than in cocks. The
former were many of them faultless ; the latter were gniltv of red
feathers on their breasts. We know, experimentally, it is easier to
breed them faulty than perfect, and manv a cock that through chicken-
hood h?.s been destined to gnat things,' has failed almostat the last
moment through a discoloured breast. The first-prize cockerel was in
perfect health when judged, and dying on Monday morning.
Two hundred and thirty pens of /Inilimns What a reproof for those

who once donbted the purity of this breed '. Many of the birds in
these classes were traly perfect—of enormous size, and perfect ia
symmetry and plumage. Fifty-nine pens among the Dark, and twelve
amonc tho Light, were deemed worthy of notice by the .Judges. Mrs.
Hurt txik two silver cups and many other prizes. We know no breed
that is so largely disseminated over the United Kingdom as this is.

The prizes went to England. Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. There is

progress among the Light classes. Mrs. Williamson did wonders
when s!io beat Mr. Pares in his own class, lie made a good fight,
being in three prize lists. We thought well of Mrs. Southard's birds,
aud Mr. Crook showed capital hens.
The -V/rfni/s ought to show better in numbers and general merit.

The -UberaUty of a few amateurs " enabled the Council to offer
additional prizes. There were very good old birds ; but in both the
chicken classes the second prize was withheld. These entries were
more numerons years ago than they are now.

It is satisfactory to tnm from a decreasing to a verv rising class

:

we allude to the French breeds. It may be safely said the Crcrr.
Cenirs formed the best show of the breed there has yet been in
England. Forty pens—large s<]nare birds, with glossy plumage, deep
breasts, short legs—challenged the admiration of all' who saw them.

We do not believe they will ever equal the Dorking as a table fowl,
but no one could look at them without Feeing the meat was put io the
ri^'h; place, and that the offul would be light. Wc arc glad again to

note llr. Znrhorst, of Dublin, was second. F.very name printed on
the prize-sheet deserves the honour, snd all who appear there own
first-rate birds. Fifty-seven pens of Il'ri'^nns. These were as good
as the Cr -ve-Co-ors, and were faultless of their breed. The Hon.
C. W. Fitzwilliam swept off all the La Fh'J.^ prizes. True, the com-
petition was small, but the condition and size of the winners would
Lave made their Fucce.^is easy in the teeth of more opponents. It
would seem that Mr. Fitzwilliam has the gift of keeping these birds io
condition ; few can do it.

Seventy-nine pens of fpovijfi. We thought very highly of these,

and noted in them a disposition to retnm to the old form—the long
and smooth face preferred to the canliflower surface. Mr. Lane
deserves especial notice. The Hon. Miss Pennant. Messrs. Parkin
Jones, and iiogers Bull richly merited their hononrs. We liked all

the class, and admired the pullets more than the hens.
Black l/a},.i,:in/I i are beautiful birds, and as we looked attheclane*

wc could Int do homage to the ^kill and painstaking that had brought
thcra from th-: large loose birds we recollect to the compact symme-
trical birds that in 1809 would not BuSer in comparison with their

more gaily-pluinaged brethren. The coal-black plumage, white ear,

aud red comb, make a perfect rnscrnhh. The Golden and Silver were
good, but we thought the former the best. There was one pallet in

the prize pen pencilled to the tip of the tail as very few are. Some of

the cocks were deficient in the bronzing of the sickle feathers. Id
many of the Silvers there was indistinctness of pencilling such as we
did not see formerly ; the prize pens were, however, very good. There
were eighty-six pens of Spangled Hambnrgbs, aud lots of good birds.

We have never seen better than some of the prizetakers. and it waa
hard that some of the Golden highly commended had nothing better ;

but there was nothing for them. In these, too. wc liked the Golden
best. There is an accuracy in their '' moons " that we do not meet
with ii: the Silvers, aud a richness of colour seems to belong to them.
What will be said to fifty-six pens of Pvlish '! Their exhibitors are

up and doing. Twenty-eight of these were Silvers. All the pens were
good, and v.-e look for a continuous improvement in every way.
We can only repeat of the next class that which we heard in the

show— '• The Varict'ies were various." The first prize went to a beau-

tiful pen of Indian Game called *' Bajra," the second to Silldes. the

third to Audalusians. Some amusement was caused by a mistake.

Two monsters were shown as four-legged Dorkings, and a highly

commended card was stuck up on them instead of the Cuckoo Dorkings.

Those who came in on Saturday evening noted it. Some were amused

,

and others, even among the press, were virtuously indignant. The
appearance of the prize list on Monday morning satisfied all parties.

It is almost impossible to say much of the 6V»n'?. They were perfect

in all their classes. They were numerous. There is no detection of

painting legs, or mending plumage, or pulling tails. We can only say

every prize given was to the best of our belief well awarded, aud every

bird that received one deserved it. The Whites have disappeared, at;d

the Blacks are few and far between.
The Sebright liaiita::is were not remarkable for numbers or quaUty

;

they were a bare average. The Whites were weak ; tbe Blacks stronger,

but not eqnal to past years. The " Variety Bantams " were better,

and showed really good specimens. The Game Bantams were in

greater force than ever, and the single cock class was in many
respects wonderful. We have never seen them so even, so free from
defect. We conld bnt notice how few of these beautilol little birds

are kept in the south of England.
Again the Aylesbury liwhs had to give way before the Bonen in

numbers, weight, and merit. The successful Rouens weighed IS lbs.

I ozs.. 17 lbs. 13 ozs., 17 lbs. 12 ozs., 17 lbs. 12 ozs., 16 lbs. 6oz8.,

If; lbs. 6ozs. ; the Aylesbnns, 17 lbs. 12 ozs., 17 lbs. 7 ozs., 17 lbs.

2 ozs. White Geese weighed 50 lbs. and 12 lbs. : Old Grey, .'^7 lbs.

Uoz.=., 531bs. 8ozB. ; young Grey, 48J lbs., 46lbs. 4ozs. Single

cock i^Kr/.-c^/s, exceeding one vear old, weiehed 34 lbs., 32 lbs., 30 lbs.,

29 lbs., 23 lbs. ; birds' of 1369, 23 lbs. 12 ozs., 2:; lbs. 8 ozs ; two

hens, old, 32 lbs., 27 lbs. 4 ozs. ; young, 28 lbs. 2 ozs., 27 lbs. 12 ozs.

We are gratified to add this Shew was succesiful among the success-

ful ones, the amount received reaching £1.412 1^. against £1,037 in

1808, £979 in 1867, and £648 in 1806.

Kveryone connected with the meeting worked for success, and

deserved it. Too much praise cannot be given to those who for nearly

a quarter of a century, through good and bad report, have clung to

and piloted this great nndertaking. All interested in the pooltry

question are under obUgation to Messrs. Wright, Matthews, Luckcock,

Mapplcbeck, Lowe. Sbackel, Adkins, Sabin, and others, who have

always been identified with it.

THE PIGEONS.
{From a Correspondent.)

Tbe arrangement of placing some of the classes in the gallery and
some in tbe poultry department was a mistake, and a great nuisance

to the vi.sitors. The Council availed themselves of the services of the

four Judges who ofiiciated so satisfactorily at the last Show, and cer-

tainly these gentlemen had this time made a better dirision of their

work, as Messrs. Harrison Weir and Cottle judged the first seventeen
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dasea rf tte caSaliine, and Messs. Biipedi »aX E-qr--,-t tie re- ; far=i a =£pir3:= ;.ij= for hc-^-zioyi T==iiua^ '—•:= HI'
KsiaiKtmntT-six dascs; koi ik(»d> tfaa woAns Uias fair^sp- faiOTiiSe razie-T ^-p -^j =:=eTc:ii i^ri: :x:;cs3. ^ li^ ej.sJlT

portioBe^a li^tter ai iaBpawiit mi^hneM to Wtaiatls. I Catdss. Mr. Brai-ST. :l=3 Mr. Srr^o^, -i^=^^ -'^ l«i^
mmli ngBest thai t^K Jad^es. wbKTCS thej any In. eausot be qiiaS- speeEie=i. ccj; "^ s.j=^^= -e;;: p c;e»r-ii-^&i biivii. Mr. Hjiji^

Sedto^a^^titedaaaTtiieTadeilabsaeccEEndT; sahstadeli'n^ tn; 3;.^^ S^^i i£ n.is : iri Jt. Hona^ a«Eii mA Mki»
dirifii^ Oe dass as anangei is the Bet, U vmU'be mad tetter Mosla?- 1:^ 'j<^ ~ 1^= lisl P5= iras tcarael co t>ie legs b> le-

if th£T £nlei Oan f~~J?"; to their imrie^ at the sedts o{ ! Bon pastia: =:::£=

each <•"•«<«», as I fidak fiiat Ifesss. Weir aad CotSe, yAo hare }3^ed
the CarrieB, shooU biTe ako jogged the DneooaSi CEpeealrr as Mr.
Weir's ~r-l-i;«;~ in the latter dass aie nadbradaovledged.

Xirr a «ari as to the eosnStxt at the apwiiwas. The pecs nets

ns
slTer

: i-i:c3 :ie hen.

SsiSx.—Ser?:; e^riis. iris cits of She "heaiy ^ei^!
' jcdgedhj weiAL aiJ it. Z. D. Grsai desBOsSj io3i ;i

I

cop aid first ^id seosd pizss.
.^jafsn^—Thiz^-ei^ fwtrw=s. Ovsg to Oe nfid iBocaae ia

tatainlTlietlwaaJe*-* matter to wKA'lfcewaltBBtiaB last ^«ff. fiseealries rftis'iaEaT. tberw^e most pn^rdn^ into tao

bet I b4io ^SBKi. and I hope with the aaae saeeess, that the ietd-
J
dasse*—Tiz.. Cl:=^:-=s ani A=t c^sr eju^s^. I3 the C ie^Kr^SB

iagaad »«t— i»g cans shosld be hmag "-'' 'J" of Uie pens, so as to i tssr;

{netKBt &e bitfe ».i:»g on tt-^™ aad miii^ their food vidi &eir
[
Cissa^zas, s

to haie £rtj beaJs aSer the first daj-,

it. Lrijnr TOS first wift Btae
i X;. Biiiri:! SEftmd siih Bed Cheqaas. In the daas

fiir 2i-» (jS^.-f- :;"- --- 1&. Tajkr «as first, aad lb. BguSef aeconl.

boeh »ih Silrs: T>-^5 Both wae eieeOaii f*x=Br=s aad uimaiMod
ausT ?==s of '-•-"- q^xslirr to ths " -iis£i:ei" -rfco are ray sosenns.
\-n%A^i tie Ci«a=^ ysre birds =H=-sti by i!i. BrsSej. Mr. CcpaiaB,

«T»il 3fe. YaraLer, -siLch. SKCiorr^ M lie ncsejwis losal faadss, vho
• caa boast o€ iiitPoc:ieir^ 2:e " 5n:T Anr»eps-"~ vae aeace avsChj of

I fce r^ygg t^^7a tic toe5Sts>MS oi tie toaofirs- Tbse firsf-pdize lards

a-eie rasier rosrse i:i'haai. Vr; sj'esiid bs celoar and eondmoa. Tie
s^ccid-t-rize Tsir ^a.3 rzn^ T^ansicz is *jiialiij' of Tm^^. aad £d not

7^»•.> ^ colczr. ilr. TiTic-r's Silver Dinss w^re a perfect imSrfTj bat

raier nsnc-=- in '_ril: tDTSTer. lac-liiT. thsy i-are said^ £3. lb.
'3r^Zl£T B r^air rieri:^ i^ f"^'^ t'"-'^^ ->i in groi cor^itVt" Mr.

YsiSer sii-red rs-r, iiris -='-^:'-. ii a jair." soald hare dsa-red a

; ciize- o^s tie Jui^a? w^re •^-i-'-t'~"- ard ?o passd them orar.

1 C'jrrif- O::^!. 3'::l:—5irti*a e^ir-f^ Mr. TTiywr ass first

" " CoDey ssccsd, «i^ ia Etr o^nion.

bfnidr-JHiamigftar health.

Of JbKwrraHUert thenvoe sens estries. Theseme voztiah-

i^pcesented is p<mi8. bat not in ^aatitr. Mr. FaJton aas first with

s var beaatifalpair; Mr. Ford second «iih a pair aot v^ aatt^^M
tieboibdBgaiBthaiafetiorbird; Mr. FaUon Oird.

I'bater Cocb. Bed.—Of these there vse tea entries. Mr. .T:?ses

vas first with a good bad. rerj rlrwdrr, aad loag ia &e leg : 'iU.

Fsltoa nmaid a^ a ^sod bird. Bern*.—Kim^eea Klines. Mr.
Gresbaai aas first with a ather snail bat lay shosj bird : Mr.
StnzgEss second aith a sice bird ; Mr. Stesari eotmnasded -ziti a far

ssperiar bird to either ia ererrpaiBt. The vhoie of the sirfe is

tssee tao daases vae rathsr lad in caloar, the most 'si& qjaahed
tails, f^c

Fimter Coek, &me.—^Siae entries. Mr. Hosner took the first priia ^^ ^ ^^^ ..^^ =T>eci:r€= IL
aad silra cap vifli a good bird. -IM inches ia kngih, and per&ct ia

j j^^e test HM^a tiLe'eJss. verr -srrowii skalL graad era, aiid"perBE«t
laaiiiEg, ooJom; and shape ; Mr. Giedsans was se«E!d -aifl! a bad-

^^^jj^jj^ ^jj^ jjijjj,^ £>- .-—Nss Qiiii£s. Mr. FoHom -sas first aad
si^ed tod; Mr. Gamon hi-aj- eoBiaiaided vi& the King rf the

geoosdwith &ir birds. Mr. Cros^rs pea, 199i. aas a &r bette^bird

Mr. HawlfT aas srst vi&
a Tszy gcod bird. Mr. Ord's secosa iras atier coarse. Mr. Crosdcy

szair si^^ed a far SEpeior lard. *hid» osjlr ladhi^ih- eaaiaiessdsd.

i' ?.—Elerei entries. 'MT.'Ba^es aas fij^ ai& a gnuid biri rary

larrr in er^, •'wl good in earriaae—in fsrf a pscfecS Carrier; 3i:d Mr.

Crjiirr secccd vii±. a £=£ iai. 5b- Cc-ley siored a wocaer for

her s.cc" a..fcii'.eea. "-""*'" TMs ciss s'is tie IssS erf the Cairiats.

("j^Vr '"...i!, uTV cc'— ?:/.;•_-.—TirM enidics. Ife. Falion aas

Sr^ ^ai a iMor spei^sn. This cjs; T53_q[ate aaauithj' of a^
prize- Seris'—Y^ F^rr-ff. iUaer H.
Terr good BI=c b£n. sslenoid

BIaeE.vhid was £ar superior to the seoad-ptizB bird. Bes-i.—Sei^
^itries. lb. Falton aas first -rBh a nice hen, bat bad
Mr. Greaham second with a good hen.

Rimter Cetb. EUtet.—Fire ecSiies. Mr. Greehas »as first 'sjsb. a
"

ciee bird, good in aH pifcSs t-3S edknTt : ilr. Steriri se»ni ^i£ a
good ^edxaeB- S<m.—Three entries. Mr. Ste^iar^ -s^s nrrt -ciii^a

•rrand hen ; Mr. Fatten «w^mi« vith a good lird in. bad cor.'ift; jz- -t

i= rather reBadahle that in tiiese tro clases Mr. Sterart too^ two '

prizes vith the two birds that vere dis-ioalised last rear for beii:g '

dred. " Int on dose eraminatioc thej do aot appear to be Tamsshed
i:o».~ '

iteJcJ- Ccdst, ITii'te.—Thirteen sutrsee. Mrs. Ladd was £r=i ^Jh
a rather aaaD bird, hot toj shovj, ia bad eoaditicra : Mr. 'Hsttsj

second widi a loBg-fea&eredlurd. bat shut in les : Mr. Fcltos co^-
Tr<r^d^^ vith a good bird ia bad cnnditinw Brv.—Srrtea: entriee. I

Mr. F=!trai was first wifli a hen far too hearr : Mr. B«e"s seosd-
j

prize h^ was graad in shape, strle, and eonditicB. The Wl«xtes vse 1

very good *>«g=p°, nnsiberins tW^ty-nine peas, by br the best ia &e
PoatsdaEses.
Fimter 0>ela, amg etAer air.--.—V^fttt cntHps. Mr. Boee was first

with a pofeet bird, bat Mr. Fi:ltoc's second was rather inferior.

/Tt.?.—^3ii PTrtrifa. Mr. Boee ^as fest with a grand Tdlow hen

;

Mr. F-'tinn seeood with a good-odoared hen. bat of bad cania^
Tb£ whole of the Footer dasses naaibeied e^ity-sx fittWt's, beii^

as increase of fift***** over la^t Tear : still Use Comaoittee oc^bt to

recexre madi mue su^|mjh to j^r^tifr the Hbezal •^*^«—ft—£S0, Qxv
CTB in pRzes to Pooteis, wfcidi is rather too partiaL

JiCrbiKi. Etd or Yiliac.—Tvtnt r-tiro entries. Mr. Williams was
CTjt with Terr good TeHow b->5= >-t the cock was laiher too coarse.

The same gri^iiifa—
• was se^ ;

~

:^ir pair d Beds, bat not good
in edoor, aad not vdlmj.' ~ Boyds was h^>hlT eomnr^ided
for a pair cf TeOows. s>: i _ _ . : iz-tsT and fte best pair ia &:3
class, whidi wns fte best erer seec

J'^ccf^JO, oqr other cdcj-.—Sir entries. Mr. Bojds was first wi&
a boHIesB pair of Blacks -. Mr. WiUianis second. This gpptlfiBan

\
fli«n the second-prize ct:?-

'™"^'
\ Carrier Cxbs, I>-.-h.—Esjiii assries.

, OOIT

A. Yardky was fir^ wtSi a
in eolotir. b^ ociie oat of cnfeoittoa.

three rears ago pnzss in the

was most fuitaaate in takins three prizes, as Oe hen in each pes was
marked &e same as the Baids—ij:as is. from iialfwaydowaGbebieast.
boce they w^» white, which leade tl^m zt&iec eo^spieaoas. the cocks

fxru, £uiel.—Sise entries. Mr. FoUiBiwasSrstwitharezj^wd
pair in bad coiWHtioii ; Mr. Siiaw second—the cod: a remarkably good
bird, the hen Oin in beak and crosB-heaked. Mr. Craedn'was h^ily
coomsided &r a perfect pair, the best in the dass. and qnte bea&r-
biAii^ wfaiA is itot <£^ the case with the best spedmens.
Bar», amg c^ker teloxr.—Six etitries. Mr. Crossleywas first and

seeosd, the first-prize pair bPTig a remaikaUe pair of I>ans, the

seacd ^sy good Beds. Mr. Firth showed a good pair of Teilows.

Bildi ami AoraEt.—Elera fntrifs. Mr. FnhgB was first, Mr.
E. C. Bates seeoad, Mr. Sooth third, witii good ^eeiaiess. Mr.
Caoyre showed a pretty pair of YeSow Balds, whidi were hi^ily eosi-

cszded. »^^ Mr. E^e a good pair, thoo^ nnaoticed.
Tttairz'.trf, Siort-fietd.—Euht adries. Mr. Fiddii^. Jan.. was

first, Mr. FaltoB seeond : Mr. Crasher's Toy hk^ly eaaamesded w^s
vdl worthy of a third prize.

Tuaiim, ma/ oAer Tariftj.—Twehe entries. This class wns moat
pioptriy added for the first tiate ia this Show, and I hdiere it wooU
be more jast ta ahihilura if it were dirided into two dasees, so as to

This rerv sr«ecix^
TV^j-vTTi class!

EjK'.T~f. WkiU.—^TwentT-fire eatri^. Mr. C. BoIfEa was fii^

and secood with tTo good pairs; and Mr. YaidlCT third with a haad-

c«»c j«ir. whidi to my iiV»ii shoold haTe been at least second. The

ssafority were good. «ftK<g»A thae were a few pais of a rn-iTnn

type wlsch eontrasfed stroE^y with the pnze birds.

FsxSmlt, saw o**er cofonr.-^Hne ealzieSL Mr. F. Gtaham was

first wifli a pMr 1^ wdl-matehed "liae Blass," whidi well asn^
aKsrrosJam. Mr. CBovte was secesdwia a pair of ray middbiw;

BJacks. wiiidi did net desere a place, the hes notbang fit for lowing,

and the co^ if sbj ofeer eoloar Oian Uadt, wonid not be noiieed.

Mr. Yaidlev was V'AAj ctEBBCnded with a pair of Tgy good Bfaes,

which. inisT oBsnina. as ia tte oSier dass. desenes a better position.

The B:;;es i £is »'«» are <^ a modi betts OHocr than is tts^ally

seen in Fansails.

Trvxpciert, i^oSferf.—Ki^ entries. Hi. Shaw was first wtih a

good pair, bat not wdl irritrhni in narfc?ry;; Mr. Harrey secoad;

Mr. FirO, Jan., hJAlr commaidEd; Mr. Taylor commanded. In Shis

das an erfia first pize was awarded to a pair of birds aecid^^%
sot placed in &e ps aCotted to then tig gaay hoars ate fee birds

wersjoi^ed. I &iled to discorer the msitirf the extra prize.

JVtraijKtent, oay oticr cdotir.—Sir ffltries. Mr. Firth, jcn.. was

fiistwiflia soperiar pair <rf Blads. wal matcbed; Mr. Gates seeraid

wi& an '»-n..ii -ptW ia captal ocoditita; asd Mr. GaBOQ bighly

jKiiwiii^wMtoa

Dmixxms. Kxe.— Seracteea fitries Mr. Sooth wk first ^cr a

pair of rerr coar%, broad-sknlled, flmo^ good<oioined ••Jtsng

Carriers;" acdMr. J. Peseiiall seeiod. Usae were serers! ecn:-

m».»a.tJ«i-e bat 6¥ida!tly the best bir^ were onngticed. and Ips vas

fl<£ o^nioD irf Che majonty of the edibitois. This was a g<>:>i cl^ss.

DraaoOBJt, Beior Yetlotj.—Senstesi Fnf'Tfs. In this cia=.= soaie

excdlsit ^edmeis Were exhilated. Mr. S.o=th wasfirst witha b^afa-

fal pair irf Yellows, pale in coioar. vrt in bai± and th^ anifcaaly

flood; Oer woe worti)? <rf tfadr ^ak. as tie tai e^edally wasT^
beaali&L' Mr. P. H. Joneswas seccni. Tiis was a great mistal^

for ther were a coarse, heary-watiled jair. besneared witt gre«, and

in al! Wt«tB anwtntbr <rf tictice. Tris was an pc^!e^ ^?~*
better 1 nirer saw. Vi. Balpn show5.i a -rsj good pair of YeLows.

Mr. J. ThoBDBimeiHHfcdthebestpairoi E&is I hare seen lOr some

tise. Mr. Ladhnr showed a neat pair of Ydkrws. ^, „ . ,.

DmvxMM, amg oCier nyoer.—Foartem entnes. Mr.Pacraawas

first with a good pair of Sihers. lb. J.E^ secoad w^ two good

Mrds, bat in-matdud. Mr. AUsore BSOasstioBally, aSOa^i va-
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noticed, cihibited tho best pair of Silvors. There were scTeral pers
of Wliitc, all of whifh were inferior birds. In wj opinion there is ft

standard wacted in the Drapoon breed, both for jadges and exhibitorF,
as there was a very wide diJTercnce io the character of the ^.ncccssfal

birds, strongly proving the want of an acknowledged standard on the
part of tho jadges, and the want of a guide for fanci?r3.

(>i'-!s, Fvrtiiin.— Six entries. Mr. F. Crossley was first with a Terr
pretty pair of Whites ; Mr. Fielding second ; and Mr. S. Shaw highly
commended. Mr. S. A. Wyllic showed a good pair in perfect con-
dition.

Oil-?.*, Fmjlish.—Nino entries. Mr. ,T. AV. Edge was first with a
Terr good pair of Whites, the cock perfect in head and frill, Mr. C.
Bnlpin was second, good. Mr. J. Firth showed a pood pair in bad
condition. The Kcv. F. Watson was highly commcn.led.

yu.is.—Fifteen entries. Mr. W. Baulis" was first with a pair not
quite perfect ia flights ; Sir. C. Bnlpin sscond with some white flights

cat short; Mr. Banks third; Mr. W. Croft highly commended for a
pair with cat flights ; Mr. Jouc,; commended. Nearly all the birds in

this class were deficient in black flights, and tho rest "of a leaden black
colonr. I discovered that ont of two pairs of birds there were nearly
twenty white flights cat short to make them show the black !

Turh:'$, lu.lor l'< /?<..'•.—Fourteen entries. Mr. S. Shaw was first

;

Mr. Homer was second ; Mr. Shaw liighly commended. The pen
from tho last-named was of a beantifnl yellow colonr, shell-capped,
and in excellent condition—in fact, worthy of the second honoars.

Tin-hits, any ether cnloiit:—Mr. J. South w,i3 first ; Mr. W. Banks
was second; Mr. Yardley highly commended. Mr. Fielding, jun.,

was highly commended, Mr. Paget exhibited a pair of Bines with
white bars, which if shown in tlic " Any other variety " class I believe
woald not have been passed.

ilaijirUi.—Thirteen entries. Mr. P, H, Jones was first ; Mr. J.

Pirth, Jan., was second ; Mr. E. Homer highly commended. Very
good to all appearance.

Archangels.—Nine entries. Mr. C. Bnlpin was first ; Mr. F. Sale
second : Mr. W'. Underwood highly commanded. Rather a middling
class, as the most of the specimens were somewhat chequered. Mr.
S. W'yllie exhibited a very pretty pair of Archangels in character,
bnt with rather blue wings and black bars, which if shown in
the " Any other variety ' class would most likely have met with
saccess.

Swallows.—Thirteen entries. Mr. E. Ho:-nerwas first, and Mr. J.

Watts second. A good class, most of the birds being artistically

got np.
Anij other variety.—Eighteen entries. Mr. Yardley was first with

Satisettes in perfect condition, and with the pair which claims the
honour of having won upwards of .£C>7 in prizes I Tlie same exhibitor
showed two pairs of the same breed, which, though better in points,
were not in pood cc.uilition. One of the Judges pronounced them
irresistible. Mr. G. Sturgess had an extra lirst prize for S\Tifts, any-
thing but beautiful, bnt most remarkable for length of feather. Mr.
Paget was second with Scandaroons, a most remarkable and un-
common pair of birds, nicely marked with good red. Mr. W. B.
Tegetmcier had an extra second prize for White Pigmy Pouters, or
"White Isabels." In my opinion size does not constitate a "new
variety. Mr. Paget was third with Blue Frillbacks, very bad in shape
of head and colour, but said to be something new '. Mr. Draycott had
an extra third prize for an unnamed pair.

{From a Correspondent)

At the auction, as reported last week, only one Hondan is mentioned
as sold, Mrs. Wilkins' third-prize cock, which realised £2. This would
not give a fair idea of the popularity of the breed. Mr. Quibell's
first-prijc cock at the Show was claimed at £10 10.». ; Mr. Fox's
commended cockerel was claimed at £5 ; and several other pens were
claimed at prices varying np to £5 5s.

LEEDS POULTRY SHOW.
AxTHotjon this year it was impossible for the Leeds Committee to

appoint any other days for the Show than November .SOth and Decern.
her 1st and 2nJ, auif consequently it clashed with Birmingham and
another show, they have good reasons to congratulate themselves on
the tmprccodented success of this year's meeting, for. combined with
a marked improvement in quality, the number of entries was far in

advance of that at any previons Show at Leeds. There is one im-
provement, however, which must be made a subject of consideration ;

the time allowed the Judges is not nearly^ sutficient for them to de-

liberate carefully whilst making their awards, particularly as the
greater portion of even this short period is during the full access of

the public, so that the Jadges have to make their way as best they
can among anxious and often Tcry interested visitors, and the deci-

sions are consequently delayed.

A few pens of tho finmc fowls were Tcry good, bnt, as might be ex-

pected, most of our greatest breeders of Game were exhibiting at Bir-

mingham. The Ihrlinj chickens were indeed a good class, but
deformity in the feet of several of the old birds was a great drawback.
All tho S^ianish were superior, chickens taking the silver cup for these

dasses. Cochin- China fowls were scarcely np to the mark; and the

Brahma classes gave evidence that tho best specimen? had been 'oiled
for Birmingham. The Ilmnhnrrjlis were the glory of the Lted; Show.
Every class was well filled, and the time and consideration dev ted by
the two Jndpes in awarding the 'ilvcr cnp expressly for IlamlTirchs,
showed that their duty was a most anxious one. It was paid that on
this occabioa nearly a dozen pens of Ilumbnr^'h? that had at one
time or another previously taken caps, were in competition. Tho
selling class was unnsnally good, and a fair proportion of pens changed
hands. Gmnc Eri>tnms were a fnir croup, bnt a general *' trimming

"

threw out several pood pens. yr,7.>y-' and '^( -. as well as /v".'.5,

were excellent. Tho show of "drc^.^cj" poultry was also excellent,
but in all such casos, whatever description of bird it may be, the bird
should be shown simply plucked and tied, and cot, as was the case at
Leeds, drawn, and in some instances oven larded reaily to be pnt to the
fire.

Pigcnm formed large classes, and many of the very best birds in
the kingdom were on view.

The entry of /.' •''''iis was one of tho marked features of the Show ;

among them was a lop-eared animal which seemed ia have hosts of

admirers, for the ears were ho wonderfully developed that wo were told

they were carefully measnreJ, and proved to bj i'H inches long, by
.5 inches in width.

The weatu^r was cold, and the frost rendered the ground so slippery
as to prevent horees travelling, but tho visitors were namerons, and
congratnla'.icna as to tho nnnnol improvement of the Society were
general.

G.4MS Cocs (.iny de'icription).—1, 'W. Spencer, Haworth. 2, W. H.
P.obinson.Keiablev. 3, E Winwood, w.ircestor. ii<-, J, Firth, Chatswortb,
Er.kewell ; T. Dyson, Halifax ; II. U. Julian, Hull.

Gajie (Elact.bressted Rfd).—1, J. Wilson, CalvoHey. 2, .1. Flitb, 3. V/
Eoyes, Eev,:rley. he, J. Borrow, jun, Kendal. Chickc!u.—\, E. .\ykrciyd
Br.-idiord. 2, W Spencer. :t, J. liarrow, jun. /ic, \V. Spencer, ilaworih
H. Jowctt, Idle, Leeds, e, 3. W. Thompson, Siiuthowram, Uabfal.
GiME (Bro~n-brcastedand other Kjd. except Black-brcasltdi.—1 and

Cur, F- Sales. Crowle. 2, II. Hatton. OUckhcatoa. S, G. 3. Robinson,
Kendal. C'ii.-«Tin.—1, J. Smith, Bradford. 2, W. Johnson, Idle. 3, i.
Bales. ?i^, J. Earro".T, jun. c. ,J. Firth.
Game (Iiuckwings).— 1, H. C. & W. J. Mason, DrigUlington. 2, E.

Aykrojrd. 3, W. Boyes. Chicken$.~\, W. J. Cope, Bamsloy. 2, H. V.'-

Mitchell, Moseley. 3, J. Wilson, lUingworth.
GiJiE (.iny other variety).—!, H C. & W. J. Mason. 2,G. & C. Foraiss,

Acorington. 3, J. Sunderlanil, Ualilox. <-, G. Ponndcr, Kirby Moor
Side, York. Cftictciu.— 1, H. C. & W. J. Mnson. 2, J. Flr.h. 3, W.
English. Pickering, he, G. A C Fnmiss. .\ccrii:gton.

L»op.ElSGS I Any cclour).—1 and Cup, E. Maud, Middleton, Lcoqs, 2, J.
White, Warkby. 3, J. Stott, Uealey. /.l-,J. F. Newton, Kirbv-ia-Cleve-
land; T. Eriden, Ei'.rbv, Skipton. c, \\'. Eearpark, Aiuderby, Northaller-
ton. C'lictf :».—], T. E. Kcll, Wctb'.-rbr. 2, Mr.=. Arkiv-ri;:ht, Sutton Scars-
dale. S.L Patton, Taunton, (ir, T. E. Kell : W. H. ICinp, Hcalcy, Roch-
dale ; J. J. Waller, Kendal, c, Wormaid, Scvbv, & Co., Kirbv ilo'or Side

;

E. Shaw, Plas 'i\'i!mot, (Jsweatry.
Sl'ASlSH.—1. Hon. Miss E. D."Pennant, Penrbvn Castle, Banpor. 2. W.

and F. Pickeid, Thorner. 3, J. Tb-c-ih, Bradford, c, T. & E. Comber,
Warrington ; J. Garncll, Bradford. Chicken*.—\ and Cup, U. Beldon,
Binpley. 2, Hon. Miss E. D. Pennant. 3, Tonkin A Tuckev, Bristol.
'ic, Birc'a i- E.ulter, Sheillold ; T. a: E. Comber, c, 3. LiUitoe, Wolver-
hampton.
Cocbpi-China (Cinnamon and Enffi.—1, W. A. Taylor, KLiiichester.

2, W. aassev, Spalding. 3, J. Ecrry. -iheffield. C/iicftoii.—1 and Cup, W.
A. Taylor. 2, C. Sedgwick, Kcighlev. 3, T. Stretch, Orniskirk.
Cochis-Cbisa (Anv other variety) —1, \V. A. Taylor. 2, T. Stretch.

3, Mrs. P.. '(Vhite, ShefSeld. Chickens.—\. C. Sedgwick. 2. W. A. Taylor.
3, G. Calve:t. Darliogton. (if, H. Crosley, Eroomfleld, Halilai; O. H.
Proctor, Durham ; G. Calvert, Darlington.'
Brahma Pootejs (Anv variety}.—1, Hon Mies E. D. Fonnant. 2, E.

Leach, Rochdale. 3, J. H. Pickles, Sontlipoit. c, W. Whiteley, ShelhelJ.
C/ii-Vf-ij.—1 and Cup, \V. Harvey. 3, Hon. Miss E.D. Pennant, he, Kev.
E. Alder, Etwall Vicarage, f)ert>y. c, E. Leach.
HiaECROHS (GoldpenciLlod .'—1, tl. Beldon. 2. S. Smith, Northowram

3, J. W.olker, Birstwith. Chickent.—\. W. .1. Harker, Cottincley. 2, J.
Walker. 3, H. Beldon. he, W. P.. Park, Abbotsmeadow, Melrose; S.
Smith, Northowram, Halifax, c, B. Eee, Gooroagh, Preston.
Hameckohs iSUver-pencillod).—1, H. Beldon. 2, Duke of Sutherland.

3, J. Walker, Eirstwith. Chickem.— 1, B. Longbnttom, Binglev. 2, J.
Walker. C. H. Pickles, jun., Earby. (,.-. H. Smith. Keighlcy; W.R.Park;
Duke cl Sutherland, Trentbam. c, J. Mitchell Kei^hley.
Hameckohs (Gold-spaoRlcd). — 1. T. Blakeman. Tettcnball. 2, T.

Walker, Jan., DentoiL 3, T. Dean, Keighley. he, W. Driver, Keighley

;

H. Leldon. c. Mason & Walker, Denton. Manchester. ChieUen*.—land
3, J. C'pJen, Hoilinwood. 2, J. Chiddc-rton. IloUinwood. he, 3.11 Booth,
UpperthDng, Holmtirth; H. Beldcn ; .T. liollinson, Lindley, near Otley

;

T. blakeman, Tettenhall, Wolvcrhaini'Ton ; E. Bricrley ; Slason A Walker.
e, J. Buckley, Taunton, .\shton*nnder-Lyue ; T. Boalton, Honford, Stoke-
on-Trent ; Dulse of Sulhorland.
HA!irEURGH3 iSilverspanfflcd),—I, H. Beldon. 2, Mrs. Flynn. Stoke-on-

Trent. ChickfM.—l and Cup, V,". Eidrstow. 2, D. Lord, Sucksteads.
3, H. Beldon. he, AsLton & Eouth, Mottram ; W. Bairstow. c, A. Tair
bonme, Todmorden ; H. Pickles, jnn. : G. A C. Dnckwortli, Accrinrton.
HijBrROHS (Black).—1, C. hedcrwick. 2, D. Lord. 3, U. Beidoc.

'.Vactf7u.—1, T. Walker, jim. 2, C. Sedgwick. 3, Mason A Walker, he,}.
Greenwood, Keighley; D. liord; Mason jt Walker; W. Green, Eelghley

;

J. Smith, Qllstead, Binglcy.
FoLANOs lAny variety).—1 and 2, H. Beldon. 3, T. & E. Comber,

Warrington, he, G. Boothbv, Loath ; J. 8. Senior, Batlcy Carr, Dews-
bury. CMekc-m.—l, 3. S. Senior. 2, J. Battv, Holmfirlh. 3, T. Dean.
c, H. Bowker, Kelgbley ; O. Boolhby ; W. Siiven'ter, SheOteld.
Farmi'ard Cboss (Any variety;.— 1, c. Laylnnd, Warrington. 2, Mrs.

J. Cross, Brigg. S, W. Kinder, Leeds, he, 6. Ingham, Huadiagley R,
Loft, Woodmansev, Beverley.
Selling ClassJ-I, J. J. Ecrry, Sheffield. 2, W. Leach, Oldham. 3,Hi

W. Illingworth, Idle. ( r, H. W. lllingworth ; W. A. BumeU, Southwell
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Notts; E. Shaw; W.J. Cope. Barnslc-v; J. S. Senior; G. Calvert; J. P.

Booth, Silsden. c, A. Aldersley. Sanny Bank, Keighley : Barker and
Charnock, Illingivorth, Haliiax ; W. Johnson, Idle, Leeds ; F. Greenwood,
Rochdale.
BASTA3I3 (Blackl.—1, S. S. Mossop, Long Sutton. 2, J. Walker. HalUaj,

», J. Waddington, Guiseley. he, H. Draj-cott, Hamberstone, Leicester ; S
Rhodes, Normanton ; H. Beldon ; S. & R. Ashton, Mottram ; Hudson and
BnrniiJ, Epworth. c, S. & R. AshtoE ; R. Yoall, Sunderland.
Bantams (White).—! and 2, S- & R. Ashton, Mottram. 3, E. Winwood,

Worcester.
Ga:.ie Bantams.—1 and Cup, W. Newsom, Holbeok. 2 and 8, J. Cros.

land, jun., Wakefield, ftc, J. Croaland, jun. c, J. L. Oxiey, Roundhay,
teeds : F. Steel, Stump Cross, Halifax ; S. Smith, Northowram, Halifax

;

J. C. Taylor, Oatlands, LeedB.
Bantams (.Uiy other varietyV-!, T. C. Uarriaon, Hull. 2, J. Walker,

Halifax. S, ilrs. Woodcock, Leice'ter. he, llrs. Arkwright, Sutton Scars-

dale. Chesterfield; S. H. Stot-, Rochlalc.
TCP.KETS.—1, S. H. Stott,' Rochdale. 3, A. Guy, Grantham. S, E. Leach.
Geese (White).—1, Mrs. Braithwaite, Stokeeley. 2, E. Loach. 3, Eev.

G. Hustler, StilUnpfleet Vicarage.
Geese (Gre-,- and Mottled).—!, S. H. Stott. 2, E. Leach. 3, Rev. G.

Hustler, he. Lord Wenlock, Escrick Park ; J. White, Whitelev, Kethertoa,
Wakefield; J. Pitts, Driulilinsston.

D-CCKS.—Jiileabuni.—I. S. H. Stott. 2. W. Stonehou^e. Whiteloy. 3. E.
Leach. Emen.—l.'j^J. Waller, Eendal. 2, E. Leach. 3, J. White.
Whiteley, Wakefield, c, H. Crosslev : H. Dowsett, Pkshey, Chelmsford.
Anti oth€r rarietij.—i, A. & J. Trickett, Manchestsr. 2, T. 0. Harrison.

3, O. Nussey, Headiugley. c, F. E. Schofield, Morpeth ; S. & E. Aahton.

PIGEONS.
Caep.iees.—1, G. C. Holt, Lawton. 2, J. C. OrJ, Loudon, he. J. C. Ord

;

F. J. Leach.
Pouters.—1 and Cup, for beat pen of Pigeons shown, W. Harvey,

Sheffield. 2, E. Homer, Harewood. he, C. Cowburn, Calls, Leeds; C.
Cockton, Middlesbrough.
T[jjiBi,ER9 (Short-faced).—1 and f«», W. Hirvoy. 2, J. Hawley; H.

Yardlev.
TC5IBLER3 (Any other variety).—1, J. Hawloy. 2, F. Steel, Stump Cross.

he, J. Rollinson. Lindley, near Otley ; F. J. Loach ; E. Horner.
Onxs.—1, J. Fielding, jun , Eochiiaie. 2, J. Crosland, Jan. he, W. C.

Dawson, Otley.
Fantails.—1, E. Homer. 2, W. Harvey, vhe, W. E. Park, he, 3. C.

Ord. c, J. Hawlev ; J. F. Livarsedffe, Newark-on-Trent ; U. Yardley.
Baebs.—I, J. Fielding, jun. 2, W. Massey, Spalding, fcc, J. Fielding,

jun. ; C. Cowbnm.
TcEBiTs.-1, E. Horner. 3. F. J. Leach, he, F. Ea3ten, Hull; F. S.

Clayton, Bradford, e, J. C. Ord : R. Wilson, Thirsk.
Jacobins.-1, T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth. 2, J. Thompson, Bingley.

he, E. Horner, e, J. Hawley ; C. (3owbum ; E. Homer.
Trcjipetehs.-1, J. Hawley. 2, E. Horner, he, J. C. Ord. c, A. A.

Vander-Meersch, Forest Hill; — Robinson, Wakefield; J. S. Senior; W.
Harvey.
Nrss.—1 and 2, F. Easten, Hull. '.-. F. E. Thompson. Hull.
Deagooxs.—1, T. Smith, Keighle-.-. 2. W. Campsey, Beverley. 3, J. C.

Ord. he, T. Lambert. Silsdcn, Leej? ; W. Markland, Dean, near Bolton
;

J. V.'alters. Derby; J. Mitchell. Moselev, Birmingham, c, J. Hawley;
J. Lister, Keighley; J. S. Senior; H. Yardley.
AKTWERP8.—1, C. Anton, jun. 2. W. Harvey, he, Mrs. Arkwright ; J.

Crosland, jun. ; J. Thompson ; H. V.*. Mitchell, Moseley. Birmingham.
Magpies.—!, J. T. Lishman, C-i-Iington. 2, W. C. Dawson. he,i.C.

Ord ; F. J. Leach : E. Homer, c, H. Dravcott; F. J. Leach.
A^-Y OTHER Variety.—1, J. T. Lishman. 2, E. Horner. 3, W. C. Daw-

son, Otley. he, W. Harvey, c, W. C. Dawson ; J. Cundale, Ripon ; H.
Draycott; J.Thompson; H. Tardlev.
Sellxsg Class.-1, J. Hawlev. "2. J. C. Ord. vhe, J. C. Ord. he, J.

Lister. Keighley ; F. S. Clayton,' Bradford, c, 3. Lister ; C. Anton, Peter-
gate, York ; J. Thompson ; .C. Cowburn ;"B. Eaye, Honley, Hnddersfield

;

W. Harvey.

Babbits. — Yeifou', tyhite, and Tortoise^hrll. — l and Medal for best
Rabbit shown, B.Hudson. Hull. 2, A. H. Easton, Hull, ftc, J. E. Crofts,
Bawtry; A. H. Eiston, Hull; P. Ashton, Drypool, Uu'.l ; T. Ingham, Bel-
mont, Leeds; J. F. Stott. Blaek and White—I, A. H. Easton. 2, A.
Chapman, York. Selfeoloured.—l, J. G. Quick, Loniion. 2, 0. Gravill,
jun.,Thorne. 3, T. Taylor, York, he, E. Buttorworth, Rochdale; A. H.
Easton; J. G. Quick. Greii ami Wh:'e.—1, 1. Ingham. Leeds. 2, 'J.

Spenceley, York, he, T. Taylor. Croppergate, York; W. Tomlinson,
Earton-on-Humber. c, C. King, St. John's Wood. Sellinq Class.—1, T.
Ingham. 2, C. King. he. C. Gravill, Jan.; C. King; J. G. Quick; W.
Allison, Sheffield. ,-, W. Allison.

JrDGES.—Mr. Edward Hewitt, Birmingham, and Mr. Teebay,
Preston, for Poultry ; and Mr. Hutton, of Padsey, for Piyeons and
liabbits.

MENHENIOT POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Corre-j^otulent.)

The second annnal Show wag held in a large teat on the .3rd inst..

and with the exception of the Bath and West of England Shows held

at Trnro and Falmouth, was the largest and best ever held in Corn,
wall. Last year the entries were abont ninety, and this year, owing to

the publicity given it in your columns, the entries were upwards of

200, and the birds were of a very high class, especially the Game, of

whicli there were seven classes out of the fifteen for fowls, including

an'extra class for Tassels, birds having a lArge crest or topknot of feathers

on tlae head, whilst others of this class had a drooping tuft of feathers
folly 3 inches long hanging gracefully down over the hackles. There
was another extra class for Uciufirs—birds that were formerly bred
for the cockpit, but are now nearly extinct except in the somewhat slow
unchanging west. The first-prize pen proved the centre of attraction,

as scores of visitors had never seen such biids, and the cock was so

perfectly hen-featbered that many could not be induced to believe them
to be other than two hens. The U^vyh '-rfjlis were a splendid lot, and
all the classes were of average merit. TUo following ia the prizt

list :—
DoRKivoa.-1, — Beard, St. Blazey. 2, J. H. NichoUs, Lostwithiel.

CocniNS.—1 and 2, — Beard.
Erahmas.—1, J. Beard. 2, — Middox, Laanceston.
Game (Black Eed).—1, — Higbam, Morchard Bishop. 2, — Dayey, Per-

ranwell.
Game (Duckwing).—1, J. Toll, jun , Menbeniot. 2, — Kendall, Liskeard.
Game (Brown EedJ.—1, E. Snell,*enheniot. 2, — Harris, Morsewater,

Liskeard.
GA3IE (Any variety).-1, — Stephens, Liskeard. 2, Withheld.
Ga5ie (Tassel).—1, — Taylor, Liskeard. 2, A. Bnrrett, Menheniot.
Game (Henny).—1, — Harris. 2, T. Wardei.
UA:.iBURaQa(GoIdcn-pencillod).—1,S.E. Harris, Cusgame St. D.ay. 2, J;

n. Kicholls.
Haceborgh (Silver-pencilled).—1, J. Roberts, Meoheniot. 2, S. R.HamSi

Cusgarae St. Day.
Kascbdrghs (Golden-spangled).—1, S. R. Harris. 2, Capt. Pryor, Men-

beniot.
HAiiBTJEGHS (Silver-spangled).-1, J. Toll, Jan. 2, S. E. Harris.

Polish.—1 and 2, J. Beard.
Any VAEiETt.—1, S. E. Harris (Black Spanish). 2, — Polgresn, St.

Germans (Minorca).
French.—1, J. Nicholla (Creve-Coenr). 2, W.. May, Liskeard (Creve-

Cceurl.
Single Game Cock.—1, S. R. Harris (Brown Eed). 2, F. PJchards (Black

Eed).
Single Cock (Any variety).—1, — Brewer (Blaok Spanish). 2, — Ben-

nalick, St. Austle (Cochin).
Duces (.\vlesbmT).—1 and 2. — Hawkin.
Docks (Eouen).—1, J. Toll, jun. 2, — Loite, St. Anstell.

DtJCKs (Any variety).—1, — Hicks, (Common). 2, E. Skin, Menheniot
(Common).
Geese.—1, — ;I!urrows, St. Cleer (White). 2, T. PoUard, Menheniot

(White).
Turkeys.-1 and 2, W. C. Herring. Menheniot.
Bantams (.4ny variety).—1, Miss S. Eabey, Menheniot (White). 2, —

Tucker, St. Germans (White).
Game Bantams.-1, — Hoskin,'Plymouth (Black Eed). 2,— Lovrmg,

St. AustelUBlack Eed).
PIGEONS.

Caeriees.-1, — Pryor, Eedruth (Black). 2, — SneU, Menheniot
(Black).
Tumblers (.ilmond).—1, — Chudleigh, Plymouth. 2, J. Skin.

TusiBLERS (.\ny variety).—1, E. Skin. 2, Miss Herring.

Jacobins.-1, — Deacon, Liskeard. 2, Miss Herring.

Rdsts.-1, J. SncU. 2, W. C. Herring.
Fantails.-1 and 2, — Pryor.

Any Variety.-1, — Pryor (Owls). 2, — Brewer (Dragoons).

.Jddge.—Mr. Leeworthy, St. John's Cottage, Newport, Barnstaple.

KILMARNOCK ORNITHOLOGICAL SHOW.
The eighteenth annnal Exhibition of the Kilmarnock Ornithological

Association was held November •27th, in the Com Exchange Hall and

Market. The entries numbered about 700. and the general quality of

the specimens shown was excellent. In our next number we shall

give further particulars. The following is the prize list ;

—

i

SPA^^SH.—I and 3, Miss A. Hodgarth, Paisley. 2 and Timepiece, J-

Moodie. Paisley. „ ,, „.,
DoEKiSGS (Any colour).-1, T. Briden. 2, T. Smellie, Moorfield, KU-

mamock. 3, A.'YeudaU, Glaston. tc, T. Smellie ; J. Robertson. c,J.

Robertson.
. ^ ,,

Beahma Pooteas'oe Cochin-chinas.—! and Timepiece, A. Geddes,

Kilmarnock. 2 and <;.' A. Eobertson, Kilmarnock. 3, G. Y. Dart, Dumfries.

he, W. Gibb, Motherwell.
Scotch Greys.-1, J. Fulton, Bsith. 2 and he, E. Blair, Johnstone.

3, J. Fleming. Beith.
Hambceghs ( Gold-spangled).—1 and Timepiece, J. Jardme. Kilmarnock.

2, R. llackie, Stew-arton. 8, A. Watson, Troon, he, H. Pickles, jun.,

Earby. e, W. A. Hyde, Ashton-under-Lvne ; E. Watson, Kilmarnock.

Hameusghs I Rold-pencilled).—1 and Medal, W. Creclman, Kilmarnock.

2, E. Muir, Cairnhill. 3, J. Walker, Birstwith. he, 3. Eichmond, KUmar-
nock.
HAMET;RGBs'(Silver-spangledi.—1 and Timepiece, D. Skeoch, Stewarton.

2, E. Bruce, Busby. 3, E. Maokie. c G. Pitt, Eingford.
HAMBUEGHS(Siiver-penci11edi.—!, H. Pickles, jun. 2, J. Walker. 3, D.

Skeoch. he, 3. Gray, Airdrie. e, W. Gibb.
PoLANDS (Topped).—!, H. Pickles, j^. 2 and 3, Countess of Eglintoan

and Winton. e, R. M'Nab. Govan.
,. .i <, t

Game 1 Anv colonr).—! and Timepiece. J. H. McNab, Barrhead. ^J.
Waddell, Dumfries. 3, E. Kerr, Thornhill.
Game Bantams (Anv colour).—! and Timeniece, Bellingham & GUI.

2, R. WatS'jn. 3. A. Mackay, St. Qaivox. ;ic, W. Walker, Kilbarchan.

Bantams (Black).—1 and Timepiece, J. Scoular, Kilmarnock. 2, S. and

E, Ashton, Mottram. Extra 2, J. Jardine. „ , ,-

Bantams (Any other variety).—!, G. Toang, Kilmanrs. 2, J. Gray.

3, R. Stirrat, Dairy. . -, ^r- n
Any other Distinct Breed.—1, A. Jamieson, Kilbirnie. 2, Miss a..

Patrick. Beith. 3, J. Allan, Kilbirnie. c, E. Frew, Kirkcaldy ;
J. Blair,

Kilmarnock. , ,, ., tt-i™..
Ducks (Aylesbury).—! and 3, A. Robertson. 2, A. J. Mutter, Kilmar-

nock.
Ducks lEouen).-!. 2, and 3, A. Eobertson. „ . . „ t
Ducks (Any other variety).—I, S. i E. Ashton. 2, J. Eobertson. 3, J.

Dickie, GateheaJ.
Any Vaelety.—! and 2, A. J. Mutter. 3, D. Skeoch.

PIGEONS.
Poutkhs (Any colour).-!. Timepiece, and 2, J. Miller, Glasgow. 8, J.

MitcheU. he, J. Sharp, Johnstone, c, J. WaddeU, Dnmlries. Bred m
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1889—l.J. Millor. 2, D. MNaught Kllmnnrs. S, D. Mnna, Kilnnrnock.
he, H. Thomson, Glnst^ow. c. J. M'Crae, Kilmanioclc.
* Carriers (Anv colour).—1. J. Muir, GlaflRow. 3 nDd8. J. Kurr. Rllmar*
noil;, he. A. liiowo. .-, G. V. Dort, Dumlrics. Brri in 1K«9.— 1, W. H.
Milchell, Birminahani. 2 nml 3. G. White, Paisley, he, A. Waidroji,
Kilmoi-nocli. e, F. Lovi', Kilmiirnock.
TrxDLEBS iShjrtfnccil, tiny colour).—!, J. FioIdiOK. Rochdolo, 3, .1.

Mrtir, Kilmarnock. 3, J. Hawley, Biogley. he, A. Sim, iUlinarnock.
e, F. D. Wood, E.IinburRk.
TuMBLEHs (CommoD, any colour). — 1, W. M'Kindlay, Kilmamoclt.

2, R. Blair. JohcEtuue. 3, J. Uttwlcy. he, A, Mitchell, Saltcoats, c, W.
P. AJaiu, Tour. •
Faktails (Xny colour).—1 and Timepiece, J. Shu-p. S. J. Gait. Kil-

birnie. 3, R. Gibson, Uateboad. ihe. J. Kerr, he, J. Mair. e, B. Rlair.
Jacodixs (Any colour).—!, H. Y.mlley, Birmingham. 2, J. Waddell.

8, J. SLiarp. he, J. Uawley. e, W. M'Kindlay.
Baulk (Any colour .—!, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. 2, H. Yardley.

3, J. Mair. he, J. 8hari>. e, J. Hawlcy.
TnuMPETEHS (Any colour).—1, J. Hawley. 2, J. Sharp. S, J. Mnir.

he, A. Wardrop. e, A. kitcbie. Irvine.
NossiAnycolour).-!. J. Murray, Daircl. 2, K. Scott, Galstoc. 8, T.

Imrie, .Ayr. he, H. Yaidley.
CoriMON (Auy colour).—!, W. Kerr, Dairy. 2, W. M'Kindlay. 3. J.

Lamout, Kilwiunio^'.
Aky other Distinct Varikty.-1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, J. Hawlcy. 8, J.

Msiir. he, J. Sharp, c, H. Yardley.
Any Vaeieit.-), G. E. Phillips, Ayr. 2, J. G. Orr, Beith. 3, J. Wilson,

Beith.

C.iSARtES.
Yellow.— CotA.—l. J. Crawlord, Beith. 2, A. Kolly, Paisley. 3, .T.

CooD. Kilwinning. Hens.—l, J. Gray, Airdrie. 2, W. Reid, KlliaarnocU.
3, A. Kelly.
BoFF.—Co<:7;.—1, R. Crawford, Kilbimie. 2, T. Gibson. Paisley. 3. M.

Howard. Overton. I/tns.—1, A. Kelly. 2, J. Gray. 3, R. 'Watson, Kil-
marnock.
PiEEALD (Ytllow). — Coek.— 1, J. Noris, .Ardros5an. 2, T. Christie.

GlastiJW. S, J. W. Will. Errol. ffcni.-1 and 2, A. Kolly. 8, J. Ciawford,
Piebald (Buffj.-Coi-A-.—l, J. Fieber, Dairy. 2, J. Gray. 8, H. M'Kis-

sock, Glasgow. Hcm.—l, .J. Wilson, Beith. li, W. Hunter, Jlilbiruie.
3, J. Wilson, Gilston.
Goldfinch Mole (Yellow).—1, J. R. Adam. 2, G. Brydea, .4yr. 3, R.

Brown, Ne\\-niiln3.

Goldfinch Mole (Buff)—1, J. Gray. 2, W. Gondie, Ayr. 3, G. Brown,
Kilmarnock.
*- Goldfinch.— 1, T. Conn. 2, J. Fisher, Dairy. S, J. Fergceon, Eilmar-
Qock.
Canary (Clean).—!, A. Kellv.
Linnet Mule.— 1, T. M'MuVttio, Eiccarton Toll.

The Judges were : for FiAdlnj, Messrs. J. Kijpeth, Editbnrgh ; .T.

Lindsay, Stewarton ; J. Paton, Stewarton ; and R. Calderwood,
Kilmarnock. Piycons : Mr. James Hnie. Glasgow ; and Mr. William
Brown, Wishaw. Canaries : Messrs. G. Masterton, Glasi^ow ; T.
Feruie, Paisley ; K. Paterson, Howwood ; and S. Erown, Gla.i^gow.

BURTON-ON-TRENT BIRD SHOW.
This Exhibition of Cage Birds tool place on the Slith of Movembcr.

As a first Show it was, in every respect, a decided success, a result
which must be mainly attributed to the exertioas of an indefatigable
Committee, who spared neither trouble nor expense in the management
of the Show. The Exhibition was held in the Town Hall, and throngh-
ontthe day was well patronised. Some splenlid pens of Game, Silver-
pencilled and Golden-spauglcd Jlamhurijii'i. Game Btiatanis, Pi/feons,
ra< rots, and many specimens of British Biri^-, added much to the
interest of the Exhibition. The prospect foi- the future Shews is most
encooroging. The following are the awards ;—

BIRDS HATCHED IN 18S9.
NonwicH (Clear Yellow).— !, J. AnthcDy. 2, W. Holmes. 3, R. Cowley.

t, W. Holmes.
Norwich (Clear Bu£D.— 1, J. Anthony. 2 and 3, W. Holmes. 4, R.

Cowley.
Norwich (Marked Yellow).—1, J. Anthonv. 2, T. Nowbold. 3, R.

Cowley.
NoRwicH(MarkedBuffi.—I.J.Dent. 2, ,T. Anthony. 3, W. HoJmes.
Norwich (Variegated Yellow).— I and 2, I'w Cowley. 3 and 4, J. Dent.
^OEWICH (Variegated Buff).—!. I!. Cowley. 2, W. Holmes.

BIRDS OF .ALL AGES.
Belgians (Clear Yellow).- 2, R. Cowley.
Beloians (C:oar Bull).-1, R. Coi^ltv. 3, T. Nowbold.
Belgians (Variegated Yellow).—!, W. Gretton.
NoswiCH (Clear Yellow).—!, W. Holmei. 2, T Ncwbold.
Norwich (Marked Yellow).—!, R Cowley. 2. W. Holmes.
Norwich (Marked Buffi.—!, J. Anllior.v. 2, R. Cowley.
NoR-.>TCH (Variegated Yellow.'.—1, J. .Anthony. 2. T. Nowbold.
LiZAKDs (Golden-spangled).—1. J Antbonv. 2, W. Holmes.
CisNAiioN Yellow.—1 and2. \V. Gretton.'
Goldfinch Mules.—!, W. Holiucs. 2, J. Dent. 3, W. Gretton.
Goldfinch Mdles (Crested).—!. W. 'lolmes.
BnLLFiscuEf.— 1, W. Holmes. J, J. Chisweil.
Skylarks.-1, J. Chisweil. 2, J. Anthcny.

Mr. G. J. Barnesby, of Derly. w.ia the Judge.

BIRMINGHAM RABBIT Ah'D CAN/^PV SHOW.
The twenty-third annual Sho-.v of K&bbits and Canaries was opened

on the '29th ult. iu the Odd I'eilows' Hall, Upper Temple Street.
About one hundred Canaries and forty-three Kabbits were entered.
Mr. H. Attwood's tortoieesliell back carried off the Ci-st prize for

length of ears (2'Jr inches'), and an extra prize, given by Mr. ColHcM
for the best particular colour, all properties. Mr. J. Curtis's black
and white doe gained the second prize for IcLgth of ear (2'2i inches),
and the first for weight, yi lbs. Mr. Beech's blucL and white doe, Mr.
Pratt's yellow and wLite buck, Mr.|Hincks'e tortoiiienheU bnck, and blno
and while bnck. Mr. .Attwood s gray and while Luck, and Mr. Curtii, s

grey doe, were the nrst-prize winners in the classes for all properties.
Extra prizes for self- colour, and black and white were awarded to two
Kabbits exhilited by Mr. Cnrtis.

Of Ciumrlcs the Belgian classes included some yerj fine specimen!.
Mr. J. Turner's birds won three first prizes in these elaese.i, and Mr.
('• Corbett, sen., in two classes. Mr. G. Smith obtained a firit prize.

There was a good display of Norwich Canaries, in which classes Mr.
G. Corbett. jun., dbtaincd four first prizes, Mr. J. Turner one, Mr. W,
Smith one, and Mr. \\'. Corbett one. Two silver caps were presented,
as extra prizes, to Mr. J. Turner for the best Yellow Belgian iu the
show, and for having obtained the greatest number of prizes in all

classes. An extra prize, for the best variegated Yellow Belgian, went
to Mr. G. Corbett, sen. Messrs. B. Goest, H. Hall, J. Newton, and
B. Johnson were the Judges.

CANARIES.
On tbe lltb and 18th of November, I read in the Joamal

the report of Mr. W. BlakstOD, of Sunderland, on the Darling-
ton End Stokesley Canary Shows, and I beg to make some
remarks thereon.

Referring to the D.\rUDgton Show, I was very much astonished
at his lemarks on the Belgian Canary. It must be quite patent
to the most casual observer in " the fancy," that Mr. lilaketon
is not an admirer of this very noble and elegant variety of

Canary, and therefore I would observe that, if a man has no
fancy for this particular variety of bird, he is certainly not a
proper yiersun to judge cf its merits. His remarks in reference
to the Green Canaries are very vague. It is a well-known fact

that in the northern counties of England, eBpc-eially among the
pitmen, the clear Greon Canary is a great favouiite ; but the
ambition of these men is to bring them as nearly as possible
to the pure-bred Belgian, iu tize, symmetry, and contonr.
The "pea-green,'' as Mr. Blakston very inaptly terms it, ia

a colour never seen in a Canary ; they are generally very dingy
in colour, and black-green, or blackish-green, would be a much
more ap;<ropriate designation . The Norwich Greens were bred,

originally, from the Lizard Canary ; and by judicious pairing
and crossing, the Clear Jonqae and Mealy Nornrich varieties

hove been established.

1 will now pass on to the Stokesley Show. I would like Mr.
Blakston to give a proper definition of the Yorkshire Fancy. I
am informed on very creditable authority that this variety of

bird is unknown in Sunderland. The Norwich Fancy, London
Fancy, Yorkshire Fancy, Glasgow Don or Scotch Fancy, and
many other varieties are all mongrels, so to speak, as the whole
of these varieties have been obtained by judicious crossing from
other kindred and distinct varietie.°. If a man wishes to im-
prove the size and shape ol his birds he naturally crosses with
a Belgian : if coleur is his object, then Norwich or London
Fancy, or Lizard, particularly for marked birds.—E. C. Wallace,
Bciwick.

SrURIOUS HONEY—DRONES IN NOVEMBER.
Altiiocgh I have no personal knowledge of the frauds that

are perpetrated in the honey market, I have no doubt that Mr.
Peltigrew has good grounds for the allegation he has made.
Beautiful-looking combs can be manufactured from sugar, and
when filled with syrup it is all but impossible, if judged merely
by the eye, to detect their spurious character. As showing how
parties may be deceived, I may mention what came under my
own observation.

The summer of IS 54 was cold and wet, so much eo ss to

prevent any collections being made from the fields, and conse-
quently all my hives had to be kept alive by sugar, which was
liberally dispensed. By some awkward manipulations on my
part, an accident happened to one of them, whereby several cf

the well filled combs were broken down. When carried into the
bouse they presented a very tempting appearance, and a lady
and gentleman who happened to see them were very ansicuB to

taste the new season's honey. I assured them that the comba
that looked so attractive were merely filled with sugar and
water ; but my statement was received with incredulity, and I

had to yield to their request and give them what they required.

To my astonishment, on tasting the artificial material, they
pronounced it exceileat honey, and they proved that they
relished it by the quantity they ate. Seeing how the eye conld
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be deceived, it was resolved to play a practical joke npon one

of the members of the household, who was known to be exceed-

ingly fond of honey. A piece of beautiful empty comb was

selected, and the cells neatly filled with codliver oil. It was
then placed in a situation where the lover of honey was sure to

find it. The result was juat as expected—the deception was

not perceived until the nauseous preparation had been taken

into the mouth, and you may be sure that the wry faces that

followed occasioned immense merriment to those who were

in the secret. Kaowinp; these facts, I have often thought that

it would be no very diflicult matter for unprincipled apiarians

to foist upon incompetent judges a spurious article.

Hitherto I have refused to allow myself to be nominated as

a judge of honey where prizes are given ; but if I should at any

time be placed in that honourable capacity, I should certainly

insist upon exercising the sense of taste before making an award.

The prizes offered should be of sufficient value to compensate
exhibitors for any disfigurement of their glasses or supers.

Whilst thus giving my opinion that sealed combs made
entirely from sugar may be of such beauty as to deceive the eye

of the most practised and competent judges, I must at the same
time confess that I know nothing of the fraudulent practices

that are said to prevail, having had no experience whatever

either in buying or selling honey.

But I pass to another subject. In the interesting account

which Mr. Lowe gave in 18()6 of his experience of the Egyptian
bee, mention is made of drones making their appearance at a

very late period of the season in one of his colonies. I thought

at the time that it was one of the peculiarities of Apia fasciata.

His words are, " At this moment the Egyptian colony is with-

out exception the most populous in my apiary. The maturing
brood is still plentiful, young drones have again appeared.

The appearance of drones at the end of October is a perfect

anomaly with me. I have observed, however, that the young
larva; are now being dragged out." Drones in a healthy hive,

with a perfect queen, so late as the end of October are certainly

anomalous, but what will he think of drones in November ?

Pissing round my apiary on November 8th, I saw thorn coming
cut in great numbers from one of my hives. I naturally con-

cluded that the old queen had disappeared and given place to

another, which had failed in meeting a husband, and had there-

fore become a drone-breeder. To satisfy myself I opened the
hive on the following day and made an examination, but no
change had taken place—my old queen with clipped wings,

reared a year ago, was still present, active, and looking well.

The hive was crowded with bees and a large proportion of

drones, all the combs being well filled with honey. Yesterday
(November 22nd) the drones were out for an airing, and what
is very singular, no attempt has been made by the bees to expel
them. Will Mr. Lowe favour us, if possible, with an explana-
tion of the mystery ?—R. S.

JOURNAL OF A LANCASHIRE APIARY.
I ENCLOSE a copy of this year's entries in my bee journal, and

desire at the same time to tender my thanks to Mr. Pettigrew

for his "minted syrup," to "B. & W." for his little book, and to

"A Devonshire Bee-keeper" for his instructions "How to

drive bees." I begged three condemned stocks, drove them, and
joined the bees to my " keepers." The hive of my own, which
I broke up (No. 1), I treated in the same way. Wasps have
been a great nuisance this year, and have plundered a great

weight of honey.—J. H. B., The Fylde, Lancashire.

No. 1, common hive, established June 18th, 1867. April Cth,

1369, weighed nett bees and honey, 37 lbs. June 28th, swarmed.
Eemoved stock, and put swarm in old stock's place as soon as

hived. Weighed the swarm at night, 7 J lbs. The stock did not

send out a second swarm. September, drove bees, and added
them on Mr. Pettigrew's plan to another stock. Found 25 lbs.

of honey in the hive, which I took.

No. 2, common straw hive, established June, 18G7. 1869,

April 6th, weighed 34 lbs. nett. June 29th, swarmed. Treated

the swarm like No. 1. Weight of swarm at night, C lbs. There
was no second swarm. September, added bees from a driven

hive. October 9th, weighed 19 lbs. nets. October 11th, feed-

ing gave three bottles.

No. 3, common straw hive, established June 18th, 18G8.

1809, April 6th, weighed 27 lbs. nett. June 1st, commenced
work in a small super. June loth, commenced work in a nadir

box hive. August lOth, took honey, 30 lbs. October 3id, fed

bees, ana added a driven stock. October 22ad, not yet weighed.

No. 4, wood box hive, established June 18th, 18G8. 1869,

April 6th, weighed 23 lbs. nett. June 25th, swarmed; the

treatment the same as for No. 1. Swarm weighed 7 lbs.

10 0Z3. There was no second swarm. October 9tb, weighed
31 lbs. nett.

No. 5, wood box hive, established July 1st and July 2nd, 1868,

from two second swarms joined. 1869, April -Sth, weighed
19 lbs. nett. June 25th, commenced work in super. August
12ih, removed super containiag 28 lbs. of the most beautiful

honeycomb. October 9th, weighed 22 lbs. nett.

No. 7, square straw hive, established June 29th, 1869. Sep-

tember Ist, joined a driven stock. October 9 th, weighed 13* lbs.

nett. October 11th, feeding commenced.
No. 8, square straw hive, established June 28ih, 1869. Sep-

tember 2nd, joined a driven stock. October 9th, weighed

21J lbs. nett.

No. 9, square straw hive, established June 25th, 1369. Oc-

tober 9th, weighed 27J lbs. nett.

Results of Year.—No. 1, honey, 25 lbs. ; swarms, one.

No. 2, honey, none ; swarms, one. No. 3, super honey, 30 lbs.

;

swarms, none. No. 4, honey, none; swarms, one. No. 5,

super honey, 28 lbs. ; swarms, none. Nos. 7, 3, and 9 are the

three swarms of this year.

JiIODE OF INTRODUCING NEW QUEENS.
YoDR correspondent who on the 25th of November gave an

interesting instance of queen encasements, may find in one of

the recent numbers of " The American Bee Journal " a con-

tribution from an able writer, in which he expresses the opinion

that queens are sometimes "loved to death."

This leads me to remark that the latest German method of

introducing new queens appears to be a very excellent one.

The process is simple and speedy. Sprinkle the queen to be

introduced, and the stock in which she is to be placed, with

syrup strongly scented with grated nutmeg. Do this Uberally,

and allow a few minutes to elapse before disturbing the frames.

Then find the queen to ba removed, and place her, with a few

of her subjects, in a cage, in case of accident. At once place

the new queen upon one of the combs, and close the hive.

Next day an examination should be made to see that all is

right. I have made a very satisfactory trial of the plan, and

think it has no equal.

This method possesses many advantages. The exchange is

effected in one operation ; no time is lost through the absence

of the queen, even for an hour ; and the bee-master who dis-

covered it states that the result is certain.—A. L., Reading.

LIGURIANISING THE COMMON BLACK BEE.
About seven o'clock in the morning of the 28th of October

I received a Ligurian queen and her attendants, but it was a

morning most unsuitable for bee operations, as the ice was an

inch in thickness ; in short, it was a bitterly cold day. The
bees after their long journey were very much chilled, indeed

they appeared lifeless ; but after being put into a warm room
for a while they soon came to, and were very lively. Although

it cost me a good deal of anxious thought, I am happy to state

that her yellow majesty was introduced to her black subjects

with perfect success.
" My difficulty was this—the stock to

which I was about to introduce the queen was in a common
straw hive, and I could see no chance of capturing the black

queen, except by driving them, and to prevent loss of bees on

such a day what was to be done ? There is an old saying,

" Want is no shift," or " Where there is a will there is a way ;"

so I decided to have the bees brought into my kitchen, where

I succeeded in driving them into an empty hive ;
and in search-

ing for the queen, which I captured in two minutes ; only

about three dozen bees flew to the window, all of which I

returned without losing a single bee. This was about 3 p.m
,

and in an hour afterwards I found unmistakeable signs that

the bees had discovered their loss. I then introduced the

black queen to her old subjects, but first put her into a queen

cage, where I left her until about tight o'clock next morning ;

then I took her out, and again left the bees queenless until I

saw they had discovered their loss, which was about nine

o'clock. I then introduced her yellow majesty in the same

cage, and put her in the same place in the hive, and precisely

at ten o'clock I opened the prison door ; she was immediately

well received by her new subjects, and I need hardly say that

I feel very proud of mv success.

1 may here state that the q-.een cage is made of fine wire
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cloth, 3 J inches long, li broad, and half an inch wide, with

a door on one end, having n wire attached to it, which on

bfing pressed gently down, opens the door, and her majesty

at once goes out, and is received gladly.

In concInBion, I may say that if the above mode of intro-

ducing queens is adopted and properly carried out, success will

attend ninety-nine cases out of every hundred.—Besjamin

Geegg, Miiuchlinc, Aynhirc.

Two Italian qneens, the first of their race which I have ever

possessed, although always a bee-keeper, arrived all safe and

right about seven o'clock at night. As it was a very hard

frost when they came to hand, the next thing was to put them

into their hives ; and the weather being so frosty, I determined

to put one of the queens in the same night. I therefore took

No. 1 stock into a room, gave it a few puffs of tobacco, and

closed the hive for a few minutes. The song of the bees

told me when to commence searching for the queen, and en

discovering I captureiJ her, and put the Italian queen in a

wire cage la pipe ooveri, and fixed it on the comb, as described

by Mr. Woodbury. She started to feed at once, and puttin?

all the bees that had accompanied the queen into the hive, I

closed it, and placed it again on its stand. Nest morning all

was peaceable and right.

Now for No. 2 stock. At noon next day I treated this in the

same way, as it was still frosty, and put the queen in : but,
!

to my disappointment, the bees worried every Italian that I .

put into the hive, so that there is not one left, and next day,
|

on looking through the hive, it seemed all confusion, and on

opening it I found that the queen cage was full of black bees,

and the queen gone. I at once searched for, and on finding

her, one of the black bees had her by one of her wings. I

instantly killed the bee, and watched to see if I thought her

safe or not, as the bees were running like wild things over one

another. Two more set on her, but I killed them, and then

caught her, and made her again a prisoner, as I saw she was

not safe. I examined the comb that had the cage fixed on it

to see how she had made her escape, and found that the bees

had eaten down by the outside of the cage and up the inside

to get to her, and that was the way she had escaped. 1 re-

fixed her on a fresh part of the comb, and closed the hive

again, and the bees continued so savage for four days that if

I went near the hive they would dart at me from all directions.

I opened the hive every day to see if the queen was still in the

cage. On the fifth day they seemed more like settling. On
the sixth day they were all clustered and settled, and on the

seventh day I ventured to let the queen out, when they took

to her, and she is now all right with her new subjects. In

No. 1 hive I set the queen at liberty on the third day with

every success, as I beheve not one of her companions was

killed.—M. A.

THE BACHELOR AND THE BEES.
A BACHELOR laird who resides in the JocaU of the Lomond

HUls, in Fifeshire, having been presented with a jar of honey

from a neighbouring cultivator of the soil and a bee-keeper to

boot, became so attracted by the nectatious liquid that he re-

solved upon becoming an apiarian instanter. After considerable

higgling he became possessed of a swarm of honey-gatherers

and had them borne to his homestead this week, but owing to

the severity of the frost, he, through a feeling of pity towards

the insects, had them placed overnight in his bedroom and in

front of a blazing big tire. The bee-master turned into bed to

dream of flowery meads and ambrosial sweets, but towards mid-

night a drumming singing sound, as if a congregation of pigmies

were at psalm-singing, aroused him from his repose. The
entrance of the straw skep containing the colony had not been

properly closed, and the swarm, thousands strong, were in

activity around him ! His loud cries for aid brought prompt
assistance, but not without suffering keenly from the darts of

the insects was he allowed to leave the room. Considerable

difiScnlty was experienced in getting the bees returned to their

former quarters, and the laird, having had enough of bee-keep-

ing, has resolved never again to be so tempted by " sweets.''

—

(^Vortft British Daily Mail.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Game Fowls (Haictiiu).—The book yoa mention is only reliable so far

as he compiler obtoictd iuformat ion from gocd authorities. We do not

know what illnetraHons aro used. There wonld not be a ramnnemtivo
pale for the plate yoo wish for.

Books {Awtrahnn Huhteribtr),—There is no book with coloored or
other plates devoted to Game fo^ls. It you enclose a post-oQlco order
for lOj., with yonr addrcs«, and order the " Poultry-Keepers' Mamial,"
and the " Poultry Portraits," yon will have all we can help yon to.

CncwnJo Pn-LtT (H/mrtY^r).—There is a " sound tinmnslcal "to poultry

(•are that approachoi* to a" crow, 1 :t it is not one. It is not performed
%vith " head and tail erect," but in a lack-a-daisical niannor, with tail on
the eronnd. It ii about as much like a real crow as a sneeze is like a
laugh. We never knew a hen crow when suffering: from ronp; the note
produced is more like a long complaint. A crowing hen haa an erect

comb and a Etmttlng air. \Ve believe implicity In the old saying

—

" A whistling girl, and a crowing hen,
.\re neither good for yards or men."

BccKWHUAT AMD 31ai:!e (2?. S. E.).—Buckwheat is not good poultry
food. Fowls will not eat it whole, and althonch it is used cstcu?ively in

France for poultry purposes, it has not been found successful in England.
The oUal you mention is to be bought as " sweepings." It is handy stufl

to tlurow down as feed, bjt in our opinion there is no economy in buying
low-class food.

Eae-lobe or Sn.\TER-sPASOLED HAHErp.cHs r.Voi-if«).—The oar-lobe ol

a good Spangled Hamburgh coc'k must be white; any mixture of red is

very damaging. Minorcas should have red and swarthy faces ; this ap-

pUeB to all the breed. SUvcr-spangled Hamburghs do not improve as

they get older, rather the reverse. The hacklo of the cock should be
white.

PLtJMAGE or Dase Braoma Pootba Cock iLegular SultrrHer,Ayr).—
It is common to have chestnut patches on the winpof a Brahma coeki

but it should not. under any circsmstacces, amount to anything like a
saddle. We do not think it is a cross, but we should not breed from him.

Hatching bt Steam (D. Wood).—There is no separate work on the

sut ject. There is a chapter and drawings of apparatus in the " Poultry-

Keepers' Manual," which you can have at our office, price 7*. 6'f.

Fatte>*tvg Duces fF. C. S.}.—Your letter came too late tote answered
in time to be nseful to you. The beet food for your Ducks would have
been oats mixed with irravel, and at times oatmeal and bran. Many of

the heavicEt aro made so by neat feeding. In our opinion the black
streaks en the bill are tmiinpOTtant ; many of the best birds have it.

A defective bill is one that is faulty-coloured throughout.

Food Ton Dcckb (J. .9.).—If your Aylesbury Ducks will not monlt, it

is probably because they lack c'onditicn and health. In such a case the
body is fevered, and the fkin by its heat dries up the pulpy stu'o of the
feather. Ducks are not amenable to medicine, and the only treatment
is by way of feeding. Give them oat?, p-avel, and bran, put in a shallow

vessel, the bottom of which is covered with a sod of growing grass. They
will eat that, and do well upon it, when ihey will eat nothing else. A
good Duck and drake will weigh 12 lbs.

Shy Tcueleb Pigeon.—" Reader," after seeking long and in vain for

this breed. Inquires, " Where shell we turn our course of search for the

Sky Tumbler Pigeon of pure En(.'Ush blood, untainted by Dove-house or

the continental (Roller) Btrain admixture ?'

TcBKEv'a Head Swollen- {A. C.'.—We have known Turkeys attacked

at all ages, but, as a rule, latehatcbed birds are most subject to it. Vpur
treatment was right; camphor pills would have been a good addition.

They help to cure the disorder, and prevent it from being communicated.

Expebimektal Bee Hives.— '^ An Exptrimtntal Bee-ma%tcr" vrri'itzio

say that he wishes for " the appearance of some advertisements " of such
hives. We can only say that we shall willingly insert them if sent

to ns.

WixTEE Managemest OF Stewaetos Hites (Sxanhy).—" Zinc, from
its coldness, deleterious incrustations, besides draughts passing through
the perforations, causes the bees much annoyance, as well as labour to

stop up the perforations with pr-polis. It has, conseiiuently, been long

ago discarded from my apiary. Ten or a dczen years ago I was puzzled
to ventilate c square hive whose sides were formed of glass all round.
At last I bit upon the expedient of s-abstituting, for the wooden slides

between the moveable bars, strips of Cuba or India matting; and so
thorough was the ventilation thereby afforded, evon in the most stvere

frost, as recorded in " our Journal " at the tioie, that I forthwith con-
demned the wooden bungs and all ether stoppers ^fex the rentral aper-

tures of my stock hives, and ever since have employed small squares of

matting secured in their place with broad-headed small nails, and 1 And
they answer the purpose admirably. My strongest .'^tcwarton colonies,

in the best situation and aspect of my apiary, are not interfered with,

and do not suffer Irom dampness ; but in the case of those in the more
shady sheltered comers I invariably tack over the uppermost box an
octagon piece of matting, and draw all the slides. Stocks here are placed

in moveable wooden covers. Stcwarton. like all other hives, must be
protected bv good warm outer coverings winter and summer. The inva-

riable practice with ijtewarton hives has been to remove the lower box or

boxe=. as the case may be, as soon as vacated by the bees, reintroduce

the slides, wrap up the mouth with several pieces of paper to exclude

duEt and moths, and suspend in a perfectly dry loft or garret till the

exigencies of the colony call for them the following season. Thns cir-

cumscribed, the bees get more readily out for their winter flights, breeding

is promoted in the spring. r.nd the lower boxes are freed from the falling

dtbiis and possibly excrements after long confineroent. To keep the

combs a little ofT the board I set my stocks on a shallow octagon eke
2 inches deep : fresh air circulates freely below, and facility is thereby
afforded for feeding if required.—A P-enfeewshibe Bee-geepeb."

CoMMXNCit^G Bee-keeping iA^i^aiiur).—All depends upon the object

which vou prcpose to yourself in commencing bee-keeping. If you mean
to become a scientific apiarian you cannot do better than follow the

example of "A Beginner," as" detailed in page 354 of our present

volume, and adopt the Woodbury frame hive. If, on the other hand, you
intend only ordinary bee-keepieg with the power of putting on an oc-

casional super, Payne's improved cottage hive made somewhat larger

than recommended in "Bee-Keeping for the Many"—say 18 inches in

diameter, by 8 or 9 inches deep, will answer every purpo.'c. Or you may,
perhaps, find a via mttlia in the Stewartcn hive and mode of manage-
ment. Spring is the best time fyrpoichasicg ".ees.
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o( climate, are tlieee : that the Parisian growers bare an ad-

Tkntagc, but by no means a ^eat one in this respect^ and tbat

it eogbt to teli in the superior quality of tbeir fruit—whether
it does 30 ie another matter—and that were I growing for pro6t,

2 think I ehoulo, taking all things into consideration, be as

ready to engage in the business in the neighbourhood of

London as in Paris.

Haring thus touched on these preliminary qnestions, I shall

k« ready now to enter on the subject of the cultivation of those
Iraits which especially claim our attention.— D., Deal.

FORCING PEACHES AND GRAPES IN POTS.
VfaiT a subject to approach—ripe Grapes and Peaches in

April and LCsy, by a self-taught amateur, and a mere dabbler
in gardening

; why, I can scarcely believe that I have done such
things, but I have, and as the matter is so simple, and the
operation incredibly easy, I must try and make it so in print.

I most acknowledge to being a young gardener, for when be-

tween forty and fifty I rarely turned my attention to the art. and
atarcely knew when to sow Peas or Onions. At seventy I am
IgeooiuinA' an acccmplished gardener, and by consulting my
"Eeano" once a-week all the summer, I know when to sow
Ijettnces and Leeks, and early and late Peas. I had a fine

Drop of Eingleaders the whole of last October, so that for the
second time we were tired of green Peas.
To commence my subject in order, I must describe my

forcing house. It is a lean-to, 70 feet long, and 10 feet wide,
from ",> to 10 feet high at back, and from ! to 5 feet in front.

liB walls are of 0-inch brickwork; in the front wall there
»ro sliding shutters, 3 feet by 1, placed 6 feet apart; in the
biA wall, quite at the top, and close to the upper ends of the
Ug^tE, are sliding shutters of the same dimensions, and the
m>e distance apart. These shutters, front and back, are quite
laeeeesary, aa the lights are all fixed. They were formerly
gliding sashes belonging to a Ican-to greenhouse built by my
father just seventy-two years ago, and the sash-bars are now
like iron. Those old builders used rare timber.

Inside, a path '2! feet wido is in the centre, und on each side

IB a raised bed, with 4-inch brickwork, the back one 3 feet high,
that in front 'it feet high. The latter is filled with earth up to

the under surface of the 4inch hot-water pipes, of which there
»r« three resting on the mould. The border at the back of the
house ie also filled with earth, in which are planted diagonal
cordon Peach trees trained to the back wall ; in front of them, at

interrals of .3 to 4 feet, are placed soma low bush Pt ach trees

! pots. On the hot-water pipes in front are placed Vines
;

these are shortened to 4 feet, and have eighteen fruiting buds
»n each. These Vines, l\ke all here, have been trained close

nnder the glass roofs of the houses, so that they are " short-

jointed" and crowded with fruit buds. They will be allowed to

bear from ten to twelve bunches each. Tbeir treatment is as
follows—they are placed on the pipes in the 11 and 12-inch pots
thoy have grown in during the season, the soil is stirred to the
iepth of half an inch, and levelled so as to admit the water
properly, and a slight dressing of chopped decomposed manure
»bout half an inch in depth is placed on the surface. This is

all the preparation required. As soon as the young shoots are
3»me G inches long, the usual surface-dressing of horse drop-
pings two-thirds, and of kiln dust one-third, saturated with
liquid manure, will be given to 1 inch in depth. This will be
npeated—say once amonth, till the fruit commences to swell,

and then as more food is required, pieces of slate will be stuck
in round the inside cf the pot to support fresh surface-dress-
ings. I may mention, that in default of kiln dust, one of

tha safest and best of stimulants, decomposed manure only,
thoppod, and saturated withliqnidmanure, may beused. I may
here remark that I have so many inquiries made for kiln duaf.

M abundant in this malt-making village, that I have suggested
to onr chemist and druggist, Mr. Truswell, to have it ready in
lemr-bushtl bags for sale at a moderate rate. He will, I hope,
tdverliEe it in your columns.

This is now the fifth year of my Grape cnltnre on 4-inch hot-
water pipes, without any plunsing material whatever, and with
anvarying success. The pipes are generally at a temperature
of 120° to 125". The vigour given by this powerful dry heat is

»itraordinary. A Vine of the Madresfield Court Muscat in an
II inch pot, with from 4 to 5 inches of surface-dressing, and
standing on a single 4-inoh pipe, made last summer fonr
iheots of the aggregate length of 60 feet, stout, and full of

troit-bada. Ou examining the roots at the bottom of the

pot in contact with the pipe, they were found to be large,

succulent, and full of life; the fibres seem forced up by Uie
heat or drawn up by the rich surface-dressing. I shoald
mention that the shoots of this Vine, being required for pro-
pagation, were not shortened till each had attained the length
of 15 feet.

Peach trees in pots for forcing are treated exactly as re-

commended for Vines, but they must not be )daoed on the
hot-water pipes, but on the front border some 2 feet distant,

and on the back border. In this inartificial house and by
such simple treatment, I had last spring Early Beatrice and
Barly Louise Peaches ripe in May, closely followed by some
other kinds. As I did not commence till .lanuary, and have
this season commenced forcing December 5th, I hope to have
them earlier, and the same with Grapes.

I have described accurately my house and my doings, and now
suggest some improvement in the building of an early forcing
house. It may with advantage be 12 feet wide, with four 4 inch
pipes resting on the front border, and by making the border
at back 3 feet wide only, two or more pipes may be placed
against the wall supporting this border at the back of the
house, not flatwise as in the front border, but in the usual way

;

they would not then interfere with the trees trained against the
back wall. A house 12 feet wide could thus be arranged:

—

Front border feet wide, path 3 feet wide, and border at back
3 feet wide. This would give room for many articles to be
forced, particularly Roses and Strawberries. The latter I now
place in front of my Peach trees on the back border, and have
two or three crops during the spring. The treatment of forced
Vines and Peaches as to syringing. Sec, is so often given in yooi
columns, that I need not mention it here.

I have but little to add, but that little may be of use to some
of your readers. My house is heated by a 24-inch Amott
stove boiler, its cost 45s., set inside, with a feeding cistern over
it. Its setting is very simple, and after the manner of a waah-
ing-copper. The Vines are placed from 3 to 4 feet apart, and
as they are only 4 feet high, and will be pinched-in closely,

they will not shade the Peach trees injuriously. The bush
Peach trees are from 2! to 3 feet apart ; the diagonal Peach
trees on the back wall are 2 feet apart. An 18-inch Amott
stove boiler, costing Zof., would heat a house 25 or 30 feet by
12, and what an amount of interest and luxury in forced fntit

could be gained from such a house !

WTien a youth I looked upon the gardener who produced
ripe Peaches and Grapes in May as a sort of demi-god, go
mysterious seemed the science of forcing ; now I am old I am
surprised at its simplicity.

There are a few rules to be observed worthy of a thooght,

and even worthy of recapitulation.

1. Peaches and Vines to be forced should not be repotted. I

have known them to bear fruit in spite of their roots being
disturbed, but they are better left alone. The additional food
wanted by the tree I prefer to give on the Furface.

2. While Peach trees are in bloom abundance of air should

be admitted, a little even by night. The Vines do not require

this, but they do not mind it.

3. The Vines on the hot-water pipes will require abundance
of water, which will run through the mould hke a sieve. It is

good practice to make the surface quite firm with a blunt stick,

using it as a rammer.
4. Peaches will not require so great an abundance of water,

but it is well, say in March and April, to make the suifac«-

die3Eing firm.

5. A lean-to house may be economically employed to foroe

Vines and Peach trees in pots without placing the farmer on
hot-water pipes. A house 12 feet wide, heated by three 4-inoh

pipes in front, and three at back, placed over each other in the

usual way, would do very well.

6. The boilers I have mentioned are made by Mr. Hughes,
Bishop's Stortford. They are the best and cheapest of boilers

for small houses. Tbeir sizes are 14, IG, 18, 24, and 28 inches.

The former will do for a very small housc?.

And now for my apology. I should not have troubled you
with this had I not been much importuned by friends to give

them some safe directions how to force Vines and Peaches, and
so if you kindly admit this I shall be much relieved, for I shall

refer inquirers to your columns.—Tnos. Bivebs, Bonks Hill,

Sau-bridgcworth.

OxALis TEOPAioLoiDBS.—I have grown this for years; it is

perfectly hardy. At first I kept a large snppl>- of cuttings, and
still keep a few for early planting ; bat I never fail, in spring.
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to find an abundant crop of self-sown strong plants. The
sitnation ia in the north-east of Scotland, 700 feet above the
sea level.—H. C. T.

AMONG THE ROSES.
EvEBY rosarian looks with much interest for details of expe-

riences with Koees daring the blooming season ; it is by the

summing-up of these results that plans can be arranged for the

future, certain sorts be selected for cultivation, and some be re-

jected ; and so the cultivator passes onwards to another season's

work, having, in addition to his own sum of results, the expe-

riences of others by which to plan, purpose, and accomplish.

It may be asked, What have we in the way of good autumnal-
blooming Eoses ? for what can be more agreeable to the rosarian

than to be able to cut good blooms even up to that time when
" Tho rime lies on the Cedar boughs, the hoar fvost on the eaves ?''

We can appreciate them at that season more calmly than when
our eyes were dazzled by their overpowering splendour, our

attention distracted by their infinite number, and we cling to

them fondly because so soon to leave us.

Looking through Mr. William Paul's nurseries at Waltham
Cross .about the end of September, I was enabled to note the

following as line autumnal bloomers among the Hybrid Per-

petnals—viz., Alfred Colomb, bright fiery red ; -Alfred de Rouge-
mont, a fine dark flower, which might be described as bright

deep crimson shaded with purple ; La Duchesse de Morny, a
beautiful and delicate shade of rose colour ; La France, a fine

autumnal Eose, producing splendid blooms ; Le Ehone, a very

fine late variety, and a rich hue of colour ; Lord Maeaulay,
bright deep crimson, very good ; Madame Alfred de Eougemont,
a capital white Eose, blooming in large clusters ; Madame Victor

Verdier, a Eise of which, Mr. W. Paul observed, too much
cannot be said in praise, colour rich bright crimson ; Madame
Elise Vilmorin, scarlet crimson, large and very fine in the

autumn, but of imperfect shape ; Prince Camille de Rohan,
dark crimson maroon, distinct in colour and very free of bloom

;

Souvenir de Dr. Jamin, very dark, of a deep bluish violet hue,

distinct and fine ; Souvenir de William Wood, dark shaded
maroon, a fine autumnal-blooming variety, but apt to burn
in the summer, and should not be included in a list of summer
Eoses ; Turenne, a very pretty and pleasing hue of rosy red

;

and Victor Verdier, rosy carmine, but which comea much
deeper in colour in the autumn.

Of the group of Bourbon Perpetnals two were especially

worthy of notice—viz., Madame Gnstave Bonnet, a very fine

and beautiful flower that comea deep flesh-coloured when it

first expands, but changes to ptire white as the blooms reach
maturity, and so profaae of bloom that the plants appear
covered with buds and flowers ; and Michel Bonnet, rosy peach,
also very free of bloom.
One great lesson taught at Waltham Cross was, that there is

nothing like the Tea Eoses for autumn work, and they were
very beautiful, old Gloire de Dijon yielding magnificent blos-

soms, as if defiant of the oncoming of winter with its frosted

brow and sure destruction ; but as all Tea Eoses produce light

flowers, there is much need of the showier and darker hues of

the Hybrid Perpetuals to give them life and pleasant contrasts.

As a bedding Eose Mr. W. Paul strongly recommends Souvenir
de Malmaison, both as a free and continuous bloomer, and aa

being as fine late aa it is early ia the season.

Of the new Eoses of 1868-69 the following small but inter-

esting group should be noted by cultivators :—Leopold II.,

clear rose, slightly tinged with salmon, of fine form, large and
full, and of vigorous growth ; Madame Creyton, one of the very

best of the new Eoses of this date, the flowers having a deep
rose centre and an edging of rosy lilac ; flowers large, smooth,
and very fine, and a somewhat late-blooming variety ; Monsieur
Jonrneanx, a fine deep reddish crimson flower, flowers of good
form, plant of vigorous growth ; Marquise de Gibot, pale bright

rose, flowers globular and of good substance, and a constant

bloomer ; Marquise de Mortemart, alabaster white, tinted with

delicate flesh in the centre, flowers large, growth vigorous, said

to have been raised from Jules Margottin ; and Perfection de
Lyon, rose, the reverse of the petals silvery lilac, fall, good
shape, and to be depended on. Of the 1867-68 batch, Impera-
trice Charlotte, beautiful, pale rose, clear and delicate, flowers

large, full, and freely produced, and of abundant growth, was
one of the very best. All these belong to the Hybrid Perpetual

division.

No one could, or at least should, think of going to Waltham

Cross without inspecting the house of Tea and Noiaette Eoses
ere he leave. That house is always a charming sight whec
the plants are covered with those exquisite fragrant flowers o£
so many tints of yellow. Scarcely ever without flowerg, there
are yet certain occasions when some kinds stand out distinctly
from their neighbours because of their superb beauty of deve-
lopment. On this occasion I saw Solfaterre, very fine ; Soc-
venir d'un Ami, also ; President, carrying some fine flowers

;

Cloth of Gold, still in bloom, but not so grandly as it oomee
during the summer months proper—a variety, however, that
must not be depended on for autumnal work ; Belle de Bonr-
deaux, a rose-coloured variety that makes an excellent climber

;

Marquise de Foucault, a nice-looking Eose in a house, but the
flowers are not quite double, and hang their heads so that they
cannot be seen to the best advantage ; Jaune d'Or, buff centre,
the outside petals flushed with rose

; and Climbing Devoniensis,
respecting which Mr. Paul says that it blooms most profusely
after it has been two years budded on the Dog Eose.
And now that the chill evenings have come, and curtains sure

drawn, and bright fires glow, who is so happy as the Soge-
grower with the new catalogues before him ? And it may be
added in full truth, especially at that aeaaon of the year wbeE
festive occasions recur, and the wreaths of crimson-berrieiJ
Holly garland the head of Chriatmas.
" What reeks it then that Nature's face is wreatheil in crown of sttow,
Or that the crimson Rose of June within her grave lies low ?

Are there not springing in oar hearts perennial flowers still.

Glad evergreens, bright eversreens, of friendship and goodwill?'*

—Vi.l.

HINTS TO COTTAGE GARDENERS.
In giving some advice to cottagers on the cultivation of t.

few vegetables for exhibition and other purposes, I shali

confine myself to a limited number, commencing with iht
Onion.

It is well known that in some kiudg of ground you may grow
Onions to great perfection with little trouble, whilat in other
situations it is almost impossible to grow them, or stay the
sad havoc made by grubs in the early part of the season. Art
experienced gardener once told me it was a great advantage to

sow early, and in this I quite agree. All Onion beds ought to

be manured in the autumn, and sown, after being well trodden,
in February, if the weather will permit. For preventing the
attacks of the grub many things are advised; the most simple
is a good dressing of soot, which is generally advantageous,
but the grub that attacked the Onions during the drought of

1868 never flinched under scot-dressings in any quantity, and
this season, having had the misfortune to sow on new land,

which ought never to be done, the grub has been very de-

structive. A remedy which I have tried and can recommend
is to boil an armful of Tansy, and water the bed with the
liquor. I applied to one-half of a trial bed of six varieties another
valuable mixture; this consists of soft soap and sulphur, t,

good handful of each, and two or three handfala of soot, the
whole mixed in a good-sized watering pan. The half of the
bed to which this mixture was applied gave a fair average crop,

while the Onions in the other half went entirely off.

In choosing the kinds worth growing, it cannot be too strongly
impressed on the grower that inferior sorts occupy the same
extent of ground. Nuneham Park ia a first-class Onion, and
has won with one exception wherever I have known it ex-

hibited. The exception was when a gardener, who has grown
it largely, set up six of the finest I had ever seen at an exhi-
bition ; there were thirteen competitors, and, to my surprise,

he only took the second prize, the first being awarded to Bed-
fordshire Champion, sown, I was informed by the exhibitor, in

the first week in Febrnary, and there was no dispute that the
latter well merited the honour, and from having seen it grown
elsewhere I have no doubt it is a great acquisition.

Peas.—For cottagers' use I would entirely discard the
earliest varieties. Maclean's Advancer is a fine second early

that I would recommend, and, being of a branching habit, it

need not be sown so thickly as many cheaper varieties.

Wonderful well deserves its name ; it is one of the very beet

of croppers. Princess Eoyal is a cheap and useful sort, and
should you fancy one of the tall sorts, Ne Plus Ultra is a &IM
Pea for exhibition purposes. Commend me to Veitch's Perfec-

tion for flavour ; I almost faccy it stands in the first position.

Do not sow it as usual, but plant the Peas like Beans, not lese

than 3 inches apart. Take cfi all damaged pods, and cat one
off all double straps, and you will be surprised at the size and
quantity of Peas you will obtain. Sow fifteen or sixteen week«
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before the crop is ^ranted, bat it is better to sow twice. There
are, no donbt, man; other good Peas, bat those named will give

general eatiEfaction.

It does not seem to be generally known by cottagers in this

northern part how prolitio and what a fine dish Dwarf Kidney
and Itunner Beans are, otherwise they woald be more generally
grown.
Bed Cabbage.—I think I may safely state we have in this

ueigbbonrhood the finest variety to be fonnd in any part of the
kingdom. It was raised by Mr. George Stockly, of Soath
Uill, Cbester-IeStreet. It is well worthy of the attention of

grower?, as there can be no doubt about its quality, and it

grows close to the ground. It may seem incredible, but heads
have been grown to 12 lbs. weight. He intends to sell the
small quantity of seed be has in stock in packets at Is. each.

Give the plants plenty of manure and sewage. If you have a

good sort they are easily grown ; if not, save yourself the trouble
of trying. Should the grub attack the roots, apply the sulphur
mixture as advised for Onions, and the plants wUl root afresh

Borprisingly.

Celery needs few words from me, as readers of your Journal
are receiving plenty of information on the subject. Plants
raised early in beat ought to be well protected from cold winds,
or they are apt to become stunted, and are almost sure to bolt.

You can scarcely give too much water. Use plenty of salt,

and yon will greatly improve both crispness and flavour.

Leeks, raised in beat, must be protected like Celery
;

give
them plenty of sewage manure, for the ground can hardly be
too rich. Plants from seed sown in the bed will occasionally
prove better than those raised in heat, are not so apt to bolt,

and for late ase I prefer them.
Potatoes.—The favourites in this district are Lapstone

Kidney, Gipsy Qoeen, round white, and the Gosforth Seedling,
red.

Carbots and Beet.—Trench in the manure a good depth in

the autumn. There is little fear but the roots will find it, and
doing so to a great extent prevents their forking.

If not occupying too much of your space, I would like to urge
the claim of email birds. A strong sympathy prompts me to

. advocate their cause, and in doing so I will not bring to the
fiont those tribes that are the acknowledged friends of the
gardener, but rather try to prove that the linnets and black-
birds are not our enemies but friends. It is annoying, I

admit, to have our seed beds plundered by the white and green
linnets ; but, observe, ihose hard-billed plunderers subsist all

the year round on small seeds, and but far these it would be
simply impossible for our farmers to suppress the weeds or
secure a crop. We all know the crow loves to abstract a Potato
now and then, or treat his palate to a few grains of Wheat
•early in spring ; still, he lives five months of the year entirely

upon grubs, and I think handsomely repays his occasional

depredations. The sparrow assists in disbudding our bushes.
and is not so intent on the destruction of grubs as we should
like to see him, but if equally divided his depredations are not
so great after all ; but where gardens and farm buildings are

contiguous, I am afraid I must fall back on his diligence in

acting the part of scavenger, which saves us from swarms of

flies. I had that best of friends, a mother ; she used to say she
loved the sparrow, for he always sung " cheer up." The black-

bird seems never so happy as when perched upon a tree of ripe

Cherries ; he feeds all the rest of the year upon grubs, excepting
during the deep snowzj of winter, when a kind Providence
supplies an abundance of haws and other wild fruit. Though in

hard weather it may occasionally disbud his Plum trees, does it

not delight the gardener to see the little bluecap sit so intently

examining every branch, peering into every hole, with a seeming
determination that nothing shall be left undone on his part to

protect them from the ravages of the grubs which would emerge
in spring?

—

Joseph Witbebspoon, Chester-le-Street.

OPEN-Ain GRAPES.
We had again to thank the Eev. George Kemp for being the

moans of causing a very interesting display of Grapes grown
iu the open air to be made at a recent meeting of the Frait

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, at South Ken-
sington, Mr. Kemp having on that occasion offered " prizes of

;t:i and £2 for the best six bunches of Grapes, grown in the

open air without any protection whatever." We have to thank
Mr. Kemp for his disinterested generosity in this matter, for

hia laudable endeavours to improve oar ont-door Grape culture.

His is an example worthy of all commendation. We can only
wish that by his kindly encouragement a little more attention
may be paid to this much-neglected branch of gardening.
The exhibition of October I'.ith was in all respects a credit-

able one, if in point of numbers it did not equal that of last

year. The fruit was in many instances superior, and this, too

in a season not by any means favourable for Grape culture ; last

year, on the contrary, being one of the most favourable ever
known. In 18C8 the first prize was awarded to Royal Mubc*-
dine, the second to Black Hamburgh ; in IKW both the first and
second prizes went to the Royal Mascadine Grape, thus again
stamping it as the variety best suited to onr climate, and most
worthy of caltivation. The Grapes which obtained the first

prize, exhibited by Mr. Miller, gardener to J. F. Friend, Esq.,

Northdown, Margate, were especially fine, the berries as large

as well-grown hothouse frnit, and of most excellent flavoar,

! with a little of that beautiful rosy tint so valued by the French.
For comparison with our English fruits, Mr. Spinks (lately one
of the students at Chiswick), jardinier-en-chef at the Chfiteaa

de Chantilly, near Paris, sent some examples of his own growth
of the Chasselas de Fontainebleau (our Royal Muscadine), the
Grape which Frenchmen prize above all others. These, al-

though stated to be somewhat superior to the frnit ordinarily

to be met with in Paris, suffered by comparison with the
English productions of Mr. Miller. They bore somewhat
more of the russety hue, and were, perhaps, a trifle riper.

Mr. Miller's examples were, however, far larger in both bunch
and berry, and nearly equal in flavour, as were also those frcm
several other exhibitors. This contribution of Mr. Spinks
proved extremely interesting, showing by direct comparison the

difference between the fruits of the two countries. It was
there shown that by a little extra care and attention in favour-

able localities, in ordinary seasons, we can in the open air of

our own country produce Grapes nearly equal to the best of

those at Paris. We are so prone to vilify onr climate, and
praise up the sunny skies of France, that onless facts to the

contrary are laid before us we refuse doggedly to believe it,

and thus fail to make the most of our own material.

It is worthy of remark that in the warm season of 18G8 a

great many varieties of Grapes were exhibited besides the

Koyal Muscadine—viz.. Black Hamburgh, Black Prince, Es-
piran, Burgundy, Frontignans, &c. ; whilst in the colder season

of 18Gfl all of the exhibitions, excepting one Black Prince,

which was very unripe, consisted of Royal Muscadine. The
Black Hamburgh, Black Prince, &c., have not ripened well

in the open air this season, yet the Royal Muscadines exhibited

were fully better this year than they were last, thus affording

another proof that it is the main variety to be depended on.

It is also an excellent wine-making sort, as evidenced by the

first-class certificate awarded to Mr. Fenn for his Royal Mus-
cadine wine, in preference to that made from the Espiran and
the Muscat of Alexandria.

I may here announce that Mr. Kemp intends still farther to

encourage the open-air cultivation of the Vine by again offer-

ing similar prizes, to be contested for next year at the last

October meeting of the Fruit Committee ; Mr. Kemp's desire

in offering these prizes being to encourage amongst the humbler
classes of the community a love for the cultivation of their

own Grape Vines, so that the labourer in his cottage, with his

family, may be able to enjoy their dish of Grapes grown aroond

their own doors as well as my lord from his extensive vineries.

Such good deeds, so quietly done, merit their own reward.

They tempt us to hazard a wish for many more Rev. George

Kemps.

—

Aecbambacd.

THE NEW ROSES.
I nxYE for some time given up the notion of attempting to

convey any idea of the Roses which are being brought out year

after year" across the Channel. I have been so often disap-

pointed, seen flowers of which I had hoped so much turn out

worthless—seen, also, flowers of which no one had ever heard

anything take a foremost place, that one gives up in despair

forming any estimate. Of late years I took as a safer guide

the names of the raisers, and from their doings in past years

argued as to the present. But even this was deceptive ; and

now the lists come over to us without the names of the raisers,

so that even this opportunity is denied us. Even if one goes

over to France the attempt is almost hopeless ; the Roses at

Lyons, where a considerable number of the new varieties are

raised, are folly ten days or a fortnight earlier than those aboat
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Paris, so that anyone would have to spend a considerable time

in attempting to see them all ; and then, even if there at the

time, the bashes are so out about for stock, if the kind be really

valuable, that the flowers are either very scarce or give a very

inadequate idea of their true character. As to relying on

the character given by the raisers, why, they are all charming,

magnificent, splendid, perfection, &a.

I was not in Paris this year until August, and consequently

could not see any of the Roses, although the season was a very

late one, and heard but very little ; hut there were two of which

I heard a good deal, and when others than the raisers praise

flowers—alas ! such is human nature—we may be inclined to

believe that there is something in them. One of these was

LouU I'un lluuttf, raised by Lacharme, the raiser of Charles

Lefebvre, and in which, if the description be anything like it,

we may expect a worthy rival to that noble flower. The other

was Unique, a Tea Rose, raised by Guillot tils, who has already

given to us Madame Margottin, Adrienne Christophle, and

Marie Sisley, and which is described by the raiser as of an

entirely new character. There are already before me lists of

between fifty and sixty Hybrid Perpetuals, about a dozen Teas,

two Noisettes, three Bourbons, and a few in other classes.

Now who is to decide as to which are the prizes and which the

blanks in this long list ? I for one cannot. We all know the

prizes will be few. We are promised of white Roses, Blanche

de Mera, Elise BoL-Ue, Madame Liabaud, Perle Blanche, Reine

des Beautes, and Reine des Blanches, but whether they are

better than Virginal, Mdlle. Bounaire, Baronne de Maynard, &c.,

is doubtful. Then the rose, cerise, satin-like rose, &c., are in

numbers. It would almost seem as if the French growers

could adapt themselves to our wants. At one time we were all

for crimson and dark Roses ; but at last the cry was, " Hold !

Enough ! We want light-coloured and white flowers." And
lo ! as if by an enchanter's wand they flock in upon us, nor
can we say without giving us something of real merit. Monsieur
Neman and Baronne de Rothschild are sufficient to show us

that. We must look forward, then, in hope. It is our good

friends the nurserymen we must pity. What a perplexity they

must be in ! They cannot possibly order all. Which shall

they leave out ?—which propagate most of?—must be anxious

questions, and I believe private information, or even personal

survey, will help them very little. Happy they who are not

thus tortured, and calmly wait their verdict.—D., Deal.

WINTER BEDDING PLANTS.
{Continued from page 432.)

It must not be inferred because common and easily-grown

herbaceous plants are recommended that shrubs are objected

to ; on the contrary, where shrubs can be obtained for winter

bedding there is no question that they add materially to the

general effect. As I have expressed an unfavourable opinion

as to keeping plants in pots for winter on account of the atten-

tion they require at a time when other things want looking

after, I wiU here restrict the list of plants suitable to such

only as transplant well ; for, be it observed, they have to

undergo that operation twice a-year. The better class of orna-

mental Hollies will not endure this treatment, and some of

the Cypresses are equally bad transplanters ; on the other hand,

the common Aucuba will bear removal any month in the year,

and the other plants here mentioned are also very accommo-
dating in this respect.

Box.—Plants of different sizes are very useful, the tree Eos
being much prettier than the edging or the intermediate variety

;

the gold-leaved variety, so called, is not half so good as the

plain green, having only a sickly look at a short distance off.

A partially-shaded place during the summer is best, but not

too much so, otherwise the shoots become too tender to bear

the cold blasts after planting-out in October or November.
Ikish Yew.—A few plants of this are often useful as centre

plants for circular beds. In general it transplants very well,

the thickly-mattt d roots retaining a ball of earth of sufficient

size to keep the plant in good health all the winter, and in

spring it can be taken back to its place with very little loss.

In some cases, however, it may be advisable not to remove it

again for eighteen months, missing one year.

Abbor-vit.e.—Like the preceding, this removes very well,

and being faster- growing and more easily propagated, plants

can be had for the ordinary fiUing-in of beds, and where va-

riety is wanted they answer very well ; but I am not very

partial to it, as the plants are not of so lively a green aa Box
and some other shrubs, but they transplant well.

Ladrustinus.—It need hardly be said this plant does not

like to be twice removed in one season, but it will bear the

ordeal once very well, and young plants loaded with flowers

look well in a mild winter like last one, when even Camellias

were in excellent bloom out of doors in December and January;

but in exposed situations it is not desirable.

Santolisa incana (Lavender Cotton).—This plant is not

so much used as it deserves to be ; its silvery foliage fits it

especially for winter, but around shrubs we have permanent

edgings of it which are much admired ; they are cut-in rather

severely in August, and make fresh foliage, and look well all

winter. For plants intended for the winter garden a number
of cuttings put in, say, about September, root during the winter

and early in spring, when they may be planted out in some

poor piece of ground well exposed to the sun, and by autumn
they form neat stocky plants. This plant is one of my favour-

ites for the winter garden.

Retinospora ericoides. — The beautiful violet tint which

this plant assumes in autumn and winter entitles it to more

notice than it often receives, and the impression that it only

thrives in a peaty soil is certainly an erroneous one, for here

it does well in a soil exactly the reverse ;
and having a number

of plants of it not all wanted for permanent positions, I have

for several winters had some taken up in autumn for the

winter beds, and with a successful result ; at the same time I

cannot say they have all done so well when removed again in

March.
. ....

Stachys lanata.—" A summer plant," some will say, but it

is, nevertheless, a winter one also, and does good service with

very little trouble. In most places some plants of this will be

found in the shrubbery or some out-of-the-way spot; these

being palled to pieces not too small, each with sufficient root

at the layer-like stalk end, may be planted in separate patches,

and they look tolerably well, but certainly not so well as the

variegated Arabis mentioned in my previous article, but being

a plant easily obtained it may be tried with advantage.

Saxifraga hypnoides.—I am not sure that this plant is so

well adapted for winter as for a permanent position on some

shady rockwork, but in an emergency it may be tried. It is a

low mossy-looking plant, of an intense green, and looks well in

wintGr

Saxifraga eothndifolia.—I am not exactly sure whether

I have given the true botanical name to this plant, but it can

never be confounded with the first-named species, as this has

foliage as large as that of a full-grown Beet, but of a bright

green hue. Its flowers are pink, forming a large spike some-

times a foot long. Occasionally I have used this plant, but

severe weather injares it very much, and I would hardly ad-

vise its use excepting where variety is wanted.

Sedge.—Yes, the common Sedge of the ditches, which,

with the exception of Helleborus fcetidus and Arabis albida

variegata first mentioned, I believe we patronise more exten-

sively than any other plant, and at a little distance it is easily

mistaken for Tritoma, or something of that kind. As a

plant it may be said to cost nothing; nevertheless a httle

attention is due to it, and in the summer, say about the be-

ginning of August, it is well to look round the ditches to which

cattle have not access, and out off the the tops of a number of

plants; the after-growth will be shorter-leaved, and more

suited to the purpose. The fine spreading habit of this plant

well suits it for winter bedding, while in the sun its foliage

shines beautifully. I need hardly say it transplants well, and

until the dry winds of March set in its foliage seems unimpaired,

provided bushy short-leaved plants have been selected. The

longer-leaved ones are equally hardy, and look as well at first,

but heavy showers break them down. The common Sedge is

one of the most useful plants I know for winter decoration, and

I have used it for many years.

Sedusi glaucum.—This small, low-growing, compact little

plant can only be used to advantage as an edging, or in very

small beds, where it may be worked into any fanciful figure that

may be desired. It is quite hardy, and any overgrown edging

(and this plant spreads very fast), may be appropriated for the

purpose with advantage. Its pale grey hue is on the whole

pleasing.
, , _

Iris.—A variegated variety of the evergreen class can be

worked in very advantageously where the situation is suitable ;

but it is not so hardy as some of the plants named above, stiU

I have in past years had recourse to this plant._

Golden Feather Pteethrcm.—My experience with thia

only dates back to last winter, in which it survived and looked

well, bat it wants going over from time to time, aa it pre-
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Bents a certain amount of dead foliage which requires clearing

off ; in mild weather, howeyer, it looks well, and as it is easily

obtained from seeds, and probably the plants doing daty in
snmmer may also be made to do so in winter, as in my case,

there will be difficulty in obtaining sufficient plants for all

purposes. It seems to bear transplanting very well, and with
me is qaite hardy.

AtjCTjnA jAroNicA.—It is only necessary to say that this is

one of the very best shrubs I know for winter bedding, trans-

planting readily, and looking well the whole of the winter. It

propagates easily from cuttings put in during October.
AuEEiETiA rcRTUREA vAKiEiiATA.^This protty-growiug plant

Beems well adapted for winter decoration, and answers that
purpose well, but I have not had suflicient experience of it in

quantity to speak of its effect in the distance ; for close in-

spection I know of nothing more effective.

Stti-a olauca.—This grey-ooloured Grass is effective, being
of stiff and upright growth, and so is a kindred species Festcca
Gi.AncA. EotU are adapted for winter. I am sorry I cannot
speak so well of Dactylis glomerata variegata, which somehow
has never done well here.

Abtemisia aroentea.—I cannot recommend this plant until

I have had further trial of it ; its foliage is all that can be
desired, but it seems not to be so hardy as desirable.

Aiisscrj SAXATiLE VARiEGATDM.—This is a handsome plant,

both in flower and not ; but like most variegated plants it

does not flower so freely aa the plain-leaved, but is on that
account the better for winter use ; as the time it has to be
removed being about the time of its flowering, some reluctance

might be felt at transplanting it when just coming into

beauty.
Vaeiegated Thtite.—A pretty plant that may perhaps be

worked in to advantage, but I have not used it.

VracA eleoantissima.—I have not used this for winter
decoration for many years, in consequence of its being a pro-
minent feature near the spot where winter plants are wanted,
but it answers well.

Pinks.—Bushy plants of these look well where they can be
had, their appearance in winter being good, and if only grown
for that season, seedlings of some common kind might, perhaps,
be quickest grown. I generally use the plain white, which
Strikes more freely and grows faster than better varieties.

Amongst other shrubs which we have at times pressed into
winter service, Cupressus Lawsoniana has answered more than
once admirably ; the Red Virginian Cedar not so well, but I have
not had so much experience with it. The common Laurel has
also occasionally been used, and in favourable seasons has
answered well ; but Berberis Aqnifolium and Darwinii are less

satisfactory. Perhaps, however, by frequent planting they
might become inured to transplanting, but it is likely to be at

the expense of their healthy appearance. Rhododendrons
and other American plants not being adapted for our soil have
not been tried. A friend of mine, however, produced a very
pleasing effect with the common Heath from a neighbouring
waste. Single plants that had been cropped into a suitable

shape by animals grazing them, looked tolerably well when
introduced into the flower beds, and possibly other common
plants might be found serviceable.

As the object of winter gardening is to present a furnished
appearance in the flower beds from the time the summer
plants are over up to the middle of March, when all are
expected to be removed, it is obvious that the list of flowering
plants during that period must be a limited one, and if the
season should be severe, it is hopeless to expect much from
this source ; nevertheless, those anxious to make the attempt
might try some of the earlier-flowering Primroses, of which the
single white is the best I have—that being earlier under the
same treatment than the wild one. Crocuses and Snowdrops,
especially the latter, may also be planted, but it must be borne
in mind that these bulbs rarely show themselves above ground
till February ; however, their cheerful appearance entitles them
to a place in every garden. Winter Aconites transp ant less

satisfactorily, but I have not had much experience of them;
and Hepaticas are too late for the purpose, as it is winter not
spring decoration that we have in view ; and if clearing the
beds entirely by the middle of March be strictly adhered to, so

as to have a six-weeks spring fallow, as it may be called, it is

unpleasant to have to remove at that time plants that have
scarcely attained their best.

Leaving, therefore, the subject of spring gardening for

another occasion, I invite those who have had much practice

in winter decoration and have employed other plants than

those named for the purpose, to give na the benefit of theit
experience, as the matter is far from being bo well understood
as it ought to be. I have on former occasions described the
mode in which we employ coloured materials, aa well as
plants, in our winter beds, so that the subject of polychrome
decoration, as it has been called, need not be entered into here,
further than stating that all who see it admit its Advantages,
and the great diversity it affords. In places where severe
winters may be expected it constitutes an easy and pleasing
mode of giving that beauty to a scene which the elements
deny in another form. We only use materials of three colours
—red brick dust, coal ashes for black, and a white sand plenti-

fnl in the neighbourhood, and I am not sure that more would
be desirable. In large beds, however, another colour is worked-
in with great advantage, and that is plain turf, which is made
to form edgings to different compartments : or it may be cut
into strips of 8 or 4 inches wide, and worked into a kind of em-
broidery or fancy work as may be thought desirable. Possibly,

too, there may be other common things brought into use
which have not yet been tried. The eobject, although not new,
has never yet become so fasbionahle as to attract the attention
which it assuredly deserves, and which at some time it is likely

to receive. I will, however, call, attention to it on some future
occasion.— J. Eodson.

NEW GOLDEN COLEUSES.
The utility of the Colenses for ornamental purposes is so

well known, and they can be so easily grown, and make ench
fine specimens in so short a time, that the value of those
now in cultivation can scarcely be over-estimated. I wish to

offer a few notes on them, to show how they have done with
me during the past year as pot plants and as bedders.

I .believe I am not wrong in saying that those previously

sent out are of no value compared to the new golden ones.

The new varieties differ from the others chiefly in their colours

being the richest tints of bronzy crimson, with a peculiar

lustrous glow.

I grow my plants mostly as pyramids in large IS.gized pots,

and I keep them hard-pinched for the decoration of the dinner-

table. Mixed with other plants they are very effective ; under
the chandelier they are perfection.

I think the variety. Her lUajestij, the best I have ever seen ;

it has^aves as broad as one's hand, of a very deep bronzy red,

and it very quickly makes a specimen.
Quee7> Victoria is a very beautiful variety ; the centre of the

foliage is of a rich bronzy crimson with a bright yellow edge.

Princess Royal is a lovely Coleus ; the foliage is not par-

ticularly large, somewhat after the style of Queen Victoria,

only brighter. The leaves are remarkable for the bright golden

hue underneath. They have a most beautiful effect. Growing
side by side you cannot see any difference from Princess Alioe.

Tcifordii aurca did not do well with me for the first year,

though I tried several different ways of cultivating it. At last

I have succeeded in growing it to perfection. I grafted it on
Baroness de Rothschild, and during the last summer in my
stove it was like burnished gold.

Of the other varieties. Princess of Wales, Prince of Wales,

and the Duke of Edinburgh are very beautiful. Prince Arthnr

and Princess Beatrice are of a golden green hue, the principal

veins being beautifully defined by crimson lines.

I have found the Eeanty of St. John's Wood very handsome
as a pot plant, and it is quite distinct from the old Coleus

Verschaffelli.

Daring the past summer I bedded-out upwards of twenty

varieties of the Coleus and only two did well—Coleus Veitchii

and C. Verschaffelti. During the past summer I have visited

several large public parks and gardens. At tbe Crystal Palace

I noticed how very effectively and extensively Verschaffelti was
used.

I have come to the conclusion that as pot plants in onr

stoves and greenhouses Colenses are invaluable, but in our cold

climate of England I believe I shall adhere to Verschaffelti

and Veitchii for general bedding purposes. At the present

time I have several specimens of Coleus Albert Victor and

Baroness de Rothschild in i;4-sized pots, and 2 feet in height.

On these I have several different varieties growing. I have on

one six or eight varieties growing, and upwards of twenty on

one just worked. Their appearance is very novel and interesting.

They are very easily grafted. I think it is very effective to

see C. Batemani, with its nearly black foliage, grafted on a
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bright golden Colens. I hope to be able to report progress in
fche coarse of a few months.—F. P. L.

SETTING THE ROYAL VINEYARD GRAPE.
Last year I asked the cause of the bad setting of this Grape,

and it was your opinion I had left too many bunches (eight).

This I coold not agree in, a? the Vine was so strong, the rod,

6 feet from the ground, being 4 inches in circumference. Eight
or wrong, this year I have been successful in setting twelve
large bunches. My method is simple—nothing new. I draw a
dry hand along the bunch, or part of the bunch, when in flower,

repeating the operation until the whole bunch is set. This
answers well with all the Muicats I have, but the Eoyal Vine-
yard is more dithcult to set, for with me it is never dry, a
dewy wetness being on the bunches when in flower, making
the hand damp and sticky. Having other Grapes in flower at

the same time, I charged the hand with pollen and drew it

over the Royal Vineyard, drying the hand every time, and
every berry set ; but when the Grapes had just finished swell-

ing, having attained a good size, there appeared on some of

the berries a blotch which had the appearance of a scorch.
Scorching, however, could not occur, as the foliage was dense

;

in fact, the sun could not touch a berry. The berries so
afEected were at once cut out, but every day the disorder
increased, so that by the time the berries not affected were
ripe more than half the bunch was gone. The house is what
we call our latest, and the crop is ripened without the aid of

fire heat. We ripened Muscats in the same house, and to

effect this we were obliged to put on fires. Can this have had
anything to do with the disorder, as it commenced with the
extra heat ? Air was given night and day. Lady Downe's is

in the same house, but is all right. One bunch of the Royal
Vineyard was less affected and now hangs, being close to a
front opening. It is one of our best-hanging Grapes, which
is a consideration, and I do not like to condemn it if it can
be sucoessfuUy managed. I shall try it in pots nest year.

Will some of the readers of "our Journal'* give us their

experience of this desirable Grape ?—C. M. ilcC, Nash Court,

near B'aversham,

[The berries of your Royal Vineyard Grape were attacked by
"the spot," an ulceration usually caused by the roots not
supplying a sufficiency of sap to sustain the growth of the Vine
and its crop. If a little rich compost were placed over the

roots, and weak tepid liquid manure applied once weekly during
the season of growth, the spot v,ould probably disappear. If

the roots have descended deeply, or into an ungenial subsoil,

they should be raised to nearer the surface,]

FLOWER SUPPORTS.
I HiVE been a reader of your Journal for many years, and

from it have derived a large amount of pleasure and knowledge,
and as yoa invite all gardeners to record in it their thoughts
and experience, a few remarks on the subject heading this

communication I think may be of use to some.
Sticks are rather scarce, especially in or near towns; there,

as is well known, are many gardens of small extent, the culti-

vators of which have not the privilege of going to a wood for a
few sticks to which to tie their pet plants. To remove the
difficulty I will name a plant which is not equalled for the
purpose ; it is of easy culture, and within the reach of most
gardeners, and a great quantity can be grown in a small space.

The plant is a common one in most gardens, but not grown so

much as it deserves. It is the Halesia, or Snowdrop Tree,

which enlivens our shrubberies with its beautiful snow-white
drops in winter. Procure plants or suckers, or sow seeds in

spring ; select a piece of ground—they are not particular as to

soil, any out-of-the-way place will do, but a moist one suits

them best—plant them 1 foot apart, and cut them down to

within 2 inches of the ground every autumn. If a few stronger
sticks are wanted, leave the plants a winter without cutting,

tie the shoots in bundles, and keep them in a dry place until

wanted for use. If used green, as they emit roots so freely,

they should be placed on a hot flue, or some such place, for a

few hours. The quantity a few plants will grow is astonish-

ing, and the sticks will last two years, and I am sure they are
nnequalled for tying such plants as Achimenes, Mignonette,
<fcc. If allowed to grow in the shrubberies the plants are very
ornamental, but when permitted to flower, and make large

hashes, the qnantity of shoots obtained is diminished con-

siderably. Bees, too, are very fond of this plant, the flowers
being numerous, and from them the bees gather a great quan-
tity of honey.

Perhaps it will not be out of place to mention a few more
plants from which useful flower sticks may be taken. If grown
and cut down as above, many varieties of hardy deciduouB
Spiraeas, varieties of Hypericum, or St. John's-wort, Ligustrum,
or Privet, and Lilacs will produce an abundance of useful flow6r
sticks.—H. C, Hcndre Park, Monmouth^

PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING NOVEMBER.
9th.2nd. Tricyrtis Lirta

Obeliscaria pulclierrima
Rose, Cciine Forestier
Anne Boleyn Pink
Calceolaria, Ruby Bicolor
Linaria bipartita
PiiloK, CounteBS of Home

decusiata
Statice Limonium
Calendula officinalis
Achillea compacta

aerrata
Omphalodes vema
Pentstemon procerum

Vi^nuatuni
Santolina incana
Antinhiniun majue
Arctotis breviscapa
Sedum CEeruleum

Sieboldi
variegatum

Gaillardia picta
Corydalis lutea
Galega officinalis
Arpemone grandiflora
Lathyrus grandifiorus

odoratua
Cth. Nepeta violacea

O^calia llava.

elegans
Schizostylii coccinea
PlumbaKO Larpentie
Pyrethrum Partheaiuni
Aster Amellua

dumo8U3
ericoidea
laevia

Campanula carpatica
Rartranica
Hostii
pumila

Cheiranthus fruticuloBus
Linana purpurea
Astrantia major
Double White Daii^
Strawberry. Black Prince
Arabis albida
Calandrinia umbellata
Gynerium argenteum
Hyasopua officinalis
Lobelia cardinalia

fulfjens
St. Clair

AgrathcTa cceleatia
Lychnia coronaria
Rudbeckia laciniata

Neumanni
ample^folia

gth. Roses
Alyasum saxatiie
C^dronella cana
Artimiaia maxitima

annua
Chelone coccinea
Crocus autumnalis

Boryanus
Dracocephaluir. sibiricum

grandiflorum
Melissa aurea
Mimulus cupreus
CEnotLera macrocarpa

Saudiflora
raxacifolia

Aira ceaepitosa
Ajuga genevenais
Senecio tanacetifolia

—M. H., Acklam Hall^ Middlesbrough-on-Tees,

Senecio caemlea
AlohemUla alpina
Viburnum Tinua

13th. Ammobiuin alatum
Erigeron canadensis

vUlatBii
Cerastium tomentosum
Dianthua barbatus

Caryophyllns
Coroniila Emerus
Betonica strieta
Aubrietia: deltoidea
Aaperula odorata
Centranthua albas

ruber
Calystegia pubencens
Centanrea ffymnocarpa

candidissiina
Clematis Jackmanni
Cineraria maritima
Convolvulus cantabricas

minor
Echinops Ritro

bannaticuB
Cyclamen europseum

16th. Spergula nodosa
Erica ramentacea

etricta
camea

Veronica dentata
spicata
incana
sibirica
specioaa
serpyllifolia

Viola tricolor
lutea
comnta
montana

Jasminum nudiflorum
Alyeaum mantimum
Siachya lanata
'Stenactis apeciosa
Tradescantta viiginica
Verbena venosa

19th. Vinca hcrbacea
Vittadenia trilobata
Koniga maritima variegata
Rose, Monthly (Jhma
Doronicum caucasicum
Lobelia apeciosa
Statice latifolia

Limonium
22nd. Th; muB officinalis

Tritoma Uvaria
Verbaacum Blattaria
Viola odorata
Zauschneria califomica
Salvia patens

coccinea
fulgens
Grabami

Chrysanthemums
.25th. Helyehryaum bracteatom

Linura perenne
ftavum

Whitlavia p-andiflora
ChrysanthemumBurridgeanttUl
Oxaiis rosea

29th. Erinus alpinus
Ruta graveolens
Achillea tomentosa
Malcomia maritima
LupinUH nanus
Gilla tricolor
Sedum dentatum
Saponaria calabrica

GARDENERS' ELECTRICAL ALARUM.
It may be iateresting to some of your readers to learn that

the clever application of electricity is now becoming the gar-

dener's friend, although for domestic purposes it has been.

employed for some time.
E. E. Thomson, Esq., J.P., of Kenfield Hall, Petham, near

Canterbury, has recently had fitted up an electric apparatus,
which surpasses even the electric house bell, which is now
being extensively adopted in large mansions. The electrie

wire has now been fitted for the first time in Kent to all the
greenhouses, hothouses, forcing pits, &c., at Kenfield Hall,

and has been attached to thermometers iu such a manner as

to ring a beU in the gardener's room should any great change
of temperature take place either from sudden frost or orei-
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beating. The electric thermometers are eo arranged that the

Jbell will ring when any degree of heat is reached at which
they may be Bet. The invention is a very clever one, and
must prove of great service to gardeners wherever glass hoaeeB
are in use. It is patented by Mr. Saxp. The electric wire

above mentioned is laid from the battery in the maneion, which
was fitted np with the electrical bell and Mr. Saxe's patent

indicating tablet two years ago. The importance of these io-

genions contrivances cannot be too highly appreciated, and
this application of electricity ought to made more known.

—

Edwakd Coveney, The Gardens, Kenjield Hall, Petham.

GLAMIS CASTLE, FORFAKSHIRE.
Thk Seat of the Eari. of Stkathmore.

(Continued from page 415.)

Grapes are at once the pride and the glory of Glamis, and
not only of Glamis, but of the whole of Scotland. It was a

proud day to Scotch gardeners generally, to Mr. Johnston in

particular—the day of tho late International Fruit Show in

Edinburgh, to find that but with few exceptions the home pro-

ductions had carried off the palm, no less than eleven of the

first awards falling to the share of Mr. .Johnston, he being

first with every exhibition except one. Never was such signal

success achieved, never were eo many honours bestowed on
any one individual in any special class before, and never,

magnificent as our exhibitions have been, was there such a

splendid exhibition of Grapes as that which was seen in Edin-
burgh in September, 18fi9. It is an honourable distinction at

any time to obtain a prize for Grapes ; it would have been
glory sufficient to have obtained a single one in such a tourna-

ment, where some really good cultivators failed to find a place.

How much more so, then, was this the case with Mr. John-
ston, who, as it were, " cleared the decks " with his magni-
ficent productions ! How much of interest, also, is there not

awakened within us as to the mode of their cultivation?

Deeply interested as we feel in all that relates to the cultiva-

tion of that kingly fruit, the Grape, we paid our visit to Glamis
to see and judge for ourselves, and report to our readers. We
did not visit Glamis in the expectation of finding anything
mysterious, or new and startling, in the method of Vine
culture practised, and which had produced such splendid re-

sults, and we were not disappointed. Those, therefore, who
may expect a revelation, we are sorry to doom to disappoint-

ment. Here we found no new theory or practice in operation,

threatening to revolutionise our own, which we have yet a

little faith in. Here we found no peculiar dogma, or narrow-

minded crotchet as to the necessity of this or that precise

method of heating, or this or that description of soil, &c.,

such as is often made to account for success. Here, however,

we fotmd in operation all that science and practice have re-

commended, in the broadest sense, for the well-being of the

Vine.

So much discussion has lately taken place with regard to

Vine-border making and heating, and even the adaptability of

particular soils for our Vines, that we feel bound to make
Bome remarks on these subjects.

First, then, we shall look at the borders at Glamis. They
have been formed on the plan of those at Castle Kennedy,
which, under the able management of Mr. Fowler, have proved
so satisfactory. The first principle considered seems to have
been ample scope for the roots. Borders are formed both out-

side and inside all the houses as far as we recollect, those in-

side being If. and 18 feet wide, and those outside of a like, or

probably greater extent. About that space of ground is, at all

events, devoted to them, and in front, forming a margin to

the walks running parallel with the houses, there is a pretty

border of flowers, thus taking eft the bare appearance of the

Vine border itself—a practice which we must highly commend.
We did not inquire about the depth of the soil or drainage.

To the latter, however, we were informed very special attention

was paid, as will be seen from the following particulars. First

an abundant supply of brickbats and similar open materials

was used, then near the top of this a series of transverse lines

of open drain tiles were laid, communicating with the outer

and the interior atmosphere. Such is called an airated border,

which means neither more nor less than a well-drained one,

with the air passing to and fro at the bottom, if it will, or when
it is permitted. In this, some will say, lies the secret—aerated

borders from henceforth ! Here, however, they will be mis-

taken, for Mr. Johnston confessed to us that these aii drains

were blocked up and never used. Theory, which is often
beautiful, called for an ai rated border, and it was made

;

practice, however, has managed to beget succees without it.

One, and one only, of these Vine borders is heated—that from
which Grapes are required for early npriug nse. It is heated
in a very efficient manner by hot-water pipes below the roots,

amongst the drainage, and Mr. Johnstou is a warm advocate for

the adoption of a heated border where very early forcing is

required.

The soil of which these borders are composed is of a very
light and sandy character, but remarkably full of fibre. It is

simply some of the natural soil of the place, the top spit from
some adjacent pasture, with a liberal admixttue of ground
bones and lime rubbish. No other manure excepting the
bones was added, partly because none was at hand

;
yet look at

the result. It is not the soil which one would naturally choose
for making a Vine border. It seems far too light and sandy,
and wanting in that soft silky texture which is generally so
much of a desideratum. That it is a fertile soil we see by the
abundant crops of grain produced in the district, and cbemietry
tells us that there is a large proporticn of alkalies in the soil,

caused through the old practice, not vet abolished, of burning
the superabundant vegetation as it grows on the land, quan-
tities of the ashes being thus intermixed with the soil ; and
"those soils," says Morton, " which contain a large quantity
of potash in their insoluble portion, have within them a source
of permanent fertility, the alkali being gradually liberated by
the decomposition which is constantly in progress, owing to

the air and moisture permeating the soil." We do not, how-
ever, attach very special importance to any particular kind of

soil for our Vine borders, and this example at Glamis tends to

confirm our views, that A'ine soils have more to be considered
with regard to their porosity and their permeability to air,

heat, and moisture than anything else, with, of course, tlie

necessary supply of food.

The vineries at Glamis are all en the lean-to principle

which, although the oldes: is, perhaps, the best and moat suit-

able for general purposes, especially for a northern latitude;

they receive and also retain more heat than span-roofed
houses, the latter, however, having the advantage of providing
a freer ventilation. Each of the houses is about 40 feet in
length, and there are five of them, two of them being 22 feet

in width, by 18 feet high at back and .'i in front, the other three
beiog 2 feet lower at bnck. Ventilation is provided by moveable
sashes in front, and at the back in the top of the wall ; about
2\ feet being glass, with moveable sashes hung on a centre
pivot and connected together, whereby the whole c!»n be opened
at the same time. These houses, then, as will be seen, are

very spacious, thus allowing the Vines plenty of breathing air

and head room, which contributes not a little, we believe, to

their success.

The Vines are all planted inside the houses—one line along
the front, with liberty for the roots to go to the outside, which
they undoubtedly do ; another line against the back wall. The
distance apart is about ." feet, or 3 feet G inches, and this,

although greater than the usual width, has already proved
too close to allow ample development to the enormous leaves

and the robust character of Mr. Johnston's side shoots. The
Vines planted in front are, of course, the principal occupants, al-

though from those on the back wall some most magnificent fruit

has this season been produced. They have, up to the present

time, had a fair share of the direct influence of the sun's rays,

but now, as the Vines on the rafters occupy the whole space,

those at the back cannot be so much depended on, nor is it

intended. We were informed by Mr. Johnston that diuing the

months of May and June, 1867, the whole of these Vines were

planted, some being from eyes raised the same season : so that

in September last, when the fruit attracted so much attention,

and was awarded so many prizes, the Vines which had pro-

duced it were little more than two years planted. Two years,

rising three—let us repeat it again—the age of an ordinary pot

Vine. The present age is a fast one, and in its Vine culture it

does not belie its character. The Vines have all made most
exuberant and substantial growth, and were in bearing last

season on from 8 to 12 feet of their length of rod ; the leading

shoot, of course, having now twice reached its extreme limit.

The mode of pruning practised is the ordinary spur system,

the spurs or side shoots of this season being about the most
robust we have ever seen, and with such foliage!—deep green,

of the consistency of leather, and in the most perfect health.

Mr. Johnston is a firm believer in the good offices of properly-

developed leaves, to which he pays the strictest attention, and
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it is needless to say, that without good foliage good fruit can

never be produced, every particle of crude sap drawn up by the

roots having to be elaborated through the agency of the leaves.

To describe minutely the occupants of all these houses, with

the condition of the crops, would be unnecessary ; we shall,

therefore, just take a general survey, and note the most salient

features.

The first house, then, which we enter is devoted principally

to Muscat of Alexandria Viaes, and nothing could exceed the

general appearance of the entire crop, the average crop on

each Vine being about 2.3 lbs. Some of the bunches were very

large, probably weighing Tibs., and none under 3 lbs. The
berries were large and very regular, perfectly ripened, exhibit-

ing that beautiful amber tint which is alone the result of first-

class cultivation. It may be remarked here, that to colour

Muscats well, the berries require exposure to the fall influence

of the direct sun, quite the opposite to the requirements of

black Grapes. Mr. Johnston is so well aware of this, and so

much pains does he take to secure the desired finish in every

part, that not content with the natural position of the bunch,

he first exposes and finishes one side, and then turns the shoot

with the bunch rouad aud exposes the other. Thus a perfect

amber tint is secured on almost every berry. In this house
there is also an example of GrosGuillaume (Black Eavbarossa),

with some magnificent bunches and berries, sume of the

bunches measuring 22 inches in length. One bunch had been

cut which was stated to weigh over 8 lbs.; its stalk only

remained for us to see, and it seemed to be so exceedingly ro-

bust, that it was measured and found to be half an inch in

iameter.

The house succeeding to this, third in the range, is called

the early vinery, and is principally devoted to Black Ham-
burgh Ymes. The crop, which had been ripe in July, was in

great part over, alihough some fine bunches were still hanging
quite plump and fresh, aud the foliage as healthy and as green

as grass. From five to seven bunches averaging about 3 lbs.,

were taken from each Vine. Here, then, is an example of

Duchess of Buccleuch, one bunch on which measured fully

15 inches in length, and was very handsome, the berries of a

perfect golden colour. This is, perhaps, the highest-flavoured

Grape in cultivation, and is on that account a great favourite

with Lord Strathmore. Mr. Johnston obtained the first prize

with it in the competition for flavour at Edinburgh. It is just

a little difficult to cultivate, and seldom to be seen in such per-

fection as with Mr. Johnston. Golden Hamburgh was here

also doing well, with some fine fruit, and Golden Champion— !

the champion of all Grapes, was growing very vigorously in

several places, where it bad been inarched on the Black Ham-
burgh. This house btiug intended for early forcing, has the

advantage of bottom heat, which is easily shut off or on at

pleasure, by turning some valves in the interior of the house.
Eetracing our steps on the right-hand side of the gateway,

after passing through the stove, we enter a mixed vinery. Here
some examples of Muscat of Alexandria were perfectly astound-
ing, such bunches, such berries, such colour, as it is rarely our
lot to see. Here, also, Mrs. Pince was doing well, and colour-

ing well, which is very frequently far from the case. That
noble-looking Grape, Black Prince, was likewise in fine array,

and Muscat Hamburgh in splendid condition, without a trace

of shanking, its besetting sin. Lady Downe's, one of the best

of our late Grapes, was looking well, and some examples of the
|

same on the back wall truly grand.

Next we come to what will ultimately be the late Hamburgh
vinery, in which arc at present some Fig trees, with only a few
Vines. The first plant we noticed was a Black Alicante, and
from this plant was cut the bunch which was considered the
most handsome bunch exhibited, and which obtained the prize

for the best bloom, at the Edinburgh Show. The two or three

bunches which still remained were certainly models. On the
back wall were fine examples of several varieties, including
Duchess of Buccleuch. The next house, which is also the
last, is termed the late vinery, being filled with examples of

Lady Downe's ; Black Alicante, which, for appearance, is ex-

celled by none, and for flavour, when well ripened, not a long
way behind ; Eaisin do Calabre, a coarse white sort, superseded
now by Thomson's White Lady Downe's ; and Black Morocco,
a truly handsome sort when well set and well managed, as it

is here, but which in ordinary circumstances is quite worthless,

owing to its bad setting qualities. Besides these, the permanent
occupants of the houses, we observed in several of them, along
the sides of the pathway, pillar Vines in the border bearing
splendid fruit. Some we observed had been cut down to the

surface of the ground, the stump only remaining. On inquiry,

much to our astonishment, we were told that these were pot

Vines—Vines in pots plunged in the borders which had been
used to provide a supply of fruit for the past three years, until

the permanent Vines could do so. Never bava we seen Vines
in pots bearing so prodigiously—Muscats some 3 lbs. in weight,

with eight and ten bunches on a plant. &c. The roots had, of

course, extended beyond the pots into the soil of the border
;

yet so little was it the case, that they were still bonu-jide pot

Vines. It is a lesson worth knowing—how to provide a supply
of Grapes at little expense, until the work can be performed by
the permanent plants.

Having now passed in general review all that relates to the

Vines and Vine culture at Glamis—having laid the plain facts

before our readers, it might be well before we close to see if

we cannot, from this very successful example of Grape culti-

vation set before us by Mr. Johnston, learn a lesson for our
future guidance. The idea that first-class Grapes could not be
cultivated thus far north, is happily proved to be erroneous.

To what are we to attribute Mr. Johnston's great success ^ Is it

to the houses themselves ? No, althoug'n they are all that can
be desired. Is it to the construction of the borders, their

drainage, aijcation, or the quality of the material? It is not to

the first, although that is no doubt good, nor to the second,

which is not used. It is, however, we believe, somewhat owing
to the fine quality of the soil used, its great openness and
freeness of texture ; and in a large measure to its great extent,

and the liberty which the roots have had, as well as to the cor-

responding scope for the development of the top—thus root

and branch have been in a corresponding comfortable medium

;

and, lastly, chiefly to the assiduous care of Mr. Johnston, in

providing at the proper time the requisite degree of heat,

moisture, &c. In short, it seems that cave and attention, with

very liberal treatment in every respect, are the principal wants

of the Vine. This is what the Vines have had at Glamis, which
has made them the glory of the land, and Mr. Johnston the

proudest, although at the same time the most unassuming of

Grape cultivators.
(To be continued.)

ROSE STOCKS.
As the planting season extends from now to February, a few

remarks on stocks may be acceptable to your readers whose
land is similar to my own—sandy.
For the last three years I have invariably planted below the

collar all my woiked Boses, either on the Manetti or Dog Eose.

Now, some will say those worked on the Briar would perish

;

granted in strong soils, but in sand I have always found during
the hot summer months that planting thus is much better, and
keeps the roots from burning.

I have a plant (name lost) budded on the Briar, with a stock

18 inches long, which is quite below the surface, yet it is in a
flourishing condition. I have a Gloire de Dijon on the same
stock against a wall planted in the same manner, and it is a
large tree and very healthy. In our land nothing answers so

well as the Manetti. You have fine heads to your trees the

flrst year, when those on the Briar make but little wood and
require years to form a tree of any considerable size.

I have one old tree of Jules Margottin, budded on the Ma-
netti stock, which I have had occasion to remove for alterations

;

its stock measured 3J inches in diameter, and the roots mea-
sured as many feet in length. Talk of the stock wearing out,

I do not think it ever wears out, but improves as it becomes
older. If Eoses are budded low, I find after a few years some
part of the tree has made roots for itself, and, if the itock do
wear itself out, your tree does not perish.

If amateur growers follow my plan, say for one year, I think

if they have many Eoses on the Briar they will lower their

stocks for ever afterwards. Of course these remarks are only

intended for dwarfs. I have a Marechal Niel and Monplaisir

on a new stock, the name of which I have lost and forgotten.

Perhaps you can help me.

—

Auatede.

[We can but guess that the stock of which you have lost the

name is Gloire de Dijon.

—

Eds.]

Ahehican Peach Oechaeds—How they aee Eaised.—The
stones of the fruit are planted in the fall, come forth as young
trees the following spring, and are budded the first year, sb

soon as the season will admit. By good cultivation the trees
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will often show fruit the third year, bear a full crop the

fourth year from the bud, increase iu (ruitfulneas for about

seven years, and aa soon as the fruit gets at all smaller and

later than usual, tbey are cut down, and succeeded by fresh

plantations in other parts of the farm : so that a Peach-growing

farm is a succession of plantations, from the stone to the

decaying tree. Of course, the land, after the removal of the

decaying orchard, undergoes renovation and rest by manure
and other crops, until the ground, in the coursn of years, is

able by restored fertility to bear a new plantation.

—

(I'orotilo

Globe.)

DESFOXTAINEA SriKOSA.
It is much to be regretted that in a great many public orna-

mental grounds care has not been taken to introduce our

choice shrubs in larger numbers. Cemeteries give scope for a

greater variety of shrubs than are often found there, and it

has frequently occurred to mo that no better place could be

chosen for them, for many of the visitors need something that

will interest and not offend thorn, and a more fitting object

could not be found than a shrub with which the visitor is,

perhaps, not acquainted. Laurels, Liurustinus, Lilacs, and

the like, good and indispensable as they are, need not be the

only shrubs planted, there being many others known and cul-

tivated long ago that are far from being common even now.

It is but seldom that the Phillyreas are met with, and no

finer shrubs are grown than some of them ; they always look

well, and sometimes, when loaded with berries, are quite hind-

some. The glossy-leaved Alaternus is equally ornamental.

As, however, I may shortly call attention to these and other

neglected evergreens more fully, I at present merely press the

claims of a rather tender evergreen of more recent introduction

on the attention of cultivators. I refer toDesfontainea spinosa,

a shrub in many respects resembling the Holly, only instead

of being ornamented with berries, red or yellow in winter, it

presents us in summer with an abundance of handsome orange-

coloured flowers, resembling those of Lapageria rosea. The
plant, I believe, is perfectly hardy, but ought to be classed

amongst those flourishing in peat soil, more so, I think, than

the Magnolia and some other plants. It is, nevertheless, more
accommodating than some of them, and is well adapted for a

low wall ; but here a plant on the open lawn flowered most

profusely during the past summer, no doubt stimulated to this

by the hot dry weather of the previous year. With us the

plant is not fast-growing, but this I attribute to the lack of

peaty matter in the soil, as I have seen it elsewhere grow more

freely. To those who have not seen its fine, orange-coloured,

tubular flowers, and who have a favourable position for a plant

of moderate growth, I would say, Obtain one of this, and the

first appearance of its blossoms will be an ample reward for

any trouble that may he taken.

I believe it likes a dry situation, but I am not sure of this
;

still, as for plants of doubtful hardiness such a position is

the safest, we must take it for granted as being the best for

the Dasfontainea, uutil, perhaps, some one finds out that one

quite the contrary is better. Those places where I have seen

it succeed were dry, and sheltered from the coldest winds.

—

.T. ROBSON.

PLANT-PROTECTORS—BRICKS versus WOOD.
The advantages which Bendle's protectors ofter are pro-

bably not overstated, but as it is invariably claimed for these

and other miniature glass coverings that they are cheap and

durable, it may be worth while to inquire whether, if we accept

the invitation and regard them from an economical point of

view, some modified form could not be had, which, in addition

to being really cheap, might be as applicable to the same
purposes with nearly the same advantages. When this thought

occarred to me, I went to the carpenter who does what work

is required here, gave him the dimensions of Rendle's largest

protector, which is 8 inches high in front, 12 inches high at

the back, and with the glass 21 inches wide, and I inquired at

what price, to afford himself a fair profit, he could supply a

protector of a similar size, with glass of the same quality

(21-oz.), but with l;-inch deal boards instead of the bricks;

the boards to be grooved, painted twice, and thnrougbly finished

ott. In his estimate he has given me the price of the planks,

painting, and glass separately, bat i' will bo snfEcient for my
purpose to 6i>y that his price is 1'. 4) T'er running foot, or a

trifle more than half the cost of Rendle's protectors. This

does not include the ends, which could be supplied at OJ.

each.

Now, without wishing to detract from the merits of the

brick protectors, I would ask. Is not this simple modification

worthy of attention '.' I think it is. In comparing one with
the other, the only advantages possessed by the bricks over

the boards, as far as I can see, are their power of absorbing and
retaining heat, and their greater durability. Nor would I

consider the latter to be of much advantage ; for stout planke,

with a very small anuuil outlay for paint, will remain service-

able for a long course of years.

The introduction of protectors for sheltering tender vegeta-

tion is evidently a step in the light direction; but while we
heartily acknowledge this, it will be well to bear in mind that

in order to ensure general adoption they must possesH sim-

plicity of form, economy in price, and efficiency when in

use. The brick protectors undoubtedly possess these quali-

fications in some measure, but I think that for many purposes,

and certainly in all places where the soil is at all uneven, the

boards will prove the more useful.— Edw.viu) Lickuibst,
F.gertun House Gardens, Kent.

THE luVLES OR BORECOLES.
I ukvr. seen at Messrs. Birr A- Sagden's grounds a heavy

trial of Kales, and the fallowing observations made there may
aid in rectifying the mistakes made in the names, and keep
matters straight for a year or two.

Taking Mr. Cattell, of AVesterham, as an authority, he being

looked upon by the trade as better acquainted with the Kales

than any seed-grower or seed-seller, Mr. Barr had from him a
large-leaved lightish green plant, as Liula Kale ; a dark bluish-

green leaved plant, a Uttle in the same way, but more vigorous-

growing, as l\gyptian Kale ; a somewhat curled-leaved Kale,

one purplish and the other green, as Jerusalem Kale; a plant,

apparently a sub-variety of the Jerusalem Kale, as Dclajrarc

Ka'.e ; and for Hafiflrd Jack he had a plant of recumbent,
spreading growth, with large darkish green, much-cut leaves.

Now this dark green Egyptian he has had from other houses as

Bada, with, perhaps, a sprinkling of the lightish green in it.

Qaery, are tbey one and the same thing, but selections ?

From France came a Kale very much like this Egyptian, but
with a smaller leaf, cilled Clinu 'i fauclier, and, if I mistake
not, I have seen this same kiud of Green growing wild on the

seacoast.

In re'erring to catalogues, I find Chou de Milan, Buda,
Egyptian, and Jerusalem Kale all candidates for the name
Aspararius Kale. No doubt they are all sprouting Kales, and
this must be their principal advantage, but which of them
should be called the Asparagus Kale? Some authority ought to

speak out, so that the trade may be somewhat agreed. Some
of the trade send out for Aspamgns Kale Court* Tror.clinda, an
excellent vegetable, but certainly having no claim to the name
Asparagus. Sea-kale Cabbage would be an appropriate name
for it.

In the spring I asked Mr. Duncan Hairs if he could pnt me
tight about Asparagus Kile. He said he knew the Kale well,

and would give m« a pinch of seed. I sowed it, and it proved

to be Jerusalem Kule according to Cattell, and certainly at the

present moment about its shoot there is more that would claim

the cognomen "Asparagus" than the varieties of other Kales

I have just named.
Mr. Barr, from another source, received seed as Lapland Kale,

which proved also to be Jerusalem Kale. He also received

some seed as Miller's Winter Kile, which proved to be Egyp-
tian Kale. From a third seedsman he had Ragged Jack, an
upright somewhat laciniated Kale. He had the same Kale

from another source as Ragged Jack.

Of those popular Kales I therefore make out as different :

—

rndfl—larpp, broad, lipbtish green foliacp.

KpTptifln—Iflrcc. broncl. somewhat cut, binisb preen folinpe.

.ttrusalem—erect and braucbiup or sprouting, &omewbat curly,

Kapt^ed Jack—erect and lariniated.

Delaware— in the way of Jerusalem, but a little diflcrent.

I.apland—same as Jerusalem.
Chan de Milan—lonp, thick, vigorous, with large leaves, and ehawlog

promise of abnudanco of spmuttj.

Cottapert-' Ivale—in the same way as Cboa de Milan as to growth, but
differing in colour and in foliage.

It would be very desirable if their true names could be

affixed to these Kales, and a pood descriptive note attached

to each. Tlien thi?j*-tr?c the Pni.'sian Kale and Siberian Kale,

which it would be itell to' fix to their right varieties. Besides
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those that I have named, there are the Marrow-stemmed,
Thousand-headed, Palm-formed, ito.

Ctirhj Gnens also want looking to a little. I do not see the
true Dwarf Curled Kale of my boyish days amongst all the
varieties I have, nor yet that strong-growing tall Kale, which
the lads and lasses used to steal blindfold, to see what sort

of husband or wife they were to have, and which was
always enough for a good strong boy to carry on Hallowe'en
night.

The varieties in this way of English or Scotch that Mr. Barr
has, are mostly intermediate and from France ; they are so
dwarf as to lay quite on the ground, indeed, they squat them-
selves on the soil. Then there is the Canadian, which has a
drooping, arched foliage, and some others. One firm for Chou
de Milan supplied Savoy seed one year, and when it was
mentioned to them they persisted they were right, and so
they were to a certain extent. Chou de Milan, according to

Tilmorin's " Plantes Pofagere?," is the generic name for Savoy
;

but Chou de Milan in the London trade is a different thing.

Now, here is a field, and dealing with a subject of this kind
we ought to briog ourselves somewhat in harmony with our
French neighbours, for anyone sending to Vilmorin for Chou
de Milan would no doubt get Savoy seed.—F.

ROSES AND THEIR STOCKS.
Much has of late been said on the various stocks on which

to cultivate "the queen of the garden." Everybody loves
Eoses, and, as in other cases, so with the Eose, we cannot
accept or adopt one universal mode of culture. Circumstances
have much influence over the successful culture of Eoses, and
respecting stocks for them much practical information has of

late been advanced, and much light has been thrown on the
subject, which no doubt will prove useful and acceptable. We
have one extolling the Briar as a stock, and as deliberately
condemning the Manetti, and the contrary ; others advocate
different kinds of Eoses for stocks—all useful in their way
no doubt, and perhaps suitable to the circumstances under
which each advocate is placed

; but, at the same time, it should
be borne in mind, that the vendor is supposed to have some-
thing of all kinds to meet the requirements of those who may
give him a call.

Much has also been said respecting the merits of both old
and new Eoses. There can be no question about many of

what are termed "old Eoses," holding their own against all

comers. There is also a wide difference between growing
Eoses for exhibition and for decorative purposes. This should
always be borne in mind, so that under these circumstances
there must be a resort to different binds of stocks ; all Eoses
will not in all places succeed under the same treatment, so
that neither one stock nor any one mode of culture can be
adopted—let each under his or her peculiar circumstances take
notes and act accordingly.

From past experience I long ago discarded Briar stocks and
standard Eoses, but I would not advise others to do so, if such

them, whilst very distinct in colour, are in form not to be
despised.

While I commit these few remarks to paper, under a cloudy
dull November sky, what can be more charming than the
display of the China Eoses of various colours ? But, why are
they neglected? Did not one of our contributors recently
say something about their worth in the shrubbery border ? I
add, they are worthy of that, and better places too. I need not
say one word about properties, their qualities, or the mode
of propagation, because they can be readily increased.
While on this subject, I would ask why that gem is so seldom

met with, which ought to be in every garden—the double
yellow Eose, called the Persian Briar? When well grown (and
it is very accommodating), there is not its equal in colour. I
have had it succeeding well on the Briar, on the Manetti, and
on its own roots. Though its flowers are of short duration, it

well repays any amount of labour, and for aught I know, it will

succeed everywhere.—M. H., A'cklam Hall, Middlesbrough- on-
Tecs.

FORCING PLANTS.—No. 5.

EnoDODESDKONS must be admitted to be the princes of ever-
green flowering shrubs. They are easily forced, but to flower
well ought not to be subjected to great heat ; indeed, they
ought to be brought forward slowly. A greenhouse with a
night temperature of 40' is sufficient excitement for the first

three weeks ; then afford a steady increase of temperature to
43° and .50', which is sufficiently high for bringing them into
bloom. The house cannot be too light and airy, but a moist
atmosphere must be maintained until the blooms expand, when
a drier and cooler atmosphere is more suitable.

The plants need no previous growth or preparation in pots,
only for forcing it is desirable to make an early selection in
order to secure those which have the growth and buds formed
earliest, as they will be most suitable for early forcing. They
ought to be in pots at the close of September or beginning of
October, and should be at once placed in a cool airy house.
They wUl be very suitable for forcing early in December, for

flowering in the middle or end of January. They move, how-
ever, with such excellent balls that they may be lifted as re-

quired, potted, and placed in the forcing house at once, but it

is desirable to let them remain at least a fortnight or three
weeks in a cool house before being placed in artificial heat.
The balls are sometimes inconveniently large; they may be
reduced so as to fit a moderate-sized pot, but this must weaken
the plants, and, it carried too far, will result in a weak bloom ;

it is well, therefore, to preserve as many of the roots as practi-

cable. Peat soil alone is a suitable compost, though a mixture
of turfy loam, leaf soil, and old cow dung answers very well.

Good drainage must be provided, and care should be taken in
potting not to leave any vacancies round the ball not filled-in

with soil. Good supplies of water are needed, and a gentle

!
syringing morning and evening will do good, discontinuing it

when the trusses show colour.

After flowering the plants should be continued under glass.

answer their purpose.
j

and be kept safe from frost until danger from it is past, when
I find, where I am situated, that the Manetti stock when pro- i they may be planted out, or continued in pots, plunging them

perly treated acswers my purpose better, on the whole, than
|

in an open situation, and giving a top-dressing or mulching of
any stock I have tried ; but notwithstanding all the stocks and
modes of culture advanced, I prefer all Eoses that will succeed
on their own roots. By frequent transplanting they form almost
a mass of roots, and it is astonishing to see the growth some
of our best Perpetuals make on their own roots. This season
we have had shoots of Charles Lawson, one of the very best of

Eoses, from 6 to 8 feet in length, likewise Princesse MathUde
and the Kev. H. Dombraiu, besides many others of equal
growth. Acidalie. a Rose that is not much known, but one of

our very best white Eoses, has yielded us a profusion of beau-
tiful bloom. This I attribute to stopping the early summer's
growth, which was unusually strong.

During the Eose season tlaat has just past, very many of our
best Roses have rewarded us with a profusion of blooms which
in quality and richness of perfume could not be surpassed ; but
while those which are called new and exhibition Eoses are
brought so prominently before us, and shown in all their

beauty (and they are worthy of all the praise), I would ask.

Is there not a culpable neglect of others of the same race, which
deserve some share of our admiration and attention ? I mean
those glorious old favourites, the China Eoses, which are well
adapted to every place, though they have to be remembered as
the neglected ones. They are a numerous race, and many of

cow dung, with abundant waterings in dry weather. The
earliest-forced plants seldom form flower-buds, but those which
have been but gently forced will for the most part do so, and
they are the best plants possible for early forcing. Most of
the plants will be again available for forcing after a year's
rest ; but they come in so well for filling gaps in shrubberies
that they are mostly planted-out, and others selected in autumn
for forcing. Plants wintered in a cool house and allowed to
bloom naturally without fire heat may be grown year after

year, and a selection of Ehododendrons in pots affords a fine

display during March and April, and ought to have a place in

a cool house or an orchard house. There protection could be
afforded to this class of plants, whose flowers are subject to

injury from the spring frosts that in our climate are accom-
panied with such an amount of moisture as to vastly impair
the beauty of the bloom. Some of the best sorts for forcing

are :

—

Dwarf or Small growing lUtododendroiis.—Azaleoides odora-

tum, white, shaded with purple, veiy fragrant ; Ciliatum, white,

delicately shaded with rose, sweet-scented ; Daphnoides, waxy
rose ; Danricum atrovirens, purple, very early, forcing well in
November for Christmas bloom ; Gemmifernm, shaded crimson
with white centre ; Myrtifolium, rose. These sorts are splendid
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for bouquets and general decorative purposes, being in every

way smaller than tbe other kinds.

Earhi-ilitciriiin lili'iiloiUnitron.-'.—01 these Nobleanum may
be taken ns tbe type. Tl-.er bloom so early that tbe flowers are

injared by spring frosts. Brongbtonianum, rosy red, splendid

for a cool house ; Campannlatum bybridnm, white ; Caucasicum
Edbum, white, plant dwaif ; Mars, vivid scarlet ; Miirian, pink,

dark spots, dwarf close habit ; Nobleanum, scarlet, rose, and
several other varieties; Nobleanum snperbum, scarlet, very

dwarf, and very early ; Rosamond, rose, very dwarf; Rasselli-

anam superbum, deep scarlet, large truss ; Stamfordiannm,
rosy scarlet ; and 'Welisianum, scarlet. These are excellent for

permanent culture in pots, and are the best of the large-flower-

ing kinds for forcing. If not excited by more heat than that

of a cold house to which no fire heat is given except in very

severe weather, they bloom well annnnliy for a great many
years, and are fine plants for the greenhouse or conservatory.

Cataicbicnsc Varietii-s.—These are very hardy, have immense
trusses, and the flowers are of good substance, hence they are

well adapted for forcing. Album grandiflorum, blush white,

green spots ; Aznreum, bluish lilac ; Cirrulescens, bluish purple

;

Everestianum. lilac, spotted and fringed ; Fastnosum flore-

pleno, lilac; Grandifl)rum, deep rose; Rosenm elegans, pale

rose ; and Koseum superbnm, deep rose.

Latc-/!iiiccrinfi Iliihrids.—These are good forcers, but ought

not to be excited much before January, and they flower best if

allowed to coma on slowly in n cool greenhouse. Those named
are of dwarf good habit. Alarm, white centre, edged with light

scarlet; Blandyanum superbum, light crimson; Brayanum,
rosy scarlet, with light centre ; Brilliant, crimson scarlet ; Co-

riaceum, white ; Lefevreannm, purplish crimson ; Macnlatum
pnrpureum, purplish rose, much spotted ; Madame Miolan Car-

valho, perhaps the best white Rhododendron ; Neilsoni, rosy

lake ; Oohroleuoum, pale yellow, brown spots ; Paxtoni, rose
;

Victoria (Pince's), deep claret ; and William Downing, dark

puce, blotched.

AzAiEAS are second only to the llhododendron, and they have

the advantage that some of them are scented. The small-

flowered but very sweet kinds, as Viola odora, orange and sal-

mon ; Tiscosa floribunda, white ; and Viscocephala, sulphur

white, are splendid both for pots and cut flowers. The pretty

A. amcena, rosy purple, is fine ; and so are Monstrosa fascicn-

laris, yellowish orange, and Monstrosa variabilis, yellowish

orange, but changeable on account of their dwarf habit. Eng-
lish varieties ;—Coocinea major, dark scarlet ; Decorata, pink

;

Pontica varieties :—Alba (Thompson's) creamy white; Macran-

tha, sulphur ; Princeps grandiflora, pink ; and Triumphans,
orange. Ghent varieties :—Coccinea speciosa. orange scarlet

;

Julius Caisar, red, orange in the upper segment ; Morteri, yellow

and rosy red ; Prineesse d'Orange, salmon pink; Qaadricolor,

buff, shaded with salmon ; and Unique, deep scarlet.

The Azaleas require the same treatment as Rhododendrons.

They may be forced a month, or, better, six weeks after the

leaves have fallen, potting as soon as they begin to fall, or in

October.

AsuEOMEDA FLOP.tBCxnA is a good free-flowering plant, and

being white and sweet-scented is fine for bouquets. It requires

but very little forcing. To have it in flower at Christmas plants

that have been potted in September or October, and kept in a

sheltered position or cool house, may be placed in a house with

a night temperature of from 40- to 4-5° at the end of November,
and they will be in splendid bloom at Christmas. It is natu-

rally so good in habit that it must be considered a first-rate

decorative plant, and it is one of the most effective of hardy

low-growing shrubs when gently forced. It requires a more
sandy peat than Rhododendrons, and should be grown in partial

shade during the summer, and be well supplied with water.

Return it to a cold pit after flowering, and harden it well off

before exposure out of doors. The plants may be grown a

number of years in pots, and annually placed in a cool green-

house for blooming. There are many species of Andromeda,
but A. floribunda is the best.

Kai-mia latifoi.ia, with good foliage and splendid heads of

bright rosy scarlet flowers, is a fine forcing plant. Small plants

weU set with bloom buds shonld be potted in October, kept in

a cool house, and be forced the same as Rhododendrons. To
aacceed well they should not be subjected to a high tempera-

ture, but be slowly brought forward. The plants may be grown
in pots for a number of years, but they will not flower the

second year if they are forced early, and usually are only avail-

able every second year. The variety myrtifolia is a dwarf form

with much narrower foliage. It is very handsome. Soil, sandy

peat, and good drainage. Standards of K. latifolia are fine for

large conservatories, and for decorating balls, itc.

DArnxE Ckeokcm —The flowers of this are very sweet, and
deep pink or rose. It may be had in very small plants. The
way to obtain them is to layer a good branch of an old plant in

a 3 or 4-inch pot in autumn or spring— for a dwarf plant layer

it close to the shoots—plunging the pot in the ground. The
following autumn the layer will be well rooted, and may be
detached and potted in a tj-inch pot, plunging it in a warm
dry situation. Pinch off the bloom next summer, and keep the

plant duly supplied with water. It should have an open sunny
situation. The soil need may consist of sandy neat two parts,

one part loam, and one part limestone or lime rnbbish, with a

free admixture of sand. Good drainage must be given. The
pots ought to be set on rough cinders, and the intervals between

the pots filled up with the same. The plants are impatient of

stagnant moisture, therefore guard against its lodgment by
raising them above tbe ground level. By autumn they will be

fine plants ; remove them to a cold pit before severe weather

sets in, and take into the forcing house a few plants at a time,

placing them in a light and airy sitnation. and near the glass.

They succeed in a greenhouse, and require nearly the same
treatment in forcing as Rhododendrons. Standards are very

handsome, and they are obtained by layering a branch with

good shoots well situated for forming a head. After layering

the branch and securing it with a peg, pot in a neat stake, and
tie the branch upright to it. Detach the layer a year after-

wards, and grow it a twelvemonth in a pot as depcribed for

dwarf plants. The stake, being no thicker than the stem, and
painted green, will not be very conspicuous. Standards in

(i-inch pots are very ornamental for table decoration.

ViErr.NCM Tints (Lanrustinus).—Flowering as this does in

winter, it can hardly be' said to be forced, but as the flowers

are liable to be injured and retarded by severe frosts a few

plants in pots are desirable. The plants are best grown as

pyramids or standards, both of which are handsr.me, the latter

especially so when on stems 24 or 30 inches high and having

compact heads. Either are easily formed by cutting in to the

shape wanted in spring before they begin to grow, and disposing

the shoots equally in summer, not stopping any except those

which are very strong, as from their points the bloom is pro-

duced. Standards take a longer time to form, but they are of

easy formation, the side shoots being taken off until the length

of stem required is secured. They ought to have an open
situation out of doors from May to November, being well sup-

plied with water in dry weather. A cool, airy, light house from

which frost is excluded, is all the forcing they require.

—

G. Abdey.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
V>'e are informed that the prize of £5 5.<., offered by

Lieut.-Col. Scott, R.E., Secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society, for an Essay ox the Pr.ixcirLEs of FlofxAl Criticism,

will be awarded on Wednesday, May 4'.h, 1870, and not Janu-

ary 19th, as previously announced.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN' GAF.DES.

Little can be added to previous directions under this head ;

operations at this season are entirely dependant on the state

of the weather. No opportunity should be omitted of getting

the soil in a favourable state for tbe reception of the varione

crops which must soon be committed to it, and as the basis of

success is allowed by all good practical gardeners to be a

thorough system of drainage, no time .should be lost in attend-

ing to this." The surface of tbe soil must be occasionally stirred

amongst CaiiUttotmf, Lfttuce^', and young Cihbafles, and the

earth shonld be drawn round plants of the last to prevent

them from being blown about by the wind. Cclfrij and Parsley

must be protected in severe frost. See that a warm patch of

ground, on a sonth border, is in readiness to sow a breadth of

early Radislies, and in bad weather prepare a quantity of

material for the protection of early crops of various sorts.

rnriT gakpex.

The renewing of fruit-tree borders where the soil is im-

poverished is very necessary at this season. Let as ranch of

the old soil be removed as can be done without disturbing the

roots, supplying its place with maiden loam. Avoid stimn-

lants, which' often induce over-luxuriance instead of frnitful-

ness. As a considerable difference of opinion exists on this
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point, yonng gardeners will do well to tnrn their attention

thereto. As far as my experience goes, I hold it to be a great

point in the formation of borders for fruit trees, that no stimu-

lating manures should enter into their composition. I ought

to add, however, that Vines are an exception, for they are gross

feeders, and capable of taking up and assimilating a greater

amount of nourishment than harder-wooded fruit trees. All

the pruning, except that of Figs and Apricots, and most of

the nailing of wall trees, as well as the training of espaliers,

should be finished, if possible, by New Year's-day, and the

same may be said of bush fruit. The making of borders or

stations for fruit trees, too, should be autumn business ; indeed

where new soil has to be introduced, October is the most
fitting time, as the best of soils may be seriously injured by

moving them in a wet state. All matting or bast required for

the ensuing year should be cut, sorted, and hung up ready for

use. No time should be lost when the weather is bad in pro-

ceeding with in-door work. Besoms and baskets should be pre-

pared, the tool-house examined, and any other work done that

is possible.

FLOWEK GAKDEK.
When any of the beds or borders require a dressing of fresh

soil, this should be in readiness to wheel on in favourable

weather. As a dressing for flower-beds, fresh soil is in most
cases preferable to manure, which is apt to cause too luxuriant

a growth for a first-rate display of flowers. In soils naturally

poor, however, and where neither fresh soil nor decayed leaves

can be had, a moderate dressing of well-rotted farmyard manure
wiU be useful, but this should be thoroughly mixed with the

mould the full depth of the bed, and not carelessly turned over

and left in lumps near the surface, for in this case a gross

habit of growth would be promoted early in the season, and as

the principal parts of the roots would be near the surface in

the manure, the plants would soon feel the eiJects of dry
weather; but if the manure be well incorporated with the soil

to the depth of about 18 inches, no ordinary amount of dry
weather will injure the plants after they once become fully

established. Attend to the protection of tender plants, and in

moderate weather like the present, especially if dry, open the

canopies or coverings a little for a few hours once a-week or so,

in order to disynl damp. A plan of the masses or beds might
also be decide 'i on. As regards florists' flowers, little can be

done now exr>.pt in the way of preparation, and should frosty

weather set in. u will afford the opportunity of having all the

compost heiii's thoroughly frozen; by repeatedly removing the
encrusted surface and piling it up every morning, many of the
insects and their eggs will be destroyed, a point of no small
importance to the cultivator. Hard weather is also a good
time to cart turf, peat, &c.. and to lay in for the various plants

and flowers a good stock of the soils most suitable, without
which it is next to impossible to grow such siiecessfully. If

leaden pegs are used for layering Carnations, a fresh stock may
bo cast, and the old ones cleaned and straightened. If the
florist can mend his own hand-glasses and shades, these

ought now to be looked over, and the metallic wires which have
been used for attaching the stems of Carnations or Tulips to

their supports should be made ready for use, and stored away
in their proper places. During severe weather rabbits will be
apt to attack Carnations and Pinks. It would be worth while

to try the plan of dipping small square pieces of cloth in brim-

stone, tying them to sticks, and inserting the sticks in the

ground round the beds.

GliEEXHOUSE AUD COKSEEVATOET.
As the introduction of Chrysanthemums must have caused a

disarrangement of part of the stock, it is of importance to set

the plants which have been removed in their former situations,

or to rearrange the whole, so as to produce a good effect.

Plants, however, must not be set where they will not thrive,

and this is a point to which careful attentiyn must be paid.

Chrysanthemums decaying should be cut down, if that has not

been already done. They should then be suffered to become
somewhat dry, and be removed to cold frames. Those who
cannot afford frame room, may secure them in some shed or

outhouse for a few weeks, covering them overhead with clean

straw whilst frost lasts. If they are slightly frozen it will not

matter, only take care that they do not thaw too suddenly.

The present dry, cold weather may cause extra protecting ma-
terial to be employed, therefore some should be in readiness

when required. If not already done, lose no time in placing

under cover a supply of the various loams, peat, (fee, likely to

be required for spring potting. The conservatory and show
house should now be made as gay as possible with forced plants ;

keep up a regular succession throughout the winter and spring,

by bringing forward stock as wanted. liuses, both dwarf and
standard. Honeysuckles, hybrid Rhododendrons, and Azaleas,

with njany other plants, will enable cultivators to make a good
show. Hyacinths, Narcissuses, Tulips, Lily of the Valley,

and similar flowers, must be forwarded as wanted. Hard-
wooded plants will require a rather dry atmosphere, in order to

keep them free from mildew and damp. The principal work in

plant houses will consist in keeping them and their inmates
scrupulously clean.

STOVE.

Little can be said with respect to stove plants at present.

Use moderation in heat, ventilation, and atmospheric moisture.

Beware of exciting the buds of Orchids too soon. Attend to

this, and keep a somewhat drier atmosphere until the middle
of January.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
KITCHEN OABDEN.

The past has been for the most part a week of mist, fog, and
rain, making the ground, if at all stiff, slimy and uncomfortable

on the surface, and therefore but little digging and trenching

was done, leaving such work until we had a little frost, or the

weather should be more open, and diier. Where, however,

other work was scarce, rough digging, and especially ridgiug-

up, could be proceeded with. In the frosty days, when not

engaged in ice-collecting, we were chiefly emplyed in wheeling

manure into heaps, whence it could be taken as needed, collect-

ing soil and tree leaves, and taking up more Sea-kale and
Rhubarb, and placing them ia the Mushroom house. The first

has come in very well with little or no bottom heat, the heat

of the atmosphere ranging from 55° to 58'. Our first bed of

Muslirooms has yielded well, helped by some manure waterings

of dried cow dung soaked in water. Woodlice nibbled a few
Mushrooms, but they seem to have all left us, after pouring

very hot water down the small chinks made at the backs and
fronts of the beds, where they congregated to screen themselves

from observation. We never hesitate to use hot water in such

places, as it benefits the bed rather than otherwise ; but we
have not yet gone the length of giving a watering all over a

bed, young Mushrooms and all, with water nearly at the boiling

point, as a friend of ours does, and he says with the best

results. The farthest we have gone in the way of experiment

was to water a yard or two with water at 195°, and though

there were a few Mushrooms some 4 inches in diameter, and
plenty from the size of peppercorns and walnuts up to the

above, we did not see that the warm water did them any harm.

Still, as we generally have plenty without such extremes, we
would be inclined to let well alone, except in the way of ex-

periment. Had we a bed that did not bear, or ceased to bear

prematurely, and we thought the barrenness might be owing

to coldness and dryness, we would not hesitate to make some
small holes, water well with warm water, draw a clean spade

over the surface, and cover to keep the heat in, and thus in-

duce a fresh gentle fermentation. We have acted thus on
several occasions with good results, but that is a different

affair from using water nearly at the boiUng point to a bed

bearing as our friend's does, or at least did lately, and he is no

new beginner, but a grower of many years' experience. Until

we know more, we would not counsel the free adoption of the

practice, as some have tried it and been unsuccessful. Still,

some of our readers may try as an experiment how high a

temperature the Mushroom will bear for a short period, as in

such hot-watering. We know it will often stand a low tem-

perature, as we have gathered Mushrooms when covered with

snow ; and from beds out of doors that were supposed to be

exhausted in November, and stood, therefore, exposed all the

winter to frost and the general run of the weather, we have

gathered lots, and a crop came again plentifully in April. Still,

to obtain regular crops, it is well to attend to the systems of

culture generally adopted, and recommended in these pages.

Radishes, Cauliflowers, Endive, Sec, protected from the frost,

are still good, and opportunity was taken to collect a lot of

leaves, which were at once thrown into shape for frames, and

which will yield a sufficient heat ere long to advance earl;/ crops

of Radishes, Carrots. Potatoes, Turnijis, &c. These leaves will

heat and subside all the more regularly if no soil be put on

until that subsidence has taken place, and as no turning-over

to sweeten will be necessary, much labour will be saved if the

cart can be emptied at once where the beds are to be. Move-

able frames with sashes are exceedingly useful for such pur-
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poses, and will serve many tarns in the coarse of a season.
For snch temporary purposes, the frames are best to be sballow
and ligbt—say II inches high in front, and 15 inches at back, as

they can stand above the soil, itc, in the bed, be easily raised
at the corners to give more room to the plants inside if needed,
and bo easily moved. A good slope to suit the winter is secured
by making the back of the bed much higher than the front.

Much of the refuse and cleanings from the garden come in

very useful for the bottom of beds when they do not fjrm part

of the rubbish-heap. Many things from the garden when de-

caying would yield a valuable heat for various purposes whilst
fermenting and decomposing, and there need be no fear of bad
steam if such rough beds be covered with from to 'J inches
of half-decayed, rather dry old hotbed dung. If it be ne-
cessary to help on in such frames, plants in pots in winter
which are liable to damp in moist weather, that will be greatly

prevented by a covering of dry ashes from a furnace, or from
the house 6res, kept dry on purpose. A few lumps of un-
slaked lime will assist in this and do no harm whatever. It is

astonishing how little air w^ill keep such plants dry on the top
and comfortable under such circumstances, even in close damp
weather such as we have lately had. The little boat beneath,
but from which no steam and but little vapour can rise, enables
one to give air more continuously, and that continuous air-

giving is more important than sliding off the sashes partly or
altogether in a fine day. When the plants become inured to

the change the more sunlight they can have the better, if

the weather is mild ; and when plants are hardy, except to

frost, the lights may come off for a short time in the middle
of the day. Eobust health will greatly depend on the cleanness
of the glass, and especially when rough coverings are used.
Hence, in drizzling but not wet days, much time was taken up
in washing sashes inside and outside. We fully concur with
what a correspondent lately said about the importance of neat
substantial coverings for protection, and the cleanliness and
the tidiness thus secured about pits and frames. Still where
much of this kind of work is to be done, and neatness for a
time must be sacrificed to utility, nothing is so economical as
rough litter for meeting all cases of extremely cold weather.
Even then it is well to have a close covering next the glass to
keep it clean, but that must be often dispensed with.
By attending to the details given last week, many things

here shut-up and covered-up for about a week during the frost,

looked when uncovered just as if they had been covered-up for

an ordinary night. Of course, this would not have been the
case if they had been helped with artificial heat.

Sea-kale.—Many amateurs with little room will thank Mr.
Beoord for his plan, detailed in page 102. We force a good
quantity in pots, as the heat can be easily regulated—more
easily than when the roots are placed at once in a bed. When
such plants come in faster than we want, the pots can be moved
to a cooler dark place. But for this moving, and when
amateurs come to know what a bed of a certain size will do, a
small bed covered with any old box will afford much cutting.

Such a box without a bottom and with a moveable lid set over
the plants would be an improvement over covering a pot with
another pot of the same size, as the atmospheric heat would bo
more equal. The instructions about raising from seed are
very good, but, as stated, fly and other intruders are very
troublesome. When once a crop is forced seedlings will be less

needed afterwards, as the roots, gradually hardened, and cut

ap into pieces of (> inches in length, make excellent plants and
grow strongly. Practical papers, such as Mr. Becord's, will

help to bring this luxury in winter within the reach of the
many having small gardens. With the roots packed in pots
and boxes, we have known of many fine dishes obtained with
no other help than darkness and the vicinity of a kitchen fire.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Much the same as last week, only we turned aside the light

covering placed on the Vine borders in the end of autumn, re-

moved the now rotten mulching that had been given in sum-
mer, slightly forked the ground just to break the surface, gave
a sprinkling of bone dust, a little fresh soil, 2 or 3 inches of

horse droppings as a mulching, and then about 1 foot of warm
leaves to communicate a little heat to the soil, and to be used
as a bed for Strawberries, covered with old sashes to give them
a little start for houses, pits, &c. With the early covering of

Vine borders with dry litter or fern, there would be little ne-
cessity for much fermenting material even for early forcing,

as if the covering were put on, say about the end of Septem-
ber, the sun's heat during the summer would be prevented
escaping. Though we had only a few inches of litter and

leaves on the border, scarcely G inches, and loose and open,
the heat of the soil in the border was fully 10' higher than in
the open ground at (1 inches from the surface. Much injury,

we believe, has often been done by huge mounds of hot fer-

mernting material. There is a common opinion that heat
rises and will not go down, but it does go down by conduction,
as may easily be proved by placing sticks and thermometers
in the soil at different depths in covered borders. Much may
bo done and with perfect safety by preventing the escape of the
heat given to the soil by the summer's sun, and when hot fer-

menting material is used, it is safest to use it in moderation.
The heat should not average more than 75° at from 4 to

G inches from the surface.

Wo looked over late Grapes, and the fruit in the fruit room,
where, on the whole, it is keeping better than last year, and
Pears are unusually rich in flavour. The heat and the dry-
ness were too much for tuem in 1^08. Many trees were much
injured by the dryness, and no waterings could be given them.
The heavy rains of this afternoon (the 11th) will be a great

boon to this part of the country, as water was anything but
picntifal.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
In wet days much time was takeu up in cleaning, picking,

potting, etc. A few tree leaves enabled us to raise our frame
heds higher from the ground, as those on the ground level

containing forward Mignonette, &c., were beginning to show
some signs of damp. A higher pos:ti6n where the plants could
get more light made them all right. In all plant louses, as
well as frames, there has been little occasion to look after at-

mospheric moisture, as the evaporation from the pots and the
soil was quite enough in such misty weather. Even if now we
should have brighter weather, less artificial vapour will be
needed if we lessen our fire heat when we can obtain sun heat.

By giving little air then, and that early, we do not give such
free opportunity for the moistest air to escape, and, therefore,

do not require to secure so much vapour artificially in tbe at-

mosphere of the house. This becomes a question of economy
in houses kept at a rather high temperature, as it should never
be forgotten that in obtaining moist vapour from a heated
surface, you so far cool that surface, and, therefore, the more
the vapour raised the more fire needed.
Daring this weather in all cold pits and frames, and in all

houses heated merely to be safe, great care should be taken
in watering to water only when required, and to spill or drop
as little as possible. In the ease of plants in pits and frames,
where there is a dry surfacing to help to secure a drier at-

mosphere, and only a few plants need watering, it is safest to

lift the plants out, and only replace them when the excess of

moisture has dr.iined away. Such things as Calceolarias and
Cinerarias rarely suffer from a damp standing-ground or a
moist atmosphere.

i'7;;i's.^Thanks to Mr. Eobson for the article on flue-heating,

page V>G. We may expect more inquiries about them. We
know that bis round cement pipes answer admirably. We
forget whether they pass under the doorways or not. There is

no dit;';culty in this when the chimney is high enough. When
the chimney is short it is better that there should be no dip.

We find that what we have said of small outlet pipes from a

stove in a house has led to misconceptions as the size of a pipe

that could be taken from a furnace to act as a flue round the

house. The two circumstances are entirely different. We
would, therefore, be obliged to Mr. Bobson and others to

let us know the smallest diameter of a pipe that they have
known to act well as a flue from a furnace. Six inches is the

smallest bore we have known to act at all well, and that in

a small house, and we would recommend that flues should
never be less than !^ inches. As we have had many inquiries

as to the small flues lately alluded to under the floor, part of

the tiled floor forming the top of the flue, we may say that,

inside measure, they are close on o inches wide and 8 inches

deep, as the three bricks-on-bed have very narrow joints.

These flues have no plastering inside or outside, except the

joints, and the crossing the joints as described at top, as the

heat of such simple flues tells mostly from the exposed surface.

Where stability and economy in material are great objects, we
believe that two bricks-on-bed would give a good flue. We
think, however, that when a third brick is used, as with us, the

draught would be rather more free, and there would be less

necessity for frequent cleaning. We have never had much
soot in ours when cleaned even at long intervals.

In reply to others, we would say that with good, sound, well-

burned bricks, well eoaked before being used, so as to take firm
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bold of the fine mortar at the joints, we would have no plaster-

ing over the sides of the flue, either inside or outside. A
correspondent tells us that the inside of his fine was carefully

plastered with a composition of fine lime, cow dung, and other

things, and that certainly it looked neat and smooth ; but every

now and then there is an explosion, and the bad gases pass

into the house from pieces of the plastering falling down and

arresting the draught. At the next cleaning we would clear all

such plastering out, and if the bricks were at all ricketty,

plaster the outside instead. With good bricks we would plaster

neither inside nor outside, and the flue will give out the heat

of the furnace better. We may state, in conclusion, that in

the case of such flues in temperate houses, they may be made
wider than we have stated if the tiles for covering are also

wider, but the width stated will be enough for ordinary-sized

houses.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December 15.

OwlxG to tbe absence of orders from the provincial markets, business

remains dull; r.nd heavy stocks of winter goods are now accumulating,
ijaotations remain neoi-ly the same as in previous reports. Hothouse
Orapes and Pines are more than sufficient for tbe demand. Pears com-
prise Winter Nelis. Glou Morreau, Chaumontel, and St. Germain. Apples

are chiefly Newtown Pippin. Blenheim Pippin, and Nonpareils. Of
Potatoes there is a heavy supply.

.\pples 3-2 sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnats bushel
Currants 3-a sieve

Black do.

FiKS doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb.

Lemons 100
Melons each

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans.Kunncr H sieve

Broad bushel
Reet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts 5-a sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Coleworts . . doz. bchs.
Cnctmibers .... each

pickling doz.
Endjve doz.
Fennel bunch
Oarlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

e. d.

5

8

6
Q 6

8
6

2

S.

to 5

14

1

FETJIT.

d
I

Mulberries .

Nectarines doz.

Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears, kitchen .. doz.

dessert doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums J-ij sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

s. d.

quart to
-

6

6 ! strawberries lb.

10
8

Walnuts bushel 10
do 100 1

d

12

16
•2

VEGETABLES.
s. d.
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any kind cnn bo burnt for nny period amonR plants, nnlesR there is a
flno to carry ofT the fiitues rosultinK from the combustzon of the faol,
without causing' the kjaves to bccomo yellow end fall.

Flower-GabDEN Plan (A Younrj Begimifr).—In " Flower-tiardon
Plant) " are drawings exactly suited for you, the foruis of beds, plants
for them, their arrangement, nnd culture. You can htivo it free by post
from onr office if yun enclose Cs. -id. in postage stamps, with your address.

MsTEOROLOtiicAL (JCESTiONB {FairtfltAr).—Theso are not within our
province, you bad bettor write to the editor of some meteorological
periodical.

Ax>DKSS8.~A gentleman wishes to know tho address of Mr. Pannell,
loimerly of tho Kouehaw Ironworks, Chesterfield.

Size of Iron Wire for Cordon Tbaikino {T. jT.).— '* Galvanisod-iron
training wires should be of size No. 10. At every 4 feet is needed a
galvanised iron peg, with an eye for the wire to run through, and 4 inches
in length for stone walls, and from 2\ to 8 inches loug for hrick walU. A
long screw and nut will draw 20U feet iiuite tight. Should you wish to
try the Krouch " ntidisieur," or tighteuer. you can then have thinner
and cheaper wires and more of them. In8tead of I'i or 15 inches in-
terval, you may have 10 inches, which will not be too near for close
prun'ug. These littio raidisseur.s are cheap (some cost only SJ.) and
effective. There are several kinds, all fairly good. That exhibited in
1667 in the gardens may prove the best. Messrs. J. B. Brown, of Cannon
Street, Luudou, used to supply them iu liirge quantities. Soft lead wire
is a luxurious tie. Tho hard-frozen trees were, perhaps, rather precipi-
tately planted. Gradual thawing is safer, but it is wonderful what trees
will bear. The nature of the suil in which they now stand wi'l much
influence their recovery if warm and open. Protect the roots ciirefully
from frost and cold drenching rains. Maiden cordons under glass can be
pruned now, except in hard weather. But why not wn.it till Februai^ '.'

If they arc in the open air, by sdl means wait. Peach trees require more
heading-down than Pear trees, as a rule, because oue-year-old dormant
buds of the Peach are not easy to move. Only equalise the points of
Pear cordons the first season, and cut backiu the winter.—T. C. Brluaut."
Applying Soda to Fernery Rockwork lA. E. F. C).— It is not

safe to apply a solution of soda to the rockwork of a fernery, as it will
destroy all the foliage it touches, making it quite black, and will injure
the roots of many Ferns. We do not think it would kill slugs and cater-
pillars without injury to the plants. You may capture the slugs by
searching for them at night with a lantern, and tlie caterpillars may be
taken by day. They will bo foimd secreted among the foliage.

Manuring Pelargoniums fZJfm).~Removo the surface as deeply as
you can without injury to the roots, and replace it with a compost of
equal parts of fibrous loam, leaf soil, and old cow dung, or well-decom-
posed manure, raising it an inch or two higher than it was before. It
would be quite early enough to do that in February, but yon may do so
now if you wish to encourage growth at this season. I

Ornamental Water Plants (A Subscriber).~ThGTe are no "Lilies"
with blue or red flowers that are hardy ; but there are several besides the
white Water Lily (Nymphma alba) and yellow Water Lily (Nuphar Intea), I

but these two are the best of each genus, and, except for variety, others '

are not particularly desirable. ViUareia nymphoides, with heart-shaped
j

leaves, and umbels of yellow flowers in June and July, requires deep
water like the Xympha'as. Richardia ;ethiopica, well known as a pot :

plant, is hardy if placed deep enough in the water to have the roots '

beyond the reach of frost ; the flowers are white. Calla palustris should
be planted near the margin. For Alisma Plantago, flowers white marked i

with purple, 1 foot of water is required. Butomus nmbellatus, flowers
pink, in umbels on a long stalk, requires from 1 to 2 feet of water. Iris

1

pseud-Acoms, reed-like, with yellow flowers in June, needs from 1 to
2 feet of water. Ranunculus aquatilis, white flowers early in summer,
should be planted near the margin. Caltha palustris, and the double i

variety, with yellow flowers in May and June, should be planted on the
margin. Menyauthes trifoUata, mth white flowers in July, should also
be planted on the margin : Lysimachia thyrsiflora, irith yellow flowers
from May to July, is also suitable for the- mar^n ; Hottonia palustris has
flesh-coloured flowers appearing above the water, the plant entirely sub-
merged, and requiring from 1 to 2 feet of water. Apouogeton distachyon,
with fragrant white flowers, is one of the finest of aquatic plants, and in
1 foot of water it is quite hardy. It flowers from June to October.
Others are Sngittaria sagittjefolia. white flowers from June to August,
1 foot of wat. r, leaves arrow-shaped ; and Stratiotes aloides, white flowers
in June, 1 foot of water. In planting, all that is required is to secure
them erect in the mud at the bottom. You will find a more extensive
list in pages 225, 247, 312, and 330 of vol. v., Kew Series, as well as cul-
tural hints.

\yEEPiNG Willow (S. S.).—"The good old Weeping Willow " you re-
quire is the Salix bafcylonica. The Kilmarnock Willow has larger leaves.
Any nurseryman could obtain them for yoo.

Grapes and Pears (G. B. F. s.).—We think that your Muscat Vines
are perfectly healthy. The Grapes you sent are over-ripe, and passing
into the state of raisins. The wood not being quite ripened merely in-
dicates that a little more heat should be given. Your Pear No. 1 is Beurru
d'Aremberg. The other Pear was smashed and nndeteiminable.

Clinkers F^iuiing Rapidly (Devon).—7hf greater the draught and
the quicker the combustion of the coke, the more likely are clinkers to
be formed. Tho making the coke small will not prevent it. Mixing tho
coke with blocks of wood would lessen the evil, ami to would using coal
that has little bitumen, and bums to a while ash without leaving a
cinder. Where clinkers are an annoyance such coal woHld be an ad-
vantage, and the greater quantity of smoke would be lessened by a small
aperture to admit air over tho fireplace.

H^-pocaust Heating {A. B.).—What wo nnderstand bv hypocaust
heating, is heating from beneath, and wo do not think it signifies how the
beat is obtained, if it is obtained and equally ditTused. Heating from a
furnace without pipes or flue would do as well for Pines as any other mode,
provided the smoke could not come in contact with the roots of the plants,
and more especially could not by any possibility escape into the atmo-
sphere of the Pino house.

Weymouth Pine (J. li. P.).—Seventy-two feet in height, and 15 inches
in diameter at 3 feet from the ground, are not extraordinary dimensions
for the trunk of this tree grown in England. It is of slower growth here
than in Nurth America, its native place, where it attains a height of

150 feet. The timber it makes is called CanadUn white pioo and Ptuu-
kin pine. In America the wood Is more cmplovad than that of any other
Pine, and in tho Northern States masts are cxcWivcly made of it.

Manaoeuent of an Ice Pit (P. IP. /'.iir<;rrVrf).—We rather qaostiou
the propriety of the Fir branches at the tides of the earth pit for fee , they
are so apt to enclose air. If anything, clean straw would have been
better, or nothing at all, letting tho ice come close to tbo earth. Then
the keeping of the ice will mainly depend on the exclusion of wet and
heat by the thatching, and this would hv improved by letting the thatch
come over the ground for a width of 4 feet all round.' The ice would be
still safer if tlierc weru a narrow trench 3 feet from it, as deep as the pit
inside, nnd that made airtight by the thatching passing over it. The
heat of the summer would then little afi'ect the earth immediately round
the pit. For our.-jolvcs we have been as successful with mounds entirely
aboveivound as when the ice was altogether or partly sunk in an eartii
pit, chiefly because the thatching kept out heat, and nil moi<^ture passed
easily away. Nothing melts the ice so soou as confined moist vapour.

Removing Strawberry Leaves, and Old Raspberry Canrs (E R.P.).—Wo would remove no decayed or other leaves from Strawberrj' plants in
tho open ground until all danger from frost was over. Even then they will
soou be out of sight and be covered by the young growth. The sooner
the old bearing eanes of Raspberries are cut down close in the ground the
better. The bearing wood of last summer's growth should merely be
shortened a little according to ild strength, suy from S to 3j and 4 feet.
Tho smallest should be thinned out.

Heating by a Sto\*e(C. B.).—We do not think that any mode of heating
by gas would be lees expensive than by Joyce's stove, neither would it be
safe. Strong arpand bnmers in such a stove would be the most likely to
answer in so small a greenhouse, and we .^bould think would be safe if a
small gas-pipe were taken from the top of tho stove into the open air.
There is this trouble with all stoves with prepared fuel, tlmt one may run
out of fuel when it is wanted most. .\ small stove oucht to heat your
house (15 feet by 9). and keep its temperature above ;12 during all' the
frost we have had. Yon may say you cannot have a flue, but you might
have a pipe 3 inches in diameter passing from your stove into tho open
air, and then you could bum coke or common' cinders. Could not the
Joyce's stove be so altered '?

Heating from a Boiler at the Back of a DiNtNG-BOOK FniE
(J. F. C).—Your proposed plan will answer very well, of course with a
rise of 8 inches from the boiler to the small tank. The top of the boiler
will require to be close, not open. The front exposure of the boiler in the
fireplace would do, more especially if the fire play on th'.- bottom as well
as tho front. The tank, though small, should be' divided, and the flow-
pipe enter at one side and the return come from the other side. Iron
will be the best material for the tank for your purpose, but wood aides
would retain the heat longer, and, covered with iron or slate, would give
you enough heat at the top. You would require to have a small box over
the tank, with room for at least 3 or 4 inches of sand or other material to
plunge in, and from 4 to 6 or more inches above that to let the cuttings
grow. Cover with a small frame of glass, moveable, so that you can
reverse the sides, upper and lower, as often as you need. For your tank,
3^. by 2^ feet, we would have a little box 7 inches deep in front, and 10 or
12 inches deep at back, and have two squares of glass m slight frames to
cover it. These moveable, yon can reverse them whenever the inside
surface becomes damp, and thus avoid all wiping tho glass. The tank
should be 4 or 5 inches deep ; it would be of little use were it deeper. With
fire in the room all tho evening the heat will be quite enough. In ver>'
cold nights you might pack the cinders in front of the boiler.

Flue-heating a Greenhouse (D. J. J>.).—See " Doinf:s of the Last
W'eek," page 423, only below the line in italics, instead of "top" read
" bottom " of flue. To make sure the depth there given is ample; there
ought never to be less than 18 inches dificreitce between the grate bars
and the bottom of the flue. See also page 4.5G on beating by a flue. Our
impression is, that the reason your ungliztd pipes will not heat except
close to the furnace, is, that your pipes are too much on a level with the
furnace bars—not raised enough above them. This you cculd easiest
remedy by sinking the furnace. Possibly also the furnace, which yon
say is large, may be too large for the size of the pipes. Such pipes should
at least be on a level until they reach the chimney, and better still if

there be a perceptible rise all the way. Possibly, too, the pipes and ciiim-
uey have become filled with damp air, which needs to be dislodged. If
you could make a small fire at the bottom of the chimney, where most
likely you have an iron plate for 8wee]>ing, that might make a keen
draught, and if so the flue-pipes would draw well afterwards. If yoo
cannot do that, light some dry straw or sha\ings, small ^visps, and place
them burning down the open end of your iron chimney, repeating the
dose several times, and immediately aftenvards burning such dry stuff

and dry wood in your furnace. If your furnace bars and pipes are right,

most probably the smoke and heat will go along the pii)cs afterward?,
instead of coming back and out at the furnace door. We should give
these simple remedies a trial. In fresh-made flues, and flues long unused,
we have had frequently to light a fire, as above, in the chimney, to
draw out the damp heavy air. If these remedies do not answer, then
there is something wrong in the position of the flue. If so, were we in
your case, as the house is so small (15 feet by 6 fcet\ and the brirk fur-

nace is large and built inside the house—though fud and attended to
from the outside, tho furnace, as we presume, against the back wall—we
would be perfectly satisfied with turningthat furnare into a stove, making
it from 3 to 3^ feet or even 4 feet in height, covering the top with tiles, a
flag-stone, or an iron plato, and making a hole in the back wall 9 inches
from the top, to be connected with your short iron chimney. With close-
fitting doors, and a small ventilator in the ash-pit door to regulate
draught, you would be sure to have enough of the latter, and plenty of
heat to keep out any frost, and yon would have no trouble with flues, or
sinking the furnace. Meanwhile, as you have the pipes, tr>* the above
simple modes for encouraging a free draught. If you can keep an average
heat of 45 at night, except in very cold nights, uhen the temperature of

the house may fall 5 lower, you may easily have a few flowers all the
winter. For instance—say that the winter txtcnds from November to
March, you can have for the first two months Scarlet and other Pelai-
goniums, Chrysanthemums, Chinese Primulns, Cyclamens, Heliotrope.",

Polyanthus, Violets. Mignonette, Wallflowers, Ac. 'The bulbs would come
in after ChHstmas : nnd from December onwards there would be of shnibP,
Camellias, Ericas. Epacrises, Cytisus. Coronilla, Daphne indica odora,
China Hoses, Myrtles, &c.; also, such Faclisias as senatlfolia, and sacb
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Tropseoloms as Lobbianum. We would haveentered more into details, but

as you wish to have a book recommended, we wonld advise you to obtain
•' Window Gardenins? for the Many," from our office, price 9rf., or free by
post lOd. You will there find mumte details how to treat these plants,

and the only difl'erence would be that you have better chances than any
mere possessor of windows. If you want any definite information we
shall be glad to give it. Meanwhile, as a beginner, do not be disheartened ;

the best and simplest instructions will never teach yon so well as your
own practice, and, rightly looked at, a failure is often as valuable a teacher
as a success. It was not kindness to lead you to expect crops of Grapes
so soon after planting the Vines ; and by the way, with Vines in such a

house, it will not be advisable to have the temperature higher than 45-

with fire heat all the winter.

Vinery Flue-heated (IT. B. £.)-—The door is to be in the south end,
and the house is to be against au east wall, with a walk, we presume,
from the door at the south end and along the east front merely. As the

south san will strike only on the end of the house, such a house will not
do so well for Muscats as if it had a more southern exposure, but it will do.

The flue, if single, should come in at the south end facing the doorway,
or low enough there to come in beneath it, go along the front, and cross

the north end to the chimney. If the doorway were reversed to the north
end, we ehould propose the flue to enter there in preference. If you want
much heat better have the flue above ground. The border had better be
made the full breadth of the house. The Vines may be planted in front,

if fully 6 or 9 mches from the flue, if the pathway is latticed ; but if

the pathway is solid the Vines had better be planted against the back
wall and brought down the roof. The flue above ground will not inter-

fere with the Vine roots. If you supported the front of the house on
arches or piers, the roots could run outside ; but 8 feet wide, with rich top-

dressings, would keep the Vines prolific and healthy. With such a sandy
bottom you would do well to brick it as you propose, or concrete the bot-

tom, place over that 6 or 9 inches of open rubble, with a drain in front,

and then from 18 to 2-1 inches of the best fresh fibrous loam you can find,

and in such a border mix with it 6 cwt. of broken boiled bones, about
oae-tenth part of lime rubbish, and an equal amount of very rotten sweet
dnng. More bones may be used if boiled and merely broken. They will

afi"or(i nourishment for a long time. The Grapes numed will suit each
other, but they will be late, and requ're more heat than such kinds as
the Black Hamburgh and the Sweetwater.

Raspberry Planting IVicar).—Your proposed plan of planting is very
good, if the rows are at least 5 feet apart, but a rail 2 feet high will not
be suflScient after the first season. We would recommend you instead to

I

have stout elm posts 4 feet out of the ground—say 3 inches in diameter,
and from 10 to 15 feet apart, and on these fasten two rows of wires one-
twelfth of an inch in diameter, one 18 inches, the other 3 feet from the
ground. The simplest way to do this is to straighten the wire by pulling
it round the bole of a stout tree, then place one end against the first

stake at the right height, drive in an iron nail close to itj say 3 inches
long, for half its length, then bend the other half and knock it down
firmly over the wire, and so with all the rest. Run a tar brush over the
wire, and when dry tie the stems to it. You will soon save in ties the
price of the wire over a rail. Of course, iron posts and stays, and wire
properly strained, would be better and neater, and, perhaps, as economical
in the end; but as you spoke of having a rail, we merely mention the
above mode as a great improvement, and being also more economical.

Vinery Roof and Planting (M€rlin).~Givine the height of a house
9 feet at back and 6^ feet in front, will not enable us to say exactly what
the slope would be^ as that slope would be diflerent in a house 7 feet
wide, from what it would be in one 12 feet wide, being much flatter in the
latter case. If the half or so of the front, upright were glass, then if the
house were 11 or 12 feet wide, the roof would throw ofl" the rain, and the
perpendicular light would be so useful that the house would do well for
general purposes. How can we tell the number of Vines you should
plant, as you say nothing of the length of the house ? We can speak
more definitely of the kmds in an unheated house, as Black Hamburgh,
Black Champion, and Black Prince, White Frontignan, Buckland Sweet-
water, and Royal Muscadine. For Vinea alone, and a moderate width
of house, the Vines may be planted 4 feet apart; but as you wish to
have Peaches, Figs, &c., you may have Peaches and Nectarines against
the back wall, and Peaches and Nectarines in pots on the front
border. For these to do well, the Vines should be 6 or 7 feet apart when
established. For the back wall, select such Peaches as Bellegarde and
Noblesse, and such Nectarines as Elruge and Violette Hative, and for

pots or tube, or trained to a low trellis, such kinds as Royal George,
Barrington, and Walburton Admirable Peaches; Downton, Rivers's
Orange, and Hardwicke Nectarines ; and such Fif.s as Brown Turkey
and White Marseilles. If you heat the house a httle, the same plants
wonld do, but if fond of the Muscat flavour, you might have the Muscat
of Alexandria in the warmest place, the Muscat Hamburgh anywhere,
and Trentham Black. We are sorry to say, however, that we have little

faith in your proposed mode of heating. The simple fire-brick furnace
8 feet below the ground level is all right enough, but the two 3-inch pipes,
one from each side going round the house and out at a comer, are a
very problematical affair. These, if at all horizontal, would, we fear,

soon clog up, and require constant looking to, even if fuel producing
little smoke were used. We have little faith in fluee placed horizontally,
if not fully the double the diameter proposed. From 8 to 12 inches in
diameter would be safer for cylindrical pipes. See answers as to stove and
flue-heating to-day, and pages 423 and 45G. The Pelargoniums referred
to in page 366 were packed firmly in earth, watered, surfaced as de-
scribed with dry soil, but all the lops were left exposed. The lime and
charcoal on the cut parts were to prevent bleeding and decay.

Reineckia caenea {Schubert).—It was introduced by Mr. Evans, of

Stepney, from China in 1792, and was then called Sanseviera camea, or
S. sessUiflora. It is a Liliaceous plant of the sub-order Aloeie. It was
flowered for the first time in the January of lb03, by a firm then at
Kensington, Messrs. Grimwood & Wykes. They cultivated it as a stove
plant, but it is said to be nearly hardy. We shall be obliged by in-

formation relative to its culture by those who have bloomed it.

Mdscat Troveren Grape {J. Anderson).— I* is best known as the
Trovtren Frontignan. It is an excellent Grape, requiring as high a tem-
perature as the Muscats. We cannot tell the parent of the grub withont
seeing a specimen.

Pears for Doijble Grafting {Centurion).~7ry any of the following
which are arranged in the order of the value we set upon them :—Doyenne
du Comice, Mareohal de la Cour, Marie Louise, Alexandre Lambre, Gloa
Mortj-eau, Jargonelle, or Citron des Carmes.

Chrysantheiiums Flowering Imperfectly (Roche).— "We should
think it arises from the plants being weak. Not hrving sufficient water
and support in summer would cause it ; or it may be a result of the plants
being kept too warm and close in the greenhouse, or of the roof being
shaded and covered with climbers, A dozen good large-flowering Chry-
santhtmums are;— Fleur de Marie, WTiite Beverley, and Rotundiflorum,
whites or blush ; Lady Talfourd, Pink Perfection. Fingal, rose-coloured

;

Hercules, Ossian, and Lord Clyde, or Purpureum Elegans, purple and
crimson shades ; Golden Beverley, John Salter, and Guernsey Nugget,
yellows. They are rather new, but not very expensive.

Training Gourds against Walls (A. T. J*.).—The Gourds may be
trained against walls, but not well without a trellis, though by careful

tying and nailing you may probably keep the Vines from breaking. They
wonldrequiretobe raised in a hotbed in spring, and be put out,when strong
well-hardened plants, at the end of May. Abundant supplies of water
will be required in dry weather. We think the other two you inquire

about would require glass. We have no experience of them out of doors.

Names of Fruits {G. Godhold).—'We cannot name the varieties of

florists' flowers. Your Pears are :—1, Eeurre Diel ; 2, Napoleon ; 3, Nouveau
Poiteau. The Apple is Pearson's Plate.

Names of Plants {A.E. C.).—Libonia florihumla. (Miss Sophy Webster)

—Your Deudrobium most probably is D. chrysanthum, the other
Orchid is Zygopetalum Mackayii. bend U8 jour Conifers again when
convenient, and vre will do our best to assist you. [W. M. B.).—2, Blcch-
num occidentale ; 3, Adiantum cuneatum ; 4, Asplenium, probably A. di-

morphum ; 5, Diplazium svlvaticum. {Mary JT.).—Your flower is that
of Aspidistra lurida. The flowers are always produced round the base of

the leaves close to the soil. [J. Turner/.—You.]: Conifer is the Cedar of

Lebanon. {R. TT.l.—Nerine undulata. (J. AM.— /our Orchid bloom was
dreadfully crushed when it reached us, so we can merely guess at it. We
believe it to be Epidendrum cochleitum. \,W. C.i.—Your ''Blechnum"
proves to be Doodia caudata. (.4. Lee).—Hakea eemipleaa, with entire

leaves; Hakea purpurea, with three or four-partite leaves. {R. L.).—
Your Orchid spike is certainly that of a Cymbidium, and we think, also,

of the species C. bicolor, but you give us no information as to its foliage,

or whether its spikes are drooping or erect. The flowers had changed
colour, but so far as we can tell, it is identical with Cymbidium bicolor.

{A. W. Mirjield '.—Oncidium barbatum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Loudon for the week ending December 14th.

DiTE.
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White Dorkiag cook, and m the following season with a Grey
Dorking cock, go far to prove my statement. The result of
the first year's breeding was to produce from the yellow hens
by a white cook bird eiac:iy what I stated—namely, white for
yellow. The result of the second year would seem to show
that yellow and black stand in the same position. At all
events the white neck, hackle, back, saddle, and wing of the
Grey Dorking answered the condition of a change from yellow
to while in the progeny of the Bu£f Cochin hens ; for sandy
buff is to all intents and purposes a yellow. That black and
white are interchangeable is, beyond' the result in breeding
Pile Gime, widened by the facttha"t in mating Golden-spangled
with White Polish fowlj, to produce the Chamois Pohsh, the
black spangle becomes white.
The case of interchange between yellow and white is not so

dearly shown as the above, and that" between yellow and black
needs more experiment before it can be asserted. The matter,
however, is of very great interest, and by experiment it may
lead to the establishment cf certain laws connected with colours
in breeding, of which we are at present ignorant.
By purBuing this inquiry, the breeding of fancy poultry will

add to its impor;ance in combining the science of natural laws
with amusement

; and the question, which in a former num-
ber I mooted with regard to the external influences of colour,
will, if established by experiments, be one of very many proofs
that the Holy Scriptures are veritable records, and the truth-
ful exponents of everyday iife if we will but read them praoti-
oally, and not regard them afar off as tables of stone on a
cloud-capped mountain.—Egomet.

COMMITTEEMEN EXBQBITING.
I KEi'RAiNEB from replying to " Egomet's " letter in the

Journal of the 11th November, as before doing so I was desirous
of seeing " Jvstice's " answer to my question. Since then,
business and other engagements, and a sick house, have pre-
vented my attending to the subject, and on returning to it I find
I have a deal of leeway to make up. I can assure "Egomet"
I did not consider his fijrst communieajion as " meddlesome." I
think that when any question is opened up in the columns of a
public journal it becomes at once public property, and it is

competent for anyone to express an opinion on the matter.
Reverting to my article of November 4th, I really am at a

loss to discover what there is in it to justify ''Egomet" in
drawing the " quid pro qiw " inference. To a committee such
as I have in my eye, anything like a money value, "quid pro
quo," is the very last thing which would enter their minds. I
must say I think the deduction hardly a fair one. I admit the
"confusion of pronouns," but if "Eoo.met" will refer to the
article again I will try to make it clear. I meant that it— i.e.,

the offer of a local cup—affords him

—

i.e.. the local exhibitor—
an opportunity of competing among his fellows for a a trophy
which the foreign exhibitor catmot touch; it

—

i.e., the local
cup, is far beyond his (the foreign exhibitor's) reach, by being
made local. The " contingency " I supposed was that of a local
man winning both cups; and what I meant by its frequent
recurrence defeating the object of a committee in offering a local
cup was just this, that it would show there was no necessity for
offering any additional inducement to the local man, since his
SUCC3SS would demonstrate his capability to compete successfully
against all comers, and in such a case, were I on the committee,
I should then move the withdrawal of the local cup as having
accomplished its mission. I hope I make myself sufficiently
imderstood. I am reasoning on the supposition that if the All-
England cup be considered beyond the reach of the local man,
then let him have his local cup ; but, if the result of a show
proves that the local man can win the All-England prize, then
remove the local cup as having no honour attached to it beyond
its value as old silver.

On the 18th November "Justice" replies for himself. He
says that the evil consequent upon committeemen exliibiting at
shows under their own mmagement "simply consists in the
amount of dissatisfaction and distrust it engenders in the minds
of absent exhibitors." I anticipated his reply. I am sorry if

"Justice" has experienced satisfactory grounds for such "dis-
trust and dissatisfaction." If so, let him for the future avoid
the society where he suspects foul play. But I am afraid he is

of a rather suspicious disposition, and I think he cannot censure
mo for speaking so plainly, when he advances such an unheard-
of idea as that exhibitors should be allowed to witness the
judging where practicable ! His previous statement that com-
mitteemen should not be allowed to exhibit, of course implied

a guilty complicity on the part of the judges, witliout whose
connivunco no fraud could be perpetrated, and I am not now
surprised at his openly stiting that the judges thcmsolves should
be imder the eye of the exhibitor. He appears tti have been at

a show where such an insult was offered to a judge, and whcrtt
a man waa found to tolerate such espionage. I do not envy the
committee who allowed such a proceeding ; thoy did not know
their business, which would perhaps account tor their appoint-
ing the individual to handle the birds, who took " valuable birds
by the leg, the wing, and not unfroqiiently by the nock, and
handed to the judge for examination." What was the judge
about, what were the lynx-eyed exhibitors about, that they did
not take him by the neck 'r

I must cither bo very incapable of expressing my meaning
intelligibly, or " Justice " reads with strange mental obliquity,

when ho interprets what I say about " measuring with their own
eyes," &c., to mean anything so absurd as his construction of
it. I agree with him ; such Quixotic conduct, as he describes,

on the part of any exhibitor would indicate "sheer madness."
" Anything more preposterous than such an idea" it is difficult

to imagine. I never contemplated such a thing.

"Ju.stice" further says that ho cannot agree with me "that
local prizes are given on the assumption that ihe io( al man has but
small chance against the outside competitor." Tiiat is the only
ground on which I justify the offering of a local cup. Once let

the local man prove his ability to enter the AU-EugUnd arena,

and then away with the local prize, prescribed as it is in its

orbit, and consequent value as a prize. I wish " Jukticb " to

understand that I know nothing of Long Sutton or its shows, or

what may have transpired there. I am only trj-ing to show
that the offering of a local prize ought not to affect the interests

of outside exhibitors in the slightest degree, and I am also

trying to show that when sucb local prize has accomplished

the only object which would justify its institution, it should

then be withdrawn, being barren of honoui', as the greater

would include the less.

Then "Ax Old Com.mitteeman " takes up the cudgels,

followed by " Claude," who arrives at conclusions quite foreign

to the spirit of my communication. The commercial clement

he introduces has no home with my " carpi't knights," and
"Claude" ought not to impute such mercenary motives to

exhibiting committeemen—it is not charitable ; but I can as-

sure him that, as an almost universal rule, shares in a poultry

show would be quoted in the market very much below par.

The rest of his letter I am disposed to pass by : the pictures are

so dismal. But I cannot see what "conscientious" scruples

there can be to prevent a person undertaking the office of com-
mitteeman for no other reason than that the show does not pay
cxpen.ses, for that is all that " Claude's" statement amounts
to. "All exhibitors have been pleased," and therefore there must
have been fair play, and no distrust or dissatisfaction. But
their pleasure is damped by having to subscribe to make up a
delicit. Permit me to say that it is no damper to a right-

thinking body of men. They enter into the work con amore,

and are quite prepared to meet the exigencies of the case, and

the fact of the recipient of this deficit being a stingy committee-

man does not do away with the deficit which would exiat

whether he were on the committee or not. The mistake is in

having such a stingy man in office. To assume, also, that this

unfortunate man's prize money is the total deficiency of the

society shows a bad state of things, for no show ought to issue

its schedule till the amount of prize money is guaranteed or in

hand. P.ay all prizes first, and promptly, too, and then, in case

of a deficit, let all fare alike, anl the stingy character will have

to pay his share, or find his level in a society more congenial

to his money-grubbiig propensities. I hope the poor man who
spent a sixth part of his yearly income wneii he could not afford

it has no wife and children. Let me advise that he be closely

watched by his friends.

"Ax Old Committke.mas " is, aa "Egomet" says, "so
temperate and persuasive ;" I have to thank him for a line of

argunicnt I could not have followed out so ably as he. His
remarks. December 2nd. involve very weighty consideratioM,

for, as 1 have mentioned before, a corrupt committee implies a

corrupt judge. Can such things be ? I re.ad an expose some
time back, in which two new hats and a sovereign were placed

in the scale as the exhibitor's estimate of a judge's integrity,

and in that case the bribe
" Flew up and kicked the beam."

I cannot believe in corrupt judges as a class, and without them
we cannot have corrupt committees, and I think that curtailing

the action of a committee on grounds that impeach alike their
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integrity and that of the judge, is indeed treading on very delicate

ground. To prohibit committeemen exhibiting would not ett'ect

a cure, for the corrupt judge would still he accessible from

without, and a corrupt committeeman would soon find means to

evade the bond-fide property clause found in most schedules,

and secure to himself, witli the connivance of another un-

principled exhibitor, the coveted prize. " Where there's a will

there's a way " in knavery as in honest dealing, and while I

fully conciu- with "Egomet" in the axiom that prevention is

better than detection, I ask him, as one who, I am fully persuaded,

has the best interests of exhibitions at heart, whether it is well

to encourage that spirit of distrust and dissatisfaction only too

often the offspring of groundless suspicion, and so hurt the

feelings of honourable men, whose conduct of the shows they

manage is such as ought to place them above suspicion ? Shows
so conducted are sure to occupy the most prominent position in

the estimation of all right-thinkin; men, and while every pre-

caution ought to he taken to ensure fair play, and so merit the

confidence of the exhibiting community, I should
^
be much

grieved if malpractices became so general as to render imperative

a universal vote of want of confidence in the executive of our

shows.

If I am not trespassing on space too much (and let me beg an
extra line or two as I have been silent so long) , I will just explain

to "Egomet" and "Justice" the working of a very large

show—the largest provincial show of its kind in England—with
which I am connected. Our committee, I am happy to say, are

all gentlemen, and nearly all, if not all of them, .are exhibitors in

every show we manage. When our entries are closed we send out

a numbered label for each entry, which is attached to the pen,

cage, or animal, as the case may be. These are subsequently

changed by the secretary, who alone possesses the key to the

whole. This duty generally occupies him the entire night, from
the close of the receiving day till the next morning, and unless

any of the committee are very early astir, and make it their

business to enter the show room (which they are expected for

honesty's sake not te do), not one of them knows his new
numbers, so that collusion with the judges is next to an im-

possibility. Next, we have judges of known repute, who are

shut into the room by daylight on the judging day, and allowed

to communicate with no one till their duties are over, when
they deliver their verdict to the committee and such exhibitors

as may happen to be in or near the building, and who are

invited to hear the awards announced. Last year the result of

the verdict was that our All-England cup and our local cup
were both won (for the first time) by one of the committee, who
at once received the congratulations of several non- successful
exhibitors present, who year after year have come hundreds of

miles to compete for our prizes, and to whom the working of

our show is as familiar in its details as to ourselves. Our
patrons are legion, and I do not believe there is one of them
who would wish to debar a single committeeman from exhibit-

ing, or one whose confidence in us is not unbounded.

—

Aliquis.

There can be no donbt that poultry shows are now more
numerous and sncBessful than they ever were before, and to

keep them in this satisfactory state all unfair acts r>f exhibi-

tors, secretaries, and committees, should be properly exposed
;

and I quite agree with Mr. Wright, that an organisation or

"court of appeal" should be formed, where we could discuss

any Bubject connected with poultry. I think we should like-

wise take notice of unsatisfactory awards made by the judges,

for many prizes recently given to exhibitors have been far

rom satisfactory to the great body of those who support our
shows, and I hope to see this subject thoroughly ventilated in

your columns. I feel certain if something of this kind existed,

we shonid not find the uneasiness now felt by some of your cor-

respondents at secretaries and committees exhibiting at their

own shows.
The last-named subject appears to have created a vast

amount of dissatisfaction amongst a few gentlemen. Why. I

am at a loss to conceive. I happen to be acquainted witli a

large number of breeders and exhibitors of poultry and
Pigeons; some are secretaries, others are committeemen, while

otherB are only exhibitors, bat in every case where the subject

has been mooted, one and all considered that secretaries and
committeemen have a perfect right to compete for prizes at

their own shows. The prizes and expenses are guaranteed by
the committee, shonid the undertaking prove a failure they

have to make good the deficit. The prizes are open to all, and
subject to the sanje rules, then why should not committeemen
compete too ? " Oh ! " says one directly, " he then becomes a

hireling." Is it possible for a man to become a "hireling"
on his assisting to guarantee certain sums of money for an
open competition, the birds to ba judged by an experienced and
well-known, but an entirely disinterested gentleman, who knows
not to whom the birds belong? He may win nothing, and at

the close have to pay a sum of £20 towards the expenses, just

as one secretary I knew had to do. One might say with equal
justice that the whole body of committeemen become "hire-
lings," because they are paid money in the form of entry fees

by competitors who wish to be allowed to compete for the
prizes, and, to carry the idea a little further, that a successful

exhibitor also becomes a " hireling " of the committeemen, on
his receiving a prize in an open and equitable competition.

On these conditions it seems to me unfair and unjust to

brand a secretary or committeeman as a " hireling," becanee

he chooses to compete with others at his own show. If other-

wise, then I for one must say good-bye to our poultry shows,
for depend upon it they will soon cease on taking away their

main support. Another talks of " dissatisfaction." Wei],

everyone knows about that, and I think all will admit there

has hardly ever been a show held where it was not to be found.

Some exhibitors are disappointed at their not getting a prize,

some justly, others because they can never see their own faults.

We shall always find this to be the case where a number of

people compete for a few prizes.

I was much pleased with some of the remarks made by
" CLirDE," the more so because he unintentionally hit the

right nail on the head. His sentence runs as follows—" We
look upon these shows as a means to encourage us to improve
the breed of our stock, and to enable those who take an in-

terest in this, for the love of it, to compete." There he is

right, " to improve the breed, and for the love of it to

compete."—Ax Aji.i.teue.

I THINK if " Egomet " and " Claude " considered the matter

even for an instant, they could not arrive at their present con-

clusion with reference to committeemen exhibiting at their own
shows. As has been often asserted in " our .lournal," poultry

shows must be organised by those who are themselves fanciers,

and who must make every effort, even at great personal in-

convenience, for the advancement of tbe exhibition, otherwise

almost invariably it will be a failure. Now, it is in many in-

stances the case (I am a committeeman, and it is in mine), that

the show of which an exhibitor is a committeeman is the only

one which he has an opportunity of attending, or at which he
has an opportunity of peeing his birds compete with others.

If in his capacity of unpaid official he were precluded from

exhibiting he would have but two alternatives—namely, cither to

lose in a great measure the pleasure he has in producing good

birds, or to resign his position as committeeman ; and if every

local exhibitor resigned his place on the committee, perhaps

"Egomet "or "Claude" could suggest as to how the show
would be snstained. I really must say the remarks of many
writers of late cast a very unfair slur on the character of com-
mittees in general.

The basis of the objection to officials exhibiting must be,

that they have opportunities of communicating with the judges,

which outsiders have not. To this accusation, for I must call

it one, my only reply can be that any one, no matter who he
may be, who takes advantage of an unscrupulous jadge by
endeavouring to obtain prizes to which he is not justly en-

titled is not fit to remain in the society of honourable men. I

am sure that the discovery of any unfair dealing on the part of

any member of a society would result in his ignominious ex-

pulsion. The judges are also pointed at ; for if they are strictly

upright and honourable men, which I believe the leading ones

of the present day to be, they will not lend an far to the ne-

farious proposals of any exhibitor, but of course if they think

fit they are able to defend themselves.

I hope that the mnjority of exhibitors will now see the im-

possibility of organising a show without the personal co-opera-

tion of fanciers, and the absurdity of denying those amateurs who
undertake the arduous duty of committeemen the gratification

of seeing their birds join in an honourable competition, and on

equal terms with other exhibitors.—An Ibish Committeeman.

Whitehaven Poultev Show.—This annual show will take

place on the 28th, 29th, and :;Oth inst., the first day being

private and for judging, the second and third for public exhi-

bition. The prizes offered almost in every class consist of

five and three-guinea cups, with money prizes of £2, £1, 10s.,
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Ac. The Judges already appointed are, for poaltry, Messre.
Hewitt and Teebay. A Judge for Pigeons will be appointed.
TLie entries close on December 16th. Farther particulars are
in our advertising columns.

DORKING POULTRY SHOW.
Most poaltry amateara would natnrally anticipate something nn-

usually good from a locality so noted in the ponltry world as Dorking,
and those who were eo fortunate as to be able to visit the Show held
ou the 9th and 10th inst. would find their anticipations realised.

The general classes were well filled with some of the finest specimens
in the kingdom. The managing Committee have CTidcntly an eye to

ntilitr, for eiccpt Coloured Ikfrkini/s, Blue Speckled Dorkings, and
]

Whit« ones, the only other classes in the Show were Tiirhcijs. Girne, and I

Rouen and Aylesbury Dueler. The latter classes, too, had many most
excellent birds in them, perfect in plumage, and of capital size.

!

Dorkings, however, are naturally the main feature of the Dorking I

Show, and it would be difficult to imagine better-filled classes than
those purposely restricted to the neighbourhood, and those open to

every one who chose to enter for competition.
The first class for old birds was open to all England, and the plate

prize was secured by Dr. Campbell, ven,- closely pressed, however, by
thfi second-prize pen belonging to Mr. Henry Humphrey, of Ashiugton,
Susses. The second class (also open) was for a cockerel and two
pallets, but here a truly remarkable peu of chickens belonging to the
district, the property of Messrs. Iverv, kept the plate in the locality;

Mr. Parlett taking the second, and Dr. Campbell the third prize. In
the open class for Coloured Dorking cockerels there was much com-
petition, the Kev. E. Bartrum, Mr. C. Havers, and Mr. M. Putney
taking the three prizes. For the local classes it would be invidious to
say anything farther than that all the birds were excellent, and the
colour of all was unusually good, whilst the condition was absolutely
faultless. A reference to the appended prize list will prove that the
prizes were unusually broadcast. The Blue Speckled Dorkings were
not nearly so commendable classes as the Whites, the latter being
much better than those entered at most poultry shows. We cannot
forbear a passing mention of Mr. Joseph Clift's pair of old Dorking
hens, and also Mr. Ivery's splendid pair of pullets of the same variety.
As the Assembly Rooms were not sufficiently capacious to hold the
whole of the entries, the Turkeys, Geese, and Ducks were exhibited in
two very large coach houses. "Mr. Billott, of Southampton, supplied
the exhibition pens, which are well calculated to show oiJ all descrip-
tions of poultry to great advantage, being somewhat larger than most
pens of this description.

DoBKlNOS (Coloured).—!, Dr. Campbell, Brentwood. 2, H. Humphrey.
3, H. Lingwood. <, Major Calvert. C'licAciis.—1, J.Xvery & Son, Dorking.
•2, F. Parlett. 3, Dr. Ciimpbell. he, Major Calvert : X. k E. Stanford.
C.J. Clift. Coc};crcl—l, Rev. E. Eartrum. Great Berkhampstcad. 2, C.
Havers, Ingatestone. S, M. Putney, he. Dr. Campbell : Lord Tumour,
Shillinglee Park, c, W. Fell; J. Ivery & Son.
White Doekidg Coce.—1, Lady Legge. 2, W. AtUee. c, Mrs. Matheson-

LOCAL CLASSES.
DOEKIKO (Colourcdl.—1, M. Putney. 2, J. Ivery & Son. 3, H. Lainson.

4, E. T. Bennet. Chicliena.—I. G. Ellis. 2, J. Clift. S, J. Ivery & Son,
Dorking, i. Major Calvert, he, J. Clift; J. Ivery 6: Son; M. Putney.
c. E. T. Bennett; G. Ellis. Heiu.—\, 3. Clift. 2, M. Putney, he, E. T.
Bennett; Major Calvert; W. Fell; J. Iverj- A Sou. e. D. B. Green.
Pn»e(j.—1, J. Ivery & Son. 2. W. Fell, he, E. T. Bennett; M. Putney.
Cock.—l, J. Ivery & Sou. 2 and e, E. T. Bennett. Coektrel.—l, J. Wood.
2, M. Putney, he, J. Ivery 4 Son. e, W. Fell ; J. Ivery & Son.
Dorking (Bine Speckled).—!. W. Griffln. Chickem.~\, W. Griffin.

2, J. Wood; 3, J. Carpenter. Cock.—\, E. Neal. Hens or PuUcU.—
1, Major Calvert.
DoRKiNO (White).—1, W. Attlee. 2, G. Cnbitt. 3, J.Bargman. ftc, W.

Shearbum. Chickens—\. Urs.Bnri. 2 and ;ic, J. Attlee. 3. W. Shear-
burn. Hem or Pullet'.—\, W. Atllee. lie, W. Attlee ; T. Sherlock.
DccKS (White Aylesburyj.—!, .J. B. Nichols. 2, H. Lainson. 8, E. T.

Bennet. lie, J. Wood.
DccKs (Any other breed).—I, X. Belcher. 2, J. Ivery & Son. S, Mrs.

Norris. he. G Cnbitt, M.P.
Geese.—1, Mrs. Norrie. 2, W. Messenger, c, J.Rose. Ootlmg».—l,\i

.

Messenger. 8, W. Attlee. (ic, H. Wise.
TcEKErs—!, Sir R. A. Glass. 2, W. Messenger, c, H. Lainson.

The .Judge was Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook,
near Birmingham.

lively in the soiling class. In the class for Batiffitnx of any variety

except Game, Blacks of the highest quality vera first, with neat

Booted Whites second.

Among the /'''//-"".s, Carriers were finit, Pontera second, and Fan*
tails third and highly commended. The Catiarifi were mostly of the
common straight varieties, but were very good.

Game. — 1, W. Graham, Cliff. 8, J. Oaddess, Barker, ht, JoMph
Brougb, Carlisle. Chiekeni.-l, John Br:>ngb, CirliHle. 2, R. Fawkea,
Crossings, c, J. Pearson, Bradford ; J. Barrow, jun.. KAndal. Coek.—l,
— Ackroyd, Bradford. 8, J. Oaddess. 3, J. Barrow, Kendal. Ac, John
Brongh. e, J. H. Dawes ; R. Jackson, Carlisle ; Joseph Brongh.
Oahe (Dackwings, &c.).—1, T. Davidson, Longtown. 2, John Brongh.

he, W. Walton, Cocklake.
Hauburgbs (Oolden-spangled).—1, S. & R. Asbton, Roe Cross, Mottram.

2 and he, R. Rlckson, Selkirk.
HA^lBUBoaa (Golden-pencilled).—!, Mrs. Johnson. 2, E. Grieve, Chapel

Hill, Canonbio. he, E. Greavo ; H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton. c, J.

Armstrong, Longtown ; T. Kean, Hollows ; J. Nicholson, ]un., Carlisle.

HAMBUBOua (Sitvcr-spangled;.—1, W. Bowo, Carlisle. 2, J. Pearson,
AUerton. Ac, H. Pickles, jun. c, W. Crostbwaite, Stanwix.
Hamburghs (Silver-peucilled).—I.J.Pearson. 2, H. Pickles, Jan.
Dorkings.—1, II. Pickles, jun. 2 and he, R. Reed, Moat.
Spanisu (Black).—!, H. Wilkinson, Earby. 2. K. Reed.
Any other Varietv.—!, S. & R. Asbton (White Bantams). 2, J. S.

Watson, Earby, Skipton. he, J. B. Story, jun., Milnbead, Dumfries
(Partridge Cochins), c, T. McKie, Esk Bank (.Scotch Greys).
OA3IE Bantams (.^ny colour).- 1, R. Little, Dlckstree. 8, G. Hall,

Kendal, c, T. Tavlor, Kendal; Joseph Brongh.
GEESE.—1, D. Hardic, Sorbie. 2, Mrs. MoBurnie, Fauld MilL he, K.

Reed.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—2. D. Hardie.
Docks (Rouen).—!, D. Hardie. 2, T. Tavlor.
Selling Class.— 1, R. Reed (Dorkings). 2, D. Hardie (Rouen Docksl.

vhe, J. B. Story, he, Mrs. Johnston (Golden-pencilled) ; S. & K. Asbton.
c, T. Taylor I Ducks) ; H. Wilkinson (Buff Cochins).
Sweepstakes for Hens.—Dorkinijn.—1, M. Taylor. Penrith. Ham-

burrjlii.—1,'J. Sibson. Carlisle. 2, H. Pickles, jun. lie. J. Armstrong. Game.
—\, Bellingham & Gill, Burnley. 2, B. Ir\ing, Dickstrce. he, E. I. Mas-
grave, Longtown. Coc'iim.—!, J. B. Story. 2, M. Taylor, jun, Penrith.
Baktams (Any variety except Game).— !, W. H. Tomlinson, Newark-on-

Treut (Black). 2, J. B. Story (White), he, H. Pickles, jun. (Black).

Pigeons (Any variety).—1, J. Gntbrie, Hexham (Carriers). 2, J. & W.
Towerson, Egremoat. 3, W. H. Tomlinsjn. he, W. H. TomUnson (Whita
Fantiils); F. D. Graham, Birkenhead, e, 3. Sib-on (Dun Carriers); J.

and W. Towerson ; H. Sawyers, Carlisle (Yellow Turbits).

Canaries Any variety).— Coc/t.-l and 2, W. Hattou, PurJhams Crook.
he. Miss E. Jackson, Longtown ; J. H. Jackson, Longtown ; J. Chambers,
Longtown. c, T. Davidson, Longtown.

The Judge was Mr. Hutton, of Padsey.

LONGTOWN POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, though small, was very well managed, and the speci-

mens well attended to. The quality of the birds was very good in all
departments. The first-prize single Game cockerel was a neatly-
moulded bird, though a little out of condition, and the second and
third-prize birds were also fair specimens. The adnlt Game cocks
were excellent in colour, and good in hand, but the nest class of
chickens was not so pood. The first-prize Duckwing cock was of
striking quality in colour and marking. Of Ilamhnrqk^;, only the
winners were noteworthy ; but the Fhrhings and Spanish were good
and well shown. In the "Variety" class excellent White Bantams
were first, with Silver J'oljindi second. Some of the Game Bantams
were very neat and game-looking, though some of the others were too
long in the wing. The Gerse were very large, and the first-prize
Toulouse of capital colour. Dorkings and Konen Ducks won respec-

YORK POULTRY SHOW.
This was hold on the 7th, 8th, and 9th iaat., in conjunction with

the Christmas cattle show.

The entries of Ponltry were 3?,i ; of Pigeons, 157 ; of Rabbits 69 ;

total 560 ; being an increase of 1-15 pens over last year. The longest

ears of the Rabbits measured '2*2^ inches ; and the heaviest weighed

14i lbs. The following is a list of the awards :

—

DOEKISG (Any colour). — 1, J. White, Warlaby. 2, W. Bearpark,

Ainderby Steeple, Northallerton. Chiekenf.—l, 3. Wtiite. 2, T. E. Kell,

Wetherbv.
Spanish.—1, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 2, E. Brown, Sheffield.

Chiekcns.—l, H. Beldon. 2, E. Brown.
CoCHlN-CuiNA (Yellow or Buffi.— 1 and Cup, C. Sidgwick, Ryddlesden

Hall, Keighley. 2, H. Steward, Bishopthorpe.
CoCHiN-CaiNA (Any other colour).—!, C. Sidgwick. 2, J. Bell, Ttiirsk.

Chieken.i.—1. C. Sidgwick. 2, H. W. Illinoworth, Idle.

Bbahma PoOTEA.—1, W. Whiteley, Clough Lodge, Sheffield. 2, 0.
Palfreyman, jun., Heeley, Sheffield.

Game (Black-breasted or other Reds).—1, H. M. Julian, HuU. 2, T.

Hawks, Hunsingore, Wothorby.
Game (Duckwings).-1, E Winwood, Worcester. 2. H. M. Julian.

Game (Any other variety).—!, G. Pounder, Kirby Moorside. 2, E.Win-
wood. Chickens.—l, 3. H. Smith, Skelton 2, T. Dyson. Halifax.

Hajibueohs (Golden-pencilled). — !, J. Walker, Birstwith, Ripley.

2 and 8, H. Beldon.
HAiiBURr.HS (Silver.pencilled).— 1, H. Smith, Morton Banks, Keighley.

5, H. Pickles, jun., Earbv. 3, B. Beldon.
Hameikghs (Golden-spangled).-1, J. Re 11 nson, Liudley, Otley. 2, W.

Driver, Keighley. 3, T. Dean, Keighley.
Ham!;leohs (Silver-spangled).- 1 and 3, H. Beldon. 2, H. Pickles, Jan.
Polish.—1, Mrs. Proctor, Hull. 2, H. Beldon.

Game Bantams.—!, Bellingham & Gill, Burnley. 2 and 3, W. Hodgson,
Dailington.
Bantams (Laced).—1, H. Beldon. 2, F. Powell, Knaresborough.
Bantams (.^ny other colour). — !, G. Atkinson, Darlington. 2, W.

Hodgson.
ANY OTHER Variety.-1, C. Sidgwick. 2. R. Loft, Woodmansey, Beverley.

TCRKEYS.—!, F. C. Matthews, DrilSeld. 2, J. B. Braitbwaite, North
OtteringtoQ. PouH4.—l, F. C. Matthews. 2, E. Barker, Stokesley.

Geese.—!, G. Hustler. Stillingfleet. 2. Lord Wenlock, Escrick Park.

DccKS (Aylesbury).—!, J. Story, Warter, Pocklington. 2, W. Stone-

house, Whitby.
Docks (Rouen).-1 and 2. Mrs. Stamper, Highfleld House, Oswaldkirk.

Ducks (Any variety) —! and 2, C. N. Baker, Chelsea.

SKlLiNO Class.-!, G. Calvert, Darlington. 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Hear-

fleld, Darlington.
PIGEONS.

CARRIERS.- CocA-.-1, W. R. & H. O. Blonkinsop, Newcastlo-on-Tyne.

2, E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds, Hen.—l and Cup, J. Thompson, Bingley.

2, F. J. Leach, Middlesbrough,
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PoDTEH (Any colonrj.—Coc/i.—l, E. Homer. 2,J.Hawley. Hen—land
2, K. Homer.
TtTMBLEKS (Almond).—1 and 2, J. Fielding, Jan., Rochdale.
TuHBLEBB (Short-facedJ.—1, R. Minnitt, jun., Healey. Rochdale. 2, J.

Fielding, jon.
Fantails.—1, T. Rule, Durham. 2, D. McColIin, Hull.
Tecmpetees.-1, J. Firth, Jan., Dewsbary. 2, S. Kobson, Brotherton,

Ferrybridge.
Babbs.—1, 2, and piece of plate, J. Gell, York.
Jacobins.—1, E. Homer. 2, J. Thompson.
T0EBIT8.—1, G. Fletcher, Acomb Landing. 2, H. Whittaker, HesUngton.
Owls.—1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, F. Key, Beverley.
Ndns.-1 and 2, W. Croft, KUhnghaU, Ripley.
Anv othee New or Dibtinct Vaeuitt.-1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, E.

Homer.
Selling Class.—1, J. ThompBon. 2, E. Homer. 8, W. Campey, BeTerley.

Rabbits.- iop-earfi.— Cup for best buck or doe, bred in 1869, T.
Taylor, York ; also special prize for longest-eared. Lop-eared buck or
doe, self-coloured (.411 properties).—!, C. Gravil, jun., Thome. 2, C. King,
St. Jolm's Wood, London. Lop-eared buck or doe^ Yellow and White^ or
Torloiseshell {All properties).—!, A. H. Fasten, Hull. 2, B. Hudson, Hull.
Lop-eared buclior doe, Black and White, or Orey and White (All properties).
1, A. H. Fasten. 2, J. Hume, York. HfniJMf.—l, J. Pearson, York. 2, A.
H. Eaaten. Bimalaiian.—1, J. Ranstrou, Haslingden. 2, J. Bulterworth,
Rochdale. Dutch.—1, T, W. Harrison, York. 2, S. G. Hudson, Hull.
Any oth-er Variety.— \, A. H. Easten. 2, P. F. Martin, Rawcliffe. Selling
Class.—1, S. Hall, York. 2, C. King.

Judges for Poult ni : Mr. R. Teebar. Fnlwood, Preston ; for Piqeoiis :

Mr. W. Massey, Spalding, and Mr." H. Brown, Walkelev, Sheffield

;

for ItiMits: Mr. Millington, of York.

BRADFORD POULTRY SHOW.
The following is the prize Ii3t of this Show, held on the 9th, 10th,

and 11th inst:—
Spanish.—Cup, C. W. Bricrley, Haywood, Manchester. 2, H. Wilkin-

son, Earby, near Skipton. Eitra 2, H. Beldon, Goitstock, near Bingley.
lie, W. R. Bull. Newport Pagnell ; J. F. Dison, Cotgrove, Nottingham

;

F. i C. Haworth, Haslingden ; Burch 6c Booltcr, Sheffield, c, J. Thresh,
Bradford ; F. & C. Haworth.
DoBKlNos—1, H. Croasley, Bloomfield, Halifax. 2, W. Harvey, Shef-

held. 8, W. H. King, Rochdale, he, R. W. Richardson, Beverley; E.
Leech, Rochdale ; J. Martin, Claines, Worcester, c, Hon. H. W. Fitz-
wilham, Wentworth Woodhouse.
Game (Black-breasted Red).—!, W. Bovcs, Beverley. 2, E. Aykroyd,

Bradford. 3, W. Spencer, Haworth.
Game (Brown-breasted Red).—Cop, E. Aykroyd. 2, T. Bottomley,

SheU, Halifax. 3, W. Johnson, Idle.
Game (Any other variety).—!, J. Fletcher, Stoneclongh, Manchester

(Dnckwing). 2, J. Sunderland, Halifax (Pile). 8, C. Chaloner. WhitweU,
Chesterfield, he, E. Naylor, Heckmondwike (Dnckwing). c, W. J. Cope,
Bamsley (Dnckwing).
Brahmas (Dark), — 1, Hon. Mrs. B. Hamilton, Ridgwood, Wobnra.

2, F. Powell, Ivnaresborough. 8, E. Leech, Rochdale, he. W. Harvey;
H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge ; F. & C. Haworth, Newfield. c, H. Lingwood,
Needham Market.
Brahmas (Light).—1, H. Lacy. 2, J. Pares, Postford, GuUdford.

S and c, W. Wbiteley, Sheffield, he, F. Crook, Forest HiU.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Bufl'i.—Cup, W. A. Taylor, Manchester.

t'
J- .Cattell, Birmingham. 8, H. Mapnlebeck, Moseley, Birmingham,

jc, yV
.
Harvey

; Mrs. Allsopp; J. Lee, Middleton. c. Bowman & Fearon,
Whitehaven ; R. White.
Coohin-China (Any other variety).—!, W. A. Taylor. 2, T. Stretch,

Ormskirk (Partridge). 3, R. White (Partridge), he, H. Lingwood (Par-
tridge)

; Bowman & Fearon.
Hameitrgbs (Golden-pencilled).—Cap, J. Smith, Goitstock, Bingley.

2, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 8, J. Walker, Kendal, he, J. Laming,
Cowbum, Spalding

; T. Wrigley, jun., Middleton.
Hambubohs (Silver-pencilled). — 1. J. Walker, Birtswith, Ripley.

2, Mrs. Allsopp. 8, Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, Stoke-on-Trent, he, R.
l^ongbottom. c, W. Park.
HjfMBDEGHs (Gold-apangled).—1, T. Dean. 2, W. Driver, Keighley.

8, W. A. Hyde, Ashton-under-Lyne. he, J. Chadderton, HoHingwood

;

H. Pickles, j un, Earby, Skipton ; J. RoUiuson, Lindley. e, J. Chadderton

;

J. Ogdeu, Hollingwood.
Hajieceohs (Silver-spangled).—Cap and 2, Ashton & Booth, Mottram.

3, J. Laming, he, W. A. Taylor ; J. Fielding, Newchurcb, Manchester.
Hamburghs (Black).—1. C. Sidgnick, Rvddlesden, Keighlev. 2, S.

Batterfield, Keighley. 3, T. Walker, Jan., Denton. )ic, J. Smith, Keigh-
ley

; D. Clayton, Bradford ; J. Holt, Middleton. e, J. Laming.
PoLANDS (Any variety).-1 and Oil Painting, W. Harvey. 2, H. Beldon.

S, W. Gamon, Chester, he, T. Dean ; W. Patrick, West Winch (Gold).
Ant othee Distinct Breed.—1, W. R. Park (Crcve-Coeurs). 2, R,

Loft, Woodmansey (Saltans). 3, Hon. C. W. FitzwilUam, Wentworth
Woodbouse (La Flvcbe). he, W. Harvey (French) ; L. Binev, Manches-
ter; J. J. Waller, Kendal (Malays) ; S. H: Stott, Rochdale '(Houdans)

;

W H. Towle, Sonthport (Houdans).
Game Bantams (Black Reds).—Cup, G. Maples, jun., Wavertree. 2, J.

H. Wilson, St. Bees. 8, G. Noble, Staincliffe. he, J. Holland, Northwich;
J. R. Robinson, Suuderland.
Game Eantajus (Any other varietv).-! and Painting, J. Stabler, Great

Driffield (Piles). 2, T. Whittaker, Melton Mowbray (Piles). 3, J. Cros-
land, Jan.. Wakefield (Dnckwings). he, W. F. Entwisle, Westftold (Black
Game); J. Crosland, jun. (Brown Reds); E. & J. Lund, Shipley (Duck-
wing)

; W. Parker, Clay Cross (Piles) ; A. Ramsden, Swamp, Queensbury;
W. Greaves, Bradiord (Dnckwing); BeUingbam & Gill, Burnley (Piles)

;

G. Smith ; J. Frith.
Bantams (Any other variety).—!, J. Walker (Black). 2, Miss A. Hodson,

Bridgewater (Sebright). 3, Mrs. Woodcock, Itearsby, Leicester (Japanese).
he, W. A. Taylor (Black) ; W. H. Robinson (Black) ; W. Cannan, Bradford
O^lack) ; J.H. Dawes (Japanese) ; W. J. Cope (Pekin).
Selling Class.-I, J. Newton, Silsden, near Leeds (Spanish). 2, W.

A. Bumell, Soathwell, Notts (Bnfi' Cochins). 3, Mrs. J. Cross (Cn-ve-

Coeurs). 4, R. Loft (Sultans). 5, C. W. Brierley. he, T. Dean (Polands)

;

J. Bowker, Keighley I PoLind); S. Bentham, Bradford (Game); J.Smith
(Game); Ilev. P. W. Storey, Daventry(Japanese Bantams) ; W.A. Bumell
(Buff Cochins) ; W. Johnson. Idle, near Leeds (Game) ; J. Powell, Brad-
ford (Spanish); C. Travice,Thorland, near Sheffield (Game and Cochins);
E. Leech; J. Sugden. Thornton, near Bradford (Hamburghs); H. Wilkin-
son (Brahmas) ; J. White ; C. W. Brierley ; J. S. Waller ; J. W. Wilkinson

;

Gunson & Jefferson, Whitehaven; T. Suddick, Bradford (Game) ; W. J.
Cope (Game), c, J. T. Booth (Spanish) ; W. Charter, Great Driffield

;

J. Berry, Silsden (Spanish) ; J. Hodgson, Bradford (Game) ; J. W. WiUdn-
aon (Game) ; J. Spencer, Clayton, near Bradford (Game) ; H. Jowett,
Idle, near Leeds (Game).
Single Cocks.—Game (.\ny colour).—Cup, C. W. Brierley. 2, W. H.

Robinson, Keighley. 3, N. Grimshaw. he, J. Fletcher (Black Red);
Capt. G. Price ; J. H. Wilson. Bantam (Any variety).—Cup, J. W. Morris.
2, G. Hall, Kendal (Game). 3, Bowman & Fearon. Hamburgh (Any
variety).—!, W. A. Hyde (Golden-spangled). 2, S. Lord, Rochdale. 3, T.
Kinder, Mickelthwaite, near Bingley (Golden-pencilled). hc,W, Clayton
(Golden-pencilled). Cochin (Any colour).—!, W. A. Taylor. 2, Mrs,
Allsopp. 8, J. Cattell. /ic, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury (Partridge).
Game Hen (Any colour).—Cup, E. Ackroyd. 2, C. W. Brierley. 3, J.

Fletcher (Black Red). 4, C. Chaloner. ;«;, J. Fletcher (Black Rod) ; J.
R. Robinson; J. Wa)ker; R. Payne, Brierfield, Burnley; W. WheweU,
Redcliife, near Manchester, e, W. Whewell.
Ducks (Aylesbury).-1 and 3, H. Jones, Dinton, Aylesbury. 2, W.

Stonehonse. he, E. Leech ; T. Wilson.
Ducks (Rouen).—!, A. Woods, Sefton, Liverpool. 2,W. Gamon. 3, E.

Leech, he, J, K. Fowler ; A. & J. Trickett, Waterfont, near Manchester.
Ducks (Any other variety).—!, C. W. Brierley. 2, S. Burn (Mandarin).

3, C. & J. Trickett. he, S. Bum (Black East Indian) ; A. & J. Trickett j C.
W. Brierley; S. & R. Ashton (Carolina).

PIGEONS.
CAEBrEEs.—Cnp,W. Harvey. 2, F. Wiltshire, West Croydon. 8, J. 0.

Ord, PimUco. he, F. Crossley, EUand, Halifax ; J. C. Ord. c, F. Crosslcy.
Pouters.—!, F. Crossley. 2. W. Harvey. 8, H. Snowden, Great Hor-

ton, near Bradford. he, W. Gamon; G. Sturgess, Leicester; H.
Snowden ; T. W. Kilbum, East Grimstead. c, E. Walker.
Tumblees (Almond).— 1 and 3, F. Wiltshire. 2, F. Crossley. lie, F.

Crossley; F.Wiltshire, c, W.Harvey; J. H. Ivimy.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—! and 2, W. Harvey. 3, J. Fielding,

jun., Rochdale, he and e, F. Crossley (Agates and Kites).
Barbs.—!, W. Cannan. 2 and 3, F. Crossley. he, F. Crossley; J.

Firth, jun, Dewsbury. c, E Horner, Harewood, Leeds; J. Fielding, jun.
Owls.—!, P. Crossley. 2, Miss F. Easton, Hull. 8, J. Fielding, Jan.

e, T.Eggleston, Halifax.
Turbits.-!, J. T. Lishmnn, Bradford. 2, R. Bairstow, Bradford. 8, J.

Hawley, Bingley. he, E. Homer; F. Crossley. c, E. Horner; Miss F.
Easton.
Fantails.—1, E. Homer. 2. H. Yardley, Birmingham. 3, J. C. Ord.

he, W. Harvey ; W. R. Park ; E. Horner ; G. Sturgess. c, J. Lister, Keighley.
Jacobins—!, W. Cannan. 2 and 3, J. Thompson, Bingley. he, E.

Homer, c, E. Horner ; J. C. Ord.
Trumpeters.-1, J. Hawley. 2, J. Firth, jun. S, W. Harvey, he, W.

Harvey ; E. Horner ; W. Garni n ; J. Thresh, c, E. Homer ; S. A. Taylor,

Coldfield, near Birmingham.
Deaooons.—1, W. Harvev. 2 and 3, W. Gamon. vhe, T. Smith,

/ic, E. Homer ; H. AUsop ; J. Thompson ; J. Percivall ; T. Lambert, c, W.
Harvey; E.Horner; J.Thompson.
Antwerps.—! and 3, J. Hawlev. 2, J. Mills, he, E. Horner ; J. J.

Bradley ; H. Yardley. c, W. H. MitcheU, Keighley ; J. Mills.

Magpies.—1. J. T. Lishman. 2 and 3, E. Homer, he, J. Hawley ; H.
Draycott ; J. T. Lishman.
Ant other Variety.-!, J. T. Lishman. 2, E. Homer. 8, W. Harvey.

he, H. Draycott, Humberstone ; U. Yardley ; J. T. Lishman. c, T. Stretch

(Nuns) ; G. Sturgess (Swifts).

Selling Class.—!, E. Walker (Pouters). 2, J. Percival (Isabels). 3, J.

Hawley. he, Mrs. J. Cross (German Feather-footed Tumblers) ; J..

Thompson ; J. Lister, c, W. Harvey ; F . Key, Beverley.

Judges.—Pmdtnj: Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston, and Mr. J.

Hindson, Liverpool; Piijeons : Mr. W. Massey, Spalding, and Mr. E.
Hutton, Pudsey.

ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S WINTER SHOW.
This Show was held in Dublin, December 7th, 8th, and 9th. The

following is the prize list :

—

Dorkings (Silver-Grey).— 1, W. Mulligan, Belfast. 2, G. Purdon,
Killucan. 3 and e, Mrs. Warburton, Naas. he, R. P. Williams, Clontarf.

Chickens.—1, Miss Drevar. Blackrock. 2, he, and c, Mrs. Warburton.
Doekings (Coloured) —1, Mrs. Hay, Cork. 2, Mrs. Warburton. 3, R.

P. Williams, he, Mrs. R. Clay, thickens —!, J. C. Cooper, Limerick.

2, W. Mulligan, he, Mrs. Hay. c, Mrs. Warburton.
Spanish.—1, Miss Drevar. 2, Hon. Miss D. Pennant, Bangor, he, W.

Mulligan: K. P. Williams, e, G. A.Stephens; R. P. Williams. Chickens.

—1, Hon. Miss D. Pennant. 2, Miss Drevar. he, W. Mulligan, c, Mrs.

Melville.
,^ .

Brahma Pootea.—!, Hon. Miss D. Pennant. 2, Mrs. Warburton
Extra 2, Capt. Dowjman. C/iu-fceTu.-!, G. A. Stephens, Dublin. 2, Capt

Downman. he. Hon. Miss D. Pennant, c, Mrs. Warburton.
Cochin-china.—! and 2, F. W. Zurhorst, Dublin, he, Hon. J. Massy ;

F. H. Green, Belfast. Chickens.—1, Mrs. Hay. 2, R. P. Williams.

Game. — 1, C. E. McCiintock. 2, G. A. Perriu. c. Hon. J. Massy,

Limerick. Chickens.—I and c, G. A. Perrin. 2 and e, C. E. McClmtock.
Hamburghs (Pencilled).— 1, Hon. J. Massy. 2, C.E. McCiintock. <;,J.

C. Cooper. „ , r,^ ^
Hamburghs (Spangled).—!, Capt. Downman. 2. G. A. Stephens.

Polands (White-crested Black)-—1 and 2, Miss Drevar.

La Flkche.—1 and 2, G. A. Stephens.
Houdans.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2, Mrs. H«y. e, G. A. Stephens.

Crkve-Ccede.—! and 2, P. W. Zurhorst. „ „ „ ,c.,
Any other Vaeiett.—!, J. C. Cooper (Sultans). 2, F. H. Green (Silver

Polands). he, Mrs. Green ; F. W. Zurhorst (Silkies).

Game Bantams.—1, F. W. Zurhorst. 2, W. G. Mulligan;

Sutherland.

G. F. D.
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Bantams (Any other variety). — ], L. F. Perrin (BUcks). 2, J. K.
Milhier (RiimpU-ss).
SlMGLE CovKB.—Dorkinp.— l nnd 2. R. Dove. /i<r, W. Mngrntb ; G. A.

Stephen?, c, G. N. Purdon ; M. Mowbrny; J. Barlow ; Mrs, Warburton.
.Vpnnisft.— 1, W. Mnllipfin. c, \V. MnlliRan; Miss Drcvnr. Cochin.— \, W.
H. PerriD. -2. R. P. Williams, c, W. H. Perrin ; J. C. Cooper. Drn'uma.
—1, G. A. Stephens. 2, K. W Boyle. La Ft^che.—l nod 2, G. A. StephenF.
he, Capt. Donnninn. Houdaii^—l^ G. A. Stephens. '2, 3. C. Cooper.
CrHse-CfCHT.—l, P. J. Wnldron. '2, J. C. Cooper. Gamc.~l and c, G. A.
PeiTin. 2 and he, C. E. McClintock.
TxTRKEYS.— I, J. C. Cooper. 'J, Hon. J. Maesy. fl. S. R. Magoe. ftc, E.

A. Leole. <r, J. Bourkc. Poul!s.—l ond /ic, Misd King. 2. J. C. Cooper,
c, 8. Mowbray. Cocfc*.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2, P. J. Waldrou. he, B.
O'CoDnor.
Gkebe.—1, 3, and e, Mrs. Warbnrton. 2, J. Bonrko, he, W. H. Perrin ;

Hon. J. Mofisy.
Oei:^c (Fat .—l.R. p. Williame. Fic, Hon. J. Massy, e, Mrs. Warbnrton.
DocKi I Konen).— 1, W. G. MnlUgan. 2, R. P. Williams, c, J. C. Cooper.
DccK^ (Aylesbury) —1, li. P. WlUUms. 2, S. Mowbray, he, G. A.

Steptieu.'s ; W. G. MulligaQ. c, Miss Wallace.

Pigeons.—CarntfM.—l. C. F. Staunton, Clondftlkin. 2, J. McDonnel,
Hatiiniincs. c, ^lius Capnm. Cot*^'.— 1, F. H. Graen, Belfast, he, A.
Evans. <-. E. M'Crao. Stillorgan. i/en.—1, F. H. Green. Belfast, he, C.
F. Staunton. Titmbltrs,—1 and 2, H. WftUnce, Donnybrook. he, E. A.
Leale; C. F. Staunton. Fantails.—l, E. M'Crea. 2, E. Leale ; he, E.
Leale ; MissCapam; A. Kvann; C. f. Staunton. Any other Variety.—
1, J. K. Milner iBarbfl). 2. E. M'Cr.^ft (Ice). 3, C. F. Stannton (Turbits).
he, L. F. Ptrrin; C. F. Stannton. c, E. A. Leale; G. A. Stephens.

JrDGES,—Messrs. P. H. Jones, Fnlham: J. DombraJn : and A.

CoznynB, Dnblin.

TKEDEGAR POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, which was heUl at Xowport, Monmoutbehire, on the

14th and 15th inst., was a success, marred only by the too late arrival

of some of the best specimens of both ponltry aijd Pigeons. So late,

indeed, were some of these tliat tho jndf^g bad been completed more
than two honrs, and what is more to be regretted, most of the lato

arrivals were birds whieh would have taken leading; positions.

Some of the (rinue were very fiiulty as regards the feet, and soft in

hfuid, hut the winninj:; pens were very fine, especially the first-prize

Reds, and the pen of Dacliwings that carried ofi the plate. Some of

the Spatti^h were good, but roughness of face prevailed. The Dorkiti^s

were lar*;e-framed birds, and the dark Brakvias were also good. The
cup for Hamhurtflis went to Golden-pencilled ; this section was notably

good. A cup was also awarded to French fowls ; it brought an
entry of capital birds, and the cup was borne off by one of the best

pens of CrGve-Co:'nrs we have seen of late. Game /iantams were

good, but the Blacks were not so good as desirable, faulty combs being

the order. White Krmtams were mnch better than the Blacks, and
Pekins and Sebrights won in the "variety" class. Id the class for

any other breed. Black Hambarghs were first, and Malays second.

Aylesbury Vitcls were a fair lot, but the Koneus were better, and the

*' variety class" was the most attractive of all, containing the most
exgoisite Mandarins, Carolinas, Shell, Musk, and Brazilians. Ger^f^e

and Tarlceys were mnch improved, as compared to those shown in

previous years, both in respect to size and plumage. In the selling

class there were forty-two entries, and many cheap lots were sold.

Of P'V/''rj'.v, the Carriers and Ponters were very good in all

particulars. Fantails formed a good class, both White, Bloe, and
Black being well represented. Of other varieties Nuns were first,

Dntch Ponters second, and Red Swallows third.

Game (Elf.ck or Brown-breasted Reds .— 1, E. Aykroyd, Bradford-

2, Capt. Grove, Taynton. 3, W. C. Phillips, Worcester, he, W. Bradley,
Worcester.
Game (Anv othervarietv).—1 and Cnp, H. C. & W. J. Mason, Drighling-

ton. 2, W. C. Phillip?. 3'. E. Aykroyd. he, W. Donning, Newport, Salop ;

W. Nicholas, Caerphilly, c. G. Cole, Llanelly ; E. Chilcott.

Spanish.— 1 and Cup, H. Bcldon, Goilstock, Bingley. 2,J.R. Rodbard.
3, Tonkin & Tnckey, Bristol, he, J. Stephens, Walsall; D. Lane,
Gloucester.
DoRKiNo {Any variety).—!, J. Martin. Clnines, Worcester. 3, Miss

A. B. Morfian. Dimlands, Cowbridge. /ic, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton

;

L. Pattun, Hillmore, Taunton ; N. G. Kussell, Kinglou. c. Lord Tredegar,
Tredepar Park, Newport.
CociiiN-CniSA (Any variety).—1 and Cup, Miss J. Millward, Newton-St.

Lot', Bristol. 2, Mre. J. E. Brewer. Gorelands, Newport, 3, J. R. Rodbard,
Wrington, Bristol, he, Mrs. AJlsopp, Worcester, c, J. Gwyane, Backland ;

C. Taylor, Glnnoeater.
Bbahma Pootra (Lifr'ht).— 1, W. J. Cradock, Maindee, Newport. 2, J.

Buckley, Llanelly. hc,T. A. Dean, Moreton-on-Lugg, Hereford, r, Mrs.
Pearson. Cardiff; Lord Tredtgnr.
Bkahma Pootra (Dark).—1 ;ind2, Rev. J. Bowen, Talgarth. «hc, Mrs.

Allsopp. c, C. Taylor. Gloucester; W. B. Etches, Whitchurch.
Hamburoh (GolJ-pencilledi.—1 and Cup, J. Walker, Eirstwith, Ripley.

2, H. Beldon. /tc, W. Speakman* Nantwich. c, H. Pickles, jon.
Hahbubobs (Silver-pencilled).- 1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Walker, he, J.

Pearson, Bradford; Mrs. Allsopp. :. H. Pickles, jun.

Hambcbghs (Gold-BpaDRled).— 1, S. a it. Aghton, Roe Cross, Mottram.
2, H. Pickles, jun. he, H. Beldon ; N. Marlor. Denton, Manchester.
Hameubghs Silver-spangled).— 1, H. Beldun. 2, J. Walker, r/jc, Mrs.

Flynn, Uardingswood, Kidsgrove, Stoke-on-Trent, he, J. Buckley, c, W.
Bairstow.
PoLANDS (Any variety).—!, H. Beldon. 2, J. Uinton, Warminster.

3. H. Laver, Coichestvr. r, J. Lanklord, Brisllngton, Brintol.

HouDANs.—1, C. Homfray. Newport. 2, J. G. Rose, Bath, he, W. O.

(Jnibell, Newark; Mrs. IJewellyn, Court Coleman, Bridgend.
Any other French Variety.—1 and Cup, C. Homfray (Creve-Coenrl.

2, H. WjTidham. Wawne, Beverley (Cn-ve-Coear).i 3, C. Taylor (Creve-

Cceur). c,J. G.Ross (Cr»"ve-Cocurj.

Gaxe BATtTAVB.- 1 and Cup. W. F. EntnisI^. Westfleld. Clftokb«ttoo.
2. Mayo & Waahbouroe. Gloucoflt«r. r}ic, E. Payne. Cardiff, he, R. N.
Barlow, Wrexham, c, W. Buutcbor, Nutting Hill, Loodon ; W. U. Tomlin-
8on, N«wark-on-Trii*t.
IJANTAMS (BUck, Clcinn-leggod).—1, E. Cimbridg^, Brii«tol. 2, S. 4 R.

A'lbtou. vhc, E. Cambridge, he, H. Draycu:;. e, W. ii. TomlincoD ; H.
Dmycott.
Bantamb (Wh'tp, Cloan-logffod).—1. H. Drayoott. 2, S. &., R. Ashton,

he. Mayo & Wucbbonriie. .-, J^ Walkor.
Bantams (Any olhur variety).—1, H. Drayco'.t. 2. Mayo & WashVonraa.
Any other Distinct Buked.— 1 and 4, Rev. W. berjoant^on (Blank

HamburgUH). 2. J. liiut'^n {Malays). 3, Mrtt.Llcwftllyn (Sultana). Is K. H.
Nicholas (Black H>iaiburk'lis). hc,\\. H. NirUioln^ (Black HnuburghB)

;

N. Mfirlor 'BUrk HumburjihBl ; S. Bnltorfictd, Koichley (Blick Ham-
bargh^). , J. M. Kilvcrt, WukotloM (Black Ujimbnrf;h8).
Guinea Fowls.— 1, Hon. F. C. Morgan, Newport.
DDCKa(Aylc3bnry) — 1. Lord Trudegar. 2, C. Homfray. 3, E. C. Phillip?,

Brecon, h:, G. Thompson. TrcRroes, Bridgend ; TJrs, il. Jon*''. Newporl.
Ducks (Roaeul.-1, Lord TrMognr. 2. 11 J. Evans. PwMoch, St.Mellonf.

3. C. Homfray. he, J. Cloud, Monmouth ; H. Garsod, Park, Pentyrch; W.
Cooper, AbcT^avonny. e. Rev. C. T. Salisbury, Newport.
DccKS (Any other variety).— ! and 2, C. Hnnfr.ay (Mandarins and

Carolina"*}, he, S. A R. Ashton Carolinas) : C. Homfray (Brazilian);
Lord Tredegar ; Rev. W. Serjoantson. c, J. M. Kilvert, Ludlow.
Geese.- 1 and 2, R. Recs, Abergavenny. 3, D. Jez^kins, Chrutchnrch,

Newport, he, .1. G. Hnlford, Buckland, Crickhowell ; Hon. F. C. Morgan ;

Mr?. Matthews, Trcdnonock, Llaugibl»v.
ToRKEYS.- 1, Lord Tredegar. 2, Miss J. Xilwcrd. 8, Mrs. Allsopp.

nc, Mrs. A. Stallard, Caerloon.
Selling Class (Fowls).—I, W. J. Cradock, Maindee, Newport. Moo.

(Brabui.is). 2, R. H. Nicholas (BantRmsl. 3. C. Homfray. Newport
(Ho'jdans). -1, J. Skiuncr, Cacrlcon, Mon. (Dorkings). 5, S. Butterfield.

Keigblcy (EUck Hamburgh?'!, he, G. Thome. Newport. Mon. (Andaln*
sinns); J. Skinner (Dorkiuk'^ »nd BAntami^r, J. G. HoUon), Buckland,
Crickhowcll, Brecon (Dork;:;-S(; Mr.-*. Llewellyn (Dorkinirs) ; R. H.
Nicholas iHlack HjtDiburtjhs .ind Silkies); J. Laybource (Black Hoir.-

btu-t'bs) ; j. Percivall, Hurl-i-rBe. Birmincbcm (PolandsJ. c. J. S.

Phillip-', Newporl, Mon. (Bl.«k Red Gamei; E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot,
Oswestry (Grov DorkinRsI ; J Buckley (Dorkings ; D. W. J. Thomaf*.
Brecon .Cochin-china); R.ll. Nicholas (Game) ; H. H. Thompson, Hil

marton, Calne (Golden-poiicillt'tl Hamburghs) : J. G. Holford.
Selling Class (Docks).—1, C. Homfrftv Brnzilifln Ducks). 2, E.

Shaw (Ayltsbury Pucki-1. 3, J. E. Brewar, Gorelands, Newport (Ayles-

bury Ducks), he, Mrs. Sketch, Liswerry, Newport, Mcb. (Barrow Ducks).
c, Mrs. Llewellin (Brazilian Ducks) ; J. Skinner (Ayleobury Ducksj.
SwEEPSTiSES FOR CocK^.— Dorkinp. — 1, E. Shaw. Game. — 1, F.

Randell. KidwcUcy, Carmarthen. 2, J. W. Jonw, Newport. 8, Wlnwood
and Hughes, Worcester. Qani^ Bantam,—!, Mayo & Washboume. 3, E.
Payne. 3, E. C. Phillips. Ann other Variftii.—\, Wyndham & Ward.
Saiisbory (Creve-Cceur). 2, C. Homfray (Houdan.
Pigeons.— C'arrtVrj*.-!, J. C. Ord, Pimlico, London. 2 and he, G. S.

Hockev, Bristol, c, H. Yardlev, BirminghRni. Pout^erf.—1, IT. Ynrdlcy.

2. Mftf'ter C. W. S. Bulpiu, Bridgwater. I:c, H. Draycott. Timftleri.—

1 ncd '>j. Miss F. J. M. Bulpin. 2. H. YardJey. 3, J. Fielding, jim.. Roch-
dale. i''i:'i;ai7t.—1, W. H. Tomlinson, Newark-on-Trent. H. Draycott.

he. Miss F. J. M. Bulpin ; J. E. Breward, Birmingham ; W. H.TomUnson.
c. H. Yardlev ; Rev. W. S. Shaw. Bath. Anu other Virietjf.—l, Master C.

W. S. Bulpin. 2. H. Yardley. 3, H. Draycott. 'if, T, A. Dean, Moroton-
on-Lupg, Hereford iNuns).

The Judge was Mr. E. Hatton, Pndsey. Leeds.

ASHFORD POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 13th and I Ith inst. Thft followiag is the prize

list :—
Dorkings (Coloured).—! and Cop. J. Smith, Potworlb. 2, G. W.

Greenhill, AsMord. 3, F. Kipping, Maidstone, c, £. Rice. Sandwich :

Miss Pittock.ScIlindge. CViicfrnw.— 1 and 2, E. Rice. 3, F. Parlett, Groat
Eaddow. he, R. Cheesman, jun.. Westwell, Ashlord. c, G. W. Greenhill;

T. Perkins ; R. Cheesman, jun.
Dorkings (Silver-Grey).—1, Miss Hales. 2, J. E. Plumptrc, Gooclnes-

tono. C/jicfeTH*.-!and2, J. B. Plumptre. he, r, Cheesman. Ashford.

c, F. Cheetman ; Miss M. Plummer, Canterbury ; Rev. T. E. Cato, Wye.
Dorkings (White).—!, A. Cobb, Faversham.
DoKKiNGS (.Anv varietvl.—/J<-?('.—1, Rev. T. E. Cato. he. O. W. Green-

hiU. c, J. B. PJiimptre. Extra, F. Parlett. Coc?; —1, Miss Pittock. 2, F,

Parlett. he, F. Cheesmnn ; G. W. Greenhill. --, J, B. Plnntptre.

Spanish.—1, Nichols ic Howard, Caniborwell. 2, W. Russell, Ashford.

Chickens.— I, Nichols & Howard. 2, F. James. Pcckham, he, H. West,
Maidstone, e. J. B. Plumptre; W.J.Hammond. Ashford; C. F. Hore,
Tnnbridge, Cock,—!, R. West. he. F. Jamrs. % C. W. Hammond,
Cochin-China (Cinnamon or Buffj.—1, Miss Hales, Canterbury. 2 and

c, W. F. Harvev, Thruxted.
Cochis-China (Any other variety).—!. T. G. Ledger, Folkestone. 2,

Miss Hales, e, J. U. Dawes, Moseley Hall, Biniingham.
Brahma Pootea.—Cup and !, — Herbert. 2 and 8, Miss Hales, e.

W. F. Erook, Wye ; E. C. Dering, Surrenden Deering ; — Herbert ; J. H.
Caff, London.
Game (Black and Brown Red).—!, S.Matthew, Stowmarket. 2andr,

J. Jeken. Eltham. 3, W. F. Hurvev. he, R. H.l)1, Cambridge. Oiiek^n*.

—1 and Cup, W. Adams, Ipswich. '

2, S. Matthew. J, R. Hall, he, W, F.
Harvev.
Game (Any other varictv).-!. S. Matthew (Dacfewing). 2, F. Eipping

(Duckwinc . ChiekeJu.—\, S. Matthew (Duckwinj?). 2, J. H. Dawes
(Ela:ki. Tjc, E. Rice (Duckwing). c, J. Jeken. Coclr.—!. J, Jcken. 2,

J. H. Bayley, Ashford (Black Reds), he, B, Hpll ; E. Rice (Black-breasted

Red), e, T.'G. LedRcr.
Hamburoh (Golden-spindled).—!, T. Penfold, Newhaven. 2, R. West.
Hamecboh iSilver-iiiiaiiciedt.—1, T. Penfold. 2, F. Elliott, he, B.

West, e, M. Dorman, Asbford.
H-^mburgh (Gold-pencilled).—!, C. Havers, Ingatostone. 2. R. West.

he, Usbome & Worger. ,\ehford. <-, Miss Hales.
Hameusgh (Silver-pencilled). —1, withheld. 2. R. Fowle. Wingham.
Polish.- 3, D. Mutton, Brighton (Black with white creat). 2, E. J.
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Kecve8 (Gold), hr, G. W. Boothby, Lnath. <-, Miga Hales (Golden-

spangled) : G. W. Boothby : D. ilatton (Black with white crest).

CBi.TE-C<EOE.—1, EeT. "H. H. DombraiD, Weatwell Vicarage, Ashlord.

2, T. G. Ledger, he, W. Dring.
HocDAj).— 1, W. O. Qaibcll, New»rk. 2 and 8, Hill & Co., Brighton.

he, G. Mills ; W. O. Quibell, Newark ; W. Dring ; J. Norwood, Hersham.
,, G. MiUs ; F. EUiott.
Bantams (Gold an! SUver-laccd).—1, Mi3S A. Hodson, North Petherton.

Bantams (Black, White, or any variety).— 1, Miss E. J. N. Hawker,
Tunbridge Wells. 2, D. Mutton, he, J. Barnard, Staplehurst ; J. H.
Bayley. c, E. Fowler.
Gajte Bantams.—1, F. James. 2, J. B. Plnmptre. 3, H. Dowsett.

Pleshey.
Docks (Aylesbury).—1 and he, C. Haveie. 2, W. Jacob, Shepherdswell.

c, G. W. Greenhill ; Jlisa Hales.
DccKs (Rouen).- 1, C. S. Hardy, Canterbury. 2, W. Jacob, he, W. F.

Harvey ; Lady F. Brshby, Kingston Hill ; F. Parlett.

Geese.—2, Miss Hales, he, D. Swaffer. Kingsnorth: Mrs. Powell.

Godings.—l, Miss Hales. 2, Mrs. Powell, he, D. Swafl'er; Hiss Hales.

Tubkeys.—1, Miss Hales. 2, J. Foord. he, W. H. Mold, Bethersden.
Poults—1, T. Harrev. 2, V,'. B. Sharpe. Cranbrook. he, 1. Harney; VT.

H. Mould ; J. Foord; AshJcrd.
Any other Vaktext.—1, C. Avers, Canterbury (Guelder or Breda).

2, Hills & Co. (Gaaeesian). he. Miss Hales (Silkies), e, G. Mills (La
Fleche); F. EUiott, Dymcharch (Black Hamburgh).
Selling Class.— 1, G. Mills, Woodville, Dover (La Fleche). 2, C. F.

Hore (Brown Red Gaaei. 8, P.. Cheesman (Dorking). Jic, J. B. Plumptre
(Dorking); G. W. GreenhUl (Dorking), c, Dr. Beet, Ashford (Hoadans)

;

J. B. Plumptre (Silver-Grey Dorking/ ; T. Perkins (Spanish and Houdaui)

;

W. P. Forth, Ashford (White Bantams) : J. Rogers, Hastings (White and
Black Cochins) ; Col. Deedes, Hythe (Grey Dorking).

Extra Local Phize (Houdan).

—

Chicken.—1, G. Mills.

Pigeons.—Carricri (Any colour).—1, W. Foster, Ripple House, Deal-

2, J. F. Jenks, Canterburv. Tumbler'.—1, W. Igglesden. 2, F. Elgar'

Sandwich. Fantaili.-l. d. W. Greenlill. 2. F. Elgar. he. A. A. Vander
Meerscfa, Forest Hill ; G. W. Greenhill. Any other Variety.—1, Lady F.

Bnshby (Blue Runts). 2, J. Bowes (Owls). 8, E. C. Bering (German
Helmet), he, W. Igglesden, AsMord (White Trumpeters).

KILMARNOCK POULTRY, PIGEON, AND
CANARY SHOW.

Our friends in tlie north are certainly progressing. The fanciers

are waking-up again witli renewed and increased spirit, and as our

exliibitions come round those who have been so long in retirement

appear with the produce of their summer's labours, setting them on
the tables of our shows to the surprise of their brethren, and the ad-

um-ation of visitoia.

Kilmarnock has taken a decided step in advance this year, and if

ever a Committee had reason to be gratified by the successful termi-

nation of their work, it is that of the quiet and industrious manu-
facturing town of carpets and blue bonnets. Last year the Show was

held in the Market Hall, behind the Corn Exchange, a very large

squai'e building, roofed with glass, and the Exhibition comprised
182 pens of poultry, 153 pens of Pigeons, and 127 cages of Canary
birds. This year the Show was held on the ^Tth nit., and the entries

increased to such an extent that the Committee had to engage not

only the Hall, but the Corn Exchange as well, a large and elegant

building communicating with the Hall by an easy flight of steps. The
Market HaU was devoted to the poultry, of which 259 pens were ex-

hibited ; and the Exchange which was neatly arranged after the manner
of the Glasgow Show, having pens of the same size and shape, con-

tained 241 pens of Pigeons, with shelves against one wall on which
were placed 202 cages of Canary birds. One healthy sign of this

Show at once caught the eye—so far as we could observe there were
only three empty pens in the whole Exhibition, and we could not but
admire the conscientious care i>estowed on the specimens sent for ex-

hibition. They were not only accommodated with large and roomy
pens, bat systematic&Uy fed and watered, and a sufficient stafi' of

police, besides the members of the Committee, kept a watch over the

whole.

The extra prizes awarded at this Show, like those at the -Johnstone

Show, were something new—viz., timepieces, some in marble, others

in gilt stands—next to money certainly one of the most useful as well

as ornamental articles that could be given. The appreciation of these

prizes was at once seen by the numerous entries for them.
Poultry.—Spanish was a very e.xcellent class, the prize birds being

remarkable for their combs and purity of face. Many elegant and pro-

mising birds stood In this class ; the special prize being for the best

cock or cockerel, was awarded to the second-prize pen, the cockerel

contained therein being the best.

Dorkings.—The first-prize uen was the best bird in the class, and
though the entries were not numerous, the birds as a whole were good.

The third-prize pen contained birds of great promise, and they will,

no doubt, take a higher place at another time. Of Brahma.'^ or Oochiii-

CJtinas there were some fair birds. The cock which gained the first

prize and also the timepiece for the best cock in Classes 2, 3, and 4,

seemed to us to be rather long in the limb. Scotch Greys were a very

good class, but breeders should endeavour to produce birds with a

deeper black and purer white than those which are now generally ex-

hibited. Golden -spangled Uanihureihs were remarkably good, and
must have given the Judges considerable trouble. Pen 85, commended
(W. A. Hyde), was very much admired, and had it not been for the

faulty ear of the hen might have had a more honourable place.

Oolden-pencilled Hamburghs were also very good ; the prize birds bid I

fair to hold their place at any show. Among Silver-spangled Ham-
borghs were some excellent birds. The first-prize cock, which gained

also the timepiece for the best cock in Classes 7 and 8, was faoltless,

with the exception of having a rather heavy comb. The hen he "Was

matched with we considered a little too dark. The third-piize hen was
in marking almost perfect, and many other birds, had they been well

matched, would have caused the Judges no little trouble. Silver-

pencilled Ilamburghs were also vei*y good, the hens in some cases

being of great merit. As a whole they were much admired by visitors.

Poland^ constituted but a weak class ; the first and second-prize pens

were, however, very good. Polands being so constantly hoodwinked,

and, therefore, so nnable to take care of themselves, do not seem to bo

kept in any great numbers at the present day.

Of Ooineik^re was a fair class containing some fine birds but badly

matched, a great drawback to exhibitors. The first-prize cock was a

good and powerful bird, but hardly fine enough in the head. Many of

the smaller birds were very elegant in form. Game Bantams were aa

usual the largest and best class in the Show, and the Judges had great

difliculty in making their awards. The elegance of shape and grace of

motion seemed to attract the lady visitors to this pretty class. Black

Bantams with the exception of the prize birds were not quite so good

as we have seen. Of Bantams, " Any other variety," there was a

very pretty class ; the variety of feather and shape afforded a complete

contrast to all the other classes, and from the elevated and isolated

position of the pens the class formed a pretty little show of itself.

Of Aylesbury Dacles indifferent biids were shown ; a cross would

be of great advantage to the exhibitors. Among Konen Ducks the

prize birds were as fine as we have seen at any show in the kingdom.

Pigeons.—We were not prepared for the sight presented to us by

the extent of this department ; both in numbers and quality it would

have done credit to a city show. The Pouter pens were arranged

opposite the entrance, and presented a most imposing line. Both in

the old and young classes of Pouters there were buds of the most

perfect form. In many cases the markings were almost perfect ; as a

rule the colours were good. Reds being the worst. The most fasti-

dious fancier of Pouters might have stocked his loft with birds from

this Show. A-n unusual appearance attracted us to a pen in the old

class (Pouters any colour), containing a pair of splendid birds in high

training. Thev were valued in the catalogue at £50. Worth the

money ? Well^ but they were artificially coloured to the very eyes,

and after all they would have held their position had the colour and
" finish " been left with the vendors. This was not the only pen

tampered with in this class ; but for the present we abstain from pub-

lishing names, in the hope that some step will be taken on an early

day which will put an end to this dishonest practice. We are sorry to

say that in the second class, " Pouters bred 1869," several birds had

also been tampered with, and some of the pens contained old birds.

A placard was posted in the Hall, which read as foUows :
" Young

Pouters. Many birds in this class disqualified as old, also for being

tampered with.'" Space does not allow ns to describe as we could

desire the numerous specimens of merit exhibited. The fanciers in

the west of Scotland are advancing in Carriers ;
the class for these

was not inferior to that for the Ponters, and the principal part were

entered by Kilmarnock fanciers. The Blacks were certamly the best

;

some single birds in Duns very fine, but, unfortunately, several pairs

were Ul-matched. The young class was the best we have ever seen at

anv local Scotch show. We were rather doubtful that the cock m the

first-prize pen (Dnn) was a last year's bird. The second and third-

prize pens, shown by Mr. White, Paisley, were beautiful
;
both black

heads and necks of exquisite form, and the fine, bold, arrow-shaped

bills are sure to become the perfect " box " as they become older.

There was a good cUss of Short-faced Tumblers, Mr. fielding carry-

ing off the first prize, and Mr. Mair, Kilmarnock, the second ; but

some of the pairs were not in very good order. Common Tumbleis

were an exceUent class. We were glad to see the prize money for this

class the same as for the others, as it encourages young fanciers to

prosecute this pleasant and instrnctive pastim--. Almost every variety

in colour and marking was here exhibited. Among the Fantails stood

some rare specimens. The first-prize birds had saddled tails and

were large, and their motion perfect. One bird, shown by Mr. Kerr,

KUmamock, was a gem—pure white—but it had a miserable mate.

Jacobins were a poor class. We are rather fastidious as to this bird,

and seldom see the elegant Swallow shaped bird of olden times.

Barbs were a very good class : the Blacks by far the best. Of 1 rum-

peters several sup'erior pairs were shown ; all were perfect in the teet,

some wanting in rose and crest. This class of birds is decidedly im-

proving. There was a good deal of dressing among the^ Nuns, and

several birds were disqualified. The " Any other variety class con-

tained a diversity of beautiful Pigeons, all in fine order. Without

doubt, the most interesting were the Uttle white foreign Owls, shomi

by Mr Fielding, with their sweet little chubby faces. 1 he same birds

appeared formeriy at another show, and an old and ardent fancier, on

looking at them then, said " They are just Uke things made for kiss-

ing " Bv-the-by, he was, is, and is likely to remain, a bache or.

The Canary department was a most interesting one
;

the birds

all so tame, clean, and in perfect feather. We think it a pity that the

Glasgow fancy Canary is not better known in the south ;
the small

biUsand beautifuUy rounded heads, narrow shoulders, and long taper-

ing tails, aU forming one perfect curve-moving on long neatly-set

limbs, and displaying a grace of form and motion which could not
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hare been attaincit bnt by dint of lon^ and carefal breedinf;. Tbo
Moles bred from this breed of Canaries were also very handsome in

shape. There were, however, two classes of Canaries which we
missed, and if tliey were introdaced into oar northern shows would
give, we feel snre, additional interest both to fanciers and visitors ;

we refer to the Belgians and Lizards. The former have been mach
ased for the improving of other breeds, and are, we think, well worthy
of caltivation ; the latter, so beautiful in colours and markinjis, bo

hardy and eaeily managed, and forming such a contrast to other

breeds, would come in as a further attraction. We wish our Kilmar-
nock friends all success in time coming, and would recommend them,
if pospible, to allow the .Judges a full day for their work, and the

pnblic the day following to enjoy the exhibition,

^j^We published a list of the awards last week.

RABBITS AND THEIR VARIETIES.
We have heard much rcapecting exhibited lUibbita of Lite,

and many things have been said about judges, committees, and
the officers in connection with exhibition.? generally. All this

will tend to a satisfactory result, I have no doubt, and so all will

be pleased. I have often thought of a method of judging Rab-
bits that might be more in accordance with a correct conclusion

as to their merits, regardless of any reference to the catalogue.

All the judge requires, in my opinion, is the schedule of prizes,

and for what they are offered—length of car, heaviest weight,

&e. ; and with that knowledge only he may commence his duties,

and in total ignorance of the owners' names. There could then

be no remark that the judge had given the prize to the owner
instead of the Rabbit, as is too often heard, especially when
the judge goes the round of the pens with catalogue in hand,
for in it there is no information that he requires. The speci-

mens are there, and the only question with him is which is the
best in its class.

The Himalayan, or, as the word imfjiies, a " palace of snow"
—this " furry friend," as some enthusiastic admirer of the Rabbit
family is pleased to designate his pet, is found in great numbers
on the chain of mountains which extend 1800 miles from the
Burrampootcr, in Assam, to the western extremity of the

Hindoo-Koosh, in Cabul, and it is .isserted that this is a
sacrificial animal with the Chinese, who annually sacrifice thirty

thousands of them, with prayers that their crops may be as

prolific as Rabbits. Hence we at times find them spoken of as
the Chinese Rabbit, also as the Black-nosed Rabbit. They are

found and reared on the Continent ; and I have seen them
labelled at exhibitions as Antwerp Rabbits, and many are im-
ported into this country from that city. Egyptian Smut is a name
also applied to this neat specimen, and if variety of names adds to

the intrinsic value or interest of this little animal, the Himalayan
is highly favoured. Perhaps no specimen presents a more decided
appearance than it does, or has the point.s of excellence more
e\-ident to a judge. The darker the extremities are the more
valuable, and a greater certainty of a prize irrespective of the

size
;
yet I have seen very imperfectly marked specimens at

shows carry ofi' prizes because of their corporeal magnitud«
,
yet

with very grey extremities.

I may here remark what all keen observers of this variety may
also have noticed : that at times the extremities, especially the

feet, tindergo a great change, and for three months at a time

present anything but the deep dark shade so desirable. This
change occurs when the moult is in progress, and m.any an
anxious exhibitor has been disappointed at finding his probable
prize-winner looking anything but black enough in the face to

come off with honours.
I would caution all owners of this variety to avoid chloride of

lime as a disinfectant in the hutch, it being too strong, and
producing a slight change in the shade of the feet. I have
tried many experiments in this particular. This variety is by
no means large—say 6 or 7 lbs., if of the pure kind. I have
obtained very large specimens up to 9 lbs. by crossing with a

large Polish Rabbit, but some five or six generations must elapse

before the true dark and glossy nose .ar.J other extremities are
fully presented. I would advise all rearers of this variety to

keep to the pure specimen as the most certain to afford satis-

factory results.

In the marking no white foot should be seen; yet it so happens
that half the foot, or at times the entire foot, is almost white,

which is a decided objection, and must always exclude the

animal from any show, although in other respects a fine

specimen.

Tho Himalayan is in my opinion one of the most decided varie-

ties we have, if not the most so, as no deviation from the dark

shade of the extremities can be allowed, and the judge makes this

dark shade the real " point " of merit ; and no Rabbit les.s than
six months old ought to be exhibited, as its true marking is not
perfect earlier, or so soon in many instances. This is not a
variety to experiment with to any advantage, and when the

extremities are grey, especially tho oars and nose, be assured

that some ancestor not many gencrationa back was pure white,
or nearly so.

The Himalayan is of a kind yet spirited disposition, not,

perhaps quite so tame with the same amount of potting as the
Dutch or Angora, yet a very interesting variety. I have no
doubt but many of my Rabbit-loving readers may have noticed
with what attention one of this variety, especially a doe, will look
at one and move its head about as it does, and one is much
interested by the appearance of its fully opened and beautiful
pink eye, which seems to watch every motion. The doo is

an excellent mother, and manifests great care for her young,
generally from six to ten at a litter. The fur is valuable, and at

times designated mock ermine ; it is finer and more lustrous

than that of the common white Rabbit, and on the Continent,

more particularly, it is valued by the furriers. This specimen
and the Silver-Grey imdcrgo, perhaps, the greatest change from
birth to maturity of any variety, the Himalayan when leaving
the nest being quite white to all appearance, except the extremi-

ties, which only an accustomed observer could detect as of a

slightly darker shade when a month old, and the Silver-Grey

quite black when of the same age.

The Himalayan is at times, like other varieties from warmer
climates than our own, liable to a gathering of scurf in the ear,

or " car gum," which at times, if not attended to, proves fatal.

I well remember losing one of my first specimens, which was
brought by a friend from Canton, from this cause. The most
effectual remedy is to sprinkle in the car a little fl.owera of

sulphur, after fir.st loosening tho scurf with, say, a feather,

avoiding pain as much as possible, as the ear is very sore at

times ; a cure will be effected in a week. I hope ere long to say

a few words about the Silver-Grey.

—

Ch-vrles Ravson, York
Mount, Prcstwich,

DR. PREUSS ON FOUL BROOD AND
INFECTION.

In compliance with the request of the Baroness von Ber-

lepsch, I have now the pleasure of redeeming the promise

which I made in "our .Tournal" of the 12th August, by pre-

senting to its readers in an English dress a full elucidation of

the views entertained by Dr. Preuss, of Dirscbau. The Baroness

in writing to me characterised it as an "important article," and
in this opinion I fully concur. It is, indeed, a most important

paper, interesting and suggestive to the last degree, and espe-

cially to the medical profession, since it briefly but clearly de-

scribes much of what has been effected by the profound thinkers

and untiring investigators of Germany towards solving one of

the most momentous, and hitherto one of the most inacrntable

problems to which the human mind could apply itself.

—

A DEvoNsniKE Bee-keepek.

ON THE SMALLEST MICROSCOPICAL FUNGI, ESPECIALLY
THE FOUL-BROOD FUKGUS.

(.1 Contribution to the Theory of Foul Brood, its Nature, Cause,
PrevcKtion. niid Cun:.)

In the German Bee Journal of the 1st October, 1868', I oom-
mnnicated the results of the microscopical examination of foul

brood, and declared that a fnngus belonging to the species

Cryptocoocns was present therein. I also stated, and laid

great stress upon, the exactness with which such investigations

should be made ; described how we placed only a particle of

foul brood no larger than a grain of sand on a glass slide, diluted

this with a minute drop of freshly-distilled water the size of a

millet seed, and covered the whole with a thin glass about the

substance of a poppy leaf, bo as to bring it under the mi-

croscope, which latter it was absolutely necessary shoold be of

a very superior character.

Should any of your correspondents state that they have

looked for the foul-brood fuDgas with a good magnifier, and have

not found it, the result may readily be explained by the fact

that small microscopes, which are sufficient for the investigation

of Trichin.T, are perfectly useless for the discovery of Crypto-

eocci. The size of Trichin.T, as compared with the foul-brood

fungus, bears the same proportion as that of a large eel to a

millet seed, and every expert can detect the former with the

• Tide JooasAL or HoRTiODtTOBE of 22nd October, 1868.
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naked eye as Boon aa it is dissected ont and placed on a glass

slide. The smallest instrument which is serviceable for the ob-
servation of foul-brood fungus is the medium-sized microscope,
manufactured by Schieok, which has a magnifying power of

150 diameters'. Excellent instruments are also supplied by
Merz, Zeis, Hartnach, and others, in Munich.

It has already been stated that the Cryptococcus is round,
and that it has a diameter of 0002 milUmttre (l-1095th of a
line;. After these observations had been published, I found
during the autumn of last year that many foul-broody cells

contained also numerous much more minute bodies, which,
under the many-thousandfold magnifying power at which Cryp-
tococcus appears of a globular form, assumed the same shape,
and were identical in character, t Their diameter may be
stated at OOi millimetre (1-5500 of a line). It is this form
that Hallier has denominated the Micrococcus, seed-cell, or
seed-leaven. I have sent pieces of foul-broody comb to Dr.
Bail, Director of the Dantzic Naturalist's Society, so celebrated
as a microscopist, and especially for his scientific works on
mycology, and he has satisfied himself of the existence therein
of numberless specimens of Micrococcus. These fungoid forms
have also been shown by me to the most distinguished bee-
keepers in this district— Wannow, of Giitland ; Lohse, of
Stiiblau, and others. In the annexed engraving the small
bodies a represent Micrococcus, and 6 the Cryptocooons of foul
brood.

3
ib'.;

Fig. 1.

The science of mycology has been brought to great perfection

by the careful investigations of Pasteur, Klob, Bail, Hoffman,
and others, and especially by the works of Professor Hallier, of

Jena. Hallier's " Phenomena of Fermentation ; an Investi-

gation into Fermentation, Putrefaction, and Decay," Leipzig,

1867 : his " Vegetable Parasites of the Human Body," Leip-

zig, 1866 :
" The Cholera Contagion : Mycological Investiga-

gations, addressed to Physicians and Naturalists," Leipzig,

1867: and finally, " Parasitological Researches; referring

Measles, Famine-fever, Typhus, Small-pox, Cow-pox, Variola

in Sheep, &c., to Vegetable Organisms," Leipzig, 1868—are
especially recommended to those who wish to make themselves
masters of the subject.

We sometimes find this formerly unnoticed organism play a

friendly and beneficent part in nature, as, for example, when
it becomes the medium of fermentation ; but far more often

does the minutest form of Micrococcus spread devastation and
death among plants, animals, and men. Who, before the
invention of the microscope, could have believed that the actual

^owth of mildew—the lowest form of vegetation—could be
made visible to him ! The microscope has shown, moreover,
that this is the highest degree of development of still lower
forms ; that besides the stalks there are spores, which are

small bulbs scarcely visible to the naked eye ; and that each
spore when greatly magnified presents itself as a capsule,

which when it bursts throws off thousands of spornles, which
are capable of motion if brought into contact with fluids. These
sporules are the Micrococcus, which, therefore, correspond to

the seeds of higher organisms. As there are many kinds of

mildew and fungus, so also the number of varieties of Micro-
coccus is just as great. These are, however, so excessively

minute that the eye fails to distinguish one from another, even
when assisted by the most powerful microscope ; only by what
proceeds from them, and which at last assimilates itself to the

parent stock, can the difference be detected.

The Micrococcus belongs to the uni-oells. With these is

reached the boundary line of creation, within which lies the

whole secret of what we call vegetable life. We need only

recite one great fact, which forms an immeasurable guli be-

tween this type and the inorganic: /( is capable of multiiAijinci

itself. A cell consists of a cortex and a kernel, which in the

•F. W. Schieck 4 Son, 14, Hallische Street, Berlin, supply tliis mi-
croscope for loa thalers (aboat £15). The largest manufactored, with a
magoifying power of 2500 diameters, costs 200 thalers. The smallest
pocket microscope, magnifying 200 times, and sufficient for observing
Trichin.-e, 10 thalers.
+ We often find similar but larger ellipsoidal corpuscles with the Cryp-

tococcus. These are the organic cells of the larva, which may be seen
by the thonsaud if ire crush the effg of the bee and place it under the
microscope.

Micrococcus are in close contact with each other. By means
of its peculiar power, which we call vital force, it exercises an
attraction upon the surrounding substance, which serves it aa
food. Cortex and kernel enlarge, both divide, and thus one cell
becomes two, by each of which the same process is repeated. The
Micrococcus can now either increase ad infinitum by dividing
itself in two in this manner without assuming a higher type, and
remaining unchanged for years may spread itself over vast tracts

of country (upon which subject we shall have more to say
farther on), or it may develope into higher forms.
The next higher form of development is this : That the Mi-

crococcus forms a hollow space (vacuole) between the kernel and
cortex, and that the minute dot-like body changes into a little

bulb, in which we can perceive a kernel. This form represents
Cryptococcus {fig. 1, li). It multiplies itself, precisely like the
Micrococcus, by division. It forms on one part of the cell a
bud-like elevation, wliich rapidly increases, and ultimately
separates itself and forms a new cell ijig. 1, c), after which the
same process is continued.
Both Miciocoocus and Cryptococcus are comprehended under

the name of fermentive fungus.
The two kinds of increase which have been mentioned take

place without the admission of air. Their essential requisites
are a temperature between the boiling and the freezing points,
moisture, and nitrogen. The development of Cryptococcus
flourishes under fewer conditions than that of Micrococcus, it

only it be surrounded by strong nitrogenous elements.
We now come to a still farther development of the lower

fungoid forms.
In Micrococcus and Cryptococcus the cells multiply with

extreme rapidity. Under certain conditions, especially with
but slight access of air, such as occurs under the bark of trees
and beneath the scarf-skin of animals, the cells remain hanging
together, and we obtain the form which we call Oidium, and
which we see beginning to show itself at c, fig. 2, and com-
pletely formed in fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

O-O-OO-O-o

Fig. 3.

Fig. 6.
Fig. 4.

With free access of air we at last witness the formation of

the perfect mildew (fig. 4) ; rapid development is already going

on at the ends of the cells, where little spores, shells whose
contents are innumerable granules of Micrococcus, form them-
selves {fig. 5). Thus each fungus runs through four principal

stages—Micrococcus, Cryptococcus, Oidium, and Mildew.*

• I porposely omit the intermediate stages, such as Arthrococcns, Tornla
Eormisciam, Leptotrix, &c., which occur during acetous lermectatiou,
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The foregoing 6gnre8 2, 3, 4. and 5, show the development
of the common brneh-mildew, renicillium crnetacenm ; and we
shall again return to the dislinctive character and appearance cf
the simpler forms of this mildew.—Da. Peedsb, Hanitiitsratli.

(To be coniinned.)

BEE-HUNTING.
The cnstom cf bee-hnnting nsed to be, and is yet to some

extent, a favourite pastime among the inhabitants of the Green
Monntains. To hunt enccessfnlly requires a thorough know-
ledge of the bee and all its habits ; and, therefore, like any
other game, those who love the sport pride themselves upon
their proficiency. The hunter starts out armed with a small bo'^

with a sliding cover, a card of honeycomb, and a smill bottle
of honey, molasses, or something suited to the taste of the bee.
When near the locality of wild bees, he fills the comb with the
honey from the bottle, places it in the bottom of the box, and
hunts for a bee upon a llower, which, when found, he brushes
into the box, et the same time closing the lid. The prisoner
will buzz for a while, and then goes to filling his sack from
the honey in the bottom of the box. The hunter then places
the box in a favourable position for seeing it, and slides back
the cover. Having "filled," as the hunter says, the bee fiiee

straight to bis tree, and returns to fill again, bringing others
with him. Oftentimes these;workers increase so rapidly that a
steady stream will be seen going to and from the box, which
can easily be followed to the tree at once. Frequently large
deposits of honey are found in this way, which the little

workers show as much bravery in defending as industry in
gathering.

There lived in the town of E an eccentric character,
" Uncle Joe," whose particular pride was in being thought a
master of this sport. Once, on the approach of the hunting
season, he went out, as usual, armed with bee-box and honey-
bottle, and soon had a worker caught, but somehow he
showed an utter indifference to Joe's honey. He let him go
and caught another, who behaved in like manner; and so
he spent the day, every bee refusing his free lunch, until Joe
really thought the bees all crazy or himself dreaming, for
surely he never knew the like before. In utter amazement he
gave up the job, and went home. Meeting his ' better half "

at the door he gave her his traps to put away, told her his luck,
which he was disposed to consider an ill omen, and waited for
her to speak, which she soon did. Holding the bottle up before
her, she exclaimed, with a twinkle in both eyes, ' Well, well,
Joe, if you havn't gone and taken my castor-oil to line bees with !"

Joe looked, and seeing his honey-bottle untouched, saw the joke
and wilted, for he knew that he would never hear the last cf it,

as one of his neighbours' boys happened to be present.
That evening as Joe, rather happy from the effects of some-

thing taken to relieve his chagrin, strolled into the village
hotel, where a few of his neighbours were congregated, one who
never let a chance slip to give Joe a hit, and who rarely got
the better of him, related Joe's experiment, and turning to
him with an air of having at last got his enemy in a tight place,
asked Joe if he hadn't better treat on that ? Joe steadied him-
self by a chair, and when the laugh had subsided so as to be
heard, said with a very knowing look, " Gentlemen, there is no
mistake about that. I wasn't trying to hunt those bees ; I was
only doctoring them. Bees always have to be physicked before
they will work well !

" This brought the house down, and
although Joe did not stand the treat, some one did. and he
had to be helped home.— (//(iiycr's (Ammcan) Mcsazine.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hameuboh ro;\xp. CoMPAEATn-E HAKcniEss or'(J.V—Most people

consider there is no difference bat coloor between the Golden and Silver-
pencilled. We, however, iilwavs tancv the former are the Btrongor. We
are snre they do better with ua. We ooiiEider Pnttridge Cochins mnch
more fitted lor confinement than cither of them. Barley meal orcronnd
oats malic an cscellent change with barley, and it may be proStably
varied by sobstituting two or three times per Iweck a meal oJ Indian
com.
Black-lecoed Bantam fPop/nr).—Tonr description ol the Bantam

hen is not that ot a Brown Ked Game. H, r black plumaRe should bo
striped with yellow on the hackle. Yon mast put herto a Brown Red cock
and thongh she lacks part of the plumage, she will throw some good
chickens. Breeding from a BUick hen, you shonld choose a cock with
plenty of colour.

Lice on A Dock's Head (fiKiiiirdr).—Wo do not know Ibe properties
of Heating's insect-destroying powder. We know that tlowers of sulphur
will kill lice. Still more elScient in camphor. We cannot say whether
the coloured application will sflin the leathers. If you are aura the
parasites are confiucd to the Duck's head, thev can be it."1i dcstrfved

Havinc ascertained tboir locality exactly, form a ring ja«t below it with
oil, laid on thickly down to the skin, and then powder the head with
powdered camphor.

CoKB OP SPAinsB Cockerel Loppixo tj. T. T. and T. .«(<iii1.—Spanlah
cocks' combi lop over from two causes ; one, OTer-fecflinp on sttmulntiog
food, the other from lack of condition. It is a rare occurrence for a
comb that has once fallen over to refrain ilfl f.-ipnal position. Good
barley is good food ; Indian com is pood for a change ; we are not friendly
to pototoefl, and when we have seen them mixed wiih meal, the moo]
was almost imperceptible. A few peas do good to r^panieh at times. No
grass will grow well in a yard wb< re the eon nerf r penetratcf, but the
sweet-scented vcraal gro."?, Anthoxanthom odoratnm might. We have
tried to prow grass In London, bat it always degenerated into moss and
spongy ftingna, that seemed to have no property bst that ol holding
water. Yoor best plan would be to cover your yard with road grit or
other loose, dry stuff, and then to contract with some man in tlio connlrr
to bring you good qnautitie^ of growing grass, dag up with plenty of soil.

PoniTS or Dark Brahuas (7rfi--i).—It is not so mnch the lieavy
weight as the bright condition of the birds, that is necessary for snccMS
at a fibow. Although scales arc sometimes used, yet, as a rule, compet«nt
judges eschew them. Feed on ground oats, good'barley, and barley moot,
and in very wet cold weather give them some bread and ale.

Fo'AXs FOR Ego-peodccino (riro-y^ar-oW SuiKTihtr). — We have
always considered the Spanfled stronger birds than the Pencilled. There
is no difference but colour between UoldcD oi-d Silver.

.*0E OP ElM>3 AT THE BlKKINGaAM SHOW (Si.-ru;<l!cr).— YoU OrO io
error

; the birds were aged, as printed at the lime of entry some months
since. If you had ever acted as judge at a large show, vou would know
too much on the subject to allow yoa to think as you do. So far from
overlooking defects, the judges are too happy to discover them to enable
them to lessen the number of the competitors. The awards are given in
by one judge, who is checked by the other two. They are copied into
properly-ruled books by four secretaries. II any mistake occur, it is In
spite of seven persons whose interest it is to prevent it.

I.vccBATOR (.4 Btttdtr of the P. O.—Do not empliy it. Keep a few
Cochin-china bens. Thev are often broody, and are good mothers.
They may be with your Creve-Ccears.

HouDAS Cock at Eismitjoham.—The third-prize Hondan cock was
priced in the catalogue £i 10«., consequently could not have been sold for

a less sum at auction, and we are informed that the actual price he was
sold at was £4 I0«., ttang £2 more than the price put upon him.

Will Leticces Kill Pioeoss? (J r.< ct'r cj ihr Journa.').—Lettuces
are slightly narcotic, but we fboald not thick '.'aa: any Pigeon would eat
a sulficient quantity of them to cause death. If Pigeons were absolutely
kept from all olhec food such a result might possibly happen, bat as they
are_ by nature granivurouK birds, they would only "take a litllittle lettuce.granivu ._ , ..

and turn again to the seed-hopper.

Addkess.—" C. i?." would be obliged by the tdOress of ilr. F. Schr.ider,
formerly of Rickmansworth.
Tortoise in Wixtee (L. B.).— It hybemales—that is, remains torpid

during the winter, and requires no feeding.

Associating Hens op DtrPESEXT Varieties IH. y. .<.).—We have no
further information than that contained in the communications we have
published. Whether such a^isnciation causes a hen of one variety to pro-
duce chickens partaking ot the i haraclcrislics cJ (.'.her hens associated,
must be determined by more facts and more certwn experiments than
are yet recorded. Y'ou ask our opinion, and our opiBion is that such
association has no influence over the form or plumage of the chickens.
You will much oblige us by informing us if the chickens hereafter pro*
duced from your Cochin-Chlna hens at all partake, or do not partake, ol

the plumage of the Grey Dorking hens with which those Cochin-China
hens are associated. We do not think that they will.

CLEANiNa AND FcEDiKo Canaeies (C. G. S.).—" Have Tesdy a good flTc

(and keep the kettle boiling), two basins, some very soft cloths—old 'flnfiy'

half-worn-out soft towels are best—a piece of common soap, and a jug of

cold water. Hold the bird in the palm of the left band, either by passing
the legs betw'-'eri the second and third fingers, or by placing the thumb
lightly across the back of the neck ; partly fill one ba»in with warm
water, and holding the bird in a favourable position begin with the tail,

and with a soft rag and plenty of soap, thcrolgbly cleanBe it : then evtend
the wings, and do the same to them ; neit the bac'ii and neck, taking core
to use abundance of soap, not too much scrubbing, i-ut a moderate pressure,

always rubbing in a direction from the bead :o the l.iil. 'Iben turn the
subject on his back, and wash the breast, and finally the bead and the
remaining portion of the neck. Have the second basin filled with loke-

wami water, and rinse the bird tliorougbly. Be sure not to leave the

least trace of soap, rather use two waters than rinse with that which is

not quite clean. Br this time the bird will be quite eihausted. There
will be no fear of his attempting to fly : in fact, your chief anxiety will ^e
whether he will ever fly again : Quickly place him in one of the soft

cloths, which must previously be hung close to the fire to heat them, and
as soon as possible remove all superfluous moisture by gently patting the

bird, and moving it from any damp place in the towel to a drier and
warmer spot, all the while sitting before the fire and holding the bird

to it as near as tumed-up shirt-sleevts will admit of with comfort.

Dry the tail and wings as much as possible, passii-i; every feather singly

through the towel very carefully, and then. Irpquently changing the

cloth, with a view to keeping it as warm and dry ae possible, gently mb
the plumage till dr>-. If the washing and handling teem to exhaust the

bird too much.give him a rest by wrapping him up in a warm towel and
placing him in the fender while you operate on a second. It is easy to

have two or three in hand at the same time. I would odvise yon to experi-

ment on a bird yoa do not value mnch. lest it should die under thecpeia-
tion. A written description is very well in its way, bat you will learn

more from seeing the operation performed once by on experienced hand
than by any written instructions. I should fcave said that, when dry, put
the bird in his cage, and set it in a worm spot near the fire away from
draughts, and when be has plumed himself, if liis appee ranee satisfy yoo,
have a washing day and go through the stock. If he should die in your
hands, do not waah any more, unless yoa have some rubbish you do not
value, in which case it might be well to oCer up a few on the altar ot

practice. Feed on the usual diet, with now and then a little baid-boilod
egg.—W. A. Elak.«ton. •
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wortLj- of adoption if it in the least deteriorate this important
qoalitj.—Thojiab Recokd.

FORCING PLANTS.—No. 0.

CoxT.u,i;Ar.iA MAj.vi.is (Lii.Y OF THE Vali.ev). — This old
favocrite ia in most places greatly in demand both for decora-

tiye purposes and cut flowers. It may be forced in pots, pane,
boxe;, and in a vaiitty of ways, but for decorative purposes
pots or pans are most snitable; whilst for lifting nben in

bloom for filling vases, along with other plants, it is best forced
in narrow shallow boxes.

The plants mofit suitable are those which have been grown
in beds in the open ground for three years, in the first place
planied about 6 inches apart in rows 1 foot apart, each cluster

having from three to half a dozen crowns. These beds are
best made in November, a rich, sandy, fibrous loam being most
stiitaUe. The situation ebould be shaded, hut not by trees,

Uie shade of a wall being ample. A north, north-west, or
north-east border is the be.^t. The ground should be deeply
dag, mixing with it some leaf soil, but no manure. In spring
stir the surface lightly, jns-t when the leaves are pushing, and
top-dress with an inch thick of light rich compost ; rotten

leaves, old cow dung, and sandy fibrous loam in equal parts

make a very good top-dressing. This may be applied every
Bpriug, nothing further being required than keeping them clear

of weeds and watering abundantly in dry weather. By the
third year they will be fice clumps, each as large as they need
be for a pot, and many sufficient to till a tolerably large pan,
whilst the smallest will be suitable for boxes, to be transferred

to vases, &c., when in flower.

For blooming in December the roots ought to he potted early

in November, or if required to flower early in December they
Tvonld be better, and indeed ought to be, potted at the end of

October. In potting, good drainage is required for the pots or
pang, as the plants need very liberal supplies of water, also a
light sandy soil, and pots sufficiently large to hold the roots
but no more. Afler potting give a gentle watering, and set

tte pots on a hard floor in a honse with a temperature from
fire beat of about 45^ If the floor be moist, all the better, and
a position under the stage, if not much liable to drip, will do
as well as any other. Cover witi cocoa-nut refuse over the
pots to the extent of 4 or C inches, if it is desired to have
flowers with long stalks, and they will not require any farther
attention until the leaves are appearing through the refuse

;

then remove them, and you will find the flower stems little

short of the length of the leaves, and the flower buds only need
bringing cat. To do this I'lace the pots in a light airy situa-

tion about 1 foot from the glass, shading from 10 a.m. to S p.m.

for about a week if the weather be bright, but if it is dull the
shading will not be necessary. In a few days the foliage, acted
upon by the light, will become green, and the flowers will ex-

pand on c good stalk, and be anything but like tliose forced

from the first in light, with the flowers on dumpy stems and
smothered by the foliage. A temperature of from -15° to 50°,

and not exceeding oJ° from fire heat, is sufficient. Five to six

weeks are needed to have the plants in bloom, so that fresh
lota of plants should be introduced at fortnightly intervals to

keep np a good succession of bloom. For covering the pots
sawdust, spent hops, or tan will answer, but cocoa-nnt fibre is

best. Inverted pots, however, answer nearly as well as cover-
ing the pots with cocoa-tut fibre if kept on until the spikes are
5 or 6 inches high, and than removed. Up to that time a
shady position will do, but after the removal of the inverted
pot the pots should be placed near the glass, shading for a few
Lours in the middle of the day if the weather be bright, but
only for a few days. As the pots are not plunged, they will

lose moisture by evaporation, therefore water must be supplied
to the plants as required ; after growth commences they must
not on any account be allowed to become dry. The water used
should be of the same temperature as that of the house—a few
degrees higher rather than less.

If the plants are to be removed in flower to vases, baskets,
&c., and in small patches or individual plants, I eelect those of

the required size singly, or in twos, threes, or any number up
to half a dozen. Every crown should be thick, plump, and
round, it being of little use wasting time and room with those
which are long, thin, and sharp-pointed, as they will not flower,

or very weakly. These pieces should have as much root and
soil as possible preserved along with them, and the root por-
tion should be neatly %vrapped in moss, adding soil if there be
but little adhering to the roots. To keep the plants distinct,

and to permit of tbeir beini; transferred when in bloom with
as little iujury as practicable, secure the moss with matting,
but not very tightly. Place them in boxes or pans closely

together, and fill in the interstices with fine soil ; or cocoa-sat
fibre refuse will answer quite as well. They should be placed
so deeply as to admit of an inch-covering of moss, which will

tend to preserve a more uniform degree of moisture, and should
be covered with an inverted box or pan, stopping up the holes,

if any, to keep all dark. A good watering unght to be given
before covering with the moss. The boxes or pans should be
placed on a gentle hotbed in a house with a temperature not
exceeding oil'~ from fire heat, but 45° will be better for a period

of two or three weeks at the commencement. The soil must
be kept moist, and tepid water only nftd. ^^"htn the flower

stems are from 4 to U inches high remove the inverted boxes or

pans, and place the pots near the hght ; the plants will come
into fine bloom in a few days, and as each root is enveloped in

moss they may be transferred to vases or wherever wanted.
By either of the above plans these desirable flowers may be

obtnined at Christmas, or earlier, as well as throughout the

winter. Those flowered early will be of little value afterwards ;

but those not flowering before February or ilarch, may, after

flowering, be hardened-ofl in a frame, and be planted-out when
danger from frost is past ; but a better plan is to keep them
turned out in a shady border, after hardening-ofi as above
during the summer, and in November take them np, shake
away most of the old soil, and plant in bunches in a bed in

rows as mentioned at the commencement of this article, top-

drcBSing in spring, and watering in dry weather in summer. In
three years they will be fine bunches fit for any purpose.

SriBiEA jAPOKicA is a hardy deciduous herbaceous plant,

very fine for forcing. The foliage is elegant, and bright dark
green. In general outline it very much resembles the pretty

Fern Anemidictyon ph)llitidi8, bat is more dwarf and branched,

and the flower stem is erect, and bears a profusion of small white

flowers, very pretty ; it is one of the most desirable of plants

for the diuner-taile and decorative purposes of all kinds, and
for cut flowers is indispensable. Everybody should grow it.

It is increased by division, November being the best time

to divide the plants into as many parts as there are crowns,

preserving to each a good portion of root. Plant them in a

bed of rich friable loam, enriched with leaf soil, and deeply

dug. The divibions may bo put in in lines 1 foot apart, and
G inches from each other in the lines, not covering the crowns
more deeply than an inch with soil. In spring mulch the bed
with an inch thick of rich compost, such as eiual parts of turfy

loam made fitie, leaf mould, and old cow dung or very rotten

manure. Keep the plants clear of weeds, and water them
copiously during dry weather in summer. The following and
succeeding spring stir the surface of the beds, and mnlch with

rich campost as in the previous year. In three years they will

be fine plants. A slightly shaded situation is most suitable.

If the plants are required to bloom at Christinas, they should

be potted in the beginning of November, employing pots jost

snfiiciently large to hold the roots. Good drainage should be
given, and the soil may consist of sandy loam two parts, and
one part leaf mould. After potting water gently, and set the

pots on ashes in a frame if the plants are not wanted for im-
mediate forcing, plunging the pots in, and covering them with,

about an inch of spent tan, sawdust, or cocoa-nut refuse,

which last is best. From the frame they may be taken into

the forcing house at fortnightly or more distant ;'ntervals from

November to March. If rtquirfd to bloom at Cluistmas, the

plants, on being potted early in November, should be placed in

the forcing house at once, (etting the pots cu the floor, and
covering them about an inch thick with any kind of loose ma-
terial. The temperature from fire heat should not exceed 45°

for the first fortnight, and when the leaves are appearing

through the plunging material remove the pots, and place

them in a position near the glass, so as to keep the plants

dwarf, for if set at a considerable distance from it they will be
drav.n up tall and weakly. An abundance of water and a

moderate amount of air are required, the temperature being

raised to 50°, and not exceeding 55° from fire heat. The plants

bloom in about six wteks after being introduocd into heat.

After flowering they should bo kept under glass until they are

well hardened-cff, and danger from frost is past ; then tnm
them out of the pots in a shady border. In November they

may be divided, and with the treatment before given they will

be quite fit to be forced again in two or three years.

DiELVTRA srccTAijiLis 18, perhaps, the most brilliant of

spring-flowering deciduous herbaceous plants. It is too well
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known to require description. It requires a rich light soil.

One-half loam, one-fourth leaf soil, and one-fourth old eow
dung, will grow it well. It is increased by division of the
crown early in spring, and by cntliags of the shoots in summer,
which strike freely iu sandy soil in a gentle heat.

For forcing good strong roots should be taken up in October,

and potted, and though thsy miy be forced at once, I prefer

growing them in pots a year previous to forcing, putting them
in good-sized pots or such as they will go into without cramp-
ing, and I plunge the pots to the rim in aihes in a sheltered

Bnnny situation. Cover the crowns with any kind of loose ma-
terial, as leaf soil, and they will be safe from frost. The follow-

ing summer they are well supplied with water whilst in active

growth. When the leavss turn yellow lift the pots, and trans-

fer the plants to larger pots, loosening the sides of the balls

with a pointed piece of wood, removing as much of the old soil

as far as is practicable without injury to the fleshy roots. The
shift should be liberal. Set the pots on ashes, and cover them
as well with ashes to the depth of about 3 laches. They may
then be taken into the forcing house as required.

When placed in the forcing house they should have a tem-
perature of 40' at night for a fortnight, then raise it to 45°,

and progressively with growth to 50', which is a sufficient tem-
perature from tire heat. They should have a light and airy

position. Forcing for blooming at Christmas should be com-
menced the second week in November, and plants introduced
at fortnightly intervals to March will keep up a succession of

bloom till April. Water should be sparingly given until the
plants are in free growth, then water copiously.

After fioweriog continue 'the plants under glass, hardening
them well off, and then plunge the pots out of doors in a warm
situation. The plants should be potted when the foliage

decays, and to prevent second growth they should be kept
dry, otherwise early-forced plants not unfrequeutly start into
growth in summer in moist weather and flower again in

autumn. They may be forced the second year, and succes-
sively. Plants not started before February will be as good for

forcing in the second year a3 in the tirst ; indeed, I have had
them increasing annually in size and beauty for many yenrs,

when merely brought forward in a cool house. Plants 3 feet

high and 6 feet in diameter, may be grown in pots. I have
found growth encouraged by weak liquid manure given alter-

nately with pure water when the plants were growing freely.

Diehjtra spectahilis florc-alho with white flowers, makes a
charming companion to the pink-flowered form.—G. Aubey.

DOYENNE DU COMICE PE.\R—CORDON
TRAINING.

The very attractive description given in a recent number of
" onr Journal " of that most delicious Pear Doyenne du Comice
will, no doubt, incline some of your readers to become pur-
chasers of such an excellent variety. I have cultivated this

fruit in my garden, situated amongst the hills of Yorkshire, for

eight years, and some account of my failures and successes
may be useful to others.

In the autumn of 1861 I asUed Mr. Rivers to send me,
amongst other things, a dwarf-tr.uned plant of Doyenne du
Comice on the Quince stock. When it arrived it proved to be

.
grafted on the Pear, and Mr. Rivers accounted for this by
saying that he had not been able to persuade this Pear to

succeed well on the Quince. This plant was placed against a
south etone wall, and received every attention. It was from
time to time lifted and root-pruned, yet not so severely as

unduly to chock its vigour. At last, in 1867, its one fruit bud
flowered, and set one fruit. This precious specimen grew to

be about 5 ozs. in weight, and ripened off well.

The summer and autumn of 1867 were cold, wet, and cloudy,

and most unfavourable to the ripening of fruit, nevertheless
Doyenne du Comice did not seem to be injuriously afforited,

but ripened well its fruit and its wood, and sustained the
following winter a temperature of 10° below zero. So I think
this variety may be considered to be not only very hardy, but
also suitable for cool climates. In 1868 this tree bore six fruit,

the largest of which barely reached 6 ozs. ; it proved to be
melting, juicy, watery, flavourless.

In 1864 I succeeded in obtaining this Pear bndded on the
Quince, and I planted it against a south brick wall, and it

made stout, satisfactory growth year by year. In 1H(>7 I pur-
chased a single cordon on the Quince, and placed it by the
Bide of the tree purchased in 1864. Both these trees on the

Quince bore fruit in 1868. The 1864 tree gave me nine large
Pears of nearly equal siz3, the weight of the largest being
llj ozs. The single cordon, though it had only been planted
during the previous autumn, carried two large fruit, each
weighing 104 ozs. How good these Pears were !—better than
Conseiller de la Cour, better than Marie Louise, better than
Winter Nelis, better and more Peach-like than any Pear I have
ever tasted. Strange that while the fruit from the Quince
stocks should be so good, those from the Pear stack should be
so inferior. As these two trees on the Quince did not in the
autumn form any fruit buds, they were both forked most care-
fully out of the ground, slightly root-pruned, and then re-
planted with fresh soil and a liberal supply of manure. The
result is that last summer they made a robust healthy growth
about 18 inches in length, and have covered themselves with
fruit spurs.

This year Doyennfi du Comice on the Pear set six fruit

;

three of these fell off in August and September, though the
tree was well mulched, and never suffered from dryness, was
in perfect health, and had not been disturbed for two years.
The three remaining fruit barely attained the weight of 7 ozs.,

and were watery and flavourless. As this tree has a few fruit
spurs on it, I shall give it one more trial. In a neighbouring
garden a tree of ]?oyenne du Comice on the Pear stock has
grown there for nine years, and the gardener has not seen on
it so much as a single flower. From this I conclude that the
Doyennfi du Comice is a very shy hearer on the Pear stock,
and will not give fruit of large size and true to character until
it has reached a mature age. Who would think of waiting
all these years, when, by buying a single cordon on the Quince,
fine fruit may be gathered within the space of twelve months?
On the Quince stock it is evidently quite sufficiently fruitful

for its health.

If anyone has recently procured this tree on the Pear stock,
I recommend him to throw it away at once—this course will

save endles3 trouble and annoyance—and buy it budded on the
Quince, dwarf, and trained upright exactly like a five-pronged
digging fork. Such a tree as this will occupy scarcely a yard of
wall iu length, and will never require any more room. In
throe years it will bear a nice crop. Iu eight years it should
reach the top of a 12-feet wall, and produce annually from fifty

to sixty fruit. This is quite a moderate estimate, as several of
my trees so trained yield annually eighty Pears, or even more.
This is the most profitable, and therefore the best mode of
training all fruit trees. They can all be trained upright, and
are more healthy, and more fruitful, than when trained hori-
zontally. A fruit wall should be covered from one end to
the other, and from the bottom to the top, with fruit-bearing
branches 9 inches apart. Each Pear cordon should bear twenty
fruit annually. Four hundred and fitly fruit on 6 yards of
wall—what an enormous produce ! and th:it obtained here year
by year, without exhausting the trees. In 1867, my Pear trseg
gave me 1003 fruit ; in 1838, 1200 ; in 1800, 1300, all fine, free
from cracks, thus showing a progressive increase, and no ex-
haustion.

Here Pears, Plums, Apples, Cherries, and Peaches, are
trained upright, as 1 have described. 'All now have reached
the top of a 12-feet wall, and all bear profusely. So successful
has this upright mode of training proved to be, that several
of the gardeners around me have heartily adopted it.

Then, again, no other plan of training is so economical of
space. The entire wall is covered ; no vacant places, so com-
monly to be seen where trees are trained on the fan or horizon-
tal method. Then, how soon the wall is covered ! It requires
fifteen years for a tree trained after Seymour's fan-syslem to
reach the top of a 12-feet wall. Eight or nine years wUl
suffiee to cover the same wall with upright-trained trees. Who
would wait for fifteen years for that which can be done better
iu nine years ?—C. J. M.

NOTES ON ROSES.
The experience of Rose-growers varies remarkably, and, con-

sequently, each may mention facts new and, therefore, interest-

ing to the brotherhood. Now, my ground, like Mr. Kent's, as
stated by him October 7tb, is light, and yet many little items
that he mentions I have to say the reverse to. Charles
Lefebvre and Marie Baumann, which he instances as models
of constancy, I find very uncertain ; on the other hand, Alfred

Colomb, John Hopper, and Pierre Notting, which he mentions
as behaving badly with him this year, have been about my
best. Maurice Bernardin has with me a dull streaked blossom.
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Ceiaty of WaUhsm i« of « dull cherry ooloar, very loose in
(«xture. These two Mr. Kent puts among his most brilliant
•crimson soarleta. Lord Macaiilay eucoeeds neither with me
nor with anyone that I know of in this neighbourhood. Its
bloseoms are email, and of a muddy plum colour, and the con-
stitution of the plant wretched. Kipoaition de Brio has not
had a single well-opened blossom, while Dr. Andry, which Mr.
Kent describee as dull, is with me almost the most brilliant-

floloared Base I have. Antoiuo Duoher is first-rate with me in
«I1 taspects ; Thorin the same. Charles Kouillard has bloomed
moat profusely ; the blossom most regular in shape, but the
aolour, a poor liJao, is unpleasing to me.- -Q. Q.

MELONS ON JUDGES.
It may interest amateur gardeners to know, that although

the summer was very backward tbia year, I have again to re-

cord my success ia growing the Melon Achapesinorricher (scarlet
flesh), out of doors on a riJge, and although, owing to the late
spring frosts. I was unable to turn the plants out so early as
last year, still I grew some excellent fruit, the largest weighing
f>i lbs. The old Beechwood Melon (green flesh) also, under
the same treatment succeeded well and produced even better-
dlToured fruit than the same sort grown in a frame ; though
small, weighing but 2i Ib^., yet they were handsome, and, as 1
before remarked, of exceedingly good flavour ; in fact, eo good
that some of my friends intend in future to rely on out-door
•oultore for this part of the year.

I tind the beds should elope towards the south. The crowns
•of the plants should have a pot placed over them to protect
tUem from the wet and too much sun, and the fruit should
rest on elate, otherwise the part touching the ground is apt to
rot.

Planters should be particular that the plants receive no
clieok from putting them out too early, or taking them from
a very warm frame. The larger the hand-lights tne young
plants when placed in the bed are covered with the better. In
my own case, those only covered with small bell-glaases when
first planted produced the smallest fruit, while those started
under a ground vinery grew the largest and best, though all

were planted in the same soil and on the same day.

—

Harbison
Weib, U'eirlcigh, Kent.

GOOD CIDEi; APPLES.
J^At the request of several correspondents we have inquired

for the names of these, and the following is a reply we have
obtained.

—

Eds.]
It is difficult to obtain the names of the best cider Apples,

for men who understand the art of making excellent cider are
very often ignorant of the names of the trees in their orchard
from the fruit of which it is made. One of my neighbours, how-
ever, of whom I bought a hogshead of first-rate cider in the
spring of tins year, tells me that he makes his best of Boyal
Wilding, the Norman, and SkyrmeV Kernel, all mixed together.
The Koyal Wilding is of good quality, yielding better than

"family" drink, but not quite equal to the others. The Nor-
man is a vigorous grower, an important point in a light soil,

and soon comes into bearing. Several of the best cider Apples
seem, like the old Golden Pippin and the Kibston, to have worn-
out their constitution. Such are the highly-valued Skyrme's
Kernel, of which even newly-grafted trees are feeble and sickly,

and the famous Fox Whelp, which yields a dry cider of oon-
eiJerable strength, not long remaining luscious as some ciders
do, but reaching muturity early, and fit to drink in a few
•aionths after it is made. This Apple is still grown in Here-
ford.«hire, and I bought a good cask of its cider this year.
The White and the Yellow Styre produce cider which has been
known to sell at 25. Cul. a-gallon—a high price in this part of the
world—but they are somewhat shy bearers. In Mr. Knight's
"Pomona Herefordiensis " it is mentioned that the I'.randy

.Apple, now chiefly known as a dessert fruit, used, as well as
the G.Jden Pippin, to be extensively grown as a cider Apple,
and that it takes its name from the potency of the beverage
produced from it. I have heard of its being still used for this
purpose, and also of its continued strength. The Hereford-
shire Kcd-streak is another well-known Apple, but I am not
sure of its constitution. Among the best is the Black Kington or
Kingston, the cider of which from a farm in this neighbourhood
gained the prize last year both at Hereford and at Gloucester.

,lu Somorsetshue 1 have heard that no fi-uit is more highly

esteemed than the ITnderleaf, which takes its name from the
peculiar way in which the fruit is concealed by the foliage.
The best cider in this county is made on olay lands, and on

a light soil the vigorous and large-leaved kinds, Buoh as the
Blenheim Pippin, among dessert fruit, are the most »uoceea(al.
It will be well fur your correspondent to bear in mind the quality
of bis soil, and adapt his trees to it.

" The best sorts of fruit are the Royal Wilding, Fox Whelp,
White Bush Normandy, Yellow Styro, Handsome Mandy, and
Skyrme's Kernel."

—

{(^iiutaiion /mm a letter of a priifUikfT in

isr.ii.)

A correspondent says he has only two kinds of Apples from
which he has succeeded in making the best cider—that ia,

cider sufficiently good and rich for bottling, and these are the
Devonshire Ited-streak and the Kingston Black Apple, the
latter of which makes much the richest of any Apple that be
has ever known, though not, perhaps, eqnal in strength to the
Devonshire Bed-streak, or some other kinds ; but he prefers a
mixture of those Apples to makenice and palatable aider ; thongh
it is more difficult to manage, being more liable to fret and
become of inferior quality when mixed than when made
separately. He has exhibited cider made from the Kingston
on two occasions at Hereford, and on three at Gloncestei
(which are the only times he has exhibited), and has received
four first prizes for it, two of which were in October and
November last ; therefore, he thinks that he is justilied in

supposing there is no Apple in Herefordshire or Ulouoeste
shire which surpasses it.

—

Wveside. *

BOILERS-HEATING THEM AND BY THEM.
I EXPECTED to have my views about heating boilers from

above controverted, as I was well aware that they are contrary

to preconceived notions ; but Mr. Woolfield ought to know that

contradiction is not argument, and it is no compliment to say
I did not retleot.

An oven is heated much the same aa water in a boiler, by
the heated particles of air rising, and the top of an oven wiU
always be hotter than the bottom. It is true that water is

boiled by convection ; but it is a very different thing boiling

water in a kettle over the tire to boiling water in a close boiler

like a saddle boiler, where there is a flow. pipe to carry the

water off when heated, the cold water being supplied by the

return ; and when once the fire is well lighted and begins to aet

upon the water, a constant current or circulation o( water ia

kept up. The relative value of heating surfaces which Mr.
Woolfield quotes is very arbitrary, and refers more to boilers

set for generating steam ; but even were I to allow (which I do
not), that the relative values of heating surfaces are such as

he quotes from Molesworth's " Engineers' Pocket-book," yet

even then I can prove that the flame playing over the top of a

saddle boiler has much more relative value than he is inclined

to admit. The top of a saddle boiler is convex, and therefore

varies from vertical to horizontal. Take the average of the
curve, the value of the vertical surface being 0.50, and of the
horizontal 0.00, the value of the heating surface of the whole
curve will aveiage 0.2.'i ; and as in most saddle boilers the

exterior curve is about one-fourth larger in point of surface

than the interior curve, this will raise the value to O.Ma as the

average value of the whole heating .surface of the upper part of

tbe boiler. And, as in the same way, the interior upper surface

of the boiler is concave, the value of the heating surface of

the interior will vary according to Jlr. Woolficld's laws from
0.^0 to 1.00, or, taking the average, it will be 0.75 ; so that,

even according to the data given by Mr. Woolfield, the exterior

upper surface bears no small relative value to the interior

—

I I'., o o43 to 0.7j. If Mr. Woolfield denies the accuracy of

this he will have to deny there is any heat given to the upper

surface of pipes when introduced into boilers, as in the case of

one of Ormson's new patent tubular boilers, as see the right-

hand figure in the advertisement which occurs every week in
" our Journal," or, again, in Shanks'e combined saddle and
tubular. It is, however, absurd to give 0.00 as the value of

hori7,ontal surfaces under flame ; because, if this were true,

and these pipes, as in the two instances 1 have quoted, we:e

square instead of round, the upper one-fourth would be of no
use ; besides which, the relative value of 00 to 1.00 is infinite

and indefinite. The value of horizontal surfaces under flame

must be definite—that is to say, it must bear some relative

proportion, and I have yet to be convinced that it does not bear

a much greater value than what is usually allowed ; because, as
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I think I before stated, though I have not the paper by me,

as there is a constant ciroulation of heated water in a saddle

boiler, the water which comes in from the return-pipe, having

been cooled aa it has gone through the pipes in the houses,

comes in contact tirst of all with the heated sides of the boiler,

then rises to the curved portion, and strikes against the upper

surface. If this upper surface were not heated by the current

of flame playing over it, it would either repel the water or help

to cool it ; but as the heated air from the fire is of necessity

hotter than the water in the boiler, it assists to heat the water

still more, and so helps the flow ; and as the flame passing

over the surface of the boiler also plays round the flow-pipe,

which it sarroundB, it add j additional heat at a most important

point.

Mr. Woolfield corrects me in another point about the dia-

meter of the feed-pipe. 1 am aware he is right about the

pressure of water depending on the height of the column of

water in the pipe, but it is also true that when hydraulic pres-

sure is applied to water in a small pipe it is greater than when
applied to a large one. I may have overrated it, but as the

feed-pipe has to relieve the boiler of the pressure caused by
expansion in boiling, the larger the size of the feed-pipe the

more easily the pressure is relieved. Many leaks in joints are

owing to a small feed-pipe, and it will always be noticed when
a joint does leak it leaks far more when the water in the boiler

is very hot.

And now I must make a few remarks upon Mr, Woolfield's

paper, in which he gives directions for the quantity of piping

required to heat a house a certain number of degrees of heat

above the temperature of the atmosphere. He tells us the

quantity of air to be warmed per minute is Ij cubic foot for

each foot superficial of glass the house contains—to be warmed
how much ? The radiation of heat from a house does not

depend so much on the difference of temperature between the

external and internal air as on the force and the direction of

tiie wind, as regards the Burface of glass exposed. This is

such a variable quantity that no general rules can be laid down.
One night two weeks ago, with the thermometer at 25°, a small

house cooled so rapidly that, although there is a flow and return

pipe at the back of the house, it was found necessary to light

a fire in a flue which used to heat the house previously to the

hot-water pipes being put into it, and although a good fire was
kept up in the furnace the thevmometer inside fell to 40°. The
nest night the external temperature was as low as 19', but the

temperature in the house never fell below 45° without the flue

being used at all. In reckoning the radiating powers of glass,

the angle of the roof has also to be considered.

Again, I do not agree that two rows of 2-inoh pipes are supe-

rior in economy to one 4-inch pipe, because the water in the

2-inch pipes cools down twise as quickly, and, therefore, though
it may require less fuel in the first instance to heat them, it

requires much more afterwards to keep the heat up, and for

nightworfc this is the most important point.

Again, he gives 125°, a fixed quantity, as the excess of tem-
perature of the pipe above the surrounding air. This, I need
hardly say, will vary with the diiierence of distance from the

fire, and with the fire itself. Again, he gives 222 as the number
of feet of air raised 1" per minute by 1 foot of 4-inch pipe.

This, also, which he gives as a fixed quantity, must vary accord-

ing to the heat and also the position of the pipe, and the radi-

ating power of the external atmosphere. In fact, I think I may
fairly say that all the data which he gives as fixed rules for

finding out the necessary quantity of pipes are variable and
nncertain.

One square foot of boiler for every 5!) feet of pipe may be a

very good rule ; but on this head, again, doctors differ, as Mr.
Weeks, in his pamphlet on greenhouses, &o., gives 25 feet for

200, 250 feet for 4000, 400 feet for 10,000. I am aware that in

this Mr. Weeks calculates every surface of any sort in the
tubular boilers, and I also think there are great discrepancies,

e.specially in the last two items, where I'O feet additional sur-

face has to heat (i(H)O additional feet of pipes, whereas a boiler

with 150 feet of heating surface in the same list is calculated

to heat 1500. I liave only quoted this to show there is great

difference of opinion on this head, and I am now heating tho-

roughly and efficiently nearly 450 feet of piping \(ith a boiler

which, according to Mr. Woolfield's method of calculation,

would only be sufficient for about 300 feet ; but then I calculate

the exterior and upper surface as an additional source of heat,

which Mr. Woolfield does not.

What Mr. Woolfield states as to unnecessary depressions and
rapid curves cannot be too strongly insisted upon, and that is

another reason in favour of 4-inch pipes over 2 inch, as there

is less friction, and water flows more freely. Let me again

repeat that the position of pipes, so as to allow free radiation,

is most important ; and if persons do not believe in radiation

of heat downwards, let them place some pots 2 feet below hot-

water pipes and see how rapidly they will dry; or, again, fill a

bottle with water, and put it flat underneath a grate, and
another bottle of an equal size at the same distance in front of

the fire, and see which will be heated first. I would also

impress on your readers that the laws for boilers for generating

steam, for boilers for the circulation of hot water, and ordinary

boilers, such aa those set at the side of a kitchen fire, are not

the same.—C. P. Peach.

APPLICATION OP MANURES.
I 3I0ST Bay I was much surprised at seeing the following

remark, " When Professor Voelcker speaks of no fear of waste

if the soil contains clay, he only refers to what is washed into

the soil by the rains." The whole tenor of his argument goes

to show that little or no loss can be sustained by spreading

manure, whilst an enormous loss is usually sustained by rotting

manure in heaps exposed to rain. He very properly says " if

the soil contains clay," because the soluble ingredients would

wash through some poor sandy soils if put on too long before

the crop intended to be benefited were sown. From the edi-

torial remarks it would also appear that there was a difference

of opinion as to the propriety of burying manure as soon as

convenient. Now I think this is hardly a fair inference. All

I contend for is that manure takes so little harm from sun and
wind when spread on the ground, that it is fooUsh to keep it ia

heaps when rotten manure is not a necessity, as in the case

of sandy laud. Then, again, I cannot agree with our Editors
" that the guano latitudes are characterised by a singular

absence of rain." From what I have gathered of those regions

rain very seldom falls there, and those places like Peru, where

the least rain falls, send us guano which is richest in salts o£

ammonia. From this I gather that if there were no moisture

there would be no loss. With regard to the value Of any car-

bonic acid which could be lost by spread manure, I should say

it would be about equal in value to that given off by the " old

slick."

There is one point in the editorial remarks which appears

worthy of consideration—" Urine rapidly decomposes in the

litter of a stable." No doubt it does when the stable is warm
enough to induce fermentation, and when each fresh supply of

urine comes in contact with urine undergoing change. How
long will a sound Apple remain sound when in contact with a

rotten one? Bat who ever smelt ammonia very strong in a

cold clean stable ? and where it is most abundant how little is

necessary to produce the effect perceived. Can anyone contend

that urine exposed to sun and wind is under the same conditions

as urine in a damp, warm, and close stable? I keep eight

horses myself, but if my stables smelt strongly of ammonia I

know some one would hear of it ; nor do my men use gypsum
or anything else to fix the ammonia. Thinking that Professor

Voelcker was most likely to know what he intended to teach,

I sent him the .Journal of December 2nd, and asked him to be

kind enough to state whether the inference drawn from his

essay was correct, and he very courteously sent me the follow-

ing reply, which, as far as I am concerned, closes the matter.

The subject to me is one of great interest, because it is of great

importance to me personally. Paying as I do some hundreds

a-year for manure, besides what I make on my own farm, it

would not be pleasant to think a good deal of it had been

wasted ; still, it would be much worse to pursue such a course

in error.—J. K. Peabson, Cliilwell, Notts.

DR. VOELCKER'S letter.
" In reply to your note, I beg to say that the Editors of The

JocRNAL OP Horticulture do not give a correct explanation

of my decided opinion that farmyard manure spread out on the

field loses no fertiUsing matter by exposure to wind and sun.

My opinion rests on experiment, and not on mere speculation

;

and the practical direction which I always give to my farming

friends is. Take your dung on the field at once, and wait till

the land is in a fit state to be ploughed up. I have noticed

over and over the mischief which is done by ploughing in

manure in wet weather when the soil was not in a fit condition

to be worked by men or beasts. In clay soils, especially, more

harm is done by the plough and horses' feet than good by the

manure. It is, therefore, most desirable that agriculturists
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and gardeners Bhonld know that wind and Ban do not diBsipate
any fertilising matter when dang is spread in the field. The
whole amount of free ammonia, or rather carbonate of ammonia,
in fresh farmyard mannro amounts, as shown in one of my
experiments, to only 0.1 Sit of a percent. ; and it does not follow
as a matter of course that even this small fraction of a per
cent, of ammonia will find its way into the air, for it is far
more likely that the soil will at once absorb it when the manure
is spread on the field. Allow me to direct your attention to an
experiment which yon will find recorded in my paper on farm-
yard manure in the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal. On
the 3rd of November, 1854, I put up a heap of dnng weighing
2838 lbs. In this quantity the total amount of nitrogen present
in any condition was 18.23 lbs. On the 30th of April, 1855,
I weighed again the heap, which had been exposed to the air
all that time, and found in it the total amount of nitrogen
18.14, or almost exactly the same as in the November of the
preceding year, showins; that no ammonia whatever was lost by
exposure to the air. Yours faithfully

—

Augustus Voelckee."
[The above confirms our opinion. By leaving manure on

the surface of the ground exposed for a length of time to the
Bun and wind it can gain nothing, and certainly does lose some
of itB fertilising constituents. Mr. Pearson now admits this,
although "BoUttle." Let it be granted that the nitrogen it

loses is in all instances as small as that shown by Dr. Voelcker's
experiment, why should that be lost needlessly : It amounts
to much where hundreds of tons of manure are nsed. We
quite agree that it is bad culture to plough or dig in manure
into a heavy soil whilst it is wet, and we also agree with Mr.
Pearson that it is worse practice to leave manure in heaps than
to spread it. He says that is all he contends for. So the con-
tioversy closes.—Ens.]

CORDON APPLE TREES AKD RABBITS.
A FEW years ago, cither from your columns or Mr. Rivers's

" Miniature Fruit Garden," I learnt how to plant and train
these trees, and I should have had some success had it not been
for those sad pests to gardens—rabbits. I seldom or never see
one, but my neighbours tell me that if there is a rabbit within
a mile he will smell out a young Apple tree, so will a hare.
The consequence of this is, that my cordon trees are nibbled
so as to bring on canker and make "them objects of disgust, for
a cankered Apple tree is an ugly thing. I have tried the
remedies often suggested in yonr columns, snch as painting
the trees with lime, and soot, and milk, but these washes soon
vanish in winter owing to the alternations of frost and thaw
(I once tried coal tar, and once only, for it destroyed my trees),
and then Mr. Kibbit seems to rejoice at his meal on clean bark,
and will ruin a dozen trees in a night.

Mr. Robinson recommends with great enthusiasm cordon
Apple trees for market gardens. If he conld spend but one
season in an nnwalled market garden of his own planted with
cordon Apple trees, he would be a wiser and, perhaps, a sadder
man. There is no difhculty in cultivating cordon Apple trees
in walled gardens, but in nnwalled gardens even as near Lon-
don as Fulham, rabbits are always doing mischief. I have
within the last year or two found what is in my experience a
new method of doing mischief by these vermin ; they nsed to
gnaw off the bark, but they now prefer a daintier disli, and eat
ont all the blossom buds before they commence to gnaw the bark.
My gardener recommends thorns from the hedges bound to

the trees, or straw tied to their stems, in both cases not agree-
able nor adapted for large gardens.

—

In-quiker.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The December meeting of this Society was held on the 6th inst.,

the President, Mr. H. \V. Bates, being in the chair. The Baron von
HoUen, a Russian entomologist, was present as a visitor. Some im-
portant entomological works, ruMished by the Swedish Government,
were on the table. Mr. Frederick Smith exhibited on the part of Mr.
Lord the case made by the caterpillar of a species of Oiketicus, taken
fcy him on Monnt Sinsi, several miles diistant from any tree or bnsh,
the only plants of which the case conld have be en- made being a kind
of wild Sage ; also the cells of a wild Bee of the genus Ilalictns, the
cells being formed in a large cluster at the foot of a tabular tunnel
12 inches deep, tho month of which was defended by a trumpet-shaped
tnbe of sand.

Professor Westwood exhibited drawings and specimens, and described
a number of remarkable new exotic species of Pselaj^liida' and Chal-
cididte. Mr. Jenner Weir exhibited specimens of Heliotbis armigcra,
the caterpillar of which had devoured the interior of a quantity of
Jhe fmit of Tomatoes imported from Portngal. Mr. Albert Mullcr

exhibited photographs of a monstrous specimen of Ptorosticbna Pre-
vostii Dejeam, captured near Noafchatel, in Swit/crlaod, having two
supplemental legs affixed to ono of tl^o ordinary hind loqs. Mr. Mac-
Lacblan read a note on the species of the cnrioas genua Boreas, with
the view of proving that the B. Wcstwoodii of Hagcn had uo claim to
be considered as an EngUsh inMct. '-V-fJM
Dr. Wallace communicated a notice on tho recent results oMaioed

in the cultivation of the different new exotic species of Silkworms in
this country, with directions for the most efTcctnal rearing of each.
The Secretary read a notice by Mr. Sidcbottom on the modifica-

tions of colour in caterpillars, chrysalids, and perfect insects, reared
under different coloured gla'^?. which led to an extended diroussion, is
which Mr. Wallace suggested tho advisability of roaring tho insects
under reflected rather than under transmitted light, by placing them
in boxes lined with diiforent- coloured papers, adding that the cmploj-
mcnt of diilerent-coloured glasses in plant bouses had for its object
the modification of tho temperature, and not of tho coloars of the
plants.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
D-:CEMBEB 21ST.

FntTiT ComnTTT-E.—G. F. Wilson. Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.
The Rev. George Kemp. Sevenoalrs, oflfered two prizes, one of £3 for
the best, and the other of £2 for the second best winter dessert of Apples
and Pears, three dishes of each. There were six competitors. Mr.
Tillery. of Welbcck. sent CalriUe Blanche, Blenheim Pippin, and
Cox's Orange Pippin Apples; Van Mons Lron I.eclerc, iJoyennc dn
Cornice, and Winter Nebs Pears. Mr. Karlev, of Digswell, sent Jose-
pliino de Malines, Winter Nehs, and Chaumontel Pears ; and Ribstoc
Pippin, Cockle Pippin, and King of tho Pippins Apples. Mr. Gilbert, of
BnrL'hley House, sent of Apples, Blenheim Pippin, Bibston Pippin,
find Lord Burphley : and of Pears, Beurr*' LangeUer, Passe CoUnar,
.Tnd Beurre de Ranee. Mr. Kidney Ford, of Leonnrdslcc, bad of Fears,
Knight's Monarch, Dncbessed'Angoul-'me and Jos'jpbine de Malines;
and of Apples. P.ibston Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, and R«d Pcannain.
Mr. Garland, of Killerton, Devon, sent Golden Pippin, Nonpareil, and
KoEs Nonpareil Apples ; and Winter Nelis, Glou Mor<;-eau, and Ber-
garnotte I^spereu Pears. Of tho collections, all of which were good,
the best both in appearance and flavour was undoubtedly that sent by
Mr. Garland, to wiiich the first prize was awarded, and the next that
of Mr. Ford, which received the second prize. The Knight's Monarch
of Mr. Ford were unusually fine.

Mr. Crament. gardener to Edward Backhouse, Esq., A^hbumc,
Sunderland, sent a seedhng Grape, somewhat of the character of White
Tokay, a good, long, and showy bunch, but the berries possessed nc
flavour ; if they ever did it must have passed, the fruit having evidently

been ripened for some time.

Mr. Thomson, Dalkeith, sent a bunch of White Lady Downe's
Grajw, which not being ripe, and the flavour undeveloped . a wish was
expressed that it be sent a^aiu in March. It wa*: considered by the
Committee to be a promising! variety. Mr. A. McLcod, gardener to
Mrs. Holt, Sudbury House, Harrow, sent two large bunches of Gros
GuUIaume, called Barbarossa. Mr. Tillery, of Welbcck, sent dishes
of Benrrc Superfin and Forelle. grown on a trellis of an arcade. Both
were of very good flavour, particularly the Beurr-!- SnpcrQn, Forelle

beinir rather water^. These were equal in flavour, if not superior, to

all others exhibited. He also sent a seedlin,? Pear raised from the
Cbaumoutel crossed with Gansel's Bcrgamot, but the Committee could
not observe anv difference between it and the Chaumontel.

Mrs. Blackctt Ord, Whitfield Hall, Haydon Bridge, CnmberUod,
sent fruit of Farmer's Seedling Apple, which is a good kitchen Apple.
A dish of ver}- fine Tangierene Oranges came from Lady Dorothy
Novill. Dangst^in. lu size and flavour they were superior to imported
fruit, and a special certificate was awarded to them.
Mr. Doncer, of Little Sutton, Chiswick, sent a dish of Cox's Orange

Pippin, and BcurrO d'.^remberg Pear, the former superior in flavour

to all the .\pples exhibited at this meeting, and a special certificate

was awarded to them. Mr. Heprer. gardener to .1. H. Walmsley,
Esq., Acton, sent a basket of remarkably tine Chaumontel Pears,

which received a special certificate. Mr. Hepper sent fmit of the
Telegraph Cucumber, well grown for tho season, and in consideration

of the cultivation received a special certificate. Mr. W. Holah.
Ruflord Gardens, OUerton. sent a seedling Cucumber, which was very

much out of condition. Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, sent roots of a Red
Beet called Incomparable, some of which were cooked, but neither in

colour nor flavour did the Committee consider it an acquisition, or

an improvement on other sorts in cultivation.

Messrs. James Carter & Co., of Holbom, sent Globe Tripoli Onion
weighing 3 lbs., New Giant Rocca weighing 3 lbs. ozs., two Italian

Red, 2 lbs. 6 ozs. and 2 lbs. 11 ozs. These were grown at Naples,
and excited great admiration from the Committee, and were awarded
a special certificote. Mr. P. .T. Perry, of Banbury, sent roots of the

Banbury Improved White Spanish Onion, large and handsome, the

twelve bulbs weighing 1'2J lbs. They were awarded a special certifi-

cate. A special certificate was also a'.rarded to Mr. W. B. Trigg,

Hayling IiUand, for a dish of large and well-grown Shallots. A
special certificate was also awarded to Mr. Sidney Ford, for his col-

lection of Potatoes.

F1.0K.U. CojtsnTTEE.—Rev. J. Dix in the chair. This was the last
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meeting of the season, and terminated the labours of the Committee
for 1S69. The Society may be congratulated on the success of the

Tuesflay meetings of the passing year, which have been so well

attended by its Fellows. These meetings have afforded them an
opportunity of seeing and examining a large number of new and
valuable plants and flowers : 430 certificates have been awarded to

specimens exhibited either as novelties or deserving of rewards for

superior cultivation : and when it is remembered that the Fruit and
Vegetable Committee have had equal success in the specimens sent to

them, we can bid adieu to the labours of 1809 with great satisfaction.

The inclement weather, doubtless, was the cause of the few plants

sent to this meeting, and yet there were many of great interest. Mr.
Bater, Plumstead, sent a variegated -\ntirrhiuum, which variegation

has been often seen before. Messrs. Henderson, Wellington Road,
sent a very large collection of Ivies, which were awarded a special

certificate. Among them was Hedera rhonihoidea ouovata, with very

dark foliage, which received a first-rlass certificate. From the same
firm came a dwarf Heliotrope, called Jersey Beauty, and Pansy
Golden Beauty, very sweet-scented, and useful for bedding purposes.

Messrs. Staailish brought fine specimens of their yellow Picotee,

very highly coloured and beautifully marked, a Begonia, and cut

specimens of six very pretty Bonvardias. Jlr J. Atkins, Pains-

wick. Gloucestershire, sent cut flowers of a hardy seedling Cyclamen
—hedenefolium girecum, which were highly commended. This plant

will be found very useful for rockwork. Messrs. Salter exhibited a
variegated form of the common Violet, beautifully variegated, with
few flowers ; it was requested it should be seut again. Mr. Edmonds,
Hayes, received a special certiiicate for a fine collection of Cycla-
mens. Mr. Welsh, Hillingdon, also received a special certificate for

a smaller collection of Cyclamens, with deep rose-coloured flowers.

Mr. George, gardener to C. H. Marshall, Esq., Caveraham, was
awarded a special certificate for a well-grown specimen of Cahmthe
Veitchii. with a spike of beautiful rosy flowers.

Messrs. Veitch received a first-class certificate for Hippeastrum
Leopoldii, the flower the King of the Belgians so much admired, and
was pleased to allow to be named after timaelf. This is one of the
finest Hippeastrnms yet seen, and perfectly distinct from any other. A
special certificate was awarded for Messrs. Veitch's group of Orchids,
which were very beautiful. Among them was Cypripediam insigne

splendens, which was said to be identical with Cypi-ipedium Maulei.
From the Society's gardens were two new Orchids, Polycycnis sp., and
Lycaste sp., from Costa Rica.

Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, sent a very excellent group of shrubs ;

among them were fine specimens of variegated Hollies, well furnished
with bei-ries, and some fine specimens of the Golden Spruce Fir. A
.special certificate was awarded the collection.

j

tend to the improvement of cottage gardens, and considered suoli
efforts would do more to raise the character of the working classes than
legislation, though more pretentious. He would suggest two cards, one
for the cottagers in the country, the other for window gardeners.
Mr. Bateman then brought under the notice oi the meeting an oil

painting and a number of other coloured representations of fruits and
llowers from Mr. Fernyhongh, who had just returned from the Mauri-
tius, and whose first act was alike grateful and graceful in presenting
to the Society a fruit of the "Cocodemer" (Lodoicea sechellarum),
as well as a portion of the fruiting stem of the Sago Palm. As re-
gards the first-named, the double Cocoa Nut, it was unnecessary for
him (Mr. Bateman) to remark upon it at any length, as a few months
ago he had made it the subject of a lecturet ; and as regards the
Sago Palm, it afforded some idea of the power of tropical vegetation.
The drawings of plants. on3 of which was said to resemble a Solaudra,
and of the Mangoes aud other fruits, were then commented on.
The Orchids were next briefly noticed, especially Masdevallia

Veitchii, Calauthe Veitchii, and a white variety of the well-known
Lcelia anceps, which, having only just opened, was rather dingy, but
in three or four days it would be as white as the driven snow. A
curious plant, too, was the Polycycnis, which, if really new and distiact,
he intended to call Reichenbachli.
The Chairman, after moving a vote of thanks to Mr. Fernyhough,

announced that the next meeting wonld be held January 19th, aud
that the meetings during the ensoing year would be all on Wednesday,
instead of Taesdav as heretofore.

Gexee.cl Me2t:;:g.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., ia the
chair. Nine new Fellows having been elected, aud the Committee
awards announced, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley said he had taken some
pains to ascertain the real name of the beautiful species of Abies
shown by Messrs. Standish & Co. at the meeting of November 16th.
In the absence of the frnit it was utterly impossible to be cei-tain

what it was ; but on com|>arlng it with specimens at Kew, he found it

accorded in all points with Abies obovata of Ledebour. The forms
of Picea Pinsapo nest came under notice, aud it was remarked that
the acute-leaved form, loiown to many as P. cephalonica, appeared to

be the stei-ile state of P. Pinsapo, but that as soon as it assumes the
blunt.leaved condition it becomes fruitful. Mr. Berkeley then re.

marked that the collections of Crataegus and Pyrus at Chiswick were
always one of its attractions, and a quantity of the seed having been
saved, packets would be distributed to those Fellows who might desire

it instead of the collections of flower and vegetable seeds which ai-e

annually sent out. A report on tho varieties of Maize grown at Chis-

wick was then referred to, and it was stated that out of a number of
varieties seut by the Rev. T. C. Brehaut, of Guernsey, through Dr.
Hogg, the best Tvere a large bright-coloured Maize, and another with
large yellow cobs, which both ripened perfectly ; and of five sorts sent
by Dr. Hogg, the best was Bates' Early Bronze, which also ripened
perfectly. Mr. Barron, in his report, remarked that Maize had been
grown by Mr. Dancer, ol Little Sutton, and it bad ripened with him
perfectly ; also, that Mr. Scarvell, of Littlehamx ten. had gi-own it for

many years with unvarying success ; but it did not seem to him {Mr.
Berkeley), that Maize would ever bo cultivated in this country as a
vegetable. There was another report from Mr. Barron, on Williams'
Archimidean lawn-mower, which machine had been well tried at Chis-
wick, and was very much approved of ; but unfortunately, when the
Board came to try it, in consequence of coming in contact with a stone,

one of the parts, being of cast iron, was broken ; but this danger would
be obviated by employing wrought iron instead.

The Chairman then said that Mr. Egerton Hubbard, jnn., of

Leonardslee, Horsham, had offered a prize of £o for the best essay
on the simple practical management of Cottage Gardens, to he printed
©n cardboard, and to be sold by the hundred to the secretaiies of cot-

tage garden societies, with the view of encouraging a better system of
garden management among cottagers. He considered it was moat
important that the Society should encourage the improvement of
cottage gardens, and requested Mr. Bateman to ask Mr, Hubbard who
was to award the prize, and when.
Mr. Bateman most heartily sympathised with everything that would

"WELLINGTON IA GIGANTEA.
I HAVE to thank ilr. Eidgway and others for their information

respecting the Wellingtouia ; and a3 so many report an unin-
terrupted course of success in the growth and appearance of
their trees, I am in the hope that the few cases of a contrary
kind, one of which has occurred here (Linton Park), may ba
traced to some local cause. Be this as it may, I am sorry to
state that the tree here, that I reported upon some time ago as
going wrong, has certainly become worse ; and as it had
flourished with the vigour common to the Wellingtonia up to
the commeccement of the hot weather of 1868, I was unwilling
to believe that anything beyond suffering from want of mois-
ture was the cause of its bad appearance during the memorable
hot weather of the July of that year. A copious watering,
however, did not restore it, nor even the ample rainfall of last
winter. A steady decline in health, with the dying-ofi of the
lower branches, indicate that something serious is the matter.
Now, as the tree was between 21 and 25 feet high at the end of
1867, and is only 2u feet high now, its loss raises the question,
la the Wellingtonia likely to be a long-lived plant or not ? The
specimen referred to was growing in a favoured situation, there
being at a very short distauce from it aThujaLobbii 28 feet high,
and Picea Pinsapo 6 or 8 feet higher, so that I am at a loss to
understand the cause of the Wellingtonia going off so onac-
countably. We have a great many younger trees of the same
species, varying from upwards of 23 feet high down to some of
small size, all seemingly most healthy, and oue tree, about
20 feet high, has a number of cones upon it. As the Welling-
tonias are placed in various situations, the loss of the largest
one is by no means explained.

I am glad to be able to endorse what Mr. Eidgway says of
the capability of the Wellingtonia to withstand wind, for our
finest tree is planted in the open park, and in one of the most
windy positions in it, and I believe it is the more robust in
consequence. A hexagon fence, with sides of !) feet, surrounded
the tree, and the branches had found their way through four
out of the six sides, so that we have been obhged to afford it

more room.
I find that, as in the case of the Cedar of Lebanon, there is

considerable variation in the appearance of different specimens
ol this tree, but somehow its detractors are a more numerous
body than might be expected. Although I, for one, would be
sorry to disparage it as a tree, yet if asked whether it or the
Cedar of Lebanon were the more bedtting plant for an avenue
or a memorial specimen, I would have no hesitation in pro-
nouncing in favour of the latter ; but this is a question which
can hardly be answered by any of the present generation.—
J. EOBSON.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUITS.
Ef.ia VESTiTi (Furred Eria). Nat. ord., Orchidaceje. Linn.,

Gynandria Monandria.—Native of Singapore and Manilla. The
plant ia clothed with soft hair.s. Flowers orange, scarlet, and
pale yellow.— (£of. Mar;., t. 6807.)

AxDKOs.iCE PCBESCEXS (DowHy Audrosace). Wat. ord., Primu-
Iace;ei Linn., Pentandria Monogjnia.—Native of Pyrenees and
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Swiss Alpn. Densely tnfted ; flowers nameroaa and white.

—

(Ibid., t. uS08

)

BLASDroitniA ArnEA (Golden-flowered Blandfordia). A'a(.

ord., Liliacero. l.mn., Hexandtia Monogynia.—Native of ^pt,

peaty soils in New Sonth Wrtles. Imported bv Jlesers. VeitcU.

Flowers yellow.— (/(-;./., (. ,'.800
)

Gladiolus ciukxtus (Blood-red Gladiolus). .Va(. ord., Iri-

daeete. Linn., Triandria Jlonogynia.—Native of Natal. Flowers
deep crimson

—

{Ibid., t. 5810.)

Vanda Denisoniana (Lord Londesborongb's Vanda). Nat.
ord, Orohidace;o. Linn., Gynandria Aionaudria. — Native of

Arracan Mountains, on sheltered, shaded trees. Flowers white.
(Ibid., t. 5811.)

Aloe (Gastkria) Crouciiebi (Mr. Croncher's Gasleria). Nal.
nrd., Asphodelex. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia.—Native place

nnknown. Leaves white-spotted. Flowers pink, and green-
tipped.— (7ii,;., (. .')812.)

Clematis.—Tliomas iloorc.—" Of the many beantifal forms
of the hardy hybrid Clematis for which the lovers of Rardens
have to thank Mr. George Jackman and the S\'oking Nursery,
this is certainly one of the finest. It ia, in the first place, the
largest at present known, since the flowers measure, when ex-

panded, as much as from 8 to '.I inches across. It is, in the
next place, one of the most striking and effective in its colours,

which effect results from the large spreading tutt of filaments in

the centre being white, so that they contrast strongly with the
rich violet hue of the sepals, and give the flowers quite the
semblance of belonging to some giant Passion-flower. It has
the free-growing and free-blooming habit of the other Woking
hybrids, and must be set down as one of the best and most
distinct of the series."

—

[Fhrist and Fomohgist, 3 s., ii., 2G3 )

ERECTING A GREENHOUSE CHEAPLY.
I AM quite surprised at the very low cost of the " ornamental

and useful" house built by a "Yorkshire Amateur;" so much
surprised, that I am forced to believe that he obtained glass,

wood, bricks, and mortar at a better market than we possess

hereabouts. I am very glad that be has succeeded so well and
BO cheaply, and that he c^n thus hold out so much encourage-
ment to many who are anxious to have a greenhouse, but count
the cost. Like " Yorkshire Amateur," I built myself a
bouse, was my own carpenter, glazier, bricklayer, hodman,
blacksmith, putty-maker, itc, and although my structure is of

more modest dimensions, my bill of costs amounted to over

£3 10.S., and was not nearly so well done. I fear, as my snccess (?)

rather varies a "leetle" from the tale just told. Let me
trouble your editorial eyes with a few trivialities.

I laid my foundation, thinking " never venture never have,"
and believing that " faint heart ne'er won fair lady," an! on a

memorable Friday the brickwork and framework were ready for

the reception of the sashes. " Tliere's many a slip betwixt
the cup and the lip," and while I slept the enemy came in the

form of " tornadoes and hurricanes," and what a sight pre-

sented itself to my bewildered vision when looking out next
morning, fearing, yet hoping !—all was one complete wreck,

bestrewed over a bed of Black Prince Strawberries some yards
away. Acting on the motto, " Try again," I raised the scat-

tered wreck, found it not so bad as it looked, and by the help
of bolts and bars made my work stronger than it ever would
have been, had the accident not been. Now, methinks, I'll

have the pleasure of seeing my plants grow and do well. Alas !

human expectations were the very opposite of everyday reali-

sations. I could not make my plants grow ; tbey made no
roots, and what little they bad became unhealthy—innumer-
nble hordes of little white worms seemed to eat out the life of

them all. 1 repotted them, and paid them as much attention

as if they had been of my body begotten ; early and I«*.e was I

to be found in my "conservatory," still they grew not. Fuchsia
cuttings that I received in April are as small as when I received

them ; Dahlias, that in my neighbour's garden grow to the
pitch of excellence required by Mr. Glenny, in mine blossom
not like a Rose, but a dog Daisy ; my Solanum is happy in the

possession of one berry ! Dractpua terminalis is as brown as

wrapping-paper ; Chrysanthemums threw out their buds,

showed a flower which cheered my heart and house, and then
died from sheer frigbt at their own audacity. Of the rest, I

can safely say no one shames his neighbour, bat all vie to ba
as dull as this very dull weather, and all are as sparing of their

flowers as the sun has been of his presence for some time. I

feel quite a reverence for a good gardener, for the flowers as

surely obey him as the bees do our very able Mr. Pettigrew.

X was gUd to see yoa gave na Mr. Witberspoon's experience,

and pleased to see that he elicited several responses, which
were very nsefnl to poor beginners like myself. I am pleased
that Mr. Witherspoon is so successful. I knew him years ago,

and was never aware that he was given to so delightful an
occupation as gardening, and as the Cheshire man said to the
" Beoixner in Bee-keepino," "Whol onemon con do another
con," so I'll keep up my bead, and hope still to be a good
gardener. At present I am the worst I see, and yet I read

your .Tournal with more relish than Wilkie Collins's " Man and
Wife." As Sir liynert Walpole always first opened his game-
keeper's letter, so I first read the Journal out of the batch of

papers we are here blessed with on Thursday nights.

Can yon give me any hopes of better days, by suggesting a

remedy for my many failures?

—

Ionohamos.
[We feel quite sure that ere long, as respects gardening, you

will have to drop your assumed signature, and that some of

the best of us may well look after any laurels we have ever

obtained. "Trying again, and again, and again," is what
makes the man and the true hero. As to the expense of such
home-made greenhouses, yoa woirid sec from our advertising

columns how cheaply a neat little liouse can be obtained with

everything ready to be put together, but, as stated the other

week, all is not " gold that glitters ' in doing all such work for

ourselves, it the time and labour are to be counted. This, by
the way. In reading the racy account of your failures, we
first thought the house may have been built with lime of some
particular kind of stone, and that may not have mellowed and
sweetened yet; but, then, that could hardly apply to rooted

Fuchsias of last .\pril which refuse to grow any larger. Next,

we thought that the flue, if flue there is, might "be rather fresh

:

but, then, that could not apply well to Chrysanthemums and
l-ahlias that should have made their flowering growth chiefly

out of doors, and what could so thoroughly kill the Chrysanthe-

mum after yielding its solitary bloom we cannot surmise,

unless the root had an extra dose of strong or salt waters. We
knew a case where plants could not be made to grow in a

certain place, because tbey gave first a little trouble, and a

certain pail came too frequently in contact with the soil in

which the roots were placed.

Throwing aside all such ideas, however, and merely pre-

mising that besides Chrysanthemums and Chinese Primroses,

and forward Camellias and Epacriscs, and Winter Heaths, you
will not be likely to have much in bloom, unless you can com-
mand an average night temperature of from 45° to 50', we
would be incUned to think that your want of success is chiefly

owing to two causes.

First, To an ignorance of details rather than of general

principles. In such a case as we said last week to "D. J. D.,''

pages 487 and 488, we would refer yon to " Window Gardening
for the Many," as most of the details there given will be quite

as suitable for your small houao as for a window. Tou will find

that much depends on no'tiug, on drainage, on fibrous sweet

fresh soil, and the mode of watevinp, ventilating, .tc. With
fresh-cured sweet soil you will not be troubled with the little

white worms referred to. One of the safest modes of destroy-

ing them is to water two or three times with clear lime water,

made by putting a shovelful or more of quicklime in a barrel

of water and using it when clear. You need not be afraid of

the strength, as the water will only hold a certain amount in

solution. The best way, however, is to be particular about the

soil, and, if at all doubtful, beat it well and then cjol it by ex-

posure in a dry airy place.

Sesondly, your want of success may be owing to impatience,

to an over-anxious desire to see every movement in growth,

rooting, &<s. Too much kindness may be just as iDJorious as

the want of requisite attention. We have knovm high-born

ladies looking with something like envy on the chubby cheeks

and robust frames of the toddling youngsters of their work-

people, who were left to run and tumble about as tbey pleased,

the good mother not being wonderfully npset with dust on a

frock or-a smear on a face. " Must not," carried to an extreme,

makes a sad world for a child, and no wonder that under sncb

constant looking-after the cheek becomes pale, and the mnseles

become weak and soft. So with our favourite plants. Give

them what is necessary, and keep them clean, and leave them
a good deal to themselve?. We can well enter into your feel-

ings if you have been a little impatient. Many scores of cat-

tings of Pelargonium?, Fuchsias, Myrtles would sooner have

become rooted plants if vre could have let them alone, but in

our beginnings we were everlastingly at them, examining what

they were doing below the soil or sand, and with what results
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may easily be imagined. The same thing took place when we
potted oil struck plants in small pots. We were constantly at

them, turning out the ball to look at the first white epongiole

that found its way to the side, and thus often impeded growth.

In all this we may have failed to say a word to meet your ease,

but it would give us great pleasure to be able to assist you in

any way as fair as we could.—R. F.]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The schedule of the prizes offered by the Botal Hokticul-

TxiRAL Society, to be contended for at OxroEH in July next,

has been issued, and may be bad upon application to the

Assistant Secretary. The schedule of extra prizes offered on
the same occasion by others will shortly be published. In it

will be found prizes amounting to £10, offered by the Pro-

prietors of the OnnlcnLis' Chronicle, for the best collections of

fruit and vegetables ; and a prize of £10, offered by the Pro-

prietors of this Journal, for dessert fruits combining excellence

of quality with taste of arrangement.

WOKK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Should frosty'weather set in, wheel-out manure to all vacant

plots of ground, where heaps may be made and covered with

soil till wanted. In many cases, however, it may be trenched-

in at once, especially where Carrots, Parsnips, Beet, and Onions
are to be grown. All these require to have the soil turned-np
some months previous to sowing-time. If dry leaves are

plentiful, they may be laid very thickly between rows of choice

Broccoli, and confined there by sticking-in birch boughs round
the outside of the beds. Snow's Wiuter Broccoli which comes
in at this season, if the weather is mild, should be taken up
and protected whenever the heads are large enough for use.

Great attention must be paid to Cauliflowers in frames and
nnder hand-lights; stir the surface round them in mild
weather, and give frequent dressings of dry soot, lime, and
ashes, taking care also to admit air whenever practicable. Cover
Celenj with dry litter to protect it from frost. Continue to

store-up any of the l:ite-tied S/iiUVe and Le^uccs, and see that

those formerly stored have as free a circulation of air as the

weather will permit. All the late Ciibixiycs and Winter Greens

should be earthed-up if not already done. Sow small Saladinii

nnder cover, and protect Turnip Radishes in frames. Attend
to keeping-up a supply of Asparagjis, Sea-kale, Blnilarh, &!..

according to the demand and convenience, by introducing
quantities of the roots into heat at intervals of about a fort-

night. Also see to keeping-up a supply of Dicarf Kidnetj Beans,

by making frequent sowings under favourable circumstances.
They are generally grown in pots placed in vineries or plant

houses, but their liability to the attacks of red spider renders

them dangerous inmates of such structures, and where it can

possibly be done they should be planted in lines in the bed of

a pit devoted to their culture.

rnniT garden.
Where orchard trees are infested with insects or moss, the

bark should be well scraped with a blunt tool to remove as

many of the larv;e of the insects as possible, after which the

parts should receive a coat of the following composition—viz.,

hot lime and soot in equal quanlilies, mixed with water from
the cowhouse until it attains the consistency of thick paint.

This composition should be well rubbed into the crevices of

the bark in order to make sure of its reaciiing every biding

place of the enemy, and if a little cow manure were worked-up
in the composition, it would be useful in causing it to adhere

better. It is a tedious task to properly cover old large trees

with this, but its effect in clearing them of insects will repay
the trouble, and an occasional coating to young trees will be

useful in keeping them clean. Gi«huret compound applied as

a strong lather is a'so recommended for the same pnipose.

Strawberries may now be placed in a pit or frame where the

temperature can be kept at about 45°, giving plenty of air

whenever the weather will permit, and if the pots can b«
plunged in a gentle bottom heat, this will be advantageous in

encouraging a healthy root action.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Wheeling can be more expeditiously and cheaply carried on

in frosty weather than when the surface of the ground is soft

;

hence, where wanted, fresh soil or manures should be put
upon the flower beds and borders. Shrubberies may also be

thinned, where this involves only the cutting-out of overgrowii
plants or lopping deciduous trees, but whove evergreens gene-
rally require pruning it is best done in Ifarch, for altUoogli

when the winter proves mild such work may safely be per-

formed at any time, it is never safe to depend 'jpon this.

GREENHOUSE AND C0N.SERV,AT0BT.

In frosty weather be satisfit^d with as low a night tempera-

ture in all plant houses as will be safe, taking advantage oC

bright days to increase the temperature, and using a little fire

heat to dispel damp. The proper night temperature fur con-

servatories very much depends upon the kind of plants they

may contain. Where Camellias, Epacrises, Heaths, and other

winter-blooming plants form the principal inmates, 40' will be
sufficiently high, and with a dry atmosphere it may safely be

allowed to sink a few degrees on hard nights, but iu cases

where the hardier kinds of winter-flowering stove plants are

brought iu while in bloom, 45' should be considered the proper

mean night temperature. Let whatever watering may be re-^

quired be done early in the day, so that advantage may be

taken of sunshine whenever it may occur, tc give air for tbe

purpose of drying the foliage, Ac. Many persons appear to

entertain an opinion that very liitle attention is needed to

properly supply plants with water at this season, and th^y look

over their stock at intervals of several days. We would, how-
ever, caution young gardeners against this mistake, and adviso

them to examine every plant at least every alternate day, de-

ferring the application of water until it is really requireo!, and
then giving a liberal soaking. Attend daily to the removal o£

dead or decaying leaves, and directly any of the fl:iw6ring speci-

mens become shabby remove them to some out-of-the-way

place, taking care that they are placed under proper condittona

as to temperature, &c., according to their wants, and sapplf

their places with others iu full beauty. Where necessary, tho

leaves of plants should be sponged over and thoroughly cleaned,

and climbers pruned, trimmed, and put iu proper order for th«

spring. Soils, crocks, and charcoal, and whatever else may bo

necessary for potting, should be iu readiness for use when
wanted. Let heat be applied to all plant structures moderaJ.eSy

for a time ; do not, because the weather may be severe, apply

constant parching heat, let the heat be moderate with humictitj,

very moderate at night, and on light days when air can be ad-

mitted without injury a little additional heat may be em-
ployed. Always regulate the night temperature by the degree

of external cold. Do not attempt to maintain the same degree

of internal heat to any structure when the temperature ia

below the freezing point, as you would were it IT or 15' above

freezing. It is in many cases difficult to maintain a suffi-

ciently moist atmosphere without causing drip, as the moistnte

iu the house becomes condensed upon the glass, and unteeis

provision be made by means of inside gutters and pipes to catefe

the condensed moisture and carry it off, it i^ nearly impossible

during frosty weather to preserve the beauty of the flowers for

any length,of time; and in cases where there is uo provision

made against this kind of moisture falling upon the plants, the

temperature should be kept as low as may be consistent with,

safety, avoiding moisture in the atmosphere as far as possible

whenever the glass is affected by frost.

COLD riTi.

Where the stock of bedding plants has to be wintered in.

structures of this description, tbe present will be found ft

trying time, and the utmost vigilance and care will be required

to preserve the plants from harm. Apply suflicieat ooveriog

to the glass and to the walls of tlie pits or frames to wardaS
the efl'eets of the most severe frost, and embrace every ohauee

of admitting fresh aii- and removing decaying leaves in ar<Jer

to prevent damp and mould. Too little water can hardly b«

giten at present to plants in cold frames ; and when it hecomts

necessary to give any, let it be done in the morning of a fine

day, freely admitting air afterwards in order to dry up all £n-

perfluous'mci'tnre before evet.int.'. Plants when covered op

for several days ,,aould not be suddenly exposed to bright ean-

shine, but should be partially shaded for a few hours, admitting

air in the meantime if the slate of the external atmospkero

will admit of it. This will dispel damp and greatly assist in

preventing the injury which might otherwise result from

sudden exposure to sunshine. Look frequently over everything

subject to the attacks of mildew, apply sulphur the momect

this pest makes its appearance, and see that eveiytliing is

perfectly free from insects. Anything of which there is bat a.

short supply of plants to propagate from, should be placed Jo

growing quarters at once, taking care to keep the plants neas
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the glass and free from insects, jrc, for softwooded plants in

heat at this seasoD are very subject to the attacks of insects.

—

W. Keahe.

DOINGS OF THE LASTjW'EEK.
EITCHEX GABDEN.

As dorine the finest days we were engaged on some extra

ground work, very little has been done oat of doors, as the

heary rains were cnsnitable for digging and trenching ; and,

in truth, from the crops in the ground, until we get Celery, *c.,

oS, we have but little unoccupied space to go to. As slated

last week, however, such work may be proceeded with where
work of other kinds is at all scarce. For wet days we have
plenty of work in washing, cleaning, glazing, stake and stick-

making, tally-cuttinp. kc. We do not complain much of

slugs, grubs, snails, Arc, mild though the weather now is, but

alike to exposed and protected plants mice have been very
troublesome. They seem to eat out the centres of joung Cauli-

flowers, ricks nnd Carnationp, Strawberry plants in pots, Ac,
as much for the pleasure of being mischievous as anything
else, as on examiuing the debris, almost the whole is left

behind.
Stirred the ground amongst young Cauliflowers, Lettuces,

and Cabbages when dry enough to do so, and placed cones of

burnt earth and ashes over Artichokes, Sea-kale, &o. This
protects the exposed heads of Sea- kale, not so much from frost,

tor .t is lardy enough, as from b ids ; nl mice, as without pro-

tection we have had the large plump buds picked oat by black-

birds and thrushes, and lats and mice. None of them care

about putting their bills or noses freely in such material, and
for this purpose the burnt earth and rubbish seem to be more
effective as deterrents in proportion to the alkaline matter
from bnrnt weeds, burnt remains of vegetables, &e., contained
in the heap. In proportion to the amount of saline matter,

also, do sings, &c., keep aloof from it. The very fact of the

combustion makes all such earth unpleasant to them.

FEUIT GABDEK.
This week we must merely refer to previous numbers and

the excellent remarks of Mr. Keane. We moved a lot of plants

to one side of one of our orchard houses, and were thus enabled

to give the trees and walls a good syringing with water nearly

at the boiling point, using a thick clcth for the hand resting

on the middle of the syringe. Of course such water becomes
considerably cooled before reaching the twigs of the tree, but

still it is hot enough to kill the eggs of most insects, and any
live insects themselves. This springing will be repeated

Beveral times. We never knew an instance in which this liot-

uater syrimjing did any harm to deciduous trees when in a

dormant state. Washing, scrubbing, and even painting with

compositions with brushes, often injure the buds, even by un-

settling them or unfixing them a little, making them liable to

drop afterwards, and some of the mixtures for painting twigs,

(fee., require themstlses to be used with care, as when very

strong they are dangerous. In many gardens it is difficult to

obtain hot water, as we have ourselves experienced. We have
been obliged to borrow often from hot-water pipes—a mode of

proceeding which is attended by several arawbacks. Hot water

is so valuable for watering and cleaning, that were we to have
a general garden as a commercial undertaking, we would make
sure of having a little boiler to yield pure hot water at will.

We could then easily add soap or whatever was necessary to it.

With plenty of this at command we should have less trouble

from insect enemies, and less occasion to use smokings,
powders, and mixtures. Hot water on all deciduous plants in

a state of rest is the safest and best insect-preventive. Warm
water may well be used at times even on a growing plant ; but

in such ca^es a caution must be taken that the water is not too

hot. We have often used it as high as 120° or 130°, and
a little more, and with none but beneficial results. We would
not thiiik of doing so to a plant completely free from insects,

but for soft-skinned insects a forcible syringing with such warm
water was as effectual as washing with some nasty mixture, or

smoking with tobacco in any of its forms.

OENiMrSTAL DEPAHTMENT.
Besides potting, encouraging bulbs, helping on Roses, as

alluded to lately, we have begun giving a general clear-up,

sweeping and rolling the pleasure grounds. Tree leaves, like

other refuse, arc most valuable in their own place, but they

cause melancholy feelings as they drift dead and decaying on
the green lawns. There will be enough of the saddening, and,

we trust, of the truly heartfelt practical sympathising with sor-

row and trouble in these days, without decaying leaves obtrod-

ing too near the cheerfulness of Christmas times. The weather
on the whole has been so mild, that the grass in many places

had grown go much as to need a slight sweep with the scythe

before being followed by the broom and the roller. The sweep-
ing was done much more easily and better in consequence.
Lawns should never be mown now or in spring if there is the

slightest crust of frost on them. It injures them greatly, often

kills the best grass cntriglit, and at other times takes them
months to put on their full green livery. A chop-over thus

late with the scythe or machine, if done in mild days or morn-
ings, often answers better than doing it early in spring, as

the lawns do not suffer from the parching east winds of March,
but a continuous rich green is maintained oil the winter and
spring, until it becomes necessary to give the first general

cutting or mowing.
Let me conclude by observing the pleasure which it would

give me to see, if not shake hands with our older readers, with

whom I have been privileged to hold an nnbroken weekly com-
munication for so many years, and at least be permitted to ex-

press my earnest hope, that all connected with " our Journal,"

in whatever way, may experience in this hallowed period of

the year, that the source of their happiness is moie lasting

than even our evergreens.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN JLUIKET.—Dixbmber 22.

We are not able to obtaio any advance in prires on lormer qaotatiooit,

the market beinc heavily sapplicd. The chief dtinaud Ulor rough goods

and Christmas evorgrtena.
FRUIT.

ApplcF" y^ sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts.... bushel
Currants .... V sieve

Black do.

FiBS doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothonae . lb.

Lemons 100
Melons each

Artichokes doz.

AEparatnis 100
Bcane.RuDner \*i Biere

Broad bushel
Beet, Hsd doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts J^ sieve
Cabbaf^e doz.
CapsicutUB 100
Carrots bnnch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Colcworts . .doz.bchs.

' Cucumbers .... each
' pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.

i Fennel bunch
Garlic IK
Herbs banch
Horseradish ..bundle

d. 8.

to 6 Mulberries .... qutrt
Koctirines doz.

Orancres 100
Peaclies doc.

Pears, kitchen .. doz.
dessert .... doz.

Piae Apples lb.

Plums ^J BJeve
Quinoes doz.
Haspberries lb.

Strawberries .... lb.

Walnuts bushel 10
do. 100

VEGETABLES,
fl. dd.

to 6

1

3
1

3
1

2

3
8
8
8

3

liooka banch
Lettuce score
MnshrooraB.... pottle

Mustd.Jt Cress.puDtict

Onions bushel
pickling .. quart

P.irsley sieve

Parsnips doz.

Poas quart
Potatoes busiiel

Kidney ditto

Radiefaes doz.bunches
Rhnbaib bundle
Savoys doz.

Sea-kale basket
ShaUots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes do«.

Turnips bunch
VogetMaTroTS< ..doz.

s. a.
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ing anything of yoar neighbourhood, objects, or acquirements. If you
enter into the business, your best guide will be to do as the most success-
fal florists and market gardeners in your vicinity do.

L^TE Pears (ir//f-t'Z^).—Eonrr^ do Ranee will do well on a wall, and
comes in after Josephine de Malines. Doyennt- d'Aleni;ou, or, as it is

nsually called, E.ister Bcarr^, and Bergamotte Esperen, will do well on a
wall.

Dark Hybrid Perpetual Roses (Inquirer).—Black Prince (W. Paul)
and Horace Vemet, or Fierro Notting.

CucuiTBERB Bitter (Cucumis siUivu>i).~'Vhe cause of Cucumbers being
bitter is their not being grown quickly. When grown in a temperature
of 65' at nitrht, and 70 or 7!i^ by day, they rarely are bitter. Very often

they are bitter from being allowed to grow to a great size, whereas they
should be quickly grown and cut whilst young.

Blackberries (B,rJ:hampstcad Suftsi-rificr^.—The common Blackberries
are not worth introducing to gardens, but, if they are desired, now is a
good time to transplant them, selecting the smallest plants. The ground
should be trenched, working in a liberal quantity of manure. Rather
light, well-drained soil is best. Plant them in lines 6 feet apart, and 3 feet

from plant to plant. The canes may be trained to stakes in a similar way
to Raspberries. Tho Lawton and Dorchester Blackberries are far better
than the common sorts, bearing much larger and better-flavoured fruit.

There is a new variety from France, the Kocbelle, said to be even supe-
rior to the Dorchester and Lawton. The latter wo have grown very fine,

and we find them useful for tarts, &c., in autumn, for they bear until
frost stops them. For covering low walls, palinps, or anything unsightly,
they are both useful and ornamental, requiring but little attention.

Protecting a Vine Border (AnoHur Amateur).—By covering the
border with the frame you will be able to ward off wet, which it is desir-

able to do in winter, as well as to secure a considerable amount of warmth,
by keeping the frame closed at night, and in dull, cold weather. It would
be a good plan to keep it on until May. From this time till then it may
remain closed, except that after March the lights maybe drawn off on
fine days, and to atlmit gentle rains, using them for protection from frost,

and to keep off heavy continuous rains. In severe weather a coveiing of
mats or other material, in addition to the lights, ought to be given, so as
to prevent the border from freezing, or you may mulch it with 5 inches
of short littery manure. This would act both as a protection to the roots
against frost and as a manure, the lights keeping the border from becom-
ing saturated with rnin.

Time of Grapes Ripexino iWm. Hilloak).—The Vines you mention,
Alicante and Child of Hale, will ripen their Grapes at the same time, and
under the same conditions as Lady Downe's.

MELON'S AKD Celerv (J. W. C'.).—For frame culture no Melon sur-
passes Beechwood, and for exhibiting, Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere,
though we find few Muions equal Beechwood if true. Of Celeiy, Man-
chester Red is good for a general crop, and for its keeping qualities In-
comparable White. It is, undoubtedly, the best white Celery in culti-

vation, either for early or late use.

Vines from Eyes (/(/(n;)-—The Vines from eyes in 4-inch pots should
DOW be cut back to two eyes, have the soil shaken from the roots, and be
potted in the same size of pot. When the Vines begin to grow, transfer

them into larger pots as those they are in fill with roots, and by Juue, if

encouraged with a gentle heat and moist atmosphere, they may have
their final shift into 9 or ll-ineh' pots. By autumn they will be strong
canes, fit for planting oat next spring but one, or they may be fruited in
pots, taking care tu have the wood thoroughly ripened.

Vine Propagation from Eyes and Cuttings iCon amorc).—The canes
intended for propagation should, at the time of pruning, be reserved, and
be kept with the ends in moist soil until the end of Januai-y, when the
eyes should be prepared for insertion. From the back of each eye make
a cut with a sharp knife slopingly upwards, bring it out about three-
quarters of an inch above the eye, and on tho same side as that on which
the eye is situated ; a similar cut is made downwards, and then the eye
is ready for insertion in a 4 J-inch pot, laying it horizontally, eye upwards,
and covering with about half an inch of tine soil. Tho soil should bo
moist, but not very wet. and should always be kept moist without being
made so wet as to become sodden; the pot to be plunged in a bottom
heat of S^f^toSO', and not less than 70-, with a top heat of 60" to 15'.

In this the eye is to be kept until it has made a shoot nearly a foot

long, when it may he transferred to a pot 7 inches in diameter, replac-

ing it in the hotbed, which at this period should be at 70-. Ey June the
Vine will demand a pot 11 inches in diameter, and with liberal treatment
in the way of moisture and heat, will make a strong cane by September,
probably capable of bearing a aood crop next year in a pot, and it will do
for planting. Without bottom heat the eyes should not be put in until

March, and even then a slight bottom heat is necessary, removing them to

a greenhouse when the heat in the hotbed declines, or when they interfeie

with the growth of the other occupants by becoming too large. Cuttings
may he of the last year's wood, with two, three, or more eyes, inserting

them 30 deeply in the soil that the uppermost eye is only just level with
the surface. The beat cuttings, however, are those with 2 or S inches of

the two-year-old wood, and one eye of last year's wood. Cuttings of

greater length mav he made, and be planted at once in the border, but
the shorter they are the better, iu our opinion, for the ultimate progress
of the Vine.

PoiNSETTiA pclcherrima Leaves FALLING (X. A'. X.).—It is % rcsult

of imperfectly-developed growth. The plants should be grown in small
pots, and be kept in a light, airy position, and near the glass during the

fiummer. They are roasted and stewed in summer; when autumn comes
they are dried and starved, and the leaves fall, nothing being more un-
gainly than this plant badly grown, though, when well grown, very fine for

decorative purposes. It requires a cool stove, and may succeed in a

warm greenhouse if the plant bo kept dry in winter. The soil should be
kept moist, but nut exces!*ively so, even when growing. In w'nter give

little water, only enongh to keep the wood from shrivelling. The Man-
devilla suaveolens we should plant out in a border. It would be less

troublesome as regards watering, and would make freer growth and better
foliage.

Dressing Orchard-house Trees {An Amateur).—Though the treres

are apparently free from insects, it is desirable to dress them when at
rest, for the Peach aphis ie apt to be very active even in winter, and the
winter dressing is an excellent destroyer of scale. We consider 8 ozs. of

Soft Boap, 8 ozs. of tobacco powder, and 2 lbs. of sulphur to two gallons
of water, make an excellent wash. It should be boiled in a pot over a
pputle flra for ten minutes, stirring it all the time, and when cooled to
ISC^ it may be applied to every part of the trees with a clean paint l>rush,

rubbing it into every crevice, and taking care not to dislodge the buds.
This should be done in mild weather, and the sooner the better. In
dressing Peach and Nectarine trees, care must be taken to draw the
brush upwards, not downwards, otherwise the bloom buds are liable to
be displaced.

FiG Propagation (rorfc.^).—The host time to propagate Figs is in Janu-
arj-, or the beginning of February, if you have a good heat of from 70*^

to'75-, and a bottom heat of 80'- to bO''; if not, defer it until the beginning
of March, or until you have a bottom heat of not less than 70^. They
are best raised from eyes of last year's wood, which may be inserted
either perpendicularly or horizontally in the pot, and should be covered
about half an inch with light soil. Keep them moist, but not very wet,
and in a brisk bottom heat the eyes will soon make good shoots and
roots. Thej- should be inserted singly in "-inch pots, and when rooted
may bo shifted into larger pots, and forw.arded iu gentle heat. Cuttings
will also root freely, taking off shoot.s close to the stem, inserting them
two-thirds of their length in the soil, and plunging them in a bottom
heat of not less than 70-. Plants from eye? are ultimately the best, but
those from cuttiogs become larger in less time. For cuttings, we like

the short stubby shoots produced near the base of the tree, and of one
year's growth only. We have fruited these in the year they were put in.

Praise (A Second Garrfcn^r).—All that yoa say is true, but would be
out of place in our columns.

Briar Cuttings {Julia).—li is very likely that cuttings of the Dog
Rose or Briar would strike root freely if now put in, though November is

a better time. The cuttings should be of the well-ripened wood of the
current year, cutting the shoots into lengths of about 10 inches, removing
the eyes for two-thirds the length of the cuttings, so as to prevent the

eyes "below the soil from throwing up suckers. Insert them two-thirds

their length in the soil.

Destroying Mice (Eve).—The best means of preventing mice devour-
iag Crocuses in the open ground is to set a few traps baited with a small
Crocus bulb. The common brick or fig3re-of-4 trap will be found the
most serviceable. Set the traps near to where the Crocuses are attacked,

closing up the holes, and remove every part of the roots brought up and
partially devoured by the mice.

Gesnera zeerixa CoaiPOST (A Lrrhf h> Chexhirr'/.—Tv/o parts fibrous

loam, one part leaf soil or old cow dung, and one part sandy peat, with a
free admixture of sharp aand. The pots should be well drained. We
have known the roots destroyed by too-powerful doses of liquid manure.

Melons and Cucumbers in the SA^:E Frasie {E. E.).—You cannot
well grow both in a two-light frame, for when Melons are setting and the

fruit ripening they require a drier atmosphere than is suitable for Cucum-
bers, which at all times need a moist atmosphere to secure a succession

of crisp good-flavoured frui*. By having a boarded partition you might
have Melons under one light, and Cucumbers under the other, and then
you could grow both, for they require but little variation in the soil and
bottom heat. It would be much better, however, to grow them in

separate frames. Beechwood (true), is one of the best, if not the very
best of green-fleshed Melons in cultivation. It is the best hardy frame
Melon.

Melon fob Preserving {E. B.).—Bignell's Scarlet Flesh is an ex-

cellent kind for preserving. Conqueror of Europe is another good sort,

and pale green in flesh.

Planting Strawberries and Fruit Trees (A Poor Lad;/).—Yon may
next March procure runners of this year that have been put out in

nursery-beds, and, by moving them with good balls, and carefully plant-

ing and attending to them with water, you may have a moderate crop next
Juue or July. For cropping Rivers' EUzai* better than Sir Joseph Paxton,

but it is not so early as the latter. The former, for its heavy cropping
qualities, ought to be in every garden. You may probably obtain plants

iu small pots, and those put out early in March would give you fruit

next year, or the summer of planting. February, during mild weather,
will be a good time to plant the fruit tree?, but they may be planted now,
though we consider midwinter about the worst timeiu the year, especially

in cold wet soils, and duricg wet weather when the ground is very often

nearly mud. Court of Wick and Sturmer Pippin are two good winter

dessert Apples. Two Plums for standards are Diamond and Perdrigon
Violet Hiitif. Planting Rhubarb from now until March will afford a

supply of stalks next spring, bi:t to do well it ought to be little cut from
the first season.

Compost for Chry3ANTHe:mums (.4 Co^r-'^anf Scad'^r).—Two parts loam
from rotted turves, and one part leaf soil or old cow dung not less than
a year old, with a free admixture of sharp sand, will grow them well.

Hard potting after the plants or |cuttings are struck shnuld be practised,

as it provents lanky growths, and keeps the plants stifl", shrubby, and
short-jointed. The'Primuhis we should think are very fine. Being good
in foliage, with large, well-bloomed trasses nicely elevated above the

foliage, the plants examples o: good cultivation, they certainly would be
fit for exhibition, but though size of bloom is a merit, other c msiderations

are of equal moment.
Desfontainea. &c. (E. 21/.).—Any of the principal nurserymen who

advertise in our Journal could supply you.

Cider Apples {Coventrij).~1he delay has arisen from our applying for

trustworthy information. You will see a replv in our Joarnal to-day.

The Normanton Wonder is only another name for Dumelow's Seedling.

Being very juicy and rather aromatic, it would produce probably a good
cider.

Athospheeic Moisture in Vineries {An'atc jit).—In a long answer to

a correspondent, vou will see that atmospheric moisture for Vines is

pretty fully considered. One thing is there omitted—the impropriety of

syringing or watering pipes or flues to obtain a moist vapour. That
plan is verv fitful in its operation, and besides that, there are other objec-

tions, such" as obtaining vapour at times too hot to be suitable to plants

near it. The best plan for securing atmospheric moisture is to have
evaporating vessels made of zinc, tin, or cast iron, to fit on the pipes or

flues ; then the vapour will be in propoi-tion to the heat. Some time ago

we alinded to the importance of the fixing accurately. Some vessels,

2 feet in length, ^ith a semicircular form beneath to clasp the pipe, we
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ffwad beil(]«(1 in a tbin Inytr of wliitu load at the two ond- meroly, und
ihtj took double the time to OT.ipontr the water plncf-d in 'them
wMch similar vessels did that had r«ct-ivia a bcddioK' all their Ipo^tb :

haace bnch evaporating li>>nfiha cast on the pipe are butter than any
nerely placed on it, ihouKh budded. These bviiporating vessels Bbould
alwmjH be placed on the flow pipcH. Vciir proposed mode of wrapping
e^agnum moHS tightly over the lnwt_T or relaru pipe, find sprinkliiiK
MO€to moss twice ndny with water, would Dnly b« juHt brll.i than «prink,-
liag the bipea nt once now and then. We know that many hold a wmilar i

•pinion to that which you entertain—namely, that thu'' tiie pipes would
•end off more bent by evaporation contiuaally goin^oo. With all respect,

;

we do not agree with you, for first, as shown some time ago, the more

evnp<iration pmceedintr from a surface the more will that atirfaeo be
poob'd. Then, uecoudJy, unle>iH you water tbo moes-covi-red pipf» more
than twice a-day. the rifting of vapour will not bu coutiaaous, fur an soon
as the moss next the pipi's become* dry. the dry mosn will act as a non-
conductor of heat, and If the mos^ in at all Ihfck, the oatfltdo Injrer, tbonub
damp, wilt emit UtUn more Tapoar than if the moaa wore laid oa the
ground near tbo nipos ; and InitLly, when tho m'isa geti dry round the
pipea, the pipes themselves may become hot, bat the hcfttwUl not bo
radiated freely Into the house.

Kamk of FnriT (J. BrF,.in),—Ynnr Aprle In Coo's Golden I>Tnp.
Xa»e ov Plant (J. K.I.—That which you encloaed la not the seed,

bat part of the seed-TeaaoI, of the Honesty, Lunaria blaoais.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ia the Suburbs of Londoa for tUe week ending December ngi.

Datx.
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more time for examining and awarding prixoa, and that the

jndgt'S should not be inconvenient ed by the admission of the

public during the time thoy are going round. It is doing great

harm to our shows, for exhibitors are losing confidence in the

decisions made so hastily, in consequence of whirh many valu-

able specimens are not shown. Complaints are daily ti be heard

respecting birds having been overlooked, and inferior specimens

having obtained prizes or commendations.
I djo not tliink the judges are to blame, for how can any

person, however experienced or qualified for the business, make a

tnie and impartial selection in so brief a space of time r

In two shows lately, for example, supposing each pen of birds

to have received its allotment of the time taken by the judges in

their round, forty-five seconds were occupied ; and at another

recent show each pen on the average must have obtained twenty

seconds. Cannot some arrangement he made, so that the judges

may give more time and be quite undisturbed in making their

awards ?—ALiaos, Ohcsterfietd.

ANNALS OF MY POULTRY YARD.
Rbinette is dead ! and I have to mourn, not only the loss of

a beautiful Sebright hen, but over the barbarity of her com-
panions. The three spent last year in peace and harmonj- in one
pen, and were cherished and admired to their hearts' content,

which is saying much considering how much admiration is re-

quired tj content tho heart of a Bantam cock. Well, time went
on, and matronly cares occupied Reinette and Jeanette ; and
hough they were not fortunate in bringing up a large proportion

< the lov'ly chicks which were hatched by them, each was
exemplarv- m the fulfilment of all her duties of hen-life. Again
the seasons rolled on, and the Comte de Morny, Reinette, and
Jeanette were put into their old quarters ; but in lieu of peace

and harmony came -strife and persecution. Eeinetto was pecked
;ind driven from her food, first by Jeanette and then by the

Comte, whose vanity I verily believe made him a ready follower

if Jeanette in her wicked practices. I was careful to give ihe

poor little queen a good meal whenever I had time to go to her,

but that was not always ; and her share of sorrow was so much
greater than her mede of kindness that she broke down, as others

of her sex have done under like trials.

We returned from the world's groat poultry show (I and the

bird-fancying part of my family), and were shocked to hear, of

course before any pleasant news could reach us, " Reinette is

dead 1" Then my " man Friday " said, " There, nr.a'am, I found
her, standing like a poor penitent in the corner of the house,

dead." We were all sorrowful, and to some of us tears came,
because onlyon our journey homewards had we said, " To-morrow
Reinette shall be put into another house, for the Comte de Morny
and Jeanette will never be kind to her again." Alas, too late !

And I marvel that a tiny bird, once gentle and loving to his

little hen, should have been weaned from his allegiance and
turned from his cherishing by the machinations of another, pre-

cisely as one has seen in bipeds of higher standing, though not

of higher Knrfiretanding, it may be.

Cruelty I have ever held in abhorrence whether in man or

beast, and as long as I can remember I have waged war against

it. Hence I confess to feeling almost revengeful now, and to

wishing that I may "find a Tartar" to replace the poor little

murdered bird, for I am at a loss to devise other punishment for

the Comte de Momy and his wicked mate.—W.

PRIZES FOR FRENCH VARIETIES OF FOWLS.
Is a recent number of " our .Journal " I read that committees

of poultry .shows were willing in general to establish separate

classes for the French varieties, conditionally that fanciers of

those varieties would cither guarantee a certain number of entries

in such classes, or offer silver cups as first prizes. The guarantee

plan would not, I think, " take with the public," as it might be

ilifficult to ensure a sufficiency of entries unless the prizes C'ffered

were liberal, which has not usually been the case at those p.iultry

shows where classes for the French varieties are already esta-

blished, and there would certainly be a difficulty in finding

guarantors. The cnp scheme seems more likely to succeed if

exhibitors and breeders will but amalgamate, and endeavour

mutually to promote the common interests. I know that there

are at least fifty exhibitors of Houdans in Great Britain whose
names have appeared in the prize lists of "our Journal," and

supposing forty of them willing to subscribe 10s. a-piece, four

five-pound prizes might be offered, one at each of four poultry

shows that might he selected, so as to suit the convenience of all

persons concerned. For instance, if Halifax, laverpool, Ipswich,

and Southampton were, with tin- sanction of the respective com-

mittees, the shows agreed upon, Scotch, north- countrymen, Irish,

Welsh, midlandcrs, southerners, together with the Isle of Wight

and Channel Island fanciers, would all have an opportunity of

competing for some one of the four prizes without having to send

their birds an unreasonable distance from home.—H. Seymour
Fn.iSEK, Headley, Hants.

MALAYS.
" Mal-iys ought to show belter in numbers and general merit,"

such is your verdict on this breed at Birmingham. Is not this

rather harsh judgment » There were seven entries of old hens

—five of these were noticed by the Judges. I do not write

quite positively, but I do not think any other class of fowls at

that Exhibition received an equal amount of commendation ;

This is at least a feather in the cap of the despised Malay.
" These entries were more numerous years ago than they are

now." Of course they were years ago ; at almost every show
there was a Malay class. Where are those classes now? I

have often in your pages urged on the committees of our larger

shows the duty of making classes for every known breed of any

standing. I have urged this, because the variety of fowls is

one of the charms and attractions to visitors, and because the

plea of the entries not paying the prizes is not just, because in

many of the other classes the entries largely overpay. Poultry

shows profess to be for the encouragement of the improvement

of domestic poultry. Truth compels me to add that the en-

couragement offered to Malays has been mighty small—perfectly

microscopic. I think I am correct in writing that Birmingham

is the only place that now otfers the Malay a class—shall I call

it an asylum ? Bristol and Clifton, with its splendid prize list,

ignores them—does it, or rather did it contemptuously, for at

the show three years ago, when they opened them a class, there

were eight entries. Was this a reason for withdrawing the

prizes altogether the following year ? And what was the result ?

One miserable pen was entered in the " Variety " class. Take

again the new, and I trust permanent London show, where i3

the Malay class there ?

In the face of these difficulties, and with the decreasing popu-

larity of the breed itself, is it wonderful if they deteriorate ?

Is it not more wonderful still that any admirers of the Malay

remain? I own there are difficulties in the way of keeping them.

I admit they are not the most beautiful of our feathered friends,

but certainly while the French breeds exist they are not the

ugliest. They are not the most profitable, but on this score

they deserve more credit than they obtain. They are in my
humble opinion second to none for flavour on the table; and

as to early laying, I have three out of six pullets this year now
laying, and we are still a fortnight before Christmas.

A word on another subject—competing committeemen. I

wish to simply say that I regret " Eoomet's " strictures, and

think that "An Old CoMMrrxEF.jiAN" has much the best of

the argument. Having never acted in that capacity, and being

quite unwilling to try my hand, I say. Let them by all means

compete, and then let the best pen win.—Y. B. A. Z.

MANCHESTER POULTRY SHOW.
Although, most probably on accoout of the unmeroas exhibitions

now taking place, the Dumber of pens was a little short of that of last

year, the superior qnality of the generaUty of the classes has certainly

never been exceeded at any of the previons Manchester exhibitionB.

The same puuctnality and perfection that have marked all the arranfie-

ments of the former meetings were as fnlly carried ont on the present

occaaion, and the weather, thongh not so fine as cotild be desired, was

upon the whole as favonrable as could reasonably be expected at this

season. It would be naeless to enumerate the advantages of the Belle

Vne Music HaU for the purposes of a ponltry show, as few of o^
promineut exhibitors have failed to see them for themselves. We
cannot, however, forbear to call attention to the excellence of the ven-

tilation, the diffusion of Ught thronghout, the liberal amoont of space

allotted to each pen, and last, thongh not least, the constant saper-

vision and care personally bestowed by Messrs. Jenmson on the very

valuable specimens entrusted to them.

The Dorh'nrr^ were remarkably pood, tho classes for hens and

pallets especially so. Some remarkably ffood rosy-combcd (rroy

DorkinRS were on view, and the ent.7 of \\Tiite Dorlcings was far be-

voud common. In the Spanish classes no previons Manchester show

has equaUed the late one, and although many of the adult cocks of

this variety were scarcely in full condition, many of the best oirds in

the kingdom were easily recognisable. Most of the Spanish hens and
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pnllets, however, were in perfect plnmage. The be«t show of CiuJant
which we have seen this Bcason took place at Manchestnr, and cer-
tainlv tlie Partridge-feathered were snch as will only be seen loRcthor

ffc"'" i-J"'^
'""^ intenala. lu the classes for Bnffo au.l Cinnamons

the exhibition was particularly Btrong ; and in a cUss where most of
the BnfT birds shown were excellent, a Cinnamon cock of great size.
and of very nnnsnul colour and conformation, look the third jirize.
This valuable breed is now almost extinct, and it has not been pro-
minently exhibited anywhere for some years past. Some of the most
remarkable Bnff Cochin hens and pullets that we have seen for many
years were exhibited. Tlie White Cochins were few in number, but
they wore such as might be loolied for in vain at a long snccession of
our largest shows. The JJriihmas formed some of the best-filled
classes at Manchester, and the competition was excellent. Tho Dark-
feathered ones were nnquestioniblv superior to the Light ones, and as
most of onr greatest breeders exhibited, the task of tho Judges in
these classes was a most diilicnlt one. The I'vliJi were rerv good, and
Bo were the Uumhiir,jl,.H, the best of the latter classes being the tlolden-
Bcojigled, and the worst the Silver-pencilled ones. Of Qiwie fowls,
although the majority of the old birds were wonderfolly good, those of
this year's production were, as they have been everywhere of late, not
la good sound plnmage. Of the Gumc Bantums, however, the classes
were nnexceptionahly good. We never remember seeing better Ayles-
bury and Rouen Ducks than competed here, and in largo numbers;
the Buenos Ayrcan Ducks wore also very &ue. The Oeesr and
Tiiikci/s were such as called forcibly to mind" Christmas-tide, when, all
temporary dissents forgotten, whole families join together in happy
reunions

; and single birds, like those shown at Manchester, varying
from 27 lbs. to 33 lbs. each, aro well adaptod for such festive oc-
casions.

In the class for Waterfowl there was a most extraordinary com-
petition. Shovellers being first, Whistling Ducks second, and Man-
darins third. Snch an assemblage of fancy water fowls is but rarely
seen, and numbers of pens weirworthy of' prizes had to be allotted
high commendations. In this class were exhibited Sebastopol, Spanish,
Spur-winged, Brent, and White-fronted G;ese; whilst a very nu-
merous entry of Teal, Widgeon. Pochards, Tnfted-Ducks, Shell-Dnoks,
Carolinas, PintaUs, and other varieties made this one of the most
popular classes in the Show. French fowls were shown in good con-
dition, and added no little interest to the collection. A pen of very
good Cuckoo Cochins was exhibited.
In rii/coiis the Manchester Show as usual was very strong, and the

collection of " Any other variety " embraced several quite now breeds.
We were sorry to hear that some of Uie Pigeons had been grossly
tampered with, both as to colour and improved (?) characteristics : we
were informed that had theso particular birds been left untouched
their success would have been unquestionable. As then treated they
were very properly disqualified. When will exhibitors learn, that
Nature unadorned will best cany the day with judges of experience '.'

Dorking (Coloured, except Silver-Grey).— Cod-. —1. Mrs. F. S. .\rii-
wright, Sutton Scarsdale, Chesterfiold. 2, W. Harvry, Sheffield. 3, J. H.
Fielden, Walsden. he, R. Wood, jun.. Clapton, Thrnpstone; E. Leech.
Rochdale. Hriw.-l, Mrs. P. S. Arkwright. 2, Q. Clarke, Long Sutton,
S, J. Copp'e, Eccleston, Prescot. he, K. Wood, jun.; T. Statter, Stand,
Manchester, c, W. Harvev. Cockerel.— 1, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright. 2, J.
Copple. 3, Hon. H. W. FitzwiUism, Wentworth Woodhousc. he, S. H,
Stott, Rochdale; H. Crosslev. Broomfield, Halifax ; Mrs. F. S- Arkwright;
J. Copple

; K. D. Holt. On-est Head, Windermere ; T. Statter. c, A. Darby,
Bridgenorth; T. L. Jackson, Bush of Ewes, Langholm; E. Shaw, Plas •

Wihnot, Oswestry. Piilied.— 1, Mrs. F. S. .irkwright. 2,T. Statler. ;J,J.
Copple. kc, T. L. Jackson ; R. Wood, jun. ; G. Hellewell, Walklev

; Mrs.
F. S. Arkwright. <-, F. Scliofield ; J. Crntchloe, Oswestrv ; T. Statter

;

Hon. B. W. Fitzwilliam ; Miss Milne ; J. Martin, Claines, Worcester.
DoRKluo (SUver-Groy).—CocA-.—1, J. Statter. 2. T. Raines, Stirling.

8, Miss Milne, Otterburn. c, D. Parsons, Cuerdon, Preston ; K. Smaller,
Lancaster. Sens or Pulhli.—1. T. Statter. 2. T. Raines. S, W. W
Knttledge. he, D. Parsons ; R. D. Holt ; R. Smallcy.

DoBKiNO iRose-combed cr anv other variety) 1, J. Martin (Coloured
Eose-3ombed). 2, Miss Fairhur'tt, Woodlands, Proston (White), he, P.
McDon.ald, Sale (Whitel; D. Parsons (White); Miss Fairhurst (White).
SrAKlsH.— Cod-.— 1, W. R. Bull, Newport Pagnell. 2, Hon. Miss D.

Pennant, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor, kc. C. W. Brierlcy, Midlletnn. EeiK.
—1, Hon. Miss D. Pennant. 2, C. W. Brierlev. 3, Bnrch & Boulter,
Sheffield, he, H. Beldon, Goitstnck. Binclev; J. Thresh, Bradford.
Cockerel.—1, C. W. Brierley. 2. U. Teebav, Fulwood, Preston. 3. W. R.
Bull, he, R. Davies, Chester; K. Teebav; J. Thresh, c, Hon. Miss D.
Pennant ; R. Tcebay. Pul/.t.i.— I and 2, Hon. Miss D. Pennant 3 Bnrch
and Bonlter. he, R. Teebav ; T. i E. Comber, Wai-rington ; J. Walker.
Cocnm-CmsA (Cinnamon and Buffi.— Coct.—l, H. Mapplebeck. Bir-

mingham. 2, W. A. Burnell. 3, R. White. Shirebrook, ShelBeli. h; T.
Stretch. Ormskirk ; W. A. Tavlor, Manchester; J. Sichel. Timperley; J.
Poole, Ulverstone. c, J. Cattell ; H. Mapplebeck ; J. H. D.awes, Mnseley
Hall, Birmingham. Hen-i.— l, J. Catlell. 2, W. A. Burnell, Sonthweli,
Notts. 3, J. Poole. )ic, A. Darby; W. A. Tavlor ; R. White ; J. Sichcl

;

H. Mapplebeck. Pulletf.—I, Mrs. A. Woodcock," Rearsby House. Leicester.
2, W. A. Taylor. 3, J. Sichel. he, A. Darby ; T. Stretch ; C. Sidgwick ; J.
H. Dawes, c, W A. Taylor; Mrs. A. Woo Icock.
Cochin-Chisa (Brown and Partridge-featbered).

—

Cork.—1, J. \ Tavlor
2, T. Stretch. 3, B. White, ke. T. Stretch; U. B.Wood; E. Tudman,
Whitechurch. c, C. Sidgwick ; U. Crosslev ; Miss Storv, Derby. Henti.—
1, J. A. Tavlor- 2, E. Tudmim. he, T. Stretch ; C. Sidawick, Ryddlesden
Hall, Keighley. ritllrlt.—l, J. Wood, Brinscall. 2, T. Stretch. 3, H.
Lingwood. he, J. A. Taylor ; C. Sidgwick ; J. Horrocks, Tonge. c, H.
Croseley ; J. H. Dawes ; E. Tudman.
Cochin-China (WTjite).— Crici.—1, R. Smalley, Lancaster. 2, Mrs. A.

Williamson. Sens or PuUeLi.—l, R. Smalley. 2, R. Brown, Cheadle,
Eolmo. he, Mrs. A. Williamson, c. Bowman & Fearon.

Brabha Pootra (Dark).—Coc*.—1 A. P. Hurt, A'derwaaley, Derby.
2, Hon. Miss D. Pennant. 3. Kcv. J. F. Newton, Kirby-lu-Clevcl»nd.
i-e, a,.v. E. Alder, Etwall Vicarage. Pr-rlry; W. Wvke«, Wolrir, Hinc'iley ;

E. Leech ; Mrs. Bailey, Shootor'j Hill, Longton ;" MrJ. A. Wood.-.ick ; J.
H. Pickles. Edrhy ; R. White ; J. U. DaWM ; A F. Hurl, c Flev. E. Aider.
Etwall Vicarage, Derhv; W. Gamon ; R. While. Her- -r /'Lllfli.— 1 and
2, A. F. Hurt. 3, H. Lingwood, Creeling, Ncedham Market he, Rn.E.
Alder; H. Dowselt, Plechev, Chclnitford ; C. Lavland ; J. H. PlrUea; A.
F. Hurl ; J. Anderson, lleigle, N E. r, W. Wbilelev.
Brarma I'ooTKA (Licht).— Coct-.— I. U. Lncv. Hcbden Bridge. 2, Mn.

A. Willianison. 8. J. Pares, Postlord, Guildford. )i.-. K. Crook. Koretl
Hill. Hen, or PuUeU.—\, H. Dow«ett. 2. F. Crook. 3. Mrs. A. William-
son. ke. H. L«cv. e, Kcv. X. J. lUdlev ; W. Whilelev. Sh^fliild.
Polish (Any v.uiety .—Coek.—\, M. Xicholls, IVuJ. IsW of Mun. 2 anl 3,

G. C. Adkiu", Birmingham, he, H. Kcldon ; W. Oamon, Chester; T.
Dean, Keighley. tirm or P\slltU.—\, G. C. Adkins. 2. H. Beldon. S, W.
Harvey. \,e, G. C. Adklna ; W. Gamon.

CBKVi:-C<i;cR,-l, W. R. Park, Metros*. 2. W. Elinkhorn, W»lordale,
St. Helens. 3, C. Layland, Warrington. I.e. ^^. Harvey, c, W. Blink-
horn : R. B. Wood.
HouDANn.—1, L. Biney, Manchester. 2, C. Morris. »«, E. B. Wood;

8. H. SlolU
.Game (Black-breasted Reds).—Cucl.-l, J. Halsall, Iocs. 2, G. Halle-

well. 8, C. W. Brieriev. he, L. Binov; C. Cha'oncr. Whitwell, Chester-
field; T. Sharpies. i/.n. — 1, J. 'Halsall. 2. J. Poolo. he. Capt.
G.Price. Cuclcrii—i^c. Chaloner. 2. W. E. O.ikeley, Athcrstone. 3, S.
Matthew, Stowmarket. PullcU.—\, J. Holland, Northwich. 2, Capt. G.
Price. 3. T. Mason, Groon Ayro, Lancaster, kf. J. Duxiierry. Bradford ;

T. I'. Lyon, ICnotty Ash, Livefpool. c, J. Duxbcrry ; J. UolUDd.
Game (Brown and other Rede, except Black-bre'asted).—Cock—1 and 2.

J. Wood. 3, T. Slalter. )i<-, T. Mnwm ; C. W. Briwk^-: F. 8«l«^ Ciowle.
He.n.—l, C. W, Brieriev, 2, J. Wood, he, B. Conslordjne, Brookflald,
Littleborough ; E. Mann, Stand, Manchester. Coekrrel.—l, 3. Wood.
2, T. Mason. S, E. AykToyd, Bradford, he, J. Wood : W. Boulton. Dalton-
in-Furneas. c, Rev. F. Watson, Kclvedon. Pull't.—l and 2, J, Wood.
8, W. Koolt /n. he, T. Mason ; J. Wood ; C. W. Brieriev.
Game (Dr.ckwings, and other Greys and BUl s).—Cock.—1, S. Matthew.

2, C. W. Brierley. 3. C. Chaloner. )ic, P. Xorliniy, Bowdoa ; F. Sales.
c, J. Cooper. Birmingham ; J. Crntchloe ; W. J. Cop'e. Bamsley. Cockerel.
—I.W.J. Cope. 2. C. Chaloner. 3, J. Ucdland. 'ic, P. Newbiiry. Hcna or
Pu JJf til. — 1. G. S. Sainsburv. 2, E. A. Johnson, W.Hth-upoa-Dearne ; E.A.
Johnson : .T. Halsall ; J. Poole, e, W. J. Cope.
Game (.Any varietv).—Coct.—1. G. 4 C Fomess, Accrlngton. 2, W.

Gamon. ifi n or Pal?, ! —1, P. Korkurr. 2. J. Poole.
DnCKS (Kouenl—Drntr—1 and 2, T. Statter. 3. ^. Cox, St»ck»to«ds.

lu:, D. Parsons; Gnnson & Jefferson, Whitehaven; T. SLitter. e, S. H.
Stott ; D. Hardie, Sorbie, Langholm ; H. Crossley ; W. Gamon ; T. BtimB

;

J. Anderson. Ducks.—1 and 2, W. Statter. 3, D. H^irdie. he, S. Cox ; R-
Gladstoue, j un.. Court Ley, Liverpool ; T. Bum^, Abram, LiverpooL tf, T.
Bums.
DncKs (Wbite Avlesbury).—1, 2. and S, Mrs M. Seamons. Aylesbury.
Decks (East Indian).— 1, S. Bum. 2, Rot. W. 6erieant»>D, Acton

Bumell. ;,•, H. Lacy; S. Bum; Rev. W. Scrjeantson; J. M. KilTert,
Ludlow.
Water Fowl (Ornamental).-!, .L Jennison. Zoological Gardens. Man-

chester (Shovellers). 2, C. W. Brierley. 3. C. N. Baker, Chelsea
(Mandarins), lie, J. Jcnnison (While-fronted Geese, Shieldrskes, Pintail,

and Tufte.l Divers) ; H. Savile, Ollcrton (Sebastopol, Spanish, and Brent
Geese); li, Mapplebeck; J. Knott,Kirkmanshuhue (Spur-winged Geese)

;

M. Leno. Markyate Street, Dunstable, e, J. Jcnnison (Widgeon) ; C. N.
Baker (Carolinas); J. Knott (Pochard Divers).
Geese (White).—Gaud, r.—1, E. Leech. 2.T. Statter. 8, R. Gladstone.

he, W. Rostron, Leveusbulme ; Rev. G. Hustler. SUlUngfleet Vicixa<le,
York. Gf<-<,-.—1, Rev. G. Hustler, i, E. Leech. S, W. Rostron. )ic, J. N.
Beasley ; S. H. Stott ; T. Statter.
Geese (Grey and Mottled).—Gander.—1, H. Crosslev. 2 and 8, E,

Leech, he, S. H. Stott ; T. Stattor. c. Rev. G. Hustler. Oeesf.—l, E.
Leech. 2, J. Lycett. 8, Rev. G. Hustler, he, S. H. Stott; H. Crosslcy;
ISev. G. Hustler ; T. Statter.
Turkeys.—Coelt.-l, J. Smith, Grantham. 2, Mrs. A. Gov, Eaton,

Grantham. S, W. S. Holden. Greenfield, Famworlh. he. Rev. N. 3.
Ridlev, Newburv. c. W. Wykes. Hrit.«.—1, J. Smith, Grantham. 2, Mrs.
A. Guy. 8, W. S. Holden. 'he, S. H. Stott.

EXTRA STOCK.
Akt Variety.- 1, Hon. C. W. Fitzonlliam (La Fl/chc). 2, G. 4 C.

Fumess iCuckoo Cochins). *<;. F. Hill & Co., Bri^-uton (GangCTliuo).
c, J. Goodwin, West Gorton (Malays).
Hambdrous (Black).— Coc*. — 1, S. Marlor. Denton. 2, W. Green.

3, Rev. W. Serjeantson. ftc, D. Lord; J. M. Kilvert. r. Mason & Walker

;

J. Partington, Little Henton. Hrni or Piii;, ,'<.—], N. Marlor. 2, Rev.
W. Serjeantson. 3, J. Garside. Slaithwaitc. /:l-. Rev. \V. Serjeantson;
H. Mason ; Mason & Walker, Denton, Manchester ; J. Smith, c, S. But-
field, Keighley ; W. Oreen.
HAiiBunons (Goldon-spangled).

—

Cock.—1. W. A. Hyde, Hnrst, Aehton-
under-l.yne. 2. T. Scholes, Hollinwood. 3, J. Roe, Hadfleld. he, 3,
Ogdeo. <•. J. Bucklev, Tatmton, Ashtou-uniler-Lvne ; T. Scholes; N.
M trior; H. Mason, itrn^ or PulUu —1 and 3, W. A. Hyde. 2, J. Buckley.
nc, J. Bucldey ; T. Scholes ; J. H. Howe, Dent u : U. Mason.
HAMBUEGns (Silver-Bpangled).

—

Cock.—1. Ashton 4 Booth, Broedbottom,
Mottram. 2,J. H.Howe. 3. H. Pickles, jun. e, J. Fielding, Newchtocfa,
Manchester; Ashton & Booth. Hens or PuUeU.—l, Ashton & Booth.
2, IT. Pickles, jiin. 3, J. Partington, he, 3. Fielding ; J. H. Howe.
Hamburohs (Golden-pencilled).- Cor-j;-.—1, H. Beldon. 2, T. Wrigley,

jun., Tonge. 3.G. Anderton. hr. S. Bum, Wbitbv ; J. Smith, Manches-
ter. HriM or Pul;f(.(.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Smitn, Manchester. hc,W.
R. Park ; Bnrch & Bonlter. e, S. Bum.
Hambubghs (Silver-pcncilledi.

—

Cock.—I. H. Prckles, jun. 2, H, Beldon.
he, 3. Partington ; Mrs. Allsopp, Hindlip Halt Worcester, e, 3. Smith*
Manchester. Htrw or Pui;«t.^.—1, H. Pickles, jun. 2, H. Beldon.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted Reds).—Cock.—1, E. Hudson, Ulver-

stonc. 2. W. F. Entwisle. Westfleld, Clcckheaton. 8, J. Sumner, Up-
holland Moor, Wigau. -1. J. R. Robinson, Sunderland, ^c. J. W. Morris,
Rochdale ; R. Gerrard, Chowbent ; H. Ashton, Polefield Hal!. Prcstwich ;

J. Crosland, jun., Wakefield ; T. Taylor. Kendal ; G. S C. Fumess ; T.
Sharpies, Kawtenstall ; J. Poole, e, H. Shv.mach ; G. Heaflbrd. Beitf or
Pullets,—!, W. F. Entwisle. 2, J. H. Howe. 3, H. J. Marsden. he, 3. W.
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Morris ; H. Ashton ; G. Heafford, Loogliborongh ; J. Crosland. c, 3. W.
Mortis ; J. Heaton.
Gaue Bantams (Any variety escopt Black-breasted Reds).—Coc*.—

1, W. Adams, St. Clements, Ipswich. -2, H. J. Nicholson, Holbom Hill,

Comberland. S, Mason & ChnrleBWorth, Chesterfield, he, 3. Crosland,

Jan.; Q. & C. Fumess; W. Gamon. c, T. Sharpies, AccrinKton ; G.

Anderton. H<-ji,< or i>ii(i<-;s,—l, J. Crosland, jon. 2, J. Siuhel. 3, Mason
and CharlesKorth. (ii-. L.Bincy ; Mason & Charlcsivorth; W. Adams.
Baktams (Any variety except Game).—1 and 3, M. Leno (Gold and

Silver-laced). 2, J. A. Tnylor, Manchester (Black Clean-legged), he, J.

W. Morris (Black Clean-legged); Mrs. Woodcock (White Japanese); H.

Pickles, jnn. (Black Clean-legged), e, C. N. Baker (Sonnerat's Jangle

Bantams.)
PIGEONS.

PoDTEHS (Bine or Eed).—Corto.—1, R. Palton, DepHord. 2, W. Gamon.
he. F. Crossley, Elland, Halifax. Beni.—l and he, K. Fulton. 2, F.

Crossley.
Footers (Any colour except Blue or B.ei).—Coek!—l, W. Harvey. 2, K.

Falton. iTfni-.-l and2, K. Fulton, fcc. W. Harvey.
CiBRiEHs (Black).—Cocts.—l and c. T. Colley, Sheffield. 2, 3. Ch.id-

wick, Bolton, t'ftr, J . Thompson. Bingiey. ftc, R. Fnlton. Hen;.'.—land
2, R. Fulton, he and <r, P. Crtisslev.

Cabkiers (Dim).—Cocfc.—1, J. ChadB-ick. 2. T. Colley. r/ic.F. Cross-

ley. ;ic. F. J. MacLaren, Higjheld, Pendlcbury. Heiw.-1, W. MacLaren.
2, J. Thompson, he, F. Cr.,£sley.
Carriers (.\nv colour exceot Blue or Dun).

—

Cocks.—1 and vhe, J. C.

Ord, PimUco, London. 2, B. i ulton. alis.—1, A. Lowe, Over Hulton,

Bolton. 2, R. Fulton. ;i<-, J. C. Ord.
Dragoons (Yellow).—1, J. C. t>rd. 2, G. South, London, he, W. Gamon.

c, H. Yardley.
Dragoons (Any other colour).—1, W. Harvey. 2, G. Smith, he. A.

Lowe; F. Hughes. Heavilr, Stockport; J. J. Bradley, Birmingham.
5, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright.
Antwebps.— 1, J. J. Bradley. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham, vhe, W.

Harvey ; Mrs. F. S. Arliwrj^ht.
Jacobins.—1 and 2, J. Thtnipson. he, E. E. M. Eovds.
Barbs.—1, J. l-"irth, We'jster Hill, Dewsbury. 2, K. Fulton, he, E.

Fulton.
Fastaiis (White).—1 and vhe, 0. Bulpin, Bridgewater. 2, J. Hawley,

Bingley. he. H. Yardley.
Pantatls (Any colour except White).—1 and vhe, F. Graham, Biiken-

hcad. 2, H. Yardley.
ToMBLEEs (Almond).—! and 2. R. Fulton, he. 3. FieUing, jun., Rochdale.
Beards or Bjxds.—1, G. South. 2, J. Fielding, inn. he, R. Fulton.

c, W. H. C. Gates.
Tdjiblers (Any variety not betore named).—1, J. Fielding, jun. 2and

he, R. Fulton.
NcNa—land 2, W. Bankes, Runcorn. hc,F. Graham; J. Eaily, jun.,

Mount Street, Grosvenor Square, London, c, F. Gr.aham; H. Draycott,
Hnmberstono, Leicester ; J."Baily, jun.
Magpies.-1, P. H. Jones, Fulham. 2, J. Baily. jun. he, C. Bulpin.
Turrits.-1, \V. Baukes. 2, G. South, vkc, F. Graham ; C. Bulpin.

he, R. Fulton, e, 3. Fieldin.-', jun.
S^VALLov^s.—1 and 2, J. Baily, jun.
Aechasgels.—1, C. Bnlpin. 2, J. Thompson.
OwL.s I Blue and Silver Eogiisb).— 1, J. Gjoldeu, Hale, Altrincbau'.

2, J. Firth, jun. /u-, C. Bnlpin. c, A. Jackson, Heaton, Bolton ; J. Dyson,
Altrincham

; J. Dorringtou, Didsburv.
On-Ls (Foreign).—1. J. Fielding, jun. 2, F. Crossley.
Runts.— 1 and 2, T. D. Green, Saffron Walden. rhe, P. H. Jones.

he, H. Yardley.
Trujipeters.-1 and 2, .T. Fi-'th, jun. rJic, J. Hawley. 'ic, W. Harvey ;

W. H. C. Gates, Besthnrpp. So-.v.irk.
Akv other Variety not RrroKE Naited.— 1, P. H. Jones (Florentines).

2, H. Yardley. 3, F. H, r:ig,:t, Birstnll. he, W. Harvey ;ll. Yardley
(Satincttes) ; T. Hnslam. West Gorton (Crested, Passenger, and American
Wood); J. Baily. jnn. ^German Toy and Austrian Archangels), c, J.
Baily, jun. (Isabels .and Austrian Archangels).
Doves (Any variety).-1. 2, and he, 3. Jennison (Chinese, Mexican,

White Turtle, and English Turtle Doves.)

Judges :

—

Doihings, Siki.um, CoiJiins, French Breeds, Extra Stnrl;

and Bantams, cM(pt Guim: : Mr. Edward Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Bir-

mingham. Brakmas : Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay. Game and Game
Bantams : Mr. Richard Teebay, FulwooJ, Preston. Ilamhurrilis,

Polands, Ducks, dec. : Mr. .Tames Diiou, North Park, Bradford, York-

shire. Ornai.ientaf WttUrjvfds: Messrs. Dixon and Hewitt. Fi'jeons:

Mr. W. B. Tegetmeicr, Finchley ; Mr. T. H. Ridpeth, Ontwood Hall,

Handforth.

WEST OF ENGLAND POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, held on the 13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th of December, at

the Agricultural Hall, Plymouth, was in advance of any former Show,
all the Geime being especially good, the first-prize pen beating the

first-prize Black Reds at Meuheniot. The single cock first at Men-
heniot was again the winner here, and the owner was first last year

also. Dorhinigs were better than we have ever seen before in the west.

Hamharglis and BarUains were very good; in fact, all the classes,

with the exception of the Malay, or the so-called Indian, and the

cro96-hred class, were very good.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—1, W. T. Spearman. Redruth,
2, S. R. Higbam, Morch.ard Eishop. 8, R. Cleave, he, C. E. Brittain
Plymouth, e. 3. CoUacott, T;i\-istock.

Game (Any other variety).— 1, N. Barter. Plymouth. 2 and 3, E. Cleave.
Gah£ (Any variety).

—

cock.—1, J. Harris, Liskeard (Brown Red), 2, E.
C. Pope, Falmouth (Brown Red), e, S. R. Hicham iDuckwing).
Oamk (Indian!.- 1, T. White, Liskeard. 2, J. N. Jasper.
DoBsnia (.\ny variety .—1, W. S. Trevithick, Hayle. 2. W. Brown,

Callington. 3, F. Seccombe. Totness. e, F.. Elliott, Landiilph.
CocHlss (Buff, Cuckoo, or Partridge).— 1, J. H. KiehoUs. Lostwithiel.

2, W. L. Trewin, Stjatton. S, J. Beard, St. Blazey. e, T. E. Uawken,
Lostwithicl.

Cochins (Cinnamon. White or Black).—1 and 2, F. Brewer, Lostwithiel.

Brabua (Light).—1, P. D. Maddox, Launceslon. 2 and 3, F. Seccombe.
BRAH3IAS (Dark).—I, E. W. Beachey, Kingskerswell. 2, J. H. Reed,

Calstock. 3, S. J. Lampen, Hayle. c. E. Bennett, Plymouth.
Polands (Any variety).— !, J. Snow, Plympton. 2, J. Beard. 3, J.

Kinton, Warminster.
Spanish.-! and Cup, Tonkin & Tuckev. 2, J. H. Eeid. 3, F. Brewer.
Hamborghs (Gold or Silver.pencillod). — !, N. Barter, Plymouth.

2, S.R. Horris, St. Day. 8, J. H. Nicholls. he, 3. Roberts, Menheniot.
(', J. Beard.
Hambceghs (Gold or Silver-spangled).- 1, J. WUliams, Menheniot.

2 and 3, S. E. Harris.
Gahe Bantams.-!, W. Mudge, Paignton. 2, N. Barker. 8, F. Brewer.

c, W. T. Serjeant, Callington.
Eantajis (Anv other varietv).—!, N. Barter. 2, A. Hodson, Bridgewator.

3, W. T. Clark, Bristol, he, T. E. Hawken.
Anv other Distinct Vaeietv.—1, J. U. Nicholls (Crive-Coeur). 2, F.

Brewer (Houdans). he, H. Francis, Stratton (Black Cornish), e, 1.

Sherston, Falmouth (Black Hamburghs); J. Snow, Plympton (Crcve-

CceuT).
Selling Class.—!, N. Davey PoiTenwell (Black Bed Game). 2, S. Ri

Harris (Golden-pencilled). 3, S. Mitchell, Tavistock (Dark Brahma).
he, 3. Medway, Newton Abbott (Goldcu-spangled Hamburghs); J. H.
Nicholls (Black Red Game), e, W. J. Lamb, Devonport (Duckwing Game).
Mixed or Crossbreed.-! and 3, Withheld. 2, H. Pike, Pennycross.

Ant Variety except Game.— Cock.—1, J. H. NichoUs iBlack Ham-
burghs). 2, W. L. Trewin (Partridge Cochin). 3, T. E. Hawken (Anda-
lusian).
DCCKS (Eouen).—!, 2, aild3, J. H. Hoit, St. Austell.

Ducks iWhite Aylesbury).—1, P. Seccombe. 2, J. H. NichoUs. 3, T,

E. Hawken.
Docks (Any other variety).—!, J. H. Nichols. 2, T. M. Medland.
Geese (Any variety).—!, J. H. Nicholls. 2, W. Smith, Exeter.

Turkeys (Any varietv).-!, W. Smith.
Pigeons.—CnmVr^.-!, W. H. Oxland, Plymouth. 2, J. P. Bolt, Tavis-

tock, he, A. Court. Taunton, c, E. Burton, Truro. Pouter,!.-1, A.

Court. 2,C.Bu'pin. runiiiters.-!, J. P. Bolt. 2, T. Chudley, jun., Plymouth.
Fantaik.—\, E. Prideaux. 2, E. Burton. Ani) other Variety.—I, J.

Chappie, Newton Abbott. 2, W. Madge, /ic, C. Bulpin. c, P. Brewer.

Judge.—Mr. J. K. Fowler, Willowbank, Aylesbury, Bucks.

WEST HERTS (WATFORD) POULTEY SHOW.
This has now been held for many years, in conjunction with a

fat stock show, about a fortnight before Christmas. It is always a

qood Show, and with some alterations might become a very large one.

iuaucemeuts are not wanting. Plate prizes were common, and a

.stand presided over by one of the employes of Messrs. Elkingtou was

suflSciently tempting to induce ovorj-ouo to become a subscriber.

Everything was there, cups, candelabra, candlesticks, ordinary articles

of domestic use, down to silver-mounted beer-horns, all for the good

service of the successful exhibitors—an anbarras dc richesses : nothing

being requu-ed in order to have a personal interest in the attractive

Show but to be pre-eminent in poultry.

The Show was held in very large tents, the best found and best

managed we have ever seen, perfectly dry and comfortable, spite of

the drivin!» rain and wind, and having the great boon of a well-boarded

floor raised some inches above the gi-ass, and covered with shingle

and sawdust. The pens were in double tiers, but the bottom ones

were sufficiently high to enable their occupants to be seen plainly with-

out effort. There was also ample space to allow fuU and comfortable

cii'culatiou. . . ,,

Vi'e have never seen better Dorh'ngs than those belonging to the

F,ev. E. Bartrum, of Berkhampstead, which deservedly took both

prizes for Dorkings. Mr. Horsfall's Grouse Cochins brought him a,

piece of plate and two prizes. With the exception of this colour,

Cochins do not seem to find favour in Hertfordshire. Brahma Pootras

are favourites everywhere, and excellent pens were the result. Mr.

Horsfall took the piece of plate, Mr. Barnes being second. The

Light Brahmas were verj' weak in evei? respect. There were some

good Golden-spangled and average Goldenpcncnied Tlamhurghs. These

classes want strengthening, but the restriction of the competition to

one county makes that a difficult process. There was an excellent

show of Game Bantams, Lord Chesbam taking the first prize, Mr.

Copeland the second. It is naturally exiected that Sebright Bantams

should he good in Hertfordshire, and they were worthy of their county.

Lord Ebury showed excellent l^imnish, and deservedly took the first

prize. Mr. P. Jones's Polands were of high merit. We have had

li'herto to do with chickens, but now we have a class of the highest

possible character, pens full of most excellent buds, of which we shall

speak hereafter. Diu'hs were strong in evei^ way, numbers, weight,

and quality. They left nothing to desire, and the cnp Aylesburys of

Lord Chesham deserved their accumulated honours. Beautiful Man-

darin and Carolina Ducks were shown. Nothing could be better than

the Gtcsc and Turkys ; they were very heavy, and in faultless condition.

We cannot avoid mention of some American Turkeys belonging to

Lord Kokeby and Mr. Barnes, better than any we have seen for a

long time. The Pirjcons were a long success for Mr. Parkin Jones.

Dead poultry closed the exhibition— dead fowls. Ducks, Geese,

and Turkevs. "Three of these prizes went to Lord Chesham, one to

the Earl of Essex. The specimens were very good.

This was one of those pleasant meetings where all are comparatively

neighbours, and known to each other, and where nil are directly in-

terested in the success and welldoing of the Show. It has the advan-

tage of making the Show a real promenade, but this pleasure is not

without its purchase. A limit is put to a show where it is confined to
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ooe county, not onlj in the nnmber of birds nhown. bnt in the «monnt
of good it is to do. The gronttr tlic comretition the p-oaler the
honour of sncccfifl, and a ftmall advantago will always belonir to the
borne owner frora the fact the birds hare not to trayel, and avoid the
wear and tear, and fiistiuf;. This is cnoiipU to turn the scale in their
faronr.

We have here to mention the class for a^ed birds to which we
referred. There were sixteen pens of the best birds in the Show sent
to competo for two prizes among themselves, to the wcnkenini! of the
Show generally. The diiTercnco between a bird of It'Ofl hatched in
Jannary, and one in 1^(J.S hatched in Aagnst, or even June of that
jear, is very small, almost impcrccptiblo, and it wonld be a great
inrproveroent if the classes were I'nn to all ages. With competent
judges there is no danger of disuiUantago to any pen on account of
age or otherwise.

Mr. Sedgwick was an indefatigable Soorctary.

DoBKruos (Colonred).— 1, Cnp. and 2, Rev. E. Bartrnm, Great Bcrk-
hanipstead. he, P. H. Jones, Fulham
DonsiNGS iWhite .—2, Mrs Kind. WiKgcnball, Watford.
ConiiNB (Partridge).—!, Prize for best pen of Cochin, 2, and he, R.

HorsfiilJ, Watford, c, Mrs. King.
KR.111MA PoOTRA (Dark).—1 and Prize for best pen of Brahmas, R.

Horsfall. 2, C. A. Burnes, Chorlevwoofi Furm, Kicfemansworth.
Brahma Pootra (Light).— 2. Lord Cheshani. Lntimera, Chesham.
<!»>!: (.\ny variety).—!, Lord Clicshnm (Black-brensted Kcd..
IlAimrBons.—GoM-;)rnr;»frf. — 2, Miss Gee, Abbot's Langlev. Gol,l-

rpatuiUd.—l, Rev. K. L. James, Watford. Silvcr-tpamiUd.—l, E. Moon,
Watford. 2, W. J. Loyd, LanKleybnry.
Gajie Bantams.— 1. Lord Cheshniii. 2, W. F. M. Copel.ind, Watford.

he. C. A. Barnes ; M. Leno, M;irky«te Street, Donstabte.
Bantams (Any other variety).—], M. Leno (Gold-laced). 2, J. Davis,

Hemel Hempstead (Japanese).
CRi-vE.CaxRS—1, C. A. Barnes. 2. Dr. A. T. Brett. Watford.
AST OTHER BnEED. — 1, Lord Ebarv, Moor Park, Klckmansworth

(Black Spanish). 2. P. H. Jones, Fulbnm.
Any Breed.—!, Kev. K. Bartrum (Coloured Dorkings). 2,C. A. Barnes

(Brahma Pootra). he. Rev. E. Bartrum (Coloured Dorkings) ; A. J. Cope-
land, Upper Nascotl, Watford (Dark Brahmas) ; P. H. Jones (Polands and
Spanishl.
Cocks (Aylesbury).—! and Priso for best pen of Ducks, Lord Chesham,

Zand he, C. A. Barnes, e, C. Longman, Shendish, Hemel Hempstead.
Docks (Rouen).—1, W. F. M. Copeland. 2, E. Jloon. )ic, M. Leno.
D0CK9 (Kast Indiim) —I, Mrs. King. 2, Miss Gee.
Docks (Any other distinct breed).-1 and 2, M. Leno (Mandarin and

Carolina).
Gbbbe.—1 and Cop, T. Peramor, Aldenham. 2, C. A. Barnes, he, J.

H. Barnes
; M. A. & F. J. Sedgwick, Hunton Bridge Farm, Watford.

Turkeys (Any v:tfiety).— 1 and Cup, C. Longman, a, J. H. Barnes.
»<:, C. A. Barnes; J. II. Baruos

i Lord Chesham: Lord liokeby. Hazel-
wood, Watford.

PlOEo.vs.— Cnrri.rj.—1 and 2, P. H. Jones. Pouters—1 and S, P. H.
Jones. Tuin6(<T-< (Almond).—1 and 2, P. H.Jones. Fanfaf/i—1 and 2. P.H Jones. ^n)j other r'ir!rlv.—l,P.'a Jones (Jacobins). 3,C. Waghorn,
Nether Wylde, St. Alban's (Trumpeters).

Judges.—Mr. J. Bailj-, 113, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square : Mr.
G. Botham, Wrexham Court, Sloogh ; and Mr. K. Hewitt, Sparkbrook,
near Birmingham.

NORTH BRITISH COLUMBARIAN SHOW.
As we cannot in our present issue adeqnately notice this important

Exhibition, we reserve our report for the next number, in the mean-
time recording a success as well-earned as it was interesting in the
department of Pouters—the great speciality of our northern fanciers—and directing onr readers to the annexed list of prizes.

MEMBERS OSLY.—(Birds Bred in 18G9).
PoDTEBS (Black).— Corl-..—! and 8, G. Ure, Dundee. 2, J. Montgomery,

Belfast. Ben.s.—1 and 3, J. Montgomery. 2 and he, J. Huie.
Pouters (White).— Co.;Ij —! and 2, M. Sanderson, Edinburgh. 3 and

tc, M. ^^tuart, Glasgow, c, J. Wallace. Burnbank, Glasgow. Heri'.—l, G.
Ore. 2, J. Montgomery. 3, M. Sanderson, he, J. TJfallace. c, W. R.
Rose, Kettering.
Footers (Blue).— (Jocis.-1, G. Ure. 2. J. Huie. 3, J. Montgomery

he, U. Sanderson, c, J. Grant. Hri.j.—1, W. K. Rose. 2, J. Millar,
Glasgow. 3, lie. and c, J. Montgomerv.
PocTERs(Red).—Coct-.— 1 and hc'W. R. Rose. 2, D. Stewart, Perth.

8, J. Montgomery, c, M. Stuart. HfiM.—l, J. Montgomerv. 2, A. Frame,
LarkbalL 3, he. and c, W. It Kose.
PotrrBRs (Yellow).— Cic^-j..—!, G. Ure. 2 and S, W. R. Rose. Hem.—

J, G. Ure. 2, J. Montgomery. 3, J. Wallace.
Podtees (Mealy-barred).-Coc*«.—1 and 2, J. Millar. 8, M. Sanderson.

BetLi.—1, J. Montgomery
CAimtERs (Blacki.- 1 nnl :!. G. C. Holt, Lawton, Chesldre. 2 and he, 3.

Wallace, e, G. A. Wheilsnd. Cork.
Babus.—1,», and S, J. H. Frame, Overton, he, 1. Montgomerv.
TUUB1.EBB.—I and 2, J. Wallace.

OPEN CLASSES.
PoDTERS (Black).

—

Coekn.~l and Modal for the best Pied Pouter Cock,
any colour, in the Show, J. Huie. 2, J. Montgomery. .') and c, W. Volckman,
London. I(c, J. Uillar. H' tL-t.— 1 and (ic. W. Volckman. 2, A. H. Stewart.
3, J. Millar, e, J. Montgomery.
PooTEKB (White).—(7ocl(<.—l, D. Stewart. 2, G. Ure. 8, J. Wallace.

he, J. Montgomery, c, J. Hnie. Jiriix.—1, G. Ure. 2, J. Ruthvcu.
3 and he, W. Volckmao. e, J. Brnce, Dunfermline.

PoCTEBs (Blue).- Coc/;^— 1 and he, J. Montgomo'y. 2, J. Cochrane,
eiasgow. 3, J. Millar, c, K. Arbuckle. Hens.—I, J. Millar. 2, J. Wallace.
3, G. Ure. he, J. Montgomery, e, W. Meff.
PooTEBS (Bed).— Coclti.- 1, 2, 3, and lie, J. Montgomery, e, J. Wallace.

Btni.—l, W. Volckman. 2, 3, and lu, J. Montgomery, c, W. R. Rose.

PoOTEM (Yellow).— Coct>.—l and he. J. Montgomerv. 2, J. Rnthvea.
3 and c, W. Volckman. Hf;i*.—1 and Medal for best ^onter hen In the
Piud classes, J. Montg>>mory. 3, W. Volckman. S, M.Stuart, he andc.J.
Wallace.
Pouters (Mealy barred).— Cocfo..—!, W. Volckman. 2, J. MUlar. 3, K.

Arbuckle. Glasgow, he and r, J. Montgomery. Heiij. — I. J. Grant,
Edinborgb. 2. J. Montgomery. 8, W. K Rose. lie. J. WaddeU, Dum-
fries, c, W, Volckman.
PoCTERS (Irregular in colour and marking). — Ooc)t.«.—1 and he, J.

Montgomery (Splash and Checker). 2, U. Stuart. 3, J. Ruthvcn, Olaa-
Row. e, W. Volckman iSondy). H^ni.—1, J. Cochrane, Glasgow, it, J.
Wallace. 3, J. Btuco ',Cliecker). h:, J. Montgomery (Splasu). c, W.
Volckman.
Carriers (Black).— Cocfcu.—1 and Medal for best Carrier Cock. J. C.

Ord, Pimlico. 2, O. Wherland, Cork. S, G.C.Holt, lie ondc. J. WiUlaoe.
Hen:— I and Med,U for the beet Carrier Hen, O. C. Hult. 2, J. Itathvon.
3 and e, J. Wallace, lie, J. C. Ord.
Carriers (Dnn).—Cod-'.—1, J. C. Ord. 2, J. Smith, Banderland. Beiu.

!, J. C. Holt. 2, J. WalUce 8, J. C. Ord.
Carriers (Any colour. Black and Dun excepted).— 1, 2. and 3. J. C. Ord.
Almonds (Short-faced.—1 and Medal for best pair of Short-faced, F.

Graham. Birkenhead. 2, P. H. Jones. 3, J. Hole.
Short FACED (Mottled or Self-cojoured). — 1, F. Graham (Mottled).

2, J. FieldinK, Rochdale. 3, P. II. Jones.
BAitns (Black).—! and Medal for best pair of Barbs, J. Montgomery.

2, P. U. Jones. 3, W. Meff, Aberdeen.
Barbs (Any colour. Black excepted).—!, G. A. Wherland, Cork. 2, J.

Montf-'omerj-, 8, P. H. Jones.
Fantails.-!, 8, and Medal for beet pair of Fantalls. J. Sharpe, John-

stone. 2, A. H. Stewart, lie, W. Hendry. Aberdeen, e, A. Frame.
Jacobins (Red and Yellow).—!, J. Sharji. 2. E. E. M. Rovd-, Rochdale.

3, J. Waddell. lie, J. R. Rennards. e, F. Graham.
Jacobins (White and Black).—!, 2. and Medal for the best pair of Jaco-

bins, E. E. M. Royds. 3, P. H. Jones.
TufMPETERS (i31ackt.—!, 2, 3, he, c, and Medal for the best pair of

Trumpeters, J. Montgomery.
Trumpeters (W bite) —l' W. H. C. Dates. 2, P. H. Jones.
Tp.vmpeierb (Mottled!.—1,2,3, andr, J. Montgomery, /ic, C. Campbell.
TuBijiTs.—1, 3, and Medal for tbe best pair of Turbits, P. H. Jones.

2, W. Banker. Runcorn, he and e, H. L. Tivy, Cork.
Owxs (English) —! and Ued^l for best pair of English Owls, P. H.

Jones. 2, Miss Grange. 3 and he. J. Rnthven. e, J. Wallace.
Owls (Foreign.—1 and Medal for the best pair of Foreign Owls, J.

Fielding, jun. 2. P. H. Jones. 3. W. Goddart.
Nuns.-!. H. Yardley. 2, W. Banker. B, Miss E. M. Beveridge, Ayr.

lie, P. H. Jones, c, F. Graham.
TcMELERs (Beards. Balds, and Common).—1, W. H. C. Gates. 2, J,

Fielding, jun. 3, F. Graham.
Ant'.verps. — 1, J. J. Bradley, Birmingham (Cocis imp.irted from

Belgium. Hen flew from London Bridge to Birmingham in three boors
live minutes). 2 and 3, J. Rnthven.
Dragoons.—1, J. C. Ord. 2, J. Mowart. 3. H. Y^rdley, Birmingaam.

fie, 3. Rnthven. e, P. H.Jones.
Fancy Pigeons (Xot otherwise classed). — !, W. Ooddart (Black

Austrian Pouter). E.xlra 1, 2, and 3. J. Wallace (Damasceens. Lace
Fantails, and Abyssinian). Extra2, H^ Yardley (Satlnettesj. 3, J. Sharp.

Judges.—Frederick Esqnilanl, Esq , London; E. L. Corker, Esq..

Crovdon.

SKY TUMBLERS.
I FELT inclined to write a few words on tliis enbject wben

yonr first article appeared, hnt I considered that somebody
would take the subject up. However, as "BEinrR" has not
found Sky Tumblers, and asks for a finger-post, I will say my
say.

WLat I understatid by a Sky Tumbler is a bird that will fly

high and long, and tumble more or less in its flight. In de-

scribing Sky Tumblers, I do not include those feather-legged,

broken baldpate-looking Pigeons called sometimes "Birming-
ham Rollers ;" but the clean-legged, broad-chested, shortish-

beaked, compast, strong little bird known as the common
Tumbler. I believe I have the very breed. At all events, I

have as good birds of this type as I have been able to find, and
I have been interested in Tumblers for years.

I have certainly heard of Tumblers which, if I could find out

where they are, wonlJ put mine far in the shade—Tumblers
which (so it is said) will fly in the sky from four to five hours

;

but though I have walked many miles, from time to time, to

witness this feat, I have never yet seen it performed, and I have
now learned to take such statements with a 'grain of salt.'

If anybody has Tumblers which will "do " four to five honre
day by day, or one day, unless they happen to be lost, and
even then I should doubt their keeping on the wing all tbe

time—I say if anybody will let me know where snch may be
seen to do it, I shall be glad of the information. I have
known selected birds fly an hour, or a little more. Half an
hour is not bad ; three-quarters I should call good flying. In
Baying this, I do not allow any forced work.
How long these pretty little creatures might be made to

keep on the wing after they had had their voluntary flight, by
pelting them with stones, or firing off a gun, I have not had
the cruelty to try. My birds go up of themselves, exulting in

the privilege, and settle when they like—always at home.
They are let out once aday, occasionally twice. Some tumble
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oxoeseively, and t'ueEe, as a rule, do not care to fly loug ; others

tumble less frequently, and are fonder of flying. When I want
to have very lofty soaring, I do not allow the excessive tum-
blers to take part in the excursion. In this case the birds

rise to a great height, especially if there is a clear sky, and
not much wind. Tlie length of time Tumblers will remain at

the extraordinary height to which they frequently rise seems
to me to depend, without going into the consideration of that

accumulative disposition and power which we call breed, on
the weather, the way they are allowed to take exercise, food,

the place in which they are kept, and the humour they happen
to be in when allowed to leave their loft, for the best treatment

oennot insure their flying equally well at all times.

My birds have never had any special attention further than
seeing that they had clean water, good ventilation, good tares,

plenty of grit, a lump of salt, and a bath now and then. In

the summer I frequently give them their liberty all day, and
though this ia contrary to rule, I find they will often fly quite

as high and as long as when they are confined for a great part

of the day.

In colour my birds are mostly splashed—black-splashed,

cinnamon-splashed, with rarely a whole-coloured bird ; indeed,

I do not recollect ever having a high flyer whole-coloured,

though I have had plenty of low-flying specimens. Colour is,

however, so very accidental, to use an unscienlifio word, that

I should not be surprised to see any colour from my stock

of birds.

I doubt not " Beadef. " would find good birds in Manchester,
Macclesfield, or Chester ; bat if I might be pardoned foroflfer-

ing a little gratuitous advice in the matter, I should say, Do not

buy from hearsay, but see the birds do what you want them to

do. In matters of " fancy " a person is so often infatuated

himself, that there is no wonder he should misrepresent.

—

Old Bob Ridley.

APIARIAN NOTES.
LiGUEiAsisiNG.—All my attempts to establish the Italian

race in my apiary have resulted in total failure. I commenced
the year with five stocks, two with pure, one with a " doubtful,"

and two with black queens ; I received a very fine queen from
Mr. Woodbury in November, 1868, and although it was very

cold and frosty at the time, I managed to introduce her to a

good stock safely, and was pleased to find on the first day I

could venture to open the hive afterwards that she had com-
menced egg-laying, even at that inclement season.

In January the weather was very mild, primroses in bloom
on the 17th, and crocuses on the 29th. In February the
weather was more like April, and on the 4th and .5th the bees

were out in droves, and I observed pollen carried in for the

first time. 1 found only a handful of bees in No. C ; the queen,

a pure one, was alive but very weak. I put in a bar of comb
from a black stock with the adhering bees to strengthen them,
but they did not seem to like the Italian queen, and next day I

found her on the ground in front of the hive. I placed her on
a comb amongst the bees, but they paid no attention to her,

and the stock soon perished. " Fearing all was not right with
the stock to which I had joined the Italian queen in November,
I took oft the top, and was agreeably surprised to find the bees

busy rearing young. Many Ligurians had been bred since

the queen's arrival, some were cutting their way out of the

combs, and the queen was in splendid condition, and such a
tine one !

" So I wrote at the time, but, alas 1 how soon a

change for the worse came over them. After the fine and mild
weather of February, March set in cold and winterly, and all

the stocks which seemed prosperous at the beginning proved

to be sadly decimated and weakened at the end. Dysentery

Bet in, and I feared my beautiful queen and all her subjects

would die. I at once removed them into a clean new hive,

thoroughly cleansed the floor-board, and removed all the dead
every few days, and to strengthen them a little I added a comb,
with the bees on, from the next stock. On the 3rd of April

they seemed better, and the queen had recommenced laying.

As I had also lost one of my black stocks, I purchased one
from the country, very strong and heavy, in one of the old-

fashioned straw skeps, thinking it would prove useful in Li-

gurianising.

April 11th, a glorious day, more like June. I tried to eSect

an exchange of queens, as the stock with the Italian queen was
very weak ; but, as Mr. Woodbury surmised, I found the bees

in No. 5, from which I had removed the pure queen, so irascible

on my {lesenting the black queen, that I thought it best to re-

turn them and trust to raising queens artificially. The black

queen had a foot taken off in rescuing her from a worker. Oa
the 19th I found a royal cell commenced in this hive (No. 10),

and a grub in it, so I concluded the queen bad either been
slain for her temporary absence, or because she had lost a foot,

or she had been stung in the attempt to transfer her. I excised

the royal cell, and placed a bar of brood comb from the pure
stock in its place. I also placed the pure queen in a nucleus

box with all her attendants, and added a brood comb from
another stock, thinking they would be warmer, and thrive

better. On the 22nd I found three royal cells commenced on
the Ligurian comb, and one tenanted by a grub two or three

days old. I took out the oumb, and gave the pure queen to this

stock instead. They took to her rather suspiciously, and
encased her for a few hours, but I found her at liberty in the

evening. I took the comb with the royal cells, and placed it

and the others from the nucleus with the bees in No. 9, and
then placed them upon the stand of the old straw stock, and re-

moved it to a new stand. On the 2.3rd the pure queen was

busy laying, and the bees in the artificial swarm were very

numerous, and attending carefully to the royal embryo. They
had made several pieces of new comb already. On the 30tii

I found two royal cells on one comb in the swarm, and one

royal cell upon another ; so I placed the latter in a nucleus

box with the adhering bees, and then set it on the stand of the

straw stock, and removed it to another. On the .5th of May I

found both queens at liberty in the artificial swarms. A few

days afterwards I formed another by taking a brood comb from

the pure stock, placing it in a nucleus box, and then on the

stand occupied by the straw slock, removing the latter again

to a new stand. The last swarm never reared a queen, and
perished.

About this time I began to fear my queens thus reared arti-

ficially would not be fertilised, and that I should have nothing

but drone-breeders. However, on the 4th of June I found lots

of eggs in one of the hives. This queen continued laying fast

for about a fortnight, and I was congratulating myself on my
success ; but on the 18th or I'Jth I fancied they were not light,

so I examined the hive and could not find the queen either in

the hive or out of it, but I found three or four royal cells formed,

one sealed and others in progress. I looked again on the 20th

but could not find her, and cannot form any idea what be-

came of her ; and although I removed the royal cells, and gave

the bees a brood comb from the pure stock, they never raised

another queen, though very strong at the time, and eventually

they dwindled away until none were left. The royal cells taken

from the last I gave to an artificial swarm ; this raised a queen

but I never saw her, the cell was empty, but no queen could be

found ; and either from the age of the bees, or from fighting,

although they were G or 7 feet from any other hive, one-half of

them must have died, the ground all around being strewn with

the dead.

On the 6th of June, the queen in one of the first swarms had
not been rendered fertile as there was no sign of eggs or brood,

so I took about sixty drones in a glass to the hive, and then the

queen was taken out upon a comb and set oil for a flight, the

doorway blockaded, and the drones set at liberty. She was

soon back on the alighting board, but was sent off again several

times, until I found some of the workers attacking her when
she alighted, and fcaiing they might kill her I allowed her to

enter. On the 8th of June I found a few eggs, so it seems she

had met with a drone on the 6th ;
judging from these facts she

must have been thirty-one or thirty-two days old at least before

she became fertile, as I saw her first on the 5th of May. This

swarm never prospered, and was afterwards joined to another,

but in September all died.

On the 20th of June, although I had made three or four

artificial swarms from the old straw stock, on going into the

garden about four o'clock I observed in a pear tree what I at

first took for a piece of matting, but on looking again I found

it was a large swarm of bees; of course I had them hived as

quickly as possible, and in ten or twelve days they had nearly

filled a Woodbury hive with comb, and as I feared they would

castoS' a virgin swarm I placed a super on, but they never

worked in it—the honey season here seemed to be over. The

"old straw " must have had a wonderfully prolific queen, as

the number of bees I took from it was immense, and on the

30th they seemed ready to swarm again. I had heard " piping "

the last two days. They came out in numbers several times,

but I could not watch them, so I drove them cut, and placed

them in a Woodbury hive on their old stand, and swept the bees

from the artificial swarm above mentioned into the straw hive.
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thinking they woald make a fair svarm, and tbat the; n'oald

prosper with the store of linney Blill left in the hi^o. How-
ever, they were afterwards attacked by robbers, and all cleaned
ont. All my nrtilicial swarms came to grief, and on the 'J4th

of October 1 found my beautiful Italian queen and nearly all

the bees dead; only a few hundreds in the hive altogether,

and not more than thirty or forty alive. Since then my
" doubtful " stock has become emptied in some singular manner
—I fancy they must hive fnund a better home—and thus ends
my attempts, extending over three seasons, at Lignrianising an
apiary.

Cork Hives.—I have made one of these by way of experi-

ment, and I find that last winter the bees were kept free from
damp and disease, and were verj' strong, in fact it was my best
hive. Such liives are very easy to make. Let a wooden frame
be made just the same as for a straw Woodbury hive, and then
have pieces of common cork cut the fizeof the openings (where
the straw ia placed in the others), and lit them in ; then drive
one or two wooden pegs in on each side to keep the cork in

its place. For the top it ia better to drive two pieces of

strong wire edgewise through the frame and the cork to pre-

vent it sinking in the middle with the weight of the feeding
bottle, then cut a 2-inch hole through the centre, and the
hive is complete. Tlie pieces of cork for the sides cost Gd.
each, and for the tops Is. Gel. ; bo the whole hive can be made
for a few shillings.

Eemf.dy fob xnE Sting of a Bee.—With all deference to

Mr. Woodbury, I say, Use vinegar. Perhaps Lis cuticle is not
Bo sensitive aa mine and many other people's. Our milkman,
for instance, was stung on his nasal organ, and for two or three
days he could not see anything straight before him. Vinegar
is handy, easily applied, alleviates the pain, and prevents
swelling if applied immediately ; it is really a comfort to have
it ready in case your children get stung, as the sting being ex-

tracted and the vinegar applied to the wound, their tears are
dried up, and your feelings are at rest at once. " What-
ever's that ? " exclaimed one of them one day as we were
quizzing a large ichneumon fly through a magnifier. " His
antenna; to be sure." "His antenna^ ! why, they are as big
as mine." " Why," rejoined another young hopeful, " he
means his Aunt Hannah 1 "—J. R. J.

ORIGIN Oi THE HIMALAYAN R.VBBIT.
Its true origin (and curious enough it is) may be found in

Parwin's " Animals and Plants Under D.imestication." The
account there is taken principally from your Journal for 18o7,
and differs entirely from Mr. Xlayson's. It is, in brief, a cross

between Silver-Greys and Chinchillas ; and its name may be
classed with such as " Archangel " Pigeons, '• Brahma Pootra "

fowls, "Labrador" Ducks, Arc —names well-sounding enough,
but only given in order to sell the animals.

—

Dockwing.

OUR LETTER BOX.
6ooK<i (J. S. IT.).—" The Ponltry-Keepers' Mnnnal " contains whnt yon

need. You can have it free by post from our otfice if you encluao 7s. lOd.
in postage stamps with your address.

Game Bantams' Eggs (G. II*. ir.).—They are quite as sooil ns any
other fowl's epRS for tablo use. You must not expect "the cheapest '

book to te *' the hoBt." You can have post free from onr office "The
Poultry Book for tlie Many," if you enclose seven poptBRo Rtampti with
your address. " The Poultly-keepers* Manual " you can similarly have if

you enclose Is. lod.

SwELLKD Crops (Gwi'M/on/).—Give each bird a depsert-spoonfnl ol
pin daily until the crop becomes natural. We applied in vain for a prize
list.

HAMBunon Cockerel's Eye (HanU HcniciYc).—We should attribute
the loss oI the eye to disease of some sort. It wouJd not be roup, as in
that case, though the face and lid are swollen, the eye remains perfect.
There is a disease to which Spanish are subject which dcstroTS the eye;
that ia incurable. We believe that ia always the case where the eve

—

that is, the eyeball, is attacked. It is always advisable where an eyelid
is swollen to treat it with cold water and vinegar.

Brahma Cock's Leg Inflamed (7(^-;ii)-—No doubt he picks his legs
because there is fever and they itch. Keep them well and constantly
moistened with sulphur ointment till the feathtrs are grown and
formed.

Ducks for One Drake (B.).—Six Ducks are too many for this seaeoQ
of the year. Three are enough. In three months" time he may have six.
If your Ducks are old have a young drake ; if they are young, have a two-
year-old drake.

YiARDS OF Dorkinos (Tflrm).—"Breed from your cnp cock and the four
heaviest and best-shaped bena yoa have. Divide the other hens and
poUeis between the two young cocks. It is, however, ueelcee at tbi8 time

of yoar to gtva tbcm more than four or six each. There ia no objeetion
to their ruoniofr together : but if yon iotcnd to hatch the egga yon mast
ouly use the eggs of certain hens and pullets.

Drinking Foi'Stain— Cock's Spine Ikjchkd {ChrmJeua).—D»o Baily'fi
registered fountain. Wo should not brood from an injured cock.

BocKWHKAT—CooKrnSlEAT ' Frur.ris).—'Yo\i can buy buckwheat of any
seed and curu denier. If you wish Ihcm to lay early'yon will find raw
meat a greater stimolant than cooked. The use of it' is injurious to tbo
birds.

Pdllet Waleing with Difftcdltt f3f. fT.).—The bird ia probably
iDJurcd in the spine; if it it not. it is sufluring fr^m atrophy, and will
surely die. We do not think it is worth doctoring.

GoLnEN-pBNciLLr.DHAMnnnr.n" (Subfcrib^-.B. S.I.—The nnfavonrablc
state of the weather may well explain why jo"' fowN are not in flrsl-rate

condition. They sutler from the constant rain and damp, and from boia-
terouH and cold winds. If you look at your birds you will see tbem
crouched nnder the shelter of a wall Instead of running about in search
of food. We do not much admire your feeding. We have never found
fowls do well on Indian meal ; they do not like it with u^. A bettor feed-
ing w ill bo bcrloymcftl or ground outs in the morning, some Indian com
at midday, and moal again in the evening. You need not breed from two
or three sorts, but to breed prizetaker^ you mu-^t breed from two atmlns.
It is almost impossible to breed first-prize cocks and pallets from the
jfame birds-

SPANrsH Fowxa (H. Jones).—They require feeding like any other fowls
Good barley is good food. A little Indian com is a good change : hut the
best and principal food shonld bo barlcymcal or ground oats. When pre-
paring for exhibition many amateurs give a few white peas two or three
times per week.

Feathers <E. Jo/ws).—The feathers yon send only tell ufl thn colour of
your birds. They are Cliokoos. There are Dorkings, and Malays, and
Cochins of the colour. We fancy very likely tbeso are foartoed Cuckoo
Dorkings.

Preserving Eggs jn Lnfs (HarrifiM.—We have proservrd eggs for
many years in the way we recommended to you. The lime in always
kept mixed in readiness, but not with the idea any i^ood would resolt
from it. We do not find the shells crack, nordocs tlie in-iide mii]g!o. We
eat them constantly for breakfast. The most important point in pre-
serving them in this way is to put them in when they i\re very fresh.

Carriep. Pigeon's Eyes Diseased (R^de IFr^/or).—In the earliest stage
we would .tdvise a lotion of ahim and water. A lotion of lunar canstlc
(a skilful chemist would know the strength}, ha? alpo been recommended.
The disease is supposed to arise from the great development of wattle,
and the tendoney in old birds to the formation of spouts by the turning
ont of the lower lid. These spouts may be removed by being cat from
below upwards with a pair of very sharp scissord.

Rocp IN Pigeons (John Roh^n^on).—You say yon have tried everything
you have been told or read about with little success. A shrewd writer
observed, "If I were a physician I should look not so much at symptoms
as causes." So in Pigeon diseases. How about the loft—is it cold ? is it

draughty? is there any damp ? does the mi u drive in? do trees over-
siiadow it ? is the manure left on the floor ? and is that floor of brick or
wood ? Pigeons will bcir almost any amount of heat. Wo have bad no
DIness in a ceilod loft which in summer is intensely hot, but cold or wet
fancy Pigeons cannot bear. As you have tried the received remedies It

is of no use detailing them. Again we say, Look to the cause, for cause
there must be.

Fertilising Turkeys' Eggs (A Siz-yefirn f}uhtcrib^).—Yen, the whole
of the eggs Will be fertile without the hen being with the male bird again.

AsHFORO PoDLTRY SHOW-.—Mr. H. Dowsott writes to say. that it was
he, and not Mr. Herbert, who gained the cup, first, and commended for
Dark Brahmas.

Tredegar Pocltry Show.—In the class of Dark Brahma PootraSiMr.
W. Sims, Stroud, had a pen '• very highly commended.'*

Menhe -•iot Pocltry Show.—The first prize for Brown Red cocks, wc
are infer '-!. was awarded to Mr. John Davies, of Moorswatcr Lodge,
and not to IVIr. S. R. Harris as stated in the prize list pablished page 467.

Pigeon Lice (.4. L.).—The sheep ointment and blTre unction nre the
same as the mercurial ointment sold by cheiuists. We should think
Eutphur ointment would be as eSTectuai.

Hen Canary Sinoing (A Six-i/enra Subscriber).—There is no reason
why it should interfere with her breeding.

Waxbills (L. li.),—-There are about six varieties of Wnxbills. They
are nftti\e3 of Africa, Australia, and the ialiind of St. Heleni. The
smallest variety is the Zebra, bnt which is the handsomest depends on
fancy. The Zebra is handsomely marked, and that and the Orange-
cheeked are the most rare. The food shou d b^ Krench and India millet

and Canary seed. We are not aware of any foreign cage bird being
smaller than the Waxbills.

ArfTRiAN Loam, &c. (/n7;i.V'-rl.—We know nothing about it. The best

food for dogs is barley meal made into a piste with pot liquor or milk.

Give a dessert-spoonful of flowers of sulphur daily until the eruption
parses awn^ . It will go more quickly if mUd snlphnr ointment bo rubbed
into the eruptions.

poultry market.—Dkcbmdrr 22.

We are sorry we cannot report that tho approach of Christmas has

done anything towards inlawing life into oar mai'kct on trade. We cut

only chronicle a gi-eat stagnation at the time we go to pres^ W«are
nnable to report on Tnrkeya.

s. d. B, d.

Partridges 1 9 to 2
Pheasants 2 6 .10
Pigeons 7 P

HarcR 2 6 3
Bahhils 14 15
Wild ditto 9 10

Cock Tnrkeys....
Hen ditto
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a bor of excellent drawing instruments for lOi. It is advised

to parchase good instruments, especially compasses, aa it is

impossible to work accurately with luose-jointed compasses.
" I have omitted to mention with the other leading subjects

for study the geography of plants, an important and highly

interesting stady, a knowledge of which is calculated to mate-

rially assist ns in our efforts to alTord each plant a temperature

and soil similar to those in which it is known to flourish in its

native country—to produce, in fact, an artificial climate as

nearly similar to the natural one as possible.
" With the wish that these few hints may prove nseful, I

will bring this paper to a close, only pausing to observe that

that man must best succeed in his calling who, in addition to

thoroughly mastering its fundamental laws, also makes it his

life's study.—Edwakd LocKnnBSi, Egerton Home Gardens,

KeiU."

A CHRISTJIAS RETROSPECT OF THE FUNGUS
SEASON

[TffE following ./>» d'l'sprit, written by one of our contribu-

tors, au enthusiastic fungologiat, is so full of wit that we
believe our reader's will thank us for printing it. Nearly every

word is a play on some well-known genus of fungi and equally

well-known authority on the subject.]

"December 25tb, 7 p.ji.—Gentlemen—We have had a grand

Agari-cultuml season this year, particularly in the rich vale of

BiTkfUij. Spores have been up, and mycelium active, fungo-

logists have not had Mush-room to complain, for fungi have

been so abundant that a Batscit might have been swept up
with a Broijme amjuhere : not, indeed, like certain seasons,

when fungi prove so scarce that one might naturally imagine

Bome Ro<]ues had been and Uyd'n'um. We have Cooked a

good many species this year, and had some very S^pjheeria

Frit'i and no Pliallus-ij, not needing the accompaniment of

Currey, or any other condiment. Not to b-LinI; the question,
j

however (or to be wanting in Curtis-y), fungi are not without

a certain (){i)diuvi, but no one can deny that edible Tode- stools

are better than Lad-ham Cooked by any Bunt-ing Hitssry,

for you see they never Pa-nus, neither are we evSr attacked

by Delirium TremiUm after dining.

"P.S.—9 P.M.—Since writing the above some of my guests

have expressed their opinion as to the advisability of sending
it to The Journal of Horticulture.

" Guest No. 1 merely says ' o-dont-ia .'.' ,"

" Guest No. 2. • I don't think Dr. Hogg will like that re-

ference to Bad-ham.'
" Guest No. 3. ' Don't let us have any more contents out of

that Crucihulnm.''
" Guest No. 4. ' Dry-rot it (I), I can't understand it.'

" Guest No. 5. ' Such a fanciful flight is not worthy of true

wings ,'onlv Cham-piynom).'
Guest No. 6. ' • • • • •.'—W. G. S."

VIVIPAROUS BRITISH FERNS.
So many interesting instances of the proliferous tendencies

of our native Ferns have come under my own immediate notice

as to warrant me in placing them on record. With this object

it is my intention briefly to refer to a few facts having indirect

reference to the present subject, then I propose, seriatim, to

show that proliferous Ferns are formed on the candex ; on the

rachis ; on arrested, or dwarf, or deformed fronds ; on in-

cipient sori ; by morphology ; and from pseudo-bulbs.
li -January, 18.34, Newman in his " History of British Ferns,"

names Poly|tichum angulare as the only British species that

produces bulbilla?. In the spring of that year bulbs were
detected on one of my seedling Scolopendriums, when, having
communicated my discovery to a leading amateur authority, he
examined his own plants, confirming the fact by finding similar

formations. By the close of that year, with his further assist-

ance and that of the Curator of the Oxford Botanical Gardens,
ten species were found to be viviparous. Subsequently the late

Mr. .Jackson, of Barnstaple, discovered that the stump of a

frond, though several years old, if removed with a bit of the

caudex is capable, with the assistance of bottom heat, of form-
ing several bulbs.

I now refer to my own experience.

Having noticed that Soolopendriums occasionally emit roots

from the rachis, a frond was selected that had thus formed a

single rootlet ; it was potted o£f and placed under a glass shade.

At the end of a year the frond had almost decayed away, and a

small bulb was growing on the rachis.

Athyrium Filixfumina has with me only once been pro-

liferous ; at present a small seedling plant of uncum ramosoin
has several bulbill.-i' on two dwarf and curiously ramose fronds.

Sjolopendrium Wardii is a dwarf and very ramose variety,

having a massive multifid head. It is supposed to be a seed-

ling sport of laceratum. It never seeds, though in a warm moist
atmosphere it becomes highly proliferous, all its numerous
apices being furnished with young Ferns, whilst the surface

of its fronds only produce a few. Very rarely one of these

young plants assumes a perfectly distinct form—viz., psendo-

Wardii, being very and acutely ramose ; this variety never bears

bulbs, but is profusely soriferons. A large batch of its seed-

lings have assumed both forms, pseudo-Wardii being in the

proportion of about five to one of Wardii.

Adiantum capillus-Veneris is erroneously regarded as being
viviparous, when, in a congenial temperature, its spores vege-

tate on the sori. A plant of this species Irotundatumi, that

has not yet fruited, produced a normal frond of two pinnro ; the

rachis decayed at the base, throwing the frond on to the surface

of the soil. On one pinna three bulbs have formed, and four

on the other, exactly where incipient sori may be supposed to

be situated.

Plants of Adiantum bulbifernm, that I gathered in the Isle

of Man, have on four separate occasions formed fronds, which by
morphology have, in place of expanding their pinns, become a

cluster of bulbs, each pinna forming one.

A depauperated and fertile plant of Aepleninm Adiantnm-
nigrum that I found in North Wales, has at the base of each

rachis a pear-like enlargement that remains when the fronds

fall off, which latter are apparently attached by a similar con-

trivance to that exhibited by Woodsia, leaving a cluster of

pseudo-bulbs bearing a striking resemblance to the miniature

stool of an Orchid. The vitahty of these bulbs has not been

tested, though it is almost certain that with careful treatment

each is capable of forming a plant.—A. Claiiiam.

KEEPING BLACK HAMBURGH GRAPES.
Havinc, read an article in the number of December 2nd,

" How we Got over our Peach Failure," I offer a few remarks as

to how I managed to keep Black Hamburgh Grapes in a perfect

state up to the present time, baring several vineries, and not

forcing any of them.
As a matter of course, the Grapes all ripened about the same

time, but having been recommended to adopt the method I am
going to describe, I immediately made a beginning. Taking a

number of empty blacking bottles, I washed them thoroughly

clean, filled them with water, adding to each bottle at the

same time charcoal broken in pieces the size of a pigeon's egg.

On the 1.5tb of September I selected several bunches, some
that were scarcely ripe and the wood in a green state, others

quite ripe and the wood perfectly firm. I then proceeded to

cut the shoot two or three eyes below the bunch, and I put the

stems into the bottles in a slanting direction, so that the

bunches hung clear from the sides.

The result stands thus:—01 the ripe bunches the stalkB

withered, those of the uniipe did not, the stalks being as per-

fect as the day they were cut. The berries of none of the

bunches have shrivelled, and the flavour is as good as on
the day they were cut, if not better. They were put away in a

dry attic, where they had plenty of light and a free circulation

of air. I may add that as the water evaporated the bottles

were refilled. When I now write (December 18:h) they look as

though they would keep good for a couple more months.

I make these remarks for the use of those who may not have

an ice house, and during the last two winters no ice could be

obtained in this part of the country.—J. S., Eccles llall.

FRENCH POPPIES.
I WAS much struck last May with the beauty of a bed of

French Poppies, which, sown the prerious summer directly

the seed was ripe, had grown bushy and strong, and rewarded

amply their owner, who, with much trouble, has collected

about thirty varieties, all varying from 1 to 2 feet, and running

through every shade of crimson, scarlet, orange, rose, pink,

blush, lilac, cream, white—bordered, striped, spotted, fringed,

flounced, and self—and varj'ing from large single blooms to
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hnndred-petaled ones, vying with the Rose for beauty, the

fragrance, alas ! wanting. I have often wondered that these

gems were not more cultivated, and a succession of sowings

would carry on the bloom till late in the autumn. Sunshine

they muBt have, and they blossom best on a rather poor soil.

—Devon.

[We omitted the last sentence'in your note. From expe-

rience we can testify the persecution it occasions to the ge-

nerous.

—

Eds.]

MOISTURE IN THE AIR OF A VINERY.
HYGROMETERS.

1st, What amount of atmospheric moisture is proper to be

kept in a vinery in the different stages of growth ? Also what

is the best way of constructing a hygrometer, or for what price

and where can a moderately good one be purchased? The
Vines are started on the Ist of February.

2ndly, Last year my Vines were started on the 23rd of

January. In March and April, when in leaf, we had several

fierce sunny days, but with a sharp, cutting, easterly wind, and

in giving air to keep down the temperature the leaves suffered

severely, the greater part of them turning quite yellow. I shall

be glad to know what is the best management for a vinery under

such circumstances as the above, both as to giving air and

moisture, so that the leaves may be kept healthy.—T. H. D.

[The subject is a very large one and to go into it fully

would require more details than could be entered upon in a

short answer, or even an article. We cannot give you the

prices of hygrometers, as they vary according to the kind, the

workmanship, and the nicety of observation required, and in-

structions generally accompany the instruments. Of these,

Daniell's we still consider the best. There are many simple

hygrometers which sufficiently tell roughly the vapour exist-

ing in the atmosphere, such as pieces of wood, and long hairs

deprived of their oily matter by washing in hot water contain-

ing a little dissolved soda; any textile fabric, as flax, will

always tell in a rough way, and so will any kind of cord, cat-

gut, seaweed, (tc. We know many farmers who keep a piece

of seaweed in their sitting-room, and depend as much on that

as the best of barometers. When there is much vapour it

becomes soft and clammy to the touch ; when the air is dry

the seaweed is also dry. All the cords and textile fabrics

alluded to above contract in a damp atmosphere and lengthen

in a dry one. We once had a very use'n^ simple hygrometer.

It consisted of a piece of catgut 6 feet long ; one end of this was
fixed by a pin to the wall, and the catgut was taken horizontally

about half its length, and then turned over a wooden peg with

a groove in it, the loose end hanging down perpendicularly, with

a small piece of lead attached to it to keep it so, and in that lead

a peg or pin of 2 inches long, or so, was fixed, so as to pass up
and down in front of a slip of wood some 18 inches long,

with lines made across with a pen at regular distances. The
pin or index rose or fell, just as the catgut contracted or

lengthened.

Next to Daniell's hygrometer for correctness, and, perhaps,

the simplest as formed on the same principle, is merely to

have two thermometers suspended close to each other, and
which are seen to denote, when left alone, the same degree of

temperature. Place one wrap of white muslin or silk round

the bulb of each thermometer. Leave then the bulb of one
thermometer dry to denote the temperature of the atmosphere.

Keep the bulb of the other thermometer, with its covering, wet,

by a phial or other vessel of pure water suspended over it, and
a thread of floss silk or fine wool passing from the vessel to

the bulb. The difference in temperature between the dry and
the wet bulb enables us to measure the amount of vapour

in the air of the house. Thus, supposing both bulbs were

within from 1 to C of the same temoerature, we should con-

sider that the humidity was quite ample. Should even the wet

bulb fall to as much as 7° to 10' below the dry one, there would
not be much cause tor alarm in general ; but when the dif-

ference reached 12' or 15', or more, then the extra dryness

would become dangerous, and especially in cjld frosty nights.

Now, to apply the above, so as to give an answer to your
second inquiry, in all glass houses the greater the difference

between the external and the internal air, the greater the

necessity of attending to atmospheric moisture. Hence, on
this account alone, a comparatively low safe temperature at

night is not only safest and healthiest for most of the plants

we grow in forcing heat, but it involves least trouble as respects

the necessary atmospheric moisture. Much less attention will

also be required in houses whose glass roofs are close, without
laps, and also somewhat in proportion to the thickness oi the
glass, as, other things being equal, the thicker the glass the
more heat will it keep in, and therefore in a cold night there
will be less condensation of moisture on its inner surface, that
condensation always tending to make the air drier. The
greater, therefore, the difference between the internal and the
external temperature, the greater will be the condensation, and
that much more than in an arithmetical ratio. This condensa-
tion is one of the causes of the air in bouses becoming too dry.

It has been computed that each square foot of glass of ordinary
thickness will cool 1; foot of internal air as many degrees per
minute as the temperature of the inner air exceeds that of the
outer air. Thus, if the outside air should be 30°, and the
inside C0°, the vapour in the 30° difference would be precipi-

tated or condensed against the glass or bare, and either run out
of the house or hang or drop in it. The capacity of air for

moisture is greater the higher the temperature, and that much
more than in a regular gradation. Thus, air at ti6° will hold
a double amount of invisible vapour as compared to what it

would do at 44° ; but it will hold three times as much at 80^
and four times as much at 'JO", and so on. Air escaping at 80°

takes out with it four times as much vapour as would come
in with air at 44°. An idea may therefore be formed of the
parching effects of letting air out of a house, say at G.">', and
admitting frosty air at 20°. A second chief cause, therefore,

why the air of a high-temperatured house becomes overdry, is

the free escape of the heated moist air against our will threngb
laps in the glass and other crannies, and our voluntary ad-

mission of the cold air by ventilation. A third mode of over-

drying the air may be here referred to, and that is when such
porous materials as soft flues were used in houses with a high
temperature. Close hot-water iron pipes give jast as dry a
heat as the flue would do, but then the pipe from its hardness
cannot greedily, Uke a soft flue, suck in the moist vapour.

Now for a practical application. We believe that much in-

jury in old times was the result of having an atmosphere too

hot and too dry ; and in modern times, though an atmosphere
saturated with vapour would tell most favourably on all annual
and succulent growth, and is most needed there, this extra

humidity, if maintained, would tell injuriously on the flavour

of fruit and the ripening of the wood. For deciduous plants,

such as the Vine, it is most needed when the shoots are young
and soft, and when the fruit is also small ; but as the latter be-

comes well swelled, the air of the bouse should become gradually

drier. We may take a lesson from what disappoints us as weU
as from that which succeeds. Many a Peach tree on the open
wall fails, if not in fruit, at least for a time in healthy shoots,

because when these shoots are young and soft the air is too
dry and parching for them. We can neutralise the dryness in

the houses, and here the simplest modes are generally the
most effectual. In the general run of plant houses, where the

forcing heat seldom goes beyond 45° or 50°, little or no trouble

need be taken about atmospheric vapour if ventilation be given

in moderation, and the external temperature should not be very

low; but in severe frost, when more firing is needed, it may
be necessary to damp the stages and the pathways, and even
the floor, with a syringe. Giving air sparingly, at the top of the
house will be much better than larger fires and accompany-
ing evaporating pans. The vapour rising from the pots and
the floor will, except under these circumstances of extra cold,

be quite sufficient.

Then, again, in the case of Vines, little additional vapour
would be needed for the first three weeks of forcing, but as the

buds break and lengthen more will be required—that is, as the

heat of the house rises to 60° and onwards. Generally, evapo-

rating pans on the top of flues and pipes will be the best for

this purpose ; but on extra occasions, such as a bright sun in

sharp frost, the floors and pathways should be sprinkled in

addition, but in such cases less depends on additional atmo-
spheric moisture than in preventing it unduly escaping by
free ventilation, and this should be regulated by preventing

fire heat and sun heat acting on the enclosed atmosphere of a
house at one and the same time. The beams of the sun will

tell quite as well if there be no great openings in such cases

for the entrance of cold, dry air. In dull, mild weather out of

doors, less artificial vapour will be wanted than when the ex-

ternal air is cold and frosty.

It is just possible that in a vineiy started on January 23rd

the leaves suffering severely in April, so as to turn yellow

during a few days' fierce stm and cutting east winds, might be
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partly owing to the Vines growing in a liigh temperature pre-

vious!}-, and in dull weather, and in an atmosphere saturated

with moisture, the leaves thus becoming thin, and less able to

bear a sudden change and the full force of the suu's beams.
But allowing the result might be partly owing to this, we are

inclined to think it was chiefly owing to giving too much of the

cutting east wind to keep down the temperature, and more
especially if there was the meeting cf a strong heat from the

heating apparatus with the more natural heat from the sun.

No rule in such a case will be equal to an observant eye.

Whenever under such circumstances there is a likelihood of a

bright sun, the apparatus for heating should be allowed to be-

come cooled, and then the sun may shine freely, with only a

little ventilation at the highest part of the house, and the air

admitted is thus warmed and moistened before reaching the

plants. It is well to have cold, dry, fresh air heated and
moistened before admission, but that is as yet comparatively

seldom done; and the next best plan is to give air early under
eneh circumstances as those referred to, and very little will do

if the sun heat and fire heat do not meet, for a rise of 10' or
15° from sun heat with air on, is a very different affair from
a rife of half that amount of heat from fire heat alone.

With regard to details as to temperature, supposing you
begin, as respects a vinery, at iri", raise it gradually to CO", but

never above with artificial heat until all the buds have broken
and commenced growing, when the average night temperature
might rise to 05 . For a short time, when the Vines are in

bloom, the heat may rise to 70' or nearly so ; and when all set

the night temperature may range to an average of (J5° for all

the hardier Vines ; Muscats may have a little more. Now,
daring the day, even in dull weather, the house averaging from
60° to Go' at night may rise at midday to 70° or a little more ;

but as the Vines advance, and if the fires were low, and a little

air early given, and thus the heat rose very gradually, we would
sooner let it mount to 80°, 8.5°, and 90°, and even higher,

from sun heat, before we would lower it by admitting at once
a great quantity of cold, dry, frosty air. We have thought
over the matter quietly before penning these ill-connected re-

marks, as we would like to be useful if we can, but all utility

is best accomplished by united action, and you will much help

if you would kindly state if our surmises as to your case are at

all correct.

In conclusion, we may mention two similar facts that came
under our own observation. A house of beautiful Cucumbers
was heated, as one of a number of houses, from one boiler.

In a bright sunny day in the beginning of April, with a cold,

piercing east wind, hardly any air had been given, the valve of

the water pipes had not been touched, and on opening the door

the temperature from hot water and hot sun was enough to

make one go out, as it was past one o'clock. Without giving

time for thought, top and front ventilators were thrown open
to a considerable extent, and in, of course, rushed the dry,

parched air, and in ten minutes the house was considerably

cooled, but fully two-thirds of the foliage—all the fine, large

leaves, were scorched and shrivelled up as if a blast from a

furnace had passed over them.
In a similar case, about midday, the head gardener having

just returned from a journey, saw at once the plants were dis-

tressed, put his head in at the door, felt, and pretty well burned
his hind on feeling the pipes, turned the valve to stop the cir-

culation, sent one lad to flood the floors and passages with
water, sprinkled the beds and under sides of the leaves with
water at 80°, and, having no shading handy, syringed the out-

sides of the roof with whitened water, and just increased the air

by a little at the top. By evening the plants were all right,

showing no trace of the ordeal they had passed through. The
circumstances, as respects hot-water heat, and sun heat, and
cold, dry external air, were so much alike that we have not a

doubt that the reeulta would have been identical in the two
cases if a similar practice had been adopted. In either case,

if, as the sun began to gain power, the hot-water pipes were
gradually cooling, and a small portion of air had been given

early at the apex of the roof, the temperature gradually rising

from sun heat would have been beneficial rather than injuri-

ous, and with damped paths and evaporating basins under such
circumstances we would rather have let the thermometer rise

to 90°, or higher, before we would have freely admitted a cold,

dry, frosty air. In early forcing, the leaves of some Vines will

be apt to suffer, when, after a week or a fortnight of dull misty
weather, we are favoured with even one day of bright sun. A
Blight shading for a little will generally obviate all inconvenience.

As already stated, however, the chief securities from such in-

jured foliage are a comparatively lower temperature at night

than by day, proportioning the vapour in the enclosed atmo-
sphere to the artificial temperature, preventing lire heat and
sun heat from acting much together, and in bright sunny
weather, with a keen, cold atmosphere without, giving a little

air early as soon as the sun begins to raise the thermometer in

the house, and then, in preference to giving much more air,

allowing the sun to raise the temperature from 10° to 20° gra-

dually above the night average, and letting it fall as gradoally.

—K. F.]

PIPE FLUES.
The able writer of " Doings of the Last Week" has

asked for information respecting small pipe flues, or rather

the smallest size which can be used for the purpose, and sub-

sequently another inquiry from Yorkshire on the same subject

has re-opened the question. As the latter has reference to

building, or rather heating a forcing pit -lo feet long, no apology

is wanted to enter still further into the subject of flue-heating.

In reply to " R. F.," I may say that I have known a short

length of Cinch pipe used advantageously for some years aB

a flue, but it was an iron pipe, and the trouble of cleaning it

often was such as te cause much regret that it was not larger ;

but, like many things of the kind, it was put in as a makeshift,

and remained for many years, occasioning much grnmbUng
every time it had to be cleaned. There may, however, be

places where a flue of such small diameter may answer better

than the above, and these are where only coke and wood are

burned. Coals create so much soot that a flue soon becomes

choked up, so that I would certainly not recommend a small

one ; and even for a pit where the volume of air to be heated is

small, and the space the flue occupies is otherwise valuable,

I would certainly not recommend that any flue pipe should be

leas than inches in diameter inside, and more if the house

to be heated is of greater cubic content. Where coals are

cheap, as I imagine they are where " C. A. B." resides, a flue

of this description will, I am persuaded, be a formidable rival

to the much-vaunted hot-water apparatus.

As I have before stated, I would advise that only the straight

portion of the flue should be of pipes, and the turnings and

entrance of brickwork, with some suitable cover that could be

taken off, so as to allow the pipes to be cleaned out when neces-

sary. In small pipes or flues it is a good plan to have a

copper wire in the flue, in order that a string and some sweep-

ing material may be attached to the wire for cleaning out. In

a larger pipe this is not so necessary. A bunch of Holly, fol-

lowed by one of straw, is not an unusual sweeping brush ; and

it very often happens that the position of such flues prevents

long-handled tools being applied, so that the wire left in the

flue is of great service at cleaning-out time.

I have before said that it is better not to disturb the joints

of cement pipes, and that brickwork, with covers, forms the

corners and end pieces to the flues of the two houses I have so

heated ; but for " B. F.'s " information I may add that the

flue to each house dips about a foot at the doorway, without

appearing to suffer much in consequence, the dip being gradual

and easy. The two houses, however, being together, the fireplaces

are in the usual way just behind the partition, and the flues

starting low cross the pathway at the partition door with their

tops on a level with the pavement, and, rising easily and turn-

ing to the front, unite with the pipes, and proceed along the

front, where a corresponding dip to meet the end door is made.

Then, after a similar turn and rise, the front flue enters the

hack pipe flue, which proceeds to where it started from, and

then into an upright chimney. There being only one dip at

the end door, and that of about a foot, we have never felt

inconvenience from it in any way. True, like all flues there

is an unpleasant smell when a fire is first lighted after the flue

has been out of use for a long time ; but so far as I could

judge, the smell arose more from the brickwork than the cement

pipesi and when once warmed it all goes off. In districts,

therefore, where coal is plentiful and cheap, I am of opinion

that the flue is still a powerful opponent to hot water, and

especially in small structures or solitary ones. To your corre-

spondent " C. A. B." I would therefore say. Inquire in your

neighbourhood where good Portland cement pipes of not less

than '.I or lo inches in diameter are to be had, obtain one, and

trv it over an Arnott stove, or something of that kind, that

will subject it to as great a heat as it is likely ever to encounter,

aud if satisfactory, erect a flue accordingly, or perhaps a smaUer

pipe as a trial one would be better, as it would be heated more.
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The fixing of cement pipes is a very simple affair, aa they

are prepared with socket joints ; a email quantity of cement

only is required to unite them, and a rag tied to the end of a

stick to smooth away any of the cement that squeezes through

ought not to be forgotten, otherwise the cement would harden

into an ugly protuberance. If the corner or end cover of the

brick flue be laid aslant, so that it may be easily taken off to

clean the whole out, so much the better. As I expect " C. A. B."

will place the flue in the front of his forcing pit, he might so

arrange i the end pieces as to take off easily, and a wire left

in the flue will be very handy.
If coke or other fuel producing little amoke be need, the

pipes might be smaller, but in coal-producing countries the

raw material is often the most abundant, and it is not always

that those managing the fires can be persuaded to economise

coal, so as to give a chance of much of the smoke being con-

sumed before it reaches the flue. It would, therefore, be better

to allow for this by having the flue large enough.—J. Robson.

CONSTRUCTION OF A FLUE.
I HAVE read with much interest the remarks in your columns

relative to heating by flues. I have had «ome little experience

in the above matter, and perhaps you will allow me to com-
municate my ideas thereon.

One old-fashioned mode of constructing a flue is three courses

of plain tilea, or a single course of foot tiles for the bottom,

three courses of brick-on-edge for the sides, and foot tiles for

the top, the interior well plastered with a mixture of cow dung
and lime. The lime might perhaps be dispensed with, but in

my opinion it tends greatly to make the flue smoke-tight. A
correspondent in the Journal of December 16th complains of

the plastering falling down through explosions. I have never

found this occur, and fancy his flue muat be too small, and
also badly constructed, for explosive gas to collect ;

probably he
bums coal. A golden rule in the construction of a flue is to

sink the furnace low enough. No portion of the flue should be

lower than the firebars. This is especially important where it

is necessary for the flue to descend to clear a doorway. The
furnace should be within the house, of 9-inch brickwork, and the

top of fire tilea set with fire clay. It should not be too large,

or the fire will fall back and will not burn so steadily as when
kept in a compact mass. A furnace a foot from front to back,

inside measurement, is large enough for a greenhouse 10 feet

long. At the same time it can easily be reduced in size by
piling up bricks at the back. Close-fitting furnace and ashpit

doors are easential, the latter provided with a ventilator. Any
ordinary bricklayer can easily manage the construction. I have
entrusted the management of such a flue to ordinary labourers

and female servants, and have always aa yet contrived to pre-

serve my plants.

My instructions for lighting are, when the fire burns clear,

to add fresh fuel and shut the ventilator, which is prevented
from entirely closing by a small pin. The great risk is in

overheating. If the ashpit door should be left open, the fur-

nace, furnace door, and part of the flue would probably become
red hot, and the plants sustain damage. It is in this point

that the hot-water system is so much superior to the flue.

Many amateurs fancy that if the fire go out during a frost

they are running a risk, but they need not be alarmed on this

score. In a frost of perhaps a week's duration, with dull sun-
leaa daya, and perhaps 5° or 6° of frost during the daytime, I

have found I could always maintain a temperature of 40°

during the day, though the previous night's fire has burnt out
hours before daylight. Coke is the best fuel.

In conclusion, I would recommend amateurs about construct-

ing a greenhouse to heat it by the flue, on the score ef economy,
and if possible to place the furnace so that it can be attended
to without going out of doors ; then the trouble of management
will be reduced to a minimum.

—

Faik Play.

THE CLARKSVILLE GRAPE.
Enclosed I send you an aerial root from a Vine of the

" Scuppernong Grape," growing in our yard. There are hun-
dreds of them hanging down from the large limbs, from 1 foot

to 3 feet in length, Uke a huge fringe. They make an annual
growth of about 1 foot, most of which is killed back the suc-

ceeding winter, so that they rarely reach the ground. When-
ever they come in contact with the earth they burrow in it like

a mole, and throw out numerous lateral fibrous roots very

rapidly. You will notice the ends of these roots are armed
with a hard spur, for the purpose of forcing their way through

the earth. So you will see the habit of this Vino ia similar to

that of the Banyan, or Indian Fig. By training the Vine so

as to let these aerial roots take hold of the earth, I have no
doubt a single Vine might be made to cover an acre or more of

ground. The main roots put out by seedlings of the Scupper-

nong the first year, are in like manner furnished with this

spur-like appendage, from the sides of which fibrous lateral

roots grow. The Vines of this species of Grape have just

finished blooming ; the berries are now from the size of squirrel

shot to that of large buck shot. They grow very vigorously,

and will be nearly or quite grown in a month, and ripen in

October.

The crop this year (1868) ie very promising, and will be large

if not injured by storms. This Grape is never attacked by

insects or diseases in either Vine, leaf, or fruit, so that a crop

is very certain.

—

Codntby Gentleman.

[The Scuppernong Grape, according to Downing, is " Vitis

vulpina, Lindley ;
Vitis rotundifolia, Michaux, a southern

species growing wild from Virginia to Florida, and climbing to

the tops of the tallest trees. The species is dioecious, and too

tender for a northern climate."]

GLAMIS CASTLE, FORFARSHIRE.
The Seat of the Earl of Strathmobe.

{Concluded from page 479.)

Peaches occupy the second place of importance at Glamis,

three houses situated at the ends of the long vinery range being

devoted to their culture. The trees are planted in the usual

manner, and trained on trellises in front, and also against the

back wall, a dwarf and a rider, or 6- feet standard, alternately,

the intention having been to cut away the riders, and let the

dwarfs form the permanent trees. The riders, however, having

at first the best position, have succeeded so well—better than

the dwarf trees—that Mr. Johnston intends to preserve them,

and we think he is right. We have frequently observed that

Peach trees in the form of riders become the most fruitful, espe-

cially when young, as in this case. The crops in all the houses,

Mr. Johnston said, had been good ; at the time of our visit

the fruit was entirely over. The trees were pictures of health,

perhaps a little too vigorous in some instances, a tendency

Mr. Johnston was attempting to check by allowing the red

spider to have its fill—a questionable practice, some will say,

for repressing excessive vigour, and at first sight it may seem

so, no quarter to the red spider being the common watchword ;

yet we have ourselves at times employed the same evil agent,

and been benefited.

Pine Apples are not so largely cultivated as might have been

expected. The young and succession plants are grown in some

narrow low brick pits, which we were rather sorry to see occupy-

ing the position they do in front of the principal plant houses.

These old-fashioned structures ought to be banished from all

good modern gardens, for they are only fit for growing some

rough bedding plants or common Cucumbers. In the long

range of three-quarter span-roofed houses, the fourth from the

end, measuring 40 feet long by IG wide, and of considerable

elevation, contains the fruiting Pines, which are plunged in

fermenting material in the front half of the house, there being

a walk down the centre. Here Mr. Johnston had some splendid

examples of Queens, which when fully ripe would average

5 lbs., and the whole stock was exceedingly healthy and sturdy,

altogether in fine condition. The back part of this Pine stova

is devoted to the culture of Bananas (Musa Cavendishii),

planted out, having plenty of heat supplied to their roots, which,

and a copious supply of moisture, seem to be the principal

requirements of these fruits. The temperature, &c., of the

Pine stove seem to suit the plants admirably, for here they

were producing some magnificent clusters.

Another house in this range, of about the same dimensions

as the last, is devoted to Figs, the trees being planted out in

the borders, and grown like so many Gooseberry bushes. This

idea is very good, yet we fear the result will not be so gratifying.

Figs when planted out thus become so extremely rampant,

that it is scarcely possible to keep them within bounds, or to

make them fruitful. Here, although the plants were still

young, and but lately turned out of pots, the shoots were far

too gross for fruit-bearing. To fruit Figs successfully, they

must either be grown in pots, or, if planted out, allowed plenty

of scope, and then when aged they will bear profusely. Brown
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Turkey, or Lee's Perpetnal, White Iscbia, and White Mar-
seiliea utias White Oenoa, seemed to be the most prodactire

;

and Castle Kennedy, Mr. Juhnston stated, bore a close resem-
blance to Brunswick, although larger, and positively refusing
to bear in a young state.

Melons are grown to great perfection by Mr. Johnston, and
occupy some of the three-quarter span-roofed houses of this

range, which are particularly well adapted for the purpose. A
length of about 80 feet, divided into four compartments of

20 feet each, was tilled last season, three compartments with
Melons, and one with Cucumbers. These houses, or pits as they
might be called, are about n or lU feet in height, and 10 feet in

breadth, having a pathway in the centre, and in front a bed
about ;) feet wide, heated by hot-water pipes below; in this

the Melons, &o., are planted. They are trained to a trellis

overhead, and thus magnificent crops are produced. Melons
and Cucumbers have a charming appearance when grown in
this way. The soil in which they are grown is the same as

that used for the Vines, and it seemed to answer exceedingly
well, for more healthy and vigorous Melon plants we scarcely

ever remember to have seen. With regard to the soil, Mr.
Johnston said it appeared to suit almost every plant, every-

thing growing with much vigour in it, and certainly his pro-
ductions did not belie the character he bestows upon it.

We now come to plants and flowers, which do not occupy
nearly such a prominent position in these gardens as fruits

;

but they tra sufficiently numerous, and, in general, so well cul-

tivated as to form an important feature. The firtt two houses
in the centre of the maguiticent vinery range, one on each side

of the middle entrance gateway, are stoves 40 feet long, 22 feet

wide, and 18 feet high. In the centre of the houses is a flat

slate stage, with a walk all round, and narrow stages in front.

These houses are principally occupied by ornamental-foliaged
plants, very good examples being present of various Palms,
which we are glad to see coming so much into cultivation,

Ferns, Coleuses, &c. A prettily-fruited plant of Podocarpus
purpureus, with its charming light violet berries, was very
striking. Planted-out and trained to the back wall were some
remarkably large and tine plants of Allamandas, which when
in flower must be glorious. Euphorbia jacquinia:flora grown in

the same manner, had made shoots upwards of 10 feet in

length, fully 4 feet of which seemed to be set with flower-buds.

This is a chaste and charming flower at all times, and as the
smallest portion is always pleasing, what must be these plants

of Mr. Johnston's when they are in full flower? Four feet of a
floral garland of this gem I Fancy a plant 10 feet in height, and
as much in diameter, leafy to the ground, and full of flowers.

Bongainvillea lateritia and spectabilis were also doing well,

and on the roof various climbers were growing vigorously, the
flowers of Passiflora kermesina enlivening the scene with their

pleasant tints. Shading is provided for these houses by hang-
ing up in the interior, close to the roof, broad pieces of thin

tiffany. This when fixed in a graceful sort of festoon is very

pretty, and prevents the disfigurement of the houses outside by
covering them up, as is generally done, with tattered shading.

In the other range of houses, the centre three-quarter-span

is called the show house, a sort of conservatory of greenhouse
flows rirg plants, 40 feet by 22 feet in width. Here were a very
fair assortment of Pelargoniums, &c., and some plants in full

flower of that pretty gem Statice profusa, which is always to

be seen in such abundance at Dalkeith. To the right of the
show house is the Camellia house, of the same dimensions ; in

this the Camellias are planted-out in beds, which in a few
years will prove very beautiful. Three smaller houses at the
extreme end of this range, corresponding to the Melon and Cu-
cumber pits at the other, are devoted, one to the propagation
of bedding plants, another to collections of small stove plants,

and the other to Heaths, &c.

We would just notice, in conclusion, that the whole of the
hothouses at Glamis are heated by one boiler—a tubular
saddle, manufactured by Messrs. G. H. & 0. NicoU, of Dundee.
It is composed of twelve 5-inch tubes, and its length is 10 feet.

The extent of piping attached, Mr. Johnston informed ns, was
about 12,000 feet, and the whole or any part of this enormous
extent can be heated with the greatest ease. How many
hatsful of coals may be required to effect this our informant told

ns not. Here is a boiler, however, about which little fuss is

made, with the powers of a giant, and we would recommend it

to the attention of our "bigwigs" in that line. We would re-

commend them to take a look at this before introducing any
more of their multitudinous fancy foime, which serve both to

perplex and to mislead the public.

We recommend our readers to visit Glamis, and see its noble
Grapes ; they will there meet with a kindly welcome from ita

talented gardener, Mr. Johnston, who is a credit to his pro-
fession. We thank him for our own kind reception. We only
hope we have done justice to our self-imposed task—a task
begun on a day of fog and rain, raining as it can only do
(sometimes) in Scotland—a "day of real Scotch mist."

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.—No. 'i.

Early in the summer of the present year I decided upon
devoting a holiday to the examination of Tallentire Hill, an
elevation which, under diSerent names, stretching from east to
west, separates the valley of the itiver Ellen from that of the
Derwent. For this purpose I left the early morning train from
Carlisle to Maryport, at I'earham Bridge station, about two
and a half miles eastward of the latter town. I sauntered
along the banks of the Ellen for some distance without discover-

ing much to interest me in a botanical point of view, except,
perhaps, the pretty heads of Anthyllis Vulneraria, or Lady's
Finger, which seemed to spring up spontaneously upon the
loose banks of the disintegrated and mouldering rock which forms
the slopes of the railway cuttings and embankments of the line

over which I had travelled, and which runs parallel to the river

for some miles towards the Maryport end. On the southern
bank of the river, where the elopes are pretty abrupt, and where,
in consequence of the steepness, largo patches of similar debris

appeared quite destitute of vegetable covering, the idea suggested
itself to me that, supposing this plant possessed any value as a
grazing or forage herb, it might be utilised by cultivation in
such situations.

On reaching Crosby Mill I crossed the river, but before quit-

ting its banks I stopped to admire the rugged and broken
manner in which the carbonifereus strata of rocks appear de-

nuded at various points of my morning's walk along the valley.

Had great upheavings of the'earth's upper crust not taken place,

much of the mineral treasure of coal, lime, building stone, Sec,

which now constitute the wealth of the neighbourhood, must
have remained hidden at unattainable depths. Pursuing my
walk I next ascended a ravine down the bottom of which a

small brook, almost dried up at the time of my visit, flowed in

the direction of the river. 'The slopes were covered with under-

wood, principally composed of Hazel intermingled with the wild

Dog Rose, several varieties of which were in full blossom.

Under the shade of this bru.-h wood I found the Sanicnla europaea.

Wood Sanicle, growing in profusion. A few stems of Serratula

tinctoria. Saw-wort, were also springing up at intervals, though

the flowers were not yet developed. At the top of the ravine,

en its western side, was a patch of springy turf, the glossy

green of which was relieved by spikes of the bright yellow

flowers of Genista anglica. Petty Whin. Along the edge of a foot-

path, too, I noted an abundant growth of Plantago maritima ;

but its flower spikes had not made their appearance.

A little way higher up I found myself upon the high road,

which I followed up to the village of Tallentire, on entering

which I saw some old hedgebanks of rude stonework apparently

raised by bygone generations, covered with the pretty little

flowers of Geranium lucidum. Shining Cranesbill. The leaves

and stems, as well as the flowers, showed a glowing crimson tinge,

which contrasted well with the framework of grey lichen-covered

stones, that pushed their venerable heads at intervals through

the surface of the bank ; all the more graceful that no work-

man's hammer or chisel had sought to rob them of Nature's own
polish. Turning sharply to the left, and ascending a steep in-

cline, I found myself at the white stone quarries from which

much building stone is procured. The strata of rock appear

much distorted, and the working of the quarry must be a task

of considerable difficulty. A little way above the quarry, on

the sloping bank, studded with Cowslips innumerable, I found

a few fronds of Botrychium Lunaria, or Moonwort, a species of

Fern occasionally met with in elevated pasture ground like that

on which I was just entering, and where the soil is seldom very

fertile or the herbage luxuriant. A little to the southward of

the summit level I stumbled upon a bed of the pretty dwarf

Dark-winged Orchis (0. ustulata), just peeping above the

scanty herbage of the " Tamities," as the extensive pasture is

called. Some of the clusters of imperfectly developed flowers

appeared at first sight more like little maroon-coloured fungi

than Orchids, such as a nearer examination proved them to be.

Following the summit level along the ridge, I greatly enjoyed

the fine prospect on both sides which my elevated position com-
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manded. Among the crevices of the loose rock, which cropped

up here and there lilte the ruins of some long line of ramparts,

I gathered specimens of a plant which I had not previously

noticed in my rambles. This I discovered to be Poterinm

Sanguisorba, or Salad Burnet, a plant which I have since

found growing plentifully among the crevices of the limestone

rock, particularly in places where the rock had been long since

sscavated for conversion into lime.—H.

GARDENS AJVTD GARDENING AROUND
HASIBURG.

Whilst on our visit to the Great International Horticultural

Exhibition at Hamburg in September last, -which -was fully

reported on in our colunms at the time, we took the opportunity

to look around to spy the richness, not the nakedness, of the land

—to visit some of the principal seats and gardens of the nobility

and merchant princes of Hamburg. At the time of such a great

and exhaustive exhibition as this was, embracing as it did nearly

every plant and article coimected with gardening, and supported,

as it was, in the most liberal spirit by all horticulturists in the

immediate neighbourhood, the time of our visit was so far iu-

opportime—the main treasures of the establishments for the time

being were gracing the great Show, so that much in the way of

cultivation which we might otherwise have noted has on this

account to be passed over.

Visitors to Hamburg by steamer are most favourably im-

pressed with the exceeding beauty of the country surrounding.

Entering on the waters of the magnificent Elbe (a river soine-

what in the character of our own Humber), about seventy miles

from the mouth of which H amburg is situated, we have on the

right hand, on the south, the province of Hanover—low, fiat, and

uninteresting, as seen from the river, with an enormous extent of

forests in the distance. To the left hand, on the north, lie the

Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein, which have of late years

obtained not a little notoriety through the war which took place

between Denmark and Prussia for the right to impose taxes

n.pon and draw soldiers from them. These were a few years

ago a portion of Denmark ; now, like Hanover, they are

Prussian territory. For some distance the country is flat and
uninviting, but within about twenty miles of Hamburg the

ground rises considerably immediately along the bank of the

river, and the most lovely scenery commences, reminding one

not a Uttle of the Thames at "Richmond, or rather Rich-

mond Hill from the Thames. Here is the West End of

Hamburg; here Hve the aristocratic portion of the great mer-

chant city, like our own "upper ten," away from the din and
bustle of money-making ; and we feel bound to admit that for

situation, for beauty, for shelter, and for extent of landscape,

there are few such places to be met with as this delightful river's

bank. Here we spy, as we speed along, a pretty little villa or

two, half hidden by the fresh green trees, or maybe the Roses,

Clematises, &c., which are covering its walls, and the glorious

beds of Pelargoniums, &c., in front, with the grassy bank
sloping down amongst the trees and shrubs to the terrace by
the river's bank ; there a stately mansion with its towers and

steeples, its more broad and spacious lawns and terraces, its

beautiful gardens and long ranges of hothouses, all, all exposed

to our view. Fro'm Blankenase, the first place we touch, the

most thickly populated, and perhaps the most beautiful, to

Hamburg, is one long succession of these pretty villas and

gardens, to visit which we must proceed from Hamburg by the

high road through Altona, the town part of Holstein adjoining

Hamburg, forming to the stranger part and parcel of one city,

although under different govenmient, Hamburg being as yet

one of the free or Hanse to^vn3 of Germany.

NEDMUHLEN—ALTONA,
THE RESIDEKCE OF FILIU SENATOKCf DONKEE.

This is an extensive and most pleasantly situated place near to

Altona, on the banks of the river Elbe, the grounds in some
places sloping nearly at right angles more than 100 feet, and
clothed with fine old trees, Oak, Beech, Elm, &c., of great

altitude, and with fine clean stems for 70 or 80 feet high. These

fine trees show the quality of the soil, and give a rich appearance

to the place. Herr Reimers, the very intelligent obergartner

(head gardener) here, speaks English very fluently, having

resided some time in this country, so that Englishmen meet here

with the greatest courtesy, as, indeed, is the case everywhere.

The sloping nature of the ground gives a very diversified style

throughout the place, portions of the gardens being on one level

and some on the other—a sort of terraced style. On one side of

the mansion we have low shady dingles or dells, the tall trees

overhanging, and pretty Uttle streams of water twisting natur-

ally along amongst the rocks, and Ferns, and Pampas Grass,

and Conifers, c&c, the whole being extremely pleasing. The
house itself stands a Uttle higher, overlooking the river, with its

troops of pleasure boats, and huge merchant steamers, passing

continuously. A smaU terraced elope immediately fronts the

house, and it was tastefully planted with the usual bedding
plants, amongst which Iresine Herbstii looked exceedingly well,

and Snowflake proved the best variegated Pelargonium. Around
some of the beds was a sort of festooned chain about 2 feet in

height, neatly covered with a very pretty little-leaved Cucurbit

named PUogyne suavis. This is a style of ornamenting flower

beds peculiar to the Continent, which we have seldom seen

adopted in this country. Here a score or two of fine, green,

leafy, dwarf, bushy plants, quite covered with bloom, of that

much-neglected but exceedingly beautiful plant, Torenia asiatica,

attracted our attention ; many have given up the cultivation of

this plant, owing to its tendency to red spider and mealy bug,

cultivated, as it has always been, as a stove or warm greenhouse

plant. Here in Mr. Reimers', and in many other gardens round

Hamburg, it is cultivated with the greatest ease in pots plimged

out of doors during the summer months, much in the same way
as we do Salvias, and in autumn, when the flowers begin to open,

removed to the greenhouse, where it flowers to perfection, and
nothing can exceed the lovely appearance of its pretty blue

flowers.

Another plant cultivated here in quantity for decorative

purposes, and almost unknown in this country, is Haemanthus
puniceus. Its singular-looking umbelliferous scarlet flowers

have a fine effect. It has been found, where tried, somewhat
diificult to flower. Mr. Reimers succeeds by keeping the plants

rather pot-bound, and in the cold for a time ; then, to induce

flowering, they are placed in a temperate house. Great quantities

of smaU flowering plants are cultivated here for house decoration

in convenient houses for the purpose. CamelUas were especially

fine, likewise Epiphyllums by the himdred, double Primulas,

Begonias, and Salvias, of which S. Suchettii was considered a

very great improvement on S. splendens.

Mr. Reimers has also the advantage of a fine orchard house

for the cultivation of Peaches in pots, and most abundant were

these fruits here last season. The only fault that could be found,

itself a serious one, was the too heavy crop on the trees. The
trees, which were of the common bush kind, in 15 and 18-inch

pots, had some of them three and four dozen fruits of very fair

we are afraid, however, that the quality would not be

equally good. Quantity with quaUty can never be had with,

fruits.

We caimot notice all the interesting features of this place. We
dare not, however, pass by a small but exceedingly valuable

coUection of sculpture in a building near the conservatory,

executed by the great Danish sculptor, Thorwalsden, that of the

Three Graces, in solid white marble, being considered the finest

ever executed, and of a most fabulous price. Sculptmre being a

sister art of gardening, we recommend all fond of the beauty of

form, who may have the opportunity, to view Thorwalsden's

Three Graces, the most perfect model of the most beautiful form

in creation.
(To be contlBued.)

RENDLE'S PATENT GROUND VINERIES AND
PLANT PROTECTORS.

My attention has just been called to an article in your paper

of the 16th inst., signed by Mr. Edward Luckhurst. In it he
recommends that ground vineries should be constructed of

wood and glass, because wood is cheaper than earthenware.

He says that his carpenter can produce deal boards IJ inch

thick, 12 inches high at the back, and 8 inches high in the

front, at Is. id. per running foot. I do not know how he in-

tends to fix the glass to these boards, but he will find a great

difficulty, unless he infringe my patent rights. This idea is

not a new one, because I well considered the subject in all its

bearings, and my first models were made of wood, and exhi-

bited by me at the Royal Horticultural Show, at Leicester,

in the year 1863. But wood wiU not answer. In the first

place the top groove must be at least l* inchdeep, so that

each pane of glass can be " shunted up " into it so as to free

it from the under groove. His deal boards, therefore, must

be at least 3 inches thick, and this will double the cost. In

the next place, how does he contrive to fix his deal boards in

the ground ? They will not stand by themselves. He must
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have fonr iron bolts with screws to bind them together, and

these woald cost aboat 3.<. to every 3-feet length on the lowest

calcnlation.

Your correspondent has evidently not seen my latest tariff,

in which I offer to supply the ground vinery precisely similar

to that used last summer by Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth,

with 21-oz. glass, 24 inches wide, at Is. Id. per foot even in

10-feet lengths ; but if Jlr. Luckhurst will give me an order for

500 feet, I will supply him at Is. 3(/. per running foot, glass

and all, and pay the carriage to his nearest railway station.

There is no aomparison between wood and earthenware.

Wood in boards would warp and split ; wood would only last

a few years, and then it must be well paiuted, not with two

coats, as he suggests, but with at least four coats. The glass

could not be fixed except by a glazier, unless, as 1 said before,

he nullities the patent laws. On the other band, earthen-

ware is, as I have shown, much cheaper than wood ; the earth-

enware protectors are most durable, they do not require any
paint or putty, the glass can cosily be replaced without any
skilled workman, the ventilation is perfect and complete, and,

above all, the tiles retain the heat of the sun, which is slowly

given out at night. I think I have said enough, and if your

correspondent will only take the trouble to try them, ho will

find that all I have said is true.

In conclusion, will you allow me to say that I shall be happy
to send a single 10-feet length to anyone who may wish to try

the new system ? and I am convinced that we sIihII be able to

compete with the foreigners, and produce all kinds of early

fruits and vegetables as easily and economically as they are

enabled to do.—W. Edgcumue Resdle.

ONCIDIUM ROGERSII.

The genus Ontidium is a very extcnsire one, abounding in an

immense number of small as well as large-flowered species. The
former, however, have not found much favour with the majority

of Orchid-fan-

ciere ; neither

can this be won-
dered at when
there is such a

vast number of

really fine kinds

which give dou-

ble the amount
of pleasure for

the same outlay

of trouble and
caie. Amongst
the many Ime
forms of this ge-

nus which have

been introduced

to our gardens

the one now
under consider-

ation certainly

stands in the

front rank, a for-

midable rival to

even the majes-

tic 0. macran-
thum.

Oncidium Ro-
gersii is a native

of Brazil, but
from what part

of that country

I am unable to

say. It was in-

troduced by iJi.

Henry Rogers,

of East Grin-

stead, in whose
stove it first

bloomed. It has
hitherto flower-

ed in the au-
tumn months,
but from the fact

of so few speci-

mens existing

in this country,

and its native

habitat being
unknown at pro-

sent, the exact

time of its flow-

ering cannot be
definitely stated.

In general ap-

pearance 0. Ro-
gersii resembles
0. bifolium, but
upon a gigantic scale, for in the present plant the growths are

as large as a pigeon's egg, and bearing upon their sunmiits a

pair of somewhat stout dark green leaves, whilst the black

markings wbioh are so characteristic of 0. bifolium arc found

also upon the pseudobulbs of this plant. The flower-spike at-

tains a height

of about 2 feet

and is much
branched, bear-

ing in the case

of the specimen
from which the
accompanying
figure was taken
seventy of its

brilliant flowers

(a being one of

the natural size),

whilst other
plants have pro-

duced spikes

bearing as many
as 170 blooms.

The sepals and
petals are very
small, bearing

indeed about the

same proportion

to the lip as do
those of 0. bi-

fohum to the lip

in that species;

the lip is flat and
spreading, deep-

ly two-lobed in

front, rich gold-

en yellow in co-

lour, and mea-
sures from 2 to

2} inches in dia-

meter.

It appears to

thrive in the

same tempera-
ture as La>lia

purpurata and
other similar
plants, and
grows admirably

in a basket sus-

pended from the

roof of the Or-

chid house, pot-

ted in good peat

and sphagnum
moss, with the

addition of some
charcoal for

drainage.

This truly

grand plant is at

present solely in

the possession of

the Messrs. Yeitch, the eminent nurserymen of Chelsea, which

is a suflicient guarantee for its being carefully preseried and
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increased to meet the eager demands which are sure to be

made for it as soon as it shall have become known to the Orchid

world.—ExpERTo Crede.

CLIMBING FERNS.
The Lygodiums are slender but fast-growing climbers ; their

foliage is particularly light and graceful in appearance. Thi-y

so quickly make specimens, and have such a chaste and beautiful

appearance, that I have often wondered they are not more

generally grown. They are of scandent habit, admirably

adapted for training up the rafters, pillars, or walls of ferneries.

I grow some of mine a yard high, in the shape of a pyramid, and

they have a most charming appearance when placed here and
there about our fernery. Others I grow in baskets suspended

from the roof. I have had them quite 3 feet in length, growing

downwards, and as compact as when they have a pole to climb

up. Some I have up the rafters of the house. Grown in either

way they command attention. Some of them are noble climbers,

and as such, I think, have been too much overlooked by culti-

vators. With ordinary care they become very luxuriant, and
have a most picturesque effect. I have some which I shall shift

into 1 -sized pots shortly. I give them plenty of drainage;

I put a large piece of crock over the bottom of the pot ; I then

put a layer of sandstone and charcoal ; on this crocks broken
very finely, then the compost—peat, loam, cocoa-nut fibre, and
silver sand. In this they succeed extremely well, and have well

repaid me for the care bestowed on them.

Lygodium scandens, a most lovely Fern from the East Indies,

is a very fast grower. I have, in a 12-sized pot, a specimen

3 feet lugh, hanging over the edge of the pot and running up to

a point. It would go higher if required.

Lygodium flexuosum is a very beautiful species, also a native

of the East Indies.

Lygodiimi palmatum comes from North America, and is a

lovely Fern ; I have a beautiful specimen of it. To-day I

thought, when looking at it plunged between Nothochlajna

aurea and Cheilanthes elegans, what lovely contrasts they
formed.

Some Perns are sub-scandent in habit, and Selaginella cassia

arborea is one of the handsomest and most distinct creepers ever

introduced to the Fern house. I have grown this variety as a

pyramid to 6 feet high ; I have also had it growing at one end of

my swve, which it very soon covered. It requires to be shaded

from the sun.

Selaginella lievigata is a most splendid climber, the foliage is

of a bright lustrous blue, especially when not exposed to too

strong sunlight.

Selaginella cajsia makes a most beautiful specimen. I have
grown it in my Cucumber house, and I have seen it at oiir shows,

7 or s feet high.

I have invariably found these gems well repay one for the

care bestowed on them ; they are very cheap, and I have noticed,

in showing anybody round, that these were the first to be

remarked. From their style of growth , they form a very pleasing

relief placed at intervals in stoves or ferneries.—F. P. L.

Mr. William Barnes.—This well and long-known sncoess-

fal cultivator of plants died on the 22nd inst., aged nearly sixty-

one. He was at one time head gardener to Mr. Hanbury, Tbe
Poles, Hertfordshire, and carried off many prizes for tbe plants

he exhibited at the Chiswick shows. Eventually he became a
nurseryman and florist at Camberwell, where he died. He
was brother of Mr. J. Barnes, tmtil recently the head gardener
at Bicton.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

All nnoconpied ground should now be tnmed-up by rough
digging, trenching, or ridging, regulating these operations ac-

cording to the nature of the soil and the character of the
preceding and contemplated crops. This is, however, more
a month of preparation than of active operations, and much
will depend upon tbe state of the weather. All sorts of work
which can be done under cover should be well forwarded in

bad weather, and hard frost will afford opportunities fir wheel-
ing all sorts of manures and composts. Look sharply after

Cauliflower plants under hand-lights, as well as Endive,
Lettiicrs, and liadislus in cold frames, protecting them with
straw or reed covers, or spruce branches. If not already done

seize the earliest opportunity of mild weather to sow a crop of

Peas and Beans, choosing established early varieties. Someo{
the strongest roots of early Hliubarb might be covered with
pots or boxes, and sufficient leaves and litter from the stable to

produce a gentle warmth ; this would save injuring the roots

by removing them for forcing, but where there is a good stock
of roots this is of little importance, and is hardly worth the
trouble and litter which it causes. Prepare ground by heavy
manuring and trenching for fresh plantations of Asparagus,
Eliuharb, and Sea-kale, and remember that the ground: j;

them can hardly be made too rich.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pruning orchard trees will now require attention. It is a

matter too frequently neglected, and the result is that the
heads of the trees become so crowded with wood that a crop of

fruit, except on the extremities of the outer branches, cannot
be expected, and the thicket of worse than useless spray which
the trees have to support, is injurious both to the size and
quality of the fruit, as well as to the general health of the
trees. Where this state of things has been permitted to exist,

advantage should be taken of the first opportunity to give the

trees a careful pruning, thinning-out the inner branches
severely. In the case of large branches being cut off, the sur.-

faoe of the wound should be neatly trimmed- ofi with a sharp

chisel and covered with a coat of paint. Persevere while the

weather is mild in forwarding all necessary operations as

regards wall-fruit trees, such as priming, nailing, dressing, &c.

Continue the renovation of old borders as opportunity offers.

See that pyramid and bush Pear and Apple trees have the

necessary pruning, and dress orchard trees with quicklime to

destroy moss. The most efiectual cure for this, however, is

thorough drainage. Push forward all kinds of wheeling while

the ground is in a proper state. Soils of a heavy character are

improved by working and exposing them to frost.

FLOWER GARDEN.

During changeable weather like the present, little can be
done as regards the regular work of this department, but where
alterations are contemplated—such as making new walks, new
flower beds, or renewing the soil of old ones—they should be

forwarded whenever the weather will permit. Holes for plant-

ing choice shrubs or trees may also be prepared by removing
the bad soil and replacing it with a compost suitable for the

plants, and even where trees are planted and not growing well,

the soil may be carefully removed from the roots and replaced

with better material. Should frost set in cover Auricula frames

with two good mats, giving air by tilting the lights whenever

possible. Should the plants at any time be frozen allow them
to thaw gradually, without being exposed to the action of the

sun's rays. Those who have not obtained the necessary nnm-
ber of Ranunculuses to make up their beds, ought to do so

without delay, as the period for planting will soon arrive. If

the beds have not been already formed, perhaps the simplest

and best way is to excavate the soil 2 feet deep and put in

6 inches of decayed cow dung, covering with maiden turfy loam
to the depth of 12 inches, the remaining 6 inches to be equal

parts of loam, leaf soil, and sand thoroughly incorporated. In

the reserve garden, beds containing autumn-sown annuals would

be the better of having a few branches of evergreens stuck into

them to shade the plants from bright sunshine after frost,

which has often a very injurious effect, and to protect them
from drying winds.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORV.

Where proper means are allowed, the conservatory should

soon be becoming gay. Chinese Primulas, Daphnes, early-

flowering Heaths, and similar plants, which should be in

flower, make a good display. Large plants of Rhododendrons

or Camellias that have been some time in their pots or tubs,

will require more attention than is generally given to them.

Weak tepid liquid manure may be afforded them occasionally

with advantage. In addition to keeping the conservatory gay

with blooming plants, let the arrangement of the house be
occasionally changed by grouping the plants somewhat differ-

ently, and adding a few striking ones for effect. Hyacinths

should be protected by a frame ; as they begin to grow remove

the plunging material' down to the surface of the soil to pre-

vent them rooting upwards. Mignonette will require attention

to keep it from damping. As with the exception of forced

plants most other things are now in an inactive state, the

temperature of plant houses should fall to its minimum point

consistent with the safety of the various inmates ; as has often

been insisted on, hardly anything can be worse for the de-
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velopment of a liealtby vigoroaa growth in plants, than sab-

jaoting tbem to a high temperature at the present dull season.

Where Acbimenea are required to bloom curly, a few pots may
now be slarled for that purpose. About 40 will be a good
temperature for the conservatory when not attached to aittiui;-

rooms, and used for the purpose of wintering large specimens
without plants in bloom ; but where a supply of store plants in

bloom is constantly kept up from a forcing-pit, which is abso-

lutely necessary in every large estabhshment in winter, the best

heat is 4;j°. Cinerarias, which are great ornaments in this

house in winter, are thirsty plants, and should bo well attended

to with water; they are also Uable to the attacks of insects, and
must be well looked after. Chinese I'rimroseB are likewise

very ornamental, and ought to be cultivated in quantity. As
regards soil, two parts of rough leaf mould, and one of well-

decayed cow dung, with a little sand, suitu them best, and in

this they like plenty ot moisture.

STOVE.

All stove plants should now bo quite at rest, and in that

state .'i.')° is quite high enough for them in cold weather. No
more water should be given at the roots than will keep

the leaves from flagging, but the atmosphere should be kept
more or less moist. A high aod dry temperature is much
more injurious to stove plants than any cold tbey can suffer in

a temperature above 4'/'. The usual mode of inducing shv-

blooming plants to prodnco flowers is to cramp their roots.

We have no such control, however, over Orchids, for if we con-

iine their roots we disarrange their economy, and endanger
the existence of the more delicate kinds ; but as most of them
will exist in a dormant state for many months, if moisture be
withheld from their roots, we can compel them to alter their

natural time of growth to suit our seasons ; spring and autumn
growth should, therefore, be discouraged by this means with
all tlio shy-blooming kinds. The experiment should commence
now by keeping them as cool and dry as they can bear for about
sis weeks, and in spring by increasing the heat as the season
advances, but still withholding water till early in the summer,

j

and then giving it only when their buds are ready to start. ;

Young iStanhopeas are more difficult to flower than established i

plants, because they are more susceptible to changes of tem-
perature or moisture. At this stage they may be made to grow
in any month of the year. From now op to the beginning of

May give as little water at the roots as is consistent with the

health of the plants, and up to the middle of February 5!^" will

bo the proper temperature.—W. Keake.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WTSEK.
KITCHEN GiRDEN.

Vcedii, Hp/usc, Decaying VcnrtahUs, dr.—We have several

times, as a mere matter of profit and loss, advocated the fer-

menting and partially decomposing all rough vegetable matter
instead of burning it. In the latter case the various salts which
remain after combustion are the chief fertilising substances
left, and though they go in little space and act more quickly,

we do not consider that for land in general they can act as fer-

tilising agents, and in heavy land as mechanical agents, in an
equal degree to such material after it has passed through a

process of fermentation and partial decomposition. We can
see a case in point before ns every day, and would wish that
our readers in general, and our agricultural readers, amateur or

otherwise, in particular, would note and turn their attention to

it, and either approve or give their reasons for disapproval.

No good cultivation can be carried on whilst the land is

permitted to carryacropof cjuc/ .'irasi, and other rough grasses

and weeds, as what supports them takes so much nourishment
from the cereals which wo grow for onr own support, and the
aaatenance of domestic and farm anitaals. The best mode of

dealing such land of couch and other grasses we do not
advert to ; the best time is when the land is under fallow, or

under preparation and tillage for a Turnip crop, as it is next
to waste time and seeds to sow Turnips in nncleaned. un-
worked land. It is to what is made of the large quantities

of such couch grass frequently obtained that we would draw
attention. Generally by harrows, forks, and baskets it is col-

lected, with more or less earth adhering to it, in heaps, and
then is burned and the ashes spread on the ground, the ashes
being chiefly valuable for the alkalies contained in them ; and
on stiff land the soil will be more benefited by the burnt earth.

or quite as much as if the same quantity of sharp sand had
been added. Now, in the case to which we refer, innumerable

cartloads of creeping-rooted grass had been carted oQ the land
and piled in a huge heap ; drainings from the dung and the
farmyard had been ponred on it, a little farmyard manure and
quicklime were .idded and mixed with it—a little salt would
have done no harm—and now, when this huge reeking fer-

menting heap is being tamed over, it is easily seen that
every bit of the conch grass will be killed and a great amonnt
of manure obtained, only inferior to that which comes from
stall-fed fattening oxen, ,1'C., under cover. We consider that
for obtaining a large heap of fertilising manurial material,
this is about the best mode of taming a bad enemy into a
good friend. What say our practical readers ? We yearly
burn what is noxious, but so far as ultimate economy in fer-

tilising material is concerned, we think it is better to char
prunings, twigs, ic, than to bum them, and that it is better

to take vitality from weeds, annual and perennial, by giving
them a high temperature from fermentation and decompcsition,
instead of burning them.
During autumn, winter, and spring, in the garden of the

amateur, the cottager, with his garden close to the cottage, and
in the plot of the allotment-holder, it is very common to see
heaps of vegetable refuse, weeds, ic., burned into ashes, and
that where manuring material is very scarce. In many villages

little manure can be obtained, except what comes from the
cottage and the garden itself, as for reasons into which we
need not now enter many proprietors and farmers object to

their workpeople keeping a pig, one of the best of good mannre-
makers. Under such circumstances, the cottager with his gar-

den contiguous to the cottage has a great advantage over the
holder of an allotment at some distance, as he can make so

much better n.'^e of everything in the way of dust, sweepings,
slops, Ac, from the house, and weeds and decaying matter
in the garden. We have been gUd to see such a burning
heap of Cabbage stumps, haulm, weeds, &c., as that was much
better than having them lying about pollnting the air with
their gradual decay ; but we could not help thinking that the
ashes thus obtained were a poor substitute for a nice heap of

decomposing material, the fnriching properties of which had
been prevented escaping, whilst much of what was fertihsing

could be added every day in the way of dust, suds, and slops.

However the most fastidious may dislike dirt in all its forma,

we should not for°et that it becomes valuable when kept in its

proper place, and put to its proper use. Such a dirt heap
should be at a considerable distance from the cottage, if n9t at

the farthest end of the garden. When there i.? no heap, a
sunk barrel or a hole well puddled should be made to receive

all slops and dirty water, to be kept in reserve xintil there is

a heap, or vegetables growing to receive it at once. Such a
heap is best made in the form of a parallelogram, so that

one end may be pretty well sweetened and decomposed before

the fresh end has begun to ferment much. On this heap
the slops from the house and the accumulated rich water may
be frequently poured, and a sprinkling of earth over the place

will keep in most ot the good properties, and prevent them
evaporating, or even tainting the air. Of deodorisers, dry
earth is the best and cheapest. Having the heap at a little dis-

tance from the house is so far a disadvantage, as it involves

more walking to it : but then it keeps all about the homestead
sweet and clean.

Some time ago. on passing several blocks of cottage buildings,

we had to use our handkerchief to shut up temporarily the

orifices of our nasal organ, there was such a lot of strong-

scented waters making a channel for themselves by the sides of

the road. We looked over the fences, and did not see a single

heap or hole in the grouped gardens. We could not help

thinking that that water, decaying weeds, &-C., would have
added some 10 or 20 per cent, to the produce, and thus done
good instead of being a nuisance. One word more and we have
done for the present. We have alluded to a hole for saving

the slops when they cannot well be applied to the ground or

heap. Partly, no donbt. for this purpose, some carefal cottagers

make a good-sized hole, and everything, as weeds, stomps,

haulm, as well as slops, Ac., goes into it to decompose together.

This is, no doubt, much better than doing nothing, but we do

not consider it so good as forming a heap chiefly above ground
;

first, because much of the best properties of the heap are dis-

sipated in the air ; secondly, because if the watery part at all

preponderates, yon cannot by any process of dust or earth-

sprinkling prevent unpleasant exhalations; and, thirdly, the

material when dug out o! such a hole, is not so sweet and
mellow as when taken from a hsap that has stood drier, and
not been subjected to anythit;g like a foetid morass system. We
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should, however, like to have the opinion of others more ex-

perienced in m&liing the most of all such refuse from the house
and garden. In this we shall aU agree, that every weed that

grows in a garden, when cut up, fermented, and decomposed,

will help to give vigour and luxuriance to something more valu-

able. The chief point here to be guarded against is, that all

seed weeds, with seeds approaching ripeness, should by heat or

otherwise have the vitality of the seeds destroyed, or along

with the means of increased fertility we may, in the number of

perfect seeds taken back to the ground, give ourselves extra

labour in eradicating them. The seeds of Groundsel, Thistle,

and some o;her weeds, are not easily killed in a fermenting heap,

and if the seed in these is formed, though not half ripe, it is

safest to take the tops to the burning heap. A good strong

plant of Groundsel just showing flower, if merely cut np and
left in a shady place, will often perfect its seeds.

Remembrancers.—It is a good thing for us that the year is

divided into bo many landmark periods, as thus our habits of

observation are brought into play and quickened. Many a gar-

den receives an extra clear-up, that all may be nice and clean

at Christmas, and the New Year. Many a cottager who would
be ashamed of such things in May and June, is in danger of

having decayed haulm, refuse, and plenty of weeds in his

garden in winter. When we do anything well, we are apt to

forget how long it has been done. A fresh-arranged house will

be looked upon as a fresh-arranged house for weeks afterwards

;

it may be, when it ought to be freshened up again. It is some-

times desirable not to look at every thing and place too often.

We then more easily detect what is amiss. What breaks in on
the everyday monotony tends, therefore, to greater nicety, and
neatness, and good management. An anxious amateur, then a

bachelor, had his attention directed to the glass roof of his pet

house. It required no shade, there was quite enough of slime

and the lower forms of vegetable life. " Dear me ! what a state

it is in ! There must have been an ill-natured magician here.

It is no time since I had it thoroughly cleaned—not a spot left on
glass or woodwork." But the no time honestly reckoned up,

turned out to be fully twelve months, and during that time, if

our friend thought at all of his glass roof, he thought of it as

fresh-cleaned. If a certain fair-haired fairy had merely hinted

the honour of a visit, would not the glass, plants, walks,

grass, and everything out of doors and in-doors, had a regular

inspection and cleaning? We fear that without breaks and
spurrings-np, many of us would be too like our friend with his

glass. Work done to-day is too apt to be looked upon as done
for days, weeks, and even months afterwards.

Earthed-np Cabbages, put dung over Asparagus in rows, and
protected Cauliflowers and salading. Placed more Sea-kale

and Rhubarb in heat ; the first gatherings from pots were very
j

good. Watered the Mushroom bed with cow dung water as

previously stated, spawned another piece, and laid the earth on
loosely at first. Kept up successions of small salading, pro-

\

tected Broccoli where forward, sowed Radishes and Carrots on a

BUght hotbed, and set a number of Potatoes in small pots on a

sUght bed in the Mushroom house, to start them, and to

be transferred when several inches high to frames. Mice
are our chief enemies to Strawberry plants. Endive, and Cau-
liflowers. Much against our will, we have been obliged to

poison a number of them. It is bad policy to use poison in

any enclosed place, and especially in a dwelling house. A dead
mouse which you cannot get at, is much worse than a living

one, however mischievous.
Fr.UIT GAEDEN.

Used great care in watering Straicherry plants swelling and
ripening fruit, especially when manure water was used. As to

plants beginning to move a little, too much care cannot be

taken to keep the water from falling on or lodging about the

crown or bud. It is bad practice to water in or at the centre

of a pot containing a plant of any kind. It often ruins fine

plants by causing gangrene or spot on the stem. It is safest in

every way to sail the pot round the sides. One reason why many
of our best old gardeners used to have the collars of their

Heath plants raised considerably in the centre of the pot was,

no doubt, owing to the difficulty of getting them watered with-

out the water being lashed against the base of the stem. The
same object can be attained with the plants no more elevated

than usual, with good drainage, and careful watering, making
the water flood round the sides instead of falling at the centre

of the pot. Those Strawberry plants we have under old sashes

have just the smallest amount of bottom heat, and plenty of

air in mild weather. In iH forcin'j it is best to give time, and
allow the rise of temperature to be very gradual. In such

cases as Vines, Peaches, and Figs, after cleaning, &c., a little

more moisture, either in the air, or by the slight use of the

syringe, assists the buds to swell and break more regularly ;

but a week or two more time in bringing them to this state

will not be time lost in our latitudes, where most of the pro-

cesses of vegetation proceed very gradually. A gentleman well

acquainted with cold northern latitudes, where almost imme-
diately on the melting of the snow there is at once a rapid

and even somewhat luxuriant vegetation, owing to the sun's

power in the short summer, once asked us how it was that

having heat at command we could not effect equally sudden
transformations in our houses. We fear any reply we gave was
far from satisfactory. We doubt if any reason could be given

now much better than that "such a thing is, because it is,"

and experience proves that a sudden transition from a low to a

high temperature is one of the best means of neutralising

successful results as respects the forcing of fruit and flowers.

ORNAIIENTAL DEPAKTMENT.

We must refer the reader to last week for the general work
of cleaning, planting, itc, the latter work likely to be stopped

by frost and a rising barometer, but affording, if the frost con-

tinue, a good opportunity for carting, wheeling, pruning, cutting

wood, and ice-collecting.

Calceolaria Cultinijs in a cold pit are now beginning to root

—quite early enough, as they will not stand quite such rough

treatment afterwards, as they will need more light and air.

Except where a mouse has nibbled a few, and a solitary spot

where four or five close together have damped off from no

assignable cause, and thus have left a few inches square empty,

not a cutting has yet gone wroug, or shown signs of doing so.

We should have liked as well if the general rooting had been a

little later, as the plants must be kept stubbier afterwards, or

they would injure each other before we could move them to

temporary beds. Up to Christmas-day some beds of Aurantia

multiflora which we had left out of doors were quite fresh and

green, though they had had 12° of frost. How they will stand

the present frost time \iill show.

The most forward Chinese Primroses are in full bloom, and

then, and even in any case in dull weather, they are easily in-

jured by drip, watering overhead, or even drenching the centre

of the plant. Much trouble is frequently experienced with begin-

ners in inducing them to water at the sides of the pot, so as to

wet the ball without wetting the collar of the plant much or

at all. In a cold house, where Grapes were hanging, we were

anxious to have a number of small pots looked over, and a

little water given, where needed, carefully with the spout of a

small pot, but to anything but our satisfaction the standing

ground was as much drenched, snd the leaves as much wetted

all over, as if a large watering-pot had been used with a rose,

without the least idea of sparing the water. Such treatment

as the above would scarcely suit anything in a low temperature,

with, perhaps, the exception of Cinerarias showing their flower-

stalks strongly. At all times this plant relishes a damp, cool

standing place. A high temperature will cause it to bloom
earlier, but a high temperature and a dry atmosphere, or dry-

ness at the root, or very great dryness on the standing place,

are fruitful sources of green fly and other evils.

Looked over cold pits and frames. The great enemy for

December and the first part of January is damp, especially

when frames such as ours are used, standing over old exhausted

hotbeds, as damp ia more likely to rise than when frames

stand on raised solid platforms without any old decomposing

material beneath them. Every bit of damped or decayed leaf

should be carefully removed in a fine mild day, and all the air

and sunlight possible given. lu frosty days the airing should

be very moderate, and chiefly at the back. The sunlight, with

its heat, will not draw up the plants weakly. Plants set on

ashes, &c., will need but little watering. Still the plants will

want looking over ; and when a few pots are rather dry, if the

waterer cannot make sure of his hand so as not to give too

much or spill any beyond the pot, it will be good pohcy to_ lift

all the few pots out, water them outside, and when well drained

replace them. After having cleaned and fresh arranged plants

in pots in a frame, removing the dampish surface and replacing

it with dry ashes to assist in securing a dry atmosphere, it

is not the most pleasant thing to see a thoughtless wielder o£

the waterpot slushing them all over with a rose as if it were

the month of June, and thus neutralising all the well-meant

efforts to avoid too much damp. With a little of such care,

plants in cold frames and pits are often less subject to damp
than in low-temperatured houses, as the frames, &a., can be

covered up in cold nights, and thus the plants will escape the
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dsmpisg that arises from drip—the resnlt of condensed mois-
ture on the inside of the glass.

For similar reasons in all houses where there is a low tem-
perature, pay from 40' to 15° as the average night temperature,
whilst care is taken that Camellias, Cinerarias, ilcc, should
have enough of water, care should also be taken to spill as little

on the floor and paths as possible. In general the vapour rising

from the surface of the pots and floor will prevent anything
approaching a too-dry atmosphere in the house. Even in nights

of very severe frost it is often better to let the temperature of

the houfe sink fi' lower, but so as to be safe, instead of raising

the temperature at all above the average with lire heat, as the

higher the temperature inside the drier will the air be, and the

more greedily will it suck up vapour from every source, and
then, as the greater the diliurence betnccn the inside and the

ontside temperature, the greater will be the condensing power
of the glass, and. consequently, it no means be taken to prevent
it, the greater will be the amount of drip all over the house.

From Inattention to these facts, we have seen houses after a

frosty night with the roofs dripping like a shower-bath. With
some attention to these details, we had some line Camellia

blossoms as regularly marked all over from the drip from iron

bars as if a painter had dotted them. A safe but comparatively

low temperature inside, when it is very cold without, and care

in not using an excessive amount of water in watering, are the

simplest preventives to excessive drip from roofs, and thus

economy in fuel and labour too are our best helpers. AVe are

well aware of the importance in this respect of canvas covering

to arrest the free radiation of heat from the glass ; but, then,

many of us are glad to have the glass without venturing to have
these coverings, which prove very expensive.

We know the importance of double ///d.-s yuufs in this respect,

more especially when tire air enclosed between the roofs is

almost still and shut in, but that, too, has some drawbacks
j

besides the extra expense. We are convinced that, united to
]

the simple remedies referred to, a continuous sheet of glass

without laps will be a great security from drip, more especi- i

ally when by such a plan as that of Mr. IJeard the glass has I

the means of safely contracting and expanding. But as the
'

simplest plans will ever prove the best, we have little doubt

that ere long comparative warmth and freedom from drip will

be secured by using a lighter-coloured and much thicker glass,

though this will involve the necessity of stronger roofs. As

Applofl v; Bleve
Apricots doE.
CuorriuH lb.

CheRtntits basbel
C arTHuts ^ ftleve

Blaek do.
FlKB doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..qnsrt
Grapes, Uotboaso . lb.

LamoDS lUO
Moluns each

FEurr.
d. s. d

to 6

14

1

6
10
8

Hnlberrlcs .... qnert
Nectnrlnes doc.
OraoRU 100
Penches doz.
Pears, kitchen . . doz.

dessert .... doi.
PiDo Apples lb.

Plams H sieve
QiiiDces doz.
Rnspberrles lb.

Strafrberrles .... lb.

Walaat* basbel 10
do 100

a. d.
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if you did so, then the boiler would scarcely have power cDongh. There
will be no difficulty iu heating nil your bouses by one boiler, if the boiler

be placed iu the lowest position, nnd, as you sttite, the lowest heating
pipe is a foot or more above the top of the boiler. (>ne of the easiest

modes to do this is to lake one main flow and return from the boiler to

the farthest house, rising all the way a little, and then take otT, by valves,

others to each bouse to heal as you wish. Wo have no doubt that placing}

two 30-iuch saddle boilers together in one furnace, and connectiugtheir
flows and returns, would give you ample power for what you want ; but
still, keeping in view what is stated above, instead of placing these

boilers end to end, we would place them side by side, and thus have two
furnaces instead of one, with one chimney; the pipes connected as you
suggest, but with the means of shutting off or putting on the circulation

flt pleasure. Then in ordinary weather one boiler would bo enough, but
when wanted you could use both, and having two you would be much
safer. Where anything like forcing early, or a high temperature is re-

quired, wo should not like your 8d-ineh saddle-back to do more than boat
from 500 to Coo feet of piping ; but the lower the boiler, and the higher
to the farthest house, the more work it will do.

Herbaceous Plants {Hnbticf'on'!).—OI the list of plants you forward,

Bome of them are incorrectly named, and the spelling of some very bad.

All are perfectly hardy, and suitable for a mixed border in the flower

garden. The soil, we apprehend, is not very heavy, but, on the contrary,

inclined to be sandy, and well drained. If the soil were heavy thoy
would probably not succeed. Dianthus may mean a Pink, Carnation, or

Picotee, but which we cannot say. Iberis Tenoreana, white, April and
May, 1 foot. "Libtus" is, perhaps, intended for Lotus corniculatus
fiore-pleno, yellow, June and July, 1 foot. Spirajo japonica, white, June
and July, 1 to 1 foot 6 inches. Linum flavum, yellow, 1 foot, June and
July, requii-es protection in cold situations, and a well-drained soil.

Saxifraga ceratopbylla may be the " horned Saxifraga," white. 9 inches.

May. Aubrietia deltuidea variegata, bluish lilac or pale purple, March
and April. Cheiranthus Marsballi, orange, 1 foot, March, or earlier if

mild weather. Allium variegatum, white, inches, June. Statice

Gmelini, blu#, 1 foot, July. Primula cortusoides, deep rose, 6 to 9 inches,

May and June. Physostcgia speciosa, pink, li foot, July.

Cdcuiubers Unfruitfdl (K. K.).—li is remarkable that the plants have
not shown fruit before this. Some plants unstopped grow a great length
before fruit is shown. Something must be radically wrong, for though
the stopping would have induced fruit at an earlier stage, allowing the
shoots to grow unchecked would not necessarily bring on the sickly state

of the plants. We have known plants do well under the treatment you
describe, but we should not like to trust to unstopped plants for fruit.

Is the soil sweet? If the plants are heaUhy, cut them back to near the
bottom of the trellis ; but whether or no, we should cut them down, and
at the same time raise plants. When you see the result of the cutting-
back, you will be able to detarmine whether it will be better to retain the
old plants, or remove them and plant fresh.

Old Kitchen Garden Seeds {A Subscriber).—Old seeds arc so un-
certain of germination, that we do not advise them to be used. The
seeds which you have by you of last year's stock will almost all to a
certainty grow if they were new, or of the preceding year's growth, when
yon had them. As you do not know how old they are, we cannot tell you
which seeds will and which will not grow ; but wo advise you to tako a

dozen seeds out of each packet and sow them in pots, placing thorn
where there is a gentle heat, and when the plants appear you will know
which are good, and you can frame your seed list or order accordingly.

Sloping Bane (B. £.)—To mow it easily with a scjrthe, or for two per-

sons to moT it with a machine, to look well, and not burn in hot weather,
the perpendicular height, a to b, being '<i feet, b to c, the base, should be
6 feet. Slopes are generally made much more steep than that, but thoy
neither look well, nor are well suited for the growth of the grass.

LiLiDM AUEATuai PoTTiNG (M. ff.).—The beet time to pot is when the

stems decay. In potting, take care not to injure the roots, picking away
the old soil as far as possible without breaking the roots. Potting miiy

be done now, but better a couple of mouths earlier. It should not bo
deferred until the plants are beginning to grow, as the roots are then
active, and there is a risk of their being needlessly injured ; still you may
pot at any other time if care be taken.

Ink for Zinc Labels {Idem).—One drachm each of sal ammoniac
powder and verdigris, half a drachm of lampblack, and ten drachms of

water, make an indelible ink for zinc labels.

Glass for Frames {Clericiis).—2l-oz. sheet glass is not too thick

for garden frames, it is the most suitable for the purpose ; the third

quality would not bum the plants.

Specimen Chrysanthemums (/</' */i).—We shall presume that you are

in possession of well-rooted cuttings in March, with single stems only,

and take out the point when 8 inches high. Pot them at first in pots

4i inches in diiimeter, and when these are full of roots, and before they
become very much matted, transfer the plants to7-iuoh and then to 9-incb

pots, or, if very large specimens are wanted, to 11-inch pots. Allow no
suckers until the flower buds show, and stop the laterals when they have
grown 6 org inches, repeating it again in July. The pots should be set

on ashes iu an open situation, and bo well supplied with water, not allow-
ing them to flag from want of it. When the pots into which they are last
put booomo filled with roots, watef twice weekly with liquid nuiuuro, and
gradually increase the frequency of its application till it is given ovo^
day. The shoots, as they advance, should be tied out as far apart as
possible, to admit air and keep tho plants well furnished. Upon the
tying depends much of tho beauty and size of tho plants. It should bo
frequently attended to, and be contiuuej until tho plants show for flower,
and then you can dispose of tho shoots with regularity. Take care that
the plants do not root through tho hole in the pot. Allow them plenty
of room to keep them from becomiug drawn to one side. Use a compost
of rich turfy loam two parts, and one piirt old cow dung or well-rotted
manure, and to every pock add a quart of bone dust. Good drainage is

necessary. Do not water with liquid manure after tho flower buds aro
as large as a sixpence. Sprinkle the plants with water overhead
every evening, and after the buds show, night and morning until those
expand.

Snowberry (T/y >->).—This hardy wbito-bcrriod shrub common in olJ-
fashioued gardens is Symphorioarpus vulgarir^, a native of North America.

Camellia Culture {Ciimcllii').—li is not advisable to repot and cat-in
the head at the same time. Wore tho pot full of good roots wo woald
advise an opposite course; but as the soil is bad, the plants so uverpottod,
and the roots in bad condition, first lake away all tho old soil pos-
sible, saving every piece of good root, aud then repot in the smallest pot
the roots, iVc, will go into, draining well, and using equal parts of
sandy llbrous loam and heath soil with about a third of silver sand, the
object being to obtain good roots. Plunge these pots into a sweet hotbed
that will give a bottom heat of 80 and a top beat in tho house of from
50"' to &i) , the first object being to secure good aud fresh roots, and for

this purpose the head should be kept rather cool and syringed to encou-
rage tho rooting. When you find tho roots growing frooly and strongly,

and reaching the sides of tlio pots, then prune in tho top likewise, and
gradually raise the atmospheric temporaturo to 70 or 75 , with atmo-
spheric moisture in proportion. The mode you propose for taking water
by means of a tap and small pipe into a gutter will answer, only if you wish
the water to circulate in the gutter the return pipe at tho farther end
should communicate with the rnturn pipe and not tho flow. The gutter
must bo properly arrau;»ed for the purpose, or it will overflow if the tap
he not nicely regulated. I-'rom the position of youi* pipo yon might easily

fill the gutter from the one pipe, and then shut the tap. Of course you
would thus have hot water in your gutter at once, but so much cold water
mnst be added to the main pipes and boiler. With gutters fixed on tho
warm pipes yon will have plenty of evaporation by merely keeping thorn
supplied with water.

Vise Shoots {AWorkiitff Mechanic).—VJe see nothing tho matter with
the wood, unless having rather too much pith. The wood is not large,

but still it would bear well, as it seems firm, though wo like to see littlo

pith. The joints being without buds is a difl'erent thing, and that ami
the pith are most likely to arise from one of two things—want of drainage
in the border, or want of moistuj'o in a dry summer. With such a light

border it would bo well to mulch with something rich in summer, and if

secure of drainage give the requisite moisture. You can havo any back
numbers free by post for 4(1. If many were wanted you could order

them through a bookseller, or liave them sent by rail. Wo can recom-
mend the " Vine Manual," which you can havo from our ofllce for 2*. 8d.

in stamps.

Cherries for South or Scotland (.'/ Poor LaJv).—Tho two stan-

dards should be Black Hearts, the pyramid Belle d'Orleana, and the wall

tree Black Tartarian.

Names of Fruits (H. J»(i(c;i(!,s).—Your Pear is Arbre CourbO. (T.R.).~
Your Pear is the Croft Castle, {C. C. £.J.—2001, Dumelow's Seedling;

2001. Russet Sweeting; 2005, Federal Pearmain ; 2006, Holland Pippin ;

2009, Rymer; 2010, Royal Codlin; 2011, Tower of Glamis. Olhers un-
known and in bad condition.

Names of Plants (Forfiruvr).~Th6 Conifer is Finns Smithoana.
There is a plant called Grislinia Uttoralis, but we cannot identify it with-

out seeing a flower. (Subscriber, Southampton).—ChimonauihuH fragraOB.

(Uocfor).— Zygopetalura Mackayi. {A. B. .-f.).—We believe your supposed
Fern to be Pedicularis sylvatica. Are not your supposed spore-cases

so many patches of a small parasitical fungus V (D. il/.).—Adiantum
pedatum, Doodia Innulata, a Polypodium (send us a better frond).

Davallia novic-zealnndio.' does well underlgreenhonse treatment, whilst

among others to suit you may lie named I), canariensis aud pulchella.

The plants known as Leucostcgia immersa and L. pulchra, now included

in the genus Dayallia, are very beautiful and do well in a greenhouse.

Ferns mature their spores at difi'erent seasons, each according to its

species. Collect the spores as soon as matured, and sow immediately

afterwards. {TTot. S|.—1, Catasetnm tridentatum ; 2, appears to be^Epi-

dendrum dichromum ; and !i. E. aciculare. (FiliCis).—!, Solaginella

Braunii ; 2, Pteris cretica albo-Uneata ; 8, Polypodium areolatum ; 4, Hy-
polepis tenuifolia; 5, Pteris erotica (typical form); C, Nephrolopis

exaltata. (J. i?.).—We take your Cattleyu to be a very fine form of

C. granulosa.

METEOPiOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Subm-bs of London for the week ending December 28th.
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POtXTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHRONICLE.

NOTES ON THE BlUHMAS OF lero.

DoRiNO the pact twelve montbe 1 have received eo many
letters of inquiry on diaeient points from readers of my ccm-

munioations on ibis breed Bonie time eince, undtr my old eig-

natare of "Nemo," tbat I have thought a few later notes may
not be nnaccef table. I do not go into personal detaib, but

simply record my impresfions of the progrees and present state

of the two varieties, as they appear generally to one who is at

all events a cuiefol and li^ving btudent of them both.

First, they are both mating way. 1 have always regarded

the Briihma, not as by any means a perfect fowl, or in all cir-

camstancea even the best ; but still as, on the whole, the

"Shorthorn" among poultry breeds. Time is justifying this.

In numbers they now stand either nearly or quite at the head

in most poultry shows.

During the past year the birds have perceptibly gained in

size. When I formerly wrote, I hud to ask that more attention

should be paid to this point. Such a hint would not now be

needed, ilany birds have beeu shown this season really

enormous. Mrs. Hurt's seoond-prize Dark cockerel at Bir-

mingham weighed lljlbs. ; one of my own weighed lllbs.;

and I am sure there were ai leabt a dozen over lOlbs. ; one cf

the pullets weighed 9 lbs. This could not have beeu said even

twelve months age, and I am glad to record that we are getting

back to the stanaard of the grand birds formejly shown by Mr.

Teebay. I hope yet to see a cock that shall weigh 20 lbs.

Leg leather, too, is ccmiag back, and I am glad to see it.

Very oiten, no doubt, hocked parentage has been employed

;

but hooked cccts may be bred from without injury, if used

with judgment and caution. In too many cases plucked hocks

still appear ; but I am glad to be able to say that the judges

nearly always detect them now, and the fraud does not pay.

On the whole, I think the Light variety has improved the

mast during the past twelve months, probably because—Will

ilessrs. Pares and Crock pardon me, I wonder '/—they stood in

most need of improvement. They are larger, shorter on the

!eg, much Letter in feather, and iiitinitely better in combs.

The cocks, too, show mere of that intangible but valuable

quahty called " style." It is pleasant to see that some of this

work has been done by new exhibitors, with ladies in the

number. There never was a jear I remember so many new
names added to the best class of competitors in all breeds

;

and those of older standing whom they have beaten in the

friendly fight, will be those who will bid them most hearty

welcome to the poultry fancy. There will be " cutting" work

in "Lights" next season.

I make two remarks on the Light variety. The first is,

there is some approach to jtllcw in the cocks of late—let this

he shunned. The second is, that it seems to me both breeders

and judges are now looking after rather more stripe or colour in

the cockerels than formerly. I quite agree, for plenty of mark-

ing is half the heauty of Light Lrahmas. They are not White

Cochins. 1 givti my own impression from seeing the classes

and the judging. 1 may be wrong, l.ut breeders wiU do well to

at least bear the suggestion in mind in analysing the judging

for themsblves, as all good Ireeders do, and, if I am found

correct, to choose their slock aoooidicgly.

Many of the Dark birds this year have shown too much
length of leg. 1 would never bo too parlicalar about short

legs in a cockerel. I like a fine bird to have legs, but I have

seen a good many really beyond moderation. It is a dangerous

fault, as I can say from personal knowledge, it leads to coarse-

ness of iieth. Moreover, it is much harder to "breed out"

than it is to bring in. 1 hope breeders will beware, and keep

within bounds.
Fashions change, even in poultry, as I have often been

amused to see. The brown colour in Dark pullets some ex-

hibitors used to like, is just now quite "out of court," and

even the light Silver-Grey has haidly been seen this year,

while the "newest style for the season" seems to be what I

may call a "dead grey." My own individual fancy has al-

ways been for the darker, rich, green-black pencilling Mr.

Teebay used to breed; but 1 do not dislike this. Many of

Mrs. Hurt's pullets show the dead grey colour to perfection.

The splendid grass run her birds have does wonders for them,

and they are Lard to beat.

In Dark cockerels and cocks I have been almost pained to

notice a most eerious fault, in the shape of a nasty yellow

tinge. It was disagreeably evident even last year, bat this
season has increased to a very great extent ; the hackles and
saddles of at least half the prize birds, instead of the beautiful
silvery white we used to see, being of a dingy yellow, Uke a
very dirty Canary. I did not precisely agree wiih Mr. Boyle in
every point of colour, but be certainly did almost always show
cockerels of a beautiful silvery white, which is only too rare
this year. I venture to ask the attention of the judges to this

great blemish, feeling quite sure that if not checked, one of the
chief beauties of the breed will soon be lost, not to bo easily re-

gained. The yellow I speak of must not be confounded with
the effect of the sun, which will tan all birds as the plumage
gets old, but which ought to show little effect at this time of

year. It is singular that the yellow in the cocks has come in

simultaneously with the "dead" grey of the pallets ; and it is

worth inquiry whether there may be any connection. I am
inchned to think not ; but if there is, I venture to say, that to

sacrifice the beauty of the cocks for the sake of the pullets

will be found a great mistake. I only note the fault as a
serious and unsightly one, asking the attention of both breeders
and judges to check its increase.

White in the tail has also, I am sorry to see, much increased

among Dark cocks, and I have a shrewd suspicion whence it

comes. I think myself this fault should be ahnost a dis-

qaalification. I do not say quite, because to disqualify ab-
solutely a fine fowl for anything but real deformity is always
injurious. But it ought, in my ophaion, to coOnt seriously

against a bird, and I would never keep a cock in my yard that

showed it. Dorkings are never considered birds of feather;

but certainly Brahmas are, the pullets being chiefly judged by
their plumage, and if so, a fault so utterly disgusting as white

feathers in a tail which should be all black ought never to be
tolerated. It is worse, too, for the very strong tendency to be
hereditary. The fault never in my knowledge occurs, except

there has been a cross from a strain already tainted with it

;

and so far, I have been able to trace nearly every case to a

cross more or less remote from the stock cf one particular yard
some years back. Let this induce breeders to be careful how
they introduce it.

I only remark, finally, that there has been some tendency
shown of late by a lew judges to judge Dark pullets too much
by colour alone. The lirahma is a breed which should have
not only leg-feathers, but fluff and cushion, without which it is

as inferior as a Cochin would be similarly deficient, although
the conformation is, of course, quite different. I have seen,

however, with regret lately, many pullets win prizes appa-
rently for their colour, which had no more of either fluff or

cushion than a Spanish fowl. This is an error especially cal-

culated to mislead beginners who purchase prize birds ; and
with this caution, therefore, I conclude my notes on the more
striking peculiarities I have observed in " The Brahmas of

18G9."—L. Wr.icnT.

POULTRY-SHOWING.
Will you permit one who has hitherto been an outsider to

say a lew words on the most unseemly strife that has been

going on for some time in your columns about members of

committee showing, and about the whole subject of poultry

exhibitions? "Fie, gentlemen!" I would say; "shame to

handy about such charges ! Positively, it would seem from your

statements that exhibitors, committees, and judges were all a

company of the most arrant rogues going ; and I could only

hold up my hands in astonishment to see the snarling and ill

feeling that pervaded the letters written. " I know nothing of

poultry-exhibiting. I once reared fowls and rejoiced in my
yard ; and 1 have now commenced again, and won my spurs at

our East Ashford Show with a fine pen of Cii ve-Ga>ur8 ; but I

declare the pages of the Poiltrv Chronicle are enough to

frighten one from exhibiting—that is, if one believed the state-

ments, which I honestly confess I do not. I do not think my
fellow countrymen are such rogues. And now for the moot
point of committeemen exhibiting. I do not think there ought

to be a second opinion on this point. It seems a fine notion,

forsooth— ;mind, I am not a committeeman), tbat the gentle-

men who are interested in poultry in a neighbourhood, and

spend their time and money in organising a poultry exhibition,

should be subject to the annoyances and inconvenience."! which

are inseparably connected with such things, and then for some

iBzy dolce far lucnlc neighbour, who will take no trouble and

give no money, to come in and take off the prizes because

those most interested in it were shut out. Who ever heard at
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a flower show of any proposition for excluding committeemen

there from exhibiting? If such were attempted, I know from

long experience that there would not be a provincial show in

the kingdom ; and if this rule were adopted poultry shows

would soon become things of the past.

But people are disaatieiied, and think there is unfairness.

There are very few beaten men who can take a beating com-

fortably ; they must fell you how their shoulders ache, how
sore their back is, how very sharp the whip comes. I have

seen something of this at flower shows. I have seen a man
white with rage, not because he did not get a first prize, but

because another received an equal first with him. Therefore

I count these complaints as very little worth. There is one

thing which people do not take into account, and that is the

individual tastes of a judge. What I mean is this, that although

there may be certain well-defined points which every judge

must acknowledge, yet there is still a margin, in some classes

at any rate, to pave the way to differences of opinion, and

consequeatly diflerences in judgment. I would never think

of questioning the honesty of a judge, although I might ques-

tion his judgment, and I would never allow an appeal against

his decision unless in a case of proved unfairneaa in the exhi-

bitor.—D., Deal.

GAME FOWLS.
I THINK that the present breed of Game fowls as represented

at poultry shows has degenerated in many ways from the old-

fashioned breed. Many of the desired points cause the fowls

to lose both pluck and constitution. A long snake-like head

and a fine neck are necessary for prize birds. This has the

effect, speaking phrenologically, of causing the Game bird to

lose the organ of combativeness, for a thickish neck and a cer-

tain breadth at the back of the skull distinguish all fighting

animals. Again, length of limb, in order to make the bird

show in the pen, is sought after : and to attain this the weedy

cockerels and pullets are saved—birds which have a tendency

to be delicate, and so the constitution of the breed becomes
weakened. The feathering must be very short, close, and thin,

vrith a small tail, Now, to get the feathering short and thin it

requires a slender type of bird, but on good stout birds it is

easy enough to have the plumage short and close, but not thin.

People who have been used to seeing good-coloured cockers'

birds, when they see an exhibition bird on his run consider

him an ugly long-legged animal ; but the eyes of exhibitors and
the judges have become used to the present type of bird, and
if they see a good stout cockers' bird in a pen beside any exhi-

bition bird it is thought a coarse bird not worth looking at.

The exhibition Game fowl has lost so much constitution that

it is not a really valuable farmyard fowl, as the chickens are so

delicate and difficult to rear. People say that sending birds to

shows ruins the constitutions of the various exhibition breeds
;

but the true reason is, so many weak-constitutioned birds are

saved for particular points, that in time the whole breed begins

to lose its stamina. I think that if judges only judged them
as the type of the old fighting birds, instead of mere cage birds,

the birds would be hardier, more nseful, and not less handsome.
—Chabybdis.

A FEW WARNING NOTES.
'• Travellers see strange things " is an old saying, and I

may add, hear strange things. At Birmingham Poultry Show,
in the yard and at the hotels, I met and talked with, and heard
talk, many exhibitors—I wish I could say fanciers, but they
were so few that I think it will not be a very wrong designation

;

for several of them in my opinion had no pretensions to such
honour. I remember the time, and it is not so long ago, when
men, and women too, kept poultry and Pigeons for the very

love of them, looking at their beauties with delight, and priding

themselves on the purity and excellence of their particular

breeds—one celebrated for his gallant Game, another for his

heavy Dorkings, another for his superb Cochin fowls. Then,
again, the real Pigoon-fancier, who would exhibit with a glow
of pleasure the birds bred by himself, and which no money
wor.Id induce him to part with. But, alas ! what did I hear
at Birmingham y Where is the honour gone ? Now it is all

for profit, and money prizes, and cups. But in what way,
too ? I heard of borrowings and tendings, of buyings and sell-

iugs, of pluckings and weedings, of colourings and clippings,

tmtil I was fairly disgusted. Here are men getting prizes for

borrowed birds, and soon after we see advertised, " Birds same

strain as those which took first prize at such and such a show."
Then there is a cup offered, perhaps, at certain shows for the
winner of the greatest number of prizes in the poultry, and
another in the Pigeon classes. Where do these go to ? Why, to

the one who can and does borrow the most birds in many cases,

and so the good (though not overstrong as regards numbers in
the way of varieties) fancier goes to the wall. It ought to be
worded in the schedule of prizes, " A cup to be awarded to him
who can horrow the most birds."

But, as I have said before, the mischief does not end with
the show, for other birds are sent out often from the yards and
lofts of those exhibiting, with a statement that they are of the
same strain as those exhibited—in poultry I may add eggs

—

when in reality they are no relation whatever, but often bought
for the purpose afterwards. I heard of one man whose birds

took prizes and were claimed, and who straightway went and
bought others and advertised them as " Having some birds

left," &(!. Said some true fanciers to me, " We shall give up
shovring if this sort of thing is going to continue." Speaking
to one of the Judges, I asked, " Did yon find any trimming
this time?" "Why," replied he, " if all the feathers could bo
collected that have been drawn from the poultry and Pigeons
shown I should have a respectable feather bed."

I have read much that has been written by exhibitors

against poultry committees and judges ; but it is my decided

opinion that if they were not more earnest for the welfare of

the poultry and Pigeon fancy than many of the exhibitors,

poultry and Pigeon shows would soon come to a miserable end.

At Birmingham I heard that already men were beginning to

lay plans for borrowing for the London Show on the 15 th of

January at the Crystal Palace ; and I sincerely trust, and I

earnestly hope, for the sake of the honour and well-being of

the fancy and in justice to all, that these men will find

—

though they seek never so much—that these men will find no
lenders.

I write the above "without prejudice," and it is addressed
" to all whom it mav concern."

—

Black Domino.

TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE LONDON
POULTRY SHOW.

Pbay listen to my complaint. I am an ill-used bird. There

are my pied cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Houdan, honoured by a

separate class, while I am huddled in with any other French

variety. Any other, indeed ! Hear what my friend M. Jacques

says of me in "Le PoulaiUer :"—" This admirable race pro-

duces certainly the very best fowls that appear in the French

markets. Their bones are lighter ; the flesh firmer, shorter,

whiter than those of the Houdan. The Creve-Cosur is the chief

race in France for the delicacy of its flesh, the ease with which

it is fattened, and its earliness ; and I think that it is also the

first race in the world from these points of view." And yet I

am put in "any other class." I can say no more. My crest

is up, my anger great, and I can only add that I am

—

An
Indignant Cbeve-Cceur.

COMPETING COMMITTEEMEN.
I NOW understand what " Aliquis " meant to say in hia former

letter about local cups and the " coatingeucy " connected with them.

He states in last week's Journal that " the local cnp is far beyond his

(the foreign exhibitor's) reach by being made local." He ooght rather

to have said that the outside or foreign exhibitor is exclnded from the

local cnp. The words qnoted above have no other meaning. The

inference, then, to be drawn from this is that in all cases where a

local cup is offered there should be a general cnp in the same class, to

which the local cnp stood second ; otherwise, good b.rds from other

neighbourhoods must necessarily be exclnded also. Are local cups

offered side by side with general cups as a mle ? They are not. If

they were, surely in the interests of ponltry-hreediiig generally, and

financially as regards shows, it would be niore advantageous to give

the money, which would otherwise be devoted to local cups, in cups

for other varieties, in order to draw more entiance fees, more esii-

bitors, and finer birds. As for the hononrs of local cups, I have no

sympathy with Tritons amongst minnows. As to the probationary

nse of local cups, the "contingency " mentioned by " Aliquis " of

winning both cups, shows that the AU-England-cnp is, after all, the

test.
" An Ajiateur," quoting mv words, tries to turn them against me.

He says, " To carry the idea a'little further, a successful exhibitor also

becom"e3 a hireling" of the committeemen on his receiving a prize in

open and equal competition." Surely "An Amateur" knows the

difference between a fee and a prine, that the former is compulsory.
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that the latter is not so. A fee is a stipnlated payment of some kind or
another for work performed, the fnlfilment of vhich the labourer can
enforce by law if his work bus been properly done. Bnt the competi-
tion for ft prize implies no finch eugagemeut, neither can the com-
petitor enforce tbo award of the prize to himttelf, even if he may hare
fulfilled the conditions attached to tbo prize which baa gone to one
less deserving. Withont a wa^e and the condition of service insepar-
able from it, where is the hire V And without the hire, what becomes
of the alleged hireling ? If ail men were honest, it woald matter bat
little what position they hold ; but as it is not so, there ought to be no
vantage ground in competition, even if those having it wUl not con-
descend to use it. But if committeemen will cluim that vantage
groimd amongst exhibitors in consideration of their services and ex-
penditure, then they hire themselves to exhibitors for the inadequate
wage, I grant, of tbo chance of obtaining prizes ; and so, many become
hirelings in the strict sense of the word, which the outside exhibitor
can never be, even if he have tho spirit of a hireling. Exhibitors
unconnected with the official parts of shows are not more honourablo
than those connected with them. But this is no argument against ray
view. Opportunity may soon oifor itself for strictures upon them
(jnite as strong as those I have directed towards exhibiting committee-
men.
**An iRit^H Committeeman" gays, *' If a committeeman in his

capacity of unpaid oflicial were precluded from exhibiting, he would
have but two alternatives—namely, either to lose in a great measure
the pleasure he has in producing good birds, or to resign his position
as committeman." Surely tho " Irish Committeeman- " must mean
that the committeeman has only one alternative, which offers the
choice of two things, one of which only he can take as an alternative.

Bnt let that pass. I would not have noticed it had not the " Ikish
Committeeman's " letter assumed that he was settling the whole
matter. My answer to his dilemma is this, that if the committeeman
had no other show open to him he might have some appearance of
reason in his complaint ; but as this is not the case, he has not any
sufficient reason for losing the pleasure of producing good birds. As
well might a man say that he lost pleasure in bringing up his children,
because he mi<:ht not live to see the result. If, on the other hand, he
covets the distinctions which a local show vrHl afford, then I can see
no hardship in his ceasing to hold an office which is arduous and ex-
pensive, and, I fear, often thankless. As to the likelihood of shows
decreasing if committeemen ceased to compete for prizes, it must be
remembered that the numbers of committeemen who compete for
prizes is a very small minority, and that in proportion as shows in-
crease it will become smaller, because the increase wUl afford com-
mitteemen gieater opportunities of exhibiting their birds.

It only remains for me to remove an objection which has been urged
by several of your correspondents who differ from me. It is stated
that I cast a slur on tho characters of committeemen and judges. Let
me state most distinctly, that collectively I look upon both as pains-
taking, liberal, and honourable men, to whom exhibitors are much in-
debted. It is as absurd to say that I cast any slur upon the characters
of committeemen and judges, as it would be to say that the recent
reforms in the law by which clients are benefited are an insult to the
reputation of lawyers.

Mr. Wright thinks that I felt the force of " An Old CosoriTTEE-
^iAN's " supposed cases, and he puts them anew and in more definite
torms. He sopposes that at Birmingham Mr. Mapplebeck's and Mr.
Tomlinson's Buff Cochins had been debarred from competition, Mr.
Lane's Spanish at Bristol, and so on ; and he concludes that an in-

ferior standard of beauty will be held up for imitation. I certainly
did not feel the force of these suppositious when they were first put,
and I do not now, even when they are re-stated in more definite termp.
The only inference I can see is, that those exhibitors who are un-
known, and to a certain extent untried, would fear to venture against
such tried competitors ; and that, particularly in neighbourhoods
where there is but one great breeder of any distinct variety, the
standard would thus bo lowered instead of being raised. When the
race is easy the racer is apt to become careless, hence the great ad-
vantage of increasing the nnmber of shows, and particularly large
ones, such as Birmingham, Manchester, the Crystal Palace, i'c,
where local giants are not, by reason of their fame and strength,
likely to have it all their own way.
Mr. Wright, speaking of the probability that if committeemen were

excluded from competition they would resign their office, says—" I re-
peatedly notice that in most cases the withdrawal of a name from the
ranks of exhibitors is followed by retirementa from committees also,"
a^d he cites a case at Bristol tliis year. But this has nothing to do
with the subject. It will not do to illustrate local cases by general
instances. A committeeman is asked that he should not compete at bis
own local show, but is left free to do as be likes at all others. This
is not excluding him from general competition, or causing him to
cease to be an exhibitor ; therefore, the inference which Mr. Wright
would draw falls to the ground as applied to local exhibitors.
Have good judge?, says Mr. Wright, and we shall have good awards.

Of the two geiitltmeu he mentions, Messrs. Hewitt and Tttbay, I
will venture to say that they are not only good judges, bnt good, honest
men. Speaking of them as judges, how could Mr. Wright be led to
remark upon " the readiness of these gentlemen to oblige where they
ean?' There is, necessarily, so intimate a connection between the
judges and the working committeemen, freqnentlya pleasant and sociel

intercoarse on the evening preceding the shoir—which I would net*
however, see broken np— that the ittrongest and most Spartan wiU
might bo led to look with favour on birds, concerning which few exhi-
bitors, however houeat, would be capable of holding their tongucft in a
general chat on those sabjecta uppermost in their minds. This is

coming to tho root of the objection to competing committeemen.
There ought not to bo any opportunity to oblige. The verj- dispoti-
tion to oblige is dangerous. In thia sense Mea«rs. Hewitt and Teebay
arc. I have, no doubt, most disobliging. But it requires a very stem
will aid clear brain to keep out of the difficulty. Cages of liositive

fraud are, I hope, few and far between. It is admitted, however, on
all hands that they do exist, not only in committeemen, bnt also in
judges and exhibitors. Whatever removes the opportunity is most to
be desired. At present I touch only one of the above classe.'^, but I
seek to remove the opportunity which exists there. Public judging
will not do it. That would only increase the difficulty of getting
through the already too arduous work which judges have ; but private
judging should be private, and no committeeman ahould, under any
circumstances, accompany the judge or judges during their examina-
tion of the pens, and, above all, a competing committeeman.

Jlr. Wright's suggestion for a set form of words charging committee-
men and judges with unfair practices where these are supposed to exist,
" simuly to state tho facts," as he calls it, must have been written
in a harry. In the first place, who is to make the charge ? Who
is to decide that the person making the statement is not ignorantly
wrong or knowingly malicious ? What is there in the f'lrf that exhi-
bitor A conversed with judge B which can be taken as evidence ? And
can the statement concerning prizes, " evidently not deserving them,"
be called a fact ?

I will make a propofdtion to meet the case. It is this—Let com-
mitteemen exhibit at their own gbows free of all ex{.ense, their pens
being marked, " Not for competition. ' All that is contended for and
required by your correspondents will then be obtained. A standard of
excellence or beauty will be kept up. The exhibiting committeeman
will have a pride in displaying his birds before those persons who will

know verj' well whether they are better or worse than the prize birds.

Exhibitors would appear before him who never would have appeared
against him, and both might be benefited by the opportunities of com-
parison. Except in direct and secret fraud, over which the judge has
an entire control, there could not be any nnfairaess in the awards.

Committeemen would be beyond suspicion, and judges beyond the
opportunity of '"obliging."

It will require stronger arguments and more able advocates than
have yet appeared to cause me to alter my convictions on the subject

of competing committeemen, yet to those who hare appeared against

me let me hold out the hand and wish them in all sincerity a merry
Christmas and a happy New Year.

—

Egomet.

[We think this controversy may now close.

—

Eds.]

DURHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The following are the awards made at this Show, held on the 21st

and 2*2nd inst. ;

—

Dorkings.—1, J. White, Warlaby, Northallerton. 2. W. Bearpark,
Ainderby, Northallerton. Chfckens.—l, J. Shorthose, Newcastle. 2, J.
White.
Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff).—1, G. H. Procter, Durham. 2, J. Short-

hose. ChickenM.—l. G. H. Procter. 2, J. Shorthose.
Cochins (Anv other varietv).— 1 and 2, G. H. Procter.
Spanish.—1,'H. Wilkinson, Earby. Skipton. 2, W. Elliott, Bishop Aack-

land. ChickenK.—l, A. WHkinson. 2, W. Watson, jun., Darlington.
Brahma Pootkas.— 1, W. J. Robson, Newcastle. 2, R. Moore, Hetton-

le-Hole. Chicke)f<.—1, J. Shortho«te. 2. L. H. Ricketts. Banwell.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).— 1, BugUss 4 NVilliftmsou, Carr-

ville. 2, T. Home, Tow Law, Chick^iv.—l, J. Watson, Knaresborough.
2, J. Wilson, Whitworth Woodhouse, Spennymoor.
Game (Any other varietyj.— 1, J. Gibson, Stanhope. 2. J. H.Dawes,

Birmingham.
Hambdeghs (Golden-spaneled).-1. W. Bearpark, Ainderby, Northaller-

ton. 2, T. Mitchel. Mount Pleasant, Crook.
HAMBrnoHS (Silver-spangled).—!, C. Armstrong, Bedlingtcn. 2, G.

Stalker, West Sleekbiirn. Morpeth.
Hambcrghs (Golden pencLUedj.—!, W. Bearpark. 2, W. Hall, Sleek-

burn.
Hambceghs (Silver-pencilled).—1,R. Parson, Morpeth. 2, T. H. Read-

man, Whitby.
PoLANDs (Any variety}.—1 and 2, G.H.Boolhby, Louth. Chichcr: ..—I, C.

Walker, Boroughbridge. 2, G. H. Bootbbv.
Game Bantams (Any variety).— 1, BeUingham A Gill, BuruUy. 2, W.

Dixon, Sunderland.
Bantams {Anv other vpriety except Game).—1, G. Atkinaon, Croft

Station. 2, W. U. Tomlinson, Newark.
DccKS (Aylesbury).—!, W. Stonebouse, Whitby. 2, S. H. Stolt, Roch-

dale.
DrcKS (Any other rariety).—1, E. J. Jones, Patten, near Whitehaven.

2, S. H. Stott.
Selling Class (Any breed).—1, G. H. Procter. 2, T. Powell, Knares-

borongh.
TcBKETs (Any variety).-1, Mrs. Tumbnll. 2, Mrs. Minto, Hetton-ie-

Hole.
PIGEONS.

TrMBLEHS (Almond).—1 and Medal, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. 2, F.

Grab am. Birkenhead.
TcMBLERS (Any colour).—!, J. Fielding, Rochdale. 2,F. Graham.
Carbibrs.—Cocfrj.— 1 and 2, E. Homer, Harcwood, Leeds. H«nu--

1, E. Horner. 2, W. Massey, Spalding.
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PotJTEBS.—CocJ:».—1, E. Homer. 2, H. Brown, Walkeley, Sheffield.

Hens.—1 and 2, E. Horner.
Barbs (Any colour).—! and Cnp, E. Homer. 2, J. Fielding, jnn.

Trumpeters (Any colour).—1, W. B. Van Haansbergen, Newcastle.

2, E. Homer.
Fantails (Any colour).—!, E. Homer. 2, F. Graham.
jAConrNs (Any colour).—!, E. Homer. 2, W. B. Van Haansbergen.
TcHBiTS (Any coloarl.—!, E. Horner. 2, C. Vaux, East Boldon (\ellow).

Owls (Fonign, any colour).—!, J. Fielding, jun. 2, W. K. &B. O.

Blenkinsop, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Set f-STjPPORTI^g
Owis (English).-!, H. Brown, Sheffield. " 2^ W. K. & H. O. Blenkinsop.

Dragoons.-!, J. Parnaby. West Sherbam. 2, J. Richardson, Seabam.
Antwerps.— 1, G. Sadler, Boroughbridge.
ToMBLERS (Common).—!, J. Hawlev, Bingley. 2, E. Homer.
Balds and Beards.—1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, F. Graham.
Magpies.—!, W. R & H. O. Blenkinsop. 2, F. J. LeacL, Middlesborough.
Nuns.—!, W. Bearpark. 2, C. Vanx ; F. Graham.
Any Variety.—!, E. Horner.
Selling Class.-!, J. Cundale, Ripon. 2, J. Robinson, Darlington

(Nuns).
CAGE BIRDS.

Belgians (Clear Yellow).- 1, J. N. Harrison, Belper. 2, J. Baglass,
Belgians (Clear ButT).- ! and 2, J. N. Harrison.
Belgians (Yellow, Variegated, or Marked).—!, J. N. Harrison. 2, J.

Dnglas, Stanhope.
Belgians i Vwriegated or Buff).—1. J. N. Harrison,
Norwich (Clear Yellow).-1 and 2, J. Duglas.
Norwich (Clear Buff) —!, R. Pearson, Durham. 2, J. Dnglas.
Norwich (Yellow, Variegated, or Marked).—!, J. Baxter. 2, R. Pearson.
Norwich (Variegated or Marked).—!, J. Shield, Sunderland. 2, R.

Pearson.
Lizards (Golden-spangled).—!, R. Pearson. 2, J. N, Harrison.
Lizards (Silver-spangled).—!, J. N. Harrison. 2, R. Pearson.
Goldfinch Mules (Mealy).—!, G. Shield. 2, J- Baxter.
Goldfinch Mules (Jonque-marked).—!, R. Pearson. 2, G. Shield.

Goldfinch Moles (Mealy-marked).—1 and 2, J. Baxter,
Linnet Mules (Marked).—!, J. Baxter. 2, T. Hardy.
Canary Mules (Any variety).-!, R. Pearson. 2. J. Baxter,
Goldfinches.-!, R Pearson. 2, H. Nevison, "W'illington,

Linnets.—!, H. Nevison. 2, J. N. Harrison.
British Birds.—!, T. Allenby. 2, A. Milne.
Six Cage Birds in one Cage.—1, R. Pearson. 2, J. Stephenson, Sunny-

Side.

Judges.—PouJtni : Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood. Preston. PiqfOits

:

Mr. T. J. Charlton, Bradford. Cage Birds : Mr. T. Ridley,'North
Shields,

POULTRY AT THE GUILDFORD AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION'S SHOW.

This took place at Gnildford on the 13th and 14th inst.

Dorkings.— G)-fi/.—1, E. May. 2 and 3. J. Iverv & Son. Ckickrm.—
1, J. Ivery & Son. 2, M. Putney. 3, E. Mav. c, C. Pannell. White.—
1. A. B. Friend. 2, G. Cubitt, M.P. Elue.—l and 2, W. Franks, c, W.
Belcher.
Cochins.—1, J. Pares, Postford (Buff). 2, Curtis & Ashby (Bnff.)

Spanish.-! and 2, F. James, Peckham.
Brahmas.—!, J. Pares (Light). 2, P. Crowley (Light),
Game.—1, A. C. Crosse. 2, J. Pares (Black).
Hamburghs.—1, M. Roker (Golden). 2, J. Moon (Silver-spangled).
Bantams.—!. F. James (Game). 2. G. H. Gillam (Black Red Game).

7ic, J. Attlee (Black), c, — Martram (Duckwing Game) ; Curtis & Ashby
(Game) ; P. Crowley (Black).
Ducks.—1, J. Ivery & Son 2. Mrs. Norris. c, A. C. Crosse ; M. Putney

;

E. Burge; Hon. F. Crosse; E. G. Austen. Any varicty.—l^ J, Ivery and
Son, 2, Hrs. Norrlt.
Geese.— 1, W. Messenger, 2, Virgo & Son. lie, J, J, Stainton (Toulouse),

Oo^Unf}3.~l, W. Messenger.
Turkeys.-1, W. Messenger, 3, J, C. Ramsden. Poults.—1, W. Mes-

senger. 2, Countess Lovelsce,
Extra Prizes.—Any varicttf not exhibited in tiie above clasxes.—1, Rev.

J. Chilton (Creve-Comrs). 2, Hon. F. Scott (Houdans). Dorkings (White).
—Chickrn.i.—\, G. Cubitt. M.P. 2, W. Attlee. Dorkings (Blue).- C/iirAf as.

—!, W, Belcher. 2, W. Franks. Dorkings (Blue).—!, W. Belcher. Dort-
ing^.—1, J. Ivery & Son. Geeae.—1, Ivery & Son,

den. Fditfoiig.—!, J. Kemp. Conwnon.—1, J. Parker, Heokmondwikc.

Any other Variety.—1 and 2, J. W. Horstield.

Judge.—J. Dixon, Esq., Horton, Bradford.

HECKMONDWIKE POULTRY SHOW.
The eighth annual Exhibition of Poultry and Pigeons was held at

Heckmondwike, on December "iTth.

Cochin-China.— 1, J, & ¥. Brooke, Hnddersfleld, 2, J. R. Walker,
White Lee.
Brahma.—!, J. & F. Brooke. 2, J. Ledgard, Millbridge.

Game.—Black'bren.^ltd.—ly J. Fell, Adwalton. 2, J. Wilson, Calverley,

Leeds. Brou-n lie'l-i.-ly W. Fell, Adwalton, 2. H. Beanland. Oreii and
Blue Duekuingx.—l, W. Fell. 2, B. Naylor, Heckmondwike. While or

Piles.—1, R. & H. Walker, Gomersal. 2, W. Carver, Soutbowram. Black
or Brassy-wingii.-l, J. Brooke, Gomersal. 2, R. & H. Walker.
Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).—1, J. W, Wright, Cleckheaton,

2, Hainsworth & Fairbank, Farsley.
Any other Variety.—1, J. S. Senior, Dewsbnry, 2, W. H. King, Roch-

dale. Cock.-i, J. S. Senior, 2, J, FeU. Hen.-l, H. Beanland, Bradford.

2, J. S. Senior.
Bantams.—i?fij Oame.—l, G.Noble, Staincliffe. 2, C. Clegg, Heckmond-

wike. Duckiriiuf Game,—!, J. Hirst, Heckmondwike. 2, J, Spedding,
Chickenley. Black.—1, J. Waddington, Guiseley 2, T. Parker, Preston,

Heckmondwike. Tf7(i(c (Any other variety).—!, J. Kay, Staincliffe,

Pigeons.—.^n/ircri?,*.—!, J. S. Senior. 2, E. Wharton, Hightown. Oiris,

—1, J. 8. Senior. 2, J. W. Horsfield, Dewsbury. Dragoon.i.—1, J. Nutter,
Cleckheaton. 2, T, Kilbum, Batley Carr, Turbits.—l, J. Kemp, Hasling-

FALKIRK POULTRY SHOW,
This was held in the Corn Exchange, Falkirk, on the 24th and

•2Jth inst., and the following were the awards :
—

Spanish.—1, R. Somerville, Edinburgh. 2, W. C. Hardie, Carron. 8, J.

Fergus, Polmont. C/iickens.—1, J. Fergus. 2, R. Dickie, Alva. 8, W. C.

Hardie.
. ^ . ....

Dorkings (Anv colour).—!, D. Annan, Cupar Fife. 2, A. Cowie, Airdrie.

8, M. Edwards, llilton, Alloa. Chickens.—1, 3, and he, T. Raines, Stirlmg.

2, M. Edwards. „ ^ t, t
Cochin-china (Any colour).—!, A, Campbell, Largs, 2, (i. 1. Lyon.

8 W R Park Melrose.
Brahma Pootra (Any colour).—!, J. A. Dempster, Stirling. 2, H. W.

Pople, Perth. 3, J. W. Morrison, Kirkcaldy.

Scotch Greys.—1 and 3, W. Gibb, Nowarthill, 2, A, Johnston, Bath-

gate,
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).-! and he. J. Jardine, Kilmarnock,

2, Mrs. Brown, Abercairncv. 3, A. Robertson, ICilmarnock.

Hasibdrohs (Golden-pencilled).—! and 2, A. Pratt, Kirkcaldy. 3, W, K.

Park, he, J. Richmond, Kilmamock.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—!, R. Bruce, Busby. 2, D. Forrester,

Linlithgow. 3, A. Penman, Cardenden, LochgeUy. he, J. Watt Will,

Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).— 1, M. Bearpark, Northallerton. 2, B.

Thomson, Kirkcaldy. 8, W. Gibb. „ „ „ „.x. , r. a ij
PoLANDS (Topped).—!, Mrs. J. P. Proctor, Hull. 2, R.M'Nab, Cardonald,

Govan. 8, A. Cowie. , ^ „. ^,_ ,

Game (Any colour).—!, R. Stewart, Kelty, Blair-Adam. 2, W . Chalmers,

Leslie. 3, A. Erskine, Easter Sbieldhill. he, J. Blair, Blainngone.

Cross or Common Breed (Any colour).-1, G. F. Lyon, 2, J. Tod,

Bowhouse. 3, A. Binnie. Graham^ton. „ m t>

Any other Distinct Breed.—!, J. T. S. Paterson (Houdan). 2, W, K,

Park(Crcve-Cceur). S, J. Pollock (Malays).
, o o

Ducks (Aylesbury).—!, J. Dod. 2, A. Itobertson, KUmamock. i, K.

Dickie, Alva.
, . ,„ , o t

Ducks (Anv other varietv).—1 and 2, A. Robertson (Rouen), .j, J.

Wilson, Nicolton. he, G. F. Lyon, Kirkmichael House (Uuscovy).

Turkeys {.\ny variety).-1, W. Forbes, Calleudar. 2 and 3, J. Webster,

Mungal Mill. „ . ,. „ „ „ ,.„

Game Bantams (Any colour).—I, T. Raines, Stirhng. 2, R. Brownhe,

Kirkcaldv. 3, C. Peebles, Errol, he, J. Robertson, Burntisland.

Bantams (Any variety).—!, R. BrownUe (Sebright). 2, J. Watt WiU
(Black). 3, D. Forrester (White).

. v, „ m o .i.t „,o„
Selling Class (Any variety).-!, R. Dickie (Spanish). 2, W. S. M'Laren,

Edinburgh (Baff Cochins). 3, J. Bow, Halls of Airth (Dorkings), he, Mrs.

Carswell, Stenhousemuir. e, L. M'Donald (Spanish).

Pigeons.—P0H(iTs.—l and 2, A. Wright, Woodville. Momingside. 3, J.

Morrison, Woodville, Momingside. Carriers (Any colour).-!, J. Brace,

Dunfermline. Fantailn (Any colour).—!, J. G. Spence, Edinburgh. 2, W.H.

Park. 3, W. C. Hardie, jun., Carron. Jaeobiius (Any colour).—!, 0. U.

Spence. 2, T. Paterson, jun., Melrose. 3, R. B. Heggie, Kirkcaldy.

Tumblers (Short-faced).-! and 8, J. Bruce, 2, F. D. Wood, Edmburgh.

Tumblers (Long-faced).-! and 8, F. D. Wood. 2, J. Brace. Any other

Variety.—1, T. Paterson, jun. 2, J. Morrison (Trumpeters), 3, W, K.

Park, he, C. S. NeUson, Falkirk (Barbs).

Canaries.— rtiloif Coeks.— l, J. Halley, Carron. 2, A. Cowie. 3, D,

Slight, Grahamston. Bms.—l and 3, D. Duncan, Carron. 2, A. Cowie.

Buir Coeks.-l, A, Cowie. 2, A. Riddell, Carron. 3, W. Mnirhead, jun.,

AUoa. Hens.—l and 2, A. Cowie. 3, D. Slight. Yellom Piebald Cocks.—

1 and 2, A. Cowie. 3, D. Slight. Hens.—\, W. GUmour, AUoa. 2, J.

Morrison, .\lloa. 3, D. Duncan. Buf Piebald Cocks.—I, J. Halley. 2, A.

Cowie. 3, D. Dnncan, Hens.—l, D. Duncan. 2, J. Morrison. 3, A.

Pearson, Abtotshaugh.

JcDOES.—Paultni : Messrs. M'Nab, Barrhead; J. Paton, Stewar-

ton; J. M'Innes, Paisley ; and M'Lauchlan, Paisley. Fic/eons: Mr.

J. Paton, Stewarton. 'Cimaries: Messrs. S. Brown, Glasgow; and

J. Robertson, Burntisland.

ABERDEEN POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
The first annual Show of the Aberdeen Poultry and Pigeon Associa-

tion was held in the Artillery Gymnasium, Queen Street, Aberdeen,

on the 23rd and iith inst., and was very successful. There were

upwards of 230 entries, and the following prizes were awarded :—

Game (Any colour). — Cock. — 1, W. Moir, Woodside (Brown Bed).

2, 8, and he, J. M'Pherson, Aberdeen (Black Red, Duckwing, and Bromi

Red). Hens.—l, W. Ewart, Stoneywood. 2, T, Skinner, Woodside. d, w.

Hay, Aberdeen. Chickcns.-l, W. Anderson, Carnoustie (Ginger Kea).

2, W. Ewart, 8, J. Donald, Granitehill, Rubislaw,

Spanish.— Cuc/l-.—!, Mrs. Grnssick, CoUnton, near Edinburgh, j, Mrs.

Stronach, Sunnybank, Old Aberdeen. 8, G. Scliaachke, .\berdeen. iiciw,

—Vase and 1 for best pen of Poultry shown, Mrs. Grassick. 2, t. U Crae,

Cunnigar Hill, Aberdeen. 3. A. Catto, Oldmeldrum. he, Mrs. Stronach.

C/ii<-;.-«n. — ! and 2, Mrs. Grassick. 3, W. Fraser, Aberdeen, he, T,

^Dore'ing'^ (Any colour).-Cocit.-l,MissH. R. Lind, Ladiesford, Fraser-

burgh (Dark). 2, W, Fraser (Grey). 3, B. Femer, Woodside. hc,W.

Suowie, Monvmnsk, Hens.-l, W. Fraser (Grey). 2 W, Snowie. 3,Mlss

H. R. Lind (Dark), he, J. Simpson, Drigton, Durria. Chickens.—\, B,

Ferrier, Woodside. 2, Miss H. R. Lind (Dark).
„ vr,„

Cochin-china (Any colour).-C'ocfc.-l, J. Caldor, Aberdeen. 2 Mrs.

Stronach. 3, G. Campbell, TUUnamalt, New Pitsligo. Bens.-l and ^, J.

Calder. 3, Mrs, Stronach. he, J. Young Aberdeen Cluckens.-l, J.

M'Donald, Camoustie. 2, W. Fraser. 3 and ftc, Mrs. Mronacu.

Brahma Pootra (Any colour).-Cocfc.-! andPrizo for second best pen

of Poultry shown, G. Robb, Bridge of Don, Aberdeen, 2, G. Davidson,
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Bridge ol Don, Aberdeen. 3. J. Jobostonc, Aberdeen, he, Mrs. Jeffrey,
Woodside. Hem.—I nod 2, Mrs. Stronach. 3, J. Jobnstone. Chiekem.—
1, J. U'Uonald. 2, Mrs. LeightoD, Baldirrocb, Bancaory. 3 and lu, Mrs.
Stron&cb.
HiSJBUBoila (Gold or Silvcr-ppncillcd). — Cof I.— 1, W. Abel. Persley

(Golden). 2, G. Caithness (Goldenl. 3. W. Webster, Lower MiddlcBold,
Woodaide (Golden), he, P. M-Robbie. Sannyslde, Aberdeen (Goldenl.
Hena.—I and he, O. Lain? iGolden). 2, Mrs. Stronach (Gulden). 3, G.
Campbell, e, W. Mearos (Golden).
H»jiBCnGU9(Golden-sp»ngledl.—CorA-.— 1 andS. Mrs. Stronach. 2. Mrs.

Brown, Abercairney, Crieff. Hem.—I, J. Still, Aberdeen. 2, W. Meains,
Aberdeen. 3, W. Abel.
Hakbdeobs (SilTer-spaoRled).—Cofl-.— 1, J. M'Andrew, son. 2 and

8, Mrs. Stronach. /i^, G. Caithness. H^-in.—1. J. M'Andrew. 2, W. Grant,
Aberdeen. 3, G. Caithness, he, Mrs. Stronach.
Any other Vaeiety.—Cod.—1, Mrs. J. M'Adam, Woodfield, Banchory

(Hondnn). 2, J. Marshall, Rosemoont, Aberdeen. Hmi. — 1, Mrs. J
Bf'Adam (Hoadan).
Game Bantam (Any colonr).— C.jcl-.—1 and Medal. A. Dewar, GarloBO

(Black R*d). 2, J. M. Campbell, BonnykeUv, Newbith. 3, W. Sontar, jun.,
Cdny. he, E. Duncan, e, W. Hay, Aberdeen. H. ru —1, A. Dewar
(Black Red). 2, F. M'Crae (Dnckwing . 3, W. Hot. ftc. E. Doncan.
Bantam (Any other Taricty).—1, Mrs. B. Frew, SiDclairston, Kirkcaldy

(Sebright). 2, H. W. Pople, Perth (Black Red).
Ducks (Aylesbury).—!, Mrs. Croickshank. 2, 3, and he, Mrs. Stronach.
Docks (Any other varietyl.—1, J. M'Pherson. 2, Mrs. Clark.
TuRKEVs (Any colour). — !, J. Duncan, Aachmilleddie, New Deer.

2, 3, and *<;, Mrs. Stronach.
Geese.— !, Mrs. Doguid.Ardmore, Ddny. 2,Mr8. Leighton.BaldarToch,

Banchory. 3, Mrs. Clark.
Selling Class.— 1, L. M'Donald, Xcthcrdardie. Errol (Dark Grev

Dorkings). 2, A. Catto (Spanish). 3, .1. M. Campbell (Silver-spangled
Hamborgbs). he. Miss A. Chalmers, Aberdeen (Brahma Pootra puUets).
«, Mrs. M'Adam (Houdan).

PIGEOSS.
PocTERS (Any colour'.—Coct.—!, F.M'Crae (Bed). 2. Macgill Skinner,

Edlnborgh. 3, J. Sharp, Johnstone. Brna.—l, J. Sharp. 2 and 3, F.
M'Crae. Pair.—l and Medal, G. Schaschke, Aberdeen (White). 2, F.
M'Crae (YeUow).
Carriers (.Any colorj-i.—1, M. Skinner. 2 and 3, G. Schaschke.
TcjrBLERs (Almond).—!, Medal, and he, J. M'Donald, Aberdeen. 2, F.

Cooper, Arbroath.
Tcmelers (Any other varietT).—1, F. M'Crae (Blue Beards). 2, 3, and

he, .}. M'Donald (Black and Baidheads).
Jacobins (Any colour .—! and Medal, J. Sharp. 2, J. G. Spenoe, Edin-

burgh. 8, F. M'Crae (Yellow).
Fantails (Any colour).—!, W. Harper, Aberdeen. 2, V.'. R. Park,

Abbot's Meadow, Melrose. 3, J. Sharp. );c, W. Soutar, iunr., Uduy. c, J.
G. Spence.

.

j . j
i

Baebs (Any colour).-1, W. Harper (Black).
TuHBiTS or Okxs (Any colour .-! and Eitra prize, J.ISharp (Turbits).

2, A. Middleton (Owls). 3, W. R. Park (Turbits). he. 1. G. Spence (Owls).
c, 3. M'Donald (Turbits).
Nuns or Magpies (Anv colour).—! and 3, J. M'Donald (Nnns). 2, A.

Catto (Magpiesi. he, J. Sharp (Magpies).
Any OTHER Variety.-1, 2, and he, F. M'Crae (Blue Brtmswick, Bine-

beards, and Frillbacks). 3, J. Sharp (Helmets).
Tecmpeters (Any colour).-Silver Medal. J. Sharp.
PoCTERs (Pied).—Medal for best pair of any age, F. M'Crae.

Oil Painting for the best pen of Pigeons, G. Schaschke.
Silver Medal to the most snccessfnl Competitor in Poultry and Pigeons

Mrs. Stronach, Sunnybank, Old Aberdeen.

JERSEY POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

Jersey, in the immediate vicinitv of the cradle of the French
breeds of ponltry—Xormundv. lias just held its second Show. The
entries for so small a place and the necessarily local competition, were

(

nnmerous, being 359. This success is mainly dne to the liberal prize
j

Ij^t, and to the icdefatigable energy of the Secretary, Mr. E. Pond.
The prizes, on account of their small value, are no great temptation,
bnt by adopting the policy of offering prizes tor any breed which has
once been shown and commended by the Judges, the Committee insure
to every amateur in the island .1 fair opportunity of comparing the
merits of his particular pets with those of others of the same kind.
It IS puzzling to know how the judges at poultry shows, where all the
irench breeds. Andalusians. Minorcas, SilHes, Malays, Sec, have to
go into the " Any other variety " class, come to a right conclusion, for
not only can there be no comparison between a Malav and Crive-
Coenr, or a Minorca and a Houdan, bnt the French breeds cannot,
among themselves, bear the least comparison. How is it possible to
compare a Crive-Cfeur with a Breda or La Fkche, and a hope be insti-
fied that a fair award will bo attainable '?

The Show was held in the Vegetable Market, which is a lofty, well-
ventilated stmctnre, 8(1 feet wide .and ISS feet long. Half this space
lengthwise was boarded off for the Show, and gaily decorated with
flags and evergreens. The pens were arranged in two single rows on
the two sides, with a double row. and a single row on the top, down the
middle. The Show in the evenings was well lighted with gas. The
pens were snpplied by Mr. Billet, of Southampton, and were all that
conld be desired, with the CTception of those for Dorkings and French
breeds, which were too small, and consequently showed the birds at a
disadvantage.

The T>ur!:iii(i cUsses were poorly filled, but one or two of the
Coloured Dorkings were very tine. Cochins were well shown, espe
ciaUy the Bnil and Partridge. Brahmas were nnmerons and fine in
both Dart and Light, and deserved more cards of commendation than

were awarded, many pens of the highest merit receiving no award.
The French breeds were well shown, the Black CrrTe-C<rnni, Hondons,
and La Fhche deserving ill they received. Black Bredas were not so
good. In the " Any other French variety " the first prize went t» Bine
Bredas. second to White Cr>"ve-Ca'ur, highly commended to Bine
Cr/ ve-Co-ur. Oufhic^ shown in this class conld not bear comparison
with their opponents, though a high commendation would bare done
no harm, as they wer..* perfect si)ecimons. .^'punigti were not shown to

advantage. An'Jnh,~;,i,is were badly shown, except the finrt-prize pen,
which was first-rate. Minorcn.'i wore good ; but here we come to the
cr^mc de la ccnic— viz.. the Game, liantaw^. aud Midmjx. Not a bird

in these classes but deserved notice, the Malays being especially fine,

both the Dark and White varieties. Ilamfnirijlis were good. Among
the Pofis/i were some good birds.

Tiirliiya, Grr^r, and /)jicI:is were very fine in all the classes. Fancy
birds—(jold. Silver. Mexican and common Pheasants, Peacocks, Par-
tridges, Quails, and a collection of Parrots, contributed not a little to
the attractiveness of the Show. Ornamental Waterfowl comprised
Sebastopol Geese, Wi:;eon ; Wild. Carolina, and Buenos Ayrcs Docks.

/'('/'•'. K-^ and li'ihhit^ were good but not nnmerous.
At this small local Show not only were the most numerous entries

made by committeemen, bnt without them there would have been no
show, and it would be impossible to find a committee to manage the
Show without them, no one taking a sufficient interest. 1 mnst
mention here an act of disinterestedness on the part of the Secretary,

who is an ardent fancier, which I am far from thinking a necessity.

All his birds were exhibited not for competition. Whatever he may
have lost in prizes he more than gains in the good opinion of the other

exhibitors.

The following is the list of awards :

—

Dorkings (Any varietv).—c, Rev. W. Lempri>:re, Rozel. Cfiiekens.—
1,E. A. Neel. 2, G. R. Ivimy.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Bun).—!, P. W. Lo Quesne. he, Capt.

Robin. Chiekrn^t —1, P. W. Le Quesne. 2 and he. Capt. Robin.
Cochin-china (Brown and Partndgei.—!, Capt. Robin. 2, P. De Omchy.

lie, R. A. Neel. C)ii:A.n».—1, Capt Itotin. 2, J. Lo Rossignol. )ic, Capt.
Robin ; P. Gosset.
Cochin-China (White).— ! and 2, Capt. Robin. Chiekrji:—i and

he. Capt. Robin.
Brahma Pootras (Dark).-1, Capt. Robin. 2, Lieut-Col. Le OoHais.

he, l: W. Le Quesne. Chickem.—\, Capt. Eobin. 2, P. W. Le Qnesne.
3, Capt. Howell. ;ic. E. A. L'Oste.
Brahma Pootea (Light).—1. E. A. L'Oste. c, Capt. Robin ; E. A. L'Oste.

OiicJrcns.-1,E. A. Nee). 2, E. A. L'Oste. c, Capt. Robin.
CRtvE-CtECBS (Black).—!, J. Ereaut, jun. Chiekent.—l and 2, Capt.

Robin.
HocD.iNS.—1, W. P. Le Quesne. 2, Capt. Robin. Jic, J. Le Rossignol.

atiekfM.—l, P. W. Le Qnesne. 2, G. De Faye. he, P. De Oruchy.
La Fleche.—)ic, Capt. Robin. Chiekerui.—l, J. Blompied. 2, P. De

Groojy.
Bbbdas :Black).—C)itcJtrnji.—l, Capt. Robin.
French (Anv other variety).—! and he, J. Ereant, jun. 2, Capt. Robin.
Spanish.—!,' Dr. R. King, sen. 2, P. Le Qnesne. he, Capt. Robin.

Chiekrns.~l, Capt. Robin. 2, J. Pluck, he, G De Faye.
Andalusians.-!, T. B. Button. 2, Col. Le Gallais. ChicJteiu.—S, J.

Blampied. he, G. De Fave.
Minorcas.—1, G. De Faye. C'lieitdK —1, J. Pluck.
Game (Black-breasted Red).—! and 2, J. Voisin. C*ic*cni.—1 and

2, H. Gibson, he and e. J. G. Falle.

Game (Brown and other Reds).— 1 and 2, J. Voisin. he, i. O. Falle.

Chiekem.—\ and c, J. G. Fallo. 2 and he, J. Voisin.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys and Blues).—!, E. GumbrelL 2, J.

G. Falle. /ic, A. J. Rousseau. CTiicteiw.-!, 2, and fic, J. G. Falle.

Game (White aud Piles).

—

Chickens.—^, J. Voisin.
Malays (Any variety).—1 and '2, J. G. Falle. CiicliM.-l,2,and *c, J.

G. FaUe.
HiMBCEGHS (Black).—!, Capt. HoWn. CTicltciK.-1, G. De Faye.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled;.—I and 2, Capt. Robin. Chickcnt.—

!. Capt. Robin.
Hamburghs (Silver-penciUed). — 1, Capt. Bobin. Chickem. — 1, E.

Tomkins. 2 and he, Capt Robin.
Hahbcrohs (Silver-spangled).—! and 2, G. De Faye. Chickem.—1 and

2, G. De Fave.
Polish (Black with White Crest).—C/iicleiw.-!, G. De Faye.
Polish (Golden).—!, S. R. Delmo. 2, J. Blompied. Chiekrru.—l, E.

A. L'Oste.
Polish iSilyer).—Chickens.—1, J. Le Rossignol. 2 and c, E. A. L'Oste.

Any other Distinct Variety.—!, E. A. L'Oste (Silkies).

Crossbreed.— 2. Capt. Robin, he, E. Pond.
Barndoor.—!, P. Guiton. 2, G. de Ste. Croix.
Bantams (Gold-laced).—1. J. Le Rossignol.

Bantams (Silver-laced).—c, Itev. Worth.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted Red).—!, P. W. Le Qnesne. 2, Capt.

Howell, he, — NicoUe. e, E. A. L'Oste.
Game Bantajis (DuckwinRi.-1, — NIcolle. 2, — Abercrombie.
Bantams (Any variety).—J. Le Rossignol. e, J. Braddon.
Guinea Fowls.—!, — Dngdole. 2, J. Le RossignoL
Turkeys (Black).—PouKs.—!, — Denize. 2, — Dngdale.
Turkeys (Anv variety.—1, P. Gosset. 2, E. .A.L'Ostc, he, P. do Grnchy.

Pouil*.-!, — Billet. 2, E. A. L'Oste. /ic, E. A. L'Oste; E. Neel, jun.

Geese (White).—Oinlini.—l, — Dngdale.
Geese (Grev and Mottled).—!, E. A. L'Oste. Go»Jiii!)«.—1 and 2, E. A.

L'Oste.
Ducks (While Aviesburyl —!, J. I,e Rossignol. 2, J. Ereant, jnn.

Ducks (Rouen).-^l and he, P. de Grnchy. 2, J. Le Rossignol.

Ducks (Any other variety).—! and 2, — Dngdale.
Pheasants.—2, Mr-^. R. Gray.
Pheasants (Any other variety).—! and 3, Mrs. R. Gray. 2, J. G. FaUe

.

Extra Prize, P. Piael.

Paktbidges.—2, J. Le Itossigool.

Quails.—2, J. Le Rossignol.
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Oenamestal Watebfowl.—1, J. G. Falle.

Duces (Carolina).—! and 2. J. G. Falle.

Docks (Buenos Ayres).—1. J. G. Falle. 2, Miss C. Care y.

DccKB (Wild).—1. J. G. Falle.

Widgeons.— /u-, J . G. Falle.

Pigeons.— Currier* (.iny colour).— 1, J. Le Eossigaol. 2 and he, P.

W. Le Quesne. PnuU-ri.—l and 2, P. W. Lc Quesne. FantaiLi.—l and
2. J. Le Rossignol. Tumblers.—I, W. P. ,Le Quesne. Jaeob>m.—\, W.
Eamon. Owh.—l, P. W. Le Quesne. 2, G. De Faye. Diintn—l and
2, Capt. Robin. Truatpelers.—l, W. E. Dngdale. 2, J. Le RossiBnol.

-Vuns.—1, J. Le Rossiffnol. Friz:les.—l, — 'SicoUe. Ann nther rariety.—

1 and2, J. Le Ros^ignol. 3, G. De Faye. he. — G e ;orT ; A. Hamon.
Rabbits.—Xup-t~u rrrf.—l, A. J. Rosseau. 2. G. De Faye. Himalauan.—

1, Miss Fond. 2, G. De Faye. Any other Distinct Va,-i^;j.—l,— Lang.
An<j Variety.—\, G. De Faye. 2, — De Carteret.

Judges :—Messrs. Falle, Pond, W. Godlray, Eillcl, Ogier, M.
Gibant, and J. Robin.

STOCKTON CANARY SHOW.
The institution of a new show should be noticed with pleasure by

all lovers of the Canary. Stockton-on-Tees has made its eiTort, and
a very praiseworthy one too, and has added its name to the now
rapidly increasing list of " fixtures " of annual shows.

The Exhibition was held on the ISth inst. in the Temperance Hall,

nnder highly indueutial local patronage. The entries were quite on a
par with those of other shows iu the same district, while the names of

the winning exhibitors are ample evidence of the quality of the birds

shown. There was but one thing to mar the pleasure of the proceed-

ings, and that was the detection of a stained bird. In the execution

of my dnty as a Judge, and with a settled determination to expose snch
malpractices. I deem it right to make these matters public whenever
they come under my notice. The bird in question was exhibited by
Messrs. Layfield A' Ellerton, of Darlington, but in justice to them I

must say that the explanation tendered by them to me exculpates them
from blame. I regret exceedingly to say that the deeper I stirred the

investigation the more offensive became the efiuvium, while the widely
extending tu quoqut cycles of recrimination included iu their area
names which astonished me. I venture to express the hope, however,
that we have seen the last of such doings. Let us Lol have our beauti-

ful hobby defiled by the existence of such dishonest practices.

The Belgians stood first on the schedule, and I managed to get

through them to the satisfaction of all present, notwithstanding Mr.
Wallace's assertion that I am not a " proper person " to judge them.
I do not see that because a man is not an enthusiastic admirer of any
particular bird he cannot recognise its beauties. There are many
things I can recognise which I do not admire : I can recognise un-
kind and ill-natured remarks, but I do not admire them. I should
like to have passed an opinion on Mr. Bulmer's first-prize Buff
Belgian hen ; but what can I Fay ? I do not want to hurt Mr. WaUace's
tender susceptibilities. Shall I say she was a sylph ? a fairy ? a
Venus ? Well, so she was, but I mean a Venus " of the period," with
a delightful *' Grecian bend !

" I do not like Belgians, I won't like

them, but if ever I do invest, commend me to one like Mr. Bulmer's
hen.

Messrs. Moore & Wynne's Jonque Norwich was a superb bii-d. In
the ^ ariegated Jonque class they showed a fine specimen, which being
judged by a very dull light in the early morning, did not receive such
an award as I should have given it later in the day, when its merits
became more apparent. In '' Variegated Buff Norwich ' and " Dark-
crested ''

birds, Messrs. Moore & Wynne were again unapproachable,
though Messrs. Irons Sc Gayton were second in the latter class with a
)i«autiful hen.
The Lizards were a very good sample, and included sotee respoctable

birds. Cinnamons were poor, excepting the wioning birds, whi. h were
Tery meritorious. The "Yorkshire were unsatisfactory, but the Varie-

gated birds were very good. I wonder what Mr. Wj I a -e mems ^ihen he
says he is creditablt/ informed that " this variety of bird is unknown in

Sunderland? ' I think his informant makes a vtry dis-creditable

statement ; but Mr. Wallace having lived a lifetime in Sunderland,
and knowing every fancier in it as intimately as I myself do, ought not
to write as a stranger. However. I have no wish to disturb the placid
surface of the pages of " our .Journal " by personal remarks which can
be of no public benefit, and will content myself with this comment on
his strictures. " Ft tu, Bmte! '

Norwich Greens were again mixed up with the long pea green birds,

I mentioned in my notice of Darlington. I still prefer to use the
term pea green, albeit Mr. Wallace says there is no such colour in a
Canary. To my mind it conveys a better idea than '' black green

"

or " blackish green, ' though I find no fault with his definition. In
the *' Any other variety " class Messrs, Irons & Gayton were first with
a very pretty evenly-marked and crested Cinnamon.
The Goldfinch Mules were a good class, and I think Moore & Wynne's

dark Mule grows more beautiful every time I see it. Of Goldfinches,

Linnets, and other British birds there were forty-nine entries, making
a show by themselves.

The arrangements were excellent, and every attention was paid to

the birds during the Show. I wish Stockton Show the success it

deserves.—W. A. Blakston.
The following is the list of awards :

—

Belgian (Clear Yellow).—! and 2, W. Needier. S, R. Robinson.
Belgian (Clear Buff).—!, W. Bulmer. 2, W. Needier 8 J. N. Harrison

.

NoBwiCH (Clear Jonque).—!, Moore «t Wynne. 2 and 3, Pennock and
Blackstone.
NoHwicH (Clear Buffi,—!, W. Winter. 2, Pennock & Blackstone.

3, Mot re & W\-nne.
NoEwicH I Variegated Jonque).—!, E. Mills. 2, Pennock 4 B lackstone.

3 Moore & Wvune. c, T. Peat.
NoEWlCH (Variegated Buffi.—! and 3, Moore & Wynne. 3, Irons and

Gayton.
Canaby (Dark or Grey-crested).- 1, Moore & Wynne. 2, Irons & Gayton.

3,.J. Tavlor. c, Pennock & Blackstone.
'Canaby (Clear-crested I,—!. Irons 4 Gayton. 2, J. Garbutt.
Ljzabd ( Golden-spangled I.—1, M. Barton. 3, W. Bulmer.
LiZABD (Silver-spangledi,— 1, J, Fryer. 2, J. Taylor S, M. Burton.

Lizard (Golden or Silver-spangled with broken cap).—I, I. Cherry.

2, J. Moses, 3. R. Hawman, e, J, Leek.
Jonqce (Cinnamon).—1. Irons i- Gayton. 2. E. Mills. 3, W. Bulmer.
Buff Cinnamon.—!, E. Mills. 2. Moore & Wvnne. 3, Irons &. Gayton.
Canaby (Clear Yellow Yorkshire),—!, J. Vale. 2, H. Ward. 3, M.

Burton. _
Canaby (Clear Buff Yorkshire).-!, J. Garbutt. 2, H. Garbutt. 3, H.

Ward.
Canaby (Variegated Yellow Yorkshire).-!, J. Leek. 2, J. Taylor.

3, M. Burton, c, A. Brown.
Canaby (Variegated Buff Yorkshire).—!, J. Taylor. 2, A. Brown. 3, M.

Burton.
Canaby (Clear Green).-!. M. Burton. 2. H. Jerrison. 3, R. Fidler.

Canaby (Any other variety).—!, Irons & Gayton. 2, Moore i Wynne.
3, T. Armstrong.
Collection op Six Canaeies in Variety.—1, E. Canghey. 2, R. Haw-

man. 3, T. Armstrong.
Goldfinch Mcle (Variegated).-!, K. Hawman. 2, E, Howe. 3, W.

Needier.
Goldfinch Mule (Dark).—!, Moore i Wynne. 2 and 3.M. Burton.

Goldfinch.—!, J. N. Harrison. 2, Moore ci Wynne. 3, W. Burniston.

Linnet (Brown, Moulted).—!, J, N. Harrison. 2 and 3, W. Nicholson.

British (.\ny other variety).-1, S. M'Cune. 2, E. Howe. 3, W
Thompson.
FoBEiGN (Any variety),—!, R. Barker. 2, T. JobUng. 3, D. Feemey.

Judge.—Mr. W. A. Blakstou, Sunderland.

THE GLASGOW PIGEON SHOW
(North Beitish Columbaeian Society's),

the general classes.

Although throughout the country important exhibitions of Pigeons

are of almost weekly occurrence, it seldom happens that reports suiii-

liently detailed make their appearance. No apology, therefore, is

needed for noticing at some length the eleventh annual Show of the

North British Columbarian Society, for fanciers prefer the permanence

of a journal report.

The Drill Hall in Stirling Road was chosen as the scene of the Ex-

hibition, a well-lighted room of large size and admirably adapted for

the purpose, but for its excessive coldness at this season. By an in-

advertence the Show was announced for a date so near to the Man-

chester Exhibition that a large number of entries from English

fanciers were lost, and the varieties other than Pouter were from this

cause meagrely represented, falling short in quality perhaps even

more than in quantity. It is to be' hoped that such a source of losB

will in future be avoided, for the Glasgow Show might easily become

the representative Show of the k-ingdom, a position at present occupied

by the Birmingham Club by reason of its greater uniform strength in

all varieties.

The competition in young birds was strictly confined to members,

and this is the only novelty in the schedule calling for remark. .Vs an

inducement for fanciers to join the Society such an arrangement can

scarcely be canvassed, otherwise the propriety of " young classes " at

all, but especiallv for Barbs and Carriers, is open to question. In

their first season the difference of age may be so great as to place the

birds on unequal terms, and it frequently happens that the awards are

not justified by the after-career of competitors when brought together

again in the adult classes.

Clearing the way for the Pouters—the Scotch favourites, by first

discussing the general classes, we find that in rarrier': the honours

fell chiefly to Mr. Holt, a member, and to Mr. Ord, of London
;
Mr.

Ord standing first both in Black and Dun cocks, and in Carriers of

any other colour taking all the prizes unopposed. His Black and

Dun cocks were, perhaps, open to the exception of being slightly down-

faced, while the Dun was somewhat deficient in eye. a defect intensi-

fied by the low temperature of the hall. Mr. Holt figured as first in

birds of 1869, with a very promising pair of Blacks, and in addition to

some minor awards in the old classes, took the first prize m Dun hens,

and the first also in Black hens, with a bird displaying considerable

style—a property not nearly so much cultivated by Carrier fanciers as

it desen-es, in their efforts to develope head points.

It will hardly be a digression to express our surprise that any

breeders of this great variety, claiming also to be fanciers, should

lately have had the temerity publicly to disparage the grand properties

of style iu favour of head aid wattle. AVhat good reason can be given

for ignoring style ? The true art of the breeder is discovered in his

ability to com'bine highly-developed head, face, and wattle with

grandeur of form, si^e, and carriage. A musician being once asked

what were the requirements to success as a vocaUst replied, 'One

hundred things are necessary, ninety-nine times a good voice, and one

good method. " Just so in Carriers. We require the mnety-mne

times a good head, and one grand style, but be it understood that
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tho one pranj styl» is Bimply and nncompromiaingly mdispcn»able.
Without it this bird most coaso to enjoy its preeminence ae the " King
of Pigeons,

" a title which it had desorvedly earned long before tho
head points were so highly developed as at present. The pemicions
effect of tho novel doctrine in question is becoming more and more
apparent, even at onr greatest shows, and it is scarcely an exaggeration
to assert that some of the birds in the Dragoon classes have more pre-
tensions to a genuine Carrier style than many of onr prize-taking
Camers themselves. Our fanciers may well, then, devote their nlmos't
attention to the maintenance of the undulating serpent neck, the pro-
minent chest, stout shoulder, long pinion, slender girth, tinht feather
brilliant plumage, the upstanding defiant attitude, and all "those other
items of style characterising this noble variety.
As usual, the fame of Mr. Montgomery was offectivoly heralded by

hiB J rumj,,t,rs—oil the awards in Blacks and all the prizes in Mottles
falling to kis share. The success of this gentleman is mainly dno
to an extraordinary pair of Trumpeters which some seasons ago found
their way into the English market from Kussia. where this quaint
variety is held m groat estimation. The parent bird even now main-
tains his snpenonty over all comers, and, with his heavily crowned
head obscnnng beak and eye, his shaggy booting and squat carriage,
may not inaptly be described as the - Skye Terrier" of the Pigeon
kmd. Mr. Montgomery, who has made tho most of his opportunity,
must continne to lead in Blacks and Mottles until other fanciers meet
with his good fortune, or until his strain he dispersed. In Whites
however, Messrs. W. Gates and P. }l. Jones were unopposed, standing
respectively first and second.
Much discussion was eicited by the awards in tho F,uit„;i class

Janciers of this popular variety do not appear agreed as to the strain
for cultivation. Thus, whUe the majority affect birds comparatively
coarse, of large dimensions, and of somewhat upright bearing, a select
lew headed by Mr. Huie, have been endeavouring to establish a strain
of inaian extraction, more delicately framed, and of surpassingly
faeantiful carriage. Two such pairs, exhibited by Mr. Huie, would
nnquestionably have taken the highest honours, but for the fact that
they had been shghtly cUpped, merely, however, for the purpose of
personal identification, and because at last years show the ownership
of some birds in this class was disputed. Displayed in the show pen
they caUed forth the admiration of all who saw them, and, although
neither pen nor pencU can do justice to peculiarities only to be esti-
mated whilst the birds are in motion, we may state that they differ
favourably from the ordinary variety in diminntiveness, gracefuhiess
of form, and piquancy of carriage. In this latter particular they are
simply nmqne. Stepping daintily on the tips of their slender toes,
they seem subject to an incessant and uncontrolled tremulous motion
of the neck and head. Meantime, their breasts, compact and prominent,
are much elevated, while their meek-looking heads. weU thrown back
and touching the very base of the tail feathers, are mostly curicd over
to one side or the other of deUcately shaped necks. Between drooping
fcghts is poised the spreading fan of their taUs, and in whatever direc-
bon the birds are viewed they present a series of the most exquisite
curves^ A variety so interesting mnst in the long mn supplant its
hitherto successful rivals. In the present instance it was a matter for
general refn'et and sympathy that the happy possessor of such
specimens should have been debarred the prize by the accident named.
iJnt in these days of unscmpalous marking for sinister purposes,
judges are beginning more and more to fee! that they mnst rigidly
disqualify all entries open to objection; thus it has frequently
happened of late that exhibitors of unimpeachable honour have inno-
Mntly fallen victims, and a more conscientious exhibitor than Mr.
Hnie does not exist.

The remaining standard classes brought forward little or nothing of
exceptional merit. Mr. .T. 11. Frame, however, a member and very
keen fancier, showing but three pens, had the credit of carrying off
first, second, and third prizes for Harb.^ of US69, leaving but a com-
mendation for his feUow exhibitors. Messrs. Montgomery, Wheriand,
Jones, and Meff shared the awards for old Barbs, the birds requiring
no comment, being in several cases already well known.

In the nnclassed varieties a pair of 'Dumasmns, shown by Mr.WaUace and said to be from one of the palaces of the Sultan,
deservedly attracted much attention. These birds displayed much
charaeter about the head, which is of the Owl type, and is relieved bya dark beak and thm slatey-colonred eye wattle. There are no other

StSit'^Tefct."'
""'"'''' '" "'^P'-^Seis particularly soft

As a whole, the general classes must be considered as decidedlynnder average merit, but this deficiency finds a compensation in the
supenor excellence of the Pouter classes, to which we shall direct
attention m detail next week.

NOTES ON FANCY PIGEONS.-No. 15.

THE LADY'S PIGEON, THE F.iNTAlL.

Hating spoken of the three higli-cIaBg Pigeons, the Pouter
the Carrier, and the Tumbler, I must next speak (as in chival-
rous duty bound), of the lady's Pigeon, the Fantail; for certain
It IS that all ladies greatly admire this bird, whether thev be
fanciers or not. Among all the varieties a lady's eye at 6nce
picks out this graceful, striking-looking, and swan-like Pigeon

—indeed the bird itself looks especially fit to be a lady's pet;
and the hen Fantail, if well bred, looks in her extremely
delicate beauty the very lady of the whole race.

It is strange how we come to associate persons, or creatures,
or things with places. Thus I have a particular local associa-
tion with the Fantail. Above thirty years ago, when a little

lad, I was accustomed to pass through, and sometimes stay at,

a village or small town in the very heart of the Fens of Cam-
bridgeshire, called Thomey. It is known as the " Gem of the
Fens," and the contrast it presents to the bare, black, treeless

earth, and black wide drains of the country around, is certainly
remarkable. Thomey, like every place in the Fens ending in
•' ey," whether Ramsey, or Whittlesey, or Gedney, is an island,

or rather was one when in olden times the Fens were nnder
water, and these islands have a different surface soil and sub-
soil to the fen country around ; on them grow the oak, and the
elm, and the beech, and especially giant ashes, and wherever
these trees grew they marked out to the eye some island amid
the watery waste, having a firm rich earth wholly unlike the
shaking Fens around. Not nnfrequently, too, as at Whittlesey,
there are fine strong old houses of massive stone, and heavily
timbered. These were built at great expense bj- the lords of

the manor, for no stone was near, and were inhabited by them
during parts of each year while they and their friends came
down to the Fens and amused themselves with wildfowl-shoot-
ing and fishing. In those slow-travelling, or rather no-travel-
ling days, these Fens were what the Scotch moors are now to

the sportsman.
But to return to Thomey. You crossed the Wash, or an

extreme inland part of it, and crept along by a straight road
running parallel with a sluggish, black-looking, black-bottomed
leam or drain cut by the Dutch drainers, and passing on you
entered a wholly different country, for you were at Thomey,
amid trees well grown, highly cultivated gardens, houses of the

most respectable kind, well built and with a crust of old age
upon them, all saying, "This was a respectable place a hundred
years ago, and a hundred years before that, just as respectable

as now." To add to this look, there stood Thorney Abbey, at

least what remained of it, now the parish church. The secret

of the look of the place, beside what nature had done, consisted

in this, that the monks of old had been there ages ago, and a

great duke had held the abbey lands (very broad ones), ever

since the monks lost them. In the centre of an open space

stood the great duke's great steward's house, as great a man as

the dnke, and infinitely greater to the trembling tenant back-

ward in his rent ;
greater because the great dnke never came

there. He lived far away at Wobnm Abbey, in Bedfordshire

—

very far away indeed in those pre-railway days ; and at the

steward's house I first saw a flight of Fantail Pigeons. I con-

nect them, therefore, with that place.

A white pole-house octagonal and ornamental stood on the

lawn ; but the pretty, graceful, white Fantails loved to prome-
nade and coo all along the flat broad top of the wall that sepa-

rated the steward's house from the road. Ah ! I should have
liked to have seen the Thorney boy who had dared to have
thrown a stone at the steward's lady's Pigeons—that boy would
have been of a marvellously independent nature. Well, dtike,

and steward, and steward's wife have long since passed into

another world. But, as I said, there I fell in love with Fantail

Pigeons, and thought them, and still think them, the most
ornamental of all Pigeons for keeping loose about a pretty

country place. Their colour, white, looks well whether the

birds are promenading on a lawn, or a gravel walk, or on a wall,

or whether they are basking on a building ; and especially beau-

tiful do they look if tame and feeding in a group at yonr feet.

Indeed, they are perfect ornaments for a residence ; never

straying or flying far, their beauty is always present. They
have not, indeed, the cleverness of Tumblers, but are tho-

roughly dependent pretty little dears, like their lady admirers.

They will also become remarkably tame if pains be taken. The
Fantail is one of the few varieties in which the hen is superior

to the cock, for a well-bred Fantail hen has a super-delicate

and graceful look which no cock can boast of. Her head is

thinner, her neck more slender, and she is smaller in size.

Yet the cock has his special merit, for when perfectly clear, as

all Fantails ought to be, there is on his neck a particular, bright

silver hue, which glitters in the sun as he swells his throat to

coo. This is seen, also, even to greater perfection, in white

cock Pouters.

In Fantails white is the original, and therefore the best

colour, and its whiteness is dazzling and snowlike—so different

to the white of any variety of bird in which black is the origi-
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nal colour and white merely a sport or imported by a cross,

as in the case of white Barbs, whose white is bat a smudgy

white compared to that •! a Funtail. Anglo-Indians tell me
that in Hindostan, where some of the natives are ardent

Pigeon-fanciers, the Fantail is a great favourite and is always

white, and they admire most those birds which throw their

heads furthest back. When other-coloured Fantails are shown

they are always inferior, and some even ugly (to my mind)
;

for instance, the blue birds are so, seen from behind—a white

Fantail always looks best : so much does the bird owe to its

colour.

Fantails, although preferring, when feeling at home and at

ease, to walk on the ground or bask on a wall or low roof, and

never taking a fly round, yet, if strange and frightened, will

fly some distance, as over a church and across a breadth of

shrubbery. It is well never to let them out in high winds, as

their tails aro then very burdensome to them, and prevent

them even walking with comfort. Fantails seem in their dis-

position to be very affectionate, as you may notice that a pair

are constantly sitting side by side.

I now wish to state a few words on the judging of Fantails at

shows. I wholly disapprove of the judges deciding entirely by

the flatness of the tail ; that is as bad, or even worse, than

judging Almonds simply by the head and beak. Where you

find a perfectly flat tail you find usually a coarse head, a short

neck, and little or no motion, and large legs ; indeed, instead

of a delicate bird, highly tremulous, and so elegant that every

one must notice it, yon get a strong-looking and coarse bird. I

have been watching and breeding two opposite strains of these

birds the whole of this year—the larger and very flat-tailed

variety so in favour with some English judges, and the deli-

cate pe(i(« bird whose head is lost behind its neck, whose mo-
tion is incessant, and whose elegance is supreme ; and yet some
judges appear to be guided entirely by a tail, flat I grant, but

lipping forward towards the head, like an artificial thing, while

the bird has no motion and little elegance of shape, and all

this while the proper name of this Pigeon is—the Broad-tailed

Shaker. Carriage, and motion, and smallness must be more
looked to, and with them let breeders try to get as flat a tail as

may be, but with the former and more valuable points well

developed ; the result will be the exhibition of birds which even

a novice will pause over and regard as something quite unlike

a common Pigeon. The coloured birds, doubtless, get their

colouring from a cross with a Bunt, and are often neatest in

shape.—WiLTBHiBK Rector.

OKIGIN OF THE HIMALAYAN RABBIT.
It appears to me that the theory favoured by " Duckwing "

—

namely, that the Rabbit commonly called Himalayan is a cross

between Silver-Greys and Chinchillas—is very far-fetched and
hard to believe. The distinctive characteristics of the Himalayan
are so peculiar that it is difBcult to imagine any amoimt of

ingenious crossing to produce the Rabbit we now see under that

name. There is generally some reason for the name of a thing,

if we only knew it, and an >mexpected incident occurred only a

foi tuight ago that induces nm to believe that the breed of Rabbit

called Himalayan is so called because it is common in, though
not peculiar to, the Himalayan Mountains. An old Indian friend

whom I had not seen for fifteen years, and who had resided all

that time at Simla (the European settlement in the Himalayas),

followed me into my rabbitry, without our having had a word of

conversation about any jiarticular breed. On seeing my Lop-
ears he at once innocently remarked, " I have never seen Rabbits

of that kind before—the Rabbits wa see at Simla are ail either

grey or little white things with dark noses, ears, and feet." I

exclaimed, " Himalayan r" to which he replied, " I never heard

them called there anything but Rabbits, whatever you may call

them, and, as butcher's meat is often hard to get, we all kept

them for domestic use, the same as we did poxiltry." After a

long and, to me, interesting conversation, which he had uncon-
sciously started, I could come to no other conclusion than that

their Rabbits, as he described Ihem, were what we call

Himalayans, making allowance, of course, for the marking not

being so defined as with us, who have a special aim in view in

breeding and showing.

Another gentleman who had spent many years in China
asked not long since, v,'heii we were looking at all kinds of

Rabbits belonging to a mutual friend, " How did you get these

Chinese Rabbits "" We told hjn they were not Chinese, but

Himalayan, but he assured us in the moat positive manner that

he had shot hundreds in the neighbourhood of Shanghai, as well

as some few in the coffee plantations in Ceylon. We tried hard

to shake his evidence as to the identity of the breed, but could

ndt, and the conclusion I come to is that it is a distinct breed,

and that in its natural state it mixes with no other.—B. Hudson,

Hull.

CRYSTAL PALACE CANARY SHOW.
May I be allowed, through the medium of your paper, to

inform Canary-fanciers in the United Kingdom of the follow-

ing ?—Mr. Wilkinson has most courteously given his consent

to the following plan, and I hope and trust with all my heart

it can be carried out. It is intended at the next show at the

Palace to give a silver cup to the best bird in each variety, and

it is proposed to raise £30 or more, to be subscribed by fanciers

and admirers of the different varieties, and with this money to

buy cups of the value of from £3 to £5 each, in proportion to

the amount raised, and a cup will be given to the best bird in

the various classes in each variety. For instance, if the first-

prize bird in Clear Yellow Norwich is better as a yellow than

the first-prize bird in Clear Buff is as a huff, then the former

will take the cup in Classes 1 and 2, variety Norwich, and so

on all through. This is the way it is intended to apportion the

cups, eight in all :

—

Norwich 1 and 3. Clear Yellow and BuSF One cup.

,, . , ( 3 to 8, Vni-iesated and Crested Yellow 1 „
^o™":l>

t andBuff f
"""="»•

Belgian 9 to 13, Clear, Variegated, and Crested.. One cup.

London Fancy 14 and 15, Jonquc and Mealy One cup.

Lizard 16 and 17, Gold and Silver-spangled One cup.

Cinnamon 18 and 19, Jonque and Buff One cup.

Mnles—Canary and ) 21 to 2-J, Clear and Variegated YeUow I q^^
Goldfinch f and BuiT /

"can7r^:rd Zy]^' ^"'^
fj^eulr?"'?!" .."'..!!'"

}
«""-!•

other variety .... J

Norwich have two cups, but as the classes in that variety

are so numerous, and generally so well filled, it is only fair

that it should be so. The number of cups will of coarse

depend entirely on the manner the admirers of the different

varieties respond to the call ; if sufficient cannot be raised for

any particular variety, to give at least a £3 cup, no cup will be

given at all in that variety, and all the money collected will be

returned; if more than enough be raised, then, on the other

hand, more cups will be given to that variety which has received

the extra amount, and so on. For instance, if the Norwich

variety fanciers subscribe enough for four cups, then four cupa

will be given ; if the friends of any other variety, say Lizards,

do not subscribe at least £3, then no cap will be given to

Lizards at all.

Mr. Blakston, of Snnderland, has kindly consented to receive

subscriptions for the cups for Belgians and Mules, and I will

make arrangements with some well-known fanciers to collect

for Norwich and other varieties. I shall send a circular to

every likely fancier, and I shall be happy to receive subscrip-

tions from any one, and for any of the classes.

I have great pleasure in informing the Canary world that a

gentleman, whose name I may not yet divulge, a great winner

in poultry and Pigeons, told me on Monday last at the Man-

chester Poultry Show that he had nearly made up his mind to

join our ranks. I only hope he will. I think, too, ere long

we shall see " Wiltshibe Rector's " name among the winners.

Gentlemen like these will do more good than a thousand
" painters and stainers."

—

Howarth Ashton, Polefield Hall,

Prestwicli. ^^_

DR. PREUSS ON FOUL BROOD AND
INFECTION.

(Continued from parjc 496.)

Wf. shall in the first place more closely examine Cryptococ-

cus, as it is the parent and constant concomitant of a famihar

process—viz., fermentation.

The science of fermentation is no easy one, and it cannot

lie within the scope of this article to treat polemically on the

various theories which have been advanced. Hallier's work on

Fermentation, Putrefaction, and Decay, which I have already

mentioned, affords ample information on the subject.

The original idea of fermentation was, that it is the decom-

position of a fluid attended by gaseous development, but it has

long been proved by scientific investigation that the develop-

ment of gas is by no means an essential condition. On the

other hand, it ia essential that the;body to be decomposed by
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fermentation shoald be an organic one, and that a ferment or

leaven be present, with the introdnction and removal of which
the process begins and ends. This leaven increases itself

during fermentation, bat only a portion of it, 12 to 1 j per

cent., enters into the new formation—the lees. The opinion
has been maintained that it is onl; by contact that leaven can
excite fermentation. According to Hallier's experiments, how-
ever, this opinion is fundamentally wrong. If fermentation
were a chemical process to which the dreg-formation gives the

£rst impulse, but which, if once set up, becomes self-sastaiu-

ing, it would not be possible for it to come suddenly to a stand-

still, as frequently happens in many manufacturing processes,

snch as brewing. ,kc. Among the conditions of fermentation
(as well as of the increase of the before-named myuological
forms) are a certain degree of moistnre, a suitable temperature,
and the presence of some nitrogenous substance. Although a

temperature of from 10" to -Id R. (.'i.5' to l'2:i Fahrenheit) is

the most favourable to fermentation, the possibility of the
process is limited only by the boiling and freezing point?. It

may also occur in the absence cf nitrogen, as is proved by the
fact that by the addition of a few cells to a solution of sugar,
which is free from nitrogen, fermentation may be set up, al-

though only to a limited extent.

If we examine common veast under the microscope, we find

that it consists entirely of innumerable ellipsoidal, but nearly
globular, corpuscles, in which we immediately recognise the
form of Cryptococcas. I find, after repeated measurements,
that the usual yeast corpuscles, Cryptococcus cerevisi.T?, have a

length of 0008 millimc-tre (l'27.j line), and are consequently
larger than the Cryptococcus found in foul brood, which has a

diameter of 0(io2 millimi-tre (1-109.") line). These globules
multiply, as we may plainly perceive under the microscope, by
forming a bud on a spot situated mostly near the longer axis,

this rapidly increases, separates itself from the parent stock,

and commences the same process anew.
We readily perceive from the foregoing sketch of the natural

history of these forms of fungus, that we can produce yeast by
Bowing mildew. As soon as mildew germinates in any saccha-
rine fluid, its spores disseminate the Micrococcus, which, if

there be a trace of nitrogen in the fluid, rapidly swell and
develope into Cryptococcus, the common yeast fungus. This
can, of course, increase by division ad intinitiim, but its origin
is to be traced to the ordinary brush-mildew. It is necessary
carefully to remember this derivation of every yeast fungus
from one particular mildew, in order perfectly to understand
what follows.

Now, although the common yeast fungus varies but little,

if anything, in size whilst confined to the usual liquids capable
of fermentation, it assumes different sizes when present in

other substances. If we sow brush-mildew in fatty oil, it

forms a ferment, which diiiers from Cryptococcus cerevisiw in

the minuteness and great delicacy of its spornles. Belying
upon this fact, I explained in my first paper on foul brood that
the common fermentive fungus might possibly assume the
smaller form of Cryptococcus alvearis when present in the
interior of the larv.-e.

Now, as the brush-mildew is the first parent of the fermen-
tive fungus, we can raise a ferment from any other kind of

mildew by sowing its spores in liquor capable of fermentation,
and by this means obtain different forms of Cryptococcus
—(x. gr., Rhizopus nigricans, Ehrenberg, if sown in bilberry-
jnice produces very minute cells.

The contents of fungus fpores which consist of Micrococcus
granules, if in contact jcith or immersed in suhstances in whicli
nitrojen predominates, do not become Cri/ptococcus by swetling,
but retain the kernel form, and, appropriating the surrounding
nitrogen, increase ad infinitum hti division.

This smallest form of Micrococcus,* the kernelcell kernel-
ferment, is the cause of most, if not all the epidemic diseases
of man and of animals. Their extreme minuteness renders
it possible for them to be received into the most delicate blood
vessels, cither through the air or especially by means of impure
drinking-water. Their capacity for increasing indefinitely by
division without passing into higher forms, together with their
peculiarity of luxuriating not only in the body, but about
houses, in beds, and on dung-heaps, accounts for their great
power of propagating infection.

It is a long while since medical men first discovered a strik-

ing analogy between the fermentive process and the spread of

* A decimal was omitted in the second paragrapli of page 495. The
diameter of Micrococcus eboold have been there stated at 0004 milli-
metre, instead of 0'0C4.—A Devosshibe Bee-keeper.

many infections diseaseii. Several decades ago they already
surmised that it must be conditional upon and propagated by
minute forms of vegetation. They were especially led to em-
brace this opinion when the cholera travelled from Asia all

over Europe in 1831. One of the first advocates of the new
theory was the Privy Councillor Franz von Gietl, physician in
ordinary to the King of Bavaria. Even so long ago as 1S31 be
advanced this opinion, which has since been defined more dis-

tinctly in his subsequent works. He says :
—" One cannot get

rid of the idea that it is an infinitely minute organic body,
such as, perhaps, the sporules of cryptogams, mildew-vegeta-
tion, il-c, but so small that it cannot be made evident to our
senses even by the aid of all possible auxiliaries. During the
cholera of 18.37, Biihm found in hie examination of the mucons
membrane of the intestines that a minute fungoid form was
there accumulated in masses, and flourishing at the expense of

the intestinal fibre. These observations were repeated during
all subsequent epidemics. lu ISHi;, F. Klob and Thomt- deter-

mined this fungus form to be the cause of cholera, but it was
reserved for the ingenious experiments of Hallier to throw full

light upon the matter. He succeeded by means of a peculiar

propagating apparatus in developing from the Micrococcus
found in choleraic evacuations the higher fungus forms from
which it is derived. This propagating apparatus consists of

bell-glasses, under which the Micrococcus is disseminated in a
soil adapted to it. As the most diverse spores continually con-
gregate in the atmosphere, care must be taken that these do
not intrude. Hence the bell-glass is first purified by being
boiled oat and then cleaned with alcohol, and after being
placed over the Micrococcus it is insulated by means of water,

which is disinfected daily. Springing from the top of the bell-

glass are two glass tubes, which are luted to it, and which run
in different directions. Through one of these the air is with-

drawn from the bell by means of an air-pump, whilst through
the other its place is supplied by air which has been passed
through alcohol, by which all fungoid elements are destroyed.

The sown Micrococcus being kept at a suitable temperature,
now developes itself into that form of fungus to which it owes
its origin. These experiments having been male repeatedly

and with the utmost care, have furnished the most remarkable
results. It is found that the parent stock of the choleraic

Micrococcus is the rice-hiitjh' fungus. Uroci/stis onjzir. which
is totally unknown in Europe, and is, indeed, peculiar to the
rice-plant only. Cholera, therefore, originates in the rice-

fields of India, whence the Micrococcus has spread itself all

over the globe. It reaches the ground by means of choleraic

pvacuatious, and there ^especially in dung-heaps) it continues

to increase. Through drinking-water or by other means it

enters into other individuals, in whom, if they are predisposed,

it continues to thrive, especially on the mucous membrane of

the intestines. Science, therefore, proves that the so-called

Asiatic cholera is continually being imported and transported,

and thus explains many hitherto most mysterious cases.

Little as these details may appear to belong to a bee paper,

I yet believe that they will facilitate the comprehension of

foul brood. For this reason I quote some further examples.

In the variola of sheep is found a MicrococcuB from which,

by cultivation, Plospora herbarum is produced. This fungus
occurs on rye-grass, Lolium perenne, and this fact coincides

remarkably with an opinion which is generally entertained by the

most distinguished vetermary surgeons and sheep-breedere, that

damaged hay is the cause of smallpox among these animals.

From the Micrococcus of the cow-pox is produced Torula

refuscens. This form of fungus abounds in the milk, espe-

cially in the colostrum, of a cow which has recently calved.

As cow-pox seldom or never occurs in either bulls or oxen, and
as even in cows it is usually confined to the udder, it may be

conjectured that the cow inoculates herself with this disease

by means of her own milk.

The mjcological organism of human small-pox consists of

the same fungus in a different stage of development, and con-

sequently the effect of vaccination amounts to this—that the

same vegetation cannot flourish twice in th( I me iLdividuaL

From the Micrococcus of measles proceeds Mucor mucedo,
which occurs in the excrement of man and of animals. It is

probable, therefore, that epidemic measles owes its origin to

open closets and middens.
In like manner it has been possible to distinguish signs of

the constant presence of Micrococcus cells in sixteen infectious

diseases, from each of which a distinct fungus has been de-

veloped.

I may cite, as an example of the growth of the third stage of
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mildew (OlJiumj, that infectious scald-head (Achorion Schon-

leinii) ia nothing but the Oidimn of the usual brnsh-mUdew,

so that we have at once in n<j. 3 a representation of the fila-

ments of this form. The difficulty of its cure arises in this

way : the minute filaments of the Oidium penetrate into the

interstices in the texture of the skin, whither the extermi-

nating action of an external remedy is unable to reach it, so

that 3ven when apparently destroyed it continually springs

afresh from its hiding-place. In this manner maybe explained

the obstinacy of many other skin diseases, which arise from

the action of parasitic vegetable forms.

Numberless examples occur throughout nature of the power-

ful effects of the minutest forms of fungus. Of these I quote

a few:—If the starch with which body-linen is stiffened con-

tains blight-fungus, this fungus developes itself on the human
skin as Pityriasis (little scab). The Oidium of Aspergillus

Ustilago produces Herpes tonsurans, which causes the hair of

the head to fall off. The muscardine kills the silkworm cater-

pillar, which first becomes of a reddish colour, and stiffens and
often dies whilst spinning its cocoon. Oiiium Tuckeri, the

grape fungus, is destructive to the vine. The potato disease,

often so disastrous to entire nations, is produced by Fusispo-

rium Solana, Oidium violaceum, and Peronospora devastatrix,

all of which are proved by recent investigations to be only

different forms of the same fungus.

Milk-fever arises from Bacillaria;, a rod-like form of fungus.

It may be perceived by the foregoing, that in the present ad-

vanced state of science and of scientific instruments, we are

in a position to examine directly all these minute forms, as

well as to prove their natural history, and, by the theory

founded on their discovery, can readily explain what often

appears wonderful in the manner of infection, and the trans-

port of diseases by intermediate bodies, as well as their pro-

pagation after a long interval of time. Hallier relates an in-

stance in which small-pox had long since quitted a room. A
mason scraped the walls, and a few days afterwards was
attacked by the disease. Every medical man can cite similar

oases from his own practice. As all the phenomena of the

ast celestial universe became explicable after the promulgation
of the Copernioan system, so after the discovery of the effects

of these minutest forms, many terrestrial phenomena, and es-

pecially those relating to infections and epidemic diseases, can
be explained without difficulty. When the opponents of the

parasitic theory say that its adherents need seek for nothing
farther, they indeed accord to it the highest meed of praise

that can be given. Truth demands no forced interpretation
;

she is throughout simple, and easily understood.

—

De. Pbeuss,
Sanitatsrath.

(To be continned.)

THE BEE YEAR 1809.

QUEEN HNCiSEMESIS AKD LATE-EEED DEOSES.

I BELIEVE it will be generally admitted, both by English and
Scottish apiarians, that the bee year of 1869 opened and closed
rather favourably. In Scotland, especially, we commenced with
the brightest prospects. The close of the previous year found
most of our apiaries in the best condition. Stores were ample,
and the character of the autumnal months conduced to keep up
throughout a good population, and thus to add an important
element towards future prosperity—namely, a considerable
number of young bees. For my own apiary, bees wintered
remarkably well ; comparatively few dead, and scarcely any
symptoms of dysentery appeared. The result was that the
opening season found my hives in splendid condition. Still

the apiarian, guided by former experience, knows quite well
that the best appearances in February do not always betoken
futtire prosperity. Ample stores are good, and population ex-
cellent, but there is one individual unit, one important person-
age in each colony, upon whom moredepends than anything else.

This is the queen, and now, therefore, comes the trying, testing
season of her real condition. Hence, in large apiaries we must
not be unprepared, as March and April approach, for several
marked changes or declensions, and probably some deaths.
As far as the weather was concerned there was not much to

complain of. The bees were occasionally deterred from pro-
secuting their labours, but, on the whole, there was no serious
check to onward progress through the spring months. Some
of the best and earliest-flowering plants, such as the goose-
berry, pear, and apple, afforded excellent pasturage in my own
locality, and when May arrived several of my hives exhibited
great advancement. Drones appeared ten days earlier than in

ordinary seasons, and swarming propensities were already be-

ginning to manifest themselves. Unfortunately a period of

cold east winds prevailed about the middle of May, which in my
locality evidently exercised as blighting an influence over the

ardour of my bees as they did over the various products of garden

and field. Hence the bees of most of my advanced hives were

completely frustrated in their emigrating intentions, and the

most strange anomalies, freaks, and out-of-the-way proceedings

took place. Well versed and much experienced as I am in all

the forms and phases of this the most interesting department of

apiarian science, natural swarming, I confess I never observed

so many anomalies occurring as during the past summer. This

arose, as I have said, from the unfavourable weather which

prevailed during the latter half of May, during which the old

queens were absolutely prevented from leading off' the first

swarms as in ordinary circumstances.

It was about this time, the 21st of May, I think, that oneof

your esteemed contributors paid me a visit. The day was in-

auspicious, and the apiary all but silent. Eight in the door-

way of one of the hives a suspicious-looking cluster about the

size of a hen's egg attracted my notice, to which I drew my
friend's attention. On a more minute examination we found

it was a queen encasement, and on dispersing the bees a beau-

tiful queen was found lifeless in the midst. A dissection

proved her to be normally fertile, the spermatheca exhibiting

the usual well-known appearances in such circumstances. But

for the explanation. If a stranger queen, how came she there?

it the hive's own queen, why her encasement and death? My
friend suggested the former, on the supposition that another

hive might have thrown a swarm that returned, and the queen,

missing her way, had entered this the wrong hive, and hence

her captivity and death. The bad weather, however, was against

this view, and, besides, the queen was an Egyptian, exactly

corresponding to the one I knew the hive possessed. A few

more days, however, cleared up the mystery, and showed that

this was indeed the hive's own queen—a queen, too, only one

year old, and apparently free from any physical disability.

Soon thereafter piping commenced, and on the 28th of May,

and Ist and 2ad of June respectively, three swarms issued

forth all headed by young queens, In four cases the prime

swarms were thus led forth by young queens, the old ones having

either been sacrificed or having otherwise disappeared.

First and foremost in my apiary stood at this time another

Egyptian colonv, domiciled in a large straw skep, which had

good stores and "an immense population. This hive appeared

ready to swarm about the 18th May, but no opportunity was

afforded it by reason of the unsuitableness of the weather. On
the 29th of May I was astonished to find a young fuU-grovm

queen extended dead. Conjecturing that this hive had been in

the same position as the Egyptian hive already alluded to, I

wished to try an experiment to force a swarm. I have on &

former occasion adverted to a practice which I generally found

efficacious in forcing after-swarms at any favourable hour of

the day I chose—namely, by feeding with a little sugar syrup

or honey. I wished now to see if excitement produced by

another process than feeding would have the same effect. The

process I meant to adopt was simply that of rapping on the

upper and anterior part of the hive. Accordingly, on the

morning of the Ist of June, the first favourable opportunity

which occurred, and about nine o'clock, when the sun began to

shine out warmly, I gave the hive several smart strokes with

the palm of my hand, and went back a few paces to watch the

result. In a minute or two considerable hubbub and excite-

ment followed. By-and-by regimental files of heavily-laden

bees, those sure precursors of readiness, slowly but steadily

poured out. A slight hitch occurring, I again applied the

alarum beat, and off they flew. Unfortunately a passing cloud

damped their ardour, and the great mass clustered up and

around the skep, and beneath the landing-board, and nurnbers

on the wing began to return. I conjectured the queen had not

risen, so I immediately brushed off the hive a large hangmg

mass'of bees, to counteract, if possible, the effects of those re-

turning upon the stUl rushing swarm. The queen, however,

though among the bees I brushed off, did not take wing, and I

now found I was too late, as the returning bees prevailed. I

tried to collect as many bees as possible, by putting a skep

over the queen and those brushed off on the ground, but find-

ing that I could not secure so large a swarm as I could wish, I

returned the whole to the parent hive, and thus I was obhged

to be contented so far with the result of my experiment. In

this melee a fine young queen was sacrificed, having been stung

to death either by the bees or a rival. During the middle of
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the same day the bees again swarmed all right. On the 3rd of

June, two days afterwards, another swarm came o£f, went back,
and finally swarmed all right on the 4th.

In another case the old queen accompanied the swarm, but
no young queen ever appeared in the old hive, while in the
Bwarm itself a sort of neoine war occurred, whereby one-third
of the bees were sacrificed, and the poor queen herself narrowly
escaped with her life. So much as to swarming anomalies.

In early localities I think bees both swarmed well and stored

well; but, nevertheless, I am inclined to think that pasturage
was neither so rich nor so long-continued or productive as in

other years. Where the white clover was plentiful strong
hives made considerable weight, and in several localities some
beautiful supers were taken ; but oven in regard tn this, one of

the best of honey-yielding flowers, it suddenly gave way, and
the bees ceased to gather much from it even after it appeared
in good condition. The same remark applies also, and more
particularly, to the heather. The blossom appeared abundant
enough, but notwithstanding the good weather which prevailed

in August, the honey collected from this source was not corre-

spondingly good. There seemed to be a deficiency of nectar
secretion in the flowers, owing to the previous dry weather, and
altogether the amount stored was unsatisfactory. From the

15th to the '27th of August only did my bees obtain much
honey from the heath. During this period they stored at an
average from lOlbs. to ITilbs. each, but the greater part was
deposited, not in the supers, but below. In some parts of

Scotland, rich generally in heath pasturage, little or no honey
was collected from the heath this season. Still, on the whole,
most apiaries, I believe, were found at the close of the bee
season in pretty fair circumstances ; and speaking for myself,
my stock both as to stores and population commenced the
winter campaign in excellent condition, well prepared to brave
the few bleak and stormy months which lie before them. So
far, however, the weather has been very trying, and unless
some mild and favourable days occur soon I anticipate dy-

sentery will be more prevalent in our apiaries this winter than
during the previous one. i

I take this opportunity of adverting to two subjects referred
|

to by your correspondents, Mr. G. Raynor, and "R. S.," of
,

dates November 25th and December 0th, on " queen encase-
ments," and "late-bred drones." In the former Mr. Raynor
has been pleased to refer to my articles and views on the very
interesting and curious phenomena of queen encasements,
and details with much distinctness and accuracy the case and
consequences of a Ligurian queen introduced by him into a

hive deprived of its own some forty-eight hours previously.

My theory, as summed up in the three conclusions quoted by
Mr. Raynor, had, however, no reference to such a case as he
describes—viz., that of a stranger queen introduced into an
aUen hive. It had exclusive reference to reigning queens being
encased in their own hives, and among their own bees. Mr.
Raynor has, I have no doubt, inadvertently overlooked this fact.

In my concluding article on this subject, February 7th, 1865,

page lOi, he will find a description of the kind of encasements
to which he refers, together with my views, fully stated, of the

various effects which follow from the introduction of stranger

queens into queenless hives. I believe there is no uniform
rule which obtains in such cases, for that which suits to-day

may not answer to-morrow. I congratulate Mr. Raynor on his

success in introducing his stranger queen without the aid of a

queen cage. With it, I can only say, there would be less risk,

and the lengthened encasement to which his queen was sub-
jected would in all likelihood have been prevented.
In regard to the unusually late appearance of drones in one

of the hives of your esteemed correspondent, "R. S.," it cer-

tainly very much resembles the case referred to as having oc-

curred in my own apiary; but if I should now venture to pro-
phesy as to the fate of Ibis late drone-breeding hive, drawing
my inferences from the fate of my own, I regret to say that
that prophecy would be the very reverse of favourable. In the
following spring my Egyptian hive alluded to produced drones
Tery easily, those detestable small drones, too, bred in worker
cells, which at any season are always the precursors of coming
ruin. In this case also, they proved to be so. Exhausted fer-

tiUty continued thus to manifest itself till June, the queen gra-

dually decreasing in her productive power so far as workers
were concerned, but continuing to produce both small and large

drones, until the bees, instinctively foreseeing their impending
late, set to work, as long as materials were in their power, in

constructing royal cells, and thus the old queen was in the

beginning of June superseded, she having quitted the hive

when the bees apparently ceased to care for her, and when rival

thrones were cropping up aronnd her. I have frequently had
occasion to notice and admire this instinctive foresight of im-
pending ruin manifested, and the benignant arrangements of

Nature, whereby under such circumBtances, when exhausted
fertility of the queen arrives, drone-breeding as of necessity
takes place—an arrangement this, so beneficent, that in nu-
merous instances it becomes, I believe, the very salvation of

the colony.

It will be obliging if " R. S." would note the proceedings of

the hive referred to, and detail for the benefit of us all its

future history.

—

John Lowe.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Brahma PoriTRAS Vn.TunE-nocKED (rr{tnn).—Vk'o consider r voltoro

hock to be ii disqunliticiitiou for n Brahma Pootra rock. We can (fivo no
(iI>inion about deciaions at any show. We can only htnto that which is

atlmittfd, wo believe universally, thiit given two cocks of equal merit in
(vory other point, a vulture liock in one. while tbo other had it not, would
certainly decide in favour of the latter. Your drawing shows a decided
vulture hock—the only approach to one thiit the partiality ol a judge can
overlook. We advise you by all means to breed from the clear-hocked
bird.—B.
French Fowxs (H. A'.).—The article yon Bpeak of appeared at groat

leuk'th some time since, with woodcuts'ol the birds. Aa it seems to be
forcotten. we will take an early opportunity of rotuming to the subject.
pREsEiiviNo Eggs for Sittiso (.If. A. s'.j.—W'e do not believe any eggs

can be kept HJx months and then hatched. We do not say it has never
been done, but the productive will be " few and Inr between." Our own
practice and experience are so opposed to it, thi»t wo not only never Bet

any egg a month old. but we choose the freshest wo can. When eggs arc
plentiful we prefer those that are not nii>ro than twenty-four hours old.

A kept egg, even if it hatch, produces a weak and sickly chicken.
West of England Poui^tuy Show.— Mr. J. H. NichoUs, Lostwitbiel,

Cornwall, took cup and first prize for Prtrtridce Cochins.
QUAURELsouE PiGEoNs [W. .l;);)/.?/flr(( ).—We feiir thoro 18 no enre for

a regular Tartar of a Pigeon ; ho seems only to live to make all the others
unhappy, so bis proper fate is a broken neck. The eccentric Eaton used
to box such a bird's ears, half drown him. liU his mouth with bitter aloes,

give him bad water, and rub his food with bitter aloes. All this seems to

ns gre»t nonsense. The right thing is that a tyrant should die. The
onl^ euro would be to get a bird who would master him, but he would in

his tnru be worse. Some time since we saw a beautiful white Dragoon
cock in a common bird shop, and were surprised to see so good a bird in

such a place. At once we bought him, but he was one of the tyrants.

He would follow a bird over the whole loft, and from slate to slate of the

roof of a large house, giving the birds no rest ; and being armed with
such a dagger of a bill as Dragoons have, bo was most formidable. Alter

trying every plan, pulling his wing, Ac, wc returned him to the shop.
The man laughed and said, " He's a little fortune to me, he's sure to

come back, and I dare not keep him with any other Pigeon ; he's beeo
bought over and over again." Happily these tyrants are not vory common,
bat we have known a Tumbler to bo as bad, but less capable of injory
than a Dragoon. Fantails nre usually peaceable.
TuRBiTS (Iilftn).—The produce will be some point-heads and others

shell-heads. Small beans or old tares are the best food for all Pigeons.
Good Indian com may be given as a change, and peas. Hempseed is

very bad for Pigeons, and ought never to be given except to make them
mate, or a little to tame them, as they will come on your feet or to yonr
band to get it.

German Paste—Food for NioHTrNOALES {J. //.).—Take two table-

spoonfuls of melted lard, free from all salt, and heat it in a saucepan till

nearly boiling ; add four tablespoonfuls of treacle, keeping the pan near
the fire, but not putting it on again, and stir the treacle well in gradually,

keeping the mixture still near the fire, but not near enough to do more
than keep it hot ; Stir in pea meal till the whole is a stiff, crumbly paste.

About three pints and a half of meal go to the above .luantity. A little

mawseed should be finally strewn among it. Nightingales cannot be

kept on German paste. The proper food for Nightingales is the yolk of

hard-boiled egg chopped fine, with a few bread crumbs, and scraped or

finely-chopped raw meat added, meal worms, and ants' eggs.

White Linnet.—« M'Dou;iaU would be obliged by Mr. Witherspoon
stating what species or variety ho means.
Bath-heating (A Constant JtcaJcr).—We have not sufficient experience

to be able to enter into details respecting the bath, but enough to say

that, provided you have plenty of 8-inch piping at the bottom yon wUl
have no ditficulty in heating tbe water to 16(P.

POULTRY MARKET.—December 20.

We had the nsaal appearances of a Christmas market—an immense
show, hampers piled one on the other, great hurry and crowding, no small

confusion, buyers complaining everything was too dear, selleis declaring

their goods did not make enough to satisfy the senders. This has been

the history of flftv past years, and it was again that of the present

year. The supply 'of good poultry was small, and the prices were good;

but as usual, there was much of an inferior quality that found a market

with difficulty at a great reduction. We abstain from any quotation of

Turkeys, as they are, if of good quality, valuable in proportion to their

weight. If we were asked to speak more plainly, we should bo compelled

to give cock Turkeys from l'2x. to SOs., and hens from 6«. 6<^ to 16.«. The
value of a cock Turkey is greatly increased by every pound he weighs

over 18, and that of a hen by all over 9.

Large Fowls .

,

Smaller ditto .

Chickens
Geese
Cock Turkeys.
Ducks
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